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118 &
.

.

.

.

Morrisons Engineering Ltd.

,,

.

.

19

.

29

..

Martin, Glenn L., Co.,

„

The (U.S.A.) 47

,,

24

BARS, PHOSPHOR BRONZE
..

..

114

„

Tile

•

•

Rotax Ltd.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Mills

44
89

.

.

22

108

Ltd.

..

..

..

„

H4

.

.

108

„

.

.

30

,,

84

„

CARBURETTERS

Hobson, H. M., Ltd.

.

.

CASTINGS, IRON
Wellworthy Piston Rings Ltd.

„

CASTINGS,

'Yorkshire Engineering Supplies
'

Equipment Co. Ltd.
^

BEACHING EQUIPMENT FOR FLYING
BOATS
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37 adv.
Ross, S. Grahame, Ltd.

24

„

.

.

„

CANVAS

Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,

.

„

Williamson Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

BATTERIES, ELECTRIC

.

,,

CAMERAS, GUN

Yorkshire Engineering Supplies

Ltd

,,

Williamson Manufacturing Co. Ltd.

.

.

119
21

^

CAMERAS, AIRCRAFT

BAR, LIGHT METAL
Birmetals Ltd.

.....

Rotax Ltd.

124
75

..

,,

CABLES, IGNITION

BEARINGS, BRONZE
Jftd.

&

British Parachute Co. Ltd.,
British Wire Products Ltd.

British Parachute Co. Ltd.,

AIRCRAFT— OPERATORS
Portsmoutli .4viation

.

„

CABLE COUPLINGS
,,

BALLOONS

AIRCRAFT AGENTS
Dundas,

.

108
104
87

.

.

.

Mollart Engineering Co.

77
Percival Aircraft Ltd.
55
Roe, A. V., & Co. Ltd.
_. .
Short Bros. (Rochester & Bedford)
65
Ltd
51 & 52
Vickers- Armstrongs Ltd.
61
Westland Aircraft Ltd..
.

BRAKE
Angus, George
Ferodo Ltd.

Ple.s.sey

14

AVIATION DEVICES

32 & 33
Fairchild Engine & Airplane
59
Corporation (U.S.A.)
..
73
Fairey Aviation Co. Ltd.
..
71
Folland Aircraft Ltd.
69
General Aircraft Ltd.
67
Handley Page Ltd.
Martin Co., The GlonnL., (U.S.A.) 47
7
Miles Aircraft Ltd.
.

„

English Steel Corporation, Ltd. 113 adv.
Firth, Thos., & John Brown, Ltd. 1 „
..
HadfieldLtd.
..
62 „

Douglas Aircraft Co. Inc. (U.S.A.)

.

,,

35
117

..

.

.

CABIN HEATING
„

ARMOUR FOR AIRCRAFT, BOATS
AN© AERODROMES

de Havilland Aircraft of Canada
Ltd.,

„

.

&

.

.

Smith’s Aircraft Instruments Ltd.109
Sperry Gyroscope Co. Ltd., The 91

ARMAMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT
Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd.

55

34

The

.

BALL JOINTS

.

Cuneliffe- Owen Airci-aft Ltd. ..
de Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd.,

.

,,

ANTI-VIBRATION MOUNTINGS

25 & 45
Blackburn Aircraft Ltd.
14
Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd.
Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd., The
.

& SCREWS

Plessey Co. Ltd.,

,,

.

A.V.A. Ltd

Whitworth
.

..

,,

71

.

.

AIRCRAFT— TRANSPORT
Sir

hade cover
116 adv.

Inside,

BOLTS, NUTS

ANODISING

Dundas, R. K., Ltd.
Armstrong,

,,

,,

..

.

104 adv.
72 ,,

..

R-, Ltd.

Folland Aircraft Ltd.

79
77
56
52

.

61

..

Fountain,

Morrisons Engineering Ltd.

..

,,

9

The 108

83

Ardente Acoustic Laboratories

.

.

6

.

BINOCULARS

„

EQUIPMENT

.

.

,,
,,

BOMBSIGHTS

43
Airspeed Ltd.
106
Auster Aircraft Ltd.
25 & 45
Blackburn Aircraft Ltd.
14
Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd.
de Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd.,
49 & 124
The
de Havilland Aircraft of Canada
75
Ltd., The
Fairchild Engine & Airplane
59
..
Corporation (U.S.A.)
71
Folland Aircraft Ltd.
69
General Aircraft Ltd.
••
7
Miles Aircraft Ltd.
North American Aviation Ino.
.

Ltd.,

Dundas, R. K., Ltd.
M.C.L. & Repetition, Ltd.

AND* LOUDSPEAKING

AMPLIFYING

AIRCRAFT— TRAINING
.

107

.

.

19 adv.

.

.

••

..

..

7

.

.

ALUMINIUM & ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

75
..
71
..
Lolland Aircraft Ltd.
Martin Co., The Glenn L., (U.S.A.) 47
(>7
Portsmouth Aviation Ltd.
55
Roe, A. V., & Co. Ltd.
Short Bros .(Rochester & Bedfoj'd)
65
Ltd
61 & 52
Vickers- Armstrongs Ltd.

The

.

Vospei-Ltd

de Havilland Aircraft of Canada
Ltd.,

.

Angus, George, & Co. Ltd.
Bi‘iti,sh Parachute Co. Ltd., The

BOATS,

,,

,,

& 124

49

PAGE
58 adv.

.

BEARINGS, ROLLER

do H'avilland Aircraft Co. Ltd.,

The

.

.

.

Stroud Ltd.
Dobbie Meinnes Ltd.

AIR SURVEY

„

.

BELTS, SAFETY

108 adv.
Dundas, R. K., Ltd.
Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd. 76 ,,
22 ,,
Pvoss, S. Grahame, Ltd.
.

.

.

,,

73

Ferodo Ltd.

Miles Aircraft Ltd.
Salter, Geo., & Co. Ltd.

„

AIRPORT MAINTENANCE EQIUPMENT

Airpliine

Corporation (U.S.A.)
Folland Aircraft Ltd.
General Aircraft Ltd.
Miles Aircraft Ltd.
Percival Aircraft Ltd.
Portsmouth Aviation Ltd.

The

BEARINGS, PLASTIC

p-vge

67 adv.
Havilland Propellers Ltd.,
49 & 124 „
The
de Havilland Aheraft of Canada

de

-

.

.

ag

PHOSPHOR BRONZE AND
GUN METAL

Yorkshire Engineering Supplies
Ltd.
114 adv.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ENCINEERS
188

\YCYO

!

|iqihe

ant

,

.

V

OF ADVERTISERS—

CLASSIFIED LIST
AND

CASTINGS, SAND, GRAVITY DIE

PRESSURE

DIE,

PAGK

PAGE

Birmingham Alumiiiinm Casting
(1903) Co.
Birth, Thos.,

High Duty Alloys Ltd.
Northern Aluminium Co. Ltd.
Wellworthy Piston Rings Ltd.

1

.

Marston Excelsior Ltd.
Serck Radiators Ltd.

,,

„

COOLERS,

Sons, Ltd.

.

„

CLIPS

Ltd

&

118.

AND

fastener's,

Amal Ltd.
Fahey Aviation

.

.

.

119

Co. Ltd., The
Oddie Bradbury & Cull Ltd. .
Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd. ..
Terry, Herbert & Sons, Ltd.

.

.

.

CLIPS FOR LEADS, PIPES, Etc.
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37 „
Terry, Plerbert

&

Sons, Ltd.

103

.*.

Smith’ s Aircraft Instrmnents Ltd. 109

,,

„

COCKPIT, SAFETY PADDING
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37 „
Siebe, Gorman & Co. Ltd.
112 „
COCKS,

.

.

Vickers-Armstrongs Ltd.

.

7

,,

..

110

,,

.52

,,

.

Rotherham & Sons Ltd.

&

51

Short & Mason Ltd.
..
..116
Smith’ s Aircraft Instruments Ltd. 109

„

Fairchild

Engine

&

Corporation (U.S.A.
Perodo Ltd.
Poiland Aircraft Ltdi

.

.

.

&

36

97
37

,,
,,

Aii’plane

78

„
„

ENGINES, AUXILIARY

,,

A.B.C. Motors Ltd.
no
de Havilland Engine Co. Ltd.,
The
49 & 124

„

,,

.

.

.

.

.

.

20
100

,,

English Steel Coi'icoration Ltd.

113

DE-ICING e'qUIPMENT
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37
Flight Refuelling Ltd.

13

.

.

& Rubber

74
89
Smith’s Aircraft Instruments Ltd. 109
.

.

.

Co.

.

.

.

,,

,,

„
„
„

Lucas, Joseph, Ltd.
Plessey Co. Ltd., The
Rotax Ltd.
..

Vosper Ltd.

Ltd.

85

&

38
.

Mills

.

39
112

„
,,

PNEUMATIC AND

ELECTRIC

&

38

Ltd

39 adv.
112 „

DRIVES, FLEXIBLE
Sons, Ltd.

DUCTS, CONDUITS
PLASTICS
Pytram Ltd.

,

..

..

&

.

.

103

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Stroud Ltd.

„

.

Ltd.

116

,,

11

,,

30
88

,,

,,

27 adv.

.

.

,,
,,

.

,,

120 „
108 ,,

Equipment

Co. Ltd.,

The

Morrisons Engineering Ltd.
21
Plessey Co. Ltd., The
87
Pytram Ltd.
100
Rotax Ltd.
89
Ross, S. Grahame, Ltd.
22
Smith’ s Aircraft Instruments Ltd. 109
.

.

,,

.

.

,,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,,

.

.

.

.

.

.

,,

.

.

,,

EXTRUSIONS, LIGHT METAL
Birmetals Ltd.

.

.

.

.

Northern Aluminium Co. Ltd.
Reynolds Tube Co., Ltd.
Wellworthy Piston Rings Ltd.

.

.

.

.

19
96
105
84

,

'

,,
,,
,,
,,

FAIRINGS
Marston Excelsior Ltd.

100

„
„

Inside hack cover

.

PIPES,
.

,,

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

15

.

98
87
89

.

..

Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37
Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co.
74
G.Q. Parachute Co. Ltd., The
54

92

Desouter Brothers, Ltd.

,

EQUIPMENT FOR AIRCRAFT

DRILLING MACHINES

&

.

.

Cellon Ltd.
Ryland, Llewellyn,, Ltd.
Titanine Ltd.

J.,

&

Dowdy Equipment

DOPES

DRILLS, PORTABLE,

87
89

ENGRAVING
Barr

112
83

Co. Ltd.

.

.

18

Gorman &

.

,,

The
9
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37
Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co. 74
Siebe,

.

.

ENGINE TESTING EQUIPMENT

British Parachute Co. Ltd.,

R.r.D. Co. Ltd.

.

Dobbie Mclnnes Ltd.
Heenan & Froude Ltd..
Hobson, H. M., Ltd.

DINGHIES

•

.

ENGINE STARTING EQUIPMENT

CRANKSHAFTS

Goodyear Tyre
Rotax Ltd.

The

Plessey Co. Ltd.,
Rotax Ltd.

,,

„

Pytram Ltd.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

20
100

.

,,

„
*

DYNAMIC BALANCING MACHINES

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DYNAMOMETERS, HYDRAULIC AND

.

.

ELECTRIC

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CONTROL EQUIPMENT FOR AIRCRAFT
Automotive Products Co. Ltd.
40 & 41 adv.
Bowden (Engineers) Ltd.
102 „
.

Ltd.

Bros. (Derby) Ltd.

,,

,,

.

Dowty Equipment

„
„
„

..

..

British Parachute Go. Ltd.,
British Wire Products Ltd.

jj

ELECTRICAL PLANT

20
88

.

Pytram Ltd.

Terry, Herbert,

59 ,,
58 ,,
..
..
71 ,,
Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co. 74 ,,
Hadfields Ltd.
62 „
Helliwells Ltd.
118 & 119 ,,
Hunting Aviation Group, The
53 ,,
Iso-Speedie Co. Ltd., The
Ill ,,
M.C.L. & Repetition Ltd.
104 ,,
Morrisons Engineering Ltd.
21 ,,
Plessey Co. Ltd., The
87 ,,
Portsmouth Aviation Ltd.
67 ,,
PytramLtd.
..
..
100 ,,
Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd. .. 115 ,,
Wellworthy Piston Rhigs Ltd.
84 ,,
Yorkshire Engineering Supplies
Ltd.
..
..
..
.. 114
„

Dimlop Rubber

.

.

„

COMPONENTS
.

..

.

.

Edward, F.

Smith’s Aircraft Instruments Ltd. 1 09

.

.

7

78
87
89

Thomson-Houston Co.
The
101

British
Ltd.,

,,

20
88

.

,,

COMPASSES, GYRO

.

.

.

.

Dobbio Mclnnes Ltd. ..
..116 „
Kelvin Bottomley & Baird Ltd. 28 „

Butlers Ltd.

.

.

.

Desoutter Brothers Ltd.
Edwards, F. J., Ltd.

COMPASSES

Dimlop Rubber Co. Ltd.

.

Marston Excelsior Ltd..

.

FUEL AND OIL

Miles Aircraft Ltd.

Ltd.
Lucas, Joseph, Ltd.
Miles Aircraft Ltd.
Newton Bros. (Derby) Ltd.
Plessey Co. Ltd., The
Rotax Ltd.

Serck Radiators Ltd.

CLOCKS, RECORDING
Rotherham & Sons Ltd.
..
110 „

.

Dowty Equipment

Newton

.

.

page

97 adv.
27 „
98 „

,,

„

4 adv.
73 „
31 „
115 „
103 ,,

.

.

.

COWLING

,,

COWLfNG

.

.

37
30

36
.

WATER

Marston Excelsior Ltd.
Serck Radiators Ltd.

CHROMATING
Helliwells

&

,,

—continued,

ENGINE SCREENING HARNESS

104

.

52

COOLERS, OIL

,,

17

.

&

51

Electrical Equipment^

Butlers Ltd.

CONTROLS, COCKPIT

„

*

&

.

,,

CHAINS
Pratt, A. J.,

.

.

,,

62
84

.

.

.

.

BOMB RELEASE

Vickers-Armstrongs Ltd.

,,

CHAIN HOISTS
Bolco Hoists Ltd.

.

.

.

113

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
Hobson, H. M., Ltd.

CASTINGS, STEEL
Brown Foundries Co., The David 50
English Steel Corporation Ltd.
Hadfields Ltd.
Wellworthy Piston Rings Ltd.

4 adv.
104 ,,

'

CONTROLS,

,,

29
96
84

.

.

Amal Ltd.
M.C.L. & Repetition Ltd.

lOadv.

Ltd
& John Brown Ltd.

.

CONTROL JOINTS, BALL & ROLLER

LIGHT METALS

.

The

9

&

26
27
36 & 37
Ill

Co. Ltd.
Iso-Speedic Co. Ltd., The
Miles Aircraft Ltd.
..
Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd.

5
.

.

.

.

..

„
„
„

„
„

7

,,

115

„

Sperry Gyroscope Co. Ltd., The

91 adv.

FANS, COOLING AND VENTILATING
Marston Excelsior Ltd.
20 adv.
Rotol Ltd.

DYNAMOMETERS, DYNAMIC
Heenan & Froude, Ltd.
11
.

.

The

Heenan

&

Newton

Bros. (Derby) Ltd.

.

.

.

.

Oddie Bradbiuy

.

.

31

„

.

.

13

„

Froude, Ltd.

FILTERS, AIR
36 & 37
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
..
Yokes Ltd.
..
..
82

„
„

Flight Refuelling Ltd.
101 adv.

.

.

.

.

11

„

DYNAMOTORS
78

Thomson-Houston
The

Lucas, Joseph, Ltd.
Plessey Co. Ltd., The
Miles Aircraft Ltd.

..
.

.

Amal

Co.

..

.

.

.

101
98
87
7

.

„
„
,,

„

Ltd.

Tecalemit Ltd.
Yokes Ltd.

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
l^itish
Ltd.,

.

.

.

.

Thomson-Houston
The
..
.

.

12 adv.

..

121

„

101

„

Cellon

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

4

.

&
&

..
.

.

41
37
56
82

„

„
„
„

FINISHES FOR AIRCRAFT
Ltd
92 „

Bylaud, Llewellyn Ltd.

Co.
..

....

Automotive Products Co. Ltd.
•
40
36
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.

British Insulated Callender’s

Cables Ltd.

FUEL AND OIL

FILTERS,

ELECTRIC AUXILIARIES
British
Ltd.,

„

FILLING VALVES

Thomson-PIouston Co.

British
Ltd.,

FASTENERS
& Cull Ltd.

„

3

Titanine Ltd.

.

.

..
.

.

.

.

15
85

,,
,,

REFUELLING
PAYLOADS,

INCREASES
earning

capacity

long-distance

of

ELIMINATES hazardous
DISPENSES

thus

multiplying

REFUELLING BY NIGHT

as easy as by day.
is
arrangements providing ideal
formating conditions for the tanker pilot.

the

take-offs.

DO NOT

FIRE RISKS

with landings for fuelling purposes.

MINIMISES wear and

lighting

special

airliners.

heavily laden

FLIGHT...

IN

ARISE because

potentials are equalized by

tear.

initial

(o) electrical

contact between

the Tanker and Receiver aircraft lines at least
(b) the two aircraft
200 ft. from each aircraft
remain automatically bonded by the hose whilst
inhibited by
is
(c) the whole system
fuelling
(d) the
inert gas before and after fuel is passed
reception coupling is automatically flooded with
;

REDUCES

operating costs.

IT IS SIMPLE,

CERTAIN, SAFE.

:

;

AND

PROVED during ten
has been TESTED
years of constant research and it made possible,
during the war years, the carriage of worth-while
bomb loads on otherv-/ise impossible missions.
of the
It can now be carried out daily in all parts
It

world

just as well at

200

ft.

as at 25,000

ft.

bromide

as

INTERCEPTION

is

methyl

are

aircraft

fully

the

sea level.

CONTACT

it.

because all Tanker
with the requisite
interception to be made

certain

equipped

Radar which enables
under any conditions.

above

nozzle leaves

Three factors only are
of them, the angle of the Receiver
aircraft’s trailing line and the firing angle and
elevation of the fixed line-thrower aboard the
the third, the position of
Tanker are constant
the Tanker at the time the line is fired is the only

PASSENGERS

are unaware that refuelling is
taking place and the FREEDOM OF ACTION of
the Receiver aircraft is unrestricted from start

involved

to finish.

:

IS

CERTAIN.

two

;

WEATHER CONDITIONS

need not interfere
cloud
as refuelling can be carried out in storm and
conditions, or a more favourable rendezvous can

factor

dependent upon the human element and
0 0 ft.-—

position has a margin of error of
more than sufficient to secure certainty.

this

be arranged.

1

LITTLEHAMPTON, SUSSEX. ENGLAND

FLIGHT REFUELLING LIMITED
13

iidv.

—

CLASSIFIED

OF ADVERTISERS—

LIST

FUELS

FIRE-FIGHTING EQUIPMENT FOR

AIRCRAFT
Angus, George, & Co. Ltd.

&

Bell’s Asbesto.s

PAGE
.

'.

.

.

08

.

„

.

.

&
.

.

.

,,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,,
,,

.

.

9
18

J.,

Ltd.

.

.

.

,,

„

112 adv.

.

FORGINGS, DROP

Birmetals Ltd.
High Duty Alloys Ltd.
.

.

Nor them Aluminium

.

,,

.

.

,,

.

.

Co. Ltd.

19
29
96

„
,,

„

FORGINGS, STEEL

& John Brown Ltd

Hadfields Ltd.

.

.

.

.

United Steel Cos. Ltd., The

..

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

„

GAS TURBINES
55

1

62
60

.

:

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

&
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

„
,,

Metropolitan Vickers Electrical
Co. Ltd.
80 ,,
^
Napier, D., & Son Ltd. Inside front cover
Rolls-Royce Ltd.
122 adv.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Insulated
Cables Ltd.

Briti*sh

British
Ltd.,

Callender’s

121

,,

Thomson-Houston Co.
The
101

,,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,,

Cork Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Darwins Ltd.
..
..

,,

Dowty Equipment

,,

„

.

.

.

.

70
..
46
Ltd.
..
27
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37
English Steel Corporation Ltd. 113
.

.

30
42
102
98
20

116
96
Oddie, Bradbmy & Cull Ltd.
31
Plessey Co. Ltd., The
87
Reynolds Tube Co. Ltd.
105
Rotax Ltd.
89
Rotherham & Sons Ltd.
110
Salter, George, & Co. Ltd.
107
Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd. .. 115
Smith’ s Aircraft Instrrrments Ltd. 109
Tecalemit Ltd.
56
Terry, Herbert, & Sons Ltd.
103
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

adv.
,,
,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

,,
,,

,,

„
,,

.

,,

r,.

.

.

.

.

.

.

„

.

.

,,

.

.

,,

,,

,,

„

.

.

,,

.

.

,,

United Steel Companies Ltd.,

The

.

Voltes Ltd.

GAS TURBINES, EQUIPMENT AND
ACCESSORIES FOR

93
62
119
29

The

,

The

34 & 35
do Havilland Engine Co. Ltd.,
The
49 & 124
.

,,

Automotive Products Co. Ltd.
40 & 41 adv.

METAL

....

,,

„

.

English Steel Corporation Ltd. 113
Firth, Thos.,

(U.S.A.)

.

English Steel Coi'poration, Ltd., 113
High Duty Alloys Ltd.
29
United Steel Cos, Ltd., The
60

FORGINGS, LIGHT

Marston Excelsior Ltd.
Warren McArthur Corporation

.

Northern Ahrminium Co. Ltd.

99

.

i

„

FOLDING AND BENDING MACHINES
Edwards, F.

..

90

j

.

.

.

Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd.,

.

..

Co.
Co.

20 adv.

j

Armstrong Siddeley Motors Ltd.

The

.

Manufacturing
.

,,

60
74

.

.

Hadfields Ltd.
Helliwells Ltd. ..
..
118
High Duty Alloys Ltd.
Hobson, H. M., Ltd.
I.C.I. (Plastics) Ltd.
..
Lodge Plugs Ltd.
Lucas, Joseph, Ltd.
Marston Excelsior Ltd.
Mollart Engineering Co. Ltd.,

13

.

Tyi’e

Graviner

The

1

& Rubber

Goodyear
Ltd.,

Ltd.

.

FLOTATION GEAR
British ^Parachute Co. Ltd.,
R.P.D. Co. Ltd.

.

.

Aircraft Corporation (U.S.A.) 86
Eolland Aircraft Ltd.
71
Short Bros. (Roehe.ster & Bodfordf
Ltd.
65
.

„

FURNITURE FOR AIRCRAFT CABINS

Edo

.

.

„

FLOATS FOR AIRCRAFT
.

.

,,

FUELLING SERVICE
Intava Inc. (U.S.A.)

108

.

87
112

.

.

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
A.V.A. Ltd

Co. Ltd.

Flight Refuelling Ltd.

68

.

.

Gorman &

.

FUELLING CONSULTANTS

Engineering
.

& John Brown
Fox, Samuel, & Co. Ltd.

The

Plessey Co. Ltd.,

page

continued.

for

„

FIREPROOF BULKHEADS
Ltd.

Gas Turbines, Equipment and Accessories

99 adv.

.

Firth, Thos.,

Siebe,

93

.

Bell’s Asbestos

PACK
.

.

FUEL PUMPS

Graviner Manufacturing Co. Ltd.,
.

.

6 adv.

.

Engineering

Ltd

The

Intava Inc. (U.S.A.)

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

60

,,

.

.

.

.

.

.

82

,,

114

,,

Yorkshire Engineering Supplies

Ltd

..

GASKETS
Angus, George & Co. Ltd.
Drmlop) Rubber Co. Ltd.
Ferodo Ltd.
.

.

.

.

36

....

&

6
37
58

,,
,,

,,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,

GAUGES
Dimloj) Rubber Co. Ltd.
36 & 37
Salter, Geo., & Co. Ltd.
107
Smith’s Aii’craft Instruments Ltd. 109
.

.

,,

,,

,,

(

%

HEAT-RESISTING ALLOYS page

GAUGES, FUEL AND OIL r.voK
Kelvin Bottomley & Baird, Ltd. 28 adv.
.. l.U>
..
Short & ]\I.ason Ltd.
,,
Simmonds Aerocessories Ltd. .. I LI „
Smith’ s Aircraft Instruments Ltd. 1 (lU
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LIST

CLASSIFIED

Hadfields Ltd.

.

.

High Duty Alloys Ltd.
United Steel Cos. Ltd., Tlje
AVelhvorthy Piston Eing.s Ltd.

.

,

„

GAUGES, TYRE PRESSURE
3(i & ;?7
„

46 adv.
62 „
29
60 „
84 ,,

Dara ins Ltd.

Pratt, A. J.,

I

104

.

.

]\;Iarconi

120 adv.
Ltd.
87 ,,
Plessey Co. Ltd., Tlie
Smith’s Aircraft Iristruraent.s Ltd.lOO „
.

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

Dunlop Rubber

Co. Ltd.

&

,*>(J

„

ETC.

,,

.

.

.

.

.

•*>

.

.

US
78

..

8!)

..

..

Newton Bros. (Derby) Ltd.
RotaxLtd.
..
‘

.

40 & 41 adv.
80 & 87 ,,
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltil.
(lOodyear Tyre & Rid>ber Co, 74 ,,

i

,,

I

,,
j

„

HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT

!

GOVERNORS, SPEED
Iso-Speedie Co. Ltd.,

The

.

Dowty Equipment

;

Ill

.

,,

I

Tecalemit Ltd.

GRINDING MACHINES
88

Edwards. F.

J.,

Ltd

„
„

112

GUILLOTINES
Edwards, F.

J.,

Edwards, F.

I

!

112

„
:

HAND CREAM (INDUSTRIAL)
.!

Cellon Ltd.

.

.

.

.

.

!I2

.

„

!l
Raraeliuto Co. Ltd., 'Tlio
(LQ. Paruchuto Co. Ltd., 'I’lic .74
Milis Ei[ui]iinent Co. Ltd., 'riie
108
Siebiis llorjuan & Co. LtiL
..
112

.

.

J.,

.

Ltd

„

„
„

112 adv.

Dowty Equipment Ltd.
Ple.saey„Co. Ltd., The

.

.

iViile.s

.

.

.

.

27
87

A.

C.,

Ltd.

.

,,

.

.

100

.

„

Aircraft Ltd.

.

.

.

.

,,

.

.

.

.

,,

.

.

Rotherham & Sons Ltd.

& illason Ltd.
Corman & Co.

Short

.

.

.

.

,,

7

„

110
110
112

..

..

,,

,,
,,

Ltd.
Siebe,
Smith’.s Aircraft lu.strnment.s Ltd. lOO
Sperry Oyroseopc' Co. Ltd., The 91
.

.

,,

„•
,,

INSTRUMENTS, BLIND FLYING
108
Dundas, R. K., Ltd.
Slareoni AVireless Telegraph Co.
.

.

„

.

.

•120
..
Ltd.
Smith’s Aircraft Instrura(>nts Ltd. 109
Sperry Cyroscope Co. Ltd., Tlie 91
Barr

„

7.8

.

.

INSTRUMENTS, GUNNERY
Inside hack
& Stroud Ltd.

Smith’.s .Aircraft

„
,,
,,

cover

Instruments Ltd.lOO advn

,,
,,

INSTRUMENTS, NAVIGATION

!

I

Britisti

.

&

Automotive Products Co. Ltd.
40 & 41

Cossor, A. C., Ltd.

IDENTIFICATION MARKERS

I

HARNESS, SAFETY

.

.

110
Dobbie Melnues Ltd.
108
Dundas, R. K., Ltd.
80 & 87
Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.
Kelvin Bottomley & Biiird Ltd. 28

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE PUMPS

I

Ltd

.

27
87
oO

,

.

3ti

HYDRAULIC MACHINES AND PRESSES

;

&. ‘>0

Ltd.

Dimlop Rubber Co, Ltd.

‘

Deaoutter Brotliers Ltd.

„

Automotive I’roducts Co. Ltd.

Thomson-Houston Co,
lOL „
The

Luca.s, Joiseph, Ltd.

adv.

HOSE AND COUPLINGS, HYDRAULIC
AND FUEL

,,

GENERATORS FOR AIRCRAFT
British
Ltd.,

8!)

.

Smith’s Aircraft. Instruments Ltd.lOO

GEAR BOXES
Rotol Ltd.

.

.

.

INSTRUMENTS, AIRCRAFT
Co.s.sor,

Rotax Ltd

.

Fairey .LAuation Co. Ltd.

HORNS, WARNING, UNDERCARRIAGE

.17

.

.

.

1

GAUGES,

uaue

Wireless Telegiujih Co.

INSPECTION DOORS

HOOKS AND RINGS
& Sons, Ltd.

i

Dunlop Rubber Co. Ltd.

IGNITION ACCESSORIES

i

Berts. I’harmaeeiiticals Ltd.

„

INDICATORS, ENGINE

.

.

1

H)

,,

AND TANK

,,

IKiadv.

„

Dohbie Melnnes Ltd.

„

Smitli's ;\im'aft lnstrument.s Ltd. lOO

..

.,

„

.

.

.

.

100

.. 110
Dobbie Mclimes Lftl. ..
108
Dundas, R. K. Ltd.
Kelvin Rottomley & Baird, Ltd. 28
.

.

.

.

,,
,,
,,

„

Aiarcniii Wireless ’felegriiph Co.

Ltd
Short

..

&

.Mason Ltil.

.

.

..
.

.

120
110

„
,,

We have specifications for special
(ow temperature thermometers
for high altitude work.
,

Oif temperature
things a pilot needs to

That

is

is

only one of

know about

why the Rototherm method

reading gauges

Is

many

his aircraft.

of using dial

so applicable to the requirements

of the aircraft industry.

and can be mounted

in

They are

reliable, robust

almost any position.

Roto hherm
The

British

Rototherm Co,, Ltd., Merton Abbey, London, S.W.I9
and at Nottingham^ Glasgow

'Phone

:

Liberty 3406

Piichfords

16 adv.

1

FELCO
PATENTED

APPLIANCES

LIFTING
CHAIN PULLEY BLOCKS

-

OVERHEAD TRAVELLING BLOCKS

SPECIALLY

DESIGNED

ill
M
ra

B

AIRCRAFT

-

PULLING JACKS,

INDUSTRY

Etc.

"

I'

1

^

to

f

m ^

the

for

SLINGS

-

10

Ton

Geared Travel

Ungeared Travel

3

Ton to

10

Ton

1 Ton to 2 Ton

INSPECTING

-

REPAIRS

TESTING

-

UNDER FACTORIES ACTS OF ALL

-

ANNEALING.

LIFTING TACKLE.

FELCO HOISTS LTD
*

17

VICTORIA STREET,

WESTMINSTER,

LONDON,
(Works

S.W.I.

— Sheffield)

Also at

Manchester
74/76, Port Street

Telephone
Central 2264 & 2265

Newcastle-on-Tyne
Dean Street
Telephone 203

26/28,

vansea
Swansea

Pembroke

Buildings

Telephone 4035

Glasgow
88, Cado^n

Birmingham
Street

Telephone Central 7991-2-3

Somerset House,

Temple House
Telephone Midland 3244

.

llo adv.
Aerocessories I-tcl.
Ltd.lOO „
Smith’s Aii'craft Instruraeuts
Gyroscope Co. Ltd., iiie yr „

Simmonds

.

.

INSTRUMENTS, PRECISON

|

34-

”
nf. ”
Dobbie Melnnes Ltd
" ,,, ”
Dundas, R. K., Ltd.
IH „
Iso-Speedic Co. Ltd., The
-o „
Kelvin Bottomley & Baird Ltd.
”
..
Short & Mason Ltd.
lOJ „
Ltd i/,;!
Sinith’s Aircraft InstrvuTients
,Ji
»
Sperry Gyroscope Co. Ltd., Ihe
•

Armstrong Siddeley Motors Ltd.
The
Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd.,

'

•

The

.

.

>,

3i)

„

Co Ltd
.

Rolls-Royce Ltd.

.

•

.

.

•

•

•

•

”
„

on
.

•

.

(

1)7

89

LATHES

.

Edwards, F.

J.,

IL

Ltd.

.

LATHES, CAPSTAN

JOINTING MATERIAL

INSULATION, ASBESTOS

•

Butlers Ltd.

so ,,
Inside fmUcomr
•• 1--^ ad\
..

•

•

& Son Ltd.

Napier,

•

Rotax Ltd.

-

••

..

•

Co.

LAMPS, INSPECTION

&

Metropolitan Vickers Electrical

.

.

oo

•

.

But lens Ltd.
Rotax Ltd.

de Havilland Engine Co. Ltd

'

Thomson-Honston
The

British
Ltd.,

JET PROPULSION ENGINES

Sperry

AmalLtd.

page
LAMPS FOR GROUND STATIONS

page
JET CALIBRATING MACHINES
••
••
AmalLtd.

PAGE

.

Edwards, F.

6

Angus, George, & Co. Ltd.
Bell’s Asbestos & Engmeermg
•

J.,

IL

Ltd.

_

BelFs Asbestos

&

Engineering
”

••

Ltd
Ferodo Ltd.

.

•

•

ob

,

•

„

Ltd.

Cables Ltd.

INSULATION, ELECTRICAL
Perodo Ltd.

•

I.C.I. (Plastics)

•

Ltd.

INSULATION,

•

*

'

'

.

.

*

•

”

4-

THERMAL

.

INSURANCE, AERO

104 adv.

INTERCOOLERS
.

-

.

115

The
British Parachute Co. Ltd.,
Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co.
ihe
G.Q. Parachute Co. Ltd.,
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

1

1

i

-

•

-

•

•

Mills

1

Siebe,

i

17
87

j

i

.

La

Gorman &

Co. Ltd.

i

Butlers Ltd
Rotax Ltd.
Terry, Herbert,

•

Sons Ltd.

D
R F developments
fabric

CtotWng
j

and
Pneumatic Equipment designed
arrangements
special
to
made

•

IF

IT’S

INFUATABUE CONSULT

D

R F

Co. Ltd..

STOKE ROAD

GUILDFORD
S

U

R

R

E

Y

ii*

”
»

•

•

&

•

Designers and

„

17

FOR COMPLETE SAFETY
rubberised

108

••

lighting EQUIPMENT, PORTABLE

'
'

The

Felco Hoists Ltd.

!

•

•

Co, Ltd.,

/4

*

*

'

*

-

o4

„
„
„

J)

lifting TACKLE

;

Butlers lAd.
Rotax Ltd.

.

Equipment

R.F.D. Co. Ltd.

i

10.>

LAMPS, COCKPIT
Thomson -Houston C'o.
The
.

Ltd.

i

101
97
89
,-Fi lAo
109
Ltd.

••

..

LIFE SAVING EQUIPMENT

!

.

112

Ltd.

VosperLtd.

1

92
15

Butlers Ltd.
••
Rotax Ltd.
Snntlf s Aircraft Instruments
Terry, Herbert, & Sons Ltd.

J.,

launches FOR AIRCRAFT STATIONS

15

•

Thomson-Houston Co
The

British
Ltd,,

JACKS, PULLING
Felfo Irloista Ltd.
Plossey Co. Ltd., The

British
Ltd.,

30
88

.

:

LAMPS, CHARTBOARD

Laboratories

Excjelsior Ltd.
Serck Radiators Ltd.

121
70

Cellon Lttl.
Ryland, Llewellyn, 'Ltd.

»

INTERCOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

Marston

•

'

British Aviation Insiu-ance Co.
••
••
..
Ltd., The

Ltd.

.

lacquers
”

Ai’clento Acoustic

Edwards, F.

Callentlers

Cork Manufacturing Co. Ltd.
Ryland, Llewellyn Ltd.
Sinimonds Aerocessories, Ltd.

„

Ferodo Ltd.

.

lathes, TURRET

iiS

••

.•

..

In.sulated

British

.

.

lOo

”
„

»S|i
WI8

i\Tr T^

NEI,
•1

•,

•

*v

-

nn

iil

TJ

s
*

>«

'

i

BIRMINGHAM ALUMINIUM
(i|f €J#4^:tj^

II

CAI
'
: i'

f

SMETHWICK, 40, BIRMINGHAM
^
'^PONENT COMPANY OF BjRMlD .fN-D
*

f

_

‘

^

^

:

f

I

British
Ltd.,

LIGHTS, AIRCRAFT
Thomson -Houston Co.
The

Bntlers Ltd
Rotax Ltd.

..

..

Edwards, F.
OT
SO

Thorason-Houston

A.B.C. Motors Ltd.

The

101

„

Thomson-Hoiiston Co.

Ltd. The
Biitlens Ltd.

Ltd.
101

.

.

.

.

07
SO

.

.

Rotax Ltd

„
„
„

.

Butlers Ltd.
Rotax Ltd.

.

.

.

.

i

..

..

..

..

07
80

,

.

.

.

.

114

„
„
„
,,

„

123

„

MOTORS, ELECTRIC
Thomson-Honston Cb.
101
The
Plessey Co. Ltd., The
87
Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies, Ltd. 70
Rotax Ltd
89
British
Ltd,,

.

.

.

.

.

.

„

.

.

.

,,

.

.

„

,,

MOULDED PACKINGS

Co.

„

Ltd.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

08
80

Ferodo LtiL

,,

.

.

.

.

.

58

.

,,

..

..

..

&

\Msper

^

Son, Ltd.

Ltil.

.

.

.

.

NAME PLATES

,,

Barr & Stroud Ltd.
4(>

Inside frant cover
8,3 adv.

Desoutter Rrotliers Ltd.
Edwards, F. J., Ltd.

.

.

,,

74-

,,

Rotol Ltd.

104

.

21

110
115

..
..

00

..

A

.

.

38
.

.

&.
.

30 adv.
112 „

NOSE AND TAIL WHEEL ASSEMBLIES
Dowty

3

.

.

Ef[uipinent Ltd.

27 adv.

.

.

.

.

,,

OILS

METAL

FITTINGS

Iiitava Inc. (U.S.A.)

118 & 119 „
HelUwellsLtd
108 ,,
Mills Ecjuipment Co. Ltd., The

„
„
„
„

Morrisons Engineering Ltd.

.

.

21

„

jyiETAL/RUBBER JOINTING
30 & 37
Dunlop Ridibor Co. Ltd.
Goodyear Tyre & Rubbei* Co. 74

„

.

.

.

.

OIL CUPS

.

„

„
„
,,

.

99

,,

AND LUBRICATORS
.

.

..

104
110

,,
,,

OIL METERING PUMPS— ENGINE
DRIVEN
Tecalemit Ltd.

.

.

M.C.L. & Repetition Ltd.
Rotherham & Sons Ltd.

,,

METERS, FLOW
..
..
4
..
Ama-l Ltd.
Smith’s .-Virerai’t 1 nstrmnouts Ltd. 100
5(i
Tecalemit Ltd.

50 uiiv.

.

.

.

Inside back cover

NIBBLING MACHINES

,,

MARINE ENGINES

58

..

.

.

101

Napier, D.,

DEVICES- AIRFRAME
AND ENGINE

Ltil.

.

The

Darwins Ltd.

,,

LUBRICATING
Teealemit

i‘ac.k

112 adv.

Ltd

„

MAGNETS, PERMANENT

i

,,

LUBRICANTS
..

J.,

AlvisLtd.

MAGNETOS

„

LOCK NUTS

Intavalne. (U.S.A.)

.

,,

marine PROPELLERS

LININGS, BRAKE
Eerodo Ltd.
..
..
Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co.

.

.

..

TIioinson-Hoiistoii

Britisii

Rota.x Ltd.

LIGHTS, NAVIGATION
Britisii Thomson-Honston Co.
Ltd., The
101

M.C.L. & Repetition Ltd.
Morrisons Engineering Ltd.
Rotherham & Sons Ltd.
Simmotuis Aeroeessorie.s Ltd.

..

Lu(‘a.s, Jo.seph,

10*.

..

.

F.

I

.

..

'

I

LIGHTS, LANDING
Thomson-Honston Co.

Ltd., The,

E dwards.

MOTOR CARS

..110
118 & 119

..

Ltd

..

Ltd.,
Britisii

112 adv.

104
M.C.L. & Repetition Ltd.
21
Morrisons Engineering Ltd.
..
110
Rotherham & Sons Ltd.
103
Terry, Herbert, & Sons, Ltd.
Y orksbire Engineering Supplies

Co.

LIGHTS, IDENTIFICATION
British

MILLING MACHINES

page

Ltd

MACHINING

„
„

HelliwelLs

British
Ltd.,

,T.,

101 adv.

.

.

MACHINE TOOLS

tagic

LIGHTS, CABIN

1
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CLASSIFIED LIST

.

.

.

.

.

.

50

,,

OIL RETAINING DEVICES
VVellwoi'tliy

I’istou

Rings Ltd.

84

,,

MARSTON EXCELSIO
LIMITED
''

Marflex " Flexible Fuel Cells, Heat Exchangers of ail
including Radiators, Oil Coolers and Inter-Coolers
Air Conditioning Components,- Fuel, Oil and Coolant
Tanks
Machined Components and Assembled Units.
types,

;

,-

Marston Excelsior Lid. have specialised in the production of these
A progressive Technical
components for all types of aircraft.
Please write to
Service Department is at your disposal.

MARSTON EXCELSIOR LIMITED
(A subsidiary

Dept

P.17,

company

PAUL

WOLVERHAMPTON

of Imperial Chemical Industries kd.)

STREET,
*

WOLVERHAMPTON

LEEDS

*

.SHEFFIELD
MAR

20 adv,

1

1.

Upper Grosvenor

WJ. Telephone Mayfair 2486,7
Horsey Toll Aerodrome, Peterborough.

Street,

:

21 adv.

Purley Way, Croydon.
Croydon Works
Telephone: Whittlesey 219?
:

Telephone

:

Croydon 0191
o

omee

,

s

1

•

list

CLASSIFIED
Angus, Uooi'ge, & Co. LCi.
(ioixlvear Tyre & Rubber Co.
WelRvorthy Piston Rings Ltrl.

‘I'l''

•

.4

„

.S4

„

i

\

POWER PRESSES

;

:

Edwnri
Edwi Is,

i

OVERHEAD RUNWAYS & TROLLEYS
Feleo Hoists, Ltd.

•

F.

Ltd.

J.,

.

PETROL
PRECISION

I
1

•

•

42 adv

Idasties) Ltd.

{'

i.c.I.
I.C.I.

,

pauk

ArdentP Acoustic Laboratories
‘
••
••
••
..
Ltd.

««

..

IntavaInc.CU.S.A.)

rAUi

POLISHES

PASSENGER BROADCi^ ^TEMS,
AIRBORNE AND GROUND

SEALS

oil.

tinned.
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112

.

WORK

|

Siebo, CJorrnaii

&

Co. Ltd.

H-

-

.

Pytrarn Ltd.

PAINT REMOVER
Cellon Ltd.
‘'t
Qiiiekstryp Chemical Co. Ltd.
Ryland, Llewellyn, Ltd.
Titaniue Idd.

’’

•

.

.

•

.

j

Ferodo Ltd.

•

•

•

no

XI It'

}

|

114

Li
Ltd

1

.,

.

•

.

n

•

.

I

PRESS

.

.

So

,,

PARACHUTES, FLARE
British Ihiraelmte Co. Ltth,

Tim

0

.

Engine & Airplane
Corporation (U.8.A.)
Fuirey Aviation Co. Ltd., The
Ferodo Ltd.
Miles Aircraft Ltd.
PvHam Ltd.

Faircliild
:

U

i

PARACHUTES, LIFE SAVING
h
British Parachuto Co. Ltd., Tlie
u4
O.Q. PamehuteCo. Ltd., The ..
Irving Ail- Chute of CJreat Britain

„
„

!

WORK

r

.

.

•

•

'

I.C.I.

„

1,

i

1

Ltd
L Li,

”

•

7i>

,

112

,

72

,

2

,

*

*

*

Corporation, Ltd
Tlie
Faire;
Fai: V' Aviation Co. Ltd.,
Ltd.
Rotol
Rot

Eiigli;sli Steel

1

j

PLASTICS, TRANSPARENT
-I(Plasties) Ltd

.L I It'

Em

j

.

;

'

PROPELLER HUBS
Ro
do

Ltd

Propellers

laxllland

i'

49 & 124

|1

(

.,

D(:nvt<>;- Equipment Ltd.
Plessev Co. Ltd., The

i

n

Ltd.
4!) & 124

Canada

ivillaiul .Aircraft of
1
deHj.i
de

•*

_

PLUGS AND SOCKETS

_H aih-

Propellers

1

,,

B-'d

•

.

.

„

i

•

•

H avilland

tie
de

'>

7*]

102

Sons, Ltth

Ai

PROPELLERS

_

1

PARACHUTES, SUPPLIES DROPPING
o4

.

'

i

”

The

.

<•

•

•

,,

'

British Parachute Co. Ltd., The
CLQ. Parachute Co. Ltd., The
Irving Air Chvito ot threat. Britnin

Ten
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THE ENGINES

DIFFEREHT TYPES OF SERVICE AIRCRAFT

INJECTORS & GARBURETTERS
H.

M.

HOBSON

LIMITED

WOLVERHAMPTON

v

ENGLAND

mm.

«

SPECIAL

ODD

I

E

REQUIREMENTS

FASTEN ERS

THE ODDIE FASTENER, WHICH HAS BEEN STANDARDIZED BY THE MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION FOR
USE ON ALL AIRCRAFT, HAS BEEN FITTED TO MOST AIRCRAFT PRODUCED DURING THE WAR, AND IS BEING
USED ON COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT NOW.

THE APPLICATIONS OF ODDIE FASTENERS ARE VERY WIDE AND NUMEROUS, AS THEY ARE MANUFACTURED
IN A VERY EXTENSIVE RANGE. SOME OF THE USES TO WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN PUT ARE
ENGINE COWLINGS
—ACCESS DOORS— DETACHABLE COVERS— INSPECTION DOORS— FAIRING— FUSE BOX COVERS— ELECTRIC
WIRING INSTALLATIONS— QUICK RELEASE PINS— RADIO AND RADA| CABINETS—INSTRUMENT PANELS—
FLOOR COVERS— ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, ETC.
^

ill

1

GRCATCST NAME

!

in fhe age
each field of human enterprise there is
always one name which stands alone ... a
symbol of leadership.
In
the field
of
transport aviation, that name is Douglas.
During a quarter of a century of commercial
aviation, the story of Douglas has come
close to being the story of the aviation
industryMany essential advances in design
and manufacture, without which the efficient
transport aeroplane of today would "be
in
Douglas reoriginated
inconceivable,
search and on Douglas production lines.
Many of the performance qualities which
in

oF Flight

DC’3
The

most widely used transport aeroplane

Luxurious 4-engine, 44-60 passenger airliner
most thoroughly tested and proven transport in
the history of aviation. As the U.S. Army C-54,
the DC-4 flew more than 300,000,000 miles and
made more than 80,000 transoceanic crossings. It
transported President and Prime Minister to Big
Three Conferences and Allied military leaders to
assignments which changed the pattern of world
history.
Can carry a 10-ton payload with ease for
Normal range
a non-stop distance of 1,500 miles.
3,390 miles. Cruises at 227 m.p.h. (at 60% of

in

.

More than 10,000
service throughout the world.
DC-3s have been built for airlines of all countries
and for the U.S. government. During the War,
military type DC-3s (as the C-53, C47, and Dakota)
flew millions of miles to deliver strategic supplies
at battle fronts around the globe. They spearheaded airborne invasions of Italy, France and
Germany and evacuated thousands of wounded
men back from the war zones. Carries 21-28
passengers, normal cruising speed 185 m.p.h.,
normal range 1,510 miles.

rated

power

.

at 10,000 feet altitude).

MORE PEOPLE FLY TO MORE PLACES BY DOUGLAS
32

.
,

,

aclv.

.

make modern transport
economical

and

planes safe,

reliable

were

swift,

Douglas

contributions to aeronautical science.
Before the War, a majority of the planes
operated by all the airlines everywhere were
built
by Douglas.
During the War, a
majority of the Military transport planes
which helped to carry the Allied arms to
Victory were built by Douglas. And now, a
majority of the world’s leading airlines are
again turning to Douglas ... for the transport
planes with which they will serve mankind in
the pursuits of Peace
today and tomorrow.
.

.

.

DC’S
NTew 52-70 passenger, luxury airliner designed
and built specifically for airline requirements of
speed and maximum passenger comfort with
minimum operating cost and upkeep expense.

The DC6 contains exclusive features which make
it the most advanced transport aeroplane in the
jet-assist propulsion, fully reversible
world
.

.

.

airsteerable nose-wheel, altimatic
conditioned cabins complete with temperature,
humidity and altitude controls, fog and frost-proof
passenger windows, specially designed seats which
can be converted into berths in 30 seconds, and
other luxury features for travel pleasure. The
DC-6 cruises above 300 m.p.h. ... for ranges of
2,680 to 5,290 miles based on fuel capacity specified.

airscrews,

DOUaiAS.
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO., INC.
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

With

^'Bristol” Freighters

and Wayfarers available today to meet the immediate

with ‘‘Bristol” Hercules or Centaurus sleeve-valve
needs of the operator
engines powering the majority of civil aircraft in current production, the immense
manufacturing resources of The Bristol Aeroplane Company are serving the
.^Britain s
nation well in peace, as in war. Plans for the future are well advanced
“Bristol
immense
largestair-liners— over 125 tons each—-rapidly take shape in
.

.

.

.

.

erecting halls ... a “Bristol” helicopter will soon goAnto production..
and apart from still greater development of the famous “Bristol” sleeveto
research and development now proceeding promises
valve engines,
too.
propulsion
make “Bristol” a leading name in the field of gas-turbine
.

_

THE

BRISTOL

AEROPLANE COMPANY LIMITED

_

ENGLAND

Bristol ...to the forefront in air er aft

and

to

The
are

meet present and future needs

latest -“Biistol”

the

result

Hercules and Centaurus

of twenty-seven

upon the development of
of

reciprocating

engine

many major advances

in

the

for

years’

air-cooled
aircraft,

design

engines

concentration
radial

during

type

which

and manufacturing

technique have been pioneered and firmly established

by the “Bristol” Engine Division.

Hercules

The famous war-proved

sleeve-valve

radial.

versions

suit

to

maximum powers up

m

*

Available

military

and

in
civil

to 2,055 B.H.P.

several

14-cylinder
alternative

installations,

with

MENTOR

AEROCAR
AMBASSADOR

MERGANSER
MESSENGER

ANSON
AUTOCRAT

METEOR
MOSQUITO

A.W.52G.

PERCIVAL Q.6

BEAUFIGHTER

PROCTOR

AUSTER

BOULTON PAUL

P.108

SEAFANG

BRIGAND
BUCKMASTER
DESFORD
DOVE

SEAFIRE

E.28/39 (Experimental jet)

SPITEFUL

FIREBRAND

SPITEFUL JET

FIREFLY

SEA FURY

SEA OTTER
SPEARFISH

(El 0/44)

FREIGHTER

SPITFIRE

FURY

STIRLING

GEMINI

STURGEON

HALIFAX

SWALLOW

HAMILCAR
HASTINGS
HERMES

TEMPEST

HORNET
’HURRICANE
LANCASTER
LANCASTRIAN
LINCOLN

MARATHON
MARTINET

(D.H.108)

TYPHOON
TUDOR &
1

II

VAMPIRE
VIKING

WARWICK
WAYFARER
WELKIN
WELLINGTON

YORK

DUNLOP

RUBBER

COMPANY

LIMITED,
36 adv.

AVIATION

DIVISION,

COVENTRY

IN PEACE

AS IN WAR,

DUNLOP

f

o^iraaft Manufacturers

say lots of plea-

sant things about Desoutter Tools

and

we could make some very

nice

in return

and genuine statements about the people
R.2/45

;

i'inch Rotor

drill.

who

build

And one

aircraft.

thing

DESOUTTER
Desoutter bolt milling

tool.

M.4 Double
:

jointed

drill.

we

Nearly 2,000,000
backed by British

all-British organisation

Made by an

capital,

Lockheed hydraulic equipment incorporates more than twenty
years of high-precision hydraulic experience.

A few

of these units are

shown,

as follows

an
1.

The

Mark VI

engine-driven

A special

duty 7-cylinder unit.
bearing

is

return, while the

The

roller bearings.

weighs only 7

main

valve gear

3.

4-way

is

shaft

is

carried

upon

simple and positive,

parallel

and the

has standard mounting flange and splines,

6 oz.

lb.

The cut-out

valve, a simple co-axial design

the accumulator-charging, and

pump

design of high-capacity eccentric

functions equally well in either direction of rotation.

The pump, which

2.
5.

a high-precision high-

used, giving positive piston retraction without reliance

upon spring

pump

pump,

to idle

when

also

the accumulator

which controls

enables the engine-driven
is

charged.

Electro-hydraulic selector valve, a light compact unit giving
selection

under

electric

remote control, with a manual

over-ride control.

4.

Arrester hook.

This

efficient unit

combines full-damping

pre-determined
characteristics with a second jack which, at a
position of the hook, ejects the arrester wire.

This, being under

the deck
the pilot's control, can be operated independently of

Shock-absorber

weight, and highly efficient
shocks.

The

unit

Oleo-pneumatic

struts,

shown

is

.

units

of

light

in absorbing present-day landing

used on the de Havilland

'

Vampire.

supplied

iiitits

Servodyne.

.

This important development has proved invalu-

able in meeting the

demand

for a precise

and

reliable

form of

servo-gear.

It is available

in various forms

;

in one, light

movement

of a

master control lever results in a powerful servo follow-up action
in another, the desired travel

is

pre-selected

lever,

whereupon the Servodyne follows

when

the selected travel

is

by a master control

at a safe speed,

stopping

reached.

This device meets the growing requirements which accompany
the development of the very large aeroplane.

Its

construction

is

such that the operator experiences a suitable "feel-back" proportion of the actuating force,

ments of

Avery

and

it is

sensitive to "pilot"

move-

as little as 1/1,000 in.

Lockheed-Avery

couplings*

self-sealing couplings can

be uncoupled under pressure, and recoupled, without loss of
contents and without trapping

The

coupling

is

air.

of double value

when

it is

used_in/conj unction

with the highly developed Lockheed-Avery hose, available in
ordinary and fire-proof form, and for

The

all

current working pressures.

success of Lockheed equipment

during the

last

is

shown by

the fact that

ten years nearly two million hydraulic units have

been manufactured, designed exclusively

AUTOMOTIVE

for aircraft.

PRODUCTS COMPANY

LEAMINGTON

SPA,

LTD,,

ENGLAND

Fully patented

PERSPEX
CIVIL

AND

AIRCRAFT

f

SERVICE

/(T^
P.210

42 adv.

Powered by two
b.h.p.,

driving

BRISTOL CENTAURUS

DE HAVILLAND

engines each of 2,610

feathering

and

braking

propellers.

• HIGH

CRUISING SPEED.

285

take-off power,

• LOW OPERATING

COSTS.

Less

than one penny per

passenger-mile, or eightpence halfpenny per ton-mile.

•

EXCEPTIONAL

SINGLE

-

ENGINE

PERFORMANCE.

load with undercarriage down and
propeller windmilling is more than THREE TIMES AS

Rate of climb

at full

dead

GREAT

AS

Designed

P.I.C.A.O.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

and now under construction

by

LIMITED

PORTSMOUTH
Associated

& CHRISTCHURCH,

ENGLAND

companies in Australia, Canada, India, Africa and

New Zealand

aircraft manufacturers

fit

Exide Aircraft Batteries
as initial equipment.

A

The reason?

lighter hattery with

greater capacity, a hattery

with longer

life

and

better

performance.

Without

question,

the best battery for aircraft

AIRCRAFT BATTERIES
THE CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE COMPANY LIMITED
Exide Works, Clifton Junction, Nr. Manchester

”

BLACKBURN ‘FIREBRAND’
STRIKE

AIRCRAFT

OF

THE

ROYAL

IV
NAVY

rvice

"COBALTCROM,

TOOL
A

NEOR ”

AND OTHER

STEELS

range of tool steels for hot and
work, dies, stamping, precision
cutting tools such as screwing dies, taps,
hobs, reamers, etc. and other purposes
full

cold

requiring fine steels.

HIGH SPEED STEELS

AUTOMOBILE

AND

AIRCRAFT STEELS

All alloy and special steels to standard
and other specifications, for the most
arduous duties ; gears, shafts and other
vehicle and aircraft components.

“PIREKS” ALLOYS

FOR HIGH TEMPERATURES

A

series of alloys resistant to the

effects of high temperatures, for
furnace parts, heat-treatment, casehardening, etc.

DARWINS-TOLEDO

Export Division;

DARWINS-TOLEDO AyERSEAS

LIMITED^^
46
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adv.,

SHEFFIELD

C.P 9

MARTIN MODEL 2-0-2, now
offers
fort.

many

in full production,
unusual speed, economy and passenger comAll-cargo versions are also being built for
airlines.

Martin Sets

New

Standards of

Performance and Production
High performance and

efficiency

have made Martin transports

standard for leading airlines everywhere.

Result:

quantity

production and low original cost.
In addition, Martin

planes as the

AM-1

is

speeding military production of such

carrier-based bomber, the

MARTIN MODEL 3-0-3,

being built for a num-

ber of airlines, offers pressurized cabin for high
altitudes, 300

XP4M-1

land-

amphibian and the XB-48 U.

world’s
PBM-SA
S. Army bomber.

At the same

intensifying advanced research.

based naval patrol plane, the

time, Martin

Projects include missiles,

is

new forms

.

.

.

largest

of propulsion, electronics

and others of restricted nature.

m.p.h. speed, smart club lounge.

Thus, Martin commercial transports help promote trade and
goodwill among nations ... Martin military aircraft help

while Martin
For the
big news in aviation, keep your eye on Martin! The Geen-n
L. Martin Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland, U. S. A.
safeguard peace and freedom from fear

research points the

47 adv.

way

.

.

.

to greater progress in flight.

GIRLING LIMITED KINGS RD
•

TYSELEY

'

BIRMINGHAM

II

These

typical special alloy centrifugally cast

high temperature service in Gas
Turbines, are an outstanding indication o{
the extent to which casting technique and
parts for

its

control have been developed

PROPRIETORS DAVID

INDUSTRY

AIRCRAFT

BROWN S' SONS (HUDDERSFIELD) LTD

MARINE

AUTOMOBILE

VICI^E

VICKERS -ARMSTRONGS
,

LIMITED

AIRCRAFT SECTION, WEYBRIDCE WORKS, WE YBRIDC

E.

E

N C

L

A N D

VMMMm

.

.
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The

HUNTING
AVIATION GROUP
PERCIVAL

AIRCRAFT

HUNTING AIR TRAVEL LIMITED

LIMITED

LUTON AIRPORT. BEDFORDSHIRE, ENGLAND.
Telephone; Luton 2960.
also at

CLARGES STREET, LONDON, W.l.

29,

Telegrams and Cables: Pergull, Luton,

Telephone

Grosvenor 3106. Telegrams and Cables; Aircharta, Audley.

;

TORONTO. CANADA.

A xmique

Air Charter Service created for the convenience of all tho|e who wish to travel quickly
and comfortably. Journeys planned and arranged
for single passengers or parties to any part of the
world via main routes. Troctor’, "^Rapide’ and
‘Avro XIX’ aircraft available at reasonable rates
for passengers or freight.

Designers and builders of the Merganser, one of
the most advanced and spacious planes in the
small air-liner class, and the Prentice, the new
Both of these post-war designs
basic trainer.
ably uphold the famous Percival reputation
established by the Mew Gull, the Vega Gull

and the Proctor.

V
'lit

HUNTING AEROSURVEYS LIMITED

FIELD AIRCRAFT SERVICES LIMITED
GREAT

WOODCOTE

HOUSE, \A/OODCOTE

DRIVE,

PURLEY,

29.

OLD BOND

STREET.

LONDON, W.l

SURREY.
Telephone

:

Wallington 7001

.

Telegrams and Cables:

Fieldair,

Telephone

Purley

:

Regent 521

1.

Telegrams and Cables

:

Airsirvay, Piccy

.

Service Depots at

CROYDON, HANWORTH, LUTON, NOTTINGHAM, LYMPNE.

Aerial

A

complete maintenance and repair Service for

with

all

types of aircraft and engines whether privately

or publicly owned.

Combined with

this is

survey and mapping experts equipped

most

the

apparatus.

photogrammetric

up-to-date

All types of aerial survey or

mapping

an
undertaken in

Engine replacement scheme which obviates time

HUNTING FLYING CLUBS

For

Aerofilms

Ltd.

photography

oblique

wasted whilst engines are overhauled.

any part of the world.
consult

LIMITED

Lympne and Portsmouth, with comfortable Club Houses
The Clubs are operating with modern equipment, including

Flying Clubs are established at Luton,

and expert instructional staffs.
Link Trainers, and in addition to ab
instructor courses, etc.

initio

training,

are undertaking instrument flying,

Aircraft fleet includes Tiger Moths, Proctors and Austers.

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES.
Canada

:

Percival Aircraft (Canada) Ltd., 9

Duke

Street, Toronto,

S. Africa

Ontario.

Photographic Survey Co.

:

Aircraft Operating Co. of Africa (Pty.) Ltd. Aircraft House,
Rogers Street, Selby, Johannesburg.

23,
Ltd.,

de Havilland Airport, Postal

Alrservice (Pty.) Ltd., Aircraft House, 23, Rogers Street,
Selby, Johannesburg.

Section L, Toronto, Ontario,
Australia

:

Adastra Airways (Pty.) Ltd, 41-43, Lords Road, Mascot,

N. Zealand

N.S.W,

The Symbol of

the

:

New Zealand

Aerial Mapping Ltd. P.O.

TELEPHONE LUTON
:

A R P O RT
L U T O N
TELEGRAMS HUNTING, LUTON.

LIMITED,
4331.

I

BE D F

,

;

”

*

'

'
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Hastings.

Hunting Group

CONTROLLED BY

HUNTING AVIATION MANAGEMENT

Box 287,

O
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G.Q.

PARACHUTE COMPANT LTD.

.j

ARE DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF ALL TYPES OF
PARACHUTE EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING THE FOLLOWING:-

It

:i

LIGHTWEIGHT TROPICAL NYLON

SUITS, complete with
Seat and Breast
Detachable
Nylon Cord Harness and Quickly
to the British
supplied
As
Packs for all members of aircrew.
1.

Fleet Air

a

i

:

\i

in which the I>arachute and
the gabardine flying jacket.
part
of
Harness form? an ntegral
spaces where the more
restricted
in
use
Specially designed for
accommodated. Ideal
be
cannot
Parachute
of
conventional types
2.

\

Arm.

‘i-

i'h;

The well-known ‘PARASUIT’

for all

members

of aircrew in non -tropical climates.
the R.A.F.

As used by

Gabardine flying jackets, CHURCHILL type, complete with
adjustable Harness and Quickly Detachable Seat and Breast Packs
for all members of aircrew. As used by British V.I.P.’s
3.

Standard Pilot Seat Type and Observer Breast Type Parachutes,
with single point Quick Release Quickly Adjustable Harnesses or
alternative design Harness.

4.

5.

as used by British Paratroops, with standard
Harness or alternative design Harness.
Release
Quick
point

STATICHUTES

single

**

6.

PARACHUTE ASSEMBLIES

j.

Parachutes for Gliders and Sailplanes

8.

The famous

for all forms of heavy equipGuns, Jeeps and Containers.
Life-boats,
as
such
dropping,
ment
Service and Airborne Forces.
Rescue
Air-Sea
British
the
used
by
As

‘

GORELESS’

steerable

and non-swinging canopy

of G.Q. latest design.

SAFETY HARNESSES

for

modern high-speed

aircraft.

Suit as used

by the

9.

Pilot’s

10.

The STA-DRI Water- and Wind-Proof

above-deck personnel

British and Netherlands Navies. Ideal
in Light Coastal Forces such as Destroyers,
for all

M.T.Bs and High

Speed Launches.

We cordially inviie anyone interested in

the purhase

of stanaard or special purpose Parachute equipment
to visit our Factory, where we have samples available,
Our advice, based on years of experience, is also
freely offered to solve any parachuting problem.

PATENT NUMBERS:

“G.Q.”

PARACHUTE COMPANY

LTD.,

405693. 525118, Etc,

STADIUM WORKS, WOKING, SURREY

PE^IGNhHS AND MANUP^CTURBRS OP PAKACHUTE EQUIPMENT FOR ALL

I'URPOSES SINCE 1931

A.

V.

SIR

W.

ROE
G.

& CO,

LTD

HAWKER AIRCRAFT LTD
ARMSTRONG SI D D E L E Y M O TO R S LTD

GLOSTER AIRCRAFT CO. LTD

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH AIRCRAFT

LTD

TecalemiT

precision products
FOR ALL THE WORLD'S AIRCRAFT
From each component of an aircraft is demanded an
exacting performance a performance of a necessarily
high degree in order to achieve a standard of supreme
reliability in the complete final structure. Tecalemit
Engineers have utilised their wide experience of
lubrication and hydraulics in the design and construction
of a range of components in which reliability throughout arduous service is the keynote.

—

MICRO PUMP
FOR HICR SPEED ENSIIIES

An

ingenious mechanism of iighf-weighf consfrucfion, cam-shaff driven,
lending itself to easy installation, for injecting lubricating oil in precision-

metered quantities as demanded by high-performance engines.
These
Pumps have been adopted for installation after exhaustive tests by such
famous aero engine makers as De Havilland, Bristol and Armstrong-Siddeley
for

the precise lubrication of

the Mainshaff

"Mamba." "Python," "Theseus" and

Bearings on the ’’ Goblin,"
in course of development.

other engines

FUEL FILTER FD.2151
AERO KEROSENE FILTER
For the requisite degree of reliability

System

it is

perfect
Filter,

vital that the fuel

condition.

FD.

2151,

demanded

be delivered

of the

to the Fuel

Gas Turbine

Pump and

Fuel

Burners

in

After exhaustive test the Tecalemit Aero Kerosene
has been adopted by the De Havilland engineers as

standard equipment for. the Goblin Engined Vampire.
The design of this unit facilitates inspection and servicing by the provision
of a simple and reliable means for quickly detaching the container from
the body.
The principle is similar to that of a breech block mechanism in

by hand permits it to be withdrawn
from the head cover complete with element and sediment for inspection.
that a partial rotation of the container

FUEL FILTER OF. 3161
FOR HIGH SPEED ENGINES
collaboration with Rolls-Royce Engineers the Tecalemit System
standard equipment on the famous "River" class
is
Rolls-Royce Turbines and other engines in course of development. In the
Filter unit illustrated the degree of filtration is such that all foreign bodies
over 12 microns are retained and with almost complete removal of the smaller

Designed

of

Fuel

in

Filtration

drop not exceeding 1 p.s.i.
single bolt through the container permits rapid dismantling for inspection

particles, with a pressure

A

and servicing

at the

appropriate intervals.

LUBRICATING GUN
*

HAND OPERATED GD. 2761

General purpose hand guns of 16 and 32 6z. capacity for oil, soft grease
and anti-freeze compounds. The design and construction has been
approached wholly from the practical angle, resulting in a gun that is
easy to grasp, straight forward and positive in operation and quickly
re-charged. Nozzles are supplied in a complete range to suit all standard
types of lubricating nipples, and are coupled to rigid and ball-jointed
for reaching otherwise inaccessible points— are
flexible delivery tubes
readily attached to the hand gun body.

—

TEGALEMETERS
FDR MEASUREMENT OF LIQUIDS
the precise measurement of petroleum, fuel and
achieving and maintaining a degree of accuracy of
tO.2% under all conditions, „Units are of the positive displacement
piston type with four cylinders arranged to a cruciform plan, robustly

Instruments for
lubricating

oil,

constructed to a design embodying well-established engineering prinG.4, G,8, G.12 of
ciples, Tecalemeters are produced in three sizes
drive
1", 2" and 3" B.S. Pipe and arranged for direct and remote
box or dial counters reading in Imperial Gallons or Litres.

—

^

'

HYDRAULIC S MECHANICAL,
DESIGNING & MANUFACTURING engineers
PHONE: EAUng

6661.(16

lines)

GRAMS:

TECALEMIT, PHONE,

LONDON

Thera’s

Mora to

Illustrated is the “inside story” of the

fliis

famous

Fairchild Packet. Called the “Flying Boxcar,” this
first

INSIDE Story

density materials into strong, complex curved units.
Stratos, a Fairchild affiliate,

developed air condi-

of the world’s planes designed exclusively to

tioning installations for passenger transports that

the standard cargo and troop

maintain comfortable cabin pressures and tempera-

carry cargo,

now

is

carrier of the U. S.

The Packet

is

Army

Air Forces.

but one example of

engineers and technicians

work

tures at high altitudes.

how

Fairchild

in aviation’s future:

Fairchild research provided primary trainers for
the air forces

of

many nations,

and, for civilian pilots,

the F-24, finest of personal transports.

Ranger engineers pioneered and

deair-

cooled Ranger engines.

textiles, fibre glass

Hagerstown Md.

With

its

experience and emphasis on research and

by the U.

S.

in aviation, Fairchild

Fairchild Personal Planes Division, Strother Field,

Konsas

Ranger Aircraft Engines
•

has been chosen

Army Air Forces as the prime contractor

for development of atomic energy as a source of

And

the U. S.

Navy has

selected

Fairchild to pioneer in the development of guided
missiles.

NO

•

in Fairchild’s Al-Fin

laboratories.

A i R P L A N
A
E N e i N E
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA. NEW YORK 20, N. Y.

ILD
Fairchild Aircraft Division,

and other low

process to successfully bind alu-

was developed

aircraft power.

Fairchild developed Duramold, a process that

molds plywood,

first

to steel,

development

veloped in America the famous inverted, inline

Fairchild’s

Al-Fin, the

minum

Division, Formingdale,

Subsidiary: Al-Fin Corporation, Jomaica,

1.

L
1.,

I.,

C

*
0

N.^.

N. Y.

E

•

>Affiliote:

OR

P 0 R

Dufomold

Division,

A

T

10

Jomesfown, N. Y,

Stratos Corporation, Babylon,

L

I.,

N. Y.

..
the arc or high-frequency
Red Fox
” Stainless and
“
Fox
Siiver
with
other
Heat Resisting and many

of highly
serve the most modern needs
from aircraft to
stressed mechanical devices
general engineering,

To

meets

all

applications,
having specific high-duty
Catalogue.
for the Fox Alloy Steel

specifications.

and special steels
melted by
Open-hearth steels, electric steels

^jS|l

iPJ!

SAMUEL EOX ^ COMPANY LIMITED
ENGLAND
'

STOCKSBRIDGE WORKS

United Steel Companies Limited

•

Nr.

SHEFFIELD

•
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•
•
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.
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tSwi
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AIRCRAFT

G1 adv.
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World Airlines
Using Wright Cyclone Engines
UNITED STATES
American Airlines
American Overseas

Eastern Air Lines
National Air Lines

Airlines
Braniff Airways

Northeast Airlines

Chicago

Pan American Airways
Capital Airlines (PCA)
Trans World Airline

& Southern

Colonial Airlines
Delta Air Lines

(TWA)

>OUGlAS DC-3
'•
,

? -1 ,,

.

„

INTERNATIONAL
Aer Lingus Teoranto (Aer LIngusI
Aeronaves de Mexico, S.A. (AeronavesI
Aero Portuguesa Lda. (Aero Portuguesa)
Aerovias Nacionales de Coioinbia, S.A.
(Avianca)
Aerovias Venezolanas, S.A. (Avensa)
Aktiebolagel Aerotranspori (ABA)
Ansett Airways Ltd. (Ansett)
Australian National Airways Pty, Ltd.

N

I

all parts

sengers

Mexico
Portugai

Colombia
Venezuela

Sweden
Australia

(ANA)

of the worlcd, airline pas-

fly

Eire

Australia

Overseas Airways Corp. (BOAC)
British West Indian Airways Ltd. (BWIA)
Canadion Pacific Air Lines (CPA)

England

British

with Wright Cyclones.

Trinidad

Canada

Administration (Airoflot)
U.S.S.R.
Compania Chiricana de Aviation (Chiricana Panama
Compania Guatemala de Aviacion S.A
(Aerovias Nationales)
Guatemala
Det Danske Loftfartelskab (DDL)
Denmark
Det Norske LuFtfarselskap (DNL)
Norway
Expreso Aereo Inter-Americano, S.A (EAIA)Cuba
Fuerza Aerea Ecuadortana (Ecuadorian
Air Force)
Ecuador
Guinea Airways Ltd. (Guinea)
Australia
"Iberia" Compania Mereantil Anonima
de Lineas Aereas (Iberia)
Spain
Linea Aerea National (L.A.N. Chile)
Chile
Linea Aeropostai Venezolana (LAV)
Venezuela
Maritime Central Airways Ltd. (MCA)
Canada
Misr Airwork, S.A.E. (Misr)
Egypt
Panair do Brasil, S.A. (Panair)
Brasil
Reseau de Lignes Aeriennes Francoises
(Air France)
France
Royal Dutch Airlines (KLM)
Netherlands
Royal Netherlands Indies Airways
Netherland
Civil Air Fleet

Whether on
flights, the

trans-oceanic or local

Cyclone

low weight, long
best in

offers

high power,

service life

economy and

)

and the

reliability. That’s

why

the Cyclone, in

first

choice for airline power.

all

models,

is

the

WRIGHT

(KNILM)

AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION
Wood-Ridge,

POWER FOR

New

Indies

Anonyme

Beige d’Exploitation de
la Navigation Aerienne (SABENA)
Svensk Interkontlnental Lufftrafik A.B.

Societe

Sweden

(S.I.L.A.)

Jersey, U. S.A.

AIR

PROGRESS

Switzerland

TACA Airways (TACA)

Honduras

TATA

India

Union Airways of
(Union)*

ClJRTISS^j^WRlGHT
FIRST IN Flight

EXPORT DIVISION, 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA,

Swissair Traffic (Swissair)

Air Lines (TATA)
Trans-Canada Air Lines (TCA)

DIVISION OF

NEW YORK

20, N.

Y.

U3 adv.

Belgium

New

Zealand,

Canada
Ltd.

New

Zealand

Fumes and cooking

an Ozono Aircraft Unit
ozone, the

is

fresh

destroys

all

to passengers

when

the liberation of pure

unpleasant odours and dispels fumes

clean atmosphere throughout the aircraft and

making a welcome contribution
obtrusive and are finished to
Electricity

By

installed in the galley.

Ozono generator

and smoke, leaving a

interior.

become a nuisance

smells cannot

to passenger comfort.

Units are neat, un-

match the decorative scheme of the

consumption

is

negligible

and the working voltage

arranged to suit any power supply.

OZONO
ENGINEERS
Telephone

:

aircraft

•

Tonbridge 737

is

,

THE

SHORT STORY
Development
Singapore

I,

work

then

resulted

which can be regarded

the

in

as the fore-

runner of the great flying boats of today. This

was in 1927. The Calcutta fifteen-passenger boat
followed, then the four-engined Scipio, the six-

engined Sarafand, and the Scylla and Syrinx
landplanes,

in

1935,

an

order

28

for

by Imperial Airways.

boats was placbd

flying

The Short

until,

when Oswald

story started in 1908,

and Eustace Short, already internationally famous
balloon-makers, began

machines.

heavier-than-air

Short No.

I

was

experiments with

their

built.

In the same year.

In

Mr.

1909

Moore
Thefirst of the large flying

Brabazon (now Lord Brabazon of Tara) flew Short
No.
the

2 to

win the Daily Mail prize of ^r,ooo

first flight

Soon

for

This order, of great Imperial significance, resulted

of one mile in a closed circuit.
Shorts

after,

accepted

orders

for

boats, the Kent {Scipio)

used by Imperial Airways on Mediterranean routes.

six

in the

famous Short Empire Glass boats.

production

Maia, the lower component of the Short- Mayo

order for aeroplanes ever placed in Great Britain.

composite aircraft, was derived from the Empire

Shorts then reverted to original design, and in

flying boat. So, too,

Wright biplanes. This was the

1

91

1

built the first twin-engined

aeroplanes in

Next year a seaplane was supplied

the world.
to the

first

Admiralty, marking the beginning of the

development of Shorts as a marine

aircraft firm.

lands,

were the magnificent Sunder-

which gave such outstanding

the war.

And from

service during

the Sunderland, in turn, has

been developed the Short Sandringham, the most
popular flying boat in the world today.

In 1912 a Short pusher biplane took off from
the deck of a warship, a feat which laid the foun-

dation of carrier-borne aircraft as a naval weapon.

One of the famous Empire flying boats. TwentySome of them are still

eight were ordered in 1935.

in service.

In jgi2 the Admiralty purchased this S.41 Seaplane.

Mr. Winston

Churchill, the First Lord,

This year the trend to flying boats will be

was

increasingly

one of the fast passengers to be carried.

apparent,

Sandringhams go into

was seven Short machines that carried out the
famous raid on Guxhaven on Christmas Day,
It

1914, and during the years

developments

were

production of service

made

that followed, great

the

in

design

and

aircraft, including the first

torpedo-carrying seaplane.

By 1919 Oswald
“stressed -skin”
Streak,”' built

1920.

on

flying boat

in large numbers, bring a

luxury to the world’s largest
finally,

and

more

new

standard of

air routes.

And,

the giant Short Shetland will demonstrate

beyond question the outstanding advantages of
the flying boat to air-line operators, crews, and

passengers alike.

Short was experimenting with

construction,

and

this principle,

Four years

also,

more

as

Service. Short Solents will

the

was exhibited in

later the first Short all-metal

was made, and, soon

all-metal light landplane.

Shofis

“Silver

after, their first

The first manufacturers of aircraft

SANDRINGHAM

in the

SOLENT— SHETLAND

world

'

Established igo8

— SEALAND —-STURGEON

Short Bros. (Rochester and Bedford) Ltd., Rochester

Sojne Books of 1 opical Interest

I .O

W

Wing Commander
D.F.G.

rK

4 TT
J. de L
AND BAR,

WOOLDRIDGE
D.F.M.

Illustrated

THE ARMY
AND
THE MAN

WOMEN

m
UNIFORM

Deals with the probleriis of the new army.
Essentially human in his approach,
the writer is a man who, during years
on the ad/ministrative staff in the army,
has had the opportunity to study the
men as individuals, and not as mere
parts of an evident fighting machine

a pernianent record of
war, this booh, as well as
recounting the great achievements of
women in uniform during the late war,
gives the history of the formation,
duties, dress and rates of pay of each of
the English-speaking women's Services
Designed

women

as

in

D. COLLETT
Illustrated

WADGE

SIS.

Brigadier

JOHN KNOTT

ys. 6d.

net

PRELUDE TO GLORY
The author commanded the British Parachute School at Bingway almost
from its inception until he was demobilised at the end of the late war. This
account of his experiences provides a fascinating commentary on a, relatively
new method of modern 'Warfare,
This personal narrative malces a remark®
able contribution to tho history of the war

~

D

Captain

MAURICE NEWNHAM

O.B.E., P.F.GIllustrated.

Probably

SIS.

net

net

PORTSMOUTH AVIATION LTD
Aircraft

and

constructors

Specialists

aircraft

in

Airline

aeronautical

maintenance

air-charter

and

Designers

engineers.

and

repair

operators.

of

PORTSMOUTH

THE

trocar
PORTS MOUTH AVI
Telephone

:

A T

I

0 N

LT

Portsmouth 74374

D

THE AIRPORT,
Telegrams

:

PORTSMOUTH

Balmurlux, Portsmouth

Comment on Chameleon
FIBRE

(natural not synthetic) fire-resisting yet firing the imagin-

and
that can be spun and

ation; a fibre non-decadent, defiant of the subtle teeth of acids
alkalis,

woven
in

proof against the prey of insects
to

make

houses,

a fibre

;

curtains, rugs, wall-panels, upholstery to serve gracellilly

planes,

a boon

ships,

decorators

to interior

furnish fireproof bulkheads in aircraft and,

a

^^Jiery

to the provision of exhaust-pipe-hoses in Diesel-engines

a fibre appearing as paper or millboard,

or

now

glass,

now

factory,

at

most

versatile

(strangely

Ring

now forming

enough)

present

Bell’s

;

;

transformed,

rollers for the

in

hairdressers’

Such the marvel-mineral,

and surprising Chameleon.

Slough without our discovering new

are invited to

a fibre

clean, dust-free sectional insulation for

apparatus producing “permanent waves.”
asbestos,

;

packings and jointings of every kind, even

at engineers’ bidding for

home

to

paradox'^ indeed,

ensuring comfort and safety alike under modern flying conditions

manufacture of sheet

fibre

different guise, to act

in

both as conveyor and non-conductor of heat, a

;

Never a day passes

uses, fresh

specialists in applied

possibilities.

asbestos,

You

we welcome

knowledge of your problems and instantly can apply a wealth of
experience and research.

BELL’S ASBESTOS AND ENGINEERING LIMITED
SLOUGH
BUCKS
Tel. No.
SLOUGH 202 11
:

24 Branches

{including 10 in the Dominions)

Agencies throughout the World

,

r

«

,

f
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THE MOST FAMOUS NAME

From

SOUND EQUIPMENT!

IN

Airfields to Airports—Bombers
and the race for
to giant Air Liners
is
on ! ^Efficiency
air supremacy
speed of production—these factors
are as important to-day as ever before.
On Airfield or Airport, the ‘‘^VOICE
carries on
linking
executive points, announcing arrivals

— —

OF TANNOY”

—

and departures, relaying
emergency calls, etc., etc.

messages,

Photograph by courtesy of
Electrical

The Brush

Engineering Co., Ltd

TANNOY SOUND

In the Factory, too,
SYSTEMS are providing a '‘sound”
contribution to increased efficiencyexecutive
staff
location,
control,
"Music while you work” programmes,
emergency_ calls—these are but some
of the facilities provided for by Tannoy

Sound Installations.
The highly robust construction
Tannoy Sound Equipment makes

Industrial

of
it

particularly suitable for large, permanent installations on airports or in
factories,
and the vast number of
Sound Systems in operation
to-day bear eloquent testimony to the
efficiency and reliability of this famous

TANNOY

SPEECH

BROADCASTIMC

TANNOY

equipment.
Expert assistance is available for the
planning and maintenance of the right
type of installation to suit your part-

GUY

FOUNTAIN, LTD.

R.

“THE SOUND PEOPLE’*
“TANNOY
mark

of

GUY

icular needs.

’’

is

•

'

— —

FOUNTAIN,

Gipsy

IN GT.

the registered trade

Equipment Manufactured by
R.

West Norwood,

THE LARGEST ORGANISATION

INSTALLATIONS

A PRODUCT OF

S.E. 27 and
Hill 1131

Branches

BRITAIN 8PECIALISIRG SOLELY IN SOUND EQUIPMENT

^

AIRCRAF T

C ONSTRICTORS

^ECIALIS^ ,IN

PURPOSES
SPECIALISTS

AIRCRAFT

HELICOPTERS
SAILING

NAVAlP

FAIREY

OWNED

LARGEST PRIVATELY
AIRCRAFT REPAIRS

AIR

TURN BUTTONS

TO

OF

AND

CIVIL AIRCRAFT

TUNNEL

WIND

SURVEY

IN

AIRCRAFT

PLASTICS

PLASTICS

AIRCRAFT

HELICOPTERS

PROPELLERS— NEW

PROPELLERS

RESEARCH

EXPERIMENTAL

A LL

AND

CATEGO R

I

E S

OF

v^AIREY/

AIRCRAFT

AIRCRAFT STANDARD PARTS
LARGEST PRIVATELY

MAJOR

REPAIRED

WORK

OVERHAULS
WORK

REPAIR

PRECISION ENGINEERING

OWNED

WIND TUNNEL

IN

TURN BUTTONS

AIR

THE FAIREY AVIATION CO. LTD.

U.K.

CRAFT

SAILING

TOOLS

PRECISION

K.

CRAFT

SAILING

ENGINEERING TOOLS

U

REPAIRS

CIVIL

BOATS 'PLASTICS

Rl ES

REPAIRS

PLASTICS 'AIRCRAFT

SAILING

BUILT

CA JJyCO

ALL

REPAIRS
-

REPAIRS

GOVERNMENTS

FOREIGN

13

PROPELLERS

REID

AIRCRAFT

BOATS

AIRCRAFT
DE^^IC^EO

WORK

REPAIR

•

^

DATE

TO

YEARS

30

AJ^CRm

SUPPLIED

AIRCRAFT

IN

THAN

MORE

FOR

SURVEY

NORTH HYDE ROAD, HAYES, MIDDLESEX.

SAILING

PLASTICS

BOATS
STOCKPORT AVIATION CO.
HEATON CHAPEL,

RESEARCH

LTD.,

STOCKPORT, AND RIMGWAY AERODROME.

AIRCRAFT

AIR SURVEY CO. LTD,
24 BRUTON STREET, LONDON, W.l.

INDIAN AIR SURVEY & TRANSPORT LTD.,
DUM-DUM 24.PARGANAS, BENGAL.

PLASTICS

AVIONS FAIREY

PLASTICS

S.A.,

GOSSELIES, CHARLEROI, BELGIUM.

AIRCRAFT

REPAIRS

FAIREY MARINE LTD.,
NORTH HYDE ROAD, HAYES, MIDDLESEX, AND HAMBLE, HANTS.

AEROPLASTICS LTD.,

PROPELLERS

SAILING

EARL HAIG ROAD, HILLINGTON, GLASGOW.

BOATS

TIPSY AIRCRAFT CO. LTD.,
20

CIVIL AIRCRAFT

AIR

ELMWOOD

AVENUE, FELTHAM. MIDDLESEX.

helicopters

TURN BUTTONS

SURVEY

THE FAIREY

A VI AT

I

ON

CO

Wl

PA N Y

73

a<lv.

LIWIITED,

H A Y E S,

Ml

D D L E S E X

GOODYEAR

GOODYEAR’S

singie

disc

assembly, Illustrated above,

of

is

brake

and

wheel

progressive

the latest evidence

Goodyear

Goodyear’s- leadership in aviation products,
a

leadership

which

ever since,

That

is

why

and

line of “firsts”

manufacturers

for the latest technical

tyres, tubes, wheels,

started in the early days of flying

and has been maintained by a long

aircraft

accessories,

look

to

developments in

brakesandascore of other parts

Goodyear’s standards of research

ensure that a Goodyear aviation
productisasreliable
'

to-day the world’s most

and

efficient as the

machine

it is

designed to

fit.

^Ir/AT/OA^ PAOD(/C7S
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an d bo n di n g m ate r als,
HOSE AND OTHER ACGESSORLES
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"’fo'^Mon write

to:

Goodyear, Aviation Products Department
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Fully aerobatic, fine hamlling quaiiites,

excellent view, climb 1,000 Feet per
,

minute; metal construction

I

AERODROME MAINTENANCE
THROUGHOUT

the

Ransomes Gang Mowers

world,
for

civil

and

military

authorities

maintaining aviation landing

grounds

rely
in

on

first-

class condition.

Designed expressly for cutting exceptionally large areas, these machines
cover a tremendous amount of ground in a short time and for aerodrome

ploughs. We

offer a wide range of
ploughs, share or disc, for use
wherever the state of the site renders
ploughing necessary.

and airport maintenance are indispensable.
The 20 ft. Nonuple, drawn by
a light tractor, and operated by one man, will cut more than 100 acres in
a day.
Two types are available Standard for normal conditions Magna
for longer grass and rougher work.

tractor

—

—

AERODROME PREPARATION

For aerodrome preparation we
supply land levellers, ploughs, disc harrows, mole drainers, ditchers, cable
layers,

Full

DISC

HARROWS.

For preparing the
soil after ploughing and before sowing
grass, these double disc harrows, drawn
by a tractor are unequalled.

etc.

particulars

of

our complete range
of
equipment for
aerodrome preparation and maintenance will he sent on

application.

RANSOMES, SIMS &
Ipswich

LAND LEVELLERS,
levelling

sites,

invaltiable

excavating,

ways, perimeter tracks,

for

making run-

roadways,

etc.

PETROL AND ELECTRIC MOTOR
MOWERS, Made in sizes from 14 ins.
upwards, these machines are ideal for
lawns and grass surrounds.

JEFFERIES,

LTD

England

Ease

and

of loadtiig

iiiiloailing...

The
Designed for maximum passenger comfort with 54 cu. ft. of
space per passenger when used
as an 8-seater, and 87 cu. ft. as
a 5-seater. 6 ft. headroom.
.

Equally suitable for use as an airliner, for charter or hire, luxury
private travel, as a freighter

or

ambulance.
Ctoors fore and aft permit continuous loading and unloading.
interior fittings, bulkheads,
etc. quickly detached and re-

All

placed.
All-metal construction with interchangeable units special attention
;

to serviceability.
Gipsy Queen Si engines,
moderately supercharged, driving
constant speed propellers.

Two

tricycle undercarriage and high -wing design of the Percival Merganser
give a floor height of 2 ft. 6 in. when the aircraft is on the ground, and the

floor is level throughout.

The main

door, at the rear of the cabin on the port side, is in two leaves.
With
both leaves open, the door provides an opening 5 ft. high by 4 ft. wide for
loading freight. An additional door, 4 ft. high by 3 ft. wide is at the forward
end of the cabin, also on the port side, so that continuous loading and unloading of freight can be carried out.
When the Merganser is used fornormal air-liner duties, one leaf only of the
rear door is used; owing to the very low loading line, no ancillary step
equipment is necessary, a short, hinged step being provided at the cabin door.
With the central bulkhead in position, the forward portion of the accommodation becomes a roomy baggage space, to which the forward door gives
access.

The low
is

floor level

and wide main door are of great value when the machine

required for ambulance duties.

PERCIVAL
M E RGAN S E R

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE
REGULATOR for controlling Aircraft

tor.

With

Genera-

Cut-out and

.

i||li

WE

SPECIALISE

manufacture of

Equipment for

Our products

in
the design and
Lightweight Electrical

ROTARY transformer.

Aircraft.

Output

inciude:-

AUTOMATIC CARBON

PILE

7.2 Volts 13

Input 9.3 Volts 23

Amperes & 225

Volts 0.1

1

Ampet
Ampet

VOLTAGE

AND CURRENT REGULATORS

for use

With aircraft generators and
electrical
circuits
where controlled voltage or
current is required.

rotary TRANSFORMERS AND CON-

A.C. AND D.C. ENGINE
AND WIND DRIVEN LIGHTWEIGHT

VERTERS.

GENERATORS FOR RADAR,

Wireless,

Battery charging, etc.

FRACTIONAL
MOTORS.

H.P.

LIGHTWEIGHT

type U.O. ENGINE
DRIVEN GENERATOR
Output 3,000 Watts D.C. at 29
1,200 Watts A.C. at 80 Volts

*
..

Volts.

Under

A.l.D, approved inspection scheme.

NfWJON ^BROTHERS
(derby)
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KINGSWAY

W.C.2

GAS TURBINES
JET PROPULSION
embodying Axial Flow Type

Metrovick F2/4 Jet

Propulsion

CoiiipiHsssors

Turbine 3,500

lb.

Thrust

HIGH EFFICIENCY
• SMALL FRONTAL AREA
• SOUND CONSTRUCTION

•

In

November,

F9/40 Aircraft,

1943,

two Metrovick

made the

first flight

Propulsion Units, in a Gloster
of British Axial Flow Compressor Type Engines
F2/1

Jet

TRAFFORD PARK

—

eg,. LTD.

MANCHESTER

17.

.

^

1

7

is

R V I N C HAIRe Hq

planned especially for

civil

aircraft to

give confidence to passengers
agarhsf the

remotest of emergencies.
is

The parachute

unobtrusively available “ just ih case.*'

[AIRC
THE IRVING AIR CHUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN LTD..LETCHWORTH, HERTS,ENGLAND
Telephone No.

:

LETCHWORTH

888

Telegraphic Address: IRVIN,

LETCHWORTH

The way

which ATJKES’' scientific filtration overcame the appalling destruction of
hut it is history of
under desert flying conditions is now history
the utmost importance, since it first showed in dramatic form the dangers of
air-borne dust.
When it was discovered that the dust from Normandy landing
strips and even abrasive silica particles from new runw'ays in Britain were also
playing havoc wdth bores and bearings, the importance of YOKES’ filtration was
even more firmly established.
And so we reach the present day with YOKES’ filtration as standard
in

—

aircraft engines

—

e.(juipment for air-intakci lubricating

oil,

crankcase breather, hydraulic

maintaining a guaranteed 99.9% efficiency rating
and removing particles dow'h to 1 micron in size.

systems,

And

etc,

.

.

.

V’OKES have

the future?

already produced

units

for

.

.

.

fuel

utmost
importance in gas turbine reliability. As is to be expected from a
pioneer organisation, they are also to the fore in other problems
.stratosphere
aviation.
.connected with gas turbine and

filtration

on the Closter

‘

Meteor

’

^

.

.

a matter of the

^

'

'Mm

^Bl

111
YOKES

Aircraft Air Filter

YOKES

Lubricating Oil Filter

Because of their 99.9 per cent,

Continuously removes

Yokes Filters have
been approved and adopted by
the Air Ministry for use on all

purities

any rate of

types of aircraft for the R.A.F.

a

They are

been designed. No interruption

efficiency

by the air

also

arm

adopted for use
of

Fighting Forces,

our Imperial

all

YOKES

im-

as used

dia.

fighter.

Fuel Injection Filter

on

Britain’s first jet

YOKES
Filtration

Test Bed Filtev

of

all

the

oil all

the

time

Resistance not appreciable at

Other development
types include filters and

flow for which

silencers for both sides of the

minutes of an engine’s

life it is

b lowers used n cabi n pressu ri-

of vital importance.

YOKES

.00004

to

oil

particular

Yokes

of oil circulation.
lation of sludge.

inch

Filter

No

has

re-circu-

i

sation,

in

which

application

is

ditions

an ideal under
.

,

.

but

in

the

all

con-

first

few

lubricating oil filters are avail-

they also act as perfect spark

able in capacities

arrestors.

G.P.H. for test bed service.

up to 2,000

ta.t Laf€
/

So high did the pre-war reputation of Wellworthy Products
stand that we were the first to be called on in 1937 to assist the
new Aero Engine programme inaugurated by the Air Ministry.
During the war we provided for the leading Aircraft Engine
Builders over one million “ Merlin ”, “ Taurus ”, “ Centaurus ”,
and “Sabre” Pistons.
In Ring material development we lead when makers of supercharged Engines experienced Ring breakages we produced
“LYMALLOY”, Patent No. 539,922 (D.T.D. 485.) which was
adopted as a standard Piston Ring material for practically all
front line Aero engines manufactured in England, and also for
American Fighter Engine production, supplying in all close on 28

il

.

i.

...

—

'

:J

.

f

'//

/

/

.

millions of Rings in this material for Aircraft purposes.

PISTONS & RINGS
^//le

It

a tee
^

,,

. . .

and now Weilworthy introduces

‘WEIXSEAlI
^

welcome

compound developed and

Rolls-Royce Ltd. and

now

being

this

new

perfected by

AT

pounds,

be

properties

unobtainable

“WELLSEAL”

-

A - GLANCE ADVANTAGES
OF “WELLSEAL**

made and marketed
tUt

by Wellworthy under the trade mark of “ WELLSEAL.”
Possessing

mu SEAL

I, that

(___^ngine builders everywhere will
plastic jointing

cowvo'*"®

in

Completely impervious to

oil,

petrol, water,

acid or heat.

normal comTic

at last enables joint faces to

Cannot flake, powder, dissolve, crumble or
become brittle, and so will not clog filters
Seals but does not “ cement,*' thus enabling
joint faces to be parted without trouble

when necessary.
effectively

and permanently sealed against

petrol leakage without

the use

oil

and

of the usual paper

•jlr

type washer.

Perfect adhesion gives a complete seal on
metal-to-metal Joints.
Elirninates the need for paper washers.
Easily removed with solution of carbon
tetrachloride or trichlorethylene.

6

’WELLSEAlI me^^^^^^^/ROLLS-ROYCE
Provisional Patent No. lliSSlAS and manufactured under Licence by

.'f!

i

WELLWORTHY PISTON RINGS

LTD

•

:

^20-122

Southampton

.

Bristol

.

Cardiff

.

Birmingham 5

.

S^Blackfriars Road, S.B.l

.

Manchester

Ne\\'iQStle-'On'-Tyfw2.

.

\

.

Liv^pooU

Glasgow^ C.2
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Sheffield
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TITANfNE

LIMITED

'

COLINDALE

•

LONDON

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES:

‘

N.\
U.S.A

EPHONE: COLINDALE
D,

GERMANY

&

(6

LINES)

ITALY

Projections reproduced by^ courtesy
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8123,

George Philip

&

Son, Ltd.

)

For Personal Planes
ALUMINUM ALLOY FOR LIGHT WEIGHT
EXCELLENT WATER

AND

AIR

PERFORMANCE

EASY MAINTENANCE -LONG SERVICE

ONLY

FULL LINE

OF FLOATS FOR ALL PLANES

^*4

College Point,

New

York, U.S.A.

Designers and Manufacturers of Floats and Navy Scout Planes

Canadian Manufacturers: MacDonald

Bros. Aircraft Ltd.,

Winnipeg, Manitoba

(See U. S. Aircraft Section for Edo XOSE-1
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LIFE

AmdRMT A(!tl£ii$ORlE$
From

take-off to touchdown the modern aeroplane, be it a single seater private
jet-propelled luxury air liner, brings into service its many
accessories.
Plessey have been designing and manufacturing such accessories
for many years and are accepted as experts in their particular field.
Engine
starters, engine pumps, wiring equipment, electric actuators and electric
motors are among the wide range of aeronautical products
manufactured by The Plessey Co., Ltd.

plane or a

the

plessey
TEUEPHONE

company
ILFORD

3

0 40

limited

(SO LINES)

ILFORD

•

TELEGRAMS

ESSEX
'PLESSEY'

RCR tRA DiAl 0

I

RS

LTD,

;

WA R W

I

GK

R 0 AD,

BIRMINGHAM

li

4 ‘V/j'V'-

H. 2601

retractable

Landing Lamp

S.

2701

Rotary

Transformer

The research and manufacturing resources

of Rotax are exclusively devoted to the
development of a famous range of electrical equipment for
aircraft.
This includes magnetos and ignition equipment, starters for both reciprocating and gas turbine engines, D.C. and A.C. motors and generators, electric linear

design, production and

actuators,

electric

rotary actuators,

rotary transformers, invertors and

convertors,

landing lamps, cockpit and v/arning lamps, cabin lighting systems by both filament and
fluorescence, and navigation lights.

companies

in

the aeronautical industry

An illustrated list is available to executives of
who apply on their company’s headed notepaper.

D.

C.
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3810 Starter

Thermal Trip Switch

for gas

turbine engines
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WARREN McArthur roll call

h
.4

“
I

THE WARREN McARTHUR CORPORATION

is

the recognized leader in the design and
in all types of airplanes

manufacture of highly specialized seating equipment for every purpose

\w

all

over the world.

Fifteen years of precision design from aluminium and magnesium
test
produced the lightest, strongest seating yet conceived.

—

—constant

research and

—

Innumerable problems confront engineers of future planes design for payload, passenger
comfort, for ease of movement, convenience and environment.
Experience acquired in the development of more than 300 designs, for 78 leading companies,
entitles

Warren McArthur

to that leadership

now

KLM Royal Dutch

Aerovias Brasil, S.A.
Aerovias Nacionales de
Colombia S.A.
Air France
Alaska Airlines

American Airlines
American Overseas

Airlines

Lockheed Aircraft
Glenn L. Martin
Maritime Central Airways
Matson Navigation

Company

Air-

Mid-Continent Airlines

lines

National Airlines

Beech Aircraft

North American Aviation

Bell Aircraft

Northeast Airlines

Bendix Helicopter
Boeing Aircraft
Braniff Airways

Northrop Aircraft
Northwest Airlines
Pacific Northern Airlines

British Overseas Airways

Panair

Canadair Ltd.

Pan American- Grace Air-

Chesapeake Airways
Chicago & Southern Air-

China National Airways
Columbia Aircraft

Aerea

Colonial Airlines

T

i

Southern Airways
Swedish Airlines
Taca Airways
Tata Airlines

TLA Airlines
Trans- Canada Air Lines
Trans-Caribbean Air
Cargo Lines
Trans Tropic Airlines

Trans-World Airlines

Union Southern Air Lines
United Air Lines
Veterans Air Express
Western Air Lines

Wien Alaska

I

^

:

Airlines

Model No. 335

Willis Air Service

Triple Passenger for D,C.4

NEW

AVENUE
R

“]

Sikorsky Aircraft

Aircraft
Fairchild Aircraft
Globe Aircraft
Goodyear Aircraft
Grumman Aircraft
Hughes Aircraft
International Airlines

0

Pilot

~

System

Edo

P

Long Range, Advanced Commercial

do Sul, Ltda,
Scandinavian Airlines

Aero-navagacion
Dodero, S.A.
Compania de Aviacion
"Faucett” S.A.
Consolidated Vultee
Compania Cubana de
Aviacion, S.A.
Continental Air Lines
Curtiss-Wright
Delta Air Lines
Douglas Aircraft
Eastern Air Lines

TRAN

Model No. 257

Grandense

Rio

Servicos Aereos Cruzeiro

Compania Argentina de

PAR-K.'

n

Resort Airlines
Ryan Aeronautical
S.A. Empresa de Viacao

lines

ONE

'

Philippine Air Lines
Republic Aviation

Chance Vought

Glenn L. Martin 202, Passenger Seat

1

.

Brasil, S.A.

Pan American World Air-

Caribbean Line

Model No. 366

/
.

PCA

Capital Airlines

18

Do

t
'

Aviation Maintenance

Canadian Car & Foundry
Canadian Pacific Air Lines

Model No. 321B
Beech Aircraft Model
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The Sperry A3 Gyropilot
airlines of the world.
all

three axes,

P fIr R

Y

it

has

proved supreme for

civil

operations throughout the

Chosen by operators and manufacturers

combines great

GYROSCOPE CO

reliability,

LIMITED

*

for accurate control in

with simple maintenance and

G R E AT

Manufacturers of Precision Automatic
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Pilots, Flight Instruments,
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light weight.
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MIDDX

'Aeroplane' Photographs

AIRCRAFT

HAVE RELIED

ON

THROUGHOUT TWO WARS

^fl
Ccll;,,irO,tep-g,

Ar^

Consistently heavy

They

fidence.

An

record.

represent public appreciation of a clean

airline has

for

reputation

bookings are a vote of con-

no more precious

can be taken to strengthen

is

why

so

many

Fire Fighting

reputation

this

more than

Constructors,

GRAVINER

British airline operators install Graviner

Equipment

Brochure

Engine

in all their aircraft.

on

available

t

Manufacturers
?

and

LTD.,

GOS

LONDON OFFICE: 55 PALL MALL,

S W.1

WANUFACTURIN6

That

in terms of increased bookings.

MANUFACTURING

Illustrated

its

and any practical measures that

safety,

pay for themselves

asset than

CO.

request
their

CO.

to

Design

LTD,

Aircraft
Staffs.

THE BRITISH AVIATION INSURANCE CO
LIMITED

3-4 LIME STREET LONDON EC3
MANsion House 0444

Telephone:

•

Telegrams: Avtacoy, London

mMmm

f

ONE GREAT CUMBERLAND PLACE LONDON W1
Telephone

:

PADdington

Telegrams:

7040

94

ativ

Britavia^

London

iMil
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one of a large
(taken at the London Airport) shows

Brown Tractors operated by B.O.A.C.
continents

in

many
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Bristol ‘170’ Freighter
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Once again-Noral Aluminium Alloys
The

teclinioal

advances made in the aluminium

HOW MORAL ALLOYS WERE USED:
industry in recent years owe

demands

much to the

of the aircraft designer

stimulating

and manufacturer.

Wing Spar Booms

NORAL

Spar Webs

NORAL 26ST Alclad

26ST

to Spec.

D.T.D. 364A.

Their needs have created new and stronger alloys,

and led to developments which have made possible the
production of larger extrusions and sheets and adher-

Skin and stringers

ence to closer dimensional tolerances.

We have been

closely associated with all these advances,

and with

of fuselage

and wings

to

Spec. D.T.D. 546A.

NORAL 26SW Alclad to Spec. D.T.D.

Tubular
members

NORAL 62ST
NORAL 62SW

Sundry machined
components

NORAL

to Sjwc.
to D.T.D.

610A.

D.T.D. 460 and
450.

their use in the building of military and civil aircraft.
Illustrated here is one of the

most recent develop-

62ST

to Spec.

D.T.D. 423A.

ments, the Bristol ‘170’ Freighter, for the airframe
of which Noral wrought aluminium alloy

sheet and extrusions were used exclusively.

We

can give you facts about

NORTHERN ALUMINIUM COMPANY LIMITED
BANBURY. OXON.
\i

Makers of

NORAL

Products

asBrn
RESEARCH &
ENGINEERING

OF BRITISH
GAS TURBINE ENGINES

COMBUSTION EQUIPMENT

STARTER
THROTTLE VALVE

BAROMETRIC

PRESSURE CONTROL

FUEL MANIFOLD

FUEL

ACCUMULATOR

Rolls-Royce “Derwent V’* engine as fitted to the
Gloster “Meteor” aircraft which set up the new

FUEL & CONTROL SYSTEM

•

COMBUSTION & STARTING EQUIPMENTS

DESIGNED 'DEVELOPED ‘MANUFACTURED
JOSEPH

LUCAS

LTD

•

BIRMINGHAM

ROTAX LTD
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ROTAX,

•

WILLESDEN

•

LONDON NW

“
.

Ten years may not be
case,

we

a ripe old age,

but a stage in ai
date, in terms of acco'i

consider

growth. To
we can p( '-int to

it

;

Over 70,000,000 Engine Hours on I
Over 1120,000,000 Spent on Intava
Over $50,000,000 Invested in Inta

on the worlds airways offering
AM aver 3,000 airports
based on
Petroleum Service

Intava International
supenonty and
Intava Petroleum Products of consistent
.

.

.

unvarying uniformity.

the
Today, Intava serves the air commerce of
service
Intava
S.
the
U.
outside
areas
world in most
plus the intimate knowledge
with Intava products
business
gained in the past lo years of the various
abroad
methods and local regulations encountered
airline clients.
our
for
time
saves
and
costs
cuts
“happy
This may be precisely the kind of

—

.

.

_

•

returns” you seek.
*This

is

based only on Intava premium grade Engine

Oils.

!

PYTRAM
PYTRAM

(Laminated Cellulose Fibre)

throughout the war on
still

still in the air

many

components were used

aircraft

of the principal Service aircraft and are

being extensively used on the new

lightweight and suitable for the

most complicated

Tough,

of to-day.

civil aircraft

designs,

PYTRAM

is

used for a large range of components, including
Air Intakes

•

Heating Ducts

An

PYTRAM

Cowlings

Spinner Shells

*

Wheel Spats

•

*

Wing

illustrated brochure, containing full details
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Jettison

*

and
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Fairings

*

Window Frames

test data, is available

PYTRAM WORKS, DU N B A R
(

Tanks

,

N E

on request

W

MALDEN

,
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-
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BACKGROUND TO ACHIEVEMENT

Scarcely a British ’plane takes to the air without the assistance of BTH.
pulsating magneto with its vital spark to the tiny Mazda lamp on
the control board, BTH has contributed a generous quota to flying efficiency.
Included in this electrical equipment are A.C. and D.G. Generators, Motoralternators, Rotary Converters, Amplidynes, A.C. and D.C. Motors, Gearboxes
and Gears, Engine Starters, Actuator Mechanisms, Electronic and other Control
Gear, Speed Indicators, Speedometer Calibrators, Compressors, etc.
BTH Electric Dynamometers are used for Aero-engine and Supercharger
Testing.
BTH Research has contributed much to the efficiency of the air-arm In
combat and defence, and especially in the development of Air Commodore
Whittle’s jet engine, work on which was commenced in the BTH Rugby
The first successful flight of an aeroplane fitted with
factory as early as 1936.

From the

this engine

was

in

May

1941.

D
tl
0 TTI U

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY LIMITED, RUGBY, ENGLAND.
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The Monthly

Scientific

&

Technical

Organ of the Aeronautical Engineering
Profession

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION
with

its

wonderful

30 /-

Editor:
Lieut. Col.

1

FINEST

Annum

per

INSULATOR

{All Comtries)

W. Lockwood Marsh,

2 Bloomsbury Square

O.B.E., F.R.Ae.S., F.I.Ae.S.

London

W.C .1

.

Eng,

on Application

Adv ertisement Rates

AVIATION PLUG
IN

THE WORLD

BOWDENITE WATERPROOF COVERED
CONDUIT
with

its

corresponding cabies for

all

operations.

light

BOWDENEX PATENTED MULTI-WI RE
CONDUIT
with

corresponding cables for heavy operations,
or where constant length
great
and
resistance to compressive loading
required.
is
its

PATENTED HIGH-PRESSURE HYDRAULIC
CONTROL HOSE ASSEMBLIES
REMOTE CONTROLS FOR ALL PURPOSES
including Patented Non-Corrosive and Non-Magnetic

Wire Mechanisms and

Conduits.

Non-Extensible

PLIABLE WIRING CLIPS
.

1

Lodge Plugs

Ltd,

he

GRAPHITIC

,;;besti>

'

WAX LUBRICANT

Lubricant for

cPWDEN

7^“

all

Bowden Mechanisms,

(Engineers)

LIMITE

/lONDON, N.W.IO

CONSTANT SPEED

IN

PROPELLERS

VARIABLE-PITCH
The
FINE PITCH

Vital Tension

!

.

.

.

COARSE PITCH

The Rotol Governor Unit

the

is

vital

link between propeller and engine

to maintain ‘constant speed’

The most
unit

is

mechanism

.

.

.

of the

the Terry Governor Control
and

Spring

which

vital

,

is

Relief

designed

Spring

to carry a con-

tinually

fluctuating

delicate

task but

eaual to

Valve

—

load

....

Terry’s

a

are

it.

your Spring Problem

TERRY’S ^Springs
r

famous 1

FOR SPRINGS
& PRESSWORK

SINCE

L

1855

HERBERT TERRY & SONS
Also

at

London

-
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LTD., REDDITCH,
Birmingham

-

Manchester.

ENGLAND.

Straight to the point

.

.

'

.

Straight to the passenger and staff ...

a

Locatised Diffusion

There

%

For further detailed information or if you would like to hear
the Ardente system in action, write to

ARDENTE ACOUSTIC
LABORATORIES LTD.
London Office:

Works:

309,

Oxford

St.

Guildford Surrey.

W.l.

Mayfair 1380
Guildford 3278-9

Unauestionably the most

iiEl'l

modem

is a minute-to-minute need at a busy airport for
the quick, clear conveying of information to passenger
and staff alike.
The Ardente “Localised Diffusion”
system which daily directs millions of people on all main
railway lines is ready to serve airports with equal

efficiency.

Using small diffusion Loudspeakers, instructions and information can be conveyed in an instant to all or any number of
desired points in the airport.

Ardente Acoustic Engineers will gladly advise upon the
layout of such a system at any airport and will be pleased
to demonstrate the crisp natural-tone quality and the
swift convenience of this equipment to you.

systems available are

From

days of Aeronautical develophave pioneered in new and
improved ways of achieving utmost lightness and
the

ment,

earliest

Reynolds

strength

in

•SPECIAL. STEEL
MANIPULATIONS.

TUBES and TUBULAR

HIGH STRENGTH LIGHT ALLOY EXTRUDED
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PREFACE
T

customary to round

the editing and
conij)ilation of each edition of ‘‘"All the World’s
I Aircrafi” with a brief summary of the contents in
which some of the more interesting statistics
concerning the volume may be presented in concise
form.
In a total of 446 pages, Part
(kServiee Aviation)
occupies 24 pages
Part B (Civdl ilviation) 41 pages
Part C (Aeroplanes) 297 pages
and Part
(Aeroengines) 84 pages.
The entire book has been completely revised and re-set and of a total of 630
illustrations 548, or 87 per cent., are new
the
highest percentage which has ever been recorded.
is

off

;

;

D

;

—

THE AEROPLANE AND ENGINE SECTIONS.
The

largest Section, as ahvaj^s,

ivS

Part G (Aero-

with 297 pages and 513 illustrations, of
which 461 are new. The absence of German}^ and
Japan, which last year occupied together some 74
pages, is counterbalanced by increases in the
number of pages devoted, to nearh" every other
planes)

aircraft-manufacturing country. .France increases
from 4 to 31 pages with 55 illustrations, all new'
Great Britain from 75 to 82 with 148 illustrations,
127 newthe United States of America from 119
to 124 pages with 223 illustrations, all but 12 new'
Czechoslovakia from nothing to 6 pages with 11
illustrations.
Other increases include Argentina,
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Italy, the
Netherlands, Sw-eden, Switzerland and Turkey.
;

;

Many

countries wiiich, except for token recogfrom the pages of the Aeroplane
Section during the w^ar have now returned, notably
France, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark and
the Netherlands, but there are still a few' absentees
w'hose activities, if any, are now' shrouded in
mystery within boundaries that encompass the
Russian sphere of influence or domination. Little
or no information is available about the revival of
aircraft manufacture in Bulgaria, Poland, Rumania
and Arngoslavia.
For the first time for five yenrs it is possible to
publish considerable information on many new
types of civil aircraft, some of which have already
flowm in prototype form and w’ill be going into
Relaxation in the need for
service in 1947.
security also makes it possible to give much more
information on military types, and also accelerates
the release of preliminary data on new aircraft.
Of the many aeroplanes wLich carry over from
last year, their description has been completely
revised and considerably augmented.

nition, w-ere absent

One point which I should like to emphasise here
concerns the presentation of all figures and statistics in both Part C (Aeroplanes) and. Part D
In the Preface of the first edition
(Aero-engines).
of “'All the World’s Airshijjs {Aeroplanes and
Dirigibles)” published in 1909, thirty-eight years
ago, Mr. .Fred T. Jane wwote “This book being
more or less international in character, it has been
deemed advisable to give metric as well as English
measurements in the vast majority of statistics.”
This practice has been faithfully followed throughout the years, as has the founder-editor’s other
admirable dictum—that “attention be mainly
directed to securing complete accuracy of such
The conversions of
figures as are published.”
thousands of figures to their metric equivalents,
or vice versa, is a task in itself but it is one which
has alw'ays been considered to be an essential part
of the editorial programme.
Part D (Aero-engines) occupies 84 pages and has a
total of 117 illustrations, of which 87 are ne/w. The
elimination of Germany and Japan is offset by

lil'
.,3

the reappearance of France and Czechoslovakia,
increases in the number of images devoted to
Great Britain, the United States and Italy.

and

The last edition w'as notable for, among other
things, the first extensive reference to the pioneer
w'ork in turbo-jet engines undertaken in Great
Britain before and during the war, including much
valuable historical information on the work of

j-

,

!i

Air Cdre. Whittle and the achievements of such
firms as Armstrong Siddeley, de Ilavilland, Metropolitan -Vickers, Rolls-Royce and Power Jets, Ltd.
(as it then w^as).
The end of the w'ar in Europe
just before the 1945-46 edition was due to go to
press also made it possible to incorporate at the
last moment additional information on a parallel
development in jet engines carried on in Germany
during the w'ar. Security restrictions, however,
prevented the inclusion of details of American
jet develo]iment at that time.

^3

•

J
\

This year it is possible to give much more data
jet engines of both British and American origin
and to make brief reference to development that
is now' ill hand in France.
The progress wdiich has
been made in jet-propulsion is also reflected in the
Aeroplane Section, wdiere many aircraft fitted with
turbo-jet power-units are illustrated and described.

on

One aspect of the

j

.
!

sujieriority of the jet engine

demonstrated in 1945 wdien a Gloster Meteor
with tw'O Rolls-Royce Derwnnt turbo-jet engines
raised the World’s Speed Record to 606 m.p.h.
(970 km.h.), an increase of nearly 140 m.p.h.
(224 km.h.) over the previous record made with a
special high-performance short-life internal combustion engine.
On September 7, 1946, the record
W'as raised to 616 m.p.h. (986 km.h.) by another
Gloster Meteor. Both these records were made with
an aircraft which in standard form with full armament and combat equipment has a maximum level
speed of 585 m.p.h. (940 km.h.), but 31 m.p.h.
(50 km.h.) less than the absolute record.
w'as

THE HISTORICAL
The presentation of

1

)
I

SECTIONS.

1

facts concerning the World’s
j

has posed a problem which has been
The task of compiling of a w'ork
difficult to solve.
of this size and scope necessarily takes considerable
time ^time to allow for correspondence to countries
all over the World, many of w'hieh are still suffering
from the aftermath of war time for the authorities
concerned to prepare the information needed and
return it to London, often by the slowest means
of transport ; and time for the translation of such
material into a form suitable for jaublication. The
machinery of production also has its difficulties
offer six long ymars of W'ar and one and a half years
of rigourous peace, resulting in a considerable
slowdng up of the process of converting the written
word to the finished printed page.
civil aviation

i'

—

|

|

1

;

Civil aviation to-day is far from static and facts
recorded one week may be either inaccurate or
completely out-of-date the next. The problem is
how' to, deal with the mass of information available,
much of which is known to be of a temporary or
fleeting character, for publication in a work whose
Gurrenc}' for reference purposes is tw'elve months.

Historically, it is possible to assemble together a
vast mass of material which in bulk alone would be
This year, however, for more than one
impressive.
very good reason, it has been decided to limit the
amount of information published to that w'hich
includes only the essential reference data concerning the organizational background of civil
aviation in all countries of the World,

j

i

;

.

'

s

,

I;

;(
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PREFACE — conlinttcd.

(ii)

the first time, the services of an .''.ssislant, .Mr. If. J.
Cooper, wlio joiiietl me s<,)iiu‘ cig!iu>e!! motitlis ago.
He has worked hard, both editoriaily and in preparing a eonsideraltle number of new thrt,s,‘-vit.*w
drawings, but unfortunately his heaitli .lias f..»roken

Gov'eriimoiit organizations and fstaldisliiiients,
associations, scliednled airline operating companies,
flying clnbs, airports of entry, etc;., are detailed,
but it has been deemed wise to omit lists of air
'

routes until such, time as some degree of stability
has been achieved.
This alone will permit a reduction of some trvelve valuable, jrages, an im].)ortant
consideration in these austere da\'s of peace, with
their shortages and crises.

M.r

i'il

down under tlie strain, and to mv regret 1 am now
compelled to lose liis services. During the sliort
time he worked witli. me. his |)atienee, industr\'
and keen sense of detail were of great help.

In Section B (Service Aviation) a considerahle
saving of space comes automatically with the large
reduction in the strengths and fields of activity of
the Air Forces of the Allied Nations. This section
reverts to its pre-war form with standardised
information concerning the Air Forces of every
country that supports an organized air arm. The
lessons leariied in the late war are still being digested
and plans for re-organization and re-ec|uipment ha ve
yet to he disclosed in many countries. Nevertheless,
the picture presented in these pages rejjresents the
state of the World's Air Forces as accnrateh' as
can be at this time.

'li-

,My thanks are due to tin?
.Directorate of the .Air .Ministry

Once again I am glad to acknowledge the help
have received from many different sources, both
at home and abroad. For this edition I had, for

me

a wide choice of illustration for the
paces of the Aero]:)iane 8<’etion.
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Public

and to tlie
priate autliorities of the Dominion, Colonial and
foreign governments for tlieir helpful eo-op(‘ratic.»n.
I would also like to ex}:)ress my a'pj tree iat ion for
luu'e received from the tecliniiai! and
the iiel])
publicity offieiais of the aircraft and aero-engine
indnstritrs of the World, and to tliank the many
coriTspi indents who sent!
me information and
Among tlu'sn I'orrivsjioudents I would
photographs.
particularly like to mention Messi's. Harold. Martin,
Alorton Kelman, Peter Bowers, Gordon W’illiains,
William Larkins, Ifldgar Diegan and Bojirdman l.\e(.nl.
whose excellent pliotogra|)lis of aircraft liave offered
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Britain
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REVIEW OF THE WORLD’S
AIR POWER

ARRANGED

IN

ALPHABETICAL ORDER OF NATIONS

A

RECORD OF THE ARMY AND NAVY

AND OF THE
NATIONS

OF

INDEPENDENT AIR

DURING

THEIR

1946,

TOGETHER

ORGANIZATION

AND

OF THEIR VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS

AIR SERVICES

FORCES OF ALL

WITH

THE
AND

DETAILS

ADDRESSES

COMMANDS

A

(3a)

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)
AFGHANISTAN
Kingdom of Afghanistan)

(The

t

NATIONAL MARKINGS
the Air Force, Firqa Mishar (Major-General) Muhammad Ihsan
Khan, is responsible to the Minister of M^ar through the Chief
of the General Staff of the Ministry of War.

BLACK

ORGANIZATION
RED

The

units of the Afghan Air Force come directly under the
disciplinary control of the Commandant of the Air Force and
are normally concentrated at the Kabul (Sherpur) Aerodrome,
the Headquarters of the Air Foi’ce,

GREEN

RUDDER

TRAINING

WINGS ONLY

a small Flying Training School and an Engineering
School at Kabul, with capacities for nine student pilots and nine
mechanics respectively. A Royal Air Force officer is attached
to the Afghan Air Force for general instruction and performs the
duties of pilot instructor for the Flying Training School.
Tliei-e is

THE AFGHAN

AIR

FORCE

The Afghan Air Force is an integral part of the Army under the
administration of the Ministry of War. The Commandant of

ALBANIA
Little is known other than that an Albaniazi Air Force exists and that it is under Russian eontrol.
Albanian pilots were trained by the Jugoslav Air Force in the Summer of 1946.

It

is

believed that several

ARGENTINA
(The Argentine Republic— Reputalica Argentina)
NATIONAL MARKINGS

Military
Air
Regiment No. 1.
Base “El Palomar,” Province of
Buenos Aires.

Air

AZURE

Military Air Base
“El Palomar,” Province of Buenos

Air Regiment No. 2.
Aires.

YELLOW

Air Regiment No. 3. Military Air Base
“El Plumerillo,” Mendoza, Province
of Mendoza.

BLACK

Reconnaissance Group No. 1. Military
Ail' Base “General Trquiza,” Parana,
Province of Entre Rios.
Subordinate to the Direccion de Insti-

WINGS

RUDDER

NAVY

ARMY

On January 4, 1945, a Ministry of Aeronautics was established
in Argentina to co-ordinate and administer all matters concerning
Military and Civil Aviation, with the exception of the Naval Air
Service, 'ivhich continues under control of the Ministry of Marine.
The responsible Minister is Brigadier Bartolome de la Colma.

ORGANIZATION
Secretaria de Aerondutiea (Secretariat of Aeronautics), Avenida
Alvear 1419, Buenos Aires.
The organization of the Secretariat (Ministry of Aeronautics)

includes
(1)

(2)

(3)

Comando de

los

Fuerzas Aereas Argentinas

(Command

of

the Ai'gentine xLir Forces).
Direccion General de Aeronautica Civil (General Directorate of Civil Aeronautics).
Direccion de Institutes Aeronauticos (Directorate of Air

Cuartelmaestre General de Aeronautica (Department of

Material, Works and Buildings).
(5) Institute Aerotecnico (Technical Eeseai’ch
(6)

Eseuela de Aviacidn Militar (School of Military Aviation),
Cordoba, Province of Cordoba.
Eseuela

and Develop-

ment Institute).
Comando de la Defensa Antiaerea (Command

THE ARGENTINE

AIR FORCES

de los Fuerzas Aereas Argentinas.
Brigadier Pedro Castex Lainford.
Officer Commanding
Subordinate to the Comando de los Feurzas Aereas Argentinas
four Military Air Bases, three Air Regiments, one Observare
ation unit, one Transport Group and one Training Group.
The units of the Argentine Air Forces are

Comando

officers),

EQUIPMENT
Attack:

—Curtiss Hawk 75 (Argentine

:

—^Northrop

Bombing:

—derm Martin

Reconnaissance:

—

-built).

8-A2.
139, Ae.

M.B.2 (Argentine-built).

—Junkers K.43, Fairchild 82 (photography).

Focke-Wulf Fw 44 and Fw 58, (Argentine-built)
North American NA-16, F'airchild M-62, DL-22 (Argentine-

Training:
built).

Transport:

—Junkers Ju

62,

Lockheed lOE and 12B.

THE NAVAL

AIR SERVICE

Naval Aviation is administered by a Director-General of
Naval Aviation, who is directly responsible to the Minister of
Marino.

ORGANIZATION

:

;

(School of Specialists for nonCordoba, Province of Cordoba.

Espeeialidades

Eseuela de Paracaidistas (Paratroop School), Cordoba, Province
of Cordoba.

of Anti-

aircraft Defense).

de

commissioned

Fighting

:

Training).
(4)

tutos Aeronauticos are

Direecidn-General
Austria 2561,

de

Aviacion

Buenos

Naval, Ministerio de
Director-General:

Aires.

Marine,

Rear-

Admiral Horacio Smith.

:

Jim

i

I

—

—

HISTORICAL

(4a)

AVIATION)

(SERVICE

ARGENTINA—roji/Z/u/cf/.

Under the technical control of the Director-General and tlie
operational control of the Commander-in-Chief of the h'leet
are
The Puerto Belgrano Naval Air Base (land and sea).
:

Punta Indio Naval Air Ease (land and sea).
Naval Air Detachment at Fuerte Barragan.
Naval Air Detachment at Mar del Plata.

The
The
The

EQUIPMENT.

—

Steariiian
76D1.
KIE,
’'k’ought
Training: Cnrtiss-Wright
Corsair 02U-1, Junkens W:i4, Stinson Reliant.
th-urnmiin
Reconnaissance: V ought Corsair V-142 and
G-lf) and G-21, Snpermarine Walrus.

—

Bombing:

— Glenn Martin 139W.

— Consolidated P2Y-;).
Transport — Fokker, Dougins Dolpliin, Consolidated
Curtiss-Wright Condor.
General Purposes —Fairchild S2, Faireliild
Patrol

:

:

Naval Air Detachment at Madryn.
The School of Naval Aviation at Puerto Belgrano.
Three Air Squadrons.

-hi,

:

Fleetster,

Lockheed

Eleetra lOE.

BELGIUM
Kingdom of Belgium— Royau me de Belgiqiue)
indepsendent uiitf under the uirc'ctioii
THE BELGIAN AIR FORCE
(The

-when the Belgian Goverijment u-as
re-constitiited in. London and the .Belgian armed forces were
re-formed in the United Kingdom, to Se].:)teinber 1, IIDO, the
Belgian Ah Force was maintained in the form of a .Belgian
Section of the Koval Air Force AWliinteer Reserve. Apart Ironi
Belgian pilots and airmen who served in R.A..F. vinits in all
thoaircs of wnr. tw o Belgian fighter scpiadroiis were fornu'd. the
first in Great Britain in Noveuiljor, 1941, and the sianuid in
West Africa in 194::!. The first squadron served iliroughout
the war with Figliter Command and the second sqiiathon w'as
ultimately transferred to the United Kingdom to serve with
iho K.A.V. 2nd Thictical Air Force. After the liheration of
Belgium an elementai'v flying training establishment was set
up in England and per.sonnel recruited, in Belgium were sent to

From

October,

1940,

England for

training.
()n Sopjtember 1, 194(.). the

agreement with the British Air
Ministry terminated and the Belgian Air Force became an

of t!io ..Vhmsiry

i>l

iJetc'uce,

Brusst.ds.
Initially, tlie .Belgian Air Forci,! will consi.-t oi':-

General

Headquarters,

Brussels.
Cliiof of Staff

Belgian

Etterl.eek,

Force,

Air

Colonel Lueien Leliout te.
Four Operational Squadrons, based, at ile;i!n'ec!!i.iin,
and Ilrusthem.
Tansport Wing, based at Evero, neai- 'rnssi>1.-;.
Training Centre, at Coxyde.

near

:

Flureane

l

Officer’s School, at Tirlemont.

Maintenance School, at Safl'raenljerg.
-For the above force about .*>.0(10 mi*n will he luobiii'-ed.
Tlie
Defence Budget for 1941) iiu.-luded a sum of 27s.oi!i ),nno frjuics
for the future Air Force, of vhich Hilt,oU0,000 iV.uics was earmarked for piersormel and 1 S.OOtl.OlHj fr.iiics for aircraft juid
maintenance.
1

BOLIVIA
(The Bolivian Republic —Republica de Bolivia)
The

Boliviait Air Force
headc|uarter.s
at

is dixltletl

among

four Kc*giones Aih-oas

Santa Cm/., Suero auii
'.rarija.
'riit're are Four aviation groups, one to etwh area, tviid
each comprising one or two .srinaitfouH (c,si;uaiirillas) of st,‘veu
will

I

J.ri

Pa/.,

aircraft each.

Region AfireaNo. 1, “El ,:Vlfo,’' La Pa/.
Regidn A6rea No. 2, “El Tromidllo,''’ Santa Cm/.
Regidn Aerea No. 3, “La Florida,” Sucre.
Regidn Adrea No. 4, “El ’Tejar,” Tarija.
Eseuela de Pilotaje

(Flying

Training Seliool),

“C'oleapirua,”

Cochabamba,
Escueia de Application (Operational Training Unit), “Ei
La Paz.

THE BOLIVIAN

AIR

FORCE

EQUIPMENT

The Bolivian

Air Force, which used to be part of the Army,
wa.s organized as a separate service at the end of L944.
It is
controlled by tho Minister of Defence, through a Chief of Staff
who is an Air Force officer of Colonel’s rank.

ORGANIZATION
Ministerio de Defensa Nacional,

.Alto,”

La Paz.

Fighting
Training

:

—Curtiss
—Curtiss

:

Hawk,
.R-19,

Curtiss CW-22.
North American AT-OA, Beechcraft

AT-17 and AT-11, Vultee .BT-K!

\h:iliarit,

Ryan

PT-17, Stinson Voyager, Interstate L-8.
Transport :— Douglas C-47 .Dakota, Junker.s Ju

Pd’-lti,

Boeing

Stl.

Miscellaneous :— Grumman OA-S), Curtiss Ospiroy, Foeke Wulf.
.Diu'ing the war Bolivia, received a small number of aircraft
luider Lend-Lease from the Unitetl States.

Minister of National Defence
Colonel Jorge Jordan.
Direeeion-General de Aeronautiea, La Paz.
:

,

BRAZIL
(The United States of Brazil—-Estados Unidos do Brasil)
NATIONAL MARKINGS
ORGANIZATION
The Air Ministry (Ministeria do
iVir

Minister:

Major-General

.Ar),

Rio de Janeiro.
Trompiowski

Arnifurdo

de

Almeida.

The

organization of the Air Ministry includes
Staff (Estado Major da Aeronautiea)
Chief of the Air Staff
Major Brigadier Gervasio Duncan de
Lima Rodriguez.
Responsible for training, war plans and tactical use of the
Air Force and the anti-aircraft defences, either independently
or in collaboration with the (.General Staffs of the Army, the
Navy or the Civil Defence authoritie.s.
There are also Departments responsible for Personnel, Training,
Research and Technical Development, Material, Works and
Buildings, Anti-Aircraft Defence, Commercial Air Services and
:

The Air

:

RUDDER

WINGS ONLY

THE BRAZILIAN
By

AIR FORCE

Presidential Decree dated January 20, 1941, an Air
Ministry was created to co-ordinate all branche.s of aeronautics
within llio Republic. I’lie administration and units of the
former Army and Na\'a] .Air Sciwiccs have been transferred from
the IMinistries of War emd Alarinc to the new Alinistry and the
new' independent Air Force has been given tho riarn(=‘ Formas
Aereas Brasileiras (F.A.B.).

Civil Flying.

AIR ZONE COMMANDS.
No. 1 Air Zone.

Headquarters: Belem.

Commanding Brigadier Altair E. Rozsanyi.
Covers the States of Amazones, Para, Maranhao, and Acre

Officer

Territory.

:

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)

(5a)

BRAZIL- continued.
No. 2 Air Zone. Headquarters Recife.
OfBcer Commanding
Brigadier A. Vieira Mascarenhas.
Covers the States of PiaTu', Ceara, Rio Grande de Norte,
Paraiba, Pernambuco, Alagoas, Sergipe, and Bahia.
:

;

No. 3 Air Zone,

Headquarters

Commandmg

:

Rio de

Janeii'o.

Brigadier Fabio de Sa Earp.
Covers the States of Espirito Santo, Rio de Janeiro, Minas
Geraes, Goias and the Federal District.
Under this command are the Central Air Park, the Air
Technical Services, the Central Aeronautical Stores and the
Air Medical Centre, all based at the Campo dos Alfonsos Air
Base, Rio de Janeiro
and the Aircraft Factory, Central
Aeronautical Stores, Air Medical Centre and Flying Training
Unit attached to the School of Technical Training at the
Ponto do Galeao Marine Air Base, on the Ilha do Governador,
Officer

:

;

Buenos

Headquarters:

Commanding:

Brigadier

Armando de

S.

e E. Arari-

Covers the States of Sao Paulo and Matto Grosso.
No. 5 Air Zone.

Headquarters

Commanding:

Porto Alegre.
Major-Brigadier Fernando
:

do A.

Savaget.

TRAINING ESTABLISHMENTS
Aeronautiea (Air Force College), Campo dos

Escola de
Rio de Janeiro.

Alfonsos,

of Technical

This establishment has taken over the former separate
training schools of the Army and Naval Air Services.
It
trains all engineer officers and mechanics.
Eseola Teeniea de Aviacao (Technical School of Aviation), Sao
Paulo.

Established in 1943 for the training of technicians and
Force and airlines.

specialists for the Air

EQUIPMENT

—

Curtiss P-40, Republic P-47.
Bombing : ^North American NA-44, Douglas B-18, North
American Mitchell, Consolidated Catalina, Lockheed Hudson.
:

—
Training: —Avro

626, Muniz M-9, Focke-Wtdf Fw 44J and Fw
68B, Stearman 75L3 and 76 C3, Waco F-5, D.H. Moth,
Vultee 54 Valiant, Fairchild M-62.

—

and Miscellaneous : Douglas Dakota, Bellanca
Pacemaker, Lockheed 12 and 14, Beechcraft D-17A and

Transport

Covers the States of Parana, Santa Catarina and Rio Grande
do Sul.

(School

Especialistas de Aeronautiea
Training), Ponto do Galeao.

Fighting

Sao Paulo.

gboia.

Officer

Escola de

Aires.

No. 4 Air Zone.
Officer

Established in 1941 in. the buildings formerly occupied by
the Escola de Aviagao Militar at the Campo dos Alfonsos, Rio
de Janeiro. This establishment trains officers for both the
Military and Naval wings. The training course lasts three
years.

Waco

C-8.

The United States provided Bi-azil with 2,500 lighter, bomber,
trainer and transport aircraft under Lend-Lease during the war.
Brazilian officers and men were trained by American instructors
and

at ah* bases both in the United States

Jlrazil.

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OF NATIONS

1-THE BRITISH EMPIRE

GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
THE ROYAL

AIR

FORCE

The Royal Air Force was formed on April 1, 1918, by the
amalgamation of the Royal Flying Corps and the Royal Naval
Air Service. The basic organization of the Royal Air Force
begins at the Air Ministry. The controlling authority of the
Air Ministry is the Air Council, which is charged by Parliament
with the administration of matters relating to the Air Force
and the defence of the Realm by air. The President of the Air
Council is the Secretary of State for Air and the four Air Members
of the Council and the Permanent Under Secretary of State are
constituted as the five departmental heads among whom the
main duties of the Air Ministry are divided.
Marshal of the Royal Air Force H.M. King George VI.
:

THE AIR COUNCIL
Philip Noel-Baker, P.C., M.P., Secretary of
State for Air (President),
Mr. Geoffrey de Freitas, M.P., Parliamentary Under-Secretary
of State for Air (Vice-President).
Marshal of the Royal Air Force The Lord Tedder, G.O.B.,
Chief of the Air Staff.
r, ^
Air Marshal Sir William F. Dickson, K.B.E., C.B., D.S.O.,
A.F.C., Vice-Chief of the Air Staff.
Air Marshal Sir John C. Slessor, K.C.B., D.S.O., M.C., Air

The Rt. Hon.

Member

for Personnel.
^
„
Air Marshal Sir Leslie N. Hollinghurst, K.B.E., C.B„ D.F,C.,
Air Member for Supply and Organization,
Air Marshal Sir Roderick M. Hill, K.C.B., M.C., A.F.C., A.D.C.,
Air Member for Technical Services.

Air Vice-Marshal Sir W. Alec Coryton, K.B.E., C.B., M.V.O.,
D.P.C., Controller of Supplies (Air), Ministry of Supply.
of
Sir James Barnes, K.B.E., Permanent Under-Secretary
for

*

jY

Lord Henderson, Additional Member.

R.A.F.

HOME COMMANDS

High Wycombe, Bucks.
Headquarters
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Air Marshal Sir Hugh W.
L. Saunders, K.B.E., G.B., M.C., D.F.C., M.M.
Bentley Priory, Stanmore,
Fighter Command. Headquarters

Bomber Command,

:

:

:

Middlesex.
Air Marshal Sir James
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
Robb, K.B.E., C.B., D.S.O., D.F.C., A.F.C.
British Air Forces of Occupation (Germany).
Air Marshal Sir Horace
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
E. P. Wigglesworth, K.B.E-, C.B., D.S.G.
Northwood, Middlesex.
Coastal Command. Headquarters
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief: Air Marshal Sir Leonard
Slatter, K.B.E:, C.B., D.S.C., D.F.C.
Coastal Command also administers
Belfast, N.
R.A.F. in Northern Ireland. Headquarters;
:

:

:

Ireland.

Commodore A. R. Church-

Air Officer Commanding; Air
man, D.F.C.
Royal Air Force, Gibraltar.
Air
Air Officer Commandmg
C.B.E., A.F.C.

'I

t

Commodore A. D. Rogers,

:

Shinfield Park,
Training Command. Headquarters
Reading, Berks.
Air Marshal Sir Arthur
Air Officer Commauding-in-Chief
Coningham, K.C.B., K.B.E., D.S.O., M.C., D.F.C., A.F.C.
Amport, Andover,
Maintenance Command, Headquarters
Hants.
Air Marshal G. B. Cooke,
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
C.B., C.B.E.
Brampton
Headquarters:
Command.
Training
Technical
Grange, Huntingdon.

Flying

:

:

;

:
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Air Officer Commancling-in-Chief : Air Alurslial Sir Ralph
Sorley, K.C.B., O.B.E., D.S.C., D.F.C.
Transport Command. Headquarters Busbey Park, Teckliugton,
Middlesex.
Air Marshal The Hon. Sir Ralph Cochraire, K.B.E., C.B.,
A.P.C.
R .A.F. Station, Wliite
Reserve Command. Headquarters
M’altham, near Maidenhead, Bei’ks.
Air '\Tee-Mar.shal Sir
Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief
Alan Lees, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., A.F.C.
Reserve Command administers tlie R.A.F. Vohmteeer
Reserve, the Auxiliary Air Force, the Air Training Corps and
the University Air Squadrons.
Reserve Command includes tlie following Groups
No. 61 (Eastern Reserve) Group, Headquarters: R.A.F.
Station, Kenley, Surrey.
R.A.F.
No. 62 (Southern Re.serve) Group, Headquarters
Station, Middle Walloi?, Stockbridge, Hants.
No. 63 (Western and Welsh Reserve) Group, Hearhjuarters
R.A.F. Station, Hawarden, Chester.
No. 64 (Northern Reserve) Group, Headquarters: R..:V.F.
Station, Norton, Shellield.
R..A.F.
No. 6o (London Reserve) Group, Headquarters
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Station, Hendon, N.W.S.
No. 66 (Scottish Re.serve) Group, Headquai’ters

:

R.A.F.

Station, I’urnhouse, Edinburgli, 12.

R.A.F.
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BRITAIN--coiiitniied.

OVERSEAS COMMANDS

Royal Air Force, Mediterranean and Middle East.
Headquarters ; Canal Zone, Egypt.
Air Commander -in-Ohief
Air Marshal Sir Charles E. H.
MecUuirst, K.C.B., O.B.E., M.C.
This Command represents the merging of the former jMediterranean and Middle East Command (formerly located at Naple.s)
and H.Q., R.A.F. Middle East. It embraces all R.A.F. aetivitie.s
in the Central Mediterranean, North Africa and the Middle
East Area, including the Levant and Iraq, Aden and East
Africa.
Air H.Q., Italy, and Air H.Q., Au.stria, under the samo
Command, supervise R.A.F. units still remaining with the
occupation force.s in Italy and Austria respectively.
This Command includes:—
Klageufurt, .Austria.
Headquarters, R.A.F. Austria. .Address
Air Commodore R. H. S. Spaight.
Air Officer Commanding
:

THE AUXILIARY AIR FORCE
Tlie twenty Auxiliary Air Fon-e stiuadrous
witli the Ro\nd Air Force at tlie out break of
1939, are being re-formed as auxiliary units.

squadrons will, as liefore the war. reeriiit persoiuiel
under the direction of the County 4’errituriai .Army and
Air Force A.ssociations. .At the outset, all inembfTs recruited
must he ex-members of the Royal Air Force and will serxae for a
period of five years if commissioned and four years if noncommissioned. About half tlie flying personnel of eacli squadron
will be commi.ssioned.
rilot.s and navigators will be recpiired to eomjjltde each year
L") days' continuous training. 100 liours nou-coutinuous training
in evenings and at week-ends, this training to iticlude a total of
126 liours flying. Airmen will be rei:|uired to do La days’
continuous training and 30 liour.s nou-contimious training in
ovoniiigs and at week-ends.
Each squadron will be a fn!ly-ccptipjw*d, first -line lighting
Their ef|uiprneut will iuehuie Superinarinc Spitfires
unit.
(thirteen day figliter squadrons) and de Haviliand Alosqiiitos
(three niglit-tiglitor squadrons and four liglit homlier si juadrons).
The Squadrons will lie stationed as under
No. oOO (Comity of Kent), West Mailing, Kent.
No. 501 (County of Gloucester), Filton, Bristol.
No. 502 (Ulster), Aldergrove, N. Ireland.
No. 504 (County of Nottingham), Huc'knall, Notts.
No. 600 (City of Loudou), Biggin Hill, Surrey.
No. 601 (County of London), Hendoit, Aliddit'sex.
No. 602 (City of Glasgow), Abbotsinch, Paisley.
No. 603 (City of Edinburgh), Turnliouse, Edinburgh.
No. 604 (County of Middlesex), Hendon, Alidillesex.
No. 605 (County of Warwick), Homiiley, Coventry'.
No. 607 (County of Durham), Ouston, Durham.
No. 60S (North Riding), Thornaby, Yorks.
No. 609 (West Riding), Church Fenton, Yorks,
No. 610 (County of Chester), Hooton Park, Livc<rpool.
No. 611 (West Lancashire), Wooilvaie.
No. 612 (County of Aberdeen), Dyce, .Alienieen.
No. 613 (East Laneasliire), Ringway, Manchester,
No. 614 (County of Glamorgan), Llandow, (ilaui.
No. 615 (County of Surrey), Biggin Hill, Surri‘y.
No. 616 (South Yorkshire), Eiriningley, A'orks.
Tlie
locally

;

•

THE UNIVERSITY AIR SQUADRONS

:

:

Air Headquarters, R.A.F. Italy.

Air

Officer

Commanding

C.B., M.C.
Air Headquarters,

Air

Officer

:

Caserta, Italy.
\hce-Mar.shal L. Darvall,

Air

Address

Greece.

Commanding

Address

:

:

Athens, Greece.
Air Coimnodore G. W. Tuttle,
:

C.B., O.B.E., D.F.C.
A’'alotta, Malta.
Air Headquarters, Malta. AdtEess
Air Vire-Marahul K. B. Lloyd,
Air Officer Conmianding
C.B.E., A.F.C.
Air Headquarters, East Africa. Adch-ess: Nairobi, Kenya
:

:

Colony.
Air Officer

Commanding

Air Coimnodore S. H. C. Gray,

:

O.B.E.
Jerusalem, Palestine.
Air Headquarters, Levant. Address
Air Officer Commanding
Air Commodore H. D. McGregor,
C.B.E., D.S.O.
Air Headquarters, Iraq. Address
Habbaniyah, Haq.
Air Officer Commanding
Air A^iee-Marshal A. Gray.
Steamer Point, Aden.
H.Q. British Forces, Aden. Address
Air Officer Commanding
Air Vice-Marshal H. T. Lydford,
C.B.E., A.F.C.
Air Command, South-East Asia.
Headquarters
Singapore.
Air Commander -in-Chief
Air Chief Mar.shal Sir George C.
Pixie, K.C.B., M.C., D.F.C.
This Command includes
Air Headquarters, Burma. Address
Rangoon, Burma.
Air Officer Conunanding
Air Vioe-Mai'shal A. C. Sanderson,
C.B.E., D.F.C.
Air Headquarters, Ceylon. Address: Kandy, Ceylor
Ceylon.
Air Officer Commanding
Air Coimnodore C. E. Clnlton,
C.B.E.
Air Headquarters, Malaya. Address
Kuala Lumpur, Malay
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

States.
Air Officer Commanding
C.B., D.F.C.

Ah* Vice-Mai’shal J. D. Breakey,

:

Headquarters, R.A.F. Hong Kong. Address
Hong Kong,
Hong
China.
Air Officer Commanding: Air Commodore S. N. Webster,
“V
G.B.E., A.F.C.
No. 232 Group, Singapore.
Air Officer Commanding; Air Cdre, A. Earle, G.B.E.
Air Headquarters, West Africa. Address; Accra, Gold Coast.
Air Officer Commanding
Group Captain R. K. Hamblin,
:

:

C.B.E.
Royal Air Force, India.
Headquarters: New Delhi, India.
Air Commander-in-Chief
Air Vice-Marshal Sir
Walmsley, C.B., G.B.E., M.G., D.F.C.
:

sBlMti

Hugh

S.

P.

which were merged
in September,

War

The University

.Air Sfjuadroiis arc administered liy Reserve
Alcmbers are reipiired to put in a minimum of
20 hours’ Hying training a year in term time and 15 ilays' continuous training at an R.A.F. station during vacation. 'J’ho
Univ 0 r.sity Air Squadrons and their stations are as under:
Aberdeen University Air Squadron, Dyoe.
Birmingham llniver.sity Air Squadron, Castle Broinwieli.
Cambridge University Air Squadron, Carnliridge.
Durham ITniversity Air Squadron, Oiuston.
Edinburgh University Air Squadron, Turnliouse.
Glasgow University Air Squadron, Abbotsinch.
Leeds University Air Squadi’on, Church Fenton.
London University Air Squadron, Biggin Hill.
Manchester University Air Squadron, Barton.
Nottingham University Air Squadron, Newton.
Oxford University Air Sciuadron, Sliellington.
Queen’s (Belfast) University Air Squadron, Aldergrove.
St. Anch'cws University Air Squadron, Leuchars.
Southampton University College Air Squadron, VNhirthy Down.

Command.

—

'

THE R.A.F. REGIMENT
Major-General A. E. Robinson, D.S.O.
The R.A.F. Regiment, which was created in February, 1942,
remains an integral part of the Royal Air B’orce. It maintains
Rifle, Armom-ed and Light Anti-Ancraft squadrons for service
at home and overseas, and other personnel are trained as airborne and parachute troops. Some personnel will do tour.s as
Commandant

:

air-gunners.

The R.A.F. station personnel, both at home and over,seas,
continue to be the R.A.F.’s main ground defence force, and one
of the Regiment’s most important tasks is tlie comliat training
of all ranks of the R.A.F. by providing courses at the Regirncntai
Depot for officers and N.C.O.’s of the Air Force, and the
provision of Regimental instructors on stations.
Other responsibilities of the Regiment are the provision of
weapon and field training instructors at Recruit Centres, and
the provision of officers and N.C.O.’s required for native levies
maintained by the R.A.F. overseas.
Cadets of the R.A.F. Regiment will undergo their training at
the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst.

THE WOMEN’S AUXILIARY AIR FORGE
Cornmandant-in-Chief: H.M. The Queen.
Director
Air Commandant F. H. Hanbury, M.B.E.
The Women’s Auxiliary Air Force was formed on Juno 28,
1939, by Royal Air Force Companies of the A.T.S., which had
been formed in 1938. In general the W.A.A.F. follows tlie lines
of the Women’s Royal Air Force which was formed in the
1914-18 War and was disbanded in 1919.
The W.A.A.F. is an integral part and comes under the direct
command of the Royal Air i’orce, its chief object being to
;
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permit where possible the substitution of women for E.A.F.
personnel in various appointments and trades, thus releasing
the men for other duties.
Pending the establishment of a permanent post-war W.A.A.F.,
which will be recruited on a vohmtary basis, provision is being
made for women to continue in the service on short-term engagements with a \uew to their joining the regular force when this
is introduced.
Profusion is also being made for a reserve for
part-time services on the lines of the R.A.F. Volunteer Reserve.

voluntary instructors give up tlieir spare time to teach the cadets.
At the end of 1946 the strength of the Corps was approximately 57,000 cadets in about 1, 100 units. The normal post-war
strength has been established at 75,000.

THE ROYAL OBSERVER CORPS
Commandant

Air Commodore-in-Chief H.M. the King.
Air Vice-Marshal Sir Alan Lees, K.C.B.,
Commandant
Officer
C.B.E., D.S.O., A.I’.C. (Air
Commanding-in-Chief,
:

Ministry and is controlled operationally by Fighter Command.
Its function in war is to detect and keep continuous track of every
hostile aircraft flying over the British Isles by day or by night.
The Corps was in operation twenty-four hours a day from
September, 1939, until the end of hostilities, and, at its peak,
consisted of 32,000 full-time and part-time Observers (both men
and women) at over a thousand posts throughout the country.
On May 1, 1945, the stand-down of the Corps was announced,
but after eighteen months it has been re-formed on a peacetime basis, and was .schedided to be completely re-organised
by January 1, 1947. The new organisation provides for a
nucleus of permanent officers, and n total of 28,-500 part-time
volunteer Observers, the latter drawn initially only from
Observers with war-time experience in the Corp.s. xY regular

:

Reserve Command).
With the approval of H.M. the King, the Air Training Corps
came into being on February 1, 1941. Its formation was in
reality achieved by the Air Ministry taking over the Air Defence
Cadet Corps which had been formed in 1938 by the Air League
of the British Empire. The Corps is now administered by R.A.F.
Reserve Command.
The Air Trainmg Corps exists primarilj’- to give boys who
wish to join the Royal Air Force or Na\ml Aviation such training
as will fit them for aircrew duties or for certain duties on the
ground. Enrolment is open to boys of 15 to 18 years of age
are physically

fit.

training programme, including practice plotting, aircraft recognition and occasional co-operation exercises with the Royal Air

There are 84 x4..T.C. gliding schools in the United Kingdom,
and dm'ing 1946 nearly 3,000 cadets completed gliding courses.
Gliding com'ses last for about eight week-ends and over 700

NAVAL.

Air C'dre. the Earl of Bandon, C.B., D.S.O.,

The Royal Observer Corps, which received permission from
His Majesty the King to assume its “Royal” title in April, 1941,
is a civil volunteer force which is administered by the Air

THE AIR TRAINING CORPS

who

:

R.A.F.

Force

will

be provided.
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Control of naval aircraft and shore stations w-as transferred from the Royal Air Force to the Admiralty in 1939.
names Fleet Air Arm and Naval Air Ann were superseded by the general term Naval Aviation.
As the result of experience gained during the War, Naval Aviation (at home) is organized as follows:

Vice-Admiral

Fifth Sea Lord (Air)
Sir Philip L. Vian, K.C.B.,

In 1946 the

K.B.E., D.S.O.

Flag Officer (Air) (Home)

Rear Admiral

Flag Officer
Flying Training
(Rear Admiral L. D. Mackintosh,
C.B., D.S.O., D.S.C.)

Sir

Thomas Troubridge, K.C.B., D.S.O.

Rear Admiral
Reserve Aircraft
(Rear Admiral (E)

Air
Stations

Trials
Carrier

(H.M.S. Illustrious)

J. L. Bedale,

C.B.)

Air-

Trials

Reserve

Stations

Carrier-

Air-craft

Air-

Stations

Naval Aviation afloat is controlled by the various Commands,
second-in-command of which is usually a Vice-Admiral

the

(Air).
xYt the

_

_

time of writing iro details of the firture coinpositron
and strength of Naval Aviation had been made available for
publication birt it will be eventrrally approximately one-third
of the strength of the Royal Navy.
Owing to the difficult manning situatioir caused by extensive
demobolisation since the end of the war, the aircraft-carrier
Of
force of the Royal Navy has had to be drastically reduced.
the six ships of the Fleet Carrier Class (23,000 tons) commissioned
during the war, the Implacable was at the end of 1946 serving
the Illustrious was acting
temporarily with the Home Fleet
the Indefatigable and Indomitable were laid
as Trials Carrier
and the Victorious and Formidable, employed
up in reserve
temporarily on trooping duties, were to be laid up early in 1947.
The only other ships in commission were six of the Light Fleet
Carriers of the “Colossus” and “Majestic” Classes (14,000 tons).
;

;

;

A new

scheme has been approved for the manning of naval
The majority of pilots will be ratings, the remainder
being General Service Royal Navy and Royal Marine officers
trained for the dual piu-pose of pilot and observer. Rating
pilots will be mainly recruited froih civil life.
A small proportion will be recruited from Aircraft Artiflcers and Royal
Marines for temporary flying service, and a few ratings from
other branches wall be allowed to transfer to rating pilots.
Only continuous service rating pilots and those “hostilities
only” rating pilots accepted for an extended service engagement
W’ill be transferred to the new scale of pilot rates.
aircraft.

All regular Sub-Lieutenants of the Royal Navy are now being
taught to fly as part of their general syllabus. The R.N. Air
Training Course lasts about six weeks and is intended to provide
every naval officer with an introduction to practical flying and to

evaluate the suitability of all regular officers for flying duties
should they volunteer for service in Naval Aviation.

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

'

In 1936 the Government of Southern Rhodesia formed the
nucleus of an Air Section of the Permanent Staff Corps and six
recruits were sent to Great Britain for a course of technical
In the follow-ing year two
training with the Royal Air Force.
R.A.F. officers Avere seconded for duty with the Air Section.
On the outbreak of War in September, 1939, the Government
offered to bring the air unit up to the strength of a full squadron,
to man tw^o more squadrons and maintain them in the field with
the R.A.F. on any front. This offer was accepted by the British
Government and the, first Rhodesian Squadron was despatched
to serve wdth the R.A.F., Middle East Command.
Rhodesia had two squadrons operating on the We.stern Front,
and both played a full part in all R.A.Bh operations preceeding
and during the liberation of Europe. The third Rliodesian
squadi-on served wdth the First Tactical Air Force throughout
the Italian campaign and covered the Allied landings in Southern
France in August, 1944. This squadron, formerly No. I
(Rhodesia) Squadron, was the first Dominion sqxiadron in the
It Avas at its station at Nairobi
field when the War broke out.
tAvo days before the outbreak of the War on Sept. 3, 1939.
Southern Rhodesia’s greatest contribution to the War was its

The Southern Rhodesian Air Training
the first to open an Elementary Flying Training
School under the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan in
May, 1940. The Group was also the first to turn out trained
pilots and the first to complete its scheme.
The original scheme Avas greatly expanded and men from the
United Kingdom, African Colonies and Territories, the Belgian
Congo, Australia, and from the Middle East and Allied Nations
Avere trained in Rhodesia.
Southern Rhodesia continues to serA-e as a training ground, for
the Royal Air Force. An agreement has been reached between
the Briti.sh and Southern Rhodesian Governments Avhereby tAA-o
flying Schools aaIU be established, one at Heany, near BixlaAvayo,
and the other at Thornhill, near Givelo, Avith Aving headqxxarters

training organization.

Group

AA-as

—

'

at

Kumalo, on

Jfinxiary

1,

1947.

and advanced,

will be spread over IS
months, and wdien fully developed the schools Avill have an annual
Operational
oxxtput of o\mr 300 trained pilots and navigators.
training W'ill be completed in the United Kingdom.
The R.A.F. will provide the aircraft and 1,766 persoimel
required for administrative, training and maintenance dutie.s.

Training,

initial,

basic

——

.

.
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from October
S, 1982, by the (fovertior-General in Council in pursuance of tlie
Indian Air Force Act, 1982. The first flight of No. 1 Squiulron
of the Indian ^Vir Force was formed on April 1, 1983. In Alareh
ID-ln, Ills Alajcsty the King approved the designatioir •‘Royal
The Royal Indian Air Force is administered
Inilian Air Force.”
by till? Defence Department of the Indian Oovernmeiit.
The Indian Government has announced that it is their
intention to maintain the R.I.A.F. at an initial peacetime

The
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provkle a further 1)7:2 perwilUhare in the trnming
facilities ori’ered and should, as the scheme develops, be in a
position to provide some of the instructors and fill a number
Soufhor,!
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Force was constituted with

effect
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strength of ten squadrons, plus the necessary training lynd otlier
It
aueilliary units required to provide a fully balanced force.
is emphasised that this is only an initial minimum strength
which Avill be expanded as rapidly as coirditions permit and as

liit'
?l||j|.-

]5er30iinel
.As

a

becomes availahle.
tou'ards meeting anticipated requirements of

first stc}i

regular

oi'licers

for the R.I.A.F,, the

Government of India decided,

before the war with Japan was over, i o nrant a mind ier of Government commissions to Indian obit'crs ^ervi!lg in the .Air boree.
At tlie time tins tleeisioii wa-- luaile the mmiiier of sueli commissions to be granted was determint'd at ninety.
In order to provide adilitional oilieers tor tlie R.L.A.F. units
wliicli will he formed to replace tlie H..A,.F. units whieii arc‘ to he
withdrawn from India as nationalisation jirogresst's. twn new
Tlu'-e are
categories of cominissioiis are being inirmlueed.
the Extended Service (.’ommission, aud the .Sfa.rt St-rvice
l-hiiergeney < 'oinmissioiM'd (.iffieers
-All wartime
t’ommissiaii.
(other than tliosc selected fur f ‘eriiiaueiif ( 'cinmiissious ainl thuse
of the Administrative and Special Duties Rranch. except exregular ainnen), will hi' invited lo aj'iply for Ivxti'ridei.i Ser\'ice
Commissions. I'he extended service will !« fur four years, on
,

Gtheers who acejit
active list and four on the rosi'rvi:*.
extencied service' will lie eligible for aiipoininient to iierinaiient
c-ommissions during tlieir a(,'ti\'e list time.
tlie

2-THE SELF-GOVERNING DOMINIONS
THE DOMINION OF CANADA
THE ROYAL CANADIAN
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:

THE AIR COUNCIL
The

T-lon.

Brooke Claxton, M.P., Minister of Defence.

{Presi-

dent of the .Air Council).
H. F. Gordon, Deputy Minister of Defonee. (Adee-Presidont
of the Air Gouiicil).
.Air Aiiirslial Robert Leekie, C.B,, D.S.O., D.S.C., D.F.C.,
Chief of the .Air Sf alT.
Air Vice-Marslial \N. A. Cm«tis, C.B.E., D.S.C., E.D., Air
AI ember for Air Staff.
Air A’ieo-Afar.shal H. L. Campbell, CkB.E., Air Member for
Personnel.
Air Adco-AIarshal C. R. Slemon, C.B., C.B.E., Air Member for
Supply and Organisation.
.Air Adce-Alarshal A. L. James, C.B.E., Air Member for Research and Development.
Special AppointmentsDiroctor of Construction and Engineering
Air Cdre. J. G.
Bryans, O.B.E.
Director of Equipment and Supply
Air Cdre. R. .A. London,
:

:

O.B.E.
Director of Accounts and Finance:

Air Cdre. J. M. Murray,

C.B.E.
Director of Orgauc/.ation

and Appointments

:

Air Cdre. A. C.

Gordon, (J.B.E.
Coimnaiidant, R.C.A.F. Staff College

:

Air Cdre. A. D. Ross,

G.C., O.B.E.

Chairman,
O.B.E.

Ofliccrs’ Selection

Board

:

Air Cdm.

W.

A. Orr,

—

Eastern Air Command, Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Air Oflicer Commanding-in-Chief
Air Vice-Mar,shal A, L.
Morfoo, C.B.E.
Western Air Command, Vancouver, British Columbia.
Air Clflicer Commanding
Air ATee-Marshal J. L. Plant,
C.B.E.
North Western Air Command, Edmonton, Alberta.
Air Officer Commanding
Air Vice-Marshal T. A. Lawrence,
C.B.
:

I

:

t

AIR COMMANDS
No. 1 Air

Command, Trenton,

iuMial E. E. Aliihileton,

.Air

Commanding

Officer

.Air

;

A'ice-Marslntl

K. M.

Gutlirio,

C.B.E.

The Air Officer Commauding-iu-Chid', R.C,.A.f'’. Ovensea.s
(with lioadqnartor.s in tho Unitod Kingiioui) is .Air Marshal
G. O. Johnson, C.B., ALC.

NON-OPERATIONAL COMMANDS
Maintenance Command.
-Air Ofiicor 'ominuuding
C.B.iL
No. 9 Group (Training).

Air A'i<n;-Ahu'.shal R. E, .Alui'Burm'V,

(

.Air

;

Oommaruling

OfluH'r

:

.Air

Cdre.

J-.

IL

Wrav, O.B.lL,

A.F.C.

ORGANIZATION
The Minister

of National Dtd'enoe has iinnoimeeii that tho
peace-time strength of the R.C..A.F. is to be establislied at
approximately 8(1, (>00 of all ranks. It will comprise a regular
force of 1(1,100 capable of rapid expansion, iui air auxiliary force
of 4,u0(), and a reserve of 10,000 consisting almost entirely of
officers and airmen who served during tho War and Itave since
returned to cavil life.
It is proposed that tho present five Cmnmands will be redueed
to two, to be based at Trenton, Out. and Edmonton, Alta. Tim

Cciinmands at Halifu.x, AA’^irinepeg and Vancoiu'er are being
reduced to Grouja lieadquarter.s. Tlie rc'guhu- Air f'An-co \viil
be made up of eight operational squadrons.
Plans for an Ainxiliary .Air Force, now to be ineorporal ed in tlii'i
organization of tlie R.C.A.F. for tho first time, provide for an
ultimatB maximum of fifteen, squadrons to bo located at tlio
main centres of population throughout tho Dominion.
Director of Canadian Naval .Aviation
Capt. R. IL H. Bidwoll,
C.B.E., R.C.N.
Deputy Director: Capit. G. A. Hothoram, D.8.( )., O.B.E.,
;

R.N.

The Canadian Navy

OPERATIONAL COMMANDS

w'

.Air A’ico-Af

C.B.E.
No. 2 Air Command, Winnipeg, Ahmitoba.

NAVAL AVIATION

ADMINISTRATION
Administration of the Force is exercised by R.C.A.F. Headquarters, Ottawa, through five Commands three Operational
and two Air Commands, as follow :

'

Commanding;

Air Officer

The Royal Canadian Air Force is administered by the Department of National Defence, Canada, through the Minister of
National Dofence, who is advised by an Air Council
consisting of the following members

Ontario.

Two

organization.
_

is retaining an ^Air iSection in its po.st-war
light carrieixs are being transferred to tho

Royal Canadian .Navy and four Royal Navy .squadrons were,
some time ago, allocated for manning by R.C.N. personnel for
ultimate transference to th«3 Royal Canadian Navy for service
in these carriers.

The first^ carrier, H.AI.C.S. fl’'nrrh»', was commissioned in
March, 1946 and. Nos. 803 and S25 Squadrons were transferred to
R.C.N. control to serve as the Warno 7''s Air Group. The two
other squadrons earmarked for transfer (Nos. 826 and 888) have
been temporarily disbanded in the United Kingdom, but will
reform a.s R.C.N, squadi’oiis when tho second carrier H'.AI.C.B.
Magnificent,

is

commissioned.

THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN

AIR

FORCE

The Australian Air Force was formed by Proclamation on
March 31, 1921, pending the passage of the Air Defence Act.
On August 18, 1921, it became the Royal Australian Air Force.

The Air Defence Act received Royal Assent on September 1,
1923, under which the Royal Australian Air Force became a
separate service of the defence forces of the Commonwealth,
with equal status to the Royal Australian Navy and the
Commonwealth Military Forces.

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)
BRITISH COMMONWEALTH--AUSTRALIA— coniintuid.

THE AIR BOARD
The Air Board is responsible for the administration, training,
equipment and maintenance of the R.A.A.F., as well as for
works and buildings.
The constitution of the Air Board is as follows
The Hon. A. S. Drakeford, M.P., Minister of State for Air.
Air Marshal G. Jones, G.B., C.B.E., J3..F.C., Chief of the Air
:

Staff.
.\ir Vice-Marshal J. E. Hewitt, O.B.E., Air Member for
Personnel.
Air Viee-]\'Iarshal E. C. Waekett, 0.13.E., .A.ir Alember foi-

Engineering and Maintenance.
Air Vice-Marshal G. J. W. Maekinolty, O.B.E., Air Member for
Supply and Ecpiipment.
H. C). Elvins, Esq., Einance Member.
R. H, Nesbitt, Esq., Business Member.
F. J. Mulrooney, Esq., Secretary.
M. C. Langslow, Esq., M.B.E. The Secretary, Department
of Air, is an ex-officio member of the Board, as is P. E. Coleman,
Esq., O.B.E.,

The Assistant Secretary, Department
is

;

An immediate programme of aircraft production has beeir
drawn up and investigations are proceeding concerning the
production of guided projectiles. Until such time as a decision
has been arrived at with regard to the strength and composition
of the post-war R.A.A.F., the Aixstralian. Aircraft Industry is
fulfilling the follow'ing military production programme
73
Lincoln heavy bombers and 12 Tudor II transports (Beaufort
Division)
209 Mosquitos and 50 Vampires (de Havilland
Aircraft Co., Pty., Ltd.)
250 Mustangs (Commonwealth Aircraft
Corporation). The Rolls-Royce Merlin and Nene engines
I’equired for this prograinme are also in production in Australia.
:

;

Overseas

divided into the following

—

;

of Air.

ORGANIZATION
The Royal Australian Air Force

of the Air Staff has announced that such a force will comprise
three tjqies of squadrons
long-range heavy bomber, fighter and
transport. In the meantime the establishment of an interim
force of 115,000 has been approved by the Commonwealth Government. This force wall maintain an Air Transport Service
between Australia and Japan, and will also make up part of
the British Commonwealth Occupation Forces. In addition
general survey and experimental work will be carried out.

R.A.A.F. OVERSEAS
Headquarters, Royal Australian

Force:

Air

Kodak

House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

O.B.E.

Air Officer Commanding Air Cdre. V. E. Ewart.
Overseas Headquarters, R.A.A.F., has taken over the duties
formerly undertaken by the Air Liaison Office, London, which
ceased to function on November 30, 1941.
The High Commissioner remains the representative of the
Commonwealth Government in the United Kingdom and deals
with all matters of Government policy. Otherwise Overseas
Headquarters is the channel of communication between the
Department of Air, Melbourne, and the Air Ministry, London.
British Commonwealth Occupational Forces, Japan.
Air Vice-Marshal F. M. Bladin,
Air Officer Commanding
C.B.E., R.A.A.F.

Controls operations in Victoria, South Australia, Western
Australia and Tasmania, and also administers all training.
The organization and establishment of the post-war Royal
Australian Air Force has not yet been laid down, but the Chief

Director of Training
Group Capt. J. A. Cohen, D.F.C.
For administrative purposes all training comes ndthin the
Southern Area.

administrative areas.
Northern Area.
Air Officer Commanding
Group Capt. A. D. Charlton.
Controls all operations in Queensland, Northern Territories,
New Guinea and adjacent Islands.
Eastern Area.
Air Officer Commanding: Air Cdre. A. M. Charlcsworth,
A.F.C.
Controls operations in Now South Wales.
Southern Area.
Air Cdre. E. G. Knox-Knight,
Air Officer Commanding
:

:

:

:

TRAINING
:

THE DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND
THE ROYAL NEW ZEALAND

AIR

FORCE

The Royal New Zealand

Air Force was constituted a separate
branch of the Defence Forces of the Dominion by the Air Force
Act of 1937. Its control is vested in an Air Board, with the
Minister of Defence, who is also in charge of the Air Department,
as its President.

THE AIR BOARD
The Hon. F.

Jones, M.P., Minister of Defence (President).
Air Vice-Marshal A. de T. Neville, C.B., C.Se., A.F.R.Ae.S.,
Chief of the Air Stall and Air Officer Commanding the
Royal New Zealand Air Force.
Group Capt. M. F. Calder, Air Member for Personnel.
Air Cdre. S. Wallingford, C.B.B., Air Member for Supply.
Mr. T, A. Barrow, J.P., Air Secretary.

ORGANIZATION
of five permanent Air Force squadrons
with their necessary organizations has been recommended in a
report on the post-war R.N.Z.A.F. which has been drawn up
by the Chief of the Air Staff. The recommendation provides
for an establishment of approximately 420 officers and 3,000
airmen. The annual cost of the organization would be in the

The establishment

vicinity of £2,000,000 and there would be no items of capital
expenditure during the first few years.
The recom[mendation.s call for the maintenance of three
squadrons, one medium bomber, one fighter-bomber and one
transport
within the Dominion and two squadrons one medium
bomber and one flying-boat in the Islands area, with headquarters at Nandi (Fiji Islands) and Lauthala Bay (Fiji Islands)

—

—

respectively.

In addition there is provision for a Territorial Air Force
consisting of a Fighter Wing, a Bomber Wing and a Technical
Wing, and an Air Training Corps of foui' Wings.
American aircraft used by the R.N.Z.A.F. during the war are
being replaced by British aircraft, the first stage of re-equipment
being the acquisition of ninety D.H. Mosquitos.
In February, 1946, training was re-opened to provide groimd
personnel for the post-war Air Force.
R.N.Z.A.F. transport squadrons are operating passenger and
freight services on a combined military and commercial basis
to island possessions, mandated territories and British i-slands
in the South Pacific, including Fiji, Tonga, Samoa, Rarotonga,
and will continue to do so until the recently-formed National
Airways Corporation can take over the services.

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
(Unie van Suid AFrika)

THE SOUTH AFRICAN AIR FORCE
The South African Air Force is a branch of the South African
Permanent Force and is administered by the Minister of Defence.
At the beginning of the War the Force consisted of one
squadron and a total of 1,500 men. By the end of the war the
South African Air Force had a total of 34 active squadrons
including heavy, medium and fighter-bombers, fighters and
photographic reconnaissance units.

Air Force Headquarters: Roberts Heights, Pretoria.
Director-General of the S.A.A.F. : Brigadier H. G. Willmott,
C.B.E.
Colonel J. T.
Deputy Director-General of the S.A.A.F.
Durrant, C.B., D.F.C.
The post-war organization and establishment of the South
African Air Force had not been announced up to the time of
The interim equipment of the S.A.A.F.
closing down for press.
consists of the Supermarine Spitfire (fighter)
Lockheed-Vega
Short
Ventima (medimn bomber and coastal reconnaissance)
Sunderland (oversea recoimaissance) and Doxiglas Dakota
:

;

ORGANIZATION
Chief of the Union Defence Forces Staff
van Ryneveld, K.B.E., C.B., D.S.O., M.C.

;

:

General Sir Pierre

(transport).

EIRE
THE IRISH

AIR

CORPS

ORGANIZATION
the principal centre of military aviation and
accommodates tho Depot Air Corps, The Plying Training
School, the Co-operation Unit, the Maintenance Unit, and the
Boy Apprentices’ Training School.
The Service Unit is stationed at the only other aerodrome
maintained in operation, namely G or manston, Co. Meath,
where the Air Firing Ranges are situated.

Baldonnel

Military Aviation organized in the Irish Air Corps is a component of the Defence Forces and is controlled by the Department of Defence (Roinn Cosanta), Parlsgate, Dublin.

The Headquarters of the Air Corps is at Baldorinel Aerodrome, Co. Dublin. The Officer Commanding the Air Corps, is
Colonel W. P. Delamere.

is
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HISTORICAL
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COMMONWEALTH— EIRE—font/ Hved.
PERSONNEL

r,

E\'ery
personnel hold regiilar eonnnissions.
alternate year selected personnel are drawn from the 'Military
Cadet College for training as pilots. Engineer Officers are
taken on a direct entiy from the Universities.
The bulk of the pilot personnel is supiDlied Ijy an X.C.O.
Pilot Scheme, by v,-hich there is an intake every alternate year.
Technical personnel are supplied through the medium of direct
entry or on an Apprentice Training Scheme.
All
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TRAINING
The primary purpose

of

tlie

The Co-Operation Unit

is

Air Corps

is

to train

and main-

tain P’ighter Units.

I
ij

!’’i

AVIATION)

(SERVICE

responsible

for

general

flying.

Target Iknving,
I’hotinirapliy,
-Kccomiaissanee.
including
Crew Trainina aval Communications.
Plans for trnininc on a volunteei liasis are unvler consideration.

EQUIPMENT
:--CMilcs ;\Iagister. of w liich a
recojuiitioned aircraft was purchased in It' lb.
Intermediate Training : 3Ii!es Master IT.

Elementary Training

jiumher of

—

Ha.vkcr Hurricane ,11.
Anson. .-\\ ro
.\vro

Advanced Training

Flight
Co-operation
^Martinet.
Snpermarine Spitfire A.
Service Unit
.\11 repair and ovcwhanl work i.s undertaken

XTX.

^Ii!c,?

by the Maintenance

Unit.

rSi'r.'
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CHILE
i

iib-i'lMi

't

N

{The Chilean Republic— Republica de Chile;

i.'i;.'

l.t.l’iP!!!

NATIONAL MARKINGS

Commander of Anti-Aircraft Defence and Director of Construction : .\ii‘ brigade (leneral Osvaldo I'uccio iiizman.
Director of Accounts : Air Ih'iutulc liciK'rai Rulierto Rotacr
(

VV'vlie.
i

THE CHILEAN AIR FORGE
The

Air F’oree consists of four .Air Brigades as follows
la. Air Brigade (Antofagasta) composed of:
.Aviation

Group Xo.

1.

;

{Iquicpie).

Aviation Group No. 7 (.Antofagasta).
Ila. Air Brigade (El Bosque) composed of:
.Aviation

WINGS ONLY

RUDDER

THE CHILEAN

AIR

FORCE

The Chilean Air
as an autonomous

Force, or Fuerzn. -Aerea. fie Chile, was formed
fighting service, including .\rmy a.nd Xaval
Aviation, under tlie Mini.stry of .Defeiita; in Hl'lb. The Commander-in-Chiof of the Air Force is directly resjion.sible to tlie
Ministiy of Defence for the diseipliue, administration, trainiu.g
and general instinction of the Air Force. ,\n Under-Secretariat
of Aviation exi.sts to provide the necessary Liaison between
tlie Air Force and the Ministry of Dofeiice.

ORGANIZATION
Cuartel-General de la Fuerza Aerea, Ministerio de Defenea
Nacional. Plaza Bnlnes, Santiago.
Commander-in- Chief of the Fuerza .Aerea
Air-General
;

Manual Tovarias Arroyo.
The Commander-in-Chief
composed of the following

at his disposal an Air Council
Commander-in-Chief, Chief
of the General Staff, Director of vServices, Director of Personnel
and Director of Aeronautics.
ha.s

:

Group Xo.

2 (Quintero).

Aviation Group X^o. 4 (Colina).
Ilia. Air Brigade (Temuco) composed of:.Aviation Group X^o. 3 (Temuco),
Aviation Group No. a (Puerto .Montt).
IVa. Air Brigade {Punta Arenas) cnmi.iosed of:

—The

.Aviation Group Xbi. (> (Punta .Armias).
.\viation Group No. S (Ihierto Natidcs).
Tlie Sciw'ices Department is responsilile
distrihvition

and

lavs thi'

for

-

tlie

supply,

and maintainance of the air eiiiiijimeMt required,
two following Supiilementary Deparl rnents worlving

with it
Central .Aviation Supply.
Central .Aviation .Aivseual.
The principal Air Base is K1 Bosiiue (la km. soutli of Santiago),
whei’e the *'Capitan .Avalos’' Ti'uining Scliool is situated, specialising in the instruction of air pilots,
Th’ainees for tlie School
are recruited from the civil population and at the end of tlireo
years obtain their degrees as Pilot and Gfticers. Tlie cadets
then take a course at the Fighter and Bomber School, before
being posted to particular Units. Tins latter School is tempoi'arily attached to Aviation Group Xo. I, Iqiiique.
Otlier
establishments based at El Bosque are the Technical School,
tlie Anti-aircraft Scliool and the Central Aviation Ar.senal.
:

HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS OF THE CHILEAN AIR FORCE.

—
—

EQUIPMENT

Air General Manuel Tovarias Arroyo.
Air Brigade General Edison Diaz
Chief of General Staff
Salvo.
Director of Services : Air Brigade General Raul Gonzalez
Nolle.
Director of Training Establishments : .Air Brigade General

Primary Training
FaiT'child PT-l!) and Stearman N.‘)N.
Ahiltee BT-i;i, North American X'.A. 44
Advanced Training
and AT-6.
Naval Reconnaissance :-r-Vought
-Vought Sikorsky OS2U-.T, CkinConsolidated PBA'-o Catalina.
Douglas A-24.
Bombing

Oscar lierreros AA^alker,
Director of Aeronautics : Group-Captain Gregorio Bisr[uert
Rubio.
Staff Director : Group-Captain Arnoando Rivera Fuentes.

Transport
Beechcraft C-4r)F.
During the w'ar (..Tale received approximately one Innfdred
lighter trainer and naval patrol aii'craft from tlie United States,
under Lend - Lease

Commander-in-Chief

:

:

;

:

:

:

—

CHINA
(The Great Chinese Republic— Chang-Hua Min-Kuo)
NATIONAL MARKINGS

Control of the Armed Forces in Cliina is vested in tlio N'ational
Military Council, of which General Chiang Kai-Shek is the head.
The Chinese Air Force is controlled by ii Commission of Aeronautical Affairs, with headquarters at Nanking. The Officer
Commanding the Chinese Air Force is General CL J. Chow.
The Chinese Air Force, never very large, suffered heavily
at the hands of the Japanese. Organization, according to
Western standards, is poor but efforts have been made to reorganize and ro-equip the Air Force with British and American
assistance.

'

[

I

The American

J'

authorities have given training assistance to the
Large numbers of Chinese pupils have
received instruction in Army Air Force schools in the United
States and assistance was also given by American personnel
in China in operational training, repair, and maintenance.
A
licence for the manufacture of the Boeing Kaydet trainer has
been acquired by the Chinese authorities.

Chinese Air Force.

WINGS ONLY
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COLOMBIA
The Republic of Colombia.— Republica de Colombia.)

THE

COLOIVIBIAN AIR

As an outcome of re-organization

FORCE

Colombian Air
Force (Puerza Aerea Colombiana) is now a separate air arm
under tlie control of the Ministry of War.

NATIONAL MARKINGS

in 1943, the

ORGANIZATION
Ministerio de Guerra, Direccion-General de Aviacion, Bogota.
Director-General of Aviation
Lieut-Col. Luis F, Pinto.
The Colombian
Force consists of fighting, reconnaissance
and training units, details of which are not available.
The Military Aviation School is situated at Cali.
:

An

YELLOW

—
—
—

EQUIPMENT

Fighting : Curtiss Hawk, Republic Thunderbolt.
Reconnaissance : Curtiss Falcon.
Bombing : Boeing Fortress (.3), North American Mitchell (3).
Training : ^Fairchild, North American AT-B.
Miscellaneous and Transport
Silcorsky amphibian, Curtiss
Condor, Jmikers
33,
34, K43 and Ju 52, Ford Trimotor
and Consolidated P2Y.

—

:

W

WINGS ONLY

W

—

CUBA
(The Republic of

Cuba— Republica de Cuba)

NATIONAL MARKINGS

ORGANIZATION
Secretaria de Defensa Nacional, Departamento de Direceion,
Seccion de Aviacion, Havana.
Aviacion de Ejercito (Military Aviation) H.Q., Ciudad Militar,
:

Havana.

Commanding

Officer

Lieut. -Col. Carnilo G. Chavez.
H.Q., Marina de Snerra,

:

Aviacion Naval (Naval Aviation)

:

Havana.

Commanding

Officer

:

Captain de Corbeta Ernesto J.

Usatorres Ubieta, M.N.

TRAINING
Eseuela del Cuerpo de Aviacion, Campo de Colombia, Havana.
This establishment ha.s a capacity for 75 cadets. It is
provided with laboratories, workshops, radio and meteoro-

RUDDER
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logical office.

THE CUBAN AVIATION CORPS

Training

The Cuban Aviation Corps, or Cixerpo de Aviacion, is
administered b}'’ an aviation section of the Secretariat of
National Defence. It is a small service using modern aircraft
of American origin. It has naval and military branches.

:

—Stearman

Advanced Training
American AT-6.
Transport

:

EQUIPMENT
A73-B1, Aeronca.

—Waco,

Curtiss-Wright

19-R,

North

—Bellanca, Howard DGA-lu.
— Grumman G-21.

:

Amphibian

:

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
(The Czechoslovak Republic— Ceskoslovenska Republika)
During the war the Czechoslovak Air .Foxce was grouped
within the framework of the Royal Air Force, its own Inspectorate being established at the Air Ministry to be responsible
for the admiiristration of all Czechoslovak Air Force units and
Czechoslovak personnel serving
the United Kingdom.
The first Czechoslovak fighter and bomber squadrons to be
formed in England became operational in August and September,
1940, respectively. Srxbsequently two further fighter squadrons
wer^ formed and after June, 1942, the three fighter squadrons
operated a,s an independent Czeehosloxmlc Fighter Wing. In
April, 1942, the bomber .sqxxachon was tr-ansferred to Coastal
Conunand, with which it served xmtil the end of the war. Czecho Slovak pilots also served with various R.A.F. xxnits, including

m

both day and night fighter squadroxis. Transport Command
squadrons, and as m.strTictors at vxirious schools.
In June, 1944, a Czechoslovak Air Regiment was formed in
Russia and this unit took part in the fighting in eastern Czechoslovakia, operating from aerodromes on Czechoslovak territory.
On August 16, 1945, the four squadrons which served with
distinction in the United Kingdom with the R.A.F., Nos. 310,
312 xmd 313 fighter .sqxxadrons equipped with Spitfires and No.
311 genei’al-reconnaissance squadron equipped with Liberators,
returned to Px’ague after six years of war, and these units form
part of the new Czechoslovak Air Force which is now being
re-organized.

DENMARK
(The
Immediately

Kingdom

after the capitulation of the

of

German

Denmark— Kongeriget Denmark)
foi'ces in

1945, the cadres of the Army Air Force
(Haerens Flyvertiopper) and Navy Air Force (Mfirinens Fly-

Denmark on May

6,

vevaesen) were re-'formed.

As Denmark

wuxs congested with

prisoners of war and refugees and was xxnder the control
of the British disarmament authorities no airfields or air stations
were, however, available for use for several months. The
principal fields are the former Danish airfields at Vaerloese
(civil) and the former naval
(armjr), Kastrup and Aalborg
air s'tation.s at Copenhagen (seaplane base) and Avnoe (land

German

W

aerodrome). These had all been enlarged and improved by the
LufUca&e, xvhich had also built many other airfields, sxxitable
for modern aircraft, the chief of xvhieh are Aalborg E, Karup,
Tirstrup, Vandel and Skrydstrup in Jutland and Beldringe on
the island of Fxxnen. A seaplane base had also been built at
Aalborg. Even after the airfields and air stations had been
evacuated and released the Danish air forces were virtually
inactive owing to complete lack of aircraft and an acxite shortage
of trained personnel after several years of enforced demobilization.

In the Summer of 1945, the Danish Minister of Defence
appointed Lieut. Col. K. Birksted, D.S.O., D.F.C., a former
Danish flying officer, who had served with distinction in the
R.A.F. tuxd the Royal Norwegian Air Force dxxring the war,
as an adviser on the reconstruction of the Danish air forces.
Later in the same year an Air Committee, comprising Lieut. Col.
Birksted, the Head of the Array .Air Force, Colonel T. P. A.
Ooriim, xind the Head of the Navy Air Force, Captain P. Scheibel,
R.D.N., xras set up to further the reconstruction with a view to
the introduction of a unified Danish Air Force, which is likely
to .succeed the present divided organization.
During the Winter and Spring of 1945-46 the majority of the
remaining experienced pilots of the Army and Navy Air Forces
received refi*esher courses and conversion training to modern
During
fighter aircraft with the R.A.F. in the United Kingdom.
the same period a nxxmber of technical personnel were trained
in England, and a small number of Percival Proctor III aircraft
In the Spring of
W'ere bought for communication pxu’poses.
1946 basic training of a nutnber of army and naval officers w'as

I

't'

—

'
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—

.
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i

DENMARK^- conthiucd.
I

!

,

begun at the Xfival b]Iementai'y Flying Training

!-j'.

IW.

I
1

'!!'

Vi

Is

I’l

'

Advanced Flying Training
Schools (Harvards and Oxfords) and an Operational Training
Two flights of flying-boats (Catalina ami
Unit (Spitfire IXs).
Sea Otter anipliibians) A\'iri be oiganized for air /sea-rescue and
eommunications purposes at borne and overseas (Greenland).

M'i'j'
hiJ

ji

r rv:

(Santo

s

I'
1

'

!’:>

A\iil

largely

Ijc

{(ought iroin Driti.sh

Hiirphis niaterial, which was exjiectcd to begin to arri\-e in
Denmark in the latter part of IflUi.
i :)0
carried out by using
'I’lie abo\n'-mentioued sciienie will

.Vrmy and Xa\-A- air force per.sonm;>!, as well as Oiiuij'cnient funl
on a common basis, with the -tir Committee acting
as a. co-ordinating body until an aetnal unitied Air Force is
facilities,

oi'ganized.

REPUBLIC

Domingo — Repufolica Dominicana)

iVu AAdatiou Company forms part of the National Army.
This Company, commanded by Diajor Fernando M. Castillo, Is
under tiie direction and supervi.sion of the Secretary for War and
Marine, wlio is also C'onanander-in-Cluef of the National Army,
and is based at the General Andrews .\irport, t'iudad Trujillo.
There the Company has established .schools for the training
of both pilots and technicians.

i

iit!

Tlie neces.sary oquipxaent

DOMINICAN

'

‘

at

nieal Training School (at Vaerloese),
•*

IK

>Seliool

Avnoe, equipped -with Danish-built K.Z. II trainers.
In accordance Avitli the decision of the Ministry of Dtdenee
(W'ar Office and AdiniraFy) it is j^lanned to establish a Tecli-

The equipment of tlie company consists of the following
types of aircraft
-Boeing FT- 17.
Primary Training
Intermediate Training :--Consoli<lateil-Vultee DT-IM.
North American ,\T-ti.\, Curtiss 11-19.
Advanced Training
:

.\eronca

Artillery Liaison

L-:).

"

Etii'!!:

ECUADOR
(The Republic of Ei Ecuador
NATIONAL MARKINGS

— Repubiica del

Ecuador)
ORGANIZATION

The organization of the Ecuatioreaii Air Force, or Fuerza
is composed of the following
Comandancia de Aeronautica, Quito.
Commandant of the Air Force Lieut. Col. Daxairdo Tobar A.
Air Base Commands.
Group Commands.
School of Aviation, Guayaquil (Primary) and I’unta Salinas

.Aerea Ecnatoriana,

:

(Advanced).
Aerial Bases and smaller airports,

YELLOW

TRAINING
personnel is recruited from dii't'cront
branehe.s of the .Army, from the Military Cadet College, from
non-commissioneil personnel (with a, degree) or nni%'er.sity
students and from students of seeoudary schools.
Specialist personnel eomplete their training witli .special
courses after joining tlieir units.

Commissioned

RUDDER

WINGS ONLY

THE EQUADORIAN

AIR

FORCE

Force of Ecuador is jiart of the Army and i.s
administered by a Comnumdant of Military Aviation avIio
is responsible through the Superior Army Coiurnand to tlie
jMiniater of Defence, Colonel Carlos DIanelieno C.
By an agreement between the Eeuaclorian ami American
Governments facilities were placed at the disposal of the latter
for the establishment of an air base at Punta Salinas for
the defence of the Canal Zone. The School of Aviation has been
transferred from Quito to Punta Salinas, where the U.S. Air
mission is based.
Air

Tlie

flying

EQUIPMENT

—

Repidjlic I*- Ho
Fighting
Transport: Junkers Ju 02, Bellanca.
Training
N ortli American N A- 1 1!, Curtis.s- riglit RRyan PT-20.
Curtiss-AV right IflE, Faireluld
During the war Ecuador received forty-seven aircraft from
tlie United States under Lend-Lease.
:

;

—
—

W

EGYPT
(The Kingdom
NATIONAL MARKINGS

of

Egypt— Wllsr)

present located in Cairo. Tlie .Air Force is eoinpo.sed mainly
of throe stations, near Cairo, Alexandria and Helwau. Sciuadrons are mainly equipped with ligliters, figliter-bomber.s and
transport aircraft.

TRAINING,
The R.E.A.F. noW' undertakes all training in its own schools
and instruction is done solely by Egyptian instruetor.s. The
following are the principal training establishments

RUDDER

FUSELAGE & WINGS

THE ROYAL EGYPTIAN

AIR

FORCE

The Royal Egyptain Air Force nvas formed in 19H2, when
six D.H. Moths, bought in England, Were flown to Egypt by
I

British

i
f,

,

'

'

'ii

trained Egyptian officers. Until 1937 the Egyptian
commanded and trained by British officers.

Air Force was

ADMINISTRATION
'

'

iij

The Command and adrninisti’ation of the Air Force is under
the Director, Royal Egyptian Air Force, Lew'a (Major-General)
M. Met-walli Pasha, ivho is directly responsible to the Minister
of National Defence.

ORGANIZATION.

riii;

The Headquarters

of the

:

Flying Training School.
Consi.sts of one Elementary, one Intf>rniediate ami one
Advanced training squadron. .Aircraft used for training are the
Miles Miagister for primary and tlie Harvanl for intermediate
and advanced, training. Students arc chQ.seii from Military
College graduates and qualify as .I'ilot Ollicer.s in the period
of one year of training.

Royal Egyptian Air Force

is

at

Technical Training Schools.
These are schools for Technical Training, Signals and Electrical,
Armament, Air Photography, Safety Equipmeirt and Stores.
All mechanics and specialist recruits are cliosen from volunteers
W'ho have passed their primary education. During a course of
two years they specialise as riggers, fitters, W/T operators, etc.
In addition, the R.E.A.F. employs a large number of skilled
civilians in the workshops.

School of Air Support.
This School was formed in IDIf). Students are chosen from
the Ar-my and Air Force. The period of training i.s six weeks.

FINLAND
(The Finnish Republic— Suomen Tasavaita)
Lhidor (he terms of the Draft I'eaco Treaty drawn up by the
Alliod J’owors, Finland will bo allowed io maintain an Air Force
nuiflo uj) of .sixty aireraft, and a pta'soiinel strengtli of 3,000
officers and other I'anks.
Finland will bo forbidden to maintain

a bomber force and will not be permitted to engage in experiments with or the construction of remote-controlled piloted or
pilot-less aerial

weapons,

— —

—

——

—

—

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)

;

(13a)

FRAHCE
(The French Republic

— Republicfue

THE ARMEE DE L’AIR
The Air Force of France (Armec de FAir) is, withtlie exception
of the Naval Air Arm crfloat and some shore- based naval milts,
under the control of the Minister for Air, who has the advice of
a Civil Council, a Military Council arid a Special Air Staff. In
peace and war the Armee de F Air is under the supreme command
of the Chief of the Air Staff.

TRAINING.
The

training organization includes the following
cadet schools
Metropolitan France, Training Command
primary and advanced flying training .schools ; school for
school for W/0
navigators, gunners and bombardiers ;
instructor’s school and specialist’s schools.
navigators
North Africa. Advanced flying training schools (fighting and
twin-engined conversion) and signals schools (tele-commun-

i

;

;

ications).

ORGANIZATION.

NAVAL AVIATION

The Armee de FAir comprises (a) a territorial organization
based on the division of Metropolitan France into Aerial Regions
(Regions Aeriennes) and overseas territories into Air Commands (Commandements de I’Air)
(b) Air defence forces,
transport and liaison units and police and security scpiadrons ;
(c) schools
and training establishments
(d)
anti-aircraft
defenses
and (e) miscellaneous service,s.
;

;

;

TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATION.
Metropolitan France is divided into four Aerial Regions
lere Region Aerienne.
H.Q.
Dijon.
2eme Region Adrienne. H.Q.
Paris.
3eme Region A6rienne. H.Q.
Bordeaux.
4eme Region Adrienne. H.Q.
Aix-en-Provence.
Each region includes Staff, unit.s, depot, establishments,
medical service, liaison miits, etc., and one or more centres of
military instruction.
:

:

.-

:

French Naval Aviation is administered by the Ministry of
Marine and is manned by naval personnel. Certain units for
operational purposes come under the control of the Armee de
I’Air.

RE-EQUIPMENT.

A

eomiDreliensive scheme of British assistance in the reconstruction of the Armee de FAir and the Ntival Air Arm is now
being fulfilled as the result of two agreements between the
British and French Governments.
Li^nder one agreement, the British Government undertakes to
supply to the Armee de V Air
() Aii'craft and equipment for units of the Armee da FAir
in Metropolitan France, French North Africa, French
Equatorial Africa and Indo-Cliina, including three year’.s;
:

:

North Africa includes:
Ope Region AMenne (Seme). H.Q.-. Algiers.
One Commandement de PAir in Algeria.
One Commandement de PAir in Morocco.
One Commandement de PAir in Tunisia.
Each Command dispo.ses similar elements to those of the

Region Aeriemre.

()

(d)

:

One
One
One
One
One
Each Command disposes, according to its importance,
some of the elements composing a Region Aerienne.

of

AIR INTERCEPTOR FORCES.

maintenance requirements.
Aircraft and equipment for training .schools in France
and North Africa, including throe years maintenance
requirements.

(c)

(e)

Union Frangaise include
Commandement de PAir in A.O.F. (West Africa).
Commandement de PAir in A.E.F. (Equatoral Africa).
Commandement de PAir in A.Or.F. (Madagascar, etc.).
Commandement de PAir in Indo China.
Commandement de PAir in Somaliland.

Territories of the

Complete radio, radar and signals equipment, including
eleven mobile radar stations and four complete radio
schools, and again including three year’s maintenance
requirements.
R.A.F. schools and instructors to train French persoimel
in the Aise of British eqnqAment.
Repah equipment issued by the Ministry of Aircraft
Production for the use of the French aircraft repair
organization,

and

:

Facilities and technical as.sistance in the manufacture
imder licence in French factories of British aircraft,
engines and spare parts, airscreAA's and equipment.
Initially, 1,287 aircraft were handed over to the Ai'mee de FAir

(/)

by the R.A.F. These include 242 Spitfires, 238 Mosquitos, 04
Halifax bombers, 141 Ansons and 185 Wellingtons.
The British Government has also undertaken to supply the
Naval Air Arm with the following on favourable terms
() Aircraft and equipment for one carrier -based fighter
squadron, including replacement aircraft, and maintenance equipment.
() Two naval ah- centres with full equipment, ships, lorries
and enough spares to provide for three year’s upkeep.
(c)
One Air/Sea Rescue centre, with eight high-speed
launches, 24 spare engines and spare equipment for three
year’s upkeep.
{d)
Aircraft, marine craft and equipment for other units of
the Naval Air Arm.
(e)
Radio and radar equipment for French -built aircraft,
:

The Air Interceptor Forces comprise an Aerial Divi.sion
(Division A(§rienne) and a number of elements not incorporated
in divisions.
l^re Division Adrienne.
Composed of fighter and reconnaissance wings (escadxes), anti-ahcraft defenses and ground
establishments.
The non- divisional elements comprise
Metropolitan France. Fighter Grouias

Francaise)

:

and Heavy Bombei’

Wings.
North Africa.

Fighter Wings and a Mixed IVing (consisting
of fighter -bomber and reconnaissance groups).
Indo-China. One Fighter Wing.

for

gromid training and

for

ground stations,

Training in the United Kingdom for personnel of the
Naval Air Ai’m.
Aircraft handed over to the Naval Air Arm include 48 Seafires,
13 Sunderlands, 32 Wellingtons and 65 trainers.
Britain has also lent Prance for five years the aircraft-carrier
Collosus (now renamed Arronianehe), which has accommodation
for 40 aircraft.
This augments the light escort-carrier Dixm/udc,
(formerly H.M.S. Biter) which wa.s handed over to France in
(/)

Air Transport rmits are disposed as follows
Metropolitan France. Oire Air Command, several Transport
Wings and an instructional school for transport aircreAvs.
North Africa. One Transport Wing.
A.O.F. (West Africa). One TransjAort Group.
Indo-China. Sectors and Groups.
Police and security units include air squadrons in A.O.F.
(West Africa) and A.E.F. (Equatorial Africa).
;

1943.

GREECE
(The Kingdom of Greece— Hellas)
the Greco-Italian War in November, 1940,
Royal Hellenic Air Force was suffering some initial^ disadvantage from its size and from the lack of an individual
The fact that its senior officers were recruited from
tradition.
the Army and the Navy, although advantageous to co-operation,

At the outbreak of

the

did not assist the formation of this tradition.

The shortage of equipment placed certain markecl lirnitations
upon the tactical employment of the Royal Hellenic Air B’orce
but a strategical reinforcement by fighter squadrons of the
Royal Air Force was provided, and the combined force remained
in action nntil the Allied Avithdrawal from Greece on April 23,
1941,

After that date a number of Royal Hellenic Air Force pei’sonnel
and some aircraft succeeded, in reaching Egypt and from these,
implemented from other sources, the nucleus of a new Royal
Hellenic Air Force came into being.
It was organized along the lines of the Royal Air Force, which
gave every assistance and established a liaison organization
through which the Greeks could become familiar not only with
the administration and operation of the R.A.F. but with the
best means and methods whereby their own problems could
be solved and progress facilitated.
The first operational unit of the Royal Hellenic Air Force
went into service early in 1942 equipped with Hawker
I
dj

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)

(14a)

GREECE-irmiinNed.
Hurricane single-seat

fighters.

All

pilots,

both olhcers and

N.C.O.s, had previously been engaged on flying duties either
on the Albanian front against the Italians or during the ( lerman
This squadron was initially engaged
in^^asion whieli followed.
in .shipping protection, both by day and by night, in the Alediterranean, and it later took part in the Italian campaign. It was
later equipped with the Supermarine Spitfire.
A Hellenic bomber squachon also served as a mixed unit^ as,
although all pilot.s and navigators were Hreek, insuificient

trained personnel iiiude it necessiiry for H.A.F. air-gunners
ami some ground staff to be eniploytHl. 'Fhis stpiadron joined
the K.A.F. Ihilkan ^Vir Force o!i its ihrnialion in 11)44, ancl took
part in o];)erritions in \''ngo.slavia until tlic' tnul of hostilities in
Origin,ally erjuipped ^vitll the Hristol HlenhtMin, it
Furo]:)e.
was later ai’ined 'ivitli the Hartiu Baltimore.
Ko tietails coneerning the post-war orgaiii/.atioii of the Hoyal
Hellenic Air Force ha\'e yet been made a\-ail.able Hu- pnl)lieutioi:i.

CUATEMALA
(The Republic of GuaLtemala— Repubiica del Guatemala)
NATIONAL MARKINGS

The Air Force of Guatemala, or Cijerpo de Aeronautica
is tinder the administratimi of the Army Command.
It
has recently been Jnodernised, the sy.sh!in of training has been
brouglit up-to-date and it now possesses .‘SH aireraft of Ameriean
make, mainlv trainens.

Militar,

ORGANIZATION
Aeronautica Militar, Secretaria de Guerra, Gnatemala, City.
Chief of IMilitary Aviation and Direetor-Cenerai of Civil
Aviation
Colonel Rodolfo IVIendo/.a A.
Escuela de Aeronautica Militar, “La Aurora" Airport,

AZURE

:

Guatemala

RUDDER

Fighting
Training

*.

Citv.

EQUIPMENT.

—Boeing

F-2(i.

Caudran, Boeing FT- 17,
BT-la and North American AT-ti.

WINGS ONLY

Ryan,

Waco,

\'ultee

HONDURAS
(Republic of

Honduras— Repubiica. de Honduras'
Military Aviation in Honduras i.s administered
Dejxu’tinent of War, .Marine and Aviation.

NATIONAL MARKINGS

liy

tlie

ORGANIZATION
Departamento de Guerra, Marina y Aviacion, Tegueigaljia.
Minister of VV'ar, Navy and Aviation
Hr. Juan .Manual Galve/,.
Director of Military .\vialion
lamit.-tlol. H. A. White.
:

BLUE

:

.Assistant-Director: Caiit.

The Director of
Aviation in

tlie

The Honduras
is

WINGS ONLY

Fiallos.

.Ax’iation

also

controls

all

Civil

Republic.
Militai'y

with al'out 40 Ameriean

RUDDER

Ij. .A.

Jklilitavy

Air

Arm

aireraft.

is

The

situated at Tegucigal^m, the ea];>ital.
and Ryan ST trainer,s are used.

a small force e({ui})ped
Military Aviation School

North American

N.A-lfi,

AA^aco

HUNGARY
(The

Kingdom of Hungary — Magyarorszag)

Under the draft Peace terms Hungary u ill be permitted to
maintain an Air Force comprising 00 aircraft (70 combat types)
and a, jiersoiinel .strength of 0,000 oftieens and other ranks.

any liombiiig jureraft, nor to
or the construction of remote-

It will be forludden to maintain

engage

in

experiments

witli

controlled piloted or pilot-less aerial weapons.

IRAN (PERSIA)
(The

Kingdom of

Iran

— Mamalik-i-mahrousseh-i-lran)

NATIONAL MARKINGS

ORGANIZATION
The

Air Force

is

made up

of two Regiments, one Bomlier and

one Reconnaissance.

RED

I4oth the Regiments are stationed at
Telieran (Doslian Teppeli). Tlie Reconmii.ssance Regiment has
three detachments disposed at Ahwa/., Kermausliah and Isfahan.

TRAINING

Up

GREEN

RUDDER

WINGS ONLY

THE ROYAL IRANIAN

AIR

FORCE

The Air Force of Iran, which was oreateil in 1924, is an integral
part of the Army. It is administered by the Aviation Department of the Ministry of War and is .subordinated to the General
Staff of the Army.
The Commander of the Air Force and Head
of the Aviation Department is usually a high officer of the
General Staff with the rank of Brigadier or above. There is,
however, a permanent Inspector-General of the Air Force, who
nr-Gcnoral xAhinad Nakhtchevan. The headquarters of

to 10;]2 all pilots for the Iranian Air Force w'ere trained
abroad, either in France or Soviet Russia. In 1932 a Flying
Training School was established at Mehrabad and, with the
exception of tw'elve officers who were sent to Great Britain in
1935, all pilots have since been trained in Iran.
The Flying Training School at Doshan Teppeh, consists of

three Groups, Elementary, Service and Advanced. There is
also one Ground Training Group.
The majority of the F.T.S.
pupils are officers, but N.C.O.’s are also trained!

EQUIPMENT

—Hawker Hurricane.,
Reconnaissance
Hawker Hind,
Bombing —Avro Anson.

Fighting

:

Hawker Amlax.

:

D.H. Tiger Aloth, Hawker Hurri(*ane (two-seat).
The Maintenance and Repair Unit locafed at Teheran (Doslian
Teppeh), Avhere major repairs and overhauls are undertaken.
\vas leased to the R.A.F. between 1942 and 1945, but was
Training

returned to

tlie

Iranian Air Force after tliat date.

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)

’IRAQ
(The Kingdom of ’Iraqi— Mesopotamia)
The Royal ’Iraqi Air Force is a joart of the Army and comes
under the direction of the Ministry of Defence. The command
is under an officer known
’Iraqi Air Force, who is

NATIONAL MARKINGS

and administration of the Air Force
as the Otiicer Commanding, Royal

directly responsible to the Chief of the General Staff.
The
system of internal administration and command, is similar to
corresponding formations in the British Royal Air Force.

ORGANIZATION
The Royal ’Iraqi Air Force consists of the following
No. 1 (Army Co-operation) Squadron, Mosul.

units

:

No. 4 (Fighter) Squadron, Kirkuk.
No. 5 (Fighter) Squadron, A1 Rashid, Baghdad.
No. 7 (Fighter- Bomber) Squadron, A1 Rashid, Baghdad.
FIN

Communications

FUSELAGE & WINGS

ONLY

THE ROYAL

IRAQI AIR

FORCE

The Royal

’Iraqi Air Force was formed in 1931. The first few
were trained in England at the E,.A.B'. College at
Cranwell, but a Training School of the R.I.A.F. wa.s opened in
Baghdad in June, 1933. The instructors were Royal Air Force
and ’Iraqi officers who had passed through the R.A.F. Central
Flying School. Originally the mechanics of the R,.I.A.F. were
trained at the R.A.F. Depot at HInaidi but later an Appirentices’
Ti’aining School, modelled on R..A.F. lines and employing R.A.F.

officer pilots

was

instructors,

A1 Ra.shid, Baghdad.,

Flight,

Flying Training School, A1 Rashid, Baghdad.

instituted within the R.I.A.F.

The Commanding Officer, ’Aqid (Colonel) Semi Fattah, is
reorganizing the Air Force with the co-operation of R.A.F.
officers and N.C.O’s, who are now employed in the Royal ’Iraqi
Air Force and form part of the British Military Mission to the
’Iraqi

Army.

In October, 1943, cadets were sent to England for training,
and a number of ’Iraqi pilots have been sent to R.A.F. Middle
East establishments for advanced flying training. Aircraft have
been obtained from R.A.F. sources and from the British Aircraft
Industry. An. order has been placed with Hawker Aircraft,
Ltd. for a series of Fury single-seat Fighters.

ITALY
(The Republic of Italy— Republica
the draft Peace Terms drawn up by the Allied powers,
Italy Avill be permitted to maintain an Air Force made up of
200 fighter and reconnaissance aircraft and 150 transport and
other miscellaneous types. Bomber aircraft will be forbidden.
The permitted strength of the Air Force will be 25,000 officers
and other ranks. Italy will not be allowed to conduct experiments with or engage in the construction of remotely-controlled
Lffider

d’ltalia)

piloted or pilot-less aerial weapons.
Italy has been allowed to
purchase from IT.S. disposal stocks 100 Lockheed P-38 single-seat
fighters, and it also possesses a number of other types of Allied
aircraft which were made available during the period of cobelligerency.
Small orders have been jjlaced with the Italian
aircraft Industry for new aircraft.

JAPAN
(The Japanese
In 1946 the Japanese Diet drew up a new constitution for
Japan, of which the outstanding clatise announced that “War,
as a sovereign right of the nation, and the threat or use of force,
is for ever renounced as a means of dealing with other nations.

The maintenance

of land, sea

and

air forces, as well as

other

Empire— Nippon)
war

potential, will never bo authorised. The right of belligerence of the State will not be recognised.’’
The terms of the new constitution, which will abolish all
national armed forces, has received the official approval of the
Allied Commander of the occupation forces in Japan.

MEXICO
(The United States of Mexico- -Estados Unidos Mexicanos)
Military Aviation in Mexico is administered by the Direccion
de Aeronautica, a branch of the Mlinistry of National Defence.
A naval air service is in course of being built up.

ORGANIZATION
Ministerio de Guerra y Marina, .Mexico City.
President of the Republic and Minister for National Defence

:

—

General Manuel Avila Camacho.
Direecion de Aeronautica Militar.
Calzada Mexico-Puebla, Mexico, D.F.
Address
General Gustavo Salinas
Director of Military Aviation:
Camina.
Fuerza
Aerea Mcxicana, has its
The Mexican Air Force, or
headquarters at the Valbuena Air Base, Mexico City.
The Military Flying School is situated at Guadalajara and is
under the direction of the Direecion-General do Educacion
Militar but the directors and staff are supplied by the Air Force.
Cadet pilots receive their primary training at Guadalajara and

after completion of both primary and basic training in Mexico
proceed to other schools for advanced training.
The ground staff forms the Corps of Aeronautical Mechanics,
the technical personnel of which are trained at Valbuena.
The Direccion de Aeronautica is responsible for the administration of the Talleres Nacionales de Construcciones Aeronauticas,
or National Aircraft Factory, Valbuena, which is equipped to
build complete aircraft. It also undertakes all overhaul and

repair of military aircraft.

;

Fighting
Training

:

—Republic

EQUIPMENT
P-47 Thimderbolt.

:~Ryan ST, North American AT- 6, Vultee BT-13 and
BT-16, Fairchild PT-19, Fleet Finch (Canadian-built),
Tezuitlan (Mexican-built).
Reconnaissance: Vought 02U- 1 Corsair, Vought-Sikorsky
OS2U-1 Kingfisher, North American AT-6 (with armament).
Light Bomher : Douglas A-24 Dauntless and A-20 Havoc.,
Transport : Lockheed Lodestar, Beechcraft G-45.

—

—
—

THE NETHERLANDS
Kingdom
THE NETHERLANDS AIR FORCE
(The

of the Netherlands

Directorate of Netherlands Air Forces (Direetoraat de Luchtstrijdkrachten).
Headquarters
63, Covers Deynootweg, Scheviningen.
Service Aviation in the Netherlands is orgauized in three
separate arms: the Naval Air Service, the Army Air Force
and the Army Air Force of the Netherlands East Indies Army.
As only a few air-crews were able to escape from Holland
during the war, the Dutch Government had little flying personnel
at its disposal and consequently this separation could not always
be maintained. Thus it was necessary to attach, the .greater
part of the Army flying personnel to the Naval Air Service,
with the result that during a particular period a largo percentage
:

—

— Nederland)

of the strength of No. 320 (Dutch) Squadron operating with the
Royal Air Force, which originally was a Naval Squadron,
consisted of Army personnel.

This centralisation was carried a stage further when in 1944
was decided to create the Directorate of Netherland .4ir
Forces (Direetoraat der Luehtstrijdkrachten), which had a
co-ordinating task and formed the link between the Naval and
Army Air Forces. This Directorate was responsible lor recruiting immediately after the liberation, HO^.q of this rec-ruited and
trained personnel being placed at the disposal of the Naval Air
Tho
Service, while the other 50% was destined for the. Army.
Marine and War Department eontrihutod cuiualiy in the expenses

it

of this training

programme.

(

(SERVICE

HISTORICAL
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AVIATION)

NETHERLANDS—
The first plans, based on tlie contiinianee of the Wjyr in the
Far East, had to be adapted to peace-time establishments
upon the unexpected sudden termination of hostilities. At
first, unforeseen dilficidties Avere experienced regmxiing equipment
and the fitting out of stations. In the meantime an elaborate
training azid material procurement progrannne \va.s set up, nith
as its aim the formation of a joint training organization, necessary
for the reconstruction of the Naval Air Service and Army Air
Forces. The 'Royal Netherlands Navy is no longer training
any personnel on its own account. All training i.s bemg done
in co-operation with the Army Air Force under tlie Directorate
of Netherlands Air Forces.
Owing to a lack of facilities and ecjuipment in the Netherlands
after five years of enemy occupation, recruits of the Netherlands
Air Forces are being trained abroad. A number ot these were
sent to the United Kingdom before Japan capitulated and their
training is being continued. Furthermore a number of speciiilists are being trained to facilitate the rehnilding of the Netlierlands

The greater jiart oi this I’cbniiding is
.\ir Foi'ces on home soil.
taking place in tlie Netherlands and a numlicr ol aerodromes has
lieen taken over i'or tiiis jzurjiose.
\’cry little regarding future arganizaliuu and tMjui|:imcnt has
as yet been disclost'd. exccjit lor tin' jilan to iimalgainatc the
Netherlands .Army .Air Force with tlie Netlierlands blast Indies
Army Air Force. This will facilitate the exchange of jicrsonnel
and tlie co-ordination of training.
AAdtli regaril to tlie Naval Air Bervicc, a ]irogramme has been
set up for the building of several airerait-carriers wliicli are to
be commissioned in llhil. In tlie meantime, tlie Britisli liglit
escort-carrier A'dii’ann has been transitTred to tlie Netherlands
Navy for training piu'jioscs and lias been renamed tlie Karl
Doorman. Tlie i-'airey Eiretly and Hawiier Sea Fury iiave
been adojited by the Naval .Air Service as the standard earrierIn aclilition .several stiuadrons eipiiiiped witli heavyfightcr.s.
bomber-rccunnais.sanee ;uh1 transport aircraft are being torraed.
'

NICARAGUA
(The Republic of Nicaragua—-Republica. de Nicaragua)
The Army Air Force, or Fuerza .Aerea
NATIONAL MARKINGS

dt' la Guardia, Nacional,
Its function i.s to police the
193S.
Republic, keep order, render assistance in an emergency and to
protect the country against enemy invasion. It is administered
by the IMiiiisterio de Guerra, Aiarina y .Aviaciou, a portfolio
held bj" tlie President of tlie Rcjiublic.

was formed on June

RED

BLUE

YELLOW

The

Commanding the Fiier'/.a Aerea de la Guardia
Colonel Guillermo Riva.s Cusdra, G.N.

Officer

Nacional

is

The Fuerza Aerea de la Guardia .Aviaciou
about twenty aircraft of .American design.

The only
Nicaragua

RUDDER

WINGS ONLY

9,

ojieratiou

is
i.s

i.s

equipjied with

of jiircnift and aeronautical sup]tlie.s in
the Alinistry of War and the only Hying .school in
the Avitition School of the Guardia Nhieional.

])urcha.sin'

NORWAY
(The

Kingdom

NATIONAL MARKINGS

of

Norway— Norge)

321 and 322 (Norwegian) Squadrons
from 1942 onwai'ds with distinction.

.served in

Fighter

Command

The squadrons in Coastal Command were equipped with Sunder*
lands, Catalinas and Alosquitos.
These squadrons were engaged
in convoy escort, shipping reconnaissance and anti-U-boat
warfare in the North Atlantic and achieved an excellent record
on these operations.
In addition, a considerable number of Norwegian air and
ground personnel served at various R.A.F. stations in the United
Kingdom, some with the Operational Training Units and at

RUDDER

WINGS ONLY

THE ROYAL NORWEGIAN

AIR

FORCE

A

Norwegian Order in Council dated November 10, 1944,
united the former separate Army and Naval air services into
the Royal Norwegian Air Force. The Comniander-in-Chief
is Major-General Hjalmar Riiser-Larsen, K.C.B.

The Norwegian squadrons which served with the R.A.F.
Europe included several squadrons in Fighter and Coastal
Commands. .A Norwegian Fighter Wing consisting of Nos.
in

Schools of Technical Training, and some with Operational
Squadrons of both tlie Fighter and Coastal Commands.
The entire cost of tlie Royal Norwegian -Air Forces which
served in the United Kingdom, as with all other Norwegian
expenditure, was borne by the Norwegian Government in Great
Britain, mainly from the income derived from the operations
of its maritime fleet.
On May 22, 1945, the two Norwegian ligliter s(:(ua<lrons
landed at the Gardermosn airfield near Oslo, the first Allied
fighters to land in Norway after tiio liberation, and the nucleu.s
of the new Royal Norwegian Air Force now in jirocess of organzation on Norwegian soil.
The post-war strength of the Royal Norw'egian Air Force
has been provisionally established to con.sist of tiiree fighter
scpiadrons, two bomber .stiuadrons, one transport squadron and
one naval squadron.

PANAMA
(The Republic of

Panama— Republica de Panama)

Early in 1933 the Republic of Panama decided to replace its
marine protective service with a small Air Corps for general
police and patrol work.
The initial equipment consisted of one
Keystone Commuter biplane (300 h.p. Wright Whirlwind engip)
and two Trav6l Air Speedwiiig biplanes (240 h.p. Wright Whirl"
wind engines). The latter W'OTC equipped with liglit armament.
nio ()l1ieei C ommanding the Panama Air Coi'ps is Capt. Marcos
A. Golaberi.

In September, 1941, the Air Corps took delivery of a Luscombe
Silvaire two-.seat cabin monoplane for use in the flight training
of Panama police and Government officials.
In 1941 the Republic of Panama granted rights to the United
’

States Govei*ntnent foi* the estabiishrnent of air bases and
defence stations in Panamanian territory to strengthen the
Panama Canal defences. Ifhese bases and .statiouft came under
the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Air Forces.

—

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)

PARAGUAY
(Republic of Paragruay- -Republica del Paraguay)
NATIONAL MARKINGS
Military Aviation in Paraguay is organized as part of the
Army under the Ministry of War and. Marine, Coronel Amaneia
Pampliega, and includes some naval aircraft and personnel.
Officer Commanding, wffio may be either a naval or military

BLUE

The

responsible to the Minister of

officer, is

War and Marine and

also controls Civil Aviation.

The headquarters

1

of the Fuerzas Aereas )Nacionale.s are at the
Airport, near Asuncion, which is also the principal
Customs Aerodrome in the Republic. There are both landplane
and seaplane schools.
The officer Commanding is Major Pablo Stagni.

Campo Grande

RED

YELLOW

EQUIPMENT
All aircraft

FUSELAGE

iLsed

North American

by the Fuerzas Aereas Nacionales are

of

origin.

PERU
(The Republic of Peru — Republica del Peru)
ORGANIZATION
NATIONAL MARKINGS
Ministerio de Aeronautiea, Mirailores, Lima.
Mini,ster of Aeronautics: lug. Enrique Congora.,
Chief of the Air Stab'
L leneral C.A.P. Don Ismael Merino.
The Air Officer Commanding the Air Arm controls all the air
services in the conntry, Civil as well as Military.
,

:

OPERATIONAL UNITS
Escuadron de Aviaeion No.
Escuadron de Aviaeion No.
Escuadron de Aviaeion No.

1,

Chiclayo.

4.

Ancon.
Iquitos-Montana.

5,

Escuadrilla No. 6 de Transportes, San Ramon-Montana.
Parque Central de Aeronautiea, Callao.

RUDDER
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THE PERUVIAN

AIR

Escuela Central de Aeronautiea “George Chavez,” Las Palmas.
Escuela de Hydroaviacion, Ancon.

EQUIPMENT

CORPS

The Ah' Arm

of Peru, or Cuerpo de Aeronautiea del Peru
(C.A.P.), ;.miting under one command both Naval and Military
aviation, was in.stituted by a Supreme Decree dated May 20,
1929.

—Stearman, Vultee
Bombing —^Douglas 8A-3P.
—

Training

:

64.

:

Fighting : ^Republic Thunderbolt, Curtiss Hawk, North American NA-50.
Transport and Miscellaneous
Dongla,s C-47, Barkley-Grow
8TP, Grumman G-21A, Stinson, Junkers Jxr 52, Faucett
F.19 seaplane.
During the war Peru received sixty-five combat aircraft and
two transports from the United States txnder Lease-Lend.
;

A

Decree signed by President Manuel Prado on November 1,
1941, created an independent Ministry of Aeronautics to control
all Military and Civil Aviation in Peru.
The new Ministry
began to function on January 1, 1942.

—

POLAND
(The Polish Republic— Rzeczpospoiita Polska)
Poland was ruthlessly attacked by Germany and invaded by
Russia on September 1, 1939, and although the Polish Air
Force was quickly overwhelmed by the vastly superior size
of the Luftwaffe it put up a gallant fight in the face of tremendous odds. When Poland was eventually defeated a large
number of Polish pilots and airmen succeeded in escaping from
their country and by various means reached France, where
preparations’were made for Polish units to be formed to continue
the fight against Germany.
With the collapse of France all Polish Air Force personnel
crossed to England where, for the third time in one year, the
Air Force went into action against the Luftwaffe.
In accordance with the Anglo-Polish Agreement, signed on
behalf of the Polish Government by General Sikorski, units of
the Polish Air Force were reorganized within the framework of
the Royal Air Force.
The Polish Air Force was the largest of the Allied Air Forces
which were reformed in the British Isles after the outbreak
of War and on the cessation of hostilities in Europe it consisted
of fourteen squadrons and the total personnel amounted to

Sixmma,rising the aehiovements of thei Polish Aii’ Force up to
the end of the war in Europe—Polish fighters shot down 741-|
enemy aircraft, with 175 probably destroyed and 238 damaged.
In addition, hundi’eds of locomotive.s, trucks, tanks, ships,
During the same
vehicles, etc. xvere destroyed or damaged.
period Polish fighters dropped 3,881,000 lbs. of bombs. Polish
bomber squadrons serving in Bomber Command., Coastal
Command and. with the 2nd Tactical Air Force took part in
1,456 raids with 11,000 aircraft, and dropped 32,000,000 lbs.
Polish losses were heavy, exceeding
of bombs on enemy targets.
200 per cent, of their origin.al cadre.
.

the
This once considerable fighting force is no w outlawed
Polish Government and must sixbmit to disbandment in England.
A new Air Force conforming to 1-lussian. standards has been
formed in Poland. In this all officers liolding the rank of major
or above are Russians and all instructors and equipment are
Russian or of ex -enemy origin. Air Force equipment is entirely
Russian and consists of PE -2 bombers, IL-2 ground attack
aircraft,

Y.4K-3

fighters

and UT-2

trainers.

13,000.

PORTUGAL
(The Republic of Portugal— Republica Portuguesa)
The Command Headquarters is

Portuguese Service Aviation consists of two branches, the
Aeronaffiica Militar (Army Air Force) and the Aeronautiea
Naval (Naval Air Service). They belong respectively to and are
controlled by the Portuguese Army and Navy.
‘

as the “5a

Arma”

(Fifth

Arm),

of the

Army, being

7,

Officer Commanding
Santos Sintra, who is

The

Brig- General Alfredo Delesque dos
responsible to and is under the control of the Minister of
Lieut. Col. Fernando dos Santos Costa.
is

MILITARY AVIATION
The Aeronautiea Militar forms part

situated in Lisbon at No.

Avenida Antonio Augusto de Aguiar.

War,

ARMY AIR BASES AND ESTABLISHMENTS
classed

The following
ments
:

are the principal

Army

Air Eases and Establish-

HISTORICAL

AVIATION)

(SERVICE

PORTUGAL--crmthtucd.

NAVAL AVIATION

NATIONAL MARKINGS
The

Aeronauticji Naval form.s jjart of tlie I’orttiguese Navy.
It is imder the control of tl'ie Alinister of Alariue.
Gummaml Headquarters arc situated in one of tlie buildings
oi’ the old Xa\'al Arsenal in the Rua do Arsenal, J^i.slion.
Tlie
ohieer coniinanding is Capt. de Fragata I’aulo Tei.xeiro \’iana.

NAVAL AIR ESTABLISHMENTS
Bom

Sucesso Naval Air Base, Lisbon.
Jacinto Island
S. Jacinto (Aveiro) Nava! Aviation Centre, 8
.\veiro, compirising the Base proper and a Xat'al A\-iation
.

YELLOV'/

.School.

Both the above Bases are

WiNGS ONLY
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—

Granja do Marquez (Sintra) Aerial Base Xo. 1. Afc this base
functions the Army Flying School.
Ota Aerial Base Xo. 2. Day and Night Boinber Station.
Tancos .\erial Base Xo. :>. Fighter Station.

—

—

Aircrttft

and personnel are stationed

fully

equipped with buildings and

installations.

in

the Azures but no details

are available.

EQUIPMENT

Faro Emergency Base, Gulatra_ Island. In tlie extreme Ronth.
.\n emergency base only, liax-iiig no liungar.s or otlier buildings
anil installations.

The Montijo Naval Air Base, .Althtnigh this does not exist as
a Base projier, work is well advaiiceil to iiialve it a combined .sea
^Vllen completed it will ri'place Born
anti lanilplanc liase.
8uce.s,so, wliicli for y(?ar.9 lias been maihed for extinction.
Aloutijo

is

on the South bank, of the d’agu.s, near
and at Alaemi

Li.sbon.

(various marks). Hawker Hurricane
(at least two inark.s), Bell Airacobra, Bristol Blenheini 1\',
Consolidated Liberator, Junkers .Tn Sli and Ju d2, Milos Alaster

I'lstablisiiments also exist in the .Azores

and Magistei', Airspeed Oxford, Avro (»2(i and D.H. Tiger Alotli.
At Alvercn do Ribatejo are the -Aeronautical Supply Depot
and the General Aeronautical Alaterial Workshops, at which

Sunderland I, Grumman G-21B and G-44 Widgeon,
Bristol Blenheim, .Airspeed Oxford, .Allies Alartinet and Alaster,
Avro <)2t.), Fleet Trainer (with two dihercnt engine installations),

aircraft are overhaided, repairetl or reconstructed.

D.H. Tieer

Sujiermarino

Spittire

(iVliiiin).

EQUIPMENT.
Rliort

Alotli.

RUSSIA
(The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics— Soyuz Sovietskikh Sotsialistficheskikh Respublik)
NATIONAL MARKINGS
Guards Air Divisions and Guards Air Regiments
Squadrou.s.
exist,

tliese

lieiug

units wliicli were .siiecially

so ilesignated

mark oflioucmr for distingui,slied .service in tlie field.
The NiiA'al Air Gonqionents of tlie Red Fleets are

as a

FUSELAGE & WiNGf
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The Air Forces of the Soviet Union form integral parts of the
Army and the Navy. Like tlie Army arul the Navy, they are
strategically divided between Far East and West. 'I’Jie forces
so divided are designed to be independent, with tlie aim in view
of enabling Russia to fight on two fronts.
The largest permanent formation of the Air Forces of tlie xAir
.Armies is the Air Division, wliieh consists of three Air Regiments, each Air Regiment being normally maile up of three

four in

mmdter, being those of the Baltic, the Black Sea, the Northern
and the I’aeidc Fleet,s. They r-ou.si.st of shure-ljased aircraft,
These coniponouts are adrniu•scaplane.s anil flying-boats.
istcreil by the rospecti\-e Nas'al Commands.
The Kiival Air L'ouiponents are organised in Naval .\ir Divisions
and .Naval Air Regiment.s in tlie same way as the .Air Forces of
the Red Army- 'There also (.ixists in these Naval Air (.‘omponents
a considerabie uuniber of independent Naval Air .Squacirons.
'J'lio role of tlie Naval Air Components is predominantly sea
reconnai-s-sanee, naval e.scort dutie.s, and aiiti-sliipping operations,
but, if occasion demands, they are capable of being, and were
frequently used for tlie support of Army formations in land
operations.

August, lf)46, a reorga,ui'/.ation of tlie .Soviet lighting
based on experience gained in the last war, was
announced. This was said liy Mo.seow radio to define how
the sendees were to be built iqi in post-war conditions to safeguard the further growth of the might of the .Soviet armed
In,

sendees,

forces.

SALVADOR
iRepubiic of
NATIONAL MARKINGS

El

Sa.lvacior

— Republica

de

El Salvador)

ORGANIZATION
Ministerio de Guerra,

Marina y Aviacion, Palacio Nacional, San

Salvador.
Alinister of National

Defence:

General

Don Salvador

Peila

'Trejo.

Departamento de Aviacion
Director

:

—-Major

This Department

both Military and

RUDDER

is

responsible for the administration of

Civil flying in Salvador.

The Military Air Arm is based at Ilopango, where are situated
the Headquarters, the Flying Training School, the Technical
Training School and Scliool.s for Specialisation.

WINGS ONLY

Military Aviation is adminisstered
Ministry of National Defence.

Plernian Baron.

by a department

of the

The Air Arm consists of one Reconnaissance Flight and one
Fighter Flight. Each Flight consists of three aircraft in service
with one in re.serve, and one mobile unit.

SPAIH
THE SPANISH

AIR

(The Spanish State— Espana)
On occasions when

FORCE

Military Aviation in Spain is organized a.s an iiideiiendent
under the jurisdiction of the Air Ministry.

Ai'Uiy of the Air

ORGANIZATION
The Army of
1939, as

the 4-h (Ejercito del Aire) -was created in October,

an independent arm on terms of equality with the

and the Navy.

It

is

administered

by the Air

Ministry.

the Army, Navy and Air Force may be
required to co-operate in a partioidar mission, the joint command
may be undertaken by a general officer of any one of the three
services.
In such a ease liis staff will consist of officers drawn
from the three services. The .Minister of State for each one of
the services will continue to control administration and organization within his partietdar mandate.
.

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)
SPAIN

co7itinued.

Marine, the Academy of Science
and other research institutes, and
the Aeronautical Industry.

THE ARMY OF THE AIR
The Army of

the] Air (Ejercito
del Aire) consists of a High Command, the formations of flying and
ground
personnel,
anti-aircraft
units, airborne troops, transport,
technical and communication services, and supply, medical, legal
and other units.
Spanish territory is divided into
Air Regions in the peninsula and
into Air Zones in Africa and the
Colonies.

ADMINISTRATION
The Air Ministry

(Ministerio del Aire).

The Air Ministry vvas created in August,
conforms to the following organization

1

939,

and now

;

(1)

The Air Minister (Ministro del

(2)

The Air

Aire).

Staff (Estado Mayor del Aire), consisting of a
Chief of Staff, Assistant Chief of Staff, General Secretariat,
five Sections and a Control Servicfj (Intervencion).

The Air Staff deals with the organization, instruction
and maintenance of the Air Force in peace, and with its
mobilisation and operations in time of war.
(3)

(Sub-seoretaria), which controls the
following departments
{a) The General-Directorate of Personnel (Direccion General
de Personal), which deals with all questions of recruitment, promotion, commissioning, etc., of military and
civil personnel.
General-Directorate of Industry and Material
(b) The
(Direccion General de Industria y Material) which is
responsible for the preparation of programmes and
the acquisition of air-craft and equipment in accordance with the requirements of the Higher Command.
Services and
Grotind
General-Directorate of
(c) The
(Direccion General de Infraestruetura),
Facilities
which is responsible for the construction and
maintenance of aerodromes, buildings and other

The Under-Secretariat

la
2a
3a
4a
5a

Centro. H.Q : Madrid.
del Estreeho.
H.Q. : Seville.
del Levante. H.Q.
Valencia.
del Pirineo. H.Q. : Zaragoza.
del Altantieo. H.Q. : Valladolid.
Adra de Baleares. H.Q. : Palma.
Aerea de Canarias y Africa Occidental.

Regi6n
Regi6n
Regidn
Region
Regidn

Zona
Zona

:

(e)

(/)

ground services.
The General-Directorate

Navigation
Air
Aids
of
(Direccion General de Proteccion de Vuelo), which
controls all radio services, the issue of meteorological
information, and is responsible for airway lighting,
The
beacons, radio beam and direction finding, etc.
National Meteorological Service forms part of this
Directorate.
The General-Directorate of Ground Defence (Direccion
General de Antiaeronautica), which is responsible for
all aspects of anti-aircraft ground defence.
The General-Directorate of Civil Aviation (Direccion
General de Aviacion Civil), which controls all aspects
of civil aviation, including commercial flying, private
flying, gliding and soaring, pre-military air instruction
etc.

(g)

{h)

(4)

The

General-Directorate

Instruction

of

(Direccion

General de Instruccion) which controls the training
of all the personnel of the Air Army.
The Sections of Supply (Intendencia), Control (Intervencion), Medical (Sanidad), Pharmacy (Farmacia)
arid Legal Advice (Asesoria Juridica).

The National

Institute

of

Aeronautical Science

—

(Instituto

Nacional de Teonica Aei-onautica I.N.T.A.). Undertakes
the study and investigation of all technical problems
propellers,
aero-engines,
airframes,
with
associated
materials, armament, radio, photography, meteorology, etc.
This Institute, created in 1942, consists of a Director,
Secretary, an Advisory Committee, various sections,
experimental workshops and installations, and an
aerodrome. It has direct contacts with the Air Minister,
the General-Directorate of Industry and Material, the

of private aeronautical concerns, and similar
organizations in the Army and the Navy and the Ministry
of National Education.
For the general study of research there is a High Committee
(Patronado), which is made up of senior technical and administrative officers of the Air Ministry and other officers and
scientists appointed by the War Ministry, the Ministry of

:

Las

Zona Aerea de Marruecos. PI.Q.
Tetuan.
Each Region or Zone, which is commanded by a General or
Colonel of the Air Force and has its own Regional Air Staff,
includes operational and training units and various anoilliary
services and establishments.
:

TRAINING

:

(d)

H.Q.

Palmas.

Instruction in the Air Army is co-ordinated and controlled
by the General-Directorate of Instruction (Direccion General
de Instruccion), under which are the followmg establishments
Academia General del Aire (General Academy of the Air),
San Javier. Here all candidates for commissions in all the
Air Army Branches and Services must undergo their initial
training.
Those for the Air Force, Ground Force or Supply,
must complete two courses ; those for the Engineering,
Medical, Pharmacy, Control and Legal Corps complete
half a course. The remainder of the training for all candidates must be completed in the respective specialist academies. This Academy was opened in the Spring of 1945.
Eseuela Superior del Aire (Air Staff College).
Academia Especial del Arma de Aviacion (Academy for the
Aviation Arm), Alcala de Henares. Opened in 1944.
Academia Especial del Arma de Tropas de Aviaeon (Special
Academy for Aviation Troops), Los Alcazares. Opened in
1944.
Academia Militar deingenieros Aeronauticos (Military Academy
for Aeronautical Engineers).
Eseuela Superior Atronteenica (Higher Aeronautical Technical
School).
Institutes de Sanidad Aeronautiea (Institute of Aeronautical
Medicine).
Aeademias de Intendencia (Supply), Intervencion (Control),
Sanidad (Medical), Farmacia (Pharmacy) and Juridica
:

(Legal).

Eseuela Inicial Militar Aerea (Military Ab-initio School).
For non-commissioned officers (officialidad de complemento)
of the Air Force.
Flying personnel receive their instruction in the various
elementary
and transitional training schools (Escuelas
elementales o de transformacion) and in the advanced or tactical
,

schools for fighter ah’craft, seaplanes, rnulti-engined airei-aft,
instrument flying, navigation, etc.
Ground personnel receive their training in the various
apprentice schools (Escuelas de Aprendices) attached to the
Air Regions. There are specialised schools for engine mechanics,
fitters, wireless operators, photographers, armourers, electricians,
etc.

Non-flying comnaissioned personnel in the Control, Supply,
Medical and Legal Sections receive their final training in the
appropriate military academies or schools of instruction.
Numerous schools under the control of the General-Directorate
of Civil Aviation exist for the pre-military training of youth.

EQUIPMENT

managements

equipment of the Spanish Air Force is made up
of those types -which at the end of the Civil War existed in both
zones, but owing to lack of .spare parts thei-e Ls a good deal of
unserviceability. These ai'e, however, being slowly replaced
by more modern type.s as the capacity of the national industry

The

jiresent

iiicreases.

SWEDEN
THE ROYAL SWEDISH

(The Kingdom
AIR FORCE

of

The Swedish Air Force, or Flygvapnet, was organized as an
independent force in 1926. Considerable expansion and
modernization has been introduced in recent years.

Sweden— Sverige)
ADMINISTRATION
The Chief

•

of the Air Force (Chefen for Flygvapnet) is in direct
subordinatioh to the Gommander-in-chiof of the Armed Forces
(Flygled(Overbefalhavaren). The
ceirtral
administration
iiingen) under the Chief of the Ah- Force consists of tlio Air

.

— ——

.

(SERVICE

HISTORICAL

—

—

.

AVIATION)

SWEDEN— continued.
F16 Kungl Upplands
Blekinge
F17 Kungl

NATIONAL MARKINGS

Flygflottilj

Romiebv.
F18 Kungl Sodertdrns

YELLOW

(Figlitcr Wing), Uppsala.
('rorpc.lo- Bomber
Wing),

Flygflottilj

Flygflottilj

Wing).

(Figlder

Tnllingo-

Stoekliolm.
In addition tliere is the
F21 Kungl Norrbottens Flygbaskar (Training unit for Base
per.sonnen. Lulea
Each Wing includes a Headiinarters StaiY with Yleteorologieal,
Aerodrome and Buildings. Commissariat. Medical, Technical
Ecjuipment, Signals and I'ersonne! Sections and four Squadrons
Of tlie four squadrons in each 'Wing, three are
Divisioner).
fully operational or training and one is reserved for special
(

RUDDER

duties.
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StatY (Flyg.sfaben), the Eoyal Air Board (Knngl Flygforvahningen) aiul the Chief Afedical C)l'tieei' (Flygovcrlilkaroji). all in

Stockholm.

:

;

Organization ( Organisationsavdehiingen).
Training (Utbildningsavdelningen)
Personnel ( I’ersonalavdelning)
Signals (Signalavdelningen).
Flying Safety (Flygsakerhets-och baveriavdelningen).
Meteorological (Vaderleksavdelningen).
Press (Pressektionen).
Stall Headquarters (Expeditionen).
The Royal Air Board (Knngl. Flygforvaltningen). Chief The
Chief of the Air Force. Deputy Chief: Major-General N.
(,). F. Boderberg.
Responsible for tlie supply and maintenance of aircraft,
aero-t>ngines, fuel erpupment, ordnance ami finance, as well as
of aerodromes and bnihlings. It comprise.s
Department of Technical Equipment (Matcriolavdeluing).
Chief: Colonel B. M. Jacobsson.
Department of Commissariat {Inteiulenturavdolniug),
Department of Aerodromes and Buildings (Byggnad.sixvdcl:

;

ning).
In addition, there is a Civil
of pay, law, etc.

Bureau

(CivilbyTa), for matters

:

Vasteras.

F 2 Kungl

Reconnaissance
Roslagens Flygflottilj (Tactical
Wing), Hagernas-Stockhohn.
3 Kungl Ostgota Flygflottilj (Tactical Reconnaissance Wing),
Miilraslatt.

Jaratlands Flygflottilj (Fighter Wing), Ostersund,
Vastgota FlygflQttUj (Light Bomber Wing), Karls-

borg.
(Light Bomber
7 Kungl Skaraborgs Flygflottilj
Satenas.
8 Kungl Svea Flygflottilj (Fighter Wing), Barkarby.

Wing),

Nyk oping.

(

.‘5.

TRAINING
following are the principal trnininc establishments
F 5 Kungl Krigsflygskolan (Flying Training School), Ljung-

The

:

byhed.

F 20 Kungl Flygkadettskoina (Air Force

College), Ujipsala.
Flygkrigskogskolan (Air Staff College), Stockholm.
Flygvapnets Centrala Skolor (Teelmicsd Training Centre), Vasteras
Flygvapnets Bomb-och Skjutskola (Armament Training Unit),
Stockholm and Lulea.
Oflicor cadets arc trained at. the Fhdng Triiining Sc-hool at
Ljuagbyhod and tlie .Air Force College at U})|')sala. T’ho training
The training includes out' year
jieriod is about .‘54 montiis.
with an .Air Force Wing fur oporational fraining.
Gl)server.s for rcconrmis.sanct' units iirc generally Army or

Navy oDiis.'i's who have applitnl for such fraining.
The first period of enlistment I'or aiianim is four years.

Ih'gular

A

consiiler-

I'lilish-d for six

years.

Recent
are usimI in tiie ground staffs.
extended the piriod of training of idl Air Force
conscripts to 450 day.s, of 'whii-h OliO day.s are serveti in one

number of conscripts

able

setjuenee.

DESIGNATION OF MILITARY AIRCRAFT
All Swedisli .service aircraft are officially identified
following class lettens :

by the

B
T

Bombers.
Torpedo-bombers.

P
Tp

Experimental.
Transport or Ambulance.

J

Fighters.

G

S
Sk

Reconnaissance.

Se

Gliders.
Sailplane.

Training.

In each class the different tyijos of aii'cu’aft are numbered
consecutively.
A eapjital letter (A, B, C, etc.) after tlie typo
number denotes variations in engines, equipment, etc.

Bombing

(B)

2 1 ).
Fighting

(J)

EQUIPMENT
B 18 (SAAB-18), B

B

17 (SAAB-17),

21

(SAAB-

J 21 (SAAB-21), J 22, J 26 (North-Americau
(do Havilland Varnpwe).
Reconnaissance (S)
S 14 (Fieseler Storch), B 17 (SAAB-17),
)S IS (SAAB-18).
Torpedo-Bombing (T)
T 18 (SAAB- 18).
.‘54 ambul-I’p 2A (Junker.s
Transport or Ambulance (Tp)
ance) Tp 3 (Beeclicraft 18 S ambulance), Tp 5 (,Timkor.s Ju

Mustang P-ulD), J 28
:

52).

Training (Sk)

.

Flygflottilj

Xns

Goteborg.

Xos.
H.l.L: Stoekliolm.
3rd Air Group T red je Flygieskadern).
8, 13, 15, Ri and IS VVings.
H.(L: Stoekbohn. Xos.
4th Air Group (Fjiirde Flygeskadem).
11 and 17 Wings.
2,
'riiore are three Aircraft Dcqtots (Centrala Flygverkstiider)
xi'itli repair work,s!iops at Ylalinsiiitt, \ list eras and .Arboga.
The Air Estimates i'or the fiscal year Bt4(i/47, beginning July
1, 1941), amount to Kv. 250,000, 000.

—

:

F12 Kungl Kalmar Flygflottilj (Fighter Wing), Kalmar.
F13 Kungl Brivalla Flygflottilj (Fighter Wing), K or rk oping.
F14 Kungl Hallands Flyflottilj (Medium Bomber Wing), BnlmFI 5 Kungl Halsinge

’•

,

F
F 9 Kungl Gota Flygflottilj (Fighter Wing), Save-CRiteborgi
FIO Kungl Skanska Flygflottiljen (Fighter Wing), Angelholm.
FI I Kungl Sodermanlands Flygflottilj (Leng-range Reconn-

stad.:

U,(L

legislation has

Groups {Flygcskacirar), five Air Base Areas (Flygbasoinraden)
and fhe following YVings (Flygflottiljer)
F 1 Kungl Vastmanlands Flygflottilj (Medium Bomber Wing),

aissance "Wing),

and 12 "Wings.

1(1

non-comrnissioned pilots an-

OPERATIONAL UNITS
The Chief of tlie Air Force command the central administration
of the units comprising the Air Force.
Under him are four

F

4,

1,

Chief of the Air Force (Chefen for Flygvapnet) : Lieut. -Oeneral
B. G. Nordeixskidld.
The Air Staff (Flygstaben). Chief Major-General Axel LjimgRespondidil.
Depi!t\" Cliief : Colonel K. J. A. SiUVerberg.
sible for organization, training of personnel and other matters.
It coinprise.s the following despartrnents
0 perations ( Operationsavdelningeix).

F 4 Kungl
F 6 Kungl

—

;

2nd Air Group (.\ndra Flygeskailorn).
fi,
7, !l aiul 14 Wings.

ORGANIZATION

F

The seventeen t)peratit)nal Wings arc groupe<l into four
Groups, The.se Graups are eoustituted as follows:
Stockholm. Xos.
H.Q.
1st Air Group (Forsta Flyge-skmlern).

(Fighter Wing), Sdderhamn.

K1

35),

:

—

— Sk

Sk 25

14 (North American XA-16),
(Biicker Bestmann).

W

Sk 15 (Klernm

SWITZERLAND
(The Swiss Federation— Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft)
NATIONAL MARKINGS
THE SWISS AIR FORCE
The Swiss Air Force became an independent service by virtue
of a Decree dated October 13, 1936. It is administered by a
Branch of the Federal Military Department.

H

I

II
I
mil lllM Illll
l

l

RED

Federal

ORGANIZATION

..

Department (Eidgenossisehes Militiirdeparte-

Military

ment) Berne.
Air Force and Anti-Aircraft Division (Abteihmg fur Flugwesen

and Fliegerabwehr)
Officers Commanding

:
Colonel -Divisonmiire F. Bihner.
This division or branch has sections for Organization;
Personnel and Material; Technical Services; Air Defence
Warning Service Military Aerodromes and Ground Defence.
;

HISTORICAL (SERVICE
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SWITZERLAND ~coiifi.nued.
The Air Force, the headquarters and pi’ineipal services of which
are situated at Diibendorf, near Zurich, is composed of four
Regiments, each c.ontaining two Groups. A Group is made up
of three squadrons and, of the twenty-four squadrons so formed,
fifteen are fighter, six are reconnaissance and three are training
squadrons (two fighter and one reconnaissance).
Training.
Operational training is carried out in a Training Group wliich
is the nucleus of the regular Air Force and the only tactical
training unit.
In this Group officers and N.C.O.’s are trained
as air-crews. Until 1943 officers only were trained as pilots
but since that date specially selected N.C.O.’s have been trained.

EQUIPMENT
Reconnaissance

:

—C.25, C.36 and

Fieseler Storch.

—^D.H. Vampire, Messerschmitt Me 109E.
—Bucker Bii 131 Jimgmann, Btt 133 Jungmeister

Fighting

:

Training

:

Messerschmitt

Me

108 Taifun,

The
Werke

chief assembly factories are the branch of the Dornier
at Altenrliein, the Federal Aircraft Works at Thun and
and the Pilatus Works at Stan. The last mentioned
is occupied mainly with repair -work.

Emmen

SYRIA
The nucleus

a Syrian Air Force has been established.
military flying school has been formed at Mazza, near

A

of

Damascus and four Egjqotian Air Force
engaged to serve as

pilots

have been

instructors.

TURKEY
(The Turkish Republic— Turkiye)

NATIONAL MARKINGS

quarters at Gaziemir.

The Air Division contains a

number of Wings, a Wing normally being made up

variable
of two

Squadrons. There are altogether approximately fifteen Wings,
containing about thirty Squadrons, in the Air Force.
The Squadron is the tactical unit, the first line strength of a
Squadron being nine aircraft in the case of Fighter and Army
co-operation Squadrons, and six aircraft in the case of Bomber
Squadrons.

RED

TRAINING

RUDDER

WINGS ONLY

THE TURKISH

AIR

FORCE

The Turkish Air Force forms an integral part of the Turkish
Army. It is controlled politically by the Minister of National
Defence and operationally by the Air Bureau of the Turkish

Prior to 1938 the Turkish Air Force grew chiefly under French
tuition, but from that date R.A.F. instructors were brought in
and the training system wms remodelled on British lines.
Flying training is carried out at Eskishehr where there are
the Initial, Elementary, Intermediate and Advanced Training
Wings. Operational training for bomber pilots is also undertaken at Eskishehr. Fighter pilots, however, pass straight
to their units after completion of their Advanced Training
course.

General Staff.
Ministry of National Defence, Ankara.
General Ali Riza Artunkal.
Minister of National Defence
Lieut-Gen. Yahya Razi
Under Secretary of State for Air
Biltan, who is responsible to the Minister of National Defence
for administration, personnel, schools and factories, as well as
for the purchase of aircraft and supplies.
General Sefik Zakmak, who is also
Chief of the General Staff
Director-General of Military Aviation and in supreme command
of the Air Force and responsible for operations and training.
The General Staff inchtdes an Air Bureau, under Major-General
Zeki Dogan, who is assisted by a number of General Staff officers
of both the military and air branches.
:

:

:

ORGANIZATION
1st

with

its

Air Force

Torpedo Bomber

is

:

Bristol Beaufort.

—

Training : ^Miles Magister, Vultee V-11, Curtiss Hawk, Curtiss
Falcon, Gotha Go. 145, Miles Master, Airspeed Oxford, P.Z.L.
24 and Morane-Saulnier 406. Difficulty in obtaining spare
parts makes unservieeability rather high.

The

organized in twm xAir Divisions, the
Headquarters at Eskishehr, the 2nd with its Head-

The Turkish

EQUIPMENT
Heavy Bomber : Consolidated Liberator,
Medium Bomber : Martin 139 and Baltimore.
Light Bomber : Bristol Blenheim, D.H. Mosquito.
Fighter : Hawker Hurricane IIB and IIC, Supermarine
Spitfire, Focke-Wulf Fw 190.
Army Co-operation : Westland Lysander.

Aircraft Factory at Kaiseri builds a

number

of types

but another

licence.
It is the principal repair centre,
repair dep6t exists at Eskishehr.

under

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
f \J

command resulted in the abolition of the Air Corps and Combat
Command. General of the Army H. H. Arnold was Gommanderin-Chief of the Air Forces from March, 1942, imtil February,
He was succeeded by General Carl
1946, when he retired.
Sjjaatz.

Further reorganization in March, 1943, established six Assistant Chiefs of Staff, to direct and control the activities of the
HeadAir Forces.
This reorganization resulted in
-(a)
quarters, Army Air Forces, being relieved of details of execution
and being left free to determine overall policy ; (b) the creation
of a more cohesive organization within the Headquarters
and (c) the delegation of greater responsibility to field commanders.
A further reorganization of the War Department took place
in May, 1946, abolishing the Service of Siipply, mentioned above,
and considerably increasing the autonomy of the Army Air
Forces. The effect of this move has been to achieve a complete
and intact Air Force, based on post-war requirements, so that
in the event of its gaining parity with Army Ground Forces
and the Navy, it could immediately stand on its owm feet and
operate as an independent Air Force. The Service of Supply
has been incorporated in the Army Ground Forces, and the
niimber of Assistant Chiefs of Air Staff reduced from six to five.
A peace time Air Force of 419,355 officers and enlisted men,
organized into 70 groups, is planned. Of these groups, 25 would
be Very Heavy Bombardment, 25 Fighter, 5 Light Bombardment,
10 Transport, and 5 Tactical Reconnaissance Groups. Plans
:

FUSELAGE & WINGS
Service Aviation in the United States is organized in two
separate arms the Army Air Forces and the Naval Air Service,
the latter including Marine Corps Aviation.

—

The Corqmander-in-Chief of
President of the United States.

THE ARWIY

the

AIR

Fighting

Forces

is

the

FORCES

2nd, 1942, a drastic reorganization was approved
whereby all branches of the Army were abolished in favour of
three main autonomous commands— Air Forces, Ground Forces,
and Service of Supply all of which are responsible directly to
the General Staff. The placing of the Air Forces under a single

On March

—

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)
UNITED STATED— continued.
also call for 49 separate squadrons, eonsistiiig of transport,
tactical reconnaissance, niglit fighter, weather reconnaissance,
mapping liaison, and emergency rescue units. The total aircraf t
requirements for these groups would be 5,200 for first-line

and 500 for air transport.
Air Reserve and Air National Guard have been formed as
an integral part of the air defence structure of the United States.
The Air National Girard rvill provide a reserve component of the
Air Forces capable of rapid expansion to war strength and able
to furnish air units fit Lr immediate service anywhere in the
World. The Air Reserve will fm'nish, in the event of emergenc-y,
additional trained commissioned and enlisted men for necesssu’y
replacements and expansion of the Air Forces. These units,
effectively organized and trained in time of peace for rapid
mobilization, expansion and deployment, will, together \\ ith the
Regular Air Forces and the Air National Gvianl, constitute a
balanced Air Force. Requirements for the Air Reserve and
Air National Guard would add 6,000 aircraft of all types. Thus,
overall aircraft requiremente would be approximately 14,0()()
aeroplanes.

tactical use, 2,300 for training

An

ORGANIZATION.
The War Department, Washington, D.C.
Robert L. Pattenson.
Beeretary of War
:

W. Stuart Symington.
Assistant Secretary of War for Air
Cliief of the General Staff ; General of the Army Dwiglit D.
:

Eisenhower.

Commanding

General, U.S.

Army

Air Forces

:

General Carl

Spaatz.

The Commanding General, Army Air Forces, is re.spon.sible
for tlie fulfilment of the mission of the Air Forces uirder policies
prescribed by the Chief of the General Staff.
While the overall policies of the Army Air Forces are determined by the Commanding General, the Assistant Chiefs of
Staff translate them into needs in terms of maiqrower and
equipment. Thej’ direct acquisition of manpower, the creation
of the machines, and allocate them for training and combat use.

AIR STAFF
Immediately below the Commanding General, Army j\ir
Forces, is the post of Deputy Commaiuiing General ami Cliief
of the Air Staff. There are two Deputy Cliiefs of Staff, one
technical, entitled, “Deputy Chief of Staff for Researeh and
Development,” and the other administrative, ontitleil “Dejnity
Chief of Staff for Atlministration.”
Then follow five Assi,staut Chiefs of Staff, whoso fumdions
are set out Vjelow
I’he Assistant Chief of Air Staff
1, supervises the personnel
programme of the Army Air Forces, incliuUng proourement,
classification and assignment of individuals, both military and
:

—

civilian.

—

The

Asai.staut Chief of Air Staff
2, is respon.sible for the
collection -and dissemination of all Ah’ Intelligence information.
The Assistant Chief of Air Staff 3, is responsible for oirerations
determines the tactics and teelmique of
and training.
He also determines requirements for trained
aerial warfare.
personnel, and aircraft, equipment and supplies, and allocates

—

He

the operational fighting teams to the theatres of operation as
required.
Tlie Assistant Chief of Air Staff
4, super-vises the material
procurement and logistical programme of the Air Forces, including research, development and procurement of aircraft, equipment and supplies, and then’ maintenairce and distribution.
IIio Assistant Chief of Air Staff
5, represents the Commanding
General in the formation of strategic plans for the staff plairning
agencies of the United States and its allies.
In addition, the Air Staff includes the Director of Information
E. O’Dormell), the Air Iirspeetor (Major{ Brigadier -G err eral
General J. W. Jones), the Air Adjutant General (Colonel H. G.
Culton), the Air Comptroller (Brigadier-Gerreral G. Gardner),
together with the Secretary to the Air Board (Major-General

—

—

H.

J.

Knerr).

OPERATIONAL COMMANDS
the operational commands have undergone
considerable re-shuffle. Apart from the air eomponeirts of the
U.S. occupational forces overseas, tlrree major Ah Commands
have been established within the continental United States.
These are as foUow’S :~
Bolling Field,
Strategic
Air Command. Headquarters:

VJ-Day

Sirree

Washington, D.C.
This command organizes, trains and maintains a global air
striking force to be employed and sustained as directed by the
Commanding General. It not only trains a bombardment
force, suitable for very long range operations, but also controls
training and operation of long range fighter escorts and
At present, the only
aircraft to work for the bomter force.
active subordinate commands controlled by the Strategic Air
Forces. Eventually,
Force are the Eighth and Fifteenth
Command will be composed of three Air
the Strategic
Forces, which will include 21 A^ery Heavy Bomber groups,

PR

Ah

Ah

VLR

12

This

To

VLR Reconnaissance groups.
Headquarters Mitchel Field, Long

Fighter groups and 3

Air Defence
Island, N.Y.

Command.

command

:

rons, as well as cont rolling the reser%-e Ibrees of the Air National
Guard aiid Air Rc.serve.
Nutioiiul Guard \^'iil jiro^'ide a first-call group in the
The
event of emergency mobilisation, and dci)end.s on action by
individual States. The programme, winch originated in April,
]94(), will consist of twelve Wings, compo.sed of twenty-four
Fighter group.s and tliree Light Bombardment group.s. Approx-

Ah

offieer.s and 50,000 enlisted
forming 84 squadrons to Ije based
They will be trained by
at 71) airfields tliroughout the nation.
Ihuts will be equipped
regular Army Air l’''orce per.soinrel.
liglit bombers.
witli P-51 and P-47 tigliters and
Jet]3ro]:)elled figliters will Ijc used wlien available.
The Aetiv’c Air Reserve will consist of 17,500 pilots, 5,000

imately 3,000 pilots, 2,800 non-rated

men

will eoiu]-irise this force,

additional staff pilots, 27,000 uon-tlying officers and 120,000
All will be in constant training, but in varying
enlisted men.
stages of preparedness.
It also controls the air-raid wiirning units and sueli antiaii'craft imits as arc assigned to its command.
The command
is di\’itied into six defence iirtnis, ^\'lu>se individual Headtpiarters
are located in tlw^ vieinity of the six Army Ground h’oree Area
Headfpiarters witliiii the eontinental Ihiitcd State.s.
I’lie air forces allocated to tlie Air Defence Command, stationed
in eat/li of tlie del'euee areas, are as follows
Port Slocum, New Hocholle, New- York.
First Air Force
Second Air Force : Fort Creek, Onialui, Nebraska.
Fourth Air Force : HaTuilton I'leld, San Franciseo, California.
Tenth Air Force : Brooks Field, San Antonio, Texas.
:

—

—
—
—
Eleventh Air Force — Harrisburg, Pennsyhania.
Fourteenth Air Force — Grlarukp Florida.
;

:

Command.

Headquarters Langley Field, Virginia.
charged with maintaining combat units
.skilled in the- art of joint operations with ground and sea forces.
It also promotes the jirogressive dev-elopment of air-to-ground
co-ordination tecliniques and doctrines. The Tactical Air
Command consists at present of three separate Air Forces, the
Third Air Force, jirinci pally a troop-earrier force cmlioclying
the remains of tlie old Trooji Carrier t'ommand
the Ninth
Air Force, (amsisting of lighter aircraft, light and medium
bonibor and P.R. groups
and the I'welfth .Air Force, liaving
Tactical Air

This

command

:

is

;

;

fighter aircraft' only.

Third Air Force
Nintli Air Force :
Twelfth Air Force

.Air Force.s arc located as follows
Greenville, S.C.
Briggs Fichl, El Paso, Tex.
-March Field, Cal.
:

—

NON-OPERATIONAL COMMANDS
are five supporting Commamis, also sil, tinted witliin
the Unitotl Stiites, as follows
Air Materiel Command. Headcpuirters
Wriglit Hold, Dayton,
Ohio.
Tlie responsibilities of this Command, which lias now absorbed
the Ah’ Service Command, cover all re.search and development
work on materials and equipment for the Air Forces. It carries
out all logistical work neces.sary for both equipment and raw
materials, and it is responsible for the supply services of all the
Air Forces wherever they may be situated.
Close liaison is maintained with the Air Proving Ground
Command, w'hich as will be .seen from the next sub-.section, is
responsible for all tactical testing or equipment after it lias
passed the prototype stage.
The (.lornmand lias four main operating sections, tlie Engineering Division, the Proeureraent Division, tlie Production Divi,sion
and the Inspection Division.
The Air Proving Ground Command, Headquarters
Eglin
Field, Florida.
It is divided into two main, subordinate divisions, riamety,
Tliere.

:

;

:

the Air Forces Board and the Air Forces Proving Ground.
The former recommends to Headquarters, Army Air Forces,
action to be taken as a result of tests and exjierimental work
on all kinds of_ Air Force material. It w'orks out doctrines and
training techniques required for various new types of combat
equipment. It plans and supervises the development, under
simulated combat conditions, of now tactics in air warfare,
and makes recommendations on such work to Headquarters,
Army Air Forces.
The other subordinate division, the Air Proving Ground,
actually conducts the tests on materials and equipment, and
carries out tactical tests on the operational techniques outlined
above. In general, it provides such facilities and assistance
to the Air Materiel Command as may be necessary to complete
engineering and development tests.
The Air Transport Command. Headquarters: Gravelly Point,
Virginia.

The Air Transport Command

is charged with providing ah’
communications, maps and route books,
and air/sea rescue facilities for tlie Air Forces on a global scale.
It has been severely cut down since VJ-Day, when it operated
approximately 336 baBe,s over a distance of 170,000 foreign
and domestic route miles. At the time of writing (September,
1946), it had four major divisions, the Pacific Division, with
Headquarters at San Franciseo; the Continental Division,
Headquarters at Memphis, Tennessee
the Atlantic Division,
Headquarters at Fort Totten, New York
and the European
Division, w’itli Beadquarters at Frankfurt, Germany.

transport,

airw-ays

;

provides for the defence of the United States.
and maintains the active fighter squad-

this end, it organizes

:

;

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)
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UNITED STATES—continued.
The Air Training Command.

Headquarters: Barksdale Field,
«
Louisiana.
There are two sub-commands within this organization, the

Flying Training Conamand, with Headquarters at Bandolph
Field, Texas, w'hich, as its

aircrew

training

;

name

and the

implies,

Technical

is

responsible for

Training

all

Command,

Headquarters at_ Scott Field, Illinois, which trains ground
crews and administrative persomiel.
Training Command installations stretch over a wide southern
belt of the United States where bad weather seldom interferes
with training. There has been considerable re-organization

and

re-shuffling of units within this command, and at the
it is engaged in re-drafting training curricula and
schedules for the postwar Air Force.
This command is also responsible for Air Force entries under

moment

the Universal Military Training Act, for the Air Reserve officers’
training courses, and for the Army Air Forces extension courses.
It is not responsible for staff colleges, which come under a separate
command called the Air University.
The Air University. Headquarters; Maxw^ell Field, Alabama.

This

an “exempted” command and has right of

is

direct

access to the Commanding General, Army Air Forces, on all
policy matters. It supervises all Army Air Forces schools and
colleges, and exercises broad supervision over the syllabus or
the Army Air Forces Institute of Technology at Wright Field,
which is actually administered by the Air Materiel Command.
At present the Air University consists of five separate schools
and colleges. These are as follows
the Air War College,
and the Air Command and Staff School, both at Maxwell Field,
Alabama the Air Tactical School at Tyndall Field, Florida ;
the Special Staff School (Communications) at Gunter Field,
Alabama ; and School of Medicine, w'hich is located at Randolph
:

—

;

Field, Texas.

NAVAL AVIATION
United States Naval Aviation is part of the Naval Organization
and is under the direction of the Secretary of the Navy.

ADMINISTRATION
The Navy Department, Washington, D.C.
Secretary of the Navy
James V. Forrestal.
:

Navy

Assistant Secretary of the

for

Ah

Jolm Nicholas

;

Brown.
Chief of Naval Operations
Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz.
Vice-Admiral deWitt C.
Vice-Chief of Naval Operations
:

;

Ramsey.
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations

Vice-Admiral
for Air
Radford.
The function of the office of the Assistant Secretary of the
Navy for Air is the supervision of naval aeronautics and the
co-ordination of its activities with other Government agencies.
It also acts as liaison between the Bureau of Aeronautics and
the aircraft manufacturers and handles details of aircraft
procurement.
The Deputy Chief of Naval operations for Air correlates and
co-ordinates all military aspects of Naval Aviation within the
Navy Department.
The Fleet Air Force Commanders assume a certain authority
over the aircraft-carrier divisions of the Fleets and serve as
principal air advisers to the Commanders-in-Chief.
Bureau of Aeronautics, Washington, D.C.
Rear Admiral Harold B. Sallada.
Chief of the Bureau
The Bureau of Aeronautics is responsible for the design,
procurement and upkeep of naval aircraft and aircraft equipment, and the training of naval air personnel.

Arthur

:

W.

:

ORGANIZATION

Marine personnel. They will be organized into air groups,
squadrons and xmits trained to man in an emergency the ships
laid up in the Inactive Fleet, or to supplement squadrons of
the Active and Reserve Fleets. Reserve Marine squadrons
will be organized separately in order to complement carriers
assigned to the Marines and to train for operation with the
Fleet Marine Force.
The Navy Air Reserve will consi.st of 15 Large, 5 Medium and
35 Escort Carrier Groups:
Observation squadrons; 21
Patrol-Bomber squadrons and 24 Transport squadrons. The
Marine Air Reserve will consist of 24 Fighter squadrons and 4
Ground Control Intercept squadrons (radar-equipped air xvarning
and fighter dhection units).
The Chief of Naval Air Reserve Training is Rear-Admiral
Edwmrd G. Ewer, U.S.N. and the Officer Commanding, Marine
Air Reserve, is Brig. Gen. C. F. Sohilt, M.C., both with headquarters at Glenview, near Chicago,

111.

NAVAL AIR TRANSPORT

A

Naval Air Transport Service was authorised on December
1941, as a section of the Naval Transportation Service, a
division of the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations.
Early
in 1942 it was transferred, together with all other aviation
activities, to a newdy-formed Aviation Division of the Office of
the Chief of Naval Operations.
12,

MARINE CORPS AVIATION
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, Washington, D.C.
Director of Marine Corps Aviation
Major-General Field
:

Harris.
is an integral part of Naval Aviation
its mission is to furnish the Air Forces necessary to the
Fleet Marine Force, Carrier Operations with the Fleet and for
expeditionary duty, marine advanced base operations and the
defence of naval bases outside the continental United States
which are defended on shore by the Marines. Its officers are
either detailed to aviation duty from permanent line officers of
the Corps or are recruited as aviation cadets and appointed to
the Marine Corps Reserve. Its enlisted men are marines
specially trained for aviation duty.
A number of enlisted men
are selected each year for flight training.
The administration, training and operations of Jlarine Corps
Aviation are directed by the Director of Aviation Headquarters,
U.S. Marine Corps, who is also attached to the Bureau of
Aeronautics and whose office also constitutes a division of
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.
The air training of Marine Corps aviation personnel has been
co-ordinated with Naval air training since July 1, 1941.
Qualified personnel recruited by the Marine Corps now pass
through the prescribed coimse for naval aviation cadets on
comiDletion of the course may apply for appointment as Second
Lieutenants, U.S. Marine' Corps Reserve.
All aviation material used in Marine aviation is procured by
the Navy.
In general the same types of aircraft are used.
Tactical squadrons have a similar organization. Radio,
ordnance equipment and motor transport are identical to those
of the Navy.

Marine Corps Aviation

and

THE U.S. COAST GUARD
The U.S. Coast Guard constitutes a part of the military

forces

of the United States, operating under the Treasury in time of
peace and the Navy in war. Its pi’incipal peacetime duties are
the enforcement of maritime and customs laws, operation of
aids to navigation, protection of fisheries, iceberg patrol, the
saving of life at sea and the rendering of assistance to ships in
distress.

Aircraft Squadron is the standard administrative and
Squadrons consist of
tactical xmit in all naval operations.
from six to thirty-six or more aircraft according to type and
mission. Squadrons are divided into Divisions. Two or more
Sections of two or tloree aircraft form a Division. A standard
Carrier Air Group consists of four 18-plane squadrons. Marine

The

Air Groups and Wings and Navy shore-based formations vary
in strength according to function. Patrol and Search aircraft
form Fleet Air Wings.

TRAINING
The personnel of U.S. Naval Aviation is composed of (1)
regular Naval officers who, on completion of training are
designated as Naval Aviators
(2) enlisted men of the regular
Navy who receive designations as Naval Aviation Pilots and
(3) Naval Aviation Cadets who, upon graduation, are designated
as Naval Aviators and receive commissions as Ensigns in the
Naval Reserve.
The Navy plans a Ready Air Reserve of 28,700 Naval and
Marine personnel in inactive duty status to be trained in a
closely integrated programme with the Regular Navy.
Fifteen Naval Air Stations in the United States have bean
;

;

designated for the exclusive mission of training Air Reserves.
Seven additional air stations will train Reserves besides fulThese stations will have available the
filling other missions.
most modern aircraft, equipment and techniques as they are
developed by Naval Aviation, with the aim that the Reserves
at all times will maintain Fleet proficiency.
The Ready Reserve will be composed of 6, 1 00 N aval and Marine
aviators, 2,800 ground officers and 19,800 enlisted Naval and

Coast Guard pilots receive their training at the Naval Air
Station at Pensacola, Fla., after having had at least three years’
service at sea as commissioned officers.
Headquarters, U.S. Coast Guard: Washington. D.C.
Commandant Admiral J. F. Farley, U.S.C.G.
Rear
Assistant Commandant (Chief Opei'ations Officer)
Admiral Merlin O’Neill, U.S.C.G.
Rear-Admiral Robert
Chief, Office of Air/Sea Rescue

—

;

:

:

Donahue.
Chief, Aviation Division: Commander W. E. Sinton.
Engineer-in-CIiief ; Rear-Admiral H. F. Johnson.
Commander S. C. Linholm,
Chief Aviation Operations Officer
:

U.S.C.G.
Coast Guard Air Stations
Salem, Mass. (Winter Island). Seaplanes only.
New York, N.Y. (Floyd Bennett Field). Seaplanes

and

landplanes.
Elizabeth City, N.C. (Davis Bay, Pasquotank River). Seaplanes and landj)lanes.
Miami, Fla. (Dinner Key). Seaplanes only.
Seaplanes and
St. Petersburg, Fla. (Albert Whitted Field).
landplanes.
Seaplanes only.
Biloxi, Miss. (Cadet Point).
San Diego, Cal. (Lindbergh Field). Seaplanes and landplanes.
San Francisco, Cal. (San Francisco Municipal Field). Seaplanes and landplanes.
Port Angeles, Wash. (Ediz Hook). Seaplanes and landplanes.
There are air patrol detaclunents at Cape May, N.J., Traverse
City, Mich., and El Paso, Texas.

—

HISTORICAL (SERVICE AVIATION)

URUGUAY
/The Republic

of

Urugfuay—Republica Oriental del Uruguay)
The active

NATIONAL MARKINGS

tactical

and

siu'vici*

units arc

Base Aeronautica No. 1, ’Capitan
Cainino I'edro dc Medoza Xo.

:

Bois.i Lan/a"'

Acrodrnrnc.

Montevideo. Commanding Clfticcr Lieut. Col. Isaias F. Sani'hcz. Reconnaissance aiui Attack Sc|uadrons and tlic Rondiina' (h’oup.
a.'i.'ai,

:

Also

t

’omniunicat ions

Base Aeronautica No.
Aerodroinc, Estacidn
.

W.

MiU-io

2

de Drirazno.

Paralla,”

t.'omnianding

;

Eseuela Miiitar de

drome.

I’;md<.>,

'Gencr.d .Artigas.” AeroDirc'ctor of tlie
tViUcloncs.
Lieut. l.’oL t >scar At. Sanchc/..

Aeronautica,
I)i)ti:n

<!f'

of .Aeronautics:
Trains pilots lip to Cjualifyiiig as tnilifary aviaten's.
.Seliool

RUDDER

••Tcnimiie

M.

I’et-onnaissanct'
Lieut. Col. Marinao Rios Gianola.
Also Cominunicalions Service.
FiglUcr S(p!adrons.

Officer

and

St'rvici*.

2,

WINGS ONLY

MILITARY AVIATION
111 1936 Urugnayan military aviation was reorganized and the
newly-created Directorate of Military Aeronautics being placed
under the supervision of the Minister of National Defence. The
Director, Colonel Don Oscar D. Gestido, is responsible for
Military and Civil Aviation to the Minister of Defence through
the Inspector-General of the ArmiJ-.

Direccidn General de Talleres, Almacenes Generales y Servieios,
IHi'Ccirir
’Capitan Boiso Lanzir' .Aerudroine, Alonievidcti.
Lieut, 0>L Coiu'ado A,
Includes
of the .Air -Vrseiial
a WAu'kslinj) Division, tleneral Store
:

ijidxrr.itoT'v.

EQUIPMENT
Amerieau origin, rruguay received
from the United States under Lease i^end.

Alainh’ of
aircraft

airont

forty

ORGANIZATION
Ministerio de Defensa Nacional, Calle 25 de Mayo 279, Montevideo.
Direccidn General de la Aeronautica Militar, Calle Lucas Obes
Colonel Oscar D.
Dhector- General :
897, Montevideo.
Chief of Air Staff : Colonel Medardo R. Farias.
Gestido.
Lieutenant Colonel Gustavo
Deputy Chief of Air Staff
:

Major Tomas R. Mega.
Bernadou. Adjutant General
The General-bhectorate and Headcpiarters Staff control,
:

School of Military Aeronanties, two tactical units
and the Air Arsenal. Tho Headquarters Staff inclu(le.s the
Central Department and the following divi.sion.s:

the

Chief: Cajit. Arturo Sa.sao Alegre.
Central Department.
Chief: Capt. Jiuin .lose .Sc.i)s,so.
1st Section (Organization).
2nd Section (Service). Chief: Capt. Adolfo E. Koca.

3rd Section (Information). Chief: Capt. Juan Carlo.s .kn-ge.
4th Section (Op 'ations). Chief: Capt. Eladio Silvera.

NAVAL AIR SERVICE
The

Marina

Servieio Aeronautica de la

of the Inspector-General of the Na\'y.
Oorbeta Don Horacio del Pilar Bogarin.

is

It.s

under the control
i.s Capitan de

Cliief

The General Command

of this Service is on the Isla Libertad,
the Air Base No. 1. The 'I’eehnical Division
(Oftieer Commanding: Ten. de Navio C.I.M.E. Carlos Martinez
Other Bases uiv on the Laguna
Labadie) is also .situated there.
Negra, Laguna del Sauce, in tlie port of La Paioina and at Punta
It is
of late thaf
del Este, all on the River Piute e.stnary.
naval flying has had any siguiffeance and tlic .sci'\ ici* is still in
of .Amcriean production-.All the material is new
it.s infancy.
and iunbitioiis plans are under iMuisidtu'at ion for tin* cnlargcmi'ut
Many f!\’ing
of its gmieral (‘apacity, et|uipnu‘n1 and facilities.
Cnited States for advanced
oflicer.s havi^ jirocetHletl to tho

where also

is

instruction.

VENEZUELA
(The Republic of Venescueia— Estados Unidos de Venezuela)

ORGANIZATION

NATIONAL MARKINGS

Ministerio de Guerra y Marina, Direccion General de Aviacion,

YELLOW

Caracas.
Director of Military Aviation
Major Luis A. Cidtleron.
Inspector -General of Aviation
Major Carlos Alaldontido.
Regimiento de Aviacion Militar.
Headquarters Maraeaj'.
This i-egiment includes all operational nnit.s,
Eseuela de Aviacion Militar, Maraeay.
Director
Major Feli.v R. Alareno.
This school trains pilots and specialists in rigging, aeroengines, armament, radio, and photography'.
Both pilotage
and technical courses are of one year’s (luration.
.Air Force piloLs do tours of duty as First Pilots with the
Government-operated Linea Aeroposlal Venezolana to give
them navigational and cross-country flying experience.
:

:

;

:

RUDDER

WINGS ONLY

EQUIPMENT

MILITARY AVIATION
Military Aviation is directly controlled by the InspectorGeneral of the Army, under the administration of the Ministry
for War and Marine.

A’enezuelan military aviation operates about 100 aircraft,
trainers of IJ.B. origin.
During tho war a small number
of aircraft w-as received from the United States under la3ase/

namely
Lend.

YUGOSLAVIA
The People’s Republic of Yugoslavia falls within that part of
Eastern Europe which is now under Russian influence. That a
Jugoslav Air Force does exist w'as demonstrated in 1946 when
two unarmed American transport

aircraft

were deliberately

shot down by Yugoslav fighter aircraft for alleged trespass of
Jugoslav territory. Details of its organization or other functions
are not known, but it is believed to have units at airfields tliroughout the country, and to luse Russian eqiapmeut exclusively.

Fart

A

REVIEW OF THE WORLD’S
CIVIL AVIATION

ARRANGED

IN

ALPHABETICAL ORDER OF NATIONS

A RECORD OF CIVIL AVIATION

INCLUDES THE

NAMES

AND

DURING

1946,

WHICH

ADDRESSES OF

THE

AERONAUTICAL DEPARTMENTS, ASSOCIATIONS,
TRANSPORT

COMPANIES,

PUBLICATIONS,

ETC.

FLYING

CLUBS,

SCHOOLS,

OF ALL NATIONS

B
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INTERNATIONAL AIRCRAFT MARKINGS
T'

ir'i-;

li'l;

t
hi

\<

CF-

Canada.
Morocco.

i

VP-BAA-VP-BZZ Bahaniaa.
VP'GAA— VP-CZZ Ceylon.
VP-FAA~VP-FZZ Falkland Islands.
VP-GAA— VP-GZZ British Guiana.
VP-HAA-VP-H2Z British Hondni’as.
VP-JAA— VP-JZZ Jamair-a.
VP-KAA-VP-KZZ Colonies and tiie

;

Bolivia.

Portuguese Colonies.
Poi’tugal.

cx-

Cuba.
Uruguay.

VP-LAA VP-LZZ

Kenya.
Leeward Islands.

cz-

Principality of Monaco.

VP-MAA— VP-MZZ

Malta.

EC-

Spain.

El-

Eire.

VP-NAA VP-NZZ
VP-PAA-VP-PZZ

Ishnitls

EPET-

Iran (Persia).
Ethiopia.

F-

Fi’ance, Colonies

1

;

iC

;

il'T
i

tf:

CB-

or

CU-

;

!

i*

:

'.‘'I'l'

G,

;

11'

!

.|i!

.C'';’,:!

r

•'u

'

y,;,

>:

'i

1

i!

;'i

'1

HAHBHC-

Ecuador.

HH-

Haiti,

Hl-

Dominican Republic.

HK-

Colombia.

HS-

Siam.

i-

Italy.

LG-

Guatemala.

le.ss

Morocco,

'!
)

1

j.

!

1

Ll-

Liberia.

LN-

Norway.

LR-

Lelianon

LV-

Argentine Republic.

LX-

Luxembourg.

LZ-

Bidgaria.

MCN
OB-

Monte

OH-

Finland.

OK-

Czechoslovakia.

OO-

Belghun.

OYPH-

Denmark.

Pl-

Philippine Commonw’ealth.

PJ-

Curasao (Netherlands West Indies).,
Netherlands East Indies.

.

(

PP-

:

.

Western

I'roitMd orate uf Soniiilihuiil.

VQ-FAA—VQ-F2Z
VQ-GAA—VQ-GZZ
VQ-HAA-VQ-HZZ

8t.

Heli'Jiii.

VQ-LAA -VQ-LZZ

iHt,

Lneia.

Fiji Islands.

Gnnrada.

-VQ-IVIZZ .Mauritius.

VQ-PAA VQ-PZZ Palestine.
VQ-SAA— VQ-SZZ Seyelielli* Islands.
VR-BAA VR-BZZ Bermuda.
VR-GAA VR-GZZ Gibraltar.
VR-HAA-VR-HZZ Hung Kttiig.

;

1

Carlo.

Noriliera Hhodesia.

VP-SAA -VP-SZZ

VQ-MAA

!

1

-

United States of America {*sce hehw)

i

Peru.

VR-JAA—VR-aZZ
VR-LAA—VR-L.ZZ

or

PT-

VR-NAA—VR-NZZ

VT-

RX-

Republic of Panama.

SESP-

Sweden.

susxTC-

Egypt.

TF-

Iceland.

Tl-

Costa Rica.

TJ-

Transjordan.

URSS
VHVO-

Russia (national letters followed by a number).

XA-

XH-

Poland.
Greece.

Turkey.

Australia.

Newfoundland.
Colonies,

British

Protectorates

and

Mandates

as

•

VR-"

Colonieis

of Sierra

and Protectorate of

Boi'iieo).

\

Protraiforate

Nigeria,

VR-RAA-VR-RZZ Federated iMalay States.
VR-SAA—VR-S2Z Straits Settler nents.
VR-TAA— VR-TZZ Tanganyika.
VR-UAA— VR-UZZ State of Brunei (British North

Brazil.

Suriname (Netherlands Guiana).

I

CulonieH ami

including British Cameroons.

PZ-

WQ

Jo] lore.

Leone.

Netherlands.

VP-

f

i

VP-AAA—VP-AZZ Gold Coast with
Territories of

Ashanti, Northern

Gold Coast

India.

XB- Mexk'o.
Hondunis.

or

XTXYYA-

China.

Yl-

Iraq.

YJ-

New

YR-

Rumania.

Burma.
.Afghanistan.

Hebrides (.londomiuium.

YS-

El Salvador.

YU-

Yugoslavia.

YVZAZK-

Venezuela.

ZPZS-

Paraguay.

Albania.

New

Zealand.

Union of South

in British

Togoland.

*U.S.A.'

wi
modifications.

are followed by a registration

f

tlu:*

Cm amission.

VP-TAA-VP-TZZ Trinidad and 'I'ohago.
VP-UAA—VP-UZZ Froteeturatt* of Uganda.
VP-VAA -VP-VZZ St. Vineent.
VP-XAA— VP-XZZ Coloirie.s and rrtttecdorate ttf Gambia
VP-YAA—VP-YZZ Sontliern Ilhodesia.
VP-ZAA~VP-Z2Z Protectorate of Zanzibai-.
VQ-BAA—VQ-BZZ Barbaiio.s.
VQ-CAA— VQ-CZZ Cj'jnni.s.

Switzerland.

PK-

/ii

High

of

N yasala-i »d.

VP-RAA VP-RZZ
-

!

and Protectorates,
United Kingdom.
Hungary.

f
!i

of

under the rule of

Pat.-itie

;

.

I’rcd Oft t:*rii.t r;

I’rtjtt'i'torate

j

G-

ft!

i

Chile.

CPCRCS-

„

iff-

f

Nicaragua.

CC-

CN-

:

.

AN.

nnmher

Africa.

—

—

;

IMTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
THE INTERNATIONAL

CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION

THE COUNCIL
Headquahteks

Dominion

:

Square

A

(c)

Buildings,

Montreal,

Canada.

(I.C.A.O.)

Committee on International Convention on Civil

Aviation.
to prepare and submit to the Assembly budget estimates
of the Organization and statements of accounts of all reports
and expenditures.
(7) to enter into agreements with other international bodies
when deemed advisable for the maintenance of common service
and for common arrangements concerning personnel and, with
the approval of the Assembly, enter into such other arrangements
as may facilitate the work of the Organization.
In addition, the functions of the Council are to maintain
(6)

President
Dr. Edward P. Warner (U.S.A.).
Vice-Presidents
Dr. F. H. Copes Van Hasselt (Netherlands)
Col. C. y. Liu (China)
and G. E. Saurez (Columbia).
Secretary-General
Dr. Albert Roper (France).
Member States Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile,
China, Columbia, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, El Salvador, France,
India, Iraq, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Peru, Turkey,
United Kingdom, and United States. A seat on the Council
has been reserved for Russia.
A, Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
was established when the Interim Agreement on International
Civil Aviation came into force on June 6, 1945, after .10 nations
had announeed their formal acceptance of the Agreement.
The Organization was established for an interim period to
last xmtil a new permanent convention on international civil
aviation shall have come into force.
The International Civil Aviation Organization, successor to
the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
(P.I.C.A.O.), came into being on April 4, 1947, following the
ratification of the Permanent Convention by the required
number of States.
The Organization consists of an Assembly and a Council.
;

;

;

;

:

:

The Assembly
To meet annually and be convened by the Council. Extraordinary meetings of the Assembly may be held at any time
when called by the Council or at the request of any ten member
All member States have equal right to be represented
States.
at the meetings of the Assembly and each member is entitled
The powers and duties of the Assembly are
to one vote.
(a) to elect at each meeting its president and officers
(6) to elect
the member States to be represented on the Council
(c) to
examine and take action upon the rejsorts of the Council
(d)
own
of
determine
its
rules
procedure
and
establish
such
to
approve
subsidiary commissions and committees as arc needed
an annual budget and determine the financial arrangements of
(e) to refer any specific matters to the Council
the Oi’ganization
(/) to delegate the necessary powers and authority to the Council
and (//)
which are needed for the duties of the organization
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

to deal with

any matters not

specifically assigned to the Council.

The Council

The Council to be composed of not more that 21 member
States elected by the Assembly for a period of two years, adequate
(I) those member States of chief
representation to be given to
importance in air transport ; (2) those member States not otherwise included which make the largest contribution to the provision of facilities for international civil air navigation
(3) those
member States not otherwise included whose election will ensure
(5)all major geographical areas of the World are represented.
that
No repi’esentative of a member State on the Council may be
actively associated with or financially interested with the operation of an international air service.
The Council shall elect a President, who will have no vote.
One or more vice-presidents to be elected from among the members, who will retain the right to vote when serving as acting
president. Decisions of the Council to be deemed valid when
approved by a majority of all members. Any member State
not a member of the Comicil may participate in deliberations
whenever any decision is to be taken which especially conceims
such a member State. But such a State may not vote. In
any case in which there is a dispute bet\veea one or more member
States not members of the Council and one or more member
States who are members of the Council, any State within the
second category which is party to the dispute shall have no
right to vote on that dispute.
The duties and powers of the Council are (1) to discharge the directives of the Assembly.
(2) to determine its own organization of the Assembly.
(3) to determine the method of appointment, emoluments and
conditions of service of the employees of the organization.
(4) to appoint a Secretary-General.
to provide for the establishment of any subsidiary working
groups which may be considered desirable, including the following
interim Committees
(a) A Committee on Ah* Transport.
(b) A Committee on Air Navigation.
:

;

‘

:

THE INTERNATIONAL
Headquaetees
Beanch OEXficES
:

;

member

States, calling on them for such data
receive, register and hold
;
all existing contracts and
routes,
covering
services, landing rights, airport

with the

and information as may be requh’ed
open to inspection by member States,
agreements

or other international air matters to which any member
supervise and co-ordinate the
a party
works of the three Committees, consider their reports and
transmit the Committee’s reports and the findings of the Coimcil
to the member States. In addition, the Council is to make
recommendations on technical matters to the member States
of the Assembly, submit an annual report to the Assembly and,
on the direction of the Assembly, convene another conference
on international civil aviation or, at such time as the Convention
is ratified, convene the first Assembly under the Convention.
When requested by all the parties concerned, the Council vrill
act as an arbitral body on any difference arising among member
States relating to international civil aviation matters which may
be submitted to it.
The expenses of the Provisional Organisation are borne by
the member States in proportions to be decided by the Assembly
and funds are to be advanced by member States to cover the
Each member State bears
initial expenses of the Organization.
the expenses of its own delegation to the Assembly and those of
its delegates on the Cormcil and its representatives on committees or subsidiary groups.
Each contracting State undertakes that its international
airlines shall file traffic reports, cost statistics and financial
states with the Council. Each contracting State may designate
the route to be followed within its territory by any international
air service, and the airports which any such service may use.
If the Council is of the opinion that the airports or other navigation facilities of a contracting State are not reasonably adequate
the Council may consult with the State and others affected, to
find moans of correcting the position and may make recommendations.
If requested by the State, the Council may provide all
or a portion of the costs needed for the remedies.
contracting State may at any time discharge any obligation
into which it has entered and take over airports and other
facilities which the Council has established in its territory by
paying to the Council an amoimt considered reasonable.
The Coimcil may suggest to contracting States that they
form joint organizations to operate air services on any routes
or in any regions.
The duties of the Committees established under the Council
facilities,,

St ate or its airlines is

;

A

shall

be

:

The Committee on Air Transport : To observe, correlate and
continuously report on facts concerning the origin and volume of
international air traffic and the relation of such traffic, or the
demand for it, to the facilities provided collect, analyse and
report on subsidies, tariffs and costs of operation study matters
affecting the organization and operation of international air
services, including the international ownership and operation
of international trunk lines ; and study and report, ivith recommendations to the Assembly as soon as practicable on matters
on which agreement was not reached at the Chicago International
Civil Aviation Conference.
;

;

The Committee on Air Navigation : Study and advise on standards and procedures for communications systems and air
navigation aids including rules of the air, traffic control practices,
licensing of operating and mechanical personnel, airworthiness,
registration and identification of aircraft, meteorological protection of international aeronautics, log books, maps and charts,
airports, customs, accident investigation and so forth.
In
addition the Committee will work towards the adoption of
minimum requirements and standard procedures for all the
above and continue the preparation of technical documents in
accordance with the recommendations of the Chicago Conference.

AIR TRAFFIC

Central Station Building, Montreal, Canada.
Cairo, Rio de Janeiro and New York.
President
H. J. Symington, C.M.G. (Canada).
President Elect: Hafez Afifi Pasha (Egypt).
Director-General: Sir William Hildred (England).
Executive Committee; John E. Slater (U.S.A.) (Chairman),
J. R. McCrindle (England), Rene Briand (France), Per A. Norlin
(Norway), A. F. T. Cambridge (India), Albert Plesman (Nether:

liai.son

ASSOCIATION

lands), J. Benito Ribeiro

(l.A.T.A.)

Dantas

(Brazil),

(Egypt), W. Hudson Fysh (Australia), T.
T, B. Wilson (U.S.A.).
Traffic

Committee.

Chairman:

0. A.

Hassan Sadek Pasha
H. Shen (China) and
Rheinstrom

(U.S.A.).

Financial Committee. Chairman; G. Temple Mailer (G.B.).
John C. Cooper (U.S.A.).
Legal Committee. Chairman
A. C. Campbell Orde
Technical Committee. Chairman:
(G.B.).
:

la
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HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

THE INTERNATIONAL AIR TRAFFIC

ASSOCIATION—coH^matf/.

The International Air Transport Association was formally
inaugurated on April 19, 1945, at Havana, following a conference
of international airline operators. Invitations to tJie conference
and plans for the new organization were drawn up at a conference
held in Chicago hi December, 1944, on the initiative of the
American Air Transport Association and attended by 34 representatives of 21 nations. The new Association succeeds the
original International Air Traffic Association founded in 1919.
Headquarters of the new I.A.T.A. are at Jlontreal, Canada,
and the association consists of a Ceneral Assembly, comprismg
CO air transport companies, and an Executive Committee, in
which is vested the management of the association. The post
of President is an honorary position.
The aims and objects of I.A.T.A. are to jjromote safe, regular
to fo.ster tho development of
and economical air transport
air commerce, and to study all prolilems connected tlierewith
;

;

machinery for collaboration among all air
transport operators who are engaged directly or indirectly in
and to co-operate with the
international air transport service
Internation Civil Aviation Organization (IM.C.A.O.) and otlier

to jirovide efficient

;

j

iii

international bodies.
There are two categories of memhership Active and Associate.
Any air transport undertaking is eligible for active membership
if it operates a scheduled air service under proper authority
for passengers, mail or cargo, between the territories of two or
more States, imder the flag of a State eligible for membership
in the International Civil Aviation Organization.
A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden)
The Active Members are
Aero Portiiguesa (Portugal)
Aer Lingiis Teoranta (Eire)
American Airlines, Inc. ;
All-India (Tata) ;
Air France
.American Overseas Airlines ; Braniff Airways ; British Overseas
British West Izidian Airways ; CeskoAirways Corporation
China National Aviation Corporation
slovenske Aerolinie
Colonial Airlines ; Det Danske
Cia Mexicana de Aviacion
Det Norske Liiftfartselskap
Empresa de
Luftfartselskab

—

:

—

:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense, Expreso Aereo Inter-Americano
Linen
K.L.M.
K.N.I.L.M.
Indian National Aii'ways
Lineas Aereas Iberia
Misr ^Virwork
Aeropostal Venezolana
Northwest Airlines
Pannii' do
(Egypt); Northeast Airlines
Brasil
Pan American Airways I’an American-! Jrace .\irways
Lotniece
Polskie Lillie
Qantas Empire Airways; Servieios
Aereos Cruzeiro do Sul
Saberui ; South African Airwavs
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Inter-Koutinental

Svensk

(El Salvador)

;

fi.
Rue Gauii.ee, Paeis, Feance.
Office
President
Lord Brabazon of Tara, P.C'., M.C.
ATce-Presidents : Jonkheer van den Bereh van Heemstede
(Netherlands), General B. J. Kwiecinski (Poland), S. E. Mohamed
Taher Pasha (Egypt), The Marquess of Londonderry (Great
Britain), Bay Sueru Kocak (Tiu’key), Colonel W. N. Gerber
(iSwitzerland), G. A. de Ro (Belgium), Baron de la Grange
(France).
Secretary- General
Felix Camerman.
Treasurer-General
E. Blondel La Rougerie.
The Federation Aeronautiqiie Internationale was founded in
Paris, in October, 1905.
The countries represented at its
foundation were Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Italy, Spain Switzerland, and the United States of America,
The aim was co-operation between nations concerning aeronautics and with the development of aviation the F.A.I. has
become the international representative body of world aviation.
The first record to be officially homologated by the F.A.I. was a
speed record of 41.29 km.li. (25.0(> m.p.h.) set up on November
Lie was timed, over a
12, 1906 by Albei’to Santos Dumont.
distance of 220 metres (721 feet), which was as far as lie could
;

:

then

fly.

Between the two wars many international arrangements
were made under the supervision of the I'.A.I. and international
rules and sports codes for private flying were drawn up.
For
example, most of the countries who were represented on the
F.A.I. through their accredited national Aero Club, agreed to
recognise the Garnet de passage en Douane making privmte
flying between countries easier.
Landing facilities and international sport and touring licences w'ere introduced. The
F.A.I. also played an important role in the development of
gliding and soaring.
All World or International Records must be observed by a
x-epresentative of a national Aero Club affiliated to the F.A.I.
before such a record is “homologated” or approved by the
F.A.I.

The F.A.I, sit.s annually in general conference, but its various
commissions .sit more often. The last conference was held in
London in September, 1946.
The following is the list of ixational aero clubs which are
,

December 31, 1946)
the United Kingdom, 119, Piccadilly,

affiliated to the F.A.I. (correct to

The Royal Aero Club

of

London.
Aero Club of South Africa, P.O. Box 3550, Johannesburg, South
Afi’ica.

A(M'o

C!uI)

Argentina.

.Argi'ntiuo,

Ilodrigucz

Pciui,

2-10,

Buenos

Airo.s,

d’.A.C.A.

;

Traus-Cmiada Air

;

;

:

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

ami traftic. eaeli Iteiug tlivified into working
and sub-committees as necessary.

technical
inittees

coin-

The Financial I'ommittei' concerns itscH' with all financial
standardi/.atian of
matters connected with air lrans|ioi'(
methods of rendering, verifying and scitiing accounrs for revenue
transactions as belvemi members: eiearingliouse prohlems
insurance questions: introduction ami control of international
:

ill*! lies
ana .iter:
monetary ilucuments. r.;/. tvin'clle
and statistical matters.
The Legal Committee deals gerieraliy with legal matters
having a bearing on inteniatiunai air trausijijrt. [tarticularly
with international coim'iitions on pulilic ami private air law,
and on other means of transport coullict-, of lav anti arbitnition.
The Teelmieal Committee, ranainu over the vliole field of
1

credit,

:

international air transjtort tei-htiicalit ie-. liaiuHe- operational
matters, the piroraotion of safety ami efiicicney in lliuht, standardization of equipment, a irele-:s. meteorology, muinteiuinee of
aircraft, airports ami airjiort jiroeesinre.
The Traffic Committee i*oneerns it--eif with all international
air traffic matters, involving tta>st'nL.’er.-. cargo tuid the handling
It studies in jiartieiilar tlie priucijiles involved in
of mail.
fixing tariffs, rates and seheduie-;, aenera! eonditioiis of carriage,
traffic forms, doinimi'iits and pi’oci'dm-i-s, restTvafion cucles and
procf'dures, government, form-i. regulations am! proeedurcs.
et hics of advi'i't ising and pulilicit\-, ami ail mat tors [tert aining
to {tgents,

.Aero Clul)

Royale do

(F.A.I.)

Bclgifjue, li Boiik*\-ard tic I’egtMii, Bm.sscls,

Btdgiuni.

:

;

Swissair

:

I uited .\ir
Lines; Trans-continental and Wc'stern Air, Im*.
rigiitw;)ys,
Lines; Western Air Lines; and
Associate inombership may be obtainetl by any air transport
concern operating an authorised .s.cliediileii ;ur serx’iee under the
Hag of a State "eligible for membership in the International
Associate .\lember t'omd'lie
Civil Aviation Organization,
Alaska .Airlines;
Aerovias Natdonales do t olomliia
pauies are
All-American Aviation; .Allit'd Airways (Oander Denver) Ltd.;
Compania Culiana de .Aviueion
Australian National Airways
Companhia de Transportes .Aereos (Portugal) Delta Air Liiics;
National
Linea Aerea Naeioziul (Cliile)
Eastern -Airlines
and Portsmouth
Pennsylvania-Central Airlines:
Airlines;
Aviation, Ltil.
financial, legal,
I..A.T.A. lias four standing coramitiees

FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE iNTERNATIONALC
Head

.Lufttrafik

Tasman Empire_ Airways

Aero Club do Brasil, 31 rua Ah’aro Ah'i.n. Rio do Jaut'iro, Brazil.
Royal Canadian Flying Clubs Association, 309. Journal Building,
Ottawa, Canada.
Club Aereo de Chile, Santa Lucia 256, Santiago, Chile.
Club de -Avixicion de Cuba, Edificio Larrea, Havana, Cuba,
Det Kongelige Dan.ske Aeronaiitiske Sclskab, Norre Farimng.sgade 3K, Copenhagen, Denmark.
The Royal Aero Club of Egypt, 26 rue Slierif I’asha, Cairo,
Egypt.^
^

Federaeion Aeronautica Nacioual de E.sijafia, Calle Mayor No.
4, Madrid, Spain.
National Aeronautic Association of I7.S..A., 1025, Connecticut

Avenue, Washington, D.C., U.H..\.
Adro Club de France, 6, Rue (.ialilce. Paris XVIo, Franco.
Flugmalafelag Islands, P.O. Box 234, Reykjavik, Iceland.
Irish Aviation Club, Abbey Biiildiug, Middle ,\bbey Street,
Dxiblin, Eire.

du Grand Duehe dti Luxembourg, 5, Avenue Alonteray,
Luxembourg.
Norsk Aero Klubb, Ovre Slottsgate 20, O.slo, Norway.

-Aero Club

Koninldijke Nederlandsehe N'crccniging voor Imclitvaart, 3,
Anna. Puulownaplein, Tin* Magiu*. Netherlands.
Aero Club <lel Peru, Lima,
Aeroklub PolskieJ, ul. Chaubin,skiego, 4, Warsaw, Poland.
Aero Club de Portugal, -Avenida da Ifilierdud 226, Lisbon,
Portugal.

Kungl. Sveuska Aerokhibbtm, Malmskilluad.sgatmi 27, Stockholm, Sweden.
.Aero Club de Suisse, Hirsdiengraben 22, Zurich, Switzca-land.
Aeroklub Republiky Cezkoslovenske, Sraecky 22, I’rague,
Czechoslovakia.

Turk Hava Kurumu,

Enstitu, Caddesi 1, Ankara, Turkey.
Aero Club Central de L’U.S.S.R., Moscow, Touchino, U.S.S.R.
The A,ssoeiated Australian Aero Club.s liave intimated a desix'o
to join and will be admitted in 1947.
The folio W'ing -were formerly member.s but are temporarily

suspended:—
Aero Club di Bulgaria, Sofia, Bulgaria,
Magyar Aero Szovetsc%, Budapest, Hungary.
Aero Club dTtalia, via Cesare Becearia 35, Rome, Italy.
Aero Clubul Regal al Romaniel, B-dul Lascar Catxirgi
Bviearest, Rumania,
Suomen Ilmailulitto Flyforlwnd R,A" Marmerlu'imintflx
Helsinki, Finland.

54,
1

6,

—
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FEDERATION AERONAUTIQUE INTERNATIONALE—rcontinued.
National Aero Clubs, formerly members of the P.A.I., about
which the Federation has at present no information
:

Eesti Aeroklubi, Tallinn, Estonia.
Latvijas Aeroklubs, Riga, Latvia.
Lietuvos Aero Klubas, Kaunas, Lithuania.

The Aero Clubs

by

the

following rei)resent the principal
are recognised by the F.A.I.

World’s

Records

BALLOONS.
Distance in straight Line (U.S.A.).
Commander Davies, U.S.N. and crew of three in Lockheed
P2V-1 Neptune. Perth, W^’estern Australia, to Columbus,
Ohio, U.S.A.
September 2918,105 km. (11,243.2 miles).
1,

1946.

Distance in Closed Circuit (Italy).
Lieut. Col. A. Tondi and crew of two.
Rome.
12,935.770 km. (8,034.1 miles).
1, 1939.

Aeronautique

December

ABSOLUTE RECORD BY ANY TYPE OF AIRCRAFT, INCLUDING

October

of

Germany and

Ja2oan. are considered to

July 30-

Internationale.

31, 1946).

CLASS

G— HELICOPTERS.

Duration with return to starting point (U.S.A.).
Major D. H. Jensen and Major W. C. Dodds in a Sikorsky
R-5A. Dayton, Ohio. November 14, 1946. 9 hours 57 minutes.
Distant in Closed Circuit (U.S.A.).

Major D, H. Jensen and Major "W. C. Dodds in a Sikorsky
R-5A. Dayton, Ohio. November 14, 1946. 1,000 km. (621
miles)

Distance in Straight Line (U.S.A.).
Major F. T. Cashman and Major W. E. Zins in a Sikorsky
R-5A. Dayton, Ohio, to Boston, Mass. May 22, 1946. 1,132.337

August

km. (703.2

Height (U.S.A.).
Capt. A. Stevens and Capt. O. A. Anderson in a balloon.

Speed (over 20 km.). (Germany).
Ewald Rohlfs in a I'ocke Fw.
1937.
122.533 km.h. (76 m.p.h.).

November

11,

1935.

22,066 m. (72,376.5

ft.).

Speed in Straight Line (Great Britain).
Group. Capt. E. M. Donaldson, D.S.O., A.F.C., R.A.F. in a
Gloster Meteor (two Rolls-Royce Derwent V gas-turbine units).
Littlehampton. September 7, 1946. 991 km.h. (616 m.p.h.).

miles).

February

87 hours.

8-10,

1914.

3,052.7

km.

(1,895.7

CLASS B—AIRSHIPS.
Distance (Germany).
Dr. Hugo Eckener in Graf Zeppelin. Lakehurst, U.S.A. to
Friedrichshafen, Germany. October 29-November 1, 1928.
6,384.5

km.

CLASS

C— AEROPLANES.

26,

Patterson Field,
ft.).

F.A.I. now recognises a limited number of point-to-point
speed records, several of w'hich are allocated to each country.
The following are the only such records which have been homologated since the end of the War.

Distance (Germany).
.

June

The

Duration (Germany).
H. Klauen. December 13-17, 1913.

—

Bremen.

POINT-TO-POINT SPEED RECORDS.

A— BALLOONS.

Berliner.
miles).

161.

Height (U.S.A.).
Major E. M. Cassell in a Sikorsky R-5A.
Ohio. February 10, 1947. 5,591 m. ( 18,340

OTHER RECORDS.
CLASS

have

WORLD RECORDS.
Federation

(Correct to

The
which

Krila, Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
Aero-Club de Grece, Athens, Greece.

ceased to exist.

OFFICIAL
Recognised

Nasa

(3,970.77 miles).

London-Karaehi, India (Great Britain).
Air Cdre. N. D’Aeth, Sep Ldr. J. S. Aldridge, Pit. Lt. D. D.
Hurditch and crew in Avro Lancaster Aries. August 21-22,
1946.
6,350 km. (3,943.5 miles) in 19 hrs. 14 min. = 330.15
km.h. (205 m.p.h.).

London-Darwin, West Australia (Great Britam).
Same aircraft and crew as for London-Karaehi. August 2113,903.26 km. (8,633.92 miles) in 45 hrs. 25 min.=
23, 1946.
305 km.h. (189.4 m.p.h.).

London- Wellington, New Zealand (Great Britain).
Same aircraft and crew as for London-Karaehi. August 2118,744.423 km. (11,640.28 miles) in 59 hrs. 60 min.=
24, 1946.
313.27 km.h. (194..54 m.p.h.).

Distance in Straight Line (U.S.A.).
As for Absolute Record see above.

—

Speed in Straight Line (Great Britain).
As for Absolute Record— see above.
Height (Italy).
Lieut. Col. Mario Pezzi in a Caproni Ca. 161&«s.
1938.
17,083 m, (56,032.2 ft.).

October 22,

CLASS C&is— SEAPLANES.
Distance (Great Britain).
Capt. (now Air Vice-Marshal) D. C. T. Bennett and 1st Officer
I.
Harvey in Short Merciuy seaplane (composite launch).
Dundee, Scotland, to Port Nolloth, South Africa. October
9,652 km. (5,993.38 miles).
6-8, 1938.

Distance in Closed Circuit (Italy).
Mario Stoppani and Carlo Tonini in a Cant. 2.500 seaplane.
May 27-28, 1937. 5,200 km. (3,229.2 miles).

Speed in a Straight Line (Italy.)
Lieut. F. Agello in a Macchi-Castoldi 72 seaplane.
709.209 km.h. (440.675 m.p.h.).
23, 1934.

October

Height (Italy).
Colonel N. di Maui’o in a Caproni Ca. 161 seaplane,

ember

25, 1939.

13,542 m. (44,417.7

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS.
Distance (U.S.S,R.).
Miss O. Klepikova in

ft.).

Sept-

Moscow-Stalingrad,

July

Bed Bront
6,

1939.

7

single-seat sailplane,
km. (465,2 miles).

749.203

Out and Return (U.S.S.R.).
Boris Kimelman in Bed Front 7 single-seat sailplane. ToulaRiajsk-Toula. July 23, 1939. 342.37 km. (212.6 miles).
Height (Germany).
E. Ziller in Kranlich sailplane.
1938.

6,838

m.

(22,428.6

Hirchberg.

November

21,

ft.).

Duration (Germany).
Augu.st Boedecker and Karl Zander in Kranlich sailplane.
Rositten. September 9-11, 1938. 50 hrs. 26 min.
{Note .-—A record of 55 hom’s 52 minutes was set up on September 23-24, 1943, in Germany by Ernst Jachtmann, but in
1945 the F.A.I. decided not to recognise records set up during
the War).
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‘

AHOENTINA

i:!

If'

4

sf"

(The Argentine Republic — Republica Argentina)

:

;;,

i;"'

.Ifs

:.};1

ADMINISTRATION

"

m

il‘il:|'

if'r

1

ii’t

the Aeronautical Department was separated from the
jMinistry of War and elevated to the status of a separate iMinistry.
Brigadier General Bartoleme de la Colina, formerly Director
General of Aeronautics becomes the first Air Minister in tlie
Cabinet of President Juan, D. Peron.
The controlling authority of civil aviation is the DirectorGeneral of Civil Aeronautics (Direccion-General de Aeronautica
DirectorCivil), who is directly responsible to the Air Minister.
General of Civil Aviation: Brigadier Jnan L. Garramendi.

In

1)4()

1

Officer

:

Avenida Quintana 591, Buenos

Aires.

Subordinate to the Direccion-General de Aeronautica Civil
ai'e

;

—

This concern is a newly-formeii .subsidiary, with both
and State capital, of tlie Dodero company to operate
domestic air serA'ices. It has reeeiA'ed a charter from tlie
Argentine GoA’ernment to take oA’er tlie domestic serAfice.s
preA'ioush’ operated liA' the Linea.s Aereas del Estado

priA-ate

(L.A.D.E.).

Soziedad Mixta Zonas Oeste y Norte de Aerolineas Argentinas
(Z.O.N.D.A.).

Head

Office

:

Buenos

Aires.

Established in September, 1946, as one of tlie tliree corporations to be f'ormiHi at tlie instigation of the State to
operate domestic services in .•\rgentina. It lias a i-apital of
A. Pesos 1(1,009,(109, of Ailiieh 20'k, is held by the loA-ernment.
Thi.s concern will .s(?rA'e the North and Western area.s of tlie
(

Direcci^n de Aeronautica Comercial, (Directorate of Commercial
Plying).
Direecidn de
Flying).

Aeronautica Deportiva, (Directorate of Private

ASSOCIATIONS
Aero-Club Buenos Aires, Calle Rodriguez Pena 240, Buenos .A.ire.s.
the Federation Aeronmitique Internationale
Affiliated to
(F.A.L). Pre.s'ident Arturo D. Vatteone. Secretary: Jorge
Glenny.
Comite Argentine Permanente de Aeronautica, Avenida Roque
Saenz Pena Olo. Buenos Aires.
;

PUBLICATIONS
Avia. Monthly. Published by the Revista Argentina de
Miquel
Aeronautica, 'S’ictoria 788, Buenos Aires. Editor
:

republic.

Equipment

15 Douglas G-47 (10 pas.sengcr,

:

5

cargo).

Soeiedad Mixta Aeroposta Argentina.
Head Office Avenida de Mayo 5(»0, Buenos Aire.s.
Tins airline, started in 1931 under the guidance of the
French .Xerojio.stale ()'ompany, is now an Argentine concern
Its operations are
of joint State and private ownersiiip.
confined to the Southern area of the republic, vltli headquarters at "General Pachceo” Airport, Buenos Aires.
:

Taxi Aero Argentina S.A. (T.A.A.S.A.).
The formation of this company lias been authorised by tlie
CiA'il AA'iation Department for tlie ojrieration of air taxi,
ambulance and other non-selieduled services within the
republic.

Angel Maccor.
y Armada. Monthly. Published at Avenida Eoqne
Saenz Peila 501, Buenos Aires.
Mundo Aeirmdutko. Monthly. Published at Rivadavia 945Editor
Franci.sco Corteyoso.
949, Buenos Aires.
Monthly. Published at Melincue 2501, Buenos
Ilufus del Aire.
Ejercito

:

Editor

Aires.

Aeronave.
Peila,

:

Salvador Impellizeri.

Montlily.

Buenos

Avenida Rociue Saenz

Publi.shed at 825,

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following international air-(.‘arriers operate
and tlirough Argentina
Compania Aeronautica Uruguaya S.A. (Uruguay).
Pan American Airways (U.S.A,).
Pan American-Grace Airways (U.S.A. ).
Linea Aerea Nacional (Chile).
British South American Airways Corpn. (U.K.).

Lineas Adreas del Estado (L.A.D.E.).
Hoad Ollice Corriontes 480, Buenos Aires.

FLYING SCHOOLS

:

The Government-owned company which
negotiate agreements and

mithorist'd t.)
initiate operations for tlie Flotn
is

Aerea Mercante Argentina (F.A.M.A.), The decree cstablisliing F.A.M.A. also placed the Lineas Aereas del Estado under
the jurisdiction of the Direecion de Aeronautica Civil.
Formerly this organization Avas under the administrative
control of the military authorities. It was a. consolidation
of the military air mail services operated by the Linea Aerea
Siidoeste (L.xA.S.E.) and the Linea Aerea Noreste (L.A.N.E.),
inaugurated in 1940 to serv^e areas ill-supplied with eonimuniciations and to provide training and practice in navigation
and cross-country flying for military flying personnel. Domestic air routes are now to be operated by three corporations
formed at the instigation of the State and to be partly vState
and partly privately owned.
Flota Aerea Mercante Argentina (F.A.M. A.).
Head Office: Corrientes 480-84, Buenos Aires.
Tins corporation has been established to serve as the
accepted "chosen mstrumen.t” for all international air .services.
It has a capital of A. Pesos 150,000,000, of which one-third
It will enjoy exclu.sive reciprocity rights
is held by the State.
derived from all international agreements.

National Seliool ol’ .Aeronjintic.9 gitu'.s ground in.struction
and flying courses, while the .\rg»:»ntine Weatlier Bureau is
organizing a. service of upper air weather ob.servations, using
.4

military aircraft and pilot.s.
The Univer.sitie.s of Buenos Aires and Cordoba hav'e added a
.seat of xVeronautical Engineering to their curricula.

FLYING CLUBS
State aid for flying clubs (fiiiancial and material, in the shape

of aircraft) is contingent oir compliance with strict i-egirlations,
the principal of which are the obligation to maintain a school for
training pilots, to facilitate the training of as many pilots as
possible, to maintain stoclvs of aircraft fuel and lubricants for
machines in transit, and to provide instruction in aeronautics.
Aviation material is exempt from custom.s duty.
The Government sponsor.s a programme to develop private
flying.
The Government bear the flying costs based on actual
hours flown and pays the .salaries of instructors. The flying
effibs pay for maintenance and repair of tlie aircraft.

AIRPORTS

'

Short Sunderland (Dodero-owned), Avro Yoi*k
Equipment
and Vickers Viking. Three Avro Tudor II on order.
:

Compaiiia Argentina de Aeronavegaeidn Dodero S.A. (Dodero).
Head Office: Carrento 389, Buenos Aires.
Thi.s company was formed in 1945. by the Dodero shipping
mtei'e,sts to establish air services between Argentina and the
neighbouring countries and Europe. It acquired complete
control of the Corporacion Sudamericana de Servicios Aeros
The company has met with many setbacks
in May, 1946.
and the creation of the State-inspired P.A.M. A. corporation
makes it seem unlilcely that it will be permitted to conduct
international airline services imder the Argentine flag.
In the meantime, the company has formed a subsidiary
(See A.L.F.A.),
to operate domestic services.
Sociedad Mixta Aviaeion Litoral Fluvial Argentlno
Offlee

;

to

Servicios Aereos Cruiziero do Sul, Ltda. (Brazil).

Aires.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Head

service.s

:

Buenos

(

A.L.F. A.).

Witli Custom.s facilities u'ithout time limit.
Buenos Aires (Sei.s de Setembre or Presidento Rivadavia).
Altitude above mean sea level,
Lat. IMMO'B., 5S°39'W.
60 ft.
Runway N.N.W./S.S.E. 1,535 yds. x 43 yds.
Ju.TUY (.Alto del Comodero). Lat. 24‘^14'S., Long. (io'^lo'W.,
Altitude above mean .sea level 4,139 ft.
Meniioza (Los Tamarindos). Lat. 32"50'S., Lung. 68‘^47'W.
Altitude above mean sea level 2,476 ft.
Monte Ca.seros. Province of Corrientes. Lat. 3(FT6'S., Long.
48°47'W. Altitude above mean sea level 161 ft.
Province of Chaco. Lat. 27“29'S., 59“0'W.
Re.sisten(:'1A.
Altitude 167 ft.
Lat. 24°36'S., Long. (>5°
S.vLTA (General Manuel Belgrano).
Altitude 3,848 ft.
25'IV.
For complete details regarding existing aerodromes in Argentina, reference should be made to
Aeronautica de Aeropistas,
issued from Avenida Roque Saenz 1‘ena 615 (Ediflcio Bencich),

Buenos

Aires,

Aires.

BELGIUM
(The

Kingdom of the Belgrians—Royaume de Belgique)

ADMINISTRATION
Tlie administration of civil aviation in
sibility of the following

department ::;—-

L’ Administration de PA^ronautique.

.

Belgium

Addre.ss
is

the respon-

90,

:

Rue do

la Loi, Brussels.

Director
M. E. Crabbe.
Responsible for the regulation and supervision of air
navigation, as well as the agreements arrivt=td at with foreign
:

—

—

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

BELGIUM— continued.

countries, and for the encouragement of the national aircraft
industry, aeronautical science and aircraft construction.
It is assisted by the
Service Technique de I’A^ronautique.
Address
53, Boulevard' du Regent, Brussels.
Director
M. I’lngenieur Plorine.

Head

Office
145, Rue Royale, Brussels.
Belgian air transport is in the hands of S.A.B.E.N.A.
which was incorporated in 1923 and is owned |ointly by the
Belgian Government, the Belgian Congo Colonial Government, and the principal Belgian banks.
Equipment: Douglas DC-4, Douglas DC-3, Douglas C-47,

:

;

:

—

;

Lockheed

ASSOCIATIONS
d’Aeronautique. 53, Avenue des

Lode.star,

(Douglas DC- 6 and

Comite National
Arts, Brussels.
Entrusted with the co-ordination of all private and nonflying
commercial
activities.
Aero-Club Royal de Belgique. 48, Avenue des Arts, Brussels.

Lockheed 14 and

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

1901.
Affiliated to the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (F.A.L).
Federation des Clubs d’Aviation de Tourisme. 11, Place Leopold,

Antwerp.

AIRPORTS

PUBLICATIONS
de

Brussels.
JJ Echo des

Bbxjssels
197 ft.

Founded in 1904 by the late M. Adhemar
Published monthly at 13, Rue de la Brederode,

de V Air.

la Hault.

Jacques, Antwerp.
AewneJ-Luchtvaart-tiiig.
eaux, Brussels.

Rue Mass-

Published monthly at 37, Rue des Cygnes, Brussels.
Beiges.
Published monthly at 26, Avenue de la

Pilote.

Les

Published quarterly at 33,

Aile.s

Liberte, Brussels.
L' Aviation.

Published monthly at 300, Avenue d’Auderghem,

Brussels.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Societe

Anonyme

Beige

d’ Exploitation

(Haren).

Lat

Long

50°53']Sr.,

Customs Airport with

all

04°25'E.,

facilities

Altitude

(radio, sheds,

lighthouse,
meteorological station,
etc.).
One concrete
runway 1,000 m. long, one emergency perforated steel sheet
runway 1,050 m. long. Aerodrome ojDen for commercial
traffic round the clock, for tourist traffic from sunrise to sunset.
Bkitssuls (Melsbroek). Civil aii'port open to heavy cargo
aircraft by day only.
No customs. I’hree concrete runways
1,050, 1,600 and 1,300 m. long respectively.
L;e ZouTE (Knocke).
Lat, 51°2P N., Long. 03''’2PE., Altitirde
10 ft.
Civil aerodrome with customs facilities for passengers
only.
Two runways, both 1,100 m. long.
Gosseltes (Charleroi). Civil aerodrome. One runway 1,100
:m. long.
St. Denis Westbem (Ghent).
Civil aerodrome.
One runway
1,000 m. long.

Published fortnightly at S3, Marche St.

Ailes.

52.

(Operating routes to and through Belgium).
A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden).
Air-Prance (France).
British European Airways Corporation (IJ.K.).
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie (Czechoslovakia).
Pan American World Airways (U.S.A.).

Founded

La Conquete

Junkers Ju

IS,

DH Dove on order).

de la Navigation Aerienne

(S.A.B.E.N.A.).

THE BELGIAN CONGO
ADMINISTRATION

Boma

By

order of the Governor-General, dated December 27, 1939,
an Aeronautical Service was created within the Service of
Public Works of the Government to administer all matters
concerning aviation in the colony.

Anonyme

;

—

Customs Aerodrome.

Civil

Leopoldville (Prov. Leopoldville)
Wireless,

Petrol

:

—Civil Customs Aerodrome.

hangers, repairs, meteorological station, sanitary

service.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Societe

(Prov. Leopoldville)

hangar, repairs, sanitary service.

CoQUiLHATViLLE (Prov. Coquilhatville)
drome. Hangar, wireless, repairs,

Beige d’ Exploitation de la Navigation Aerienne

(S.A.B.E.N.A.).

:

—

Civil
petrol,

Customs Aerometeorological

station, sanitary service.

FOREIGN TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Libenge (Prov.

following international air-carriers operate routes to and
through the Belgian Congo.
Air France (France).

The

Hangar,

:

—

-

—

Civil Customs
service,
:

Civil

Aerodrome.

Aerodrome

—

Civil Customs AeroElisabethville (Prov. Elisabethville)
drome,
Hangar, repairs, petrol, meteorological station,
sanitary service. Manager: Jose de la Reza.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
t

:•

Stanleyville (Prov. Stanleyville)
Hangar, wireless, repairs, sanitary

D.E.T.A. (Portuguese West Africa).
Pan American World Airways (U.S.A.).

Banningvili-e (Prov. Leopoldville)

—

Coquilhatville)
Civil Customs
wireless, petrol, repairs, sanitary service.

Customs Aerodrome.

Wireless, hangar, repairs, petrol, sanitary service.

BOLIVIA
(The Bolivian Republic— Repubiica Boliviana)
ADMINISTRATION

to subsidize tlio

ASSOCIATION
La Paz. President

—

The following international air-carrier operates routes to and
througli Bolivia

Juan Pando.

Pan American-Graee Airways

Lloyd A§reo Boliviano (L.A.B.).
Casilla 132,

:

The principal aerodrornes in Bolivia are
Aiquile, Apolo,
Gachdela EsPERiUsrzA, CajIada Laega, Chaeagoa, Giioeeti,
Gobija, Cochabamba, Oomakapa, Concepcion, Guayabameiun,
Ipi.as,
Joboohito, Lajas, La Paz, Magdalena, Mizque,
Motacijsito, Oburo, Pozo Del Tigbe, Pulquina, Puerto
Suabez, Riber-alta, PvOBOr^!, San Bobja, San Ignacio, San
Javier, San Josij, San Lorenzo, Santa Ana, Santa Cbuz,
Sucre, Tabu a, Todo.s Santos, Trinidad, Tres Cruces,
Uyuni, Valle Abajo, Vallic Grande,Villa Montes, Villazon,
:

Cochabamba.
Ing. Erederico A. Rocha.
President
This airline, which began op8ration.s
fo.stered by German aviation interests,
Office

Inc. (Panagra),

AERODROMES

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Head

of 16,000

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY

;

Cluh Aero Boliviano.

company by monthly paynients

Bolivians (13,333 Bol. — £'l at par).
Equipment : Lockheed Lodestars.

Aviation in Bolivia is under the jui'isdiction of the Ministry
of Defence.
Colonel Jorge Jordan.
Director General of Aeronautics
Civil

:

in 1926, was largely
chiefly the Deutsch

On May 14, 1941, the company was expropriated
Lufthansa.'
by the Bolivian Government. In order to improve the operations of the company an agreement was concluded on June 9,
1941, whereby Pan American-Graee Airways loaned personnel
The Government continues
for instruction piuposes, etc.

Yacuiba.

BRAZIL
(The United States of Brazil- -Estados Unidos do Brasil)
ASSOCIATION
ADMINISTRATION
1941, by Decree No. 2,961, an Air Ministry
Aero Club do Brasil, 31 Rua Alvaro

On January 20,
was formed to control and co-ordinate

all flying activities in

The Minister for Air is Major-General Armando Trompowski. The Department of Civil Aeronautics (Director
Brazil.

—

:

^Administration,
divided into four branches
The address of the
Traffic, Operations and Meteorology.
Departamento de Aeronautica Civil, AeroDepartment is
porto Santos Dumont, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

Dr. Cesar Grillo)

;

is

—

:

Alvin, Rio de Janeho.
President
Dr. Roberto Pimentel. Affiliated with the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (F.A.I.).
Controls the activities of all Flying Clubs in Brazil.

Founded: 1911.

:

PUBLICATIONS
Official
(Wings). Founded in 1922. Published monthly.
Office
Rua Alvaro .Alvin
organ of the Aero Club do Brasil.

A 208

:

—

HISTORICAL
BRAZIL

—

:

mntimml.
B.D. Bo.x, 24.3,
S.A. Empresea de Viacao Aerea Rio Grandense.
I'orto Alegre.
was started in
Tills compiiny. coinnionly known as "X nvig,
conjunction with the now defunct Sindicaio (Juidor in 1927
and took over services in the Sontli of Rra'/.i! wiiich for a sliort

No. 31 and Rna

Director in
1° de Mar?o 101, Bio de Janeiro.
Cap. Salvador C. de Sa e Benevides. Chief Editor
charge
Jose Garcia de Souza.
Published monthly. Technical
dviapao. Founded in 1937.
^
Office
Rua Uruguayana
L. Nobre de Almeida.
Director
No. 104 Rio de Janeiro.
Director
1942. Teelmieal montljly.
Aviao. Founded in
Run 10
Office;
Air Brigadier Lysias Atignsto Rodrigues.
de Marco 7, Rio de Janeiro.
Esguadrilha. Pounded in 1941. Peiuodical magazine published by the cadets of the Aeronautical School, Cainpo dos
:

:

:

:

Rio de Janeiro.
do Ministerio da Aeronantica, Founded in 1941.
Official monthlj' bulletin published by the Ministry of
Aeronautic.s and containing all decrees, laws, dis|iatches, etc.,
Aft'onsos,

Boleiim

time ]ircvionsly had lieen tiowa hy Condor itseif. The
comjiany operates from head<|uarters at I’ortr* Alc'gre entirely
in tlie .State of Rio t iraruie tio Sul, irom which it has received
a subsidy since 1932.

Etfuip'meut includes aireraft; of tlie following types;
Fiat C.2. D.H. S9, Locklieed Electra and Junkers F.13.
Services Aereos Cruzeiro do Sul, Ltda.
.-Xvenida Rio Branco, 12S. F.O. Box 190, Rio
Oilice
de -Janeiro.
This coinpaip\’, formerly known as Sindicato Condor l,Jmitada, was taken over by the Brazilian iovernment in 1940
Hie
and rcnained Seiu’iyos .Xereos (foinior Ijimitada.
re-organization was coiiqdet.ed in Xovemljcr 1942. a'lien the
'i’he
conijiuny
ailo]»tcd.
lias
b<‘f*n
was
selected
I'trcseul iiaine
as Brazifs ‘Chosen Instrument” and an agreement is proposed
lietweeu Rrazii. Argentina, ami Chile for it to oiierate in
conjunctiou witii P.A.M.A. and 1,,.A.X. on iuteriuitional

Head

_

concerning Bi'azilian air activities.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
:

:

Conipanhia Metropolitana de Transportes Aereos S.A.
Head Office Avenida Rio Branco ISl, 15 Amlar, Sola 1504,
Rio de Janeiro.
This company operate.s non-schedided services only.
Empreza de Transportes Aerovias Brasil S.A.
Head Office Avenida Presidente Wilson 198, Rio de Janeiro.
This company is a subsidiary of the T.A.C.A. organization.
;

services.

six Dougla.s DC-3.S

and two Lockheed

Head

is

and

I

I

DC-3

louglas

on iSeptember

dauciro.

;

s

1941.

9,

FLYING CLUBS

Aeroporto Santos-Dumont, Rio de? Janiero.
in 1930 a.s a subsiiliary of RauAmeriean Airways. In 1944 control of the company was
transferred to Brazilian interests and Pan American now has
a 48% minority intere.st. The company claira.s to ha\’e the
longest domestic network of ah sorvice.s (nearly 20,000 miles)
of any airline in the Western Hemi.sphere.
It lias a staff of
Office;

The Directorate of

.Xvisition, tlirough a sjiecial Aero
Clul) Depai’t.raent, gi\-es helji and eiicoiiragement tw the Flying
Clubs in many way.s, one of tlm most im{:»ort4mt l>eing tlie distribution of suitable instructional aireraft. -Approximately 350
light aeroplanes of American and national inanufaeture are

company was formed

over 3,000.

Equipment includes

di-

aireraft.

Panair do Brasil S.A.

This

Rio

The following internationai iiir-eai'Hers openttu routes to and
Ihroiigh Brazil
Air France (Fnimnd.
British South American Airways (theat Britain).
Flota A6rea Mercante Argentina (Argentina).
Pan American World Airways (I’nited Htair*s).
Pan American-Grace Airways (Cnited States).

’urn.

d<‘ Janeii'o

Head Office: Avenida Kilo I’ecanlia, 31, Rio dc .laneirm
Commonly called "N.A.B.'’, this company inaugurated it

Head

XX'ilson 3’27,

Oftice : Rua Lilicro Badaro 92. Sao Paulo.
Tliis canipaiiy. often known as "X'asp,” ojierates internal
air routes in Brazil liased on Hao 1‘aulo using .Linkers Jii 52

Navegaeao Adrea Brasileira.

service

Avenida President

Office:

Head

to Baliia.

first

tyjies:

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

28, de Setemliro, (iS, Belem do
authorised to opiM-ate Irom Rio

Rna

comjtany

fullouing

Viacao Aerea Sao Paulo.

Linhas Adreas Brasileiras.
Office;

llie

This company, fornicti in I '.>44, ojierates freight services
from Rio dc Janeiro to Salvatlor. Aracuju and Rt'cii'e. Its
fleet consists of three Consolidated Cataiina flying-boats and
one Budd twin-engiiicii freiglit carrier.

Office;

Tliis

of

Aerea Santos Dumont S.A.

\(iacao

Avenida Erasmo Brago 20-A, Rio de Janeiro.
This company was formed in 1944 and jdans to estaldisli
airlmes through the interior of Brazil. It bought six Canadianbuilt Avro Ansons from the War .Vsscts Corpn. in Canada.

Head

aircraft

12s.

Linha Aerea Transcontinental Brasileira.

Head

includes

Er|ui{}U!i‘iit

Douglas DC-4. Dnugias 1)1 ‘-3, F«teki>-Wuli' Fw 2!!ti, .Linkers
Ju 52. Lockheed Electra aad ten .Xlarfia 202 (on i.irdef).

:

onms

:

t

Aerovia S.A. de Minas Gerais.
Head Office Rua Tainoios 30, Belo Horizonte, Minas ( Icrais.
Conipanhia Meridional de Transportes.
Avenida Franklin Roosevelt 120, Sobre-loju,
Head Office
Rio de Janeiro.
This company operates nnscheduled cargo services only.
It owns three A\to Ansons.

It
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aircraft of the following type.s

:

now owned by

Civil

approved clubs,

tlie

AERODROMES

—Lock-

For details of

heed Constellation (3), Lockheed Lodestar, Sikorsky S-43
dying-boats and amphibians, Douglas DC-3 and Douglas
DC-4.

should be

made

aifjitirts

and aerodromes

in

Bra/,ii

reference

to the

Acrirnmiiim de Acmiiisfa.s, altluinable
through E. B. Covey, Avenida. Roque Saenz Pena 015, Buenos
Aires.

THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH OF NATIONS

1-THE BRITISH EMPIRE
GREAT BRITAIN
ADMINISTRATION
The

control of Civil Aviation in the United Kingdom is vested
in the Minister of Civil Aviation, and orders are issued from
time to time under his authority for the safety and benefit of
all concerned with Civil flying in the British Isles.

Air Registration Board

Address;
Brettenham House, Lancaster Place, Strand,
London, W.C. 2.
Chairman The Rt. Hon. Lord Brabazon of Tara, M.C., P.C.
Vice-Chai/rmm
Sir
Frederick Handley
Page, C.B.E.,
:

The Ministry

of Civil Aviation
Address Ariel House, Strand, London, W-C. 2.
Minister of Civil Aviation The Rt. Hon. The
R.C., T.D., M.P.

:

:

;

Parliamentary Secretary

Permanent Secretary
C.B., B.A., B.Se., B.D.

:

:

Lord Nathan,

G. S. Lindgren, M.P,

Henry

Sir

F.R.Ao.S., A. B. XStewart, Guy P. Jolmsoii, C.B.E. (Hon.
Treasurer) and Sir Maiu’iee Denny, Bt., K.B.E.
Other Members of the Board%. Sir Roy Dobson, C.B.E.,
P.R.Ae.S., Gapt. A. G. Lamplugh, C.B.E. F.R.Ao.S., M.I..\e.S.,
F’.R.G.S., C. C. Walker, A.M.LC.E., F.R.Ae.S., J. D. North,
F. R.Ae.S,, M.I..A.E., Major R, H, Thornton, ALC., Wing t'dr.
R. FL Btocken, F.R.Ae.S., L. Murray Stewart, J. J, Taylor,
G. P. Olley, ALM.. E. R. H. Hill, H. R. I'errin. C.:B.E.. F. C. RJaques.
Principal Surveyor
R, E. Hardingham, A.F.R.Ae.S.
CMef Surveyor {Dedgn) : Walter Tye. B.Sc., A.F.R.Ae.S.
Chief Surveyor (Engines)
W. M. eWus, A.ALI.A.E.
Chief Surveyor (Airwortldness) i J. Norman, A.F.R.Ae.S.
.

Self,

K'C.M.G., K.B.E.,

Chief Aeronautical Adviser Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick
Bowhill, G.B.E., K.C.B., G.M.G., D.S.O.
Permanent Under-Secretaries: H. G. X^incent, C.B., C.V.O.,
G. S. Dunnett, A. H. Wilson, e.B.E.
Deputy Secretary W. C, G, Crihbett, G.M.G.
Director-General of Teehnieal Services^ Air J/ice-Marshal A.
:

;

t

:

:: ::
I:

::::
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The Air Registration Board, set up in February, 1937, undertakes such functions in connection with design, construction
and maintenance of civil aircraft as may be delegated to it by
the Minister of Civil Aviation. It is respon.sible for the issue
of Certificates of Airworthiness to all British civil aircraft.

ASSOCIATIONS
is

incorporated the

of Aeronautical Engineers).
Founded: 1866.
Hamilton Place, W.l.
President
Sir Frederick Handley Page, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.
Vice-Presidents
Dr. H. Roxbee Cox, Ph.D., D.I.C., B.Sc.,
F.R.Ae.S., Sir Olix'^er Simmonds, M.A., F.R.Ae.S. and N. E.
Rowe. Librarian: Mr. J. E. Hodgson, Hon. F.R.Ae.S.
Secretary
Captain J. Laurence Pretchard, Hon. F.R.Ae.S.
The Royal Aeronautical Society, founded in 1866, is the
oldest institution hi the World devoted to flying. It exists for
Institution
4,

;

:

:

:

the furtherance of the Science of Aeronautics.
Branches of the Royal Aeronautical Society exist in the
following places :— Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Brough,
Cambridge, Coventry, Derby, Clasgow, Gloucester and Cheltenham, Hatfield, Isle of Wight, Leicester, Luton, Manchester,
Portsmouth, Reading, Rochester, Southampton, Weybridge,
Yeovil, and overseas at Sydney, Australia
Montreal and
Ottawa, Canada; Capetown, S. Africa; Wellington, Hew
Zealand.
;

Founded 1909.
of the United Kingdom.
Piccadilly, London, W.l.
Affiliated to the
Aeronautique Internationale. President
Lord

The Royal Aero Gluh
Offices;

-.

119,

Federation

:

Brabazon of Tara, M.C., P.G. Vice-Presidents
The Duke
of Sutherland, K.T., The Marquess of Londonderry, K.G.,
P.C., M.V.O., Lord Gorell, C.B.E., M.C., Captain Sir Geoffrey
de Havilland, O.B.E., Lt-Col. Sir Francis K. McClean, A.F.C.,
Sir W. Lindsey Everard, D.L., J.P., and Sir Frederick Handley
Page, C.B.E. Chahman Air Cdre. Whitney Straight, C.B.E.,
M.C., D.F.C.
Seci'etary- General
Colonel Rupert Preston,
:

:

:

C. B.E.

The Royal Air Force Club. Founded
Secretary:
Piccadilly, London, W.l.
Dunn, C.B.E., D.S.G., R.A.F. (retired).
:

Offices

Ah

Cdre.

:

128,

W. H.

Incorp.
1916.
Society of British Aircraft Constructors, Ltd.
President: W. R.
Offices: 32, Savile Row, London, W.l.
Verdon Smith (Bristol Aeroplane Co., Ltd.). Deputy PresArthur Gouge, B.Sc., M.I.Mech.E., F.R.Ae.S., F.I.Ae.S.
ident

The

:

:

Robert
Vice-President;
Ltd).
(Saunders-Roe,
Blackburn, O.B.E., A.M.I.O.E., F.R.Ae.S., M.I.M.E. (Blackburn Ahcraft, Ltd.). Management Committee H. Burroughes
(Gloster Ahcraft Co., Ltd,), Sir Roy Dobson, C.B.E. (A. V.
Roe & Co., Ltd.), H. P. Folland (FoUand Ahci'aft, Ltd.),E. W. Hives, C.H., M.B.E. (Rolls-Royce, Ltd.), Major H. R.
Kiiner, M.C. (Vickers-Ai-mstrongs, Ltd.), F. G. Miles (Miles
Aircraft, Ltd.), Sir Frederick Handley Page (Handley Page,
Ltd.), F. E. N. St. Barbe (de Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd.),
Sir Frank Spriggs (Hawker Ahcraft, Ltd.), Major 0. J. B.
Ball, D.S.O., M.C, (Magnesium Elektron, Ltd.) and J. E.
Chorlton (Smith’s Ahcraft Instruments, Ltd.). Director
E. C. Bowyer.
The Society is officially recognized as the representative
body of the British Ahcraft Industry. It acts by agreement
in co-operation with the Royal Aeronautical Society and the
Royal Aero Club in all matters of common interest.
(U.S.A.)

:

and Air Navigators of the British Empire.
Londonderry House, Park Lane, London, W.l.
The Guild was founded on October 1, 1929, to further the
efficiency of commercial aviation and to uphold the dignity
Permanent Grand
and. prestige of ah pilots and navigators.
Master; H.R.Pl. Prmces.s Elizabeth. Master; The Marquess
Deputy Master: Wing
of Londonderry, K.G., P.C., M.V.O.
Cdre. N. A. Woodhead, D.S.C., A.F.C. Secretary-General
Lawrence A. Wingfield, M.C.,,
I.
L. S. MoNicol. Clerk:
of Air Pilots

Offices:

Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer

D. F.C.

Wing Cdr.

;

:

C. A. Pike, A.E.C., A. F.R.Ae.S.
Francks Chichester.

1909.
The Air League of the British Empire. Date of Ineorp.
Kinnaird Hoirse, la, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.l.
Offices
President; The Rt. Hon. The Earl of Harewood, K.G.,
G.C.V.O., D.S.O., T.D. Chairman of the Executive Committee
Major R. H. Mayo, O.B.E., A.M.Inst.G.E., F.R.Ae.S. SecJ.
retary-General: E. Colston Shepard. Hon. Treasurer
Arthur Rank, D.L,, J.P.
:

:

The British Air Line Pilots Association. Founded 1937. Offices:
His Grace
President
9-10, Marble Arch, London, W.l.
the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, A.F.C. Chahman
Capt, J. W. G. James, O.B.E. Secretary: Denis Follows.
The principal objects of the Association are to protect,
improve and advance the interests, of its members and of the
:

profession generally.

;

The British Gliding Association. Founded 1929. Offices
Londonderry Hoiise, 17, Park Lane, London, W.L Chairman:
Dudley Hiscox. Secretary E. H. D. Spence.
Controls the sport of glidhxg in the United Kingdom under
powers delegated by the Royal iliero Club.
The Aerodrome Owners Association. Founded 1934. Offices
Londonderry House, 17, Park Lane, London, W.l. Secretary
H. R. Gillma.il, A.F.R.Ae.S.
Foimded to protect the intereste of aerodrome owners
:

generally.

The British Air Charter Association. Founded 1946. Offices
Londonderry House, 17, Park Lane, London, W.l. Secretary
H. R. Gillman, A.F.R.Ae.S.
Represents the interests of all British companies operating
;

charter or other non-scheduled

ah

services.

The Association of British Aero Clubs. Pounded 1946.
Londonderrv House, 17, Park Lane, London, W.l.

Offices

:

Chair-

man:

Air' Cdr. Whitney Straight, C.B.E., M.C., D.F.C.
Secretary: Colonel R. L. Preston, C.B.E. Assistant Secretary
E. H. D. Spence.
Founded to take over the work of tlie Associated Clubs
Council of the Royal Aero Club. Its objects ai'e the promotion and encouragement of Hying through the medium of
clubs for the benefit and in the interests of the British public.
The Aeronautical Research Council. Founded on May 5, 1909,
as the Advisoi-,y Committee for Aeronautics. The Council
disseminates the results of official research and advises on
theoretical problems of aeronautics.
Chairman
Professor
Sydney Goldstein, F.R.S.
Founded in 1920.
•The Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers.
Address; Londonderry House, 17, Park Lane, London, W.l.
Chairman A. F. Houlberg. Hon. Secretary L. M. Walker,
The Circle of Aviation Writers. Foimded 1940. Address
President
G. Geoffrey
40, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
Smith, M.B.E. Hon. Secretary
Alan Tomkins.
Founded 1945.
The Helicopter Association of Great Britain.
Address 115, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.3. Chairman
Basil
Sqd. Ldr. H. A. Marsh, A.F.C. Hon. Secretary
;

;

;

;

:

1918.

This Club exists for the association of officers of the R.A.F.,
the Fleet Air Arm and the Air Forces of the Dominions and
Colonies, and its ordinary membership is confinetl exclusively
to such officers. It was formed originally as the Royal Flying
Corps Club.

The Guild

Society of Licensed Aircraft Engineers.
Address
Finsbrny
C'heus House, Blomfield Street, London, E.C.2.
Secretary
E. C. Rogers, B.Sc. The object of the Society is to advance
the iutorests of Licensed Aircraft Engineers.

:

The Royal Aeronautical Society (with which
Offices

AVIATION)

—continued.

:

:

:

;

Arkell,
Britain.
Founded 1945.
Society of Great
Taptonville Road, Sheffield, 10. President
Group Capt. The Hon. Max Aitken, D.S.O., D.F.C., M.P,
Vice-President
Dr. A. P. Thurston, M.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.
Hon. General Secretary R. W. Allott, A.R.Ae.S,
The Aeronautical Engineers’ Association. Founded 1943.
Head Office 108, Church Street, Croydon, Surrey. President
H. Tremain. General Secretary J. H!, Stevenson. Branch

The

Helicopter

Address

:

25,

:

:

:

:

offices in

Swindon, Wolverhampton,

Carlisle,

Dumfries and

Belfast.

PUBLICATIONS
A.B.C.

.47/'

&

Skinner

Guide.
Published monthly, price 2/6, by Thomas
Co. (Publications), Ltd., 141, Fetter Lane, London,

E.C.4.

Incorporating the Model Aeroplane ConPublished monthly, price 1/3, by The Model
Aeronautical Press, Ltd., Allen House, Newarke Street,
Leicester.
Editor
C. S. Rushbrooke.
Aeronautics. Published monthly, price 2/-, by C. Arthur
Pearson, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand,
Oliver Stewart, M.C., A.F.C.
London, W.C.2. Editor
The Aeroplane. Founded in 1911 by C. G. Grey. Published
weekly, price 1/-, by Temple Press, Ltd., Bowling Green Lana,
London, E.C. I. Editor Thurstan James.
The Aeroplane Spotter. Incorporating the Bulletin of The
National Association of Spotters’ Clubs. Published fortnightly, qjrice 3d., by Temple Press, Ltd., Bowling Green
Lane, London, E.C. 1. Editor; Charles W. Cain.
Air Mail. The Official Organ of the R.A.F. Association.
Published monthly, price 6d., by R.A.F. Association Publishing Co., Osnaburgh House, Osnaburgh Street, London, N. W.l.
The Air Reserve Gazette. Incorporating the Air Training Corps
Gazette. Published monthly, price 6fl., for the Air League
of the British Empire, la, Pall Mall East, London, S.W.L,
by the Rolls House Publishing Co., Ltd. Editor; Leonard

The Aero Modeller.
structor.

:

:

:

Taylor.

Air Review. Published monthly, price 2/-, by Air Review, Ltd.,
The Aerodrome, Billington Road, Stanbridge, Bedfordshire.
Editors
E. J. Riding and 0. G. Thetford.
Air Transport. Published monthly, price 1/-, by “Air Transjiort” Publishing Co., Ltd., Associate of Staples Press, Ltd.,
Cavendish Place, London, W.l. Editor: A. James Payne.
Air Transport and Airport Engineering. Published monthly,
price 1 /-, by Temple Press, Ltd., Bowding Green Lane, London,
John Longhurst.
Editor
E.G.l.
Published monthly, price 2/-, by Bunhil
AircraJ't Engineering.
Publications, Ltd., 12, Bloomsbury vSquare, London, W.C.
Lt.-Col. W. Lockwood Marsh, O.B.E
Editor
:

:

:

—

.
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Aircraft Production. Published montldy,
Sons, Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street,

Editor

W.

;

1939 under the Britisli Overseas Airways Act of that- year, and
on April 1, 1940, the air transport, undertakings of
Imperial .\irway.s. Ltd. aiul Britisli .Airways, Ltd., \vliich had
been at the dispo.sal t»f tho Secretary ol State lor Air since tlie
outbreak of war. It i.s the large.st of the three Corporations
set up by the Gox'ernment to ikn'elojt .British^ air transport
uiuler the provisions of the Civil A\'iatiou Act of August, 1949.
Its functions are to o}ipraT(:‘ tlie Commouwealtii^ and Emigre,
Noi-tb Atlantic and Far Eastern routes from the United Kiiigdoni.
and any route not uatbin tlie sphere of the British European
Airuay's or British Soutli .American .Virways.

2/-, b>' Hibb &
London, S.E.l.

E. Goff.

i

_

t

i

.

acipiired

i

and International Air trinde. I’liDJished
monthly, price 11/-, by llradshaw s Air Guido, .Bi'iids>bi.iu House,
Surrey Street, London, W.C'.2.
Pabli.slied monthly, price
Air^iorts and Air Transportation.
by Clarke <k Hnntor (Loudon) Ltd., ii2. \ ictoria Street,
London, S.W.l. Editor: W. E. Pereival.
All the, World's Aircraft. Founded in IDOU by tlio late Fred T.
Britiiih

Jiriuishnu>’n

1

3s. Od., b3' Sampson Lo%v,
Publislied auiiimlly, price
& Co., Ltd., 43, Liidgato Hill, London, E.C.4. Edited

Jane.

Marston

Operating Divisions.
African and Middle East,

and compiled by Leonard .Bridgman.
FUqht. The Ol'licial Jomnal of tho Ro\-al

Founded
-\ero Club.
Published weeklj', ])rice I'-, by Flight Pid^lishing
1009.
Co., Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, .London, S.E.l.
Editor C. M. Poulseir.
The Light Plane and Private Oimer. Pid.)lishetl inouthly, price
l/6, by Light Plane Publications, Ltd., 4, Sutherland Avenue.
Maida Yale, London, IV'.'.). Editor H. iM. Herat.\v.
Model Aircraft, ifhe Journal of the Society ol’ .Model Aeronautical Engineers. Pid)lislied moutldj", ])ri(‘e L -, by Pereival
Marshall & Co.. Ltd., 23, Great Queen Street, Loiulou. W.C.2.
Editor: A. F. .Hoidberg, A..F.R.Ae.S.
The Oi'tieial
27ie Journal of the Boijal Aeronautical Society.
Organ of the ll 03ml Aeronautical Society. Fouudetl 1S97 as
the Aeronautics Journal. Published moiitbl\'. price 7/ti, 1)3'
The Ro3arl Aeronautical Societ3^ 4, Hamilton Place, I.ondon.
W.l. Editor: Joan Bi^adhrooke,
The Royal Aero Club Gazette. Published monthh' Ija' the Ro3''al
Aero'Club, 119, Piccadilly, Loudon, AV.L, for distribution to
all members and associate members.
Pid^lished f|uarterl3-, price 5/-,
The. Royal Air Force. Quarterly.
by Gale & Polden, Ltd,, Ideal House, Arg341 Street, London,
A\M. Editor: Wing-Cdre. C. G. Rtirge, (i.B.E.
The Railplane amt Glider. Published inontbly, price 1/-, for
the tihder Pre.ss, Ltd., 139, Strand, Lomlun, \V.C.2., 113' 'I’lie
Fit. I,t. Vernon
J^ditor
Rolls Hou.se .Pu))li.shiug Co., Ltd
Blunt.
L(i.
hv (iu‘ authority of
Published montb^y, ])ric(>
Weather.
Ihlitorial GIlieos
49,
the Ro3''al Meteorological Society.
-1.
Cromwell Hoad, Loudon, S.\\'.7. Joint Ifalitors
,1. S. Forrest, M.A., B.Sc., F.lust.P.
Drurrunoiul, F.R.Met.S.
D.PbiL, and Wiuir-Cclr. R. M. Potdter,
A. R. Meetham,

Kasr

Headquarters:
Eastern.
Karacdii, Sind.

Headquarters: Room
New York, 20.
Home Stations. Hend(juartoi'.<

(Dorset), with the

The base

maintenance

luise is at Poole
blythe (Hants).

luiat

ltas(>

at

and annual oveirliaul
an ceKperimmita! factori- for re-search

'.riiere is

at Brislington (Bristol).
T’liere are liases overseas at Cairo

and .Montreal

major

for

maintenanee.
(as at

Fleet

Octolier

Landplanes

1949)

I,

:

194,

Flyung-

2IH).
( )!it of
this total 40 are used for
42, Total
are
tv'pes
The: following
training aiul devidopment.

boats

:

:

Avro York (3<)), .Vvro Lancastrian
Landplanes
Handley Pago Hultou (9), Handlin' Pago Halifax (ft),
Douglas Dakota (15), Lockheed Constellation (5), Airspeed

included

;

:

(15),

Oxford

A'iking

A'iekers

(lU),

(81.

Consolidated

Linerator

(10), Locklieeil laidestar (!!•). .Avro Tudor 1 (1), l‘ercival
I’roeiori;]), D,H, Dovetl). Avro Anson (2), .Avro Lancaster
(2).
(1),

Flying-boats
tShorf

Suiidi'rliiiul

1

1

1

and

(

A’

I

(13), Bhort "G'* Class
Boeing :M4a (3), .Short
Short Seaford (1).

"C” class

siairt

:

"Hylhe"

'i.ass

(5),

(19),

;

;

19.
Corporation. Head Gliici*
Jrosvenor .Street, London, W.l. Cliiel' Gperations
Base: Bourne School, Yortholt, .Middlesex.
Geranl dlhlrlaiigej' (Chairman), J. Ah
Board of Directors
Wood (ilanaging Director), I. J. Hayward, Wing Cdre. .A. H.

European

British

O.B.E.

l‘pper

Aviation.
Published auvmall.v, iirice
JSowling Green J..aiie, Lomlon.

.Rritish

b'iftb .-Avenue,

ti3(),

for repaii-s, niodifieatious

is at Ci-oy<ion.

:

in

Road,

IMc'Leod

.Airways Terminal, Buck-

ilyiug

I'be

(Bristol).

'A\Jiit(-»hureh

:

Temple
by
^

.‘^haria Racbiiir,

f,

Housi.’,

3518,

:

:

TF/;o

:

ingham I'aiace Road, London. S.AA.l.
The I'orpca'ation's main landplane liasi* in the Unitcil
Kingdom is at Heathrow (London .Airjtort). Maintenance
bases are at Hum (Hants.), Bovingdon (Hertfordsliire'i, and

:

10/0,

.Finlay

Atlantic.

:

TI7/rj’A'

Meai ktuartcrs

Cairo.

el .Nil,

Pro.s3, Ltd.,

Airways

:

(

;

E.C.l.

Measures, C.B.E. and J. \A^. S. Braneker (Dupnty Dii'cctor
Geo.
and Traffic Manager). !Manag:er, Scotti.sh .Dit'ision
Nicholson
On August 1, 194(5, British Eiu’opean Airway's Corporation
assumeii the responsibility' of operating all air routes between
tlie United Kingdom and the Continent, together witli all
internal air routes
Great Britain. Prior to that date
all
European services luiti been operated hi' a European
Division of Britisli Overseas Airway's, which took oi'er the
jiost-war conf ineutal air services initiated by tlio Royal .-Vii’
:

FLYING CLUBS
On January 1, 1940, the ban on civil flying wa.S’ lifted and a
system of fuel rationing was introduced to jjermit the I’evival of
and school flying.
The Socialist Government has declared

club

its ])olie3^ not to give
financial assistance or subsid3' for pilots trained to fl3n'ng
clubs, but 100 light training aij’craft siuplus to service: reepiirements were made available at a nominal price for distribution
among the clubs, 011 whom rested the responsibility^ of putting
tho aircraft into a state of airworthiness.
At the time of writing 57 J<’lying CJlub.s were listed as bt-'ing iii
operation, or preparing to operate as soon as aircraft and/or
airfield became available.

any

Force.
I'ending the formation of the Englisli and Scottish Divisions
of tlie Corporation, the U.K. internal serviee.s ivere operated
on a three-monthiy' agreement by' their foriher yirivatelyowried operators. On February' 1, 1947, the operation of all
Britisli internal air lines was formally' taken over by' British
European Airways and the private companies ceased to exi.st.

19,

Tho poliG3:^ of the .British Government is tliat; tlie air transport services of the United Kingdom shall bo under national
ownership and control.
Untlor this policy the Government lias
established three separate statutory corporations with tlio
following spheres of responsibility
{a) routes Jietwoen the
United Kingdom and other Gommonwealth countries the
United States and the Far .East (to be o]ierated 113'- British
Overseas Airway.s)
(h) internal routes in the United Kingdom
and routes to tho continent of Europe (British ]<]uropean Airways)
and (c) routes between the United Kingdom and South
;

,

;

;

America (British South American
British Overseas
Head Office t

South American Airwayrs Corporation.
Grafton Street, Loudon, W.l.

British

TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Airwa5:'s).

Airways Corporation.
Airways blouse, 20, Berkeley Sfiuare, London,

Dii-ootors
(Chairman), Sir

B. G. Porter, D.F.C.
This corporation was originally formed by tlie folloiving
shipping companies engaged in the South American traffic
Royal Mail Line, Booth Steamship Co., Ltd,, Blue Star Line,
Pacific Steam Navigation Co., Ltd. and Lamport & Holt,
Ltd. It is now one of the three nationalised corporations
ivhieh have been set up under the British Civil Aviation Bill.
Equipment : Avro Lancastrian, Avro Y'ork.

CHARTER COMPANIES

.

Karohl Hartley, K.C.\LO., C.B.E.,
Harold G. Howitt, G.B.E., D.S.O., M,G.
;

Sir

,

M.C.
(Deputy Chairman), W. Whitney Straight, O.B.E., M.C.,
U.P.C. (Managing Director-Chief' Exoeutivo), Major J. R.
McCrindle (Managing Director, Extornal Affair's). Other
mombors: Lord Burghley, K.C.M.G., Mr. G. M. Garro- Jones,
Major R. H. Thornton, M.C., Sir Clement Joiie.s, KiB.E.,
C.B., Lord Rothschild, G.M., and Mr. H. L. Newlands, M.B.E.
Secretary
Mr, D_. _S. S. Miicdowall. Uie members of the3/'
Board of the British Overseas Airw^ays Corporation are3
appointed by the Minister of Civil Aviation.
J3riti.sh Oveiseas Airways Corporation was established
in1
,

.

1

,

,

.

:

Office:

Board of Directors
J. W. Booth (Chairnian), J. W.
Stephenson (Deputy Chairman), Air Vico-Maiishal I). G. T.
Bennett, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O. (General Manager), Sir Edwin
Secretarv to the Board:
N. Plowden, G. McT. Sheppard.

W.l.

Board of

Head

.-

Air Charter, Ltd. Addres.s
20, Dover Street, London, WM.
Air Commerce, Ltd. Address:
Croydon Airport, Surrey.
Air Krpe (Kent), Ltd. Address
Ly'mpne Airport, Kent.
Air Taxis, Ltd. Address; Croynl on Airport, Surrey.
Airwork, Ltd. Address
134, Bath Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.
Amalgamated Air Services, Ltd. Address : White Waltham
Aerodrome, iiear Maidenhead, Berks.
British Air Transport,
Address:
Kenley Aerodrome,
Ltd,
-.

:

:

'
Surrey.,
British American Air Services, Ltd.
,

Address

:

2,

Jones Street,

Berkeley Square, London, W.l,

Cambrian

Air

Services,

Ltd.

Address:

Cardiff

Airport.

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
BRITISH

COMMONWEALTH— GREAT

BRITAIN ^continiml.

Herts and Essex Aviation, Ltd. Address
Broxbourne Aerodrome, jSTazeing, Essex.
Hunting Air Travel, Ltd. Addi-ess
29, Clarges Street, London,
:

W.l.
Island Air Charters, Ltd. Address
Jersey Airport, C.I.
Kennings, Ltd. Address : Derby Airport, Derby.
Lancashire Aircraft Corporation,' Ltd. Address'; Stanley
:

Park
Aerodrome, Blackpool, Lancs.
London Aero & Motor Services. Address
Stanstead Aerodrome, near Bishop’s Stortford.
McDonald Aircraft, Ltd. Address: Balado Airport, Kiin'o.s.s,
:

Scotland.

Modern Air

Services, Ltd.
Address: White Waltham Aerodrome, near Maidenhead, Berks.
Morton Air Services, Ltd. Address Croydon Airport, Surrey.
North Sea Air Transport, Ltd, Address
Hanworth Air Park,
Feltham, Middlesex. Subsidiary of Blackburn Aircraft, Ltd.
Olley Air Service, Ltd. Address
Croydon Airport, Surrey.
Portsmouth Aviation, Ltd. Address The Airport, Portsmouth,
Hants.
Rex Hire Service. Address 11, Rex place. Park Lane, London,
:

:

:

:

:

W.L
Address

Scottish Aviation, Ltd.

:

Prestwick Airport, Ayrshire,

Scotland.

Address
Address:

Skytravel, Ltd.
Skyways, Ltd.

:

Southampton Air

20, Edwards Lane, Speke, Liverpool.
Piccadilly,
London, W.l.
175,

Services,

Ltd.

Southampton

Address:

port, Eastleigh, Hants.
Universal Flying Services, Ltd, Address
ch’ome, Chobham, Surrey.
Westminister Airways, Ltd. Address: 78,

Air-

Oaks Aero-

Buckingham Gate,

London, S.W.l.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
facilities for civil aircraft are at

present

provided at the following State-controlled aerodromes in Great
Britain and Northern Ireland (excluding the Channel Islands).
Belfast (Sydenliaiu). Lat. 54°,37'N., Long. 05°52'W. East
side of Belfast Docks, N. Ireland.
Runways 046°-22(P 1,120
yds,, 014°-323° 1,090 yds.
Height above sea level 19 ft.
Bristol (Whitechiu’ch). Lat. 51°25'N., Long. 02°35'W. 3
miles S. of Bristol city. One nmway 102°-282° 1,020 yds.
Grass area N.-S. 900 yds., N.E.-S.W. 800 yds., S.E.-N.W.

960 yds.

Cboydon.

Height above sea level 200 ft.
Lat. 51°21'N., Long. 00°07'W.

Croydon, Surrey.

Grass

field

N.-S.

(i

Surrey. Runways 058'’-238“ 1,400 yds., 097°-277° 1,200 yds.
Height above sea level 200 ft.
(wire mesh).
Hurk. Lat. 50°47'N., Long. 01°51'W. 4 miles N.N.E. of
Bournemouth, Hants. Runways 08o°-265° 2,000 yds., 130°310° 1,200 yds., 175°-355° 1,620 yds. (tarmac). Height
above sea level 35 ft. At present normally limited to aircraft
operating on scheduled services.
Liverpool (Speke). Lat. 53°21'N., Long. 02°53'W. 6 mile,s
S.E. of Liverpool.
Runways 040°-220° 1,430 yds., 080°-260°
1,670 yds., 169°-349° 1,000 yds. (concrete). Landing and
taxying on grass not allowed. Height above sea level 65 ft.
London (Heathrow). Lat. 51°2S'N., Long. O0°27"W. 14
miles W. of Westmini.st6r Bridge. Two runways available at
present 100°-280° 3,000 yds., 050°-230° 2,000 yds. Height
above sea level 80 ft. Normally limited to aircraft operating

on scheduled

services.

51°05'N., Long. 01°01W.
24 miles W. of
Hythe, Kent. Grass field N.-S. 1,140 yds., N.E.-S.W. 1,130
Height above
yds., E.-W. 1,220 yds., S.E.-N.W. 1,160 yds.
sea level 340 ft.
Manchester (Ringway). Lat. 51°21'N., Long. 02°16'W. 4
miles S.W. of Altrincham, Lancs. Runways 020°-200° 2,000

Lympne.

yds.,

Lat.

060°-240° 1,400 yds.,

Height above sea

level

235

100°-280°

1,100 yds.

(tarmac).

ft.

Lat. 51°33'N., Long. 00°25'W.
2.]- miles E,
by
N. of Uxbridge, Middlesex. Runways 080°-260° 1,840 yds.,
128°-308° 1,600 yds. Height above sea level 120 ft. Normally
limited to aircraft operating on scheduled services.
Prestwick. Lat. 55°30'N., Long. 04°26W. 3 miles N.N.E.
of Ajr, Scotland.
Runways 076“-256° 1,500 yds., 135°-315°
2,200 yds. (concrete). Height above sea level 35 ft.
Southampton (Eastleigh). Lat. 50°57'N., Long. 01°22'W.
4 miles N.N.E. of Southampton, Hants. Grass field N.-S.
1,450 yds., N.E.-S.W. 1,170 yds., E.-W. 800 yds., S.E.-N.W.
850 yds. Height above sea level 37 ft.
In addition to the above, customs clearance facilities are also
provided at Jersey (St. Peter) and Guernsey aerodromes in the
Channel Islands. These airports are controlled by the States
of Jersey and Guernsey respectively.

Northholt.
Fair

-.

Customs clearance

Height
1,280 yds., E.-W. 1,150 yds., S.E.-N.W. 990 yds.
above .sea level 230 ft.
miles S. of Redhill,
Gatwick. Lat. 51°09'N., Long. 00°10'W.

CUSTOMS FLYING-BOAT BASE
Lat. 50°42'N., Long. 01°59'W. In Poole Harbour.
Alighting lanes 012°-192° 1,500 yds., 090°-270° 1,800 yds,,
110°-290“ 1,800 yds., 120°-300° 2,640 yds.

Poole.
2 miles S.W. of

1,200 yds.,

N.E.-S.W.

ANCLO-EGYPTIAN SUDAN
TRANSPORT COMPANY

AIRPORTS

Wadi Halpa.

Sudan Airways.

Head

Office

;

Khartoum.

This company was formed in 1946 with capital provided
by the Sudan Government. Airwork, Ltd. are to handle the
flying and technical services while the commercial side will be
a responsibility of the Sudan Railways. Pour D.H. Dove
aircraft are

on order.

OTHER TRANSPORT COMPANIES
(Operating routes to and tlirough the Sudan)
Air France (France).
British Overseas Airways Corpn. (Great Britain).
S.I.L.A. (Sweden).

Lat. 21“50'N., Long. 3ri8'E. Altitude 502 ft.
Runways N.-S. 1,500 yds. x 60 yds. (night only), N.-S. 1,500
yds. X 50 yds., E.-W. 1,600 yds. x lOO yds. (daytime strips).
Port Sudan. Lat. 19°35'N., Long. 37°12'E. Altitude 10 ft.
Sand runways N.-S. 1,960 yds. x 100 yds., N.E.-S.W. 1,300
yds. X 100 yds.
Kassala. Lat. 15°28'N., Long. 36°25'E. Altitude 1,600 ft.
Juba. Lat. 04°52'N., Long. 3r37'E. Altitude 1,485 ft. Runways N.E.-S.W. 1,100 yds. x 55 yds., N.W.-S.E. 1,900 yds. x
50 yds.
El Geneina. Lat. 13°29'N., Long. 22°27'E. Altitude 2,641 ft.
Runways Jsf.B.-S.W. 1,700 yds. x 50 yds.
El Pasher. Lat. 13°37'N., Long. 25°20'E. Altitude 2,396 ft.
Runways N.-S. 1,778 yds. X 50 yds., N.E.-S.W. 2,000 yd,s. x
50 yds., E.-W. 1,240 yds. x 50 yds.

ANTIGUA
Civil xAviation in Antigua
Colonial Secretariat.

AIRPORT

comes under the jurisdiction of the

of the United States
Government, use Coolidge Field, the U.S. Ai-my air base situated
about 5 miles from St. John’s city. The field has all facilities
for day and night flying, etc.

Both the above companies, by permission

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
(Operating to and through Antigua)
Pan American World Airways.
British West Indian Airways.

THE BAHAMA ISLANDS
ADMINISTRATION
of civil aviation in the Bahamas is under
the control of the Director of Civil Aviation, who is responsible
to H.E. the Governor. In addition, there is an Air Board, of
which the Director of Civil Aviation is a member, to advise the
Governor. This Board was set up on November 28, 1933,
under Article 30 of the Air Navigation (Colonies, Protectorates
and Mandated Territories) Order, 1927. The Director of Civil

The administration

is Wing Cdr. E. H. Coleman, A.F.C.
During the war a large amount of flying was conducted in the
Bahamas by the R.A.F, when an Operational Training Unit
and a Wing of R.A.F. Transport Command was operating at
Nassau. Military flying was carried out at two airfields on the
island of New Providence namely, Oakes and Windsor Fields.
On June 1, 1946, the R.A.F. formally transferred the operation
of Oakes Field to the Bahamas Government and this airport is

Aviation

the official Port of Entry for landplanes, service and civil.
For seaplanes there is an established base one mile East of
Nas.sau, which is also registered as a Port of Entry.

now

TRANSPORT COMPANY
Bahamas Airways, Ltd.
Head Office Bay Street, Nassau.
Formed in 1936 by the late Sir Harry Oakes and began
In 1944 Pan American
operations in November of that year.
Airways acquired a minority interest in Bahamas Airways.
-Consolidated Commodore, Grumman G-21A.
Aircraft
;

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
The following company operates regularly

Bahamas

—

Pan American World Airways.

to

^
and from the

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
COMMONWEALTH— THE BAHAMA

BRITISH

.'i'

i'

[,

5

;

i

SEAPLANE STATION
BMO, has

Club, which was formed in
not yet been revived since the eml of the war.

The Bahamas Flying

i-

:

roiill.

FLYING CLUB

'

•>

1

ISLANDS

AIRPORT

iWy

Oaices Field. The only landplane Customs and Immigration
Airport of Entry. 2.\ miles S. of Nassau. Altitude above
mean sea level ill ft. Thi’eo ruuwavs 03tF-21th o.OOO ft.
150 ft., 120°-310'’ 5,000 ft. >c 150 ft., 0!)0^-270=_ 0,000 ft. x
150 ft. Level surface of crushed coral 75 ft, wide on eitlier
Full night-flying facilities. Complete
side of all runways.
control tower and meteorological services. Main airport
building used at present by Pan American Airways.

.

Customs and Immigration Port of
Entry one mile E. of tlie centre of Nas.sau. Owned and
operated by Pan .American .Airways. Alighting art?a in
Ramp availalile for l>eaching .seajilanes.
Nas.sau Harbour.
Passenger .station. No night landing facilities.
Seaplone landings may lie made' at W'us’i' En d, Ch.vx i> Baha.ma,
Bimini and Cat Baa' .subject to wi'atlier ami conditions of .sea.
.All are apjiroveil as Customs sea|ilane laniling areas but aircraft
service.s and refuollinc facilities are not available.

Nassau

:

Kiuaplanic

Ease.

BARBADOS
1 ir
I

Mi."

Club

ADMINISTRATION

i;

Barbados is subject to Air Navigation
Directions issued by the Governor under .Article 30 of the Air
Navigation (Colonies, Protectorates, and Mandated Territories)
The Managing Authority is the Colonial Secretary,
Order, 1927.
Aviation

Civil

in

'l

l

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY

I

The
bados

following air-carrier operates services to and from Bai’:

West Indian Airways,

British

Ltd.

FLYING CLUB
None

bo revived

at present, but

it is

expected that the Jfarbados Aero

a.-,

soon as

it

is jHi.ssiblo

to

buy

.suitable light

AIRPORT
5!i 21Pj’ \\’.
71. miles from
Altitude al.io\’e mean st'a
miles by road.
level 157 ft.
One hard-.surfaeed runway E.-WA 5,2011 ft. >:
160 ft. Parking apron 220 ft., i; lt)0 ft. on nortliern side of
runway about 100 yd.s. eastwarii of terminal building. Normally open t o civil aircraft during dayliglit liour.s. Tlie managing
authority i.s the Harbour and 8hi|>j:ui!g Alaster, Barbados.
Control of landing.s i.s, as a temj)orsU‘y measur<\ exercised
bv Briti.slt We.st Indian .Airwav.s.

Se.-vwei.l.

BClH.PN., Long.

I.at.

Bridgetown,

Barbados,
t

will

aircraft.

11

BERMUDA
ADMINISTRATION
Aviation is administered on belialf of the Colonial
Secretariat by the Bermuda. Airport Board, Hamilton, Biirmuda.
Capt. the Hon. N. B. Dill, M.C.P. Air Advi.ser
Chairman
W'ing Cdr.
to the Airport Board and Registrar of .Aircraft
E. M. Ware, D.F.C.
Civil

This club was recently formed and has taken o\-er the
Bermuda Flying School eciuipmt'nt, consi-sting of two Lnscombe
Silvnire seaplanes.

:

AIRPORT

:

AIR TRANSPORT COMPANIES
British Overseas
Addre.s,s
The
:

Airways Corporation.
Manager, B.()..A.C., Front Street, Hamilton,

Berimula.

—

The Corporation is maintnining a Bermuda Ihdtimon'
service with (lying-boats, which are based at Balf imon*, wit h
Darrell’s Island as the Bermuda terminal.
Street, Hamilton,
Bermuda.
Under a temporary agreement. Pan American AA'orld xAirways
landplane shuttle service from New A'orli.
is operating a
is

the

Bermuda

terniinal.

FLYING CLUB
Bermuda

Flying Club.
Secretary John AVatlington,
:

15(1 ft.,

150

12(P-:{tl0‘’

ft..

Tower

facilities.

Pan American World Airways.
Address: The Manager, P. A. A., Front

Kindley Field

Kixiu.ey Field. Under a temporary agreement tlie U.S.
.Army .Air Forces air l»ase Itas licen o|>ened for commercial
use by projterly ecrliti<'nted aircraft of the United Kingdom
and the United States, hat. 32"22'N., Long. 6t‘’42'\V.,
around Long Bird I.sland, in Casth: Harbour. .Altit ude, above
mean si'u level 11 ft.
Tliree ruiiways IH0 -H)t)' 5,3(Mt ft. x

Bermuda Flying Club, Hamilton,

Bermuda.

S,(K)!t ft.

control

1511 ft.,

'

l>y

Customs, temporary

5,St)(l ft.

(l.StfN2tiff-’

Full

U.S..\..A.1‘’.

paisseugin”

X

niglit.-nying

terminal and trans-

.AMantic w«*nther Ibrecasting service,

SEAPLANE BASE
IsL.VKD.
Bermuda Government Alarine Airport
managed by British Overseas Airways Corpn.
Lat. 32H6'N.,
Long. ()4°49'W., in Great Sound, AVest of Hamilton.
Stretches of unobstructed water in all directions at Iea.st
10,500 ft.
1,200 ft. Tower control and Control launch
maimed by B.O.A.C. Full night-flying facilities.

D.\EitELL’s

BRITISH GUIANA
ADMINISTRATION
Aviation

is

'

i

British
'

I

Head. Office
32, Main, and Hope Street, Georgetown.
Directors
Major A. J. Williams and John H. Hunter.
Three Grumman G-21A twin-engined and two
Aircraft
Ireland single-engined boat emphibians.
:

:

between "rrinidad

Pan American World Airways

Atkinson

Guiana Airways, Ltd.
:

.service

AIRPORT

TRANSPORT COMPANY
.

1

West Indian Airways, Ltd.
This company operates a weekly
and Barbados, via Mackenzie.

British

under the control of the xAir Board, the
principal officials of which are the Commissioner of Police, the
Comptroller of Customs and the Harbour Master.
Civil

—

Fieli), which was completed in 1942, is a U.S. xArmy
Air-Base which is u.sed mainly for Caribbean defence and

military

transport purposes.

permitted to use

thi.s

Pan

.Vraerican

Airwa.ya

are

base.

SEAPLANE STATION
American Airways maintains a seaplane station near
GiiORaETowN. Lat. (50°48'.N., Long. 58°10'W.
British Guiana Airways, Inc., owns and maintains a hangar
and repair shop on the left bank of the Demarara River.
-Pan

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies operate
British Guiana

air services to

and through

:

BRITISH HONDURAS
ADMINISTRATION
The Government of

British Honduras governs Civil Aviation
the Colony subject to Air Navigation Directions issued by the
Govei'iior under Article 30 of the Air Navigation (Colonies,
Protectorates and Mandate Territories) order, 1927. Mr. R. K.
Masson, the Harbour Master, Custom Hou.se, Belize, is the
authority for registration of aircraft.
.

-in

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies operate
British Honduras
j,

—
Transportes Aereos Centro

services to

and through

;

Americanos (T.A.G.A.).

Transportes Aereos Mexicanos, S.A. (T.A.M.S.A.).
British West Indian Airways (B.W.I.A.).

AIRPORTS
Stanley Field

(Belize).

Lat. 17°32'10"N., Long. 88°18'20"W.

About 10 miles N.W. of the

city.

R unway

16

ft.

above mean

sea level, bearing N. 77‘’02'14"E.
Consists of an asphalt
surface strip 150 ft. X 5,000 ft, with an additional 500 ft.
at each end and .shoulders of 75 ft. along the entire .strip.

Radio, Weather foreca.sting (obtained from Jamaica, B.W.I.
subject to prior -warning of four hours) re-fuelling facilities
(during daylight hours only).
El Cayo. Lat 17°09'17"N., Long. 89“0U05"W. Grass strip
150 X 2,000 ft. Pleight above mean sea level 150 ft. Bearing
N.19“28'3T'E., adjacent to N.E. side of town on W. side of
the Belize River. Wind cone. No facilities.
CouozAL. Lat. 18°22'40"N,, Long. 88°25'39"W. Grass strip
150 X 2,000 ft. Height above mean sea level 40 ft. Bearing
N.17°E. 3 miles S.W. of the town. Wind Cone. No
facilities.

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
BRITISH

COMMONWEALTH- cori/!mue(/.

CEYLON
ADMINISTRATION
The Directorate of Civil Aviation in Ceylon is under the
Minister of Communications and Works. Mr. L. S. B. Perara
formerly Secretary to the Minister of Communications and
Works, was appointed early in 1946 to be Director of Civil
Aviation. The Department is being re-organized for the
increasing services demanded of it in connection with the
regulation and development of air transport. The following
executive staff will be appointed in due course
Technical
Assistant,
Communications Officer, Inspector of Aircraft,
Aerodromes Officer, and Assistant Aerodrome Officers (Flying
:

—

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
There are no Ceylonese air transport companies engaged
in air services, but the Government’s external air transport
plan includes the early inauguration of serviee.s to India and
the United Kingdom.
An R.A.F. Transport Command service calls at Colombo
on its westbound flight from Singapore to U.K. The eastbound flight is staged through Karachi and Calcutta without
a call in Ceylon.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY

Control).

The

FLYING CLUBS
The Aero Club

of 'Ceylon, Ltd,,

Colombo Airport, Batmalana,

Mt. Lavinia, Ceylon.
President
Mr. Bernard Jayasuriya. Vice-Presidents
A. A. Rajasingham, Justin Kotalawela, J. H. P. de Soysa
and K. Candavanam. Secretary V. P. Senanayake.
The Aero Club of Ceylon wdiieii was inaugurated in 1938 has
arranged to resuscitate flying after a period of enforced
inactivity owung to war conditions.
The’ Club has acquired
a Stinson Sentinel, and is negotiating the purchase of more

Ceylon

following

company

Ail’-India, Ltd. (formerly

training aircraft.

Colombo Flying

Club, Colombo Airport, Batmalana, Mt. Lavinia,
Ceylon.
President
Mr. M. G. Dover. I^ice-President
Mr. A. W.
Harrison. Hon, Secretary
Mr. R. A. Tomlinson. Hon.
Treasurer: Mr. H. L. Kmrdson.
;

:

:

The Colombo Flying Club was inaugurated in 1943. No
active flying w’as possible during war jreara. It has acquired
3 Stinson Sentinel L-6E and 2 Stinson Reliant aircraft and
has been engaged in active flying since April, 1946.

FIJI
Civil Aviation in the Fiji Islands

of the Colonial Secretary’s

to

services

and from

Tata Air

Line.s).

AIRPORT

;

:

operates

:

Colombo (Ratmalana). The pre-war civil airport, now handed
back by the Services to the civil authorities. It is the terminal
Airport for Ceylon/India traffic. Lat 6°49'N., Long. 79°39Til.
9 miles to the S. of Colombo Harbour.
15 ft. above mean
sea level. Grass landing area of 700 yds. K 700 yds. suitable
for light and medium aircraft and a bitumen-surfaced runway
N.E.-S.W., 1,800 yds. in length, approved for medium and
medium-heavy types. The aerodrome is serviceable at all
seasons. Normal facilities, e.g. Customs, hangars, workshop,
refuelling, etc- are available.
Arrangements are in hand for taking over

and improving

the aerodromes at Puttalara, Minneriya, Vavuniya and other
airfields built during wartime as they eire released by the Services authorities. These will be used for a limited freight and
air-taxi services in due corrrse.

ISLANDS

comes under the jurisdiction

Suva.
The New Zealand Government has undertaken to be responsible for the coirstruction, staffing and maintenance work connected with the e,stablishment of an international airport, the
cost of which is to be borne equally by Great Britain, Australia
and Canada.
The new airport will be situated at Nausori, about 15 miles
from Suva and on the site of a small airfield which w'as used by
the Royal New Zealand Air Force during the war.
A second Fijian aerodrome is located at Nandi, on the island
of Viti Levu and about 100 miles from Suva. This w'as built
office,

dm'ing the war by the U.S. forces and was used mainly as a
post on the trans-Pacifie routes operated by the
U.S.A.A.F. Transport Command and the Naval Air Transport
staging

Service,

In 1945-46 the R.N.Z.A.P. w'as maintaining ah communication
between New Zealand and the Pacific islands, using airfields
at Apia (Samoa), Aitutaki and Rarotonga (Cook Is.), Tonga,
Suva (Fiji Is.) and Norfolk Island, which were built and used
by the II.N.Z.A.F, during the w'ar. Mails are carried and
under special conditions permission can be obtained for civilians
to use the services.

GIBRALTAR
The

airport built at Gibraltar during the war is now available
use and British European Airways operate a regular

for civil

service twice weekly from London, via Bordeaux and Madrid.
The Colonial Secretary is responsible for the administration of
civil aviation matters in the colony.

AIRPORT
Gibbaltab (North Front). Lat 36^08'N., Long. 05°20'W.
The single runway E, by N. X W. by S. is 1,840 yds. long by
50 yds. wdde. It is situated to the N. of the rock and part
of it is built on reclaimed land.

GAMBIA
West African Airways Corporation.

ADMINISTRATION
Africa comes under the control of the
West African Air Transport Authority, the Chairman of which
is the Governor of Nigeria, with Headquarters in Lagos.
At the time of writing Civil Aviation in Gambia was in the
The main airport was under R.A.F. control
transitional stage.
pending transfer to civil administration, and the marine base
was operated by the British Overseas Airways Corporation on
behalf of the Government.
Civil Aviation in

West

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT C9MPANIES
The following
Gambia:-—

airlines operate regular services to

and through

British Overseas Airways Corporation.
British South American Airways.

Air France.

AIRPORT
YtJNDTJM (Bathurst). Operated by R.A.F, Situated 7 miles
S.W. of Bathurst, and 19 miles by road. 86 ft. above mean
sea level. Two metal-tracked runways N.E.-S.W. and S.S.E.N.N.W. 6,000 ft. X 150 ft. Full facilities available. Overnight accommodation 17 miles from base.

SEAPLANE BASE
Mabine Base (Half

Operated by B,O.A.C. for the Gambian Government, Situated in the mouth of the Gambia
River and: S.E. of the town of Bathurst. Alighting area
Maximum depth 20 ft. Full facilities
3 miles x 2 miles.
Overnight accommodation 11 miles from base.
available.
Die).

GOLD COAST
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in British

West Africa

is

now under

the control

of the West AJrican Air Transport Authority wRich consists
of the four Governors of Nigeria, the Gold Coast, Sierra Leone
and the Gambia. The Chairman is the Governor of Nigeria
and any inquiries should be addressed to the Chief Secretary
to the Government of Nigeria, the Secretariat, Lagos, Nigeria.
Each Colony has a local Controller of Civil Aviation. In the
Gold Coast, the Controller is the Director of Public Works, the
Public Works Department, Accra. The maintenance and
operation of civil airfields is undertaken direct by the various
Government Departments concerned.

The following companies operate

services to

and through

the Gold Coast :—
The British -Overseas Airways Corporation.
S.A.B.E.N.A.
Air France.

AIRPORT
Has been

designated as an international Airport,
and is intended to be the main terminal airport of the Gold
5 miles N.E. of Accra
Coast. Lat. 5°36'N,, Long. 0°10'W.
Harbour. 200 ft. above sea level. Three runways 2,400 yds.
X 150 yds., 1,450 yds. X 160 yds., 1,000 yds. x 150 yds.

A-Ogba.

—

—

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
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COMMONWEALTH—GOLD

BRITISH
’

•I

alv.

with 100 ft. wide taxying strips. All tarred surfaces dt tor
Minor repair facilities are available.
all weather conditions.
Night-landing facilities are provided by rotating electric
beacon. High frequency dii-ection finder. Telephone, teletype and telegraph facilities are at the airfield.
In addition to Accra, Takoradi airfield is still open to ci\ u
winch
aircraft though this airfield maj" be abandoned sliortly in

vJi'S

irt;
'

i?’

i

COAST~^«wi/;«/«^

iMi

it will revert to the .stafus of an oiuergi..{icy landing ground.
.Emergency lam.ling tiilds are rnaintaiiicd at Kumasi ami at
Tainale. ami in addition tliere are wurtinie emergency lauding
fields at \Va, Na\Tango. Yeudi and Ketr* ivfin*hi in ihi* Northern
Tiiese were constructed during the war but are
Territories.
BO longer maintained in use.

case

GRENADA

V."
Civil Aviation in Grenada comes under

tlie

Government OQice, Grenada.

!i

h

'

‘

lovcrnrneuf -owned airfield in
.Ali-ueatlier
.•\im'iEi..r».
the Province of St. .Xndrews, on the ,N.K. coast of Greinnla.
ft. aliove .mean
Altitude
Lat. ld”0S)'N., Long. iiPM.o'W.
ft. bitutine rimwa}* .S.IY.-N.K. d.'dttd fi.
sen level,
iTienised stirfnee plus 2.1 ft. drains on ilther side.

Peal

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
hh\'^

AIRPORT

jurisdiction of the

The folloning company operates
tlirough Grenada :
British West Indian Airways, Ltd.

regular

services

to

and

t

|.;

JAMAICA

:•% On..

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

ADMINISTRATION
I

i

Civil Aviation is subject to .Ah' Navigation Directions issued
by the Governor under .Article 30 of the Air Navigatiou (Colonies,

Mandated

Protectorates and

Territories) Order, 1037.

Aviation activities are supervised, genei'ally, by tlie
Aviation Committee under the Chairmansbip of the
Director of Public Il’orks. This Committee acts in air adA'isory
capacity- to the Government on all matters pertaining to Civil
Aviation in the Colony.
There are, at present, no Fijdng Club.s, Gliding Club.s, nor
Flying Schools in the Colony.
Civil

The

following
.Tamaica.

arc

ctim|!iinit*.s

to

.jperiding
oitcriding

through

iind
and,

(i;.8.A.h
Pan American World Airways, (l'.8.A.h
in* lit*
Division).
West, beiit*-*
Royal Dutch Airlines (K.L.M., West
British West Indian Airways,

Civil

AIRPORTS
Kinuston
tude 4

(

Lnt

Palisadoes).

Ruuway.s

17 dH’N',,

Long.

1.333 yd.s.
"it.t yds.
l,7ti() yd.s.
.\ Custoin.s Airpt>rt,
by tlie Government of .lamaicaft.

:

.E.-VV.

..

:

.-Viti47’\V.
yds., 8.E.-N.W.
owned anti opc»rated

Tti

.'id

MoNTitCJO Bay. Owned by the* Government of Jamaica. Not
yet completed and regardci! a.s ;m mnergcnc^A* landing field.

KENYA
ADMINISTRATION
'file

of

(

Kenya Govermnent

is

the IjCgislatiA'c

'ivil .\A'iati(in.

Aircraft used
are on order.

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
East African Airways Corporation.

Head

Ol'iiee;

C(nmi,‘il,

Soulli Africa. B.O.A.C.

re.sponsiblo for the adniinisfrati«)u

-

)

iind

Gcor gi* Ihddwin (Mi

Seven D.H.

i{jij>id»\

Thna* D.H.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Hhodcs House, Delamere .Avenue, Nairobi.

ITiuciptd Dl'licials: Sir Charles Lockhart, C.B.E. {(‘liiiT
CliairtSi'crc'tary to the Hast African Governor’s Oonforoiice).
nmn
Sir Reginald E. Robbins, C.]M.G., O.B.E. (General
iUauugcr, Ki'uya Hgaiida Railways and Rnrbom‘.s), Sir AliVetl
\’iueent (Lea del' of the. Unolfieial Members of Legislative
CVnmciJ, Kenya), E. 0. Phillips and H. R. Eraser (Member.^ of

:

Kenya
).

'.riie

following compiinics

ami through Keuyit
British Overseas

:

(,’olrmy

iire

ttpenuin*.

serv:

reauJiir

:

Airways Corporation

Central African Airways Corporation
South African Airways

Air-France

MALAYA
civil Aviation in the Malajmn XJnion and Singapore Colony is
ndniini-sfei'ed hy tlie Dii’ector of Civil Aviation, Singapore.

TRANSPORT COMPANY
Malayan Airways, Ltd.

Head

:

Tlie

&

Co.,

Chartered

Bank Chambers,

Penang.
Address:

c,'o.

Club.

Evatt

rail s Stearnsluf)
.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Singapore.

The Penang Flying Club.
Address: c/o. Evatt

The Perak Flying

Singapore.
i.s financed jointly by the St

:

company

Co. of Singapore, and the Ocean Stoamsliip Go. of IJverpool.

The Royal Singapore Flying Club.
Athlress

Office

Tliis

FLYING CLUBS

&

following companies

are operating seheduic'd
to and through Malaya
British Overseas Airways Corporation.
Qantas Empire Airways.

.s(,>rvices

;

K.L.M.

Co., Ipoh, Pei’ak.

AIRPORT

The Kuala Lumpur Flying Club.
xVddress
12, Market Street, Kuala Lumpur.

SiNGAPO-Bii!

(Kallang).

seaplane base with

:

State-owned combineii luinliiiane and

all faeilitif:‘.s.

MALTA
Admiuisf.rafion of civil aviation in Malta is the responsibility
of the Secretary to tlie Government, Valetta, Malta.
Jnstone Air Lines 1940 (Malta), Ltd., rvluch has been formed
by S. lustono & Co„ Ltd. the shipping company, is planning to
operate a passenger and freight air service, in co-operation with
thn British Overseas Airways Corpn., b etween the United
Kingdom and Malta. S. Instone Co., Ltd., one of the pioneers
of British air tnmfci})ort, formed the Instone Air Line in 1919,
and this comiiaiiy was merged with others to form Imperial

&

Airways

predecessor of B.O..Y.C.) in 1924.
Aviation Services (Malta), Ltd., oj.)er atos
charter services from the Luga airpi-irt.
(tlie

.British

_

feeilor

ami

AIRPORT
Malta

(Lucja).
Lat. 3r)°ol'N., Long. 14"'21)'E.
sea level 250 ft. Runways N.-S. 834 yds.

S.W. 2,000 yds. x 50 yds., E.-VV. 1,000 yds.
1,.776 yds. x 50 yds.

N.W.

•Vltitude above
50 yds., N.E.< 50 yds., S.E.-

NIGERIA
administration
('ivil Aviation in Nigeria colues under the
jurisdiction of the
Wk'st African Air Authority, which consists of representatives
of the Govornmonts of Nigeria, Gold Coast, Sierra Leone
and the
Gambia.' Civil Aviation is locally under The jurisdiction of
the Director of 1-^ubIic Works, who is also Controller of
Civil
Aviation.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies
to and through Nigeria

icif

are

operating scheduled services
.

British Overseas

Airways Corporation
Airways House, Marina, Lagos.
Soci6t6 Anonyme Beige d’ExpIoitation de la Navigation Adrienne
(SA.B.E.N.A.).
Local Agents: B.O.A.C., Lagos.

Headquarters

:

Air France.

Address

:

Air France, .Lagos.

AIRPORTS
Fiill

otficial

particulars of all Nigerian aerodromes are given in the
publication entitled Aerodrome Plans and other particulars

as at September

1,

1944.

—

—

;

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
COMMONWEALTH—

BRITISH

NORTHERN RHODESIA
AIRPORTS

ADMINISTRATION
The passing of the Central African Air Services Act of 1946
set up a Central African Air Authority which is responsible for
the promotion of progress and development of air services in
Central Africa, namely Northern Rhodesia, Southern Rhodesia
It has been established jointly by these
and Nyasaland.
and its powers apply therein.
the Authority see '‘Southern Rhodesia.”

For composition of

territories

Lat. 15°25'S., Long. 28°18'E.
On Ea.st side of town.
Alt, 4,320 ft. Riuiways E./W. 1,200 yds. N.E./S.W. 1,100 yds.
N./S. 1,100 yds. N.W./S.E. 1,100 yds.
Broken Hill. Lat. 14°28'S., Long. 28°27'E, On South side
Area 1,250 X 1,000 yds.
Alt. 3,800 ft.
of town.
Fort Jameson. Lat. 13°33'S., Long, 32°36'E. 7 miles N.W.
of to^vn. Alt. 3,620 R. Runways E./W., N./S., N.E./S.W.
N.W./S.E. each 1,000 x 150 yds.
miles S.S.W. of
M’Pika. Lat. 11°52'S., Long. 31°27'E.
town. Alt. 4,778 ft. Area 1,450 X 1,250 yds.
Livingstone. Lat. 17°53'S.5 Long. 25°51'E. 2-| miles S.S.W.
of town. Alt. 2,950 fl. Area 1,160 X 830 yds.
For details of other landing grounds in Northern Rhodesia
reference should be made to. the Air Pilot of Northern Rhodesia
obtainable from the Director of Civil Aviation, Salisbury,
Southern Rhodesia. Price 12/-.

Lusaka.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies

opei'ate services to and through
Northern Rhodesia
British Overseas Airways Corporation
The B.O.A.C. service from Cairo to Givelo (Southern
Rhodesia) calls at Kasama thrice weekly.
Central African Airways Corporation (formerly Southern Rhod:

esian Air Services).

NYASALAND
ADMINISTRATION
is

TRANSPORT COMPANY
The

following

Lat. 13°59R., Long. 33‘’47'E. North side of town.
Area 1,000 X 1,000 yds.
Luohenza. Lat. 16°00'S., Long. 35°20^E. Adjacent to Luchenza Rly. Stn. Alt. 2,300 ft.
There are also landing grounds at
Chikwawa. Lat. 16°03'S., Long. 34°49'E. Alt. 127 ft.
ZoMBWE. Lat. 11°26'S., Long. 33°60'E. Alt. 4,000 ft.
Dbdza. Lat. 14°21'S., Long. 34“21'E. Alt. 5,250 ft.
Koto Koto. Lat. 13°00'S., Long. 34°17'E. Alt. 1,800 ft.
Mzimba, Lat, LD54'S., Long, 33°56'E. Alt. 4,500 ft.
Livingstonia. Lat. 10°37'S., Long. 34°08'E. Alt. 3,600 ft,
Lodjwa. Lat. 12°21'S., Long. 33°37'E. Alt. 4,800 ft.
Fort Hill. Lat. 9“40'S., Long. 33°08E. Alt. 4,000 ft.
For further details of aerodromes reference should he made to
Air Pilot of Southern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, obtainable from the
Director of Civil Aviation, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia.
Price 12/6.

Lilongwe.

under the jurisdiction of
the Central African Air Authority, which has been established
jointly by the territories of Northern and Southern Rhodesia
and Nyasaland. For forther details see “Southern Rhodesia.”
Civil Aviation in Nyasaland is controlled locally by the
Registrar of Aircraft, Directorate of Public Works, Zomba.
Civil Aviation in Central Africa

company operates scheduled

services to

and

through Nyasaland
Central African Airways Corporation (formerly Southern Rhod:

esian Air Services).

AIRPORTS
Lat. 16'‘42'S., Long. 34°58'E.
7 miles
N.N.W. of Blantjne. Alt. 2,400 ft. Area 1,000 x 600 yds.
ZoMBA. Lat. 15°24'S., Long. 35°23'E. 3 miles E.N.E. of
town. Alt. 2,550 ft. Area 1,000 X 900 yds.

Chieeka. (Blantyre).

Alt. 3,600 ft.

NEWFOUNDLAND
ADMINISTRATION
The

Aviation Division, Gander, Newfoundland, falls
within the Department of Public Works under the Commissioner
for Public Utilities, St. John’s, Newfoimdland.
Hon. J. S. Neill.
Commissioner for Public Utilities
H. A. L. Pattison.
Director of Civil Aviation
Civil

;

;

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
There are no Newfomidland Air Transport imdertakings at
present. International Companies operating to or through
Newfoundland include the following
Trans-Canada Airlines.
British Overseas Airways Corporation.
Pan American World Airways.
Transcontinental and Western Air, Inc. (Trans World Airline).
American Overseas Airlines.
:

—

•-

Air France.
Svensk Interkontinental Luftraffik A.B. (S.I.L.A.).
Royal Dutch Airlines (K.L.M.). (In Summer only).

54°34'W. 493 ft. above sea level. Four paved runways
320°- 140° 6,000 ft
with magnetic headings as follow's
X
400 ft., 180°-360° 6,000 ft. X 400 ft., 090°-270° 6,000 ft. X
400 ft., 230°-0o0° 4,500 ft. X 600 ft. The Airport has all
facilities. Radio, Meteorological office, Navigational Aids, etc.
The Botwood base used by Pan American Airways, American
Export Airlines and British Overseas Airways for their trans:

Atlantic flying-boat services became inoperative in October,
1945, W’ith the conversion of all trans- Atlantic services from
flying-boats to landplanes.

The Torbay Airport, on the outskirts of St. John’s, was built
and used by the R.C.A.P. during the war. The land comprising
the airport has been granted to Canada in fee simple and it is
now’ being operated as a civil airport by the Canadian Department of Transport. It serves as the St. John’s terminal for
Trans-Canada Air Line.s’ local services.
Other airports include Harmon Field, Stephenville, a U.S.
Army field on territory leased to the U.S. for Atlantic defenco
and used by U.S.A.A.F. Air Transport Command Argentia,
and an emergency
a U.S. Navy field leased on similar terms
landing strip at Buchans operated by the Canadian Department
;

AIRPORT
Newfoundland
Newfoundland

Airport

(Gander).

;

The

only

Airport

in

Lat. 48°57'N., Long.

licensed for civil use.

o f Transport.

PALESTINE
(British

Mandate)
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in Palestine is controlled by the Directorate of
Civil Aviation, Mamillah Road, Jerusalem.

Misr Airwork S.A.E. (Egypt).
Middle-East Airlines (Lebanon).

The Palestine Government has formed a Palestinian Air
Transport Organization, to be run either by the Government
This organization wall
or by a local statutory corporation.
enjoy a monopoly 'in local air services.

TWA-Trans World

Iraq Airways (Iraq).
Airline (U.S.A.).

AERODROMES
There are aerodromes at

Gaz.a.,

Ramleh, Semakh and seaplane

KITTS -NEVIS

ST.
Civil Aviation in St. Kitts

and Nevis

is

under the jurisdiction

of the office of the Colonial Secretariat of the

Leeward

Islands,

Antigua.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The
Nevis

following companies operate to

and through

;

British

West Indian Airways,

Ltd.

Royal Dutch Airlines (K.L.M.).
Caribbean- Atlantic Airlines, Inc. (non-scheduled).

Haifa, Jericho, Lydda,
Haifa and Tiberias.

stations at

St. Kitts-

AIRPORT
Golden Rook Airfield. Government owned and maintained
Class C aerodrome on the island of St. Kitts, 1^ miles N.E. of
Lat. 17°19'N., Long. 61°32'W. Altitude 142 ft.
Single metalled runway 4,124 ft, long X
150 ft. -wide with 75 ft. graiss .shoulders on either side.
Direction of runway 61°32'E. from true N. No hangers or
repair facilities. Fuel and oil.
No night flying facilities.
Radio, operated by British West Indian Airways.

Basseterre.

above

.sea

level.

(
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COMMONWEALTH

cann,iiiai.

SIERRA LEONE
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in Sierra

Leone

under

of the
African Air Transport Autliority, whieli consists of the
(h)vernors of Nigeria, Cold C’oast, Sierra Leone and tlie ({ambia.
There is a local Controller of Civil Aviation with headqnartei's
at Freetown.
is

tin?

cojitrol

The following
Leone a

eornpauie.s are operating to

and through

Sierra

--

British Overseas Airways Corporation
Air-France.

AIRPORT
2.‘}
.Airport.
miles from Freetown. Ti'/T, ete.
Tlie alternatiw- airpiort at Lnngi, Sierra Leone
available.
Protectorate, is not in regidar use.

Watert.oo

SOUTHERN
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in Sontliern Rhodesia is adniiid.stt'red by tin?
Jdepartment (.)f Civil Aviation, P.O. Rox 1
Sidishury, Southern
Rhodesia. Miinster of Civil Aviation
(.''oh the Hon. Sir Ernest
Cne.st, K.B.E.. ALP.
Director of Civil Aviation: .Air V’iceAlarshal C. W. Alereditli, C.B., C.B.l'h, A.F.C.
Recent legislation has provided for a Central African Air
.Autliority, which in effect is an Cperidor's Ijicensing Board,
;

lait is also

cliarged to

RHODESIA
.Addrc.ss
P.O. Box 124. Port Victoria.
Port X’ictoria Aerodrome.

Victoria Flying Club.

:

.Aerodrome:

:

TRANSPORT COMPANY
African
Airways Corporation (formerly Soutlicm
Rhodesian Air Scrvice.s).
P.O. Box BHh. Salisbury.
.Head Ol'lice
Ciiairman of Board of Alanagemcnt
Air \’ice-Aiarshal C. W.
Aleredith, C.B.. C.B.E.. A.F.C.
D. D. .Longrnorc.
Deneral Alanager
D.Pl. 89 Rapide ami .Avro Anson.
Equipanent
(D.H.
Central

:

:

:

{a)

Keep under review and pirnmote progre.ss and development of air ser\'iee.s in Central African territories
namely Sonthern Rliode.sia, Northern Rhodesia and

:

Doves and

.Exercise supervision and control over the Central African
Airway.s t'orporation.
The Authority has been e.stablished jointly by the Central
African Territories and its powers apply to those territorie.s.
ih)

The Central African Air Authority.
P.O. Box 1:179, Salisbiuy, Southern Rhodesia.
Addre.s.s
AIember.s
The Alinister for Defence and Air, Southern
Rhodesia (Chairman}, the Chief Secretary' to the Dovernment
of Northern Rhode.sia
Ralj.)h J. Alorton, At. (A, Jv.C. (tqipointed
by the (Jovernmciit of Soutlicrn .Rhode.sia), and Charle.s

A’iekers A'ikings

The following company
Rhotlesia
South African Airvlays.

:

Alatlujw, .K.C. (ap[.)ointed liy the (hnx'rnmeid. of Nyasaland).

FLYING CLUBS
P.O. Box
Salisbury Flying Club. Address:
Ifcivedero .Airjiirrt , Salisbury
.Aeroilrome
*'
I’.O
Box
Gatooma Flying Club, ,Addres.s

975,

Salisburj

114,

{jatooina.

:

:

Aorodrome

:

Oatooma Aeroth'ome.
Addres.s:

Midlands Flying Club.

dromo

:

AIotTat

P.O.

Box

9:1,

Owelo.

A,ero-

Aerodrome, Owelo.

...
Ludlow Hewitt
Bulawayo Light Plane Club. Addres.s
Road, Bulawayo. Aerodrome
Kumalo Airport, Bulawayo.

i.s

operating to and tiu'ougli Southern

:

British Overseas Airways Corporation.
S.A.B.E.N.A. (Belgium Congo).

AIRPORTS

:

:

on orderK

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Nyusaland.

Sallsbuky (Belvedere).
Lat. n^TiO'S., Long. TPd.ll'E.
2
miles S.W. of Salisbury town. Altitude 4,789 ft. Main
(AI), length 2.:.h)9 yds., .seeotidary strip 140length 1,200 yds.
Crass covereiL Asp)ha:lt and
cement eonsolidated taxi track, take-ot'f Htri|)s and hard
.standing.
Refuelling faeilities. Limitt'd repair and housing
of aircraft.
5.5.
KiUMALt).
Jjut. 20'’0.S'S., Long. 28“:1S'E.
Altitudi' 4,480 ft.
IMuin strip) 120-:{00‘' (Al), length 1,700 yd.s., secondarv strip)s
90-270''
0-1 SO (AI), lengtli 2,000 yds. and
(M), li'ugth 1,900 yds.
No grass. Aspjhalt and cement eon.solidatioTi. Refuelling
Limiteci I'cjjair ami hoirslng fiieilities.
facdlities.
5.5. aljove are the two principal! !ur}:>orts in the territory.
The
For details of the remaining airfields reference slioiild he made
to the
FUot of Southern Ehodcsia.
strip?

08()-2(i9''

:i20^

(M),

'

TANGANYIKA TERRITORY
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation is administered

by the Depsartment of Civil

Aviation, Dar-e-s-Salaam.

:

TRANSPORT COMPANY
East African Airways Corporation.
scheduled
eorpoi’ation
op>erates
This

1,750 yds. X 100 yds., E.-W. 1,550 yds. :< 100 yds., N.N.W.'
E. 1,000 yds. x 100 yds.
Lat. 1>‘"52'S,, Long. :i9°ll.)'E. Altitude above
D-A-B-es-SalA-YM.
mean .sen level 105 ft. Direction and lengtli of runways
N.-S, 1,707 yds. :< 200 yds., N.W.-S.E. 2,020 yds. x 200 yds.
Lindi. Lat. O'^aO'S., Long. 39“47'E. Altitude above mean sea
Direction and length of nmway.s
N.N.E.level 100 ft.
W. 1,707 yds. x 200 yds., N.W.-S.E. 2,020 yds. x 200 yds.,

serving

.services

:

Tanganyika Territory,

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies are operating regular
and through T'anganyika Territory :—

services' to

E.-W.
Taboba.

l,5i:i ynls.

X 200 'yd.s.
Long.

:12°50'E.
Altitude above mean
Direction and length of runw'ays
W.S.AV.E.N.E. 2,0:{:i yds. X 200 yd.s., N.E.A,700 yds. X 200 yds.
AIbeya. Lat. 8^55' S., Long. :i:i°28'E. Altitude above mean
Direction and length of runways
W.S.W.sea level 5,000 ft.
E.N.E. l,3o(> yd.s. X 00 yds., N.W.-S.E. 1,480 yds. x 70 yds.,.:,
N.N.W. -S.S.E. 1,153 yds. x .35 yds.
Takua. Lat. 5”(){)'S., Long. 39'’04'E. Altitude above mean sea
Direction and length of rumvay.s
level 100 ft.
N.-S. 1,175
yds. X 200 yds., N.W.-S.E. 1,000 yds. x 200 yds., N.E.-S.W.
1,000 yds. X 200 yds.
Dodoma. Lat. 0°11'S., Long. 35‘’45'E. Altitude above mean
E.-W.
sea level 3,670 ft. Direction and length of rumvay
1,000 yds.
AIwanza. Lat. 2°28'S., Long. 32°55'E. Altitude above mean
N.AV.sea level 3,740 ft. Direction and length of runways
S.E. 1,000 yds., S.W.-N.E. 1,250 yds., S.S.Wh -N.N.W. 900 yds.
Lilt.

5"’05'S.,

.sea level :3,S75 ft.

Airways Corporation.
Central African Airways.
British Overseas

:

:

Air-France.

OTHER OPERATING COMPANIES
The Lands and Alines Depjartment, Tanganyika Government,
These operations
op lerates an Avro Anson on air-survey duties.
are controlled by the Director of Civil Aviation, Dar-es-Salaam.

PUBLICATIONS
Territory.
Published by the
Depjartment of Civil Aviation, Dar-es-Salaam, price 12/9 net.

The Air Pilot of Tanganyika

AIRPORTS
Lat. S°22'S., Long. 37°19'E. Altitude above mean .sea
Direction and length of runways; N.-S.
level 2,70a0 ft

AIoshi.

:

:

:

TRINIDAD
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation is administered

by the G overm'nent

of Trinidad
and Tobago through tlie office of the Director of Civil Aviation,
Abercromby Street, Port of Spain. Director of Civil
80,
Wing Cdr, Maurice
Aviation and Airport Supjerintendent
:

Banks.

The Public Works Department is respjonsible for the maintenance and repair of runways and roads leading to airpjorts,
drainage, maintenance and repjair of airpjori builidngs, etc.

TRANSPORT COMPANY
British

West Indian Airways

Plead Office
12, Abercromby Street, Port of Spain, Trinidad.
This company is associated with British South American
Airways.
Five Lockheed Lodestar, two Lockheed Pludson
Aircraft
(withdrawn from scheduled service Surmner of 1940) and one
Lockheed 12A.
:

:

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following

companies are opierating
Tr inidad
Pan American World Airways.
K.L.M. (West Indies Division).
:

—

to

and through

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
COMMONWEALTH^TRINIDAD— c otitinucd.

BRITISH

FLYING CLUBS
Light Aeroplane Cliih of Trinidad and Tobago. Address
68,
Marine Scpare, Port of Spain, Trinidad. Patron: H. E. Sir
Bede Clifford. Chairman A. J. Rnthven'Murray.
:

:

AIRPORTS
PiABCo AiRrouT.

Class I Customs Airport in the County of
George, 14| miles S.E. of Port of Spain. Lat. 10 °;]Vn.,
Long. 6r2PW. Altitude 37 ft. .Runways; E.-W. 5,000 ft.
X 200 ft., N.E.-S.W. 2,400 ft. x 9 ft., N.W.-S.E. 2,400 ft. x
90 ft., all asphalt surface. .Pull facilities including night
lighting.
Radio beacon and .D/F by arrangement with Pan
American Airways and R.A.F. Transport Command.
St.

.

CoooiuTK. Class I Cu.stoms Marino Baso operated by B.O.A.C.
on behalf of the Trinidad Government. 3 mile.s W.N.W.
from the centre of Port of Spain. Lat. lO^d'E., Long. 01°33'
W. Pan American Airways facilities have been withdrawn
and w'ith suspension of the B.O.A.C. trans-Atlantic flyingboat service (which used Ooeorite on va'nter service) the base
was due to close down after mid -1946.

Ckown

.Point.
Class II Customs Airport on S.W. tip of the
island of Tobago.
Lat. PROS' R., Long. 0(>°o0' W.
Altitude
10 ft. Runway:
E.-W. 5,000 ft. X 250 ft., grass-grown on
coral base.
No hanger, light repair facilities or fuel. Used
by British West Indian Airways.

UGANDA
ADMINISTRATION
The LTganda Government

is at present re-sponsible for the
Aviation. The .Director of .Public
Works, Entebbe, is the Registrar of Aircraft. Aircraft are
required to arrive at and depart irom Entebbe Airport unless
prior permission for other operations has been obtained.

administration

of

Civil

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies
Uganda

and through

services to

ojierate

1,810 yds. long., N.AV.-S.E. 2,000 yds. long (under constrnction)
Station. Weather
service.
Telephone. .Hotel and
garages at Kampala.

D/P

SEAPLANE BASE
Port Bell.

00°02'N., Long. 32°35'E.
9 miles from
Kampala. Seaplane alighting area on Lake Victoria used by
B.O.A.C. 3,726 ft. above sea level. Telephone. Wtmther
service.
Hotel and garages at Kampala.

Lat.

LANDING GROUNDS

British Overseas Airways Corporation.
East African Airways Corporation.

There are landing grounds for

light aircraft in fair

weather at

Torobo, Soboti, Moroto, Lira, Gulit, Abua, Masindi and

AIRPORT
Entebbe. Lat. 00°05'N., Long.
Kampala. 3,750 ft. above sea

Mbabaha.

32“28'E. 25 miles from
level.
Tvvo runways N.-S.

and

arrangement with the

centres but facilities
can only be obtained by prior
companies in Kampala.

all ailministrative

fuel, etc.
oil

AND BURMA

INDIA
,

These are

are very limited

ADMINISTRATION

PUBLICATIONS

Civil Aviation in India is under the control of the Department
of Posts and Air, New Delhi.
Sir Frederick Tymms,
Director-General of Civil Aviation
C.I.E., M.C., P.R.Ae.S.

Published monthly by
Indian Aviation,
Founded 1925.
Thorne’s Ltd. Price 8 annas. Editorial Offices; 13, Kyra
Mansions. P.0, Box 2361, Calcutta.

;

Deputy

Director-General, Airways and Administration

:

W.

H. Watt, O.B.E.

Deputy

Air ViceDirector-General, Aircraft Operations
Marshal Sir Edward Rice, K.C.B., C.B., M.C.
In order that post-war air transport services in India may
proceed on a rational and economic basis, the Indian Aircraft
Act, 1934 has been amended. Previously this Act contained
no specific provision for controlling and regulating development.
In February, 1944 a Bill introducing the Indian Aircraft
(Amendment) Act, 1944, takes care of this by the insertion of
two clauses, (aa) and (ab) to sub-section (2) of section 5 of the
1934 Act.
programme of post-war development involving a construction
cost of some £12,000,000 is planned for Indian air services.
An Air Transport Licensing Board is to be formed and a system
of controlled subsidy, probably limited to routes of national
;

A

importance, will be instituted. .Development will be left mainly
to private enterprise, although operations will probably be
restricted to a limited number of companies.

ASSOCIATION
Aero Club of India and Burma, Ltd. Patron-in-Chief ; The
Viceroy and Governor-General of India H. E. Field Marshal
Lord Wavell, P.C., G.C.B., G.S.O.I., G.C.I.E.,U.M.G., M.C.

H.E. the Commander-in- Chief. Vice-President:
Maneckji Dababhoy, K.C.I.E., K.C.S.I. ChairMr. P. R. Pinhorn.

President:

The Hon.

man

:

Sir

FLYING CLUBS

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Air-India, Ltd.
Head Office :

Bombay House, Bruee

Bombay.

Street,

B. W.
R. D. Tata. General Aliinager
Figgins. Air Superintendent
A. C. Gazdar. 'rraf'fic Superuntendeiit
S. K.
Kooka. Operations Superintendent
B. K. Rao. Chief Pilot: D. N. Bunsha.
knowm
Formerly
as Tata Air Lines, this company was
established in 1946 wdth an authorised capital of £3,750,000.
It holds the Trans-World Airline agency in India and has a
service agreement with that company.
Equipment includes ten Douglas DC-3, two Douglas DC-2,
and three Beechcraft Expediter.
Deccan Airways, Ltd.
Head Office; Bashir Bagh Road, Hyderabad.
Chairman: J. N. Nanda. Directors: Navi’uli Mir Nawaz
Jung Bahadur, B. W. Figgins, and Mir Laik Ali. General
Manager: Air Commodore PL A. Fenton, C.B.E., D.S.O.,
D.F.C.
This company is affiliated to Air-India Iffd. Its policy
is controlled by the Hyderabad Government, who, with the
State Railway, own the majority of the shares. I’ho company
acts as technical adviser to the Hyderabad Sf.ute Aero Club.
Equipment includes four Douglas C-47 and ono D.H. H9.
Three D,H, Dove aircraft are on order,

Chairman;

J.

:

:

:

Indian National Airways.
Head Office Soindia House, Connaught Gurcus, New Delhi.
Directors: ,L P. Massey,
Chairman
Sir Homi Mehta.
Sir Shri Ram, Rai Bahadur Lala Gopaldas, A. H. Hhiwandiwalla, A. Duguid, G. H. Heape, M. A. Ispahuni, Kao Bahadur
hmei-al Manager
Rao Raja Narpat Singh and N. B. Sarkar.
Alukerji.
W. Bradshaw', Operations Manager: Biron
Traffic Manager ; J. A. Fleming.
This company has an authorised capital of 10,000,000
Rupees and holds 25% of the share capital of Indian Transcontinental Airways (at present inactive). The company
is in charge of the commercial and traffic organisation of
;

:

(

Bengal Flying Club, Ltd. President: Mr. A. N. Chaudhuri.
Hon. Secretary Mr. S. P. Ray.
,
tt
Hon.
Patna. President
Bihar Flying Club. Headquarters
Mr. Mohammed
Mr. Justice H. R. Meredith. Secretary
:

:

:

:

Yunus.

President Sir Homi Mehta, K.B.E.,
Mr. J. R. Taleyarkhan.
Provinces and Berar Flying Club. Headquarters:
General Hon.
Sir Hari Singh Gour.
Nagpur. President
Secretary Mr. E. C. Eduljee.
Dr. W. M.
Delhi Flying Club, Ltd. President
Hyderabad State Aero Club. General Manager Mr. J. N. Nanda.
Secretary: Mr. Baber Mirza.
o i n
The Maharajah Sahib
President;
Jodhpur Flying Club.
Bahadur.
n
Shivji V. Kothari, J.P.
Karachi Aero Club, Ltd. President
G. Grossenbaoher.
Plon. Secretary
K. R. Simpson. Hon.
Madras Flying Club, Ltd. Chairman
Secretary; Air. R. M, Steele.
^
1 resident
Northern India Plying Club. Headquarters Lahore.
The Hon. Rai Bahadur Lala Ram Saran Dass. Hon.
Dr. J. B. Sproull.
Secretary
Headquarters
The United Provinces Flying Club, Ltd.
Cawnpore. Branch: Lucknow. President: R. F. Mudie,
General Secretary :
Esq., C.S.I., C.I.E., O.B.E., I.C.S. Hon.

Bombay

Flying Club, Ltd.

J.P.
Central

Hon. Secretary

;

:

:

:

:

,

:

,

•

,

,

:

;

-.

;

'

:

.

-r

B.O.A.C. in India.

;

.

includes eight Douglas C-47, four D.H. 89,
four Beechcraft. Delivery of six Vickers Vikings should bo
complete by the end of 1946.
Orient Airways, Ltd.
Head Office ; Calcutta.
Formed to operate service.s within India and from Calcutta
to Rangoon and to Kabul, Afghanistan. Has bouglU four
DC-3s from Pan American Airw'ays, and lias orilorc'd a number
of Consolidated Vultee 240 airliners for delivery in 1947.

Equipment

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following international
operating routes to and through

air

transport

<‘ompanics

India.

Air Franee (France).
British Overseas Airways Corporation (Great Britain).
China National Aviation Corporation (China).
K.L.M. {Netherlands).
Qantas-Empire Airways (Australia).
^ XHT A ^vQ-nc.
Aii'linAc WTl W A ^

;;

. ::;
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Runways:

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
Karachi (Drigh Road). Lat. 24“r);i'N., Long. (>707 'L. Alti00 yds.,
tude 20 ft. Runways; K.E.-S.W. 1,700 yds.
oO yds.
E. by N.-W. by S. two parallel runwav.s 1,000 yds.
and 2,000 yds.' x 00 yds.
Calcuxt.a (Dum Dum). Lat. 22“.‘liVN., Long. 8S'’27'E. .AltiN.-vS. 2,r)00 yds. :< 70 yds.
tude 14 ft. Riimvay
Bomb.ay (Julm). Lat. 19°0(5'N., Long. 72“oO'E. Altitude 0 It.
Runways: E.X.E.-AV.S.W. RilOO yds. >: 00 yds., N.N.E.00 yds.
S.S.AV.'SOO yd.s. x 00 yds., S.S.E.-K.K.W. 800 yds.

:

aU yds.,

;;

h.rs.l:..-

a .Is .v\

;

,

(Santaemx). Lat. 19°05'N., Long. 72°02'E. .Altitude
2,000
N.E.-S.W. 2,000 yds. X 00 yds., E.-W.
10 ft. Rum\ ay.s
50 yd.s.
1,750 yds. X o'o yds., S.E.-N.^AL 1,750 yds.
M.adhas (St. Thomas’ Atoiuit). Lat. REOO'X., Long. S0°12'E.
Runways: N.-S. 1,100 yds., E.N.E.-W.S.W.
.Altitude 40 ft.
1
‘«00 yds.
yds., S.E.-N.W.

Bombay

:

:

:

;

;:<

.Altitude 200

yiis.

.Altitiak* ISO ft.
yds.. S.E.-E.W.
Runvvay.s
yds.
50 yd.s.
Lat, 24‘54'N., Long. t)(i''57'E.,
IvAHAi'in (Idaunipur Road).
Hunwavs; N.E.-S.W. 2.1100 yds. x 50 yds.,
.Altitude 55 ft.
E.-W. 2,000 yds.
50 yils.
CtUTTAUONc:. i.at. 22'dfi'K., Long. inddO'E. .Altitude 12 ft.
5U yds., 8.E.-N.W,
Runways: E.E.-S.W. 2,000 yds.
1,S00 yds. < 50 yds.
ViZAiiAPATAM. Lat. I7‘’4.‘)'X., Lone. S,'!"14'E. Altitude 12 ft.
50 ytls.. E.-W. 1,000 yds.
Runways X.E.-8.W. 2,000 yds.
50 yds., X.-S. ilOO y<ls. X 50 ytls.

:

Lat. 10°46'K., Long. 78'’45'E.

2,40t>

.

yds.
Lat. 2.'!°tl4'!SL. Long. 72".‘1S'E.
.>0
N.E.-S.W. 2.000 yds.

.Ahmeuabau.

:

Trichix^opoly.

E.-^^

X 50

yds.

1,000

:

;

SEAPLANE CUSTOMS HARBOURS

ft.

Calci'TTA (Williug'don Reaeli). Imt. 22 .‘iOX., Long. ,K8"2L'E.
Karachi (Harbour). Lat. 24'’50'X., lacing. OtE.lS'E.
Kakacim (Korangi Creek). Lat. 24'47’X., Long. 07 ’’On'E.

2-SELF-GOVERNING DOMINIONS
DOMINION OF CANADA
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation Division,

Department

Controller of Civil Aviation:
Air Regulations Department.

Superintendent

;

S.

A.

H. A. Yates.
President
8.
R. Bernardo. Tr<‘asun*r
\1'.
Secretary -Afanager
G. Wclstciid. .Address
lemma!
Building, Ottawa, Out.
.1.
W. Hurnplirey (Alai“itiine), A. 8.
Zone \hce-Presiilents
Dawes (St. Lawrence), E. G. Srorie (C’entrari. .1. R. Morgan
(Alid-West). A. J. E. Sumner (Saskatchewan), W. R. Alay
(.Alberta), W. G. AIcKenzie (Pacific).
The Association is the parent organization of tiie Canadian
flying clubs and is the Canudiau rej»rcsentati\'c of the Federation
Aeroiiaatiqiie Intermitiunal.f (F..A.1.).
Before the war mernberBy tlie end of
.sitip com]:)ri.sed twenty-two active flying clubs.
:

Canada is controlled by the
Department of the Department of Transport.

Civil .Aviation

Civil Aviation in

ot Transport,

Ottawa, Out.

D. McLean.

Graham,

duties of this department include the inspection and
registration of aircraft and their certification for airworthiness
the examination and licensing of pilot.s and air engineers
prevention of dangerous flying
supervision of flying elub.s
and international
inquiries into the cause of aircraft accidents

The

;

;

;

;

flying.

:

:

:

,

;

194(1 tlie nuinlKH'

was

a|:)pronchiiig

(ift.Ax

.Address
Air Industries and Transport Association of Canada.
filO,
Blackburn Building, Ottawa, Ontario.
Directors:
C. H. Diekins, ALB.E. (President), P. G. (-larratt (ViceI’resident), H. C, t'ottrell (lion. Hecrelary), A. B. .MacLaren
(Hon Treasurer), IV. N. Deisher, (’, R. ia'uA'eus, D. 8,
Ormond, A. L. Gibson, (Irant, AlaeDuiuild. G. h\ I’earce,
I'lxccut ive Secretary
VV. B. Bnrchall.
C. D. Fairweather.
National Aeronautical Association of Canada, Inc. .Address
442, Gonfcdoraliou Life Building, IT, thieeu Street East,
H’oronto.
President
R W. Richards. General .Managei’
C. R. Patterson.
President
D. T. .Tackson
Institute of Aircraft Technicians.
(Department of Transpoi’t, Montreal), Viee-Rresident
H.
V. IVright (Canadian M’right, Ltd.). Secretary
J. R.
:

Airways and Airports Department.
Superintendent of .Airways
R.. llodds.
F. C. dcw’oft'.
Chief Airways Construction Engineer
H. Ainsworf li.
Chief Illumination Engineer
The duties of this department include he iuapia'tion, licensing
and registration of aiiqiorts and seaplane liases the constiniction
and maintenauee of airports and intermediate aerodromes, which
now includes all tlie principal municipal aii’ports in Canada
:

:

:

(

;

assistance to municipalities in the designing and constructing of
municipal airports ; the lighting of government airports and
air routes ; the development and construction of radio range
sites and the erection of radio range stations with the exception
of the installation of radio equipment ; the construction of
buildings and telephone and power lines ; and the calibration
and testing of radio aids to air navigation.

Address
Ottawa.

THE AIR TRANSPORT BOARD
Room 123, No. 3, Temporary Building, Lyon Street,

:

Members of the Board R. C. Henry (Chairman), Air \'iceMarshal Alan EeiTier, J. O. Romeo Ahichon.
Chief Research Aeronautical Engineer
Dr. J. J. Green,
M.B.E.
Chief, Economies Division
J
C. Lessard,
:

:

.

,

:

:

:

.

:

;

:

Chadburn.
Canadian Air Line Pilots’ Association (C.A.L.P.A.). .Affiliated
with Air Line Pilots’ Association of U.S.A. and British Air
Line Pilots’ Association. Pre.sklent
Capt. C. L. Skelding
Vice-Presidents: Capt. J. F. Crosby (T.C.A.) and
(T.C.A.).
Capt. C. R. Robinson (C.P.A.L.). Secretary and Treasurer
Capt. R. J. Baker (T.C..V.).
The Air Cadet League of Canada. .Address
122, Wellington
Street, Ottawa, Ont.
President snid Executive Chairman:
^Managing Director
C. D, Taylor,
G. M. Ross. Secretary
and Treasurer; Mr,s. R. S. Godfrejx
:

:

:

,

A. S. Kirk.
Secretary and Legal Adviser
0. S. Booth.
Chief, Traffic Division:

PUBLICATIONS
Ckmadkm

:

The Air Transport Board has been designed not only to
perform regulatory duties with respect to air traffic in Canada
but is also charged with the responsibility on advising the
Government on w'ays and means of bringing about a rapid and
well-planned expansion of transport by air. The Board will
be in a position to give prompt attention to all matter.s affecting
air transport requiring governmental consideration.
The regulatory duties of the Board include the establishment
of tariffs and the regulating of rates, examination of the ownership, financial structure, operations, and financial position of
air carriers
the making of reeoromendations for needed financial
;

assistance; and generally advising the Government on all
matters relating to civil aviation and the performance of such
other allied duties for which the attentions of the Board may

Published monthly by the Maclean Hunter
Publishing Co., Ltd., 48.1, University .Avenue, Toronto, Ont.
Subscription
.82 British Empire
.$2.50 U.S.A.
.$3.00
Foreign Countries. Editor
Ronald A. Keith.
Canadian Air Cadet. Published by tlie Air Cadet League of
Canada, 122, Wellington Street, OttaAva. Publislied monthly
by the Air Cadet League of Canada, Subscription: $1.00.
Editor
Art MacDonald.
Aircraft and Airports.
Published montlily from 341, Chnreli
Street, Toronto, Ont.
Editor
Robert J. Burns.
Aviation Review. Published monthly by The Aeronautical
Institute of Canada, 31, Willcocks Street, Toronto, Ont.
Editor
N. W. Kingsland.
Aircraft and Jets. Published monthly from 222, Front Street
East, Toronto.
Editor
P. T. Sampson.
At'iatmi.
:

;

;

:

;

:

:

:

be directed.
Creation of the Air Transport Board removes from the Board
of Transport Commissioners the regulatory duties with respect
to air transport which were formerly under their jurisdiction.
The Department of Transport will continue to administer those
portions of the Aeronautics Act and The Air Regulations which
deal with civil aviation and do not come within the scope of the
•Air Transport Board.

FLYING CLUBS
Flying Clubs are in operation at Halifax, N.S.
St. John,
N.B. Montreal, P.Q.
(Ittawa, Ont.
Barrie,
Harrison, Ont.
Ont.
0.shBwa, Ont.; St. Catherines, Out.
King-ston, Ont.;
Toronto, Ont.
Hamilton, Ont,
Brantford, Ont.
Kitchener,
Ont.; iVhnd.sor, Ont.; London, Ont. ; B’ort William, Ont.;
Wfirmepeg, Man.
Brandon, Man. ; Virden, Man.; Portage la
Prairie, Man.
Regina, Sask.
Moose Jawy Sask.
Saskatoon,
Sask.
Melfort, Sask.;
Calgary, Alta-.; Edmonton, Alta.;
Ycinconvor, B.C.
Wetoria, B.C.
Prince George, B.C.
New
Westminster, B.C.
l->cntictou, B.tk
Terraco, B.C.
Chilliwack, B.C.
Powell River, B.C.
Nanaimo, B.C.
Ivamlooji.s,
B.C.
Cornox, R.C.
Williams Lake, B.C.
;

;

;

;

;

Clubs’ Association, formed in R)2i) at
Ottasva. Represents
the
Federation Aeronautiqao
fnternationale.
The central organization of the Canadian Light
.Chib.s.

j’abron

:

lion. Fresident

;

;

;

;

;

;

The Royal Canadian Flying
Aeroplane

;

;

;

ASSOCIATIONS

;

;

J.

A. Wilson.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

: :

:

I
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COMMONWEALTH— CANADA— continued.
TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Responsible for

Canadian Pacific Air Lines, Limited, 620, Dominion
Building, Montreal, Quebec.
President
Grant W. McConachie.

Square

:

Vice-President

:

W. M.

Neal.

Maritime Central Airways, Limited, Charlottetown, Prince Edward

air transportation of personnel and supplies,
and rescue work, anti-smuggling patrols and mercy
flights.
Also employed on tours covering all R.C.H.P.
gasoline and food caches in the North.
Operates one Noorduyn Norseman, one Grumman Goose and two Beecheraft
18s aircraft. Seven pilots.

seai’ch

Central British Columbia Airways.

Island.

President
J. K. Curran.
General Manager
C. F. Bruke.
:

:

Trans-Canada Air Lines (T.C.A.). Head Office P.O. Box 2873,
McGill Street, Wimiipeg, Manitoba.
President
H. J. Symington, C.M.G., K.C.
Equipment: 11 Lockheed 14, 14 Lockheed Lodestar, 24
Douglas DC-3 (6 Douglas DC-4M being delivered in 1947).

Prince George, B.C.
Base
This commercial company holds a contract with the British
Columbia Government for forest patrol and the transportation
of personnel and supplies to the scenes of forest fires.
;

:

OTHER OPERATORS

:

PROVINCIAL OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
Ontario Provincial Air Service. Chief Base
Sault Ste. Marie.
The oldest provincial operator of aircraft. Maintains forest
patrols, fire-fighting services, air transportation for pro\uncial
:

government

officials.

Chief Base

:

Prince

Albert, Sask.

Maintains forest patrols and fire-fighting services, also
provides transportation for Government officials on busines.s
wuth mine.s, fishery, hunting, game-trapping, etc. Flying
ambulance service in the Nor tin

Mounted

Canadian

Police,

Aviation

Division.

PT.Q.

Ont.

Rockliffe,

many

operators which are engaged in non-scheduied
flying, charter work, flying instructions, air photographic, etc.
Since the end of the wmr there has been a considerable increase
in the number of such undertakings, and an up-to-date and
reliable list of these concerns was not available at the time of

going to press.

AIRPORTS
war there wore 103 licensed airports in the Dominion.
During the war many of these closed dowoi owing to the
curtailment of commercial flying and the abandonment of private
and club flying. By the beginning of 1946 licensed airports
numbered 9S and by the end of 1946 this number had increased
to 168.
Thi.s number does not include emergency landing
areas, flight strips and seaplane harbours.
Altogether, there
are nearly 600 locations whicli have runways of land or water
and can handle air traffic.
Prior to the

Saskatchewan Government Air Service.

Royal

There are

COMMOMWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA
ADMINISTRATION
Civil flying in the Commonwealth and Territories is subject to
The
legislative control by the Commonwealth Government.

administration of the Air Navigation Act and Regulations is a
function of the Department of Civil Aviation under the Minister
for Civil Aviation, Mr. A. S. Drakeford.
The permanent head
of the Department is the Director-General of Civil Aviation,
Air Marshal R. Williams, C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O. Assistant
Mr. E. C. Johnston.
Dii'ector-General of Civil Aviation

The Newcastle Aero Club, P.O. Box 4, Broadmeadow,
The Spencer’s Gulf Aero Club, Whyalla.
The Broken Hill Aero Club, Broken Hill.

PUBLICATIONS
Founded 1918. Published monthly, price 1/- (Over*
Aircraft.
seas subscription :
16/- p.a.), by United Press Pty. Ltd.
Editorial Offices
62-74, Flinders Street, Melbourne, Victoria.
London Office : 92, Fleet Street, E.C.4.
:

;

The Air Log.

ASSOCIATIONS
The Royal Aeronautical

Society,

Published monthly, price 9d. (Overseas Subscription, British Possessions
10/- p.a.), by the Proprietors,
Edited by Norman J.
75, Pitt Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
:

with which

is

incorporated the

Institution of Aeronautical Engineers. Australasian, Branch :
Science House, Gloucester and Essex Streets, Sydney.
Honorary Secretary .1. B. Mills, B.Se., A.F.R.Ae.S.
The Associated Australian Aero Club. Address: Collins House,
Secretary
W. W. Vick.
360, Collins Street, Melboixrne.
The organization represents all the Australian Aero Clubs.
It is affiliated to the Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom
and to the FSderaiion Aeronautique Internationale (F.A.I.).
The Institution of Engineers, Australia, Aeronautical Branch,
Science House, Gloucester and
Sydney Division. Address

Tracy.

Address: Box 2489 MM., G.P.O., Sydney, N.S.W.

TRANSPORT COMPANIES

;

:

:

Essex Streets, Sydney.
A branch of the professional engineers’ society of Australia.
The Institution of Automotive Engineers (Aust.). Address
President L. J. Hartnett.
55, Collins Street, Melbourne, C.I.
Hon. General Secretary Dr. H. Hirst.
75, Keaferd
The Guild of Aeronautical Engineers. Address
Street, Essendon North, Melbourne, W.6.
The Australian Air League, Incorporated Aug. 1, 1934.
:

:

:

League Headqiiarters

Royal Exchange Building, 54a, Pitt

:

K. C. Cameron.
General Secretary
Victorian State Headquarters at Melbourne and
Branches
Queensland State Headquarters at Brisbane.
28, Princes
The Australian Gliding Association. Address
Secretary R. Duckworth,
Street, Footscray, Victoria.
Street,

Sydney.

:

:'

:

:

Commonwealth Parliament passed the
Au.stralian
National Airlines Act in 1945 authorising the Commonwealth
to operate exclusively interstate airways in Australia. Private
air transport companies challenged the Act’s constitutionality
but the High Court of Australia upheld it, except those sections
which gave the Commonwealth the sole right to operate interThis means that the State is now competing
state services.
with private enterprise in airline operation.
Aircrafts Pty. Ltd. Head Office
63, Eagle Street, Brisbane,
The

:

Queensland.

Managing Director

:

R.

S. Adair.

Secretary

;

M.

J. Nichol.
Airlines (W.A.)

Head Office: C.M.L. Buildings, St.
Ltd.
George’s Terrace, Perth, Western Australia. Managing
Director: C. W. Snook. Chief Pilot and Traffic Manager:
Capt. J. H. Moore.
Equipment

includes

Monospar S.T.ll, D.H. 89 and D.H.

90 aircraft. One D.H. Dove is on order,
Ansett Airways, Ltd. Head Office: Commonwealth Airport,
R. M. Ansett.
Esseirdon, Victoria. Managing Director
Manager Airline Division : J. P. Ryland.
:

Equipment is believed to include Lockheed Electra aircraft.
390
Australian National Airways Pty. Ltd. Head Office
Managing Director
W. 6.
Flinders Street, Melbourne,
Captain Ivan N. Holyman. General Manager: Capt. L. J.
H. M. Smith.
Brain, A,F.C. Operations Superintendent
This company increased its capital by £250,000 to £800,000
in the Summer of 1946.
Equipment includes Douglas DC-4, Douglas DC-3, Douglas
DC-2, Lockheed 14, and D.H. 89 au'craft.
:

RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS

;

and Industrial Research. Aeronautical
Research Laboratory, Fishermen’s Bend, Melbourne, S.C.S,
Yarra Bank Road,
Division of Forest Products
Victoria.
Melbourne, S,0.4., Victoria.
1941
Australian Aeronautical Research Committee, Formed
Co-operation with the Aeronautical Research Committee in
Great Britain is one of the defined functions of the new
Committee.

Council

for

Scientific

:

m

FLYING CLUBS
The Royal Victorian Aero

Club,

Commonwealth Aerodrome,

Essendon, Melbourne.
The Royal Aero Club of New South Wales, Kingsford Smith
Aerodrome, Sydney.
The Royal Queensland Aero Club, Archerfield Aerodrome,
Brisbane.
The Royal Aero Club of South Australia, 112, King William Street,
Adelaide.

The Royal Aero Club
Aerodrome, Perth.
Tasmanian Aero
Launceston.

The

of

Western Australia,

,

Inc.,

i

Maylands

:

British

Pacific

Western Junction Aerodrome,

Airlines,

Ltd.

Head

Office

representative.
Australia, and Canada (through designated operators) will,
as the result of an air agreement signed by the two countries,
conduct trans-Pacific service jointly between Vancouver and
Sydney, British Commonwealth Pacific Airlines will operate
as the Australian airline company and Ailstralian National
Airways, as interim contractors for B.C. P.A., began the service
It is expected that the Canadian
16, 1946.
will begin to operate in 1947 with pooling of rights
in parallel irartnership with B.C.P. A.

on September
Club,

Commonwealth

Sydney.
This company has been established to operate trans-Pacific
and Pacific regional air services under the control of the
Aiistralian,New Zealand and United Kingdom Governments.
Lord Knollys, chairman of B.O.A.C., is the U.K. Government

company
and

:;

•

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
V;:

!-

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH--AUSTRALIA—
Office: Kingsford Smith AtifoSonth Wales. Managing Director
C. A. Butler.
Flight Superintendent: Capt. T. Young.
Ecjuipment includes D.H. S+ and Douglas DO-il airerait

drome,

Mil'

Carrington Street. Sytlney. New Soutii Wales, Managing
Director; Hudson Fysh. Oeiiera! .Manager: ,H. H. Harman.

Head

Butler Air Transport Co.
'

New

Sydney,

:

leneral Traffic

{

Head

,

!-i¥f

M'

Airways.

Routes

;

Oiliee

:

—

Ecpiipment includes Douglas DC-3 and Locklieed Electra
aircraft.
lihi, St.
MaeRobertson-Miller Aviation Co., Ltd. Head Office
.Managing
George’s Terrace, Perth, Western Australia.
Director
H. C. Miller. Secretary
R. B. Patterson.
:

\%\i

:

:

Equipment inehules Douglas DC-S and Lockheed Electra

!

^

'If;
i|#:f
I

Qantas Empire

h'Ji:

Airways,

Head

Ltd.

Sliell

W.

Xeilstiii.

llying-buats and the

Cia^-s

0.11.

s;j,

Douglas DC-3 ami

—

—

Douglas DC-i! and DC-4
Office:

C.

Trans-Australia Airlines.
Tliis is the operating bodt- for the Austraiiau National
(Jovernment.
.Airlines (‘'omruission of the C'ontiiionwealt h
It started its first service on SejitembiT \K IlDd, between
Melbourne and Sydney using .Douglas DC-3 aircraft. Other
services in direct competition with those of itrivately-owned
establislied airlijies were to be sSartc.’d l)y the end of lit-Hi on
Sydnr-_\
Bri-liatie,
the follotving routes;- Melbourne
Laiaiee.-.tou. Melbourne
.Adelaide, ileibourne Alelboiirno
fleet
of
st>me
twenty
Hobart, .Melbourne Perth. A

aircraft.

'

;

following typo.s o!' landpiuries
Avro Lancastrian.

Alice Sijrings, Centra!
Australia.
Proin-ieter and Chief Pilot: E, J. Connellan.
Guinea Airways Ltd. Head Office: Austral Chambers, IH,
H.
(}.
Cm’rie Street, Adelaide. Alanager and Secretary;
Archibald.

Connellan
.

Manager

Etpupmeiit inidudes Short "C"

.

aireraft

is

Iteiug delivered.

House,

,

•'

;

ttl i'l

DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND
\
:

.''di'

Goverumeut -ow ned mouoiioiy corpuratiou was formed
New Zealand National ,\irway.s Act of liet'emlier 7,
1945.
The Board of Directors was finally i-liosei! late in
1946 and Ity the end of 1946 pre|)a rat ions for taking o\‘i‘r tlie

ADMINISTRATION

r

J’his

an Air Department was e.stab!isbed in New
Zealand to eo-orditiate and administer all matters concerning
Civil and Military Aviation untler the responsibility of the
Mmistry of Defence in Wellington. Aliuistei* of Defence
Prederick Jones. Chief of .Air Staff ami First Air Force ^Member
.Air Vice-Mar.shall Sir Leonard M. Isitt, K.B.E.
of Air Board
.Air Secretary
T. .A. Barrow.
Controller of Civil Aviation

On

;

;

'Wing-Cdr. J.
Under the

AI.

;

Buekerkige.

New Zealand National Airways Act, passed by
Parliament on December 7, l!)4o. the New' Zealand (_;o\-ernment
has formed a N^ational .Airways Corporation "for the purpose of
establishing and operating national air transport services to
meet the needs of tlie peo]3le of Now Zealand, ami for the j airpose
of fostering and eneouraging the use of air transportation witliin
New Zealand.”
ASSOCIATIONS
:

;

:

The

file

indepeiuleiitiy-owued companies, ojierating internal services
were being comjtletc'd. A sum of riStt.ltnii ^vas t'oted by
Other
J’arliament as tlie juircliiise price for Union .Airways.
companies to be absorbed are .-Vir Travel (N.Z.), Ltil. and Cook
Strait Airways, Ltd., and the vSautbern Paeitie inter-island
routes operated by the R.N.Z.A.F. will probably be taken
over later. A. number of Douglas C-47 transports have been
aeciuired from I’.S. disjiosals stock by the New Zeahind
Government for the use of New Zealand National .Airways.
Union Airways of New Zealand, Ltd. Head Ofiiw'
36, Custom
J. N.
Greenland,
House Quay, Wellington. Directnrs
leneral
C. G. ‘White, .Sir .A, F. Robert.s, K.B.E., Walter Green.
F. Maurice Clarke.
Alanager
Airport,
Hi*ad Offici':
Soutlisidi*
Air Travel (N.Z.), Ltd.
Hokitika. Managing Director and t'hairman
H. Af'orrnll.
Corner iluven Road
Cook Strait Airways, Ltd. Head Office
and Rntlierford .Street, Nidsoii. Managing Director
E. U.
:

;

<

:

The Royal New Zealand Aero Club, Inc. Adtire.ss
3!), Johnson
Street, Wellington.
I’resident
E.'W. Po!ivce(MiddleDis(riets
.Aero Club).
Viee-Presidents
F. Cadman (Auckland Aero
Club) and R. J’. Cadwallader (Wollingfcm .Aero Cluli). Secretary

under

11)37,

.-\pril 1,

T. ,HvdL
objects of tlio Club are to (‘o-ordinattv the effects of

:

:

:

(l’bom})son.

:

J’bis

thi:‘

pren'ineiai Hying clubs officially recognised by the Government
and to foster the de%'elopment of commercial aviation. It is
affiliated with the Royal Aero Club.

Royal Aeronautical Society, New Zealand
Branch. Hon.
Secretary: T. T. N. Coleridge, o/o. The (Shell Co. of Aew
Zealand, Ltd., P.O. Box 1603, Wellington.
The Guild of Aeronautical Engineers. .Addre.ss: P.O. Box 11,
AVellington. Registrar
G. H. Spence.
The Guild of Air Pilots. .Address P.O. Box 11, Wellington.
Master of the Guild
Wing-Cdi'. G. Lomax Stedman.
Registrar
G. H. Spence.

'Jh'avel

coirqiany lias been operati'd

and Union

under eliarter by

.Air

.Air\vay.s.

Royal New Zealand Air Force.

The

continues to operate .some of tlie air routes
established, dining the war in the .South Pacific,
and will continue to do so until tlie newly-formed New Zealand
National Airways Corpn. is able to take them over. Civil
passengers and freiglit are carried.

which

R.N.Z..A.Ti'.
it

:

:

:

FLYING CLUBS
end of 1946 the

follow-ing .Aero Clubs were in operation
preparing to operate as soon as aireraft and/or airtitlds
becitme available
Wellington, .Auckland, .Middle Districts
(Palmerston North), Wnirarapa and liuHliine, Hawke's .Bay^ and
East Coast, Marlborough, Otago, Soutliland (Im'ereargill),
West Coast Uniterl (Groymoutli), AVaikato (Hamilton), Canterbury, Nelson, Wanganui and New Plymoutli.
.At the

or

:

i'

PUBLICATIONS

I

Published monthly price
Ltd., 605, Dilworth Building,

Whites Aviation,
1

‘
i

1)

Aviation
presented in United

1/-

by

Wliite.s

.Auckland.

Re-

Kingdom by Norman Representation

!

Service, 131, Fleet Street, London, E.G.4.
The official organ of the Royal NewWmii,s.
Ine. Pvdrlished monthly. Price 6/- per
39, Johnston Street, AVellington.

Zealand Aero dub,
annum. Address

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Tasman Empire Airways, Ltd. Head Office 36, Custom House
Quay, Wellington. Chairman: Albert E. Rudder, C.B.E.
:

(Sydney).
Mice-Cdiairman
Charle.s
G.
White,
O.B.E.
(Wellington).
New Zealand National Airways Corporation,
Chairman; Air A’ice-Mar.shal Sir Leonard Isitt (formerly
Chief of Staff, JI .N.Z..A.F.). Deputy Chairman
J. S. Hunter
(Government Official). (Ither Directors: W. W. Hynes
(Dominion President, .Aircraft Workers’ Union); F. W.
iMothes (.Managing Director of an advertising agency) ; H.
:

;

1

AVorrall (Managing Director,

An

Travel (N.Z,), Ltd.).

—

AIRPORTS
Until a deci.sion has been reached concerning tli© internal
routes to bo operated by New Zealand National Airways Corpn.,
little progr 0 s.s is expected in the construction of civil aerodrome
suitable for modern tyi^es of transport aircraft.
Tlie Government has decided tliat the R.N.Z.A.F. airfield at
Wbenoupai, near Auckland, is to be used temporarily as the
international civil landplaiie airport for Neiv Zealand and
temporary aecoinmodation for liandling civil airline passengers
and for tlie technical and administrative staffs lias been provided.
New airfields at Kaitaia, Kaikohe and Whiharoa, built during
tlie ivar, are being retained for future civil aviation purposes.
The only intoriiaiional marine terminal in New Zealand is at
Mechanics Bay, .Auckland. This is the terminal used b,y Tasman
Empire .Airways and Pan American Airway.s, as w-ell as by’- the
R.N.Z..A.F. Transpoi’t flying-boat squadrons.

THE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA
(Die Unie

van

ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in the South African Union is the
he re.spon,sibility
re.spon.sibility
of the iMini.ster of I’ransport through the Secretary
ry of Transport,

within whose department is included the meteorological
irologieal organand the C ivil Aviation Council, the latter being
leing responsible
for the carrying out of the A viation Act.
South .African
African Airways,
wliieh is nil integral part of the South African
11 Railways
and
Harbours ()i'g{ini'/.a.tion, is also controlled by' the Aliiiistry
MiiiLstry of
Transport.

ixation

Suida'Frika)
Ministry of Transport, Union Buildings, Pretoria,
Minister of Transport
The Hon. F. C. Sturroek, M.P.
:

Railways and Harbours Board.
liailway' Commissioners
W. R. F. Teichmarin, F. T. Bates,
J. D. P. 'Fourie.
General Manager, S. .A. .Airways; W. M. Clarke, O.B.E.
Chief Airivays Manager
Ala or Gen. C. J. Affinter, C.B.,
D.F.G.
Chief Superintendent (Airway?s)
G. S. Lovorton.
;

:

j

:

:

—

_

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
Aviation Council.
Brig. Gen. C. G. Ross, C.B.E., D.F.C. (Chairman), Major
D. Cloete, M.C., A.F.C. (other appointments pending).

Price 6d, monthly.
Editor
W. T. H. B,
Lethbridge.
The Fly Paper. Published by Aviation Publications Ltd.,
P.O. Box 7105, Johannesburg.

Civil

Johannesburg.

Aviation Advisory Committee.

Civil

(21b)

COMMONWEALTH— SOUTH AFRICA —continued.

BRITISH

:

The

Civil Aviation Advisory Committee was constituted
in 1946 to take the place of the former Civil Air Board.
Its
function is to advise the Minister of Transport on all civil
aviation matters, particidarly as regards regulations to be
made under the Aviation Act and new air services recom-

TRANSPORT COMPANY
South African Airways (S.A.R.

Head

mended

for establishment within the Union and between the
Union and adjoining territories. The composition of the
Committee is as follow's
,
The Hon. F. C. Sturrock, M.P. (Minister of Transport),
:

Chairman;

—

:

Col. Japie

:

Lomv.

South African Airways is part of the Administration of the
South African Railways and Harbours.

Maj. Gen C. J. Venter, C.B., D.F.C. (South African Railways
and Harbours)
E. B. Altona (tinder Secretary (Posts),
Department of Posts and Telegraphs) W. H. Colere (S.A;
Federated Chamber of Industries)
G. S. Eden (Association
of Municipal Airports and Aerodromes of South Africa)
Major R. A. Powell, M.B.E., A.F.R.Ae.S. (South African
Branch, Royal Aeronautical Society)
A. E. P. Robinson
(Commercial Aviation Association of South Africa)
R.
Makepeace, M.M. (Aero Club of South Africa)
W. M. Winstanley (Association of Chambers of Commerce of South
;

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

;

The following

;

international air-carriers operate service,s to

and through the Union

;

British Overseas

:

Airways Corporation

S.A.B.E.N.A. (Belgian Congo).
Central African Airways Corporation (formerly Southern Rhodesian Air Services).

;

;

;

Africa).

AIRPORTS

ASSOCIATIONS
of
Street,

Loveday
peace, M.M.

H.).

:

:

The Secretary of Transport, Deputy Chairman;

The Aero Club

&

Germiston Airport, Johannesburg.
General
Manager
Major-Gen. C. J. Venter, C.B., D.F.C. Airways
Superintendent
G. S. Leverton. Flydng Superintendent
Office

The R ailway Administration

South Africa, Address
Maritime House,
Johannesburg. Chairman
Roy Make:

is

undertaking the eonstruedion

of three large civil airports in the Union, to serve Johannesburg,

;

Durban and Capetowm.
The Union’s permanent international airport will be established
at Kemp ton Park, between Germiston and Pretoria and about
It
13 miles from the main railway station at Johannesburg.
will cover an aitea of more than 6,000 acres and provide three
main runways, one 350 yards long, the others 2,750 yards.

South African Branch, The Royal Aeronautical Society, Address
P.O. Box 5944, Johannesburg. Hon. Secretaries
Lieut-Col.
R. A. Powell, M.B.E., A.F.R.Ae.S. and Lieut. -Col. D. A. Mann.
Commercial Aviation Association of South Africa. Address
305-306, Grand National Buildings, Rissik Street, Johannesburg
President
W. M, Winstanley.
Association of Municipal Airports and Aerodromes of South
Africa. Address;
305-.306,
Grand National Buildings,
Rissik Street, Johannesburg. President
6. S. Eden.
:

;

Meanwhile a provisional airport for Johannesburg is in use
at Palmietfontein, south of Johannesburg.
The Durban Airport will be built just north of Isipingo, while
the Capeto-vvn Airport will be 5 miles W. of Bellville and Illmiles by road from the centre of the city.
The Pvailway estimates include a sum of £3,130,000 for
expenditure on the three main civil airports for the Union,
of which £600,000 is being spent in the current financial year.

;

:

PUBLICATIONS
Wings. The official magazine of the South African Air Force.
Published by Wings, London Hou.se, 21, Loveday Street,

EIRE
Aer Rianta Teoranta.

ADMINISTRATION
The Department

and Commerce

responsible
for the control of Civil Aviation in Ireland through the Aviation
Branch of the Department, Kildare Street, Dublin.
Aeronautical, Meteorological, Radio and Air Traffic Control
Services are maintained by the Department of Industry and
of Industry

is

Commerce.

ASSOCIATION AND FLYING CLUBS
Abbey Buildings, Middle Abbey
Aviation Club. Address

Irish
Street,

;

Mr, Sean 0 h-Uadhaigh. Hon.
Dublin. Chairman
MrSecretary
Mr. Chris F. Bruton. Hon. Treasurer
Denis M. Greene. Affiliated to the Federation AAfonaittiqne
:

;

:

Internationale {F.A.I.),
This Club is responsible for the sport of fiyihg in Eire. It
represents five local fiying clubs, three of wlaioh~at Dublin,
Limerick and Galway are either operating or awaiting
The total membership
delivery of aircraft for fiying training.
of the Clubs is about 500.

43, Upper O’Connell Street, Dublin.
John Leydon. Directors: D. 0 h-larfhlaithe,
J. P. Reihill, Sean O h-Uadhaigh, Seamus Fitzgerald.
This company holds 60% of the shares of Aer Lingus. It

Head

Office

Chairman

plan.s to

:

:

operate a trans- Atlantic service with three Lockheed

Constellations,

which are due to he delivered

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following air transport companies are operating routes
to and through Eire.
Air France (France).

American Overseas

Airlines, (U.S.A,).

Airways Corporation (Great Britain).
Pan American Airways (U.S.A.).
Trans World Airline (U.S.A.).
British Overseas

—

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aer Lingus Teoranta.

Head

Office

:

43,

John Leydon.
This company
air

transport

bi-laterai

Upper O’Connell
w'as

Street, Dublin.

in 1936, and was the
to operate regirlar services.

formed

Company

Chairman
first

:

Irish

Under a

agreement between Ireland and the United Kingdom

signed on April

5,

1946, the Capital of the

company was

being held by Aer. Rianta and
40% by the British European Airway.s Corpn. Three directors
are being nominated by the British company and four by
Aer Lingus. Under this agreement all services between
Ireland and Great Britain will be operated by Aer Lingus.

increiised to £1,000,600,

60%

in 1947.

AIRPORTS
Dublin

Lat.
53°25'N.,
Long.
06°I5'W.
(Collinstown).
Altitude above sea level 220 ft. 5 miles N. of Dublin., Civil
Customs Ail-port. 4 grass runways ranging in length from
3,000 ft. to 0,288 ft. Work has started on three eoneret©
runways, involving extension of grass runways length in
some directions. Full facilities. The Airport is inanaged
on behalf of the Department of Industry and Commerce by

Aer Rianta Teoranta.
(Rineanna). Lat. 52°42'N., Long. 08°.55'W. Altitude
15 miles W. of Limerick. Transsea level 9,ft.
Runways N.-S. 1,758 yds.
atiahtic airport with full facilities.
X .50 yds., N.E.-S.W. 1,761 yds. X 67 yds., E.-W. 1,876 yds.
X 50 yds., S.E.-N.W. 1,880 yds. X 50 yds. Extension of
runways and development of airport plaimed. The flyingboat base at Poynes, 24 miles W. of Limerick, is not in use
at present.

Shannon
above

CHILE
(The Chilean Republic -Republica de Chile)
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

ADMINISTRATION
responsible for the administration of Civil
and Commercial Aviation in Chile is the Aeronautics Department,
which controls all civil flying. It is also responsible for the
adoption of security measures for navigation { communications,
of
signals, meteorological findings, etc.) and for the direction
commercial and tourist flying and the supervising oi rules and
Airports and public
st.andards governing Aerial navigation.

The Departinent

and private aerodromes are
ment.

likewise controlled

by

this

Depart-

Instituto Aeronautieo de Chile, Santiago.
Mad© up of professionals, technicians, airmen, experhs, etc.
The principal work of the Institute is as follows: (1) To
promote the study of aeronautics and similar sciences ; (2) To

—

stimulate and develop the scientific and technical aspects of
aeronautics; (3) To publish information concerning aeronand (4) Strengthen the links botwei-u tlie
autics in general
Institute of Chile Imd international aeronautics.
;

—

—

:

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

(22b)
CmhE~~coniiniml.

hhxeeutive
Pi’esident : Dr. Geronirao IMomlez .-^mncilda.
Vice-President: -Vir Brigade General Rufaid Sanen/. Salazar.
Jnrgt: Garreton.
^Managing Director
The only national air transport organization in Chile.

ASSOCIATIONS
Club Aereo de Chile,
.Adininistrat ive
‘‘Los Cerrillos"’ Airport.
Headquarters
Calle Lueia No. 250, 3rd Ploor, Dept. B., Santiago.
Affliliated to the Federation AironauUque Internationale. This
is the principal Flying Club of the country and is responsible
for the preparation of civil air pilots and for the running of
The Club receives a Government
all other similar entities.
subsidy, which is distributed proportionately among the
many Flying Clubs tliroughout Chile. The Club has the
services of the “Aladino Azzari” School of Civil Aviation for
the framing of civil pilots.

:

:

offices

;

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following
to

Published by the Ministro de
Published cpiarterly.
The oHieial pidrlieation of the Club Aerea de Chile.
Chile, Aereo.
Avenida Bulnes 80, Santiago. ]\Ionthly.
Aeronantica. A monthly Review, the organ of tlie Instituto
Aeronautieo de Chile. Director : Loi-enzo Redomloc.
de la

:

Air France.
.Servieos Aereos Cruziero do Sul.
Flota Aerea Mercante Argentina (F.A.M.A.)

PUBLICATIONS
Bevista

inteniatioiuil air transport eomjninie.s operate

and tlirougli Clnle
Pan American Grace Airways (“Panagra”).
British South American Airways Corporation.

Fuersa Aerea.

AIRPORTS

Defensa Nacionale, Santiago.

Lat. 33°13'S.

S;Vi;ti.xgo (Lo.s CeriIlo.s),

525

ni.

Linea

Long. T0®43'W.

Alt.

Cu.stom.s .Virport of Chile.
Terminal of tlie
Completely c*qui{»ped. R/T. and
Naeional.

Prin(;‘i]>ai

-Aerea

night-Hying facilities.
Aeica (El Mora). Lat. 1S‘’2S'S. Long. TtP20'W. .Alt, 90 m.
Completely equipped.
Principal Customs Airport in the north.

AIR TRANSPORTS
Linea Aerea Naeional (L.A.N.).
Headcpiarters : “Lo.s Cerrillos” Airport, Santiago.

Pv/T.

and night-flyung

facilities.

CHINA
(The Great Chinese Repubiic-Chung-Hua Min-Kuo)
Sino-Soviet Aviation Corporation
ADMINISTRATION
Tihwa.
This concern

Aviation in Cluna is under the control of the Ministry
of Communications of the Central (government of China at
Nanking. The Director of Civil .Aviation is Colonel Tai .An-Kuo.
Ciii-il

There

is

ASSOCIATIONS
no news of any post-war activity by
of the

nautical Federation

enterprise

Office

a joint Soviet .Ministry of Conununieations
belitn'cd to still opterate a service between
.Alma Ata, linking the Cliinese and Rus.sian air line
is

which

Kami and

is

networks.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS

either the .Aeroor tlie China

Kuksiing (AVnelnapa).

Chinese Republic

Lat. 2iT'(H>'N., Long. 102-4.5''\V.

Alti-

l(!4yds.
tude (!, 240 ft. 2,400 yds.
CxtNTDN (Peiyun). Lat. 23‘’]0'N.. Long. 113“IS’E. AUitudo
25 ft. Two nniwav.s 1.850 vds, >. 142 yds, ami 1,312 vds. X

Aviation League.

;

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Shanghai.
Transport Corporation. Head Of'liee
Colonel T. L. Chen, V ice- ’resident
General iManagor
C. H. Cha.
Thi.s Chinese (lovornment-owned eoneern was foi’nu'ii\'
It oporatea iutenml routes in Cliina.
Enrasia. .Airlines.
China National Aviation Corporation. 'Head oriiee: Slinugliui.
IT. T. H.su.
Pro.sident
Managing Director Col. C. V. I-iu.
A’ice-Pi'e.sident : W. L. Bond.
Pan-American World Airways (H.S.A.) redueed their
holdings in this Chinese Government -owned concern from
45% to 20% in 1940.

Central

Head

(Hamiata).

Air

100 yds.

:

Bhanuhai (Lunghwa).

1

:

:

tude 20

Lat. Iir’lO’X.,

Four nmwnv’.s N.K.-S.W,

I.oiig.

2.1.87

121'27'I'L
131

yds.

;

.Alti-

vd.s.,

131 yds.,
K.-AV. 1,202 vds.
!3l‘ vds., N.-S. l.OtiS vils.
N.VV.-!8.H. I.:!l2 yds.
131 yds.
Tlie military airfield at Ivitmgwan, near Hhanghai, Inis
been opened for eomitMU'eial u.st» whilt' the nmwayK at tlie
J.ungwti .Airjiorl are being e.xtended.
:

—

:

:

ft.

Tucntsin (Chaiigkneieliuang).
Altitude 10

ft.

Lat. 30"07'X.,

Long. M7‘2l'Fi.

One runway N.N.WL-S.iS.E.

1,(104 yds.

;<

87 yd.s.

COLOMBIA
— Republica

The general
the

Ministry

(The Republic of Colombia
ADMINISTRATION
administration of Civil Aviation is controlled by
of War through the Direccion Cleneral de

.Aeronautica Civil, which interprets tire regulations officially
Director of Civil Aviation
laid down.
Lieut.-Col. Gustavo
Rojas Pinilla, Address
Ministorio do Guerra, Bogota.
:

:

de Colombia)

This company's shares are owned partly by Colombian
nationals (55%) and partly by the T.A.C.A. Company {45%-,).
Cali.
Vlas Aereas Colombianas S.A. Head Office
CaraUraba, Medellin and Central Airways, Inc. Head Office
boho 320, Medellin. President H. Ma.x Healey.
Tlii.s cornpany i.s affiliated to Pan American Airway.?.
:

:

:

PUBLICATION

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

BoUtin da Aeronautica C'mZ (Bulletin of Civil Aeronautics).
Edited by the General Administration of Civil Aviation.
Address
Seventh Street 7-50 (third floor), Bogota,
Distributed free of charge every two months.
:

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aerovias Nacionales de Colombia (Avianca).
Head Office Avianca Building, Barranquilla.
President and General Alanager
Dr. Martin del Corral.
Operations Director
Thomas N. White. Operations Superintendent
Ernest J. Smith.

The

following Companies operate air services to

Linea Aerea T.A.C.A. de Venezuela.

;

:

affiliate of Pan American Airway.?, is
by Colombian nationals. A merger with tlie
Venezuelan company Linea Aeropostal Venezolana and the
Ecuadorian Government Air Line is planned. This new
company will be known as the Great Colombia -Airline.
Compagnia de Navegacion Aerea Lansa Ltda. Head Office

This company, an

controlled

Bogota.
Limitada Naeional de Servieio Aereo.

Head

Office

;

Barran-

quilla.

Lineas Aereas T.A.C.A. de Colombia, S.A.
ficio

CTavijo,

Bogota.

Operations Manager

;

Manager

:

Head

Alirio

EdiGomez-Picon.
Office

:

Wilbiu’ Bradley.

(Venezuela).

AERODROMES

:

:

and tlirough

Colombia :
K.L.M. Royal Dutch Air Lines. (Netherlands West Indies).
Pan American Airways. (IT.S.A.).
Pan American-Graee Airways. (U.S..A.).

Aguas CnABAs, Akauca,

Bogota, Bucakamang.v, Cali,
CUCUTA, C-ABUYABO, CraVO NoRTK, Ei
Mobro, Hato i)E Cokozal, Honda, IprAi.E.s, Mkdellin, AIoreno
Nisiva, Nunoiiia, Oboche, Otu, Pofayan, Puerto Cariveno,
San Martin, San M.ateo, San Josii, La Trinidad, Taaie,
Valledui’ar, Villa vicencio.
C-ABTAGO, COROZAL,

SEAPLANE STATIONS
Choqxjichoqui, El
Banco, Gamarba,
Gloria, Lobica, Magangue, Puerto
Puerto Bebrio, Qutbdo, Rio Sumo, Santa

Buenaventur-a,
Gibabdot, Guapi,

WiLCHES,

La

Mabg-abita, Tumaco.

COMBINED AERODROMES AND SEAPLANE STATIONS
Ayapel, Barranquilla, Barbanc-a Bermeja, Cartagena,
Cienaga, Palanquebo. Pato, S.AN MxArcos, Turbo, Montebia.

COSTA RIGA
(The Republic of Costa Rica—Republica de Costa Rica)
ADMINISTRATION
ASSOCIATION
Civil Aviation is controlled by the Department of Civil
Aviation (Dopartmento de Aviacion Civil), a depaidment of the
'Mirn'MtrV
flf (vLa
IvlAmoT
niVnr.+.r>1>
ATTi’a + ir,,-,
Ministry of
the Interior.
The Director
of nUnV
Civil Aviation
Ricardo Jinesta.
.V.

C°sta Rican Wing of the Inter-American Eseadrille
in 1941. President
Alfredo Volio Mata.
W
A VTA XT A T IVO A XTOtl AnT A AHAtl A XrTWO
TRANSPORT COMPANIES
NATIONAL

Formed

:

Compania de Transportes Aereos Centro- Americanos de Gosta

—

——

—

—

::

—

.

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
COSTA RICA

continued.

Rica. (T.A.C.A. de Costa Rica). Head Office
San Jose.
Charles L. Gallo. Manager
President
Pvomaii Macaya.
Sherman Wilson.
Secretary
This company is owned jointly by the T.A.C.A. company
and by Costa Rican citizens.
Transposes Aereos Nacionales (T.A.N.). Head Office
San
:

:

:

;

:

available.

Santana.

Jose.

This company was formed in 1946 to operate services from
San Jose with two Avro Ansons bought from the Canadian

War

PuNTARENAS. Lat. 9°o8'N., Long. 84°49'W. 6 kilos E. of town.
Alt. 2 m.
Runway 1,000 x 100 m. W/T. call sign TIP.
La Sabana (San Jose). Customs Airport. Lat. 9“56'N., Long.
84°04'W. 1 mile W. of San Jose. Altitude 1,180 m. Runway 1,000 X 200 m. Hangers. Radio and weather reports
Jose.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES.
air

transport companies operate to

Costa Rica
Lineas Aereas T.A.C.A. de Colombia.
Pan American Airways. (U.S.A.).
T.A.C.A. (El Salvador).

(Savana).

X 150 m.

4 kilos from Urena.

W/T.

call sign

Alt. 800

m.

TIG.

1-4 miles North of Villa Quesada.
Alt. 620 m.
500 X 50 m.
There are private landing grounds at the following places
El J obo Hacienda, Guanaeaste. Owned by Francisco Hurtado.
Alt. 140 m.
Runway 700 X 75 m.
El Temrisque, Guanaeaste. Owned by Federico Sobrado.

Runway

:

(Colombia).

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
3,716

800

Villa Quesada.

and through

:

San Jose

Alt. 850

W/T.

Runway
The following

P.A.A.

IJrena be Perez Zelebon.

Assets Corporation.

12 miles W. of San
m. Runway 870 X 60 ra.

Lat. 9'’53'N., Long. 84°15'W.

Owned bv

Lat. 09°56'.N., Long. SJ^Ofi'W.

Altitude

ft.

Puerto Jimenez. Lat. S°34'N., Long. S3°21'W. Alt. 14 m.
Field 700 X 100 m. with landing strip 700 X 30 m., N./S.
W/T. call sign TIJ.

Alt. 90 m.
Runway 1,200 X 200 m.
Puerto Cortes, Puntarenas. Owned by Francisco Olasa Reig.
Alt. 15 m.
Runway 675 x 85 m.
Taboga, Hacienda, Guanaeaste. Owned by Julio Saehez L.
Near town of Canas. Runway 610 X 40 m.
There is an auxiliary field, Barra del Colorado, at Limon.
Lat. 10°47'N., Long. 83°35' W.
mile E. of village of La Barra.
Runway N.N.W./S.S.E. 900 x 50 yds. W/T. to S.W.

CUBA
(The Republic of
ADMINISTRATION

Cuba —Republica de Cuba)

of Communications and Justice controls Civil
Aviation. Permits to fly over the island are granted by the
Secretary of State and the Ministry of Defence.

The Ministry

company began

This

Cuban

operations in 1943. It is the official
In July, 1946, it obtained control of
de Aviacion S.A. (which see).

airmail carrier.

the Cia. Cubana

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Compania Cubana de Aviacion, S.A. (Cubana). Head Office:
Prado 252, Havana. President: Manuel Quevedo, Jr.
This company was originally a subsidiary of Pan American
In 1946, Pan x4m©rican ceded its 52% bolding to
Expreso iVereo Inter-Americano, which is now endeavouring
from scattered minority holdings.
to obtain the remaining 48
Manzana
Aerolineas Cubanas (Cuban Air Lines). Head Office
de Gomez 342, Havana. President and General Jfanager
Major Luis F. i\,rdois.
Expreso Aereo Inter- Americano. Head Office: Prado 204,
Havana. President: Dr. Teodoro Johnsoii.
x4ii-ways.

%

;

The
Cuba

following companies operate air serivees to

and through

:

Compania Mexicana de Aviacion. (Mexico).
K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airlines. (Netherlands West
Pan American Airways. (IJ.S.A.).

Indies).

T.A.C.A. (Salvador).

CUSTOMS AIRPORT
Rancho Boyebos (Havana). Lat. 23°00'N.

Long. 82°25'W.
10 miles S. of Havana. Alt. 300 ft. 4,000 ft. paved runway.
Administrative building and hangar. Obstruction lights.
Beacon on top of administration building. Service and full
repairs available. This is the official airport of entry.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
(The Czechoslovak Republic— Ceskosloveriske Republika)
ADMINISTRATION
204’s, Jimkers Ju 52’s and Ju 290’s
Civil Aviation is under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of
Communications. The Director of Civil Aviation is Ing. Bervida.

were used, piloted by

R,x4..F.-tramed Czech Air Force pilots.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The

ASSOCIATION
Aeroklub Republiky Ceskoslovenske (Aero Club of the CzechoSweeky 22, Praque.
slovak Republic). Address
Affiliated to the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (F.x4.T.)
:

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
24, Vodickova,
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie (C.S.A.). Head Office
Prague. Director General: Ing. Ferdinand Trebichavsky.
Dr. Karel Fink. Manager
Deputy Director General
Frantisek Dvorsky.
C.S.A. is a state-owned concern with staff drawn from the
pre-war C.S.A. and C.L.S. airlines. Although their flying
equipment w'as seized by the Germans and their routes taken
over by D.L.H., many of their staff were allowed to stay on at
Ruzyn airport. They saved the airfield from being blown up
by removing and neutralising the mines set by the Germans to
explode a short while after their retreat. By using German
equipment air services in Czechoslovakia were started very
shortly after the country’s liberation. Initially Siebel Si
:

:

following companies are operating routes to and through
Czechoslovakia
Air Prance (France).
A.B.A. (Sweden).
British European Airways Corporation (Groat Britain).
K. L.M. (Netherlands).
L. O.T. (Poland).
Putnik (Yugoslavia).
:

Pan American Airways (U.S.A.).
.S.A.B.E.N.A. (Belgium).
Soviet Air Lines (U.S.S.R.).
Swissair (Switzerland).

CUSTOMS AIRPORT
Prague (Ruzyn). Lat. 50“06'N., Long. I4°17'E. Altitude
363 m. Four main runways 5,900 ft. x 131 ft. (1,800 m. X
60 m.), 3,280 ft. X 13X ft. (1,000 m. X 40 m.), 4,265 ft. X
131 ft. (1,300 m. X 60 m.), 2,950 ft. x 131 ft. (1,000 m. x
40 m.). Plans for expansion include lengthening existing
I'umvays and adding further new ones.

DENMARK
(The Kingdom of
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation is under the jirrisdiction of the
Ministeriet for offentlige Arbejder (Ministry of Public

Denmark— Kongeriget Danmark)
ASSOCIATIONS

;

Address:

Slotsholmsgade
N. Elgaard.

10,

Works).

Copenhagen K.

:

Minister:
Palle Christensen.
Chief of Departement
The direct control of Civil Aviation and the Administration
:—
of the state-owmed civil airports is exercised by the
Direktoratet for Luftfartsvaesebet (Director of Civil Aviation).
:

Address:

Torvegade

45,

Gregersen.
Director:
Statens Luftfartstilsyn (Air Inspection Department).

Chief:

;

M.

Ny

Kongensgade

P. Eskildsen.

PUBLICATIONS

Copenhagen K.

Knud

Address

Det Kongelige Danske Aeronautiske Selskab (Royal Danish
Aeronautical Society).
Norre Farimagsgade 3, Copenhagen.
Address
This society is affiliated to the Federation Aeronautiqna
There are about 150 associated flying,
Internationale.
gliding and soaring and model fl ying clubs throughout Denmark

15,

Copenhagen K.

Efierretninger for Lufifarende (Notice to Airmen), Produced by
the Department of Civil Aviation.
Flyv (Fly). Official Publication of the Royal Danish Aeronautical Society,

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
DENMARK—
iOigfand).
British European Airways Corpn,
Det Norske Luftfartselskap A.S. (.Xorways.
K.L.M. (Nctherlan.ls).
S.A.B.E.N.A. (Beiginm].
Ceskoslovenske Aerolinie (i'/.cfho.>lo\'akiii?.

AIR TRANSPORT COMPANIES

!

Det Danske Liiftfartselskab A;S (Danish Air Lines— DDL)Head Office: Raadahnspladsen 59, C’openliageu.
Kobenhavns Lufthavn, Kastrnp.
(l]:)erational Headcinarters
Hoard of
K. Lybye.
President and Oeneral Mauiiger
P. Kajn]Mnan, H. P. Christensen, H Bech-Bnuin,
Directors
A. P. Botved, A. Krog, I. A. Korbing, C. B. Bollerup fdadseu.
,R. Seliniidt, Otto Wolf, S. Nielsen.
About IS'^^ of the capital of Danish Air Lines is owned by
the State and it lias an honorary board composed of prominent
Danes, n ith H.R.H:. Prince Axel as President, in addition to
the Board listed above.
The company is participating in the Scandinavian Airlines
trans- Atlantic kn-vice, to which it is contributiug two Uouglas
:

:

DC-4

Flugfelag Islands

.

:

airliners.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
(Operating to and through Denmark).
A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden).
Air- France (Franco).
American Overseas Airlines (P.S.A.).

Ictdanii).

(

CUSTOMS AERODROMES
Lat, .lo'.'lT'X'., Long. Id 'diPE.
10
Four
S.E. of tlie city. Property of tiie (hivermneiu.
LSPO in. (to he extended to
concrete runway.s N.E.-S.\\
d.dOOrn.). X.W.'-S.K. LtitHiin.. E.-W. and X.-S. l.dOO m. loiig.
W.T. direction-finding and teletype installat ion. Tiie administration building, opened in lUdh, will bo rejilaeed by a
bigger Imilding on the extended airport.
.Aalboho West (llodsletj. Lat. "d (to'N., Long. OhMl'F..
This, aertidromo is jjroperty of the ifovernment.
In the near future Stute-uwaed u,erodrome.s will fic opetK'd
at .•VAiUit's, Dokksk and Honxe Boridwlin). the last named
place by modenib.ing and texteaeJing a |n'ivato airport.

Poi'EXHAOEX

(Kaj^tripiS.

kills.

.

i

DOMINiGAN REPUBLIC
Domingo— Republica Dominicana

(Santo
ADMINISTRATION
Civil aviation is

War

and

Navy.

British West Indian Airways (British \\'esi imhes),
Empreza de Transportes Aerovias Brasil (ilraxii
K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airlines (Xetheriauds West ladies).
Pan American Airways (r.h?..\.).

under the control of the Department of
Address : Ciudad Trujillo, Dominican

i.

Republic,

TACA

(Honduras).

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Compania Dominicana de Aviacion, C por A. Head (hiice
C. A. HcLuugldin.
Ciudad Trujillo. President
:

Tins forajiany was
and eai’go in the Dominic-an Kepublic.

l!t44 to eari'y jiassengcr.s,

organized in

mails,

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
following companies are operating routes to anil through
the Dominican Itcpublic

The

CUSTOMS AIRPORT
T’aved runways.
.Axmu-'.ws .tiitforri', Ciudad Truiillo.
There are com] dote facilities at tiiis aii'iiurt. for scrvii'ing all
ty})cs of aircraft, botii comniercial and military.
Action has been initiated liy tlie (iovernment to improve
exist inu aii'jiorts and fu coiisfrui't adiiilioiial acroi Ironies.

f

iKXiiitAi,

:

ECUADOR
(The Republic of
ADMINISTRATION

El

Ecuador— Republica

del Ecuador)

Taea de Colombia (Culoinbia).

Civil Aviation in Ecuador is controlled by tlie Ministry of
National Defence and is mtder tlie direction of Major Jorge I’aez

Vias Aereas Coiombianas, S.A.

AERODROMES

Mena.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY

Guayaquil (Simon

Aerovias del Ecuador-Panagra.
Agents; Grace y Cia (Ecuador), Malecon y General Eli/.aldo
1302, Guayaquil.

This is the local Ecuadorian name for the services of Pan
Ainerican-Grace Airways (LLS.A.) which have been opei’ated
since March, 1942, follotviiig the elimination of tlie Gerimin
sponsored S.E.D.T.A. companyn

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The

following companies are operating routes to

Ecuador
Pan Araerican-Grace Airways

({.'(ilonibla),

Lat. 2°10'S., Long. 7*,Pa2'VV.,
Runways
mile N. of city,
1,(100 X 1,100 yds.
Hangans,
N.N.E./S.S.W. 1,094 yds.,* N.W./S.E, 547 yd.s.
beacon and boundary lights. W/T. call sign HCTT. Wave
length 3,07(1 m.
'rhis is a military combined airport and sen]»lane base but
civilian aircraft may land witli ]:)ermissiun.
Quito (jMariseal Biicre). 4.1 m. N. of town. Alt. 9,400 ft.
Alt. 10

ft.

Bolivar).

1

x 492 11,
In addition to the above two main airport.s otheixs are situated
at EsMABAijnA.s, M.vnta, Salina.s, Cue,nca-Loja, Latauuxoa,
Riobamba and Cotopaxi.
’2,(140

and through

:

(IT.B.A.).

EGYPT
] I

ne ivingcom of Egypt—Wlisr)

ADMINISTRATION

Egyptian Airways.

The Department of Civil Aviation

in Egy])t comes under H.E.
Sayed Selim, the Minister of National Defence.

Head

The Director-General of Civil Aviation is Mohamed Roushdy
Bey and the Deputy Director is Mustapha Riad Aloursi, B.Sc*

It will
interests and the British Overseas .lirways, Corjm.
liave an initial capital of f:25(t,0(l(), of whiifli 5H)„ w ill lie hekl
by Egyptian interests. Tliere will be four Egy{itian and
three British directors.
The company, which will fly under tlie Egyptian flag, plans
to operate external routes from Egypt wliicli do not parallel

D.LC.

ASSOCIATION
The A6ro

Club d’Egypte.
Aironautique Internationale.

Affiliated

with the

Federation

Misr Airlines S. A.E. Head Office
Almaza Airport, Heliopolis.
President: Dr. Hafe?.Afifi Pasha.
Managing Director
H.
E. Hassan Sadek Pasha, Government delegate member of
the Board and General Manager
H. E. Mohamed Rouchdy
Bey.
This first Egyptian Aviation Company, which was formed
ill association with the
British aviation company Airwork,
Ltd,, holds an authorisation from the l?gyptian (Iovernment
for the e.stablishment and operation, within Egyptian territorial, limits, of civil flying training schools, locul passengercarrying flights, :seryie6 stations for the provi.sioning, maintenance, and repair of civil aircraft, regular and occasional civil
air transport seri'ices for the carriage of passengers, mails
and between Egypt and abroad.
:

:

,

Cairo.
liy

Egy ptian

those of Misr Airlines, including one to Great Britain.
A.C. will provide personnel and technical assistance.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

;

Office:

An indepeni lent com]>any wbicli is being formed

B.O-

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Tlie foliowdug ail’ transport
to and througli Egypt

companies are operating routes

A. B. Aerotransport (Sweden).
Air France (France).
B. O.A.G. (Great Britain).
Ethiopian Airlines (Abyssinia).
K.L.M. (Netherlands).
Middle East Airlines (Lebanon).
Trans World Airline (U. S.A.)

PLYING SCHOOL.
The Misr-Airwork Flying School

Almaxa

Airport, Cairo.

—

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

EGYPT— coniSiwuetL

A

In addition to flying training for both
and B licences
the school incltrdes Ground Engineering and Radio instructional
establishments. There are also branch flying schools at
Alexandria and Port Said.

AERODROMES
Cairo (Ahnaza).

Lat. SO^OI'N., Long 31°21'E.
5 kms. E. of
Full facilities.
Field).
Lat. 3()“08'N., Long. 31°241i:.
14
km. N.E. of Cairo. Altitude 235 ft. Full facilities. Built
by the XJ.S. Government and transfeiTod to the Egyptian
Alt. 262

city.

:

:

ft.

Fabouk (Payne

Government on December 16, 1946.
Mebsa Matrtjh. Lat. 3r2PN., Long. 27°14'E.
of Mersa Matruli town.
Altitude 45 ft.

4 kms. S.W.

Alexandria
S.W. of

Aswan.

(Dekheila). Lat. 31°08'N., Long. 29°48'E. 8 kms.
Alt. 7 ft.
Full facilities.
Lat. 24°03'N.,- Long. 32“54'E. 2 kms. S.E. of town.
city.

Alt. 400 ft.
Area 850 X 680 yd.s. No facilities.
Assiut. Lat. 27°13'N., Long. SDOe'E. 8 kms. W. of town.
Alt. 160 ft.
No facilities.
Minia. Lat. 28“05'N., Long. 30°44'E.
2 kms. W. of town.
Alt. 130 ft.
Administration buildings, etc.
Luxor. Lat. 2o°41'N., Long. 32°42'E. 6 kms. E.S.E. of town.
Alt. 250 ft.
SoLLTJM. Lat. 31°34'’N., Long. 25“08'E. 2 kms. W. of town.
Alt. 590 ft.
Port Said. Lat. 31“17'N., Long. 32°15'E. 4 kms. W. of city.
.

Alt. sea level.

Pull

facilities.

ETHIOPIA
The

XJ.S. airline

(The King^dom of Abyssinia— Nangesti Aithopia)
Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc., has
Ethiopian Airlines, in which T.W.A, has 25% financial

concluded a contract witli the Ethiopian Government for the
management of all Ethiojiian civil air transjiort. In addition
to providing internal air seridees, T.W.A. will be responsible for
certain supervisory functions for and on behalf of the local
goi'ernment.

he staffed by

and

interest,

American aircraft.
Initially,' six converted Douglas C-47’s have been delivered to
Addis Ababa and these, will be used on the main routes which
are intended to serve as feeders for T.W.A. trunk routes from
tlie United States to the Near, Middle and Far East.
The first
service opened was one from Addis Ababa to Cairo.

will

XJ.S. citizens

will use

FINLAND
(The Finnish Republic- -Suomen Tasavalta)
transport company
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in Finland, is controlled by the Mini.stry of
Communications and Public Works, in which ministry there is a
Department of Civil Aviation. The address of the Department
is

Aleksanterinkatu

Helsinki.

3,

ASSOCIATIONS
Suomen

Flygforbund

Ilmailuiitto

(Bknnish

R.

Mannerheimintie 16 A, Helsinki.
Colonel (Ret.) P. G. Waris.
President
the
to
Federation Aeronautique
Affiliated

Head

Office:

Mannerheimintie’

:

:

Internationale

(F.A.I.).

Ilmailunsinoorien Kerho (Club of Aeronautical Engineers).
Aleksanterinkatu 46A, Helsinki.
Addres.s
;

9,

Helsinki.

Aero O/Y resumed flying on its internal services to Western
and Northern Finland on August 13, 1946. Proposals to
nationalise the company have been discussed but have not
developed far.

Aeronautical

Association).

Address

Aero O/Y.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
Helsinki (Tattarmo.ssen). Lat, 60°N., Long. 26'^03'E. Altitude 15 m. Runways N.-S. 1,540 yd,s. x 77 yds., N.E. -S.W.
1,320 yds. X 77 yds., E.-W. 880 yd,s. x 77 yd.s., N.W.-S.E.
800 yds. X 77 vd.s.
Turko (Abo). Lat. 60°28'N., Long. 22H2'E. Altitude 6.2 m.
Runw'ays N.-S. 875 yds. x .30 yd.s., E.-W. 975 yds. x 30 yds.,
N.E.-S.W. 875 yds. X 30 yds., N.W.-S.E. 830 yds. x 30 yds.

FRANCE
Tha French Republic— (Republique Francaise)
ADMINISTRATION

On January

Published weekly from 77, Boulevard Malsherbes,
Editor : Georges Houard.
Published twice monthly by La Parisienue
Mondaero.
d’Editions et de Publicite, 13-15, Rue Taibout, Paris (9e).

Les Ailes.

1946, a Secretariat-General de 1’ Aviation Civile
et Commercial (Department of Civil Aviation) was formed and
attached to the Ministere des Travaux Publiques et des Transports
(Ministry of Public Works and Communications). This Department consists of the following divisions
[) Direction des Bases Aeriennes—responsible for the construction and maintenance of all aerodromes.
() Direction de la Navigation Adrienne responsible for safety
on air routes, communications and navigational aids.
(c) Direction de Transports Aeriens—-to control and co-ordinate
air transport.
(d) Service de la Meteorologie Nationale.
1,

Paris (8e).

AIR TRANSPORT

:

—

ASSOCIATIONS
6, Rue Galilee, Paris.

6,

Rue

Galilee, Paris.

Association

Adrienne.

Franqaise

77,

Boulevard Malsherbes,

Paris.

Club Adronautique Universitaire.

6,

Rue

of all French external air services of national
interest is entrusted to Air France, a company wdiich enjoys
considerable commercial freedom. Air France is assured of a
guaranteed railage by the Secretariat of Civil Aviation. In effect.
Air France operates as a .subsidised company, for which a
maximum credit of 1,006,000,000 francs was approved, for 1946.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Air France.

The repre.sentative
Adro-Club de France.
body governing the sport of flying in France. Affiliated to
President
Federation Aeronautique Internationale.
the
Baron de la Grange.
Association des Adro-Clubs Scolaires et Post-Scolaires de France.
36, Avenue de Wagram, Paris.
Association des Aneiens Sieves de PEcole Supdrieure Nationale
de I’Adronautique. 32, Boulevard Victor, Paris.
Association des Professionnels Navigants d’ Aviation.

The operation

Galilee, Paris.

PUBLICATIONS
Aero-Revue Frangaise. Published weekly from 72, Avenue des
Champs-Elysees, Paris (8e). Editor-. Rene Brilliet.
Aviation Fmngaise. Published monthly from 43, Rue de Dunquerque, Paris (lOe).
Envois. Published monthly by La Parisienue d’ Editions et de
Publicite, 13-15, Rue Tai'bout, Paris (9e).
Espaces. Published monthly from 43, Rue de Dunquerque,
E. Leygue.
Paris (lOe). Editor
:

Head

:

2,

Henri Desbrueres.

:

:

:

Maurice Lemoine,
On January 1, 1946, Air BYanee, by taking over control
of all air services which had previously been operated by the
military authorities, resumed its place a,s the BVench national
air transport company, with a capital of 120,000,000 francs.

By the Autumn of 1946, the company possessed 154 aircraft.
To man these a large crew-training programme was put into
operation and 200 pilots, 100 radio officers and 120 flight
engineers were due to he trained during 1946. The flying
school is at Le Bourget while the flight engineers are trained
at Blagnae, near Toulouse.

Le Bom-get is used by services to Bluropean destinations
and Orly for all overseas services.
Equipment (at end of 1946): Forty S. 0.161 Languedoc,
thirty-two Douglas DC-3, fifteen Douglas DC-4, thii'teen
Lockheed Constellation, ten Lockheed 14 or Lode.star, fiftytliree A.A.C.I. (French-built Junkers Ju 62), six NC 701

—

(French-built Siebel Si 204),: six Dewoitine 338, five Bloch
221, two LeO 246 and twenty-five S.O. 94.

V Aero'phile.

Published monthly from 6, Rue Galilee, Paris.
Edmond Blondel la Rougery.
Editor
rAir. Published twice monthly, from 71, Avenue des ChampsElysees, Paris (8e). Editor: Georges Ifraichard.
TJAir pour les Jeimes. Published from 71, Avenue des ChampsElysees Paris (8e).

Rue Marbeuf,

Paris.
General Manager:
General Traffic Manager
Rene Briend.
Capitaine de Vaisseau Paul Hebrand.
Operations Manager
Andre Seguin. Secretary- General
Technical Manager

Office:

OTHER OPERATING COMPANIES
Secretariat of Civil Aviation may authorise independent
companies to engage in (o) regular air services over routes not
served by Air France (&) imscheduled freight a-nd cargo frausport ; (c) air taxi-service ; (d) seasonal air traffic.

The

;

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
FRANCE-- roniin ned.
At the end of 11)46, there r\-ere in all about 50 registered^ eoinpanies with authorization to engage in non-seheduled flying in
the various categories mentioned aho\u^, but neither a_oom]ilete
list of these companies nor details of their operations were
available at tlie time of going to prc'ss. For various reasons,
year.
it is unlikely that all had begun ojierating by tlie end of the

Le Toeqiuct. Lat. 50x81'N., Ijong. 91 88'fh
Rumvay 620 yds. long. Light, aircraft only.
Aluiers

Algeria
Bianche). I,at.

(Alaison

Altitude 72

Runways

ft.

S.W. 1,538 yds.

Altitude 16

Long. 98M4'E.
46 yds., N.E.-

3fr42'N.,
2,009 yds.

E.-^^’.

ft.

48 yds.
(Les Salines). Lut. 3(t59'N., Long. 97“48'E. .Altitude
50yds.,E.S.E.Runwavs N.N.E.-S.S.AV. 1,965 yds.
15 ft.
55 yds.
W. N.AV. L785‘yds.
Oran (La Senia"). Lat. 85''87'X., Long. 90'37'W. Altitude
50 yds.
Runway E.X.E.-AV.S.W. 2,009 yds.
2i)5 ft.
:

:

Bone

AERODROMES

:

:

:

At the Liberation, all aerodromes (about SOO), were nnseryieeahle because of ditelies, bomb craters, mines or otlier obstructions.
In most eases airport installations and buildings were also
the end of ll)4(i, however, ti6
damaged or destroyed.
public aerodromes liad been made serviceable in France, of
which six have runways of 2,000 ni. minimum in length, thirtyfoiir have runways of 1,500 rn. in minimum length and fourteen
liave runways between 1,000 and 1,500 m. in lengtli.
In the French Colonies 80 pidilic aerodromes are servicealile.

By

:

d’ENis (El .Aoninaj. Lat. 8ttx50'N.. Long.
Runway E.S.E.-li\'.XA\’. 2,900 yd-s.
8 ft.

IN

(Campo del Oro). Island of Cor.sica. Lat. 4F'55'N.
Long. 0S^’48'E. .Altitude 50 ft. Runways 024'"-204“ 1,000
ft.
X 150 ft. A.iaccio seaplane customs hinrliour at Lat.
41^55'^., Long. 08'’’44''.E.

A.t.vc'C'XO

Basle-SIflhouse (Blotzheim). Franco-Swis.s aii'port witli
French customs service on airport and Swiss ciustoms at
Fi'anco-Swiss border.
Altitude 870 ft. Lat. 47^:56 'X.. Long.
07°31'E. Rumvay 1(>0‘’’-;140^'' 1,810 yd.s. x 44 yds.
Biscakeosse. Seaplane Customs harbour. Lat. 44'22'N..

No

7 ft.

rimway.s.
ft.

Long. 01 '^FW.
by S.W. by N. 1,800 yds. :<

Lat.

(Queri|uevi]Jt!j.

Altitude 15

'

Mauretanie
Lat. 20"2n'X.. Long.

Atar.

llunways

E.

Altitude
Lat. 50°84'N., Long. ()8‘'0(i'E.
N.N.E.-S.S.AV. 1,740 yds. >, 55 vds.
E.N.E.-W.S.W. 1,740 yds.
55 yds.
Lyon (Bron). Lat. 45°44'N., Long. l)4"'’56’K. .Altitude OLS ft.
Runway S.S.E.-N.N.AY. 2,000 yds.
65 yds,
Maeseii.le (Aiarignane). Lat. 48®20'N., Long. Oa^Rl'E. Alti.Also
tude 24 ft.
Runway 142‘’-;:522“ 2.880 yds.
66 yds.
seaplane facilitio.s.
Niojs (Californie).
Lat. 43'’40'N., Long. 07°18'E. Altitude
8 ft.
Runway 040°-220“ 1,475 yds. >; 45 yd.s.
Paris (Le Bourget-Dugny). Lat. 4S°57'N., Long. 02°2()''E.
Altitude 144 ft. Runway 087 °-2()7“ 1,750 yds. x 65 yds. As
from November 1, 1946, this airport only open to public
transport aii’ci'aft equipped with radio to enable them to
conimimieate with the airport local control.
Paris (Orly). Lat. 48°83'N., Long. 02°23'.E. Altitude 300 ft.
PviUmvays 080°-210'’ 1,976 yds. x 65 yds.; 080°-260° 1,650 yds.
X 65 yds. This niiport is only open to aircraft specially
authorised to land there.
Paris (Cormeilles-en-Vexin), Alternative airfield to Le Bourget
and Orly. To be used permanently as an “eseale teclinique”
for freight-carrying aircraft.
Customs.
Pari.s (Toussu.s-le-Noblo).
J7ur use b 5 private aircraft and
aircraft belonging to air-taxi uiiflertakings irrespective of
whether they are oejuipped with radio or not. Customs,
Strasbovru (Eu/.licim). Juit. 48X38'N., Long. 07‘’’3S'E. All itude
5U0 ft. Runway 069 -249''' 1,559 yds.
40 yds,
ToFLorsE (Blagnae). Lat. 4.‘>‘'37'N., jjong. OR22'E. Altitude
4 82 ft.
11 unways 158'x;)33'^ 1,965 yds.
65 yds., 1I6“-S75‘'
875 yds. X 44- yds.
.OiiAi'viLLE (8t. (Jatien).
Lat. 49'N., Long. OO'tO'E. Altitudi'
460 ft. Fo runways. Light aircraft only (up to 5.090 lbs.).
Dinaud (Pleurtuit). Lat. 48'36'X., Long. 92 ’95'\V. Altitude
197 ft.
Runways N.-S. 1.990 yds. X 65 yds., S.E.-N.AV.
1,759 vds. X 65 yds.

147

(Le.squiu).

ft.

RFOd'W.

Togoland
Lowe. Lat. OtFOO'N., Long. 01'14'E.
X. E.-S.W. 2,000 yds. >: 50 yds.

Kimwavw

;

Cao.

Altitude 1,181

Altitude 72

ft.

Runway

ft.

way

Lat. 1(>“18'X., Long. 00='04'W. Altitude 867
E.N.E.-W.S.W. 1,666 yds. x 55 yds.

XiAHKV.

Nigar Colony
Long.
Long. 02''18'E.

Lat.

L‘F'27'X.,

:

-

ft.

Altitude

Run-

650

ft.

Senegal

49'''40'N.,

40 yds.

Lille

..

French Sudan

Lat. 44°50'N., Long. 00^42'W. .Altitude
154 ft. Runways 055°-235=’ 2,295 yds. x 85 yds., ll5°-295°
1,800 yds. X 85 yds.
Cannes (Alandelieu). Lat. 43°:18'N., Long. 0f)''A“>7'E. Altitude

(Merignac).

CiiEKBOtum

Altitude

tii;
!.V\V.
Altitude 248 ft.
Lonti.
IM'OI'X.,
59 yds.. X.E.-S.AV. 2,000
2,009 ytls.
au yds.
yds. x 50 yds.. E.-VV. ,6lifi yds.
.Altitude 1,640 ft.
.Altitudc
Lat. 84‘=48'X.. Long. 9l-.‘i6 \\'.
Ui'u.iuA.
lIMt yds.
Runway X.E.-S.W. 2,00U yds.
Altitiuic
150 ft.
Lat. 80''28''X., Long. 99'48'\V.
Acaivmi.
.70 yds,
Runway S,E.-X .W. Li)6f> vils.

Long. 0I°22'W.

Bokdeacx

Altitude

50 yds.

X.VV.-S.l':.

1

Metropolitan France

:

Lat.

Runways

THE FRENCH UNION

19‘'14'E.

French Morocco
CASABT-AxeA (Cazcs). Lat. 38°82'X., !,nnu. 07"89'W.
59 yds.
Rimway X.E.-S.W. 2,099 yds.
187 ft.

Rabat.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS

:

Tunisia

Altitude
Alti
17‘’29'W.
Lat. I4''43’X.,
I4''4:5’X., Long.
E.X.E.-W.I
115ft.
.482 yds.
Runway X.-S. 1.482
vds. X 85 yds., E.X.E.-W.S.W.
1,370 yds.
50 yds.
Dakar,(Maun). Si*a|»Iaues. Lat. 14742'X., Imng. 17''26'W
.Altitude 7 ft.
iSt.
Lm'i.s.
Lat. 16''ii;i’.X., Long. If>"'27'W.
(It) yds,
Runway X.X.E.-S.SAV. 870 yds.

Dafcak (Oiiakam).

French Guinea
.Altitude 80 ft.
Imng, 18 87'W. Altitude
Runways N.IL-S.W. 1,000 yds.
50 yd.s., K.-W. 1,080 yds.

Conakry.

Lat.

09"’84'N..

;

:<

55

;

y'ds.

Ivory Coast

Abidjan (Port Bouet). Lat. 05‘-'17'N., Long. 03"’57'W. .Altitude
sen level.
Ritnway N.12.-S.W. 1,860 yds.
55 yds. Also
Abidjan seaplane base at Lat. 05°19'N., Long. 04“()0'W.

Dahomey
Cotonou.

Lat. 06°20'N., Long. 02°23'E. Altitude 6 ft.
Runway N.E.-S.AV. 980 yds. >c 55 yds.
Porto Novo. .Seaplanes. Lat. 0fF28'N., Long. 03°22'W.

Middle Congo

Altitude 49
04°17'S., Long. 15°18'E.
Runway E.,S.E.-AALN.W. 1,300 yds. x 60 yds.
PoiNTE NhiiRE. Lnt. 04°49'S., Long. IF’oo'E. Altitude 50

Brazzavilbe.

.Lat.

Runway S.S.E.-X.N.W.

2.200 yds."

Gabon
Port Dentil (Cap Lopez). Lat.
Altitude 2

iJorALA.

Rumvay
Banui’i.

Runway

,

ft.

ft.

68 yds.

00~48'.S.,

Long.

()S'^44'E.

,ft.

French Cameroons
Long. 09"40'E. Altitude
S.S.E.-X.X.W. 1,200 yds. X 45 yds.

Lat.

04U)2'N..

Ubangi Shari
IkF 22'X,, Long. 1S°84"E.
N.-.S. 1,810 yds. X 45 yds.

Lai.,

Altilude

100

I,47li
1,476

ft.

ft.

Tchad

Fort

L\.mv.

Jmt. 12'09'N., Long. ]5R)2'E,
1,485 yds.
44 yds.

Runway X.E.-S.W.

Altitude 1,000

ft.

,

GERMANY
(The

German State —Deutsches

Reich)

Under the terms of the Potsdam Agreement drawn up by the United Nations in July, 1945, the production in Ck’rmauy of
arms, ammunition and implements of war, including all types of aircraft and sea-going shqis shall be prohibited and prevented.
The maiuteiiaiice of all aircraft, military and civil is also prohibited.
OTie British and IPS. Occujiation aulhoritk'.s are ])ianniug civil air services in their jiarlicular /ones, to he operated by a.
new civil company, routi's and seiwii'cs to he based on Conner laiftlumsa operations insofar as jiri'seiit c‘onditions permit.

GREECE
(The

Kingdom oT Greece

Civil Aviation in (Jreece is uiuler the control of a Bureau of
Civil Aviation, within the Air Alinistry.
Tho Chief of the

Bureau

is Capt. A, Levides.
Since the liberation of ({recce then' ha.s been no organized
Civil Aviation although plans lor its reorganization and re-

formation have been put

foi’W’

an 1.

Application has been

made

-Hellas)

the Provisional International Civil A\'iatiou Organization
(IM.C.A.O.) for financial and leehnieal akl to establish avdation
facilities within the country.

to

Communications hotween Athens and ISalonieu and major
towns atnl islands have been niaintaiiK'dl by Creek Air
Force aircraft on a ('ourier basis.
(Jri'ek

— —

:

—

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
GREECE—
TRANSPORT COMPANY

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Aero Hellas.

Head

Office
Athens.
preliminary agreement has been signed by British
European Airways Corpn. and Transcontinental and Western
Air, Inc. (T.W.A.) for the organization of a joint British-U.S.Greek airline to replace the former Greek airline T.A.E. in
which T.W.A. had linancial and managerial interest.
;

A

The following companie-s
Greece

are operating routes to

and through

:

A. B.A. (Sweden).
B. E.A.C. (Great Britain).
B.O.A.C. (Great Britain).

T.W.A.

(U.S.A.).

GUATEMALA
(The Republic of Quatemala— Republica de Guatemala)
ADMINISTRATION
Caminos Del Aire, Published monthly by Pan-American
The control of air transport in the Republic is vested in the
Ministry of Commerce, and is the immediate responsibility of a
Director-General of Civil Aviation.
Director-General of Civil Aviation
General Jose Ovidio
:

Sierra C.,

La Aurora

Airport,

Guatemala

City.

Airways.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Compania Guatemalteca de Aviacion S.A. (Aviateea). Head
Guatemala. Manager M. A. de Paul.
Office
This company is believed to own Ford Trimotor and Douglas
DC-2 aircraft.
;

ASSOCIATIONS
Club Interamerleano de XJniversitarios, lOA, .Avenida Sur No. 18

Guatemala

City.
non-profit social organization composed of Guatemalan
nationals and U.S. citizens resident in Guatelama.
In December, 1944, the Civil Aviation Group of the Club was granted

A

exclusive permission

Groxmd

flying.

to obtain a
instruction.

by the Govermnent

classe.s

small

light

aeroplanes for flying

PUBLICATIONS
JZa.s.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
The following company operates regular
through Guatemala
Pan American World Airways (U.S. A.).

Published bv the Direecion General de Aeronautica

Civil.

services

to

and

:

to develop private

have been started and the Club hopes

number of

;

AIRPORT
“La Aurora.”

The

principal airport of the Republic.

Situated

kms. to the South of the capital. Asphalt runway 5,800
ft.
X 200 ft. Height above sea level 1,485 in. Wireless
7

telephony, telegraph, and telephone.
ation available.

Meteorological inform-

HAITI
(The Republic of Haiti- -La Republicyue de Haiti)
There is no domestic Civil Aviation in Haiti, but due to its
geographical position, the airport and seaplane base at Port an
Prince have assumed considerable importance in the Caribbean
air services.

Pan American Airways have a number of services using the
The landplane services from Miami to Buenos Aire.s,
San Juan and Venezuela, all stop at Bowen Field airport and

island.

there are also several seaplane services to

au Prince harbour
its

Ciufagao

base.

K.L.M.

—^Miami service.

also calls at

Bowen

Field on

The aerodrome, Bowen Field, although primarily military,
has been considerably enlarged and improved by Pan American
Airways, who have laid air asphalt runway as well as other
Meteorological data is available from the radio
facilities.
station.

and through the Port

HONDURAS
(The Republic of Honduras— Republica de Honduras)
ADMINISTRATION

Servicio

Aviation in Honduras is administered by the Department
of War, Marine and Aviation with headquarters at Tegucigalx^a.
Civil

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
A6reos Centro-Americanos S.A. (TACA). Head
Thomas O. Hardin.
Tegucigalpa. President
This was the original TACA company founded by Mr.
Lowell Yerex in 1930, from which a number of subsidiary
companies in other Central and South American countries
were built up. All the TACA comjjanies are now controlled
2nd Avenue,
by the TACA Airways Agency, Inc., 901,
Miami, Florida, U.S.A.

Office

:

Tegucigalpa

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
The following company is operating routes
Honduras
Pan American World Airways (U.S.A.).

to

and through

CUSTOMS AIRPORT

:

:

Head

:

Transposes
Office

A6reo de Honduras, S.A-

D.O.

NE

Toncon-tin, Lati 14°03'N., Long. 87°12'W., Alt. 3,500 ft.
4 miles south of Tegucigalpa. Civil Customs. Runways
N.N.W./S.S.E. 1,200 yds., H.E./S.W. 800 yds., N.N.E./S.S.W.
875 yds. Hangars and full night facilities. W/T.
All towns in Honduras with a population of over 500 possess a
landing groimd.

HUNGARY
known about civil aviation in Hungary since the end
of the war. The pre-war Hungarian air traffic company Malert
has been dissolved, and in 1946 a new Hungarian-Russian airline
company was formed with an initial equipment of five aircraft.
Little is

TRANSPORT COMPANY
Magyar-Szovjet

Polgari

Legiforgalmi

A Hungarian-Soviet company with capital equally owned
by the two governments. Part of the Russian capital is
provided iix form of aircraft (Russian-built; DC-3’s) and
airport equipment.

Began

Reszvenytarsasag

(Mas-

Ti’eaty

Until the Peace
internal operations October, 1946.
roxites ware possible outside Hungary.

was signed no

zovlet).

ICELAND
ADMINISTRATION
controlled by
Enling Ellingseh.

Civil Aviation in Iceland

The

Aviation.

Director

is

is

an

Office of Civil

ASSOCIATION

This comfjany has a total Capital tStoek of Ice. Kr. 1,400,000,
of which the Icelandic Government owns Kr. 20,000. The
remainder is held by private interests.
Plead Office: Reykjavik.
Loftleidir H/F. (Skyways, Ltd.).
Managing Director Kristjan J. KidxStj ansson.
This company operates internal services in Iceland.
;

Flugmalafelag Islands (Iceland Aero Chxb).
P.O. Box 234, Reykjavik.
Address
Affiliated to the FicUration Aeronautiqiie Internationale

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS

:

(F.A.I.).

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Plugelag Islands H/F. (Iceland Airways, Ltd.), Head Office
Laekjargata 8, Reykjavik. Chairman of the Board: G.
Orn O.
Vilhjalmsson. Managmg Director and Chief Pilot
:

Johnson,

Altitude 34 ft.
Lat. 64°0']Sr., Long. 21°58'E,
Runways N.-S. 1,570 yds. x 100 yds., N.E.-S.ML 1,380 yds.
X 100 yds., E.S.E.-W.H.W. 1,530 yds. X 100 yds.
Keflavik (Meeks Field). Lat. 63°59'N., Long. 22“36'ML Altitude 167 ft, Runways N.-S. 2,190 yds, x 70 yds., N.B.vS.W. 2,210 yds. x 70 yds., E.-W. 2,110 yds. x 70 yds., S.E.N.W. 2,010 yds, X 70 yds.

Reykjavik.

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

(28b)

IRAN
Kingdom

(The

of

(PERSIA)

Iran— Wlamalik-i-mahrousseh-i-iran)
E. of city. Customs facilities, llnnwnys X.K.W.150 11.
S.S.E. (i,00tl ft. X laO It., E.-W. 0,000 it.
ll.o kms. E. of
KKiiM.tNsiiAii.
Lat. :-14°20'X., Long. 4-7“Oti'E.
city.
Gnstoms facilities. Runways X.-S. .5,400 ft. x JlOO ft.,

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Head

Iranian State Airline.

Otfice

kins.

Telierau.

:

company is 90% Iranian-owned. Tlie remaining
owned by the U.S. company Transcontinental and
Western Air, Jnc. (Trans World Airline) whose representative
Col. S. W. Prouty is in charge of tiie administration of the
Tins

J0*\, is

E.^W.

(1,000 ft.

Meshed.

Jrtniian State Airline.

Military

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies are operating

—

I’outes to

Tabriz.

ami throngli

Isi’AHAN.
Bi'shire.

British Overseas Airways Corpn, (Oreat Britain).
Soviet Air Lines (U.S.S.R.).

Ja.sk.

:

(IMehrabad).

Lat.

lid

dO'X.,

Lonsr.

It:.

and

Civil

and

Civil (fustoms,

4 kins. S.E. of town.
7 krn.s.

Lat. :E’'’40'X., Long. .5R'40'E.
J^at. 20 5,i2‘X., Long. r)0'42 E.

X.W.

of town.

12 kms. S.E. of town.
4 kms. X.E. of town.

Cvistoins airport.

Lat. 25'’40'X., Long. .57b}.;TE. 2.5 kms. X'.E. of town.
Cu.stoms airport.
D.twANi. Lat. 25 5>;i'X., Long. HL'tO'E.
.\lt. 100 ft.
Customs.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
Ti'tuKRAX

:100

Customs.
Lat. 3S~12'X.. Long. 4lCT0’E.

^Military

Air France (France).

Ij'an

X

Lat. IKRTO'X., Long. .59''40'E.

drTd'F.

•*

’IRAQ
(The
ADMINISTRATION

Kingdom of

’Iraq— Mesopotamia)

AA’iation is the re.spon.sibility of a Directorate of Civil
Aviation. Direct oi'
Akram Aliishtalc. A.s-sistant DiretOor
T. Euttali.
(,’iv'il

:

:

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
;

:

;

:

wliich ai'o entirely Government-owned.
The Diri'ctorate
consists of tlie Kaih\ay Board ol‘ Alanagemont.
'reehnii-al
and admini-strative iier.sonnci are seconded from B.O.A.C.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
companies arc opin-ating

J’he following

routt's to

Britain).

K.L.M, (Xetlierlands).

OTHER OPERATING COMPANIES
(Jil Co., l.td. .-md tlie Iraq I’etrolenm Co.,
Ltd. Iioth own nireraft. and ojnu'aie irregiilai’ sei’vices within the
country for tin* u.se of tluhr oun [ler.soMnel. tlie former i:ieti\-een
Abadan Basra Baghdad -Kluini'|in, and the latter on their
jiipe line .stations from Kirkuk to Haifa and Tripoli (Syria),
using D.H. Sifs.

Tlie Anglo-Iranian

Iraqi State Railways, Baghdad
Heatl OlViee
West. Director-General ihijor-General H. C. Smitli, C.B.E.,
Lieut. Colonel ]\I. C. F. Mostert.
M.C. General Alanager
Assistant General Manager:
K. M. Hilary.
.Air
Superintendent
Captain E. B. Fiehlen.
This company is a department of the Iraqi State Mail ways

Iraqi Airways.

British Overseas Airways Corpn. (Grt>at
Iranian State Airlines (Iran).

nnd (hrmigh

Ira([

Air France (France).

—

—

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
B.tGiiDAD We-st. Cnstoms -Airj'ort. 2 miles W. of Baghdad, on
right lanlc of the Tigris. Meteo.
Radio, Hangars. Repairs.
H7a
Ilmiw ays.
1,5111) yds.
B.vsuam (Ma’qil). Combinefi Liindi>lane and Seaplane Customs
mile N. of Basrah. Meleo.
Radio. Hangars.
Aii’iiort.
1
Rnnvvays.
Repairs.
1,001) ;; 1,000 yds.
Rittbah. (,'ustom,s .Aerodrome. .Along,side the Fort of Rutbah.
I

Aleteo.

Rtnlio.

ITALY
(The Italian Republic— Republica d’ltalia)
Civil aviation in Italy was still in a considerable .state of flux
Preparations were being made for the
at the time of writing.
establishment of many new semi-nationalised transport cornjianies
meanwliile fare-paying pas.sengers were being accepted
on the military courier services. After many delays British
;

Eiu’opean Airways and T.W.A.

both signed agreements

in

Romo on September

10, 1040, for the formation of Italian
companies tinder their sponsoitship. A number of smaller
companies are being lieen.sed to operate internal .sei’viees.
Altliongh no monopoly will be allowed the Italian Government
reserves the right to legi.slate against uneconomic competition.

bo tlie first to be o]3erated. 'reclmical services and
commercial representation for B.E.A.C. in Italy* will be undertaken. i^ersonnel will be Italian with Briti.sh teelmical
adviser.s.
Although .some aircraft, w^ill be British, the majority

will

are to be Italian.
Linee Aeree Italiane.

Head

Oifico

:

Rome.

President

:

Luigi

Casjiarutto.
'I’his is tlie .Amerifau-sjionsorod company Avith a capital
interest.
of 1,000,000,000 Lire, in wbicli T.W..A. has a.
Unlilve the British-sjiousored companyq L.A.I. is onl,v to
oj)erutf> internal seiwlees in Italy*.
Florence.
Aereo Teseo, S.A. Head Glliee
This eompan.y plans to ojierate internal services.
Via !) Maggio 10,
Avio Linee Italiane. S.A. Head Ofiice
Turin. Tral'Hc Manager
Dr. Alessandro Bu/.io.
Tlii.s pre-w*a:r Italian air transport company lias a capital
of 12,000,000 Lire and is ussociatod w'itli the Fiat Group.
Head Olftee Trieste. Manager
Soc. Italiana Servizi Aerei.
:

ADMINISTRATION
The Director

of Cit'il ./Aviation, Dr. S. Cncopardo-jdelitn,
comes under the Air A'J inister, Alario Cingolani.

:

:

ASSOCIATION
Aero

Club

d’ltalia

R.U.X.A.).

(replaces

ITesideut

:

Luigi

:

Ga.sparotto. ATee-President
Lieut. Col. of the Air Force,
Secretary: Giii.seppe Fantappie.
Piero Gniliaiii.
:

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aero Linee Italiane Internazionale.
Aeroporto del Littorio, Rome. Chairman:
Head Oflieo
Air Cdi-e. Whitney
Signor de Miciialis. Vice-chairman
Straight, C.B.E., M.C„ D.F.C.
’Phis is the British .sponsored company with a capital of
P 1,000,000, 40% of which is jirovided by' B.E.A.C. The

reconstituted.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

:

:

the assets of the old ItalySouth American airline L.A.T.I. When overseas operations
are started, this route will be revived, but internal services

Italian contribution includes

all

:

Dr. Paulo Consvilich.
'riiis company*, whicli was the first airline to operate and
was alisorbed into the now defunct .Ala Littoila, is being

Tlio following

companies are operating routes to and through

Italy

A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden).
British Overseas Airways Corpn. (Great Britain).
British European Airways Corpn. (Great Britain).
Trans World Airline (TWA) (U.S.A.).
Soviet Air Lines (U.S.S.R.).

JAPAN
(The Japanese Empire— Nippon)
On August. 10, 1946, Japan aceepted the terms of unconditional
surrender drawn up by the United Nations at Potsdam in July.
These terms include the prohibition and prex^ention of the
production of arms, ararnvmition and implements of Avar, as well
as all types of a.iroraft and sea-going ships.
Tlie maintenance
of ah aircraft, military and civil, was also prohibited.
However, in September, 1945, Allied jiermisBion was given
for fhe Japanese operation of foiu* internal serAdces imder
contract to the occupational anthoritins and for the carriage of

.Japan .Airways has maintained a skeleton headquarters at
to be seeking permission from General
MacArtlnir to restart operation.s, initially vvitli. a serAuce to
Tokyo, E’our Douglas DC-.‘5’s and one Mitsubishi MC-20 were
said to be avniilable.
It has been revealed that at its peak Japan
Airw'ays, AvIth a monopoly of J apanese air transport, possessed

Fukuoka and was reported

'2()0 aircraft, 1.50 oi' which Avere Douglas DC-3s and the
remainder Mitsubishi MC-2()’s.. Its routes served many of the
points reached by the Japanese .Army, including the Dutch

some

—

—

;

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

LEBANON
(The Republic
NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY

of

Lebanon — Republique Lebanaise)
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Middle East Airlines. Head Office
Beirut.
Chairman Said
Salaam Bey. Technical Director Fa^vzi el Hossbey. Senior
Pilot
Capt. Tetterborn (Seconded from B.O.A.C.).
;

;

;

;

This company has an agreement with B.O.A.C. for technical

and administrative

as.sistance.

The following companies are operating routes to and through
the Lebanon
Air France (France).
British Overseas Airways Corpn. (Crcat Britiiin).
:

—

Airways

Iraqi

(Iraq).

Misr Airlines (Egyiit).

MEXICO
(The United States of Mexico—Estados Unidos Mexicanos)
ADMINISTRATION
Mexico i.s tinder the control of the Secretariat
for Communications and Public Works. The Secretariat,
through its Department of Aerial Communications, regulates
and eo-ordinate.s the service.s of the various air tran.sport companies, private flying, etc.
Jrian Guillermo Villasana.

Edifieio Pasaje America,
Servicio Aereo Panini. Head Office
Mexico City. Prnsident and General Manager Carlos Panini.
Head Office Ale.xico City. Owner;
Servicio Aereos Nacionales.
Juan Tilghman, Jr.
TACA de Mexico, S.A. Head Office Motolinia 6, Mexico City.
President ; .Angel Tavera.
This is not an operating company but agents for the T.A,
C.A. organi.sation -whose aircraft pas.s through Mexico en route
;

Civil Aviation in

Director of Civil Ax^intion

Ing.

:

PUBLICATIONS
Aviacion.
Published in Mexico City, Editor: Ing. Fernando
Monasterio.
El Piloio. Published in Tijuana (Baja California).

:

;

:

from the U.S.A. to Central and South America.
Pedro Moreno
Transportes Aereos de Jalisco, Head Office
No, 463, Guadalajara. President: Grab R. F. Villalobos.
Head
Office
Fray
Transportes Aereos de Tampico, S. de R.L.
Andres de Olmos No. Ill Norte, Tampico. President and
Felipe
Gutierrez
do
Lara.
Manager P. A.
Transportes Aereos Mexicanos, S.A, Head Office; Madero 29
Ing. A. P. Canton.
Desp. 301, Mexico City. President
:

:

:

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aeronaves de Mexico, S.A. Head Office
Juarez 97, Mexico
City, President
Antonio Diaz Lombardo.
This company is associated with Pan American World
Airways (U.S.A.).
Aei’O-Transportes, S.A. Plead Office
Gante 2-504, Mexico City.
President
Edmundo
Pedro Mans. General Manager
:

:

:

;

:

:

Stierle.

Aero Transportes

Head

del Sureste.

Office

:

Campeche.

Aerovias Braniff, S.A. Head Office
Edifieio Internacionale,
Apartado Postal No. 1441, Mexico City. President: T, E.
:

Braniff.

This company is .sponsored by Braniff International Airways
(U.S.A.) with whose services it connects at Nuevo Laredo.
Mexico City. I’resAerovias Internaeionales. Plead Office
ident
Alberto R. Pani.
Formed in February, 1946, and authorised to operate
scheduled passenger, freight, and mail services.
Aerovias Transportes de Sonora. Head Office Edifieio Ferreira,
Despacho No. 1., Hermosillo.
American Airlines de Mexico, S.A. Head Office
Avenido
C. R. Smith.
Ejido No. 7, Mexico City. President
This is not an operating company but acts as the Mexican
agents for American Airlines.
Bolivar
Compania Mexieana de Aviacion, S.A. Head Office
President
Aaron Saenz,
21, Mexico City.
This company was formerly controlled by Pan American
Airways (U.S.A.) but it is now completely Mexican-owned.
EdiComunicaciones Aereas de Veracruz, S.A. Head Office
ficio Internacionale, Paseo de la Reforma No. 1, Mexico City.
President William T. Chm-ehill Morgan.
Mario Molina
Golfo y Paeiflco Aerotransportes. Head Office
Ing. Valentin Q. Gama.
President
48, Vera Cruz.
Edifieio InterLineas Aereas Mexicanas, S.A. Head Office
naeional, Paseo de la Reforma No. 1, Mexico City. President
and General Manager Allan F. Bonnalie.
This company is associated with United Air lines (U.S.A.).
:

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

:

R.G.M. Head Office Mexico City.
This is a Mexican controlled company with a capital of
10,000,000 Pesos which was formed by Ricardo Gonzalez
Montero whose initials form its name.
Red Aerea Mexieana, S.A. Head Office: Palma Norte 519,
Despachos 501-506, Mexico City,
:

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies are operating

routes to and through

Mexico
American
:

Airlines (U.S.A.).
Braniff International Airways (U.S.A.).
Pan American World Airways (U.S.A.).

T.A.C.A. (Honduras).

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
Acuta Calikntis (Tijuana). Customs.
32°32'N., 117“32'W.
Caliente, B.C.
Alt. 10

3.5.

km. S.E. of Agua
700 X 500 m.

Radio.

m.

28°38'N.,
2 km. N.W. of Chihuahua.
Alt.: 1,430 m.
Ensenada. Cu.stoms. 2 km. N.E. of Ensenada, Baja Cali"
SUoPN., 116°35'W. 2,000 X 700 m. Alt. 10 m.
fornia.
Guaymas. Customs. 6 km. N.W. of Guaymas, Sonora.
760 X 450 m. Alt.: 10m.
27°55''N., 110°53'W.
Hermosidlo. Customs. 2.5 km. N. of Hermosillo, Sonora.
1,250 X 700 m. Alt.: 230 m. Run29“07'N., llO^Sfi'W.
ways. Airport of Entry.
Matamobos. Customs. On Texas-Mexican border at Mata-

Chihuahita.
106°05'W.

ir

Customs.

:

nioros, Tamaulipas.

Customs. 3.5 km. N.W. of Mazatlan, Sinaloa.
10 m.
106°25'W. 750 X 550 m. Radio. Alt.
Merida. Customs. 6 km. S.W. of Merida, Yucatan. 20°58'N.,
650
x 500 m. Runways. Radio.
89°38'W. 1,000 X
Hangar. Alt. 20 m,
32°38'N.,
Micxicali. Customs. E. of Mexicali, Baja California.
115°29'W. 1,100 X 700m. Pumways. Alt.; S.L. Airport
of Entry.
Mexico City. Customs. 4 km. E. of Mexico City. 19“25'N.,
99°05'W. 810 X 840 X 450. Runways. Radio. Alt.;
2,240 m. Hangars. Repahs. Full night facilities.
Nuevo Laredo. Customs. 1.5 km. N.W. of Laredo, Tam94 m.
550 X 515 m. Alt,
aulipa.s.
27°29'N., 99°31'W.
Tampico. Customs. 8.5 km. N. of Tampico, Tamaulipas.
22°17'N., 97°52'W. 760 X 645 m. Radio, Repairs. Alt.:
20 m. Hangar.
Tapachula. Customs. 5 km. S.E. of Tapaehula, Chiapas.
700 X 680 m. Alt.: 182 m.
14°54''N., 92°15'W.

Mazatlan.

23°14''N.,

:

;

:

NETHERLANDS
(The Kingdom of the Netherlands— Nederland)
Raamweg, The Hague. President:
ADMINISTRATION
by the “Aeronautical

Service of
the Netherlands” (Rijksluchtvaartdienst) under the Ministry
of Transport. Director-General: H. Ch. E. van Ede van der
Address Binnenhof 20, The Plague. Telephone 182670.
Pals.
The Aeronautical Service of the Netherlands consists of four
Technical Department (Chief J. W. F. Backer)
departments
Juridical and Political Department (Acting Chief: Dr. H. J,
Spanjaard) ; Air Traffic Control Department (Chief S. L. Hof)
and Administrative Department (Chief J. J. van Drecht).
Civil Aviation is controlled

:

:

:

;

:

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Koninklijke Luehtvaart Maatschappij voor Nederland en Kolonien
90,
N.V. (K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airlines). Head Office

—

:

Albert Plesman.

Dr.

Managing Director and Technical Director H. Veenendaal.
Incorporated in 1920, K.L.M. is partly State-owned and
partly owned by private persons. Despite the enemy occupation of Holland, K.L.M. continued operations througli the
war years with headquarters in London. Following the
Liberation of Holland the Dutch Government were the
nominal operators of all ah' transport. Control has been
gradually handed over to K.L.M., and by the end of 1946 the
only Government route remaining was that from Holland
to the Dutch East Indies, which was operated under charter
by K.L.M.
In 1946, K.L.M. routes were expanded very greatly and the
netwoi'k became far greater than in 1939, A trans-Atlantic
:

A
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NETHERLANDS
wan staitod 1o New York and proving

M'l'vice

South Amoriea

uiiidv 1o

aiid

fliglits

Tiiis company, {‘oundcd in 11127. Iiad to close
the war. but reojrcncd tire .scliool in iluue. 1114(1.

verc

South Africa.

and instruction

Diepen Vliegtuigen N.V.
Office: Tho. Hague.

Frits

Head

Aiv] 0 ort

PUBLICATIONS

Yfienberg.

:

during

N.\'. Nationale Luchtvaartsehool doc.s all tlu! flying
i'or the Xctiicrlands .\cro (,'lubs.

The

CHARTER COMPANY

down

Oporules uon-selu'(hii( d charter

Popular aeronautical illustrated
VUeijimi'dd (Twice monthly).
Address: Cedeinjitc Oiide (Jraelit 158, Haarlem.
jiajiier.
HFL 7,5P a year.
Price
Popular aei'ommtical iilustratetl paper.
Mrirt (Twice motitlil,\').
Dfflcial Organ
.Address
.Anna Pau!owna|:dcin J, Den Haag.
Price
of the Rox'al .Aeroclub of the Netherlands.
Hfl
(1,00 a year.

flying, air-taxi services, etc.

:

FOREIGN TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies are
tiie ISretherlaiids

routes to or tlirougVi

opieratiiig

:

;

:

A.B.A. (Sweden).
Air France (France).
British European Airways Corpn. (Groat Britain).
C .S. A.

(

t V.eehoslov'iikia

AIRPORTS

)

D.N.L. (Aiorwav).
S.A.B.E.N.A. (Bclirium).
Swissair (.Switzorlaiul).

ASSOCIATION
Koninklijke Nederlandsehe Vereeniging voor Luchtvaart (Royal
PaulownOffiee :
.Anna
.Aei'o (diib ot the Netliorlands).
Altiliated to the FerUmtum AemiKuiiitjiie
fl'lie Hague.
aidein
Intematinnalf: (!:''. A. 1.). Pr’esideut : Hr. Ir. Al. H. Daninic.
(lenoral Si>ria*t.try
J. Nontaiiban van Sw ijndregt.
:

FLYING SCHOOLS
Netherlands Government Aviation School.
Managing Director Air. ,J. .A. Each.
Established by the .Ministry of Transport— Civil Aviation
:

Department. Opened April S, Itidli.
dromes of Gilze-i-'iien and Ypeidaurg.

Eased

at the aerotire latter for primary

flight traiuirrg.

Tn

embryonic state and for the time

of acute .shortage of
the school i.s iuteiuled for an urgent
training prograntme of ;}H0 pilot-na\’igator.s during the next
two or tiiree years. Therefore, tire school Iras started w ith
75 students and a ill absorb furthru’ canrse.s of 75 strident s
every six nronth.s. T’lie carmjrlete course will last about IS
month.s, so t hat a, Her .April, HI-l-7, the total numhi'r of stinleuts
attending the .seliool and lodged in the training earn}) n ill hi*
its

eivil pilot-naA’igator.s

ma t e y -25.
After liavdng eomjrleted the eour.se, students will leavr* llu:>
scliool with a total of IflK) flyiirghoius, ‘‘E” Heonee, 2nd ela.ss
Navigator eertitieate.s, and be fully trained for 1st Class
Navigator's r-ortiliratch, but without being examined for this

a p p ro X i

1

licence.
8

The training material r'ousists of 2B Tigts' Moths, 12 Harx ards
Beeeheraft 1)18 S and B Junker's Ju 52 (war booty).
It is liopetl tliat the .school can he I'cmoved to the aero-

of Deolen (near Arnhem) at tire Ireginning of 1!)48.
Tliere will al.so be traiuirrg schools for naeclranic.s and wireless
operators.
In addition, courses and training for ".A” Licence
(sports) will be held. Eventually the .scliool will be fully
.self-supporting in re.speet of repair's imrl maintenance of the
aircraft and their inrstrunaeuts, wireless and meteorological
services, etc.

drome

‘

N.V. Nationale Luchtvaartsehool (The National Bchool of Flying
Ltd.).
Manager
J. Montarihan van Swi.jndreelit. Heailqnarters
A’^penburg .Aerodrome, liijswijk.
:

:

Hcinpiion (Amsterdam). Lat. .52'’d8.5'.N., Long. 4''48..5'E. S
.Altitude 4 in. lielow
of the centre of Ainstcrdiim.
kms.
Runways N.H.-S.^V. 1.5(10 m. (wii! he Icngtlicncd
sca-lcvel.
to 2,150 iri.), .\.-.S. Salt rn.. K.-\V. 1,400 rn., N.\Y.-8.E. 1,800
in.
Civil Customs aerodroine av.-dlalfle for puldie use, inDcstiiun! for traiis-oeeanie,
eliuling iutcrnatioual air trafsic.
traus-coutincntal, iuternaf iona! and national civil air trattie
with commercial aircraft. Controlling authority; .MunicipHangr-r.s. aviation fuels, all repairs,
ality of .Ainstcrdam.
medical assist iun-e, 'estarira.nt wireless, D P, iigliting, wind1

.

indicator, wcatlier report .station.
8.8 kms. 8. of CronEicluk. Lat. .5:i'07..5'N.. l.ung. (Cflo'E.
Altitude 5.11 rn. uliove sea-level.
ingen railway station.
Landing area E.-\V. “00 m., N,-S. ti.50 m. Civil aerodrome,
use.
Contridiing autiiority :
avaihibie for public
N.A'.
Luchtvaartterrein voor N oori 1- N ci icrland.
angers, a^•iation
fuels, minor repairs, tirst aid station, restaurant, wireless,
D/F, wind-indicator. .Available for gliding.
Eixdiiovkx. Lat. 51'2(i.5'N., Long. .5'24.5'E. .Altitude 20.3
m. above .sea-level. Runways 210' 1.(100 m., 270'' 1,000 m.,
340'' 1,200 m.
Customs iicrodromc. Available for public
Controlling authority
use, including international air traflic.
.Municipality of Eindhoven.
Hangars, aviation i'ucLs, minor
rejiairs, tirst aid station, restaurant, wireless, D/E, wind

H

:

Night-landing arrangcanents on request.

indieattir.

Lat. 5:C13..5’.\., laing. O.'r'40'E.
3 kms. N.E.
of the centre of heeiiwarden.
.Alt itude 0.10 m. above .sea- level.
Laiiiling area IL-VV. 000 m.. N.-S. 000 m.
Runway.s N.E.S.W, 1,000 111 (1,100 m. ready for use). E.-\Vh I,55o' m. (not
yet availidile), 8.E.-N.VV. l.riOO m. (ready !V»r use 800 m.).
.Available for puWie use.
Coiitri tiling aiitherity
.Muni(.npality of Leeuwarden.
Hangar, tiviatioii fiufls, tirst aiti station,
wireless, wind indicator,
Twi-txTSi.
o.,5
Ljit.
52‘MO'N., Long. IKCoJV'E.
kras. N. of
EnschtMle.
.Altitiulo 31 m, above sea-level.
Runways E.S.E.\V.N.\V. 1,500 m., N.N.\V.-8.S.E. 1,050 rn., N.E.-S.\Y. 1,600
m. .Available for iniblic use. Controlling authority N.V.
Lucldvaartterrein Twente. .H.angar.s, a\-iation fuels, first aid
station, wireless, D/E, wind- indicator, niglit-lauding facilities
on request.
Zuid-Limbi'ru. Lat. .50°55'N., Long. 05°45.5'E. 0 kms.
N.N.E. of tlie centre of Alaastriclit, 3 kms. of tire E. bank of
thf? river Maas.
Altitude 114 rn. alrove .sea-ler'el. Runways
N.E. -S.W. 1,300 ra., E.S.E.-IV..N.W. 760 in. .Available for
]>ubUc use. ControUiug authority: Tem]K:irary Provincialo
\\hiter.staat.
Wireless, wind-indicator.

IvMKi WAUnic.x.

.

:

:

NETHERLANDS EAST INDIES
(Nederlandsch-indie)

TRANSPORT COMPANY
Nederlandsehe Indische Luchtvaart Maatschappij
(K.N.l.L.iM,.
Roytil Netherlands Indies Airline Conrpany).
On tlie oeeupsition of the East Indies by Japan in March,
10 12, inoht o[ the personnel of K.N.LL.M. and eleven of its

Koninklijke

aii'crai't

—

Mer’c

evacuated

to

.Aiistriilia.

The

aircraft

were

lianded over to the U.S. Air Transpox’t Oomimind and tlie
crews served with this conrmand.
In 1(143, the per.sotinel of
K.N.I.L.M., reinforced with trained Dnteli crews from the
flying school at Jacksonville, Miss., U.S.A., were formed into
a squadron known as the Netherlands East Indie.s Transport
Bquudron (N.E. l.T.S.l, and this squadron was i>Iaced wider
the ojjerational control of the Allied Air Force Command in
Australia.
It flew freight and passeiigcrs to all northern
areas where Netherlands personnel were operating during the
Pacific wai*.
In, 1!)45, the squadrons’
10 Transport Hqtiadron, R..A.A.F.

name was changed

to

No.

Since tho defeat of Japan tlie jiolitieal situation in Java
has bc?en proliibitive to the returii of tlio normal circumstances
essentially necessary for the revivid of K.N.I.L.M'. and the
resumption of its amliitious prtvwar jilans. No. H> Transioort
Squadron continues to operate an inter-island air network,
as well as ser\'iees to .Australia, .Manila, IM., and Bangkok,
Siam.
K.N.I.L.M. is, liowover, iirojiaring for the future. It is
assumed that the coinjiany will resume operations imiier a
tJovernment cliarter and then, grativially return to private
enterprise, eventually to ojierate

double pre-war
ail'

scale,

an

inter-island

system of

together with extensive international

routes.

Communications with Europe are maintained by the
European K.L.M. Company^ operating under charter to the
Netherlands Government. This service is for GovernmentSfionsored passengers and freight onlyu

NETHERLANDS WEST INDIES
(The Islands of Curacao, Aruba

ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in tho Netherlands West Indies is luider the
jiuisdiction of tho Director of Ihiblie Works, assisted by an
Inspector of Civil Aviation. Headquarters:
Willemstad,
:

Curasao, N.W.I.

TRANSPORT COMPANY
K.L.M. Royal Dutch

Airlines

(Gompania. Real Holandesa de

and Bonaire)

Av’iaeion), We,st Indies Division.
Willemstad, Curai^ao, N.W.I.

Address

:

3

de Ruyterkade,

This company commenced operations in the Caribbean in
1034 and since then its route-mileage has increased from 73
to 5,963 miles in 1 945.
Since June 6, 1946, Curasao has been linked with Europe by
a weekly K.L.M. service flying from Amsterdam to Curasao,
with a technical stop in New York.

HISTORICAL (CIVIL
NETHERLANDS WEST mmES—continued.
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Airport building. Customs airport of entry. Hangars and
K.L.M. repair shops in S.E. corner.
Arttba (Dakota). Lat. 12“30'N., Long. 70“01'W. 2-| miles
S.E. of Oranjestad. Altitude 39 feet. Runways E.W. .5,300
X 200 ft., N.E./S.W. 2,100 x 200 ft. Aeradio (hours of
daylight only). Raclio beacon PJH 333 kc. (on airport).
Night landing facilities, boundary lights, obstruction lights.
Airport building. Customs airport of entry.

The

following companies are operating regular services to and
through the Netherlands West Indies
Linea Aeropostal Venezolana (Venezuela).
:

Pan American World Airways

AVIATION)

(U.S.A.).

AIRPORTS

Bonaire (Kralendijk).

(Hato). Lat. 12°H'N., Long. 86°58'W. 4-^- miles
N.N.W. of Willemstad, on coast N.W. of oil refinery. Altitude
27 feet. Runways W.N.W./E.S.E. 5,000 x 200'ft., E.N.E./
W.S.W. 2,132 X 200 ft. Aeradio (24 hours service). Radio
beacon PJG .343 (10 miles east of field). Night landing
facilities, boimdary lights, obstruction lights, rotating beacon.

CiTBA^AO

12°13'N., Long. (iSHo'W.
Alti3,280 x 105 ft.
Radio
service on request. Airport Building.
St. Maarten (Prinses Juliana).
Lat.'
18°02'N., Long. 63°
06' W.
Runway E./W. 4,000 ft. Radio service on request.
Airport building.

tude 147

ft.

Lat.

Runway W.N.W./E. S.E.

SURINAME

(Dutch Guiana)
There is no internal aviation, but the Colony is served by
K.L.M. and Pan American World Airways. The former company runs a regular service between Curaijao and Paramaribo
via Port of Spain. The Pan American Airways service from
Miami to Buenos Aires make.? a stop, at Paramaribo.

miles S. of Paramaribo alongside B. side of railwav.
ft.
1,750 X 875 yds.

SEAPLANE BASE
Pan American Airways’ base

is situated on right bank of the
Suriname river just below Paramaribo. There is a slipway and a
barge.
W/T. by arrangement with P. A, A.

CUSTOMS AIRPORT
Paramaribo

(Zanderij).

Lat.

5°28N.

Long.

55°12'W.

Alt. 10

25

MICARAGUA
— Republica

(The Republic of Nicarai^ua
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in Nicaragua is controlled by the Ministerio
de Guerra, Marina, y Aviacion in Managua. The Inspector
for Civil Aviation is Mayor Photo Aviador Rafael Espinosa
Altamirano.

Managua.

President

and General Manager

Hardin.
This is the local Nicaraguan company of the

:

The following companie.s

are operating routes to anfl through

Nicaragua:
Pan American World Airways (U.S.A.).
T.A.C.A. (Honduras).

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Naeional TACA de Nicaragua, S.A. Head

Corapania

de Nicaragua)

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Managua.
Office

:

Thomas O.

TACA

organiz-

ation.

Lat. 12°08'N., Long. S6°16'W. Civil Customs.
Alt. 150 ft.
1-| miles S.E. of town.
Size 2,250 X 1,320 ft.
Administrative building and hangars. Minor repairs. W/T.
OcoTAL. Lat. 13°37'N., Long. 86°3PW. IJ miles W.S.W. of
town. Customs airport of entry. Alt. 1,500 ft. Two strips
N./S. 2,000 X 400 ft. and N.E./S.W. 1,200 x 100 ft.

NORWAY
(The Kingdom of Norway—-Norge)
ADMINISTRATION
Norway comes under the control of the
Defence. The Office of Civil Aviation (Forsvars-

Civil Aviation in

Ministry of
departementet, luftfartsavdelingen) is at Storgaten 33, Oslo,
arid the Director of Civil Aviation is Mr. E. Boe.

ASSOCIATION
Norsk Aero-Klub, Address: Ovre Slottsgate 20, Oslo. Affiliated to the Federation Aeronautique Internationale (F.A.I.).

operates two Douglas DC-4 aircraft on this Scandinavian
trans- Atlantic service.
South America and Far East Air Transport Co.
Head Office
Hieronimus Heyerdahlaget, 1. Managing
Director
L. Q. Braathens.
This company was formed by the five .Braathen.s Shipping
Companies, has a capital of 4,000,000 Kroner and a fleet of
three Douglas DC-4s.
It intends to develop a “tramp”
service primarily for the carriage of cargo all over the World,
:

;

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Det Norske Luftfartselakap A/S. (D.N.L.) (Norwegian Air Lines).

Head

Office:

Fridtjof Nansens plass

8,

Oslo.

Chairman of

Thonias Faick. Chahman-—Executive Comthe Board
Berbt
Thomas Olsen. Managing Directors
mittee
Balchen and Per M. Backe.
The original D.N.L. company was formed in 1933 to operate
all scheduled airlines in and from Norway to other European
countries, but with the occupation of Norway in 1940 all
In 1943, the Norwegian Governactivities were suspended.
ment established a Government agency, the Royal Norwegian
Air Transport (R.N.A.T.), to operate interim services and.
to take care of Norway’s intere.sts in fiiture civil aviation.
This organization operated the home and European services
:

:

:

February 10, 1946.
Royal Decree dated January 18, 1946, established a new
D.N.L,,' which company was subsequently authorised to
operate all internal and foreign air services on a 20-y6ar

up

to

A

concession.

The following companies
Norway:

are operating routes to

and through

A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden).

American Overseas Airlines (U.S.A.).
European Airways Corporation (Great
Det Danske Luftfartselskab (Denmark).
K.L.M. (Netherlands).
British

Britain).

S.A.B.E.N.A. (Belgium).

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
Oslo (Fornebn).

Lat. 59°54'N., Long. 10°37'E. Altitude 60 ft.
Runways 012°-192° 1,370 yds. X 55 yds., 056°-236° 1,280 yds.
X 55 yds., 142°-322° 756 yds. X 44 yds.
Oslo (Gardermoen). Lat. 60° ll'N., Long. 11°05'E. Altitude
666 ft. Runways N.N.E.-S.S.W. 2,200 yds. x 55 yds., E.S.E.W.N.W. 2,200 yds. X 85 yds., N.E.-S.W. 1,400 yds. X 30 yds.
Stavanger (Sola). Lat. 58°53'N., Long. 05°38'E. Altitude
30 ft. Runways 042°-222“ 2,200 yds. X 45 yds., 114°-294°
1,900 yds. X 130 yds., 143°-323° 1,900 yds. X 45 yds.
Trondheim (Vaernes). Lat. 83°27'N.,,Long. 10°56'E. Altitude
25 ft. Runway N.-S. 1,270 yds. X 88 yds., E.-W. 1,750 yds.
X 88 yds., S-E.-N.W. 1,400 yds. X 88 yds.
'

,

:

D.N.L. is a private company with a capital
by Norwegian shipping companies, although
hold up to '25% of the total share capital.
D.N.L. participates in the Scandinavian
in pool with S.I.L.A. (Sweden) and D.D.L.

mainly provided
the

Government

Airlines

CUSTOMS SEAPLANE BASE

System

(Denmark), and

Kristiansand (Kjevik).

Lat. 58°12'N., Long. 08°04'E.

PANAMA
(The Republic of Panama- -Republica de Panama)
ADMINISTRATION
Club Americano, Aeropuerto Naeional, Panama,
under the control of the Cornision Naeional
de Aviacion, Palacio Nacional_, Panama, R.P. The Technical
Adviser in charge of Civil Aviation is Jaime E. Smith Pezet,
Ministro de Gobierno y Justicia, Panama.
Civil Aviation

is

ASSOCIATIONS
Club Naeional de Aviacion, Aeropuerto Naeional, Panama, R.P.
Principal Official Dr. Adolfo Arias:

Principal Official

:

Mr.

J.

R.P.

Hearn.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Panama City.
T.A.C.A. Airways, S.A. Head Office
man of the Board Benjamin F, Pepper. President
:

;

G.

;

ChairJulius

Holmes.
This company represents the ilWfW organization in Panama,

'

1

®!
HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

ill''!;

,

‘

<

t

I,

,

PANAMA— oitinuctf.

,

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

I
I

4i'

m,
si"'

The

following companies are
Ifonama and the Canal Zone
:

—

o]:)tH’ating

Pan American World Airways
Pan American Grace Airways

Paitilla AiRnoBT, Panama City. Customs Airport. 2^ miles
N.E. of Panama City. Altitude 40 ft. Two concrete runways
N./S. 2,500 ft. X 450 ft., E.AY. 2,100 ft. X 260 ft. and one
runway N.E./S.W. 2,500 ft. X 420 ft. in poor condition.
Wind cone to North. Boundary lights only. W/T.
Long. S2°26'W. Customs Airport,
8°23'N.,
D.iviD. Lat.
Altitude 90 ft. Hangar. W/T. Call sign NEB. Waye

routes to and tln-ough

(U.S.A.).
tL'-S.A.).

T.A.C.A. (Hondnvas).
TJraba, Medellin and Central Airways (Colomliia).

rt‘v

PANAMA CANAL ZONE
ADMINISTRATION
I

I

il

No

night-landing

facilities.

,

aircraft are

leaving the

No

America.

rimway.s.

(U.S.)

^
no longer permitted to fly over the t anal, and upon
Republic of Panama must proceed northward.s
towards David and make course to Taboga Island and from there
back to the mainland.
There are also U.S. Army Air Forces aerodromes at Pvio Hato,
R.P., and Howard Field and a U.S. Naiml Air Base at (..'oco Solo,

is administered by the United States
pritmte transport companies are established
Pan American Airway.s and Pan
ritbin the Canal Zone.
American-Graee Airways serving the Zone use the U.S. Ai’iny
Air Forces aerodrome at Albrook Field, Balboa.
Aeropilanes of the Repiublic of Panama are not permitted to
Under xiresent conditions, the,se
use the Canal Zone airiKirts.

The Panama Canal Zone

f

No

m.

55.S

length

PARAGUAY

'if

(The Republic of Parag-uay-— Republica del Paraguay)
Navarro and Ladoneb, -who formerly
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in

War and Marine

Paraguay

at Asuncion.

;

Major Pablo Stazni.
Aero Club

del

are largely

ASSOCIATION
Paraguay. Formed early in
promoted by Government

The following eompanies are o|:)erating to and through Paraguay
Pan American World Airways (U.S. A.).

officials

—

:

^

Its activities

1938.

operated n taxi seiudce

Waco biplane.s.
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

with

controlled by the Ministry of
Director-General of Aeronautics

is

Panair do Brasil (Brazil).

and Army

CUSTOMS AIRPORT

officers.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Gbande

C.A.MPO
<

Linea Aerea de Transporte Nacional.
This airline was organized in 1944 by the Paraguayan
Army Air Force.
Aerovias Paraguayas S.A.
The local operators are Messrs.
Thi.s is a TACA subsidiary.

1,000 X 1,270

(Asuncion).

Military.

Campo Panair (Asuncion).
1.400 X 1,200 m.
Aero Club (Asuncion). Civil.
<

above three

'Pile

11

kms. E. of

city.

m.

airh(?lds

Private.

11

kms.

1 1 kms. E. of city.
adjoin eaeli other.

E.
fiOO

of

city.

X 500 m.

PERU
(The Republic of Peru- -Republica del Peru)
This conqiany lias its operational
ADMINISTRATION
Aviation in Peru is controlled by “Direccion de
Aeronautiea,” Comandancia General de Aeronautica, Miraflores,
appropriate Department, i.e.,
Lima, Peru, through the
“Direccion de Aviacion Comercial y Civil.” The Jefe de Aviacion
Comercial y Civil is General de Aeronautica Carlos A. Gilardi.
Civil

headquarters at Santa
Cruz Airport, wliich it owns. It has its own aircraft factory
as well as workshops wiiere all maintenance and engine
overhauls are undertaken by Peruvian labour. It also owns
Trujillo Airport.

Aerovias Peruanas Internacionales (Peruvian International Airways).
This comjiany was formed in March, 1946, with 40% of
the capital owned by the Peruvian Government, the remaining
60% being equally divided between Canadian and U.S.
interests.
It is intended to use as many Peruvian personnel
.

ASSOCIATIONS
Giron de la Union No. 722, Lima.
General de Aeronautica Fernando Melgar C.
Foi'med September, 1935. The Club has a large member-

Aero Club

del Peru,

President

;

and operates a flying instruction
Limatambo Aerodrome, Loma.

ship

school for

membens

at

Liga Nacional de Aviacidn (National Aviation League)

Temporary Addres.s

Edificio Piedra, Caile Baguijano No.
Lima.
Organized early in 1 941 by patriotic citizens and financed
by popular subscription, with the support of the Pre.sident and
Cabinet Ministers. It owns an aerodrome with hangers and
workshop, etc., and forms the Reserve of the Peruvian Air
Force. Training is given by military personnel.
;

722,

but until sufficient have been trained, North
American technical and flying per-sonnel will be used. The
Company’s operational headquarter.^ are at Limatambo and
Parambo in Lima where hangars, workshops, ofliees, etc.,
are under construction. The company has acquired 5 Douglas
DC-4s (C-64s) and will operate both national and international
as possible

routes.

Linea Aerea Nacional (L.A.N.), c/o. Commandancia General do
Aeronautiea, Miraflores, Lima.
Thi.s airline i.s operated bj’’ the Peruvian Air Force a.s a
transport and training service.

PUBLICATIONS
Comandante

de Aeronautica Augusto
Real Felipe, Callao.
Postal Address:
Callao.
Published monthly. Price: 0.50

Director
Aviacion.
Correa Santistevan,
:

Apartado No.

,370,

'

ets.

Direccion de Aviacion GoniercAol y Civil.
A
Government bulletin issued free every three months, giving
regulations
and statistics, etc., on
details regarding new
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INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The
Peru

;

following companies are operating routes to and tlvvough

—

Pan Ameriean-Graee Airways

(U.S. A.).

Panair do Brasil (Brazil).

la,

AIRPORTS
Limatambo.
tlie

city

The

4 kms. S.vS.E. from
an up-to-date and modern civil

chief airport of Peru,

of Lima.

It

is

has large hangar, workshojis, fuel depot, customs
dispatch section, radio station, hotel, and an excellent
car service to the city. It is open day and night.
Customs airfields are situated at Tacn.v, Pijno, iQxriTOS and

aii'port,

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

offices,

Hotel
Compania de Aviacion “Faucett” S.A. Head Office
Bolivar 926, luma. President
Eduardo Dibos. Managing
Faueett.
Elmer J.
Director
;

:

;

Talara.

POLAND
(The Polish Republic- Raseczpospolita Polska)
ADMINISTRATION
'Head Dfiice
Wai’saw.
;

Ci\'il Aviation
Jommunications.

Poland

in

is

controlled

by the 'Ministry of

ASSOCIATION
Aeroklub Polskiej (Polish Aero Club).
skiego

4,

1

Address

;

ul.

Cinmbin-

Warsaw.

Affiliated

to

the

Didiration

Polskie Linje Lotnicze is the national transport company
and sueeessor to the pre-war company of the same name.
1. operates mainly vidthin the Russian sphere of influence and
V)enelits from air transport agreements concluded between the
Polish and the Russian and Czechoslovak Governments.
Its equipment consi.sts of Russian-built DC-3 airliners.

Aeronaiitique

Internationale

(F.A.L).

TRANSPORT COMPANY
Polskie Linje Lotnicze.

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Warsaw
104 m.

(Okeciej.

Lat.

52°11''N.,

Runways W,N.W.-E.S.E.

Long. 20°58'E. Altitude
1,968 yds. X 43 yds.

—

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

PORTUGAL
(The Republic of Portugfal'— Repubiica Portu^^uesa)
ADMINISTRATION
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Civil Aviation has, since January 1, 1947, been under the
administration of the Ministry of Comimxnications, and is
controlled by a Directorate of Civil Aviation. The Minister
of Communications is Senor Caneela de Abreu.

ASSOCIATION
Aero Club de Portugal, 226,

Founded

Avenida da Liberdade, Lisbon.

1909.
Affiliated to the Federation Aeronauiique
Internationale.
All the provincial clubs are affiliated to and under some
measure of control of the Aero Club de Portugal.
:

PUBLICATION

The following companie.s are operating routes to iind tlirougb
Portugal:
A.B.A. (Sweden).
Air France (France).
British European Airways (Great Britain).
British Overseas Airways (Great Britain).
British South American Airways (Great Britain).
Flota Aerea Mereante Argentina (.Argentina).

—

Iberia (Spain).

K.L.M. (Netherlands).

Pan American World Airways
S. A.B.E.N.A.

do Ar, published monthly from 220, Avenida da
Liberdade, Lisbon.
Director and Editor: Lieut.-Aviator
Armando Correira Mera.

Revista

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aero Portuguesa Ltda. Head Office
Ptixe do Alecrim 33,
Lisbon. Manager
Commander J. Judioe de A^asconcellos.
This old-established company is controlled to a great extent
by the large Portuguese shipping company, Cornpanhia
Nacional de Navega^ao.
Cornpanhia de Transportes Aereos., Head Office: Avenida da
Manuel de
Liberdada 72A, Lisbon. Board of Directors
Mello and Dr. Luiz de Sousa Lara. Managing Director
:

;

:

:

Corlos E. Bleck.

This company was formed in 1945 with a capital of 5,000,000
Escudos in 1945. The only route it was operating in the
Summer of 1946 was from Lisbon to Operto, but it has applied
to the Government to operate services to Spain, France and
Great Britain, as well as to South America and to Portuguese
colonies in Africa.
Military Service. The Portuguese Military Air Force operates
courier services from Portugal to the Azores and also between
the islands.

(U.S..A.).

(Belgium).
~

T. W.A. (U.S.A.).

AIR SURVEY COMPANY
Sociedade Portuguesa de Levantamentos Aereos, Ltda. (S.P.L.A.L.)
Rua da Escola Poiitecnica, 61-63, IJsbon. This Company
continues to undertake aerial survey xvork, prineiisally overseas.

CUSTOMS AIRPORT
Lisbon (Portela de Saeavem). Lat. 38°46'N., Lang. 09° OS'W.
4 miles N. of tlie centre of Lisbon -and 2 miles from tlie Cabo
Ruibo seaplane base. Height above sea level 32S ft. Four
runways N.-S. 1,280 yds. x 55 yds., N.E.-S.W. 1,476 yds. X
55 yds., E.-W. 1,120 yds. x 55 yds., S.E.-N.W. 1,316 yds. x
55 yds. Opened to air traffic in October, 1942.

SEAPLANE BASE
The Cabo Rnivo seaplane base is situated approximately 4
miles N.N.E. of Lisbon. Although still considered provisional,
it will probably become the permanent seaplane base, having
very adequate equipment and no more suitable site being
available.

ANGOLA
(Poi<tuguese

ADMINISTRATION

West

Afi«ica)

Harbours and Railways.
network within the Colony.
of

a Decree issued by the Governor-General of the Colony
the Conselho de Aeronautica (Aeronaxitical Council) was created

By

in 1937.

The Council has a Secretariat xvhich is responsible for the
conduct and development of Civil Aviation in the Colony,
particularly the organization, establishment and exploitation of
airlines and airports, the financing of civil flying schools, of
aerodromes and airports and the registration of aircraft.

It

operates

an extensive

air

PLYING CLUBS
The development of

Aviation began with the creation of
the Aero Club de Angola, and with the organization of a private
aerodrome and necessary installations near Luanda. Progress
was rapid, and there now exist seven flying schools, functioning
at Luanda, Benguela, Nova Lisboa, Mossamedes, Sa da Bandeira,
Malange and Lobito.
Civil

AERODROMES

LOCAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Divisao de Exploracdo dos Transportes Aereos (D.E.T.A.). Head
Caixa Postal No. 79, Luanda.
Office
This is a State service which forms part of the Directorate
:

Benguela, Lobito, Luanda, Malange, Mossamedes, Nova
Lisboa, Poeto Amboim, Poeto Alexandee, Santo Antonio
no Zaire, Si. de Bandeira, Cabinda, Humpata, Quibala,
Silva Porto, Vila Luzo and Vila Teixeir.a de Souza.

MOCAMBIQUE
(Portuguese East Africa)
B.O.A.C. (Great Britain).

ADMINISTRATION

A

Decree issued by the Governor- General of the Colony in
1936 created an Aeronautical Council to superintend all aviation
matters in accordance with regulations then laid down. The
Council had a Secretariat with functions identical to those of
the Angola Secretariat.

Head

de

Exploraego

Office

:

FLYING CLUBS
Club de Mozambique, Lourengo Marques. President
Manuel Simoes Vas. Secretary
Ramiro do Nascimento

Aero

;

;

LOCAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Divisao

Central African Airways (Rhodesia).

dos

Transportes

Louren^o Marques.

Aereos

Manager

:

(D.E.T.A.).

Major Pinto

de Cunha.
This is a State organization forming part of the Department
of Railways, Harbours and xiirways.

FOREIGN TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies are operating routes
Mogambique

to

and through

:

Coimbra.
Aero Club da Provincia da Zamb§zia, Quelimane.
Aero Club de Beira, Beira.

AERODROMES
Inhambane, Inhaminga, Inharrime,
LouRENgo Marques, Lumbo, Mocimboa da Pr.ma, Magude,
M.4nhi5a,
Mdtarara, Porto Amelia, Quei.Manbone, Mima,
imane, Quinga,Tete, ITanetzEjVila Joao Belo, VilaMachabo
Vila Peby, Zembo, Vilanculos an.d Nova Lusitania.
Beira,

Chibuto,

PORTUGUESE GUINEA
(West Africa)
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in the Colony is controlled by the Servigos
Aereos da Colonia (Aerial Services of the Colony). The Director
of the Aerial Services is Major- Aviator Sergio da Silva.

FLYING CLUBS
Aero Club da Guin6
This Club uses the private D.H. Leopard-Moth belonging

to the Services Aereos da Colonia, which
Colony from Portugal in April, 1939.

was flown out

to the

AERODROWIES
It would appear certain that this aerodrome has been
considei'ably enlarged to take care of the numerous aircraft
using it at present. No details are available.

Bolama.

—

.

ral;

i

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

AZORES

This Company was farmed in the Hummer of 1 942 witli the
object of linking the tliree princijjal islands, Faya!, San
lb.>wevei\ no (>|:)erations 1 uive resulted
iliguel and Tereeira.
and it is believed tlie Co!nj>any is merely a legal uei‘essit\- for

ADMINISTRATION
I

^

.'

The Azores

are an integral part of the Republic of Portugal.
In )September, 1943 the Portuguese Government, in virtue
of an ancient alliance, placed the islands at the disposal of
Great Britain as a base for the protection of the Atlantic seaways. As a conseciuence extensive work was immediately
undertaken by Britain on the extension of existing, and the

’4,.
,

huildiiiu:

Pan American Airways.

MILITARY AIR SERVICE

On

tJie Aliiiiary Aufhorit ii-s in<:uan a ^\-eekIy
public air seinace for passengens between Baho dile peixe (San
Idiguel) and Lagens {TerceiraU using Junkers Jiu ri2 aircraft.
Tiiis service was .suspmnied in ifi4.‘l.

ofnew aerodromes.

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Sociedade Acoriana de Esttidos Aereos

1

1'l
!|

I

,

1,

1942,

RUMANIA

54:1

(The Kingrdom of
1

October

r

Rumania— Romania)

The pre-war Rvimanian State Air Line (L..A.R.R.S.), which
was tlie only Rumanian enterprise posses.sing the rigid to exj)!oit

V

TRANSPORT COMPANY
Soc.

Head

the country, has been flis-solvetl ami all itsequii*ment has been transferred to the new Sovict-Rumaniau T.A.R.S.

i

air transport in

air tran,sport

Ofliei'

Tins

oompuny.

Aeriene

de Transportiiri

Romano-Sovietica (T.A.R.S.i.

11. Stradi* XiccJae bir!isi. Butiafiest.
joint Rornaua-.Havie! company, tlie

a
ei|ually

capiita!

o!

lietween tin* two
Icn’ei'iunerits.
Russian coutribul inn iudiides the suppiy of Hying and

wliicii

The

is

:

is

iiii'jtort

dividf'd

(

equijmii'iit.

RUSSIA
(The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics— Soyuz Sovietskikh Sotsialistficheskikh Respublik)

ADMINISTRATION

'The I'.H.H.R. tleelined to be
international co-operafion.
represented at the Chicago liUernationa! Air Conference, l>ut.
in

Givil Aviation activities in the U.S.S.R. cover Air Transjiortation. Forestry Patrol, a Flying Medical Service, tlie sowing
and .spraying of ci^is, the latter incinding the destruction of the
malarial mosquito and the locust, Flying and Gliding Schools,
the instruction of the pojiulation in civil air defence, etc. For

these ])nriioses there are certain administrative bodies responsible
to tlie Director-General of .Soviet Air Transport and througli
him to the Council of People’ Commissars.
Glavnoye Oupravlenie Grajdanskovo Vosdouehnova Flota (Chief
Administration of the Civil Air Fleet), Mosc’ow.
('liic'f of the Civil Air Fleet Administration and Director of
Civil Aviation
V, S. Alolokow
This is the cliief administrative body in the U.S.S.R. for
air transportation, forestry patrol, the dying medical service,
the soicing of crops and the extermination of agricultural
.s

:

!i

seat lias fieen re.served for its rep>rescntati\.’c on tire I’rovi.sional

International Civil Aviation Grgani/.ation e-stablislied in

194.5.

ASSOCIATION
Osoaviakhim (Society for Air and Chemical Defence)
This central Society, with lieadquarters in Alosettw, unites
the Osoaviakliim Societie.s of tin? Rejuibiics fomiing tlie
U.S.S.R. and is ncspunsiblt' for the activitie.s o!' the Flying anil
{.Hiding Clubs ainl for tlie in.struction of the civil population
in air ' defence,

etc.

It

is

also

responsible for pre-military

Hying training and aerial pro|:iaga-iu!a.
The Dsoaviakliim comprises a large nmnlMw oi' Aero Clubs,
nio.st oi' wluch opi'rate Hying schools uml Imve their own
aerodromes.

PUBLICATIONS

pe.sts.

Pnder the name “Aeroflot” the air transport service.s of tlie
Soviet Union cover a wide netwoi'k, but details of civil aviation
operations are, lilie all other Soviet air activities, not made
available other than in the form of popular propaganda as
published in the Soviet press or broadcast over the Moscow radio,
Idle following international air services are known to bo in
operation
Paris, Moscow
Rome, Aloscow —
Moscow
Lwow
Belgrade
Tirana, Moscow
Bucharest, Moscow

—
—
Moscow — Budapest, Moscow — Prague,
and Moscow—Teheran.
Vienna, Moscow —
—

—

—

—

Moscow

Sofia,

;

;

;

Berlin,

Regular schedules are also maintained between Moscow and
Kharbarovsk in Far Eastern Russia.
Radiating from
Kharbarovsk are many local services.
These include routes
serving Sakhalin and Kamchatka.
In the Northern Administration more than 100 services had
been inaugiu-ated. The main route connects Mo.scow with
Leningrad. Other regular passenger and freight services link
Leningrad with YMlodga, Murmansk, Kalinin, Novgorod, Veliiciye
Luki, Archangel and Kolym.
Alany types of aircraft operate the internal routes, but Russian
and American-built Douglas DC-3s are mostly used for the
international services.
Soviet Russia has held aloof

Wofiduuhntnm Flota (New.s of tin* Air Fleet). 'The
ollicial organ of the Directorate of the Reii Air Foi-ia.* ; ehicfly
serves the interests of the per.sonrw'l of the Military Air Fleet.
Samolet (Aircraft). Publislied by the Union of ti.soaviakhim
Societies of U.S.S.R.
deals chiefly with problems of Civil
Aviation and airship nax'igation in U.S.S.R. and abroad, and
also with aircraft models and gliders.
Chronika Wosdiishnogo Dela (Chronicle of Air Business),
claims,
Published by the Union of Osoaviakhim Societies
on the basis of world literature to receive all news of aviation
and airship navigation from abroad ; reviews all important
foreigir articles and books referring to aviation.
Tochnika Wosduslmcmo .Flota (Air Fleet Technic,s). Published
iliuininates
by a group of .scientific re.seareb orgaiiizatious
the problems of aircraft and engine constructions. Tliis
ire,s'bw'/,’

;

joiu-nal is chiefly for engineers.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
AIoscow, LENiHGtEA.!), Velikiye LxrKi.
Baku, Ikkutsk, Verkuk-Udinsk, Khabarovsk,

Europe
Asia:

Tashkent, Termez.
throughout the Union. Alany
aerodromes are essentially military, but are u.sed by civil aircraft.
Civil Ah’ports are established

from

all

attempts to

intere,st

her

SALVADOR
(The Republic of
ADMINISTRATION

El

Salvador— Republica de

El Salvador)
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES

Civil Aviation is controlled by the Department of Aviation
acting under the Chief of the Military Aviation Service.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY

—

to

and througli El

T.A.C.A. (Hondmas).

45B, Caile Ruben Dario, San Salvador.
General Manager
Don Benjamin Gonzales h.
Began operations on May 16, 194(5 with three converted
Douglas e-47’s obtained in the United States. The airline
operates from San Salvador and serves Guatemala City,
Alanagua (Nicaragua) and St. Petersburg, Florida (U.S.A,).
Office

:

Pan American World Airways (U.S.A. ).

Aerovias Latino-Amerieanas S.A.

Hoad

The following companies are operating
Salvador

:

CUSTOMS AIRPORT

:

.San

Salvador (Ilopango).

Altitude 2,175

ft. (f)(>4

m.).

Alilitary

Customs Airport. Runways N./S. and E./W’'.
Hangar. Beacon and night-landing facilities.
1,500 yds.
Radio. D/P. and Mx=steorological data available.

and

Civil

SPAIN
(The Spanish State— Espana)
ADMINISTRATION

ASSOCIATIONS

(Tivil Aviation is under the control of the Directorate of Civil
Aviation, Magdalena 12, Madrid, whicdi itself is under the control
of the Minister for Air,
The Directorate covers all aspects of Civil Aviation, including

Federacidn Aerondutica Naeional de Espana (F.A.N.E,), Calle
Mayor 4, Madrid.
ironautigue
This body is the representative of the Fedimtion,
Internationale, (P.A.I.).
President
Don Alfonso de Hoyos

gliding.

'jfK'

'-it

A

:

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
SPAIN—con^in-aecZ.

Sanchez, Viscount Manzanera. Secretary
Don Jose Barcala
Moreno,
The Aero Clubs of Madrid, Seville, Valencia, Barcelona and
Zaragoza are affiliated to the F.A.N.E.
;

The

Swissair (Switzerland).
T. W.A. (ir.S.A.).

PUBLICATION
organ of the Air Ministry.
Editor; Teniente Coronel Francisco Iglesias. Foreign Editor
Teniente Coronel Pdcardo Munaiz. Address
Juan de Mena
Issued monthly. Price 6.00 ptas.
8, Madrid.

Revista de Aeronautica.

European Airways Corpn. (Great Britain).
K.L.M. (Netherlands).
S. A.B.E.N.A. (Belgium).
British

official

AIRPORTS

:

:

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Lineas

Areas

Espanolas

“Iberia”.

Canovas del Castillo 4, Madrid.
Manager; Cesar Gomez Lucia.

Head

Office

;

PLza de

Pre.sident
Jesus Rubio Paz.
Chief Pilot
Jose Ansaldo
;

:

Veiarano.
This company holds exclusive rights for the operation of
national and international Spanish airlines.
Compania Auxiliar de Navegacion Aerea S.A. Head Office:
Madrid. President
Duke of Parma. Managing Director
:

:

Don Ultano Kindeland y Nunez

del Pino.

This company has a capital of 2,500,000 Pesetas and intends
to operate non-scheduled services with British flymg equip-

ment.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The

following companies are operating routes to and through

—

Spain
A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden).
;

Barajas (Madrid).

Lat. 40'’28''N., Long, 3°3C)AV. Province of
Madrid. 9 miles N.E. of city. Alt. 2,000 ft. Runway
N.E.-S.W. 1,673 yds. X 55 yds. Full facilities.
Sak Pablo (Seville), Lat. 37°25'N., Long. 5°55'W. Province
of Seville. 41 miles E.N.E. of city. x\lt. 65 ft. Runway
N.E.-S.W. 1,140 yds. x 55 yds. Full facilities.
Menises (Valencia). Lat. SO^SO'N., Long. 0°29'W. Province
of Valencia. 5 miles W. of city. Alt. 49 ft.
Muntad AS (Barcelona). Lat. 41°1S''N., Long. 2°03'E. Province
of Barcelona. 9 miles S.W. of city. Alt. 13 ft.
W/T. and

D/F.

Barcelona

(Seaplane Stn.). Lat. 41°22'N., Long. 2°10'E,
S.E. side of city.
(Mallorca Isd.), Lat. 39°35'N., Long. 2°48'E.
Province of Baleares, l> miles N.E, of Palma, Alt. 55 ft.
Pollensa (Seaplane Stn.). Lat. 39°54'N., Long. 3°04'E.
Province of Baleare.s. Close to Pollen.sa city.
Gando (Las Palmas). Lat. 27‘’55'N., Long. ].5°21'W. 12J
miles S. of Las Palmas in Gando BajL
Two runways. Full

Son Bonet

faci]itie.s.

SWEDEN
(The King^dom of
ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation is under the jurisdiction of the Kungl. Luftfartsstyrelsen, (The Royal Board of Civil Aviation) Hantverkaregatan 21, Stockholm. Director-General C. Ljungberg.

ASSOCIATIONS
Aeroklubben (Royal Swedish Aero Club).
Founded 1900. Offices Malmskillnadsgatan 27, Stockholm.
Colonel H. Enell.
Secretary
The Club, which is affiliated to Federation Aeronautique

Kungl.

Svenska

:

:

Internationale, is the principle organization and the controlling
for 53 Swedish Aero-clubs.
It is the go%"erning body of
the sport of flying in Sweden.

body

Flygares Riksforbund (National Guild of Swedish
Carl Trygger.
G, Fi’edsgatan, Stockholm. Chairman
Colonel K. J. A. Silfverberg (S.R..4.F.).
Vice-Chairman:
Captain G. M. M. Lilliehook.
General Secretary
The aims of the Guild are to serve Swedish aviation and
represent the interests of Swedish pilots by promoting the
development of aviation and making the Swedish people
air-minded.
Eligible are holders or former holders of civil pilot’s licence,
civilian navigators and wireless-operators, pilots, observers,
wireless- operators and air -gunners of the Swedish Air Force.

Svenska

Pilots).

:

:

TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS

Sweden— Sverigre)
Svensk Interkontinental Luftfrafik A.B, (S.I.L.A.).
Address
Stockholm.
Chairman: Thorsten Hernod.
Managing-Director
P. A. Norlin.
This Company was formed to permit Sweden to take nil
advantage of post-war intercontinental air transport.
It was formed on February 25, 1943, and at the founders’
meeting on May 31, representative.? of 77 leading Swedish
industrial and commercial firms subscribed the fully paid-up
capital of Kr. 12,000,000.
In the beginning of 1946, this
capital was increased to Ivr. 24,000,000, also fully paid-up.
Participation by the Government has purposely been avoided.
Beginning its operations in the Summer of 1945, S.I.L.A.
first made a series of survey flights between Stockholm and
New York, Stockholm and Addis Ababa and Stockholm and
Rio de Janeiro. Most of these flights were made with converted Boeing B-17 Fortress four-engined aircraft. In the
Summer of 1946, S.I.L.A. opened its regvdar services on the
same routes, mainly with Douglas DC-4-i009 airlmers, which,
eventually are to be replaced by Boeing Stratocruisers, four
of which are to be put into service during 1947.
No Government subsidy has been a.sked for. A close
liaison is maintained with A.B.A-, which has placed its
Administration, Commercial Organization and technical
.services at the disposal of the company.
Svenska Aero-LIoyd A.B.
Address
Goteborg.
The Company has been formed as a subsidiary of the
The Managing-Director
aliipping company, Svenska Lloyd.
of the Company, K. R. Bokman, is also Managing-Director
member
of the Board of
of the shipiamg company, and a
Directors of the newly-formed S.I.L.A.
Skandinaviska Aero A.B. (Scandmavian Airways, Ltd.).
Address
Stockholm.
Chairman: K. Pv. Bokman (Managing Director of Rederi
Managing Director M. Hoogland.
A. B. Svenska Lloyd).
The company was formed to take over the taxi and charter
flying business formerly operated under the name of A.B.
Bjorkvalisflyg. During the war the company was mainly
occupied with target-towing and other semi-militai'y duties.
In November, 1944, the control of the company was taken
over by several shipping owners in Gothenbiu’g, a considerable
enlargement of the company’s capital at the same time being
announced.
During 1946, the company started non-scheduled flying
to the Continent carrying cargo and passengers.
Svensk Flygtjanst A.B.
Address Ar.senalsgatan 4, Stockholm.
;

:

;

Flygtekniska Forsoksanstalten (Institution of Aerotechnical
Researches), Ranhammarsvageir 12-14, Ulvsunda. Director:
I.

Maimer.

Kungl. Tekniska Hogskolan (The Royal Technical University).
Valhallavagen 78, Stockholm.

PUBLICATIONS
Published fortnightly at Tegnergatan 35, Stockholm.
On October 1, 1942, Flygning, which was originally the official
journal of the Royal Swedish Aero Club, was merged with the
Swedish Air Force publication FZgf/post. Until January 1,
1943, the joint publication bore both names. Now renamed
On January 1, 1946, the journal Svensk Flygtidning
Flyg.
was incorporated. Managing Editor Col. W. Kleen. Circulation 40,000 copies.
Published monthly at Roslag.sgatan 62, Stockholm.
Vingar.
Managing Editor B. Lingmark.
Aero. Published monthly at Tunnelgatan 15, Stockholm.
Managing Editor U. Hallvig.
Nordisk Flygtidmng. Published monthly at Malmo. Managing
A. M. Lundgren.
Editor

Flyg.

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

Tor Eliasson.
Managing Director
This company has existed for some years and has, until
recently, been chiefly occupied with .school and taxi flying.
:

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aktiebolaget Aerotransport (Swedish Air Lines, A.B.A.).

Address: Kimgsholmstorg 1, Stockholm.
Chairman Frans Severin.
Captain C. Florman.
Managing-Director
A.B. Aerotransport (Swedish Air Lines) was founded in
The company was privately-owned during its first
1924.
Thereafter the Government then took over
five years.
:

:

progressively larger blocks of the shares and it now possesses
more than 90 per cent of the capital. Until 1945, A.B. A,
received government subsidies but the company has now
increased its traffic to such extent that government subsidies
are no longer required.

It plans to operate feeder lines in connection with A.B.A.’s
International lines.
Norrlandsflyg A.B.
Address: Lulea.
F. Burstrom.
Director
X
Aero Service A.B.
Grovturegatan 3, Stockholm.
Addi-ess
Director: G. af Ekenstain.
:

:

,

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
Stockholm-Bromma.

W.N.W.

of city.

Lat 59“ 21'N., Long. 17“58'E. 8 km.
RunAvay.s. 2,000 X 60 m., N.W./S.E. 950

''

II

;

[
I

“

111

(III:!

1
;
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M'^ill'*! 'il

'

S

W E D EN

CO) it in 1 cd.
111 .

W. 'E.,

K.N.W./S.S.E.
Wl'l’.,
^

1 1* ill

1)/.I<\

'

:

11
Long. 11°47'E.
y7°42'N.,
lliinways 1,S50 >; (>0 m. X.E./S.W., l,li>0
kin. VV. of town,
Hangar. Minor
40 m. N.W../S.E.
40 111 H. VV., 1.100
rejiairs.
Full night faeilities. '\V/T., D/F., Lorenz. Customs.
JLo km.
i.LTOi'T.v.
Lat. oo^SG'jST., Long. 13°04'E.
liunways 1,200 m. N.IV./S.E., 1,100 ra. N.E.,
E. ol' town.
T.,
S.W. Hangans. Fnl'l repairs. Full night faeilities.

Lat.

‘

.

D

111

F.,

.

;

hat. r>0‘"21'N., Long. 1:>°2S'E.

2 km. S. of town.

.

SWITZERLAND
1

i-i

>1

.iO'TFN..
Long.
STOCKHo:LM-LiNr>AHAN(;EX. Lat.
IS'OS'E.
Alighting area l.oOO
l.iiOO >: 2,000
:h,!) km. N.E. of eity.
111
Hangars. Minor repairs. No night fneilitie.s. Customs.
(,;dTE,BORu-Ton.s:t.AXi;)A.
Lat. .77"'42',N.. Long. 11'47'E.
11 km.
1,000
ML of town. .Aligliting area 1,000
1,000 m.
AV,'!’.,
Cnstoins.
Flangars.
1)/I’\
No night faeilitie.s.

(,'ustoms.

K.MinsTAn.
,

i
i

CUSTOMS SEAPLANE STATIONS

Lonmz.

Customs.
Lat r>7°:iO'N., Long. 18°20'E. 2 kni. N.E. of town.
I’lSBY.
Hunways l,:io0 m. N.E./S.W., 1,000 m. E./W. Hangar O" >:
20 in. Minor rt‘f.)air.s. Minor night facilities. '\V/T., D/F.

i

i

:

W

¥':^V

11

Full night faeilities,

Customs.

.Loreir/.

(:r)TK.uoin;-T()i{.sr,.\Nii.-\.

llilfil

>

Himway.s 1,000 ,m. N. IS., 1,000 oi- .N.E. S.W. No hangar,
ilinor repair.s. D;.F. Customs.
r)8‘ ori'N
Long.
Lat.
ItlMl'E.
NoirRiv6,p].Ni:;-,Ki.'xn.iSAxn:u.>:N'.
Oti m. E. 'W., landing
2 km. ,E. of town, lluinvay LlaO m.
la in.
Minor repairs.
Hangar 21
strip 700 m. N./S.
Customs.
Minor night faeilities. MIT.,
2 inn. S. of town.
JoivKOPixG. Lat. r>7“‘Ui'N., Long. 14Mr'E.
IS in.
Runways 700 m. E. \V.. OoO m. N./S. Hangar 20
Minor niglit faei]iTie.s. M'/T.. 1) F. Customs.

40 m. S.W./N.E., 7M» x 40 m.
Full repairs.

'

,

.

‘

,

Haugar.s.

#

(The Swiss Confederation— Schweixerische Eidgenossenschaft)
.\i*rodrom
Ostschweiz. Aero-Gesellsehaft.
Aero-Ge
ADMINISTRATION

’

—

ASSOCIATIONS
Lt.Aero Club der Schweiz (Aero-Club de Suisse). President
Secretary General
Col. \V. N. (lerber, Sihlquai 55, Zurich.
Cajjt. Rieser, Sehan/.enstrasse 1, Berne.
The Swiss Aero Club has 22 Sections to which the following
groups were attached
15 power-driven flying groups
2 free balloon group.s
51 gliding groups; and 20 groups for
the construction of models.

AERODROMES

:

Various plans for new airports in Switzerland have been
reported in comieetion w'itli post-war flying. There is to be
a combined land-marine base at L.vu.S-AXNK-EcfBLEXs on the
shore of Lake Geneva at St. Sulpice. The estimated cost is
Sw. fr. 7,000,000. Expansion of the airport at Cointrin is
already being proceeded with. Tlie municipality of Berne is
sponsoring the construction of a large airport at UTZiiixsTORP
which is intended to be the eentml Swiss airport for international

:

—

;

PUBLICATIONS
Aero

I^eviie

Organ

(Official

L’Aero

of

Club

de

Sui.sse).

&

Fortnightly,
Co., Berne, S.
Aeronautical neivs from all parts of the globe. Soe.
Intcravia.
Auon. d’Editioii Ach’oii. Internationale.s, Cite 20, Geneva, 11.
Twice wctdily.
Bi'ndiler

services.
1st Class

Customs Airports
Genev.v (Cointrin). Lnt. 4i>M4'N.. l.ong. OOlto'E.
Runway N.E. 'S.VV, 2, ISO yds.
1,594 11:.
5.5
:

tfS MS'E.
Lnt. 47 24*X.. Long. US
M.S'E.
AititiHle
Altitude
1,444 11.
Landing area I.15U
1, HlU m. with turfed runway,
tlintavtc riuuvay .501)
21m. .Asphalt runway OOU :; 40 in.
Ba.sU': {i:>ir.srelden).
Lat. 47 lOrN’., Long. 07":5S'E.
Altitude.
SliO ft.
d’wo turfed runwtiv's WL II. and N’.V\'./S.E.

A.G.

Bern.
Pre-sident of the
Paul Cardinaux. Vice-President: Hermann Wauner.
This company which was inoperative during most of the
war is now' ,1'imct ioniiig again and is increasing its cu|)ital
from 250,000 Sw. PTaiies to 1,200,000 Sw. Franes. In 1947,

Head
Hoard

OlTice

:

.iubilaeumsstrasse,

;

;

:

French

Swissair.

Hahnhofstrasse 7, Zurich. Chairman: Doctor
Eiigen E. Groli.
President
Swissair was not operating at the end of the ivar, although
it liad managed to maintain its Zurich-Stuttgart service until
August, 1944. Since it re-started operations in May, 1945,
Capital
a rapid ex])ausinn of .services has been carried out.
is being increased from 1,000,000 Swiss Francs to 20,000,000
Swiss Francs.

Alphous

;

Eliinger,

;

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
following companies are operating regular services to
and through Sw itzerland
A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden).
Air France (France).
British European Airways Corpn. (Great Britain).
C.S.A. (Czechoslovakia).
K.L.M. (Netherlands).
S.A.B.E.N.A. (Belgium).
Tlie

:

Trans-World Airline

Internationa

l;>A.su5-Aiunin:»ijSi'X

Alpar was bt'ing merged into Swissair,
.Head Ofliee

Altitude
('onerete
Concrete

taxiwuys.
Zoiui'U (l)iihendorf').

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
A,lpar

Altenrhein

Gallen.
Aviatik beider Basle. :\erodrome : Basle-Birsfelden,
Sections of the Aero Club de Suisse at ;
Basle, Bellinzona,
Berne, Lg Chaux-de-Fonds, Geneva, Grenchen, l.ausanne,
Neuchatel, Sion, St. Gall, Tiiun, Zurich, Locarno.

Civil Aviation is coutrolled by the Department of Civil Aviation
headed by a Delegate for Civil Aviation. Tins department is
Tlie
]jarl of the l)i']iartment de.s Posies et des Chemins de Fer.
Chief of tlie Ofliee Aerieii Federal is Colonel Louis Clere.

—

(Lt.S.A.).

FLYING SCHOOLS

on

Altitude 3,340

Olh'dS'E.

ft.

—

No

runwaiys.

Customs Seaplane Stations: Geneva (Eaux-Vives), Lausanne
(Ouehy), Locarno, Lugano, Ro.RSt'HACH, Romanshokn,
ERMAT.tNQEN, Kreuzlingen, .A.RBON, .Altenrhein (St. Gallen).
Aerodromes for Internal Traffle: Bienne, Sion, Samaden.
Aerodromes available only by special permission: Bellinzona,
Hilfikon, Gland, Grenchen, PoRiiEN'rRDV (Courtedoux),

—

Winter Aerodrome:

:

nirj:toil

.

Yverdon.

Aerodrome Zurich-Dubendorf.
Swissair,
Aerodrome : Berne-Belpmoos.
Alpar.

Franco-Sivlss

1

but with iuternatiomd road to Swiss territory.
Aletal runway 1,200 >; 40 m.
Jfreneli customs on airport,
Swiss customs at Franeo-Sivlss border.
2nd Class Customs Airports
B:ehne (Belpmoo.s). Lat. 4t>~54'N., Long. 07X10'E. Altitude
1,672 ft. No runways.
Lausanne (La Blecliei’ette). Lat. 4(:F32'N.,
0(F37'E.
46';52'N., Long. 06=37'E.
Altitude 2,024 ft. No runways.
-Altenrhein (St. Gallen). Lat. 47°27'N.,
OlTl-lo'E.
Long. 09''33'.E.
-Long.
17'27',N.,
Altitude 1,312 ft. No runways.
3rd Class Customs Airports
Locarno (Magadino). Lat. 4«F10'N., Long. OS'53'E. Altitude
200 111
No runways.
La. CHAX>x-:DE-FoNn.s (La Eplatunes).
Lat. 47''05',N., Long.
soil,

_

—St.

Moritz (on frozen lake by

special

permission only).

TRANSJORDAN
TRANSPORT COMPANY
Head

approximately

Amman.

£98,000

covered

consist of leading

Wafa Dajani. Dii-ector and Organizing Alanager
K. T. Ledger, M.B.E. Teelmical Manager W. G. Saunders.
This company has an authorised capital of £100,000 with

and Transjordan.

The company

Eastern

Ltd.,

Office

:

man:

:

:

privately.

The

Directors

Arabs in the commercial w'orld in Palestine

Chair-

Arab Airways Association, Ltd.

Airw'ays,

of

is

financially intere.sted in
All pilots wdll be

l*ale.stlne.

British initially.

TURKEY
(The Turkish Republic- -Turkiye Cumhuriyeti)
on all salaries and wages, and from
ADMINISTRATION
Aviation

Tkirkey is under the control of the Ministry
of Communications, but the Military General Staff lay dowm the
routes on which aircraft may fly.
Civil

in

ASSOCIATIONS
Turk Hava Kurumu (Air League). A semi-official organization
designed to promote and foster the growth of ‘‘air-mindedness”
It has a considerable income, derived from a tax
in Turkey.

and donations.

lotteries, subscriptions,

The League runs the only authorized

lottery

Turkey.
Tiirkkusu (“Turkish Bird”) Association. An offshoot of the Air
League. It was inaugurated at Ankara on Alay 3, 1935, and
has since opened branches in the chief provincial towns. Its
object is the building up of a reserve of pilots and mechanics
for the Government Air Force.
Initial training is carried out
on gliders and advanced training / on powered aircraft.
in

HISTORICAL
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TURKEY— conft:nwecZ.
NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Hava

Deviet

Ankara.

TworumvayslSr./S. andN.E./S.W. 40 m. X 1,500m. Hangars.
Minor repairs. Military and Civil Customs Aerodrome.
Ankara. Lat. 30'’57''N. Long. 32°52'E. 4 miles W. of town.
Alt, 3.000 ft. Three runways 40 m. X 1,200 m. (N.E./S.W.),
40 m. X 1,200 m. (E.f.W.) and 40 m. X 900 m. (N./S.). Ad-

Head

YoIIari (Turkish State Air Lines).

Office
Director of

Director General
Ferruh Sahinbas.
Operations: Naci Ustman. Chief Pilot
Hayri Oscal.
Operated by the department of the Ministry of Commun:

;

ministration building and hangars. W/T.
Yesilkoy (Istanbul). Lat. 40°58'N. Long. 28°50'E. 5 miles
S.W. of town. Alt. 50 ft. Three runways 40 m. X 1,200 m.
(N.E./S.W., E./W. and N./S.). Administration building and
hangars.
Full night-landing facilities. Military and Civil
Customs Aerodrome.
Konya. Lat. 37°a8''N. Long. 32°34'E. 3 miles E. of townAlt. 3,500 ft.
One runway 40 m. X 2,000 m. (N.N.E./S.S.W.)-

ications.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies
Turkey
:

are operating route.s to

—

and through

A.B. Aerotransport (Sweden).
Air France (France).
British European Airways Corpn. (Great Britain).
British Overseas Airways Corpn. (Great Britain).

No

AIRPORTS
Adana.

Long. 35°17'E.

Lat. 36°o8'N.

facilities.

,

.4PY0NKAEAHISSAB.
Lat. 38°44'N.
Long.
30°36'E.
Two
runways 40 m, X 1,832 m. (N.W./S.E.) and 46 m, X 1,670 m.
(N.N.W./S.S.E.).
Administrative
buildings
only.
No,
1

W.

mile

of town.

facilities.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ADMINISTRATION
The control

of Civil Aviation in the

Owners & Pilots Association.
Washington 4, D.C.

Aircraft

United

vested
in the Civil Aeronautics Administration,
The Administrator
of Civil Aeronautics acts under the direction and supervision
of the Secretary of Commerce. The Civil Aeronautics Board
exercises its fmietions of rule making, adjudication and investigation independently of the Secretary of Commerce.

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
Washington

iStates is

Commerce

N.W.

276, Falls Church,

3145 We,st 63rd
Pilots Association, International,
Chicago 29, 111.
Air Traffic Conference of America. 1515, Massachusetts Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C.
Air Transport Association of America. 1515, Ma,s.saehusetts
Avenue, N.W., W'^ashington 5, D.C.
Air Youth (National Aeronautic Association), 1025, Connecticut Avenue, N.W''., Washington 6, D.C.
American Association of Airport Executives. C/o. Pat Moore,
Street,

Building,

:

:

:

Secretary Treasurer, P.O.

:

:

;

:

:

:

:

;

:

:

:

;

Lanter.
Civil Aeronautics Board
;

Street,

Air Line

Secretary of Commerce
Averill Harriman.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce William A. M. Burden.
Civil Aeronautics Administration
Administrator
Theodore P. Wright.
Deputy Administrator
Charles I. vStanton.
Richard E.
General Counsel, Aeronautical Legal Staff
Elwell.
Edward Sturhahn.
Executive Assistant
John Geisse.
Assistant for Personal Flying Develo23ment
Assistant for Research
Dean R. Bi'imhall.
E. J. Robins.
Assistant for State Relations
Assistant Administrator for Airports
C. B. Donaldson.
Ben Stown.
Assistant Administrator of Aviation Information
Alvin
Assistant Administrator for Business Management
O. Preil.
William E.
Assistant Administrator for Federal Airways
Kline.
A. S. Koch.
A.ssistant Administrator for Field Oi)eration.s
Fred M.
Assistant Administrator for Safety Regulation

Chairman

Box

F

Aurgiiiia.

25, D.C.

James M. Landis.
Oswald Ryan.

Vice-Chairman

P.O.

Airline Navigators Association,

1319,

:

Harllee Branch, Josh Lee, Clarence M. Young.
Fred A. Toombs.
Secretary
Emory T. Nunneley, Jr.
General Counsel
Russel B. Adams.
Director, Economic Bureau
Robert W. Oliver.
Assistant Director (Domestic)
John Sherman.
Assistant Director (International)
Joseph B. Duckworth.
Director, Safety Bureau
Government Research and Technical Establishment, 1500, New
Hampshire Avenue, N.W., Wa,shington 25, D.C.
An independent Government establishment created by
an Act of Congress approved on March 3, 1915, for the supervision and direction of the scientific study of the problems
of flight. It consists of fifteen members, appointed by the
President, all of whom serve as .such without remuneration.
The officials of the Committee are
Jerome C. Hunsaker, Sc.D.
Chairman

Members;

Box

734, Peoria,
Inc.

New

The American Helicopter Society,
4029, Bridgeport, Conn.
American Municipal Association.

Chicago

111.

field

East

1313,

P.O.

60th

Box

Street,

37, lU,

American Rocket Society, Inc, 29, West 39th Street, New
York IS, N.Y.
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Aviation Division.
29, West 39th Street, New York.
Aviation Country Club of California, Ine. 6656, Santa Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles, California.
Aviation Writers Association. P.O. Box '856, Grand Central
Annex, New Yox*k 17, N.Y'.
The Brookings Institution. 722, Jackson Place, N.W., Wash-

ington

6,

D.C.

California Manufacturers Association.
520, Chamber of Commerce Buildings, Los Angeles 15, Cal.
P.O. Box 1328, Trenton, N.J.
Caterpillar Club.
1313 East 60th Street, Chicago
Council of State Governments.
37,111.
The Early Birds. C/o. Lt.-Col. Ernest Jones, Secz'etary, R.F.D.,

;

;

No. 1, Clifton, Va.
Feeder Airlines Association.

1113, Denrike Building,

Wushmg-

;

ton, D.C.

;

;

The Glidler Institute of the Americas,
N.W., Washington 6, D.C.

Ine.

:

;

—

,

;

Theodore P. Wright.
Vice-Chairman
John F. Afictory.
Executive Secretary
Edward H. Chamberlin,
Executive Officer
George
Director of Aeronautical Research:
:

:

Institute of

New York
Institute of
24, Cal.

21,

W.

Lewis,

Engineer in Charge, Langeley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory; Henry J. E. Reid.
Engineer in' Charge, Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
Smith J. DeFrance.
Edward
Manager, Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory
R. Sharp.
Laboratory
Executive Engineer, Aircraft Engine Research
Carlton Kemper.

Sciences.

2,

East 64th

Street,

N.Y.

Navigation.

405,

Hilgard Avenue,

Los Angeles

Manufacturers Aircraft Association, Inc.

30, Rockefeller Plaza,

Suite 726, New York 20, N.YL
National Aeronautic Association.

Connecticut Avenue,

N.W. Washington
,

6,

1025,

D.C.

National Association of Flying Clubs. 821 National Pres.s
Building, Washington, D.C,
National Association of State Aviation Officials. C/o. Edw. F.
Knapp, Dir. Vermont Aeronautics Commission, State House

:

Sc.D.

Aeronautical

the

1026, 17th Street,

Montpelier-,

Vermont,

Temporary HeadAssociation.
Trades
Aviation
National
quarters ; 1113, Denidke Building, 1010, Vermont Avenue,
Washington, D.C.
National Council of Air Line Navigators. 545, 5th Avenue, New
York, N.Y.
National Safety Council.

20,

North Wacker Drive, Chicago

6,

:

:

ASSOCIATIONS
Aero Medical Association, C/o. Dr. D. S. Brachmau, 5440 Cass
Avenue, Detroit 2, Michigan.
1108, 16th Street, N.W., Wa,shmgton
Aeronautical Radio, Inc.
6, D.C.
Air Force Association. 1603, K Street, N.W., Washington,
D.C.

The Air Power League.

Empire State Building, New York

N.V^.
Aircraft Industries Association of America, Inc.

Build ing.s. Washington

5,

D.C.

1,

610, Slioreham

Illinois.

Aviation Section,

New York Board of Trade,

Inc.

291,

Broadway,

NewYMrk 7, N.Y.
Municipal Airport,
State Aviation Council, Inc,
Syracuse, N.Y.
Northwest Aviation Planning Council. C/o. W. S. Thompson,
Manager, Chamber of Commesree, Butte, Montana.
Private Fliers Association. O/o. Wm. W. GrinckerholT, 1706 G

New York

Street,

N.W-, Washington, D.C.
247, Park Avenue,

Relief Wings, Inc.

New

Ymrlc 17, N.Y.

America. Elmira, New Y^'ork.
143 North Brand
Society of Aeronautical Weight Engineers.
Boulevard, Glendale 3, Calif.
Sportsman Pilots Association. C/o. C. H. YYarrington, 327,
North Bell Averxue, Chicago 12, 111.

The Soaring Society

of

if
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New York, N.Y.
Madison Avenue, Ne^v

The Wings

Women

Hotel Biltmore,
Club, Ine.
Flyers of America, Ine.
274,

Flying Ace (ineduding Flying

Difjest,

published

Digest Publishing
York 22, N.Y. Publisher
;

:

Entfineering Catalog, published by the Institute of
the Aeronauticiil Sciences, 2, East (!4th Street, New York 21,
N.Y. Anriuai.
Aeronautical Engineering Revieio, published by the Institute of
the Aeronautical Sciences, 2, East 64th Street, New York 21,

(Alonthly).

Ari-(niaiitir(il
:

‘I

International Aviation, published by the
Associates, Ine., American Building.

.American .Aviation
AVashington, D.C.
Managing Editor: Frank M. Holz. (Meekly).
Journal of Aeronautical Meteorology, Meteorological Committee,
E. J. Minser,
Air Transport Association of .America. Editor

N.Y. Editor; George B. Forman. (Monthly).
AeroRphere, published by the Aerosphere, Inc., 370, Lexington
Charles E. Thoi’p
Editor
Avt'nue. New York 17, N.Y.
Executive Editor. (Annual).
Air Cart.',, ptdjlished by the Air Facts, Inc., 30, Rockefeller
Leighton Collins.
Plaza, New York 20, N.Y. Editor
(Monthly).
The Air Line Mechanic., published at 155 North Clark Street,
(Monthly).
(.'hieago 1. 111.
Editor
J. L, McFai'land.
The Air Line Pilot, published by the Air Line Pilots Association,
3145 West 03rd Street, Chieago 20, 111. Editor: David L.
Behncke. (Montldy).
Mv'}' Force, published by the Phillip Andrews Publishing Go.,
Phillip
515 5th Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. Editor:

:

(Quarterly).
Richard.s Road, Kansas City, Mo.
Journal of the Aeronautical Sciences, published by the Institute
of the Aeronautical Sciences, 2, East 64tb Street, New York
(Quarterly).
21, N.A".
Journal of the American Pocket Society, pvd>lished by the Rocket
Society, Ine., 130, \Yest 42nd Street. New York IS, N.Y.
Editor : Cedric Giles,
Journal of Aviation Aledicinc. publisheii by tlie Aero iledieal
Assaciati(^n of the I^.S., 2642, l^ruversity Avenue, St. Taul,
Mimi. Editor-iii-C’hief Louis H. Bauer, M.D, ( Bi-Montiily).
Model Airplane Neics, publishe<l l)y the Air Age Ine., 551, 5tli
Kobert Melairren.
Editor
.A\'enue, New’ York 17, N.Y.
10,

:

;

:

:

;

Andrews. (.Monthly).
Mir Traffic Guide, published by the American Aviation PublicManaging
ations, 130 North Clark Street, Chieago 2, 111.
Editor
H. D. Whitney. (Airlme rates and schedules
:

revised monthly).
.dir Trails Pictorial, published

by

&

the Street

Smith Public:

:

:

Barker.

(Monthly).
.1;/’ 7'ransport Aafety, published by the National Safety Council,
(Monthly).
20, North Wacker Drive, Chicago (i. 111.
Air Tnmsportafion, published by Import Publications, Inc., 10,
Bridge Street, Nevr A'ork 4, N.A’. Publisher : John F. Budd.
(Monthly).
Air World, publisljed by tiie Columbia Publications, Inc., 40,
Worth Street, Now Yoi'k, N.Y. Editor
S. C. Frazier.
(Monihly).
Aircraft J'Jngiiics of the World, published at 216 East 45th Stveot,
Nen York 17, N. A’. Editor: Paul H. Wilkinson. (Annual).
Aircraft Production, published at 1206, South Maple Avenue,
Los Angeles 15, Calif.
Aircraft Yearbook, (Aircraft Industries Association of America),
judilisliod by the Laneiar Publishers, Inc., 10, Rockefeller
:

New York

20,

(Annual).
Airport Directory, published

way,

New York

N.Y.

Editor

:

Howard

(Monthly).
Alodel Aination, published by the .Air Youtii Div., National
Aeronautic Association, 1025, Connecticut Avenue, AVashiiig(Monthly).
toii 6, D.C.
National Aeronautics, published by the National Aeronautic
Association, 1025, Connecticut Avenue, MMshington 6, D.C.
(Montldy).
Editor
S. Ralph Cohen.
Official Guide of the Airways, published at OOS, Soutli Dearborn
(Monthly).
Street, Chicago 5, 111.
S.A.E. Journai, publislied at 29, VA^est 39th Street, New* A^ork
Norman G. Shidle. (Monthly).
IS, N.Y".
Executive Editor
Skyways, published by the Henry Publishing Co., 44-1, Aladison
Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. Editor: J. Fred Henry.
(Monthly).
Soaring, pnblislieil liy the Soaring Society of .America, P.O.
Box 71, Elmira, N.V.
Bi-i\Toiithly).
Southorn Flight, pulrlished by the Air Review Publishing CoriJji.,
leorgo
jklitor
1901, AlcKiriiicy A^-CMite, Dallas 1, I'exa.s.
E. Haddaway. (Monthly).
Thermal, jiublislied b,y the Southeiai California, Soaring Associ;

Editor
East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
William Winter. (Monthly).
Air Transport, published by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
P'owler
330, West 42nd Street, New York IS, N.Y. Editor
ations, .122

Pla/.a,

Mingos.

(

:

ation, 453, South Sj.)ring Street, Los Angeles 13, Cal.
Air Services, publislied by the Air Service Pid:)lisliing Co.,
Eilitor
Inc., Transportation Building, AA- asbington 6, D.C.

:

Earl N. Findley.

(Monthly).
IFestcrn, Airman, pidalished at the Ellis- Building, Phoenix,
Ariz.
(Semi-Monthly).
Western Flying, published by the Occidental Publishing Ck).,
Editor
Ltd., 304, South Broadwmy, Los Angeles 13, Calif.
LawTence Black. (Monthly).
:

by the Publishing

Co., 1170,

Broad-

N.Y. Editor: Kirk Baldwin. (Annual).
by the Hahe Publishing Co., 1170, Broadway,
New A^ork L N.Y. Editor: John Regan. (Monthly).
American Aviation Publications, published by the American
Aviation Associates, Ine., 1317, F. Street, N.W., Washington
E.xccutive Editor: Albert H. Stackpole.
4, D.C.
AittPricnn Aviation, published by the American Aviation Associates, Inc., .-\nierican Building, Washington 4, D.C.
Editor
Kenneth E. Allen, Managing Editor: 'Kenneth E. Allen.
1,

:

(Semi-Monthly).

American Aviation Daily, published by the American Aviation
Associates, Inc., American Building, Washington 4, D.C.
iVhuraging Editor: Clifford Guest.
(Daily).
Directory, published by the American Aviation
Associates, fne., American Building, Washington 4, D.C.

M mcrican A viafion

Managing Editor
York

:

T/c/iropiSer,

David Shawe.

(Semi-Annual).
East 57th Street,

pixblished at 32,

TRANSPORT COMPANIES

N.Y.

:

Aviation, published

(M^eekly).

Aviation Maintenance and Operations, pvAAmhed by the CfonoverAlast Corpn, 205, East 42nd Street, New A'ork 17, N.A^.
Managing Editor: Arthur W. D. Harris. (Monthly).
Aviation News, published by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co.,
jNational Press Buildings, Washington, D.C*
Editor ; Robert
1-1. Wood.
(Weekly).
Aviation Servi-ce Magazine, published at 540, West Washington
Boulevard, Chicago 6, 111. Editor : Herb Packer. (Monthly).
Civil
JoifmhL Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D,C. (Monthly).
Plying, published by the Ziff-Davis Publishing Co^, 185, North
Wabash Avenue, Chicago 1, III. Managing Editor
Max
^
Karant. (Monthly).
:

:

.

American Aviation,

Inc., 210, Greenhill Avenue, AATlmington
President
Robert M. Love.
This company operates Air Mail Route AM-49 exploiting
the “air iDick-uii” system for mail and express.
American Airlines, Inc. (Amei-ican Airline.s System), 100, East
42nd Street, New’- York 17, N.Y. I’resident Ralpli S. Damon.
In July, 1945, American Airlines was authorized to acquire
51,4 per cent stock interest in American Export Airlines, now
titled American Airlines Overseas, Inc.
The name American
Airlines System has been used in advertising the routes of
the two companies.
American Overseas Airlines, Inc. (formerly American Export
Airlines), 100 East 42nd Street, New' York 17, N.Y.
President
C. R. Smith.
Braniff International Airways, Inc., Love Field, Dallas 9, Texas.
President : T. E. Braniff.
On May 17, 1946, Braniff Airways was granted a roid,e to
Latin America. In conformity with this new service, the
company has adopted the new' trade name of Braniff International Airways.
Caribbean-Atlantic Airlines, Inc., 47, Reeinto Sur Street, San
Juan, Porto Rico. President: Dionisio Trigo.
Chicago and Southern Air Lines, Inc., Municipal Airport, Memphis
President: Carleton Putman.
2, Tenn.
Colonial Airlines, Inc., 630, 6th Avenue, New' York 20, N.Y.
President; Sigmtmd Janas.
Continental Air Lines, Inc., Stapleton Airfield, Denver 7, Colo
President
Robert F. Six.
Delta Air Lines, Inc. (formerly Delta Air Corporation), Municipal
Airport, Atlanta, Georgia.
President and General Manager

All

99, Deleware.

:

:

:

New

Editor
Alexis Droutzkoy.
by the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., 330,
West 42nd Street, New Amrk 18, N. A''. Editor; Leslie E.
Neville.
(Munthly).
Aviation Eqaipment, published by the Haire Publishing Co.,
1170, Broadway, New’ York 1, N.Al. Editor; John Regan.
(Monthly).
Aviation Law Service, published by the Commerce Clearing
House, Inc., 214, North Michigan Avenue, Chicago 1, III.
22.

(

U .S.

Airports, published

Antcrican

:

Foreign Air News Digest, published by the Economic Bureau,
(Bi-j\Ionthly).
Civil Aeronautics Board, Washington 25, D.C.
Gliding, published by the Glidmg Jlagazine,^ 4658, Portage
Ward A. Stone,
Road, Kalamazoo 85, Mich. Editor

PUBLICATIONS
by the Aeronautical

Corpn.. 515, JMadiso 2 r Avenue, New
Prank .1. Tichenor. (Montlily).
'1

published at 67 Mest 44th
Rod I. IVolfson.
Editor

.4 ccs),

N.A".

18,

(Monthly).

York, N.Y.

Aero

New York

Street,

:

;

C. E.

Woohnan.

Rockefeller Plaza, N(WV York 20,
E. V. Rickenbacker.
Empire Air Lines, Ine. (formerly Zimmerly Airlines, Inc.),
Lewiston, Idaho. President
Bert Zimmerly.
This carrier w'as granted a temporary certificate by the
Civil Aeronautics Board on May 22, 1944i.

Eastern Air Lines,
N.Y. President

Ine., 10,

:

:

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
UNITED STATES—ran^mwerf.
Florida Airways, Inc. (formerly Orlando Airlines, Ino.), CannonThomas E. Gordon.
Mills Airport, Orlando, Fla. President
:

This carrier was granted a temporary certificate by the
Civil Aeronautics Board on March 28, 1946.
Inland Air Lines, Inc., 6.331, Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles
William A. Coulter.
President
28, California.
Mid-Continent Airlines, Inc., 102 East 9th Street, Kansas City
President
J. W. Miller.
6, Mo.
National Airlines, Ine., Municipal Airport, Jacksonville, Fla.
:

:

President
G. T. Baker.
Northeast Airlines, Inc., Commonwealth Airport, Boston 28,
Mass. President Paul F. Collins.
Northwest Airlines, Inc., 1885, Hnivensity Avenue, St. Paul 1,
Croil Hunter.
Minn. President and General Manager
Pan American Airways System (Pan American World Airways),
President:
135, East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Juan T. Trippe.
Pan American Airways is divided into the following operating

This carrier was granted a temporary certificate by the
Civil Aeronautics Board on Jime 13, 1946.
Ray Wilson, Ine., Stapleton Airfield, Denver 7, Colorado.
President R. M. "Wilson.
This carrier was granted a temporary certificate by the
It has applied
Civil Aeronautics Board on March 28, 1946.
to the Board for permission to change its name to Monarch
Air Lines, Inc.
:

NON-SCHEDULED AIR OPERATORS

;

:

:

divisions

:

Pacific

—
—Alaska

Division.

Ameeican Division.
Atlantic Division.
L.atin

—

Afeica Oeient Division.
The following companies are, or have been, subsidiaries of
Pan American Aii’ways
Aeko\ta's Nationales de Colombia, S..\. (Colombia).
Ueaba, Medellin and Centeal Aieways, Ino.
CiA. Mexioana de Aviacion, S.A. (Mexico).
ClA. CUB.ANA DE AvIACION, S.A. (CuBA).
Panaie do Bea.sil, S.A. (Beazil).
The following companies are, or have been, associated with
Pan American Airways
Pan Amebican-Geace Aieways, Inc.
China National Aviation Coeboeation (China).
Aeeovias de Gu.\temala, S.A. (Guatemal.a.).
Aeeonaves de Mexico, S.A. (Mexico).
:

:

For
trolled

details of the activities of the foreign companies conby or subsidiary to Pan American Airways, see under

the countries concerned.

Pan American-Graee Airways, Inc. (Panagra), 135, East 42nd
Harold J. Roig.
President
Street, New York 17, N.Y.
Pennsylvania-Central Airlines Corporation, Washington National
President
C. Bedell Momo.
Airpoi't, Washington 25, D.C.
Pioneer Air Lines, Inc. (formerly Essair, Inc.), 3300, Love Field
:

:

President; Robert J. Smith.
Southwest Airways Company, P.o. Box 270, Beverly Hills, Calif.
John H. Connelly.
President
This carrier was granted a temporary certificate by the
Civil Aeronautics Board on May 22, 1946.
Summit Airways, Inc., Post Office Box 493, Laramie, Wyoming.
President Charles W. Hirsing, II.
This company was granted a temporary certificate by the
Civil Aeronautics Board on March 28, 1946.
Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc. (T.W.A.), 101, West 11th
Street, Kansas City 6, Mo.
Transcontinental and Western Air is using the trade name
“Trans World Airline” on aircraft and in advertising but
this is not a registered name.
Transcontinental and Western Air is divided into two
Domestic Service Division and Interoperating divisions
,*«
national Division.
Transcontinental and Western Air is associated with, or has
investments in, the following transport companies;
Hawahan Aielines, Ltd. (Hawaii).
Ieanian Aieways Company, (Ikan).
Philippine Aielines, Inc. (Philippine).
Ethiopian Aie Lines (Ethiopia).
United Air Lines, Inc., 5959, South Cicero Avenue, Chicago 38,
President
W. A. Patterson.
Illinois.
Lineas Aereas Mineras, S.A. (L.A.M.S.A.) is the Mexican
subsidiary of United Air Lines.
On July 2, 1946, United was authorized to fly between San
Drive, Dallas

9,

Texas.

Since the end of the war a new class of air transport operator
has Sprimg into prominence in the United States the nonscheduled operator or charter freight and passenger carrier
a class made up principally of ex-service personnel wlio have
acquired surplus military aircraft, and have engaged in operations
which only required them to conform to normal civil safety
regulations and to have their aircraft licensed.
It is estimated that by June, 1946, there w'ere at least 2,730
non-scheduled air-carriers operating 5,529 aircraft. These
ranged from companies incorporated for more than $2,500,000
to small one-plane one-pilot concerns. From 300 to 400 were
operating non-scheduled airlines between definite terminals or
were engaged in contract carrier work.
C.A.A. figures revealed that the airline types of aircraft in
the hands of non-scheduled operators included 101 Lockheed
"Lodestars, 13 Curtiss Commandos, 339 Douglas DC-3’s and 76
Douglas I)C-4’s, In addition there were at least 2,000 smaller
twin-engined and 3,000 single-engined aircraft used for charter
operation of one sort or another.
The Civil Aeronautics Board was, at the time of w'riting,
drafting regulations to bring these operators within its control
and to enforce safety and economic regulations on all nonscheduled operators engaged in passenger and cargo carrying.

—

AIRPORTS OP ENTRY
On June

were 45 airports and seaplane bases
designated as airports of entry through which air -craft arriving
in the United States may clear customs and immigration.
Airports of entry are designated by the Treasury Department
after consultation with representatives of other interested.
I^ederal agencies and due consideration as to the necessity for
such designation. Some are designated without time limit,
while others are given temporary designation for the period
of one year, as shown in the table below
:

Without Time Limit

;

—

;

Francisco and Hawaii.
Western Air Lines, Inc., 6331, Hollywood Boulevard, Los
Terrell C. Drinkwater.
Angeles 28, Calif. President
As on July 1, 1946, Western Air Lines held 93 per cent, of
the stock of Inland Air Lines.
West Coast Airlines, Ine., Box 544, Georgetown Station, Seattle
Nick Bez.
President
8, Washington.
This company ivas granted a temporary certificate by the
Civil Aeronautics Board on May 22, 1946.
Mass. President
E. W. Wiggins Airways, Inc., Norwood,
Joseph Garside.
:

;

Name

Location

:

;

27, 1946, there

New York

Albany,

Brownsville, Texas
Buffalo, Neiv Y'ork
Burlington, Vermont

Caribou, Maine
Cleveland, Ohio
Detroit, Michigan
Detroit, Michigan
Detroit, Michigan

Douglas, Arizona
Duluth, Minnesota
Duluth, Minnesota

Eagle Pass, Texas
El Paso, Texas
Key West, Florida
Miami, Florida

Municipal Field
Rio Grande Valley International
Airport at Brownsville, Texas.
Mmiieipal Airport
Burlington Municipal Airport
Caribou Municipal Airport
Cleveland Municipal Airport
Detroit Municipal Airport
,

.

.

.

.

.

Ford Airport
Wayne County Airport
Douglas Airport
Duluth Municipal Airport
Duluth Boat Club Seaplane Base

.

.

.

.

Eagle Pass kYirport
Municipal Airport

.

Meach am Field

.

Pan-American Field

(or

36th

Street)

Miami, Florida
Nogales, Arizona
Ogdensburg, New York
Pembine, North Dakota
.

Portal,

Dinner Key Seaplane Base
Nogales Municipal Airport
Ogdensburg Harbor
Fort Pembina Airport

.

.

North Dakota

Portal Airport

.

Port Townsend Airport
Put-in-Bay Airport
Pvochester Mimicipal Airport
Rouses Point Seaplane Base
San Diego Mimicipal Airport
(Lindbergh Field)

Port Townsend, Washington
Put-in-Bay, Ohio
Rochester, New York
Rouses Point, New Ymrk
San Diego, California

San J uan, Puerto Rico
Seattle, Washington

.

.

Grande Airport
Boeing Municipal Air Field

Isla
.

Lake Union

"Washington
Swanton, Vermont
We.st Palm Beach, Fla.
Seattle,

Massena,

New York

.

,

.

Missisquoi Airport

.

Roosevelt Plying Service
(Currie Common Park).
Massena Airport

.

Ba.s(i

ALASKA
administered by the U.b. Civil
Civil Aviation in Alaska
Aeronautics Administration through a Regional Office (Eighth
Region) and the U.S. Civil Aeronautics Board, Alaska Office,
both with headquarters in Anchorage.
is

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aeronautics Board has granted certificates to the
following operators

The

Civil

;

Alaska Airlines, Inc., Alaska Coastal Airlines, Low Brennan
Air Service, Bristol Bay Air Service, Nat Browne Flying Service,
Christensen Air Service, Cordova Air Service, Dillingham Air
Service, Jim Dodson Air Service, Ellis Air Transport, Ferguson
Airways, Gillam Air Lines, Munz Air Service, Northern Gross,
Pacific Northern Air Lines, Pan American Airways (for local
.services). Peck and Rice Airways, Peterhurg Air Sci'vicc', Ibiy
Petersen Flying Service and Wien Alaska Airlines, Inc.

iR;
mm
11

•m
'

ii!

.

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)
ALASKA

continued.

AIRPORTS OF ENTRY

make charter trips to any point
Alaska. The Board has authorized an “irregular route
service” in which areas of operations are defined but in which
scheduled service by the irregular route carriers are not permitted
if they conflict with the regular route of another carrier.
Tlie Pacific-Alaska Division of Pan American Airways
operates scheduled services from Seattle, Wash., to Juneau and
Fairbanks.
Isorthwest Airlines has been certificated to operate service.s
from the United States to Japan and Cliiiia, via Anchorage,
but had not begun to oinerate in 194(i.
Each

carrier is privileged to

Without Time Limit

ill

Xanic

Locution
Fairbanks

Weeks

Jluriicipal Airfield
Juneau Airjiort

Juneau
Keteliikau

Ketchikan Airport

Skagway

Skagway

Wrangell

Wrangell Seaplane Base

IMnnieipal Airport

HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
(Territory of Hawaii)
Pan American .lirways. operaft'S
San Francisco an<i Honolulu.
administered by the

ADMINISTRATION

Civil Ai'iation in the Hawaiian Islands is
Civil Aeronautics Administration, through a Regional
17. S.
office (Kirith Region) with headquarters in Honolulu, 'if. H.,
and the Civil Aeronautics Board, Washington 25, D.C.

a

service lietwtsen

ihiily

United Air Lines, Inc.
the Civil Aeroriantics lloard autliorized
Oil July 2,
United Air Lines to operate air services Itetween Honolulu,
I’.H.,

and San

Fraiulsco, California.

TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Hawaiian

Airlines, Ltd., Inter-Island Building,

President

The

AIRPORTS

Honolulu, Hawaii.

Hawaiian Islands is tlie Rodger’s
)ther aerodromes
Airport at Honolulu, on the Island of Oahu.
Haw aii) and, the
are situated at Port Allen (Kauai), Hilo
islands of Miolokai, Lanai, Ilaui and Hawaai.

The

Stanley C. Kennedy.

:

Iiiter-Islauti

Steam Navigation Company owns

<

TO.Sf!';',,

of Hawaiiairs capital stock.

Pan American Airways,

Priiieipal airport in the

f

Ine., Paeiflc-Alaska Division.

PUERTO RICO
m

ADMINISTRATION

Chicago and Southern Air Lines, Inc.

On May 17, 194(1, tlie Civil ^Aeronautics Board authorized
the carrier to engage in air trans]iortation between New
Orleans, La., Houston, Tex. ainl Han Juan, P.R.
Eastern Air Lines, Ine.

Puerto Rico is administered by tlie U.S. Civil
Aeronautics Administration and the U.S. Civil Aeronautics
Board, Washington 25, D.C.
Civil Aviation

TRANSPORT COMPANIES

On May

Recorded below is a li.st of the American airline companies
which are autliorized to operate scheduled services to Puerto
.Rico.

Caribbean-Atlantic Airlines, Inc., 47, Recinto Bur vStroet, San
Presiilont
Diqnisio Trigo.
Juan, P. R.
Tl:ii.s' company operate.s .several daily flights botween Mayag:

tiuz,

San Juan and

17,

194(),

the

t.Ivil

^Aeronautics Board antliorizeil

Eastern Air Lines to engage in air transporf ation between
Miami, Fla, and .San .fiian, P.R.
Pan American Airways, Inc, Latin American Division
i'an .American .-Airways provides servlee between Miami
Fla., Cuba, and .Sau Juan, P.R.

St. Croix.

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS
(Commonwealth

of the Philippines)

ADMINISTRATION
Civil Aviation in the Philippine Islands

is

administered by

the Bureau of Aeronautics and the Public Seiwice Commission
located at Manila.

Pan American Airways,
Airways Inc., Pacific Division.
Service from the U.S.A.
to the Philippine.s by Pan American
I
Airways vvms
was resumed
resume on January 20, 1947.

TRANSPORT COMPANIES

AERODROMES

Philippine Air Lines, Inc., Soriano Building, Manila, Philqipines.

eighty-eight airfields in the Philippines, 24 can be used by
planes up to the size of DC'-Js, and 8 additional airports can
handle small planes. The remaining 5(1 fields need e.xtensive
1‘epair.s before they can be used.
An international airport has

President
Col, Andres Soriano.
This company began flights on February 15, 194(1.
Far Eastern Air Transport, Ine., Alanila, Philippines.
This conipuiiy began operations on November 19, 1945.
:

Of

been planned for

i^Ianila.

URUGUAY
(The Republic

of

Urugruay— Repubiica Oriental del Uruguay)

ADMINISTRATION
Aviation is controlled by the Ministry of National
Defence and is administered by the Direccion de Aeronautica
Address; 18 de Julio 2137, Montevideo. Director: Sr.
Civil.
Jose M. Peila.
An Air (’onvention exists between the XJnrguayan and
.Argentine (Jovernments regulating the traffic betvvmen the two
cai^itals, and the Postal Authorities of the two countries have a
Civil

close

system of co-operation.

drome

:

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies are operating routes to and through
Uruguay
:

American Airways (Great Britain).
Pan American World Airways (U.S.A. ).
S.A. Empresade Viaoao Aerea Rio Gradense (Brazil).

del Uruguay, PaysandA 896, Montevideo.
AeroMellila.
Sr.
Luis A. Castagnola.
J ‘resident :

Affiliated to the Federation

A ej'onavMque Internationale (F. A. 1.)

and to the Cornision Nacional

de Educdcion Fisica.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
Aeronautica Uruguaya, S.A. (CiA.U.S.A.), Head
Office:
President
Calle Colonia 1088, Montevideo.
J.
Americo Beisso. Managing Difeetor
Col. Tydeo Larre
;

:

Manager: Raul Montero

Zorrilla.

Primeras Lineas Uruguayas de Na.vegaeion Aerea, Sociedad de
Eeonomia Mixta (P.L.U.N.A.).^
Office : Urugttay esq.
.Agradadu, Moutevidon.: President
CajM. Julio C, Poussin.
(Icneral Mmuigor : DolflU Diaz Cibils,

&

;

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
18 km. from eezitre of city. The
national airport, not yet completed. Two runways N./S.
and E./W. 1,700 x 48 m. are in operation.
Montbvuueo (Mellila). Lat 34°47'S., Long. 56°17'W. 16
kins. N.W. of city.
Altitude 48.5 m. The iTio.st important
in the country, is equipped for might flying.
It has been
enlarged considerably and improvements are near completion
on the main runway, running N./S., which vvill be about
It is used by Pan American Airways, Varig,
1,300 m. long,
Pluna, and B.S.A;.\.
al.so by the .-\(iro Club del Uruguay and
Cojitro (Ic Aeronautica. del Ui'uguay.
It Is the centre of all
the. Montevideo aeronautical sporting activities.

Montjevideo (Carrasco).

new

Compania

Borges.

at last been achieved.
All services were suspended during the
Parliamentary discussions on the subject.

British South

ASSOCIATION
Aero-Club

The conversion of this private but Govmrnment-suhsidised
company into a half privutte half state-owned company has

;

HISTORICAL (CIVIL AVIATION)

VENEZUELA
— Estados

(United States of Venezuela
Civil Aviation in

Guerra y
Caracas.

Venezuela

Unidos de Venezuela)

—

ADMINISTRATION
controlled by the Ministerio de
Marina, Direccion de Aviacion, Esquina de Miraflores,
Director-General of Aviation
Colonel Luis BruzuaJ
is

Aircraft ;
Four Aeronca 65CA, three Piper Cub trainers,
three Piper Cub Coupes, one Fairchild 24, three Fleet 10
and one Fleet 11.

:

Bermudez.

FLYING CLUB

PUBLICATION
Monthly Magazine.
Apartado 1621, Caracas.

Alas,

Editor

:

Pedro Perez Dnpouy

Aerovias Venezolanas, S.A. (Avensa).
Head Office
Apartado 943, Caracas. President
Henry
L. Boulton. General Manager: Capt. Prank C. Martin.
Linea Aerea Taea de Venezuela, S.A.
Head Office Conde a Carmelitas 2-3, Caracas. President
Pelro Vallenilla Eeheverria.
This company is affiliated to the T.A.C.A. organization
and has a capital of 2,100,000 Bolivai’es of which 55% is
provided by A^enezuelan citizens
of the
the remaining 45
stock is held by the parent T.A.C.A. company.
Linea Aeropostal Venezolana.
Head Office Carmelitas a Altagracia 25, Caracas. General
Manager Tenente Horacio Lopez Conde. Secretary-General
:

:

%

;

:

:

Salazar.

the Government-controlled airline for internal aird
It made its first survey flight to
Europe with a Douglas C-54 on August 10, 1946. All pilots
of the airline are either seconded from the Venezuelan Air
Force or are former members of it.

This

is

international operations.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
The following companies
Venezuela

Address:

This Club was organized in March, 1941, to develop Civil
Aviation imder the auspices of the “Inter- American Escadrille”

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
:

“Ala Venezolana,” Escuadrilla Interamerieana.
Apartado 1621, Mercaderes a Gorda 16, Caracas.

are operathig routes to

and through

:

British South American Airways Corpn.
Soeiedad Aerea Cruziero do Sol (Brazil).
K.L.M. (Netherlands West Indies).

Pan American World Airways

(Great Britain).

Civil,

(U.S.A.).

Maracay. Director

Lat. 8°08'N.

14 miles S.E. of town.

Long. 63°33'W.

3,960
Airport of entry.
Size

:

ft. high N.W. side.
CoBO. Lat. 11°26'N. Long 69°41'W.
of towm. 2 runways each 3,200 ft.

Alt. 185

ft.

3,960

ft.

Hangar 75

Alt. 65

ft.

N.W. edge

Hangars.

Airport of

X

entry.

Matubin.

Long. 63°ll'W. Alt. 110 ft. B. side
N.E./S.W. 2,500 ft., E./W. 1,500 ft.
No facilities. Airport of entry for customs.
Mabaoaibo (Grano de Oro). Lat. 10°40'N. Long. 71“39'W.
Alt. 141 ft.
3 miles N.W. of town.
3 paved runways N./S.
3,727 ft., N.E./S.W. 2,943 ft., N.W ./S.E. 2,986 ft. Large
hangar. Repairs. W/T. call sign YVAI. Aiiport of entry.
Maracay (Boca del Rio). Lat. 10°15'N. Long. 67°38'W’'. Alt.
Military and Commercial.
2 miles W. of town.
1,160 ft.
3 runways N.N.E./S.S.W. 2,302 x 120 ft., E./W. 3,272 x
120 ft., N.W./S.E. 2,959 X 120 ft. Administration building,
Lat. 9°45'N.

Landing

of town.

hangars, etc.

Puli

strips

repaii's.

W/T.

call sign

YVWH.

There is a seaplane base with concrete ramp and hangar
on shore of Lake Valencia, 4 mile S. of airport. Taxi strip from
airport to S. base. Airport of entry for customs.
N. edge
Lat. 10°58'N. Long. 63'‘52'W. Alt. S.L.
Boundary marks. No
of town. 2 runways each 3,280 ft.
facilities.
Customs airport of entry.
Alt. 2.30 ft.
Long. 62°27'
San Fernando. Lat. 7°52'N.
14 miles E. of town. 3,000 X 900 ft. with runway 2,500 ft.
Airport of entry.

PoBLAMAR.

FLYING SCHOOL
Escuela de Aviacion
Vivas Gonzalez.

CUSTOMS AIRPORTS
Ciudad Bolivab.

:

Captain Leopoldo

YUGOSLAVIA
within the Russian sphere of influence and
country are available.
has been dissolved and
by a new “democratised” concern with Russian

Yugoslavia

is

now

Details of this

few' details of civil air activities in the
The former national air line “Aeroput”

to be operating

replaced

The

assistance.

NATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANY
Putnik.

Head

Office

;

Belgrade.

company

are not available but

wdth Russian PS-84 (DC-3)

it is

believed

aii’craft.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT COMPANIES
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The I.Ae. 24 Calquin Attack Bomber.

INSTITUTO AEROTECNICO.
Cordoba.
Director: Colonel D. Juan

I.

(Two 1,050

San Martin.

Institute Aerotecnieo, formerly known as the Fabrioa
Militar cle Aviones, which was established at Cordoba on October
10, 1927, now forms part of the Secretariat of Aeronautics.
At the outset the factory built aeroplanes and aero-engines
mider licence, but since 1932 it has built several aeroplanes
of its own design.

The first designs were the Ae.C.l three-seat cabin monoplane
and the Ae.G.2 two-seat training monoplane. These were
followed, in 1938, by the Ae.T.l, the first commercial aeroplane
to be built in the Argentine.
light training

monoplane

and the Ae.M.0.1 two-seat military training monoplane were
produced. A number of the former was supplied to .-several
civil flying schools in the Argentine and twelve of the latter
were delivered to the Army in July, 1934. All these types have
been illustrated and described in previous issues of this Annual.
Licences have been held for the manufacture of the Curtiss
Hawk 75-0 single-seat fighter monoplane and the Focke-Wtilf
Fw 44 Hvo-seat training biplane.
The factory has also built the Wright Cyclone and the Siemens
Sh 14 air-cooled radial engines, as well as metal and wooden
Several sailf)lanes have also
airscrews and other equipment.
been built for the flying clubs.
The two-seat light cabin monoplane known as the “El Boyero”

was designed and built in 1939-40.

Whitney R-1830-SC-G

engines).

obtain the necessary equipment and materials for this programme
to proceed. The “El Boyero” has been illustrated and described in previous issues of this Annual.

The

During 1934 the Ae.C.3 two-seat

&

h.p. Pratt

The licence for the construct-

ion of this aeroplane was granted to the S. A. Sfreddo y Paolini
but owing to the international situation it was impossible to

The most recent products of the Institute Aerotecnieo are
the I.Ae D.L.22, a two-seat Advanced Trainer, and the I.Ae 24
Calquin (Royal Eagle), a twin-engined Fighter-Bomber,

THE I.AE. 24 CALQUIN {ROYAL EAGLE).
Calquin, which first flew in June, 1946, is the first twinengined aircraft to be designed and built in Argentina. Designed
by Colonel San Martin, it is an all-wood twin-engined mid-wing
monoplane with a likeness to the D.H. Mosciuito.
Type. Twin-engined Attack Bomber.
Wings.—Cantilever mid-wing monoplane. Wooden structure with
sandwiched plyvrood skin. Balanced wooden ailerons with fabric
The

—

each.
covering.
Controllable trim-tab
in
Wooden slotted
trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage, with two small
a-uxiliary flaps in each.
Wing area 38 .sq. m. (409 sq. ft.).
Fuselage.— Oval-section inonocoqne structure -vidth sandwiched
plywood skin.

—Cantilever

monoplane type with forwardly-placed fin
structure, with ply-covered fin and tailBalanced rudder and elevators have plywood leading-edge

Tail Unit.

Wooden

and rudder.

plane.
and fabric covering.

—

Controllable trim-tabs in elevators.

L.ynding Gear. Retractable two-wheel type. Main wheels each
carried between pair of oleo-pneumatic shock-absorber legs which
retract rearwards into engine nacelles and are enclosed by twin
Tail-wdieel
doors. Hydraulic operation and liydraulic brakes.
retracts rearwards into fuselage.
Power Plant. Two 1,050 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-1830-SC-G Twin^¥asp fourteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines enclosed
in long-chord cowlings with controllable trailing-edge gills, and
driving Hamilton Standard Hydromatic 23-B-60 three-blade metal

—

airscrews.

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC

miUTAFSY AIRCRAFT FACTO RY—contmued.

The I.Ae D.L. 22-C Two-seat Advanced Training Monoplane (475

—

Accommodation.^ Crew of two consisting of pilot in enclosed cockpit
and bombardier in nose.
Akmament. Four 20 m/m. cannon mounted in nose. Bomb-load
800 kg. (1,764 lbs.) in internal bomb-bay.
Dimensions.' Span. 16.30 m. (53 ft. SJ in.), Length 12.00 ni. (39 ft.
4| in.). Height 3.40 m. (11 ft. 4|' in.).
Weight.s and L0ADING.S. Weiglit loaded 0,500 kg. (14,330 lb.),
Wing loading 170.9 kg./sq. m. (35 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 3. OS

—

—

—

kg./h.p. (6.8 lbs./h.p.).

Pekfobm ANCE.— N o data

availalile.

THE

—
—

I.Ae. D.L.22.

Wing area 23.19 .sq. m. (249.5 sep .ft.).
Fuselage.—-Oval-section monaeoqrie atrneture.

Wooden

Armstrong Siddeiey Cheetah 25 engine).

ahead of leading-edge. Electric operation, witli manual emergency
Hydraulic brakes. Xon-retractahle tail-wheel.
450 h.p. I. Ae. If! El ihniclio nine-cylinder radial
air-cooled engine driving Hamilton Standard 2M-D-30 two-blade

gear.

Power Plant.— One

two-position wooden airserew.
Ac'oo.mmodation. Two tandem cockpits for [lilot and i.)upil with
continuous Iranspa.rent eauoiiy. Dual controls.
Dimenstons.- Span 12.60 m. (-li I't. 4(® in.). Length 9.20 ni. (30 ft.
21 in.), .Height 2. 82 in. (0 ft. 3 in.).
I.oMiiNGS.
Weight empty 1,520 kg. (3,351 lbs.),
\)'i.itOHTS .\ND
Weiglil loaded 2.220 kg. (4,994 llis.). Wing loading lOU kg./sq. m.

—

It.), Power loai.ling 5.2;> kg./h.i.'i, (11.53 Ihs./h.p.).
-.thixiimim speed 290 km. h. (ISO m.p.h.) at 450 rn.
(1,475 ft.). Cruising s(ti'ed (1,900 r.i.i.m.) 2t!f.» kin.ii. (162 m.ji.h.),
Landing speed 110 km.h. (08 in.p.li.), Ceiling 5,200 m. (17,000 ft.),
Range 1,200 km. (740 miles).

(20.05

Type. Two-sent Advanced Trainer.
Wings, Cantilever low-wing monojihine. Wooden structvire with
saudwiclied plywood skin. Balanced ailerons with trim-tab in
each and Laehmann-type trailing-edge flaps of wooden constrnction.

h.p.

Ihs./.sq.

Pereoksl-vnce.

THE

construction

I.Ae. D.L.22-C,

with plj'wood covering.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Wooden structure with
ply-covered fin and tailplane. Balanced rudder and elevators
have plywood leading-edge and fabric covering. Controllable

The D.L. 22-C is basically the same as tlie D.L.22 but is
powered by a 475 h.p. Armstrong Siddeiey Cheetah 25 seven-

trim-tab in each.
L.anding Geae. Retractable two-wheel type. Each main wheel
carried in half-fork on oleo-pneumatic shock-absorber leg retracts
inward.s under wing and fuselage and is contained in well projecting

constant-speed airserew,

—

—

IMPA.
COMPANIA INDUSTRIA METALURGICA & PLASTICA S.A.
Head Office Buenos Aeees.
Aibgbaft Works
Quilmes Airport, Buenos Aires.
;

:

The Compania Indtistria Metaliirgica & Plastica S.A. was
originally formed to take over the firm of Lieneu & Cia, formerly
agents for the Fisk Tyre & Rubber Company and Argentine
distributors for Chrysler automobiles.
It manufactures aluminium, lead and plastic articles and has undertaken the manufacture of munitions for the Argentine Armed Forces,
In September, 1941, the Company started an aircraft department under the direction of Senor Jose Mario Sueiro, and in

cylinder radial

aii’-cooled

engine driving a Rotol tivo-blade

—

Peex'Obm.anc'E.
Maximum .speed 305 km.h. (190 m.p.h.) at 450
(1,475 ft.), Cruising .speed 275 km.h. (171 m.p.h.). Ceiling 5,500
(18,045 ft.).

m.
m.

December, 1944, a new factory was opened on the Quilraes
Airport.

The first aeroplane built by the Company was a light two-seat
cabin monoplane knoivn as the Irnpa RR-11 which made its first
flight at the General Pacheco Airport, near Buenos Aires, on
July 25, 1942.
A second prototype, the

Impa Tu-Sa-0, made

its first flight

on

April 17, 1943. A small series of this model was built for
flying club use but after a number of accidents the type was

withdrawn from service.
In addition to development work on a number of projected
prototypes the company has built a small quantity of primary
training gliders.

tucan:
SOCIEDAD ANONIMA SFREDDO & PAOLINI.
Office and Works: M. Irigoyen 630, Castelar
Buenos Aires.)
This concern was originally formed in 1916 by Senores Jorge

Head

Sfreddo and Luis Paolini.
It was successful in tendering for the serial mannfaeture under
licence of the “El Boyero” light cabin monoplane designed and

by the Military Aircraft Factory, but owing to the difficulty
of obtaining the necessary materials and equipment it has been
unable to proceed with its programme.
built

It has also built to the designs of Ing. Alfredo Turbay, a
light single-seat touring monoplane known as the Tucan T-1.
This aircraft was illustrated and described in the last issue of
this Annual.

(5c)

BELGIUM
FAIREY.
AVIONS FAIREY

S.A.

Gosseltes.
Office, Works and Aerodrome
E. O. Tips.
Managing Director
The works and offices of Avions Fairey S.A., which company
was formed in 1933 as a Belgian concern in Avhich the British
Fairey Aviation Co., Ltd. held an interest, were destroyed by
bombing on May 10, 1940. The major part of the equipment

Head

:

:

RENARD.

and stock of materials, together with all technical data, were
salvaged and eventually reached England with part of the
senior staff.

The aerodrome was occupied by the Germans during the
occupation and

by the

U.S.

Army Air

The factory has now been

Forces after the liberation.

m

working order
and is
again to deal with the design and manufacture of military emd
civil

rebuilt

aircraft.

several types of military aircraft, including the Pv.31 two-seat
reconnaissance monoplane with a Rolls-Eoyce Kestrel engine,
and the R.36, R.37 and R.38 single-seat fighters wTth HispanoSuiza 12Y, Rolls-Royce Merlin and Gnome-Rhone K.14 engines
respectively. The R.31 was produced in numbers both by
Renard and by the S.A.B.C.A. concern under licence for the

Throughout the war the company was inactive but reorganizwas begun tow’ards the end of 1945.
Renard is now preparing designs for two civil aircraft, the
R.44 light twin-engined four-passenger transport w'ith fixed
tricycle landing-gear and pusher propellers
and the R.46, a
large twin-engined twdn-boom cargo transport wdth a central
freight hold with a capacity for 5,000 kg. (11,023 lbs.) of useful
load.
This aircraft wdll have a retractable tricycle landing-gear
and tailplane mounted halfway up the fins to permit trucks to
drive under the tail and between the booms for direct loading
and unloading through split doors forming the rear end of the
central fuselage.
Ko further details of these two aircraft w'ere

Belgian Air Arm.

available for publication at the time of writing.

CONSTRUCTIONS AERONAUTIQUES G. RENARD.
Head Office and Works 34-36, Avenue .Titles Bordet,
Eveee, near Brussels.
Before the war the Renard company designed and built
;

S.A.B.C.A,
SOCII^TE ANONYME BELGE DE CONSTRUCTIONS AERONAUTIQUES.
Head Office 13, Rue de Brederode, Brussels.
The Societe Anonyme Beige de Constructions Aeronautiques
was, before the late war, the largest aircraft works in Belgium
and in addition to building aircraft and aero-engines for the
:

STA MPE-ET- VERTONGEN.
STAMPE AND M. VERTONGEN.
Head Office and Works 130, Rue Deakenhof, Antwerp.
Paris Office 4, Rue Alfred Roll, Paris (17e).

J.

ation

;

Belgian Government and the S.A.B.E.N.A. company, it also
designed and built aircraft of original design.
Throughout the w^ar the company’s factory was occupied by
the enemy. It was seriously damaged in Allied bombing attacks

and most of
far,

the

its machinery and equipment was dispersed.
So
company has been unable to resume any aeronautical

activity.

The company’s factory at Deurne-Sud, near Antwerp, was
destroyed during the war mainly by V.l weapons, but it is
being rebuilt and construction of the S.V.4B will be resumed

:

:

Stampe and M. Vertongen.
This firm, which was established in 1922, has always specialised
in the construction of primary and advanced training aircraft.
Its best-known and most widely-used pre-war aircraft was the
S.V.4B, a light two-seat training and touring biplane.
Directors

:

J.

TIPSY.
AVIONS TIPSY.

Head

Office,

Works and Aerodrome

:

Gosselies, near

Charleroi.
Mr. E. 0. Tips, Managing Director of Avions Fairey S.A.,
designed and built in 1935 a light single-seat touring monoplane
known as the Tipsy. This machine and the two-seat versions
which followed met with considerable success and licences for
their construction were acquired in England, France, Spain and

South Africa.
Production of the two -seat Tipsy is now being resumed under
name Belfaii'. The prototype Belfair was the first aeroplane built in Belgium since the w^ar.
the

THE TIPSY BELFAIR.
Type.—Two -seat

Light Monojilane.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Wing in one piece and
fuselage by four bolt.s; Wooden structure round a
the
attached to
.single box-spar locate'd at the deepest point of the wing section.
Leading-edge to main spar covered wdth plywood, remainder
with fabric glued to .spars and former ribs. Gro.ss wing area
12 sq. m. (129 sq. ft.). Differentially-operated ailerons. Twoposition landing flaps between ailerons and fuselage.
Fuselage.' Spruce framework covered on sides and bottom with
plywood. Roof in region of cockpit has spruce framework and
plywood covering, remainder of domed roof covered with fabric

—

—

there.

The S.V.4C with a Renault Bengali engine has been ordered
by the French Government (1,000 aircraft) for use in
France and her Colonies and is now being built in France by
the Societe Nationale de Constructions Aeronautiques du Nord
(S.N.C.A.N.) and by the Atelier Industrial de I’Aeronautique
d’ Alger in Algiers, North Africa.
in quantity

over light fairing structure of duralumin tube formers and spruce
longitudinal stringers.
Tail Unit. Braced monoplane type. Fin built integral with the
fuselage.
Wooden framework with fabric covering.
Landing Ge-AR. Fixed cantilever type. Consists of two vertical
forks witli rubber-iii-eompression springing anchored at their
upper ends to fittings bolted to the front face of the main wing
spar.
Steerable tail-wheel.
Power Plant.— One 63 h.p. Walter Mikron 111 four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engine. Fuel tank (65 litres=12 Imp. gallons)
in fuselage behind fireproof bulkhead,
Oil tank (8 litro.s= 1-| Imp.
gallons) in engine compartment.
Accommodation Cockpit seating two side-by-side in slightly
staggered seats. Central control column. Dual rudder pedals.
Large moulded windscreen.
Top of cabin, of transparent material,
hinges, in. two halves, to give access. Baggage compartment

—

—

.

—

behind seats.
Dimensions. Span 9.5 m. (31 ft. 2 in.). Length 6.6 m. (21 ft. 8 in.),
Height 2.1 m. (6 ft. 11 in.).
Weights and Loading.s. Weight empty 245 kg. (640 lbs.) Weight
loaded 500 kg. (1,102 lbs.) Wing loading 41.7 kg./sq. m. (8.5 lbs./

—

—

sq. ft.) Pow'er loading 8.07 kg./b.p. (17.8 lbs. /h.p.).

Performance.
speed

—Maximum

160-165 km.h.

speed

(93-103

186 km.h.
m.p.h.),

(115 m.p.h,), Cruising
speed 04 km.h.

Stalling

(40 m.p.h.), Initial rate of climb 143 m. /rain. (469 ft. /min.), Service
ceiling 6,000 m. (19,680 ft.). Range 750 km. (466 miles). Take-off
run (still air) 80 m. (90 yds.), Landing run (still ah’) 65 m. (70 yds.).

—

BRAZIL
CONSTRUCOES AERONAUTICAS S.A.
Head Oeeice Rio de Janeiro.
;

Works: Lagoa Santa, Minas
President

:

Ger.uss,

Senor Franciaeo Pignatari.

General Manager

Eng. Jorge da Roelia Pragoso.

In May, 1940, the Brazilian Government signed an agreement
guaranteed by the Ministries of War and Marine, for the formation of an aircraft nianufaetnring company which has ex’ected a
factory on a site provided by the Government at Lagoa Santa,
in the province of Minas Geraes.

FABRICA BRASILIERA DE AViOES.

Works

:

InHA no Viana, Rio de Janeiro,

It builds training
This is the former Army air workshops.
The.se have included
aeroplanes for the Brazilian Air Force.

FABRICA DO GALLEAO.
Ponto do GAiiUEAO,

Works

:

It-ha

do Governador, Rio pe

Janeiro.
Director: Ten. Col. Av. Eng. Joelinir C. Araripe Macedo.
The Fahriea do Galleao, the former naval air workshops,
builds aircraft for the Brazilian Air Force. The establishment,
hi addition to its aircraft manufacturing faeilitie.s, includes a
laboratory of mechanical research with physical and chemical
test laboratories etc., an engine test department, an aircraft

COMPANHIA AERONAUTICA PAUUSTA.
Head Oefick and Works Rita Dr. Fadcao Fiduo,
:

5()-l2,

President
Sr. H. MartiniTho Compaubia Aerouautica
:

Paulista, a subsidiary of tlie
Larnina^ao de Metais S.A., was recently formed to build and
rejiair aircraft, etc.
It has so far produced tliree liglit aeroplanes of original design, the C.A.P. 1 Planalto, tho O.A.P. 4
Paulistinha, and the C.A.P.5 Carioca.
All are in production.
The company is also building the Saracura primary and
Alcatraz secondary training glideivs.

THE C.A.P.5 CARIOCA.
a light touring inonofilane with accommodation
The .structure includes a
for two side-by-side with dual controls.
welded steel -tube fuselage and pljnvood-covered wooden wings.
The power-plant consists of a 90 h.i). Franklin four-cylinder
C.A.P. 5

is

horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine.
were available at the time of writing.

No

further

;

;

the M-7 and M-9 two-.seat primai-y training biplanes, designed by
Colonel Antonio Muniz.
It is now engaged in the production under licence of a .series of
Fairchild M-t)2 (FT- 19) two-seat primary training monoplanes for
the Brazilian Air Force.

plywood plant with an electric drier for wood with a capacity
It has a covered
of 20 cub. m., a wooden airscrew plant, ete.
area of over 30,000 sc[. m., and employs about 1,500 liands.
It has built two series of Focke-Wulf aircraft, forty Fiv 44
two-seat iirimary trainers and twenty-five Fw 58 tivin-engined
advanced training monoplanes.
It is now buildmg the Fairchild M-B2 (PT-19) primary training
monoplane under a licence granted to the Brazilian Government
by the Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corporation.

'I’Yi'is.

Slo Paulo.

Tho

military and civil aircraft and the Government undertakes
to place orders to a predetermined value over a jveriod of 15
The first military type to be built is the North
years.
American NA-I6 (AT-0) adVaneed training monoplane.
During
Brazilian materials must be used as far as possible.
the first year of production the company must employ native
Brazilians in at least 50 per cent, of the general, administrative
per cent, in
110
and commercial management positions
directional and technical services ; 75 ]rer cent, in commercial
and 30 jter cent, in shop work.
and administrative work
These percentages will increase in succeeding j'ears.

details

—'fwo-soati

Wings.

THE
LiglUi

C.A.P. 4
Priiiiiiry

PAULISTINHA.
Training and Touring inonn[:)kine.

High-wing hraced inonoplaue.

!milt-in fwili'e-scctiun

Wings attaeliod

direct to

on top of ftiselage and braced to lower long-

erons
by streiiHiliiie sleel-folie \'-s(rii(:s. 'I’wo-spar u’undeM,
Slutted ailerons on under-hung
structure with fabric covering.
liinges.
Fixed slots in leading-edge uliead of ailiu'ous. Gross
wing area 17 stp in. (IHli sq. ft.).
lfiTsic.n,v<U3.----Rect!:ingnliir welded steel -tulio I'nunework (.•overed witli
fabric over light wooden fairing structure.
stool-tuba
Tail Unit. Wire-liraeed inonojilane tyjie. WeMed
framework covered with fabric. Tie-rod bracing aliove and lieknv
in plane of main tubular .spar of tailplane.
Lakdinu Gear. ^Divided type. Consists of two side Voes and two
inclined half-axles hinged at their inner ends to a Vee cabano
beneath the fuselage. Oleo shock-absorber struts form front
legs of side Vees.
Aledinra -pressure wlieels and brakes.
Power Pl.int.— One 03 h.p. Franklin four-cylindei' horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine on welded steel-tube mounting. Twoblade wooden airscrew.
Fuel capacity 58 litres (12.8 Imp.
gallons).
Oil cafjacity 4 litre.s (0.8S Imp. gallons).
Accommodation. Enclo.sed cabin seating two in tandem with dual
controls.
Entrance door on starboard side. Space for baggage
beliind rear .seat.

—

—

—

The C.A.P. 4 Paulistinha Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (65 Franklin

h.p. engine)

—

—

W

C

;

BRAZIL

C.A.P. — continued.

I

—T

.

The C.A.P. 4C Paulistinha Radio Light Observation and Liaison Monoplane (65

—

Dimensions. Span 10.1 ni. (33 ft. l|j- iu.), Length 0.05 m. (21 ft.
in.). Height 1.95 m. (6 ft. 4J in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 320 kg. (706 lbs.), Weight

—

loaded 540 kg. (1,190 lbs.). Wing loading 31.8 kg./sq. in. (6.51
Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading 8.3 kg, /h.p. (18.3 Ihs./h.p.).
Pebeobmanoe. Maximum speed 166 km.h. (96.6 in.p.h,), Cruising
speed 140 km.h. (87.2 nnp.h.). Initial rate of climb 185 m./min.

—

(610 ft. /min.). Service ceiling 4,000 m. (13,120 ft.). Range 60() km.
(311 miles).
THE C.A.P. 4B AMBULANCIA.
This is a special version of the C.A.P. 4 arranged to carry
one stretcher case. The fuselage deck from trailing-edge of
wing to tailplane is hinged to open sideways to permit the loading
and unloading of the stretcher, the head portion of which extends

into the rear portion of the cabin

second

and takes the place of the

THE

C.A.P. 4C PAULISTINHA RADIO.
is a light military oteervation

The C.A.P. 40
monoplane converted from the C.A.P.

liaison
fuselage aft of

with fabric-coA'ored rudder and elevators.
Fixed divided type. Cantilever single-leg shockabsorber struts attached to extremities of centre-section front
spar.
Medium-pressure wheels. Wheel-brakes. Tail-skid.
PoAVER. Pl.ant. ^One 90 h.p. Franklin four-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine.
TAVo-blade Avooden airscreAV.
Fuel
capacity 70 litres (15.4 Imp. gallons). Oil capacity 4 litres (0.88

Landing Gear.

The
windows of the cabin
glazed and the rear end of the
4.

—

gallons).

—

Tandem open cockpits with complete dual controls.
Turn-over post betAveen cockpits.
Dimensions. Span 8.0 m. (28 ft. 2|- in.). Length 0.5 in. (21 ft. 9|- in.),

—

Fleight 2.15 in. (7

ft.

1

in.).

Weights and Loadings.-—

are extended aft, the roof is
upper half of the cabin is provided with a sloping windoAV.
The passenger is seated Avith his back to the pilot and is provided
with a radio receiving and transmitting set Avith a transmitting
range of 480 km. (300 miles).

loaded 670 kg. (1,480

is

cut

down

PLAN ALTO.

—
—

in depth, the side

the cabin

1

taper from
roots to tips.
Small flat centre-section with outer Avings set at
dihedral angle. Two-spar wooden Aidug framework with fabric
covering.
Split flaps between ailerons and eentre-seetion.
Gross
wing area 12 sc(. in. (129.2 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. Oval wooden monoeoqno with plyAvood skin.
T.ail
Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. All-Arood framework

Accommodation.

and

C.A.P.

Tvte. Two-seat Advanced Training monoplane.
Wings. LoAv-AA'ing cantilever monopbane. Constant

Imp.

seat.

THE

—

h.p. Franklin engine)

empty 440 kg. (970 lbs.), Weight
Wing loading 55.8 kg./sq. m. (11.4
7.4 kg. /h.p. (16.3 Ihs./h.p.).
Performance. Maximum speed 185 krn.h. (115.2 m.p.h.), Cruising
speed 170 km.h. (106 m.p.h.), Initial rate of climb 192 m./rain.
(630 ft. /min.), SerA'ice ceiling 4,000 m. (13,120 ft.), Range 500 km,
(311 miles.).
Ibs./sq. ft.).

eight

lbs.),

Power loading

—

r;-. ':.y

The C.A.P.

1 Planalto Two-seat

NACIONAL DE NAVEGAQAO AiREA.
Head Office; Avenida Rodrigues Alves

Advanced Training Monoplane (90

303/31,

Rio

DE Janeiro.
:

Praia do CajU No.

68,

Rio db Janeiro.

Valeneio Barros.
Director and Chief Engineer
The Companhia Nacional de Navegagao Aerea is one of the
group of companies belonging to the Organizagao tlenrique Lage
Patrimonio Nacional.
The Company has designed and produced a number of aircraft
including the HL-1, HL-2, HL-4 and the HL-6, and in 1943 Avas
engaged in the production of fifty of the latter type. The latest
A’-ersion is designated the HL-6 Series B Caure, and a specification and illustration of this model follow'.
The latest version of the HL-1 is designated the HL-1 Series B
and a photograph and brief description of this aircraft appears
on the next page.
;

THE C.N.N.A. HL-6 SERIES B CAURi.
wo-seat Pi'imary Training or Touring monoxilane.
Wings.—Cantilever low-Aving monoplane. Structure consists of Lavo
plywood box-siiars. Warren-typo ribs and diagonal members.
Ply-covered leading-edge, and fabric coA'ering aft to trailing-edge.
Statically -balanced ailerons
upward movement 30 degrees
downward movement 15 degrees. Wing area 16 sq. m. {161.4

—

Type.'

CIA.

Works

h.p. Franklin engine).

;

sq. ft.).

Fuselage.—Wooden structure. Four main longerons, oros.s members
and plywood and fabric eoA'ering.
Tail Unit.— antilever monoplane type, Avith forwardly-placed fin
and rudder. Structuie as wings. Fin integral Avith fuselage.
Statically-balanced
elevators
and
aerodynamically-balanced
rudder.
L-ANding Gear. Fixed two-wheel type. Single cantileA'er shockabsorber legs carrying main wheels Avith Goodyear 8.00 x 4 tyres.
Tyre pressure 1.1 kg./sq. e/m. (16 Ibs./sq. in.). Mechanicallyoperated brakes. Track 2.7 m. (8 ft. 10 in.). Tail-skid.
Poaver Plant. One Lycomipg On290.-G four-eylirider horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine rated atf 125 h.p. at 25,6 00- r.p.in,, and

—

—

BRAZIL

(8c)
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;

HL-6

Series

B Caure Two-seat

Berulix(.)i’ 130 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.iii.
Mai-vol-Seheblor MA-'i 8L‘A ciirhiti-etlni’.

Two-blade li.xed-piteh wooden airsurew. Fuel eapacity ('.rrainer)
88 liti’e.s (1!) Irn]). gallons), (Tourer) 18,5 litres (41 l-uip. gallort.s),
Oil capacity 7.3 litres (1.7 Imp. gallons).
Acoohdiodation. Two open tandem cockpits for ])ilot suid piassonger.
Dual controls.
Dimensions. Span 9,8 rn. (32 ft. 2 in.). Length 7.2 m. (23 ft. 7 in.),
Height (tail down, airscrew liorizontal) 2.04 m. (ti ft. S]- in.).
Weights jIND Loadings (Trainer). -Weight empty 34.5 kg. (1,202 lbs.),
Pilot 75 kg. (163 lbs.), Pupil 73 kg. (163 lbs,), Two parachutes 20 kg,

—

—

—

(44 lbs.), Fuel 30 kg. (06 lbs.). Oil 5 kg. (11 Ib-s.), Weigiit loaded
730 kg. (1,653 lbs.), Wing loading 50 kg./.sq. m. (10 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Power loading (take-off power) 6 kg. /h.p. (13.23 lbs. /h.p.).
Weights ,\nd Lo.amng.s (Tourer). ^Weight empty 343 kg, (1,202 lbs.),
Battery 15 kg. (33 lbs.), Pilot 80 kg. (176 Ib.s.), Passenger St) kg.
(176 lbs.), Fuel 63 kg. (139 lbs.). Oil 7 kg. (15 lbs.), Baggage 10 kg.
(22 lbs.). Weight loaded 800 kg. (1,703 lbs.), Wing loading 53.3
kg./sq. m. (10.9 Ibs./scp ft.). Power loading (take-off power) 6.4
kg/h.p. (14.1 Ibs./h.p.).
Pekeormance (Trainer). Maxiraum speed 200 km.h. (124 m.p.h.),
Cruising speed (70% power) 180 km.h. (112 m.p.h.), Stalling speed
85 km.h. (53 m.p.h.), Rate of climb 270 m./rniu. (886 ft./miii.).
Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 4.2 miuute.s, Theoretical ceiling 5,200
in. (17,060 ft.), Service ceiling 4,500 m. (14,765 ft.), liadius of

—

—

The C.N.N.A. HL-l

Series

Trainers (125 h.p. Lycoming O-290-C engines).
action (at 2,200
(109 yds.).

THE

of Tech-

nical Hesoai’ch).

Head
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:

Bao Pacxo.

Chief of tho Scientific Department
Eng. Frederico Abranches
Brotero.
This establishment, which is principally engaged in research,
particularly with regarrl to tho qualities of national materials
;

-

C.N.N.A.

HU

SERIES

B.

The C.N.N.A. HL-1 Series B is a two-seat striit-bnuaai
wing cabin monoplane closely resembling the American

highl-’iper

It is similarly constructed, witli a welded steel-tube
and fabric covering, and fabric-covered wooden wings.
It is powered by a Oo h.p. Continental AB.o-S foiu'-cylinder horizontaliy-opposeci air-cooled engine driving a two-blade fixedpitch wooden airscrew. The fuel capacity (73-Oetane) is 50.3

Cub.

fu.selage

litres (12.1 Imp. gallons), and the oil capacity 3.S litres (0.83
Imp. gallons).
Weights and Loading.s.— Weight empty 340 kg. (730 lli.s.), Pilot and

piassenger 160 kg. (333 lbs.). Fuel and oil 40 kg. (88 lbs.), Baggage
20 kg. (44 Ills.), ISquipment 20 kg. (44 l!:is.). Weight loaded 580 kg.
(1,279 lbs. ), Power loading 8.9 kg. /h.p. (19.6 Ib.s./h.p.).
Perpo-Bma^tce. ^M aximum speed 150 km.h. (93 m.ji.h.).

—

B Two-seat CaMn Monoplane

(Institute

260 km. (161 miles), Take-oi'f run 100 m.

Jlitxiimun speed 103 km.h. (121 ui.ikIi.),
CiMiialng speed (70% power) 175 km.h. (luO m.ii.h,), Stalling speed
88 km.h. (33 in.p.h.), Rate of climb 180 m./min. (.590 ft. /min.),
Climb to 1,000 m, (3,280 ft.) 6.3 minutes, Sm’viee ceiling 2,800 in.
(8,103 ft;.), Ab.snliite ceiling 3,400 m. (11,13.5 fi.), Radius of action
(at 2,200 r.p.m.) 350 km. (342 mile.s), Take-olT run 1 15 m. (126 yds.).

(65 h.p. Continental

suitable for iise

INSTITUTO DE PESQUIZAS TECNOLOeiCAS

r.|5.in.)

Peisfokmanok (Tourer).

by the

A65-8 engine).

Brazilian Aircraft Industry, has built

two aircraft, the I.P.T, 0 Bichinho and the I.P.T. 7 Junior.
These are purely experimental prototypes and are not intended
for commercial production.
They employ materials and equipment of national origin, notably structural members, piyw^ood
and airscrews of indigenous timbers, the qualities of which are
being investigated by the I.P.T. No details of these two aircraft were available for publication at the time of writing.
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AIRSPEED.
AIRSPEED, LTD.

Head Office The Airpobt, Portsmouth, Hants.
Works Portsmouth and Christchurch, Hants.
;

:

Chairman A. S. Butler.
Director and General Manager A. Townsley.
Technical Director and Director of Design
A. E. Hagg.
:

:

:

Directors:

G.

Wigham

Richardson. F. T. Hearle, F. E. N.
E. Nixon, P. E. Gordon-Marshall and J. Liddell,

Barbe, W.
A.C.A. (Secretary).
Airspeed (1934) Ltd., was registered in August, 1934, when
Airspeed, Ltd., became associated with the famous Tyneside
shipbuilding firm of Swan, Hunter and Wigham Richardson,
Ltd.
In 1940 the de Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd. acquired from
Swan, Hunter & Wigham Richardson Ltd. that company’s
holding of ordinary shares in Airsneed (1934) Ltd.
The
Company, however, retains its separate identity. On January
the
name was changed to Airspeed, Ltd.
26, 1944,
An important production of the Company was the Oxford
twin-engined training monoplane, large numbers of which were
also built by other aircraft manufacturers.
Some 9,000 Oxfords
were delivered to the Royal Air Force and to the Air Forces
of the Empire during the War, and it still remains the standard
twin-engiued trainer of the R.A.F.
Airspeed were also responsible for the design and manufacture
of the Horsa transport glider, which was also widely sub -contracted. It was used with success in the airborne invasions
of Sicily, Italy, Normandy and Germany.
Over 500 Horsa
gliders were supplied to the U.S. Army under reverse Lease/Lend
for the invasion of Europe.
It was fully described in the last
issue of this Annual.
A civil conversion of the Oxford, knovm as the Consul, was
designed, built and made available at the beginning of 1946.
This aircraft is also offered as an ambulance.
The main project which Airspeed, Ltd., has in hand, however,
is the construction of the Ambassador, a 28, 40 or 50-seat
transcontinental airliner built to conform to the Brabazon
specification.
A freighter version thereof named the Ayrshire,
was projected but has since been cancelled.
St.

H

THE AIRSPEED

A.S.57

AMBASSADOR.

The Ambassador is a twin-engined high-wing monoplane
designed to supercede the interim airliners at present operating
on the transcontinental air routes, and is built to Specification
II drawn up by the Brabazon Committee for a medium-range
airliner.
The prototype Avas approaching completion at the
time of vTiting.
The Ambassador is to be produced in three versions with
alternative seating capacities, the twenty-eight-passenger model
being pressurized. A wide range of cruising speeds on 40%
take-off power. (175 to 285 m.p.h.=283 to 459 kna.h.) is estimated,
mid the single-engine performance is expected to be considerably
in excess of P.I.C.A.O. recommendations.
Type. Twin-engined medium-range Airliner.
Wings.-— Cantilever high -wing monoplane. Laminar-flow aerofoil

—

NACA

NAGA

section
652416 at root tapering to
652414 at tip.
High aspect ratio structure consisting of two inner sections carrying
engine nacelle.? and attached to centre-section structure
two
detachable outer wings attached by bolts, and detachable rnoiroeoque tips. Two spar structure with built-up braced chordwi.se
ribs, closely-spaced Z-section extruded alloy spanwise stringers and
heavy-gauge metal skin. Skin thickness varies from 14-gaug6 on
top and bottom inboard portions to 16-gauge on top outer portions
;

A

Drawing

of the

The Airspeed A.S.57 Ambassador,
and 18-gauge on bottom outer portions.

Thewnal de-ieing system.
air fed through controllable ducts along leading-edge llow.s
chordwise in very close contact with upper and lower surfaces,
leaving wing at trailing-edge over length of flaps. 400,000 B.T.U.
Dihedral (under surface) 1 degree 22 ininute.s aspect ratio
unit.
11; gross wing area 1,200 sq. ft. (111.48 sq. m.). Metal-framed
aerodyuamically-balanced ailerons, each in three sections, witii
shrouded leading-edges and fabric covering. Aileron area (each
wing) 37 sq. ft. (3.43 sq. m.).
All-metal split trailing-edge flap,?
25% ofwdng chord between ailerons and fuselage divided by nacelles.
Eleetro-hydraulic operation. Maximum depression 50 degrees.
Inner flair area (each) 26 sq. ft. (2.4 sq, m.)
outer flap area (each)
56 sq. ft. (5.2 sq. rn.).
Fuselage. All-metal structure with cross-section of two intersecting oirc_le.s. Structure consists of vertical frames and bulkheads, continuous double angle-section longitudinal stringers and
flush-riveted Alclad skin. Heavy transversal frani6.9 at front and
rear spar pick-up points. Maximum external Avidth 11 ft. 5 in.

Hot

;

;

(3.48 m,).

Tail Unit.

—

Cantilever structure with tAAdii fins and rudder.? at extremof tailplane, and third fin and rudder OA'cr fuselage centreHorizontal aerofoil section EC 1540. li’in and rudder
aerofoil section 0012.5.
All-metal structure with metal skin oyer
fins and tailplane, and fabric-covered rudders and elevators.
Outer rudders have small horn-balanced i^ortions at top and bottom
which contain mass-balances. All fins detachable and outer fins
interchangeable. Spring servo-tab on centre rudder and in each

ities
line.

Airspeed A.S.57 Ambassador Airliner,

GREAT BRITAIN

(10c)

AIRSPEED-^contimmL
Tailplaiie span 28 ft. 0 in. (S.S3 in.) ; inciclenec 0 degrees
35 minutes ; total horizontal area 179 sq. ft. (16.0 sq. in.) ; centre
area 40 sq. ft. {3.72 sq. m.) ; outer fin area (each) 39 sq. ft.

elevator.
fin.

(5.47 sq. in.).

—

Gear. Retractable tricycle type of Air.speed-Dowty design.
Each main unit consists of twin Dunlop 37 in. (940 m/m.) landing
wheels carried on common axle on single Dowdy shock-absorber
strut attached at 51% wing chord, which retracts forward into
engine nacelle and is completely enclosed. Steerable nose unit
comprises twin Dunlop 26.6 in. (675 ni/m.) wheels on single leg

L.vNDiltG

which retracts rearward into fuselage. Track 27 ft. 6 in. (S.4 m.)
wheel base 25 ft. 6 in. (7.8 m.). Complete gear raised by electrohydraulic operation and lowered by gravity and air-drag forces.

Bach main ivheel has pneumatically-operated brake. Emergency
bumper %vheel 16.2 in. (410 m/ra.) diameter under rear fuselage.

Power

—

Pl,vnt. Two Bristol Centaurus 130 eighteen-cylinder two-row
sleeve-valve radial air-cooled engines enclosed in Bristol-Airspeed
low-drag cowlings and jnounted as iiitercliangeable power-eggs.
Engines each rated at maximum take-off power of 2,610 h.p. at
Ibs./sq. in. (0.67 kg./
2,700 r.p.m. at 4,250 ft, (1,855 m.) with
injection
sq. c/m.) boost, or 3,000 h.p. at 800 ft. (245 m.) with
power of 2,175 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. at 6,000 ft. (1,525 m.)
with
Ibs./sg. in. (0.46 kg./sq. e/m.) boost, and a maximum w'eak
mixture cruising power of 1,760 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. at 9,600 ft.
D.H.
(2,895 m.) with 3J Ibs./sq. in. (0.23 kg./sq. c/m.) bao.st.
four-blade full-feathering reversible-pitch air.screws, 16 ft. (4.88
m.) diameter. Bostick-sealed integral fuel tank in each wing
between spars outboard of engine with capacity of 500 Imp. gallons
Oil capacity 28 Imp. gallons (127 litres) per engine.
(2,273 litres).
Accommodation. Pressurized or noii-pressurized aeeommodnticsu.
Ch’ew compartment forward with pilot (on port) and co-pilot side-byWireless- operator immediately beliind
side with dual controls.
Crew entry door
pilot, with radio equipment on starboard.
forward on starboard side. Main jpassenger accommodation is

M/W

;

METO

—

52 ft. 6 in. (16 ra.) long and has unobstructed space from bulkhead
Lsiy-out according
aft of crow' compartment to rear bulkhead.
to operators’ requirements. Alternative standanl arrangements
provide for 28 (pressurized cabin), 40 or 50 passengers. Maximum
cabin widtli 10 ft. 6 in. (3.2 m.). Plywood floor. Main entry door
on port .side aft of cabin 3 ft. 6 in. { 1.07 m.) from ground. Freight
loading door aft on starboard side. Twenty-eight-passenger version
arranged as follows; Main cabin 28 ft. 4 in. long X 10 ft. 6 in.
wide X () ft. 44 in. high (8-6 m. x 3.2 m. x 1.9 m.) lias volume of
two toilet compartments ea<;h <tf
1,830 cub. ft. (51,8 cuh. m.)
116 enb. ft. (3.3 cuh. m.) cajiacity, and cloakroom of 45 cult. ft.
Baggage compart, ments in nose
(1.27 cub. m.) capacity at rear.
(If) cub. ft. = 0.42 cub. m.) anti aft (100 cub. ft. = 2.83 cub. m.).
Luggage compartment (252 cub. ft. 7.1 cub. m.) on port side
between crew quarters and main cabin, and galley (300 cub. ft,.
8.5 cub. m.) on .starboard.
Dimensions. Spun 115 ft. 0 in. (35 m.). Length 80 ft. 3 in. (24.45 m.).
Height (on ground, over ruddei’s) 18 ft. 9^ in. (5.7 m.).
AVeiohts and Loadings (Designed 40-seat version). Weight empty
30,755 lbs. (13,950 kg,). Disposable load 14,243 kg. (6,460 kg.'),
Weight loaded 43,000 lb.s. (20,410 kg.). Wing loading 37.5 lbs./
sq. ft. (183 kg./sq. m.), Power loading (take-oft' power) 8.6 lbs. /h.p.
(3.9 kg. /h.p.).
PerI'OBMANCE (Estimated). Maximum cruising speed (40‘)'o take-off
power) 285 m.p.h. (459 km.h.). Climb to 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.) 14-Jminutes, Maximum rate of climb on one engine (fully loaded) 600
ft. /min. (183 m./min.), Maximum range 2,000 miles (3,219 km.),
Take-off distance to 50 ft. (16 m.) 800 yds. (732 m.).

The Airspeed A.S.65 Consul.

;

=

—

—

—

—

THE AIRSPEED A.S. 65 CONSUL.
The Consul is a civil conversion of the Oxford described
hereafter, and is a light transport monoplane with accommodation
for a pilot, radio-operator and five or six passengers, with baggage.
Various cabin lay-outs are available to order, and the Consul
can be equipped for ambulance duties.
Structurally the Consul is the same as the Oxford except for
the following

Power

:

—

—Two

Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah

X

seven-cylinder

radial air-cooled engines each rated at 396 h.p. at 2,425 r.p.m. at
4,300 ft. (1,310 111 .) with 2.25 lbs./.sq. in, (0.1.58 kg./sq. c/in.) boost.
Accommodation. Crew of two consisting of pilot and co-iiilot/radiooperator side-by-side with dual controls. Bulkhead installed aft
of crew compartment, with double doors into main cabin.
Main
cabin is fully sound-proofed, heated and ventilated, and has two
seats mounted on front spar, one on either side of fuselage ; one
seat on rear spar on starboard side, with provision for optional seat

—

aft of rear .spar.
(7abiii floor beiween
has liiM/n lowered to jirovlde additional leg room. Rear
bulkhead hinged on vertieal eentre-linc to jiermit insi.ieet ion of
Access door to main cabin on [jort side aft of trailingrear fuselage.
edgo. Mingc'ii nose-ea)) replaces liomli-aimiug window of Gxfurd
and allows aeee.ss to eomiairtment with eajiacity for lot) II),s. (68 kg.)
frciglit..
Additional luggage space l>etweou rea.r seats and rear

on port

side,

ami double-scat

s])ars

hulkliead.

Equipment.

—

Standard
Telcjihoncs S.T’.R.l l/l(>
or
(.A.R.l,52(t())
S.T.R.9 radio eipiipment iiistallei.1 in front fuseliigc floor aiiead of
J'rovision

.Decca Niivigator.
(16.25 m.), Lwigtii 35 ft. 4 in. (10.77
m.). Height 10 ft. 14- in. (3.10 m.).
Weight-s and Loadings. Weight empty 0,000 lbs. (2,722 kg.),
Disposable load 2,250 Ihs. (1,021 kg.). Maximum weight loaded
8,250 lbs. (3,742 kg.), Wing loading 23.1 Ibs./sq. ft. (112.7 kg./
sq. m.). Power loading 10.4 ll).s./!i.]i. (4.7 kg. /h.p.).
Perfor.manc’E. ^Maximum .sjieed at imiximum potvor altitude 190
m.p.h. (300 krn.h.) at 4,800 ft. (1,405 m.), Maximum weak mixture
cruising .speed 163 m.p.h. (202 km.h.), Rato of climb at sea level
1 ,070 ft. /min. { 320 m./min.). Climb to 5,000 ft.
1 ,525 m.) 4 minutes.
Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) 10 rninute.s. Maximum range 900
miles (1,448 km.), Take-off distance to 00 ft. (20 m.) in 5 m.p.h.
(8 km.h.) wind, 575 yds. (520 m.), Landing run in still air 273 yds.
(251 in.), Fuel consumption, less than 15' Imp. gallons (08 litres)
per liour per engine.
dashl.ioard.

Dimen.sions.

— Span 53

ft.

I'or

4

in.

—

—

(

THE AIRSPEED A.S. 10 OXFORD.
The Oxford, built to conform to !3peeifieation T.23/36, was
evolved from the Envoy civil transport monoplane of 1934. It
first went into service with the Royal Air Force as a twinengined advanced trainer in January, 1938. Altogether five
of the Oxford were produced, but although certain
examples of the later mai-ks are still in service, the most commonly used version is the Mk. I with no gun turret, which is
described hereafter. Details of the other versions were given
in the last issue of “All the 'World's Aircraft.”

marks

The Airspeed A.S.65 Consul Light Transport Monoplane (Two 395

h.p.

Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah

X

engines).

An

Airspeed Oxford which

being used as a flying test-hed for two 500 h.p. Alvis Leonides engines.

is

A total of about 9,000 Oxfords wore built, 4,411 by Airspeed,
Ltd. Other companies contributing to the total were the de
Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd., Percival Aircraft, Ltd. and the
Standard Motor Co., Ltd.
The Oxford is used in service Flying Training Schools in the
United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Southern
Rhodesia and. the Middle East, and it is also employed on light
transport and communication duties. A small number was

made

available under reverse Lend/Lea.se to the U.S.A.A.F.
in Great Britain.

—
—

Type. Twin-engined Advanced Trainer.
monoplane.
Centre-section
built
Wings. Cantilever low-wing
separately from fuselage. Outer sections tapered in chord and
thickness and attached to centre-section by four bolts and lockingnuts, one to each spar joint. Bolts pass through tapered hightensile steel plugs at each end to take shear.
Stinictura consists
Former ribs of
of two box-.spars of spruce and birch three-ply.
normal girder type constructed in three sections. Special system
of intei-spar bracing consists of built-up diagonal .struts. .Plywood
covering. Metal-framed Handley Page slotted ailerons with fabric
covering. Split trailing-edge flaps of duralumin construction in
five sections extending under fuselage.
Hydraulic operation.
Aspect ratio 8.1.5. Gro.ss wing area 348 sq. ft. (32.33 sq. m.).
FUS.ELAGE. Somi-monoeoque wooden structure in two main sections.
Front .section is built as a unit and eompriso.s pilot’s' cockpit and

—

cabin.

Rear

—

.section

with integral

fin.

Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Wooden framework with
wooden covering over tailplane and fin, and fabric-covered elcv'ators
and rudder. Balanced rudder hinged to fin only, with hinge-lino

Ta.il

Controllable trim-tabs in elevators.
Retractable two-wheel type. Main wheels each
carried between, pair of oleo shock-absorber legs which retract
backwards into the engine nacelles, leaving a small portion of

inclined forward.

Landing Geah.

—

Twin

each wheel exposed.

m

door.s

enclose

l

Some

0g.s.

—

—

—

;

,•

;

—

7,000

Ib.s.-

(3,450 kg.),

Wing

loading 21.8

lbs./.sq.

ft.

(106.4 kg./

Power loading 10.6 lbs. /h.p. (4.8 kg. /h.p.).
Perpobmance. Maximum speed 188 m.p.h. (301 km.h.), Stalling
speed 64 m.p.h. (103 km.h.). Rate of climb at 6,300 ft. (1,920 m.)
sq. m.),

960

—

(293 in./min.), Climb to 10,000
Service ceiling 19,500 ft. (5,945 in.).
ft. /mill.

ft.

(3,050 m.) 12 minutes,

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH.
SIR W.

Head

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH AIRCRAFT, LTD.
Works and Aekodbome Baginton, near

G.

Ofeice,

;

Coventry.
Directors
Sir Franlt Spencer Spriggs, Hon. F.R.Ae.S. (Chairman), T. O. M. Sopwith, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S. and H. M. Woodhams, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.
Chief Designer J, Lloyd.
:

:

Secretary W. A. Blackler.
Sir W. G. Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft, Ltd., was formed
in 1921.
In 1935, the Hawker-Siddeley Aircraft Co., Ltd., was
formed to amalgamate the interests of Hawker Aircraft Ltd.
and the Armstrong Siddeley Development Co., Ltd., which
latter company controlled Sir W. G. Armstrong Whitworth
Aircraft, Ltd., Armstrong Siddeley Motors. Ltd., and A. V. Roe
& Co., Ltd.
The Company were pioneers in the development of all-metal
aircraft, and it is due to their initiative that the use of hightensile steel became prominent.
In the pre- 1939 era they developed, in addition to the military
types then under construction Siskin, Atlas, etc. several
These included the Argosy,
series of commercial aircraft.
Atalanta and Ensign classes, all of which gave long and reliable
Eight aircraft
service on the air routes of Imperial Airways.
of the Ensign class were still ovmed by the British Overseas
Airways Corporation on March 31, 1946.
Concurrently with the development of these types, the military
The Whitley
series of Whitley and Albemarle were in being.
was the first heavy bomber in production and although it was
withdrawn from production in 1942 it was still in service for
glider towing and bomber training purposes when the war
ended. In 1942, a series of Whitley aircraft was converted for
:

—

—

use by British Airways as freight-carriers.
The Albemarle was the first British operational aeroplane
Originally designed
to be fitted with a tricycle landing-gear.
as a light bomber-reconnaissance type, it was later converted
for bomber-training, glider-towing, troop -carrying, and general
transport purposes. As a paratroop carrier and glider -tug
the Albemarle took part in the invasions of Sicily and Normandy.

aircraft

have fairing platas
front of legs and wheels. Hydraulic operation.
Dunlop low-pressure tyres and pneumatic wheel brakes. Nonretract,able Dunlop tail-wlieel.
PowEB Plant. ^Twn 353 h.p. Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah X sevencylinder radial air-cooled engines mounted on welded steel-tube
bearers and driving Faivey-Reid two-blade fixed-pitch metal
airscrews. Two main fuel tanks in centre-section between spars,
and two auxiliary tanks in outer wings interconnected wdth main
tanks. Total capacity 15(5 Imp. gallons (710 litres). Combined
oil tanks and coolers mounted behind engines.
Total oil capacity
17 Bnp. gallons (77 litres).
Accommodation. Normal crow of three. Alternative stations for
pilot, navigator /.second pilot, bomb-aimer, wireless-operator and
camera operator. Pilot’,s cockpit in nose on port, with seat for
second pilot/navigator on starboard. Dual controls, second set
removable to provide prone bombing position beside pilot. Bombaiming window in nose. Navigator (when carried) occupies second
pilot’s seat, which is moved back in line with chart table.
Wirelessoperator on seat on rear sjiar facing aft on starboard side.
Equipment. Eqnijnnent can be installed to enable aircraft to bo
used for navigational training (including night-flying)
W/T, D/F
and S.B.A. training
bombing training
air photography and
ab initio twin-engine pilot training (including night-flying and
synthetic two-stage amber day/night training).
Also available
as an ambulance with accommodation for two stretchers.
Dimensions. Span 53 ft. 4 in. (1(5.23 ni.), Length 34 ft. 6 in. (10.5 rn.),
Height 11 ft. I in. (3.3 m.).
Weights and Lo.adings.—Weight empty 5,322 lbs. (2.412 kg.),
Removable load varies according to function, Weight loaded

The Armstrong Whitworth A. W.55
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ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH~co itinued.
7

The forward policy of the Compay is
based upon the de%?elopment of the
largo tjTpe of aircraft, orthodox and
unorthodox, for both civil and military
purposes. The unorthodox include the
A.W. 52 jet-propelled fiying-Aving and
A.W.52G flying -wing glider.
The Company’s latest development
is the A.W. 55 Airliner, designed to
comply with Specification IIB of the
Brabazon Committee.

THE ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
A.W.55 ACHILLES,
is a low-wing monoplane designed to conform to the
requirements of Specification II B of
the Brabazon Committee. It is to be
powered by four Armstrong Siddeley
hlamba gas turbine engines each
developing approximately 1,000 h.p.

The A.W. 55

and driving four-blade tractor airA.W.52 TaiHess Monoplane (two Rolls-Royce Nene engines).
Whit’
The Armstrong Whitworth
screws.
None centrifugal-flow turbo-jet units mounted in the wings,
gers arranged in two
Normal seating capacity is for 24 passengers
one on each side of the central nacelle, with intakes in the wing
ral aisle, with alternrows of double seats on either side of a central
leading-edge. There is capacity for tiol Imp. gallons (3,869
ssenger eompartment
ative accommodation for 30. The main passenger
litres) of fuel.
T structure and the
is miobstrueted by any bulkhead or other
The crew of two is accommodated in a pressurized cabin,
whole of the fuselage is pressurized for high-altitude flying.
In general form the A.W.52 follows closely the glider. The
er end of the main
Preight compartments are placed at either
wing has an aerofoil section of NPL. 655-3-218 at the root,
acconunodation.
An exceptional standard of safety is the first objective of the tapering to NPL. 655-3-1 IS at the extremity of the centresection and to NPL. 645-3-015 at the tips The outer wings are
design and two special featiu’es are mainly devoted to this
similar form of control
sharply swept-back and tapered.
purpose. The landing gear travel is sufficient to absorb the
.system as is used on the glider is incorporated in the A.W.52.
shock of gliding unchecked on to the grotmd, as may sometunes
At the time of writing test flights of the A.W.52 were pending,
happen in cases of low visibility. To check the swing should
in.). Length 37 ft. 4 in. (11.37 in.)„
DIMENSION.S. Span 90 ft. (27.43 m.).
Dimensions.
one engine fail at take-off the large single fin and rudder is
Height 14 ft. 4 in. (4.37 in.), Wing area 1,314 sq. ft. (122.07 .sq. m.).
divided into three parts by two vertical hinges. Only the aft
(Designed).
Wciglit loadcil 32,700 lli.s, (14,833
H'eiqht and Loading
portioit is moved by the pilot and when this reaehe.s it.s maximum

A

’

—

angle hydraulic operation of the forward rudder

brought into
De-icing
wing.

is

is

automatically

effect.

by passing heated

air

through duets within

tlie

J)iMMN.sioN.s.— Sjiiin 92 ft. 0 in. (28.04 ni.). Wing area 840 sq. ft.
(78 sq. in.).
IVeighi’ and Loading (Designed). -Maxiniutn weight loaded 35,000
lbs. (13,874 kg.). Wing loading 41.(5 lbs./.sq. ft. (203 kg./sq. m.).

—

PEiufOEMANeE (Estiinated).~Cnu8ing speed 276

in.p.h. (444 Icni.li.)
at 20,000 ft. {(5,095 m.), Still-air range at 20,0t)0 ft. ((5,095 ni.)
1,352 miles (2,175 km.), (Service ceiling on three engines 30,000 ft.
(9,145 m.).

THE ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH

A.W.52.

The A.W.52 is an all-wing twin-jet aircraft intended for
research purposes, and is a larger powered version of the A.W. 52(4
glider described later.
It is an all-metal structure built
to Specification E.9/44, and is powered by two Rolls-Royce

kg.), Wing loading 24.8 lbs./.sq. ft
PEiiFOB.viANCE. No diitii availalilc.

—

.

(121 kg/sq.

in.)

THE ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH A.W,526 GLIDER.
The A,W.52(} is an experimental all-wing aircraft which
was produced to jarovido aerodynamic data for projeitted powered
designs of similar lay-out. Design work began in May, 1943,
and in the following Mareli construction was initiated. A
motorless design was chosen for quickness of production, and
on March 2, 1945, the A.W.52Cr was towed into the air on its
first flight.

When released from 20,000 ft. (6,095 m,) the glide lasts for
about 30 minutes, allowing sufficient time for observations
Up to May, 1946, about 35 hours of towed and
to be made.
free flight liad been made.
Type.-— Experimental all-wing glider.
Wings. Conipoaito cantilever wing whicli forms basic structure of

—

;

;
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WMSTWORTH—continued.

Aerofoil sectioir NACA 653220.
Constructed in three
sections consisting of centre-section with swept-back leadingedge and two swept-baok and tapered outer wings attached by
high tensile steel bolts. Single spruce and plywood bos-spar
swept-back from centre-line, with spruce webs, and spruce and
jolywood ribs. Covering of Plymax, which consists of
in. (1.58
m/m.) plywood glued to 22 s.w.g. Alclad. Solid spruce leading-edge
and trailing-edge, with stressed plywood D -section nose. Auxiliary
swept-back spar in centre-section to carry nose-wheel loads.
Incidence (root) 56 minutes
(tip) negative 2 degrees 19 minutes
dihedral (at 41% chord) 60 minutes 12 seconds
root ehoi'd 12 ft.
4>- in. (3.76 m.).
Gross wing area 443 sq. ft. (41,14 .sq. m.). Longitudinal and lateral control is achieved with “controllers” or
“elevens” which are hinged on each outer wdng and serve as both
elevators and ailerons. The controllers are hinged to movable
surfaces known as “correctors” which provide fore-and-aft trim
and are used to counteract the pitching movement caused by the
lowering of the flap. Each corrector is balanced by a plate attached
to its pivot-poiirt and projecting forward into a pressure chamber
into which ducts lead from the upper and lower surfaces of the wing.
The controllers are provided wdth geared spring-tabs which are
linked with the controllers themselves and the correctors. Controller area (each) 28.5 sq. ft. (2.63 .sq. m.)
controller movement
(up) 25 J degrees
corrector area (each)
(down) 22^ degrees
18,8 sq. ft. (1.75 sq. m.).
Single Fowler-type slotted flap on
trailing-edge of centre-section.
Flap span 16 ft. 4 in. (4.67 m.)
flap area 57.5 sq. ft. (6.33 sq. m.)
maximum flap depression 40
degrees. Retractable spoilers inboard of controllers interconnected
with controllers and corrector-s. Flaps and corrector operated
by hydraulic jacks, for which power is supplied by a compressedaircraft.

main

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

air cylinder.

Fins and RtJDDEE.s.— Twin elliptical fins and rudders mounted as
endplates to wing for directional control. Wooden structure.s
with pressure -sealed balanced rudders. Rudders differentially
operated with outwai'd movement of 30 degrees and inward movement of 10 degrees. Fin area (each) 11.1 sq. ft. (1.03 sq. in.)
rudder area (each) 2.46 .sq. ft. (0.227 sq. in.).
Landing Geae.- Fixed tricycle type. Each main wheel carried on
Lockheed oleo shock-absorber leg attached to spar at extremities
of centre-section. Dunlop 22.65 in. X 7.20 in. tyres and Dunlop
brake.s.
Nose-wheel carried in fork on Lockheed oleo shockabsorber leg attached to front auxiliary spar. Marstrand antishimmy tyre. Track 13 ft. 9 in. (4.19 m.).
Accommodation. Central nacelle built into wing structure with
seats for two in tandem.
Raised transparent cover has hinged
;

—

—

The Armstrong Whitworth A.W.52G Experimental Flying-Wing
Glider.

portions for access.

—Experimental

equipment includes 16 m/m. photographic recorders mounted in wing centre-section. Wind-driven
pumps with airscrews on main landing gear legs provide suction
for boundary layer control to avoid tip stalling and stick force

Equipment.

Anti-spin parachutes in wing-tip containers.

reversal effects.

Dimensions.—-Span 53 ft. 10 in. (16.40
Height 8 ft. 4 in. (2.54 m.).

m.),

Length 19

ft.

4 in. (5.89 m.),

AUSTER,
AUSTER AIRCRAFT, LTD.
Head Ofeice and 'Works

;

Rearsby Aerodrome, Rearsby,

Leicester.
Directors

:

Wykes

P.

Director), A. L. Pickering

(Chairman),

F.

Bates

(Managing

and K. Sharp.

S. H. Rostock.
Auster Aircraft, Ltd. is the successor to Taylorcraft Aeroplanes
(England) Ltd., which was formed in 1939 to manufacture a
cabin monoplane under licence from the Taylorcraft Aircraft
Corporation of America. The Company assumed its present
title on March 7, 1946, and no longer has any connection, with
the American firm.
The British Taylorcraft was produced in a number of different
forms for the R.A.F. and the Army. The Auster I (Blackburn
Cirrus-Minor engine), the Auster III (D.H. Gipsy-Major engine)

Chief Designer

:

—

Weights and Loadings.; ^Weight empty 4,450 lbs. (2,017 kg.).
Equipment 1,150 lbs. (522 kg.), Crew 400 lbs. (181 kg.). Weight
loaded 6,000 lbs. (2,720 kg.). Wing loading 13.46 Ibs./sq. ft. (65.7
kg./sq. m.).

—

PEBFOBMiiNCE. Maximum permissable speed 250
Landing speed 65 m.p.li. (106 km.h.).

rn.p.h. (402 km.li.).

and the Auster IV and V (130 h.p. Lycoming engine) were all
used on active service. Particulars of each have been given in
previous issues of this Aimual. Tliroughout the War development of the design continued, and although the same basic
welded steel-tube structure remained, considerable strengthening was achieved and the performance was improved. In
the later models trailing-edge flaps were incorporated. During
the War the Company huilt 1,604 Austers for the R.A.F.
and the Army Air Corps 100 Mk. I 2 Mk. II 467 Mk. Ill
gliders
255 Mk. IV and 7S0 Mk. V. In addition 6 Model
were huilt.
A civilian version of the Mk. V has been produced and is
known as the Auster V J/1 Autocrat. It is basically the same
as the military Mk. V but has upholstered accommodation and
other civilian refinements. By July, 1946, over 200 Autocrats
had been built and delivered to customers in many countries,
i-seat version powered by a 75 h.p. Continental engine

The Auster J/2 Arrow Two-seat OaMn Monoplane (T5

—

;

h.p. Continental engine).

;

H
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AUSTER—confivuecl.
and

kno^vrl as the Arrow ^\a3 undergoing flight trails at the time
of writing, and a further version, the J/H is Atom proiected.
The Anster VT. powered hy a 145 h.]). H.K. (lipsyAlajor VII
engine has superceded the Mks. iV and V.

THE AUSTER

J/2

ARROW

The Arrow is a two-seat development of the Autocrat powered
by a 75 h.p. Continental four-cylinder hovi'/ontally-opposed
air-cooled engine, but is otherwise similar to the earlier aircraft.
The eabin has sido-by-side seating, and upward and rearward
small luggage rack is provided
windows are incorporated.
ISlo v ing flaps are fitted, hut other improvements
aft of the seats.
are embodied.
DiJiiivsioMs.— Sjain lU) ft. (11. 0 m,), Loiigth 22 ft. 5* in. (0.80 in.),
Height 8 ft. 1 in. (2.40 m.). Wing area 185 sq. ft. (17.14 sq. in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 912 lbs. (414 kg.). Weight
loaded 1,450 lbs. (658 kg.). Wing loading 7.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (38.1 kg./
sq. m.), Power loading 19.3 lbs. /h.p. (8.74 kg. /h.p.).
I’EKEORMANGE (Estimated). Maximum speed 98 m.p.h. (158 km.b.).
Cruising .speed at 2,050 r.p.m. 85 in.p.h. (137 km.li.). Stalling speed
36 m.p.h. (68 kni.h.), Kate of elirnb 430 ft. /min. (131 m./min.),
Service ceiling S.OOO ft. (2,440 m.). Still-air range 320 miles (518
km.). Take-off run in 5 m.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 150 yds. (137 m.),
Landing run 5 m.p.h. (S km.h.) 80 yds. (73 m.), Economic cruising
fuel consumption 4 Imp. gallons (18.2 litres) per hour.

A

—

—

THE AUSTER V SERIES

J/1

AUTOCRAT.

—

hree-seat cabin monoplane.
Strut-braced liigh-wdng monoplane. Wing built in two
WiNG.s.
sections attached to top of fuselage and braced to lower longerons
by streamlined steel-tnbe V-struts on each side. Strnetnre consists
of laminated spruce spars, ribs of drawn-section Birmabrite steel,
drag struts, steel tie-rod internal bracing, metal leading-edge
and an overall fabric covering. Incidence (root) 3f degrees
chord 5 ft, 3 in. (1.60 in.)
(tip) 24- degrees ; dihedral 1 degree
notb wing area 169 sq. ft. (15.69 sq. m.); gi'oas wing area 185
Ailerons have wooden .spars, light alloy nose
sq. ft. (17.14 sq. in.).
and riba and fabric covering. Total aileron area 18 sq. ft. (1.66
sq. m.).
Manually-operated split trailiiig-edge flaps between
ailerons and fuselage have steel torsion shaft and light alloy skin.
Total flap area 16 sq. ft. (1.47 .sq. in.).
Fuseuage. Eectangular-section welded steel-tube stnietvire with
wooden .stringeivs and fabric covering.
raced monoplane type. Welded steel-tnbe IVoniGwork
T.A,rL Unit.^
with fabric covering. Fixed tailplane. Budder has trim-tab
adjustable on ground. (.Jontrollalilo trim-tab in port elevator.
Tailplane .span 10 ft. (3.05 m.), Gross
-External tie-rod bracing,
tailplane area 24.72 sq. ft. (2.28 sq. m.)
(in area 6 sq. ft. (U.37
rudder area 7.25 .sq. ft. (0.67 .sq. m,).
sq. m.)
Landing Ue.ar. Fixed two-wheel split-axle type. Two faired steolstnbt* side vees with half-axles sprung itnder centre-line of fuselage
by rubber-cord shock-absorbers. IJiinlop ivheels and Bendix
brakes. Track 6 ft. 0 in. (1,83 m.).
Full-eastering tail-wdieel
on leaf-spring with solid rubber tyre.
Power Plant. One Blackburn Cirrus-Minor Series II four-cylinder
in-line inverted air-cooled direct-drive engine rated at 90 h.p.
at 2,300 r.p.m. and with a inaximiiin output of 100 h.p. at 2,600
JEngine mounted on welded steel-tube bearer.
r.p.m.
.Detachable
side panels.
Silencer and electric starter op)tional. Weybridge
wooden or Pairey-Reed metal airscreiv 6 ft. 0 in. (1.83 in.) diameter.
Fuel tank betiveen engine and dashboard with capacity of 15 Imp.
gallons (68 litres).
Auxiliary fuel tank of 13J Imp. gallons (62.5
htre-s) capacity may be carried under fuselage.
Oil tank of 2 Imp.
gallons (9 litres) capacity aft of engine.
Accommodation. .Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with dual
controls, and one aft on starboard side facing to 'port.
Backs of
front seats hinge forw’ard for access to rear.
One-piece moulded
Perspex windshield, and moulded eabin roof. .Luggage space
aft of rear seat with allowance of 400 lbs. (181 kg.).
Access door
on each side with sliding windows.
Dimensions. Span 36 ft. 0 in. (11,0 m.), Length 23 ft. 5 in. (7.14 m.).
Height (tail down, airscrew horizontal) 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m.).
Weights AND Loading.s.— eight empty 1,052 lbs. (477 kg.), Fuel
and oil 128 lbs. (58 kg.), Equipment 62 Ib.s. (28 kg.), Pilot, twm
passenger-s and luggage 008 lbs. (277 kg.). Weight loaded 1,850 ]b.s.

Type.

—

;
;

;

—

—

;

—

;

•

—

—

—

•

(840 kg.), Wing loading (fully loaded) 10 Iks./sq. I't. (49 kg./.s([. m.),
.Power loading (fully loadwl, take-off power) 18,5 lbs./Ii.T>. (8.5
kg./h.p.).

—

PERFORMANC.E, Maximum speed 12(1 m.|:».h. (193 km.h.), (Iruising
speed 100 in.ps.h. (161 km.h.), iStalling speed (with two up and flup.s
down) 30 m.p.h. (57 km.h.), Balt* of climb (at 1,700 lbs. — SOI kg.)
500 ft./min. (ISO in./min. ), Ceiling 15,000 ft. (4,750 in.). Still-air
range 220 miles (354 km.). Still-air range with long-range tank
500 miles (805 km.). Take-off run in 5 m.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 250
yds. (228 m.), Landing run in 5 in.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 99 yds.
(90 rn.), Fuel consumption at 2,300 r.p.m. 6.5 Imp. gallons ('24.5
litres) per lir.. Fuel consumption at 2,150 r.p.m. 4.75 Imp. gallons
(20 litres) per hr.

THE AUSTER
The Auster VI

VI.

a post-war type wbicli has superceded the
previous military Austers. The fuselage structure has been
considerably strengthened and the loaded iveight has been
increased.
Specially
designed all-metal external aerofoil
flaps are fitted behind the trailing-edge of the ivings, w-hich have
also been strengthened to accommodate two 11.5 Imp. gallon
(52.25 litre) fuel tanks giving a total capacity of 23 Imp. gallons
{104.5 litres). The Mk. VI is a tivo-seat aircraft with the radio
receiver/transmitter beside the pilot’.? seat, which is adjustable
for height.
The rear seat for the observer is on a swivel base.
Improved one-piece moulded Perspex xvindsereen and roof
giving all-round visibility are incorporated. The landing-gear
legs have been lengthened to allow sufficient clearance for the
larger airscrew required for the 145 h.p. D.H. Gip.sy Major VII
four-cylinder in-line inverted aii'-cooled engine which is now
installed.

is
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The Auster VI Light Liaison and Observation Monoplane (Ida
Dimensions.
Height 8

—Span 36
ft.

4

J-

ft.

0 in. (11.0

in. (2.55 in,).

(17.1 sq. m.).

Length 23
9 in. (7.23 m.).
area (excluding flaps) 184 sq. ft.
ft.

rn.).

Wing

D.H. Gipsy-Masor VII engine).

Pekfobmance.—Maximum speed

124 m.p.h. (200 ktn.h.) at 1,000 ft.
(305 m.). Cruising speed 108 m.p.h. (174 km.h.), Landing speed
(with flaps) 32 m.p.h. (51 km.h.), initial rate of climb (at 1,900 lbs.
862 kg.) 810 ft. /min. (247 m./min.). Service ceiling 14,000 ft.
(4,265 m.).

—

=

Weight empty 1,413 lbs. (641 kg.). Maximum
permia.sable loaded weight 2,100 Ib.s. (980 kg.), Wing loading 11.7
lb.s./sq. ft. (57.12 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 14.8 lbs. /h.p. (6.7

Weights and Loadings.-

h.p.

kg./h.p.).

AVRO,
fitted

:

engines.

:

Both the Lincoln and Tudor II are being built in Australia
for the R.A.A.F., the latter as a military transport.

Square, W.l.

Works

:

Newton Heath, Manchester,

10,

and Ivy Works,

Failswobth, Lancashire.

THE AVRO 688 TUDOR (AVRO XX).
Type. Fonr-ongined Long-range Airliner.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section (root)
NACA 23018. All-metal two-spar stmctnre consisting of centresection carrying inner engine nacelles
two inner sections carryingouter engine nacelles, and two outer sections. I-section spars
have extruded alloy booms with Aveb plates and strengtliening
angles.
Owing to pressurization only the Sjnir booms pass through
fuselage in rubber-sealed shrouds, the webs terminating at the
fuselage outer skin, with separate webs inside fuselage. Pressed
alloy chordwise ribs, with heavy cast alloy Y^arren -girder ribs at

;

and communication

;

engine and landing-gear pick-up points. Longitudinal stringers
Stressed light alloy skin riveted
in portion of wing aft of rear spar.
on.
Root chord 16 ft. 0 in. (4.88 m.) ; incidence 4 degrees ;
dihedral (rear .spar
dihedral (top front spar) 2 degi’ees 4 minutes
datum) 4 degrees; aspect ratio 10.13; sweepback at front spar
6 degrees, 18 minutes.
Gross wing area 1,421 sq. ft. (132 sq. ra.).
All-metal ailerons hinged by external brackets on inner and outer
wing sections. Controllable trim and balance tabs in each.
Hydraulically-operated split teailing-edge flaps on centre-section
and inner wings in three sections each side. All-metal con;

duties.

Since the War the Company has completed the Tudor I and
II four-engined aiidiners, which are alike excejit that the latter
has a larger fuselage to accommodate more passengers. Both
are fully pressmdzed and have been ordered for the British
Overseas Airways Corporation and other air-lines. Descriptions
of both of these aircraft follow.
The York, Lancastrian and Avro XIX, the commercial development of the Anson, are all in wide-spread military and civilian
use, and the .Lancaster and Lincohi still form an important part
of R. A. F. equipment.
A special Lancastrian has been fitted with two Rolls-Royce
Nene turbo-jet units in place of the two outboard Merlins, and
in November, 1946, this aircraft completed a flight from the

I

—
—

'Director.?
Sir Ifrank Spencer Spriggs, .Hon. F.R.Ae.S.
(Chairman), T. O. M. Soiiwith, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S., Sii- Roy
Dobson, C.B.E. (Managing), C. E, Fielding and Roy Chadwick,
C.B.E. (Chief De.signer).
A. V. Roe & Co. was formed in 1909, when the firm advertised
itself as constructors of aeroplanes and accessories, and was
probably the first firm in Great Britain to do so. The limited
company was formed in Januarj’-, 1913. On the amalgamation
of the Hawker and Siddeley interests in 1935, the Avro Company,
which formerly was a member of the Siddeley group, became a
member of the group of companies controlled by the Hawker
Siddeley Aircraft Co., Ltd.
During the War the Avro Company produced the Manchester,
Lancaster and Lincoln heavy bombers, and the York and
Lancastrian four-engined military and civil transport monoplanes,
while the Anson, originally produced in 1935 as a general reconnaissance monoplane, continued to be produced for various

training

to Paris in 50 minutes.
A Tudor II is being
experimentally with four Rolls-Royce Nene turbo-jet

London Airport

ROE & CO., LTD.
Head Office Greengate, Middleton, Manchester.
London Office
We.st Halkin Street, Belgrave
1,

A. V.

'

struction.

Fuselage.—All-metal semi-monoeoque

structure of circular crossStructure consists of vertical bulkheads and channolsection frames, T-section and top-hat section longitudinal stringers
to which riveted outer skin is bolted. Above the floor an inner skin
is riveted to the frames, with kapok-fllling between the two skins.
All fuselage joints sealed with coating of bitumastic emulsion.
Maxhnum fuselage diameter 10 ft. (3.05 m.).
Tati, ITNrr.
Cantilever monoplane type. Fin and rudder aerofoil
section NACA 0012. All-metal structure with dorsal fln integral
with fuselage. Main fin built separately. All-metal two-spar
tailplane in twm sections joined on fuselage centre-line. Mapbalanced metal-covered control surfaces with controllable trim
and servo-tabs in each. Elevators have tubular spar and pressed
chordwise ribs. Tailplane span 43 ft. 0 in. 13.10 m.).
section.

—

(
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—

Landing Geab. Eetractable two-wheel type, similar to Lancaster.
Each main wheel carried between pair of Dowty A916Y oleo
shock-absorber legs with diagonal cross-bracing and rear bracing
struts, retracts rearwards into inner engine nacelles and is enclosed
by twin doors. Hydraulic operation. Dunlop
8268 wheels,
with 64 in. X 22.5-26 in. (1,620 m/m. x 571-660 m/m.) tyres
tyre pressure 62 Ibs./sq. in. (4.36 kg./sq. c/m.). Track 23 ft. 9 in.
(7.24 m.). Twin tail-wheels carried on Dowty liquid-spring unit
wdth Dowty oleo leg retract rearwards into fuselage and are enclosed
by twin doors. Dunlop "wheels and tyres tyre pressure 69 lbs./

AH

;

;

sq. in. (4.85 kg./sq. c/m.).

PowEE._ pL-ANr.

—

Four Eolls-Eoyce Merlin 600 twelve -cylinder vee
liquid-cooled engines each rated at 1,770 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m. at
4,000 ft. (1,220 m.) and enclosed in circular-section self-contained
and qiiickly-detachable nacelles. Eotol four-blade constant-speed
full-feathering airscrews, 13 ft. (3.96 m.) diameter. Fuel capacity
3,300 Imp, gallons (15,011 litres) in eight Marston crash-proof
collapsible bag-typo cells situated between wing-spars, one on each
side of fuselage and three in inner section of each outer wing.
Accommodation. Fuselage pressurized throughout length. Crew of
five consisting of pilot and co-iiilot side-by-slde with dual controls ;
flight engineer aft of eo-pilot ; wireless-operator aft of pilot, and
navigator aft of wheless-operator. Crew compartment has volume
of 646 cub. ft. (18.3 cub. in.). Bulkhead at front spar separates
crew quarters from main cabin. Main cabin has volume of 1,161
cub. ft. _{32.8 cub. m.) and terminates aft of wing trailing-odge.
Alternative arrangements provide accommodation for 12 day-andnight passengers [de Luxe version) or 24 by day and 12 by night
(Standard version). Cabin divided into sub -compartments each
.seating four or eight passengers by day
each pair of .seats (in
de Luxe version) convertible into upper and lower bunks.
Aft
of main cabin are ladies dressing room (on starboard) with volume
of 119 cub. ft. (3.4 cub. m.) ; men’s dressing room (or port) with
volume of 94.5 cub. ft. (2.7 cub. m.)
two toilet compartments,
one on starboard of 44 cub. ft, (1.2 cub. m.) and one on port of
44.5 cub. ft. (1.3 cub. m.) capacity; wardrobe (on port) of 32
cub. ft. (0.9 cub. m.) capacity. Baggage compartment on starboard side oiiposite entry door with volume of 115 cub. ft. (3.3
cub. m.). Other baggage rooms in erew' compartment
one on
port with volumeof 87'cnb. ft. (2.5 cub, m.), and one on starboard of
171 cub. ft. (4.8 cub. m.) capacity.
of
fuselage
section
ahead
Bear
of tail-unit arranged as kitchen with volume of 209 cub. ft. (5.9
cub. m.), and seat for steward. Main entrance door on port side
of fuselage is sealed by automatically inflatable rubber tubing
fed from pressurization system. Six emorgency hatches similarly
sealed.
I’re.sanre system housed partly in centre-section leadingedge and partly below fuselago floor. Two Marshall-Eoots blower.s
driven off inboard engines. Air onter.s intakes in tlie wing leadingedge, papes through filters to blowers, intercooler and .silencer
before being fed to anon-return valve whieli is conf;rollable to govern
the amount of air admitted to the calun. Air then passes through
heaters and discharged into cabin through vents at floor level
and louvres above windows.
Equipment.—T.K.S. de-icing on wings and tail -unit. Ernergoney
oxygen bottles in crew compartment. Dinghies in port and starboard wing roots aft of inner engine nacelles. Full radio and radar

—

;

;

;

equipment.

DiMENsiONS.—Span 120 ft. 0 in. (36.6 m.), Length 79 ft. 6 in. (24.2 m.).
Weights and Loadings {de Luxe version). Weight empty (without
equipment) 39,360 lbs. (17,854 kg.). Weight empty (with all operational equipment) 47,977 lbs. (21,762 kg.), Crew (four and

—

stewardesss) 840 Ib.s. (381 kg.), Crew’s baggage (five at 30 lbs.= 13.6
kg.) 150 lbs. (68 kg.), Fuel (3,300 Imp gallons
15,011 litres)
23,760 lbs. (10,777 kg.), Oil (143 Imp. gallon.s
650 litres) 1,287

=

=

The Avro Tudor

I

The Avro Tudor

I Airliner.

(584 kg.), Passengers (12 at 170 Ihs. — 77 kg.) 2,040 lbs.
(925 kg.), Passonger.s’ baggage (12 at 50 ll)s. =- 27 kg.) 600 lbs.
(272 kg.), Food 100 ibs, (45 kg,), Mail or freight 3,246 lbs, (1,473
kg.), Weight loaded 80,000 lbs. (30,287 kg.), Wing loading 66.2
Ibs./sq. ft. (274.37 kg./sq m.)., Powor loading 11.15 Ibs./li.p. (5.04

1I)S,

kg-/h.p.).

—

and Loadings (24-passenger version). Weight empty
(without equipment) 39,360 lbs. (17,854 kg.). Weight empty (with
all operational equipment) 48,217 lbs. (21,871 kg.), Crew (four and
.stewarde.s.s) 840 lbs.- (381 kg.), Crew’s baggage (fiv’o at 30 lbs.
13.6 kg.) 150 lbs. (68 kg.). Fuel (3,300 Imp. gallons == 15,011 litres
23,760 Ib.s. (10,777 kg.), Oil (143 Imp. gallon.s — 650 litres) 1,287
]b.s. (584 kg.). Passengers (20 at 170 lbs. = 77 kg.) 4,080 lbs. (1,851
kg.), Passengers’ baggage (24 at 50 lbs.
27 kg.) 2,100 lbs. (544
kg.), Food 100 lbs. (45 kg.), Mail or freight 366 lbs. (166 kg.),
Weight loaded 80,000 lbs. (36,287 kg.), 'Wing and power loadings,

Weight.s

=

=

as

de,

Luxe

version.

Long-range Airliner (four 1,770 h.p. Rolls-Royce Merlin 600 engines),

The Avro Tudor

WEKiHTS

AN'P

LoAniNfis

(.‘)2-piisspu"iM'

11 Airliner (four ;i, 740 h.p.

ornply
A\'eight eaipty (with

version)-' Weiglit

39.700 IIjs. (18,008 leg.).
operaliomil et|uipnieut) 49,225 lbs. (22,328 kg.), Crew (4 and 2
stewardesses) 1.000 Ills. (454 kg.). Crew’s luiggage ISO llis. (S2 ksi.).
Fuel (2.890 Iinp, gallons — 1M,144 litres) 20,800 lbs. (9.43.5 kg.). Oil
(119 .Imp. gallons ==- 541 litres) 1.072 lbs. (480 kg.), I'asseiigers
(32 at 170 Ills. = 77 kg.) 5.440 lbs. (2,407 kg.), Passen.ger.s’ liaggngB
27 kg.) 1.000 lbs. (720 kg.). Food a.nd drink l.'i3 ibs.
(32 at 50 lbs.
(00 kg.). Mail or freight 550 lbs. (249 kg.), Weight loaded 80,000 lbs.
(36.287 kg.). Loadings as de Luxe version.
I’.EKFORM.xxcE (At 78,000 Ibs.
35,381 kg.). IMnxinnim speed 340
(557 kin.li.)at 20,500 ft. (0,250 in.), Crnising speed 300 in.p.li.
(483 km.h.) at 22,500 ft. (0,800 in.), Rate of climb 880 ft. /min. (208
in. /min.), service ceiling 28,800 ft. (8,780 m.), Tliree-engine service,
ceiling 22,700 ft. (6,920 m.), Range (de iMxa version Avith 5,987 lbs.
= 2,713 kg. payload) 3,700 miles (5,054 km.), (24-passenger version
M’ith 5,740 lbs. == 2,004 kg. payload) 3,700 miles (5,954 km.),
(32-passenger version with 7,723 lbs.
3.503 kg. payload) 3,200
miles (5.150 km.). Take-off distance to 50 ft. (15 m.) 1,500 vds.
(1,372 111.).
(witiioiil
all

=

—

—

=
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XXI).

development of the Tudor I, and differs
from it mainly by having a longer fa.selage. Structurally the
two typos are .similar, employing the same wings, engine niouiiting.s and landing gear. Tiio tail areas of tlie Tudor 11 are slightly
larger than those of the Tudor I.
The fuselage of the Tudor II is of circular cross-section and
fully

Tiiiloi'

IT

i.8

pressurized,

a,

and

is

constructed in live main sections.
front centre-section
rear

These consist of the nose-piece

;

;

centre-section ; rear fuselage and tail-end.
Each is composed
of aluminium-alloy vertical intercostal frames, top-hat section
longitudinal stringers and double Alolad metal sheet fixed by

mushroom -head

rivets,

The fuselage diameter

with kapok
is

between the two skins.
an increase of 1 ft.

filling

11 ft. (3.35 ni.),

(0.305 m.) over that of the Tudor I.
The cabin is tested to a pressure of 11 Ibs./sq. in. (0.77 kg./
sq. c/m.) and at 25,000 ft. (7,620 m.) a cabin atmospliere of
8,000 ft. (2,440 m.) is maintained.
The Tudor II also differs from the earlier mark in the following
respects
Rower Ri-.ant.
our Rolls-Royce Merlin 021 twelve-cjdinder vee
liquid-cooled engines oacli rated at 1,740 li.p. enclosed in cylindrical
nacelles and driving Rotol D24/443/1 four -blade constant -speed
Fuel tanka as Tudor I.
air.screws, 13 ft. {3.90 m.) diameter.
AccoMaioD.vTio.N'. Fully (rressurized cabin as on Tudor I. Crew of
six comprising pilot (on port) and co-pilot side-by-side with dual
navigator aft of pilot ;
controls
flight engineer aft of co-pilot
radio-operator aft of navigator, and .stew’ard. Aft of crew comjjartmeut is galley (on port) and (on starboard) mail and freight
eornpartment of 1,75 cub. ft. (10.25 cub. in.) capacity, diplomatic
mail compartment, and crew’s rest station. Two 50 cub. ft. (4.04
cub. m.) baggage holds under floor. Main pa.sseiiger cabin witli
capacity of 4,020 cub. ft. (373.5 culi. m.) follows and extends as
;

—

—

;

;

The Avro Tudor

II Airliner (four

Rolls-Royee Merlin 621 engines).

far as dressing-rooms at roar.
Inde lMxc version there is uccommodatiou for 40 ]iassengei's arra.nged in double seats oii the starboard
.side and single seats on port and in lounge at- rear.
Seats oon\ erliide into 22 beit h.s ; lour seats provide a lov\ er liorth, and upper
berth I'olds down from wall of eabiii. Alt ernativo versions provide
aoeoniinodation i'or 40 day iiassengers and 00 day ]iassengers.
At rear of jiassenger cabin are a cloakroom, women’s dressing-room
and toilet ; men’s dre.ssing-rooin and toilet and baggage coin]iart-

inent of 110 cub.

ft. (10.22 cub. m.) capacity.
.Mlditional baggage
under floor at rear of caliin with capacity of 75 enlo. ft. (6.96
cub. m.) each .side.
Disiensiox.s. Span 120 ft. 0 in. (26.0 in.). Length 105 ft. 7 in. (32.18
in.). Height 24 ft. 3 in. (7.39 m.).
Weights and Loadings (de Luxe version). Weight empty (without
equipment) 41,770 lbs. (18,947 kg.). Weight empty (with full
equipment) 53,318 lbs. (24,185 kg.). Crew (6) 1,000 lbs. (4.54 kg.),
Crew’s baggage 180 lbs. (83 kg.). Fuel (2,111 Imp. gallons
9,703
litres) 15,190 lbs. (6,892 kg.), Oil (88 Imp. gallons = 400 litres)
792 lbs. (360 kg.), Pas.sengers (40) 6,800 lb.s. (3.084 kg.), Pas.serigers’
baggage 2,000 lbs. (907 kg.). Food and driidi 161 lb. (73 kg.),
Mail or freight 5.50 lb.s. (249 kg.), Weight loaded 80,000 lbs.
(36,287 kg.). Wing loading 56.29 Ibs./sq.’ft. (274.8 kg./sq. ra.),
Power loading 11.5 Ihs./li.p. (3.2 kg./h.p.).
Weights and I.oadings (40 day -passenger version). Weight empty
(without equipment) 41.770 lbs. (18,947 kg.), Weight empty (with
full equipment) 51,718 lbs. (23,458 kg.), Crew' (6) 1,000 lbs. (454
kg.). Crew’s basigage ISO lbs. (83 kg.), Fnol (2,340 Imp. gallons
===
10,644 litres) 10,848 lbs. (7,042 kg.). Oil (lOO Imp. gallons =
455 litres) 900 lbs. (408 kg.). Passengers (40) 6,800 lbs. (3,084 kg.).
Passengers’ baggage 2,000 lbs. (907 kg.), Food and drink 164 lbs.
(74 kg.), Mail or freight 390 lbs. (177 kg.), Weight loaded 80,000 lbs,
(36,287 kg.). Loadings as de Luxe version.
Weights and Lo.adings (60-pas3enger version). Weight empty (without equipment) 42,080 lbs. (19,077 kg.). Weight empty (equipped)
51,588 lbs. (23,400 kg.). Crew (7) 1,160 lbs. (526 kg.), Crew’s baggage
7,730 litres) 12,400 lbs.
210 lbs. (95 kg.). Fuel (1,722 Trrip. gallons
332 litres) 657 lbs. (298 kg.),
(5,624 kg.). Oil (73 Imp. gallons
Passengers (60) 10,200 lbs. (4,627 kg.), Pas-songers’ baggage 3,000
lbs. (1,361 kg.). Pood and drink 235 lbs. (107 kg,). Mail or freight
550 lbs. (249 kg.). Weight loaded 80,000 lb.s. (36,287 kg.), Loadings
as de Luxe version.
Pekeoh-Hange (At 80,000 lbs.
30,287 kg.). ^Maxhnum speed 330
lu.p.h. (531 km.h.) at 20,500 ft. (0,250 m.), Cruising speed 285 rn.p.h.
(459 km.h.) at 22,500 ft. (6,860 m.). Initial rate of climb 870 ft./
min. (265 m./min.), Service ceiling 28,000 ft. (8,720 m.), Threeengine service ceiling 22,400 ft. (0,830 m.). Range (de Luxe version
with 9,511 lbs.
4,314 kg. payload) 2,200 miles (3,740 km.),
(40-passenger version with 9,354 lbs,
4,243 kg. payload) 2,450
6,344
miles (3,943 kra.), (00-passenger version with 13,985 lbs.
kg. payload) 1,760 miles (2,832 km.), Take-off distance to 50 ft.
(15 m.) 1,500 yds. (1,371 m.).

liold

—

—
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—

—
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IV-VIII.

The Tudor Marks IV to VIII represent

variations of the
previously-described models, both of which are furnished to the
requirements of British Overseas Airways.

RollS“Royce Merlin 621 engines).

—F

The Avro Lancastrian

III

Long-range Transport (four 1,620

W

is similar to tho Mk. I but has a longer forward
The Mk.
fuselage and aecoinraodation for 32 passengers. The i\Ik.
is similar to tho Mk. II and can aeconnnoflate 44 day passengers
and 2S night passengers. Both these marks are specially
developed for British South American Airways.
The Mk. VI is similar to the Mk. II and will seat 32-3S day
passengers with alternative night accommodation for 22. Tins
version is intended for the Argentine F.A.M.A. concern.
The Mk. VII will he a MIc. II with a trial installation for four
Bristol Hercuk's 120 radial air-cooled engines.
The Mk. VIll nill be a idle. II experimentally fitted with
four Bolls-Royco Nene turbo-jet engines.

THE AVRO
Tho Lancastrian

691

LANCASTRIAN.

a lhgli-s]:)eed long-range transport conversion
of the Lancaster boinbor, rail dofiiils of which were given iji
tho last issue of this Annual. Tho first conversions were made in
Canada, by ^'ictory Aircraft, Ltd. for Trans-Canada Air Lines
and are operated by this com]iariy, on beluaif of the Canatlian
Government, on a trans-At]a.ntic mail and passenger service
betweerr Montreal and I’resUvicK'. The Canadian Lancastrians
are fitted with four 1,280 h.]3. Packard-built Rolls-Roj-co Merlin
28 engines and have accommodation for ten passengers, mail

and

is

freight.

Production of the Lancastrian has since been imdertaken by
A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd. and deliveries have been made to the
R.A.F., B.O.A.C. and British South American Airways.
The four main variants of the Lancastrian are designated as
under
Mk. I. Nine-seat version for B.O.A.C.
Mk. 11. Rimiltir aircraft for R.A.F. Ti'ansport Command.
Mk. III. Tliirteen-seat version for British South American
Airways.
Mk. IV. Similar aircraft for R..A.F. Transport Command.
Type.
our-engined Long-rango i\lail, I’reigJit and 1 ’iiasenger Trans:

—
WiNUS. —
port.

mid-wiiig monoplane. Aerofoil section NACA
230 series. All-metal two-spar structure consisting of constantchord centre-section integral with centre-section of fuselage ; two
tajicred outer wings and detachable tips.
Leading and trailingedges detuchalDlo. All units are built up individually with all
fittings and equipmout befoi-o assembly.
Spars have extruded
top and l.>otlom booms bult(^d to single heavy-gauge web plate.
C'antilc-\-or

b.p.

Rolls-Royce Merlin 24 engines).

ribs

Pre.ssed ulurninivun-alloy eliordwiso

lliiiiged

;ind

swaued

fiu'

.Smooth aliiininiuin-iill.iy skin.. Itoot ehoi'i.l Hi ft. 0 in.
in. (2.29 in.)
aspect ratio 8.92
nett
tip chord 7 ft.
gros.s wing area 1,297 sc(. ft.
wing area 1,203 sq. ft. (112 sq. m.)
Balanced metal ailorons on miter winss arc metal(120..5 sq. m.).
Controltible trim-tabs
co%’’ered to liinge, with fabric coverinu' aft.
.Aileron area 83.3
.-lileron span 17 ft. .3 in. (3.3.3 m.).
in each,
Hydraulically-operated all-metal split
sq.
ft.
(7.94 sq. rn.).
stiffness.

(4.8S m.)

(i

;

;

;

;

between ailerons and fuselage in two .sections
Flap area 133.3 st|. ft. (12.59 sq. in.j.
strnetnrfi of ova ei'oss-soct ion in five ,se|iaratelyassemliled sections. Fnselago liacldionc i’ormed Iiy jjair.s of extruded
longerons half-way down tho thri.'O middle sections. Cross beams
between longerons supi.iort iloor anil form roof of bomb-bay (on
trailing-edge flaps

each side.
FiJ.SEL.vGE.

—All-metal

l

Lancaster). Vertical U-IVanios and roriiun'.s bolted to longerons
llemaining sections consisi. of oval
carry the smooth metal skin,
frames atul formers, iongitnilina.l striiiuer.s ami tliish-rivet.od metal
liftings
installed Iierorc tiual assemlily of
-All equipment atul
skill.
iS'uso ami tail sections formed of smuolh metal
.seitarate units.
sheet and replace gun-turrets of Lancaster. Abiximum internal

width 5 ft. .3 in. (1. 30 m.).
Unit. .Vll-niotal eatitilcver inonoyilaue structure with twin liiiand rudders mounted as en(l|»latos. Two-siuir a il|)lane const, rucited
Metal
in two main sections a,nd joined on i'uselagc centre-line.
covering over all surfaces e\ee])t, elevator.s, which are falirio-

'r.viL

—

t

covered.

Controllable

ti'iin-talis

in rudder.s

and

Tail-

elovat:.ors.

tail|ilat:io and elevator root
plane span 33 ft. 9 in. (10.28 m.)
chord 8 ft. (5 in. (2.39 m.). Gross tailplane area 143.9 sq. ft. (13.35
rudder area 41.2
elevmtor area 87,3 sq. ft. (8.1 sq. m.)
sq. m.)
;

;

;

sq. ft. (3.83 sq.

L.vnding Gear.

,in.).

—Roitractable

two-whoel type.

Each main

wlieel

m.) diameter carried between pair of Dowty shockabsorber legs with diagonal cross-bracing and rear bracing struts,
and retracts rearwards into inner engine nacelle, being.l'nlly enclosed
in the retracted position by rnechiuiicnlly-oporated twin doors.
Fi.xed tail’Hydraulic-operation. Track 23 ft. 9 in. (7.24 m.).
wheel carried in fork on shock-al)sorbor leg.
Power Pl-vnt. Four 1,(120 h.p. Rolls-Itoyco Alei.din 24 twelvecylinder veo liqviid-eooled engines with two-speed sniiierehavgers
5 ft, 6 in. (1.6S

—

mounted on welded steel-tube
wing-S|.iar.
D.H. Hyilrornatio

liearors

cantilevered

from front

constant-si.ieed inllfeathoring airsorows, 1 3 ft. (ibOti rn.) diamoter. .B'nel tanks in wing
(2,154 Imp. gallons -= 5,248 litres) and in liomb-lmy (1,020 Imp.
gallons
4,(140 litres).
.A.CCOMMODATRW (Nine-passoiigor version). Grow of four eonsisting_ of

=

pilot (on jrort)

three-lilado

—

and

co-pilot side-by-side witlr dual controls,

navigator and wireless-operator behind.

with

Crew compartment has

cm

GREAT BRITAIN

A¥m—continued.
volume of 286 cub.

ft. (S.l cub. m.).
Aft of crew oompartineiit is
crew’s toilet room, with volume of 135 cub. ft. (3.8 cub. m.). Aft
of this is galley of 125 cub. ft. (3.6 cub. in.) capacity and scat for
steward.
Main cabin (capacity ,670 culi. ft.
16.1 cub. m.)
follows, and has nine passenger seats on port side facing to starboard. Gangway on starboard. These seats are convertililo
into six bunks.
Maxivnuin cabin height 0 ft. 4 in. (1.93 ni.).
6yindows on starboard side only. Main entry door on starboard
side W'ith coat-rooin opposite.
Emergency escape hatolies in roof,
’fo the rear of main cabin is toilet compartment with volume of
93 cub. ft. (2.6 cub. m.).
Rear luggage hold aft wdth capacity of
41 cub. it. (1,2 cub. m.)
loading hatch in roof. Eoi'ward freiglit
ccmipartment in nose has capacity of 227.6 cub, ft. (6.4 cub. nu) ;
hinged nose-eap for loading.
Acco;\iMon_ATiON (13-passenger version). Grew compartment, toilet
and freight holds as on 9-passonger version. Crew’s toilet reduced
to .60 cull. ft. ( 1 .4 cull, m.) capacity, and galley reduced to 85 cub, ft.
(2.4 cub. m.).
Main cabin of 69.6 cub. ft. (19,6 cub. m.) capacity
accommodates tliirteon pas,senger3 .arranged in .six seats on starhoard and seven on port, witli central aisle. All seat.s face forward
except aecoiKl .seat.s from frmit, which face afl. Window's on both
sides of cabin,
EipuPMKST. Two dinghie.s, one in each wing root tra-iling-edgo and
(on. 9-pas,senger \-er.sion) one in coat-room at rear.
Oxygen bottle
in floor under pilot’s cockpit.
DntENsroNS. Span 102 ft. (31.1 m.), Length 76 ft. 10 in. (23.4 in.),
Heiglit (tail down) 17 ft. 10 in. (5.44 m.).

=

\a
-y
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;

—

—

—

W'eiohI’.s
(fully

and Loadings

(Nine-passenger version).— Weight

empty

equipped and furnished) 37,190 lbs. (16,870 kg.), Crew (5)
baggage and food 1,100 lbs. (499 kg.), Passenger.s (9) 1,530 Ihs.
(094 kg.), Passengers’ baggage (9 at 50 lbs. — 27 kg.) 460 lbs.
(204 kg'.), Mail or freiglit 210 lbs. (95 kg.), Fuel and oil 24,520 lbs,
(11,122 kg.), Weight loaded 65,000 lbs. (29,484 kg.). Maximum
iaiiditig w'elght

(244.1 kg./sq,

68,000 lbs. (26,309 kg.). Wing loading 60 Ibs./sq.
I;’ow'er loading 10 Ibs./h.p. (4.63 kg./h.p.).

ni.).

ft.

—

W.EIUHTS AND Lo.vDiNUs (Tliirteen-passeiiger version). ^^Weight empty
(fully equipped and furnished) 36,190 lbs (16,416 kg.), Crew (5),
baggage and food 1,100 Ib.s. (499 kg.), Passengers (13) 2,210 lbs,
(998 kg.), Passengers’ baggage (13 at 50 Ibo. = 27 kg.) 660 lbs.
(295 kg.). Mail or freight 4,050 lbs. (2,110 kg.), Enel and oil 17,060
lbs. (7,740 )cg.). Normal weight loaded 01,860 lbs, (28,058
g.),
Maxinnim pprniis.sablo weight loaded 65,000 Ih.s. (29,484 kg.),
Maxiiniim landing weight 58,000 lbs. (26,309 kg.), Wung loading
•

(at Morinal loatUxl weight) 47.6 Ibs./.sq. ft. (232.4 kg.jsq. ni.), Power
loading (at normal loaded weight) 9.5 Ih.s./li.]). (4.3 kg./h.p.).

—

24,494 kg.). Maximum level
speed 315 m.p.li. (507 krn.h.) at 12,000 ft. (3,660 m.), Speed at
sea level 2S5 m.p.h. (459 km.li.). Speed at 3,500 ft. fl,065 m.) 300
m.p.h. (483 km.h.), Maximum weak mixture cruising speed 290
m.p.h. (467 km.h.) at 17,500 ft. (5,335 in.) at sea level 246 m.p.h.
(394 km.h.) at 11,000 ft, (3,355 rn.) 280 m.p.h. (451 km.h.). Rates
of clirni) (at 65,000 lbs. == 29,484 kg.). Maximum rate of climb
(at maximum elimiuiig iiow'cr) 970 ft./iniii. (296 m. /min.) at 10,000
ft. (3,050 m.) at sea level, 950 ft. /rain. (290 m./inin.), Maximum rate
of climb on three engines, 490 ft./rnin. (149 m./min.) at sea level ;
at 16,000 ft. (4,570 m.) 250 ft. /min, (76 m./rnin.). Ceiling (at maximum climbing jiow’er) 25,000 ft. (7.020 m.), Service ceiling 24,300 ft.
(7,405 rn.), Throe-ongine ceiling 20,500 ft. (6,250 in.), Three-engine
service ceiling 19,000 ft. (5,790 m.), Take-off distance to 50 ft.
19,061
(16 m.) 1,200 yds. (1,097 m.), Landing run (at 42,000 lbs.
kg.) 550 yds. (503 m.).
Ranges (Nine-pas-senger version). (At optimum cruising conditions)
4,100 miles (6.,598 km.) at 230 m.p.li. (370 krn.h.) at 20,000 ft.
(6,095 m.) W'ith 2.190 lbs. (993 kg.) payload 3,280 miles (5,278 km.)
at 280 m.p.h. (4.71 km.h.) at 20,000 ft. (6,096 ra.) w’ith 4,340 lbs.
(At maxirnmn weak mixture cruising con(1,969 kg.) p.a,vload.
ditions) 3,600 inile.s (5,793 km.) at 280 m.p.h. (451 km.h.) at 20,000
ft. (6,096 rn.) wuth 2,190 lb.s. (993 kg.) payload ; 3,200 miles (6,1,70
km.) at 280 m.p.h. (451 krn.h.) at 20,000 ft. (0,095 m.) w'ith 4,870
lbs. (2,200 kg.) payload.

PERt'onMANCE (Speeds at 54,000

lbs. ==

—

—

,•

Ranges

(Thirteen-iiassenger

version).— (.At

optimum

cruising

eoii-

ditious) 2,820 miles (4,538 km.) at 230 m.p.h. (370 km.h.) at 20,000
(6,095 rn.) with 7,510 lbs. (3 ,406 kg.) payload ; 2,710 miles (4,361
km.) at 230 m.p.h. (370 km.h.) at 20,000 ft. (6,095 rn.) with 10,650
lbs. (4,831 kg.) payload.
(At maximum weak mixture cruising
conditions) 2,450 miles (3,943 km.) at 280 m.p.h. (461 km.h.) at
20,000 ft. (0,095 in.)with 7,510 lb,s. (3,406 kg.) payload; 2,420 miles

ft.

The Avro Lancastrian

III Transport.

(3,894 km.) at 280 m.p.h. (451 km.h.) at 20,000
10,650 lbs. (4,831 kg.) payload.

ft.

(6,095 m.) with

THE AVRO NENE-LANCASTRIAN.
An experimental version of the Lancastrian is fitted

with two

Polls-Boyee Nene centrifugal -flow turbo-jet miits in place
of the outboard Merlin engines. The object of this installation
is to obtain performance figures of a jet-propelled air-liner,
and generally to investigate the efficiency of the jet engines
so installed.

Modification work was completed by Bolls-Boyce Ltd., with
the approval of A. V. Eoe & Co. Ltd., and the Nene Lancastrian
made its first flight at Hucknall in August, 1946. Alteration
to the main spar, ailerons and flaps and the control runs between
the inner and outer engines, was necessitated by the jet imit
Extensive experimental equipment is carried,
installation.
including separate sets of instruments for the Merlin engines

and the Nene

jet-unite.

The Nene Lancastrian has a considerably improved performance over the standard aircraft. Altitude can be maintained
easily on three engines, and the aircraft has been flown satisfactory with both Merlins and one Nene stopped. The additional
fuel required for the jet-units is accommodated in auxiliary
tanks in the fuselage. The standard wing tanks, three in each
wing, are retained. Two of them carry kerosene and one petrol.
Total capacity is 2,385 Imp. gallons (10,848 litres) paraffin and
740 Imp. gailons (3,364 litres) petrol. The weight loaded is
62,670

lbs. (28,381 kg.).

Using only the Nene engines
over 800 miles (1,287 km.).

'

il.ii.

this aircraft

has a range of
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Airliner (four 1,620 h.p. Rolls-Royce Merlin 24 engines).

YORK.

interim type i^ending the completion of newer types designed
primarily for transport duties. To expedite piroduction the
York n^as designed to incorporate many of the feature.s of tlie
Lancaster bomber, including the wing-s, engines, landing gear
and tail imit. A radically new fuselage of large capacity was
designed, and the wing was mounted at the top of the fuselage
instead of in the mid position as on the Lancaster. After the
first prototype had flown a third central fin was added, and this
was retained on all production aircraft.
The York is still used widely by the R.A.P. (as tl'.e G. IMk. I),
and by numerous air lines, including the British Ovei'seas Airways Corporation, British South American Airways, South
African Airu'ays and the Argentine F.A.M..L. Company.
The following specification give.s particulars of th(> four
current versions. Structurally the York is similar to tho
Lancastrian, except for the fuselage.
our-cugiiied Long-range Triiaspa.rt
Type.

—
—

Cantilever high-wing iminoplanc. M’iiig identical
wit it
Tjaneastrian, but mounted at toj) of fuselage.
Diineiisions anil
areas as Lancastrian, but with increased dihedral (7 degrees) on
enter wings. Aspect ratio 8.(}3.

Wi-N^os.

—

All-metal somi-monocoque structure of roughly rectangular cross-section built in five inain sections. Construction
consists of vertical channel-section frames and formers, top-liat
section stringers and flush-riveted metal skin. Reinforced floor

Fuselage

structure.

—

As Lancastrian, but mounted in high -wing position, and
with additional fin over fuselage centre-line. Areas as Lancastrian
except fin area (total) 107.5 -sq. ft. (10 sq. in.).
Landino Geak As Lancastrian.
PoWEK Pi..vNT. As Lancastrian. Normal fuel capacity 2.478 Imp.
oil capacity 150 Imp. gallons (082 litres).
gallons (11,271 litres)
(Hieavy freighter version). Crew compartment
AcciOMMODATroK
forward, .separated from main cabin by soundproof bidkhead fitted
with sliding door. Provision for four or five crew meinhera,
varying according to duty. Entire fuselage space available for
freight carrying, with loading door 8 ft. x 6 ft. (2.44 in. x L83m.)
aft of wing trailing-edge on jiort side.
Lashing points in floor
and on sides. Special loading ramp stowed at rear. Toilet com-

Tail Unit.

—
—

;

—

partment forward.:

—

Accommodation

(Passenger -iYeighter version).: Pa.ssenger cabin
extends from mid-chord position to aft of trailing-edge, and has
12 seats arranged four double seats on starboard and four single
seats on port, all facing forward.
Two toilet compartments at
Kitchen, with refrigerator, etc., and luggage compartment
rear.
with capacity of 200 cub. ft. (5.60 cub. m.) aft; freight loading
hatch on starboard side. Main freight compartment extends from
crew compartment to passenger cabin. Entry door on port .side
of fuselage under wing,
Accommodation ^ (21 -passenger version).—Main passenger accornmo elation extends from crew compartment to kitflien at rear and is
.

The Avro York C.Mk.

six passin two culiiii.s
Douldo seats on .starfioard
Two toilet rompartmouts on starside and single seats on port.
board side between caliins. IMaiii entry tloor hetwoen cabins on
liitehen and rear
('oat-i'oorn on left of entry door,
})ort .side,
'fwo
luggiige oompartmeiu as on ]:)asscngo,r-lreightt'r %'C'i’sion.
luggage compartments forward, one of 60 enfi. ft. (1.7 cul), tit.)
capacity
capacity on port, mid one of RIO eidi. ft. (3.67 eid:). in.)

urranoed to

The York four-engined tiansport monoplane was developed
from the Lancaster bomber. It was introduced in 19-1-2 as an

I Military

enger.s

iti'coinmoiiiite 2i

in forwai'd

[uissi'iigers

;

eahln and 15 aft.

on starboard.

—Generally

AccOMMO:D.vrroN

(24-])a.ssengei' ver.sion).
^•ersio^, Irut witli three additional seats

a.s

2 l-]ta3senger

forward in place of luggage

compartments.
Weight,s and Loadings (Heavy freighter vor,sion).~ Weight em^ity
(eqnip]ied) 39,458 Ifis. (17,899 kg.). Crow (4) 680 lbs. (3(18 kg.),
Crew’s baggage 100 lbs, (43 Itg.). Fuel and oil 19,192 lbs. (8,705 kg.).

Water 125 llts. (57 kg.). Total freight load 11,445 llis. (3,192 kg.),
IMaximnm weight loaded 71.000 ll:is. (32,206 kg.),Aluxininm landing
weight (on grass) 38,000 Ih.s. (23.909 kg.), Maxhunnt landing weight
eonerete) 60,000 lbs. {27,21(i kg.). M'ing loiiiling 34.6 Ihs./sq. ft.
(266.6 l-:g./st|. m.), Power loading 10.9 lbs./h.|i. (4.93 kg. /h.p.).
Axri
Iaiadings (Passenger- Freighter version). -Weight
empty (equipped) 41,603 lbs. (18.872 kg.). Grew (-1) 680 ll,is. (308
kg.), t’rew's baggage 100 lli.s. (43 kg.), F'uel and oil 19,192 ll)s.
(S.703 lig.), Waler 200 lbs. (91 kg.). Food 120 H.s. (36 kg.). I’asAengers (12) 2.O40 lbs. (923 kg.), Passengers’ baggage 600 llis. (272
loaded 71.00(1 lbs.
kg.'). Freight 0.463 h>s (2.932 kg.). IVeiglit
(32.206 kg.).
Laatiing weiglits iind loadings as Heavy .Freiglitor
wn'siou.
Weiutits a:nd Loadings (2 -passeng('r version).- Weight empty
(equipped) 43,438 lbs. (19,704 kg.). Crew (3) 820 llis. (372 llis.),
(Yew’.s baggage 123 ilis. (57 kg.). F'uel and ail 19,192 llis. (8.705 kg.).
Water 300 Tbs. (136 kg.). Food 125 Ihs. (37 kg.). Passengers (21
3,570 lbs. (1,019 kg.). Fassengers’ baggage 1,030 llis. (476 kg.),
Mail 2,380 Ihs. (1.080 kg.). Weight loaded 71,000 Iks. (32,206 kg.).
Landing weight.s and loadings as Heavy Freighter I'er.sion.
Weights and Loadings (2 l-Dassenger version).— Weight empty
(equipped) 42.040 lbs. (19,069 kg.). Crew (3) 820 lbs. (372 kg.).
Crew’s baggage 125 lbs. (37 kg.), Fuel and oil 19,192 llis. (8,705
kg.). Water 200 Ib.s. (91 kg.), I'ood LtO lbs. (63 kg.). Passengers
(24) 4,080 lbs. (1,831 kg.). Passengers’ liaggage 1,200 lbs. (344 kg.).
Mail 800 lbs. (363 kg.), 'WeigldT loaded 68;397 lbs. (31,115 kg.),
Maximum landing weiglds as Heavy Ifreigliter version). Wing
loading 52. S lbs,/sq. ft. (237.76 kg./sq. in.), I’ower loading 10.38
(on,

IV'eigiits

-

1

'

lbs. /h.p. (4.8

kg. /h.p.).

32.206 kg.).--A[axiinnm level speed
lbs.
306 m.p.h. (492 km.h.) at 10,800 ft. (3.290 m.). Maximnni level
speed at sea level 284 rn.p.h. (457 krn.h.). Cruising speed at 10,300
ft. (3,290 m.) 231 m.p.li. (404 km.h.). Cruising speed at .sea level
203 m.p.h. ’(327 km, In). Maximum rate of climb 1,500 H./iniii
(457 m. /min.) Rate of climb at 10,500 ft. (3,200 m.) 080 ft./rniii..
(207 m./inin.). Climb to 10,500 ft. (3,290 rn.) 12.8 minutes. Take-off
distance to 50 ft. (15 in.) 1,880 vd.s. (1,719 m.), Service ceiling
23,000 ft. (7,010 m.).
PERFonM.ANO:B (At 61,000 lbs. == 27,670 nu). Maximum level speed
310 m.p.h. (499 km.h.) at 10,800 ft. (3,290 rn.), Maximum level
speed at sea level 287
(462 km.h.). Cruising speed at 10.300
ft. (3,290 ra.) 239 m.p.h. (417 krn.h.), Cruising speed at sea level
211 m.p.h. (340 krn.li.), Maximum rate of eiiinb 1.900 ft. /min.

P:ehformance (At 71,000

—

Transport (four 1,620 h,p, RoII?-Royce Merlin 24 engines).

W

—

R

The Avro XIX Light Transport (two 420

h.p.

(579 m.jmin.). Rate of climb at 10,500 ft. (3,290 m.) 970 ft./niiH.
(290 m./miii.). Climb to 10,500 ft. (3,290 in.) 9.0 minutes. Landing
distance from 50 ft. (15 m.) 1,200 j^ds. (1,097 in.), Service ceiling
20,000 ft. (7,925 in.).
Peufokm.-vnce (On three engines, at 71,000 lbs.
32,206 kg.). IMaxicruising speed 214 m.p.h. (339 kin.h.). Maximum rate of
climb 900 ft. /min. (274 in. /min.). Rate of climb at 10,500 ft. (3,290
m.) 240 ft. /min. (73 m.jmin.). Climb to 10,500 ft. (3,290 m.) 26.4
minutes. Service ceiling 19,500 ft. (5,945 m.).
27,670 kg.).
I’.E!iFOiiMAXCE (On three engines at 61,000 lbs.
Maximum cruising speed 228 m.p.h. (367 km.Ji.), Rate of climb at
475
ft.
m./min.).
Climb
to 10,500
10,500 ft. (3,290 in.)
/'min. (145
ft. (3,290 m.) 18 minutes, Service ceiling 23,000 ft. (7,010 m.).
/Maximum ILanges (At 68,000 lbs.
30,845 kg. at 10,000 ft. == 3,050
Heavy Freighter vez’sion 2,700 miles (4,345 km.) ivith 8,500
m.).
lbs. (3,855 kg.) payload, Passenger-Freighter version 2,700 miles
(4,345 km.) with 6,500 lbs. (2,948 kg.) payload, 21-passonger
version 2,700 miie.s (4,340 km.) with 4,500 lbs. (2,041 kg.) payloati.

—

=

mum

=

—

THE AVRO 652A TYPE

XIX.

XIX is a commereial development of the Anson

The Type

—

.

and

Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah
r.p.rn,

with 4

welded
wing.

steel-tulze

XV

engines).

(0.28 kg./sq. e/m.) boost, mounted on
liearers attached to welded steel channels in
3
degrees
46 minutes. Quickly-detachable

Ib.s./sq.

in,

Up-thrust
Rotol

two-blado con.stant-speed airscrews, 8 ft,
diameter. Pour 35-Irap. gallon (150 litre) fuel tanks
in wings.
Long-range version has extra 40-Imp. gallon (182-litre)
fuel tank installed in fuselage.
87 or 100 Octane fuel. Two 7.5
Imp. gallon (34-litre) oil tanks, one in eaoli engine nacelle. Nineelement Vickers-Pott oil-cooler.
Acco.mmodation. Crew of two consisting of pilot (on port) and radiooperator/navigator side-by-side, with provision for dual controls.
Main cabin accommodates six passengers, three on eacli side of
central gangway, or nine passengers with five seats on starboard
and four on port. Elsan toilet compartment at rear on starboard
.side on six-pa.ssenger version.
Racks for light luggage above
seats.
Main entry door on port side of fuselage at rear of cabin.
Forwai'd freight compartment in nose, with nose-cap hinged at
top for access ; capacity 17 cub. ft. (1.58 cub. in.) ; allowance
175 lbs. (79 kg.). Rear conqiartment aft of cabin 5 ft. high X
3 ft. long X 3 ft. wide (1.52 in. x 0.91 m. X 0.01 m.) has capacity
of 40 cub. ft (1.13 cub. in.) and allowance of 325 lbs. (147 kg.)
Acees.s door on starboard side of fuselage
Accommodation (Long-range version). Crovr of four consisting of
pilot (on port) ancl observer side-by-side, flight engineer behind
pilot, and wireless-operator on starboard.
C'rev' compartment
increased by moving bulkhead back to rear spar. Tliree passenger
seats in main cabin, one on xiort lacing forward and two on starboard facing each other, with table between. Toilet compartment
on starboard side aft of rear spar. Luggage allowance 70 lbs.
installation.s.
4 in. (2.56 ni.)

—

—

widely used on civilian and military communications duties.
The Anson (Type l)r)2A) itself was originally produced in 1935
as a general reconnaissance jnonoplane and was a development
of the Type 052, two of wdiich were produced in 1935 for Imperial
Airways. The Anson appeared in many different forms for
reconnaissance, training and commnnieations work, and details
of the various marks (including those built in Canada), together
with a full structural specification, appeared in the last Edition
of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
Many Ansons, notably the Marks
I,
and XII, are still in use in the R.A.F. Approximately

is

(32 kg.).

Accommodation (Photographic and General Purpose versions)
Flight crew of foiu', consisting of pilot and co-pilot side-by-side
witli dual controls, and wdreless-operator and navigator behind

X

12,000 Ansons have been built.
The Avro
is generally similar to the earlier aircraft,
but the cabin roof has been raised slightly to provide more
head space for the passengers. The later Ansons, from the
Mk. Xi onwards, were also modified in this way. Apart from
this improvement the Type XIX, remains basically the same
as the original Anson I.
Variations of the Type' XIX include a special long-range
version supplied to the Ministry of Civil Aviation for executive
transport
a photographic aircraft supplied to the Eire Army
Air Corps, and a general purposes military version for the Iraqi
Air Force.
The following description, except where indicated, applies
specifically to the civilian Avro XIX.
Type. Twin-engined Feeder-line Monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. Wooden two-spar structure
built in one piece and attached to fuselage at eight steel piek-up
points on spars. Constant taper in chord and thickness from
root.
Box-type spars with laminated booms and double webs,
ehordwise ribs, longitudinal stringers and jilywood skin. Synthetic
dihedral 4 degree.s ;
glue n.sed throughout. Incidence 4 degrees
mean chord
aspect ratio 6.9; root chord 10 ft. 6 in. (3.20 m.)
gross
8 ft. 4 in. (2.54 m.)
nett wing area 410 scp ft. (38.1 sq. m.)
wing area 463 sq. ft. (43 sq. m.). Friso-type wooden ply-covered
ailerons; total area 32.4 sq. ft. (3.0 sq. m.). All-wood split trailingedge flaps between ailerons and fuselage. Single-spar structure
with ply-covering. Hydraidic oiieration.
D'uselage.
elded steel-tube structure with wooden vertical frames,

between

spars.

Wireless-operator

(on

starboard)

faces

XIX

;

—
—

;

;

;

;

—

^

longitudinal stringers and fabric covering. Nose-section plycovered.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Construction generally
to mainplane. All-wood two-spar structure in one piece. Balanced
elevators with trim-tab in each. Tailplane span 23 ft. 0 in. (7.01
m.)
tailplane and elevator root chord 5 ft. 11 in. (1.80 m.)
tailplane area 62.3 sq. ft. (5.77 sq. m.)
elevator area 22.5 sq. ft.
(2.07 sq, m.) ; fin area 11.5 sq. ft. (1.07 sq. ni.) ; rudder area 19,4
.sq. ft. (1.80 sq. m.).
Landing Geab.
etractable two -wheel type. Each main wheel
carried betw’een pair of Turner pneumatic shock-absorber legs with
heavy central rear actuating strut. Hydraulic operation. Track
13 ft. 8 in. (4.16 m.).
Non-retractable tail-wheel carried on
Turner hydraulic shock-absorber leg.
I’owEB .'Plant.~Tw’o Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah
seven-cylinder
radial air-cooled engines each rated at 420 h.p. for take-off fiit 2,550

—

;

;

;

—

XV

The Avro XIX Light Twin-engined Transport.
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;
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The Avro XIX Mmtary Communications Monoplane (two 420
navigator (on i^ort) faces forward, with chart-table in front and
astro-dome above. Bulkhead at rear spar separate.^ crew compartment from main cabin. Provision for fitting Eagle IX or
r-24 camera in floor aft of rear spar on starboard side. Rear
windows on each side removable to permit oblique piiotography.
Three seats in main cabin ; one behind camera and two on port.
Armament (General Purposes version). Two manually-operated
Vickers
guns installed on port and starboard sides as alternative
to oblique cameras.
One forward -firing .303 in. (7.7 m/m.)
Browning machine-guns on port side of cockpit. Provision for
carrying two 100 lbs. (4o kg.) and eight 10 lbs. (4. .5 kg.) bombs,
Prone
or one 250 lbs. (113 kg.) and eight 10 lbs. (4.3 kg.) bombs.

—

K

bomb-aiming position in nose.
Equipment. 24- volt electric sy.stem.

—

matics.

B'eywood Compressor pneuHydraulic system operating at 800 lbs,/sq. in. (5(1.25

kg./sq. c/m.).

— Span 50

ft. 0 in. (17.22 m.). Length 42 ft. 3 in. (12.87
down) 13 ft. C in. (4.11 m.).
Weiohts and Loadings (Si.x-passonger lor.sion). Weight eni|i(>'
7,419 lbs. (3,305 kg.). Equipment 332 lbs. (100 kg.), Crow 340 lbs.
(164 kg.), Passengers 1,020 lbs. (403 kg.). Baggage 153 lbs. (09 kg.).
Fuel and oil 1,110 lbs. (500 kg.). Weight loadeil 10,400 llis. (4,717
kg.). Wing loading 22.4 Ibs./sq. ft. (109.3 kg./sq. m.). Power loading

DIMENSION.S.
ni.),

Height

(tail

—

12.37 Ibs./h.p, (5.0 kg./h.p.).

Weioht.s and Loadings.
7,419 lbs. (3,305 kg.).

—Eight-passenger
Equipment

—

version). "Weight enqity
14. lb. (07 kg.).. Crow 340 lbs.
<

(154 kg.), Passengers 1,530 lbs. (094 kg.). Baggage 220 lbs. (103
kg.), Fuel and oil 730 lbs. (334 kg.). Weight loaded 10,400 lbs.
(4,717 kg,), loadings as six-passenger version.
Performance. Maximum speed 19() m,p.h. (306 km.h.) at 5,000 ft.
(1,523 in.). Maximum cruising speed 174 m.p.h. (280 kin.h.) at
5,800 ft. (1,770 m.). Economic cruising speed 155 m.p.h. (249 km.h.)
at 3,000 ft. (915 m.), Stalling speed (flaps and landing gear down)
60 m.p.h. (97 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 750 ft. /rain. (229 m/min.).
Service ceiling 19,000 ft. (5,790 m.). One-engine ceiling 5,750 ft.
(1,755 m.), Range (with six passengers) 610 miles (982 km.), Range
(with nine pa.ssengens) 336 miles (573 km.). Range (long-range
version) 820 miles (1,320 km.). Take-off distance to 50 ft. (15 m.)
700 yds. (640 in.). Landing distance from 50 ft. (15 m.) 570 yds.
(521 m.), Fuel consumption 33 Imp. gallons (150 litres) per hour.

—

THE AVRO 652A TYPE XIX (METAL WING VERSION).
Tests have been comiileted with a metal wing and tailplane
to replace the wooden structm*es on the earlier Avro XIX.
The
new wing is constructed in five sections comprising the centresection carrying the engine nacelles, tw^o outer wings and detachable tips.
Construction is of the two -.spar type, with rib.s and skin
carrying shear loads only. The spars consist of fully -machined,
extruded light alloy booms, with light alloy webs carrying
stiff oner,s at each rib station.
The spar joint between the

h.p.

Armstrong

Sicldeley

Cheetah

XV

engines).

and outer -whig is by parallel link shackles _on
the booms, w'ith high-tensile steel bolts and shear plates joining
the welis. The. outer wings are completely iuterciiangeable
and the main bolt attachment holes liave replaceable bushes
so that wear can be accommodated without the use of o^-ersize
centre-section

bolts.

Each main lib is composed of nose, centre and trailing portions.
The centre portions, of light-alloy .sheet, with pressed flanged
lightening holes and fluted for .stiffening, are attached bj- angles
to the front and rear spar webs and by flanges to tlie wing s iiu.
nose ]iortion is of similar construction, wiiile the trailingedge rib pressings are reinforced by angle stif'fener.s to (uirry
the air loads induced by' the landing ilajis. Slciii eoi-ering i.s of
.\lelad slieet throughout, reinforced by' s|:)an-wise striiiger.s at
the lap joints.
Tiie tailjilaue is in one piece and i.s easily delaeliabie, and
fbliow.s the general form of construction em|:i!oyed in the wing,
'rhu elevator.s are connected by a, single toriiiie-tutio across the
iriie

fuselage.

THE AVRO 634 LINCOLN.
conforming to Bpociiieation 14/4:], is a fourengined lieavy'- bomber whicli is virtuall.y a sealed-up version
of the Lancaster. The Lincoln I and II were in fact known
originally^ as the Lancaster IV and V.
The Lincoln was intended for use in the Pacific Theatre, but
appeared just too late to be flown operationally. Various
modifications and improi’ements were incorporated in the
design as a result of experience with the Lancaster. The
OA'erall dimensions were increased to permit greater loadcarrydng abilities and .-'0 in. (12.7 m/m.) machme-guns were
fitted in all positions.
Later versions carry' t wo 20 m/m, cannon
in the dorsal turret.
The Lincoln I is powered by LTaO h.p. Pvolls-Roy'ce Merlin Sa
Tlie I.incoln,

engines driving Roto! foiu'-blacle airscrews, wliile the Mk. II
has Merlin 68 (Packard-built 66) or Merlin flOO (Pacaarcl-built
100) engines chiving D.H. liyclromatic airscreu's.
The designa tion Mk. V w'as given to the version of the Lincoln
I built by' Victory Aircraft, Ltd. of Canada (since acquired by'
A. V. Roe & t o. Ltd.). Six aircraft wore biult and they' w'ere
converted to freigliters for the Roynil Canadian Air Force.
The Lincoln was also put into production by' the Beaufort
Division of the Australian Department of Aii’craffc I’roduction
and was re-designated the Flk. JIO. The fir.st :fi\'e aircraft w'ere
completed partly' from coniiionent.s sent from tlreat Britain,
but subsequent aircraft will be entirely' Auistrailian-built. The
The
first of a total order for 61 was flown on March 17th, 1946.

X
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The Avro Lincoln

II

Heavy Bomber

(four Rolls-Royce Merlin

iirst batcli of Austi'alian-built Lincolns are fitted Avitli Packardbuilt Merlin 85 engines but later the Australian-built Merlin

102 will be fitted.
our-eiiginod Heavy Ilomljci’.
Typu.'
Wings. ^All-metal contilevor mid-wing rnonaplane. Aerofoil sc'ctioii
centretVing Iniilt in. five .main .sections
231)00 Series.
seetion. integral witli biselago! and l.iearing inner engine nacelles
bearing
intermediate
seetions
two
attachrneids
undercarriage
iuul
and two outer wings. Trailiiig-edge of intermediate
outer nacelles
Detachable tips. Tvu-spiiT striicture.
.sections Ijnilt separately.
Centre-.section spars of extruded squave-soction. booms brdted
vertical
top-hat section stabilisers. Ouie
plate
webs
witli
to
spars have extruded spindled booms of IT-scction. taqiering to angleRibs of jirossed (.liaphragm
sect ion towards tij.is, and pdate wel.is.
tyiio, with lieavy engine rilis and joint ribs of hi -girder construetiou.
Light alloy to']i-hat .section si'mnwise stringers in leading and
trailing-edge .seetion.s and hotueen .sjiar.s of centre-seetiou oi’er
.Mean aerodynamic dihedral
Stre.ssed light alloy skin.
fuel tanks.
dross wing area 1,4.21 stp J't. (132 sq. m.). All-metal
4 degree.s.
metal covering'. Auto servo-tah and
ailerons in two sections
Hyilriiuiiofilly-operated .split trailing-edge flnpi.s
Inuid trim-tabs.
in two sections bet ween ailerons and fuselage with stiffening of
light iilli. 1 ca,stellated roinroreoment,
;\.ll-mPtal .somi-mom.icociue .structure Imilt in fi\-e main
FtTs.i':LAO.i3.
no.so .section, with front gmi-tuvrot ;
section.s lailtod togethoi'
alt: secti(,)n bearing dorsal turret :
centi'e-section
cahiu section
and tail-section lieuring tail-unit and rear turret. Clianiielseetiou I'rames and continuous angle-section longitudinal stringer.s.
Main l.ioml) iloor
(Stre.ssed .skin of longitudinal light alloy panels.
of two cast C-l)oan\s witli two cast 0-in,tercostals to carry main
Hanged eliannciby
cxtrinlod
inemficrs
of
hoinh su.si.icnsion, l.munded

——

KACA

Rower Peant.

’

,

'

;

;

;

section.

Trap, galloii-s (liS2

liet

ween two

below front

and retracting liaekwards

into

:

front gmmor/boinb-aimer
navigator
wireless-operator
;

j

;

;

Pilot's seat

on

poi't witli airnotired

piilot

dorsal

baok-

Nose-window td' welded .steel-tiibo framework witli
toughened glass and .Pers|.>ex jianols.
Abuament. Twin .5 in. (12.7 in/m.) Browning machine-guns in
Boulton Paul Typie F nose-turret remotely-controlled from bombtwo 20 m/m. .Hispano
aimor’s seat, with Mk. 111.41 pcriseoiiic sight
Mk. IV or Mk. V cannon in .Bristol il-17 Mk. I dorsnl turret;
jiJate.

—

;

.5 in. (12.7 in/m.) Browning niachino-guus in Bonlton Paul
D rear turret with radar sight. Maximum bom)>-load 22,000
(0,079 kg.).
24-volt eleoti’ic .sy.stem. .Full I'aflar and radio gear.
.FiiiuPMENT,
Inllatalile dinghy in tail of fuselage.
F-24 camera.

twin

Typo
Ihs.

—
Duiensions. — 8pan 120
Height

(tail

ft.

(30.57 m.), Lengtli 78 ft. 3^ in. (23.85 in.),
ft. 31 in. (5.20 ni.).

down, over rudders) 17

liOADixGs.- --'Weight empty (eqiiippicd) 44,188 lbs.
(20,044 kg.), AVeigid loaded S2,0o0 lbs. {37,194. kg,). Wing loading
52.77 Ibs./sq. ft. (257.02 kg./sc). m). Power loading I2.2']bs./h.2).
(5.53 kg./h.}).), Bjum. loading 5.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (27.82 kg.ysc|. m.).

Weights axu

—

Alaxiiuum speed 310 ivi.p.h. (499 km.h.) at 18,300 ft(5,575 m.), (Stalling speed (flaps and iindercarriage down) 75 m.pi.h.
(121 km.h.). Maximum range (at 82,000 lbs. --- 37,194 kg., .still air
f>,095 m.) 4,000 miles
at 215 in.]),li. == 34() km.h. at 20,000 ft.

'PERFomiANCE.

—

km.). Range (at 2(50 m.p.h. =( 418 km.h. with 14,000 lbs.
6,350 kg. bomlj-load) 3,250 miles (5,23(J km.). Range (at 260
m.p.h, — 418 km.h. with 22,000 3b,s.
9,979 kg. liomb-load)
1,150 miles (1,850 km.).
((),437

=

I.)mvt,y .Sliaek-ab.soi'her leg.s attaeliod to girder
.S]nu;'

Jitre.s).

—Crew of seven

engineer /co-pilot
gunner and rear gunner.

flight

—

carried
casting

einergeiicy -lowering com(7.24 m.). Non-retractable

—

Aeco.MMODATiON.

—

ll-metal cantilever structure., standard I.ancaster unit
IInm'.i:.
except for sligfit increase of riukler area. Low-movmtod twi.i-spar
tail|.ilnno carrying twin elliptical fins and rudder.s at extremities.
Sheet metal covering on id! .sui'facc.s. In,set trim-tah.s in all ino\'idjle
automatic balance-tabs in ekwator.s. Mass ).)aliuicc.s.
snrfacp.s
Tailplanc spiui 33 ft. 9 in. (10.28 m.).
Landing Gda.k. Rctractaldo two-wheel typie. lilai'h main wlicel

H’aii,

with

ft. 0 in.

;

;

1

Track 23

cowlings.
Rotol or De Havilliind four-blade eonstiuit-speed fullfeathering airscrews, 13 ft. 0 in. (3.90 in.) diameter. (Si.x main
fuel tanks
one light alloy tank in each ceutre-section and two
Marston llcxible tanks in each intermediate wing pianel. Total
Oil capacity 160
fuel capacity 3,580 .Imp. gallons (10,277 litres).

;

—

—{The Aeroj^lane).

ojieration,

Four 1,035 h.p. Rolls-Royce Morlin 85 or PackardIMerlin 08 twedvc-cylinder ^'ce licpud-cocded engines mounted a.s
piower-egg'S on welded stcel-tnlre bearers, and enclo.sed in cylindrical

:

;

68 engines ).

Hydraulic
nacelles.
pirossed-air system.
taihvheel.

inner

=

BLACKBURN.
BLACKBURN ASRORAri, LTD.
Head Oefice, Works, Aerodrome and Seaplane Base

and Bari'acuda torpedo-bomber.s and the
:

Brough, E. Yorks.
(Scottish Works
London Ofeice

Castle Road, Dumbarton.
FriMca Grostenor Street, IV. I.
and Joint Managing Director Robert Blackburn,
:

C^liairrnan

:

II,

:

O. B.E., A.M.I.C.E., F.Pv.Ae.S.,'M.I.Mecli.E.
Directors
Major P. A. Bum}ous, B.lSc., A.Pv.C.S., W’'h.Sc.,
P. .H.Ae.S. (Joint Mrinaging Director), Sir Maurice Denny, Bt,,
C.B.E., E.Sc., M.I.C.E
M;.I.N A., W. S. Farreu, C.B., M.B.E.,
M.A., F.R.(S., M.I.Mecli.E., F.R.Ae.S., Oapt. N. W. G. Blackburn,
R, R. Rhodes, If.R.Ae.(S. and Sq. Ltlr j. L. N. Bennett-Baggs,
:

,

'

THE BLACKBURN
The Firebrand was

A, F, Jopling, A.C.A.
Chief De,signer
G. .14. Petty, F.R..Ae.(S.

The Blackburn Company

wa,s fou.nd(?d by Mr. Robert Blackaeroplane in 1910 and has continued
to manufacture aircraft ever since.
Although the Blackburn Company has concentrated mainly
on naval types and specialises in toipedo-carrying aircraft, its
experience covmrs a wide range of types, from the single-engined
light aeroplane to the rnulti-engined flying-boat.
In 1930, the Blackburn Comfiany^ came to an arrangement
with the famous Scottish shipbuilding company of William
Denny & Bros. Ltd., of Dumbarton, to organise and operate
jointly a factory on the Clyde, and Sir Maurice Denny joined
the Board of the Blackburn Company.
In 1937, the Blackliurn Company received a contract for the
production of the Blackburn Skua fighter dive-bomber. In
1938 the Roc was adopted for use by the Ifleet Air Arm.
During the war the Company devoted a large jiart of its
production facilities to the manufacture of aircraft of outside
design.
Large contracts were fulfilled for the Fairey Swordfish

burn,

who produced his

fir.st

(Sunderland

The latest Blackburn design which may be mentioned is
the Firebrand, a description and illustrations of which appear
herewith. At the time of writmg the C.'onipanj" was jjreparing
for production of the Percival Prentice training monoplane
under sub-contract.
In July, 1946, Blackburn Aircraft, Ltd. formed the North Sea
Air Transport Ltd., a charter company' with headquarters at
the Hanworth Air Park.

A.F.K.Ae.S.
(Secretary:

(Short

flying-boat. It was also engaged in the modification of American
aircraft for the Royal Navyu

B.37

FIREBRAND.

originally designed as a single-seat Fleet

Fighter around the Napier Sabre 111 24-cylmder liquid-cooled
H-type engine to Siiecification N. 11/40. The first unarmed
prototype flew on February 27, 1942, and the Mk. I prototype
with full armament and militaiy equipment five months later.
At that time the Sabre engine was just going into production and
because the Plawker Typhoon was more fully developed than the

Typhoon received priority for the new engine.
therefore neeessarj'- to find an alternative power-plant for
the Firebrand and at the .same time it tvas decided to widen its
sphere of usefulness by converting it into what is commonly
term.ed a “strike” aircraft, that is, one capable of striking with
torpedoes, heavy bombs or rocltets and, after release of its load,
of operating as an offemsive fighter.
The production aircraft, the T.F. Mk. IV, was developed
from the Sabre-powered F. Mk. I, wliich first flew in July, 1942,
II and the T.F. Mk III,
The T.F. Mk.
by way of the T.F.
II was the Mk. I aiTanged as a torpedo-carrier, with slightly
increased span, and first flew on March 31, 1943, The T.F.
Mk. Ill was the fhst Centaurus-powered version, employing
engine, and a Rotol four-hlada
either a Mk, VII or a Mk.
Firebrand, the

It

was

Mk

XI

S

GREAT BRITAIN

(24c)

BLACKBURN— eoniinued.

The

Blaekhurn

Firebrand

V

Torpedo-Fighter

Single-seat

The engine installation and accessories were comairscrew.
pletely redesigned, and a two-position torpedo-gear, also used
latterly on the T.F. Mk. II, was fitted.
The T.F. Mk. Ill first
flew on December 21, 194:1, and its production version, tlie T.F.
Mk. IV, with re-designed tail snrface.s, on May 17, liMo. The
T.F. Mk. Vis generally similar to the Mk. IV except for minor
eqxiipment details and improvements. IPhe following description applies specifically to the T.F. Aik. I\'.
Tvi’e.

—

and Fleet

Figlitor.

cantilever inonoplaao.
All-rnota! two-sinir stnnd'.nro consisting of contro-sootion, two niU-.or panels and detaeluil.do
Spars composed of hollow e.xtruded booms joined on front
tips.
and rear faces witli ]3lato webs; Spars interconnected by diai'jhragin
ribs, with heavy double frame on centre-line to t-ake main torpedo
Spanwise tubular stringers on upper surfaces. Stressed skin
load.
covering. Outer wing panels fold upwards and backwards round
rear spar to lie alongside fuselage. Mumial operation. All-metal
Frise ailerons with spring servo-tabs. Fowler-type slotted trailingeclge -flaps inboard of .ailerons and running on rails enclosed oompletely within wing section.
Maximum depression angle 30 degrees.

Small automatically-operated supplementary split flap on each
flap depressing 44 degrees.
Two small split flaps on centresection supplement the main flaps. Hydratdic operation by Lockheed gear. Dive-brakes on upper and lower surfaces of outer wings
attached to front spar limit dive to 370 in.p.li. (595 km.h.). Maii\
wing root chord 9 -ft. 6 in. (2.9 m.), tip cliord 4 ft. 3 in. (1.3 m.).

main

Dihdral (outer wings) 6 degrees (on top surface of front spar.).
Nett wing area 353.6 sq. ft. '(32.85 sq. m.), Gross wing area 381.5
sq.

IX

engine).

assembled on a chassis of extruded channel-section
l)y clianiiel members and plating and covered by
Rear section is a metal monoeoque of
iletachable metal panels.

structure

members, braced
oval section.

—

Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type.
smooth metal eoi'ering on all siirfacos.

All-metal structure with

Forwardly -placed

fin

and

aiul spring servo-tab at bottom of Imrnbalanced rudder. ^In.set one-piece elevator with trim-tal)s at outer
ends and spring servo-tubs iimnediatoly inboard. Fin offset 3
degrees to starboard. 'J'ailplane span Hi ft. 19 in.s. (5.1 m.), tailplane and elevator chord (on ceiitrc-liue) 5 ft. lU in. (1.8 m.).
I'udder.

Trim-tab at top

_

ingle-soat Torpedo-carrier

Wmos. — Low-wing

,

(2,500 h.p. Bristol Centaurus

ft.

(35.44 sq.

Fuselage.

rn.).

—All-metal structure

behind cockpit.

A

in

two portions jointed

Circular-section

forward portion

at
is

bulkhead
a

tubular

Landing Gkaii.-— lletractalilo

Liockhced oloo-imeumatic legs
frames al: extremities of controInwards rotraetiou. L’airing plates

tyiio.
iittaclied to diagonally-liraced cast

between
soetiou
attaclied to each ksg

spars.

and hinged plates

,

fuselage completely
Fully -eastering self-centering
hou.se undercarriago'when retracted.
tail-wlieel carried on oloo-pueumatie sijocli-atisorber strut which
Autoinatically-operated enclosure
retracts forward into fuselage.
doors.
Hydraulic operation by Loeltheed gear with emergency
hand-operated pump. Deck arrester hook attached aft of tailwheel.
Track 11 ft. 0|- in. (3.37 m.).
i,i(;h;nv

Power Plant. — One

2,500 h.p. Bristol Centaurus IX eighteen-cylinder
sleove-valve air-cooled radial engine driving a Rotol four-blade
Main and
constant-speed airscrew 13 ft. 3 in, (4 m.) diameter.
auxiliary self-sealing fuel tanks in fuselage with total capacity
of 239 Imp. gallons ( 1, 187 litres). Oil tank in fuselage behind engine
bnlkliead.
jettisonable auxiliary fuel tanks of various sizes, up
to a maximum capacity of 100 Imp. gallons (455 litres) each,
may be carried on wing liomb -racks and on the torpedo beam.
Carburettor intake in port extended centre-section, oil-cooler in
similar position to starboard. Jettisonalfle rocket-assisted take-off
gear.

Blackhurn Firebrand IV (2,500 h.p. Bristol Centaurus IX engine). landing on the deck of an aircraft-carrier.

GREAT BRITAIN

BLA CKBURN—coniinmd.
cockpit over trailiug-edge of wing.
Accommodation.—
Pilot’s
witli bullet-proof windscreen.

canopy

bliater-type

Armour

(25c)

Sliding
plating

behind and below pilot. Metal decking round cockpit of heavy
gauge with good deflection qualities.
Four 20 m/in. Plispano cannon, two in each outer wing
Abiviamisnt.
on hinged mountings for ease of servicing. Access panel in underAmmunition boxes in outer wings and protected
side of each wing.
from ahead by armour plating. One 1,850 lb. {840 kg.) torpedo
on Blackburn two-position mounting below fuselage. Mounting
automatically lowers tail of torpedo’ to horizontal position when
landing-gear is retracted. One 1,000 lb. (454 kg.) bomb may be
carried under each wing, a rack being fitted on each gun compartment access door. Racks for Rocket Projectiles below outer wings.
Equipment. Full equipment includes radar, radio, camera gun,
torpedo camera (in leading-edge of port wing), oxygen apparatus,
windscreen de-ieing, signals and fire-extinguisher. 24-volt electric
system.

—

—

—

Dimensions. Span 51 ft. 3J in. (15.62 m.). Length 39
Height 15 ft. 2 in. (4.65 m.).

Weiqhts and Loadings.—

eight

empty 11,357

ft. 1 in.

lbs.

(12 m.).

(5,162

kg.).

take-off \veight 15,671 lbs. (7,106 kg.), Maximum weight
fuel) 16,227 lbs. (7,361 kg.), Wing loading 41.7 lbs./.sq.
ft. (203.0 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 6.37 Ibs./h.p. (2.88 kg./h.p.).
PEBroKMANCE (At 15,071 lbs. 7, 106 kg.). Maximum speed 334 m.p.h.
(637 km.h.) at 12,500 ft. (3,810 mi) in S gear. Speed at sea level
305 m.p.h. (490 km.h.), Speed at 2,500 ft. (760 m.) 310 m.p.h.
gear, Maximum economic cruising speed 280
(511 km.h.) in
m.p.h. (450 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.). Cruising speed at 75%
maximum economic power at 10,000 ft. (3,050 ra.) 248 m.p.h.
(399 km.h.), Hate of climb at sea level 2,100 ft./min. (640 m./inin.),
Rate of climb at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) 1,660 ft./min. (503 m./min.).
Service ceiling 29,000 ft. (8,850 m.), Still-air range (at maximum
economic cruising speed) 405 miles (651 km.) (L5 hrs.). Still-air
range (wdth full loermanent tankage and torpedo, at maximum
economic cruising speed) 600 miles (965 km.) (2.2 hrs.). Still-air
range (with three 100 Imp. gallon 455 litre drop-tanks, at maximum economic cruising speed) 1,480 miles (2,380 km.) (5.4 hrs.).
Recommended approach sjieed (with flaps down and full torpedo
load) 95-100 m.p.h. (153-161 km.h.).
Perfoemance (Mk. V, at 16,100 lbs. 7,303 kg.). Maximum speed
350 m.p.h. (563 km.h.). Maximum speed with torpedo 342 m.p.h.
(5.50 kzn.h.). Initial rate of climb 2,600 ft./min. (793 m./min.).
Initial rate of climb ivitli torpedo 2,200 ft./min. (671 m./min.),
Range (at 289 m.p.h. 465 kra.li.) 627 mile.s (1,009 km.), Range
412 km.h.) 745 miles (1,199 km.).
(at 266 m.p.h.

Normal

(maximum

—

=

M

=

—

=
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BOULTON PAUL.
BOULTON PAUL AIRCRAFT, LTD.
Head Office, Works and Aerodrome

:

WoiiVERH.AMPxoN.

Incorporated June, 1934.
Chairman R. G. Simpson.
Directors
J. D. North, F.R.Ae.S., M.I.Ae.E., F.R.Met. Soc.
and N.R. Adshead (Joint Managing), J. Kissane and R. Beasley.
Chief Designer (Au’craft)
J. W. Batchelor.
Boulton Paul Aircraft, Ltd. was formed in 1934 to take over
:

:

:

:

the old-established Aircraft Department of Boulton & Paul, Ltd.,
together with one-third of the issued capital of A.T.S. Ltd.,
which company was incorporated in 1931 to hold a large number
of patents relating to metal construction pooled by the following
aircraft companies
Boulton & Paul Ltd., Gloster Aircraft Co.
Ltd., Sir W. G. Armstrong Whitworth Aircraft Ltd., and the
Steel Wing Co. Ltd.
During 1936 Boulton Paul Aircraft Ltd., moved its works
from Norwich to a new factory at Wolverhampton.
The only Boulton Paul design produced in quantity during
the war was the Defiant tw'o-seat night-fighter, full particulars
of which have been given in previous issues of “All the World’s
Aircraft.”
Brief details of an interesting turret fighter designed by the
company during the war, and a half-scale flying model of this
aircraft which was built by Heston Aircraft, Ltd are given
below.
The Company has also designed and produced large quantities
of mechanically-operated gun-turrets of various types,
:

—

THE BOULTON PAUL

P.108.

a two-seat side-by-side trainer which was, at
the time of writing, under construction. It will be fitted with

The P.108

is

The Boulton Paul P.92-2, a

half-scale flying

The Blackburn Firebrand IV Torpedo-Fighter.
a Rolls-Royce Dart gas-turbine driving a constant-speed tractor
airscrew and providing additional jet thrust, the jet outlet
being under the fuselage immediately aft of the trailing-edge
and offset to starboard to counteract airscrew torque. The
P.108 will be suitable for day and night advanced flight training,
gumiery. navigation and bombing instruction, and glider-towing.
The P.108 will have upward folding wings, a two-wheel
retractable landing -gear and a totally-enclosed cockpit.
Dimensions. Span 39 ft. 4 in. (11.98 m.). Width folded 21 ft. 1 in.
(6.24 m.). Length 34ft. 4in. (10.46 m.). Height 11 ft. 10 in. (3.60 in.).

i
I
I

!,,,

1
1

—

THE BOULTON PAUL

Ilj

ill
Iji

P.92.

In 1946 particulars were released of a projected three-seat
round a Boulton Paul turret to Specification
P.11/37. This was to have been a high-wing monoplane powered
by two Rolls-Royce Vulture II engines and incorporating alarge sliallow-domed turret, armed with four 20 m/m. camion
and taking up most of the centre-section.
fighter designed

A

model, designated the P.92-2, v'as designed
and built by Heston Aircraft Ltd. with the object of obtaining
data relating to the airflow over the wings and tail-xmit when the
guns were traversed. Two D.H. Gipsy Major II engines were
fitted.
Due to changing requirements the full-scale prototype
was abandoned, but the scale model was completed and flew
satis! actorily.
A photograph of the half-scale version appears
below.
The P.92 w'as to have had a loaded weight of 19,100 lbs.
(8,664 kg.j and the maximum speed was estimated at 37 1 m.p.h.
(597 km.h.) at 15,000 ft. (4,570 m.).
Dimensions (P.92). Span 66 ft. 3 in. (20.18 m.), Wing area 709 sq. ft.

ii||

‘j

ft

—

(65.86 sq.m.).
(P.92-2).
Span 33 ft.
in. (10.09
6 in. (8.38 m.). Height 7 ft. 7| in. (2.32 rn.).

—

model of the F 11/37 Fighter Monoplane which was

built

|
I
i

lialf-seale flying

Dimensions

f

/1|

l|k
llj;

|l;|j
fi/li

i|,

/

'

h/i
||i’

hj:
,

ill
||’®

jf;)

rn.),

Length 27

by Heston Aircraft, Ltd.

ft.

Il

i

ijl

A

model

of the

Bristol

THE BRISTOL AEROPLANE CO., LTD
Head Oeeice, Works and Aerodrome
London Opeice 6, Arlington Street,
:

Type 167 Long-range Airliner which

Filton, Bristol.
St. James’s, S.W.l.

:

Established
1910.
Directors : Sir William CJ. \’erdou Smith, C.B.E., J.P. (Chairman), Sir G. Stanley White, Bt, (Managing Director), H. J.
Thomas (Assistant Managing Director), W. B. Verdou Smith.
George S. Wdiite, N. Eowbotham and K. J. G. Bartlett (Sales
Dhector).
Chief Designer (Aircraft)
A. E. Bussell, B.Se., F.B.Ae.S.
Chief Test Pilot
A. J. Pegg, M.B.E.
Founded in 1910 by the late Sir George White, Bart., pioneer
of electric traimvays, this company ivas formerly known as The
British and Colonial Aeroplane Co., Ltd.
Thronghout the war years Bristol aircraft, iioivered ):iy Bristol
engines, were in constant operational seri'ice with all Commands
of the Boyal Air Force.
Details of the Blenheim, Beaufort,
Beaiiiighter and Biiekingliam were given in |)re\-iaiis i.s.snes of
‘hill the World’s Aircraft”.
The total ivartiine production of Bristol aircraft aiiioiuded
to over 14,000, iuchidiug a, 400 Bleidioims, :-,200 Beaid’orts
(700 in Australia) and G.OoO Beaitlighter.s (over tliiO in Australia).
The Company has since the war prudueed the Type 170
civilian transport monoplane^. i\-hic'h is being sujiplied t(.» operiit ni’s
at home ami o'l'erseas, iind is engaged in developing the 'l’y[)e
107 110-ton air-liner which conforms to Specification I of tlic'
:

;

;

Brabazon Committee.

The

Company

lias formed a Helicopter Dejiartmeut
Mr. Raoul Hafner, and a four -seat lielicopter, the Type 171, is under development.
Details of the activities of the Aero-engine Division of the
In
.Bristol Aeroplane Co., Ltd. will be fomid in Section D.
addition to the current production of .sleei-e- valve radial engines
the Division, is engaged in an extensive programme of gas-turbine
development, details of which are also gh'en in Section D.

Bristol

under the

dii’eetion of

THE BRISTOL

167.

The

Bristol

under development.

The wing is a two-spiar structure with an ,BC 1240 (modified)
It lias a root chord of 2‘.1 .ft. 2 in. (7.00 m.) and
aerofoil .section.
an aspect ratio of 0.07. Hydraulically-operated plaiu-hingti
flaps are fitted to the trailing-edge ami liave a total area ot
082 sq. ft. (lo.lla sip m.).
."^rhe fuselage is a metal moiioco(.(ue .siruetarc ot circular
cross-section covered witli Alelad sheet, and lias a maximum
external diameter of 17 ft. (5.18 m.). The tail-unit is an_ allmetal cantilever monoplane .structure with U: span of 7.") ft.
The lauding gear is a retractable tricycle, witli
(22. St) .m.).
twin wlieels on tlie .main and nose units. The track is 5.7 it.
(10.70 m.).
'The Type 107 ivili lia\'e a normal crew of ten, and pa.ssenger
accommodation will be provided for a maximum of 224 passenger.s
by day and SO by night.
.DniKXSioxs.-— Span 2:!0 it. (70.1 in.), l-cngiii 17T
Hoi gilt “»0 ft. (1.5.2+ in.). Gvo.ss wing area 5.;!! 7 S(|. It.

li.

(.ys.il.l

in.),

(+U:?.nr) sq. in.).

'Wi'.iiiHTs AXB I'.OADixus (Dc.sigiicd).- -Xoviiial wciulit loaded 27il,tiOO
lli.s. (12i),5.52 kg.), iMaxiininn M-ciglit. loaded 285,0110 fli.s. {129,271

kg.), h'iiig loiuliiig (normal) 52.4 ll.)s./.-;(|. It.. (255.8 kg./si.|. in.).
.Miixiimini spt'ed t!00 iii.|i.li. (2S.‘;! km.h.)
:io ( Bstinia+ed).at 25.IM)0 it. (7.020 ni.), ('raising .speed 25tt in.|i.ti. (102 liin.h.)
at 25.000 ft. (7,020 in.), Mtalling sjiecd SI5 ni.p.li. (150 kin. In).

—

l^l•.;Ul•'ORM.^\l

170 WAYFARER FREIGHTER.
170 was designed as an economic i)a.ssengcr or
freight traiisiiorl to carry a higii jiayioad on short-range lligdits.
It has a capacious fuselage ami, apart from its civil applications,
is available a.s a military transport aircraft and as sucli can
carry a great variety of loads cornitosed of Iveavy truck.s, guns,
Large twin nosi'-doors facilitate loading of cargo
stretchers, etc.
into the freighter A-ersions.
As a military aircraft the Ty]ie 170
can be loaded up to a maximum of 39,500 lbs. (17,917 kg.).
The prototype 170 fir.st flew on December 2, 1945. The 170
is now in. full jiroduction and deliveries are being .made to
operators all over the World.
The pa.ssenger version, wdiicli doe.s not liave the large nosedoors, is know.n as the Wayfarer, anrl the cargo vei'.sion as tlie

THE BRISTOL

I'lii'

T.v’i+e

Freigliter.

The Type 107 lias been designefl to Specification 2/44 as a
fully-pressurized long-range passenger monoplane, and the
prototype, under construction at Filton, is scheduled to fly in
April, 1047.
An oflicial order for fom Type l()7’s has been given,
the first to be piowered by reciprocating engines and tlie others
by gas-turbinos dri\-ing airscrews.
The Type 107 is an all-metal lou-wiiig monoplane with a
constant-chord centre-section and two tapered outer v-ings
M’ith Bwept-back leading-edges ami straight trailirig-odges.
The power jilant of the IMk, I will consist of eight Bri.stol Centeight oen-eylindei’ two-row radial .sleeve -valve airaurus
cooled engines, each developing over 2,000 h.p., buried in tho
wings and grouped together in pairs to drive two tlmeo-blade
co-axial contra -rotating fractor airscrews. There will bo
capacity fur 12,000 .Imp gallons (o4,oK8 litres) of fuel in the witig.s.
9'he next three aircraJ't tire to be ecpiipped with Bristol Proteus
gas-turbines, and the first of this type, the Mk. II, is expected
to tiy in 1948.

XX
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The main

I'ersions are
Freighter Mk. I. fJargo ver.sion with twin .no-se-doors.
Freighter Mk. lA. Combined eargo/passenger version accommodating 1(1 passengers in tlio rear and cargo hold forward.
Twin nose-doors.
Cargo version without nose-doors but vlth
Freighter Mk. 11.
large loading door on each .side of fuselage.
Wayfarer Mk. IIA. 32-3(1 Passenger version.
Wayfarer Mk. IIC. Combined passenger/cargo version with
accommodation for 20 passengers and cargo stowage fore and aft.
Twiii-ongiiieil Passonger (Whij’farcr) or Freight (Freigliter)
Tvj’E.
:

—

'.I’i,'aiis|)oi.‘t.

WiXGS.

Ciiiidlfn’er liigh-wing

moTiopliine.

.\erofoil

section Pv.A..F.

2S (modified) with thickno--,, chord ratio of -17.5'',, at root dccrea.siug to .T),/ at tip.
All-metal two-s]:)ai’ striictiiu'e (;onsi,stiiig of
coiistiint.-cliord.
ocntre-sectioii and two straight-tapered outer
wings witli dotacinible ti]is, (.’entre-sectinn span 31, ft. 2 in. (9.50
lu.).
Siiiirs are jiui'aHel in centre-section and swept-liaek and converging in outer .seetioiiB, and arc built up of lieav'v extruded booms
l

170 Wayfarer (two Bristol Hercules 131

Giigines).

GREAT BRITAIN

BRISTOL

mnhimicrl.

joined by stiffened diaphragm -u-ebs witli, in centre-section, diaphragm ribs spaced by intermediate contonr members acting as
Reinforced diaphragm ribs at engine monnting points.
stiffeners.
Girder-type channel-section ribs in outer wing sections, witli
Spanwi.so
diaphragm ribs at wing joints and aileron hinge point.s.
Gross wing area
stringers, and stressed light alloy covering.
All-metal
constant-chord
Frise
aileroris
m.).
sq.
ft.
(126.9
sq.
1,405
with fabric covering and controllable trim-tab in each. Aileron
.span 19 ft. 5|- in, (5.94 m.) ; chord 2 ft. (0.61 in.),- aileron area
aileron movement 17 degrees up,
(each) 64.32 sq. ft. (5.04 sq. m.)
10 degrees do-wm. Tab span 6 ft. 11 in. (2.11 m.) ; chord OJ in.
(15.9 c/m.) ; tab area 2 sq. ft. (0.186 sq. ra.) ; tab movement 15
degrees up, 15 degrees down. Hydraulically-operated all-metal
split trailing-edge flaps in two sections each side between ailerons
and fuselage. Outer flap span 12 ft. 4.125 in. (3.76 m.) inner flap
.span 9 ft. 5.45 in. (2.87 in.) ; cliord (inner and outer) 2 ft. 6 in.
(0.76 m.) ; total flap area 106.5 sq. ft. (0.88 sq. m.). Flap positions
20 degrees for take-off ; 60 degrees for landing.
;

;

—

ll-metal structure of roughly rectangular cross-section
Structure consists of vertical frames
built in two main sections.
each built up of four standard jiressed corner pieces joined by
continuous longitudinal
straight lengths of elianne-l-section ;
stringers and stressed Alclad skin. Jlain floor of extruded lightalloy T-.section beams, and channel-section interco.stals witli
covering of detachable wooden panels. On Freighter nose-section
is split on vertical centre-line and hinged to open for loading.

Fuselage.

—

Unit. All-metal cantilever monoplane type. Tailplane is
constant-chord structure with two spars, ehordwiso rilis and
stressed metal covering.
Fin .similarly built with swept-back front
and rear spars. Rudder and elevators have metal frames and fabric
covering and are statically-balanced.
Rudder fitted with controllable spring and trim-tabs, and ele\-ator.s with spring-tab in port
and trim-tab in starboard. Tailplane span 17 ft. (5.18 m.) ; tailplane and elevator chord 8 ft. (2.44 m.) ; tailplane area 162,32 sq. ft
(15.06 sq. m.) ; elevator chord 3 ft. 4.8 in. (1.04 m.), elevator area
elei'ator movement 30 degreo.s up,
(each) 47.9 sq. ft. (4.45 .sq. in.)
20 degrees down ; elevator tali span 8 ft. l-.V in. (2.46 m.) tub area
(each) 6.49 sq. ft. (0.64 sq. m.)
elevator spring-tab movement
15 degrees up, 20 degree.9 down
elevator trim-tab movement 2(1
degrees up, 20 degrees down. Fin area 121.57 sq. ft. ( 12. 1 sq. rn.)
rudder area 51.15 sq. ft. (4.75 .sq. m.)
rudder movement 2.7
degrees each way ; rudder trim-tab span 4 ft. 8 in, (1.42 m.)
area 3.03 ,sq. ft. (0.337 sc{. m.) ; movement 6f degree.s each wa-y ;
rudder spring-tab span 4 ft. 84 in. (1.43 in.)
area 3.65 sq. ft.
(0.339 sq. m.)
movement O.^- degree.s eacli way.

Tail

,-

;

;

;

;

The

;

;

;

La'nmng GEAB.—Fixed two-wheel type. Each main wheel (Dunlop
48 X 18.00- IS) carried on Dowty liquid-spring shoek-alisorber
leg atytached to front, .spar ^^ith rear bracing strut and faired .sti'iit.
Tyre pressure 50 Ibs./sq. in. (3.5 kg./sq. c/in.).
•Dunlop pneuinatio brakes operating at pressure of 15(1 Ibs./sq. in.
(10.5 kg./,sq. ejm.).
Track 27 ft. 4 in. (8.54 in.); wheel ha.so
(tail down) 56 ft. 5.6 in. { 17.24 m.).
Gastering tail-wheel carried in
fork on Dowty liquid-spring slioek-alisorber unit,

ineotiiig fuselage.

POWEE

I’IjANT.

radial

—

Bri.stol Herculo.s 131

air-cooled

engines

fourteen-evlindcr two-roiv
fftted

with

siuglc-spc.-eil

and each rated at 1.090 h.p. for take-off'. I-ingine.s
mounted on quiekly-detachable hoarer.s and enclosed in long-chord

.supercharger.s,

centi'e.s

25

with controllable trailing-edgo cooling gills,
Ihigine
ft. (7.02 in.).
Kotol or de Haviiland four-liiade constantmetal airscrew.s, 13 ft. 3 in. (4.04 in.) diameter.

.speed fnll-feathering

Two 300 Imp.

gallon (1,304 litre) riveted alloy fuel tanks, in centresection, one on each side of fuselage betu'een sjiars.
Each tank
divided into tivo compartinentys u-ith separate filler, gauge, etc.
Provision for additional 900 Imp. gallon (4.091 litre) I'uel tank in.
fuselage.
Oil capacity 39 Imp. gallons (177 litres).
AcGOJ.tii:oi).vr;LON

4

ft.

(i

Bristol

in. (1.37 in.) .frnm

ll)s./sq. ft.

(361) kg./sq. in.).

170 Freighter.
ground

'Two

anil may lie loaded up to 75
streiigtjumiid strips riui lougi-

iiidiiially along floor to permit lieavy veiiicles to bo carried, ami
may 1)0 ’loaded up to 200 lbs./st|. ft. (976 kg./sq. nu). Tying-rlown
Me(duuiica.lly-o]ierate(l twin nose doors permit
points in floor.
direct loading of freight froiii iloor of ruek. etc. and allow i-ohiple.s
i\t rear ol main holil is smaller Ireight
to be driven in ria a ram|).
(•oiniia-rtuieiit 8 ft. 4 in. long ,< 8 ft. wide >: 0 ft. 8 in. higli (2.64
2.03 in.) witli volume of 340 cull. ft. (9.6 cnb. in.),
in
2.44 m.
witli'dnor 0 ft. 4 in. high X 4 ft. wide (1.83 in. X 1.22 ra.) in bvilklour 2 ft. 8 in. (0.8 1 m.) from ground on port side oi hisclage,
liead.
.7 ft. high
X 4 ft. 2 in. wide (1.52 lii. X 1.27 m.) fur loading rear
t

,

1

wo

sleeve-valve

cowlings

is

(Freighter

Mk.

I).

— Crew

<.if

two accoiaiuodated

in

stt top of I'orwiird section of fuselage, reached
v/u liateli in .floor and htdder on starboard wall of main frei.gh('
.I’ilot (on port) and co-jiilot/radio-operiitor seated side-byhold.
side witli dual controls.
V-U'ind.screen.
Main, cargo hold is
35 ft. loug x 8 ft. wide x 6 ft. 8 in. high (9.65 in. x''2.44 in.
2.03 111 .) witli volume of 2,020 cmb. ft. (57.2 cub. in), and extends
from nose to stre.s,sed luiUdiead aft of wing t railing-edge. Fli.)or

flight cmnp_£u’tment

eompartment.

—

.Vct'OMuriDATroN (Freigliter Mk. .11). Similar to Mli. I l.ait without
Large access door on each side oi luselage.
large nose doors.
Ac(;0.mmi)DAti;on' (Wayfarer Mk. IIA).— (-'rew comptirtniont as If reighter
Mk. 1 hut with provision for pilot, co-pilot, radio-operator and
Hmler roar of flicht deck is luiffet, with .sliding door
steward.
6 ft. 1 in. high X 2 ft. 3 in/wido (1.85 m. X 0.69 in.) into
ealiin.
Main cahin acconnuodatos 32 passengers in two rows of

mam
_

installing
eigiit tloiifiie seats witli eentra.1 gangway, and prori.sion for
tw'o .liirthor double .seats in entrance loliliy at rear. _i\lain access
door 5 ft. 2 ill. high X 4 ft. 2 in. wide (1.57 m. X 1.27 m.) on port
Toilet compartmont on port
side (if fuselage in entrance lobby.
JIaek.s loT personal luggage along
Side ai- reai* of* entrance door.
iorward of buffet
compartiiifiut
Luggage
eaeli siile of main cabin.
with capacity of 165 cub. ft. (4.07 cub. m.). Access door on star

liourd side of fuselage 6 ft. high

X

2 ft. 9 in.

wide

(1

.83

m. X 0.84

111 .).

AccojiiionATtoN (VV'ayfarer Mk. IK(). - Crew as jMk._ I. Jr’assenger
caliin IS ft. 4 in. long X 8 ft. ivido X 6 ft. 8 in. liigli (5.59 m. X

»llf:
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Bristol

Brigand Long-range Attack Monoplane (two

>' 2. 03 111 .) extends IVom bulkhead aft of crew compartment
111
fioooinmoi bites 10-20 passengers in double seats on each side.
.\rt of in.un ealiiiL is freiglit hold 10 ft. long X 8 ft. wide X 0 ft.
Forward luggage coin8 in. liigh (3.05 111 X 2.44 in. X 2.03 m.).
partinent in nose has volume of 280 cub. ft. (8 cub rn.), with fxcees.s
door on starlioard side of fuselage. Entrance lobby aft of rear
freight hold, with door on port side.
AonoMMODATiON (Freieliter Mk. lA). Crew as Mk. I. Freight
comiiartrrient extends from bulkhead at rear of flight eompartnieiit
and is 10 ft. S in. long X 8 ft. high x 6 ft. S in. wide (3.25 in. x
2.44 m. X 2.03 in.). Twin loading doors in nose. Passenger
cabin 14 ft. 8 in. long X 8 ft. wide x ti ft. 8 in. high (4.47 in. X
2.44 111 X 2.03 111 .) has aceoniinodation for 1 0 passengers. Entrance
loliby and access door at rear a.s on Mk. IIC.
system,
de-icing
system. T.K.S.
I'lectric
I'lpcii’MONT. - 24-volt
.lanitrol 1.7.000 BTU cabin heater.
Djiiovsioxs. Sjiiiii O.S ft. (29.88 m.). Length 08 ft. 4 in. (20.84 m.).
Height (tail down, over tin) 21 ft. 8 in. (O.GO m.).

2.-14

.

and

.

.

—

.

—

—

Wkiuhts axu Luadi.vus (Kreighter Mk. 1). Weiglit empty (equipped.
23,0,-)4 lbs. (10,729 kg.). Crew (2) 340 lbs. (154 kg.), Oil (30 Imp.
gallons== 177 litres) 350 lbs. (150 kg.). Payload and fuel 12,056 llis.
(5,7-11 kg.), VVeialit

26 Ibs./sq.

ft.

loaded 37,000

(126.0

(16,783 kg.).

Wing loading

Power loading

10.9 Ibs./h.p.

lbs.

kg./sq. in.),

—

(4.9-1 kg./h.p.).

IVmiGHTS

Loadixos

AND

(e<(iiippefl)

25.111

lbs.

Oil 350 lbs. (159 kg.),

(Freighter
(11,392 kg.),

Mk. lA). ^Weight empty
Crew (4) 680 lb.s. (308 kg.),

Pajdoad and fuel 10,856

lbs.

(4,924 kg.),

Weight loaded 37,000 lbs. (16,783 kg.). Loadings as Mk. I.
Weioht.s and I.nAiUNOS (Freighter Mk. II). ^\¥eight empty (equipped)
23,534 lbs. (10,676 kg.). Crew (2) 340 lbs. (154 kg.). Oil 350 lbs.
(159 kg.), Payload and fuel 12,776 lbs. (5,795 kg.), Weight loaded
37.000 lbs. (16,783 kg.), Loadings as Mk. I.
Weiohts and Loadings (Wayfarer Mk. IIA).—'Weight empty
(ecpiipped) 26,139 lbs. (11,857 kg.). Crew (4) 680 lbs. (308 kg.),
Oil 350 lbs. (159 kg.), Payload and fuel 9,831 lbs. (4,459 kg.),
Weight loaded 37,000 lbs. (i6,783 kg.). Loadings as Mk. I.
Weights and Loadings (Wayfarer Mk. IIC). ^IVeight empty
(equipped) 25,959 lbs. (11,775 kg.). Crew (4) 680 lbs. (308 kg.).
Oil 350 lbs. (159 kg.), Payload and fuel 10,011 lbs. (4,541 kg.),
Weight loaded 37,000 lbs. (16,783 kg.). Loadings as Mk. I.
Pert'orw.anoe (At 37,000 lbs. = 16,783 kg.). Maximum speed. 221

—

Bristol

Centaurus 57 engines).

An entirely new fuselage of smaller
those of the Buckingham.
cross-sectional area has accommodation for a pilot, navigator/
torpedo operator and radio operator /gumier grouped together in
the forward fuselage.
Type. Twin-engined tliree-seat Long-range Attack monoplane
suitable for dive-bombing, torpedo-carrying, mine-laying or day

—

or night fighting.
Mid-wing cantilever monoplane. Aerofoil .section R..\.F.
Met al28 (modified). All-metal two-spar stre.ssed skin structure.
covered Frise-type ailerons witli controllal:ile trim-tabs. Hydraulsplit
flaps
six
seotions,
one
on
ea.ch
outer
ically-operated
in
and
two on each inner wing section and operated by torsional control
tube.s.
Bellow.s-type dive Itrake.s abovo the trailiug-eilge and on
the uiider.side of the split- flnpis. 'riioso arc maintaiiK'il closed by
venturi valves and duets in the loading-odge wliich cause a- reduction
in ]n'e.ssure3 within tlie liellows. I.’o ojievate l)rake.s valves are clo.sed
hy liydraulic jacks and ram [ircssure tlien Iniilds up to force bellows
open.
t}ro.ss wing area 718 sq. ft. (66.7 .sq. in.).
Fuselage.—-Oval section semi-moiio(.;oque, structure in three portions
comjirising front and rear soetions and stern frame.
Ftrueturo
consists of channel-section frame.s, angle-soet.ion stringers aiul
stre.ssed light-alloy skin.
Tail 'Unit. Cantilever monoplane type witli twin fiiLS and rudders.
Fixed surfaces of stressed-skin eonstnietion. Elevators and rudders
liave tubular spars, Alcdad ribs and are fabric-covered.
Elevator.s
and rudders fitted with controllable trim-tabs. Gross \-ertieal
area 93.2 sq. ft. (8.66 sq. xn.)
gross horizontal area 143 sq. ft.
(13.28 .sq. m.).
L.VNDING Geab. Retractable two-wheel type. Main and tail-wheel
units of levered-suspension type.
Electrically-fired cai'tridgeoperated emergency lowering sy.stem. Track 20 ft. 6 in. (6.25 m.).
Power Plant. Two Bristol Centaurus 67 eighteen-cylinder tworow sleeve-valve radial air-cooled engines, each rated at 2,500

Wangs.

—

—

,

;

—

—

—

—

Maximum weak mixture

m.p.li. (356 kni.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,625 m.),
cruising speed 194 in.p.h. (311 km.h.) at

Recommended weak mixtm‘6 cruising speed

5,000 ft. (1,525 xn.).
153 m.p.h. (246 km.h.)

(1,525 m.). Stalling speed (with flaps) 73 m.p.h. (117
km.h.), Initial rate of climb 970 ft,/min. (295 m./min.). One-engine
initial rate of climb 200 ft./min. (61 m./min.), Rate of climb at 5,000
ft. (1,525 m.) 1,040 ft. /rain. (317 m./min.). One-engine rate of
climb at 6.000 ft. (1,525 m.) 115 ft./min. (35 m./min.), Service ceiling
20.000 ft. (6,096 m.). Range (with 32 passengers) 600 miles (966
km.). Range (with 8,960 lbs. 4,060 kg._ freight) 700 miles {LfST
km.). Maximum still-air range 1,086 miles (1,746 km.). Take-off
distance to 50 ft. (15 in.) 750 yds. (686 m.). One-engine take-off
distance to 50 ft. (15 m.) 1,360 yds. (1,234 m.). Landing distance
from 50 ft. (15 in.) 750 yds. (686 m.).
at 6,000

ft.

=

THE BRISTOL
The Typo 171

is

171

h

1
;

HELICOPTER.

a four-seat civilian helicopter the prototype
It is to have a
built at Iho time of writings

of which was being
rotor mounted above the fuselage and a vertical anti
torque rotor carried on the upswept stern. The power plant
will consist of a Bristol radial air-cooled engine mounted in the
No further details, except for the foIloAving figures,
fuselage.
had been released for publication at the time of closing for press.
Dimensions. Rotor diameter: 40 ft. 8 in. (12.39 m.), Height 9 ft. 6 in.

main

—

(2.89 m.).

Weight Loaded

(Designed).

—4,500

\

\

lbs, (2,041 kg.).

THE BRISTOL 164 BRIGAND.
is a twin-engined three-seat Long-range Attack
fulfilling the duties of a dive-bomber, torpedoof
capable
aircraft
fighter, mine-carrier or day or night fighter, with correspondingly
But for the
suitable tankage for all operational requirements.
sudden end of hostilities the Brigand was destined to take the
place of the Beaufighter in the Pacific theatre of war.
A development of the Buckingham, the Brigand uses wings,

.Li

FI

'

/

1

11"'
0

,

The Brigand

landing-gear, engine-micellcs

and

tail-unit -which are similar to

li

The

Bristol

Brigand

I

Long-range Attack Monoplane.

The

Bristol

Buckmaster Advanced Trainer (two

for take-off
2,300 ]i.p. at 1.7,000 ft. {5,180 n:i.) for combat
flight ; 2,800 h.p. at low altitude.s, and 2,550 li.p. at 13,500 ft.
.Rotol foiu'-blade
(4,115 m.) with metluinol/water iitjeetion.
constant-speed airscrews 14 ft. (4.27 rn.) diamoter. Close-fitting
low-drag cowlings with Rotol cooling fans and eleetrically-ojterated
trailing-edge gills. Self-sealiitg fuel tanks in wings, with capacity
of 1,058 Imp. gallons (4,813 litre.s). Total capacity with auxiliary
tanks, 1,438 Imp. gallons (0,540 litres).
}i.[>.

AocoMMODATiON.—Crew
operator,

and

of three comprising pilot, navigator/torpedo
radio operator/gunner in tandem seats under a con-

tinuous transparent canopy.
Arm.^meistt.
.Four 20 m/in. cannon in underside of fuselage and firing
through piorts tinder the nose. One flexible .50 in. (12.7 m/m.)
machine-gun in rear gunner’s jiosition. Torpedo, mine or bombs
carried under fitsolage, and one bomb or four rocket-projectiles
under eacli wing.
Di.ME.Nrsiotis.Span 72 ft. 4 in. (22 in.), Length 40 ft. 3 in. (14. 2 in.),
•Height (trdl up, over rudder) 17 ft. 5 in. (5.3 rn.).
Wejoht.s ANT) LoA'DiNCi.s. Weight empty 24,027 lb.s. (11,171 kg.),
'N'ormal weight loaded 38.324 lbs. (17,384 kg.), Maximum weight
loaded 39,330 lbs. (17,840 kg.), Wing loading (normal) 53.3 lbs./
sq. ft. (200 kg./sq. m.), Power loading (at take-off) 7.00 Ib.s./h.p.

—

—

,

—

(3.47 kg./li.p.)'.

—

Maximum speed 358 in.p.li. (573 krn.h.) at 14,000
(4,270 m.), Maximum weak mixture cruising speed 311 in.]i.li.
(498 km.h.) at 21,300 ft. (0,500 ra.), Initial rate of climb 1,500
ft. /min. (458 m./min.). Service coiling 26,000 ft. (7,930 m.), Glintb
to service ceiling 33 tnin.s.. Maximum still-air range 2,775 miles
(4,4()6 kra.) witli auxiliary tanks.

Perforjianoe.
ft.

CHILTON.
CHILTON AIRCRAFT COMPANY LTD.
Chilton Aircr.aft IVorks,
He.a.i->
Office .and Works
HuNOERFORn, Berks.
Chilton Aircraft Co. Ltd. was registered on June 5, 194(),
:

and

is

a successor to the former Chilton Aircraft.

Chilton Aircraft was formed in 1936 and

production
with the Carden
converted Ford-Ten four-cylinder water-cooled engine of 32 h.p.
Chilton Aircraft subsequently took over the stock of Carden
Aero-Engines, Ltd., and continued to assemble these engines
for their own requirements as well as for various other u,ser,s.

was an

ultra-light single-seat

monoplane

its first

fitted

Centaurus VII engines).

Bristol

THE BRISTOL

;

166 BUCKIVIASTER.

The Buckmaster is a three-seat Advanced Trainer version ol
the Buckingham with all armament removed and the fuselage
widened at the cockpit to permit side-by-.side seating.
The power plant consists of two Bristol Centaurus VII engine.s,
each rated at 2,400 h.p. for take-off and driving Rotol fourblade constant-speed airscrews, 14 ft. (4.26 m.) diameter.
The crew of three consists of instructor, pupil-pilot and radio
operator. The pilot’s cockpit is fitted with complete dual
Duplicated
controls, the pupil being seated on the port side.
controls include those for landing-gear, flaps, airscrews, throttles
and brakes. There is an overriding brake control for the inThe radio operator’s position
structor’s use in an emergency.
is between the main spars with the equipment grouped mainly
on the port side. Night and blind flying equipment, fire-

emergency

extinguishers,
fitted.

Dimensions.

Weiuhts

— Span 71

equipment and dinghy are

10 in. (21.9 m.).

ft.

Loadinus.

.and

signalling

—Weight

Length 46

ft.

3

in.

(

14.15 m.).

empty (equipped 24,377

lbs.

(11.057 kg.). Removable load 1,004 lbs. (456 kg.), Fuel and oil
8,270 lbs. (3,751 kg,), Weight loaded 33,651 lbs. (15,204 kg..). Wing
loading 47.6 lb,s./sq. ft. (232.4 kg./.sq. in.), Power loading at take-off
7.02 lbs. /h.p. (3.18 kg. /h.p.).
Perfor.mance. Maximum speed 352 m.p.h. (503 km.h.) at 12,000 ft.
(3,660 rn.), Maximum weak mixture cruising speed 325 m.p.h. (520
km.h.) at 18,000 ft. (5,490 m.), Stalling speed 88_m.p.h. (142 km.h.).
Initial rate of climb 2,246 ft. /min. (684 m./rain.), Service ceiling
30,000 ft. (9,150 m.). Maximum range 2,326 miles (3,742 km.).

—

aircraft last appeared in the 1939 issue of “All the World’s
Aircraft.”

War

Chilton Aircraft; wa,s fully engaged on
the Ministry of Aircraft Production.
The new company now plana the revival of its interrupted
project.?, including the .manufacture of the Olympia .sailplane.

Throughout the
sub-contract work

for

THE CHILTON OLYMPIA SAILPLANE.
a .single-seat .sailplane of German origin which
was produced specifically for the Olympic Games of 1940, subThe Olympia

i.s

.sequently proving to be the most successful design entered.
It is an all-wood structure with a wing of Gottingen 549-076
aerofoil section and a taper ratio of 2.6 1.
Dimensions, Sjuin 49 ft. 3j,- in. (15 rn.), Lengtli 22 ft, (0.7 m.), Wing
area 161 sq. ft. (16 sq. m.).
Weights a,nd Loading. Weight empty 353 lbs. (160 kg.). Disposable load 209 lbs, (95 kg.). Weight loaded 672 lbs. (256 kg.),
Wing loading 3.48 Ibs./sq. ft. (17 kg./sq. m.).
Pbbform.vnce. Be.st gliding angle 25 1 at, 45 m.p.h. (73 km.h.),
Minimum .sinking .speed 2.2 ft./.soc. (0.67 m./sec.) at 39 m.p.h. (63
km.h.), Stalling speed 31 ra.p.h. (50.5 krn.h.).
:

Another version of the Chilton monoplane fitted with a 40 h.p.
Train engine was produced .shortly before the outbreak of the
late War and this model won the Folkestone Trophy Race in
the

Summer

of 1939.

Another model which was under construction at the outbreak
War was a Bvo-seat cabin monoplane to be powered with
any suitable engine of about 90 h.p. Description.s of the,so

of

CHRISLEA AIRCRAFT

CO.,

—

—

:

The prototype Ace (C.H.3
and rudder and a wooden

LTD.

Head Office PIeston Airport, Middlesex.
Works Exeter Airport, Honiton, Devon.
Directors: R. C. Christoforides, J. W. Hick and

—

fin

:

:

E.

E.

Christoforides.

The Chrislea. Aircraft Co. Ltd. was formed in 1936 to manufacture light aircraft.
Its first prototype the L.C.I. Airguard,
which was described in the 1939 Edition of this Annual was
completed in 1938 and this aircraft was undei’going flight tests
when the war broke out. The company then abandoned all
private work and went over to component manufacture for
military aircraft.
The Company has now' produced a light four -seat cabin
monoplane knowm as the Ace, series production of w'hich w'as
scheduled to begin at a new factory at Exeter Airport, Honiton,
Devon, in 1947.

Series I) w'as fitted with a single
iving, and first flew' at Heston on

August 19, 1946. It w'as subsequently fitted wdth twin fins
and rudders (C.H.3 Series ll). The production version (C.H.3
Series HI) will have a metal wing and the following description
refers to this model.

THE CHRISLEA C.H.3 ACE.
Type. Four-seat Cabin Monoplane.
Wings. Strut-braced high-wing rnonoxilano. Aerofoil section NACA
23012. Constant-chord two-spar structure. Spars have tubular
steel booms with tubular bracing
pressed aluminium ribs
lightalloy leading-edge and fabric covering aft.
Detachable tip.s.
Steel-tube V-strut.s on each .side brace wings to lower longerons.
Incidence 3.| degrees
dihedral
degrees
chord 5 ft. 0 in. (1.52
nett wing area 146 .sq. ft. (13.55 sq. m.)
in.)
gross wing area
165 sq. ft. (15.32 sq. in.). Metal ailerons with metal covering.
ft.
Aileron span 7
11 in. (2.-41 m.) ; aileron chord 10,4 in, (26.4 c/ni.)

—
—

;

;

;

;

;

;
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CIERVA.
THE CIERVA AUTOGIRO COMPANY, LTD.
Southampton Ateport,
Head Oppice
;

Southampton,

Hampshiee.
Directors
J. G, Weir, CM.G., C.B.E., The Hon. H. K. M.
Kindersley. Harold F. Pitcairn (Anaeriean), and C. G. Pullin,
M.I.A.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., M.H.A. (Managing Dii-ector).
Secretary
W. G. Leslie.
Chief Mechanical Engineer: K. Watson.
J. S. Shapiro.
Senior Technical Officer
Design and Stress: H. Bolas.
The Cierva Autogiro Company was formed on March 24,
1926, and has specialised in the design of various models of
the Autogiro, the gyi-oplane mvented by the late Senor Juan de la
Cierva.
The best-known version was the C.30A, the prototype
of which appeared in 1933. This Antogiro Avas used in small
numbers by the P,.A.F. as the Kota, and was constructed under
later design also used by the
licence by A. V. Koe & € o. Ltd,
R.A.F. was the C.40 two-seat Autogiro, which was described
in the 1939 Edition of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
The Company has conducted experiments in helicopter design,
and the W.9 helicopter, a joint production of the 1 ierva Company
and G. & J, Weir, Ltd., \ises a jet thrust in place of the orthodox
anti-torque tail rotor.
The
10 Air House triple-rotor helicopter was designed specifically for crop-spraying, and at the time of writing w as being
constructed under an agreement concluded betweeir the C ierva
Company and Cimliq e-Owen Aircraft, Ltd. at the latter’s
factory at Southampton..
;

:

:

A

W

.

THE CIERVA

YI-IO

AIR HORSE.

triple-rotor helicopter was designed
the requirements of Pest Control Ltd, for cropspraying purposes. An ingenious feature is the use made of
the slipstream from the rotors to circulate tlie chemical spray
to the undersurfacevS of the foliage of the crops.
The W.IO IS a large aircraft with two rotors carried on steeltubo outriggers, one on either side of the fuselage, while the

The W.IO Air Horse

third is mounted at the extremity of the xips%vept stern. The
rotors are identical.
All rotate in the same direction and the
hubs are set at a .slight inclination (3| degree.s) to the axes of
tlie rotor
shafts for torque compensation,
hubs are
ll’lie
arranged for cyclic and colleetivo pitch control. Kotor drive

by a primary and a secondary transmi.s.sion, with a gear ratio
of 13.7 1 between tlie engine crankshaft and the rotors. Power
is supplied by a Rolls-Koyc.e Merlin 32 twelve-cylinder vee
liquid-cooled engine mounted in the fuselage.
The rotor speed
i.s

:

175 r.p.m.

is

The rotor blades are of aluminium and re.sin-bonded moulded
plywood con.strnction, with a Plastoglaze finish.
Lateral control
effected by differential collective pitch of
the txvo front rotors
longitudinal coxrtrol by differential
collective pitch change betw'een the rear and forward rotors,
and directional control by difl'erential cyclic pitch of the two
i.s

;

front

rotor.s.

The fixed landing gear was designed by Automotive Products
and consists of three xx'heels mounted on legs which have a travel
of 5

ft,

(1.52 in.).

For spraying purposes a

stainless-steel

taxrk

of 600 Imp.

gallons (2,273 litres) capacity is installed in the fuselage, and
the chemical liquid is delivered at the rate of 100 Imp. gallons
(455 litres) per minute at a pressure of 350 Ibs./sq, in.
(24.6

dm.).
time of writing a full-.size mock-up of the Air Horse
been completed and the prototype aircraft was being
l-;g./sq.

At. the

had

built.
Ro'roii

Diameter (Eac]i).~46 ft. 0 in. (.14.02 m.).
Weight Loauei) (Designed).— 15,000 lbs. (6,802 kg.).

—

PEREOBAnvNCB.(l';stimated).^ Maximum speed 115 m.p.h. (185 km.h.),
Cruising speed 88 m.p.h. (142 km.h.), Pvate of vertical ascent
1,440 ft./min. (439 in./min.).

THE 0jERVA W.9 HELICOPTER.

spccifi Dally to

The W.9

is an experimental helicopter whirih vtsses a jet thrust
torque compensation instearl of the conventional tail rotor.
The main three-blade rotor is driven by a 200 h.p. D.H. Gipsy
Six Series HI six -cylinder in-line air-cooled engine mounted in
the fuselage, A midti-blade fan. with variablo-pitoh blades is

for
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.

The Cierva W,9 Experimental Helicopter (200
used to cool the engine, and the air therefrom after lea,ving the
engine bay is ducted along the fuselage and. heated by mixture
with the exhaust gases from the engine. It is then ejected from
the port side of the fuselage at the extreme .stern. Two horizontal shutters on the outlet control the flou', and the pitch of
the fan blades is operated by the rudder-bar. At normal
setting the Jet thrust is just sufficient to balance the torque
reaction.

h.p.

D.H. Gipsy-Six

Series III engine).

Tlio W.9 ha.s a metal fuselage of tapered cylindrical form
to which i.s attached at the forward end a steel-tub© struotm’e
carrying the main rotor pylon, the two-wheel landing gear and
the two-seat enclosed cabin. The main rotor blades are of
wooden construction.
No further details of the W.S were av^ailable for publication
at the time of writing, but its general form may be gathered from
the accompanying photogi’aph.

CUNUFFE-'O WEN.
CUNLIFFE-OWEN AIRCRAFT, LTD.
Oefic-E and Woeks
Swaythling, Southameton.
Directors
Sir Hugo Cunlifi'e-Owen, Bt. (Chairman), M. J. H.

Head

:

:

Bruce, C.B.E., B.Sc., M.I.Mech.E. (Managing Director), J.

Comber and W. Gordon

W,

S.

Hill.

Chief Designer
W. Garrow-Fisher, F.R.Ae.S.
Cunlifl’e-Owen Aircraft, Ltd. was formed in 1937. The
companyhs fir.st pro'ect wa.s a “Flying M ing” aircraft ba.sed on
This machine, known
the Burnelli Lifting-fuselage patents.
as the O.A. Mk. I, was completed in 1939.
It was fitted with
two 900 h.p. Bristol Ferseus XIIC sleeve valve engines, and was
acnuired by the French Authorities for transport purposes in
Africa during the Mar.
A second “Flying Bing”, Inown as
the O.A. Mk. II, was designed bixt was never built.
Descriptions of both these were given in the 1940 edition of this
Annual.
During the IVar, Cunliffe-Ou'en Aircraft, l td. handled \'ery
extensive contracts and became an off'cial “Sister Firm” for a
number of American aircraft manufacturers. A Sister Firm’s
responsibilities covered the design work, manufacture and
retrospective incorporation of many modifications which were
found necessary to 1-eep the aircraft concerned up to R.A.F.
operational standard. The
merican companies with which
Cunlifl'e-Owen was linled throhgh the I'inistry of Aircraft
Production during the IVar included the Loc' heed Aircraft
Corporation, the Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation and
the Glenn L. Martin Company.
Since the war the Company has designed a ]0d2-seat feederline aircraft known as the Concordia, the prototype of which
was tinder construction at the time of writing. Two toncordias have been ordered by British Furopean .Airways Corpn.,
one for radio research and one for general development flying.
The Company is also engaged in prototype helicopter production for the Cierva Autogiro Co Ltd.
:

—
—

THE CUNLIFFE-OWEN CONCORDIA.

Type. Ten/twelve-seat Feeder-line monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. Single-spar

structure
centre-section and two
detachable outer wings. Detachable tips. Main spar at 30%
chord has extruded light alloy T-seetion booms riveted to stiffened
plate web, and is continuous through fuselage.
Built-np false
spar is pinned to fuse]a.ge bulkhead, and closes torsion-box formed
by main spiar and top and bottom skins. Braced channel-seotion
ribs attached forward and aft of .spar, and spanwi.se stringers.
Stressed metal skin of varying thickness riveted on.
Incidence
3 degrees. Dihedral (on median line) G| degrees, Root chord (on
fuselage centre-line) 11 ft. 8.4 in. (3.57 ni.), Tip chord (at outer end
in

three

main

sections

consisting

of

of aileron) 4 ft. 8.1.5 in. (1.42 m.). Centre-section span 20 ft. (6.1 ni.).
All-metal ailerons with trim-tab in each, and
Aspect ratio 7.46.
electrically-operated slotted trailing-edge flaps carried on false
spar.
Gross wing area 435 sq. ft. (40.5 sq. m.).

—

All-metal monocoque structure. Built-up light alloy
transver.se frames, biilb-sectiou extruded light alloy longitudinal
Structural bulkheads between
stringei's and stressed metal skin.
pilot’s compartment and main cabin ; at main and false-spar
attachments and at tail pick-up points.

Fuselage.

—

Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structiwe with
horn-balanced and aerodynamieally-balanced rudder and elevators.
Trim-tabs in each. Tailplane span 20 ft. (6.1 m.).
Landing Geae.— Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels carried
on shock-absorber legs retract forward into engine nacelles between
(ire-proof bulkhead and main spar and are enclosed by doors.
Full-castering self-centring nose-wheel attached to heavy keel
members under fuselage retracts rearwards and turns through
90 degrees .so as to lie flat within fuselage. Electric operation
Track 15 ft. 6 in. (4.72 in.),
with Bin ergencyf manual lowering gear.
ivheel bash 15 ft. (4.57 m.). Main wheel tyre pressure 40 Ibs./sq. in.

Tail Units.

(2.8 kg./sq. e/in.), no.se-wheel tyre pressure 46 Ibs./sq. in. (3.16 kg./
sq. c/m.).

—

Two 500 h.p, Alvis Leonides nine-oylmder radial
air-cooled engines enclosed in long-chord cowlings with leadingedge exhaust collector rings and controllable trailing-edge gills.
De Havilland or Rotol threeEngine centres 15 ft, 0 in. (4.72 m.).
blade constant-speed full -feathering and braking airscrews, 9 ft.
Airscrew ground
(2.74 m.) diameter, with electro -hydraulic control.
clearance 12 in. (30.5 c/m.). Four flexible crash -proof fuel-tanks in
wing leading-edge with total capacity'- of 200 Imp. gallons (910 litres).

POVV 15 B Pl.ant.

—

Accommodation. Crow compartment forward separated from main
cabin by bulkhead. Main sound-proofed cabin has accommodation
for up to twelve passengers, six on each side of central aisle.
Entry
door 4 ft. 4 in. X 2 ft. 3 in. {1.32 m. X 0.68 m.) on port side aft of

Windows have double layer of safety -glass with sealed
anti-misting .space between, and are built into removable breakToilet and luggage oompartout panels to act as emergency exits.
meiits at rear. Over-seat racks in cabin for pei’sonal luggage. Total
luggage capacity 45 cub. ft. (1.27 cub. in.).

vying.

Dimensions.— pan 57
Height (overall) 16

ft.

(17.38 m.), Length 44 ft. 2 in. (13.45 m.).
(5.12 m.).

ft. 8 in.

Weights and Loadings

—

(Designed).

eight

empty

7,031 lbs. (3,189

Disposable load 3,969 lbs. (1,800 kg.), Weight loaded 11,000
Wing loading 25.3 Ibs./sq. ft. (123.47 kg./sq. in.).
Power loading (take-off power) 11 Ibs./h.p. (4.98 kg./h.p.).

kg.),
lbs.

(4,989 kg.).

—

(Estimated). ^Maximum speed 223 m.p.h. (359 km.h.)
(990 m.), M'eak -mixture cruising speed (60% power)
190 m.p.h. (306 km.h.) at 7,000 ft. (2,135 m.). Stalling speed (flaps
down) 70 m.p.h. (113 km.h.), Maximum rate of climb 1,420 ft./min.
(433 m./niin.). Maximum one-eneine rate of climb 360 ft./min.
(110 m./min.). Service ceiling 21,000 ft. (6,400 m.), Maximum rang©
1,200 miles (1,930 km.). Take-off run 316 yds. (290 m.).

Pekpoemance
at 3,255

ft.

—
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DE HAVILLAND.
THE DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT CO., LTD
Head Ofeice, Works and Aerodrome Hateield, Herts.
Stonegbofe and Stag Lane, Edgwake,
Engine Works
:

:

illDDEESEX.

Airscrew W^'orks

Edgwabe, Middlesex, and Bolton,

;

L INCASHIEE.
Aeronautical Technical School
Chairman A. S. Butler.

:

Hatfield.

:

Teclmical Director
Sir Geoffrey tie Havilland, C.B.E.,
A.F.C., F.R.Ae.S.
C. C. Walker, A.M.Inst.C.E.,
Director and Chief Engineer
:

;

A.F.R.Ae.S.

W. E. Nixon.
Francis E. N. St. Barhe.
Business Director
R. E. Bishop, C.B.E.
Director and Chief Designer

Managing Director

;

:

:

Associated Companies

:

The de Havilland Aii’craft Pty., Ltd., Kingsford Smith
Aerodrome, Mascot, N.S.W., Australia.
The de Havilland Aircraft Co. of New Zealand, Ltd., Rongotai,
Wellington, New Zealand.
The de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Ltd., Station L, Toronto,

Canada.
The de Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd., Finlay House, McLeod
Road, Karachi, India.
The de Havilland Aircraft Co. of S.A. (Pty.), Ltd., Johannesburg, S. Africa.

The de Havilland

Aircraft Co, (Rhodesia) Ltd., Salisbury,
Rhodesia.
The de Havilland Forge, Ltd., England.
The Hearle-Whitley Engineering Co., Ltd., England.
Airspeed, Ltd., Portsmouth, England.
The de Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd.-, \vhich was founded in
1920, had, up to 1939, concentrated mainly on the development
Its pre-war history was
of commercial aircraft of all types.
largely a record of the production of successful civil aircraft
which have given exceptional service all over the World aird
under the widest possible range of operating conditions.
The de Havilland company’s achievements in the military
The
field during the ’VYar 1939-45 wnre equally noteworthy.
D.H. Mosquito was probably the most vei'.sntile aircraft produced
by any country to go into operational service during the war.
Developed during tlie war but too late to go into service, the
Vampire single-seat jet-propelled fighter was the first aeropilane
to exceed 500 in.].-).h. (S05 km.h.) in level flight, and the Hornet
was at the time of its production the fastest airsci-ew- driven
aeroplane in the World. The Vampire, fitted with deck-arrester
gear, was the first jet-propelled fighter to land on and take off
from the deck of an aircraft-carrier.
Since the war the companj'' has retru-ned to tire civil field and
its first post-war product, the D.H. 104 Dove, achieved immediate
success and is now in production for delivery to operators in
all parts of the World.
The Dove has also been ordered for
service in the R.A.F. as a communications aircraft.
The D.H. 108, the first successful tail-less jet-propelled aircraft,
has been built to provide aerodjmamic data for the D.H. 106,
a 7o,000-Ib. (34,050 kg.) gas-turbine airliner for service on the
North Atlantic route. The final form of the D.H. 106 will
depend to a considerable extent upon the outcome of the research
work done with the D.H. 108.
Production at Hatfield is now eoneenti’ated on the Dove
and the Plornet. The Vampire is in production at the Preston
works of the English Electric Co., Ltd. for the R.A.F. and this
aeroplane is also being built in Australia for the P^.A.A.F. and
under licence in Sweden for the Swedish Royal, Air Force.
Production of the Dragon Eapide has continued at the Brush
Coachworks at Loughborough since the war, hut this was
being tapered off to cease finally by the end of 1946. The
Mosquito still continues in production.
For details of the products and activities of the Australian

S.

The D.H. 108 Experimental

Tail-less

The D.H. 108 Experimental Jet-propelled

Tail-less

Monoplane

and Canadian de Havilland eompanies see under “Australia”
and “Canada” re.speetively.
The Company introduced the manufaeture ancl general
use of variable-pitch airscrews into tireat Britain in 1934-35.
he range of D.H. airscre/ws in. ])rodnt'.tion covers piston-engine
anfl turbine rerniiromMits from about 90 h.p. to 4,000 li.]i. and
larger airsiTcws up to 7,1)00 h.p. are iu flu? advtineod design
.stage.
The latest developments arc a six-liljulo contra-rotating
constant-speed airscrew and a new Hydromatie airscrew incorporating both feathering and revonsible pitcli for braking.
Details of de Havilland aero-engines will be .found in the
appropriate section of this Annual.

If

THE
The D.H. 108

D.H. 108.

an experimental jet-propelled tail-less monoplane which has been built solely for the pmpose of investigating
stability and control problems which arise in aircraft with sweptback vings, and to provide aerodynamic data for the projected
D.H. 106 (Brabazon IV) transocean transport aircraft. Initial
work on the jiroject began in October, 1945, and to get the
aircraft completed quickly a standard Vampire fuselage, complete with D.H. Goblin gas turbine was used.
This first pirototype flew on May 15, 1946, from Woodbridge aerodrome, Suffolk.
The D.H. lOS is a mid-wing monoplane, the tapered wings
of which are sharply swept-back on both leading and trailingedges.
The only otlier .surface eonsi,sts of a .swept-back tin and
rudder of high a.spect ratio. The wings, fin and rudder are
is

structure.s.
Lateral and longitudinal control is by
“elevons” on the wings. Trailing-edge fla.p)S and leading-edge
slots are .fitted, the slots in the flr.st prototype being of the fixed
open type whereas those on the second prototype are automatic
and can be locked shut. Anti-spin parachutes are contained in
streamlined fairings at the wing-tips. The landing gear is a

wooden

retractable tricycle.

Monoplane (D.H. Gohlin turbo-jet engine).

T

-
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DE HAVSLLAND— continued.
THE

D.H. 104 DOVE.

eiglit/eleven-passenger Light Transport.
— witi-enginedlow-wing
monoplane. Piercy
section
—Cantilever
chord
'21% (modified R.A.F. 34)

Type.
Wings.

aerofoil

maximvim thickness

at

35%

;

camber line. All-metal structure in two main sections each attached
by three high-tensile steel jiins to built-up box-section centrespar integral witli fuselage. Single I-seotio_n main spar with
extruded liooms and aluminium sheet webs. Built-up light alloy
Pressed aluminium
rear secondary spar carr.ving ailerons and flaps.
alloy sheet false .spiar {to which engine mountings attached) in
fuselage
and rib outboard
between
is
set
liaek
spar
of
main
front
of nacelles and stepped forward outboai'd of nacelle.s. Pre.ssedaluminium -alloy slieet ribs, with strong ribs at roots, engine
mounting pick-ups and outboard of wlieel wells. Stressed alu-

•section

mininra-alloy Redux-bonded skin riveted to spars and ribs. Top
and bottom' skins project behind rear spar and form aileron and
flap shrouds. Leading-edge inboard of nacelles and sections in outer
wings hinge i.piwards for access to engine controls, etc. TJetacliable
tip cliord 2 ft. 61 in.
wing -tips' Pvoot chord 8 ft. 8 in. CLfid m.)
dihedral (top
aspect ratio 9.7; incidence 2 degree.s
(.77 111 .)
Gross wing area 335 acp ft. (31.12 sq. m.).
front spar) 4 degrees.
single
spar, D-nose,
with
Mass-lialaneed aluminium -alloy ailerons
Trim-tab in each, adjustable cm
tail ril.ia and fabric covering.
ground only. Metal aileron area 10.9 sq. ft. (I sq. in.) movement
20 degrees 'up and down, d’al) area 0.S7 sq. ft. (.08 sq. m.). Pneumatically-operated plaiu-binge flaps, constructed^ as ailerons, in
two sections each side. Total flap area 19.8 sq. It. (1.84 sq. m.)
Two extended flap positions 20 degree.s (take-off) and 60 degrees
;

;

:

;

:

(landing).
.structure of three main longerons
each side, vertical frames, Y-section longilndinal stringers and
Redux-bonded stressed aluminium -alloy skin. Constructed in
three main units, nose, cabin and rear fuselage, riveted together.
Nose-section made up of two side panels ; lower unit eomiirisiug
Cabin
nose-w'heel well and floor, and upper deck and canopy.
section similarly constructed with two sides and top and bottom
Cabin floor of two idasticised panels sandwiched between
panels.

Fuselage .L-Oval-sectionmonocoque

thin light allov sheets siqiportod on transverse light-alloy members.
Rear fuselage "made in two halves joined on top and bottom centrelines, and has three main lateral bulkheads.
Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. Fin and tailplane have
pres.sed light alloy spa.r.s and ribs and stressed light alloy skin
Tailplane adjustable for incideneo on ground. Skins
riveted on.
project beyond roar s]iar to form shrouds for control surfaces.
Rudder aiid elevators of similar construction witli single spar,
shaped loading-edge, nose and tail ribs and fabric covering.
Elevatons intercliangeable left and I'ight, Rudder and elevator
mass balances contained in horn-balanced portions. Cauti'ollalilo
metal trim-tabs in rudder and elevators. Fin area 20.4 sq. ft.
'1.89 aq. m.). Rudder area 13.75 sq. ft. (1.27 sq. m.). Rudder movornent 25 degrees eacli way. Rudder tab area 0.93 sq. ft. (.086 sq. rn._).
Tab movement 18 degrees each way, Tailplane area 35.46 sq. ft.
(3.28 sq. m.). Elevator area (total) 24.5 sq. ft. (2.27 sq. m.). Elevator
movement 2.5 degrees up, 15 degrees down. Elevator tab area (total)
2.14 sq. ft. (.19 sq. m.). Tab movement 13 clegree.s up. 20 degrees

The D.H. Dove Light Twin-engined Transport.

_

down.

—Retractable

tricycle type, mam wheels retracting
wings and nose-wlieel backwards into fuselageEach main wheel carried pn outside of single rubber-compression
shock-absorber leg hinged to heavy rib betw'een spars aft of nacelle.
Legs complete with radius-rod attachments interchangeable left
and right. Dunlop wheels, tyres and brakes. Nose-wheel carried
in levered fork on .Lockheed air-oil shock-absorber strut which
Spring-loaded self-centering
retracts backwards, into fuselage.
device.
Dunlop, ivheel with Marstrand two-track tyi-e. Pneumatic
retraction at pre.ssuro of 450 Ib.s./sq. in. (31.6 kg./sq. c/in.) with
mechanical emergency lowering gear. Retraction 4.5 seconds,
lowering 3.5 seconds. Track 13 It. 0 in. (4.19 m.), Wheel base

outward.s

.

,

—

.

,

,

,

Yd

rnamammmmmk
Pi.-,,.',

rubber-lionded

vibration

dampers.

;

,

Plant.- Twm do Havillahd Gipsy Queen 70 geared and supercharged six-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine,s on welded

witli

level output 305 b.h.p. at 6,200 ft. (1,890 m.) and with
330 b.h.p. available for take-off. Engines comp lete w'ith all accessories form self-eoiibained powor-eggs which are quickly detachable
and interchangeable right and left, Spot-welded cowlings, with
hinged sides. 'D.Pl. Hydromatie 3/100/2 three-blade constantspekl feathering and braking airscrews, 7 ft, 5 in. (2.20 rn.) diameter.
total pitch range 120 degrees.
Constant-speed range 25 degrees
Total fuel capacity 130 Imp. gallons (591 litres). One 26 Imp.
gallon (118 liti'es) tank in each wing root forward of spar and one
Oil capacity
of 39 Imp. gallons (177 litres) capacity aft of spar.
10 Imp. gallons (45.5 litres).
Accommodation.-—Enclosed cockpit seating pilot and co-pilot/radio-

into

13 ft. 6 in. (3.96 m.).

PowEE

.,

Maximum

,

Landing- Geau.

mountings

steel-tube

,

'

.

Entry to cockpit in
bulkhead at front of main cabin. Main cabin, ventilated, and
sound-proofed with glass wool, lias accoimnodation for eight
passengers in four seats on each side of central aisle. Four largo
windows each side. Dunlopillo-padded seats. Main, entry door,
2 ft. 3 in. (0.68 ,ra.) from ground on port side aft of rear cabin bulk.head, with another doo'i' into cabin. Elsan toilet on starboard
side of vestibule opposite main entry door and concealed liy cabin,
door irhou open. Rear cabin bulkliead and lavatory can be
In eleveu-pas,senger
reino\'ed to provide a ninth passenger .seat.
version bulkhead aft of vestil,nile removed and two further seats
Main cabin 11 ft. ,9 in. long X 5 ft. 2-J in. wide x 4 ft.
installed.

operator side-by-sido with dual controls.

,,

—

GREAT BRITAIN
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HAVILLAND—co'iitinnul.

The D.H. Dove Light Transport (two D.H. Gipsy Queen 70 engines^
in. hifrl) {.‘i.riS Ml. X 1.58 in. :: 1..‘57 in.).
\'iiluino 24() cn!). t'r.
((i.OO cull. ni.).
nniorirnncy nxils in riHir.
!'’r>r\Viiril Iinrsimin
lllln]lilr^tntlU iiudnr ilimt- ol' cnckiiit wiili
nl
^•u)l. ll.

(i

Twn

(0.11:2 cull. in.).
-Maxiiniiin Innd .'‘OO llis, (llili kf'-J.
.Miixinniiu
IKirinisslble llnor Iniidiiif' 100 Iks./.s!]. It. (488
in.),
.Hiiti'li
2 ft. 5 in. X 1 ft. 52 in. (0.(58
0.44 in.) on |iiiri.
.Aft IiiLmiiiii'
coinjijivtinpiiV (oil oiglit-ninn sent- n in-nil'l ) M illi volimio of 4.5 rtili.
•;

(1.27 (.•ul). ill.).
Ma.xinnim loud (iOO llis. (272 kg.), i\Uv.Kiinuin
porrnissible ilooi' Inndiog 150 Ih.s./sq. ft. (782 kg./sq. in.).
Hatch
2 ft. 5 in. ;< 2 ft, 12 in. (0.78 >, 0.f)4 in.) on .starlioard.
On (dovonnt'iib n-iroi'iii't 22 ciilj. ft . (t).(i2 ciih. in.) Iiigtriico s[>aiC(i availalilc alt
of rear seats.

ft.

D01EN.S1ON.S.
111

,),

— Span

57

ft.

0 in, (17.87 in.). Length 80

Height (over rudder)

t;an.oi>y) 8 ft.

10 in.

18 ft. 0 in. (8.0(1 in.).

(2.(59 in.).

ft. 4

in. (11.08

Height (over eoclqiit

—

AN't) LoAin.viis (Higlilqiasseiiger version).
AVeight empty
(oquipjied) 5,(525 llis. (2,551 kg.), rayload 1,8(58 Ihs. ’(847 ku.).
SO kg. niid 1,808 Ihs.
1 ,808 llis.
859' kir. on niiie-.sciiil and elevenseat aireraft respoetn'ely), 2X501:10, loaded 8.50(1 Ihs. (8,855 kg.).

Wr.K.tHTS

—

(

Wing

I

loading (fully loaded 25.8(5 Ihs./sq.

I’lnver loading

ft.

(128.7(5

kg./.sq.

iii.).

take-olf) 12.89 Ihs./h.p. (5.84 kg./h.ji.).
8,509 Ihs.
8,855 kg. and with s(a,iulai(l equip-iMaxinnmi level speed 222 m.p.li. (8.>7 kni.li.) at 5.800 l(.

Peufoum.i vcE
ment).

=

{a,t

(.At

-

(1,770 ill,), Maxiiiinm weak iiiixliire eriiising sjieeil 2o0 in.i>.h.
(822 km.lt.) at 8,5(10 ft. (2,590 111 .), (Vnising speed at 50",, (ake-nlY
power 155 m.p.h. (249 kni.li.) at 5.000 14.(1,525 m.). Ihde ofelimli
at sea lovel 750 ft. /min. (229 m./niin.). Hale of eliinh at sea level
ouone mtgino 28(.)fb./iiihi. (70 ni./mhi.). Cliinh to 5,000 ft. (1.525 m.)
0.5 iniinites, to 10,000 ft. (8,050 ni.) 12.9 minutes, Serviee eeiling
18,500 ft. (5,040 in.), Hange. with 1,700 Ihs. (771 kg.) ]iayload.
500 niile.s (805 km.), 'I'ake-olT distance to 50 ft. (15 111 .) 77i’) yds.
(704 in.), Lauding distance from .50 ft. (15 in.) 750 yds. (OSO'm.),
Fuel cunsuiiiptiuu (at eruisiiig sjieed) 22 Irnji. gallons per liour
100 litres per hour) (7.05 in.p.g.-.= 2.52 kin. ]ier litre). Consmiijit ion
at niaxiinum weak mixture cruising .speed 84 Imp. gallons per
hour (155 litres iier liour) (5.9 in.p.g.---=2.10 km. per litre).
(

|o ofi

THE

D.H. 103

HORNET.

was designed to Speciiictation
prototype flow’ on July 28, 1!)44, less
than 13 months from the time tho design w'as initiated. '^Pho
Hornet went into ]iroduction at Hatfield at the eiui of 1044 and
deliveries to the 11. A. F. began in February, 1045.

The D.H. Hornet Twin-engined Fighter.

following are the prineipai versions of the Horm't to
which reference may lie made
Hornet F. Mk. I. Single-seat fighter with armament of four
20 m/m. cannon and with provision for carrying two 1,000-lh.
(454 kg.)bomb.s or two 100 or 200 Imp. gallon (455 or 010 litres)
drop tanks under wings.

Hornet P.R. Mk. II.
Un armed photograpbic-reeonnnissaiKte
version of die F. Aik. 1, with eimpin'hensive etnnera equipment.
Hornet F. Mk. III. IInug-i'angt' version of Aik. I with ro-designed A\ings lo aeeommodate ('xtended fuel system. Also
fitted widi netv bomli-gear and K.IL racks.

The D.H. 103

ttvin-enguied fighter

F. 12/43 and the

fir.st

Tho

:

The D.H. Hornet Single-seat Fighter (two Rolls-Royce Merlin 130/131 engines.)

GREAT BRITAIN

DE HAVILLAND- continued.
-y'.'
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The prototype Sea Hornet

XX

landing on H.M.S. Ocean during

Sea Hornet F. Mk, XX. Shipboard version of E\ Mk. I with
folding wings, arrester hook, tail-down landing hooks and specialised naval radio and radar ecpiipment.
(See Sea Hornet).
Type. Twiu-engined single-seat lighter and Photograpliie Reconnaissance Monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever mid-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section E.C.
1240 series. Composite Redux-bonded two-spar structure built
in one piece and attached to fuselage by six main bolts.
Spars
ha\’e oompre.ssed plywood webs, extruded light alloy bottom
booms aud spruce top liooms. Ribs of corniio.site compres.sed
plywood and sh(> 0 t alloy. Doulde top skin of stressed pljnvood

—

—

reinforced by wooden .spanwise stringers ; Alclad bottom skin
reinforced by extruded duralumin stringers extendmg from outer
engine ribs to tips. All-metal leading-edge. Root eliord (1 ft.
!)
in. — 0. 5:1 ni. froia lirsolago oeutro-line) 12 ft. 2 in. (3.7 m.), Tip
chord (21 i't. 0 in. = 0.4 m. from fuselage ceutre-liuo) 4 ft. 2 in.
(1.27 in.).
Incidence 1.^- degrees, dihedral (on top front spar)
1 degree
minutes.
Sweepback at rib No. 4, 0|' degrees. Gross
wing area 301 sq. ft. (33.03 sq. m.). Metal ailerons with metal
covering. .-liJeron area (total) 17.5 sq. ft. (1.02 sq, m.), aileron
movement 15 degrees up, 15 degrees down. Spring balance tab
in starboard aileron, area 0.27 sq. ft. (0.025 sq. m.), fab movement
15 degrees up, 15 degrees down.
Hydraulically-operated split
trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage divided liy nacelles,
lilap ai’ca (total) 40 sq. ft. (4.27 sq. rn.), flap depression 75 degrees.
Fpselaoe. All- wood monocoque structure of oval tapering crosssection.
Built in two halves and joined along top and bottom
centre-lines.
False longerons over widely-spaced bulkheads.
Covering of .sheet plyw'ood laid on in diagonal panels, with balsa
sandwich between. Length 30 ft. 0 in. (9.14 m.). Maximum width
3 ft. 2 in. (0.96 m.), Maximum depth (loss canopy) 4 ft. 1.92 in.

U

—

(1.27 in.).

—

Tail 'Unit. All-metal cantilever structure with metal covering.
Two-spar tailplane. Fin integral with fuselage. Staticallybalanced rudder and .statically and horn-balanced elevators of
all-metal construction with metal .skin and spring balance tabs.
Tailplane span 18 ft. 1.4 in. (5.5 in.). Root chord, with elevator,
6 ft. li in. (1-53 in.), Incidence nil, Tailplane area (net) 32.85 sq. ft.
(3.05 sq. m.), elevator area (total) 22.13 sq. ft. (2.05 sq. in.), 'Elevator
movement 20 degrees up, 15 degrees down, Elevator tab area (each)
1.08 sq. ft. (0.1 sq. m.), Tab movement 15 degrees up, 15 degrees
down. Fin area 10,3 sq. ft. (0.05 sq. m.), Rudder area (with tab)
12.1 ,sq. ft. (1.12 .sq. m.), Rudder movement, 30 degi-ec.s each way,
Rudder tab area 1.39 sq. ft. (0.129 sq. m.), Movement 30 degrees

each way.
L-YNding Geab.
wheel carried

—Retractable

two-wheel type. Each main Dunlop
nibber-in-compression shock-absorber leg. Backwards retraction, hydraulic operation. Emergency hand-pump
and air system, Dunlop brakes.- Track 14 ft. 6 ft. (4.42 in,).
Backwards-retracting tail-wheel with Dunlop -Mai’strand multitread tyre has ruhber-in-compression springing with Ferodo frictiondisc

oil

dampers.

Power

I'IjAn'I’.— Two Rolls-Royce Merlin 130 series (130 port, R.H.
rotation and 131 starboard, L.H. rotation) twelve-cylinder Veo
liqnid-eooled engines, maximum output (F.S., combat power)
2,030 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.rn. at 1.250 ft. (380 in.). Engines mounted
on .steel-tube bearers attached to front .spar. D.H.. Hydroinatin
4/4000/5 four-blade narrow-chord full -feathering and reversing
air.serews, 12 ft. 0 in. (3.06 in.) diameter.
Normal fuel capacity
432 Imp. gallons (1,963 litres) in five inain self-sealing tanks,
top fn.selage tank (long-range only) (OO inm. gallons=273 litres),
liottom centre tank (48 Impj. gallons — 2 18 litres), wing tanks port
and starboard, two of 83 Imp. gallons (386 litres) and two of 77
Imn. gallons (350 litres). Total fuel capacity with two 100 Impgallons (455 litres) drop-tanks, 632 Imp. gallons (2,873 litres), with
two 200 Imp, gallon (910 litres) drop-tanks, 832 Imp. gallons (3,783
litres).
Oil-tank capacity 15i Imp. gallons (70 litres) including
3 Imp. gallons (13.0 litres) air-space.
Radiator air-intake,s in
leading-edge of extended centre-section. Air intakes in leadingedge outboard of nacelles.
Acoommodation.-— .'Pilot’,s cockpit mounted well forward with front
aud side windscreens of bullet-proof laminated glass. Canopy of
moulded Perspex slides for access and can; be jettisoned. Front
cockpit bulkhead of armour-plate with head -ancl hack arm our

hehind

pilot,

.
.

.

its

deck-landing

trials.

Armament.— Four
mounted

forward-firing 20 m/m, British Hispano cannon
in underside of nose. Racks for two 1,000 lb. (454 kg.)

and rocket projeotile.s under wing.s,
EquH’Ment. 24-volt electrical system, with generator driven by
port engine. T.R. 1464 and E.3121 radio. Camera-gun in nose.
Dimensions. Span 45 ft. 0 in. (13.71 m.), Length (tail up) 37 ft, 0
in. (11.27 m.), Length (tail down) ,30 ft. 8 in. (11.17 m.). Height (tail
up) 16 ft. 2 in. (4.92 m.). Height (tail down) 14 ft. 2 in. (4.26 ra.),
Height to wing tip 7 ft. 8 in. (2.33 rn.).
Weights ^vnd Load inils.—Weight loaded (short-range fighter) 10,100
liomh.s

—
—

(long-range fighter) 20,900 lbs. (9,480 kg.), (short
Ib.s. (7,212 kg.), (long range I’.R.) 20,000 lbs.
(9,163 kg.). Wing loading 44.5 Ibs./sq. ft. (217 kg./sq. m.), Power
loading 4.85 Ibs./h.p. (3 kg./h.p,), Si>aii loading S Ihs./sq.ft. (39
kg./sq.' m.).
I’EBEORM.ANCE.—Maximum speed (F.S. gear) with no external equiiirnent 472 m.p.h. (760 km.h.) at 22,000 it. (6,710 in.), Maximum
speed (M.S. gear) 438 m.p.h. (705 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.),
Rate of climb (combat) 4,000 ft./min. (1,220 ra./inin) iip to 15,000
ft. (4,375 m.), Operational ceiling 35,000 ft. (10,670 m.), Maximum
range (maxiravun fuel) 3,000 miles (4,830 km.) between sea-level
and 20,000 It. (6,095 m.).
llw. (7,30,3 kg.),

1

ango P.R.) 15,900

SEA HORNET XX.
a naval adaptation of the R.A.F. Hornet
It
previously described.
is fitted with folding tvings, and has

THE

Tlie

Sea Hornet

D.H. 103

is

provision for deck-arrester and J.A.T.O. gear. Airdi-aulio
shock-absorber legs have replaced the rubber-in-compression
legs of the standard Hornet to eliminate bounce in carrier
'Detail design of the naval modifications was enlandings.
trusted to the Heston Aircraft Co. Ltd., hut production is being
handled by the de Havilland company.

The prototype Hoimot

with arrester hook

fitted

made

its

deck-landing trials on H.M.S. Ocean on August 10, 1945.
The wings fold from a iioint just outboard of the engine nacelles
and are hinged on the upper .surfiice, 'IVithdraAving and locking
pins are located on the bottom flanges of the two siiars. Lockheed hydraulic operation is employed.
The arrester gear consists of a V-shaped steel-tube frame
terminating in a forged steel hook, and is held under the fu.selage
by a snap-gear. The arresting stre.sse,s are transferred to tw'o
spruce longerons specially incorporated in the fuselage.
American three-point accelerator gear is fitted.
Dimensions. A.s Honiot.
Weights and Loadings. Weight loaded 18,250 lb.s. (8,285 kg.),
first

—

Wing

—

loading 44.5 Ibs./sq.

4.85 Ibs./h.p. (2.22 kg./e.v.),
sq. m.).

Performance.

ft.

(217.2 kg./sq. in.),

Span loading 8

lb,s./.sq.

Power loading
ft.

(39.06 kg./

—Maxininm speed (M.S. gear) 438 m.p.h. (706 km.h.) at

10,000 ft. (3,050 m.). Maximum speed (F.S. gear) 472 m.p.h. (760
km.h.) at 22,000 ft. (6,705 ni.) at 3,000 i-.p.in. 20 Ibs./sq. in. (1.4
kg./sq. c/m.) boost and no external equipment, Combat rate of
climb 4,000 ft./min. (1.220 ni./min.) to 15,000 ft. (4,570 in.). Operational ceiling 33,000 ft. (10, 670 in.). Range 3,000 miles (4,828 km.)
between sea-level ami 20.000 ft. (6,095 in.) with maximum internalfuel tankage and two 200 Imp. gallon (910 litre) drop-tanks.

THE

D.H. 100

VAMPIRE.

Design work on the D.H. 100 was begun in May, 1942. and
sixteen months later, on September 20, 1943, the first D.H.
jet-pro]3elled aircraft fitted with the first D.H. jet engine flewL
The prototype Vampire exceeded 500 m.p.h. (805 km.h.) in the
Spring of 1944 and urns the fir.st aeroplane in Britain or America
to do so by a handsome margin .and over a wide altitude range.
Becan.se" the de Havilland factories vvere fully occupied with
other production, manufacture of the Vampire was entrusted
to the English Electric Co. Ltd. at Preston, and production
began there in April, 1944. The first production Vampire was
assembled and flown at Preston in April, 1945. Modifications
incorporated in the production Vampire included the substitution of the Goblin II engine for the Goblin I, the introduction

'
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The D.H. Vampire Single-seat Jet-propelled Fighter (D.H. Gohlui turbo-jet engine).
of cockpit pressiirisatiou, increase of internal fuel tankage ^\ith
additional tanks in the wings, and provision for external drop
tanks.
In. addition to being in R.A.P. .service, the Vampire has beeri
adopted as a standard fighter type by the Swedish Royal Air
Force and manufacture of both the airframe and engine will be
undertaken in Sweden. The Vampire is also being built in
The Swis.s Air
Au.stralia for the Royal Australian Air Force.
Force has acquhed four Vampires for service trials.

Tvpis.— Single-.sc;ftt jet-propelled t%vin-booin Fighter.
WiNGS.—Cantilever mid-\\ing monoplane. Aerofoil seetioii of E.C.
1240 series.
Aspect ratio (1.2. Wing built in two soetioas each of
which is attached directly to nacelle at three poinls. Section
Single I-scf'tioiL
iticreifised at roots to accommodate air intakes.
spar, former ribs and knigitntlinal stringers with flu.sit-)'i%eitHi IS
•s.w.g. Alelad .skill.
Short false spar at wing leatling-edge anil second
false spar to which flaps are liinged.
Wing root eliord (at 4.t5H
ft.== 1.4 m. from fuselage centre-line) 8 ft. (1.17 in. (2.8(1 m.), ( 'liord
(at 18 ft. =0.48 m. from centre-lmc) S ft, (1.7!) in. (1,07 in.), Ineidenee, nil. Dihedral (on top main spar) Ij- degrees, Bweejiback.
11 degrees 10 rains.. Gross w-iiig area 250.7 scp*ft. (23.29 sq. in.),
.Ill-metal nuiss-balanced ailerons with metal covering.
Inset
trim-tabs adjustable on ground only.
Aileron area (each) 7.7
sq. ft. (.71 sq. m). Aileron movement 15 degree-s 3(1 minutes up,
Tab area 0.746 sq. ft. (0.0093 sq. ni.). Tab
10| degroe.s dowm.
movement 5“ 30' up, 8“ 30' down. Hydi-aulieally -operated all,

metal split flaps on either side of tail-booms, used in conjunction
with air-brkke hettveen ailerons and flaps. Flap area (total) 20.8
sq. ft. (1‘93 .sq. m.). Flap depression 80 degrees.
Air-brakes move

backward and rotate so as to pre.sent flat surface to slipstream
dispo.sed equally above and below wing.' Air-brake area (each)
2.90 sq. ft, (.27 sq. in.).
Nacelle.-— Composite struetm'e. Main nacelle member is heavy
transverse aluminium-alloy bulkhead of circular section in line
witli main wing-spar, which c.arries forward j)ortion of nacelle in
front and jet unit behind.
Nose-piece as far as wing leading -edge
is rnonocoque structure with plywood and balsa sandwich skin.
Length 19 fl;. 2 in. (5,8’4 m.). Maximum width 4 ft. (1 in. (1.37 m.),
Maximum depth 4 ft. 6 in. (1.37 ni.).
'rAiL Booms.
All-metal struetures of elliptical section coiupo.sed of
vertical frames and longitudinal stringers with Alelad covering,
thick cm top aiiid bottom and thin on sides. Stub booms built
on to lieavy wing riti and project from top surface aft of main
S))ar, ending in aluminium-alloy castings to which booms are

—
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The D.H. 100 Vampire.

attached.
I’ail IJn it.— All-metal cantilever strueturo,
'rwin fins and rudders
mounted above tail booms with eon.stant-chord tailplane and single

l

hinge.

Internally mass-balanced rudders
elevator.
Ckintrollable trim -tab

balanced

and externally massRudder
in elevator.

/

Mmirm

The D.H. Sea Vampire

Single-seat Fleet Fighter (D.H. Goblin turho-jet unit).

F

D.H, Vampire Single-seat Jet-propelled Fighters ready
tabs adjustable on ground only. Stressed metal slciii over fixed
and movable surfaces. Tailplauo span (over booms) 10 ft. 0 in.
(3.2 in.), Chord 3 ft. 7 in. (1.09 in.), area 21 sq. ft. (1.95 sq. m.).
Elevator area (with tab) 12.9 .sq. ft. (1.19 sq. in.), Elevator movement 19 degrees 2 minutes up, 12 degrees 48 minutes down. Tab
irea 0.565 sq. ft. (0.062 sq. m,), trim 12 degrees up and down.
Fin area (each) 5.58 sq. ft. (.517 sq. in.), .Rudder area (each, with
tab) 3.68 sq. ft. (.34 sq. m.). Rudder movement 25 degrees each
way. Tab area 0.058 sq. .ft. (0.0053 sq. m).
L^vnding G.EAB. Retractable tricycle type. Each main wheel
carried on single oleo -pneumatic shock-absorber leg attached
behind main spar to heavy rib. Wheels retract outwards into
wing and are fully-enclosed by fairing plates attaelied to legs and

—

of wing. .Hydraulic operation. Pneuniatie braking
.Xose-wheel, carried in fork on shock-absorber leg liinged
bo extreme nose, retracts backwards into fuselage and is fully
enclosed. Two-tread nose-wheel tyre. Faired emergency Inimper
skid under rear of each boom. Track 11 ft. 3 in. (3,43 rn.), Wlioel
base 11 ft. 3 in. (3.43 m.).
PowEB PLA.NT.- One de .Elavilland Goblin J.I centrifugal -flow turboEngine
jet unit rated at 3,000 lbs (1,360 kg.) at 10,200 r.p.rn.
mounted on welded steel-tube triangulated structure attached to
rear of main nacelle bulkhead and converging on four main pick-up
Xioints.
Air duets, accessories, controls and fuel leads, etc. in
space between bulkliead and engine. Engine covered by quicklydetacliable metal panels. Air intakes in wing leading-edge each
side of nacelle, and circular jet outlet in extreme rear of nacelle.
Main fuel tank of 90 Imp. gallons (430 litres) in nacelle ahead of
bulkhead and behind pilot. Two 53 Imp. gallon (241 litre) tanlis
in wing one on each side of nacelle. Two 100 Imp. gallon (455
litre) drop-tanks carried under wing, either outboard of underImp. gallons (0.8 litres)
Oil capacity
carriage or at wing tips.
contained within engine.
ahead of wing leadingcockpit
Accommodamon. -Pilot’s x^ressurized
edge.
Bullet-proof windscreen and sliding blister-tyxie canopy.
Both screen and caiioxiy of double-skiimed I’ersxiex witii .silica-

Diuensioxs.—Span 40

ft. 0 in. (12.19 in.). Length (overall) 30 ft.
9 in. (9.37 m.). Height (over rudders) 8 ft. 10 in. (2.04 m.), Height
(to wing tip) 4 ft. 8 in. (1.42 ni.).

Weights and LoAnrxG.s.— Weight
Combat weight 8,578 lEs. (3,891
drop-tanks) 10,298

—

Manshall cabin bknver. Maximum
ch’ying cells between.
cabin pressure 2;i- Ibs./sq. in. (.193 kg./sq. c/m.). Blower intakes
Cabin intake in nose.
in wing leading-edge outside jet intakes.
Armour iilating in front of and behind pilot.
Abmament.
our 20 m/m. British Hisxiano cannon in nacelle be Icnv
floor of cockpit firing through apertures two on each side of nosefuselage behind pilot.
wheel. Magazines (000 rounds)
EQTjrpMENT. 24-volt electrical system. I.F.F. radio, twm radio
units, cine-camera, de-ieing,/j^oxygen, etc.
gell

—

—

m

0,377

lbs.

(2,893

kg.).

Weight loaded (with full
Wing loadmg (at combat weight)
kg.).

—

Maximum continuous level .sxieed 540 m.p.h. (809
km.h.). Still -air range at 400 m.p.h. (644 km.h.)at .sea level 500 miles
(805 km.), at 450 rn.p.h. (724 Icm.h.) at 30,000 ft. (9,144 in.) 1,050
miles (1,090 km.). Take-off to 50 ft. (15 m.), fully loaded, 850
yds. (777 m.). Landing distance from 50 ft. (15 ni.), at combat
weight, 1,150 yds. (1,052 m.). Duration (with allowance for climb
and 15 min. combat) at sea level at 270 m.p.h. (434 km.h.) 1.8 hrs.,
at 30,000 ft. (9,145 ni.) at 400 m.ii.h. (044 krn.h.) 2.25 hrs.

Pekeoemance.

underside

.

lbs. (4,671 kg.),

einxity?

34 Ibs./sq. ft. (166 kg./sq. m.). Wing loading (without fuel or
ammunition) 26.3 Ibs./sq. ft. (108 kg./sq. in.).

.sy.stBm.

—

for delivery to the Swedish Air Force.

THE D.H. 100 SEA VAMPIRE.
The Sea Vamphe is a naval version of the standard R..A.F.
Mk. I \"ampire, from which it differs only in regard to equipment fitted. The deck arrester hook is hinged to the trailingedge of the centre-section and when stowed is shielded by a
F,

fairing

on the engine nacelle above the

jet orifice.

The Vampire was the first jet-propelled aeroplane to land on
and take-off from the deck of an aircraft-carrier. Its deck
landing trials in the Light Fleet Carrier Ocean were comiileted
in

December, 1945.

THE

D.H.98 MOSQUITO.

The Mosquito prototype unarmed bomber first flew on
November 25, 1940, eleven months from the start of the design
work. The maker-s’ basic trials were colnpleted in three months
and the

was handed over for R<.A.F, trials on February
Meanwhile a fighter version %vas also being
developed and the growing imiaortance of long-range photographic reconnaissance also called for an adapted form of the
bomber version. The fighter prototype was first flown on
19,

May

aircraft

1941.

15, 1941, and the photogi’aphic reeomiaissance prototype
followed on June 10, 1941.
In July, 1941, the first three Mosquitos were delivered to
the R.A.F. and in that month a production scheme which
included manufacture by the Canadian de Havilland plant

—

T
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Plans to manufacture the ilosquito in Australia
negotiated nine months later.
From 1941 until August 15, 1945, (),711 Mosquitos were hirilt
in Ch’eat Britain, Canada and Australia, and production has
cuutitmed in both Great Britain and Australia:. In Great
Bi'itain 4,3(iil were built by do Havilland, 917 by Standard
^Motors, 198 by Pereival Aircraft and 12 by Airspeed, Ltd.
Canada built 1,032 and Australia 108.
Details of Aloaquito IMks. 1-42 (ineluiling tho Cana:dian and
Aiistraliun-l)uilt versions) were given in the last issue uf ‘’All
the World’s Aircraft.”
Tho current production models are th(:>
l\lks. Ill, 33, 34, 35 and 30 in Great Britain and the Mk.s. 41
pltuineiL

Avpi'o

anrl 43 in Anstralia.
M^uiy otlier versions roniaiii in .service in
tlu' Iloyal -Air Force, the Air Forces of the Empire and certaiir

of the Allied Air Forces.
ihief partienlars of the versions

still

in prodnctiou are given

hek)\v%

Mosquito T, Mk. III. Two-.seat Ti-ainer modified from tho
ilk. II Fighter.
Armament removed and dual-control fitted.
Length 40 ft. Ui- ins. (12.43 m.).
Mosquito Mk." 33. See Sea-Mosquito.
Mosquito P.R. Mk. 34. V'cry loug-range photograpliicRoilsre<-onnaissanee version d6\'eloped from tlio Aik. X\'I.
Koyee Merlin 70 or 113 (starboard) and 77 or 114 (port) engines,
the port engine dri^'ing the eahiu .supercharger. Extra tanks
in the expianded fuselage and tN\-o 200 Imp. gallon (910 litre)
exlomal wing tanks. Total tankage 1,207 Imp. gallons (5,703
Jilro.s).

Mosquito B. Mk. 35. High-altitude de\-elopment of
the
Aik. XA’I.
Rolls-Royce Alerlin 113/ 114 engines. Bomb
loarl, one 4,000 lb. (1,S14 kg.) bomb when titled with two 50 Imp.
gallon (227 litre) thop-tanks, or four 500 lb. (227 kg.) bombs
witli two 100 hnp. gallon (454 litre) drop-tank.s.
Mosquito N.F. Mk. 36. Devekqjxnent of X.F. Aik. 30 with
Rolls-Royeo Alerlin 113 engines.
Mosquito F.B. Mk. 41. Similar to F.B. Afk. 40 but fitted
with Packard Ah.'i'liu 0!) «:‘n.girics with two-stagci sui')er<,:luu'gcr.s.
Mosquito T. Mk. 43. Trainer version. Identical to Britisli
I’. Aik. Ill Jjut littoil with dual ekwator trim.
-High-perfoi'iniince Alilitiu-y moueplano.
'I'vi’i':,
B.

—

Wives.- -

catililcvcr
inuniijihiuc.
.VI id-wiiig
ar-ruriiil
scciiDii
(iiic piece wing with slightly
(K'.A.F, 34 with iiKHlificrl Ciuiil >ci’).
leadiiig-cdge
swept -hack
and
sharply tapercil
t failiiig-edge.
(.'eiu.n; purtioii ol'wing carries the engiiio niouutlugs aiitl radifiior.s.
.All-wood structure eoniprisiag two lujx spin's with iaminated spruce

lituiges iiiid plywood webs, spruce iitid j-jly wood conuxressioii ribs,
spiiuwise spruce sti'iiigers and a, plywood skin wliich in the ease of
the upper srirha.-e is doidxle with the upper stringers sandwiched
between the two skins. A iidse leading-edge, luiilt up of no.su
rib formers and a D-skiii, i.s attached to the front spar.
The
whole Aving is screwed, glued and pinned and linally covered with
lueidence IV degi'ce.s, di'hedral (on toj)
fabric over tlie ]ilyvvood.
degree 24 iiiin. Sweep-back at rib No. 4 21 degrees.
uf iVont sjuir)
Hoot chord (at 25 in. = 03.5 e lu. from eentre-line) 12 ft. 3" in. (3.73
111 .)
Tip chord (at 23 ft. 7.02 ni. frani eentre-line) 3 ft. 10 in.
Hydraailleally-opi rated slotted ilap.s between ailerons
(1.17 m.).
and engine nacelle.s and iH'tweeu nacelles and fuselage. Total
Hap area 34,4 sq. ft. (3. IS .sq. in.). Alaxiininn depression 45 degrees.
Slotted ailerons with eoutrolla-blo triin-tal) in port aileron. Total
aileron area 34.4 sq. ft. (3.18 sq. m,).
Aileron inoveinent 201
.1

—

-

Hi degrees down. Tab area. 1. 1 sq. ft. (0.1 sq. in.)",
tab niovement Si degrees up, 1)|: degrec.s clown. Gross wing area
454 sq. ft. (42,2 sq. in.),
Oval-section all-wood structure jig-built in two vortical
FnsEt,AC}E.
halve.s, each completely eejuipped before joining.
Seven btilklieads built uf) of two plywoocl skins kept apart by spruce blocks,
carry the outer skin which is a sandwich of balsa Avood between
two layers of plywood. At the points where bulkheads arc
attached the balsa core is replaced by a spinico ring. MTiere
attachments arB inado to tho skin a bakelite plug is inserted into
the balsa, a plywood flange glued to the inner surface distributing
The two halve.s of the fiusolage are scarfed together
the load.
with Vee notches reinfereed by ply inserts above and below and
an additional ovQriajiping ply .strip on the insido of tho joint.
After as.'serably the irhole fuselage is covered with fabric and
doped. The underside of the fuselage is cut out to accommodate
the wing, which is attached to four massive piek-up points, the
lower i-idrtion of the eut-oiit B(3ction being replaced after assembly.
I’.Ain UxtT.— Cantilovor rnonoplano type.
All-wood structure with
plywood-covered fixed surfaeos and fabric-covered rudder and
AerodynamierJly and statically-balanced control surelovatm-s.
dcgretis tip,

—

faces.

Automatic rudder bias by springdoaded telescopic strut

linked to the trimming-tab. Controllable trim-tabs in elevators,
Tailplane span 20 ft.
in. (0,33 rn.), Tailplano and elevator chord
5 ft. (:).3 in. (1,08 m,), Tailplane area (including fuselage) 44.98 sq. ft.
-{4.10 sq. m.). -liloA-aror area (total) 34,08sq. ft. (3.1,5 sq.m.). Elevator
inovemenl: 2.5 degvi es up and flown. Elevator tub area (each) 1.53
s(j. ft, (0.13 sfp m.), Tab movemonfc 7.1 degrees up and down. Fin
area 13.3 sq. ft. 1.23 .sq.m.), .Rudder area (total) 10 .sq. ft. (1.49
sq. m.), -Rudder movement 25 degrees each way. Rudde-r trim and
balance tal) 'area 1.10 sq. ft, (0.100 sq. m.), lluclder tab movement
10, degrees cither way.
LANDixer GKAT{.-----Pvetractablo _typo. Each unit con.sists of a pair of
logs incorporating rnbbor-iu.(:;c)mf>rossion springing and carrying
between thorn one large diameter wheel. The units are retracted
hydraulically into the tails of the engine nacelles, hinged door.s
closing the apertures when tho Avhocls are raised.
Track 10 ft.
4 in. (4.98 in.). Hydraulic wheel-brakes. JJunlop-Ararstrand
: iioii-shiminying retractable tail-wheel.
wo Rolls-Royce Merlin twelve-cylinder Vee liquidPower Pu-WT.
cooled engines on welded steel-tube mountings cantilevered from
D.R. three-blade constant-speod full-feathering
the wing spars.
1)

Ilodiaior.s housed williiii the
12 fl (3.00 m.) diiimotcr.
thickucss of the wing inboard of Iho naccllos with the inlets along
lefuling-edgc and the oullets com rollfnl by flap.s under tlu^ wing
srirfiiee aliead oi’ the front spar.
Eaeh radiator is di\ided info
llin,'e parts, the outboanl sei.'lioii forming tin- oil ei.iolei', the middle
section the eonlunt radiator ami the int.ioard section the caliin heater,
'.fo aet-onunodate the rmliators the leading-edge of the wing lietwceu
the fttselagi< utul nacelles i,s .set forwaril 22 ini.'hes (5ti e/in.).
-Fuel
carrieil in i.en [irot eeted tanks, twn (08 Inq). galloiis =- 309 litres
each) in the I'uselaoc lietweeu the wing spars, two (79 atid 05 imp.
gallons=359 and 29.5 litres each) on either side of the f'n.selagf-'.
itihoard of the nacelles, and two (32 and 24 lm](. uallons = 145 anil
109 litres each) outboiu'd oi’ each nacelle.
'J.’otal
tiormul fuel
capacity 530 Imp. aalkm.s (2.434 litres). I'lie long-range \-ersions
of the Alosquito liax'o three additional tanks, one in the fuselage
mid two inoimted externally under the wing outl'oard of the nacelles.
Tho.S6 latter tanks are of \-a:rioiis capacities tuid are jettisoiiahle.
Accommodatiox (Fighter and Fighter-Bomber).— Side-by-side seating
for crew of two in nose witli pilot on [lort .side.
Armoured bulkhead in solid nose and flat bullet-proof windscreen. Entrance to
cockpit through door on starboard side.
AccoAiiJQD.Vi’iox (Dnurrned Bomlaer and J:’liotographie
.Reoonnai.ssauce).
Aceommoilation for crew of twt> U:S for .Fighter, Transpareixt nose with optically-flat pariel for l-ioinfa-aimor, A"ee vvindserecu with two layers of glass hetw'een wliieh passes constant
flow of dried air to pre\'ent misting and icing, and spectacle-typo
control instoad of stick-type colunm in Figliter. Entrance to
cabin through iinteh in floor. Supcrcliargetl and heated cabin

airsci'ows

—

35.

—

iii/rn.)
.’Browning
(Figiiter).
Four 0.303 in.
(7.7
in solid
nose aliead of armour bulkhead arid

iiiaeiiiiie-gun.s

m/m.

British .Hispaiio cannon in lower |)orti(.m of fn-selago
and firing throi.igh aiierturcs in nnder.sido ol' nose.
In certain
marks niachine-guns rejilaocd l.iy radar.

four 20

(’Unarmed

AR,MAAirc.xT

stowage

ill

fuselage

Botniuir).

—No

nrinamenl.

InteiMial

bomb

mid racks beneath outer wings. .Alaxirninn
.8 14 kg. ).
Bomb .sights mid selector switches

boinl.) load 4,0l,)0 Ib.s. {
.Bonib-aimer’s panel has double glass with heated air
passing l.ietween, as well as an external jet for spraying do-icing
1

in nose.

fluid tlieroon.
-- .-Vriinurieiii;
Boinba.s for
Fighter.
Bomber. Internal stowage for 1,000 lbs.
.Racks under wings for two additioiuiil 500 Hi. (227 kg.)
I.iornh.s,
Total bomi) loail 2,000 lbs, (907 kg.).
Au.MA-MEXt ( Rhotographie-Roconnaissance j. .None caiTicd.
Ec,i LTIPAI.KXT (Fighter).— -Full radio and electrical equipment, oxygen,
eabiix heating, stowage for dingliy in roof of fuselage aft of ca-nojiy,

Abaia.me.xt

{.Figlitoi'-Biiinlier).-

bay equal

to rear half of

(434 kg.).

—

etc.

—

(Unarmed Bomber). (..larnera installation in real,' fuselage
between bulk-heads 5 and 6, with remi.ite control i’rom bomb-

EQiiii'Misx'r

aimer’s iiosition.
(Rliotograiihie-llceoimaissanc'e).-- Goiiqirehonsivo camera
All
installation comprising botli vertical and obliciue cameras.
arc i3loct:rically-oi-K:rated and iieatod.
.For vertical photography
normal bomb sights are used and cameras controlled by ubsei'ver.
For oblique photography pilot is re.sponsible and siglitiiig marks,
are provided on tho side of cockpit canopy and on upper surface

Etjuti’XiiONT

.

—

and

in Aiks. 34

Araumext

(

:

.

t li('

.

of port wing.
Dimex.'SIons.
iSpau 54 ft. 2 in. (16.52 rn.). Length 44 ft. 6 in. ( 13.37 in.).
Height (over rudder in flying position) 17 ft. 5 in. (,5.3 m.).
Wkuuit.s axu Ldaiuxu (Aik. 34). Weight empty 14,622 lb. ((),()32,
kg.), Normal loaded weight 22,587 lbs. (16,245 kg.), AVing loading
49.7, Ibs./sq. ft. (242.6 kg./s,q. m.).
:

—

HAI^ILLAND
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The D.H. Sea MosQuito Mk. 33 Naval Torpedo-Fighter-Reconnaissaiice Monoplane (two 1)635
Loadings {Mk.

VViOKiH'-L'is

liS).

—Weight:

empty 17,028

liis.

(7,724

kg.), Weight loaded 25,200 lbs. (ll.dOO kg.). Wing loading' 50 lbs./
sq. ft. (273.4 kg./sq. in.), Power loading (take-off) 8.2 lbs. /h.p.
(3.76 kg./h.p.).
\V:nK}H'r.s

AND Ldadings (Mk.

Weight: empty 18,229 ilis. (8,208
lbs. (9,707 kg.). Wing loading 47 lbs./

3t>).-

kg,), W'eight loaded 21,400
sq. ft. (229.4 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (take-off) 6.96 Ibs./h.p.
(3.18 kg./li.p.).
I’Kirt'ottMA
(Mk. 34).- Mliximum speed 425 m.[i.h. (684 kni.h.),
Cniising .speed 315 in.p.h. (507 km.h.) at 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.),

Maxiimun

range 3,500 miles (5,635 km.), Normal still-air
range (approx.) 2,335 miles (3,758 km.).
I’ERiroiiMANOE (Mk. 35),
Maximum speed 425 rn.p.b. (684 km.ii.)
at 30,500 ft. (9.295 m.). Operational ceiling 36,000 :rt. (10,975 m,).
IboRFOEAiAXCE (Mk. 36). Maxiunun .speed 404 rn.p.b. (646.4 km.h.)
at 30,000 ft. (9,145 in.), Opei'atioual, ceiling 36,000 fi (10,975 m.).
still-air

were made. Further
totype Sea Mosquito,
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SEA MOSQUITO.

The Sea Mosquito is the naval adaptation of tlie R.A.F.
Mosquito fighter-bomber, this version being Jlk. 33 in the
Mosquito Series.
For Naval use a number of modifications have been incorporated.
These include folding wings, arrester gear and a netv
oleo -pneumatic landing-gear in place of the standard rubber -in
compression gear which was prone to e.xce.s.sive rebound in landing
on carrier decks and liable to cause the arrester hook to bounce
The standard armament of the Sea Mosquito consists of four
20 m/m. cannon.
The bomb load may consist of two 500-lb.
(227 kg.) bombs in the rear half of the bomb-bay and two 500 lb.
Eight 00 lb. (27 kg.) rockets
(227 kg.) bombs under the Avings.
Crutches are fitted
four under each wing, can also be carried.
under the fu-selage for one .standard torpedo. Specialised naval
radar equipment i.s installed in the no.se.
The power-jjlant consists of two 1,635 h.p. Rolls-Royce Merlin
25 engines, each driving a D.H; Hydromatic four-blade constantspeed full-feather mg airscrewG
number of R.A.'F, Mosquitos were converted for Naval
training pending the development of the Sea Mosquito, and with
some of these aircraft satisfactory preliminary deck lauding trials

D.H. Dragon Rapide (Wo D.H. Gipsy Queen engines)

Rolls-Royce Merlin 25 engines).

were later completed with the pro-

take-off gear has
in the production aircraft.
IJiMENSioKS. As Mosquito.

been developed and

is

—

M'nicams and Loadinos.— Weight empty 17,165

lbs.

(7,786

kg.),

Weight loaded 22,600 lbs, (9,979 kg. ), Wing loading 49 Ib.s./sq. ft.
(239.2 kg./sq. in.), Power loading (take-off) 6.78 Ibs./h.p. (3.1 kg./
C.V.).

—

Maxiiniuii speed 383 in.p.h. (619 km.h.) at 13,500
13 in.), Operational ceiling 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.), Range (with
drop-tanks) 1,680 miles (2,090 km.).

I’ERFORArANGE.
ft, (4,1

D.H. 89A DRAGON RAPIDE.
apiieared in 1934 and it has been in production

THE
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first

continuously over since, although it will probably have been
finally withchaw-n from production by the end of 1946.
Up" to the outbreak of War 210 Dragon Rapides had been built
and sold to aircraft oiierators in nearly every part of the World.
Many civil Rapides were impressed into .service for communications duties when Avar broke out, axtd production Avas maintained throughout the War, by the de Havilland company at
Hatfield up to 1943 and thereafter by Brush CoachAvorks at
Loughborough. Hatfield turned out about 200 and the Brush

The service name
CoacliAvorks built 275 up to August 15, 1945.
the D.H.89 jiroduced under Air Ministry contract was
Dominie, and tAvo \-ersions were in service, the Dominie I wireless
and naAugational trainer and the Dominie C. Mk. II commxmieations A’ersion.
After the Avar chdl production Avas resumed and three Amrsions
noAC in service are distinguished as folloAA’s ;
for

over the arrester wires.

A

trials

,Rocket-as,sisted

iii.stidled

—
—

.

h.p.

Dragon RapMe Mk. I. Pre-AA’ar D.H.89
engines and accommodation for

GiiAsy-Six

xvith
tAvo
pilot and

D.H.
eight

passengers.

Dragon Rapide Mk. II. Post-Avar production Avith tAX’o D.H.
Gqjsy Queen III engines and accommodation for pilot, radiooperator and six passengers.

,

Dragon Rapide Mk. III. Post-Avar production similar to the
Mk, I but fitted Avith two D.H. Gipsy Queen III engines.

delivered, to

‘‘Zone Redningskorp/’ the Danish First Aitl Organization
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radio-opei'idor In'liind and to starlioartl, si'pai'aied IViuu main cabin
4 ft. li in. biuh '< 4 ft. wide
by liulkhcad. Ilaiii cabin Ih ft. lomr
(ii.OSin. :< 1.4-111. >: 1.2 m.) has (•anacity of ISli cub, ft. (5.1 cnli. m.).
side witli central aisle.
each
seats,
ilirec
on
quiokly-reniovalile
.Six
Rear starboard scut may he rej-ilaced by toilet, coinjiartmcnt of
23 cub. ft. (0.65 cub. in.) capacity. Ai-ee-:-; door to main cabin on
Luggage
port side of fn-elagc hetueen trailing-cdge.s of wing.s.
eouipartment aft with capacity of 2" cufi. it. 10.7(3 cub. m.). Access
door an starlioard side of i'usclage.
A(.’con.MOX)ATiox (Mk. lilt.— -l:>ulkhea,d at rear of pilot's eomi>artmeut
moved forwan! 2 it. (0.(31 in.}. Xo radio-operator carried. I’assengei' cabin lias capacity of21ti cub. I't. (6.1 cub. m. and aceornruo.
datiun for eight (lusscuticrs. the rear starlioard seat l.ieiiig removable
Luggage comto proi’ide toilet iU'e-omnioda! ion as an Mk, 11.
partment as yik, ,11.
liy
.systwin,
j.)owcrei.l
clt'etric
Marconi windEoinpAiENT.
12 volt

Twiii-eni:iiiod Psirisiniger of iu'eiglil-eaiTiiT.

—

Aerulbil
seeiion
jModified li.A.F. 34. Upjier wings, attaching direct to top of
I'uaelage, have two spindled spruce spars, spruce girder ribs, tidjiilar
Plywood leading-edge
drag-struts, arid internal wire bracing.
and fabric covering over all. Lower wings in four sections conLower wing
sisting of two stub wing-s and two outer sections.
stubs have tvilnilar spaivs continuing throngli fuselage under cabin
floor mid are braced from eml.s to top of fuselage by one pair of
Outer sections constreanilincd steel-ttibe. struts each side.
Streamlined parallel steel-tube intei’plano
.structed as upper wings.
struts between bay.s and single bnilt-up steel-tube strut at tips.
Drpilicated lift and anti-lift wires in plane ol‘ front spars only.
Incidence 3 degrees, Dihedral (upper wings from root, and outer
sections of lower wing.s) 3 degrees. Root chord 3 ft. 6 in. (l.bT ui.)
Mean chord 3 ft. 10.(3 in. (1.18 m.). Aspect ratio 11.7. Ply-covered
wooden ailerons with fabric over all on upper and lower wings
interconiieeted by push-pull rods inside outer interplnue strut.
Total aileron area 29.2 sq. ft. {2.09 scj. m.), ilaimally-operated
split trailing-edge flaps on lower wings on either side of.eacb engine

i.vcfs,

two-bixy

I'aiual-sjjrtu

braced

hiplaue.

.

)

—

j.Jort upper wing leailing-ctlgi:*.
l‘ro\-ision for
Mareoni -AD 41/51.) or AD S7/SSS2 radio with or without Standard
.Blind Approach.
Di.MENSioxs. Sjian 48 ft. (14.63 m.j, Lcaigtii 34 ft. 6 in, (Ti,(.52 in.),
Height 10 ft. 3 in. (3.3 m.j.
Wkighm’s and Loadings (.Mk. II). Weight cu.pt \ (equipped, except

tlriven generator in

—

Oims wing

urea 330 sq. ft. (31.2 .sq. m.).
ox-type structure with spruce longerons and struts
inside pdywood covering, except for floor which is clear of any
Loads
(jrojection, the whole being faired externally with fabric.
from upper front spars taken by tube acros.s fuselage from upper
rear spars by wooden beam, and from lower spars ijy tubes athwart
fuselage beneath floor. Steel joint plates. All fittings taking
wing loads are steel fovgmgs. Maximum exterior width 4 ft. 5 in.

nacelle.

Fuselage.^

—

ehaii'.s)

{1.35 m.).

Tail Unit.—

Spruce structtire with
ire -braced monoplane tyqte.
]jly-covered tailplanc and fin (ov-er which is a covering of fabric)
fabric-covered
elevators
and
rudder.
Horn-balanced
rudder
and
elevators unbalanced. Tailplane adjustable for incidence in air
by screw-jack beneath front spar. Tailplane span (overall) 11 ft.
9 in. (3.5S in.), Maxinnnn tailplane chord 2 ft. 10 in. (O.SO in.),
Tailplane area 19.53 sq. ft. (1.81 sq. in.), Maximum elevator chord
2 ft. (0.(31 m.), Elevator area (total) 17.4 sq. ft. (1.(32 sq, m,). Fin
area 9.7 sq. ft. (0.9 sq, m.). Rudder height 0 ft. 10 in. (2.08 m.),
Rudder area 16.3 sq. ft. (1.53 sq. m.).
LAxniNG Geak..
ixed two-wheel tjqie. Each main wheel carried
between pair of Dowty shock-absorber legs and faired into engine
cowling with removable metal sheets. Non-moving parts of
shock-absorbei's rigitlly-braeed to wing structure and to lower
fuselage longerons. Modinm-pre.ssnre tyre.s.
Rendix wheel brakes.
Track 11 ft. (3 in, (3.5 m.). (.Mastering tail-wheel.
I’owEii Plant. Two do Havilland Gip,<sy Quceii HI six-cylinder inline inverted air-eooletl direct-drive cugine.s rated at 180/185 Inp.
at 2,100 r.p.m. at sea level, and with a inaxinnim output of 198/203
Engines mounted on welded steel-tube be{iTor.s
li.p. at 2,350 r.p.m.
in front of lower stub-wings. Engine centres 11 ft. 9 in. (3,5 m.).
Fairey-Beed 6 1 18(iA/21/X4 or (5yi80.\/21/X9 two-blade fixedpifeli luetal air.screws.
Two fuel tanks, each of 38 Inip. gallons
(173 litres) capacity, one behind each engine in wings. Btruetural
provi.sion for installation of two 18 Imp. gallon (82 litre) auxiliary
tanks in cabin. One 41 Imp. gallon (19.5 litre) oil-tank in each
nacelle, cooled I\y .scoops in slip.stream.
Accommod.atiox (Mk. II).—Pilot centrally-seated in cockpit, witli

km.

^

Ls

5

%;

litre).

and R. Fairey (General Manager).
Chief Designer

D. L. Hollis-WiUiams, B.Se., P.R.Ae.S.
Co., Ltd. is well known as the producer
of a wide variety of military aircraft. It has specialised on
naval types for many years, although not to the exclusion of

Middlesex,

*

:

The Fairey Aviation

aircraft suitable for other purposes.
The type.s of Fairey aircraft in service in the [loyal

f
'

I A' '/A A'

-

-'C V*

'.-tic

I

A

Model

kg.),

Directors), M. E. A. Wright, A.P.C., B’.R.Ae.S,, W. Broadhent,
L. Massey Hilton, D.F.C., A.F.C., A.F.R.Ae.S., R, T. Outen

;

r

(906

=

:

.

lli.s.

HI at 5,750 llis,= 2,611 kg.). Alaxiiniun .speed,
m.p.h. (220 km.h.) nt sen. le\’e!, Cruising sjieed 123 m.p.h.
(198 km.li.) at 1.000 ft. (305 in.) at 2, 190 r-i-i.m., Initial rate of climb
860 ft. /min. (262 in. /min.), Service ceiling 16,500 ft. (5,040 nn),
Onc-engiiu* ci'iling .1,900 ft. (305 rn.), (llimli to 5,000 ft. (1,525 in.)
6.9 minutes. Climb to Itl.OilO ft. (3.050 in.) 17.2 minutes. Still-air
range (with 76 imp. gallons 346 litres) 495 miles (795 km.), Take-off
distance to 50 it. (13 m.)in stiUair 333yd.s. (4S8ni.),,Landingdistauce
from so ft. (15 m.) in.siill air 430 yd.s. (392 in.). Fuel consumption
18 Imp. gallons/hr. (82 Utresdir.)
6.8 m.p.g. (2.4 km. per litre).

Directors
Sir Richard Pairey, M.B.E., F.R,Ae.S. (Chairman
and Managing Director), C. H. Ohichester Smith, D.S.C.,
A.F.R.Ae.S. and C. C. /innson, A.G.A. (Assistant Managing

t

1.995

i
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iispu.saiilc lottd

I’EREOii.uANi'E (.Mk.

FA//f£y,

-

i

—Maximum

—

;

(1,(314 kg.),

Maximum

—

:

lli.s.

XO

;

THE FArREY AVIATION 00., LTD.
Hsab Office; Hayes, Middlesex.
London Office 24, Bbuton Steeet, W.L
WoKKs
Haa'es,
/Middlesex
Heston,
AND ELamble, Hants.
Stocicport, Gheshibe

3, .555

l.Iisposable load (with Faircy-Uced (illiSii.V 21 .X9 air.serews) 2,195
(996 kg;), weiglit loadod 5.35(1 lbs. 2.520 kg. ). Wciglit loaded
(with .!^airey-Reed 61 IS6A;21/X9 airscrews) 5.750 lbs. (2,611 kg.),
Wing loading (iiornml) 1(3,5 ll)s.,sq. ft,. (SO. 3 kg./scj. m.). Power
loading (at 2()l> h.p. per engine) 13.8 Ib.s. h.p. (6.32 kg.,'e.v.).
M’,E.TGHa'.s AND LOADINGS (Mk. 11 li. AVciglit empty (iHjuipjied, except
chairs) ;!.52ti ll.is. (1.399 kg.). l)i.spo.sable loail 2,t.)3o llis. (921 kg.),
Disposable load (witli .Fairey-.Ilccd (31 ISU.A 21
airscrews) 2,230
lbs. (1,111 kg.), AVeight loaded 5,550 Ib.s. t2,32l.i kg, j. Weight loaded
(with Fairey-Reed 6IlSt5.A'2I 'X9 airscrews) 5,750 lbs. (2,(511 kg.),
wing loading 17.1 Ibs./sq. ft. (83.49 kg./sq. in.). Power
loading (maximum at 200 h.j). per engine) 14.3 Ib.s./h.p. (6.55
kg./c.v.).
Peeformaxce (Mk. II at 5,550 lbs. ==2,320 kg.).
speed
147 rn.p.h. (236 kni.h.) a,t sea level, Grui.sing speed 130 m.p.h. (209
kin.h.) at l.uOO ft. {305 in.) at 2,100 r.Yj.ni., Initial rate of climb
870 ft./iniu. (265 in./min.), Service ceiling 16,700 ft. (5,100 m,),
Ono-eugine ceiling 1,000 ft. (305 m.). Climb to 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.)
6.8 miruites, Climb to 10.000 ft. (.'L05O m.) IT minutes, Still-air .range
(with 76 Imp. gallons=C546 litres) 475 miles (764 kin.). Take-oil’
distaneo to 5i,l ft. (15 m.) in still air 512 yds. (168 ru.). Landing
dislttncc from 50 ft. (15 lu.) in still-air 420 yds. (384 m.). Fuel
consumption 20 Inqi. gallons/hr. (9.1 litrcs/lir.) == (3.5 m.p.g. (2.3
lbs.

;

i!

.

of the Fairey

FB-1 Gyrodyne Four-seat

Helicopter.

Navy

at

—

—

.
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the war’s end were Firefly, Barracuda and Swordfislr, the first
two as first-line carrier aircraft, and the Swordfish, with some
sm-vivors of earlier Fairey operational types, in a multiplicity
of non-operational capacities mainly training.
The production of aircraft of Fairey design from the beginning
of the expansion period prior to the war and up to VJ-Day

December

may be summarised

Service.

—

as follows
2,419 (1,250 by the Austin Shadow Factory 1937-41).
Swordfish. 2.390 (690 by Fairey 1935-40, 1,700 by Blackburn
:

Battle.

1940-45).
Alhacore.

802 (1939-42).
Fulmar. 600 (1940-43).
Barracuda. 1,072 (including aircraft built by Blackburn and
Boulton & Paul 1940-V.J-Day). Production continued by
Fairey after VJ-Day.
Firefly.
574 (1942-VJ-Dav). Production continued after

VJ-Day.
In addition Fairey factories built 500 Beaufighter twinengined fighters and 661 Halifax four-engined bombers.
The current production types are the Spearfish and Firefly.
In September, 1946, the Firefly Trainer was announced. The
Barracuda, in production at the beginning of 1946, was due to
pass out of production dining the year.
In 1946 the Company announced that it was entering the
rotating-wing field with a craft known as the Gyrodyne, a
cross between the helicopter and the Autogiro in that it will
employ a mechanically-driven rotor and at the same time incorporate devices designed to give the high safety factor achieved
Dr. J. A. J. Bemietr, B.Sc.,
in the Autogiro type of rotorplane.
M.A., Ph.D., formally Research Engineer icith the Cierva
Autogiro Corapany has joined the Company and takes cnarge
of the development.

THE FAIREY

FB-1

GYRODYNE.

The Gyrodyne is an experimental helicopter which at the time
It is
of writing was under construction for research purposes.
miusual in arrangement in that it combines a three-blade main
rotor and an orthodox two -blade tractor airscrew for forward
flight, both of which are driven by a 500 h.p. Alvis Leonides
nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine moimted in the fuselage.
It has a short-span cantileimr wdng mounted half-way up the
fuselage, with the tractor airscrew carried in a small nacelle
The tail-imit consists of a cantilever
at its starboard extremity.
tailplane with twin fins and rudders moimted as endplates,
and the landing gear is of the tricycle type.

is projected m military and civil forms, and the
have an enclosed cabin in the nose seating a pilot
and one passenger side-by-side, with a full-width seat behind
No other details were available
for two further passengers.

The Gyrodyne

latter will

for publication at the tinie of closing for press.

THE FAIREY FIREFLY.
Firefly was designed to Specification N5/40, which was
in reality a combination of specifications N8/39 and N9/39
suggested by the Fairey Company. The first prototype flew on

The

The prototype Fairey

Firefly

22, 1941, less than eighteen months alter the mock-up
The first
conference and receipt of the production contract.

production Firefly Mk. I flew on August 26, 1942.
The Mks. I and IV are the principal production models and in
addition to being supplied in quantity to the Royal Navy, both
have been standardised by the Royal Netherlands Naval Air

The following

versions of the Firefly hai^e been built
I.
2,000 h.p. Rolls-Royce Griffon II or
engine driving a Rotol three-blade airscrew. Day Fighter
Firefly F.

:

Mk.

XII
and

Day and Night

Fighter (see under Mk. II.).
Firefly N.F. Mk. II.
Designed as a Night Fighter incorporating an early form of radar. To give better night-flying
stability the engine ivas moved forward 18 in. (45.7 c/m.), otherwise similar to Mk. I except for specialised equipment. It was
later found that improved radar could be installed in Mk. I,
which could thus be used for both D.F. and N.F. duties. Therefore, the Mk. II faded out and later versions of Mk, I went into
quantity production equipped with the Griffon XII engine.
Firefly III.
Designed to take the two-stage Griffon engine.
Fitted with orthodox underslung nose radiator in a bulbous
crescent-shaped duct. This design affected the longitudinal
control adversely and called for a re-design of the front end,
resulting in the Mk. IV.
Firefly IV.
Rolls-Royce Griffon 72 (in two prototypes) or
74 (in production version) driving Botol four-blade airscrew.
Radiators moved from beneath nose to leading-edge extensions
of centre-section.
Wings reduced in span and given square tips.
Increased fin area. Auxiliary fuel tanks moved from leadingedge to external position beneath wing, and to balance this
external fitting the external radar equipment, which is carried
(later)

beneath centre-section in Mk. I, moved to a position beneath
the other wing in housing of similar shape to drop tank. Armament same as Mk. I but can carry in addition bombs of various

up to 1,000 lbs. (454 kg.) (maximum 2 X 1,000 lbs. —454
kg,), sixteen 60-lb- (27 kg.) rockets or eight heavier rockets, or
sizes

long-range drop tanks on bomb pick-up points. The production Mk. IV is 40 m.p.h. (64 km.h.) faster than the Mk. Ill
and 70 m.p.h. (112 km.h.) faster than Mk. I. First production

Mk. IV flew on May
to the Mk. IV.

25,

1945.

The

description below refers

—
—

Type. Two-seat Long-Range Naval Reconnaissance Fighter.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. One-piece centre-section
back to rear spar fits into recess in underside of fuselage. Folding
outer sections have trailing -edge portions extending inwardly to
the fuselage centre-line.
Wings, which are folded manually,
are turned upward round rear spar universal hinges and swung
backward to lie, trailing-edge down, along sides of fuselage. Wings
are locked in flying position hydraulically. All-metal wing structure
with stressed metal skin. Retractable Youngrnan aerofoil flaps
beneath trailing-edge from ailerons to centre-line of fuselage.
Flaps may be swung down and set to give varying positions for
take-off, cruising and landing.
Hydraulic operation. Trim-tab
in port aileron. Gross wing area 330 sq. ft. (30.65 sq. ni.).
Fuselage. Oval section metal senii-monocoque strneture with smooth
metal skin. Engine mounting bolts on to front bulkhead, and
tubular tail wedge on to rear bulkhead.

—

IV Naval Reconnaissance Fighter (2,300 h.p. Rolls-Royce Griffon 72 engine).—
[CharUs Brown),

C

X
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GO llis.=:27 kg. zero-length roeketsl. Bombs
1,000 lbs.==4ri'4 kij.i on external tittings under
Radar, ruidio. iiiglit-flying equiprnent, etc.^
pan 41 ft 2 in. (12.5.5 m.l. Length 31 ft. 11 in. (11.56
Ddie.s'SIOXS.
(tail
down, one fiirserew blade Aertieal) 14 ft. 4 iu.
m.l, Height

X

10

{inaxiiauin

{maximiiui 2
outer wings.

>:

—

.

(4.37 ni.).
WraunT.s Axii

—

Loatoxus.
onna! loaded weight l;i,45i,i lbs. (6,106
Alaxinuim loaded weigiil (wiili two -LI gallon overload tanks)

Itg.),

14,200 lbs.
(210 kg./.s(:|.

(G

Wing loading (maximum) 4." Ihs./sq.
I’tmer loading (niiixitnuni weight ) 0.1 Ibs./sq.
kg.).

-Llli

ni.),

I't.

ft.

(2.70 ]-cg,/h.]i.).
I’niiroKAiAxei-j.— Maximinn speed .'iSG lu.p.h. (GbS km.h.) at 14,000 i't-.
(L27(t III.). CJiinb to 10,000 ft. (.l,ii.5i,i m.) 7 miti. 9 see.. Climb l,o
2(t,000 ft. (Ii,005m.j 10 min. MO see.. Range u ith standanl faukago
7M.5 tidies ( 1, ISO km.), l\la,xinn,un range (wilii drop tanks) 1,070 miles
(1,720 km.).

THE FAIREY FIREFLY TRAINER.

A

has heeii devtduiiei! to serve
titi:* Firoliy
ns an inlerniediate iustruetional tiirei-aft lietween advanced
trainers Mini eornhat tvfies. i’Jio li’irelly 'Fi'niner is a conver.sion
i'he eoekpit arrangc'inent lias been nioditieii
of the F. Ilk. I.
so that the rear eiiek])it. oeeiijiied iiy the inslrnetor, is 12 in.
(.’ll). a e,'rn.) above tlie jeM'l of the forwiird eoekjiit oeeiipiied by
Operational cejuipment is
the pupil. iOtinl eontrols are tittoii.
reliiiued except that only two u'ing eannoii tire installed, one in
siteeial versioti of

each wing.
Tlio power-plant eonsists of ft Holls-lioyee Griffon
driving a Rotol tliree-i.ilade aiitscrew.

—

Same as for
Wkighx LciAunn. 12,000

DniENSioxs.

—

XII

engine

Firefly F.Mk.l.
lb.

(5'443 kg.!.

—Ilaximnm

speed MHa m.p.l!, (490 km.h.) at
level 2SM m.]).li. (4.55 km.h,).
Speed at 1,.500 ft. (400 tn.) 2S7 m.p.h. (4(i2 km.h.), S]ioed at 20,000
ft. (6,00.3 m.) MOO ni.ji.li. (432 kin.h.), Climli to 3,000 ft. (1,323 m.)
2 minutes MS seconds. Climb to 10,000 ft. (M,030 in.) 3;,' minutes.
Climb to 15,000 ft. (4,370 m.) 01 minutes. Service eeiliiig (with
(Trainer).

i‘.ER¥OB:viAXC.i;;

1G,500

ft.

(5,03!)

111 .),

Speed at

.sea

2S,O0tt ft. (8.3M3 m.), Rango
102 Inqi. gidlons
iST.'l litres fuel)
at 3,000 ft. (1,325 in.) 803 mile.s (1,205 km.), 'Take-ol'f run iu 27-knot
(oil kin.h.) winil 117 yds. (lOti iii.).

THE FAIREY SPEARFISH.
The Fairey

Firefly I.

—

utitilevf'f iiionopliUiC tyjii*.
All-im-ial .striH-iuri' with
TaiIi ITnit.
inetal-eijvored Hii, iiilplanc atjcl elftviili h-s tiiid I'aiirioiMivetvd rudder.
'J’l'im -tails! ill all inovaliks siirraccs.
t

—

Wheels and cileo sliock-ahsnrber
Ketraetable type.
Lais DI^^Ct tlEAR.
struts, liiiigcd at the extreinlties cif tlie eentre-seetioii IVcmt .spar,
into
uiider.side oT the centre-section
inwardly
wells
in
the
retract
Ijetwcen the spans, fairing jilate.s on the oleo leg.s and hinged diror.s
tinder the centre-section cdosing tlie tpiortin’e.s when the gear i.s
Fnlly-retractable tail-wheel. Hydraulic ojieration with
raised.
eruergericy hydraulic hand pump,
lilctractahle deck iirrester
hook under rear I'u.solage. Catapult iioints in fuselage are retractable fit the front station and removable at the rear.
Powuu I’L.ANi’. One 2,3h0 h.p. Holls-Koyce Griffon 74 twelve-cyliiuler
vee licpiid-cooled engine driving a. tiotol four-blade eonstiintS|;ieed iiirscrew.
Radiators in leading edge id' centre-seetion, u irli
thernio.stii tically-con trolled iiieelianieally-inl ereonneetefl
flaps at
Ahiiu .self-.soaling fuel tank in fuselage behind (lilot's
e.xit ducts.
eoekpit.
Auxiliary fuel taidc earried lienoath port outer wing aral
is lialanced on opposite .side by radar oquipment carrieil in a
Oil tank in cciitre-seciiuu.
.similarly-shajied housing.

—

—

over
cockpit
AccoimoD.vj'tON-. Pilot’s
leading-edge
of wing.
Observor/radio-operator/navigator aft of trailirig-edge of wing.
iSliding and jettisonable eanopies over both cockpits.
iFour 20 in/in. British Flispano caiiuon, two in the leading.Vii.MAMENT.
edge of each outer vving. Provision for rocket jirojectile gear.

—

V
i

Tlie te) pearl i.sli twu-.sixit Ia>iqii::,Mlii/iIi\a:alh,iiabt’i 5/J;tC‘ei:iin:uu.ssatico
Iluiiopliino #as dtssigned in Speeilieatinii (,).ri/43.
'Plto pirototypo
idreraft: was pi.iwered liy a Rristul Ci'ulaurus 37 engine, but tills
is riqilaceil nn tlie lirst ten jiroiivietinn nireralt liy ti Geutmiriis
38 and on tlie iiC'Xt twenty-two Iiy a Centnurus 3!»
thereafter
;

60 will be titled.
Rntiil tive-Iilade eonstaut-sjieed

(/eiitauru.s

tilt!

A

!ur.scre\v is being use'd on
revorsiblo-piteli uirscrosv will be
litted.
Proxlsion is also being inaile for later Jiircraft to be
titted witli dive- brake,s on the nppor and lower wing surfaces.
Tvi'o.
Two-scat Tiirpedci/IIivo-IIoniber/lAceoiuiais.snnee monoiilaiie.
Wixo.s.All -met id
cantiliwer
mid-v\:ing
monoplane. Two-.spar
structure built in lliree main sections; a eentrc-seetioii integral
w-illi fuselage and two ontor sections.
Spars in centre-section have
extrudeil light alloy booms to wliich, alloy sheet webs and Z-section
siilfeiicrs are ri\-eted.
.\nxiliary front, spar iuid ribs at angle
to nuiiii meiabers.
Cuter wing spar.s liavc tapering ,L-seetion
with ,L and Z-seetiun well st iffiaicrs. Auxiliary .spar iu trailing-edgo
Section,
^Pressed sJieeir fibs ai.iil :fln.sli-ri\a.'teil iiluminiuin-alloy
slieeti covoring.
Outer wings luu'i,! ilihednd of 6 degi'ees, and arc
folded liydraulicidly about rear spar to lie alongside’ fii.selage with
leadingai'dge n|iperini:.ist.
.Leadiug-eilgo sweepbaelc
M degroe.s.,

euT'rent idreraft,

iaut Jiiter

fi

—

—

Aspeet ratio

Gross wing urea uMO ,.sq. ft. (411.24 sq. m.).
of metal Tonstrueticin iiml covering.
Inset
trim and .servo-talis. Aileron area (each) 19.23 sq. ft. (1.78 sq. m.).
J:!:fitraeliabl(j Fairi'y-’t'otingiuan all-met a-l flaps Iiotween aileroiis and
iSliort-sjiau

i,i.7!l.

ailerons

I

.

The Fairey

Firefly

Two-seat Advanced Trainer (Rolls-Royce Griffon XII engine),

(f'/mi/is

llunm).

—
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fuselage in two sections each side. Flaps operated by six hydraulic
jacks in shrouded link boxes aft of rear spar. Four flap positions
housed (flush) cruising 3 degrees 25 minutes take-off 15 degrees
25 minutes ; landing 35 degrees 25 minutes.
;

;

;

Fctselaqe.—Light alloy moiiocoque structure

in throe sections bolted
together, comprising front fuselage to rear spar
rear fuselage to
frame at leading-edge of fin, and z'ear wedge. Pour light alloy
extruded channel-section longerons, pressed sheet vortical frames
and flush-riveted light-alloy skin.

LOXTwx

;

—

UxiT. Cautilcvor monoplano typiz,
(uiuBtruetiou with
sheet metal covering over all surfaces except rudder, which has
metal loading-edge and horn balance and fabric covering over
remainder. Pin and tailplane bolted to top of rear wedge. Metal
trim and servo-tabs in mass-balanced rudder and elevators.
'Elcvator.s built in one piece with single through -spar.
Tailplane
span 20 ft. 0 in. (6.09 m.), Tailplane area 59, S sq. ft. (5.55 sq. m.).
Elevator area (total) 57 sq. ft. (5.29 sq. m.). Fin. area 30.1 sq. ft.
(2.79 sq. m.) rudder area 20.3 sq. ft. (2.44 sq. in.).

I’Ain

Landing Guar.

—

lletraetable tyjie.
IVIain wlieels carried in halfforks attached to oleo-jineuiuatic shock-absorber struts which
retract outward into outer wings and are covered by fairing plates.
Main legs and .rear link members hinged to lieavy liglit alloy forging.s
at ends of contre-.soction.
Side link member attached to front
.spar in centre-.sectio.n.
Hydraulic operation, with emergency
luind-pun>]i. Dunlop wheels and brakes. Track ICl't. Sin. (5.08 m.)
Dnnlop tail-wheel cairied in fork on Lockheed oleo-pnetunalie
sliock-absorbei' strut
with self-centering anti-sliiminy device.
Retracts backwards into fuselage and is enclosed by twin doors.
Deck arrester hook binged at extreme rear of fuselage and lie.s
within port tail-wheel door. Snap mechanism with Bowden control.

Power Pdant.

—

Quo Bristol Centaurus C-E.58, 59 or 60 eighteencylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine on steel-tube liearer.s
bolted to fire-proof bulkhead. Maximum level output (CE.58)
2,320 h.p. at 14,000 ft. (5,265 m.), Maximum weak mixture cruising
output 1,535 h.p. at 21,250 ft. (6,475 m.) and with 2,800 h.p. (with
methanol injection) for take-off. Rotol 24-hlade engine-driven
cooling fan.
Rotol V.H.65 five-blado constant-speed airscrew,
14 ft. (4.26 m.) diameter.
One self-sealing fuel tank (183 Imp.
gallons=:832 litres) in each centre-section with additional tank
(43 Imp, palIons=195 litre.s) in leading-odgo of starboard centresection.
Total normal capacity 409 Imp. gallons (l.SGO litro.s).
Maxirmun overload capacity 589 Imp. gallons (2,078 litres) with
auxiliary tank (180 Imp. gailons=S18 litres) in bomb-bay in place
of bombs. Oil tank (29 Imp. gallons^ 132 litres) on engine bulkhead. Oil Coolin’ intake in leading-edge of jjort (.•entre-soctiou.
Coll'man starter. Provision for R.A.T.O.G. using tliree or four
unite each side witli mean tlirust of 1,050 lbs. (476 kg.) eaclu

Accommodation .'--Creu’ of two. Pilotts and observer’s cockpits
covered by sliort canopy of transparent plastic moulded construction
stiffened unth additional strips cemented on at edges and joints.
Hydraulically-operated [lortions slide for access and are jettisoiiable.
Bullet-proof wintlscrocn. Arrnour-]jlated bulklieucl bcliind pilot.

—

Auma.ment. Two .5-in. (12.7 in/m.) llrOMming forward-tiring machiiieguns mounted in each outer wing outboard of air.screM' disc
(150 or 400 r.p.g. in wings) and twin .o-in. (12.7 m/m.) Browning
(300 r.p.g.) in power driven remotely-controlled
Frazer-Nash F.N.95 dorsal turret immediately aft of rear cockpit
and operated by obseiu'er. GGS IIC sight. Fuselage bomb-bay
fitted with liydraulicallymporated twin doors lias alternative
accommodation for one iS-in. (45.72 e/m.) or 22-in. (55.88 e/rn.)
one 2,000 1!;). (907 kg.)
torpiedo ; four 500 lb. (227 kg.) bombs

niaehiue-gims

;

dopth-charges. Racks for eight Mk. '\HII zero-lengfcli
Rocket Projectiles under outer wings.
Ijoinb, or

fom

—

Equipment. Retractable A>SF XY radar scanner in l'uselage_ aft of
wing, and Rebecca IV; Pv/T between cockpits; cameni in jiort

The Fairey

outer wing;
tiares in

Spearfish

dinghy in deck aft of turret; 30 nmltiSignal lamps ;
as alternative to bomb load.

collajisiblo

bomb-bay

two oxygen bottles
Dimensions.— Span 60

(or four wlion

long-raugo tank fitted).

3 in. (18.36 in.), Widtli folded 19 ft. 6 in.
(5.94 in.). Length (tail down) 44 It. 7 in. (13.58 in,), Height (tail
down., w in g.s folded, alrserow optimum position) 10 ft. 4 in. (4.98 m,),
Heiglit (tail datvii, wings folded, airsereu’ running) 17 ft. 3 in.
(5.25 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Xoi'imil weight loaded 21,042 lbs. (9,817
As liomber with four 500 lbs. (227 kg.) bombs 22,082 lb.s.
kg.).
With one. 2,(J00 lbs. (907 kg.) bomb 22,010 lbs. (9,983
(io.OlO kg.).
-\s long-ru-ngo
kg.). As torpedo bomber 22,021 lb.s. (H,9S8 kg.).
reconnaissance aii’cratt 21,882 lb.s. (9,025 kg.). Wing loading (at
21,882 lbs. 9,925 kg.) 41.5 lbs,/sq. ft.- (200 kg./sq. m.), Power
ft.

—

21,882 lbs. = 9,925 kg.s., maxiuuun
cruising output) 14.2 Ibs./h.p. (6.4 kg./li.p,).

loading

(at

weak

rnixtura

PERiroiiMANC'E.— Maximum spood 292 tn.p.h. (470 ktn.h.) at 14,000
(5,265 m.) speed at 20,000 ft. (6,005 rn.) 280 ra.p.h. (450 kin.h.),
Speed at .sea level 254 m.p.h. (409 kiii.h.), Economic cruising speed
at 15,000 ft. (4.570 m.j 196 m.p.h. (315 kin.h.). Climb to 5,000 ft.
(1,525 in.) 3 minutes 40 seconds, Climb to 10,000 ft. (3.050 m.)
7 mimite.s 45 seconds, Climb to 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.) 19 iuinute.s

The Pairey Spearfish Two-seat Torpedo-Dive-Bomber-RecoiinaissaneB Monoplane

(

Bristol

Centaurus 57 engine)
:

{(hrrrlc./i

Bmim)

—

T
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The Fairey Barracuda V Torpedo-Bomber (Rolls-Royce

back frou:i trailing-cdge of wing, may be partly low*ered
ror tEike-oft', fully lowereil for landing, and raised to negative angle
.Flaps have metal frames arid .-\lolad
for retarding .speed in a dive.
Wings
sheet covering. Vetal-framed ailerons jrovered with fabric.

15 Hecoiidis, iSf-Tvieo eeiling 25,000 ft. (7,020 m.). Take-off run
(wind 31 rn.p.h. = 50 knuli'.’) 480 ft. (140 in.). Take-off witii eight
4-secoiid rockets at -21,700 lbs.( 9,843 kg.) in 31 ui.p.h. (50 km.]].)
wind 70 yds. (64 in.), Endurance ,5.3 hours, Range 1.030 ]ni]es'( 1,007

stiiggeretl

krn.).

fold

about vertical joint pins at the rear spar.s, the trailing-edges
of the outer wing.s, complote with flaps, folding tip and onto the
Reu|:<per surfaces to give clearance at tlie fuselage for folding.
Wing area 367 -sq. ft.
tractable w ing- holds under the wing tips.

THE FAIREV BARRACUDA.
Barracuda was the first monoplane torpedo-bomber
The original S.24/;;)7
to go into service in the Royal Navy.
was designed round the Rolls-Royce Exo 24-cyIinder X-typo

(34.1 sq. Ml.).

T'lia

Early in the constructional stage the power-plant was
cliangcd to the Bolls-Royea aierlin 30, an engine with many

The delay tliis CiUiscd t\'as
entirely different chaructei'istics.
responsible for retarding the initial piroduction programme. Tlio
Alerlin-engined prototype first flow on December 7, 194,0.

skin.
biiy

first prototype Barracuda had an unbraxied tailplauo
with tlie top of tho fuselage. During the early trials it
was found that when the flaps were in the diving position tho
To overcome this the
disturbed air caused serious tail flutter.
tailplane of the second prototype was raised some 4 ft. (1.22 m.)
to clear the wake from the flaps and also to clear the folding
wings. The first trials with the re-positioned tail-unit were
made in July, 1941, and showed that the trouble had been

following are the principal versions of the Barracuda

—

—

Landing

f’antilever oleo legs lielil at top
Geaii.
.Retractable type,
in torsion Iroxes at ends of .liori/.ontal triangular .structures which
are hinged to tho Ijotttim edges of the fuselage.
When retracted
the liorizont al members of eticlt L-tinit hinge tqj to lie in recesses
in the side.s of the ft.iselage and the oleo shock-absorber legs and
wheels stow* away in the leading-edge of tlie wings ahead of the
front spars. Operation by hydraulics jack located across floor of
fuselage betxveen landing-gear units. Hydraulic wheel- brakes.
Non-retracting tail-wheel. Deck-arrester hook lies flush in the
underside of the fuselage ahead of the tail-wheel. Catapult spools.

Power Plant. — One

VH

Rolls-iRoyce Merlin 32 (Mk. II) or Griffon
(Mk. V) twelve-cylinder Voe liquid-cooled engine driving a Piotol
four-blade constant-speed airscrew*. )Self-sealiug fuel tanks in centre
section between spar.s.

—

Crew* of three in tandem cockpits under a
continuous traitsparent iiooding. Pilot ahead of the leading-edge of
tlie tving with sliding cockpit canopy.
Observer/navigator and rear
gunner/radio operator over centre and trailing-edge of wing respectively, w’ith hinged portions of hooding wdiich can be tipped up to
form w’indshielcls. Navigator and radio operator have alternative
positions within the fuselage, tlie navigator having bay w'indow’s

.4cc;o.^I.MODATION (Mk. II).

,

The

l

I'nxt.
Bnieod mouojtlaiu! typie. '.I,'aili,)lan(i mounted near toj)
of flu and braced to tho fuselage fiy a .siitgle strut on each side.
All-metal lVa.mi,nvprk wiflt flu and nulde,i' emu.'red with Alclatl
sheet and the elevatora ami rudder with falirie. Triin-talia in
elovatora and rvtdder.

Tail

’

The Barracuda was first used operationally in September,
1941, in raids from H.M.S. Victorioua on Kirkenes in Northern
Norway and on Petsamo in Finland. In 1942 Barracudas took
part in s>veeps ever French ports and in the invasion of Madagascar.
The first major* action in 5vhich Barracuda squadrons
took part was in a successful bombing attack on the German
battleship Tirpitz in Alien Fiord, North Norway, on April 3,
1944.
It was in action against the Japanese for the first time
iir an attack on enemy installations at Sabang, in the island of
of Sumatra, on April 19, 1944.

of

eoiiuo.

The

in-lino

all-metal strueliiro with flush-riveted siuootli metal
Ihigine-rnounting, franiework of the piilot-’s cockpit and rear
Ilemainder is a metal rnonothe' fuselage are ol' steel ube.

FfSEnVGE.—Oval

cnigine.

entirely eliminated.

Griffon VII engine).

,

:
,

Ixoneath tlie w*ing,s for

dowmvard

vision.

—

Rolls-Royce Merlin 30 eirgine driving a Rotol
three-blade constant-speed airscrew.

Accommo,d,A'tion (Aik. A^). Crew* of two, pilot and observeri'-slegraphist, the latter undertaking the duties of navigator aitd radio-

Barracuda II. Rolls Royee-Merlin 32 engine driving a Rotol
fom--hlade constant-speed airscrew*.

Armament and

Barracuda

I.

operator.

Barracuda III. Similar to the Mk. II hut fitted with
radar equipment in a bulge under the fuselage.
,

,

ASM

10

:

Barracuda V. Rolls-Royce Griffon VII engine driving a Rotol
four-blade airscrew. Improved version of the Mk; 11 Avith
greater i-ange and increased speed over a much greater height
range. Wings of 4 ft. (1.22 m.) greater span and increased
internal fuel capacity. Larger rudder and dorsal fin.
Generallystrengthened structure to give greater margin of safety in pullouts from dives. Radar equipment carried in quickly removable
unit in one -wing. Grew* consists of pilot and observer/telegraphist, the latter carrying out duties of navigator and radiooperator. Armament consists of oxre forward-firing .5-in.
No rear armament. The Barracuda
(12.7 m/m.) machine-gun.
V prototype, in effect the first production aircraft of this type,
The Barracuda was withdrawn from
first flew in June, 1945.
production in 1946.
Tyi'E.

—

hree-seat Naval Torpedo-Bomber.

Wings.— Shoulder-wing

:

cantilever monoplane.
Centre-section stubs
Outer sections have constant
built integrally with the fuselage.
taper and rounded tips. Two-spar all-rnetal structure with diaphragm ribs, intercostal stringers and a stressed-skin covering,
flydraulically-operated Voungman flaps suspended below* and

—

Eqititjient (Mk. II). Tw*o .30.3 in. (7.7 m/m.) Vickers
Iv gas-o]X]rated inacliiue-guns on Fairey flexible mounting in rear
crew position. One IS in. (45.7 c/m.) toa'pedo carried externally
on crutches imder the .fuselage. Alternatively tliree 5001b. (227 kg.)
bombs may be carried under each w*ing. Depth-charges or sea
mines can also bo carried. For bombing -up, racks are fitted to
tho ljoinh.s on gi'oi.md or deck and comiilete assemblies are lioisted
up to the wings wliere the I'aeks are clipped into pos’tiou. Dingliy
and rescue equipment carried in fuselage.

—

A.riia.ment (Mk. V).
One .5 in. (12.7 m/ra.)_ forward-firing machinegun. No rear armament. Stores and equipment .similar to D.Ik. II.
Dimensions (Mk. II).--Span 49 ft. 2 in. (15 m.),. Width .folded 18 ft.
3 in, (5,56 m.), Length 40 ft. 6 in. (12.35 m.), Height 15 ft. 5 in.
(4.7 ni.).

Dimen,SIGNS (Mk. V).— Span 53 ft. 2* in. (16.21 m.), Length 40
(12.27 rn.), Height 15 ft. 3 in. (4.65 m.).
'Weight Loaded (Mk. Il).~14,500 lbs. (6,583 kg.).

Weight Loaded

(Mk.

V).— 16,423

ft. 3 in.

Ihs. (7,456 kg.).

PeeI'ORMAnge (Mk. II).— Maximum speed 220 m.p.h. (352 km.h.)
at 10,000 ft. (3,050 rn.), Climb to 5,000 ft, ( 1,525 m.), 4 rnin. 48 sec.,
Range 443 sea miles (802 Ian.).
Pebpobmance (Mk. V).—Maximum speed 244 m.p.h. (390.4 km.h.) at
10,000

ft.

15,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 2 min. 30 see..
(1,360 km.) at 159 m.p.h. (254.4 krn.h.),
range (w*ith auxiliary tankage) 1,200 sea miles (2,220

(3,0.50 m.),

Climb to

Normal range 735 sea miles

Maximum
km.).

—
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FOLLAMD,
FOLLAND AIRCRAFT, LTD.
Oepice and Works

Head

:

Hamble, Southampton.

Directors: H. P. Folland,
F.R.Ae.S., M.I.Ao.E.,
F.R.S.A., F.I.Ae.S. (Managing), C. L. Hall, E. N. Egan,
(Secretary), R. J. Norton, and T. Gilbertson (General Manager).
Chief Engineer and. Technical Director
H. E. Preston,
F.R.Ae.S.
Chief Designer
B. V. .Leak, A.F.Pv.Ae.S.
This Company was originally formed as British Marine Aircraft
Ltd. in February, 1936, primarily to construct the American
Sikorsky S-42 flying-boat. In June, 1937, the company was
completely re-organized. Mr. H. P. Folland joined the board
as managing director, and in December, 1937, the company
assumed its present title. Mr. Folland had previously .served
as Chief Engineer and Designer to tlie Gloster Aircraft Co. Ltd.,
and was responsible for a loiig range of succe.ssful single-seat
fighters as well as a series of Gloster racing aircraft and Schneider
Trophy seaplane.s. IMr. Folland took with him to the new
company an expert team of technicians who had served under
him at Gloster Aircraft.
:

'

:

.

GENERAL AIRCRAFT LTD.
Head Office, Works and Aerodrome

:

The London

Air Park, Feltham, Middlesex.
Chairman Sir Maurice Bonham-Carter, K.C.B., K.C.V.O.
Directors
J. M. Ferguson, F.C..A., H. V. Gort, F.C.I.S.,
L. Peskin, C. F. Lumb and L. G. Reid (Managing).

Facilities at the company’s extensive works at Hamble, on
Southampton Water, were increased during the late war, and
the company was mostlj’- engaged in large-scale sub-contract

work. In addition, however, it originated three types of its
own design the Folland 43/87 flying test-bed, particulars of
which -were included in the last issue of this Annual the E. 28/40
Torpedo-Bomber monoplane with a variable-incidence wdng,
and the F.19/43 fighter With a 2,500 h.p. Bristol Centaurus
XII engine and contra-rotating airscrews. The E. 28/40 aircraft
was not completed but the prototype was fairly well advanced
before the contract was cancelled. The F.19/43 was not proceeded Avith.
During 1940 the Company was engaged in the manufaeture
of components for various civil aircraft, including the Vickers
Viking, the D.H. Dove and the Bristol 167. The de.sigii staff
has also been employed in inv 0.stigating various types of aircraft,
including a civil type incorporating new feature.^ in safety and a
novel design for an amphibian. Approximately 67% of the
company’s activities during the year Avere devoted to aircraft
AAT>rk, the remainder to various commercial undertakings.
;

;

fonr-engined transport aircraft, the G.A.L. 00, w'hieh has equal
applications for military and ciA'il purposes. A brief description of this ty]Ae folloAAS.

THE

:

:

Chief Designer
F. F. Crocombe, B.Sc., A.C.G.I., D.I.C.,
F. R.Ae.S.
General Aircraft Ltd. AA’as formed in 1934 to manufacture
ciAulian aeroplanes, and their first jiroduetion Avas the Monospar
Later deA’elopments AA'ere the
tAvin-engined light monoplane.
Cygnet and OAvlet loAv-AA’ing monoplane.s, and the construction
of a- .special Monospar AA-ith a pre,ssuri2ed cabin tlie fir.st .such
aircraft to be produced in this country.
During the War the Company produced two main type.s
the G.A.L. 48 Hotspur eight-seat military training glider, wliich
AA'as mainly resp)onsible for the training of the glider pilots of
the AirboriRA Forces, and of Avhich 1,006 AA'ere built, and the
G. A.L. 49 Hamilcar tank-carrying glider. The Hainilcar aa-rs
initially designed and constructed in 1941-42 and Avas adapted
It was used on all the
for a great Amriety of military loads.
major Allied airboime landings. Daring 1944 its immediate
poAA'ered -glider \yas
development, the G.A.L. 50 Hamilcar
produced. This version aa-rs specifically produced foi' operation
in the Far Eastern theatre and Avas fitted AA-ith two Bristol
continue
Mercury 31 radial engines. Both the Hamilcar I and
to be used a.s standard ecpiipment by the Airborne DiA-ision,
Parallel with this -VAmrk, General Aircraft has been intei‘e.sted
A reseajcli
since 1934 in the development of tail-less aircraft.
programme involving the construction of four tail-le.ss gliders
was undertaken and three of these had been produced at^ the
time of Avriting. Details of one of these, the G.A.L. 56/01,
are given hereafter.
Late in 1943 the Company contracted for sister-firm responsibility in respect of the Sikorsky R-4 and R-5 helicopters,
AA'hich involved modification, repair and maintenance Avork for
the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force.
The Company Was also engaged in large-scale production
of components under sub-contract, and in production of the
Fairey Firefly tAvo-seat fleet fighter.
As a post-AA-ar development. General Aircraft has been entrusted Avith the prototype design and construction of a large
:

—

;

X

X

G.A.L. 60.

The

G-rV.L. 60 is a pi'ojeeted four-engined Univ-ecsal Transport
aircraft intended for passenger or freight-caiTying purposes.
It has been specially designed for economic operation on medium-

range sorAu’ces, and to have exceptional take-of'f and landing
performance in adAmrse Aveather conditions.
Th© G.A.L. 60 is to be a cantileA-er high-wing monoplane of
all-metal construction powered by fotxr Bristol Hercules 620
fourteen-cylinder sleeve -AmRe radial air-cooled engines driving
fom’-blade reA'-ersible-piteh airscrcAA's. It Avill have a tricycle
lauding gear, the main Avheels being non-retractable and
supported by shock-absorber legs under the inner engine nacelles,
and twin nose-wheels retracting into the fuselage. In the
freight transiiort A-ersion the entire forward fuselage aa-III proAUde
a cargo space 36 ft. long X' 10 ft. wide X 10-15 ft. high (10.97
m. X 3.05 m. x 3.05-4.57 m.) and capacity for 11 tons. The

passenger model

accommodation
baggage.
Di-AiENsioNS.
in.).

avuII

for

—Span

be arranged in tAvo decks and AA-ill have
90 passenger.s and 7,320 lb. (3,320 kg.)

102

ft.

Height overall 31

0

in. (49.38 in.), Lengtli

ft. 0 in.

24,640

lbs.

98

ft.

4

in.

(28,97

(9.44 in.).

WniUHTs (Designed).-—Weight loaded

87,300

lb.s.

(39,598 kg.), Payload

(11,176 kg.).

{Estimated).— Eoonornic cruising speed 170 m.p.h.
(274 km.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 in.). Landing speed (Avifch flaps)
77 m.p.h, (124 km.h.), Service ceiling 22,000 ft. (6,70,5 m.), Range
3.400 mile.s (5,472 km.) at 151- m.p.h. (243 km.h.) at 10,000 ft.

Pkhformanc'E

(3,050 m.).

THE

G.A.L. 56.

Tlie G.A.L, 56 is an experimental tail-less glider Avhich was
built as part of an official programme to investigate aerodynamic characteristics of tail-less aircraft. The prototype,
flesignated the G.A.L. 56/01, is the first of four such types and
Ava.s first toAved into the air in NoA^ember, 1944.
Type. Tivo-.seat Tail -Ies.s Glider for Re,search Pnrpo.ses.
Aerofoil .section Modified
Cantilev-er low-wing monoplane.
IViNCJS.
R.A.F. 34. Wooden structure Avith stub oeiitre-section integral
Avith fuselage and tAvo sharply swept-baek and tapered outer Avings.
Single box -spar consisting of two laminated liooms faced on both

—

^
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Ihe General

Aircraft Harnilcar

Tank

with

ply shoiir diaphragiiiff.
IMy eovoriiif; of low'-rpiality
wood shorts intrrsjK'i'scd witli sliocts of Kraft proeossod paper.
Asjjori ratio 5.87 ; vs ashout 5 tlofjrors ; normal diliedral 30 iniMiites!
I)rovisioii I'or \'arial)lo dilKalral of 11-4 degrees.
Swecfibaek at
.[-(‘liord 28.4 dt^prf.*e.s
root, rliord 11 ft. 4 in. (3.45 m.) ; tip chord
3 ft. 7.58 ill. (1.1
111 .) ;
nett wing area 317 sq. ft. (29.44 sq. m.)
gross wing area 350 sq. ft. (32.5 aq. in.). Longitudinal and lateral
control liy "elcv'ons,” with t;riin-tab in each. Total elevon area
(with tabs) 50 .sq. ft. (5.19 sq. m.) ; tab area (total) 4.4 sq. ft. (0.41
sq. in.).
Jhicnmatiioally-operated split trailing-edge flaps between
olevons and fuselage. Two alternative sets, each of 20% chord,
with liingc-lines at 70% and 50% local wing chord. Flap ai'ea

Kidi'n

;

;

1

;

(each set) 39.0sq. ft. (3.()(isq. in.). Emergeneywing-tip parachutes.
FusKtiAois.
yteel-tnlio strvicturo with wooden foriner.s and plywood
covering.
Lengt h of fu.soiage 15 ft. 5 in. (4.70 m.).
Fins .\xli Riiunnus. Ca.utilover twin fins and rudders mounted as
endplatos io wing-tii-is. .Spruce structure with plywood covering.
IJilferential control jirovides outward movement of 33 degrees and
inward iiiovemonl of 4 degrees. Total fin area 22.8 sq. ft. (2.10

—

—

sq.m.)

total rudder area- 15.5 sq. ft. (1.42 sq. in.).
Okau.- Fixed two-nheej type. Dowty internally-sprung
main wlioels carried in rigid tegs attached to frtmt lace of wing
spar.
Track 12 ft. 3 in. (3.73 in.). Tail-wheel with anti-shimmy
;

.L.\n’i>ix (1

groovi'd tyre eavried

on

oleo-yineuinatic strut.

Accommodatiox.-- Two enclosed cockpits in tandem for pilot and
()hser\-er.
Observation equipment in rear of fuselage. Single
tow-point in nose.
Dimisnsioxs.- Span. 45

ft.

height 8

ft.

(5.li9 in.)

IVniGirTs
kg.).

;

4 in. (13. S m.), .Length overall 18 ft, 8 in.
0 in. (2.t)7 m.).

Axn LoAinxcis.-- Maxirauin weigl it loaded 4,400
Wing loading 12.57 Ibs./sq. ft. (61 .3 kg./sq. m.).

1 ’ekfor.maxi'E.

—

aximum towing speed 150

Ma.ximum diving speed 200

(241

in.p.b. (322 km.h.). Stalling

m.p.h, (93 km.h.).

THE G.A.L
The Harnilcar was

in.p.Ii.

lbs. (1,99(1

kin.h.),

speed 58

.
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HAMILCAR.

originally designed to Specification 8.27/40
to carry the Tetrareh tank or two Universal carriers.
Later,
however, it was a<laptecl for the carriage of a great variety of
military loads, for which its spacious cabin and load capacity
of eight tons made it particularly suitable. The Harnilcar was
towed by Halifax, Lancaster or Stirling four-engined bombers.
The prototype first Jlcw on March 27, 1942.
Type. Military tank or vohiclo carrying glider.
\Vixo.s.- — 1-Iigli-wing cantilever monoplane.
Aerofoil section RAF. 34
modified. Aspect ratio 7.3. Centre-section and two tapering
outer sections. Structure comprises two box spars with laminated
booms and plywood webs, built-up former ribs and a plywood
skin covered with fabric.
Attachment of outer wings to centresection by two fore-and-aft pin-joints per spar. Ihcideneo 6|
degrees. Root chord 18 ft. 6 in, (5.64 m.). Tip chord f) ft. 1| in”.

—

or Vehicle-carrying Glider.

(2.78 m.).
Wing area 1,657.5 .sr|. fi. (154 sq. in.). Dyna-nneallybalaiicod slutted ailerons have single-s|jar, rurmer rilis, jilywood
leading-edge and fabric covering. Trim-tab in slarlioard aileron.
l^noum.abicaUy-optM-ated slotted flaps between ailerons and fuselage
Flaps are all wood with single box spar, dirqilu'agm ribs and plywood skin.
FtrsELAGE, Rectangular all-wood serni-monocoqne structure in two
main sections which may be separated for transport purposes.
Structure consists of a series of vertical square frames, four corner

—

longerons and a fabric-covered plywood skin supported bj' intercostal stringers.
Two massive frames reinforced by high-tensile
steel gusset plates at their bottom corners transmit lift loads from
centre-section spars to the fuselage and a keel beam between tlio
suspension frames acts as the main load aneliorage. The nose
of the fuselage is hinged to open to starboard for loading. In the
roof of the forw'ard portion of the fuselage ahead of the rear eentresoctiou spar is the flight caim]:)artment well. Tins is a separate
built-up unit supported on tlireo transver.se trusses and is completed by a transjiarent canopy which stands jiroud of the fuselage
decking. The rear fuselage trormiuates in two lieavy_ frames wliidi

and

siqiport

thi-‘

lin

width 9

ft.

3 in. (2.82 ru.j.

Taiu

Unit.—

tailijlane

antilever

and the

inonojilane

tail-wheel.

typo.

F'in

jMcximum
and

i'uselage

tailjilano

are

two-spar .structures with a plywood skin. Elovator.s and rudder
are wood-framed and fabric-covered. Trim-tabs in ekn-ators
and rudder. Tail}ihiue span 32 ft. 6 in. (9.90 m.).
Landing Gear. Divided typo. Each unit consists of two vees
hinged to the lower fuselage longerons and a vertical oleo-pneurnatic shock-absorber leg hinged to the centre-section front spar.
The vee.s are built up of two stainless steel boxes, the rearmost
acting as the axle beam. All anchorages are in the form of universal ball-joints.
For loading and unloading the main hold the
pressure in the shock-absorber struts is released to permit the
aircraft to shilc under its own weight on to ash skids mounted on
rubber blocks under the lower longerons.
Differentially-operated
wheel-brakes. Alternative landing-gear witliout shock-absorbers
may be jettisoned in flight when skid landings have to be made.

—

Fully-castering tail-wheel.
Flight compartment in upper portion of forward
fuselage seating two in tandem with dual controls. Bullet-proof
windshield and armour behind second pilot. Access to compartraent by ladder on inner starboard side of fuselage, through hatch
in roof and along walkivay on top of centre-section. Main freight
compartment 25 ft. 0 in.' (7.78 in.) long, 8 ft. (2.44 m.) wide and
7.5 ft. (2.3 m.) high.
variety of military equipment can by
carried up to a maximum of 17,500 lbs. (7,950 kg.).
Nose of
fuselage, hinges to starboard for loading.
Gable-operated push-rod
assembly opens the nose either manually, or automatically as a
vehicle drives forwaixl. Teliicle rails 'on bottom of fuselage
can be adjusted to suit tracks of different vehicles. Central load
anchorage point on keel beam. Exhaust extractors in sides of
fuselage to permit vehicles to start up their engines before landing.
DiMENSioNS.-^Span 110 ft, (33.5 m.), Length B8 ft. (20.7 m.), Height
(tail down) 20 ft. S in, (0.2 m.).

Accommodation.

—

A

—

—
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The General Aircraft Hamilcar
WIJIOHTS AXD Loabtnijs. - Wpidii;
Militai'y load I7,(i0() Ihs. (7,1)80

eiirjily

18.4(11)

llis.

X

Powered Glider (two

(S.;!;")!)

k".).

k".), ^\'eisJ:ht loaded OO.OOO Ihs.
vying IcKuling 2'J..S7 llis./st|,
[00.2 kg.,M<|. ni.).
Perform.axce (at sea level). Maxiirmm towing speed 150 rn.p.h.
(240 km.h.), Maximum diving speed 187 rn.p.h. (1500 krn.h.), Stalling
speed 65 ni.p.h. (105 km.h.).’
{[(i.ik’h) kg'.),

—

I'l

.

(
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58 HAIVIILCAR X.
in effect tlie Hamilcar I glider strengthened
at approp)i'iate points for the installation of two Olio h.p. Bristol
Merenry 31 engine.s. It was produced to comply to Specification
X.4/44, and the prototype first flew in February, 194,5. The
external appearance excepting for the mounting of these engines
and a minor difference in the application of the telescopic oleopneumatic struts of the main undercarriage is exactly the same
as the ordinai'y glider version. The track is increased to 20 ft.
The spaa, lengtli, height and cubic capacity of tire
(6.1 m.).
cabin are identical.

The Hamilcar

X

is

The square-section fuselage comprises an unobstructed hold
of internal dimensioii.s sufficient to accommodate a lai'ge variety
of heavy military freight from a 7|-tQn tank or two Bren gun
carriers to a 17-pounder anti-tank gun with its towing vehicle,

GLOSTER.
Office,
;

Wobks and Aeeod'rome

Hucclecote,

Sir

Frank Spencer Spriggs, Hon. F.R.Ae.S.

:

:

:

E.

W. Sham brook.

The Gloster Aircraft Co., Ltd., which now forms part of the
Hawker Siddeley Group, was formed in 1917 and since then
has specialised mainly in the production of light aircraft. The
many successful types developed and built by the company,
including the Grebe, Gauntlet and Gladiator, have been_ responsible for the steady expansion of the works organization.
During the war the Gloster company was engaged in production
of the Hawker Hurricane, and later was responsible for the
ma'or proportion of the Typhoon programme.
.To the Gloster company belongs the distin tion of being the
first aircraft mamifaeturer in either Great Britain or the United
States to design, build and fly an aircraft fitted with jet propidsion.
Following on the successful development of the Whittle
iet engine, the Air Ministry placed an order with the company
in 1939 for the design and construction of an aeroplane to be
fitted with this power-unit.
In May, 1941, the Gloster E. 28/39
iet-propclled n!OnoT)lano made its first flight piloted by the

The

disposable load in this condition being 6,990 lbs. (3,171 kg.).
In solo flight at full load after release from the tug aircraft the
rate of descent is 150 ft./min. (46 m./min.),
Dimexstoxs, As Hamilcar I.

Weights.

—Weight

,

empty 25,510 lbs. (11,571 kg.). Military load
Normal loaded weight 45,500 lbs. (20,030
overloaded weight 47,000 llis. (21,319 kg.).

17,500 lbs. (7,977 kg.),
kg.).

Maximum

(a.s a solo aircraft at 32,500 lbs. = 14,742 kg. loaded
weight).—Maximum speed 145 m.p.h. (233 km.h.), Cruising speed

Peefobmaxce
1

12 m.p.h. (179 km.h.). Ceiling 9.000

Pehfobmaxcb

towed

ft.

(2,745 m.).

a Halifax III as tug).
Taho-ol'£ distance to 50 ft.
(952-1,800 in.)
according to all-up
weight of tug dictated by range requu'oinents. Rate of climb at
sea level 435-730 ft./min. (133-224 m./min.) according to tug weight.
(in

flight at full load u.9iiig

Towing speed 150 m.p.h. (240 km.h.),
(15 m.)

1.040-1,950

yds.

E. G. Sayer,

who was then

the company’s chief

From

:

Burroughes, F.Pi^.Ae.S. and
Directors
Pv,. V. Atkinson, H.
T. O. M. Sopwith, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.
General Manager
P. G. Crahbe.
Chief Designer: W. G. Carter, M.B.E., F.Pv.Ae.S.
Secretary

X

test-jjilot.

CO. LTD.

Glos,

Chairman

Mercury 31 engines).

and engineering equipment loads such as Inilldozcrs, scrapers
and tractors and Bailey bridge equipment.
Single-point towing is used in the Hamilcar X as against bifurcated towing in the case of the Hamilcar I.
The Hamilcar
is capable of solo flight as a—'orinal twinengined aircraft uir to a weight of 32,500 lbs. (14,742 kg.), the

late Flt.-Lt. P.

GLOSTER AIRCRAFT

Head

Bristol

the experience gained in the design, construction and
the E. 28/39 the Gloster company designed and
put into production the Meteor single -seat twin- jet fighter
monoplane, which was the only Allied jet-propelled aircraft to
go into operational use during the war. The Meteor is fitted
with two Rolls-Royce jet units.
Over and above its normal production commitments, the
Company is engaged in a very extensive development and
research programme on entirely new projects.
flight testing of

THE GLOSTER METEOR.
The Meteor was designed to meet Specification F.9/40, the
first such British specification to be issued for a combat aircraft to
be fitted with jet propmlsion. The F.9/40 airframe was used to
test several different types of British gas turbines including the
Pvover-built Pow'er Jets W2B, the parent design of the RollsRoyce 'Welland with which the Meteor I was fitted the Metropolitan Vickers F.2/1, the first British axial flow' unit to fly
(Nov'ember 13, 1943) ; the Halford H.l, the ]3redecessor to the
;

'

D.H. Goblin; and the Rolls-Royce Trent, the first airscrew
gas-turbine to fly. Actually the Halford-engined F.9/40 was
the first version of the Meteor to fly (March 5, 1943) as the ^^26
engines installed in another F.9/40 in July, 1942, -were not ready
for flying until June, 1943.
The Meteor ivas the only Allied Jet-prop)elled aeroplane to
go into operational .service in the War 1939-45.

of 616 m.p.h.
Gloster Meteor IV (two Rolls-Royce Derwent V turbo-jets) which established a World’s Speed Record
(991 km.h.) in September, 1946.

—

—
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The

Gloster

Meteor

III

Single-seat Fighter (two

On November 7, 1945, a Gloster Meteor IV piloted by Group
Capt. H. J. Wilson, A.F.C., R.A.F., broke the tVorld’s Speed
Record over a 3 km. speed course at Herne Bay, Kent, with a
speed of 606 m.p.h. (969.0 km.h.), the average of four runs
over the coxirse, two in each direction. A second Meteor IV
piloted by Mr. Eric Greenwood, chief test pilot of the Gloster
Aircraft Go., Ltd., put up a speed of 603 m.p.h. (964.8 km.h.)
over the same course on the same day.
The two Meteor IV aircraft used for these flights were standard
protluction models from wdiich all operational equipment, radio
mast, external fuel tank, etc. had been removed, gun ports
They were fitted
faired over and a high polish finish applied.
with two Rolls-Royce Derwent V jet engines which were developing only about 88 to 90 per cent, of their rnnxinmm output
during the record flights.
On September 7, 1946, Group Captain E. M. Donaldson,
D.S.O., A.F.C,, flying a Meteor IV fitted with Derwent V turbojets, set up a new World’s Speed Record with a speed of 616
m.p.h. (991 km.h.), A .second Meteor flown by Sqdn. Ldr.
W. A. Waterton, A.F.C., attained an average .speed of 614
m.p.h, (988 km.h.).
Tropical and winterisation trials were undertaken during
1945-46 on standard Meteor aircraft at Khartoum, in the Sudan,
and at Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The latter trials were conducted in the winter months under extremely arduou,s conditions
with ground temperatures as low as 30° below Zero.
The following are the principal versions of the Meteor
Meteor I. Two Rolls-Royce "Welland jet units. Canopy
type cockpit hood. Not fitted with operational air-brakes.
Only a small number built.
;

Meteor

III.

Two

Rolls-Royce Derwent I jet units, edthough

The
a few of the earlier Mk. Ills were fitted with the Welland.
Sliding cockpit hood.
first quantity production version.
Few
later IMk. Ills fitted with the lengthened engine nacelles standardised on the Mk. IV. Fitted with long-range fuselage drop
tank.
Meteor IV. Two Rolls-Royce Deinvent V jet-units. Current
standard service model. Long engine nacelles, drop tanks and
fittings for bombs, rocket projectiles and photographic-reconnaissance equipment. Provision for cockpit pre.ssurisation.
Also fitted with wing.s of reduced .span (37 ft. 2 m. =:11.3 m.)
which improve rate of roll.

Rolls-Royce Derwent

I

engines),

Meteor V. Development of JMk. IV. Under-slung engine nacellest

Some to be equipped as radio-controlled
Type.— Single-seat twin-jet Fighter.

pilotless targets.

—

Wide centre-section
Low- wing cantilever monoplane.
integral with the fuselage centre portion includes tlie two jet nacelles
have increased taper
Outer
sections
and landing -gear units.
wing
and rounded tqis. Upper and lower ah‘-brakes and flaps on centresection, internally mass-balanced ailerons with automatic balance
tabs on outer, sections. All-metal stressed-skin wing and aileron
.struoture.
Wing area .374 .sq. ft. (34 sq. m.}.

Wings.-

—

Oval section all-metal stressed-skin structure. In four
sections comprising the nose, the front fuselage with nose wheel,
the centre fuselage embodying tlio wing centre-section with tlie two
power nacelles and main landing-gear units, ami the roar fuselage
complete with tail portion.
Tail UNiT.—Cantilewr monoplane type, Tailplane moimted near
top of fln splitting the rudder in two jiarts. Trimming tabs are
fitted to each elevator and to lower portion of rudder.
LiiNDiNG Gear. Retractable
tricycle
Dowty leveredt.vpe.
su.spension anringing.
Main wlujela raised inwardly, the legs
being compressed on retraetion to le.ssen s|;>aee ocampied in the
No.se wheel raised l.iackwurd.s, the wlieol it.self being fiou.sed
wing.s.
between the rudder pedals in the front fuselage. In addition to
the normal electrical indicators, tliere is a mechanical down lock
indicator for the no.se wheel unit showing ju.st fbrward of tlie windscreen.
Hydraulic retraction with emergency lumcl-pump. Pneumatic brakes on main wheels.

Fuselage.

,

—

V

Power Plant.— Two

RalLa-Royce Derwent
turbo-jet units moimted
just inboard of the extremitie,s of the centre-section.
Self-sealing
fuel tanks in inner wings between fuselage and nacelles.
Total
internal fuel capacity 325 Imp. gallons (1,478 litres).
External
drop tank faired to underside of fuselage. Capacity 180 Imp.
gallons (819 litres).
Oil .sy.stern for each engine self-contained.

Accommodation.
the wings.

Pilot’s

Sliding

cockpit

forward of the leading-edge of

and jettisonable blister-type cockpit canopy.

Pilot armour and bullet -resisting windscreen.
Stick type control
column with hinged spado grip and parallel-action rudder pedals.
Trimming tabs operated by normal hand wheels. Engine-driven
hydraulic pump operates the landing-gear, flaps and air brakes.
Pneumatic system served by two air containers in rear fuselage
operates the gun-eocking gear and wheel, brakes.
Armament. Four 20 rn/m. British Hispano cannon mounted alongside
the pilot and firing forward. A camera gun is installed in the
filselage nose fairing and control for this camera is incorporated
in the gun’-flring button.
It may also be used without the guns
Provision in .Mk. IV for eari’ying bombs and rocket
if required.
projectiles under winsrs.
,

,

—

—

.
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A

Gloster Meteor fitted experimentally with Rolls-Royce Trent gas-turbines driving five-blade airscrews.

37 ft.
DiiiJaNSiONs. Span 43 ft. (13.1 m.). Span (clipped)
m.), Length 41 ft. 3 in. (12.6 rn.), Height 13 ft. (3.96
:

area 374 sq.

ft.

Weights (Meteor
loaded 11,800

in.

(11.3

Initial rate of

ra.),

Wing

(12,190 m.).

2

— Weight

lbs. (5,357

empty 8,140 lbs. (3,095 kg.), Weight
kg.), Wing loading 31.3 Ibs./sq. ft. (153.7

kg./sq. m.).

Weights (Meteor III).—Weight empty
loaded 12,500

lbs. (5,673 kg.),

8,800 lbs. (3,995 kg.).

AVing loading 33.4

Weight

Ibs./sq. ft. (103

kg./sq. in.).

—

AA^eights (Mnteor IV). AVeight empty 10,030 llis, (4,562 kg.), AA’'eighb
loaded 14,500 lbs. (6,583 kg.), Wing loading 38.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (189
kg./.sq. in.).

PisiiFOiiMiVNCE (Meteor

I).

—Mnxinnun

(619 kin.h.), Speed at 30,000

ft.

speed at sea level 385 in.p.h.
(9,145 in.) 410 rn.p.h. (669 kin.h.).

HANDLEY PAGE.
HANDLEY PAGE, LTD.
Head Office and AA^orks
Aerodrome
Directors

:

•

:

R. AVorley, F.C.A. (Chairman), Sir Frederick
Director), D. F. Sutherland,

Handley Page, C.B.E. (Managing
C.A., and J. Plamilton.

Chief Designer
R. S. Stafford, F.R.Ae.S.
Secretary; E, AA^almsley, F.C.I.S.
The firm of Handley Page, Ltd., has been associated with
It thus
flying in all its aspects for the past thirty-eight years.
possesses the proud distinction of being the first limited company
incorporated in Great Britain for the purpose of manufacturing
:

aircraft.

The Company has specialised in the design, of heavy aircraft
They produced the AA^orld’s
for military and civilian operations.
first large bomber, the 0/400, during the 1914-18 War and in
1918 the A^.lfiOO four-engined biplane, which was intended to
bomb Bex’lin from bases in England. Other bombers delivered
to the Royal Air Force between the AA^ars were the Hyderabad,
Hinaidi, Heyford, Harrow and Hampden, and in 1941 the
Halifax four-engined bomber. The Hampden and the Halifax
were widely used on operations dui’ing the late AA^ar.
Production of the Halifax ceased in November, 1946, more
than 6,000 having been produced since 1939. Throughout the
AVar they were in the van of the British air offensRe, twenty-six
versions of the original aircraft being produced for the many
different combat roles.
Almost 76,000 sorties were flown by
Halifaxes on bombing operations, and nearly a quarter of a
Bomber
million tons of bombs were dropped on enemy targets.
Command had no less than seventy-six Halifax squadrons in

The Handley Page H.P. 68 Hastings

—

In order to achieve
its peak strength.
great output a manufacturing group of companies was
established with the Handley Page organization as the parent
concern. More than 40% of all the heavy bombers produced
These
for the R.A.F. between 1940 and 1944 were Plalifaxes.
aircraft continue in service with the R.A.F. and with the French
Air Force, and a number have been converted for commercial
freight work.
The latest products of the Company are the Hermes fourengined pressurized passenger and freight transport, which is
and the Hastings,
projected in a number of different forms
the multi-purpose non-pressurized military counterpart of the
Hastings. Twenty-five Hermes IV and two prototype Hermes
The Hastings
A^ have been ordered by the Ministry of Supply.
is in production for the R.A.F.
For the period before the Hermes airliners are available in
quantity the Halton civil conversion of the Halifax has been
A fleet of these aircraft is in service with British
jH'odueed.
Oversea.s Airways Corporation.
An interesting experiment by Handley Page is the H.P. 75
Manx, which was designed and constructed for flight research
on problems connected with tail-less aircraft. Intensive flying
tests have provided Handley Page designers with comprehensive data in this sphere.
action at the time of

Cricklewood, London, N.AV.2.
Colney Street, Radlett, Hertfordshire.

S.

ft.

III).
Maximum speed at sea level 460 rn.p.h.
(740 kin.h.), Maxiinnm speed at 30,000 ft. (9,145 in.) 475 in.p.h.
(764 km.il.), C'rni.sing speed at sea level 425 in.p.h. (685 km.h.).
Cruising speed at 30,000 ft. (9,145 in.) 440 in.p.h. (708 km.h.), Initial
rate of climb 4,000 ft. /min. (1,220 m./niin.). Ceiling 44,000 ft.
(13,410 m.).
Pi^HPOUMANCE (Standard K.A.l?. Meteor lA^).—Maximum speed at sea
level 585 in.p.h. (941 km.h.), Maximum speed at 30,000 ft. (9,145
m.) 550 rn.p.h. (858 kin.h.). Cruising speed at sea level 540 in.p.h.
(869 km.h.). Cruising .speed at 30,000 ft. (9,145 ra.) 530 in.p.h.
(852 km.h.), Stalling speed with flaps and landing gear down
100 in.p.h. (161 km.h.). Landing speed 120 in.p.h. (195 km.h.).
Initial rate of climb 7,900 ft. /min. (2,409 m. /min.). Ceiling 54,000 ft.
{10,460 m.).

rEitPORMAHCE (Moteor

(34 sq, m.).
I).

climb 2,155 ft./nhn. (657 m,/min.). Ceiling 40,000

thi.s

;

THE HANDLEY PAGE

H.P. 68 HASTINGS.
a military transport version of the Hermes
As the
airliner which is in production for the Royal Air Force.
two types are complementary it is more convenient to combine
For further details of the Hastings see
their descriptions.
under Hermes.

The Hastings

is

'

Military Transport (four

Bristol

Hercules 101 engines),

[Charles

Brown)

—

.
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THE HANDLEY PAGE HERMES.
The Hermes

is a four-engined pressurized airliner which has
also been adopted for military transport duties under the name
of Hastings.
Structurally the two types are generally alike.

The

first

ember

2,

prototype Hermes was flown for the

first

time on Dec-

1945.

The second prototj^Je was completed as a Hastings, and this
version has since been put into production for the Royal Air
Force.
The original commercial version, however, is giving
way to newer models with lengthened fuselage and tricycle
landing gear, which at the time of writing were under development. The various models of the B’ermes/Hastings are as
under

:

H.P, 67 Hermes

First prototype.
Intended as a post-war
with pressurized cabin and accommodation
for a maximum of 50 passengers.
Hot proceeded noth.
H.P. 68 Hastings C. Mk. I. As Hermes I, brit ecpiipped for
military troop and freight-transport duties, and conforms to
Specification C.3/44.
In
Non-pressurizod accommodation.
production for the R.A.F. Prototype first flew May 3, 1940.
H.P. 68 Hermes I Civil Freighter, As Hermes I, but intended
solely for freight-carrying work.
1,670 h.p. Hercules 101

commercial

I.

air-liner

engines.

H.P. 74 Hermes 11. Modified version of Hermes I with longer
fuselage to accommodate greater number of passengers. Estimated cruising speed 300 m.p.h. (482 km.h.), and range 4,080
miles (6,566 km.). Prototype approaching completion at time

The Handley Page Hermes IV.
of writing, and .sidioduled to lly c.irly in
duction not intended

19-17.

Series pro-

version, siueo abaudonod, to
III.
I .’rojectod
larger fuselage of tlie Hermes 11 ami to bo po\vored
by Bristol The.seus ga.s-titrbine.s driving tr/ietor airscrews. Replaced by Hermes V.
H.P. 81 Hermes IV. I’rojeeted eivilian version, fully pressurized, to replace Mk. 11.
1,950 h.p. Bristol Hercules 763 engines.
Longer fuselage, tricycle landing gear, and larger tail surfaces.
Accommodation for up to 63 passenger.s. IMaximum fuel tankage 3,100 Imp. gallons (14,102 litres). For estimated weights
and performance figures see specification.
H.P. 82 Hermes V. Similar to Hermes IV but to be powered
by four Bristol Theseus gas-turbines each developing the equivTo replace
alent of 2,290 h.p. and chiving tractor airscrews.
Hermes III. Estimated weights and performance figures
given in specification.
All versions employ the same constructional methods, and
apart from minor differences the wings are identical. The
following description, except where indicated, refers specifically

H.P. 79 Hermes

have had

tlio

to the Hastings C. Mk. I, which at the tune of writing was the
only version to have flown, and is conseriuently applicable also
to the Hermes I Civil Freighter.
Tvpxo.-— Four-engined Airliner or Military Transport.
WiNCJS. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section NACA
23021 at root tapering to RACA 23007 at tip._ iVll-metal two-spar
structure consisting of eentre-section carrying inner engine nacelles,
two intermediate sections oarryijig outer engine nacelles, and two
outer wings with detachable tips. Centre-section front spar
consists of extruded channel booms braced l>y heavy -gauge diagonals
of box construction
rear spar has T-seetion extruded booms with
web -plate of extruded angle vortical members. I’late chordwise

—

;

The Handley Page Hastings Transport (four

Bristol Hereiiles 101 engines).— (C'TidrZes Brown).
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The Handley Page H.P. 68 Hastings Transport (four
roiiiibrced at laiidiag-gear and engine mountiiig points.
Intermediate wing sections have front spar of T-section e.-striided
booms with we'b plate, and angle-section rear spar. Both spars
in outer wings hsrve extruded angle booms and jrlate webs. Pres.sed
light-alloy ehordwise ribs, with reinforced tnb\ilar-braeed alloy
ribs at engine mounting points, spanwise double angle section

ribs,

and

;

;

;

-

;

:

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

Gallay oil-coolers.
Accom.moda,ti:ok.-- light conipartinent q:)rovide.s accommodation for
pilot (bn port) and co-pilot side-by-side with dual controls
radiooperator, navigator and flight engineer. Windscreen assembly of
;

light alloy casting.s bolted together, with flat Triplex panels in
and elear-vision side panels. Crew entrance door 5 ft. 6 in.
X 3 ft. wddo (1.68 m. X 0.91m.). In 3-Iastings C, Mk. I and
Hermes I Civil Freighter entire fuselage .space from crew' compartment to rear bulkhead is available for freight.
internal diameter 10 ft. 4 in. (3.15 m.) ; maximum height 7 ft. 3 in
Freight-loading door 9 ft. 4 in. wide x 5 ft. 9 in. high
(2.21 m.).
Reinforced floor allows
(2.84 m. X 1.75 m.) at rear on port side.
vehicles
iieavy
to be carried, and vehicl 0 .s can be driven in via a

Maximum

;

;

(Charles Broim).

high

;

;

Hercules 101 engines).

front

diliedral,
stressed alloy skin,
ilncidenee. 2 degrees
nil on top surface centre-section
1 degree 25 minutes on iiiterniediato sections, and 2 degrees 5 mimites on top rear spar on outer
leading-edge sweopback 9 degrees :U minutes on outer
wings
sections
(i
degroos 22 minutes on intermediate sections. Root,
gross wing
chord Hi ft. (4.88 in.)
tip eliord 5 ft. 10 in. (1.78 in.)
area 1,408 sq. ft. (HIO.S sq. m.). Mass-balanced Ifrise-type metal
ailerons on outer wings, built up of D-spar, light alloy ribs and
Total
steel sheet covering.
Sjiring-t.ab and trim-tab iu eaeli.
aileron area 98.3 sq. ft. (9.13 sq. in.) ; aileron movement 28 degrees
Spring-tab area 5.7 sq. ft. (0.43 .sq. in.)
up, 17 degrees down.
spring-tab inovomont 16 degree.sup, 16 degrees down trim-tab area.
1.08 sq. ft. (0.15(5 sq. m.)
trim-tab movement 15 degrees up,
All-metal hydraulically-oiiorated trailing-edge
7.5 degrees down.
flaps in two sections each side between ailerons and fuselage.
Single-spar structure noth pressed light alloy ribs and stressed alloy
outer flap area
skin.
Inner flap area 50.2 sq. ft. (4.66 sq. in.)
58.4 sq. ft. (5.42 sq. m.).
FirsEL.VGE.
All-metal structure of circular cross-seetion built in three
main sections with rolled alloy Z-section transverse frames, stabilized by intercostal plate members
to]i-hat section longitudinal
stringers and sheet alloy panels riveted to stringer flanges. Floor
structure of transverse beams and channel-section interco.stals
witli covering of Plymax panels.
Maximum e.xtornal diameter
11 ft. (3.35 ra.).
T.-vii,
UxiT. All-metal cantileinr monojolaue type. Tailplane,
constructed in two sections with detachable tips, has single main
spar of extruded angle booms and light alloy web j)late riveted on.
D-seetion nose, pressed ehordwise ribs and stressed sheet metal
covering.
Fin similarly constructed, with single swept-back sp_ar
Mass-balanced rudder and elevators consist
and dorsal extension.
of light-alloy D-apar riveted to plate web, pressed sheet ribs and
metal akin. Sprmg-tab and trim-tab in each movable surface.
total
Gross tailplane and elevator area 325 sq. ft. (30.19 sq. m.)
elevator area 126.7 sq. ft. (11.77 sq, m.) ; elevator movement
25 degrees up, 20 degrees down.
Tab area (each elevator) 4.28
sq. ft. (0.34 sq. ni.)
tab moveinent 6 degrees up, 14 degrees down.
Rudder area 64.5 sq. ft. (6 sq. ni.) movement 25 degrees each way
trim-tab area 4.26 .sq. ft. (0.395 ,sq. in.)
spring-tab area 7.74 sq. ft.
(0.718 sq. m.) ; tab movement 15 degrees each way.
Landinq Geab. Retractable two-wheel type. Each main wheel
carried on Mes.sier unit composed of an arch casting with, two oleopnemnatie shock-absorber struts to which are attached radiusrods and operating jacks. Main units retract rearwards into inner
engine nacelles and are enclosed by twin-doors. Hydraulic
operation. Track 24 ft. 8 in. (7.52 m.). Tail-wlieel carried in.
fork on shock-alisorber leg retracts rearwards into fuselage and is
fully enclosed.
Dunlop wiieels and tyres.
Power Peant.
our .Bristol .Hercules 101 fourteen-cylinder two-row
radial sleeve- valve air-cooled engines each rated at 1,675 h.p. for,
talv6-ofi’, mounted on steel-tube hearers and enclosed in long-chord
cowling with controllable trailing-edge cooling gills. Rotol cooling
fan in front of engines. ,D.PI. four-blade constant-.speed fullfoathering, revensible-piteh metal airscrews, 13 ft. (3.96 rn.) diameter.
.Riveted sheet alloy fuel tanks in wing.s, seven each side
of fuselage, with total capacity of 2,563 Imp. gallons (11,657 litres).
Tanks secured by strap.s and removable through i.ippBr .surface of
wing. Four oil-tanks, each of 28 Imp. gallons (127 litre.s) oaiiacity.
two in centre-section and two in leading-edge between engines.

stringers

Bristol

Fully-pressmrized accommodation on civil version.
Cabin
pressure 6.5 Ibs./sq. in. (0.457 kg./sq. c/in.). Main cabin of the
Herine.s II, IV and
accommodates a niaxinmm of 63 passengers
for short-range flights ; 62 for medium-range flights and 36-40
in a liuxury version providing night accommodation for 18-20.

ramp.

V

Three toilet compartments, one forward and two aft
galley,
complete with rolrigerators, etc., at rear of crew compartment ;
a compartment which can be equipped as a promenade, lounge or
bar, and two baggage compartments under floor.
Eight e,scape
;

hatches.

—
—

Equipment. T.K.S. de-icing equipment.
Dimensions. Span 113 ft. '(34.44 m.). Length (Hasstings C. Mk. I
and Hermes I Civil Freighter) 82 ft. 2 in. (25.04 m.), Length (Hermes
IV and V) 95_ft. in. (29.11 m.), Height (Hastings C. Mk. I and
Hei-mes I Civil freighter, tail down) 22 ft. 6 in. (6.86 m.). Height
(Hermes IV and V over rudder, approximate), 28 ft. 6 in. (8.70 m.).
WEicaiTS AND Loadings (Hermes I Civil Freighter). Weight empty
(equipped) 52,600 lbs. (23,839 kg.), Maximum payload 21,200 lbs.
(3

—

—

Maximum loaded weight 75,000 lbs. (34,018 k^.).
landing weight 71,600 lbs. (32,432 kg.), Wing loading
ft. (269.7 kg./sq. in.), Power loading 11.2 Ibs./h.p.

(9,616 kg.),

Maximum

63.2 Ibs./sq.

(5.07 kg./h.p.).

— designed).—Weight

empty

V— designed).— Weight

empty

Weights and Loadings (Hermes IV

(equipped) 54,500 lbs. (24,721 kg.). Maximum payloadT7,000 lbs.
(7,711 kg.), Maximum loaded weight 82,000 lbs. (37,194 kg,),
Maximum landing weight 75,000 lbs. (34,018 kg.), Wing loading
55.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (272.4 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 12.2 Ibs./h.p.
(5.52 kg./h.p.).

Weights and Loadings (Hermes

(equipped) 50,000 lbs. (23,088 kg.). Maximum payload 17,100 lbs.
(7,756 kg.), Maximum loaded weight 84,000 lbs. (38,101 kg.).
Maximum landing weight 76,000 lbs. (34,018 kg.). Whig loading
59.6 Ibs./sq. ft. (290.97 kg./sq. m.).
Pereobmance (Hermes I Civil Freighter).—Maximum .speed 356
m.p.b. (571 km.h.) at 22,700 ft. (6,935 m.), Initial rate of climb
990 ft./min. (325 m./min.). Maximum still-air range 3,430 miles
(5,520 km.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.). Range (with 16,200 lbs. —
7,348 kg. pajdoad) 2,000 miles (3,219 km.).
Pereotsmanoe (Hermes IV— e.stiraated). Maximum speed 350
m.p.b. (563 km.h.) at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.). Initial rate of climb
750 ft./min. (229 m./rnin.). Maximum still-air range 3,510 miles
(5,749 km.) at 25,000 ft. (7,620 m,). Range (with 13,000 lbs.
5,897 kg, payload) 2,000 miles (3,210 km.).
Performance (Hermes V estimated). Maximum .siieed 360 m.p.h.
(563 km.h.) at 30,000 ft. (9,146 in.), Initial rate of climb 1,925
ft./min. (587 m./mhi.). Maximum still-air range 3,090 miles (4,973
km.) at 30,000 ft, (0,145 m.). Range (with 14,400 lb.s. == 6,632 kg.
payload) 1,610 miles (2,591 km.) at 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.).

—

=

—

THE HANDLEY PAGE
The Haltoh

—

H.P. 70

HALTON.

conversion of the Halifax bomber and
has been supplied to British Overseas Airways Corporation for
operation on the XTnited Kingdom-Cairo-Karachi and United
Kingdom-West Africa routes. It is intended only as an interim
aircraft until the Hermes becomes available.
Generally the Halton is the equivalent of the Halifax 0. Mk.
VIII and is equipped with the largo pannier Underneath for the
carriage of 8,000 lbs. (3,629 kg.) of baggage. All military
is

a

civil

”
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HANDLEY PAGE— coni irmed.

The Handley Page Halton

Civil

Transport (four Bristol Hercules 100 engines).
Tlie miter .seclimi.s are equipped witli
laperecl outer Aving.s.
“clevons'’, Avith split trailing-edge flaps bidwi'cii them and tho
At the extremities of the wings
nacelle, and leading-edge slots,
are metrii eautileA’er tins and inass-halauced nuhlers, and a
third fin is fitted at the rear of the nacelle.
Tavo 141) h.p. D.Tl. (djisy Major four-cylinder in-lino iiiA-orted
aii'-cooied engines are mounted as ]nisher units on the centresection and driA'c two-blade A-ariablc-jnteh (tropellers tlirough

lias lieon romovecl and the interior
of the fuselage is completely modified to provide accommodation
for ten passengers, five on each side with a central gangAvay.
The power j)] ant consists of four Bristol Hercules 100 fonrteenoylinclcr tvo-row radial sleeve-valve air-ooolccl engines each
developing a maximum ont]nit of l,()7n h.p. and driving a
D.H. llydromatic threo-l)lade full-feathering airscrew. The
normal fuel capacity is 2,100 Imp. gallons (0,0(12 litres) and the

and

maximum

extensions shafts.
Tlie lauding ge.ir is of tlie tricycle type, I'ach main unit eou.sisliiig ol' twin Avheels carried on a single siiock-ab^-nrhi'i’ k'g
Ailiicli retracts forward into tlicAA'ing, and a spatted nou-retract-

oquipmout and armamoiit

2,:170

Imp. gallons (10,821

litres).

Idarland, Ltd.
Conversion voi'k has been done by Short
Sti'U(*tnraIly the Halton remains th(^
to Handley Page d('sign.
saiuo as the Halifax, a full specilication of whieli ajjpi'ared in the
last issue of “All the World’s Aircraft.

Dimensions.
in.),

— Spun

J-Lciglit 2()

10,‘J ft. 8 in.

J't.

S in.

sq. m.).
WiiiRiiTS -AND TiO.UMNiis.

{(i.IlO

(SLOP

in.).

Lcngtii

ui.), 'W'ina' arc.i

7,‘5

ft. 7 in.

1,27.7 sq.

ft.

(22.44
(118.4

—iMaxiimiiii veiglit loaded

(i.’i.nOO lbs. {20.482
iOaxinuiin landing
kg.), \^'ing loading .71.1 llis./sq. It.
(249.3 kg./sq. rn.), Tower loading 9.7 Ibs./h.yi. (4.4 kg. /h.p.).
J’EKroRM.ANon. iMaxinunn speed 320 m.p.h. (.51,7 kin.h.j, ilaxinuim
weak mixture eniising speed 270 m.p.h. (434 km.h.) at la. 000 ft.
(4,570 m.), lieuuomia cruising speed 210 m.p.h. (338 km.h.') at
15,000 ft. (4,370 m.). Initial rate of climb 740 ft./iniu. (220 ui.;iuiu.),
)ServioQ ceiling 21,000 ft. ((1,400 m.). Maximum still-air range (witli
normal tankage) 2. .730 miles (4,071 km.). Maximiun still-air range
with long-range tanks 3,510 miles (5,049 km.).

ilaximiim payload
weight .JO, ()()(( Ihs. {24,tl2(i

kg.),

Ihs. (4,71)0 kg.),

—

THE HANDLEY PAGE

H.P. 75 MANX.
a two-seat tail-less monoplane produced specially
to immstigato problems associated with tail-less aircraft. It
was ready for flight tests at the outbreak of ivar, but owing to
pressure of work connected with tho Halifax production programme it Avas not until 11)44 that the first flight Avas made.
Tho nacelle consists of a metal monoeoqne structure. Tho
Aving is mounted in tho mid position and is built in three sections,
comprising a coiustant-chonl centre-section and tAVo ,s\vept-back

Tho Manx

is

Two

views of the Handley-Page

alilo m).se-Avlieel.

TJio pilot is aecommodaled in an enclosed cahin in tlie front
of the nacelk' and the ohs('r\-er is situated in another (‘ulnn
at tlie rear and. faee.s aft.
ni.Ainv.sioNs.
Span 40 ft. (12.!!) in.), Lcnglli oAernll 18 I't. (5. ,7(1 m,).
Wing area 24() sq. ft. (22.8 sq, in.).
WKiiarr axo Loauinos.- Wciglit loaded I, (Kin lbs. (l,St4 kg.). Wing
loading 1().2 Iks./stp ft. (70.1 kg. sq. m.), Power loading 14.3 llis./
h.p. ((i.47 kg./h.p.).
PiCKi’OKAiAXC'K ( Apyiroxiinate).
Ci'iiisiug sjicial
Ceiling 10.000 ft. (3,050 m.).

—

l,7n

m.p.h. (241 km.h.),

THE HANDLEY PAGE HALIFAX.
The Halifax xvas
and the prototype

originally designed to Specification B.13/3()
The first proin October, 1939.
duction A'ersion AA’as floAvn in October, 1940, ancl tho fir.st operation
by a Halifax aa'us made in the folloAving March. Over 6,000
Halifaxes AA’ere built, the last being completed in NoA’-ember,
194(3.
Altogether twenty-six different vei’sions, equipped
Avith Holls-Royco IMerlin or Bristol Hercules engines, Avero
Alany
delivered to the Royal Air Forco for \-arious duties.
.still remain in .service Aidth the R..l,F., and Acith the French
Air Force, and others hai'e been nimle uAuiilable for ciA’iliaii use.
Details of tho Aiks. I-VllI Avero given in the la.st issue of

Manx Experimental

tail-less

first fieAv

Monoplane.

{Flight Phofurira2Jlis)

The Handley Page Halifax A. Mk. IX Airborne Forces Transport
Annual. The last model, the H.P. 71 A Mk. IX, is a transport version for the Airborne Forces, wdth a capacity for sixteen
parachute-troops. It is powered by l,t)75 h.p. Bristol Hercules
this

HAWKER.
HAWKER

AIRCRAFT, LTD.

Head Oeeicb and Works
Established

:

Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.

1933.

:

Frank fSpencer Spriggs, Hon. F.R.Ae.S.
T. O. M. Sopwith, C.B.E., F.R.A.e.S., P. G. Lucas,
Directors
G.M., A.F.'R.Ae.S. (General Manager), A. N. Spriggs (Works
Director) and T. D. M. Robertson (Secretary).
S. Camm, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.
l^.jDirector and Chief Designer
Hawker Aircraft, Ltd., was incorporated in 1933 as successor
to the H. G. Hawker Engineering Co,, Ltd., which was formed
in 1920 as the outcome of the voluntary liquidation of the
famous Sopwith concern.
The Hawker company produced during the war as distinguished a line of single-seater fighters as did their Sopwith
ancestors during the 1914-1918 w'ar. By a steady process of
evolution during the past 25 years, the Hurricane, the Typhoon,
and the Tempest were all developed from their early Sopwith
counterparts, the Pup, the Camel, the Triplane, the Snipe, the
Dolphin and the Salamander. In the intervening years between
the two wars, such machines as the Hawker Fury and the Hart
became the standard eciuipment in their classes in the Royal
Ah' Force.
It is not possible to cover in a few lines all that was
achieved by Hawker products in the war, but to the credit of
each of the three aircraft mentioned above stands an outstanding
feat which had a major effect on the course of the w'ar and of
history.
Firstly, the Hurricane, wRich was being produced
in large numbers at the outbreak of war in September, 1939,
played a far greater part than any other aircraft in winning the
Then, while the many versions of the
Battle of Britain in 1940
versatile Hurricane were being produced in their thousands for
service on more than a score of different battle fronts all over
the World, the Typhoon was also put into production. The
Hawker Typhoon was the first of the 400 m.p.h. fighters, just
as the Hurricane was the first fighter to exceed 300 m.p.h., and
the Fury the first to exceed 200 m.p.h. Armed with a battery
of four rockets under each wing, in addition to their already

Chairman

;

Sir

:

;

A Hawker

XVI

(four Bristol Hercules

XVI

engines).

and armament consists of a Boulton Paul Type D
mounting twin 0.50 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns.
photograph of the A. Mk. IX appears above.
engines,

tail-turret

A

formidable armament. Typhoons of the 2nd Tactical Air Force
effectively smashed the forces of German armour and transport
gathered before the final breakthrough at Avranches, which
resulted in the complete liberation of France and Belgium.
Finally, the Tempest became operational a few months b^efore
the Second Battle of London, during which one Tempest Wing
alone, commanded by Wing Cdr. R. P. Beamont, D.S.O.,
D.F.C., accounted for more flying-bombs than did any other
type of aircraft engaged in the defence of the capital. The
Tempest then proceeded overseas and took part in the final
assault through Belgium and Holland to the crossing of the
Rhine and the final surrender of Germany.
The current types of Hawker aircraft aro the Tempest and
Fury, both in service in the R.A.F., and the Sea Fmy, which
is in service in the Royal Navy.
Hawker Aircraft, Ltd. has received several orders from foreign
governments. The Netherlands Government have ordered the
Sea Fmy
and the Iraqi Government the Centamus-Fury.
The latter order is for 30 Fury Fighters and four two-seat trainer
versions of the Fury. The Persian Government has acquired a
number of Hurricane He Fighters and the Hawker company has
developed a special two -seat trainer version of the Hurricane
for the Persian Air Force. An illustration of this latter type
appears below. This now has an enclosed rear cockpit for the

X

instructor,

THE HAWKER FURY.
The Fury was designed to conform to Specification F.2/43
and was developed from the Tempest. A light version of the
Tempest to Specification F.6/42 had been projected at the end
of 1942 but in January, 1943, it was decided to produce a completely new' design, which was later named the Fury.
The Fury uses the same high-speed aerofoil section which
was specially developed for the Tempest to delay the compressibility effects first encountered with the Tornado and Typhoon.
The Fury wing consists of two Tempest outer sections bolted
together on the fuselage centre-line instead of being attached

Hurricane Two-seat Advanced Trainer (Rolls-Royce Merlin engine) supplied

to the

Persian Government.
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HA WKER—coniinued.

The

first

prototype

Hawker Fury

Single-seat Fighter (Bristol Centaurus XII engine).

to the sides of the fuselage as on the Tempest. The monoeoque
fuselage and tail-imit are completely new structures.
The Fury has appeared in thi'ee main prototype forms, apiart
from the Sea Fury which is described later. The lirst protot ype
was powered witli a Bristol Centaurus XII engine driving a
Rotol four-blade airscroM-, and made its fir.st flight on September
The 2,400 h.p. Centaurus
engine was later installed.
2, 1944.

XV

The second prototype was

fitted Avith

a

lvolls-ivoy<ai (Iril’fon

81 liquid-cooled, engine driving Rotol three-ljlade conirarotating airscrews. O.Tns aircraft first flew on. November 27,
1944.

The Fury I is powered \^•ith a Napier Sabre VI f (N.S.ii:5/S.M)
liqnid-cooted engine tlriving a Rotol live-blaclo airsca-ew.
Tlio
first fliglit of the Sabre-engined prototype was made in Jinu',
I94li.

together,
i-loar spai' swept for\vard from root to gun-i.uiy, there,S|)ar joints at centre-line and
after both .si:>ars eonverge .sliglit ly.
at change of dihedral of higii-teiisile steel .shaekle .stra.|.).s tliroughSheet metal
holted to booms and with butt -str:q)S to wolis.

diaphragm rih.s with jiose, intors|)!U’ and tail .sections, longitudinal
Z-sootion stringers and stre.sscd slcin co\'ei'iiig. Incidence
degrees
mean chord 7 ft 4(’ in.
root chord S ft. Kt;/ in. (2. 72 m.)
gross wing area 284.5
tip chord
ft. lU in. (1.(18 in.)
(2.24 in.)
aspect ratio 5.18.
.Ml-metal modilied
s(:(.
ft. (2(i.4li sq. m.) ;
Frise-typo mass-)jala,ia'iid ailerons liave light: alloy lhannel-sectioll
spurs with huilt-ui> I,)-uose, light slieel metal ribs and pro-tensioned
Inset, trim-lab
diiraluiniii skin covering riveted In statrs aial rilis.
and .Hawk'or patent spring-lab in each ailer4in. Total s)iring-tab
area J.4I sij. ft. ((I.13 s(j. m.). 'f’ola.l aileron area. 24.57 si|. ft. (2.28
;

sq.

in.);

.

;

.‘{

;

;

a.iloron

movement.

]5|''

up:

l.S''

down.

IIydra.uliea.l!y

railing-edge tlaps fielwt’Cn ailerons and fii.selage
tlap
in two sections each siile.
.Flap S)>an 18 ft. Id/ in. (5.7(1 m.)
(total)
area
151.4 sq. ft (2.92 sq. nn).
.Fuselaue.--— All-metal st rncture in four main sections bolted togel.lier,
coin);)i'ising engine monntiiig ;
inonocoqne eeiitre-fuselage to aft
of wing trailiiig-edge ; moiiocoque rea.r fuselage to leading -edge of
fin, and laonoeocpie tail-end with integral fin.
Monoeoque structure
consi.sts of four main longerons with trtuisverse frames and hulklieads, loiigitnflina.l toyi-liat section stringers and riveted stressed
metal skin. Heavy frames at wing-spar attaeliments. Frames in
rear fuselage of Z-section u’itJi half .and full toji-hat section stringer.s.
Tail IJktt. .-Ul-inetal cantilever structure. One-];)ieoe tailplane
Mass
bolted to fuselage,
h'in integral with fusohige tail-end.
balanced rudder with spring-tab. .•Vcrodynii.mically and statically
c-ontrollable
balanced elevators on set-back shrouded hinges, witli
trim-tab in each. I*re-stretrrlied slieet metal covering over all
i:)]iera1.ed

siilit

1

;

The

description below refers to the Fury I with Napier Sabre
engine.
Details of the Centaurii.s-engined Fury follow tlio
specification of the
I.
Type. Single-seat Fighter or f'hotograpliic .itecounaissanee mono-

—

Fmy

plane.
W.nsfGS.— All-metal cantilever low-wirig monoplane. Hawker H.14/14/37.5
aerofoil section at roots, tapering to .H. 14/ 10/37,0 at tips. Two-.spar
structure built in two sections bolted and riveted together on
fuselage centre-line and attached to fuselage at four joiek-up points.
Inner portion.s of wings to points of attaednnent of landing-gear
flat, outer portions set at
dihedral.
Sjjars have extruded
section, liooms and plate webs, inner portions as far as cdiange in
dihedral lieing conqjo.sod of two L-section extru.sions riveted

.

—

*

The second prototype

of the

.Hawker Fury with a RoIIs-Royee Griffon 81 engine and contra-rotating airscrews.

_
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'railplane span 14 ft. 0 in. (4.26
Tailplane incidence
Tailplane area 34.4 scp ft. (3.19 scp m.), J?llevator area (both,
aft of hinge) 13.62 sq. ft. (1.26 sq. ni.). Total elevator area 16.8
sq. ft. (1.56 sq. m.), Elevator movement 23J° up, 11^° down.
Elevator trim-tab area (both) 1.29 sq. ft. (0.12 aq. in.), Rudder area
13.8 sq. ft. (1.28 sq. m.), Siiring-tab area 0.97 sq. ft. (.09 sq. na.),
Rudder movement 27° each way, Fin area 13.5 sq. ft. (1.26 sq. ni.).

svirfaeos.
in.),

Geab.—Retractable two-wheel

type, consisting of two
levered-suspension oleo-f)neumatic shoek-absoi‘her legs
hinged to front spar just inboard of break and retracting inwards
behind rear siiar. Hydraulic operation. Fairing plates attached
to legs and hydraulically-operated doors under fuselage enclose
undercarriage in retracted position. Track 12 ft. 0 in. (3.66 m.).
Tail-wheel carried in fork on Dowty oil-compression shock-absorber
leg retracts forwaixl into fuselage and is enclosed by twin-doors.
Dunloji tyres and Dunlop pneuinatically-operated differential
brakes on main wheels.
PovvEB Plant. -One Napier Sabre VII (N.S.93/SM) twentj^-foureylinder H-tyjie liquid-cooled sleeve-valve engine developing
3,000 h.p. for take-off, a ma.Kimum output of 3,055 h.p. at 3,860
r.p.m. at 2,250 ft. (685 m.) in M.S. gear, 2,820 h.p. at 3,850 r.p.m.
at 12,500 ft. (3,810 m.) with 17}lb,s./sq. in. (1.21 kg./sq. c/in.) boost
for periods up to 5 minutes, and a inaximuiu continuous weakmixture cruising outpuit of 1,730 h.p. at 3,250 r.p.m. at 8,500 ft.
(2,590 m.) or 1,600 h.p. at 17,000 ft. (5,185 in.) with 7 Ibs./sq. in.
Engine mounting consists of composite
(.49 kg./sq. c/in.) boost.
light alloy beam on each side of engine, machined channel extrusions
being used for top and bottom booms with web plates on both
Largesides, the outer plates forming part of the engine cowling.
diameter tubular steel members tie the beams to the fuselage tof)
transattachments.
Engine
feet
box-section,
longeron
mounted on
versal light alloy beams, witli journal-type flexible rubber bush
mountings in. front and solid fittings at rear. Rotol five-blade
constant-speed metal au'screw 13 ft. 3 in. (4.0 m.) diameter. Fuel
carried in one fuselage tank (94 Imp. gaIlons==427 litres) and two
wing tanks (28 Imp. gallons =127 litres each). Total internal
capacity 150 Imp. gallons (681 litres) all in Marston-Mareng flexible
Two
self-sealing tanks and all feeding to main fuselage tank.
long-range drop-tanks (45 Imp. gallons=205 litres or 90 Imp.
galions= 409 litres eacli) may be (carried under wing.s. Self-contained
and fully-automatic methanol water injection system with tank
Oil capacity 14 Imp.
(30 Imp. gaIIons=136 litres) in fu.selage.
gallons (64 ]itre.s) with 4 Imp. gallons (18 litre) air-space in tank
behind engine bulkhead. („)il cooling and carburettor intakes in
bottom of engine cowling. Coolant radiators in wing leading-edge.
Cooling mixture 70% di.stiiled water and 30% ethylene glycol.

L.^nding

Dowty

—

Coffman

.starter,

Aocomm.odat,ion.—-Pilot’s eookjiit over wing with one-piece blown
Perspex canopy which slides for access and can be jettisoned.
Fixed bullet-proof windscreen. .Double-armoured bulkhead behind
pilot with f ill. (1.7 e/m.) slab for head and neck jn'otectiou.
Armament. -Four 20 m/m. British Hispano Mk. V cannon mounted
two in each wing outboard of break and airscrew disc, and can be
fired altogether or in ],)air.s.
Access door.s in upper and lower
surfaces aft of rear .spar. Magazines in wings have total of 580
rounds. Access doors to magazines in upper surface. Gyro
gun-sight.
Racks below wings for two 500 lb. (227 kg.) or 1,000 lb.
(454 kg.) bombs, twelve 3 in. (7.62 c/in.) or 5 in. (12.7 c/m.) rocket
projectiles with 60 lb. (27 kg.) heads, or four Triplex rocket jn'ojectiles with 180 lb. (82 kg.) heads.
Racks for L.S. carriers with
eight

8|'

Equipment.

Ib.

(3.85 kg.) practice

bombs.

—V.H.F. and I.F.F. and Homing Beacon radio

in.stallation.s.

Engine-driven, electric generator.
Camera-gun in port wing can be
Smoke-screen
operated separately or in conjunction with guns.
installations can be carried under wings.
P.R. version carries two
P.24 cameras (one vertical and one oblique) in fu.selage.
Dimensions. Span 38 ft. 4f in. (11.69 m.), Length 34 ft. 8 in. (10.56

—

m.).

Weights
ment

—

.and Lo.adings.
Weight empty 8,365 lbs. (3,794 kg.). Equip2,039 lbs. (925 kg.). Pilot and parachute 200 lbs. (91 kg.),
Fuel and oil (normal) 1,516 lbs. (687 kg.), Normal weight loaded

The Hawker Fury

I

\

L

Ai

1

Frv

The Hawker Fury
12,120 lbs. (5,497 kg.).

Wing

1

'

I Fighter.

loading 42.6 Ibs./sq.

ft.

208 kg./sq.

rn.),

Power loading at take-off 4 Ibs./h.p. (1.81 kg./h.p.).
Pbbfobmance. Maximum speed 475 m.p.h. (764 km.h.) between
16,000 ft. (4,880 m.) and 22,000 ft. (0,706 m.). Speed at 29,000 ft.

—

(8,840 m.) 450 m.p.h. (724 km.h.). Initial rate of climb (combat
rating) 5,400 ft./min. (1,646 m./min.). Climb at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.)
3,400 ft./min. (1,035 m./raiu.). Climb (at combat rating) to 10,000
ft. (3,060 m.) 2 minutes. Climb to 20,000 ft. (0,096 in.) 4| minutes,
climb to 30,000 ft. (9,145 in.) 8 iniaute.s. Ceiling 42,000 ft. (12,800
m.), Radius of action (estimated) at maximum economic cruising
speed of 210 m.p.h. (332 km.h.) with maximum fuel and with 15
miirates combat allowance 560 miles (901 km.) at 30,000 ft. (9,145
m.). Maximum range of P.R. version 1,825 miles (2,937 km.).

THE HAWKER CENTAURU8-FURY.
The Centatirua-powered Fury differs from the Mk.

I.
with
the Sabre engine in the following respects.
Wings. Structure as Mk. 1. Wing area 280 sq. ft. (26.05 .sq. in.),
Mean chord 7 ft, 3J in. (2.3 m.). Aspect ratio 5.26.
Structure as Mk. 1. Rudder area 12.9 sq. ft. (1.20 sq. m.),
T.AIL Unit.

—

—

Spring-tab area 0.97 sq. ft. (.09 sq. m.). Rudder movement 21°
port, 21° starboard. Fin area 11.7 sq. ft. (1.09 sq. in.).
eighteen-cylinder two-row
Power Phant.-—One Bristol Gentaurua
sleeve-valve radial air-cooled engine developing 2,300 h.p. for takeoff, a maximum output of 2,400 li.p. at 2,700 r.p.m. at 5,500 ft. (1,675
m.) in M.S. gear, 2,130 h.p. at 20,000 ft. (0,096 m.) with S/i- lbs./
sq. in. (0.6 kg./sq. c/m.) boost for periods up to 5 minutes, and a

Single-seat Fighter (Napier-Sabre VII engine).

XV
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The Hawker Sea Fury

X

Fleet Fighter (Bristol Centaurus

maximum

contiuviaus weak-raixtm’e cruising output of 1,1)00 li.p.
at 2,400 r.p.m. at 12,000 ft. (3.000 in.), or l,4o0 h.p. at 24,000 ft.
Engine is
(7,315 in.) with 2 Ite./sq. in. (0.14 kg./sq.c/iu.) boost.
rubbor-mounted on steel-tube bearer strunture attached to fuselage
at four points by machined steel I'orgings; Itntol Ibur-bladc! constaidr.specf! metal airserow 12 ft. !) in. (.'J.SS in.) diainetor, gear ratio
.40.
Fuel capacity i)4 imp. gallons (427 litres) in main I'usplago
tank 30 lm]i. galluns (130 litres) in aaixiliary fusolago tank, 50 Imp.
gallons (127 litri's) in two inter-spar wing tanks, and !)U Imp. galluns
(400 litres) in starboard wing leufling-edge tank. Total internal

capacity 200 Imp. gallons (OtOJ litres). Two 45 Imp. gallon (204
or 00 Imp. gallon (400 litre) droji-tank may be carried under
(lil tank of (14.5 Imp. gallons«00 litres) bohiiid engine
wings,
bulkhead. Oil cooler intake in port wing leading-edge. Air intakes
leading-edgo
wdng roots. Cofinian starter.
in
Dimensions. Span 38 ft. 42 in. (11.09 m.). Length 34 ft. 7 in. (10.55
m.).
Weights ^vnd Loadings. Weight empty 7,795 lbs. (3, .530 kg.),
Equipment 2,094 lbs. (950 kg.), Pilot and parachute 200 lbs. (91 kg.).
Fuel and oil (normal) 1,580 lbs. (719 kg.), Weight loaded 11,075
lbs. (5,296 kg.), Wing loading 41.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (203.7 kg./sq. rn.).
Power loading (take-off power) 5 lbs. /h.p. (2.27 kg. /h.p.).
Pehfokmance. ^JMaxiiniim speed 455 m.p.h. (732 km.h.) at 24,000 ft.
(7,315 m.), Speed at 30,000 ft. (10,980 m.) 435 m.p.h. (700 km.h.).
Initial rate of climb (combat rating) 4,300 ft. /min. (1,270 rn./miu.),
Climb at 25,000 ft. (7,720 m.) 2,000 ft. /min. (793 m./min.). Climb (at
combat rating) to 10,000 ft. (3,050 rn.) 3 minutes. Climb to 20,000
ft. (6,095 m.) 54 minutes, Ceiling 44,000 ft. (13,410 m.).
litre)

—

—

—

THE HAWKER SEA FURY.
The Sea Fury, the Xaval counterpart of the Fury previously
described, conforms to Specification N.7/43.
The first pu’ototype

The Hawker Tempest

XVIII engine and Rotol uve-hlade airscrew)

powered with a Centaariis XII engine driving a Rotol fivoblado airscrew', was merely a stamiard land Fury with nonfolding w'inga hut fitted vvitii a deck arrester hook. Deck-landing
trials \vere inade with this airiiraft on H.M.iS. Ocean in Detober,
1945.
'in its fully luitmlised form, (‘oufortning to Specification 22/43,
the Sea Fury X, lias hyilraulically-o},)erated I'ohliug .wing.s, provision for aceelerated take-off ami earries full naval tK|uipment.
Tlie wings can lie folded witlt two I, IKK.) lb. (45-1 kg.) lioinbs in
position.
was iiowered by a Centaurus
Tlia first prototyipe Sea Fury
engiuo, but the second pirototype and |iroduction version
has the Centaurus
VIII with an airserenv gmir ratio of .444 1
for improved take-off.
is adaptable to a
Like the R.A.F. Fury I, tlie Sea Fury
wide range of duties.
-

X

XV

X

:

X

Tvpe.—

ingle-sent Fleet Figliter.

—As

Fury, except that wdng is built in four main sections,
the outer sections being arranged to fold upwai'ds. Stress-carrying
members at wing-folds of forged high-tensile steel with fork-end and
lug-fittings bolted to ends of spars, liinges at top and latches at
bottom. .Hydraulic folding controlled from cockpit. Wing area

Wings.

as Oentaurus-Pury.
•Fusel age
xVs .Fury
Tail Unit. Structure as Fury. Bottom of rudder is cut away to
allow for sting-type deck aiTester hook. .Rudder area 13.2 sq. ft.
(1.23 .sq. m.), Fin area 13.5 sq. ft. (1.25 sep m.).
Landino Gear. As Fury, wdth addition of sting-typo deck arrester
gear with telescopic hook beneath rudder.
.

—
—

—

II single-seat Fighter (Bristol

Centaurus

V

engine).

Tiie

PowEB Plant.

Hawker Tempest V

Single-seat Fighter (Napier-Sabre IIB engine).

— One Bristol Centauriis XVIII eighteeii-cylinder

two-

row radial sleeve-valve_ air-cooled engine developing 2,480 h.p. for
take-off, a maximum outjjut of 2,S6() h.p. at 2,700 r.p.m. at 4,250
ft.

(1,296 rn.) in M.S. gear, 2,300 h.p. at 17,000

9|-

Ibs./sq. in. (0.07 kg./sq. c/ni.) boost for periods

(6,180 m.) with
to 5 minutes,
a maximum continuous weak-mixture cruising output of 1,600 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.m. at 10,750 ft. (3,276 in.) or 1,530 h.p. at 21,250 ft.
(0,475 m.) with 2|- Ibs./scp in. (0.17 kg./sq. c/m.) boost.
Engine
mounting as Contaui'us-.Eury.
llotol five-blade constant-speed
metal airscrew, 12 ft. 1) in. (3.88 m.) diameter, Pitch range 29°
15 ininutes to 64 “16 minutes. Gear ratio .444. Fuel and oil capacities
as Ce ntaurus-Fnry.
A CO OMM O I) ATioN As I'll ry
ft.

up

—
Armaaibnt. —
Fury.
Equipment. — As Fury,
.

^A.s

with dinghy stowage under pilot’s sent.
plus, span folded 18 ft. (1 in. (5.48
in.), Height (tail iip, wings spread, one airscrew blade vertically
down) 12 ft. S'l in. (3.75 in.), Height (tail up, wings folded) 16 ft.

Dimensions.—As Centaurus-Fury,

1

in. (4.00 m.).

—

Weights and Lo.idings. Weight empty 8,046 lbs. (3,650 kg.),
Equipment 2,199 lbs. (997 kg.). Pilot and parachute 200 lbs. (91kg.),
Fuel and oil (normal) 1,586 lbs. (719 kg.). Weight loaded 12,030 lbs.
(6,467 kg.), Wing loading 42.9 Ibs./sq. ft. (209 kg./sq. m.). Power
loading 4.8 Ibs./h.p. (2.17 kg. /h.p.).
Maxiimun speed 438 m.p.h. (705 km.h.) at 21,000 ft.
(6,400 rn.). Speed at 34,000 ft. (10,375 m.) 426 m.p.h. (684 km.h.),
Initial rate of climb (combat rating) 4,690 ft./rnin. (1,429 m./rnin.).
Climb at 20,000 ft. (6,095 in.) 2,600 ft. /min. (792 in. /min.), Clinil)
(at combat rating) to 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) 2;|- minutes. Climb to
20,000 ft, (6,096 m.) 5 minutes. Ceiling 43,500 ft. (13,260 m.),
Radius of action (estimated) at maximum economic cruising speed
with maximum fuel and with 15 minutes combat allowance, 760
miles (1,223 km.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 rn.), Deck take-off run at 13,000
lbs.|(5,896 kg.) in 31 m.p.h. (50 km.h.) wind, 177 yds. (162 in.).

Pebpoemanoe.

—

fuselage and it w'as decided in June, 1942, to fit this engine in
the Typhoon II, in which the front spar, because of the additional
fuselage bay, was further aft in relation to the engine and no
longer in the way. Thus, at that stage there were tivo possible
engine installations for the Typhoon II, so far as production

was concerned.
Owing, however, to delay in the production of the Sabre IV
it was decided to complete the prototype Typhoon II
with a Sabre II engine and, to avoid confusion and also because
the Mk.
had become a completely different aeroplane both in
external appearance and in internal construction, permission
was sought to rename it. Eventually the name Tempest ivas
engine,

n

chosen.

In June, 1942, it was proposed that six Tempest prototypes
should be completed, one with the Sabre IV (Tempest I), tivo
with the Centaurus V (Tempest II), one wdth a Rolls-Royce
Griffon IIB (Tempest III), one with a Griffon 61 (Tempest IV)
and one with the Sabre II (Tempest V). Owing to heavy
commitments the Hawker company could not undertake to
build more than three prototypes at that time and the Marks
I,

II

and

V

were chosen.

The Tempest V prototype first flew on September 2, 1942,
the Tempest I on February 24, 1943, and the Tempest II on
June 28, 1943. The Tempest I with Sabre TI engine and wing
radiators

was not

[.iroceeded with as tlie effect of

burying the

THE HAWKER TEMPEST.
a progressive development of the Typhoon,
the initial design and development of the type being actually
undertaken as part of the Typhoon programme. It was in
April, 1941, that discussions were opened between the Hawker
campany and the Ministry of Aircraft Production on the subject
of Typhoon development. Proposals for a Typhoon Mk. II
included the installation of a Sabre IV engine of higher power
and driving a four -blade airscrew, improved view ap.d a cleanedup tail. Investigation ivas also to proceed into the possibilitie.s
of an improved aerofoil section.
The Hawker proposals, submitted in August, 1941, included
the suggestion that the Typhoon Mk. II should have thin elliptical wings of 42 ft. (12.8 m.) span and 300 sq. ft. (27.9 sq. m.)
area and with a 15% thickness/chord ratio at the root and
10% at the tip. The introduction of a new thin-seetion wing

The Tempest

is

made it necessary to reduce the amount of fuel carried in the
wings and an extra bay was inserted in the fuselage behind the
The
engine
to
accommodate an additional fuel tank.
lengthening of the fuselage forward called for increased fin area
aft.

In April of 1940 the decision had been taken to make a trial
installation of the Bristol Centaurus engine in the Tornado and
in September, 1941, the Centaurus-Tornado prototype was ready
for flight trials at the same time as the introduction of the
Typhoon II was under discussion. It was just at this time
that production of the Tornado was stopped owing to the limited
production of the Rolls-Royce Vulture engine, and thenceforth
the Centaurus installation became related to the Typhoon.
It was not possible to install a Centaurus engine in a Typhoon I

A Hawker Tempest VI (Napier Sabre VI engine) fitted with
an experimental annular ring radiator installation developed
by the Napier company.

R
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radiators in tlia wings was negligible except at height, whereas
the question of their vulnerability was open to argument. As
the Sabre II was a well-tried power-unit and available in quantity
the ]\lk. Y wa,s the linst Tempest to go into production. Tlie
first production Tempest V appeared on June 25 1 94:1, and tins
mark, whieli first went into action early in 1944, was the only
one of tlie Tempest series to see active service in the war.
engine and full tropical
The Mk. II with the Centam'us
equipment followed the Mk. V in laroduction for service in the
Tar East.
In. the meantime the Sabre lY engine was developed into the
Mk. Y and in October, 194;i, it was decided to make a trial
in a Tempest with radiator and oil
installation of the Sabre
cooler taking up the whole of the nose duct and with tlie air
intakes located in the wing leading-edge along.side the fuselage.
This version became the Tempest YI, tlie finst Might of the prof oWith tropical equipment addetl
tyxDO taking place in June, 1944.
the Slk. \’I also went into production for oversetis .service.
,

V

Y

Single-seat Pigliter and Pigliter-BoinVior.
Wjnus.- Low-wing cauf ilevcr inonopliine. Hawker

'Ty.T.13.—

foil .section at roots. .H.l4/ll)/:i7.5 at tips,

H.lt/lt,:!".') aero-

with niaximmn tliickness

Datum line liorizontal as far as main landingof (ihoi-cl
at
gear attaflnnent.s, TiY liihedral outboard of these points. Semielliptica! plan form with squarish-cut tips. Each half wing attached
ILing structure similar to that of .Fury.
direct to centre fuselage.
Incidence h. Root chord 9 ft. Oj- in. (2.7.5 m.). Mean cdiord 7 ft. 4 in.
(2.24 rn.), Gross wing area 302 .sq. ft. (28 sq. m.). Ailerons and flaps
as for Fury, Total aileron area 24.57 sq. ft, (2.28 sq. m.), aileron
movement 15.|° up, 18^ down. Total flap area 37.80 .sq. ft. (:i.r)2
sq. m.), IMaximum tlaji movement 80“ down.
All-metal structure in four portions, steel-tube engine
FusEL..tGn.
mounting and centre fuselage, and inonoeoque rear fuselage and
Spars of wings are attached to the centre fuselage,
tail portion.
a tubular girder continuing the front spar and a steel easting the
I'ear spai' across the fuselage.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Fort and sfarboartl tailplanes are separate and interchangeable and liolted to fittings

—

—

Aerodynamieally and
jirojecting from sides of fn.selage tail enil.
Fin
statically lialanced separate and interchangeable eleviit ors.
.Mass- ha la need rudder.
Ta.il|>lunes and
integral with fuselage.
has
Hiiikii'i'
elevators of all-metal stro.ssed-sUin construction.
metal frame with fabric covering. ( 'outvollable trim-tabs in linth
Area of tailphino anil elevators 44.5 sip t.
I'levators and ruddeiv
sq. III.), area, of single elevator with talt 7.75 stp It.
(-t.l3
((1.72 s(|. m.), area of rudder with tab 12.87 s((. It, (I.!i(5 sq. iii.).
KC iqi
I'lloNiitur movcinont 20’ 30' down, elevator tali iuo\'cmenl
and down. Rudder luoveiucut, 20’’ 30' either side, rudder tub
I

movement IF
LANiUXa Gkah.

—

14

ft.

either .side.
etractable tyiie similar to that of Furv.

101 in. (4.54 ni.).

—

Y

'rrnek

One Bristol Centaurus
Powiiti I’l.ANT. (Tenqiest II)
eighteeneylinder two-row radial air-eoolod sleeve-valve engine with maximum
rating (5 min.) of 2,530 h.p. at 1,000 ft. (303 m.) and 2,225 li.p. at
] 1,000 ft, (3,355 in.) and with a maximum take-off (mtjiut (ltK)/150
Grade fuel) of 2,590 h.p. Rotol four-blade eon.stant-siseed airscrew
12 ft. 9 in. (3.88 m.) diameter. Low-drag ducted cowling with
thermostatically-eontrolled
sliding
trailing-edge.
shutters
at
Carburettor supplied witli warm, cold or filtered air. Normal air
intakes in wing leading-edge roots along.side fuselage.
Filtered
air taken in through 48 louvres in rear top cowling panel and passed
through Yokes air cleaner. Four internal self-sealing fuel tanks,
main tank (70 Imp. galloiis=345 litres) in fuselage, two interspar
wing tanks outboard of wheel wells (28 Imp. galions= 127 litre.s
each) and one port wing leading-edge tank (28 Imp. gallons= 127

*i-

'

BSi
A

further development of the Napier experimental annular
radiator on the Tempest VI, here fitted with a ducted
cooling spinner.

Tolal inti'viud fuel capacity
'I’wo auxiliary dro]) tanks of -15 or 9(1

109 lm)>. gallons (720

litr('s).

litres).

Imp. gallons (295 or 499 litres)
Wing tanks pressurised to feed

each ma\- be carried niuler wings.
to main tank.
Oil tank (14 hiqi.

(>4

<‘a|iacity) in

wing leading-cdgo

liis(flage.

gallons^
Oil cooler in starboard

litres

outboard of air intake.
I’owKH I’l.ANT (Tcmiiest V).

effective

One Niqiier Sabre IjH wenty-rmircylinder Il-lype liquid-cooled sleeve-valve engine with a muxiinuin
rating (5 min.) of 2.429 li.ji. at .sea Ic'vel and 2.945 ii.p. at 13,750 ft.
(4.199 ui.) and with a take-off ontfint of 2,919 h.ii.
D.H. Hydromatic fuur-hlade air.serew 1 4 ft. (4.27 m.) diainel.er. Coolant radiator
and oil cooler in low-velocity duet under engine, witli air intake in
centre of assemlily. Four internal self-sealing fuel tanks as in
Mk. II. Tanks can lie pressurised against air-lock at altitude.
Oil tank (10 Imp, gallons
73 litre.s effective capacity) in fuselage.
Power IT-ant (Tempest VI). One Napier Habre Y' twenty-fourcylinder H-type liquid-cooled sleeve-valve engine 'vvitli maximum
rating (3 min.) of 2,900 li.p. at 2,500 ft. (7(10 m.) and 2,300 h.p. at
12,750 ft. (3,890 m.) and with 2,309 h.p. available for take-off. D.H.
Hydromatic four-blade airscrew 14 ft. (4.27 rn.) diameter. Coolant
radiator tfiking full cros.s-section of low-velocity duct witli oval
“slal.i” tyi'ie oil cooler bolted to rear of coolant radiator.
Additional
thermostatically-controlled oil coohu’ in sttirboard wing. Normal

=

t

—

<1

mmuim
*
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The Hawker Tempest VI Single-seat Fighter (Napier Sahre V engine).
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intakes in wing leading-edge alongside fuselage. On ground
carburettor air taken in through intake fitted with air-eleaner
under engine cowling. Internal fuel tankage as for Mk. V. Pre.ssnrised wing tank.s a.s in Mk. II.
Oil tank (22 Imp. gallons— 100
litres) effective capacity in fn.selage.
Accommod.-itton. Single cockpit over trailing-edge of wing. Singlepiece_ Perspex blister-type optically -perfect sliding canopy.
Bulletproof windshield. Armour x^roteetion for pilot, ammunition boxes
and fuel system. Cockpit heating.
ARM.tMENT. Four 20 m/in. British Plispaiio Mk. V cannon, two in
each wing outboard of landing-gear attaf;hments. In Tempest Mk.
V Series I. the longer Mk. II cannon which protruded slightly from
the w'ings were fitted.
All other Tempest marks have the shorter
Mk. V cannon which are completely buried within the wings.
Two 500 lb. (227 kg.) or 1,000 lb. (454 kg.) bombs may bo carried
under wings. Backs for rocket-projectiles may also be fitted.
Equipment.- 2 4-volt electrical system. Camera-gun, oxygen, transmitting and receiviiig and beam-approach radio. Tropical and
desert equipment in Mks. II and VI.
Dimensions (Tempe.st II).— Span 41 ft. (12.5 ra.), Overall length
34 ft. 5 in. (10.5 m.), Height (tail up, one blade vertical) 13 ft. 6'in.
(4.12 in.). Height (tail down, one blade vertical) 14 ft. 6 in. (4.42 m.).
Dimensions (Teiniiest V and VI). Span 41 ft. (12.5 rn.). Overall
length 33_ft. S in. (10.20 ni.). Height (tail ujj, one blade vertical)
14 ft. 10 in. (4.5 m.), Height (tail down, one blade vertical) 16 ft.
air

—

—

—

—

1 in.

(4.9 in.).

Weights

.vnd Lo.vdinos (Tempest II).— Weight loaded (Fighter)
11,800 lbs. (5,260 kg.). Weight loaded (Fighter-Bomber
2 x 500
227 kg. bombs) 12,800 lbs. (5,810 kg.), Weight loaded (FighterIba.
Bomber 2 X 1,000 lbs. = 454 kg. bombs) 13,800 lbs. (6,265 kg.).
Weight loaded (Long-range Fighter 2 X 90 Imp. gallon=407

=

—

—

—

HAWKER-SIDOELEY,
HAWKER-SIDDELEY AIRCRAFT GO., LTD,
Registered Opeice
65-56, Pall Mall, London, S.W.l.
Directors
T. 0. M. Soptvith, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S. (Chairman),
Sir Frank Spencer Spriggs, Hon. F.R.Ae.S. (Managing Director,)
H. Biirrotighes, F.R..Ae.S., Sir Roy Dobson, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.
and H. A. Meredith, O.B.E.
The Hawker-Siddeley Aircraft Co., Ltd., which was formed
;

;

the controlling organization of Sir W. G. Armstrong
Aircraft, Ltd,, Armstrong Siddeley Motors, Ltd.,
Gloster Aircraft, Ltd., Hawker Aircraft, Ltd., A. V. Roe & Co.,
Ltd., A. V. Roe (Canada), High Duty Alloys, Ltd. and Air
Service Training Ltd.
The component companies of the Hawker-Siddeley Group

in 1935,

is

Whitworth

HESTON,
THE HESTON AIRCRAFT C0„ LTD.
Head Office Heston Airport, Hounslow, Middlesex.
Works Heston, Middlesex, and Slough, Bucks.
;

:

Sir Non-nan J. Watson, Bt.
Chairman
Managing Director B. R. S. Jones.
Directors
G. A. Lingham, D.F.C., Lieut. Col. G. C. Golding
and Group Capt. G. H. .Bowman, D.S.O., M.C., D.F.C.
;

;

;

Chief Designer G. Cornwall, B.A., A.F.R.Ae.S.
This Company was originally formed as the Comper Aircraft
Co. Ltd., in 1929, the name being changed to the present title
:

in

1934.

In 1935 the Comjiany produced the Phoenix five-seat cabin
monoplane, which was described and illustrated in the 1938
issue of this Annual.
In 1938 the Company designed and built
two prototype elementary training monoplanes for the Air
Ministry to Specification T.1/37.
At the end of 1938 the Company began design work on a small
low-wing monoplane known as the Heston Special, vvuth which
This
it Avas hoped to establish a new World’s Speed Record.
aircraft had a span of 32 ft. 0|- in. (9.76 m.) and was powered
engine.
by a 2,300 h.p. Napier Sabre twenty -four cylinder
It made its first flight on June 12, 1940, but a forced landing
was made due to cooling trouble, and the aircraft was destroyed.
Further development was abandoned.
Throughout the War the Company was engaged on specialised
design and research work for the Directorate of Technical
Development, and included the design and construction of a
half-scale Boulton Paul F. 11/37 fighter (which see), and the design
and construction of the wing-folding gear and other features of
the D.H. Sea Hornet (see under “De Havilland”). Early in the
War Heston Aircraft undertook the installation of cameras in
Spitfires for the Photographic Development Unit, which subsequently formed the nucleus of the entire Photographic Reconnaissance system.
Rocket-assisted take-off experiments were made by Heston
Aircraft with Spitfire, Seafire, Barracuda, Swordfish and Chesapeake aircraft, and the Company perfected the R.A.T.O.G. now
used in this country. Other work included modification of

H

MART/N-BAKER,
MARTIN-BAKER AIRCRAFT
Head Office and Works

CD.,
;

LTD.

Higher Denilam, near Ux-

bridge, Middlesex.

Managing Director and Chief Designer James Martin.
The Martin-Baker Aircraft Co. Ltd. was formed in 1934
:

to

drop

litres
lbs.

= 6,040

tanlis) 13,300 lbs. (6,040 kg.). Wing loading (at 13,300
kg.) 44 Ibs./sq. ft, (214.8 kg./sq. ni.), Power loading
6, 040 kg. take-otf power) fi.l Ibs./h.p. (2,3 kg,/

(at 13,300 lbs.
h.p.).

=

—

Weights and Loading,s (Tempest

V). Weight loaded (Fighter)
11,400 lbs. {,5,170 kg.), Weight loaded (Fightor-Bornber 2 X
500 lb. bombs) 12,500 lbs. (5.675 kg.), Weight loaded (B’ighterBomber— 2 X 1,000 lb. bombs) 13,500 lbs. (6,130 kg.). Wing loading
(at
13,500 lbs. = 6,130 kg.) 44.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (218.24 kg./sq. m.),
12,000
Power loading (iit 13,500 lbs. = 6,130 kg. take-ofl power) 6.7 lbs./
h.xi.

(3.03 kg. /h.p.).

—

—

Weights and Loading,s (Tempo,st VI). Weiglii; loaded (Fighter)
lbs. (5,450 kg.). Wing loading (approxiraate) (at 12,060 lbs,
= 5,450 kg.) 39.4 Ibs./sq, ft. (192.3 kg./sc]. in.), Power loading (at
12.000 lbs. = 5,450 kg. take-off power) 6.2 Ibs./h.^). (2.35 kg. /h.p.).
(Tenniest 11). Maximum speed 440 in.p.h. (704 kni.h.)
at 17,000 ft. (5,183 m.), Speed at 29,000 ft. (8,845 m.) 410 m.p.h.
(656 km.h.). Speed at sea lev'el 400.6 m.p.h. (641 km.li.). Climb at
combat i-ating (100/130 Grade fuel) 18,000 ft. (5,490 in.) in. 5 min.,
Climb at combat rating (100/150 Grade fuel) 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.)
in 5 mill., Radius of action (with max. internal fuel and 2 X 45
Imp. gallon=204 litre- drop tanks, and allo-wing for 5 min. run-up,
climb to 20,000 ft.
6,095 m., 15 min. combat and return with
20% reserve of fuel) 420 miles (672 km.).
Perfobm.-\nce (Tempest V).— Maxiniurn speed 435 m.p.h. (OOO km.h.),
at 17,000 ft, (3,185 m.), Speed at sea level 390 m.p.h. (624 km.h.).
Climb to 20,000 ft. (6,100 m.) at combat rating 6 min.
Pereormance (Temjiest VI).- Maximum speed 450 m.p.h. (720 km.h.)
at 14,500 ft. (4,420 m.). Speed at sea level 395 m.xi.h. (632 km.h.).
Speed at 30,000 ft. (9,160 m.) 425 m.p.h. (680 km.h.), Climb to
20.000 ft. (6,100 in.) at combat rating 4 min. 46 sec.

—

Pehfobmance

=

—

were responsible for providing approximately 30% of all the
equipment supplied by the British Aircraft Industry to the
R.A.F. throughout the whole period of the European War.
Total deliveries consisted approximately of 40,089 aircraft,
In addition, the
inclusive of spares, and 38,664 aero -engines.

Group repaired 11,010

aircraft

and 9,777 aero-engines.

Aircraft

production in the group rose from 1,753 in 1938-39 to a peak
figure of 8,795 in 1943-44, the latter figure not including 2,190
repaired or re-conditioned aircraft. Engine production rose
from 2,175 in 1938-39 to 8,008 in 1942-43.
Factory space increased from a floor area of 2,000,000 sq. ft.
(185,800 sq. m.) in 1938 to 15,000,000 sq. ft. (1,393,500 sq. m.)
in 1944 and the rate of new aircraft production from 60 to 600
per month.

various types of American aircraft, including the Thunderbolt,
Chesapeake, Argus and Vigilant, for British use. Component
parts for the Wellington, Warwick, Spitfire, Walrus, Sea Otter,
Lerwick, Mosquito and Hornet Avere produced in large numbers,
and the Company’s Repair Branch returned 650 Spitfires to
the R.A.F.
The installation of the Turbinlite on the Pv.A.F. Douglas
Havoc, and the production of the twelve-gun nose designed by
the Martin-Baker Aircraft Company for this aircraft was also
undertaken by the Heston Aircraft Co., Ltd.
The Company has noAV designed a tAvin-boom Air Obseiwation
Post monoplane to Specification A. 2/45, a description of which
foIloAvs.

THE HESTON

A.D.P.

MONOPLANE.

Air Observation Post twin-boom pu.sher monojilane
is a two-seat aircraft designed to Specification A. 2/45, and. at
the time of Avriting the first prototype Avas under construction.
Four haA^e been ordered by the Ministry of Supply.
The A.O.P. is of all-metal construction and consists of a
central nacelle carrying the crew of two in tandem, with a D.H.
Gipsy Queen 33 six-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine
mounted on a forged steel bearer as a pusher unit and driving
a tAA'o-biade \mriable-pitch propeller. The Aving is mounted in a
low-mid position and consists of a constant- chord centresection Avith a straight trailing-edge and a SAveptback leadingedge. Slotted trailing-edge flaps are fitted between the ailerons
and the nacelle, divided by the tail-booms. Full-span slots are
fitted to the leading-edge.
The tail-unit consists of tAA’in fins and ruddens mounted above
the tail-booms, AA'ith a constant-chord tailplane and one-piece
elevator betA^’een. The landing gear is a non-retractable
tricycle, each main Avheel being carried in a fork on a Lockheed
shock-absorber leg attached to the centre-section. The nose-

The Pleston

mounted under the nacelle.
Dimensions. Span 44 ft. 0 in, (13.41 ra.), Length 34 ft. 0 in. (10.30
m.). Height 9 ft. 0 in. (2.74 ra.), Wing area 274 sq. ft. (26.45 sq. in.).
Weights and Lo.adings (Designed). Weight loaded (normal) 3,05 0
Avheel is similarly

—

—

lbs. (1,383 kg.),

Beri’Obmance.

Wing

loading 11.13 Ibs./sq.

—No data twailable.

ft.

(54.3 kg. /aq. m.).

exploit a special system of steel-tube construction evoRed by
Mr. James Martin. This construction was embodied in the
Company’s first production, the MB-1, which was described and
illustrated in the 1936 edition of this Avork.
In 1939 details Avere released concerning
single-seat eight-gun fighter monoplane, the

an experimental
MB-2, Avhich the

X
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contimiecl.

The Martin-Baker M.B. 5 Single-seat Fighter (2,305
Comiaany built to tho order of the Air Ministry. This maciiine
Brief
of tlie Martin .system of steel-tube eonstruetion.
details of this aircraft were published in the 1040 issue of this

made use
Annual.

Two further prototyp(? fighters completed were the MB-.'l with
a Napier Sabre engine and the MB-5 Avith a tJriffon Sil engine
driving contra-rotating airscrews. Both were ‘built to Specdfication F.18/30.
Tho Company has also been engage<l in the development of
munorous aircraft accessories, and has executed modification
work for the M..A.P.
The Martin patent blast tubes, which had been fitted on the
MB-2, were subsequently used on Hawker Hurricanes and
Typhoons, D.H. Mosquitos and other aircraft. Over 100,000
were manufactured dm'ing the Avar years.
The Martin-Baker exploshm eable-cutter Avas deA’eJoped
between 1937 and 1939, and Avas standardised for Britiish bombers
Each cutter Aveighed about
just before the outbreak of war.
3 lb. (1.36 kg.) and aa'us capable of cutting a 16- ton balloon cable.
Immediately jDreceeding a raid on the Dortmund-Ems Canal in
1940 two Handley Page Hampdens fitted Avith these cutters
were used to clear the area of balloons to alloAv the main attack
force to enter.
About 2.60,000 of these cutters Avere manufactured, 80,000 by the Company.
The Company Avas also responsible for the design of a 12-gun
nose to be fitted to the B..A.F. Douglas Boston to coiiA^ert it

Havoc night-fighter. This design Avork Avas
coinjDletod in about 2.) months, and about 100 no.ses Avere mnnufactiu’ed by the Heston Aircraft Co. Ltd.
The Company has devoted much effort to the development
of pilot ejection .seats. In September, 1944, experiments began
with an explosive seat, and on May 11, 1945, the first flying trials
AA^ere made at Wittering AAdth a seat fitted in a Boulton Paid
ejections
Defiant. In subsequent tests successful
were made up to a speed of 360 m.p.h. (576 km.h.). The first
“live” automatic ejection Avas made from a specially-equipped
into the British

dummy

two-seat Glostor Meteor on July 24, 1946. Tho Martin-Baker
ejection seat is a standard fitment on the Gloster Meteor, and
it is also being ap];)lied to aircraft deA^eloped by the Supermarine,
Saunders-Boe, Armstrong-WhitAVorth and Engli.sh Electric
companies. It is also being supplied to the XJ.S. NaA^y.
In January, 1945, a test rig Avas built to accustom pilots to
the sensation of being ejected, and a pressure curve compiled
from tho information obtained therefrom has been approA^ed by
the Physiological Department of the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Parnborough, and is noAV standard for the R.A.E. A
110 ft. (33.5 m.) test-rig has also being .supplied to the U.S.
Navy Bureau of Aeronautics.
Other Martin-Baker developments include a jettisonahle
hood for the Spitfire and other aircraft, and a patented automatic
oiling unit for contra-rotating airscrews.

THE MARTIN-BAKER

IVI.B.S.

Tho Martin-Baker Aircraft Co., Ltd., designed and built two
single-seat fighter aircraft bo meet the requirements of the Air
Ministry Specification E.18/'39. The first was the M.B.3, Avhich
was fitted Avith a 2,020 h.p. Napier Sabre II tAventy-four cylinder
PI -type liquid-cooled engine driving a D.H. Hy(h:omatic three-

h.p. Rolls-Royce Griffon 83 engine).

This aeroxjiane Avas designed

blade constant-speed airscreAV.

an armament of six wing-mounted 20 m/m. cannon. It
On one of its test flights the
first fioAV on August 31, 1942.
M .B.3 Avas forcecl to land through engine troulde and iii a collision
Avith a tree after touching (loA\n tho aircraft avus destroyed and
the pilot, Capt. V. E. Baker, a director of tho company, Avas
for

killed.

A completely now layout was adopted for its successor, tho
M.B. 5, using a liolls-Royce (h'il'fon 83 twelve-cylinder Vee
liquid-cooleii engine drhdng two D.H. three-blade contrarotating airscrews. This aeroplane first Hew on May 23, 1944.
Particular attention has been paid to

tlie

layout of the cockpit,

Avith Avell-designed control and instrument installations.
Type.— Single-seat Fighter.
IViNGs. CaiitilcA'cr low-wing rnoiioplaiio. Aewofoil section R.A.F. 34,
Straiglit-tapered structure with single spar of laminated metal
].)late and D -section leading-edge together foi’ining torsion box.
Pressed ribs, longitudinal stringers and stressed metal skin.
Detachable tips. Incidence 1-^ degrees
dihedral 4j) degrees
projected
root chord (on fuselage centre-line) 10 ft. 0 in. (3.05 m.)
tip cliord 5 ft. I J- in. (1.55 m.)
aspect ratio 4.06; nett wing area
233 sq. ft. (21.03 sq. in.); gro.ss AA'ing area 203 sq.ft. (24,41 .sq, rn.).
Metal ailerons witli spring servo tails. Aileron area (total) 15
sep ft. (1.39 sq. in.).
l’ueuiiiatieally-o].)orated split trailing-edge
flaps between, ailerons and fuselage.
Flap area (total 28 sq. ft.
(2.59 sq. in.).
Fuselaoe. Steel-tube structure Avith covering of qviickly-detaehable
metal panels. Maximum depth 5 ft. 3.3 In. (1.0 m.}, maxiinuin

—

,

;

;

;

—

Avidtli 3 ft. 7'i' in. (1,1 m.).
C’
T.ail
Un.i'I’.
antilever monoplane tjqie.
Metal structure with
horn-balancec,l rudder and elevators.
Trim-tabs in rudder and
.starboard elcn-ator ; trim and balance-tabs in port eleAuitor. Tailplane span 15 ft. 6 in. (4.72 m.) ; I’oot chord 5 ft. 11 in. (1.8 m,);
tip chord (6 ft. 11 in.
2.11 m. from fuselage centre line) 3 ft.
0| in. (0.93 rn.) ; total hori'/.ontal area 05.75 sq. ft. (6.1 sq. m.)
oloAUAtor area (total) 25 sq. ft. (2.32 sq. m.) ; total A^ertical area
31 sq. ft. (2.87 sq. m.), fin area 13.8 sq. ft. (1.28 sq. in.) ; rudder
area 17.2 sq. ft. (1.0 sq. in.) ; fin and rudder root chord (on controline top longeron) 6 ft. 94 in. (2.07 m.)
tip cliord (6 ft. 3 iii.=
1.9 m. above eontre-ihie top longeron) 2 ft. 3.7 in, (0.7 m.).
Landing Geak.—-R etractable. two-Avlieol type. Main Aviieels 30.8 in.
X 9.35 in. (965 rn/m. X 394 m/m.) oacli carried on in.side of single
shock-absorber strut with side bracing strut whieli retracts inwards
into wing and is enclosed by fairing plates attached to leg,s and by
hinged doors under wing roots, /frack 15 ft. 2 in. (4.02 m.)
tyre pressure 00 Ibs./sq. m. (4.22 kg./sq. c/m.). Tail vdieel 14.9 in.
X 5.92 in. (377 ni/m. x 150 in/m.) carried on levered suspension
.shock-absorber log retracts rearward,s into fuselage and is enclosed
by twin doo.rs.
Tyre pres,sure 40 Ibs./sq. in. (2,8 kg./sq. c/m.).
Pneumatic operation.

—

=

;

;

Rower Plant.—-One

Rolls-Royce Griffon 83 twelve-cylinder vee
liquid-cooled engine rated (for fi\m minute.s) at 2,305 h.p. in
gear
at 550 ft. (170 m.) at 2,750 r.p.rn. with 25 Ibs./sq. in. (1.76 kg./
sq. o/in.) boo.st; 2,000 h.p. in S gear at 15,700 ft. (4,785 m.) at
2,750 r.p.rn. with 26 Ibs./sq. in. (1.76 kg./sq. e/in.) boost ; 1,900
gear at 2,760 r.p.rn. with 18 Ibs./sq. in. (1.26 kg./sq. c/m.)
h.p. in
boost for take-off
and a maximum v'eak mixture output of 1,290
h.p.dn
gear at 12,600 ft. (3,840 m.) at 2,400 r.p.rn. with 7 lbs./
sq. in. (0.49 kg./sq. c/m.) boost.
Engine flexibly mounted on tAVO
molybdenum steel A-booras. D.H. Hydromatio contra-rotating
co-axial fhree-blade metal airscrews ; (front) SKP 74489/15A,
11 ft. 9 in. (3.58 m.) diameter; (rear) SKP 74490/ 18A 11 ft. 7^
in. (3.64 m.) diameter.
Reduction gear I’atio 0.442. Rolls-RoyceBendix-Stromberg injection carburettor. Intercooler, main cooler
and oil-cooler in, one laminar-flow duct under fuselage. Radiator

M

M
M

;
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ft. (0.35 sq. ni.).
Fuel capacity 200 Imp.
gallons (910 litres) in protected tanks in fuselage.
Oil capacity
14 Imp. gallons (64 litres).
Accommodation. Pilot’s cock(jit just aft of wing leading-edge has
flat bullet-proof windscreen, and moulded blister tj^pe canopy
which slides for access and can be jetti.soned.

matrix area 4.85 sq.

—

—

—

Dimensions. Span 35 ft. 0 in. (10.7 m.), Length 37 ft. 9 in. (11.6 m.).
Height (tail up, over rudder) 14 ft. 0 in. (4.27 m.). Height (over
airscrew, one blade vertically upwards) 12 ft. 6 in. (3.81 rn.).
Weight,s .and Lo.adtngs. Weight empty 9,233 lbs. (4,188 kg,),
Total removable load 1,182 ifis. (536 kg.), Fuel and oil 1,675 Ib.s.
(760 kg.). Weight loaded 12,090 lbs. (5,484 kg.). Wing loading (fully

—

Four 20 m/m. Biftish Hispano cannon mounted two
Arivi.am33NT.
in eacli wing outbcuird of landing-gear and airscrew disc, with
r.p.g.
200

FEEifOBMANCE.

RULES.

to be

MILES AIRCRAFT, LTD.
Head Offiof and Works

ft.

(224 kg./sq. m.), I’owmr loading at take-off

(2.85 kg. /h.p.).

—Ma.xiiuvuu

powered

S]io 0 d,

over 450 m.p.h. (720 kni.h.).

two D.H. Gipsy Six engine.s. This aircraft,
was under construction at the time of

bj'-

as the Venture,

Avriting.

;

;

Street,

(5.3 lbs. /h.p.

known

He.adino, Berks.
Directors
F. (4. iMiies, F.R..'\e.S., Mrs. M. F. M. Miles, G. H.
Miles and Sir lYm. Mount.
Associated Companies
Miles Aircraft (Northern Ireland) Ltd., Banbridge, Co. Down,
Northern Ireland.
Miles Aircraft (Pty.) Ltd., General Mining Building, 70,

Main

loaded) 45.9 Ibs./sq.

Johannesburg, South Africa.

Ltd. was formerly known as Phillip.s & Powis
Aircraft Ltd., which had been, formed in March, lO;!"), as a
public company to take over the aircraft mamifacturing bu.siness
Mile.s Aircraft

prevdously conducted by Phillips & Fowls iVircraft (Reading)
Ltd. The Company a.s.sumed ite present title in October, 1943.
The Company’s latest types are the M-65 Gemini twin-engined
four-seat cabin monoplane and the M-60 Marathon 14/20-seat
monoplane powered by four D.H. Gipsy Queen engmes. Also
in production are the M-57 Aerovan twin-engined ten-seat monoplane. and the M-3S Messenger, which was built originally as a
military communications monoplane and has since been made
available for civilian purposes. The M-28 is in use in lunited
numbeiAs by the R.A.F. and also as a civilian aircraft.
The M-33 Monitor twin-engined Target-Tug and the M-2o
Martinet Target-Tug monoplanes have also been produced, the
latter in large numbers.
The Queen Martinet is a radio-controlled
pilotless version of the Martinet, and an Ailvanced Trainer
designated
the M-37,
version is
The M-14 Magister (which ivas first produced in 1937, and
lust
which was
described in the 1945-4(1 edition of this work)
was the first monoplane in Great Britain to be approved by the
Air Ministry for ab initio instruction of R.A.F. pilots, and it is
still in use in Ri.A.F. training establishments in England and
overseas.
Production ceased early in, 1941, after l,20;i had been
delivered to the R.A.F.
Some of these have since been returned
to the manufacturers and liave been re-conditioned for the Air
Forces of Turkey, Chile, .Eire, Portugal and the Argentine.
Others are in civilian use both in this country and overseas.
The Master two-seat advanced trainmg monoplane has
appeared in the Mk. I, II and III versions, and a total of 3,201
were built, the last, a Mk. Ill being completed in 1942. Descriptions of the Master II and III appeared in the 1945-46
edition of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
At the time of irriting Miles Aircraft are engaged in further
developing the Libellula tandem- wing monoplane (also described
in the last edition of this work), the jet-propelled M-63B being
projected .for mail-carrying duties. Experiments are also being
made with aircraft for operating at supersonic speeds and the
M.62 designed to SpecificationE. 24/43 for this piu'pose is described
herewith.
Licences have been granted to Societe Atalante, 110, Rue
Michel Ange, Paris, for the manufactme of the M-65 Gemini,
M-57 Aerovan and M-38 Messenger in France.
Miles Aircraft operates a Technical School at Woodley Aerodrome and the students have designed a high-wing monoplane

THE MILES
The Gemini

is

a

GEMINI.

IVl-65

four-.seat cabin

monoplane which has been

developed from the M-3S Messenger. It uses a similar fuselage,
wings and tail-unit, except that only twin fins and rudders are
fitted.
The prototype, G-AG-US, ivas first flown on October 26,
This was later
1945, at Woodley with a fixed landing-gear.
made to retract and. production aircraft are so fitted.
Type.

Cabin, monoplane.
—Twin-engined
—Wooden cantilever low-wing monoplane.
I'our-aoat

IViXGS.

TAVo-spar structure

Wooden boxbuilt in one piece, spars passing through fuselage.
spars with false spars in front of and behind roar spar extending outwards to ailerons. Plywood former ribs and pilyivood covering.
Trailiiig-odge of metal strip. Wing root.s faired to fuselage witli
A.speot ratio 6.86.
tiros,s wing area 191 .sq. ft.
light alloy fillet.s.
(17,74

All-wood ply-covered .slotted ailerons droop with
m.).
Miles non-rotractable auxiliary aei-ofoil flap.s hinged at three
to trailing- edge.
All-wood construction of symmetrical

.sq.

flap.s.

points
section.

—

All-wood structure built in two main pieces bolted together
aft of rear s]iar.
Each portion has four spruce longerons and Ufraines each composed of outer and inner laminated spruce member.^
interspaced by blocks and reinforced where necessn,ry. Stressed
Phenol-formaldehyde
plastic
bonding.
covering.
plywood
Strengthened rear portion covered ivitli iiglit alloy panels. Inspection 2ianels in floor under cabin and rear fuselage. Maximum
fuselage width 4 ft. 0 in. (1.22 m.).
Tail Unit.—-All-wood .struoturo with plywood skin. Cantilever
tailidane attached to top longerons, with twin £ns and rndder.s

Fuselage.

a.s

endplates.

Elevators and liorn-balaneed rudders of wooden
'

Controllable trim-tabs in
constriujtion with plywood covering.
Tailplane span (overall) 12 ft, 9 in. (3.88 in.).
elevators.
Landing Gear. Retractable type, each unit consisting of a single
shock-absorber leg hinged to front spar and retracting backwards
Track 10 ft. 11 in.
into nacelle, being fully enclosed by twin doons,
Non-retra'otable tailwlieel carried in fork on shock(3.32 111 .).
absorlier strut.
Power Plant.—Two 100 h.p. Blackburn Cirrus Minor II four-cyliridei’
in-line inverted air-caoled engines drii'ing two-bladed fixed-pitch
air,screws, 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 in.) diameter.
Two 18 Imp. gallon
(82 litre) and (optionally) two 12 Imp. gallon (55 litre) orash-pi’oof
Oil capacity 4 Imp. gallons (18 litres).
fuel tanks in centre section.
Accommodation.— Enclosed air-conditioned and sound-proofed cabin
seating four ; two separate seats in front with wide croas-seaK
behind.
Pilot’s seat in front (on starboard) adjustable on. ground.
Dual control optional. Maximmn interior widtli 3 ft. 9 in. (1,14 m.).
Counter-balanced access doors on each side hinged on top centreFront
line of fuselage and fitted with cmergoncy jettison gear.
Perspex oneseats hinge forward to allow access to floor stowage.
Luggage compiece moulded windscreen, s.'de and roof panels.
partinont in no.se. Seats removable to allow use a*s Iiglit freighter,
or as ambulance with .special detachable panel 0 ft. 0 in. (1.83 m.)
long, and rubber-mounted stretcher suiiports, with accommodation
.Extra sound-proofing.
for pilot and attendant.
Equipment, .Provision .for Docca navigator.
Dimensions,— Span 36 ft. 2 in. (1 1.62 ni.). Length 22 ft. 3 in. (6.78 ra.).
Height (tail down, over cabin) 7 ft.. Gin. (2.28 m.).

—

—

Weights and Loadings.

—Weight empty with

equipment 1,910

full

lbs. (866 kg.). Disposable load (normal) 1,227 lbs. (556 kg.),
load (with lull equipment) 1,090 lbs. (866 kg.),

The Miles Gemim Four-seat Cahin Monoplane (two 100

Disposable
weight

Maximum

h.p.

Blackburn Cirrus-Minor

II engines).

—

—
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The prototype Miles Marathon with

central fln

and rudder (four 330

lbs. (1,3151 kg.). Wing loading (at 3,000 lbs.= 1,361
15.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (70.65 kg./sq. in.). Power loading 15 lbs. /h.p
kg./h.p.).

loaded 3,000
kg.)
((5..S

Pkkformance (Estimated

at 2,800 11)3.-1,270 kg. loaded weight).

Maxhnnm

level .speed 150 ni.p.h. (241 km.h.). Cruising .speed 130
in.p.h. (210 km.h.). Indicated stalling speed 35 ni.p.h. (56 km.h.),
Eato of climb at .sea level 870 ft./inin. (2(55 in. /min.), Maximnni
still-air range with 36 Imperial gallons (104 litres) fuel, 520 mile

(837 km.) (duration 5.8 hrs.). Maximum .still-air range with 60 Imp.
gallons (273 litres) fuel, 820 miles (1,320 km.) (duration 9.1 hrs.).
Take-off rim in a in.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 120 yds. (110 m.). Take-off
distance to 50 ft. (15 in.) in 5 in.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind, 310 yds. (283
m.). Landing run in 5 m.ii.h. (8 km.h.) wind 125 yds. (114 m.).

THE MILES M-60 MARATHON.
de.signed to Specification 18/44 to meet
ela.ss for a inediimiThe first fiiglit of the prototjq.ie wa.s
raiige feeder-line aii’craft.
ma<le at Woodley Aerodrome on May 1!), 1940. This aircraft
is fitted witii a tliird central fin and rudder, but this will be (ieloted
on product.ion aircraft.
The de.sign of the M-Od allows foi- tlie installation of two radial
engines of apiiroxirnately ftOO li.p. eaeii, or two gas tiiriiinc
units.
A jet-propelled version of the Marathon with two .Armstrong
Siddeley Mamba engines is designated M-t)9. /rwenty-live
liave been ordered by British Euroiiean Airways.
Type. Four-engined fourteen/twenty-passengor monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever high-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section NAthV
NACA 23 0051 (tip). .-Ml-rnetal .structure consisting
23018 (root)
of sliort stub-piano integral with fuselage ; two half-centre-sections
and two tapered outer wings, joined by high-tensile steel Ijolts.
3(53.4. extruded alloy at 30% chord and
Single main spar of
with 30“ sweepbaek, and closing member at 70% chord. Torsion

The Marathon was

the recpiirements of the Brabazon Type

V

—
—

;

DTD

Sheet alloy ribs, and stressed metal
Double-thickness skhi over fuel tanks in centre-section.

box formed
•skin.

in centre-section.

h.p.

D.H. Gipsy Queen 71 engines).

eon.staat to (nOor wing joints, and 2* wash-aii(. to
l-'lxternully mas.ssq. ft. (40.43 sq. m.).
Imlaneerl all-metal iiilerons with eontrollalile triin-tiili in eacli.
Eetraetable IMiles iuixiliary high-lift flaps lietwcen ailerons and
fnseliige, of riveted light-alloy constrnetion.
I’neumatic ojieration
with emergency standby air control.
Fuselage. .-Ml-metal monoeoque .structure consistiug of 47 2I-in.
(6.35 c/m.) pressed elwnnel-seetion frames of light alloy (DTD 603.)
with BIT.) 646 frames at heavih'-stressed locations. Double
frame at main spar attaeliment, with channel longeron between
main spar Imlkhead and reai- wing attiiehinent. Draavn section
alloy .sheet longitudinal stringers, and Alelad skin of 20-24 s.w.g.
riveted on with muslirooin-head rivets.
Flooi- construction of
jire.ssetl sheet alloy frames over which
is
cox'crina: of t-.ih in.
(3-4 ni/iii.) plywood. Bulkheads al’24 s.w.g. D'l’I) (503 sheet liehind
pilot 's (tonqiartmeiit and lieliind front luggtige compartment.
Tail Unit.— All-nietal cantilever structure witli twin Hus and rutlders
mounted as en(l|)lates to tailphine. Tailjihuio has single sjjar at
540,, chord o extruded DI’D 3(i:i alloy, with alloy straps reinforcing
24 s.w.g. alloy skin. Tailplane a.iul Hu uuii rudder aerofoil section,
inudiHcd ,N.\{.I\ 0012.
Elevators and rudders have light alloy
spars and piressed rifts with covering of 26 s.w.g. iilloy.
Elevat ors
oil set-hack shroudtal ball-hearing hinges
rudilers lioi'M-halaneed
and hinged on slirmided, fitill-hearings. 'I'riin-tahs in [tori rudder
and elevator seiwo-talis in slitrhoard rudder and ele\-n4ur.
L.wiung (Ie.vk.- -FietriuOahle (rieyele type. Each main unit consists
of levcrei.l sus[)ensioii shock-ahsorfier leg carrying (wo .I.tuulop
wlieels which reti'iiefs forward into inner engine nacelles and is
enclosed by twin doors. I’neumatie operation.
Dunlop pneumatic

liieidenee
tips.

4.3'-'

Wing area 500

—

I’

;

;

l.irakes

on main

wlieels.

Nose-wheel, of same size and iiitereliange-

able with main wlieels, in telescopic lialf-foik unit witli 9 in. (22.80
e/m.) trav’o], retracts forward into fuselage and is enclosed by twin
doors.
.Rear Vtuinper skid consists of ruVtber unit witVi metal
sheath.
Power Plant.— Four D.H. Gipsy Queen 71 six-cylinder in-line inverted
air-cooled engines with a erui.sing output (each) of 250 h.]). at 2,400
r.p.m.. and with 330 h.p, available for take-oft!.
Engine mountings
of welded ,DT.D 408 steel-tube with 12 Metahistic attachment
point.s.
Nacelles eonstriieted similarly to fuselage.
.Electrically
operated cooling flaps. De Haidlland Hydromatic three-blade
eonstant-.speed fulM'entliering airscrews.
Four flexible fuel tanks
each of 00 Imp. gallons (273 litres) capacity, two in each centre
section.

Accommoiiatton.

Crow of two ; ]iilot and co-]iilot/narvigator side-byside witli dual controls.
C!o-pilot’s .seat and controls removable to
allow permanent installation of navigator's table. Windscreen

has duralumin tube frame with transparent Perspex panels.
Aft
of pilot’s eompartment is forward luggage compartment with
capacity of 140 cub. ft. (3.9(5 cub. m.). Acee.ss hatch 2 ft. (5 in,
(0.76 m.) square on port side of fuselage.
Main cabin, follows with
capacity for 14-20 passengers oiv can be used solely for freight.
Cabin is 18 ft. long
7 ft. 9 in. wide X 6 ft. 2 in. high (mean height)
Cabin
(5.49 X 2.36 X 1.83 m.), capacity 774 cub. ft. (21.9 cub. in.).
is air conditioned and tliermostatically heat controlled.
Inside
temperattire of 65° F. can be inaintainecl wlien outside tenqierature
is 15°F.
Light luggage racks along sides of cabin, .En(;ry door
5 ft. 4 in. X 2 ft. 6 in. (1.(5 x 0.7(5 m.) on port side under wing
trailing-edge.
Cabin floor 2 ft. 5 in. (0.73 m.) from ground, Emergenoy escape hatch in roof. Rear luggage compartment aft of
cabin with capacity of 165 cub. ft. (4.(56 cub. m.). Loading hatch
on starboard side 3 ft. 6 in. long X 3 ft. Pin. high (1 m. X 0.94 m.).
Equipment.— Radio behind navigator’s seat. Provision for automatic pilot. T.K.S. de-icing. Pneumatic system powered by
three 620 cub. in. (10,168 eub, o/m.) bottles with Heywood Hymatie
compressors ; normal pressure 450 Ihs./sq. in, (31.6 kg./sq. c/m.)
with maximum pressure of 600 Ibs./sq. in. (35 kg./sq. c/m,). 24volt D.C, electric system with two l,()00-watt generators.
Dim;en.sions.
Span Ood’t. 0 in. (19.81 in.), Length 32 ft. 1 in. (15.87 m.).
>•(

—

Height 13 ft. 9 in. (4.19 in.).
Weights, and Lo.adings.—Weight empty (passenger aircraft) 11,460
(5,198 kg.). Weight empty (freighter) 10,(590 lbs. (4,859 kg.),
Grew (two) 350 lbs. (159 kg.). Total disposable load 5,040 lbs.
(2,286 kg.), Weight loaded 1(5,500 lbs. (7,484 kg.).. Wing loading
(at loaded weight) 33 Ibs./sq. ft. (161 kg./sq. in.). Power loading

lbs.

(at Ipacled weight, take-off

power) 12.5 Ihs./h.p. (5.65 kg./h.p.).
Maximum speed 230 m.p.h. (370 km.h.) at 6,300 ft.
(2,745 m.), Economic cruising speed 175-200 m.p.h. (282-322 km.h.).
Initial rate of climb 1,550 ft. /min, (472 m. /min,), Initial rate of
climb on three engines 960 ft. /min. (290 m. /min.). Service ceiling
23,000 ft. (7,620 m.). Maximum still-air range, 1,000 miles (1,609
km,). Take-off run pfully loaded, with flaps) 400 yds. (366 m.).
Take-off distance to 50 ft. (16 in.) 600 yds. (550 m.).

Perpobjiance.

—
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A

four-seat car being driven into the fuselage of the Miles Aerovan Light Transport Monoplane.

THE MILES M-57 AEROVAN.
Type. Liglit twin-engined Freight or Pa,ssenger monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever high-wing monoplane. All-wood single-spar

—
—

structure in three main .sections consisting of centre-section carrying
engine nacelles and tw’o outer wings. Stressed plywood skin.
Constant taper from root to tip. Wooden slotted ailerons with
plywood .skin, and Miles non-retractablo auxiliary aerofoil flaps
between ailerons and fu.selage. Gross wing area 390 sq. ft. (30.23
sq. m.).
Fuselacje. Composite structure consisting of deep main body and
tail boom.
Main body enclosing pilot’s compartineut and main
cabin is wooden .structure of spruce and ply foviner.s, longitudinal
stringera and plywood covering.
Floor of ply-faced low-density
material. Tail boom of stre.ssed light alloy construction extends
aft from to)3 of main body to carry tail unit.
Oantilovor structure with three fins and horn-balanced
TiVix Unit.
rudder.s.
Wooden framework with plywood covering over alt
surfaee.s.
Trim-tab in central rudder and in each elevator'.
L-iyNDlNG Ge.'VK.
Fixed tricycle type. Main wheels 7, .5 X 10 carried
on oleo-pnoiimatic articulated suspension units mounted directly
on fuselage sides. Track 8 ft. 0 in. (2.44 m,). Steerable nosewheel (i.O X (i.j carried in fork on cantilever shoek-absorlier leg
mounted under pilot’s cabin, Medium-pressure tyres.
Power Pl.ant.—Two 155 h.p. Blackburn Cirrus-Major four-cylinder
in-line inverted air-cooled engines, or other enghie.s of similar power
and weight. Two-blade fixed-pitch wooden or constaat-.speed
airscrews.
Two flexible crash-proof fuel tanks, each with capacity
of 24 Imp. gallons (109 litres) in wing root leading-edges with
provision for additional tankage.
2| Imp. gallon (11 litre) oil tank

—

—

—

m each engine nacelle.
Acoommod.4tion. Crew compartment in nose with pilot’.s .seat on
port, and seat on .starboard side for additional mernbez'.
Entry
door on, starboard side affords access to main cabin via further
door in bulkhead aft of pilot’s cabin. Moulded Perspex windscreen
and side windows. Main cabin has floor length of 12 ft, 3 in.

—

(3.73 in.). Width of 5 ft. 0 in. to 5 ft. 7 in. (1.52-1.7 in.) and heighbof
5 ft. 3 in, to 6 ft. 8 in. (1.50-1,03 in.), Volume 530 cub. ft. (15 cub.

A

ra.).

Lashing points at frequent intervals in floor. 34ear of main
side to swing open beneath tail-boom

body hinged on starboard

to allow loading of freight. Rear door 5 ft. 5 in. high X 5 ft. 0 in.
wide (1.64 X 1.52 ni.). Floor 2 ft. (.61 m.) from ground. Special
ramps can be provided to allow an automobile to be driven into
cabin. Seats for up to nine passengers may be installed as alternative to freight. In six -passenger version toilet compartment
installed in rear. For ambulance duties eight stretchers and one
attendent can be accommodated. Cabin can also be arranged as
operating theatre or for mail pick-up dntie.s.
Dimensions. Span 50 ft. 0 in. (15.24 in.). Length 36 ft. (10.96 m.).

—

Height

ov'erall 13 ft. 0 in. (4.11 ni.).

Weights and Loadings.

—

Weight empty 3,100 lbs. (1,406 kg.).
payload 2,240 lbs. (1,018 kg.). Maximum weight loaded
2,631 kg.)
5,800 lbs. (2,631 kg.). Wing loading (at 5,800 Ibs.
14.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (72.26 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (at 5,800 lbs,=
2,631 kg.) 18.7 Ibs./h.p. (8.46 kg./h.p.).
Performance. Maxirnum speed 127 rn.p.h. (204 km.h.) at sea level,
Maxitnum cruising speed 110 rn.p.h. (177 km.h.). Stalling speed
46 rn.p.h. (75 lun.h.). Initial rate of climb 620 ft. /min. (189 in. /rain.),
Service ceiling 13,250 ft. (4,040 in.). Normal still-air range 400 miles
(644 km.), Take-off run in 5 rn.p.h. ( 8 km.h.) wind 200 yds. (182 m.),
Take-off distance to 50 ft. (16 m.) in 5 rn.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 350
yds. (320 m.).

Maximum

=

—

THE MILES
The M-52 was a projected

IVI-52.

jet-propelled aircraft

specially

de,signed for experimental hying at 1,000 rn.p.h. (1,609 km.h.)
at a height of 36,000 ft. (10,975 m.), which it could attain in
11- minutes.
Design work began in 1943 to an official order
to Specification E. 24/43, and by February, 1946, 90% of the
For economic reasons,
detail design had been completed.
how-ever, and because of modified policy relating to the general
form of supersonic aircraft, the contract was cancelled.
The fuselage consisted of a bullet-sliaped cylinder with a
Immedconical nose containing the pilot’s pressurized, cabin.
iately aft of the cabin tvas the annular air intake for the engine,

the projected
Miles Falcon-Six Monoplane fitted experimentally with the wing of
supersonic Monoplane.

M-52

jet-propelled
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The Miles Queen Martinet Radio-Controlled

Pilotless Target

exhausted from a,n aperture in the extreme tail. The
mid-wing was a cantilever structvu’e of bi-eoxivex section with
The monoplane tail
knife-sharp leading and trailing-edges.

wliicli

_

unit consisted of swept-ba,ek sm’face.s of similar construction
to the wing, the horizontal surfaces being arranged to move
Dive recovery brakes tl in. deep X 1.2 in. long
longitudinally.
(7.(5 c/in. X 30.48 c/m.) were fitted under the wing.
The power unit was desigut='d by Power Jets (.Rosearcli and
Development) Ltd. and consisted of a three-stage turbo-jet

Monoplane

(Bristol

Mercury engine).

mixing -nitli the stream, which was then ducted through an
athodyd in which fuel was injected and burnt, thereby accelerating the flow and ejecting it fi-om the nozzle in tlie tail.
The pilot’s cabin was so designed tliat it could be jettisoned
and Io\vered from the stratosphere by a, parachute to a lower
altitude, when the jiilot could bale out in the usual manner.
The jettison gear consisted of explosive-tilled cleats on the main
.structural members to which tlie cabin, was nttaclied, which
could be elotdrieally dctotuited to release tlie cabin.
The landing gear of the 11-52 u'us to be a tri(.'yeIo structure
It w-as estimated that
with si-iccinlly (h'sigiiod tyres and wheels.
a- landing run of 2 miles (3.22 kni.) would be rc![iiired, and that
the touch-dowii speetl would bo in, tlie neighbourbood of 170
rn.p.h. (273 km.h.).

Lefore work liegan on the detail design of the 11-52 <i Idles
Ifalcon-Six was fitteil expicrinientally with tiio high-sjiced wing
and tailplane to investigate their aerodynamic cbaraiuei'isbics.
After test flights had been maile the basic form of the 11-52
was settled and work on tlio inoek-u}i proceeded.
Dimensions. Span 27 I't. 0 in. (8.23 la.). Length 33 ft. 0 in. (10.05 in.),
Wing area (approximate) .141 sq. ft. (13.09 .-jq. in.).
IV eight loaded 8,200 llis. (3,719
AVeigh'J’S anu Lo.mXNOS (Designed).
kg.), Wing loading 58 Ibs./sq. ft. (283 kg./sq. in.).

—

—

THE MILES

A

Model

of the Miles

M-52

Jet-propelled Supersonic Aircraft.

producing the equivalent of 17,000 h.p. It had a, maximum
diameter of 3 ft. 6 in. (1.07 m.) and was 23 ft. (7 m.) long, and
occupied the greater part of the fuselage. The first stage
consisted of an orthodox turbo-jet unit with centrifugal blower.
From here the hot gases then liovv-ed through a turhine, which
also served as a ducted fan, the additional pure-air supply

lW-50

QUEEN MARTINET.

In 1942 Miles Aircraft was asked to considor the developm(3iit
of a radio-controlled aircraft to replace the D.H. Queen Bee
biplane target. Two projects, tlie M-47 and tire M-49, were
tendered, but subsequently it was decided to use a- stantlard
Martinet converted as a target.
The Queen Martinet pilotless radio-controlled target aircraft
is, except for the interior equipment, identical to the standard
M-2o Target Tug. Conversion w’ork began early in 1943, and
by tlie end of 19-i-o 43 Queen M,artiiiet.s had been liuilt.
The M-47 was to have been a low-Aving monoplane using M-28
wing.s and tail-unit to promote speed in production, and to be
powered by a cheaply-produced 220 h.p. engine.

A

GREAT BRITAIN
iWiLBS— continued.
The M-49 was projected as a small low-wing monoplane with a
ft. (6.4 m.) and designed to operate at 12,000 ft.

span of 21

(3,655 m.) at a sj^eed of about 320 m.p.h. (515 km.h.) so as to
provide an extremely difficult target for anti-aircraft gunners.

THE MILES M-38 MESSENGER.
The M-38 is a development of the M-28 and was converted
diiring the war to meet the requirements of Specification 17/43
for use as an Air Observation Post by the Army.
It was later
adopted by the R.A.F. Basically the two types are structurally
similar, but the M-38 incorporates several detail changes.
A
new wing of thinner aerofoil section, of slightly wider span and
with non-retractable Miles auxiliary flaps aft of the trailingused the landing gear is of the fixed type, and a third
central fin and rudder is added to give increased control at the
low speeds at which the M-38 can operate. The prototype
Messenger (which had in fact served as the prototype of the
M-28) first flew on September 12, 1942,
The Messenger ha,s .since been made available for civilian use
and at the time of writing was in full production. It is available
as a private owner’s aircraft
as an air-taxi
an ambulance, or
fitted

edge

is

;

;

;

as a light freight carrier.
Type. Four-.seat eabia monoplane.
Wings and Fuselage. Structure as M-Oo Gemini.
s Gemini, except that third contral flu and rudder
Tail Unit.
added.
Landing Geab. Fixed two-wheel type. Main wheels each carried
on Miles oleo-pneuinatic articulated suspension shock-absorber leg.
Track 9 ft. 11 in. (3.02 in.). Bendix brakes on main wheels. Selfcentering tail-wheel carried on oleo -sprung articulated unit.
PowEB Plant. One 155 h.p. Blackluirn Cirrus-Major III fourcylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine driving two-blade fixedpitch wooden airscrew, 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m.) diameter. Two flexible
fuel tank.s, one in each wing, with total capacity of 36 Imperial
gallons (164 litres).
Oil capacity 2-|- Imp. gallons (11 litres).
Accommodation. A.s Gemini.
Dimensions.' Span 36 ft. 2 in. (11.02 m.), Length (tail-up) 24 ft.
(7.32 m.), Height (tail down, over cabin) 7 ft. 6 in. (2.29 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weiglit empty (with standard equipment),
1,438 lbs. (652 kg.), Maximum weight loaded 2,400 lbs. (1,088 kg.),
Wing loading (at 2,400 lbs. = 1,088 kg.) 12.5 Ibs./sq. ft. (61 kg./

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

sq. m.), Power loading (at 2,400 lbs.
kg./h.p.).

= 1,088

—

Maximum speed 135 m.p.h. (217 kra.h.), Maximum
cruising ajioed 124 m.p.li. (200 km.h.), Stalling speed at .sea level
25 m.p.h. (40 km.h.), Initial rate of climb 950 ft. /min. (289 in. /min.),
Service ceiling 16,000 ft. (4,875 m.), Still air range 460 miles (740 km.),
Take-off run in 5 m.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind, 75 yd.s. (68.6 m.), Take-off
distance to 50 ft. (15 m.) 200 yds. (183 ni.), Landing run in, 5 m.p.h.
(8 km.h.) wind, 80 yds. (73 rn.).

Perpobmance.

THE MILES

M-37 MARTINET TRAINER.
The M-37 is a conversion from the Martinet and has been
developed for advanced training duties. This aircraft was
originally conceived some years ago as a further variation of the
Master, in which the instructor in the rear cockpit is situated
in a permanently raised position, instead of having to rai,se his
The prototype
seat for take-off and landing as in the Master.

M-37 made
figures

The Miles M-S8 Messenger.

kg.) 15.4 Ibs./h.ii. (0.9

.Performance
its first flight on April 11, 1940.
were not available for publication at the time of writing.

THE MILES M-33 MONITOR.
The Monitor was designed to Specification Q.9/42 to meet
requirements for a high-speed target-tug which would have a
towing speed of not less than 300 m.p.h. (483 km.h.) and an
endurance of 3-4 hours. The prototype T.T.Mk.I first flew on
April 5 , 1944, and proved to be eminently satisfactory, the maximum speed being 360 m.p.h. (576 km.h.). As naval requirements for such an aeroplane, and particularly one which could

simulate dive-bombing attacks on ships, were urgent the R.A.F.
relinquished its claim to the Monitor, which was then jiut into
production for the Royal Navy as T.T.Mk.II, with certain modifications, including hydraAdically-operated dive-brakes, to suit
The Mk. if is intended primarily for highit to its new duties.
speed Fleet target-towing duties.

—

Tvpe. Twin-engined Target-Tug.
Wings. ^Wooden cantilever high-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section
(root)
NACA 23021 (tip) NACA 2412. Two-spar one-piece
structure, tapering in chord and thickness outboard of nacelles.
Wooden laminated spars and ribs and stres.sed plywood skin.
Incidence (6 ft. 4\ in. = 1.94 m. from fuselage centre-line) 1|°,
dihedral (commencing 19 ft. 4 in. = 5.89 m. from fuselage centreRoot chord 10 ft. 9 in. (3.27 m.), projected tip chord
line) 1°.
5 ft. ll-J- in. (1.82 m.). Gross wing area 501.48 sq. ft. (46.68 sq.m.)
Aspect ratio 6:1. Wooden ailerons have plywood covering and
Aileron area (each, excluding tabs)
inset trim and balance-tabs.

—

;

34.14 sq. ft. (3.17 sq. m.), trim-tab ai-ea (each) 1.95 sq. ft. (.18 sq. m.),
balance tab area (each) 1.95 .sq. ft. (.18 sq. m.). Wooden slotted
trailing -edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage, divided by nacelles.
Hydraulic operation. Total flap area 50.2 sq. ft. (4.66 sq. m.).
Dive-brakes (on some Mk. II aircraft) on top and bottom surfaces of
wing each travel through 90°.
Fiiselage.^ All-metal structure in five main pieces, with stressed
metal skin. Maximum width 4 ft. 6 in. (1.37 ni.), Maximum depth
6 ft. 5 in. (1.95 m.). Fuselage datum to thrust line 1 degree 3
minutes.

The Miles M-37 Martinet Trainer

—

(Bristol

Mercury engine).

^
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The Miles Monitor High-speed Target-tug (two Wright R-2600-31

—

Cantilever monoplane type. Aerofoil Section NACA
All-metal structure with stressed metal slvin over fixed and
movable surfaces. Incidence (positive to fnuselage datum) 30
minutes. Tailplane span 22 ft, 9 in. (6.93 m.). Root chord (including
elevator 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m.). Projected tip chord 4 ft. 10| in. (1.5 m.).
Tailplane area (excluding elevators) 81.5 sq. ft. (7.57 sq. m.),
Elevators (both, excluding tabs) 41.4 sq. ft. (3.84 sq. m.). Trimtab (each) 1.25 sq. ft. (4.11 sq. m.). Balance tabs (each) 2.55 sq. ft.
Horn-balanced rudder of Diekennan 12% aerofoil
(.23 sq. m.).
section. Pin area 24 sq. ft. (2.23 sq. ni.), Rudder (excluding tabs)
20 sq, ft. (1.85 sq. ra.). Rudder trim-tab 2sq. ft. (.18 sq. ni.). Rudder
balance tab 3 sq. ft. (.27 sq. m.),

(4.87 m.)

Tail Unit.

Landink Gear.

—Retractable two-wlioel typo, based on Bristid BeauBach unit

consists of twin Lockheed oleo-pneuinat ic
•shoek-ahsorber legs which retract backwards into engine nncolles
and are enclosed by twin-doors. Hydraulic operation. Dunlop
37 X 13.00-15 tjTBS with pressure of 48* Ibs./sq. in. (3.37 kg/sq, c/nu).
Track 18 ft. 0 in. (5.45 m,).
Self-centring tail-wheel carricfl in
fork on B.L.G. shock-absorber strut retracts forward into fuselage
and is enclosed by twin, doors. 9.00 x 5| Dunlop tyre with xuessuro
of 34 Ibs./sq. in. (2.39 kg./sq. c/m.).
fighter units.

Power Plant.

—

Two 1,750 h.p. Wright Cyclone B-2600.31 fourteencylinder two -row radial air-cooled engines driving Hamilton Standard
Hydromatie A.5/llo or A. 5/153 three-blade- metal constant-speed
full-feathering airscrews, 12 ft. 6 in. (3.81 m.) diameter, righthand rotation. Pitch settings 18 degrees
24 degrees and 89
degrees.
3RD/1 metal spinners. Two fuel tanks of 170 Imp.
gallons (773 litres) capacity in wing inboard of engmes, and one
centre-section tank of 140 Imp. gallons (636 litres) capacity.
Total
capacity 480 Imp. gallons (2,182 litres). One inter -spar oil tank
of 14 Imp. gallons (63.6 litres) capacity in each nacelle plus 7 Imp.
gallons (31.8 litres) air space.
;

—

Aocommodatiok. Gi’ew of two consisting of pilot in forward enclosed
cockpit and observer/target-operator in middle .section of fuselage,
with Perspex dorsal cupola for observation purposes, and hatch
in underside of fuselage for automatic ejection of targets.

—

EQtrrPMBNT. Miles 10 h.p. hydraulic winch installed in fuselage,
driven from stax-board engine; allows operation of targets at more
thaix 300 m.p.h. (483 lon.h.).
Target placed on endless conveyor
belt and discharged from underside of fuselage.
Aocomnioxlation
for horizontal or vertical flag or drogue targets.
Locker for four
flags on port side of fuselage;
Winged glider targets of 16 ft. 0 in.

and 32

ft.

0

in.

(9.75 m.)

weight of towing gear 660

0012.

engines).

lbs.

span can also be towed. Total
Cable prevented from

(299 kg.).

fouling tail-unit by "safety wire extending from underside of fuselage
observer’s
Cine-cameras
to tips of tailpiaxxe and rudder.
manually-operated dorsal cupola and in nose for marking guniiery
radxxr
height
practices on targets. Bull radio equipment, and

m

checking apparatxts.

—

24-volt electric systeiii.

Dimensions, ^Span 55 ft. 3 in. (16.34 m.), Length 48 ft. 8 in. (14.83
m.), Height (tail up) 18 ft. 4 in. (5.58 in.),_ Height (tail down, one
airscrew blade vertically upwards) 14 it. 3 in. (4.34 m.).
WEiaiiTS AND .Loaiuno.s. Wcigtxt eiujity 15,723 lbs. (7,132 kg.),
Fuel and oil 3,744 lbs. (1,698 kg.), Weight lotuied 21,056 llis. (9,531
kg.),

Wing

loading (fully loaded) 42

ll>s./sq.

ft.

(205

lig./sq. in.),

Power loading (fnlly loadoil) 6 lbs. /h.p. (2.7 kg./h.ii.).
Perfokmance. Maxiimini Sjjeed 360 m.|>.l). (579 kin.h.).

—

speed (with target) 300 m.p.h. (483 km.h.) at- 2(1.006
Stalling speed fti) ui.p.ii. (144 km.h.), tlinib to 12, .306
5 mlnutea.

ft.
It.

Cruising
(6,095 m.)
(3,810 in.)

THE MILES M«28.
The M-2S is a foiu’-seat low-wing cabin monopktno Irom which
the M-38 Messenger was developed. It was conceived originally
in 19.39 as a replacement t;;yq.xe for the civil M-1 1 Whitney Straight
and M-17 Monarch monopilanes, but development xvas dropped
on the outbreak of war. The design was revived in 1941 for use
a military training and commimication.s monoiilane, and the
made its first flight on July 11, 1941.
The following versions were built in prototype form:
M-28-1. Two-seat dual control trainer with D.H;. Gipsy
Major IIA engine and fixed-pitch airscreu'. Meohanicallyoperated landing-gear and vacuum-operated flaps.
M-28-2. Tliree-seat dual-control trainer wdth D.H. Gipsy
Major or Blackburn Cirrus Major engine. Hydraulicallyas

prototype M-2S

—

operfited landing-gear.

M-28-3. Tliree-seat triple-control trainer with Blackburn
Cirrus Major III engine. Vacuum-operated landing-gear, flaps
and air-brake. Modified wing with constant taper from roots.
M-28-4. Pour-seat light transport or communications aircraft.
SingleD.PI. Gipsy -Major or Blackburn Cirrus-Major engine.
control.
Vacuum-operated landing-gear, flaps and air-brake.
ThiS version, once known as the Mercury, has since been made

The Mfles M-28-4 Four-seat Gahin Blonoplane (Blackburn Cirrus-Major

III engine).

The Miles M-25 Martinet Target-towing Monoplane
available for civilian duties and the following specification applies
to this model.
Type. Four-seat cabin monoplane.
Wings.- Structure as M-38 Messenger. Retractable Miles flaps.
Wing area 160 sq. ft. (14.86 sq. m.).
Fuselage. Structure as M-38 Messenger.
Tail Unit. Same as for M-38 Messenger, but without central fin
and rudder.
L.anding Geab. Retractable type. Each main unit comprises a
fork incorporating knee-action oleo-pneumatio shock-absorbers
and a small-diameter medium-pressure wheel. Wheels retract
backwards into wing. Bendix wheel-Iirakes. Levered- suspension
oleo-pneumatio tail-wheel. Track 10 ft. (3.05 m.).
Power Plant. Any four-cylinder in-line engine of about 150 h.p.
may bo fitted, including the D.H. Gipsy-Major IIA with fixedpitch airscrew
the D.H. Gipsy-Major III or HIS with D.H.
constant-speed airscrew; or the Cirrus Major III with FaireyReed metal airscrew. Main fuel tanks in wings with capacity of 24
Imp. gallons (109 litres). Oil capacity 3 Imp. gallons (13.6 litres).
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating three or four. Large
dear-view windscreen provides unrestricted view forward on both
sides of nose.
Sides of cabin hinge upward to give access. Cabin
can be adapted for a number of specialised applications.
DiMENSiONS.-^Span 30 ft. 8 in. (9.35 m.). Length 24 ft. (7.32 in.).
Height (tail down over cabin) 8 ft. 4 in. (2.54 m.).
Weights and Lo.adings. Weight empty 1,460 lbs. (663 kg.), Disposable load 1,440 lbs. (653 kg.), Weight loaded 2,500 lbs. ( 1,134 kg.),
MTng loading 15.6 Ibs./sq. ft. (76 kg./sq. m.).
Pebeobmancb (Gipsy-Major IIIS with c/s airscrew and at loaded
weight of 2,400 lbs. = 1,090 kg.). Maximum speed 180 m.p.h.
(288 km.h.) at 7,000 ft. (2,135 m.). Cruising speed 169 m.p.h. (270.4
km.h.) at 6,400 ft. (1,950 m.). Stalling speed 46 m.p.h. (73.6 km.h.).
Initial rate of climb 1,080 ft. /min. (330 m./min.). Range 480 miles

—

—

—
—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

Wings.

(Bristol

—Cantilever

^

^

I

^

Mercury engine).
low-wing monoplane.

Aerofoil section Modified
structure in three main sections
centresection sec at acute anhedral angle and two tapered outer sections
with dihedral angle. Spars are parallel in centre-section, front
spar pas,sing through fuselage ; rear spar swept forward in outer
wings. Spars of box-section w'ith laminated spruce flanges and
5-ply webs, and high-tensile fittings. Stressed Saro laminated
plywood covering, over which is covering of nmdapolain fabric.
Wooden ailerons with plywood covering. Miles hydraulically
operated split trailing-edge flaps in two sections each side extend
from ailerons to centre-line of fuselage. Depression 25 degrees for
take-off
90 degrees for landing. Gross wing area 238 sq. ft.
(2.1 sq. m.).
Fuselage. Wooden semi-rnonocoque structure of oval cross-section
with four spruce longerons, transversal frames and longitudinal
stringers.
Stressed jilywood skin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever inonojilane type. Wooden structure with
plywood covering to fin, tailplane and elevators. Horn-balanced
Trim-tabs in rudder and elevators.
rudder has fabric covering.
Tailplane span 13 ft. 9 in. (4.19 m,).
Landing Geab.^ Retractable two-wheel type. Each main wheel
carried on oleo-pneuiimtle shock-absorber strut which retracts
backwards and turns through 90 degrees so that wheel lies flush
Hydraulic operation and
with iindor.side of centre-section.
Track 12 ft. 9 in. (3.89 m.),
liydraulic brakes on main wheels.

NACA

Wooden

23024.

;

;

—

—

—

Non-retraetable full-castering tail-wheel. Complete landing gear
and interchangeable witli all marlis of Master.
or 30 nine-cylinder
PLiiNT.
One Bristol Mercury
radial air-cooled engine rated at 835/870 h.p. at 4,500 ft. (1,370 m.)
and 786/820 h.p. at sea level. NACA cowling witli leading-edge
exhaust collector ring and trailing-edge controllable gills. Threeblade ainscrew. Main fuel tanks in centre-section and auxiliary
Oil tank in fuselage behind fireproof
tanks in outer wings.
bulkhead.

identical to

—

PowEB

XX

—

(770 km.).

Accommodation. ^Enclosied accommodation for two in tandem.
The observer occupies the after jjosition. Wind-driven winch for

THE MILES M-25 MARTINET.
The Martinet is a variation of the Master and was produced
as an interim type for target-towdng duties until the arrival of
a faster type. It is essentially a Master, but has a re-designed
cockpit enclosure and carries a wdnd-driven winch in the rear
cockpit. The prototype Martinet first flew on April 24, 1942,
and altogether 1,574 were built up to the end of 1945.
For glider -towing duties the Martinet appeared with a small
jiortion of the rudder cut away to allow for the insertion of a
towing hook and cable, similarly to the Master Glider -Tug.
The target-towing winch was removed but otherwise this version
did not differ from the standard M-25.
Type. Two-seat Target-tug,

—

PERCtVAL.
PERCIVAL AIRCRAFT, LTD.

Head Oeetoe and Works

:

Luton

Airport,

Luton,

Bedfordshire.
Directors P.

LI. Hunting (Chairman), Wing Cdr. G. L. HuntHunting, W. A. Summers, K. D. Morgan, N. R.
Whiteside and R. R. S. Cook.
Chief Designer
A. A. Bage, A.F.R.Ae.S.
Works Manager W. E. Salmon.
:

ing, Capt. C. P.

:

:

Company was formed in 1932, It was
re-organized as Percival Aircraft Ltd. in 1937, and the works
were moved from Gravesend to Luton.
branch office was
opened at Toronto, Canada, early in 1946.
Percival aircraft achieved a number of outstanding performances in the years before the war, details of which have been
given in previous issues of this Annual.
Before the War the Percival Vega Gull had been chosen by
the Air Ministry for. conversion to service use.
Officially named
The Percival

Aircraft

A

sleeve or flag targets, or electric winch for sleeve target only. Flag
targets released from container under fuselage by coclcpit control.
Sleeve targets stow’ed in rear cockpit with halyards for attachment
Pi'ovision is made for the observer to gain
to flag target tow-line.
access to the end of the winch cable through a hatch in the bottom
tip-up seat is provided for the observer.
of the cockpit.
Dimensions. Span 39 ft. (11.9 m.). Length 30 ft. 11 in. (9.45 m,),
Height 11 ft. 7 in. (3.67 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 4,600 lbs. (2,090 kg.),
Weight loaded 6,600 lbs. (3,000 kg.). Wing loading 27.7 Ibs./sq. ft.
(135 kg./sq. m.).
Pebfobmanoe. ^Maximum speed at sea level 232 m.p.h. (371 km.h.),
Speed at 15,000 ft. (4,576 m.) 237 m.p.h. (379 km.h.), Cruising
speed at 4,500 ft. (1,370 m.) 225 m.p.h. (360 km.h.).

—

A

—

_
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the Proctor it has been, and still is, serving as a trainer and
It is in use as a navigational
as a light communications type.
and radio trainer by the R.A.F. and the Royal Navy. It is
also serving as a dual control trainer and as a four seat liaison

and communications monoplane.
which is a civil version
Mk. IV and is described below. The Proctor VI will
have a D.H, Gipsy Queen 31 engine. Details of the Prentice
trainer and the Merganser twin-engined commercial monoplane

The

latest version is the Proctor V,

of the

also follow.

THE PERCIVAL PROCTOR

— our-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings.—Low-wing cantilever monoplane.
centre-section and two
Type.

V.

^F

Wing in three sections,
tapering outer sections.
a rectangular
Centre-section located in recess in bottom of fuselage and attached
by four bolts. Outer sections hinged at rear spar j oints, the portions
of the wings aft of rear spars and inboard of ailerons hinging upwards to permit folding. Structure consists of two wooden box

—
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tied.

spars connected at inter\’als l:)y bulkheads and spruce diagonal
bracing members, I'ormer rilis, plywood leading-edge and a fabric
Gross wing area 202 sq. it. (18.70 sq. m.). IMaintaliycovering.
operated all-nn»od tlirf'o-po.sitiou .split, railing-edge Ha.ps l)et\rei'n
t

aileron.s

and

—

fuschi.ge.

Fuselage, Eoctangular .strnotnro n-ith domed top and botto.ni
built up of j'our .spruce longerons, plywood sides and a pro-formed
bottom skin. Top decking is i^lywood o\-er laminated spruce
3 ly
Complete struetiire l'a!:)rk'-eovered.
i'raines.
Tail Unit. C'antilover monopilane type. Tailplane and fin built
up of two wood box-spars, ribs and plywood covering. Elcvatons
and rudder liavo single bo.x-Sjiar, spruce and plywood ritis and
Triimniiig-tabs in olovators and rudder operated
fabric covering.
from cockpit through reversible units on the spars.
Ma.ch unit (‘(.msi.sj.s of a
Lani)ing G.e.\I!. Fixed cantilever ty|;) 0
]

—

—

.

incorporating doulile situd rsprings
diunper, attached to the eenrre-seef ion
and
fairing to leg merges into
Streandiue
l.oll.s.
front sjoiir by I'uur
.Mediuin-pn ssun' wbrels and Bendix ineehiUiiea
vvlieel IViiring.
i'nil snivelling and selfin, (2.117 in,),
Track .S ft.
brakes.
centering tail-wlicel.
Bower PL.tNT. One 2il8 h.p. D.H. Gipsy Queen 11. si.x-eylindt'r
D.H. cunstiintinverted air-eoolod engine on steel-tube mounting.
Two fuel tanks (40 Imp gallon^ -=1,82 lifrrs tola!
sjieed airscrew.
capjaeity), one in root of ea-ch outer wing section and i.ceding to
Oil tank (.‘>.8 Imp. ualIous-= 17 lit res)
three-wa.v cock in the eahiii.
Oil cooler a.t iuboarcl
in leading-edge of cent, rc'-seel ion on ].iort side.
end of tank and fa.ired into centre-,section witii ontli'i tl.i]) ;!d,jmt..dile
on the groiuid. Tacmnn jnnnp on engine for opera,.tio,!i of blindLarge generator willi flexible drive I'rota
flying instruments.
engine.
Ixnclosed ea.bin with two seats .sid<'-by-sid,> in
AccoMMOii.-VTiox.
front witli ojjtional dual controls and a full-width seat with folding
Single shoek-proed' panrl
central arm-rest across back of cabin.
inelude.s full Idind -flying and nigiit-flying Inst riunents, huKling
an
lighting ami there
liglits,
cal
and
instrunio:nt.
navigation
and
Luggiige .space' aft of renr seats and there
is provision :f'or railio.
is a snnill additional Incdicr aii,
eonipression
a hydraulic |•C((ti!

cantilever

leg.

l

13
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—

D!MEN.SJON.s.--iSpf:iii
TO. 3,

Length 28

;i!i

ft.

I't.

2

(i

in.

in.

(12 in.}. 'W’idfli fuliii'd Hi ft.
in.), .Height (tail down)

{S.fi

-t

7

in. (4.!)S
ft,

i!

in.

{2.21 m.);

Wbiuhts

a.ni:)

equipped

Lo.An.iNUS (Stamhird

uirci'iift),

Weight empty

(iully

Ib.s. (1,1! 1 kg.), Idiel 290 llis. (12.') kg.), (,)il 80 llis.
170 Ihs. (77 kg.). Three inissengei's nU) Ihs. (28 kg'.),
(10
-Luggage 44 lbs. (20 k'g.), IViyload (pas-scnirei's mid lugenge) on.l Uis.
lbs. (1,787 kg.). Wing loading
(2.71 k,g.). Wt'igiil. loaded
i7.;i2 Ibs./sq. ft. (84.7fi kg. /si], m.). Bower loading Hi.S lbs. /h.p.
(7.01, kg. /h.p.).
Wia,lGHTS (Standard aircraft with extra ]iay!uju!). -Weigld empty
(fully eqiiipj.ieil) 2,470 lbs, {1,11! kg.), Fuel 147 Ib.s. (fil) lig.). Oil
18 liis. (8 kg.), I'ilot' 170 lbs. (77 kg.), Tliree iias.sengers 710 !l)s.
(231 kg.), Luggag'c 207 ll>s. (94 kg.), J'liyload (iinssengcrs and
luggage) 717 lbs. (327 kg.), Weiglit loaded 3,700 llis. (1,787 kg.).
VAfotiaiiTS (lAing-ra-nge airoraf,’t).----Weight:' etTijit v 2,500 lli.s. (1,137 kg.),
Bhiel 43i7 lbs. (197 kg.), Oil 47 lbs. (21 kg.),' Bilot 170 lbs. (77 kg.),
Two piassengers 340 lbs. (1,54 kg.), Luggage 8 lbs. (4 kg.), Payload
(passengers and luggage) 348 lbs. ( 1,58 kg.), Weiglit loaded 3,500 lbs.
(1,687 kg.).
Performa-nce (Standard aircraft).— Maxinnun siieed 177 m.p.li.
(2.53 km.h.) at sea level, MaxiTm,mi economical cruising sjieed 140
m.p.h. (2!io km.h.) at 6,000 ft. (1,S30 m.). Economio cruising s|ieod
at 3,000 ft. (915 m.) 140 m.p.li. (237 km.h.), Econoniie cruising
speed at sea level 135 m.p.h. (217 km.h.), stalling .speed (flaps down)
53 m.p.h, (88 km.h.), rate of eliriib 080 ft. /ruin. (207 ni./min.),
Service ceiling (approximate) 14,000 ft. (4.270 in.), Range (allowing
hour at full throttle) 500 miles (805 kin.), Ta-ke-off at sea-level in
J5 m.p.h. (S kni.b.) wind, from grass 290 yds. {2li,5 rn.), from eoncrete
250 yds. (229 in.), Take-otl' distance to 50 ft. (15 m.) from grass
660 yds. {(503 m.), from concrete (520 yds. (507 rn.), Economic
e.ruising petrol consumption 10 Imp. gallons nor hour (45 litres
per hour).

The Percival Proctor V.

2,4.70

kg.), I’ilot

I

Perfoiluancr (Standard

aircraft

with extra iiavlaiid).

—Range

2f)0

miles (418 km.).

Perfobmance, (Long range

aireraft, with 60

Lnp. gallons (273

litres)

fuel aiul

7-;

Imp. galions

full thrnflii'}

"80

(21

lit

milc.s (1,27.5

res)

oil).-

Range

(allowing

.{

hour at

km.).

'The Proctor luis lieon .suiiplied f.o flio
training and ctinimanicaf^'ons

Na.\’.y for

and
work

tlie

Pvoyal

in tho following

ns
Proctor I. li.A.F. and A.T. A, eonuiUinieation.s type. Tlu’eeseator with, side-by-side dual eoritroi and one rear .seat.
Proctor 1. Naval, Radio and Navigational Trainer. ThreeD/F loop
seater with radio-operator on rotatable rear seat.
aerial on top of cabin.

foT'i

:

Proctor

II.

Naval Radio and Navigational Trainer.

seater with radio operator beside pilot.
top of cabin.

D/F loop

Threeon

aerial

R.A.F. coramunications type. Tliree-seater.
Proctor III.
dual control. Another version of Mark 111 has the rear seat
on the port side with a small radio .set alongside.

No

Proctor III, Series 2. R.A.F. Radio Trainer. Two-seater
with radio -operator seated beside pilot and facing aft. D/F
loop on top of cabin.
Proctor IV. R.A.F. Radio Trainer. A larger, heavier and
completely re-designed I'roctor which is fully equipped^ for
night flying and carries the largest type of radio transmitter
and receiver as used on operational aircraft. Three-seater with
radio-operator be.side pilot. D/F loop on top of cabin.
Proctor IV. R.A.F. Commniiications type. Four-.seater with
dual control and two rear sea,t.s.

The Percival Proctor V Four-seat Cahin Monoplane (208

h.p.

D.H. Gipsy Queen

11 engine).

—

—
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The

Pei’cival Prentice Tnree-seat

Primary Training Monoplane

The following particulars relate to the Proctor IV
Type. Three-seat llaclio Trainer or Four-seat Coiniiiunications
monoplane.
WINC4S, Fuselage, Tail Untt, Landing Geae and Power Plant.
Same as for Proctor V.
Accommodation (Radio Trainer). Pilot on port side, radio operator
further back on starboard side with radio transmitter and receiver
in front of him, second radio-operator (-who can change places with
Fixed and trailing aerials
first operator) in seat at rear of cabin.
and D/F loop aerial, as well as interoommmiication telephones for
each mernber of tiis crew. A signalling lamp and complete nightAir conditioning is provided by
flying equip)inent are installed.
a controllable fresh air inlet and sliding windows.
Accommodation (Cornmimications). Two pilots in front, each seat
mounted on a standard seat bearer and control unit whieli can be
removed or replaced in a few hour.s. Two seats side-by-side at
back of cabin with room for light luggage behind the seats.
Dimen-sions.— Same as J.Toctor V.
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty (with full equipment)
2,370 lbs. (1,076 kg.), Disposable load 1,130 lbs. (513 kg.), Weight
loaded (max. permissible) 3,500 lbs. (1,589 kg.), Wing loading
:

—

—

—

'

—

17.3 Ibs./sq. ft.
(7.62 kg./h.p.).

(84.42 kg./sq.

rn.),

Power loading

10,8 Ibs./h.p

—

Maximum speed at sea
(at max. permissible load).
level 160 m.p.h. (256 km.h.), Ma.\iiuum cruising speed 148 m.p.h.
sea level) 135 m.p.h.
(at
cruising
speed
Economical
(237 km.h.),

Pereoemancb

217 km.h.), Economical cruising speed at 6,000 ft. (1,830 ni.)
140 m.p.h. (235 km.h.), Stalling speed (flaps down) 55 m.p.h.
Initial rate of olimb 700 ft. /min. (213.5 rn./min.),
(88 km.h.).
Climb to 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 9 mins., Ceiling 14,000 ft. (4,270 m.),
Range in still air (after allowing for I hour at full throttle) 600
miles (805 km.), Take-off run in still air (from grass) 325 yds. (297
m.), Take-off run in still air (from runway) 285 yds. (201 rn.).

A

plans were being completed for its production by Blackburn
Aircraft, Ltd. at Brough.
Type. Three-seat Primary Training monoplane.
Two-spar
monoplane.
low-wing
Wings.—All-metal cantilever
structure built in two sections attached direct to fuselage. Detachreinforced
flanges
and
extruded
able wing-tips. Spars have light
plate webs. Leading and trailing-edge portions made up as comFull-depth pressed light alloy ribs approximately
plete units.
20 in. (50.8 c/m.) apart with three light former ribs top and bottom

—

between.

Light

alloy

sheet

covering.

Reinibreed.

roo(.

has

form walkway. W ing area 30!) sq. It. (28.33
Ailerons have liglit alloy D-spar, pressed sheet ribs and
sq. m.).
fabric covering. Trim-tab in ]iort aileron adjustable on ground
Bjiaiiivise stringers to

.sjilit

trailing-edge

flaps^

in.

three

only. Pn.euinatically-opei'ated.
Safety device prevents immediate
sections between ailerons.
retraction of flaps after liaulked landing.
Fuselage.— All-metal structure in two portions, front portion of
rectangular section to aft of cockpit, aiiil rear portion o,l flattened
Front portion has sides and. bottoui built-up
elliiitical section.
Two
as serni-braced structure with light alloy sheet covering.
built-up girders across fuselage form attaclmieiits for inain wing
Rear portion is semi-monocoqiie structure with light alloy
spars.
frames, longitudinal stringers and light alloy sheet covering.
Maximum ftiselage width 4 ft. 2 in. (1.27 m.).
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever structure. Tailplane has two light
is
alloy spars, pressed sheet ribs and stressed metal skin, and
bolted to fuselage. Tw'O-spar fin with main spar bolted to fuselage
ribs
sheet
pressed
D-spar,
Elevators have light-alloy
sternpost.
and fabric covering. Rudder of similar construction with metal

—

Queen engine).

covering aiul with inass balance in horn-balanced portion. Controllable trim-talis i,n rnddor and ol6vator.s.
.Fixed two-wheel divided type.
Each unit consists
of eautileix'i.' shock-absorber leg incorporating steel spring.s and
recoil-dainpor, and is bolted to casting on front face of main spar.
(Strearnlinetl i’ytram fairing over leg and wlieel.
Medium-pressure
wheels. Ibieumatic
brake.s
operated
by rudder- bar. Track
12 ft. 0 in,. (3.05 m.).
Tail-wheel carried in full-swivelling selfcentring fork which rotates in cast aluminium rocker-arm hinged
at bottom of sternpo.st.
Steel-spring shoek-absorption with
Ferodo band recoil-damper.
Powe.r .Plant. Ono 290 b.h.p. D.H. Gipsy Queen 51 ((Supercharged)
or 251 b.h.p. D.H. Gip.sy Queen 32 (Unsupereharged) six-cylinder
in-line inverted air-cooled engine on rubber anti- vibration 'blocks
on steel-tube mounting. De Havilland two-blade constant-speed
airscrew.
Cowling in four parts, side panels liinged on top centreline.
Two 20 Imp. gallon. (91 litre) crash-proof fuel tanks in ivingroots between .spars with detachable access panels in undersurface of
wing.
Oil tank of 4.9 Imp. gallons (22 litre.s) capacity in leadingedge of port wing root with oil-cooler inboard,
Acoommodation. Crew of three in ventilated and heated enclosed
cockpit. Rilot (o.n starboard) and pupil sido-by-sido ivith dual
control in front, with third central seat for second' pupil undergoing
air experience behind.
Standard S.B.iV.C. seats, front two adjustable. .Entire cnibiii top .tnade as complete unit and bolted to fuselage
structure.
Forward jiortion has direct-vision, safety-glass wind-

Landing Gear.

—

—

—

screen.

I’erspex

hood

backward

slides

for

access.

Rear and

top jianels amber-tintecl. Front windscreen anti forward half of
lower panel in sliding hood fitted with folding ainber-eoloiired
screens for night instruction. Roar seat entered through upwardsliding door on port.
Steel-tube erasli-pylon between front and
roar scats.
Cabin sides from main arch to front, of rear door
'

jettisonable.
DiMiONiSiONS.
Span 46 ft. 0 in. (14.02 nn), Length 31 ft. 3 in. (9.52
m.), .Height (tail up, over rudder) 12 ft. lOJ- in. (3.9 m.).
Weights and Loadings (G.ip.sy Queen 51). Weight empty 2,891 lbs.
(1,311 kg.), Weight loaded 3,860 lbs. (1,760 kg.), W'ing loading
(at 3,800 lbs.
.1,750 kg.) 12.05 ibs./sq, ft. (01.76 kg./sq. m.).
.Power loading (at 3,800 lbs.
1,750 kg.) 13 Ibs./h.p. (5.89 kg./h.p.).
W:,3iaH,TS AND LOADINGS (Gipsy Queen 32). -Weight empty 2,841 lbs.
(1,288 kg.), Wfoight loaded 3,790 lbs. (1,719 kg.), Wing loading
(at 3,790'lbs.= 1,719 kg.) 12.42 lbs,/sq. ft. (60.64 kg./sq. m,), .Power
loading (at 3,790 lbs.
1,719 kg.) 15.1 lb.s,/h.p. (0.85 kg./h.p.).
Pek3?obmjan CE (Gipsy Queen 51, at 3,800 lbs.
1,750 kg.).—-Maximtira
speed 171 m.p.h. (275 km.h.) at 6,800 ft, (2,075 m.), Spaed at
sea level 153 m.p.h. (240 km.h.), Maximum ooiitinuous cruising
speed 160 m.p.h. (267 km.h.) at 6,400 ft. (1,645 m.) at sea level
147 m.p.h. (236 km.h.), Ma.xiraum eeonomio cruising speed 154
m.p.h. (248 km.h.) at 12,200 ft. (3,720 m.) at sea level 129 m.p.h.
(207 km.h.), Stalling speed (with :fiap.s) 02.4 m.p.h. (100 km.h,),
with flaps 51 m.p.h. (82 km.h.). Initial climb at take-off power
l, 070 ft. /min. (320 m. /min.), Climb at 6,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 960 ft,
rnin. (292 in. /min.), Climb to 5,000 ft. (1,526 m.) 6.25 minnt 0 .s,
Service ceiling (approximately) 19,000 ft. (5,790 ra.), Take-off run
(still air, at sea level, normal temperature, from grass) 200 yds.
(183 m.), from eonorete 175 yds. (lOO m.), Take-off If om grass to
50 ft. (15.24 rn.) 370 yds. (338 in.), from concrete 34,5 yds. (315 ni.),
Ranges (at sea level, 129 m.p.h. (207 km.h.) 505 miles (813 kin.)
(duration 3.92 hours), at 5,000 ft. (1,625 ra.) at 139 m.p.h.
324
km.h.) 517 miles (832 km.). Duration 3.72 hours.
Perpokmance (Gip.sy Queen 32 at 3,790 lbs. 1,719 kg.). Maximum
spieed 155 m.p.h. (240 km.h.) at sea level at 6,000 ft. (1,625 m.)
151 m.p.h. (243 km.li.), Alaximum continuous cruising speed 149
m. p.h. (240 km.h.) at 2,200 ft. (670 m.), at .sea level 145 m.p.h.
(233 km.lj.), Maxiinura eeonomio cruising .speed 143 m.p.h. (230
km.h.) at 3,600 ft. (1,065 m.), at sea level 136 m.p.h. (219 km.h.),
Stalling speed (without flaps) 01.8 m.p.h. (99 km.h.), with flaps
50.5 m.p.h. (81 km.h.), Initial climb 890 ft. /min. (271 m./rnin.),
at 5 000 ft. (1,625 m.) 070 ft. /min. (204 m./rnin.), Climb to 5,000 ft,
(1,525 m.) 0.5 minutes, Service ceiling (approximately) 18,000 ft.
(6,485 m.) Take-off run (still air, at sea level, normal temperature)
200 yds. (183 m.), from conorote 175 yds. (160 m.), Take-off from
grass to 50 ft. (15.24 in.) 390 yds. (350 in.), from concrete 365 yds.
219 km.h.) 404 miles
(336 m.), Ranges (at sea level, 130 m.p.h.
(747 km.) (duration 3.4 hours) at 5,000ft. ( 1,52,5 rn.) at 141 m.p.h.
(227 km.h.) 495 miles (796 km.), (duration 3.51 hours.).
,

—

—

THE FERCSVAL FRENTiCE.
three-seat trainer ivas designed to Speoification
controls are fitted for the instructor and one
third seat is installed behind
pupil side-by-side in front.
for a second pupil, who is carried solely for the pimpose of gaining
air experience and who is equipped with an electrical intercom,
so that he can listen in to the instructor’s commentary.
The Prentice may be fitted with either the 251 h.p. 33,H.
Gipsy Queen 32 or the 296 h.p. Gipsy Queen 51 engine. It is
hi production by Percival Aircraft, and at the time of uTiting

The Prentice
T.23/43. Dual

(D.tl. Gipsy

^
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PERCIVAL—continued.
THE PERCIVAL MERGANSER.
Tvi'Xi.— 'rwin-engined High-wing monoixlaixe for Feeder -line, Charter
anti Freigiit-earrying duties.
Wings.
antilever higii-wiiig monoplane. Aerofoil section fl.A.F. 48.
All-metal two-spar structure in two main sections attached directly
to fuselage.
Detachable tips. Spai's have extruded light-alloy

—

and reinforced plate webs. Each spar root has upper and
lower lugs forming four -point wing attachments. False-spar with
sealed ball-bearings hinges to carry control surfaces.
Chordwise
jwessed light-alloy ribs and stift’eners, and stressed light-alloy skin,
flush -rii'eted over critical drag area.
Leading and trailing-edge
sections built sejiarately.
Removable panels in undersurface for
romoriag inter-spar fuel tanlts. Gross wing area 319 sq. ft. (29.63
Each aileron has light alloy spar, pressed ribs and fabric
six- in.).
covt'i'ing.
Controllable trim- tab
port aileron. Sfilit tniiling-edge
flaps between ailerons and fuselage divided by naeelle.s, interconnected by torque tube across fuselage and oxierated by jineumatic ram. Flaj) angles, 25 degrees for take-off, 50 degrees for

ilange.s

m

landing.
l'’i,.sK].A(:i:.

—All-metal

rnonocoque structure

in

three

main

sections

with transport joints at i>ear of xiilot’s cabin and at rear of passenger
cabin. Structure of double-angle section light alloy frames and
toji-hat section stringei-s, with stressed light alloy covering fiuslij'i\'ol;c(l over drag-sensitive areas.
Nose detachable for aeee8,s to
controls and instruments.
T\ri, Unit.— -All-metal cantilever monoplane type.
Tailijlane has
two light alloy spars and pressed sheet ribs with sheet alloy covering
llush-riveted over critical drag area. Attached to fuselage by two
Each horn-balanced
l>olts at front spar and by one at I'ear spar.
elevator has light alloy spar, pressed sheet ribs and fabric-covering,
and is attached to tailplane spar by sealed ball bearing hinges.
Controllable trim-tab in eaeli elevator. Gro.ss area (tailplane
and elevators) 68.7 sq. ft. (6.38 sq. m.). Pin constructed as tailplane
with main spar bolted to fuselage sternpost and forward end
attached to front spar of tailplane. Rudder built as elevators,
with horn-balanced portion at top housing mass-balance. Cojitrollable trim-tab.
Gross area (fin and rudder) 34.0 sq. ft. (3.16
sq. m.).

—

Ge-A.ii.
Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels with
rnedium-prossure tyres, retract forward into engine nacelles and
backwards into fuselage.
nose-wheel retracts
non-ateerable
Oleo-pneurnatie shock-absorbers. Pneumatic retraction, with emergency gear. Track 15 ft. 0 in. (4.57 m.). Pneumatic brakes on

Lanuinu

Twin floats or ski nndereamage optional.
^Two De Havilland Gijisy Queen. 51 six -cylinder
inverted air-cooled supercharged engines, each dovolopiiig
296 h.p. for take-off, mounted as xiower-eggs on sliock-jiroof light
J.)e Havilland three-blade coustaiitalloy bearers at six points.
.speed liill-feathering aii'screw.s 7 ft- 6 in. (2.28 m.). diameter. .Four
crasli-proof fuel-tanks ivith total capacity of 105 Imxaerial gallons
(478 litres) in wings between syiavs, with pi'ovision for xire.ssure
filling.
6 Imperial gallon (23 litre) oil-tank and cooler mounted
a.s eorniionent part of each engine.
Accommodation. Provision for crew of two side-by-side with dual
Vee-shafied
controls, though normally only one pilot carried.
windscreen of two flat safety-glass panels. Entry door in bulkhead
Main passenger cabin 15 ft. 0 in. long X 5 ft. 6 in.
aft of eoelipit.
wide X 6 i't. 0 in. high (4.57 X 1.68 X 1.8 m.) with entry door
5 ft. 0 in. X 2 ft. 3 in. (1.68 X .68 m.) at rear on port side. Door
width can be increased to 4 ft. 0 in. (1.22 m.) for loading of freight
by unlocking further portion. Standard cabin interior arrangement
lias seats for five or six passengers (three on port side and two or
three on starboard side) wnth central gangway 17 in. (43 c/m.)
wide. Overhead racks for personal luggage. Luggage eornpartment immediately aft of crew compartment with floor area of
22 sq, ft. (2 sq. m.) eajiaeity of 110 cub. ft. (3.H cub. m.) and with
maximum allowance of 300 lbs. (136 kg.). Counter-balanced
loading door 3 ft. wide X 4 ft. high (0.91 x 1.22 m.) on port side of
fuselage.
Toilet compartment at rear on starboard side opposite
main entry door. With luggage compartment removed eight
passenger seats can be installed or alternatively all interior equipment can be removed and entire cabin space used for freight-carrying.
Built-in tie-down fittings, wliich do not project into passenger
mail! wheels.

Powim

I’LAN'i’.

—

ill-] ini'

—

_

accommodation.

EQuif.MEN’t’.
Provision for up to 16U Ilis. (45 kg.) radio e(|uipmont,
T.K.S. liquid do-icing eqtupinoufc, blind-dying cqiupmoul. luul Decoa
Navigator. 24-vnlt 7at)-watt olcetric sy.st,em.
Dimensions. Span 47 ft. 9 in. (14.55 m.). Length 39 ft. 8 in. (12.09 m,).
Height (on ground, over rudder) 13 ft. 9 in. (4.19 m.).

—

Weights and Lo.vdings

:

Directors : E. L. Granville, M.P. (Chairman), L. M. J. Balfour,
B-Sc., A.R.Ae.S., Fit. Lt. F. L. Luxmoore, D.P.C. (Director of

W. H. Jenks and A. G. Murray.
Portsmouth Aviation under the title of Wight Aviation Ltd.
was registered in 1932. The Company operated air services
between the Isle of Wight and the Mainland up to the outbreak
of War, after which they devoted their resources to the repair
of R.A.F, aircraft. They have gained a wide knowledge of
constructional practices and operative defects and, as a result,
have established an A.R.B, approved design organization and
have entered the post-war aircraft manufacturing field with the
Aerocar light commercial monoplane.
The Aerocar is a twin-engined twin-boom high -wing cabin
monoplane with accommodation for pilot and four or five
passengers which will be suitable for executive, air charter or
private owner use. It may be fitted with either two 155 h.p.
Cirrus Major III or 100 h.p, Ciwus Minor II engines.
Other
makes of engine of similar horsepower will be available to order.
Production of the Aerocar is being undertaken in part of the
former Short Bros, factory on the Boehester Airport which has
been allocated to Portsmouth Aviation, Ltd; by the Board of
Trade.

Ib.s.

(957

(Estimated). ^Maximuiu speed 193 m.p.h. (331 km.h.)
at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.). Maximum speed at .sea-level 180 m.p.h.
(290 km.h.), Maximum continuous cruising speed 183 m.p.h. (294
km.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.), Maximum economic cruising speed
167 m.p.h. (269 km.h.) at 8,000 ft. (2,440 m.). Stalling speed (with
flaps) 69 m.p.h. (Ill km.h.), Rate of climb at sea-levml (maximum
climbing power) 1,010 ft. /min. (309 m./rnin.), at 5,000 ft .(1,525 m.)
(maximum climbing power) 1,100 ft. /min. (335 m./min.), vService
ceiling 24,000 ft. (7,315 m.), Ono-ongine coiling 9,000 ft. (2,745 ra.)
Duration, at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 5 hours, Range, with 300 lbs.
(130 kg.) luggage, five passengers and one crew 800 railos (1,287
km.), with 300 lbs. (136 kg.) luggage, six passengers and one crew
600 miles (960 km.), with 110 llis. (50 kg.) luggage, six passengers
and one crevv 800 milas (1,287 km.), with 104 lbs. (47 kg.) luggage,
eight 13 asseugers and one crew 400 miles (644 km.), with 9 lbs. (4 kg.
luggage, eight passengers and one crew, 500 miles (805 km.), with
1,350 lb.s. (612 kg.) freight 800 miles (1,287 km.), with 1,825 lbs.
(839 kg.) freight,' 300 rnile.s (483 km.), Take-off distance in still
air to 50 ft, (15 m.) 560 yd.s. (512 in.).

THE PORTSMOUTH AEROCAR.
Airbort, PoETSMOtra'H,

Hants.

Design),

—Disposable load 2,110

—

Perpormancb

PORTSMOUTH,
PORTSMOUTH AVIATION LTD.
Huab Oeitice ahb Works The

(Designed).

kg.), Weight loaded 0,700 Ib.s. (2,039 kg.), Wing loading 21 lbs./
sq. ft. (102.48 kg./sq, m.). Power loatling 11.35 Ibs./li.p. (5.14
kg./h.p.).

an unconventional twin-engined twin-boom
high -wing cantilever monoplane with an automobile type central
body or fuselage depending from the centre-section between
the booms. Accommodation is provided for pilot and four or five
passengers. A monoplane tailplane interconnects the booms,
each of which carries a terminal fin and rudder. The landinggear is of the retractable tricycle type.

The Aerocar

is

will consist of either two 100 h.p. Blackburn
Minor II engines (four -passenger Aerocar) or two 165
h.p. Cirrus Major III engines (five-passenger Aerocar -Major).
The specifications below refers to the Aeroear-Major.

The power-plant

Cii’rus

—

Dimensions. Span 42
(on ground) 19 ft.

ft.

(12.8 m.), Length 26 ft, 3 in. (8 m.), Height
(3.23 in.), Wing area (gross) 265 sq. ft.

7 in.

(23.7 sq. m.).

Weights.

—Weight

empty 2,600 lbs. (1,180 kg.), Disposable load
Maximum take-off weight 3,950 lbs. (1,793 kg.),
landing weight 3,800 lbs. (1,725 kg.).

1,360 lbs. (613 kg.),

Maximum
PEBrosMANOE

Maximum

(Estimated).

—Maximum speed

continuous

cruising

speed

167 m.p.h. (267 km.h.).
153 m.p.h. (245 km.h,),

Initial rate of climb 1,180 ft./inin. (360 m./min.). Service ceiling

19,800 ft. (6,040 m.). Ceiling on one engine 7,500 ft. (2,290 in.),
Cruising range 620 mile.s (1,000 km.) at 5,000 ft. (1,526 m.). Takeoff run over 50 ft. (15.26 m.) 270 yds. (247 m.), Landing run into
5 m.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 120 yds. (110 m.).

REID

&

GREAT BRITAIN

SIGRIST

The Reid

&

Sigrist

Desford Twin-engined Trainer (two 130 h.p. D.H. Gipsy Major Series

REID & SIGRIST, LTD.
Head Office Shannon Coknee, Kingston By-Pass, New
:

Malden, Sukeey.

Works

iViBGRAFT

:

Desford, near Leicester.

Directors
Sqdn. Ldr. G. H. Beid, D.F.C., Wh.Ex., A.C.G.I.,
M.I.Ae.E. (Chairman and Managing Director) and E. A. M. Reid.
H. P. MaskelL
General Manager
Charles Bower.
Chief Designer
This well-known firm of instrument makers produced its
This was the twin-engined threefirst aircraft design in 1939.
seat advanced training monoplane known as the Snargasher, a
description and illustrations of which appeared in the 1939
Development of this
edition of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
type was suspended on the outbreak of war, w'hen the Company
became engaged on sub-contract -work. This included the
production of 700 Boulton Paul Defiant two-seat fighters, and
the repair and modification of North American Mitchells for
the R.A.F. The Reid & Sigrist organization also operated five
Elementary Flying Training Schools in this country on behalf
of the Air Ministry.
The Company has now iiroduced the R.S.3 Desford twinengined ah ini'tio and intermediate training monoplane, the
prototype of which flew on July 9, 1945. A description of the
:

;

;

Desford follows.
The R.S.4 is a projected four/five-seat private owne.i’’s version
of the Desford, which will be powered by Gipsy Major engines.

THE REID & SIGRIST

—
—

R.S.S

Wooden

ply-covered

Dihedral 5 degrees, Incidence 3
and finpis mounted below, and behind trailing-edge and continuing under fuselage. Positions for climb, approach and, touch
down. Flaps imeumatically operated by Theed ram.
Fuselage. All-wood oval-section structure consisting of^four longerons and 21 vertical frames, longitudinal wooden stringers and
plywood covering. Lower longerons broken where wing is attached
Horizontal plywood diaphragm runs whole length
to' fuselage.
of rear fuselage.
Tail Unit. All-wood strut-braced tailplane with twin fins and rudders
mounted as end-plates. Plywood covering to fixed surfaces and
Trim-tabs in elevators.
fabric covering to rudders and elevators.
LiVNDiNG Gear.— Fixed two-wheel type. Each unit consists of semicantilever Lockheed airdraulio leg with offset axle and wheel,
attached to front spar. Dunlop pneumatically-oiierated differFixed Dowty levered-suspension tail-wheel, with
ential brakes.
degi’ees.

ailerons

—

,

_

'

—

auxiliary faired skid.

SARD.
SAUNDERS-ROE LTD.
Head Office and Works Cowes, Isle of Wight.
London Office 46, Parliament Street, S.W.l.
:

:

O.B.E., F.R.Ae.S.,
Alliott Verdon-Roe,
Sir
Directors:
M.I.Ae.E. (President), A. E. Chambers, A.M.I.C.E., E.Inst.Pct.
(Chairman), A. Gouge, B.Sc., E.R.Ae.S. (Vice-Chairman), Capt.
E. D. Clarke, M.C. (Managing Director), the Rt. Hon. Viscount
Cowdray, the Hon. H. N. Morgan- Grenville, O.B.E., J. Lister

Walsh and R. V. Perfect.
Director and Chief Designer

;

PI.

Knowler,

F.R.Ae.S.,

P. D. Irons, B.Com., A.C.A., A.C.W.A.
Saunders-Roe Ltd. are designers and builders of all types of
aircraft, ground and marine equipment, including trailers,
beaching chassis, arming and refuelling tenders,
trolleys,
:

ammunition hoists, etc.
During the war Saunders-Roe, Ltd. was mainly engaged iu
the production of the Supermarine Walrus II and Sea Otter

I

engines).

— {The Aeroplane.)

—

Pl.vxt.
Two D.H!. Gipsy Major Series I four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engines ; normal output (each) 120 h.p. at 2,100
r.p.in. at sea-level, maximum output (each) 130 h.p. at 2,360 r.p.m.
at sea-level, driving two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrews ; two
D.H. Gipsy Major 10 four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engines
each rated at 139 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. for take-off and climbing,
145 h.p. at 2,530 r.p.m. for maximum level flight and 128 h.p.
at 2,300 r.p.m, for maximum continuous cruising speed, driving
two-blade manually -oiiorated variable-pitch airscrews; or two
D.H. Gipsy M!ajor Scries 30 four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled
engines each rated at 160 h.p at 2,500 r.p.m. for take-off and maxilevel flight, 156 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. for maximum climb and
133 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m. for maximum continuous cruising speed,
driving two-blade constant-speed airscrews. Engines mounted on
cantilever bearings of Jabroe impregnated wood supported by
both wing spars. Two 22 Imp. gallon (100 litre) Henderson crashproof fuel tanks between spars inboard of engines (one on each side
of fuselage) mounted on hinged doors on underside of wings. Oil
capacity 4.6 Imp. gallons (21 litres).

Power

.

mum

Accommodation.

—

Crew of two in separate
front, with full blind-flying equipment,

by

cockpits enclosed
be jettisoned.

—

Dimensions. Span 34
Height (on ground,

one-piece

ft.

moulded

tandem cockpits, pupil in
and instructor aft. Both
sliding canopy which can

0 in. (10.36 m.), Length 25 ft. 6 in. (7.77 m,),
down) 8 ft. 2 in, (2.48 m,).

tail

—

Weights and Loadings (Gipsy Major Series I engines). ^Weight
empty (equipped) 2,477 lbs. (1,094 kg.), Crew with parachutes 400
Fuel and oil 360 lbs. (163 kg.). Payload 63 lbs. (20
kg.), Maximum weight loaded 3,300 lbs. (1,497 kg.), Wing loading
lbs. (181 kg.),

17.74 Ibs./sq.

DESFORD.

Type. Twin-engined two-seat -46 initio and Intermediate Trainer.
One-piece
two-spar
monoplane.
low-wing
Wings. Cantilever
Spars of laminated
structure secured to fuselage by six bolts.
spruce with plywmod webs, box-type ribs, spanwise spruce stiffeners
Gross wing area 186 sq. ft. (17.28 sq. m.),
and plywood covering.

A.M.I.C.E.
Secretary

(71c)

ft.

(86.67 kg/sq. m.),

Power loading 12.69

Ibs./h.p.

(5.70 kg./h.p.).

—

(Gipsy Major Series 10 engines). Maximum
Wing loading 18.6 Ibs./sq. ft.
Power loading 12.4 Ibs./h.p. (5.6 kg./h.p.).

Weights and Loadings
weight loaded 3,460
(90.82 kg./sq. in.),

lbs. (1,569 kg.),

—

Weights and Loadings (Gipsy Major
weight loaded 3,650
(92.77 kg./sq. m.),

lbs.

Power

Series 30 engines). ^Maximum
(1,610 kg.), Wing loading 19 Ibs./aq. ft.
loading 11 Ibs./h.p. (4.98 kg./h.p.),

PEBEORMjUsrcE (Gipsy Major Series I engines).—Maximum, speed 162
m.p.h. (261 km.h.) at sea level, Maximum cruising speed 148 m.p.h.
(238 km.h.) at sea level. Initial rate of climb 1,100 ft./min. (335
m/inin,), Service ceiling 17,730 ft. (5,405 m.), Absolute ceiling
19,200 ft. (6,050 m.), Cruising range 463 miles (745 km.).

—

Series 10 engines).- Maximum speed 176
m.p.h. (283 km.h.) at, sea level. Maximum cruising speed 166 m.p.h.
sea
level,
Hate
of climb 1,220 ft./min. (372 m./min.).
(207 km.h.) at
Cruising range 507 miles (816 km.).

Performance (Gipsy Major

—

Series 30 engines).
^Maximum speed 181
m.p.h. (291 km.h.) at seafievel, Maximum cruising speed 170 m.p_.h,
(274 km.h.), Rate of climb 1,416 ft./min. (432 m./min.). Cruising
range 523 miles (842 km.).

Performance (Gipsy Major

amphibian flying-hoats, as well as sub-contract work for other
manufacturers. Experimental work on modified forms of the
S.37 small-scale flying-boat, previously illustrated and described
in the 1940 edition of this aimual, was also undertaken to obtain
data for the future development of the large flying -boat.
Saunders-Roe, Ltd. were responsible for the detail design and
manufacture of the component parts of the wings, including
flaps, ailerons, engine-mountings and wing -tip floats, of the
Short Shetland four-engined flying-boat, a description of which
will be found under “Short.”
The company’s present projects include a large six-engined
commercial flying-boat for trans-ocean operations, three of
which have been ordered by the Ministry of Supply, and a jetpropelled single-seat fighter fiying-hoat, the prototype of which
was to be completed in 1946. Descriptions of both of these
aircraft follow.

THE SAUNDERS-ROE
The Saro S.R. A1

an all-metal

S.R. A1.

single-seat jet-propelled
It was
fighter flying-boat designed to Specification E.6/44.
originally conceived for operation in the Pacific theatre before
is

T

.

A

-

GREAT BRITAIN

SARO —contimied.
.structure Avith chordwis? stiffener.s aiul smooth metal .skin.
Equal
taper on leading a.nd trailing-edge.s. All-metal ailerons with trim

mid
and

Ijala.iiee-talis

in

eucli.

Aspect ratio 5

hull.

;

Trailing-edge Ihip.s lietween ailerons
Tapier ratio 2
1.
1.
tiross wing
:

area 415 sq. ft, (3S.54 .sq. in.).
wo-step ineta.1 structure
Hull.

—

with eloselv -spaced frames and
Maxinniiii lieam 6, S3 ft. (2,08
flush-i'i\-eted metal skin.
de\-iee
under planing bottom siinp]ifie.s
pielt-up
Autoiniitio
in.).
mooring and taxying. Seini-retraetnlile stabilizing lioats mid-way
between hull and wing-tips.

smooth

Tail

I’nit.-

tniljilaiie

All-metal structure with
'ant ilCA-er monoplane t_v[ie.
mounted half-way up fin. Balanced rudder and elevators
(

with triiu-tab in each.

Power

I'l.an'I'.
-'i’wo iMetrojmlitan-I’iekers F.2/4 uxial-flow turboinountefi side-liy-.siile in liiill beneath ulngs.
iiivits
Ovalshn))ed air-intake in extreme bow aiul circular jet outlets aft of
Hetraetahle cylindrical fairing
wing, one ou each side of hull.
].)rojects forwai'il from air-iiitiike to jirevent .spray entering at
Integral fuel tanks in wing leading-edge,
take-olI and aligliting.

jet

Ai'COAiMonATiox.-— Pres.surizeil cockpit i’or jiilot nmunted above wiiig
Sliding cover can lie jetti.soned in emergency.
k'iu.liiig-edge.
Ar.ai.a.aient.- -Four 2tt mint, caiuioii inoiiiited in gun-bay in front of

Hinged cOA'cr allows re-arniiug and inspection.
-Sjuiu 46 ft. 0 in. (14.02 in.), Length 50 ft. 0 in. (1.5.24
m.}, Ileiglit 17 ft. 6 in. (5.18 in.).
piproximntely 13,000 lbs. (6,804 kg.).
A'kiuht Lo.aded.PEErtmaiAN'OE. No data- aA'ailable.
eoc'kjjit.

Dimension's,

—

—

THE SAUNDERS-ROE
The Saro S.R. 4,6

i,s

a

S.R. 45.

lai'ge ].irojei-t-ed

pa,ssorig6r

llying-boat

be ]ioAvered by six gas-turbines driA'ing contra-rotating
Tlie prototype is exqiected to fly some time in 1948.
airscrcAvs.
The single-step hull Avill be of roughly figure-S cros.s-.seotion
and diA'ided into tA\ o decks. The Avhole of the pas.senger and
crew cabins will be pre.s.surised, and up to 100 pa.ssenger.s Avill be
accommodated. The maximum cabin Avidth Avill be 14ft. 6 in.

AA'hieli Avill

(4.42 m.).
The Aving will comprise a constant-chord centre-section carrying

engines, and tA\-o tapered outer Ai'ings with swept-back
leading-edge and straight trailing-edge. Trailing-edge lla-jis
in four .section.s each siile Avill lie fitted between the ailerons
and the luill. Retractable stabili'/ing floats Avill be fitted under
'riic tail-unit will lx? a eantiicA-er .structure with
till' wing-tips,
a. single fin ami riulder and a dilicdral tailfilaiie.
Dimensions. Sjmn 22u ft. 0 in. (67. U5 in.), Bcnglli l-tli lY. 0 in. (44.5
tlie

The

Saxinciers-Roe S.R.

A1

Jet-propelled

Plying-boat.

the end of the War, and construction of the prototypio bogim in
the Slimmer of 1945. It was expected to fly early in 1947.
I’a'I'e.
iSiuglo-scat Fighter Flying-lxiaf
liigh
wing monojilane. High-sjieod aerofoil
Wings.--- tluntileA'pr
Structure consists of two nuiin sections attaching to
section.
short

centre-sectiou integral

still)

Avitli

hull.

.411-inetaI single-spar

III.}.

Wehuit

boAiiEii (Designed).
Over 2.50.tHHl lbs. (113.377 kg.).
{Esliinatcd).
Oruisiigg speed M(M) m.p.h. (483 km.h.),
range a.Utltl miles (8.1)46 km.).

Peheormanci;
Still-air

,

day and night operations.

SHORT.
SHORT BROTHERS (ROCHESTER & BEDFORD), LTD.
Head Office and Works Rochester, Kent.
:

A

;

of 2,360

Stirlings Avas

;

;

Honorary Life President H. O. Short, P.R.Ae.S.
Directors:
E. D. A. Herbert, O.B.E., M.A., A.M.I.C.E.,
M.I.Mech.E., M.I.E.E. (Chairman), D. E. Wiseman (Managing
Director), E. B. Bowyer, Sir Sam Brown, Sir John S. Buchanan,
C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S., and J. Lankester Parker, O-.B.E., P,R.Ae.S.
Director and Chief Designer
C. P. T. Lipscomb, Wh.Ex.,

total

produced.
Current Short designs include the Sandringham, a civil
der^elopment of the Sunderland
the Seaford militar^y flyingthe Shetland civil
boat
the Solent, its civilian counterpart
flying-boat, and the Sturgeon twin-engined naval reconnaissance
bomber and target-tug. The Sealand liglit twin-engined
amphibian is under development.
The Company at present remains at Rochester, but at the
time of writing plans were being made for tlie complete removal
of the factory to Belfast.
;

:

F.R.Ae.S.
Secretary

THE SHORT STURGEON,

R. Prentice, C.A.
The firm of Sliort Brothers, which is the oldest established
firm of aeroplane designers and producers in the United Kingdom,
was founded by the brothers Eustace and Oswald Short in 1898,
their work for some years being the manufacture of spherical
:

balloons.

After the 1914-18 War, during which xnrrious types of naval
were produced. Short Brothers concentrated on the
development of the all-metal flying-boat, and their successes
included the Calcutta and Kent (Scipio) civilian flying-boats
and the various Singapore military designs.
In June, 1936, Short Brothers, in collaboration with Harland
& Wolff, Ltd., the well-known Belfast ship -builder.s, formed a
new company known as Short & Haifland, Ltd. to build aircraft
aircraft

Ihirther details of this Company may be found
at Belfast.
under “Short & Harland.”
In July, 1938, a major shareholding wa.s acquired by Short
Brothers in Pobjoy Motors & Aircraft, Ltd., and production
of the Short Scion twin-engined commercial monoplane was
entrusted to that firm at Rochester Airport.
In July, 1936, the first Short Empire Boat Canopus was

produced, and altogether the Company constructed thirty-one
of thi.s S-2.3, or C-class, type for Imperial Airways, Ltd. together
with nine modified versions designated S-30, During the War
some of these Boats were fitted with gun tm'rets and other
military equipment and were operated on. recoimaissance duties
with R.A.F. Coastal Command. Three lai’ger Boats of the S-26
or (.J-('.lass type were also produced, and seiwed in civilian and
military capacities during thoW^ar. In 1939 two further modified
boats, designated S-33, were delivered to British Over,seas
Airways Corporation.
The S-2o Sunderland, a direct development from the civilian
Empire Boats, wms constructed for the R.A.F., the total production amounting to 721. The Stirling was the first of the
R.A.F. ’s four-engined bomhers and was widely used on both

The Short S.A. 1 Sturgeon
ai.ssance bomber designed to

i.s

a twin-engined naval reeonn-

Specification

S. 11/43,

and

Acas

intended for operation from the Arh Royal and Hermes class
aircraft-carrieiAS.
Die design Avas submitted for naAml
approA'al in tlie summer of 1943, and in October of that year
Short Brothers Avere gmen instructions to proceed. Turn
veiAsions Avere projected, one to be powered by Bri.stol Centauru.s
radials and the other A\uth Rolls-Royce Merlin engines, each
dri\dng contra-rotating auAscreAvs. Subsequently
only the
Merlin version was completed and it flew in June, 1946.
Due to changing operational requirements the reconnaissancebomber version aauis not put into production but a variation,
the S.A. 2 Sturgeon TT Mk. II, lias been adopted a.s a target-tug
aircraft.

The Mk. II AA'ill haAm a slightly lengthened nose, which Avill be
made to fold for stoAvage, and Avill accommodate additional
gear.
The drogue targets Avili be stoAvod in the bottom of the
fuselage and operated, by a power-driAmn Avineh.
The folloAring description applies to the Mk. I.
Tyre. TAvin-engined fchree-seat NaA'al Reconnaissaiioe-Boinber.
Wings. Cantilever mid-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section NACA
64221,5. 3 at root, NACA 642215.6 at tip. All-metal tw'o-spar
structnre in three main sections consisting of constant-chord
centre-section passing tlirough fuselage and two tapered outer
sections.
Detachable tips. Spars Iiave extruded heavy-gange
light-alloy booms and plate webs.
Front spar in Amrtical plane,
rear .spar staggered forward 33 degree.s to permit outer wings to
fold.
Pressed light-alloy ribs and stressed metal skin riveted on.
Wing root joints of niekle-chrome casting,s. Outer Aving sections
fold rearwards hydraulically about rear sjiar to lie alongside fuselage,
with leading-edges downwards. Hinge consists of pin-and-socket
pivot incorporating swinging jury bracket. Forged fork-end
iitting.s on front spar booni of centre-section connecting Avith lug
Incidence
fittings on inner ends of front spar in outer sections.
2 degrees; dihedral (outer wings) 3| degrees
root chord 12 ft.
in.
(3.84 m.)
standard mean chord 9 ft. 4| in. ( 2.8.5 ru.) ; tip
71
chord 4 ft. 0 in. (1.45 m.) ; a-sjAect ratio 6.4 ; nett AA'ing area 51.84

—
—

;

;

—

—

;

.
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The Short Sturgeon

I

Three-seat Naval Reconnaissance- Bomher (two EoUs-Royce Merlin 140 engines).— (r/ie Aeroplane).

gro.s.s wing area 560.4 .sq. ft. ( 62 sq. m.).
All-metal Fri.se-type ailerons with inset trim-tab and spring servotab in each. Aileron area (each aft of hinge) 33. .5C sq.ft (3.12
aileron movement 20 degrees each way ; trim-tab area
sq. m.)
0.228 sq. ft. (0.02 sq. in.)
servo-tab area 1.56 sq. ft. (0.145 sq. in.).
Zapp area-increasing split flaps on centre-section and outer wings
between ailerons and fuselage. .Hydraulic operation. Maximum
depression 50 degrees
take-off angle 16 degrees.
Flap area
(total, each w-ing) 86.4 sq. ft. (8.03 sq. rn.).
FuSEL.iGE.- All-metal monoeoque structure in four main sections
consisting of forward fuselage to rear of pilot’s cockpit
centre
Fuselage to rear spar ; rear fuselage to leading-edge of fin, and
tail-end.
Structure consists of ehannel-.section light-alloy transconversal frames
four channel-section light-alloy longerons
thinous L-section longitudinal stringers and stressed light-alloy
skin riveted on. Mriximiun fuselage width 3 ft. 3 in. (0.90 rn.) ;

sq. ft. (48.10 sq, ni.)

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

maximum

depth 7 ft. 0 in. (2.13 rn.).
U-NJt.
Cantilever monoplane type. Fin and tailplane integral
witli rear fuselage,
Horizontal and vertical surfaces of R.A.P.SO
aerofoil section,
Tailplane is two-spar structure with plated lightalloy ribs, spanwiso .str'ingers and riveted metal skin.
Fin siinilai’ly
Elevators and horn-balanced rudder have rnetal
constructed.
falrrio-oovered.
.Elevators
frames and are
on set-back hinges,

Tail

Coinlhned

servo/trnn-tiil,)

span 20 ft. fl
mean chord

hi. (0. 1

5
gross tailplane

ft.

5

m.)

each elevator and in rudder.
root choi'd 7 ft. 0 in. (2.13 m.)

Tailplane

iti

;

in. (1.68 in.)

;

tip

chord

;

standard
m.)

3 ft. 8 iu. (1.12

and elevator area 108.22 sq. ft. (10 sq. m.) ; elevator
area (each) 27.37 sq. ft. (2.54 sq. in.); elevator movement 24-|Rudder height 11 ft. 7| in. (3.53 m.) ;
degrees up, 19 degrees down.
rudder area
gross fin and rudder area 72.7 sq. ft. (6.76 sq. in.)
movement 20 degrees each way ;
rudder
10.6 sq. ft. (1.54 sq. m.)
rudder tab area 1.28
elevator tab area 1.69 sq. ft. (0.157 sq. ni.)
sq. ft. (0.119 sq. m.).
Landing Gear. Retractable two-wheel type. Each niain wheel is
earned on outside of Messier oleo -pneumatic shock-absorber leg
with rear bracing .strut and retracts backwards into engine nacelle
being fully enclosed by twin doors. Electro-hydraulic operation
with eine.rgency pneumatic gear. Track 14 ft. 3 in. (4.34 ni.).
Main wlieels fitted with pneumatic brake.9. Tail -wheel carried in
fork on levered-suspension shock-absorber leg retracts forward
Retractable R.A.E.
into Inselage and is enclosed by twin doors.
A-frame deck arrester hook under rear fuselage.
twelve-cylinder
vee
Merlin
Power Plant. Two Rolls-Royce
140
liquid-cooled ongines each rated at 1,660 h.p. for take-off ; and with
power of 2,060 h.p. maximum level power of 2,080 h.p. at
2,000 ft. (610 ni.) maximum cruising power of 1,220 h.p. and a maxi
climbing power of 1,440 h.p. Engines mounted on steel-tubg
;

;

;

—

—

^

METO

mum

;

;

The Short Sturgeon

I

seen from underneath

(The Aeroplane).

bearers attached to pentre-section front spar and landing gear
attachments, each driving two Rotol three-blade contra-rotating
airscrews, with wood blades 10 ft. 0 in. (3.95 m.) diameter. Engine
centres 13 ft. 10 in. (4.22 in,). Leading-edge intakes between engines
and fuselage and under engmes. Gallay glyool/oil radiator units.
Marston flexible self-sealing fuel tanlcs with total capacity of 410
Imp. gallons (1,863 litres)
two of 110
Imp. gallons (600 litres) capacity each
and two of 96 Imp. gallons (432 litre.s)
capacity each in centre-section. Auxiliary 180 Imp. gallon (819 litre) fuel
tank can be installed in bomb-bay
instead of bombs.
One 22 Imp,
gallon (100 litre) oil tank in each engine
_

:

nacelle.

Provision, for

R.A.T.O.G.

Accommopation.— Crew of three. Pilot
accommodated in enclosed cockpit in
line
leading-edge
with
of
wing.
Malcolm-tyiie laminated bullet-proof
windscreen and moulded bubble-type
cover which slides backwards for
acoesas. Navigator in armoured .station
in fuselage ahead of w'ing trading-edge,
with, bulged side windows and access
door'' on
Radio-operator
port side.

immediately

-aft.

Aemameno'.—-Two

in.
mjm.)
0.5
(12.7
machine-gima in nose, -with provision for
two more, and a total of 600 rounds.
•Eight rocket-projectiles can be carried,
Bornh-bay in
four under each wing.
hydranlically-operated
fuselage
has
doors and can aceornmodate one 1,000
lb. (454, kg.) or tw'o 500 lb. (227 kg.)

bombs
.

The Short Sturgeon

I

Naval Reeonnaissanee-Bomber with wings folded

four depth-charges, or a long;
range, tank.

Equipment .—R adio/radar equipment comprises A.R.I. 5206 main transmitter/

—

F
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SHORT—covfiuved.
The whole of
there is capacity for 1,000 lb. (454 kg.) baggage.
the cabin .space can be quickly converted for freight carrying.
Dimensions. Siiau 59 ft. (I in. IS in.). Length 42 ft. (12.8 m.), Height
(keel to top of rudder) 13 ft. 0 in. (4,57 m.), Gross wing area 354
^

—

sq.

ft.

AA^eight

(

(32.9 sq. in.).

and Loading

(Designed).

—AAnight

loaded 8,500

Ib.s.

(3,855

kg.), AA^ing loading 24 Ibs./sq. ft. (117 kg./sq. m.).

—

Pebfoemance (Estimated). Maximum speed 193 m.p.h. (310 km.h.)
at 6,200 ft. (1,890 m.). Cruising speed 179 m.p.h. (288 km.h.) at
6,600 ft. (2,010 m.). Landing speed 04 m.p.h. (103 km.h.). Rate of
climb at sea level 924 ft. /min. (282 m./min.). Rate of climb at 10,000
ft. (3,050 in.) 786 ft. /min. (240 in./min.), Service ceiling 21,500 ft.
(6,553 in.), One-engine service ceiling 8,100 ft. (2,470 m.). Range
(with 90 Imp. gallons = 409 litres, fl\-e passengers and baggage)
454 miles (730 kin) at 173 m.p.h. (278 km.) or .785 miles (941 km.) at
127 m.p.h. (204 krn.li.), Maximum range (with 120 Imp. gallons =
546 litres) 620 miles (998 km.) at 173 m.p.h. (278 km.h.) or 813
miles (1,308 km.) at 127 m.p.h. (204 km.h.), Take-off distance
from water 600 yds. (349 m.) (28 seconds). Take-off from land 400
jnls. (366 in.).

THE SHORT
The Sandringham is a

A model

of the projected Short Sealand

Amphibian.

A.H.l. 5272 auxiliary 1 riui-ii nit ter, receiver ; A.R.i.
receiver;
5284- radio altimeter; A.li.l. oSOT ZI3X hoiniiie beacon; A.R.i.
A.H.l. .7079 IFF Mk. Ill, and
5.578 AHV with Ty])e 77 iScauner
A.R.l. .7010 Rebecca IV. f)no F-24. and two F-.72 vertical cameras
version
in fuselage aft of wing
photographic-reconnaissanc3e
in
Al-iype dinghy in rear fuselage decking.
trailing-edge.
DiMENsioNfs. Span 69 ft. 11 in. (18.2(1 in.). Width folded 20 ft. 0 in.
((1.1 rn.). Length overall 4.7 ft. 4[ in. (111. 9 in.), Height 18 U. 21 in.
(4.(i2 m.), Height folded Ki ft. ‘2h in. (4.94 ni.).
enpity 15,175 llw. (7,()17 kg.);
Loadimo.s. AVeight
Weiuiits
Fuel and oil (870 Imp, gallons— 1,082 litres petrol, and 1(1 lni}i.
gallonR= 73 litres oil) 2,82.7 lbs. ( 1,282 kg.), Crew of t hree. paracludi s
anil K-type, dinghy each, (1119 Ih.s. (304 kg,), litpiijiinent 2,731 Ilia,
(1,239 kg.). Weight loaded 21,700 lbs. (8,842 kg.). Lauding weiglit
17,(700 lbs. (7,938 kg.) Wing loading 38.7 llis./sq. ft. (189 kg./sep in.),
Power loading (1.6 Ibs./h.p. (2.9_kg./h.p.).
PEiiFOaMANC'E (Estimated). Maximrun speed 430 m.p.h. (092 km.li.)
at 19,000 ft. (.7,790 m.), Speed at 24,200 ft. (7,925 in.) 395 m.p.h.
(636 km.h.), Speed at 22,000 ft. (0,705 m.) 301 m.p.h. (381 km.h.),
Landing speed 80 m.p.h. (129 km.h.). Maximum rate of climb
(combat power) 4,120 ft. /min. (1,260 m./min.) at sea level. Normal
rate of climb at sea level 2,330 ft. /min. (710 m./inin.). Normal rate
of climb at 16,000 ft. (4,570 m.) 2,080 ft. /min. (634 m./min.),
Service ceiling 35,700 ft. (10,880 ra.). One-engine ceiling 23,600 ft.
(7,196 in.), Normal range 1,036 miles (1,668 km.). Maximum range
(with normal tankage) 1,600 miles (2,576 km.). Take-off run in
still ail' 275 yds. (261 m.). Take-off run in 31 m.p.h. (50 km.h.) wind,
117 yds. (107 m.).
;

—

—

THE SHORT SEALAND.
Tho Sealand

is

a projected twin-engined light amphibian

the prototype of whicli was under construction at tho iimo of
wi'iting.
It is to be a liigli-wing monoplane with a single lin
and rxidder, and fitted with a two-wdieel landing gear which
retracts into the sides of tho hull.
noteworthy feature is the
wide track of 10 ft. (3.05 m.). Tlio power plant consists of two
330 h.p. D.H. (.Jipsy Queen 71 six-cylinder in-line inverted aircooled engines mounted in the centre-sect ion loading-odge,
which drive constant-speed full-feathering and reversible-pitch
airscrews, 8 ft, 3 in, (2.51 m.) diameter.
The cabin, is arranged to accommodate five passengers, and

A

S.25/V

SANDRINGHAM.

four -engined

civil flying -boat, the
basic airframe of which does not differ from that of the Sunderland described hereafter. Tlie modifications are confined to
secondary structural changes and to the complete re-arrangement
of the interior. The bow and tail of the hull have been redesigned, completely eliminating the ebaracteri.stics associated
with the military version, and a mooring compartment has been
provided in the bow with equipment closely following that of
the Empii'6 boat. The passenger accommodation is arranged
on two decks, the general furnishings and finish fulfilling the
requirements of the British Overseas Airways Corporation.
The following variations of the Sandi'ingham are available.
Sandringham L 785 h.p. Bristol Pegasus 38 engines and D.H.
tlu'ee-blade
constant-speed airscrews. Accommodation for
twenty-four passengers by day and sixteen by niglit. Dining
saloon and cocktail bar on upper deck.
Sandringham II. 1,200 h.]:i. Pratt A Wliitncy R-1830-90B
Twin-Wa.sp engines and Hamilton iStandard Hydromatic threeblade airscrews. .Vccomraodation for forty-five day passengers,
28 on lower (teck and 17 on upper deck.
Cocktail bar on upper
deck.
Sandringham III. .As Mk. !0', execjit fitted for 21 day passengers.
Dining saloon and galley on upper deek.
Sandringham IV. .As Mk. II exeopt fitted for thirty day
passengers. Pantry on upper deck.
Sandringham V. .As Mk. II e.xcept fitted for tweuty-tu-o day
or sixteen night passengers.
I’antry on lower deck.
Sandringham VI. As Mk. II except fitted for thirty-seven
day passengers. Pantry on lower deck.
Sandringham VII. As Mk. II but with accommodation for
30 passengers for use on Baltimore-Bermuda service of B.O.A.C.
All-up weight 60,000 lbs. (27,240 kg.).
Type. Four-engined Commercial Flying-boat.
AVings, Htjll'and Tail IJnit. .Structure as Sunderland.
PowEB PlxInt
our 785 h.p. Bristol Pegasus 38 nine-cylinder
radial ah'-eooled engines driving de Havilland Hydromatic threeblade constant-speed full-feathering airscrews, ov four 1,200 h.p.
Pratt & AVhitney R-1830-90B fourteen-cylinder two-row radial

—

—

—

air-cooled engines driving Hamilton Standard Hydromatic threeblade constant-.speed ainscrows, 12 ft. 1 in. (3,68 m.) diameter.
Fuel tanks in wings as on Sunderland.
Maximum fuel capacity
2,032 Imp. gallons (9,243 litres).
Maximum oil capacity 112

Imp. gallons (409 litres).
Accommodation. Normal crew of seven, comprising two pilots,
navigator, radio-operator, flight-engineer, purser and steward.

—

Flight deck similar to that of Sunderland civil conversion.
Two
pilots, side-by-side with dual controls ;
navigator and radioojjerator behind pilots, the farmer facing forward and the latter
(on starboard side) to starboard. An Aloo auxiliary power-unit
is located on the flight deck between radio -operator and the front
spar frame. Flight engineer’s position to .starboard between spar
frames and facing aft. Crew’s rest .station on port side witli two
bunks, table for meals, etc. Aeoe.ss to flight deck through hatch

Si
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(4,804 kg.). Payload 6,780 lbs. (3,075 kg.), Payload with 1,610
Imp. gallons (7,322 litres) 9,916 lbs. (4,497 kg.’). Wing loading

lbs.

36.5 Ib.g./sq. ft. (173.3 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 12.5 Ibs./h.p.
(5.65 kg./h.p.).
Perfoemanoe (Mk. I day vension). Maximum speed 215 m.p.h.
(346 krn.h.) at 900 ft. (274 m.), Maximum economic cruising speed
184 m.p.h. (296 krn.h.) at 9,000 ft. (2,745 m.). Rate of climb at
sea-level 557 ft. /min. (170 m./min.), Service ceiling 14,150 ft.
(4,315 m.), Still-air range 1,600 miles (2,675 km.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525
m.). Take-off time 58 seconds.
Performance (Mk. I night version). As day version, except stillair range 1,497 miles (2,410 km.) at 6,000 ft. (1,626 m.).
Performance (Mk. II, at 56,000 lbs. 26,400 kg.). Maximum speed
(approximate) 238 m.p.h. (383 krn.h.) at 6,000 ft. (1,625 m.).
Maximum rich-mixture cruising speed (approximate) 221 m.p.h.
(356 krn.h.) at 9,000 ft. (2,745 m.). Rate of climb at sea level 1,000
ft./rain. (305 ra./min.), Service ceiling 21,300 ft. (6,490 m.), threeengine ceiling 14,800 ft. (4,510 m.). Still-air range (with 9,916
4,497 kg. payload, at 176 m.p.h.= 283 km.h.) 1,410 miles (2,269
km.). Still-air range (with 2,780 lbs.
1,261 kg. payload, at 179
ni.p.h.
288 km.h., full tanks) 2,487 miles (4,002 lim.). Take-off
time 53 seconds.

—

—

—

=

=

=

=

THE SHORT S.35 SHETLAND.
The Shetland was projected as a long-range reconnaissance
flying-boat, and was designed to conform to the requirements
oi Specification R. 14/40.
Design work was begun in 1940, hut
before completion

its

conception as a reconnaissance aircraft

was abandoned owing to a change

in official policy.

It

was

subsequently intended as a military transport flying-boat,
but its purpose was again modified and it was later recast as a
purely commercial project. The prototype made its first flight
on December 14, 1944, from the Medway. Certain military
features had already been incorporated, but they were faked
over with smooth metal sheet. The first prototype was accidently destroyed by fire on January 28, 1946, while moored at
Felixstowe.

A
The Short Sandringham Flying-boat.
and a hanging ladder providing communication to forward lavatory and purser’s office on lower deck. Alternative arrangeineuts jjrovido for twenty -one, thirty, thirty-seven or
forty-five day pa.s.sengers or twenty-two by day and .sixteen by
niglit, the passenger arrangements affecting the disposition of
the galley, pantry, etc. The Mk. 11 has four cabins on the lower
deck seating eight, five, eiglit and seven passengers respectively.
Two toilet compartments are in.stalled forward, oppo.site the main
entry door on the port .side. The rear freight compartment has
a capacity of 510 cub. ft. (14.59 cub. m.) and a hinged loading
hatch on the starboard side. The forward freight compartment
has a capacity of 1.50 cub. ft. (4.24 cub. in.). Total freight capacity
666 cub. ft. (18.83 cub. m.)
maximum freight allowance 4,250
lbs. (1,928 kg.).
The two rear cabins are convertible for freightcarrying, increasing the freight capacity to 7,610 lbs. (3,462 kg.)
and decreasing the passenger accommodation to twenty-six. On
the upper deck, immediately aft of the crew quarters, ia a cocktail
bar, with seats for five passengers, and beyond the .stairway is
the rear cabin seating twelve passengers. On sleeper version
seats are convertible to bunks
dressing-rooms are provided and
there is a buffet equipped with refrigerator, steam oven, sink, etc.
and a service lift to snack bar. Particular,s of the alternative
accommodation arrangements are given at the head of this specification.
The cabin windows are of the emergency push-out type,
and four collapsible dinghies are carried in the wings.
Dimensions.—A.S Sunderland, except length 86 ft. 3 in. (26.28 m.).
between

pilots’ seats

;

Weights and Loadings (Mk.

—

day version). Weight empty 34,1.50
lbs. (15,490 kg.), .Removable equipment 2,400 lbs. (1,089 kg.).
Fuel and oil 10,690 lbs. (4,803 kg.), Crew 1,260 lbs. (671 kg.).
Payload 7,600 lbs. (3,447 kg.), Maximum take-off weight 56,000
lbs. (25,400 kg.),

Wing

I

loading (fully loaded) 33.1 Ibs./sq.

kg./.sq. ni.), Power loading 14.6 Ibs./h.p.
Weights and Loadings (Mk. I night

ft.

(161.5

(6.6 kg./h.p.).

version).

—Weight

empty

34,150 lbs. (15,490 kg.), Removalile equipment 2,400 lbs. (1,089
Fuel and oil 9,993 lbs. (4,632 kg.), Crew 1,260 lbs. (571 kg.).
Payload 8,197 lbs. (3,718 kg.). Loadings a.s day version.
Weights and Loadings (Mk. II). Weight empty (equipped) 41,370
lbs. (18,765 kg.), Crew 1,260 lbs. (571 kg.), Fuel and oil 10,590
kg.),

—

The Short Shetland

I

second prototype, the Shetland

II,

was under construction

at Rochester at the time of writing.
It is being completed as
a civil design for British Overseas Airways Corporation and
will have a smooth nose and tail reminiscent of the Empire
Boats.
The first Shetland was deisigned and constructed by Short
Bro,s., with the collaboration of Sauuders-Roe, Ltd.
The original
design was conceived by Short Bros., who were responsible for
the manufacture, assembly and flight testing of the aircraft.
Saunders-Roe, Ltd. were responsible for the detail design and
manufacture of the component parts of the wings, including

the flaps, ailerons, engine mountings and wing-tip floats.
Although a maximum of 70 passengers could be accommodated,
the furnishing and equipment of the first Shetland provided for
a maximum of 40 day passengers with sleeping facilities for
24.
The following specification applies to the Mk. I so arranged.
Wings. High-wing cantilever monoplane of all-metal construction.
Aerofoil, section modified Gottingen 436.
Aspect ratio: 8.62.
Swept-baek leading-edge, straight traiiing-edge. Three spar
structure, the two front spars forming sides of a torsion box.
Spans
have reinforced sheet web.s and either L or T-.seetion extruded
booms. Between, two front spars is a series of diaphragm bulkheads,
a heavy skin supported by lateral stringers completing the box.
Remainder of wing is built up of relatively light diaphragm ribs
with the skin riveted to Z-section lateral .stringers which are, in

—

turn, bolted to tlie cap extrusions of the ribs.
Fabric-covered
Frise.type ailerons.
Handley Page slotted flaps of all-motal construction.
Wing area 2,636 sq. ft. (246 sq. m.).
Hudl.
ll-metal two-step structure of typical Short design and
series of channel-section frames, doubled back-toconstruction.
back in the midship section, and longitudinal stringers carrying the
skin plating. Above the window base line the stringers are of
open top-hat section and the frames are notched for their passage.
Below this line the stringers are of Z-seetion and are notched for
frame passage. Below lower deck level the hull is divided into
compartments by shallow stiffened bulkheads which are edged
with extrusions to which the floor bearers and hull bottom stringers
are attached. Heavy bracing structures enclosed with double
solid and reinforced bulkheads are located at the wing spar stations.
Upper deck carried on transverse channel section beams at each
frame station, with two built-up box-section beams and a serie.s

—

A

Flying-boat (four 2,500 h.p. Bristol Centaurus engines).

N.
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SHORT—continued.
Opposite stairway is a
is the men’s dre.ssingrooni.
In tlie extreme tail there is stowage space for passengers’
iiand baggage.
Abu\'e the dressing room is a. second mail or fi’eight
compartment (185 cub. ft. = 5. 23 ciil). m. capacity).
Going
forward from ve,stil:in]e along lower ileek are four passenger cabins,
each .seating two and con\’ertilile into two-beifh sleeping cabins
side.

I'urser’s office

iicneafh stairu'ay.

coinmodiou.s coat-room and aft of vestibule

;

four toilets
eigiit joassengers cabins, eneli .seating four and conand forward entrance
vertible into two-lierth sleeping cabins
\-estibide, on starboard .side of which is a ladie.s’ toilet and separate
ladie.s’ dressing room.
In the nose of tlie linll are the mooring
compartment, erew’.s toilet and crew entrance door with stairway
to flight deck.
Equipment. All accommodation insulated for noise and temperature.
Two Rotol auxiliary generating units, eacli capable of
supplying 20 kw. at 110 volts A.C., provide current for all services,
including liilging and refuelling. I’ower also available from this
pilnnt for ligliting, cooking, refrigeration and ah'-eonditioiiing both
in fliglit and at moorings.
Dimensions. Span 150 ft. (45.70 m.), Length 108 ft. (32.94 m.),
Freight (on trolley,s) 38 ft. 8 in. (11,8 m).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty (including all services
and equipment, food and water, etc. and crew of eleven)
75,855
lbs. (.‘54.438 kg.), Fuel and oil (6,112 Ini]), gals. =- 27,803 litres
petrol and 2S0 Imp. gals. == 1,273 litres oil) 4:6,525 lbs. (21,122 kg,),
Payload (for maximum range) 7,620 Ib.s. (3,464 kg.), Weiglit loaded
130.000 Ib.s. (59,020 kg.). Wing loading 49.3 Ib.s./sq. ft, (240 kg./
;

:

—

—

—

:

sq. m.).

Perform.vnce.

—Mfixiimun

speed 267 m.p.b. (427 km.h.) at 8,000 ft.
climb at full load 660 ft. /min. (200 m/min.).
With 7,620 lbs. (3,464 kg.) pay-load 4,650 miles (7,440 kin.)
at 184 in.p.h. (294 kin.h.), 'With 22,000 lbs. (9,979 kg.) pay-load
3.000 miles (4,800 km.) at 185 m.p.h. (295 kni.h.), With 30,025 lbs.
(13,630 kg.) pay-load 2,076 miles (3,322 km.) at 188 m.p.h. (301
km.h.).

(2,440
R.-vnges.

111 .),

—

Initial rate of

THE SHORT S.4S SEAFORD.
The Seaford has been developed from the Sunderland

The Short Shetland

II Flying-boat.

of Z-aootion stringers ninning fore-and-aft from mooring compartment bnlkliead to tiie front bnlkhead of the after ontraneo vostibnle.
Maximum beam 12 ft. (i in. {.‘1.8 in.).
Cantilever nionojiiane type. All-metal ii-xed snrfaee.s,
Taii. Unit.
fabric-covered control surfaces. Rudder control lias electric
boost mechanism to provide three-fourths of tlie force recpiirod

—

to move the rudder.
Power Plant. Four 2,500

—

h.p. Bristol Centaurus eighteen-eyliuder
two-row radial air-cooled sleeve-valve engines, each fitted with a
R.otoi cooling fan and driving a D.H. Hydrornatic four-blade
constant-speed full-feathering airscrew. The two inboard air-

screws are also reversible. Ten fuel tanks in wdngs. Total fuel
capacity 6,112 Imp. gallons (27,803 litres). Oil tanks housed in
the wdng torsion box immediately aft of each nacelle. Total oil
capacity 280 Imp. gallons (1,273 litres).
Accommodation. Arranged 6n two decks. Flight compartment on
upper deck forward of leading-edge of wings, accommodates two
pilots forward, navigator and radio operator at stations against
the starboard wall and the flight engineer facing aft at rear end of
compartment. Engineer is provided with all instruments and
controls for all mechanical and electrical systems throughout the
aircraft except the actual flight controls and services.
On the
port side of the flight compartment a stairway leads to lower deck.
Aft of stairhead is a settee, convertible to two bunlis, for off-duty
Continuing aft along upper deck are the auxiliary enginecrew.
room (between wing spars) housing two Rotol generating plants
for the supply of all ancilliary services ; the main mail compartment (247 cub. ft. = 6.98 cub. m. capacity) with loading hatch
4 ft. 8 in. X 4 ft. (1.42 rn. X 1.22 m.) in roof a fully-equipped
dining saloon or lounge seating 12
kitchen
cocktail bar, from
which a .staircase leads down to rear entry ve.stibiiie on lower deck.
Vestibule has entrance door on port side and toilet on starboard

—

III, the
original designation for the S.45 being Sunderland IV.
Designed
to Specification R.S/42 to operate at an all-up weight of 75,000
lbs. (.‘14,020 kg.), the hull ha.s been given a bigger planing bottom
with a 1 ft. (.305 m.) increaso in beam, a 3 ft. 3 in. (0.99 m.)
increase in length forw’ard of the main stop and a corresponding
increase in. length aft.
I’he wings, of the Sunderland type,
liav’o been strengtlioned and the tail-unit modified with a
dihedral tail jihino and a, dor.sa,l tin ailded to the standard

Sunderland

fin.

The

original Sunderland IV power-plant consisted of four
Bristol Flercules
engines but in the Seaford the.se have
boon replaced by Hei’cuIo.s 100 unit.s. D.tl. .Hydroinafic .fourblade full-featliering airscrews are fitted.
The armament consists of two .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns
in a Broekhou.se power turret and four fixed .303 in. (7.9 rnpn.)
gims in the nose of the hull; two 20 m/m. eannon in a B-17
type mid-npper turret two .50 in. (12.7 m/m.) beam guns; and
two .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns in a Glenn Martin tail turret. Bomb
and depth-charge loads and stowage are the same as for the

XVH

Sunderland
Dimensions.

—Span

112 ft. 9|' in. (34.39 m.), Length 88 ft. 6|- in.
Height (to top of fin) 34 ft. SJ in. (10.45 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 45,000 lbs. (20,450 kg.),
Typical service load (including crew) 8,200 lbs. (3,730 kg.), Petrol
and oil 21,800 lbs. (9,880 kg.), Normal loaded weight 75,000 lbs.
(27.1 m.),

—

(34,020 kg.), Wing loading 44.5 Ibs./sq. ft. (217 kg./sq. in.). Power
loading 10.9 lbs. /h.p. (4.95 kg. /h.p.).
'Pebform^vnoe. Maximum speed 242 m.p.h. (389 km.h.) at 500 ft.
(152 m,), Miaxiinum economical cruising speed 207 in.p.h. (333
km.h.) at 7,000 ft. (2,135 m.), Initial rate of climb 875 ft. /min.
(267 m./miii.), Service ceiling 13,000 ft. (3,960 m.). Normal range
in still air 2,800 miles (4,500 kra.), Overload range in .still air 3,100
miles (4,980 km.).

—

THE SHORT

;

;

8.45

SOLENT.

;

The Solent

version of the Seaford, and is
intended as a high-performance flying-boat specially suitable
i.s

the

civil

MM

The Short Seaford General Reconnaissance Flying-boat (four

Bristol Hercules

100 engines).

GREAT BRITAIN
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»

i

•-

i

The Short Solent Commercial Flyng-hoat

(four Bristol Hercules 637 engines).

on long-range overseas air routes.
Nine have been
acquired by British Overseas Airways Corporation, and three by
Empire
Airways.
It has been designed to accommoTasman
date thirty passengers and to hax^e a maximum, range of 3,000
miles (4,828 km.) with eleven passengers.
In general form the Solent resembles the Sunderland and
Seaford, having the longer hull and dor,sal fin of the latter, and
The hull has a two-step planing
is constructed of light alloy.
bottom divided into watertight compartments by vertical
bulkheads. Transverse frames and longitudinal intercostal
stiffeners form the main structure, with double frames at the
for operation

main wing and tailplane attachment points.
The power plant consists of four Bristol Hercules 637

fourteencylinder two-row sleeve-valve radial air-cooled engines driving
D.H. four-blade constant-speed full-feathering metal airscrews.
Fuel tanks with a total capacity of 1,400 Imp. gallons (6,377
litres) are installed in the wings.
The hull is divided into tAvo decks. On the upper deck are
the crew compartment, galley, cocktail bar and two passenger
cabins, while three passenger cabins, dressing rooms, lavatories
and a promenade cabin are on the lower deck. Each of the
passenger cabins can be quickly converted for sleeping accommodation.

Dimensions.

—As Seaford.

—

Loading (Designed). Weight empty 43,280 lbs.
(19,632 kg.), Fuel and oil 19,621 lbs. (8,900 kg.), Crew 1,190 Ib.s.
(540 kg.), Removable equipment 7,909 lbs. (3,587 kg.), Payload
7,909 lbs. (3,587 kg,), Weight loaded 75,000 lbs. (34,020 kg.),
Maximum alighting weight 66,487 lbs. (25,146 kg.), ITiiig loading
(fully loaded) 44.4 Ibs./sq. ft. (217 kg./sq. m.).
Pebfobmance (Estimated). Maximum speed 273 m.p.h. (439 km.h.)
at 7,500 ft. (2,286 m.). Speed at 4,600 ft. (1,400 m.) 241 m.p.h.
(388 km.h.), Speed at 8,600 ft. (2,690 m.) 232 m.p.h. (373 km.h.),
Rate of climb at sea level 1,050 ft. /min. (320 m. /min.), Three-engine
rate of climb at sea level 545 ft. /min. (166 m./rnin.), Service ceiling
17,800 ft. (6,425 in.), Three-engine .sei'vice ceiling 12,200 ft. (3,720
m.), Range (at 75,000 lb.s.
34,020 kg. with .30 passengers and
baggage) 2,330 miles (3,750 km.) at 213 m.p.h. (343 km.h.). Maxirange (at 75,000 lbs. = 34,020 kg. with 11 passengers and
baggage) 3,000 miles (4,828 km.), Take-off run (at 75,000 lbs.=
34,020' kg.) 1,120 yds. (1,024 in.) (43 seconds), Take-off (at 60,000
lbs.
27,216 kg.) 476 yds. (435 m.) (22 seconds).

Weights and

—

=

mum

=

S.25

SUNDERLAND.

The Sunderland ivas designed to meet the requirements of
Air Ministry Specification R.2/33 and is virtually a military

The Short Sunderland

V

Aeroj^lane).

version of the Empire Boat. The prototype first flew in 1937,
a year after the first Empire Boat began its trials, and by the
outbreak of War there were several squadrons in service and
other units ivere in process of re-equipment or formation. The
Sunderland was notable for being the first flying-boat to be
equipped with power-operated gun-turrets.
The Sunderland was produced in the Mark I, II, III and V
total of 721 was built and the last, a Mk. V, was
versions.

A

completed by Blackburn Aircraft, Ltd., at Dumbarton on
October 19, 1945. Many Sunderlands are still in use in this
country and overseas. Details of the earlier versions w&re
given in the 1945-46 edition of “All the World’s Aircraft” ;
the folloAving specification applies to the Mk. V.
Type,

—

Four-engined Reconnaissance Flying- boat.
high-wing monoplane. Structure consists of
four extruded T-section,s which form the corners of a box spar.
These are braced in the lift bays by tubular struts and in the drag
fjays by built-up members.
Separate leading and trailing-edge
sections.
With exception of trailing-edge portion of the ailerons,
the w'hole wing, including the Gouge flaps is metal-covered. Aileron area 134 sq. ft. (12.44 sq. m.); flap area 286 sq. ft. (26.56
gross wing area
sq. m.) ; nett wing area 1,487 sq. ft. (138 sq. m.)
1,687 sq. ft. (156.6 sq. m.).
Hull. Channel-section frames, interconnected by Z-section stiffeners
Sheeting is riveted on longitudinally with countersunk rivets.
Maximum beam 9 ft. 9 in. (2.97 m.) ; maximum depth 17 ft. 9 in.

Wings.—Cantilever

,

;

—

(5.41 m.).

Tail Unit.—Cantilever monoplane type. Fin and tail-plane metalcovered. The movable surfaces are fabric- covered aft of the
leading-edge and have inset trimming-tabs. Tailplane and elevator
area 205 sq. ft. (19.04 sq. in.). Fin and rudder area 136 sq. ft.
(21.9 sq. m.).

PowBB PL.ANT.-—Four 1,200 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-1830-90B Tivin
Wasp fourteen- cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines in NACAtype cowling rings with controllable

flaps.

Hamilton Standard

three-blade constant-speed full-feathering metal airscrews, 12 ft.
Fuel tanks in wings with maximum
9 in. (3.88 m.) diameter.
capacity of 2,552 Imp. gallons (11,607 litres) ; oil capacity 138
litres).
Imp, gallons (628
Accommodation. -The hull is divided into two decks. On the upper
deck, there is forward, the control cabin accommodating two
pilots side-by-side, a radio operator, a navigator and an engineer.
Aft of the spar frames are the reconnaissance flares and stowage

—

for maintenance cradles.

THE SHORT

—{The

In the extreme nose

is

the bomb-aimer’s

position and nose gun-turi’et. This turret slides aft to permit
easy mooring. Aft of tho turret on the lower deck is the mooring
compartment, from which a ladder leads to the upper deck. On

General Reconnaissance Flying-boat (four 1,200 h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney Twin- Wasp engines)

GREAT BRITAIN

(78c)

SHORT— continuexL
the starboard side of the ladder is the lavatory, while on the jiort
side a gang'way leads to the officers’ wardroom. Further aft is
the galley, bomb compartment, and crew’s quarters. In the rear
end of the hull is the work bench, the collapsible dinghy, flares and
sea-markers.

—

Abmament. Ten 0.303
Nash turrets, one in

m/m.) machine-guns in three Frasernose, one amidships and one in extreme tail,
the nose and tail tm-rets each being armed with four guns. Two
.5 in. (12.7 m/ni.) manually-operated beam guns.
Bombs, depthcharges, etc., carried on railed racks which may be ’wound out from
interior of hull to underside of wings inboard of engine nacelles.
Dimensions. Span 112 ft. 9^ in. (34.39 m.). Length 85 ft. 4 in. (26
m.), Height (to top of fin) 32 ft. 104 in. (10 m.).
Weights and Loadings. ^Weight empty 37,000 lbs. (16,783 kg.),
Removable equipment 6,205 lbs. (2,361 kg.). Fuel and oil 13,875 lbs.
(6,293 kg.). Crew 7,000 lbs. (3,175 kg.). Bomb load 1,920 lbs. (870
kg.). Maximum take-off -weight loaded 65,000 lbs. (29,482 kg.).
Wing loading (fully loaded) 38.5 Ibs./sq. ft. (188 kg./sq. m.). Power
loading (fully loaded) 13.5 Ibs./h.p. (6.1 kg./h.p.).
Pebfobmance. Maximum speed 213 m.p.h. (343 km.h.) at 5,000 ft.
(1,525 m.), Economic cruising speed 117 m.p.h. (118 km.h.) at
12,250 ft. (3,735 m.). Rate of climb at sea level 840 ft./min. (256
m./min.), Service ceiling 17,900 ft. (5,455 m.). Still-air range (at
115 m.p.h.
185 km.h. at 2,000 ft.
915 m.) 1,842 miles (2,964
km.). Still-air range (at 128 m.p.h. 206 km.h. at 2,000 ft. 915
m.) 2,044 miles (3,290 km.).
in. (7.9

—

—

—

=
=

=

=

interior refitted to meet airline requirements.
They
are fitted wdth Bristol Pegasus 38 engine.s.
forward
upper
deck as for
AccoaniODATioN. Crew’s quarters on
Lower deck adapted to seat 16 clay and night
Sunderland.
(Type H.3)
(Type H.2), or 22 day passengers
passengers
Additional lavatory
retaining the galley as for the military Aversion.
extra
dinghie.s
for
three
and lashing
accommodation. Stowages
points for the carriage of freight.
Weight.?. Weight empty 33,190 lbs. (15,070 kg.). Fuel (2,160 Imp.
gallons = 9,826 litres) i5,532 lbs. (7,060 kg.). Oil (120 Imp. gallons =
546 litres) 1,080 lbs. (490 kg.). Crow of .six 1,020 lbs. (463 kg.),
Pay load 4,158 Ihs. (1,887 kg.). Weight loaded 55,000 lbs. (24,970

and the

—

—

kg.).

Perfokm.ance

.

—As Sunderland.
THE SHORT NIMBUS.

The Nimbus

a projected two-seat loAv-gull-wing sailplane
intended for instruction and aerobatics. It is to hat^e a wooden
monocoque fuselage of oval cross-section, and the Aving Avill be a
Avooden single-spar structure Avith constant taper in chord and
thickness, and Avith the centre-section .set at an acute dihedral
angle to the fuselage. The tail-unit is a cantileA-er monoplane
structure, and the landing gear Avill consist of a skid under the
An enclosed cabin in the nose
fuselage and a single AA'heel.
accommodates the creAv of tAvo in tandem.
Dimensions. Span 62 ft. (18.90 m.). Length 26 ft. 10 in. (8.18 m.),
Wing area 240 sq. ft. (22.29 sq. m.). Aspect ratio 16.
Weight .and Loading (Designed). Weight loaded 850 lbs. (386 kg.),
is

—

SUNDERLAND.
A number of Short Sunderlands was supplied to the British
Overseas Airways Corpn. during the war to augment their
fleet of oversea transports and were known as the Hythe class.
Gun turrets and all associated military equipment Avas remoA’'ed

THE SHORT

S-25 CIVIL

—

Wing loading 3.58 Ibs./sq. ft. (0.73 kg./sq. ni.).
Pehformance (Estiinated). Maximum diving speed

—

135

m.p.h.

(217 km.h.). Stalling speed 30 m.p.h. (48 km.h.). Best gliding angle
25.8 at 37.6 m.p.h. (60 km.h.), jXIinimum sinking .speed 2 ft./
1
second (0.61 m. /second) at 35 m.p.h. (56 km.h.).
:

SHORT & HARLANO.
SHORT & HARLAND, LTD.
Head Office and Works
Northern Ireland.

:

Queen’s Island, Belfast,

General Manager W. BroAvning.
Short & Harland, Ltd., was formed in Belfast in June, 1936,
as the result of an agreement between Short Bros. (Rochester
and Bedford), Ltd., and Harland & Wolff, Ltd. the Avoll-knoAvn
shipbuilders, to form a now company to build both land and
:

niai'ine aircraft in Belfast.

Work began

Avith the

production of 50 Bristol

Bombay

troop-

and 150 Hundloy Page Hereford bomber.?. After these
contracts had been fulfilled the Company assumed production
carriers

of Stirlings (in 1940) and Sunderlands (in 1942), 1,193 and 10
of Avhich respectively Avere delivered up to tlie end of September
1945.
In addition Short & Harland Avere also engaged in extensive
repair and coiwersion Avork, including the coiiA’orsion of 51
Sunderland Ills into Mk. V’s, and in 1945 began the modification
Other coiiA'orsion
ol‘
ISO Aau'o LHiica.sters for ei\dlian use.
Avork in('*liide.s tlio modification of Junkers Ju 52/3ms for British
European .Airways and the fitting-out of Handley Page Plalifaxes
as Plalton airliuer.s for British th^oiAseas Airways.
Tln-oe Sand-

ringham IVs luiA’-e been coiwerted from Sunderlands
Empire Airways.

for

'rasman

SUPERMARINE.
VICKERS-ARMSTRONGS, LTD.

Works: Hursley Park, Winchester, Hants, and South
Marston, Swindon, Wilts.
London Office
Vickers
:

Broadway,

House,

West-

minster, S.W.l.
See under “Vickers- Armstrongs.”
Directors
Managing Director: Major H. R. Kilner, M.C.
General Manager
B. W. A, Dickson.
Chief Engineer (Aircraft Section)
R. K. Pierson, C.B.E.,
:

:

:

B.Sc., A.M.T.C.E., F.R.Ae.S.

Chief Designer (Supermarine Division)
F.R.Ae.vS., A.M.I.A.E.

:

J.

Smith, C.B.E.,

original Supermarine Company was formed in 1912 and
efforts were chiefly devoted to the production of sea-going
aircraft.
The firm is famous for the design and production

The

its

of the high-speed seaplanes which were successful in the Schneider
Trophy Contests of 1922, 1927, 1929 and 1931, and ultimately
won the Trophy outright for Great Britain. They were also
responsible for several World’s Speed Records, and the last
was made on September 29, 1931, when the winning S.6B,

with a special Rolls-Royce “sprint” engine raised the
Record to 407.5 m.p.h. (655.8 km.h.).

fitted

Th& Supermarine E,10/44

In November, 1928, Vickers (AA'iation), Ltd. took over the
control of the Supermarine Aviation Works, Ltd. In October,
1938, the Supermarine Aviation Works (Vickers), Ltd., was, with
its parent company Vickers (Aviation), Ltd., taken over by
Vickers-Armstrongs, Ltd.
The Company’s first landplane to go into production was the
Spitfire, the single-seat fighter which first fleAv in 1936 and which
immediately attained tlie foremost position among fighter
aircraft, a position Avhich it held in its various forms right
through the war. The latest Aversions, the Mks. 21, 22 and 24,
are still among the fastest airscroAV’-driven aircraft.
In six years of war the power of the Spitfire increased by
100%, its Aveight by 40%, its maximum speed by 35% and its
rate of climb by 80%. Total production of the Spitfire, of
Avhich some tAventy-nine different Aversions Avero built during
the war, amounted to 21,000, including naAml Seafires and 305
Spitfires built before the war.
The Spitfire operated in most overseas theatres of Avar, including Italy, Malta, the Middle East, India and Australia.
Apart from being a standard fighter type in the R.A.F. and the
Dominion Air Forces, it was also used by the Air Forces of
Czechoslovakia, France, Poland, NorAvay, the Netherlands,

Single-seat Fighter (Rolls-Royce

Nene

I turho-jet

engine).— (C'7iarZes j5ro«w).

GREAT BRITAIN
SUPERI¥9ARINE~contmued.
wings and square-cut

All-metal balanced ailerons with coneach. All-metal split trailing-edge flaps
between ailerons and fuselage. Wing area 226 sq. ft. (21 sq. m.).
Fuselage. All-metal structure of circular cross-section. Forward
portion, is of heavy structure to afford armoiu' protection for
tips.

trim-tab in

trollable

—

pilot.

Tail Unit.

—

Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure with
forwardly-placed fin and rudder. Dihedral tailplane. Balanced
rudder and elevators of metal construction with metal covering
over all surfaces. Controllable trim-tabs and balance tabs in

elevators and rudder.
Landing Geab. ^Retractable two-wheel

—

tjqae.

Each main wheel

carried on inside of shock-absorber leg with side bracing strut
retracts inwards into wing and is enclosed by fairing plates attached
to legs and by hinged doors under wing.
Twin tail-wheels retract
into fuselage and are enclosed by twin doors.

—

Power

Pl.ant. One Rolls-Royce R.B. 41 Nene I centrifugal -flow
turbo-jet engine producing a static thrust of 6,000 lbs. (2,266 kg.)
mounted in fuselage aft of cockpit and exhau.sting from circular
outlet in extreme stern. Intakes in sides of fuselage below cockpit.
Fuel capacity 310 Imp. gallons (1,409 litres) in internal tanks in
fuselage, and provision for 270 Imp. gallon (1,227 litres) drop-tank.
Aocqimmodation. Pilot’s pressurized cockpit mounted well forward
ahead of wing leading-edge, with moulded canopy which slides for
access.
Cordite-operated emergency -ejection seat.
Armament. ^Four 20 m/in. British Hispano cannon mounted two in

—

—
—

each wing.
Dimensions. Span 36 ft. 11
ra.). Height (over rudder,

in.

tail

Weights and Performance.

The

Spiteful

(11.26 m.), Length 27 ft. 6 in. (11.44
down) 9 ft. 11 in. (3.02 rn.).

—^No data available.

THE SUPERMARINE SPITEFUL.
was designed to Specification P.1/43, and

is

a

direct descendant of the Spitfire.

The Supermarine E. 10/44!

Single-seat

Fighter.

Jugoslavia, Belgium, Russia and the United States.
Over 700
Spitfires wore supplied to the U.S. Army Air Forces under
reverse Lend/Lease.
The naval vei’sion of the Spitfire, known as the Seafire, -went
into service with the Fleet Air Arm in 1942.
The latest versions
are the Mks. 45, 46 and 47.
On the marine side, the Walrus boat amphibian, which was
originally adopted by the Admiralty as standard equipment
for all catapult-equipped ships in 1936, was still in production
during the first years of the war and was in service throughout
the war on Air /Sea Rescue duties. The Walrus was last described in the 1945-46 issue of this Annual.
The Sea Otter is a development of the Walrus. It was
designed for duties similar to those of its predecessor and latterly
was also employed on Air/Sea Rescue duties both in home and
Far Eastern waters. It is now available for civilian use.
The S. 14/44 is a projected amphibian aircraft designed as a
replacement type for the Sea Otter.
A development of the Spitfire, the Spiteful (and its naval
equivalent, the Seafang) was produced just too late to be
operated during the war, but is now in service.

The Company’s

latest

development

is

a

single-seat

jet-

propelled fighter monoplane produced to Specification E. 10/44.
This aircraft is powered by a Rolls-Royce Xene I turbo-jet
engine and is among the fastest aircraft flying.

THE SUPERMARINE
The

E.10/44.

Supermarine design is a single-seat jet-propelled
The
fighter monoplane conforming to Specification E.10/44.
prototype made its first flight on July 27, 1946. This aircraft
is unusual in that it is fitted with a two-wheel landing-gear,
allowing a tail-down position on the ground, whereas all previous
jet-propelled aircraft have had tricycle landing gears.
latest

—
—

Type. Single-seat jet-propelled Fighter.
Wings. Cantilever low-mid-wing monoplane.
flow aerofoil section.

wider and

shallower radiator ducts under the wings,
of more streamlined form. There are two
versions of the Spiteful
the P. Mk. XIV with a Rolls-Royoe
Griffon 69 engine driving a Rotol five-blade airscrew, and the
with the 1,540 h.p. Griffon 89 or 90 engine driving
P. Mk.
two Rotol three-blade contra-rotating co-axial airscrews.
The following specification applies to the Mk. XIV,

gear

;

and the fuselage

is

:

XV

Type.

—

Wings.

Single-seat Fighter or Fighter-Bomber.

—Cantilever

low-wing monoplane. Supermarine high-speed
laminar-flow aerofoil section. Two-spar structure in two main
sections attached to sides of fuselage, and detaehable tips.
Stressed
metal skin. All-metal ailerons with controllable trim-tab in each.
Hydraulically-operated split trailing-edge flaps between ailerons
and fuselage. Wing area 210 sq. ft. (19.61 sq. m.).
Fuselage.- All-metal monoeoque structure of oval cross-section
consisting of two main longerons forward, transverse frames, longitudinal stringers and stressed metal skin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Metal structure with
metal covering over all surfaces. Balanced rudder and elevators,
with controllable trim-tab in each. Tailplane span (overall)
12 ft. 10 in. (3.91 m.) ; maximum tailplane and elevator chord
4 ft. 1 in. (1.24 m.).
Landing Gear.—Retractable two-wheel type. Each main wheel
carried on inside of single shook-absoz’ber leg with side bracing
strut retracts inwards into wing and is completely enclosed by
fairing plates attached to the legs and by hinged doors xmder
Track 12 ft. 5 ^ in. (3.80 m.).
fuselage. Hydraulic operation.
Pneumatic brakes on main wheels.
Tailwheel retracts rearwards
into fuselage and is enclosed by twin doors.
Power Plant. One Rolls-Royce Griffon 69 twelve-cylinder vee
liquid-cooled engine rated at 1,490 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. at 13,600 ft.
(4,115 m.) with 9 Ibs./sq, in. (0.63 kg./sq. c/m.) boost in M.S, gear ;
2,145 h.p. at 2,750 r.p.m. at 16,000 ft. (4,875 m.) with 25 Ibs./sq. in.
a maximum output of 2,375
(1.76 kg./sq. c/m.) boost in P.S. gear
h.p. at 2,750 r.p.m. at 1,250 ft. (380 m.) with 25 Ibs./sq. in. (1.76
kg./sq. e/m.) boost in M.S, gear, and a take-off power of 1,520 h.p.

—

—

—

;

High-speed laminarAll-metal structure with straight-tapered

The Supermarine 11.10/44

It retains the general characteristics of its predecessor, but is in fact a completely new
design with many new and distinctive features. These include
straight-tapered wings with square tips; larger tailplane and
fin and rudder ;
a wide-traok inwardly -retracting landing

Single-seat Jet-propelled

Fighter (Rolls-Royce Nene engine).

—

-

GREAT BRITAIN
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The Supermarine Seafang 31 Single-seat Fleet Fighter, the naval version

of the Spiteful XIV.

at 2,750 r.p.m. -with 12 Ibs./sq. in. (0.84 kg./sq. c/m.) boost. Twospeed two-stage supercharger, llotol live-blade constaiit-spcsed
Fuel capacity 178 Imp.
airscrew, 11 ft. 0 in. (3.35 m.) diameter.
gallons (809 litres) in armoured or self-sealing fuselage tanks, and
provision for 90 Imp. gallon (409 litre) or ISO Imp. gallon (SI 8 litre)
Oil tank of 9i Iinji. gallons (43 litres) capacity
auxiliary drop-tank.
in decking aft of engine. Cartridge starter.
Accommod.\tiox. Pilot's cockpit aft of trailing-edge of wing has
fixed bidlet-proof windscreen and bubble-type canopy which .slides

—

backwards

—

for access.

Four 20 in/m. British Hispano cannon mounted two in
each rving outside airscrew disc, with 167 i-onnds for each inner
145
and
ronnds for each outer gun. Racks under wdngs for 2 x
l, 000 lb. (454 kg.) bombs or 4 X 300 lb. (136 kg.) rocket projectiles.
Equipjient. 24-volt electric system charged by 1,000-watt engine
driven generator. Radio, oxygen and windscreen de-icing equipment. Camera-gun.
DimeNSion.s. Span 35 ft. 0 in. (10.07 m.). Length 32 ft. 11 in. (10.04

Aemament.

—

—

tail down) 13 ft. 5 in. (4.09 m.),
(overall, tail up) 12 ft. 11 in. (3.94 in.).

in.).

Height (over airscrew,

Weight.s

and Loadings.-— Weight, empty

Normal weight loaded 9,950

Ib.s.

7,350

_

(4..517

kg.),

Height
kg.),
weiglit

(3,337

lbs.

Ma.ximum

loaded with long-range tanka, 11,400 lbs. (5,170 kg.), W'iiig loading
(normal) 47.4 ll:>s./.sq. I't. (23 1. .5 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 4.19
Ibs./h.p. (1.87 kg./CV).

—

PERT’ORMANaE. Maximum speed 483 in.p.li. (777 km.h.) at 2(i,00i> ft.
(7,930 in.). Speed at 5,500 ft. (1,675 m.) 437 m.p.h. (703 km.h.), Speed
at sea level 409 m.p.h. (658 km.h.), Maximum rate of climb 4,890
ft./rnin. (1,491 m./min.) at 2,000 ft. (610 m.), Rate of climb at .sea
level 4,828 ft. /min. (1,473 in. /min.), Rate of climb at 22,000 ft,
(6,710 ra.) 3,106 ft. /min. (947 m./min.). Service ceiling 42,000 ft.
(12,810 m.), Nonnal range 564 miles (907 km.) at 240-255 m.p.h.
(386-410 km.h,) at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.), Maximum range with 180
Imp. gallon (818 litre) drop-tank, 1,315 miles (2,115 km.) at 240-200
m. p.h. (38G-418 km.h.) at 20,000 ft. (6,095 in.). Take-off distance
to 50 ft. (15 m.) in 5 m.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 840 yds. (768 m.), Landing
distance from 50 ft. (15 m.) in 5 m.p.h. (8 km.h.) wind 740 yds.
(676 m.).

THE SUPERMARINE SEAFANG.
a naval adaptation of the Spiteful and contypes are
forms to Specification N.5/46. Structurally the

The Seafang

is

Wo

The Supermarine Seafang 32

identical.
There are

two versions of the Seafang the P. Mk. 31, which is
virtually a hooked Spiteful with a Rolls-Royce Griffon 69 engine
driving a Rotol five-blade airscrew and non-foHing-uings, and

Fleet Fighter

:

the F. Mk. 32, the production version with folding wings,
increased tankage, and a Griffon 89 engine chiving .Rotol

MS

The Supermarine

Spiteful

XIV

Single-seat Fighter (2,375 h.p. Rolls-Boyee Griffon 69 engine).

{Charles Brown).

—
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contmued
Weights and Loadings.

—

Weight empty 8,000 lbs. (3,632 kg.),
Weight loaded (normal) 10,450 lbs. (4,744 kg.), Weight loaded with
180 Imp. gallon (818 litre) drop-tank 11,900 lbs. (6,402 kg.), Wing
loading (normal) 49.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (243 kg./sq. m.), Power loading
4.40 Ibs./h.p. (1.97 kg./CV).

—

Maximum speed 475 m.p.h. (764 km.h.) at 21,000 ft.
(6,405 m.), Speed at 26,000 ft. (7,930 m.) 472 m.p.h. (759 km.h.),
Speed at sea level 397 m.p.h. (639 km.h.), Maximum rate of rlirnb
4,630 ft./min. (1,412 m./min.) up to 2,000 ft, (610 m.), Rate of
climb at 22,000 ft. (6,710 m.) 2,180 ft./inin. (970 m./min.). Service
ceiling 42,000 ft. (12,810 m.). Normal range 393 miles (632 km.) at
220-240 m.p.h. (354-386 km.h.) at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.). Maximum
range with 180 Imp. gallon (818 litre) drop -tank 1,120 miles (1,802
km.) at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.). Take-off I’lm fi’om deck in 30 m.p.h.
(48 km.h.) wind 152 yds. (139 m.).

Peeeosmance.

THE SUPERMARINE

SPITFIRE.

The first Supermarine aeroplane to bear the name Spitfire
was an experimental single-seat fighter designed to Specif! caton
It Was produced in 1934, and was a cantilever low.F.7/30.
wing monoplane with inverted gull wings and a fixed landing
gear.
The power plant was a 600 h.p. Rolls-Royce Goshawk

The Supermariiie Seafang 31

Fleet Fighter.

{Uharles Brovm).

three-blade contra-rotating airscrews. The followhig specification applies to the Mk. 32.
Type. Single-seat Carrier-borne Fighter.
Wings. Structure as Spiteful, oxcejit that outer wings fold upti'ards
at a point approximately 4 ft. 6 in. (1.37 m.) from tips. Hydraulic

—
—

operation.

—

Fuselage axto Tail Unit. As Spiteful.
Landing Gear. As Spiteful, with addition
hook

—
Plant.^— One

of sting-typo dock-arrester

in lower ]iortion of rudder.

Rolls-Royce Griffon 89 twelve-cylinder vee
Povi'ER
liquid-cooled engine rated at 1,490 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m. at 13,500 ft,
(4,120 m.) with 9 Ibs./sq. in. (0.56 kg./sq. e/m.) boost in M.S. gear,
2,145 h.p. at 2,750 r.p.m. at 16,000 ft. (4,880 in.) with 26 Ibs./sq. in.
a maximum output of 2,375
(1.76 kg./sq. c/m.) boost in F.S. gear
h.p. at 2,750 r.p.m. at 1,250 ft. (380 m.) with 25 Ibs./sq. in. (1.76
kg./sq. c/m.) boost, in M.S. gear, and a take-off power of 1,935 h.p.
at 2,750 r.p.m. with 18 Ibs./sq. in. (1.26 kg./sq. e/m.) boo.st in M.S.
gear.
Two-ispeed two-stage supercharger. Tw'o Rotol three-blade
contra-rotating co-axial metal airscrews, 1 1 ft. 0 in. (3.35 m.) diameter.
Fuel capacity 153 Imp. gallons (696 litres) in fuselage tanks combat
tank of 45 Imp. gallons (205 litres) and provision for combination
of 90 Imp. gallons (409 litre) auxiliary drop-tank under fuselage,
and two 22i Imp. gallon (102 litre) wing-tanks, or a single 180 Imp.
gallon (818 litre) drop-tank under fuselage.
;

;

—

Accommodation and Armament.' As Spiteful.
Equipment.-—As Spiteful, plus provision for R.A.T.O.G., and lashingdown and slinging points.
Dimensions.' Span 35 ft. 0 in. (10.67 m.), Width folded 27 ft. 0 in.
(8.24 m.). Length 34 ft. 1 in. (10,40 in.), Height (over airscrew, tail
down) 12 ft. 6' in. (3.83 m.), Height over folded W'ings (tail down)

—

9 ft. 7 in. (2.92 m.).

steam-cooled engine. From this type, which did not proceed
beyond the protot3ipB stage, was evolved as a Private Venture a
new prototype to which the name Spitfire was transferred and
around w’hieh Specification F.37/34 was written. Into this aircraft the late Mr. R. J. Mitchell incorporated the fruitful results
of the experience gained in the design of his series of high-speed
seaplanes w'hich Avon the Schneider Trophy for Great Britain
and established three World’s Speed Records.
The prototype F.37/34, fitted wfith one of the first Rolls-Royce
Merlin engines, flew in March, 1936. With a fixed-pitch wooden
airscrew it had a maximum speed of 342 m.p.h. (547 km.h,),
Avhieh classed it at the time as the fastest military aeroplane
in the World. The sormdness of the basic design was pro\md
in six years of war, throughout which the Spitfire, in its many
progressive developments, remained a first-line fighter.
Apart
from its fighter and fighter-bomber duties the (Spitfire was also
used diu’ing the whole of the belligerent period for pliotographic-recormaissance duties. The first photographic mission
by an unarmed Spitfire was made on ISToAmmber 18, 1939.
Details of the many A^ariations of the Spitfire AA^ere gRon in
the last issue of “All the World’s Aircraft.” The current
versions are the Mks. 21, 22 and 24, although many of the other
marks are still flying on various duties.
The Mk. 21 constituted the fii'st major structural change in
the Spitfii'e, although the characteristic streamlined shape was
The wrings were redesigned to have square-cut tips,
not lost.
and the tail surfaces Avere modified. The Mk. 22 is similar but
is fitted AA'ith a bubble-type cockpit cover which necessilaLetl
a redesign of the rear fuselage. The Mk. 24 is a strengthened
version of the Mk. 22. The following description applies
specifically to the Mk. 22.
Tate. —-S ingle-!3eat Fighter.
Wings. Cantilever loAv-wing monoplane. Two-spar light-alloy
structure in two main sections attached to stub spar booms.
Detachable tips. Main spar of built-up I-section, and swept-

—

forward rear spar carrying control surfaces. Built-up chord-wise
and diaphragms, Avith stressed light-alloy skin. Mean aerodynamic chord 7 ft. 2.3 in. (2.19 m.). Wing area 243.6 sq. fi. (22.63
All-metal balanced ailerons Avith controllable trim-tab
sq. m.).

ribs

in each. All-metal split trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and
fuselage in two sections each .side. Hydraulic operation.
Oval-section all-metal monocoque structure in three
main sections consisting of engine section ; main fuselage, and
tail-end bolted together. Main section has four main longerons,
and hoaA'-y longitudinal member at top, pressed transver.se frames
and longitudinal stringers, with strossod light-alloy .skin.

Fuselage.

—
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The Supermarine

Spitfire

22 Single-seat Fighter (Rolls-Royce Griffon 61 engine)

Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure with
metal covering over fin and tailplane and fabric-eov’ered rudder
and elevators. Fin integral with rear fuselage section. Balanced
rudder and elevators with controllable trim-tab in each. Tailplane
span (overall) 12 ft. 10 in. (3.91 m.); inasunnm tailplane and
elevator chord 4

Landing Geah.

ft.

1

in. (1.24 m.).

—Retractable

two-wheel type.

Each main wheel

carried on

single Vickers cantilever oleo-pneuinati<; shock-absorber
leg retracts outwards into wing and is enelo.sed by fairing plate.s
attached to legs and by hinged doors under wing. Hydraulic
operation, with emergency -lowering gear. Track (5 ft. S in. (2.03
Tail-wheel carried in fork on shock-absorber leg retracts
in,).
rearward,? into fuselage and i.s eneIo.sod by twin doons.
Power Plant. One .Rolls-Royce GrilTon 61, 04 or 85 twelve-cylinder
voe liquid-cooled engine rated at 1,490 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m. at
13,500 ft. (4,120 m.) with 9 Ibs./sq. in. (0.04 Ug./sq. e/in.l lioost in
M.S. gear ; 2,145 li.p. at 2,750 r.ji.rn. at 10.000 ft. (4,.SS0 m.) with
25 Ibs./sq. in. (1.70 kg./sq. c/m.) boost in E.S. gear ; a inaxiinum
output of 2,375 h.p. lit 2,750 r.p.m. at 1,250 ft. (380 m.) with 25
lbs. /aq.in. (1.76 kg./sq. e/m.) boost in M.S. gear, and a take-off jiower
of 1,520 h.p. at 2,750 r.p.m with 12 lbs./.sq. in. (0.84 kg./.sq. c/ni.)
boost in M.S. gear. Two-.speed two-stage supeveharger. Rutol
five-blade constant-speed airscrew, 11 ft. 0 in. (3.35 m.) diameter,
with two three-blade contra-i’otating air.s.erews optional. Ifuel
capacity 186 Imp. gallons (846 litres) in fuselage and port ^ving
leading-edge, and provision for one 30 Imp. gallon (130 litre),

—

60 Imp. gallon (227 litre) or 90 Imp. gallon (409 litre) auxiliary
drop-tanli under Fuselage. A 170 Imp. gallon (773 litre) tank can
be fitted imder the fuselage for fei-rying purposes only.
Oil tarik
of 9 Imp. gallons (41 litres) capacity aft of engine in fuselage
decking. Cartridge starter.
Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit in line with wing trailing-edge has
three-panel bullet-proof windscreen and bubble-typo canopy

—

which

slides for access.

—

^Four 20 m/m. British Hispano cannon mounted two in
each wing outside airscrew disc with 175 rounds for each inner and
150 rounds for each outer gun. Provision for three bombs of up to
600 lbs. (227 kg.) each or rocket projectiles under wings and fuselage.
Equipment. 24-volt electric system. Oxygen, radio and windscreen de-icing equipment. Cine-camera in leading-edge of star-

Armament.

—

board wing root.

Dimensions.— Span

36 ft. 11 in. (11.28 m.), Length 32 ft. 11 in. (10.04
m.), Height (over aimcrew', tail down) 13 ft. 6 in. (4.12 m.).
Weights and Loadings.- Weight empty 7,160 lbs. (.3,251 kg.).
Weight loaded (normal) 9,900 lbs. (4,495 kg.). Weight loaded with
170 Imp. gallon (773 litre) drop-tank, 11,290 lbs. (5,126 kg.), Wing

—

loading (normal) 40.5 Ibs./.sq. ft. (198. 6 kg./sfi. m.), Power loading
4.17 lbs. /h.p. (1.87 kg./CV).
Fehfor^iance (Standard Mk. 22 witli Rotol iive-blado air.serew).
Maximum sjiced 450 m.p.li. (724 km.fi.) at lit, 600 it. (.5,980 m.),
Speed at 25.000 ft. (7,625 m.) 449 m.p.li. (722 km.h.), Speed at sea
level 390 m.p.h. (628 km.h.). Maximum rate of climb 4,000 ft. /min.
(1,495 m./min.), Rato uf climb at 21,500 tt. (6,5i>0 m.) 3,4o0 It./iniu.
(1,037 m./miu.). Rate of climb at sea- level 4,880 ft. /min. (1,488
m,/rnin.), Servieo ceiliiitr 43,000 ft. (13,115 m.). Normal range 580
miles (933 km.) at 230-245 m.p.h. (270-394 km.h.) at 20,000 ft.
(0,095 m,), Maxiniurn range with 90 lin|i. gallon (409 litre.) droptank 905 miles (1,553 kin.), Tiike-ol'f distanee to 50 It. (15 in.) in
5 m.p.h. (8 km.li.) 700 yds. (041 m.), LiiMding di.stani:'e from 50 ft
(15 in.) 560 yds. (512 in.).

—

THE SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE TRAINER.
From

lighter lia.s l.ieea (.iovelopod a
Tlie [irototypo
for ttdviincocl tighter training.
1.325 li.p, HolLsi.s a I'onvi'i'sion of a Mk. Sfl ll flgliter, and has a
Royee Merlin (iti twelvo-eylindfU' vee liquid-eooleif origiru}
driving a. Rotol four-l:)lad.o consiant-spi.'ed, jiirserow, 11. ft. 0 in.

two-seat

the SiiiBire
vo'r.sioii

Otlier marks may he similarly ounvorted.
The front cockpit has been, moved slightly forward, and is
occupied by the pupil. A second cockpit is added b<:diind, and

(3.35 m.) diameter.

the seat is raised slightly to afford a better view for tlie instructor
over the pupil’s head. Botli coolcpits are fitted with sliding
cover.s wliieli can bo jettisoned.
Full dual controls are installed, together with full radio,
navigation and oxygen equipment. Armament depends upon
that originally fitted in the aircraft before eonver.sion. The
prototype has four .303 in. (7.9 i.n/m.) Browning machine-guns
in tlie ivings, the two cannon of the Spitfire \^III having been
Provision is made for
reiilaced by extra fuel tank's in the wings.
the carriage of bombs, rocket projectiles and long-range dropta.nks.

— Span

30 ft. 10 in. (11.22 m.). Length 31 ft. 4J in.
Height (over rudder, tail down) 11 ft. 2J: in. (3.43 m.),
Gross ndng area 242 sq. ft. (22.47 sq. m.).
Weights and Loadings.— 'Weight loaded 7,400 lbs. (3,357 kg.), Wing

DniEN.siONS.

(9.55 in.).

loading 30.5 Ibs./sq.

ft.

(149 kg./sq.

ni,),

Power loading

6.5 lbs. /h.p,

(2.48 kg./h.p.).

1’ERro.R-MANCE. (Prototype)—Maximiim speed 390 m.p.li. (028 km.h.)
at 20,000 ft. (0,095 m.), Speed at 9,000 ft. (2,74.5 in.) 365 m.p.h.
(587 km.h.), Stalling speed 80 rn.p.h. (129 km.h.).
.
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liquid-cooled engine rated at 1,400 h.p. at 2,000 r.p. in. at 13,560 ft.
(4,120 m.) wdth 9 Ihs./sq.in. (0.64 kg./sq. c/rn.) boost in M.S. gear ;
2,146 h.p. at 2,750 r.p.m. at 16,000 ft. (4,880 in.) with 25 Ibs./sq. in,
a maximum output of 2,375
(1.70 kg./sq. c/m.) boost in F.S. gear
h.p. at 2,730 r.p.m. at 1,250 ft. (380 .i:n.) with 25 llis. /sq.in. (1.76
kg./sq. c/in.) boost in Al.S. gear, and a, take-off power of 1,935 h.p.
at 2,750 r.p.rn. with IS Ibs./sq. in. (1.20 kg./sq. c/in.) boost in M.S.
Two-speed two-stage superoharger. Two Rotol tliree-blade
gear.
constant-speed contra-rotating co-axial airscrews, 11 ft. 0 in. (3.35
m.) diameter. Fuel capacity 153 Imp. gallons (696 litras) ).ila.s
45 Imp. gallons (204.5 litres) in wing combat tanks, and provision
for 30 Imp. gallon (136 litre), 56 Imp. gallon (227 litre) or 90 Imp.
single
gallon (409 litre) auxiliary drop-to.nk' under fuselage.
170 Iin]!. gallon (773 litre) taul;: can be carried nnder the Inselage
for ferrying purposes only.
Oil tanlt of 9 Imp. gallons (Id litres)
capacity aft of engine in fuselage decking. Cartridge starter.
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45 Fleet Fighter.
_

_

11 in. (11.26 rn.), 'Width, folded 19 It. 1 in
6J in. (10.23 in.), .Height (over airscrow;
tail down) 12 ft. 9 in. (3.8*8 m.), Height with wings folded 13 ft
10 in. (4.52 m.).

Dimensions.

22 but with curved

pan 36

ft.

(5.82 m.), .Length 33

windscreen.
plus provision for R,.V.T.O.G'.

f \

/

1

1

sq. in.).

s Spitfire 22,

'i

)

Spitfire 22.
Fuselage and Tail U,n,it.—
Landing GiE.-vii. As Spitfire 22 but strengtliencd and with long-stroke
Sting-type d,0c4i arrester hook in, lovver piirtiou of rudder.
oleoH.
ne Eolls-Royee Griffon 87 tv’clve-oylinder vee
PowEB Pl.ANT.

Spitfire

j

'('

—

s

—

""

^

\

ingle-seat Cku'i'icv-boi'no Figlitor.
tructuro. as Spitfire 22, except that wings fokl ipiwai'ds
Wings.
outboard of efniui,,)n,, .liinge.s at to]:) iMid kick ji.t )»ott-om of front
spar ; hinge only on roar sj.iaix iriitHinl opiii'atiou. Jury sti’ut
secums wing in folded position. \\'ir,ig area, 24(i,i) sq. ft. (22.!)

—

"U—

^

"

Type.—

Accommodation and Aemament.

— ——

'O*
^

‘~

\

—
—

/

“

to this model.

—

"

'

is

,

Equipment.

Broum.)

§ypEKEti3AR!?^S SEAFiS?E..

the naval version of tlie Spitfire specially adapted
It lias folding ivings and
for operation from alrcraft-em’riers.
is provided with catapult, deciv arrester gear and other specialised
equipment. Many versions of the Soaiire were built, and with
the Navy they inamtained the higii stfiruiard of efficioncy which
Details of the earlier marks were
the Spitfire liad established.
given in the 1945-46 edition of "All the TYorldls A.irer.uft,”
The la,test versions are the Seafire 45, 46 and 47. The Alh. 45
is powered by a Rolls-Royce Griffon 61 (sngine driving a Rotol
five-blade airscrew, and is the naval equivalent of the Sjjitfire 21.
The Seafire 46 is similar t(T the ilk. 45 but lias a S]aitfire 22
It i.s powered, by a
fuselage and a roar-^dew cockpit hood.
Griffon 61 or (,i4 engine driving a Rotol five-blade airscrew or a
The wing.s are
Griffon 87 engine and oo.ntra-rota,ting air,screws.
non-folding. The Seafiro 47 is the naval version of tho Slpitflre
22 previously described, and the follov;ing specification applie.s

The

—{Charles

X.*
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9
The Supermarine

Seafire

47 Single-seat Fleet Fighter (Rolls-Royce Griffon 87 engine).

—

Weight empty 7,625 lbs. (3,459 kg.).
Weight loaded (normal) 10,200 lbs. (4,627 kg.), Weight loaded with
170 Imp. gallon (773 litre) auxiliary tank, 11,615 lbs. (5,269 kg.),
Wing loading (normal) 41.9 Ibs./sq. ft. (204.6 kg./sq. in.), Power

Weights and Loadings.

loading 4.29 Ibs./h.p. (1.92 kg./CV).
Pebeobmange. Maximum speed 452 m.p.h. (727 Imi.h.) at 20,600 ft.
(6,253 m,). Speed at 10,700 ft. (3,265 m.) 405 m.p.h. (652 km.h.).
Speed at sea level 382 m.p.h. (615 km.h.). Maximum rate of climb
4,800 ft./min. (1,464 m./min.) at sea level, Rate of climb at 22.000 ft.
(6,710 m.) 3,360 ft./min. (1,025 m./min.), Service ceiling 43,100 ft.
(13,146 m.), Normal range 400 miles (644 km.) at 215-235 rn.p.h.
(346-378 km.h.) at 20,000 ft. (6,09.5 in.). Maximum range with extra
135 Imp. gallons (614 litres) fuel, 940 mile.s (1,512 kin.) at 214-234
m.p.h. (344-377 km.h.) at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.), Take-off run in
30 m.p.h. (48 km.h.) wind 126 yd,s. (115 m.).

—

,

„

THE SUPERMARINE

:

S.14/44.

A new projected Supermarine three-seat amphibian to replace
the Sea Otter has been designed to Specification S.14/44. This
aircraft is to be a cantilever high-wing monoplane powered by
a Rolls-Royce Griffon twelve -cylinder vee liquid-cooled engine
driving two three-blade contra-rotating co-axial tractor airscrews. The wing is equipped with a variable incidence device
which allows it to be set at the optimum angle for takeoff
and other conditions of flight. This device was incorporated in
the experimental Supermarine Type 322 monoplane {q.v.).
The entire trailing-edge of the wiag is hinged, the outer sections
Fullacting as ailerons and the inner’ sections as slotted flaps.
span leading-edge slots are fitted. The outer wing sections are
made to fold rearwards for stowage.
The hull is a two-step all-metal structure and terminates in a
swept -up stern which carries the dihedral tailplane and toed-in
twin fins and rudders mounted as endplates. Wing-tip floats
The landing gear consists
are carried on single cantilever struts.
of two main wheels which retract reai’wards into the sides
of the hull and are enclosed by fairing plates. A retractable
tail-wheel is contained ivithin the water-rudder.
The complete
main-wheel assembly may be removed to allow tho aircraft

A

deck arrester hook
to operate purely as a flying-boat.
fitted for deck-landing purposes.
Dimensions. Span 56 ft. 0 in. (15.40 m.), Widtii folded 23
(7.02 m.). Length 44 ft. 0 in. (13.42 m.). Height overall 16
(4.88 m.).

—

Weights AND Peepormance.

—No

may be
ft. 0 in.
ft.

0 in.

data available.

THE SUPERMARINE SEA OTTER.
The Sea Otter I, wliieli v'as produced before the war and
went into service in 1939, was designed to replace the Walrus
on reconnaissance and general naval duties, including Air/Sea
.'Rescue.
Tlie version used for the latter duties was known as
the ASR Mk. II.
Structurally the Sea Otter is similar to the Walrus, the main
external difference being in tlie installation of a tractor instead
of a pusher power plant, and various other refinements have
been incorporated.
Type. Single-engined Naval liecoiiiiaissance and Air/Sea Rescue
Amphibian.
Wings. Equal-span single-bay braced biplane. Wings are two-spar
constaiit-ehard swept-baek structures, the lower wing consisting
of two main sections attached to aide.s of hull, and upper wing
comprising a short-span centre-section carrying the engine nacelle
and supported by parallel centre-section .struts, and two outer
sections. Structure consists of metal spars and wooden ribs, plywood
leading-edge and the %vhole covered with fabric. Tubular parallel
interplane struts sloping inwards at top, and wire-bracing in plane
of spars. Wings fold rearwards about rear spars. Manual operation.
WTng area 610 sq. ft. (56.67 sq. m.). Fabric-covered
ailerons on top and bottom wings.
Split trailing-edge flaps on
bottom wings between ailerons and hull.
Single-step
all-metal
construction.
Wing-tip float.?
Hull.
hull of
carried on steel-tube struts under lower wings.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane tjqie. Fin integral with hull.
Tailplane mounted half-way up fin. Composite metal and -wooden
structure with ply-covered fin and tailplane and fabric-covered
rudder and elevators. Balanced rudder and elevators with con-

—

—

—

—

trollable trim-tab.s in each.

Landing
carried

Ge.ab.

on a

—Retractable

two-wheel type.

Each main wheel

is

hinged

to

Vioker.s oleo-pneumatie shock-absorber leg

The Supermarine Sea Otter General Purposes Amphibian Flying-boat with wings

folded.

The Siipermarine Type 322 Experimental Monoplane (Rolls-Royce
side of hull, with rear bracing strut, and retracts outwards into
lower wing. Hydraulic operation. Track 7 ft. 5 in. (2.26 in.).
Complete main-wheel assembly can be remov^ed and aircraft
operated purely as flying-boat. Combined tail-wheel and waterrudder at extreme stern under rudder.
PowEB Plant.' One Bristol Mercury 30 nine-cylinder radial aircooled engine developing a maximum level output of 855 h.p. at
a maximum continuous cruising output of
4,500 ft. (1,376 m.)
740 h.p. at 6,000 ft. (1,525 m.), and a take-off output of 806 h.p.
Engine mounted on upper wing centre-section, and enclosed in
collector -ring.
Rotol tliree-blade
cowling with leading-edge
constant-speed airscrew, 11 ft. 3 in. (3.43 m.) diameter. Fuel
capacity 162 Imp. gallons (736 .litres) in tanks in upper wing roots.
Auxiliary fuel tank may be installed in hull. Oil capacity 1 1 Imp.
gallons (.50 litres). Maximum fuel capacity as flying-boat 206 Imp.
gallons (936 litres), and oil capiacity 14.5 Imp. gallons (66 litres).
Accommodation. Crew of three or four. Pilot's enclosed cockpit
forward of wing.s, and opeir cockpit amidships. Radio and navigation cpinpartinent aft of pilot’s cockpit. Mooiing liatoh in
bows. Folding berth in A.S.R. version.
Abmambnt. Twin .303 in. (7.9 m/m.) Vickers gas-operated machineguns on ring mounting over amidships cockpit. Total rounds
Light bombs or depth charges can bo carried in universal
l, 200.
carriers under low'er wings.
Equipment. Full radar, radio and navigational equipment.
D,tmensions.—Span 46 ft. 0 in. (14.02 m.), Width folded 18 ft. 0 in.
(6.S m.), Length (tail up) 39 ft. _9 in. (12.12 m.), Height (one ah'scrow
blade vertically downwards, tail up) 10 ft. 2 in. (4.93 m.).
Weights and Loadings.— Weight empty (amphibian) 6,805. lbs. (3,089
kg.), Weight empty (flying-boat) 6,475 lbs. (2,937 kg.), Removable
equipment 580 lbs. (263 kg.), Crew (three) and parachutes 600 lbs.
(272 kg.), Fuel and oil 1,265 lbs. (4,198 kg.), Wing loading 15,1 lbs./
sq. ft. (73.7 kg./sq. m.), Power loading at take-off 11.4 Ibs./h.p.

—

;

—

—

K

—

kg./GV).
Maximum .speed 150 m.p.h. (241 km.h.) at 6,000 ft.
(1,525 m.), Cruising speed 100 ra.p.h. (161 km.h.) at 5,000 it. (1,526
m. ), Initial rate, of climb 870 ft./rnin. (266 m./niin.), Climb to 5,000
ft. (1,625 In.) 6.20 minutes, Service ceiling 16,000 ft. (4,880 m.),
Normal range in still-air 565 miles (909 km.), Maximum range 725
miles (1,167 km.). Take-off distance to 50 ft, (15 m.) from land 555
yds. (507 m.), Take-off time from water 24 seconds.
(6.22

Pebeobmance.

—

THE SUPERMARINE CIVIL SEA OTTER.
The Sea Otter military amphibian described above has been
made available for civilian dutiess, and can be operated as a
short-range passenger transport or training amphibian. All
military gear ha.s been removed and the hull accommodates four
passenger seats, three on the starboard side and one on the port.
The pilot’s compartment is separated from the main cabin by a
bulkhead, and the passenger entry is via the deck hatch amidships measuring 3 ft. 1-| in. X 2 ft. 8| in. (0.94 m. x 0.825 m.).
At the rear of the cabin is a toilet compartment. The cabin is

Merlin, 30

engine).— (CAa/Zcs Brown).

sound-proofed by glass wool, and the temperature is controlled
by a 15,000 B.T.U. Janitrol heater.
The civil version retains the Bristol Mercury 30 engine of the
military aircraft, and there is capacity for' 162 Imp. gallons
(737 litres) fuel. WTth the landing gear removed the disposable
load is increased from 1,790 lbs. to 2,120 lbs. (812 kg. to 962 kg.).

—Weight

Weights and Loadings (As flying-boat).
(2,932 kg.), Fuel and oil 1,265 lbs. (574
lbs. (962 kg.), Weight
16.1 Ibs./sq. ft. (78.6

empty

6,465 lbs.

kg.), .’Di.spo.sable load 2,120
loaded 9,860 lbs. (4,468 kg.), Wing loading
kg./sq. m.), Power loading 11.5 Ibs./h.p.

(5.2 kg./h.p.),

Pebfobmance.—Maximum speed

150 m.p.h. (241 km.h.) at 5,000 ft.
(1,525 m.), Cruising speed 100 m.p.h. (161 km.h.), Initial rate of
climb 808 ft. /min. (246 m,/min.), Climb to 5,000 ft. (1,625 m.) 6.7
minutes, Service ceiling 13,800 ft. (4,205 m.), Normal range 520
rniles (837 krn.), Maximum range 700 miles (1,126 km.), Take-off
distance to 50 ft. (16 m.) from land 661 yds, (604 m.), Take-off time
from water 28.6 seconds.

THE SUPERMARINE TYPE 322.
The Type 322 was an experimental aircraft produced to
Specification S. 24/37 for a naval torpedo-bomber.
It was a
cantilever high-wing monoplane which employed a variableincidence wing to enable it to attain the slow landing speed and
steep take-off angle desirous in a deck-landing aircraft.
The
wing was pivoted on the main spar, and electrically- operated.
Full -span Handley Page leading-edge slots were fitted, and the
entire trailing-edge was hinged to form ailerons and slotted flaps.
Two Type 322’ s were built. The first prototype was fitted
with a 1,300 h.p. Merlin 30 twelve-cylinder vee liquid-cooled
engine and was completed early in 1943. The fuselage employed
four spruce longerons and a stressed plywood skin, and the wings
were also mostly of wooden construction. The second aircraft
was powered by a 1,620 h.p. Merlin 32 engine and had Aleladcovered outer wings and increased fin and rudder area. A
fixed two-wheel landing-gear was fitted.
Only two aircraft of this type were built and the Fairey
Barracuda, built to the same Specification, was subsequently
accepted. The principle of the variable-incidence wing, however, has been incorporated in the new Suparmarine S. 14/44
amphibian (q.v.).

—

Dimensions. Siian 50 ft. 0 in. (16.24 m,). Length 40 ft. 0 in. (12.19
m.), Height 14 ft. 2 in. (4.32 m.), Wing area 284 sq. ft. (26.38 sq. ra.),
Aspect I’atio 8.8.

Weights and Loadings.—
Designed weight loaded

eight empty 9,176 lbs. (4,162 kg.),
12,000 lbs. (5,443 kg.). Wing loading

ft. (19.36 kg./sq. m.).
at 4,000
(1,220 m.), Cruising speed 250 m.p.h. (402 km.h.) at 2,000
(610 m.).

42.2 Ibs./sq.

TEBFOBMiVNCB.—Maximum speed 279 m.p.h. (449 km.h.)

ft.
ft.

THE TIPSY BELFAIR.

TIPSY,
TIPSY AIRCRAFT CO., LTD.
Head Oeeice 20, Elmwood Avenue, Feltham, Middlesex.
Works 183-7, Liverpool Road, and 798, Weston Road,
Slough Trading Estate, Bucks.
Directors
Major J. E. D. Shaw (Chairman), W. W. Mac
Arthur (Managing Director), Flt.-Lt. G. Birkett, Lieut. Cdr.
J. G. Crammond, R.N.V.R., E. 0. Tips (Belgian), Walter Gaskm
and C. C. Vinson, A.C.A.
The Tipsy Aircraft Co., Ltd., -was formed in 1937 to build
Tipsy aircraft under licence from the Eairey Aviation Co., Ltd.,
:

:

:

_

_

the proprietors of the designs.

The Tipsy Monoplane, now re-named the Belfair, is in production at the Belgian Avions Fahey factory. At the outset
the British Belfair will be assembled from parts made in Belgium.

B

substantially the same as the Tipsy
Monoplane last described in the 1939 Edition of “All the World’s
It is a two-seat cantilever low-wing monoplane
Aircraft.”
with side-by-side seating and is powered by a 62 h.p. Walter
Mikron four-cylinder inverted air-cooled engine driving a twoblade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew.
Dimensions.— Span 31 ft, 2 in. (9.49 m.), Length 21 ft. 8 in. (6.60 m.),
Height 5 ft. 8 in. (1.73 m.), Wing area 130 sq. ft. (12.07 sq. m.).
Weights and Loadings.— Weight empty 640 lbs. (245 kg.). Normal
weight loaded 1,100 lbs. (499 kg.). Wing loading 8.6 Ibs./sq. ft.
(41.5 kg./sq. m.), Po-wer loading 17.8 Ibs./h.p. (7.96 kg./h.p.).
Pebpobmancb.- Cruising sp^sed 100 m.p.h. (161 km.h,). Stalling speed
37 m,p.h. (60 km.h.), Rate of climb 500 ft./min. (152 m./min.).
Gelling 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.), Normal range (with 13.2 Imp. gallons
— 60 litres) 465 miles (748 1cm.), Take-off run 86 yds. (78 m.),
Landing run 65 yds. (59 m.).

The

Belfair

is

—

1

-
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VIKiNG.

Vi'dug is a iiiei iiiim-i:‘ange riasscnger or freiglit-earrying
uircrafb liw first prototype of wliieii Hew on June 22, 1945.
'.riii.-i

aircrart Itad a

.siivs.s.seil-.skin.

firselage,

and fabric

eoA’cred

geodetic wings similar to tho.se of Die Wellington bomber.
The third
«)n the seconti. uiiwraft tile wing.s Avore mctal-pIatCHl.
pirototypo iiad eorupasiie gcudot ia and stressed skin, wings, and
lids sysli'm lui.s bee'u rv'taiued, on |)rodnction .models.
In 1940
This tvas Die Aik. TB Avliich lui.s
a niedili.N! a i,:*f.sioii wa.s [.woduefil.
tlie for'a-a.i’d, secticMi of the fuselage iueroasc.Hl 2 ,ft. 4 in. (0.71 m.)
aceomniodation in the foVAvard cabin
in Iciigtii ID [irovidf'

The

I'iiiiug is a,v;iii:d:iie in

t'wcul.v-fonr
Vikingi?.

are

and Dio oDier
in

scrvii-i'

v^it^l,

two

stain Ian,! versions, one to carry
iwent:y-se\'c,n passengers.;
or h,i\e been ordered by, British

-in

eari-y

many I'oridgn tran.sport companie,s.
also been ehn-eii ti.i eqniji '.fiio King's ],i’light.
In
udfiitiou. otJitii's liave i.tce,n cieliAtered to IL-A.l^. Transport
(.fommaiui for piiArsoiiiiel t,i'anspiort,
.Phu'opi'tm

Airways und

liaA'o

I’lie
eed,(:!.s

folloAving speeiilcation applies to the MIc. IB, Avhieh super-

'cho earlier A'ersions.

A’vce.— -T wi)i-eugiuC(.l mediiua-rfingc

Wixus.

—

.‘Virliiier.

iinid-wing irionoplane.
All-metal structure conSingle spar at; 30')t
.sisDiig o.f two i-uaer .and (:wo otu-er sectio.ns.
chorci is free to :(loat vertically in iinuel tlirougli i'liselage to perinit
bending dolic'ctious. J.'mier wing sectioris of geodetic consti'uetian
eonsistiviG; of .spar witli W’arrou-girder wa,.4»s and double-tutirilar
boom ; tiOj'i-hat .sA'clioii ciiordwise stiffener,s iiiud hearing strips
bolted to gi'ocletie meuibei'.s, .'.ind unstressed Alelad ski,u rh-eted on.
Auxiliary .sjiars idicad of and a ft of mnin .spar i;:ojisist of 0-tubo top
ami fioti.om boo.m.s with riviEited ;pli.t,to web cm.'ryirig cdo.sol.y-spaeed
verr.ioat ehtmiid atilfcnerct.
i\P?tal sliin leading-edge rejiitorced
by elumaei I'oiMiior.s i.s Ijolteil to frrint.auxiliary .spur. Truiling-edge
isectiuris cif i.lural-tubo coustruetion, lia\a.i Warren bracing webs,
(Hid are bolted to I'ear au-xiliary spar.
.Ittaeluneitt to fuselage at
leading a.ni.l traiJi.Hg.edges fiv Ijigh-ten.sile steel, linlv arms retained
rribber/nietal imshes in. fnsoiage frames.
Outer wing
ill, fSiloavbloc
sections consist of l-.soetion spar, seven stiff choi-ilwise ribs inter
.Sj;»aoed Avi1;li chordwise st iffeuors, onclo-sod by front and rear auxMain
iliary .Sjiars formiiig tiorsion-liax.
Stres.sed .Alolad skin.
Oaiitilevei'

t

,

;

Vickers-Armstrongs Viking

ft.

7-1

885 sq.

loailed

ia'iU

'.riie

Viekors were engaged in extensive sub-contract work fluring
the Avar, and their shadoAV-faetories profiueed 1 l,!j!vS H]iitlii'cs
8,940 ’(\mllingtons and fiOll Aau-o J'^ancasters.
The V,C. 1 A’iking twin-ongiued airliner is the only eiirront
This aircraft is of
aircraft of A'ickers design iu production.
scmi-gootletie construction and uses wings of similar [ikm form

brief des-

n piAiuressive doveIo]3meut of the 'VbC.l A’iking.
riiseiaw (liul foisr Rolls-Eoyee Dart gasIt As ill iiaw a
tiii’bino .‘Ugi-aes dri\ iuv ii-aetor airscrews.
.A tricycle landinggoar 'AA'ill re|:il;'ci.- the v'ariicr '.'i.-o-'a hivi type and a dihedral
tailplaue vrili l.'O Hi,(t‘d.
Tiin

Four

The Ih'St aircraft to employ geodetic structure vvas the
Wellesley single-eugiued general-purpose monoplane, full jiarticulars of whicli were given in the lOot) edition of "All tlie AVorld's
From this design was developerl the tivi.u-eugined
Aircraft'’.
Wellington, which played an important role in the early months
of the war, and which was in fact flovvn operationally in various
forms until VJ-Day. Partienlai's of all tiic various vei'sions
were given in tlie last issue of thi.s jVmuiivh -A variation of the
Wellington was the Warwick reconuMissanee and traus|;»ort
.Many M'arwicks of various marlvS are still used
monc)p')lau6.
for transport duties, and arc still otnploycd with t'orwtal ('oi'amand. Following- tj )0 Warwick came the Windsor fuiir-engincd
heavy bomber, whicli was prodnct.-d only in jirototypo form fluo
to changing o])erationa] requirements. Ail of these typics
employed geodetic c'onstriKjtion.

A

F.T/bl, Avere roicased.
appears liii a iati-r jiage.

r':])Ori‘ii'i-u iiii!

cription of this

Type 432

of an p-q'iorim<'n1a.l llgluer, the

iiarrii-ulai-s
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ii'i

marked degree

A

and a Avingfrom a D.H,

1

Vickers, Ltd. formed their A^iafi^ll Di^iiarlmeut into a. sep-araJc
suhsidiaiy eomiiany to take over th(‘ nianuiaetme ol’ airerafl.
accajssories
and ei|ni])ment. In N’os-ember, l!):2S,
aircrafti
Vickers (As iation), Ltd. took over tlie control of tlie Sujiermarine
Aviation. Works, Ltd.
In Octoiier, IhllS, Vickers (As iation), l.td. and the Suporniarine
Aviation Works (Vickers), i^td. were ta!:en o\cr by \’iei:er.sArmstiajngs, J^tfi.
Vielvcrs airerafl were operati'd in the P.dt-P', War aiuL snhsei<lo range of types in boiii inililary
qviently liavo eovored a
and civil spjheres. In latter yeai's tlio Vick-ers- Wallis goodeiit^
This laethsud is
sysleiTi of cnnsti'uctiun lias Iseen dovolojicd.
partifmlarly snitablo for building stroanilined curvilinear bodies.

ft.

an

brief

At

mi.-;-iies.

monopiane

!)

and

;iKvi:ae'ai inu

('

e.q)Ii>--i\

bdsh-vriria-

Avill liaA'-e

uilh rueket- propelled radartlis
tira-e
of Avriting one
type Avas imdor l•(l!l~lnK•tion. It AA’ill be a small

ore also

;

of over 1,000 lbs. per sq.

and

gas-1 lu'iiiue eaviais ilvi-viu'i o-actni' ,iiv.st*-.'('-.’'s.
enlarged fp-ebm-e. A full di''-(‘.ji;)tinn ta' tin'
partieui.u’- ofibo ’'.t'.s ;m',> ^iven befe.-dier.

coiitroHi'd

be similar

fimr Jdolls-Moyce Dart

,

(two Bristol HercuSes engines) ot The King’s Flight, R.A.F.

GREAT BRITAIN

ViCKERS«A RMSTHONGS—contimced.

A

Vickers-Armstrongs Viking

I

Airliner (two Bristol Hercules engines) as supplied to the Argentine

built-np I-section with angle spanwise plates. Trailing-edge of
outer sections built up of angle-section riblots and Warren webs.
Separate wing-tips attached by eounter-sunlc screws and Simmonds
Front and rear auxiliary spars have one-piece booms and
nuts.
Aspect ratio 9
mean chord 9.88 ft. (3.01 nu)
flat plate webs.
gross wing area 882 sq. ft. (81.93 sq. in.). Fabric-covered Frisotypc metal ailerons on outer sections, -with adjustable hand trimtab in port and pre-set tab in starboard. Sclu'cnk split trailing-edge
Hydraulic operation.
flaps between ailerons and fuselage.
FuSEiiAGE. All-metal oval-section rnonoeoque structm’e, with transverse frames of 18G high-tensile dural, longitudinal stringers
attached to Iraines l.iy shear cleats, and stressed Alcdad skin riveted
Heavy frames of double 12G ohannel-section to
to stringers.
whicli leading and tjWling-edge.s attaelaod, and at tail-unit pick-up
;

—

_

points.

Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure similar
to outer wing sections, with I-soction. main spar in lin, tind tailplane
Wai'ren-braced ribs interspaced with Z-section ehordwise stringers
and stressed Aldad skin. Horn-balanced rudder of similar conRudder has single combined
struction with fabric covering.
.spring -tab and hand trim-tab for lieavy and light loads respectively.
Elevators constructed as rudder, with asymmetrical horn-balanoed
conportions and mass-balances. Differential elevator tabs
trollable tab in port, and balance tab in starboard.
main
wheel
Landing GexVh. Retractable two-wdieol type. Each
46 in. X 10 in. (1,143 m/m. X 406 m/m.) carried between twin
Vickers oleo-pneuinatic shock-absorber legs which retract I'earwards
into engine nacelle and are enclosed by twin doors in two sections.
Hydrau'lio operation. Tyre pressure 60 Ibs./sq. in. (3.94 kg./
Track 22 ft. 10 in. (6.96 m.), wheel base 33 ft. 5 in.
sq. c/m.).
;

,

;

—

(10,17

Full-eastering

m.).

I’eeess in fuselage.

Tj're

tail-wheel

pressme 76

retracts

rearwards

into

Ibs./sq. in. (5.30 kg./sq. c/m.).

Pneumatic brakes on main wheels.

—

Two Bristol Hercules 634 fourteen-cylinder two-row
radial air-cooled sleeve-valve engines eaeli rated at 1,690 h.p.
Engines mounted as interchangeable power-eggs at
for take-off.
junction of irmer and outer wing sections on steel tube W-franies,
and enclosed in long-chord cowlings witli leading-edge collector
Nacelles of monocoque
ring and controllable trailing-edge grills.
construction w'ith outer and inner skin.s connected by lateral plate
constant-speed
four-blade
bulkheads. De Havilland or Pvotol
full-feathering metal airscrews, 13 ft. 3 in. (4.04 ni.) diameter.
Total fuel capacity 740 Imp. gallons (3,409 litres) contained in five
tanks in each outer wing, three in front of and two aft of main
spar.
Oil tank of 16 Imp. gallons (73 litres) capacity and reserve
fuel tank of 58 Imp. gallons (264 litres) capacity in top of each
nacelle.
Hobson-H.xl.E. fuel injection system.

PowEB Plant.

A

Vickers-Armstrongs Viking IB Airliner

of

Central African Airways,

Government.

C

;
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The Vickers-Armstrongs Warwick V General Reconnaissance Monoplane (two 2,500
Forward cabin II. ft. 1 in, long X " ft. II in. wide X 6 ft. 7 m. higli
(3.88 m. X 2.11 m. x 2.01 ra.) has floor area of 78 sq. ft. (7.25
sq. in.) and volume of 520 ctib. ft. (14.71 cub. m.). Normal
accommodation for nine, with three pairs on starboard side and
three single soat,s on port. Forward seats face rearwOTd. Rear
cabin, aft of spar tunnel, is 19 ft. 6 in. long x 7 ft. 11 in. wide X
e ft. 7 in. high (6.04 in. x 2.41 m. X 2.0l m.), has floor space of
130 sq. ft. (12.62 sq. in.) and volume of 915 cub. ft. (25.9 cub. in.).
_

Seats for flfteen or eighteen passengers arranged as in forward
cabin.
Main eiitraneo door 5 ft. 2 in. x 3 ft. 0 in. (1.57 m. x 0.91
m.) on port .side of fuselage aff; of caliins gives aeces.s to i'e.stibulo
(volnrue 170 enb. ft;.
4.81 culi. m.) and thence to rear cabin.
Banivry (90 cnli. ft. ==2.55 cub. rn.) witli seat I'or stewardess, and
toilet 'compartineut (SO enb. ft. ==2.26 cub. tn.) on starboard side.
Full-lengtli freiglit hold under floor is 31 ft. 4 in. (0,54 in.) long and
Voliiine 270 cub. ft.
lias average lieightof 1 ft. 10 in. (0.56 in.).
Fiv'e loading doors acoc.s.siblo from ground as
(7.64 eub^ in.).
follows: Port, (forward) 5 ft, X 2 ft. 8 in. (1.52 in. X 0.81 m.)
Starboard, (forward)
(aft) 3 ft. (i.Vivi. >; 2 ft. (l.OSm. x 0.61m.).
3 ft, 7-^ in. X 2 ft. 6 in. (1.1 m. X 0.76 in.), (midships) 3 ft. 6|' in. X

=

^

—

2

ft.

0.79

(1.08

m. X 0.61

111 .),

(aft) 3 ft. 0|- in.

X

2

ft. 7 in.

(1.08

m. X

ni.).

Diiighj' .stowage in rear of nacelle.s.
MEN.SIONS.
Span 89 ft. 3 in. (27.2 in.), Length (tail up) 65 ft. 2 in.
(19.86 m.). Height (tail up) 24 ft. 0 in. (7.32 ni.), Height (tail down)
19 ft. 6 ill. (5.94 m.).
Weights .and Loadings.—Weight empty {24-seat version equipxied)
22,910 lbs. (10,392 kg.), {27-seat version— equipped) 23,000 lbs.
(10,433 kg.), Fuel and payload (24-seat version) 11,090 lbs. (6,030
kg.). Fuel and payload (27-seat vension) 11,000 lbs. (4,989 kg.),
Maximum take-off weight 34,000 lbs. (16,422 kg.). Maximum
landing weight 32,500 lb.s. (14,742 kg.). Wing loading (at 34,000 lbs.
16,422 kg.) 38.5 Ibs./sq. ft. (188 kg,/sq. in.). Power loading at
take-off 10.05 Ibs./h.p. (4.56 kg./h.p;).
14,424 kg., Maximum
Pekfobhianob.ruising .speed (at 31,800 lbs.
power) 263 rn.p.h. (423 km.h.) at
weak mixture 83%
10.000 ft. (3,050 m.), Reeoniinended cruLsing speed (770 h.p. per
engine=50%
power) 210 m.p.h. (338 km.h.). Normal rate
of climb 500 ft. /min. (152 m./min.). Maximum rate of climb (at
34.000 lbs.
15,422 kg.) 1,500 ft. /rain. (467 m./miii.) at 3,000 ft.
(915 ra.), One-engine rate of climb 275 ft. /rain. (84 m./min.) at
sea level, Still -air range with 500 Imp. gallons (2,273 litre.s) 1,130
miles (1,818 km.) at 210 m.p.h. (338 km.h.), with 750 Imp. gallons
(3,409 litres) 1,700 miles (2,736 km.) at 210 m.p.h. (338 km.h.),
Minimum take-off diistanceto 60 ft. (lorn.) 860 yds. (777 m.), Takeoff distance to 60 ft. (16 111 .) allowing for failure of one engine on
climb 1,150 yds. (1,051 m.), Landing distance from 60 ft. (16 m.)
1.300 yds. (1,189 m.), Fuel consumption 91 Imp. gallons (414 litres)
per hoiu' at 210 m.p.h. (338 km.h.).

Equipment.-=-T.K.S. de-icing.
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THE VICKERS-ARIVISIRONGS WARWICK,
The Warwick

is a slightly enlarged version of the Wellington
twin-engined bombei', u full structural specification of whicii

A

Vickers-Armstrongs Warwick

III fitted

.

Sys

•

I

:

h.p. Bristol

Centaunis VII engines).

appeared in the last issue of "All the World's Aircraft”. The
Warwick employs the same geodetic form of construction, and
was designed originally to Specification B.1/35 as a bomber to
replace the 'Wellington, but because the generation of fourengined was also being produced at the same time, it was subsequantly adapted for reconnaissance duties with Coastal Command. Other Aversions were made suitable for transport and
Air/Sea rescue work. Details of tlie Mks. I, II, III, IV and V
were given in the last issue of this Annual.
The latest version, the Mk. V, i.s powered by two 2,500 h.p.
Bristol Centaunis ATI eighteen-cylinder sleeve-valve radial
air-cooled engines and dil'fer.s from the c>ai‘lier models in liaving a
slightly longthoiied nose, and later a corresponding dorsal iin.
The piowcr-operatod nose-turret was removed and a multipanel nose mounting a. single .5 in. (12.7 m/rn.) maeiiine-gun is

The mid-upipor turret was also removed and replaced
by two manually-operated .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns,
one on each side of tlio fuselage mid-way between tlie wings
and tail-unit. The tail turret with four .303 in. (7.9 m/m.)
machine-guns is retained.
A blister beneath the nose carries radar equipment, and a
retractable Leigh Light is situated under the fuselage.
An experimental Wanviek III is equipped with two 2,310 h.p.
Napier Sabre
twenty -four -cylinder sleeve-valve H-type
liquid-cooled engines with ammlar radiators and driving De
Havilland foiu-blade constant-speed airscrews, 15 ft. (4.57 m.)
diameter. This version has a loaded iveight of 44,673 lbs.
(20,218 kg.) and a speed of over 345 m.p.h. (555 km.h.).
The G.R. Mk. A^ is a reconnaissance version and can carry
bombs, mines or depth-charges. The fallowing figures apply
to this version, which is still in service With Coastal Command.
Dimensions, Span 96 ft. 84 in. (29.5 m.), Length 75 ft. 6 in. (23 111 .),
instailGd.

—

Height 18

ft.

sq, m.).

AA^eights
kg.),

6

in. (5.64 m.),

Gross wing areiT

1,00(3 .sq. ft.

(93.45

—Maximum

and Loadings.
weight loaded 45,000 lbs. (20,410
AAdiig loading (maximum) 44.7Tbs./sq. ft. (218 kg./sq, m.).
9 Ibs./h.p. (4.08 kg./h.p.).

Power loading
Pebroriuvnoe.

—Alaximura speed (approximate) 290 m.p.h. (467 km.h.).

THE VICKERS-ARWISTRONGS TYPE 432.
The Type 432 was an experimental twin-engined single-seat
fighter fitted with a pressure-cabin, and was intended to combat
any stratosphere raids that may have been made against this
coimtry. It was designed originally to meet the requirements
of Specification F. 22/39, but was later modified to conform to
Spocificatiori F. 10/40 mid ultimately to Specification F.7/41.

experimentally with 2,310 h.p. Napier Sabre VI engines and annular radiators.

GREAT BRITAIN
UICKERS-ARMSTRONGS—continued.
The prototype made its first flight m
December, 1942, but the type was not
produced in cpiantity because the
expected stratosphere raids did not
materialise.

The F,7/41 was an all-metal midwing monoplane with elliptical wings,
the outer sections of which were
slightly sw'ept forward, and a single fin
The landing-gear w'as
and rudder.

The
a retractable tw'O-W'heel type.
power plant consisted of two 1,280
Rolls-Royce Merlin 61 twelvevee liquid-cooled engines
cylinder
driving four-blade ahscrew's. Armament consisted of six 20 m/m. cannon

h.p.

contained in an oval-shaped blister
under the centre fuselage.
Dimensions. Span 66 ft. lOI in. (17.33
m.), Length 40 ft. 7|- in. (12.38 m.).
Height 13 ft. 9 in. f4.19 in.), Wing
area 441 sq. ft. (40.96 sq. ni.), Aspect

—

ratio 7.13.

Weights and Loadings.

—Weight

empty

16,373 lbs. (7,427 kg.). Weight loaded
20,108 lbs. (9,148 kg.). Wing loading
46.9 Ibs./sq. ft. (224 kg./sq. m.), Power
loading 7.8 lbs. /h.p. (3.53 kg. /h.p.).

—

Maximum speed 408
m.p.h. (657 krn.h.) at 26,000 ft. (7,925
Cruising speed 245 m.p.h. (394
ceiling
km.h.), Service
37,000
ft.
(11,275 m.), Cruising range 1,870 miles
(3,010 km.).

Pebpobman'ce.
m.),

The Experimental Vickers-Armstrongs 432 Pressurized

Single-seat Fighter

(two 1,280 h.p- Rolls-Royce Merlin 61 engines).

WESTLAND.
WESTLAND AIRCRAFT, LTD.
Head Office, Works and Aerodrome Yeovil, Somerset.
London Ofince 8, The Sanctuary, Westminster, S.W.l.
:

:

Directors The Ht. Hon. Lord Aberconway, C.B.E. (Chairman),
Eric Mensforth, C.B.E., M.A., M.I.Mech.E., M.I.P.E. (ViceChairman), John Fearn, M.I.Mech.E. (Managing Director),
Arthur Davenport, F.R.Ae.S. (Technical Director), Edward C.
Wheeldon, M.I.P.E. (Deputy Managing Director), Sir George E.
Bailey, C.B.E., Air Vice-Marshal Sir Norman D. K. MacEwen,
C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O., Sir Holborry Mensforth, K.C.B., C.B.E.,
Sir Felix J. C. Pole and S. W. Rawson.
Chief Designer
F. J. W. Digby.
Secretary
W. B. Hickman, A.C.A.
Westland Aircraft Ltd. was formed in July, 1935, to take over
fche aircraft branch of Fetters Ltd., previously known as the
Westland Aircraft Works, which had been engaged in aircraft
design and construction since 1915.
In July, 1938, Fetters’ works were acquired and at the same
time John Brown & Co. Ltd., the well-known shipbuilding firm,
purchased the greater part of Fetters’ holding in Westland
Aircraft, Ltd., the remainder being acquired at a later date by
Associated Electrical Industries, Ltd.
During the w'ar and up to the end of 1945, Westland Ahcraft,
Ltd. built 1,426 Lysanders, 114 Wliirlwinds plus two prototypes
and 61 Welkins, jplus detail components for a fiudher 100. It
also manufactured 685 Spitfire IB, VB and VC and 1,279. Seafire
lie, III,
and XVll under sub-contract. The W^estland
company was included in the original Barracuda group production scheme but owing to its commitments in the Spitfire
and Seafire production programme it withdrew from the Barracuda scheme after building 18.
:

:

:

XV

The Westland Welkin

II

The Westland company also undertook extensive research
and development with atmosphere control eej^uipment, particularly in comiection with the Welkin high-altitude fighter.
Westland automatic control valves have also been used in
every

Bi'itish

pressure-cabin

military

aircraft.

To

exploit

development in the wider po.st-war field a subsidiary
company, Normalair, Ltd. has been formed. Atmosphere
control equipment is now being designed and manufactured for
a number of British pressurised civil aircraft.
Westland Aircraft, Ltd. has acquired the licence to build
the S-51 helicopter from the Sikorsky Division of the United
Aircraft Corpn. The Westland S-51 helicopter will be powered
with the Alvis Leonides engine.
this

THE WESTLAND WELKIN.
The Welkin I

single-seat high-altitude fighter

was designed

to Specification F.4/40.
So that full use could be made of the
Welkin’s ability to fight at great heights, a basic part of the
design w'as a cabin w'hich could be automatically pressurised.
This consisted of a relatively small self-contained imit made of
extremely heavy gauge bullet-resisting light alloy and bolted
to the front face of the main spar, wdth an armoured steel bulkhead at the rear and a special oiaenable bulkhead at the nose.
Concurrently with the development of this cabin, extensive
research w'as necessary to produce a coupd top with a wide
field of vision, which not only had to take the abnormal loads
of pressurisation but also had to be both slidable for ingress and
sandwich system of glazing wms finally evolved,
ettisonable.
j
in which the thick inner shell retained the pressure and an

A

outer shell acted as a fairing, leaving a space between through
W'hich warm air could be circulated to prevent icing and misting.

Two-seat High Altitude Fighter (Rolis-Royee Merlin 76/77 engines).

—
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WESTLA ND—continued.

An

Experimental Version of the Westland Welkin

I fitted

tr"‘i

U

,

—

etractnbie type.
Main U'heels raised backwards
Lanuln'g Gear.
26,000
engine nacelles, taii-wheel into fuselage. Loeklieed sliockinto
absorbers. Dowty hydraulic retraction. Dunlop wheels and

passing through a glj^col heater is led to the space between the
Dunlop rubber gasket fitted round
inner and outer shells.
the periphery of the liood and automatically inflated when the
cabin pressure is on provided the solution to the problem of
securing a seal between the sliding and fixed parts of the coup6.

Pow’EE Plant.

^

brakes.

— our 20 m/m.
Diensions. — Span 70

I

ii

ft.

WEiain's AND LoADiNCts.

;

Electrically-operated trim-tabs in elevators

and rudder.

Tailplane

ft. (5.74 sq. ra.). Rudder area (total) 23.39 sq. ft. (2.17
sq. m.), Fin area 28.25 sq. ft. (2.62 sq. m.). Elevator area (total)
37.48 sq. ft. (3.48 sq. m.).

ft.

9 in.

—

—

Fuselage.—-Oval

area 61.8 sq.

Height 15

aximum speed 387 m.p.h. (623 km.h.) at 20,000 ft.
(7,925 m.), Speed at 40,000 ft. (12,190 m.) 358 rn.p.h. (576 km.h.).
Speed at 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.) 382 rn.p.h. (615 krn.h.), Speed at
20.000 ft. (6,095 m.) 366 m.p.h. (589 km. In), Speed at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 m.) 352 m.p.h. (560 km.h.). Stalling speed 83 rn.p.h. (133
km.h.), Maximum combat rate of climb 3,850 ft. /min. (1,173
m./min.). Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) at combat rating 2.6
minutes. Climb to 40,000 ft. (12,100 in.), at combat rating 18

;

—

I) 41 ft. 7 in. (12.67

Pbri’orm.ance.-

NACA

Cantilever monoplane type. The tailplane is mounted
TJisriar.
about one-third up the fin to ensure good anti-spin qualities at high
The rudder is in two portions separated by the torpedoaltitudes.
shaped fillet forming the intersection, of the tailplane and fin.

Length (Mk.

—

mid-wing inonoiilane. Aerofoil seotion (root)
(tip)
23015. All-metal stressed -skin
23021;
structure consisting of wide-span centre-section and two outer
.Detachable tips. Single main spar passes through
sections.
fuselage, with secondary spar in centre-section carrying flaps.
Mean aerodynamio chord G ft. 6.96 in. (2 m.) ; incidence (to fuselage
datutri line) 3 degrees ; dihedral (outer sections, top surface)
aspect ratio 10.66. Gross wing area 460 sq. ft. (42.7
3 degrees
sq.m.). Metal Westland-L'ving ailerons on outer sections. Aileron
area (total) 64.8 sq. ft. (6.09 sq. m.) aileron movement 16 degrees
18 degi'ees down.
Spring-tab in each aileron. Fowler -type
up
trailing-edgo flaps on centre-section. Flap area (total) 48 sq. ft.
depression 48 degrees.
(6.46 sq. m.)

Tail

in the fuselage

^Weigiit einpt.y (with fixed equipment)
14,343 lbs. (6,509 kg,), removable equipment, including cannon
and ammunition, 1,077 lbs. (488 kg.), Pilot anci parachute 200 lbs.,
(90 kg.), Fuel and oil 1,980 lbs. (898 kg.), Weight loaded 17,600 lbs.
(7,98?) kg.). Wing loading 38.2 ll:i.s./sq. ft. (146.,5 kg./sq. in.), Pmver
loading 7 ll)S./h.p. (3.17 kg. /h.p.).
WEiaHT.s AND Loadings (Mk. II.) W'eight empty (with fixed equipment) 15,635 Ibs. (7,092 kg.), .Removable equipment, indviding
cannon and ammunition 1,900 lbs. (862 kg.). Crew (2) and parachutes 4001b.s. (181 kg.). Fuel and oil 3,957 lbs. (1,795 kg.). Weight
loaded 21,892 lbs. (9,930 kg.), Wing loading 47.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (233
kg./.sq. rn.), Power loading 8.7 Ibs./h.p. (3.9 kg. /h.p.).

Single-seat High-altitude Fighter.

section structure in two parts, the forward section
comprising the cabin of duralumin and the rear seotion of magnesium. The cabin section is stressed for pressuriaation and is
bullet-resisting.
It is bolted to the front face of the main wing
spar and terminates with a steel armoured bulidiead. The rear
fuselage is a monocoque, the skin being longitudinally planked.

cannon

II) 44 ft. 1 in. (13.42 m.),
(4.8 m,), "Wing area 460 sq. ft. (42.7 sq. ni.),

;

iH

(21.35 in.),

m. ), Length (Mk.

;

m

British Hi.spano

nose.

76/77 engines.

NACA

—

Armament.

of a

— Cantilever

6 in. (5.33 rn.).

ilot’s cockpit in lino with the lem.ling-edge of
the wing. Gockpit is pressurised, a YV'esthnid control valve automatically regulating the cabin presstiro. Automatic caliin -heating
control ’maintains equalile. temptirature at all heiglits, thereby
At Ionv altitudes eithei
eliminfiting the need for special clotliing.
heated or cold air can bo admitted at will. The pressure-resisting
coclqiit canopy and bullet-proof windscreen are double skinned
with a space for warm air to be circulated by pump to iirevent
icing and misting.

Aooomjiodation.

two -seat version known as the Welkin II
were built but this model did not go into production. Basically
the Mk. II was similar to the earlier Mai’k, but had a longer
cabin in whicli the pilot was moved forward and an observer’s
seat facmg aft was added.
The front windscreen wms redesigned
to give a low er sill lure and the nose of the fuselage w'as increased
in length to accommodate AI radar equipment.
The outer
wing sections were given an increased dihedral angle of 41dogroes. The Mk. II was powered by Rolls-Royce Merlm

Wings.

ft.

(

One version of the Welkin I was fitted with Merlin RMIGSM
(develoi^ed into Merlin 113-114) engines which employed beardtype radiators of increased cooling area. This aircraft, w'hich
was first flo\vn in June, 1945, had a maximum speed of 398
m.p.h. (640 km.) at 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.).

Type.

17

—

stage
or 77 in the port nacelle, the port engine driving the Rotol cabin
Each engine rated at 1,210 h.p. at 2,350 r.p.m. at
snjiercharger.
ft. (7,925 ni.) with 12 Ib./.sq. in. (0.84 kg./sq. c/rn.) boost,
l, 240 h.j). at 3,000 r.p.m. at sea level with 12 lb./'.sq. in. (0.84 kg./
sq. c/ni.) boost, and 1,475 li.p. at 3,000 r.ji.m. at 23,200 ft. (7,620
in.) with IS Ib./sq. in. (1.26 Jeg./sq. c/in.) liuost,.
D.H. four-blade
constant-speed i.'ull-featliering airscrews 12 ff, 6 in. (3,81 m.)
diainetor.
Coolant ami oil radiatoi’s in ceutri'-section lietwecn
fiiseli:tg(3 and nacelles, the air lalng led to
hem by a duet.ed leading,
edge entry with a variable e.xit at^ (lu^ ti-ailing-edge controlled by
Integral ami tirmtlie miguliir .setting of llie main liualiug 11a.] is.
oured fuel tanks in eeutro-seetiou mitltoard of t he nacelles. Normal
fuel eaijaeity 430 Ini|:i. gallons (1,954 litres), iVlaxiintun ca];iacity
Oil capacity 32 Imp. gallons
.510 Imp. gallons (2,318 litres).
(145 litres).

To avoid the necessity for the pilot to concentrate on his
cabin pressura an ingenious cabin atmosphere control valve
was developed which automatically gave the appropriate prossm-o
for any given height, using a differential of If. 5 Ibs./sq. in. (0.24
K’g./sq. aim.) arid employing air supplied to the cabin inlet
by a R.otol cabin blower, the valve controlliug tiro exit of air
to the atmosplioro.
To redneo as far as poasiblo the necessity for a number of
pressure glands to give egress from the cabin to numerous small
controls, an electrical system using grouped and pressure-tight
junction boxes -was adopted and a special remote-control unit
devised to operate all trim-tabs and fuel cocks.

Two examples

Track

un Rolls-Royce Merlin engines with two-spoed twosuperchargers, Mk. 72 or 76 iit tlie starboard nacelle and 73

The first prototype Welkin fle-w on November 1, 11142, and
production began eardy in 194'3. As enemy high-flying raiders
never appeared over England in numbers the Welkin I did
not go into operational service.

'if;

engines and heard-type radiators.

The half-cylindrical canopy terminates in a thick laminated
glass pressnre-retaiiung bnlkhead and abuts on a fixed windscreen similarly composed of a sandwich system of glazing.
The de-misting air is drawn tlrrough a rain-trap entry and after

A

'

RM16SM

with Rolls-Royce Merlin

'

minutes, Service ceiling 44,000 ft. (13,410 m.), Operational ceiling
41.000 ft. (12,495 m.). Maximum range 1,200 miles (483 km.) at
35.000 ft. (10,670 m.), Duration (normal) 3 hrs. with I- hr. at maximum speed at 35,000 ft. (10,670 m.), Take-off distance to 50 ft. (16
m.) 600 yds. (549 m.), Landing distance from 50 ft. (16 m.) 680 yds.
(622 m.).
Pereobmange (Welkin II). Maximum speed 360 m.p.h. (579 km.h.)
at 30,000 ft.: (9,146 m.), Speed at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) 335 rn.p.h.
(641 km.h.), Speed at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.) 346 m.p.h. (557 km.h.),
Speed at 35,000 ft. (10,670 m.) 350 m.p.h. (663 km.h.), Speed at
40.000 ft. (12,190 m.) 330 m.p.h. (53rkm.h.), Stalling speed 93
m.p.h. (149 km.h.), Maximum combat rate of climb 2,650 ft. /min.
(8i0 m./min.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.). Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,060 in.)
at combat rating 3.7 minutes, Climb to 35,000 ft. (10,670 m.) at
combat rating 20 minutes, Service ceiling (with 50% fuel) 41,000 ft.
(12,500 m.), Operational ceiling 37,700 ft. (11,490 m.), Duration
4 J hrs, plus J hr. at maximum speed at 35,000 ft. (10,670 m.),
Take-off distance to 60 ft. (16 m.) 1,020 m., Landing distance
from 50 ft. (15 m.) 750 yds. (680 m.).

—

:

:

AUSTRALIA
The biggest and most important plan for the production of
was that which ^vas originally dra\m up for
the manufacture of the Bristol Beaufort by the Beaufort Division
of the Departmant of Airca-aft Production.
This production scheme was designed to secure the greatest
degree of decentralisation, whereby parts were manufactured by
over four hundred specialised sub-contractors and delivered to
the railway workshops in the three States, there to be made up
into complete sub -assemblies for delivery to two final assembly
plants at Fishermen’s Bend, Melbourne, Victoria, and Mascot,
Sydney, N.S.W.
In sub-assembly, the works of the New South Wales Government Railways were responsible for the front fuselage, stern
frame, lauding gear and nacelle structure the Victorian Railway
workshops for the roar fuselage, tail-plane, fin and control
and the South Australian Government Railway
surfaces
workshops for the centre-section and complete wings.
All
these sub-assemblies were complete with all equipment and

aircraft in Australia

;

;

when

delivered to the feal assembly plants.
originally intended that the Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd.
should supply all drawings, jigs, tools and fixtures, as well as
ten sets of fabricated parts and ten sets of raw materials to
educate the Australian engineers and operatives in the manufacture of the Beaufort. Conditions brought about by the
War interfered with this programme and it became necessary
for the Australian engineers to undertake some of the preliminary
work and a large number of jigs and tools had to be manufactured
fittings

It

was

For the same reason Australia was thrown back on
resources for the development of constant-speed airscrews, oleo landing-gear stmts, self-sealing petrol tanlcs, gimtarrets, instruments, as well as aircraft steels, duralumin and
Alclad .sheet and various other items.
Another big problem arose when it was found that the Bristol
Taurus engine for which the Beaufort was designed would
not be obtainable in any quantity for the Australian Beaufort
owing to home demands and transport difficulties.
The
Australian Beaufort had therefore to be modified to take the
locally.
its

own

,

COMMONWEALTH,
COMMONWEALTH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION PTY.,
F,isheeman’s
.Head G.p.fic;e and Woeks
:

LTD.

Poet

MeLBOUENE,

V.ICTOE.1A.
.Fish-Ebmen’s Bend, Poet MelAEKO-.Ew('MN:ri; BT)E1cs
BOUBN.1S, Vd:.!TOE.IA, and L.IDCOMBE, N.S.W.
Manager: Wing-Cdr. .L. J. Wackett, D.F.C., A.F.C., .B.Sc.
The Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation, Pty., Ltd., w-as
:

formed

in 1936

under a scheme propounded by the Australian

for the establishment of an aircraft industry to
make Australia independent of outside supplies.
The Commonwealth Aircraft Corpn. is financed by some of
the most wealthy industrial firms in Australia, and has an
authorised capital of £1,000,000. The shareholders include
the Broken Hill Pty. Co., the largest iron and steel concern in
Australia. ;
Broken Hill Associated Smelters Pty. and its
associate, the Electrolytic Zinc Co. of Australia, the lax’gest
producers of lead and zinc in the British Empire ; Imperial
Chemical Industries of Australia and New Zealand, said to be
the largest individual industrial concern in the Empire; the
Orient Steam Navigation Co. ; and General Mntors-H oldens,
which is allied to General Motors of the U.S.A.
During 1936, an. Air Board Technical Commission visited, the
United States and began negotiations to acquire the licence for

Government

the N. A. 33 twm-seat General Pi,irposes Monoplane from North
American Aviation, Inc.
Negotiations for the manufacturing rights were completed in
1937 and lh(' ('crporat ion took delivery of an Amcrican-built N.A.

A

Pratt & Whitney Twin-Wasp engine and a licence for the
manufacture of this engine was obtained by the Commonwealth
Aircraft Corporation, which was already in production with the

Wasp

engine.

The first Australia Beaufort, largely assembled from Britishmade parts but fitted -with two Twin -Wasp engines, flew on May
1941. Production reached a “mass” basis in January, 1942,
and by the time that the Beaufort was withdrawn from production in 1943 to give place to the Beaufighter, over 700 had
been built.
6,

Because of the relationship of the Beaufighter to the Beaufort
the change-over was quickly made, the actual production procedure for the two types being identical. The entire airframe
and all components of the Beaufighter were manufactured in
Australia, only the Bristol Hercules engines feeing imported from
Great Britian. Over 250 Beaufighters were feuilt during the war.
Production of the Avro Lancaster was also undertaken by
the Beaufort Division, but this has now been superseded by the
Lincoln, which has been adopted as the standard heavy bomber
by the H.A.A.F. The Beaufort Division has orders for the
manufacture of 61 Lincolns for the E.A.A.P.
The first Australian Lincoln flew on March 17, 1946, twentytliree months after receiving the first drawings from England.
The first five aircraft were assembled partially from parts
inported from England but thereafter practically the entire
aircraft, including engmes, is being manufactured in Australia.
The first few aircraft were fitted with Packard-built Merlin
85 engines but these have now given place to Merlin 102 engines
built in Australia by the Aero -engine Division of the Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation.
In addition, the Beaufort Di\dsion is building twelve Avro
Tudor II transports for the R.A.A.F. Production of the Tudor
II was authorised in July,. 1945, and the first aircraft of this
type was expected to fly in 1947.
AH work in the current Lineoln/Tudor iDrogramme is now
centred at the Division’s Fisherman’s Bend plant, near Melbourne.

33 for submission to official test by the Royal Australian Air
Force. The Australian development was known as the Wii’raway and the prototype flew on March 27, 1939. The first of
Over
this type was delivered to the R.A.A.F. in July, 1939.

700 Wirraways wei’e built.
The Corporation has also produced a two-seat trainer, designed
by Wing Commander L. J. Wackett, and fitted with a Warner
Super Scarab engine, a tw^in-engine bomber reconnaissance
monoplane fitted with two Pratt & Whitney Twin Wasp engines,
a single-seat fighter monoplane known as the Boomerang,
approximately 250 of which w’ere built, and a high speed singleseat fighter designated C.A.16,
The Corporation is now in production w’itli the North American
Mustang single-seat fighter monoplane. Tooling up for the
Mustang began in February, 1944, and the first complete aircraft
was ready for test in Alay, 1945, 250 are to be built, the first
80 from imported parts.
The Commonwealth Aircraft Corpn. also holds the licence to
build Pratt & Wffiitney Wasp and Twin -Wasp engines, and at
present the Aero-Engine Works at Lideombe, N.S.W., which is
operated by the Comiaany on behalf of the Commonwealth
Government, is producing the Rolls-Royce Merlin 102 tw'elvecylnider vee and the Rolls-Royce Nene tiu’bo-jet engmes. The
first Commonwealth-built Merlin engine was delivered in July,
1946.

The Wasp engine which is used in Wirraway aircraft was
produced at the F’ishermen’s Bend Factory, Victoria, and all
manufacturing activities in connection with the Twin- Wasp

Commonwealth-built North American Mustang Single-seat Fighter (Packard-built Rolls-Royce Merlin V-1650 engine)

\
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The Commonwealth C.A.17 Woomera Bomber-Reconnaissance Monoplane (two Australian-built 1,200

Twin-Wasp
engine w'hich were j)reviously canned out at Lidcombe, have
now been transferred to the Fishermen’s Bend Plant.

THE COMMONWEALTH C.A.17 WOOMERA.
The Woomera is a tw^in-engined Bomber -Reconnaissance
monoidane which was designed as a possible successor to the
Beaufort. It is fitted with two 1,200 h.p. Australian-built
Pratt & Whitney Twin-Wasp engines and has a retractable
two- wheel landing-gear. The tail -unit is a monoplane structure
with a dihedral tailplane. A photograph of the prototype is
published herewith, but no fm’ther details of this aircraft are
aval labhv for publication.

THE COMMONWEALTH
The C.A.

C.A.15.

of which first flew in March, 1941),
is a single-seat long-range fighter of entii'ely Australian design
which was conceived as a possible successor to the Mustang.
Although it follows the Mustang formula in general outline the
O.A. 15 is larger, heavier, more powerful and embodies a number
of now design features.
It was originally designed to take the
Pratt & Whitney R-2800 fourteen-cylinder radial air-cooled
engine, but owing to the difficulty of obtaining this power plant
the airframe was re-designed for the Rolls-Royce Griffon 61.
15, the jn-ototype

—

Tyfe.
Wings.

Fighter.
Cantilever low-wing monoplane. Low-drag laminar-flow
aerofoil section derived from
66 series. Maximum thickness
at 45% chord. All-inetal structure in two main sections joined
on fuselage centre-line. Formed sheet metal spans and ribs, and
flush-riveted rnetal skin. All-metal ailerons over 48% span have
-S ingle-seat

—

NACA

shrouded nose balance with fabric seals. Servo and electrically
operated trim-tabs. Hydraulieally-operated trailing-edge flaps
between ailerons and fuselage. Take-ofi angle 20 degrees landing,
60 degrees. Wing area 253 sq. ft. (23.49 sq. m.).
Fus'el.voe.—All-metal semi -monocoque structure with flush-riveted
stressed metal skin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure, witli
;

—

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney

engines).
Tailplane set at 9
flush-riveted metal skin over all surfaces.
degrees dihedral. Trim-tabs in rudder and elevators.
Wheels retract
L^vnding GeA-U.' -R etractable two-wheel typte.
inwards under fuselage and are enclosed by fairing-plates attached
to legs aird by hinged flap under fuselage. Rowty Live-Line
hydraulic system. Hydraulic brakes on main wheels. Tail
wheel retracts into fuselage and is enclosed by twin dooi’s.
Power Plant. One Rolls-Royce Griffon 61 twelve-cylinder vee
liquid-cooled engine rated at 2,035 li.i). with maximum boost of
18 l)).s./.sq. in. (1. 20 kg.jsq. c.jin.) flexibly momited on built-up slieetmetal bearer.s. Rotol four-blade constaiit-sfiewl aii'.screw, 12 ft.
6 in. (3.81 m.) diameter with compressed wood blades. Mori'istyjie ducted coolant radiator a-nd intercooler liencatli fuselage.
Liquid-cooled hoat-exclia-ngcr for oil system. Cartridge starter.
Normal fuel capacity ol' 220 Imp. gullons (1,000 litres) iu wingtanks iind one 30 Imp. gallon (130 litre) tank iu i'li-sclage. Two
long-range dro[)-tiniks each of 100 Imp. gallons (4,jr> IitJ'<',s) cajincity
may be carried on bomb-nnlcs under wing.s.
Accommodation.- --Pilot’s cockpit in-liuo with leading-edge of wing.
Threo-pa-nel biillot-proof wind.scrocn mid frec-bknvm Imbblo-type
sliding canopy.
Canopy, head re.st and rear armour can be Jetti.soiied
in emergency.
Armament. Six ..6 in. (12.7 iii/in.) maehiue-gvms mounted throe in
each wing with 280 r.p.g. Ih'ovdsion for rocket projectiles and
two 600 lb. (227 kg.) or 1,000 lb. (464 kg.) bombs on external

—

—

—

racks,

.'DiMENSiONS.~Span 36 ft. (11 m.), Length 36
Height 14 ft. 2f in. (4.31 m.).

ft.

2-1

in.

(11.01 m.),

Weights

jInd LoADiNGS.—Weight empty 7,540 lbs, (3,420 kg.),
NTormal combat weight loaded 9,500 ibs. (4,309 kg.). Maximum
permissible loaded weight 12,340 lbs. (6,597 kg.). Wing loading
(normal) 37.5 lbs./3C(. ft. (183kg./sq. m.). Wing loading (maximum)
48.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (238 kg./sq. m.j, Power loading (normal) 4.12 lbs./
h.p. (1.85 kg./h.p.).

—

Maximum speed 442 in.p.h. (711 km.li.) at 25,600 ft.
(7,800 m.), Speed at sea level 368 in.p.h. (592 kiu.h.). Climb to
20,000 ft. (6,095 m.) 5.5 minutes, Service ceiling 34,000 ft. (10,365
m.), Maximum range 2,540 miles (4,097 km.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.)
at 1,6U0 r.p.ni.

PEEirORMANCE.
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The Commonwealth Boomerang

Single-seat Fighter (1,200 h.p. Australian-built Pratt
Twin-Wasp engine).

THE COMIVIONWEALTH BOOMERANG.
The Boomerang is a single-seat fighter monoplane, the design
of which incorporates the principal distinctive features of the
Wirraway. These include the rectangular centre-section and
tapei'ing outer sections, with all taper on the leading- edge
;

continuous flaps between the ailerons
iirwardly retractable
landing-gear with the wheel pockets forward of the main spar
and protruding ahead of the leading-edge and the Wirraway
;

;

tail-unit.

The pilot’s cockpit is over the centre of the wing and is provided
with a sliding canojoy, bullet-proof windscreen and armoiir
protection. Armament includes two 20 in/m. cannon and four
.303 in. (7.9 m/m.) machine-guns mounted in the outer wings.
The Boomerang is fitted wdth an Australian- built 1,200 h.p.
Pratt & W^hitney R-1830-S304-G Twin-Wasp two-row radial
air-cooled engine.

—

Dimensions. Span 36 ft. 0
Weights. Weight empty

—

weight 7,000

lbs.

in. (11 m.),

5,4.50

(3,178 kg.),

lbs.

Length 25
(2,474

Maximum

lbs. (3,450 kg.).

ft.

kg.),

0 in. (7.77 m.).

Normal loaded

overloaded weight 7,600

&

Whitney R-1830-S3C4-G

Pereormance.- -Maximum speed 305 m.p.h. (400 km.h.) at 15,500
ft. (4,700 III.), Range 1,600 miles (2,570 km.) at 175 m.p.li. (281
kin.li.) at 10.000 ft. (3,050 m.), Endurance 8.25 hours.

THE COMMONWEALTH WIRRAWAY,
Type.—Two-seat

General-Purposes military monoplane.

—Low-wing cantilever monoplane.

Aerofoil section vario.s from
In five sections eonsi.sting of centre-section
two outer sections and two detachable wing-tips. Centre-section
of parallel chord and thickness.
Outer sections have swept-back
leading-edge and straight trailing-edge and tapior in thickness.
Single-spar structure with spaaed ribs and stressed-skin covering.
Dynamically-balanced ailerons with fabric covering. Split trailingedge flap between ailerons and under fuselage. Wing area 255.75

Wings.

NAOA

2215 to 2209.

sq.

(23.75 sq. m.).

ft.

—

Welded chrome-molybdenum steel-tube framework with
In four sections all bolted together.
integrally welded fittings.
Sides covered with fabric over aluminium-alloy frames. Docking
and under-side are metal covered.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Fixed surfaces metalRight and left
covered and movable surfaces fabric-covered.
Non-roversible
side of tail-plane and elevators interchangeable.
trimming-tabs in elevators and rudder.
Fuselage.

—

iffilKiisssiiiiii

The Commonwealth Wirraway Two-seat General Purposes Military Monoplane (600
R-1340-S1SH1S-G Wasp engine).

h.p. Australian-built Pratt

&

Whitney

AUSTRALIA
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COMMONWEALTH-^continued
Power Pl.vnt. — One Australian -built Pratt & Whitney SlJll-G Wuisp
nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine rated at 600 h.p. at 7,000 ft.
(2,135 m.).
D.H. three-blade controllable-pitch air.serew. NACA
cowling.
AcrnjBiODATiOK'. Tandem cockpits beneath sliding enclosure.?.
Dual controls. Rotating and folding rear seat. Prone bombing

—

DE HAVILLAND.
DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT PROPRIETARY, LTD.

Hkad

Alexandkia, N.S.W.
Bajtkstown, N.S.W.
Alexandria, N.S.W.
Airscrew Factories
Sales & Service Kingsford Smth AERODRoacE, Mascot,
N.S.WL
A. Murray Jones, A.F.C.
Oeneral Manager
De Havilland Aircraft Pty. Ltd. was formed in Australia in
Office

:

xViRCRAFT Assembly PtiUSTT:
:

:

:

1927 to act as agents for the de Havilland Aircraft Co. Ltd.,
to build de Havilland aircraft under licence, to assemble neiv
aircraft and to operate serAuce stations for de Havilland products

throughout Australia.
In 1938-39 the Company began the production of Tiger Moths
for the Royal Australian Air Force for use in the Empire Air
Training Scheme. At the completion of the contract in 1942,
1,100 aircraft had been delhmred, seA'^eral himch’ed of AA’hich
Avere exported to India, Malaya, Southern Rhodesia and the
Netherlands East Indies.
In October, 1941, an order Aras placed AA'ith the Company for
the manufacture of 87 D.H. 84 Dragon aircraft to a modified
design for use in the Empire Aii' Training Scheme for the training
of wii'eless operators, navigators and observers. Delivery
began in October, 1942, and aa-bs completed in June, 1943.
In March, 1942, the Company AA'as requested to design and
manufacture an experimental troop-carrying glider to an
R.A.A.F. specification. The prototype Avas designed, and the
structure tested, built and flown by June, 1942. After modification to the design, a further six gliders Avere constructed.
Although very sueces.sful, they were not used in service ovniig to
the increasing aA^ailability of American transport aircraft.
Production of the Mosquito atos initiated early in 1942.
Drawing, data and technical assistance AATre made aAnilable

by the parent Company, Packard Merlin engines w-cre imported
from the U.S.A. and certain supplies AA-ere obtained from England,
Canada and the U.S.A. In order to make full use of av’-ailablo
capacity, and for dispersal inirposes, a large proportion of tlie
work was suh-contraeted throughout seAmral States. Tlie
first Australian-built Mosquito AA'as Aqaati on July 23, 1943, a
over a year after receipt of the initial batches of draAA'ings.
Production Avas in full s\Aing at the end of the Avar and Avill
continue until 1947. The last fifty aircraft will be delRered as
T. Mk. 43 dual-control Trainers and. P.R. Mk. 41 Photographic
Reconnaissance aircraft ^the latter being fitted with Merlin
69 two-stage engines.
little

—

The de Havilland E.G.2

The D.PI. Vampixe Jet-propelled fighter has beeit chosen as
a standard service type bj^ the R.A.A.F. and will be built in
Australia, the airframe by' the de Havilland company and the
power-unit by the Commonwealth engine factory at Lideombe,
N.S.W.
Prior to the outbreak of War, the Company began construction of a factory for the manufacture of metal controllablepitch airscrews. Finst deliveries Avere made in June, 19-10. In
1940, the Government sponsored the enlargement of this factory,
and in 1942, the con.struction of a further factory to cope with
the inereasmg demand for airscrews. First delivery of Hydromatic aiiAserews was made early in 1944, and, at the cessation
of hostilities airscrews had been manufactured for all types of
aircraft in production iu Au.stralia, as u’cll as otlior types of
In addition, large spares and
auAscreAcs to special orders.
-\t tlie |:jre.sent time,
servicing prograrmne.s were maiixtained.
ah'serews are being manufactured for the IMosquito, ilustang

and Lincoln programmes.

THE DE HAVILLAND 5/42 GLIDER.
IlaAnlland seA^-en-seat militaiy glider Avas built to
conform to Royal Australian Air Force Specification 5/42 for a
troop-carrying glider for use in case of an iiwasion of Australia.
small number of experimental aircraft AA'ere built, but circumstances subsequently did not necessitate the type to be further
pi'oduced.
The 5/42
a simple AA^ooden structure, the nose-section
of the fuselage being similar to that of tlie D.H. 84 Dragon
Experimental Glider 1)
biplane. The first prototype (or E.G.l
had a one-piece straight-tapered Aving AA’ith a span of 60 ft. 0 in.
(18.29 m.). On the second aircraft, the E.G.2, the one-piece
wing AA'a.s replaee<l by a single box -.spar wing Avith a oonst/antThe
cliord centre-section and two tapt=H.’ing outer stjclions.
landing gear coii.si.stad of a .single main AAdioel projooting from
the fuselage, AA'ith a long skid in front and a IJ-,shaped skid at
The de

A

wm

—

each

AA'ing tip.

The

following figiues apply to the E.G.2.
Span' 50 ft. (i in'. (13.3!l m.). Length 33 ft. 0 in. (10.05
m.), Fuselage Avidth 3 ft. I) in. (1.52 ni.), Ifuselage hciglifc 7 ft. 0 in.
in.),
Wing amt 332 sq. ft. (30.89 sq. ni,).
(2.13
MTights and Loauixgs.—-Weight empty 1,450 lbs. (658 kg.). Weight,
loaded 3,250 lbs. (1,474 kg.). AYing loading 9.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (47.33
.DtMK.N\siON.s.

—

kg./sq. m.).
Perfoeii-vistoe (T.A.S.).—Maximum speed 200 m.p.li. (322 krn.h.),
ToAving ajieed 130 rn.p.h. (209 krn.h.). Stalling speed 48 m.p.h.
(77 ki'n.h.).

Military Glider designed to

R.A.A.F Specification

5/42,

CANADA
AVRO.
A. V.

Avro Lincolns were also completed, by Victory Aircraft
and they were subsequently converted to freighters

ROE (CANADA), LTD.

Head Ofeice and Works: Malton, near Toronto,
Chairman

:

J. P.

Ont.

Bickell.

President
Sir Hoy Dobson, K.B.E.
Vice-President and General Manager
Walter N. Deisher.
Assistant to Vice-President
B. S. Sheostone.
In 1945, A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd. of Manchester, England,
acquired from the Canadian Government the Crown-owned plant
formerly operated by Victory Aircraft, Ltd., which between
1942 and 1945 was responsible for the production of the Avro
bomber. Victory Aircraft also built .seven special
Lancaster
civil versions of the Lancaster (in reality, the prototypes of
the Axuo Lancastrian) for the Canadian Government transAtlantic air service operated by Trans-Canada Air Lines.
Six
:

:

:

X

in 1945,
for the

E.C.A.F.
A. V. Roe (Canada) Ltd. has also taken over the Governmentowned Turbo-Research, Ltd., which was formed in August,
1944, and the activitie,s of w-hieh are being concentrated at the

Malton plant.

The company will continue the development of the turbo-jet
engine initiated by Turbo-Research, Ltd. and wall also design
and build the aircraft in wLich it will be installed. It is also
engaged in the development of a training aircraft to a Canadian
Government specification for the R.C.A.F.
All profits earned by A. V. Roe (Canada), Ltd. will be shared
with the Canadian Government on a fifty -fifty basis.

CANADA

(96c)

C,C-F,

The C.C.F. Norseman Mk. V Transport Monoplane (550

CANADIAN CAR & FOUNDRY
H35A.D Office
Works St.
;

:

621,

LTD.
Street,

CO.,

West Craig

Montreal

3,

P.Q.

Laurent, P.Q.

Victor M. Drury.
William Harty.
Executive Vice-President
Vice-President and General Manager
L. McCoy.
The Canadian Car & Foundry Co. Ltd., the largest manufacturers of railway equipment in the Dominion, entered the
Canadian Aircraft Industry by acquii-ing from the Grumman
Aircraft Engineering Corpn., of Bethpage, L.I., N.Y., the licence
to construct the Grumman two-seat fighter biplane.
During the late war the Company held, contracts with the
Canadian Government for the manufacture and assembly of
Avro Ansons and for the overhaul and x’epair of aircraft of
various types, including the maintenance and modification of
aircraft of the R.A.F, Transport Command.
The Company also had contracts with the British Ministry of
Aircraft Production for the manufacture of the Hawker .Hurricane for the R.A.F., and with the Departments of Munitions
and Supply for the R.C.A.F. Over 1,400 Hurricanes were
built.
Spares produced were equivalent to well over another
1,000 aircraft.
Canadian Car & Foundry Co. Ltd. was also awarded a eontraet
to build the Curtiss Helldiver single-engined dive-bomber
monoplanes under licence from the Curtiss-'Wright Corpn. for
the U.S. Navy.
The Company is also exclusively licensed in the Dominion of
Canada under the Burnelli patents and has developed the
prototype of a twin-engined transport which at the time of
writing was imdergoing flight trials for its Certificate of Airworth-

President

:

:

:

iness.

C.C.F. has recently acquired the principal assets of Noorduyn
Aviation, Ltd., and will henceforth manufacture the Norseman
single-engined general pui’poses aircraft for domestic and export
requirements. The current version in production is the Mk. V,
an improved version of the Mk. VI which was built by the Noorduyn company during the War for the U.S.A.A.F. as the 0-64.
The C-64 has since become surplus to military requirements and
many aheraft of this t 3rpe have been sold by the United States in
various parts of the World.

THE

C.C.F.

NORSEMAN

— ingle-engined Transport.
—Strut-braoed high-wing monoplane.

Type.
Wings.

Mk. V.

Two-spar structure

in

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney Wasp engine).

120 U.S. gallons (4.54 litres) in wing roots with gravity feed to
engine-driven pumji. One 45 U.S. gallon (170 litre) tank or two
122 U.S. gallon (462 litre) auxiliary fuel tanks may be carried in
Oil tank of 12 U.S. gallons (45 litres)
fuselage below cabin floor.
capacity below fuselage structure.
Accommodation. Enclosed cockpit for pilot and co-pilot side-by-side
with throw-over or full dual controls. Access door on each side.
Below wings is main iieated and sound-proofed cabin of 150 cub.
Standard arrange ineiits provide for
ft. (4.24 cub. m.) capacity.
eight passengers on folding or removable bench-type seats (total
weight of ciglit seats with cusliions and belts 45 lbs. = 21) kg.),
or six upliolstered passenger seats (total wciglit of six seats with
Alternatively all interior
cushions and belts 80 lbs. ~ 36 kg).
ecpiipmont cam be removed for i'reiglit carrying. I'hitr.v door on
each side hinged on remoiniiblo iianols to give an opening 43 in.

—

(10!)

c/rn.)

wide at

floor level

when

required,

t'ompartmont

of

20 cul). ft. or auxiliary fuel tank. External access dooi'. Lower part
of rear cabin bnlkiiead may he removed to tdlovv for carriage of
long iU'licIcs of IVciglit (slcis, fishing tackle', et.c.) in tail fuselage.
DijuiN'.stONS.
.Span 51 ft. 8 in. (1,3.75 m.), Li-ngtli (landplane and
skiplane) 32 ft. 4 in. (0.86 ni.), Length (.staiplane) 34 ft. 3 in. (10.44
in.),

Height 10

ft.

in, (3.07 in.).

I

—

Weight enipl.y (without seats
Weigw’J'S and Loading,s (Landplane).
and radio) 4,250 Ib.s. (1,1)28 kg,), Di.sposahle load 3,150 lbs. (1,420
kg.), Weight loaded 7,400 lbs, (3,357 kg.). Wing loading 22.7 lbs./
sq. ft. (100.77 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 13.4 Ibs./h.)!. (6.1 kg./h.p.).
.AND Loadinos (Seaplane).— Weight empty 4,700 lbs, (2,132
kg.), Disposable load 2,840 lbs. (1,288 kg.). Weight loaded 7,540
lbs. (3,420 kg.). Wing loading 23.2 Ibs./sq. ft. (113.22 kg./sq. ni.),

WraGHTS

Power loading 13.6 lbs. /h.p. (6.16 kg./sq. m,).
Weights and Loadings (Skiplane). ^tVeight empty 4,435 lbs. (2,012
kg.), Disposable load 2,965 lbs. (1,345 kg.), Weight loaded (with
winter nose cowl) 7,400 lbs. (3,337 kg.), Wing and power loadings

—

as Landplane.

Perpormanoe (Landplane).—-Maximum speed 133 ni.p.h, (248 krn.h.)
at 5,000 ft. (1,525 in.). Cruising speed (66% power) I4l m.p.h, (227
krn.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,523 m.). Landing speed 08 ni.p.h. (10!) krn.h.),
dinib to 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 7 minutes. Service ceiling 17,000 ft.
(5,185 m,). Normal range 464 miles (747 km.).

—

(Seaplane). Maximum speed 133 m.p.h. (248 km.h.)
at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.). Cruising speed (66% power) 134 m.p.h. (216
km.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.), Alighting .speed 69 m.p.h. (Ill km.h.).
Climb to 5,000 ft. (1,525 in.) 9 minutes, Service ceiling 14,000 ft.
(5,270 m.), Normal range 442 miles (712 km.).
Performance (Skiplane). ^Maximum speed 160 m.p.h. (248 km.h.)
at 3,000 ft. (1,525 m.), Cruising speed (66% power) 138 m.p.h.
(222 km.h,). Landing speerl 68 m.xi.h. (109 km.h.). Climb to 5,000 ft.
(1,525 m.) 7 minutes, Service ceiling 17,000 ft. (5,185 m.), Normal
range 464 miles (747 km,).

Performance

—

two main

sections attached direct to top fuselage longerons and
braced to stubs by steel-tube V-struts.
Routed, solid or laminated
spruce spars with walnut packing under fittings, spruce ribs, steeltube drag struts and, swaged wire-braeing. Duralumin covered
leading and trailing-edges, with fabric over remainder. Mas.sbalanoed slotted ailerons have .steel-tube frames and fabric covering.

Slotted flaps of similar construction between ailerons and fuselage.
area 325 sq. ft. (30.2 sq. m.).

Wing

Fuselage.

—^Welded chrome-molybdenum steel-tube framework faired

to oval section
spruce stringers

by steel-tube and steel-channel frames, T-section
and fabric covering.

Tail Unit.-—Wire -braced monoplane type. Tailplane structure as
wings. Fin, rudder and elevators have welded steel-tube frames
and fabric covering. Controllable trim-tabs in rudder and
elevators.

Landing Gear.

—Fixed

two-wheel divided type, consisting of two
shock-absorber legs attached to faired stubs.
Legs may bo removed from stubs by removing two bolts each, for
substitution of twin standard Edo floats or skis. Floats further
supported by V-struts and wire-bracing. Tail-wheel or tail-ski.
Power Plant.— One Pratt & Whitney Wasp S3H1 or R-1340-AN-1
nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine rated at 550 h.p>. at 5,000 ft.
(1,525 m.). Mounted, on detachable bearer, and enclosed in N AC A
cowling. Hamilton Standard two-blade constant-speed airscrew,
with throe-blade aii'screw optional. Direct electric starter with
hand-crank. Two fuel tanks with total capacity of
cantilever

air-oil

THE

C.C.F. BURNELLI CBY-3.
twin-boom “Lifting Fuselage” Transport.
two-spar
monoplane.
All-metal
Wings. CantileA-er high-wing
structure consisting of two tapered outer wings attaching to sides
of fuselage. Detachable tips. Spars continue through fuselage
and are swept-back in outer wings. Dihedral 4 degrees. Root

—Twin-engined

Type.-

—

(4.42 m.), Projected tip chord 4 ft. 10 in. (1.47 m.),
ft. 7 in. (0.79 m.).
Ailerons (with trim-tab in
each) and flaps carried on rear spar. Aileron span 19 ft. 1 in. (5.82
ra.). Aileron area (each) 46 sq. ft. (4.27 sq. m.), flap span 1 1 ft. 11 in
Auxiliary flap
(3.63 m.), Flap area (each 46.7 sq. ft. (4.34 sq. m.).
under fuselage with chord of 2 ft. (0.61 m.). Flap positions 20
degrees for take-off and 60 degrees for landing. Grosis wing area
629 sq. ft. (58.42 sq. m.).
Fuselage .—All -metal structure of aerofoil section with flat sides,
carrying crew nacelle and engines at forward end and with twin
booms extending aft to carry tail-unit. Maximum fuselage
width 20 ft. (6.1 m,), Length 30 ft. 3 in. (9.21 m.), Maximum depth
7 ft. (2.13 m.), Width of booms 1 ft. (0.305 m.).
Total lifting area
of fuselage 605 sq. ft. (56.2 sq. ro.).
Tail XJNiT.—All-metal structure carried on twin booms extending
rearward from outer sides of fuselage. Twin flns and rudders
with high-set tailplane between and extending outside booms, and
three balanced elevators, one between booms and two outer elevators.

chord 14

ft. 6 in.

Maximum

depth 2

,

The Prototype C.C.F.

Trim-tabs in rudders and elevators.
(3.22 sq. m.).

chord

.3

ft.

1|'

Burnelli
Pratt

GBY-3

&

Twin-engin'ed Transport Monoplane (two 1,200
Whitney Twin- Wasp engines).

Fin area (each) 34.7

,sq.

and has normal accommodation for 22 passengers, or 38
with forward freight compartment removed. Floor area 198 sq. ft.
Entry
(18.39 sq. m.). Capacity 1,170 cub. ft. (33.11 cub. rn.).
door 2 ft. 2 in. (0.66 ni.) wide on each side of fuselage aft of wing

fuselage

ft.

Rudder height 9 ft. 6 in. (2.89 m.), Maximum rudder
in. (0.95 m.), Rudder area (each) 27.1 sq. ft. (2.32 ,sq.

Rudder tab area (each) 1.7 sq. ft. (0.16 sq. m.), Tailplane span
33 ft. 6in. (10.2 rn.), Tailplane and elevator chord 7 ft. 3 in. (2.21 m.).
Tailplane. area 128.8 sq. ft. (12.95 sq. m.), Main elevator span
16 ft. 5 in. (5 m.), Chord 2 ft. 6| in. (0.77 m.), Total elevator area
82 sq. ft. (7.62 .sq. in.). Tab area 3.8 sq. ft. (0.35 sq. in.).
m.),

.

'

—

Landing Geab. Retractable tyjie. Each main unit, consisting of
twin IS. 00 X 16 wheels carried on single levered-suspension shockabsorber leg, retracts forward into engine iiaeelle.s and is enclosed
Twin shock-absorber legs with single wheel
by tw’in doors.
optional on each unit. Hydraulic operation, witli emergency gear.
Hydraulic brakes. Track (centre-line of legs) 15 ft. 8 in. (4.77 in.).
Tail-wheel, on shock-absorber leg attached at rear of fuselage on
centre-line, retracts forward into fuselage.
PowEB Plant.—Two 1,200 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-183O-S1C3-0
fourteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines mounted on
bearers projecting forward from fuselage structure and enclosed in
long-chord cowlings wnth trailing-edge cooling gills. Three-blade
airscrews 12 ft. (3.06 m.) diameter, clearance 16 in. (40.0 c/m.).
Engine centres 15 ft. 8 in. (4.77 m.). Fuel tanks in inboard ends
of wings, wnth total capacity of 750 U.S. gallons (2,839 m.). Oil
capacity 40 U.S. gallons (151 litres).
Accommodation. Crow of three in nacelle slightly above and forward
of main fuselage structure. Pilots in {font with radio compartment immediately behind. Main cabin 19 ft. long x 20 ft. wide
X 6 ft. 6 in. high (5.79 X 6.1 X 1.98 m.) is situated towards rear of
•

—

CANADAIR,
CANADAIR LTD.
Head Oefice and Works

Cartiebvilde, Montreal, P.Q.
President and General Manager
H. Oliver West.
Chief Engineer
P. W. Gooch.
:

:

:

,

Canadair, Ltd., was formed in December, 1944, by the separation of the Aircraft Division of Canadian Vickers, Ltd. from
the parent Company and its formation into a new Company to be
Canadian
solely responsible for the manufacture of aircraft.
Vickers, Ltd. tvill devote its entire facilities in the. future to,
shipbuilding.

The Canadair DG-4M.1

h.p.

trailing-edge.
Toilet compartment and galley centrally-placed at
Main freight- compartment in fuselage between, spars with
rear.
floor area of 123 sq. ft. (11.41 sq.m.) and capacity of 717 cub. ft.
Access door 6 ft, X 4 ft. (1.83 X 1.22 rn.) on each
(20,28 cub. m.).
baggage compartments at roar, one on either side of
side.

Two

tail-wheel compartment, and two forward compartments, one on
either side of ei'ew nacelle, with total capacity of 298 cub. ft. (8.42
cub. m.).
in.
Dimensions. Span 86 ft. 0 in. (26.2 m.). Length ov'erall 54 ft.
(16.61 ni.). Height (tail down, over rudder) 13 ft. 4 in. (4.06 m.).
Weights and Loadings (Designed).-r—Weight empty 16,800 lbs. (7,620
kg.). Passengers and baggage 4,490 lbs. (2,037 kg.), Freight 440 lbs.
(200 kg.), Crew of three 470 lbs, (213 kg.), Fuel and oil 4,800 lbs.
2,177 kg.). Weight loaded 27,000 lbs. (12,247 kg.), Wing loading
(computed on combined lifting area of wing and fuselage) 21.83 lbs.
sq. ft. (105.52 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 11.27 lbs. /h.p. (5.1 kg./

—

h.p.}.

Pebeobm-Anob. (Estimated).—Maximum speed 221 m.p.h. (356 km.h.)
at 10,000 ft. (3,050: m.). Speed at sea level 206 mip.h. (332 km.h.),
CiTiising speed 193 m.p.h. (311 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m,).
Stalling speed (at 24,000 lbs. = 10, 886 kg,) 65 m.p.h. (105 km.h.),
Rate of climb at sea level 980 ft. /min. (300 m./rain.), Absolute ceiling
19,400 ft. (3,915 m.). Cruising range 1,200 miles (1,930 km.). Cruising
duration 7 hours.

In 1947 it was aimounced that Canadair, Ltd. had been
acquired by the Electric Boat Co., of New York, one of the
largest builders of submarines in the World, but a company
which had hot previously engaged in. aircraft manufacture.
The deal includes the transfer of the Canadian Governments
rights in the DC-4 to the new owners.
In the years before the war Canadian Vickers, Ltd. vias engaged
in the design and development of special types and the adaptation of existing types 6f aircraft to suit the special requirements
of Canada. It made a speciality of winter landing equipment
embodying the experience which the long snow period in Canada

Airliner (four Rolls-Royce Merlin 620 engines).
o7
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CA NA DA IR—continued.
afforded and float equipment which is essential for summer
operations among the lakes and rivers of Northern Canada.
During the war Canadian Vickers undertook extensive contracts in the manufactm’e of military aii’craft for both the
Canadian and United States Governments, details of which
have been given in previous issues of this Annual.
Canadair, Ltd. is building the Douglas DC-4 and it has been
and still is engaged in an extensive C-47 DC-3 conversion
programme for airlines in many parts of the World. The
Canadair DC-4M is being produced for use by Trans-Canada
Airlines.
A provisional order of twelve for use lay the R.C.A.F.
as transports has been cancelled.

—

THE CANADAIR DC-4IV!.
The DC-4M is a modified version of the standard Douglas
DC-4 and conforms to the specified requirements of TransCanada Airlines. The major requirement in the T.C.A. specification called for the use of the Rolls-Royce Merlin liquid-cooled
engine, with which T.C.A. has had extensive experience on
trans-x4tlaatie service.
To meet the Canadian specification the
aircraft can be regarded as being 40% re-designed, the major

CUB.
CUB AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, LTD.

Head Office

Woeks

^ustd

:

HAantTON, Ontaeio.

President and Managing Director Russell L. Gibson.
Secretary and Treasurer : J. M. McGill.
Factory Manager and Chief Engineer
Jolm P. Gibson.
The Cub Aircraft Corpn. "vvas formed in 1937 to assemble
:

:

DE HAVILLAND.
:

Ontaeio.
Managing Director P. C. Garratt.
Executive Director; H. R. Smyth.
Engineering Director
W. D. Hunter.
Chief Designer
"W. J. Jakimuik.
Works Manager W. A. R. Calder.
:

:

:

:

Secretary and Treasurer
G. J. Micklehorough.
The de Havilland Aircraft of Canada, Ltd., was established
early in 1928 by the de Havilland Aheraft Co., Ltd., as a
Canadian constructional plant and service dep6t for D.H.
:

aircraft.

capital of the Company
$300,000 has been issued and four-fifths
investors.

is
is

$500,000, of which
held by Canadian

Considerable experimental work has been done in order to
produce components and special accessories to meet all Canadian
flying conditions.

The Company began the manufacture of the Tiger Moth in
1937 and from then imtil 1942 it built in all 1,520. Thereafter it concentrated on Mosquito production and by the end
of the war it had turned out 1,034.
Since the end of the war the company has flowm its first aircraft
the Chipmunk—and has gone into production
of original design
with a modernised version of the D.H. Pox Moth. Both these
aircraft are described below.
Conversion wmrk on Cessna,
]Si orseman, Canso and Catalina aircraft is also in hand.

—

plant consists of four Merlin 620 liquid-cooled engines in. selfcontained power nacelles specially developed by Rolls-Royce,
Ltd. for this installation.
The first DC-4M.1, which is not pre.ssurized, first flew on July
20, 1946 and has been delivered to Trans-Canada xAirlines for
service trials. Five more DC-4M.l’s are being built.
Later
aircraft, will be pressurized, will have a 5,000 lb. (2,270 kg.)
higher take-off %veight, and will be known as the DC-4M.2.
Dimensions. Span 11" ffc. 6 in. (35.8 m.), Length 97 ft, 3 in. (29.7 m.),

—

.Height 27

8

ft.

in. (8.4 rn.).

—

Weight Loaded. 78,000 lbs. (35,412 kg.).
Peepoemance. Maximum .speed 353 m.p.h. (565 km.h.j at 23,900

—

ft.

(7,290 m.), Maximum cruising speed 32.5 m.p.h. (520 km.h.) at
22,600 ft. (6,890 m,). Most economical cruising .speed 240-300 m.p.h.
(384-480 km.h.) according to operating conditions. Cruising range
3,500 mile,s (5,600 km.) at 28,000 ft. (8,.540 m.). Service ceiling
36,000 ft. (10,980 m.).

and later to manufacture the American Piper Cub under licence
from the Piper Aircraft Corpn. of Lock Haven, Pa., IT.S.A.
Since the war the company has resumed its civil activities
and is now in production with the Cub Prospector.
The Prospector is similar to the Piper Cub J-3 but the interior
has been modified to meet Canadian needs. The rear seat is
easily removable and the baggage compartment has been extended
to permit the loading of bulky

articles.
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THE DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT OF CANADA, LTD.
Head Office and Woeks Postal Station “L,” Toeonto,

The authorised

design changes to the standard DC-4 being supplied by the
Douglas company.
Designed for trans-ocean and international air traffic, the
DC-4M has accommodation for 40 passengers and space for
about 4,000 lbs. (1,820 kg.) of mail and freight. The power-

D.H.C.1 CHIPMUNK.
originally conceived in October, 1945,
as a replacement type for the Canadian D.H. Tiger Moth, and
also for use as a private omxer’s aircraft.
The prototype Chipmunk, which first Hew in May, 1946, is equipped -with a D.H.
Gipsy Major Ic four-cylinder ih-Iino inverted air-cooled engine
rated at 142 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. and driving a fixed-pitch airscrew,
but production aircraft will have the Gipsy Major 30 engine
and a variable-pitch airscrew.
variation known as the D.H.G.2 will have a wider fuselage to
allow for side-by-side seating, with an optional third seat behind
and wdll use the same wings and tail-unit as the D.H!.C.L This
version may be fitted with a retractable landing-gear.
Tyeb.
wo-seat Trainer.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. High-lift aerofoil section
based on NAGA 2416 and U.S.A.36B, with increased cainber
towards tips. All-metal single-spar structure in two main sections
each attached to fuselage by ttoee bolts. vSpar of sheet metah
with stressed -skin D-section leading-edge, built-uiJ metal ribs and
metal trailing-edge. Fabric covering aft of .spar. Auxiliary
spar carries ailerons and flaps. Strengthened at hinge points.
Aspect ratio 6.82 ; taper ratio 2.1 ; incidence 2 degrees ; dihedral
5 degrees ; root chord 6 ft. 7.3 in. (2.01 m.) ; mean chord 5 ft. 0 jn,
Metal-framed fabric-covered slotted ailerons with
(1.52 m.).
metal trim-tab in each adjustable on ground. Aileron area (total)
14 sq. ft. (1.3 sq. m.). All-metal slotted flaps between ailerons and
fuselage.
Flap area 22 sq. ft. (2.03 sq. m.). Gross wing area

The Chipmunk was

A

—
—

172.5 sq.

ft.

(16.01 sq. m.).

Fuselage.—All-metal semi-monocoquo

m

two sections
structure
Forward section incorporates cockpits
and wing attachments and has four main longerons, ring formers
and longitudinal stringers and stressed metal skin. Rear section

joined aft of rear cockpit.

CANADA
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Major IC engine).
The D.H.C.l Chipmunk Two-seat Training Monoplane (D.H. Gipsy
is

in rear bulkhead,

metal monocoque ending

to

1,000 ft./
at 4.0 desrees 40 m.p.h. (64 km.h.), Rate of climb
km.). Maximum landing
min., (305 m./min.’) Range 580 miles (933
distance from 50 ft. (16 m.) 600 yds. (457 ra.).

which main

Maximiun

members are attached, and conicar tail-piece.
Maximum width
fuselage depth (over cabin) 4 ft. 6 in. (1.37 m.).
2 ft. 6 in. (0.76 m.).
^
j as
constructed,
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever monoplane type,
to rear fuselage
wings. Fin post and tailplane spar attached
elevators, with
bulkhead. Aerodynamioally-balanced rudder and
Rudder tab adjustable
fabric covering and metal trim-tab in each.
elevator tabs controllable from cockpits. Tailpiane
tail-unit

—

the D.H. 830 FOX MOTH.
of the D.H. 83
The D.H.83C Fox Moth is the Canadian version
Britain by t e paren
which was originally produced in Great
re-mtroduced after
company in 1932. The new version (recently
^asicalty dhe ^me
production had ceased several years ago)

on ground,
span 11 ft. 11

sq. m.) ;
in. (3.63m.), elevator area (total) 14sq._ft. (1.3
horizontal area 31
tailplane area 17 sq. ft. (1.57 sq. m.) ; total
fin area
It. (0.6 sq. m.)
sq. ft. (2.87 sq. m.) ; rudder area 6.5 sq.
area 12.4 sq. ft. (1.14 sq. m.).
sTo sq. ft. (0.54 sq. m.) ; total vertical
carried
wheel
ixed two-wheel type. Each main
Landing Gbab.
shockof single cantilever strut incorporating rvibber

with

—

on outside

m.

Track 8 ft. 9
absorption and enclosed in light metal fairing.
Tail-wheel carried on levered-suspension strut, with
(2.66 ni.).
„
rubber shock absorption.
30 four-cylinder
POWEB Plant.— One 140 h.p. D.H. Gipsy Major bearers
composed
on
mounted
engine
air-cooled
in-line inverted
steel-tubes att^hod
of two formed sheet alloy beams supported by
rwo-blade
sections.
Cowling in three hinged
to lower longerons.
gallons (127 litres)
variable-pitch airscrew. Fuel capacity 28 Imp.
Oil tank of 3^ Imp. gallons (16 litres).
tanks.
in two wing
Two cockpits in tandein with removable canopy,
^

Accommodation.—

portions of which slide for access. Dual controls.
zo
i
ft. 8 in. (8.13 m.),
Dimension.?. Span 34 ft. 4 in. (10.45 m.). Length 25
m.).
in.
(2.15
1
Height 7 ft.
, ,
i-rr lbs.
ik,=
,
i
/mi
(533
1,17.)
Weights and Loadings (Designed). Weight empty
kg.), Wing loading 10.3 lbs./
kg.). Weight loaded 1,780 lbs. (807
14.3 lbs. /h.p. (6.47 kg./h.p.).
sq ft. (50.29 kg./sq. m.). Power loading

—

_

—

as the earlier aircraft, but is equipped
variable-pitch airscrew will be fitted
Ginsv Mai or Ic engine.
canopy
Other refinements include
to^iater aircraft.
door for lo^dmg
over the pilot’s cockpit ; a larger cabin
and
improved cabin heating and ventilation,

A

;

plywood
capacity. Improved methods of
with the Mosquito.
been iixtroduced as a result of experience

—-Four-passenger

cabin biplane.
Aerofoil se^ion
single-bay braced biplane t
each built
,
A F 15 Wings are two -spar structures
to centre-section carried above
sections the upper wings attaching
wings
attaining
the lower
and
N-struts,
sp^ayed-out
by
fuselage
tLLv'^r fuselage longerons.
to
82 Tiger Moth components altered
Aj.io covering,
Solid spruce I-section spars,
ations.
^*^^^8 c bn

Tytb.

Wings.—

qual-span

m

R

dhlKo

f

9

)

.

speed
Pebeobmancb (Pwtotype with Gipsy Major Ic.).—Maximum ktn.h
130 in.p.h. (209
145 m.p.h. (233 km.li.), Cruising speed
Stalling speed
Stalling speed (flaps up) 45 m.p.h. (72 km.h.),

),

with

•*
(22. J sq.
1
Gross wing area 247 sq. ft. TS'o'rinf
four mam longerons and
Fuselage —Spruce structure consisting ofover
covering,
vertical frames with plyivood
by
All wooden parts protected
fabric

sq. ft. (2.06 sq. m.).

m

Phenol-formaldehyde resin employed
urea-formaldehydl used iii all If

all aluminium
andf“\/XmMum

plated
All steel fittings are cadmium
anodising.
anti-corrosion
ee
have auui
nave
.Qtnndard

side:

manufacture ofplywi

-.t
D.H. 82 Tiger Mo.bh com..r.

Controllable elevator trim-tabs,

m

T
Fin area 2.8

sq. ft. (0.25 sq. m.),

LSi'atS:;

to

bottom

Fn

Rudder area

Uoroo.

(lU

!'“»)•

«.«

3

^

g

flttod.

Att.ohmo.t

compertoenl at roar of pass.

^

ft.5im.wide X 3ft.high(l.(^

rack at

The D.H.C.l Chipmunk,

s

ra.)

5Trp‘!’'gaW 'SWitoo”

““‘fyS

aUow

84

,

A“SllS1niu8ga2

Seats removable^ to
each side of mabm,

(0

m.j.
0.85 sq. si'
ft '(0
9.4 sq. it.
(

£« TSVSS sTwe STmoy b?

tank in upper

,

iming

^po^i

,

y g{

j

door measures
allow for freight
reinforced for

and

,ki.
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The D.H. 83C Fox Moth Four-seat Cahin Biplane (140
Weights and Loadings (Landplane).

—Weight

(Seaplane) .-—Weight empty (equipped)
1,444 lh.s. (666 kg.), Pilot 170 lbs. (77 kg.), Fuel and oil 201 lbs.
(91 kg.), Payload 399 lbs. (ISO kg.). Wing loading 9 Ibs./.sq. ft.
(43.94 kg./.sq. m.), Power loading 15.8 lbs. /h.p. (7.24 kg./e.v.).

Weights and

—

pEm'oiiMANCE (Landplane). Maximum speed 110 m.p.li. (177 km.li.),
at sea-level, Speed at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 101 in.p.b. (162 kiu.h.),
Speed at 10,000 ft. (3,050' m.) 88 ni.p.h. (142 km.li.), Cruising
speed 96 m.p.h. (155 km.li.) at 2,100 r.p.m.. Stalling speed 52
in.p.h. (84 kra.h.), Rate of climb at .sea level 525 ft./min. (160 m.j.
min.), Climb to 6,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 12 mmiites, Glimb to 10,000 ft.
(3,060 m.) 29 minutes, Service ceiling 10,600 ft. (3,200 m.), Absolute
ceiling 12,300 ft. (3,750 m.), range at cruising speed (with 25 Imp.
gallons— 114 litre.s fuel) 375 miles (605 km.), (with 35 Imp. gallons
— .159 litre.s fuel) 525 miles (845 km.), (with 50 Imp. gallons=228
litres fuel) 760 miles (1,208 km.), Take-off run 256 yds. (234 m.),
Landing run (with brakes) 150 yds. (137 in.), (without brakes) 163

FAIRCHILD,
FAIRCHILD AIRCRAFT LTD.

Head

Oeeice AND Works Longuetjil, P.Q.
President and Managing Director
H. M. Pasmore.
Executive Vice-President
R. B. Irvine.
Vice-Presidents: Howard Murray, O.B.E. and W. TaylorBailey.
Secretary : P. Bindoff.
Treasurer: D. H. Sutherland.
Fairchild Aircraft, Ltd., is a direct outgrowth of the aviation
activities of the St. Maurice Valley Protection Association which
began operations in 1919 and was the first concern to demonstrate that it was practical to use aircraft for commercial purposes
in the Dominion. From the St. Maurice Association was formed
Fairchild Aerial Surveys of Canada, Ltd., in 1922, and in 1929,
Fairchild Aircraft, Ltd., was formed to act solely as a manufacturing and servicing organization.
The factory, hnilt in September, 1930, comprised 38,000 square
feet of floor space.
Extensions to date now total over 600,000
square feet with machinery and equipment installed valued at
approxinaately $2,000,000.
The Company, in association with five other Canadian aircraft
manufacturers, was awarded a contract by the British Air
Ministry for the manufacture of twin-engined Hampden bombers.
Certain specific components for the Hampden were built by
Fairchild.
Manufacture started in June, 1939, and the contract
was completed in the early part of 1942.
It has also completed a contract with the Canadian Government for the manufacture of Bristol Bolingbroke twin-engined
monoplanes. The Bolingbroke was generally similar to the
Bristol Blenlieim IV. The landing-gear could be fitted with
either wheels, floats or skis.
Some were fitted with the Boulton
Paul power-operated gun turret for use as trainers for air:

:

:

;

'

gallons

at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) 77 m.p.h. (124 kra.h.). Cruising speed 84
(135 km.h.) at 2,100 r.p.m., Stalling .speed 54 fn.p.h. (87
kra.h.), Rate of climb at .sea level 450 ft./min. (137 m./niin.), Glimb
to 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 18 minutes, Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,050_in.)
33 minutes, Service ceiling 9,000 ft. (2,740 m.), Absolute ceiling

in.ii.h.

(3,350 m.), Range at cruising speed (with 25 Imp. gallons
fuel) 328 miles (529 km.), (with 35 Imp. ga,!]on.s= 139
228 litres
litro.s fuel) 460 niile.s (740 km.), (witli .50 Imp. gallons
fuel) 656 miles (1,058 km.), Take-ol'f time 30 set'orids. Fuel conlitres
per hr.)
sumption at crui.sing speed 0.4 Imp. gallons per hr. (29
Performance (Skiplane). Maximum speetl 108 m.fi.li, (174 km.h.) at
sea level. Speed at 5,000 ft. (],f)23m.) OOm.p.h. (160 km.h.), Speed at
10.000 ft. (3,030 m.) 86 m.p.h. (138 km.h.), Cruising speed 94 m.p.h.
(151 km.h.) at 2,100 r.p.m., Stalling speed 52 m.p.h. (84 km.h.),
Rate of climb at sea level 510 ft./min. (155 m./min.). Climb to
5.000 ft. (1,535 m.) 14 minutes, Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,030 m.)
31 seconds, Service ceiling 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.), Absolute ceiling
12.000 ft. (3,660 m.), Range at cruising speed (with 25 Imp. gallon.s
= 114 litres fuel) 368 miles (592 km.), (with 33 Imp. gallons=159
22S litres
litres fuel) 615 miles (930 km.), (with 50 Imp. gallons
fuel) 735 miles (1,183 km.), Take-olf time 15 seconds. Fuel consumption 6.4 Imp. gallons per hr. (29 litres per hr.).

11.000

(Skiplane).—Weight empty (equipped)
lbs. (571 kg.). Pilot 170 lbs. (77 kg.), Fuel and oil 201 lbs.
Payload
lbs.
kg.),
471
(214 kg.), Wing and power loadings as
(91
Landplane.

Imp.

PbeformjINOE (Seaplane)-—Maximum .speed 96 m.p.h. (153 kradi.) at
sea level. Speed at 5,000 ft. (1,325 m.) 88 m.p.h. (142 kinh.), Speed

Loadings

and Lo-vdings

Weicsiits
1,258

D.H. Gipsy Major IC engine).

yds. (149 in.). Fuel consumption at cruising speed 6.4
per hr. (29 litres per hr.).

empty (equipped)

1,219 lbs. (552 kg.), Pilot 170 lbs. (77 kg.). Fuel and oil 201 lbs.
(91 kg.), Payload 510 lbs. (233 kg.), Weight loaded 2,100 lbs. (953
kg.), Wing loading 8.5 lbs. /sq. ft. (41.4 kg./sq. m.), 'Power loading
15 Ib./h.p. (6.7 kg./c.v.).

h.p.

= 114

ft.

litre.s

=

—

=

Helldiver flew on August 28, 1943. This contract was completed in April, 1945.
With the cancellation of all war contracts in August, 1945,
Fairchild Aircraft, Ltd. began the development of a specialised
freight-carrying aeroplane suitable for Canadian conditions.
This aircraft, the Fairchild Husky, was completed in 1946.
It is described below.

.

gunners..

In addition to the production of the Bolingbroke, the Company
built the Curtiss Helldivor for the II.S. Navy under licence from
the Curtiss-Wright Aircraft Corporation. The 'tJ.S. Navy contract was placed in October, 1942, and the first Fairchild-built

THE FAIRCHILD F-11 HUSKY.
The F-11 Husky was designed as a replacement type for the
Fairchild 71 and 82 transport monoplanes which were used
extensively for bush-flying in Canada and although a float,
wheel or ski landing gear can be fitted, it is intended primThe prototype F-11, made its
arily for operation as a seaplane.
first flight from the St. Lawrence River near Montreal in June,
1946.
Production was expected to begin in September, 1946,
and to reach an ultimate output of one per week early in 1947.

—
—

Type. Single-engined Transport.
All-metal two-spar
tViNGS. Strut-braced high-wing monoplane.
Top
structure braced to bottom of fuselage by parallel struts.
spar with fabric
leading-edge
to
front
from
metal-covered
surface
bottom surface metal-coyered from
covering aft to trailing-edge
leading-edge to front spar and from rear spar to trailing-edge,
with fabric covering between spars. -Spot-welded leading-edge.
Fabric-covered metal ailerons. Slotted trailing-edge flaps between
.

_

;

:

chord 6 ft. 9 in. (2.74
and fuselage. Aspect ratio 8.45
wing area 355 sq. ft. (32.97 sq. m.).
FusEdage. ^All-metal structure of oval cross-section ; underside of
rear portion swept upwards to provide loading door at rear of
main cabin. Maximum external depth 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m.) maximum width 6 ft. 2 in. (1.57 m.).
Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Metal structure with
Taii.
rnetal-oovered fixed surfaces and fabric-covered rudder and
Spot-welded leading-edge to fin and tailplane.
elevators.
Landing Gear.—-Twin Edo metal floats carried on N-struts_ with
Alternatively a fixed tricycle
.sproarler-bar-s and wire-bracing.
landing gear may be fitted, or twin rigidly -mounted skis on pedailerons

m.)

;

;

—

;

—

:

estals with the aircraft in tail -up position.

i'owBR ITjAnt.— ne 450 h.p. Pratt & 'VVhitney R-9S5-T1B_3 or R-985SB3 Wasp-Junior nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine driving
a two-blade constant-speed metal airscrew.

The

Husky Transport Seaplane (450

Fairchild

—

AccomiODATioisr. Pilot’s compartment ahead of wing leading-edge
with seats for two side-by-side with dual controls. Access door
3 ft. 9 in. X 2 ft. 1 in. (1.14 m. X 0.61 m.) on each side. Main
cabin 13 ft. long X 5 ft. 1-|- in. high (3.96 in. x 1.55 m.) has capacity
of 240 cub. ft. (6.70 cub. m.) and can accommodate eight passengers
on folding bench -type side -seats or six or seven passengers on
individual seats. Floor width 4 ft. 1 in. (1.24 m.). Seats removable
Loading door
so that entire cabin S 2iace can be used for freight.
4 ft. X 3 ft. 4 m. (1.22 m. X 1.02 m.) on each side aft of trailing-edge.
Doons are divided horizontally, lower portion hinging on floor
Rear trapezoidal door is
line and upper portion oj)ening forward.
divided vertically and measures 3 ft. 4 in. (1.02 m.) deep and
2 ft. 4|- in. (0.72 m.) wide at top and 3 ft. 4 in. (1.02 m.) wide at
bottom. WindoM's in cabin 12 ins. X 16 in. (30.5 c/m. X 40.6
By
ojm.), door wmdow.s 14 in. X 18 in. (35.5 c/rn. X 45.6 e/m.).
using additional space aft two 16 ft. (4.88 m.) or one IS ft. (5.49 m.)
canoes can be carried.

&

h.p. Pratt

Dimensions,

Whitney Wasp-Junior engine).

— Span

54

ft.

9 in.

(16.69 m.),

37 ft. 5 in. (il.5 ni.). Height (tail uji) 17
(on float dolly) 13 ft. O^- in. (3.96 m.).

Length (over fuselage)
9 in. (6,41 m,), Height

ft.

Weights and Loadings (Seaplane).~Weight loaded 6,300 Ihs. (2,858
kg.), Payload 2,900 lbs. (1,316 kg.), Wing loading 17.75 Ibs./sq. ft.
(86.66 kg./scp m.). Power loading 14 Ibs./h.p. (6.34 kg./h.p.).
Weights jvnd Loadings (Landplane). Weight loaded 6,050 lbs.
(2,744 kg.), Whng loading 17 Ibs./sq. ft. (83 kg./sq. m.). Power

—

,

FEDERAL.

loading 13.4 Ibs./h.p. (6.07 kg./h.p.).
PekforiViance (Seapjlane fully loaded).'

—

Aircraft, Ltd. being responsible for the direction

FEDERAL. AIRCRAFT LTD.
Head Office 276, James Street West, Montreal, P.Q.

ment of the whole Anson programme.

President
W. A. Newman, B.Sc.
Vice-President
A. S. Dawes.
General Manager and Treasurer
A. E. Balcombe.
Secretary and Assistant General Manager G. H. Montgomery,

in

:

:

:

:

:

Jr.

Federal Aircraft, Ltd. was formed in July, 1940, as a whollyowned Government company to supervise the production of
the Avro Anson in Canada for use in the Empire Air Training
Plan. Eleven Canadian aircraft plants were entrusted with the
manufacture and assembly of the major components, Federal

FLEET.
FLEET AIRCRAFT

LTD.

Office, Works and Airport
T. Y. Smith.
Managing Director
Sales Manager
J. M. Pengelly.

Head

:

Fort Erie, Ontario.

;

;

Chief Engineer G. E. Otter.
Fleet Aircraft, Ltd., is an independent Canadian-owned
company and is completely managed by Canadian personnel.
The Company built an up-to-date factory at Fort Erie in
1930 and by 1938-89 this factory had been enlarged to ten times
:

its original size.

rights from the
original parent

The Company took over the complete World’s
Corpn.

(U.S.A,), its
company, for the Fleet Trainer. It later developed the Model
50K twin-engined freighter and the Model 60 two-seat advanced
training monoplane.
The Fleet Trainer, or Finch, was used for primary training in
the Commonwealth Air Training Plan. An original order for:
404 was completed in 1940 many months ahead of schedule.
further contract for 202 was completed in 1941.
The Model 60, dr Fort, was put into production for use as an

Consolidated

—

Maximum speed (450 h.p.)
138 ni.p.h. (222 kin.h.) at 2,300 ft. (700 m.), Cruising speed (300
h.p.) 121 m.p.h. (195 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,060, m.), Stalling speed
(without fhqis) 67 m.p.h. (108 km.h.), Stalling speed (with 40
degree flap) 58 m.p.li. (94 km.h.), Initial rate of climb 675 ft./min.
(206 ra./min.), Take-off I'un, (no wind, 30 degree flaji) 733 yds.
(670 m.).

Airci’aft

A

advanced training type under the Commonwealth Air Training
Plan, but on the completion of the IGOth machine production
ceased on this type in favour of the Fairchild M-62, or Cornell,
which had been adopted as the primary trainer in the R.C.A.F.
to replace the Foyt and the Finch.

The first Cornell was turned out in the Summer of 1942,
one month ahead of schedule. Over 1 ,000 were produced in
the first year of production. Owing to curtailment in the Training
Programme production of the Cornell was tapered down towards
the end of 1943 and finally expired in May, 1944.

Thereafter

and manage-

Under Federal direction a total of 2,882 Ansons was built
Canada; 1,832 Mk. IIs, 1,049 Mk. Vs and one Mk. VI.
These Canadian-built Ansons have been described and illustrated
in previous issues of this Amiual.
The last Canadian-built
Mk. V Anson was completed early in 1945. MacDonald Bros.
innipeg has been designated as the continuing
Aircraft, Ltd. of
contractor for the overhaul and repair of Anson aircraft on behalf
of the Royal Canadian Air Force.
Federal Aircraft, Ltd. was formed solely for war purposes
and by the time this edition appears the company will probably
have surrendered its charter.

W

the Company undertook sub-contract work on the Canadian
Lancaster production programme.
Since the end of the War the Company has decided to abandon
the Finch and Fort designs and to conoentrate on the development
of new aircraft. Its first post-war design is the Model 80 Canuck,
a two-seat light cabin monoplane with an 85 h.p. Continental
engine, and the company is now engaged on an initial production
programme of 1,.500 aircraft. Other types of aircraft are under
development.

THE FLEET MODEL SO CANUCK.
Type. Two-seat Light CJabin Monophino.
Wings. Strut-braced high wing monoplane. Two-spar structure in
two sections attached directly to fuselage and braced by streamlined
Spars have extruded alloy booms with 24ST
steel-tube struts.
webs and steel fittings. Ribs of pressed 24ST sheet. AluminiumMetal leading-edge and fabric covering
alloy tubular drag -struts.
over remainder. Cross wing area 173.6 sq. ft. (16.12 sq. m.).
ailerons
with metal covering.
All-metal mass-balanced
Fuselage. Welded chrome-molybdenum steel-tubular structure, with
Panels behind flre-wall
light wooden formers and fabric covering.
and front decking of aluminium-alloy.
monoplane
type.
Welded chrome-molybTail Unit. Strut-braced
denum steel structure with fabric covering. Horn-balanced and
mass-balanced rudder. Adjustable elevator trim-tab.
Landing Gear.—Fixed two-wheel divided type, consisting of two side
vees and half-axles of welded chrome-molybdenum steel tubing
hinged to underside of fuselage. Rubloer-cord shock-absorbers
under cabin floor, Goodyear single-disc hydraulic wheel brakes,
toe-operated. Track 6 ft. IJ in. (1.86 m.). Sootb steerable fullswivelling tail- wheel carried on leaf spring shock-absorber. TiHn

—

—

.

—

—

:

float or ski landing gear optional.

Power Plant,— One

Continental C86-12J four-oylmder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine rated at 85 h.p. at 2,676 r.p.m., and
equipped with Exoello fuel-injection system. Two-blade wooden

CANADA
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FLEET—continued.

The

Fleet

Canuck Two-seat Light Cabin Monoplane (85

16
fixed-piteh surserow, with variable-pitch airscrew optional.
Imperial gallon {73 litres) fuel tank in. fuselage, with long-range
Oil
tank of 21 Imperial gallons (95 litres) capacity optional.
tank of 1 IT.S. gallon (4 litres) capacity attached to engine.
AecoMatoDATioN.— Enelo.sed cabin seating two sido-by-sido w'ith dual
Adjustable welded steel-tube seat with 16 x 38-iu.
controls.
(41

X 96

CTO.)

rubber cushion and back.

Access by aluminium-

Plexiglas wijidscreen an<l .side-panels.
alloy door on each .side.
.Baggage corapartmont 36x 34x
Cellulose acetate roof windows.
112 in. (91 X 86 X 81 cm.) with allowance of 104.5 lb. (48 kg.) behind
seats.

D1 MEN.S 10N.S
(6.83 in.),

{L!mdplano).~Span 34 ft. (10.36 m.), Length 22
Height 7 ft. 1 in. (2.16 rn.).

ft.

4 in.

Weights and Lo.adxnus (Landplane).-—Weight empty 8.58 lbs. (389
kg.). Fuel and oil 122.5 lbs. (55 kg.). Pilot and passenger 340 lbs.
(164 kg.), Baggage 104.5 lbs. (48 kg.). Weight loaded 1,425 lbs.
(645 kg.), Wing loading 8.2 lbs,/sq. ft. (40 kg./sq.m.). Power loading
16.7 lbs. /h.p. (7.5 kg./h.p.).

—

Weights and Loadings (Seaplane). As Landplane except weight
empty 1,018 lbs. {462 kg,), Baggage 19.5 lbs. (9 kg.). Weight loaded
(680 kg.). Wing loading 8.6'lb3./sq. ft. (42 kg./sq. m.),
loading 17.6 Ibs./h.p. (8 kg./h.p.).
and Loadings (Skiplane).-—As Landplane except weight
913 lbs. (414 kg.). Weight loaded 1,480 lbs. (672 kg.). Wing

1,.500 lbs.

Power
Weights
empty

NOORDUYN,
(Sucee.ssors to

Noorduyn Aviation,

Ltd.).

P.O.

Box

6083,

715,

Windsor Street,

Montreal, P.Q.
In 1946, Noorduyn Aviation, Ltd. was reconstituted under the

C85-12J engine).

ft, (41.5

(7.88 kg,/h.p.).

kg./sq. in.).

Power loading

17.41bs./h.p.

—

Pekformanoe (Landplane). Maximmn speed
km.h.), Cruising speed (66% power) 100 m.jj.h.

111.5 m.p.h. (179
(161 km.h.). Stalling
.speed 45 m.p.h. (72 km.h.). Maximum diving speed 160 m.p.h,
(257 km.h.), Initial rate of climb 550 ft./min. (iSBrn./min.), Initial
rate of climb (less passenger) 700 ft./min. (213 m./min.). Service
ceiling 12,000 ft. (3,660 m,). Range at cruising .speed (no reserve)
400 miles (644 km.), Take-off distance in 7 m.p.h. (11 kin.h.) wind
from asphalt 140 yds. (128 m.), Fuel coimumptiou at cruising speed
25 m.p.g. (8.8 km. per litre).
Pemfqhmancb (Seaplane).— Maximum speed 103 m.p.h. (166 km.h.),
Cruising speed (66% power) 88 m.p.h, (142 km.h.), Stalling speed
m.p.h, (75 km.h.), maxinnun diving speed 160 m.p.h. (257
km.h.), Initial rate of climb 425 ft./min. (130 m./min.), Range at
(•ruising speed (no reserve) 250 miles (563 km.), Fuel consumption
22 m.p.g. (7.7 km, iier litre).

—

Maximum speed 105.5 m.p.h. (170 km.h,),
Cruising speed (66% power) 92 m.p.h. (148 km.h,), Stalling .speed
46.5 m.p.h. (75 km.h.), Maximum diving speed 160 m.p.h, (257
km.h.). Initial rate of clhnb 475 ft./min. (145 m./min.), Range at
cruising speed (no reserve) 350 miles (579 km.), Fuel consumption
22.6 m.p.g. (8 km, per litre).

FEEEORMiiNOB (Skiplane).

name Nuclear

NUChEAR ENTERPRISES, LTD.

Head Office;

h.p. Continental

46.5
8.5 lbs. /sq.
loading

and the manufacture of aircraft
was abandoned. The mainxfaoturing rights
for the Noorduyn. Norseman were disposed of to the Canadian
Car & Foimdry Co,, Ltd. of Montreal, which company is now in
production with the Norseman V. For details of the aircraft
see under “C.O.F.”
and

Enterprises, Ltd.

aircraft parts
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INDIA
HINDUSTAN,
HINDUSTAN AIRCRAFT LTD.

Head Ofeige and Woeks

;

Bangaloee, Mysoee.

Government Aircraft Inspector E. J. Earle.
Hindustan Aircraft, Ltd. was formed in 1940 to undertake
the manufacture of aircraft for the Indian market. With the
financial assistance of the Indian Government, the construction,
organization and equipment of the factory at Bangalore was
undertaken by Mr. William D. Pawley, President of the Inter:

continent Corporation of New York, one of the largest exporters
of American aircraft to the Par East.
The Intercontinent Corporation was able to aequhe a large
quantity of machine-tools before the war emergency shortage
began to be felt and it later obtained further equipment
through the co-operation of the American authorities in WashingA number of Indian engineers, educated in British and
ton.
American technical institutions, was engaged to occupy key
positions in the factory, working alongside American experts
who, it -was plamied, would be withdrawn after a five-year
training period, when the factory would be entirely operated by
Indian personnel.
The first aeroplane to be assembled by the factory was flown
This was a Harlow PC-6 two-seat training
in August, 1941.
monoplane of all-metal construction. The Company also assembled two other types of American aircraft and designed and
built, from indigenous materials, a 10-seat plywood glider.
On April 2, 1942, it was officially announced that Hindustan
Aircraft, Ltd. had been taken over by the Indian Government
and that it would be operated, for the period of the War at least,
In September, 1943, the Commanding
as a Government concern.
Officer of the U.S. Army 10th Air Force, was appointed Managing
Agent and the Factory was operated by the 10th Air Force
until

December

15, 1945,

During the War period, it was decided that the Company
could be of more benefit to the war effort by concentrating all
of its energies on the maintenance, overhaul, and repair of
tactical aircraft, engines, and accessories, so the original plans
to manufacture and assemble aircraft were dropped. Hindustan’s
facilities were devoted to American- type aircraft operated by the
R.A.F., the Netherlands Air Force, and the U.S. Army An*
Forces, but mainly for the last-mentioned. Many hundreds of
aircraft were completely overhauled, the main types being
Catalina, B-17 Fortress, B-24 Liberator. B-25 Mitchell, C-47
Dakota, and a number of other miscellaneous types. Radial air-

cooled engines, running into the thousands, were taken down,
cleaned, repaired, inspected, assembled, tested and delivered to
the Air Forces. Instruments and accessories running inlo
hundreds of thousands received similar treatment. At its
peak load the factory employed over 18,000 Indian personnel.
The capital of the Company had formerly been held jointly
by the Government of India, the Mysore Government and Mr.

Lalchand Hirachand. Mr. Lalchand Hirachand and his associates accepted the offer 'of the Goveriunent for the purchase
of their interests. The Mysore Government, while retaining a
financial interest in the Company, agreed to waive the right
to share in its active management for the period of the War and
for a year to two thereafter, in order to facilitate the operation

of the factory as a Goveriunent concern.
With the cessation of hostilities the factory was retui’ued to
the Government of India, and came under the jurisdiction of the
Department of Industries and Supplies. As an interim project
the company designed and built the prototype of a railway
coach of modified aircraft type construction.
In the meantime a technical mission from the United Kingdom
was invited to visit India to advise the Goveimment on the
establishment of a national aircraft industry. On the recommendations of this mission, the Central Government have
decided to establish such an industry, using the Bangalore
factory of Hindustan Aircraft, Ltd. as the nucleus, and plans
to attain full self-sufficiency in the manufacture of aircraft
needed for the Royal Indian Air Force and Indian Civil aviation
in 20 years.
The Central Government proposes to re-constitute the Board
of Hindustan Aircraft, Ltd. by the appointment of full-time
Managing, Technical and Works Directors from the United
Kingdom and a Finance Director from India. Part-time
directors will include the Director-General of Civil Aviation
a representative of the Department of Industries and Supplies,
a nominee of the Mysore Government and two Indian industI’ialists.

The Government have decided that the design of an original
prototype aeroplane suited to Indian conditions should be taken
in hand as soon as possible. In order to keep the factory in full
employment while the aircraft design organization is being
built up, an initial order for fifty Pereiyal Prentice trainors
has been given to the company, the first twenty to be assembled
from imported eomponents and the remaining thirty to be built
at Bangalore.

NEW ZEALAND

DE HAVILLAND,

The de HaviUand Factory and Aerodrome at Rongotai, New Zealand. The aircraft are D.H, Dominies, with a
Fox Moth, a Fuss Moth, a Moth Minor, and a Tiger Moth in the foreground.

THE DE HAVILLAND AIRCRAFT CO. OF NEW ZEAIANO,
Head Oes’ice and Woeks Rongotai, Wellington.

LTD.

:

The New Zealand branch of the de HaviUand Aircraft Co.,
was formed early in 1939. An initial order for 100 Tiger
Moths was placed with the Company by the New Zealand
Government and deliyery began in May, 1940.
By the end of the war the New Zealand factory had built
345 Tiger Moths for the Royal New Zealand Air Force. The
Ltd.,

also overhaided and rebuilt D.H. aircraft and Gipsy
engines, as well as Airspeed Oxford trainers, for which the
manufacture of major components was also undertaken. Other
types of British and American engines were also overhauled
in the Rongotai factory.
Early in the war the company fitted Dragon Rapide and

company

airliners taken over by the R.N-Z.A.F. from the New
Zealand transport companies with bomb-racks for training and
antisubmarine work.

D.H. 86

:

^
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
The Czechoslovak Ahci-aft Industry, which was established in 1918-1920, reached a liigh teelinieal atandard between the two World
It was able to meet the requirements ol the Czechoslovak Air Force and
its production capacity was quite considerable.
civil aviation, including flying clubs and private owners, and, furthermore, exported aircraft and aero-engines to almost every country

Wars and

in the World.

Czechoslovak aheraft and engiireg were also manufactured under licence in other countries, and they gained munerous international
records in sporting and racing events.
Durmg the 1939-43 War the aircraft industry was forcibly incorporated in the German \var-production programme. It was comAs all commercial relationships were broken oil' and theh machinery
pletely disorganised and its former structure basically changed.
and equipment reduced, development of new’ designs wms not possible.
After the liberation, therefore, it was necessary to rebuild the entire industry with a complete reorganisation, and it has been remodelled on a national economic basis. Nearly all factories connected with aii’craft production were nationalised by Presidential
Decree on October 24, 1946, and on March 7th, 1946, the Minister of Industry formed two large National Corporations for the production of aircraft and aero-engines, and one National Corporation for instrument and acces.sory production.
All of these National Corporations of the aircraft industry, as wmll as all those of the metal and engiiieering industry, fall mider
the following central administration

A

STROJIRENSKE, NARODNI PODNIK (Czechoslovak Metal-Working and Mechanical Engineering
CS. ZAVODY KOVEDELNE
Plants, National Corporation).
Central Direction
J luigmamiova 29, Prague,
General Director : Dr. Ing. V, Fabinger.
Ing. J. Novak.
Vice-General Director and Managing Director (Aircraft Indixstry)
:

:

The two National Corporations employed

in aircraft

AUTOMOEILOVE ZAVODY, NARODNI PODNIK
HE.4.n OFricE
MnAnl Bolesl.4.v.

and aero-engine production, and

(Motorcar

tlie faetorie.s

they control, are

Works, National Corporation).

;

Central Director
Dr. Ing. Alois Hrdlicka.
Cako vice Plant : (Formerly the Avia factory, ) ^Aircraft and engines.
Choeen Plant : (Formerly Ing. J. kiraz,) ^Aircraft.
Otrckovice Plant : (Formerly Zlinske Letec .e Zavody,)—Aireraft and engines.
Kundviee Plant : (Formerly an Avia branch factory).
:

—

—

LETECKY ZAVODY, NARODNI PODNIK
He.4.d Office

Ceskomoravska

;

(Aviation Works,
tb. 346, Prjvgue VIII.

National Corporation).

Central Director : Ing. Ferdinand Fiehy.
Jinoniee plant : (Formerly A. S. Walter, Tovarny na Automobily a Letecke Motory)—-Engines.
Karlin Plant : (Formerly Ceskomoravska-Kolben-Da,nek Praga Aviation Department) Aircraft
Letnany Plant : (Formerly Rudy Letov) Aircraft.
Vysocany Plant : (Formerly Aero Tovarna Letadei Dr. Kabes)— Aircraft.

—

—

All
CS.

8ale.s

—

hy

for the National Corporations of the aii’craft industry are controlled

and engines.

:

ZAVODY KOVEDELNE A STROJIRENSKE, NARODNI PODNIK, ODD LETECKY PRODEJ

and Meehanieal Engineering Plants, National Corporation, Sales Department

Head

Office

Director

:

-.

Ing.

Prague

(Czechoslovak Metal-Working

oi Aviation Products).

XVII—

Jiuonice.
Ktu'zweil.
national basis the various aircraft
J".

Although on a
names, e.g., Avia, Letov, Praga, Walter,
pages.

;

_

etc.,

and

.

and aero-engine rnanufacturing

it is

under these headings that

corporiitions retain tlajir origimd aircraft type
details of tlieir products sire given in tho following

.

A number of smsdl firms in the aircraft and aero -accessory industry have remained in private hands.

AERO,
LETECKY ZAVODY, NARODNI
(Aviatioti

Head

PODNIK, ZAVOD VYSOCANY

Works, National Corporation).

Office

AND Works

Vysocany Plant.

Ul. JuixaFxiciija 305, PBAauE

:

IX..;

Managing Director Ing. Alexander Bottner.
Teehiiieal Manager
Ing. Bofivoj Bfestovsky.
The Aero factory is one of the oldest aircraft manufacturers
It
in Czechoslovakia.
was fomided in 1919, and has since
:

:

produced about forty different types of aii-eraft for military
and civilian purposes. The Aero A.12, A.18, A.42, A. 200 and
others were successful in various national and international
flying contests.
Particulars and illustrations of the Aero A.204,
A. 3 00 and A.304 twin-engined monoplanes were included in the
1939 Edition of this Annual.
Prior to and during the War the Aero factory was forced to
undertake suhfCoiitract production, which necessitated a
substantial enlargement of the factory, Types produced under
licence included the MB 200, the Russian SB-2, and the German
Biicker Bti 131 Jungmaim, Focke Wulf Fw 189, Siebel Si 204,
and airframes for the Fooke Wulf Fw 190.
At the end of the War the factory preiiared to resume production of its own designs. It has since been nationalised, and
is now engaged in developing new transport and training aircraft
and new military types for the Czechoslovak Air Force
Details
.

of the

Aero 45 twin-engined cabin monoplane, which was rmder

ailerons have steel-tube frames and fabric covering, and are iittaehed
on ball-bearing hinges. Controllabie trim-l.iib in each aileron.
Manually-operated split trailing-edge flaps in three sections each
.side.
Wing area 16 sq. m. (172.22 sq. ft.).
F(Js.elage.
Metal inonoeoqne structure of o\-al cro.s.s-seetion. No.se
aection detacliatale for access to controls.

—

Tail Unix.—All-metal cantilever monoplane type. Tailplane has
two spans and is adjustable on ground about rear ,spa.i'._ Fin
integral with fuselage.
Fixed surfaces metal-covered. Staticallyand dynamically- balanced rudder and elevators lun-e welded
.steel-tube frames and faliric covering, and are attacljed on ballbearing hinges. Controllable trim-tali.s in I'uddors and elevators.
Landing Gear. —Iletractiible two-ivlieel type. Main wheels carried
on oleo slioek-abaorber leg.s retract rearwards into engine nacelles
and are ciiclo.sed by twin doors. Hydraulic operation. Lowpressure tyre.s, and ineehanieally-operated lirakes. Track 2.56 ra,
Caatering spring tail-skid with oil buffer carries
(8 ft. 4.6 in.).
solid rubber tail-wheel and retracts rearwards into fuselage.

Power Plant.—'Two

105 h.p. Walter Minor 4-IIX fovir-cylinder in-line
air-cooled engines flexibly mounted on steol-tube bearers which are
attached to Wing centre-.soction at four points. Two-blade airscrew.s.
Fuel capacity 180 litres (39.5 Imp. gallons) in inter-spar
duralumin tanks. Aluininiiim oii-tanli beliind each engine.

Accommodation.— Eneloised cabin

seating pilot (on port) and one
passenger side-by -.side with dual controls, and two passenger,
behind on full-width seat. Access door on each side.
D 1.MENSION.S.— Span 12 m. (40 ft. 4 in.), Length 7.50 m. (24 ft, 7. in.)

Height 2.30 m.
lbs.),

construotion at the time of writing, are given herewith.

(7 ft. 6 in.).

Weights and Loadings (Designed).-— Weight empty 890
(55

Wing loading 86.8 kg/sq. in. (17.76 Ibs./sq.
kg/h.p. (14.55 lbs. /h.p.).

lbs.),

THE AERO

45.

,6.6

—

Type.- T-win-ongined Touring Monoplane.
WiNGiS. (JHiutileveilow-wing
monoplane. Ali-metal
two-spar
structure conBiisting of contre-seetion integral with fuselage and
two tapered outer wings. I-section spars, duralumin ribs and
sheet duralumin covering. Statically and dynamically-balanced

—

AI/iA,
AUTOMOBiLOVE

Head

ZAVODY,

NARODNI

PODNIK,

ZAVOD

(Motorcar Works, National Corporation).— Cakovice Plant.

Office and

Works

;

Prague, Let&aky..

ManagingDirector:Ing.J,Stfini6ka.
Chief Designer
Ing. J. Schraaml.
This works was founded in 1922 and lias occupied a leading
position in the Czechoslovak aircraft industry.
wide variety
:

A

ft.),

Power loading

—

(Estimated).^ Maximum speed 280 km.h. (174 m.p.h.)
Cruising speed (70% power) 245 km.h. (152 m.p.h.), Climb to 2,000
m, (0,660 ft.) 9J ihinutes, Climb to 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.) 17 minutes
Service ceiling 4,700 m. (15,415 ft.), Hiihsiog range 1,000 km
(621 miles).

Perfoemanoe

and civilian designs was produced, and
successful in international competitions.
Notable types included the Avia 534, which became a standard
fighter in the military arm, and the Avia 122 aerobatic aircraft.
The last tyjie to be completed before the German Occupation
was the Avia 35 single-seat fighter monoplane, fitted with a
Hispano Suiza 12 Yers. engine, which was illustrated in the 1939
Edition of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
During the Occupation all development work ceased, and
the factory was used for war production by .the Germans. By
of nailitary, transport

CAKOViCE

kg. (1,961

Crow 300 kg. (661 lbs.), Fuel 130 kg. (287 lbs), Oil 23 kg.
Luggage 43 kg. (99 lbs.), Weight loaded 1,390 kg. (3,063

lbs.),

many

of

them were

The Avia 36 Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (65
the Presidential Decree of October 24, 1945, the Avia works
was incorporated in the Motor Car Works, National Corporation.
Prodnetion has now been resixmed with the Avia 3f) two-seat
light monoplane, and other designs are under development.
This works is also engaged in converting Douglas C-47 transport
monoplanes for civilian use on the Czechoslovak transport
service.s.

THE AVIA
Tv'PE.

36.

— Two-seat Cabin Monoplane.

—Cantilever

high-wing
monoplane.
Wooden two-apar
atrneture with jolywood covering. Wooden ailerons with fabric
covering, and all-wood trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and

Wtnos.

fuselage.
Wing area 15 sq. m. {1GL4 ,sq. ft.).
Fuselage. Welded steel-tube strncture with fabric covering.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Wooden .structure with
ply-eovered fin ami tailplane, and fabric covering over rudder and

—
—

elevator IS.

LETOV.
(Aviation Works, National Corporation

Ofeige and

Works Manager

Works

;

—

ZAVOD

LETNANY

Letnany Plant).
Pbagije, LetiStany.

Ing. V. Syrovji.
Chief Engineer
Ing. B. Matzner.
This factory was founded in 1918 and is the oldest aircraft
manufacturing company in Czechoslovakia. It is also engaged
in the production of variable-pitch ainscrews.
Just prior to the War the Letov company produced the S-60
twin-engined military monoplane, full details of which w'ere
given in the 1939 Edition of ‘‘All the World’ .s Aircraft.”
The company w'as nationalised on October 24, 1945, and is
now developing the L.lOl twin-engined feeder-line monoplane
and the L.290 Orel four-engined forty-eight passenger airliner.
Particulars of both of these types are given hereafter,
:

:

THE LETOV

—

—

and fuselage. Wing area 41.4 sq. m. (445.63 aq. ft.).
Metal semi-rnonocoque structure with formed sheet
transverse frames, extruded bulb-angle longitudinal stringers and
smooth metal sheet covering
Tail Unit.^ Cantilever monoplane type of aluminium -alloy con.struction.
Metal-covered fin and tailplane and fabric-covered
rudder and elevators. Controllable trim -tabs in rudder and
ailerons

—

—

elevators.

—

Retractable two-wheel type. Main wheels retract
rearwards into engine nacelles and are partly exposed in fiilly-

Landing Gear.

4-III engine).

—

L.andiito Ge.ab,.
^Fixed two-wheel type.
single cantilever shock-absorber leg

Mechanically-operated brakes

Each main wheel carried on
and faired by metal spat.

Steerable tail-wheel.
One Walter Mikron 4-III four-eylinder in-line inverted
air-cooled engine rated at 65 h.p, at 2,000 r.p.m. at sea level, and
driving Avia two-blado fixed-pitch wooden airscrew. Fuel capacity
45 litres (10 Imp. gallons) ; oil capacity 7.3 litres (1.6 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation.—Enclosed cabin seating two .side-by-side with dual
controls. Access door on each side.
DiMBNSiONS.-^Span 10.59 in. (34 ft. 9 in.), Length 7.09 in. (23 ft.
.3 in.). Height 1.96 m. (6 ft. 5 in.).

PowEB PL..AST.

—

.

Weights and Lo.adings .—Weight empty 455 kg. (1,003 lbs.), Disposable load 200 kg. (441 lbs.). Weight loaded 655 kg. (1,444 lbs.).
Wing loading 43.64 kg./sq. m. (8.94 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading
10.18 kg./CV (22.2 Ibs./h.p).
at sea level.
Cruising speed 160 km.h, (99 m.p.h.). Landing speed (with flaps) 68
km.h. (42 m.p.h.). Rate of climb at sea level 150 m./rnin. (492 ft./
min.). Ceiling 3,500 m. (11,480 ft.). Cruising range 515 km. (320 miles).

Peiutobmance.—Maximum speed ISO km.h. (112 m.p.h.)

Tail-wheel retracts into fuselage.
410 twelve-cylinder inverted vee
air-cooled engines each rated at 465 h.p. at 3,100 r.p.rn. at, sea level
and driving two-blade variable-pitch airscrews. Windmill-type
pitch control. Engines quickly detachable and interchangeable
loft and right.
Two main fuel tanks each of 375 litres: (82.6 Imp.
gallons) and two auxiliary tanks each of 226 litres (49.6 Imp,

retraoted position.

Power Plant.—Two Argus As

_

gallons).

Aocommod.ation.— Crew of two in enclosed cabin in nose. Main cabin
has accommodation for twelve passengers. Access door on port
side of fuselage, at rear of cabin.

Dimensions. Span 18.14 m. (59 ft. 6 hi.). Length 13.43 ni. (44 ft.).
Height 4.17 m. (13 ft. 8 in.).
Weights. ,vnd Loadings (Designed). Weight empty 3,285 kg. (7,240
lbs.}. Disposable load 1,966 kg. (4,330 lbs.), Weight loaded 6,250

—

kg. (11,571 lbs.). Wing loading 127 kg./sq. m. (26 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Power loading 5.6 kg./h.p. (12.34 Ibs./h.p.).
speed 320 km.h. (199 m.p.h.),
Pertobmance (Estimated).
Absolute ceiling 6,000 m. (19,685 ft.).

—Maxmmm

THE LETOV L.290 OREL.
our-engined Airliner.
low-wing monoplane. Duralumin structure in
five main sections consisting of centre-section integral with fuselage,
and two inner and two outer sections connected b3’' ball joints.
Metal ailerons on outer sections ; plain-hinge trailing-edge flaps,
on iimer sections. Wing area 206.4 sq. m. (2,221.68 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. ^Duralumin semi-monocoque .structure, with cross frames,

—

Tyre."

—Cantilever

Wings.

—

longitudinal stringers and stressed metal skin. Nose and tail
sections detachable.
Tail Unit.- Cantilever monoplane type. Duralumin structure
consisting of' single oleo shocliL-absorber leg carrying two wheels,
which retract into inner engine nacelles. Hydraulic operation.
Full-swivelling non-retractable tail- wheel on sprung leg. Hydraulie
brakes oh main wheels.
801 eighteen-cylinder two-row radial
Power Pl,int. Four
air-cooled engines, or other air-cooled or liquid-cooled engines
developing a total output of 6,000-8,000 h.p. Engine mountings
detachable and interchangeable left and right. Three blade
variable-pitch airscrews. Fuel capacity 15,000 litres (3,300 Imp.
gallons) in wing tanks.

—

L.101.

Type. Twin-engined Feeder-line Monojilane.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. All-metal structure consisting of short-span centre -section integral with fuselage and
two outer wings bolted on. Constant taper in chord and thickness
from roots. Metal ailerons, with split trailing-edge flaps between

Fuselage.

Mikron

—

LETECKY ZAVODY, NARODNi POONIK,

Head

h.p. Walter

—

—

Aooommodation Crew compartment forward with seats for pilot
and co-pilot side-by-side with dual controls. Aft of jiilot’s seat
are positions for navigator, wireless-operator and flight engineer.

Baggage, room and steward ’.s pantry between crew compartment
and main cabin. Maiii cabin provides accommodation for 44 or
48 passengers in pairs on each side of central ai.sle. Two toilet
compartments, cloakroom and mail compartment aft.
DiiviENSiONS.-:~Span 42 m. (137 ft. 9 in.). Length 28.6 m. (93 ft. 9 in.),
Height 6.40 m,d20 ft, 11 in.).
Weights AND Loadings (pesigned).—Weight empty 23,000 kg. (60,692
lbs.). Crew (six) 460 kg. (1,014 lbs.), Fuel aiid oil (range 2,30O km.
ay load (48 passengers)
1,430 miles) ,7,640 kg. (10,618 lbs.),
3,840 kg. (8,463 lbs.). Luggage and mail 3,160 kg. (6,066 lbs.).
Weight loaded 38,000 kg, (83,752 lb.s,). Wing loading 184 kg./

=

sq.

m.

h.p.).

Power loading

6.46 kg./h.p. (12,03 lbs./

(E-stiinated).- -Cruising .speed

360 km.h. (224 m.p.h,).

(37.68 Ibs./sq,

ft.).

.

Pbreormanck

,
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MRAZ,

Cabin Mon

50K0J

AUTOMOBiLOVE ZAVODY, NARODNI PODNIK, ZAVOD CHOCEN
(Motorcar Works, National Corporation—Chocen Plant).

CnocEi^.
Office AND Works
JManaging Director : Iiig. Zdenek Hlavka.
Zdenek Rublic and Ing. Dr. M. Hajn.
Chief Designers
This factory was originally formed in March, 1935, under the
name of the Ing. P. BeneS Ing. J. Mraz Tovarna Na Letadla.
It produced, among other types, the Beta Minor, Beta Scolar
and the Bibi series of monoplanes, details of which were given
Benes-Mraz designs were
in the 1939 Edition of this work.
victorious in many international flying events before the War.
During the German Occupation development work was
interrupted and tlie factory was engaged in producing the
Krauich II sailplane and the Eieseler Fi 15(1 S torch communications monoplane. The factory is now nationalised, and is
equipped with up-to-date machinery.
Details follow of the Mraz Sokol cabin monoplane which is now
being produced in two vensiona, the M.1A two-seater and the

Head

:

:

M.IO

three-seater.

THE MRAZ SOKOL (FALCON).
TvTE.-^Light two/three-seat cabin monoplane.
WiNos.— Cantilever low- wing monoplane. Wooden

structui’e
in
three main sections consisting of centre-section integral with
Front and rear wooden
fuselage and two tapered outer sections.
box-type spars, wooden ribs and plywood covering, over which is a
Diagonal auxiliary spar between main spar
covering of fabric.
Wooden ailerons with fabric covering.
in outer wing sections.
Split trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage hinged on
rear (auxiliary) spar. Wing area 12 sq, m. (129.17 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. Wooden box-type struotxu’e with four main longerons,
vertical frames and plywood covering.
Tail Unit. -Cantilever monoplane type, Wooden fin and tailplane
built integral with fuselage and covered with plywood over which
One-piece elevator and horn-balanced
is a covering of fabric.
rudder of wooden construction with fabric covering. Central trimtab in elevator.
Landing GtEar.—-Retractable two-wheel type. Mdiii wheels, carried
on cantilever half- forks retract backwards into wing, leaving small
portions
projecting. Mechanical
operation
by hand-crank.
“Window” wheel indicators in wings. Non-retractable selfcentringdail- wheel on rubber shock-absorber leg with oil dampening.
Power Plant. One 105 h.p. Walter Minor 4-111 four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engine on welded steel mounting, and driving

—

—

,

—

two-blade fixed-pitch wooden or variable-pitch metal airscrew.
Duralumin cowling hinged for access. Fuel tank of 50 litres (11
Imp. gallons) capacity in port centre-section, and reserve tank of

The Mraz M.IA Sokol Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (105

h.p.

Walter Minor 4-111 engine)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
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continued.

,

11 litres (2J Imp. gallons) capacity in fuselage behind engine bulkhead. Auxiliary 50-litre (11 Imp. gallon) tank can be installed
in starboard centre-section.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin with two seats side-by-side (M.l A)
with third central seat behind (M.l C). Dual controls optional.
Seats designed for back-type parachutes. Access door on each side
hinged on forward cabin frame. Luggage rack aft of seats.
Dimensions. -Span 10 m. (32 ft. 9| in.), Length 7.12 m. (23 ft.
in.),
Height (tail up, over cabin) 1.955 in. (6 ft. 6 in.).
Weights and Loadings (M.l A). Weight empty (including extra
fuel tank and dual controls) 400 kg. (882 lb.s.), Pilot and passenger
150 kg. (330 lbs.), Baggage ,58 kg. (128 lbs.), Fuel and oil 92 kg.
(203 lbs.). Weight loaded 700 kg. (1,543 lbs.). Maximum weight
loaded 750 kg. (1,663 lbs.). Wing loading (at 700 kg.= 1,643 lbs.)
58.6 kg./sq. m. (12 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 6.66 kg./h.p. (14.7

—

—

—

Ibs./h.p.).

Weights and Loadings (M.l C).—Weight empty

(including extra
controls) 407 kg. (897 lb.-?.), Pilot and two passengers 226 kg. (496 lbs,), Baggage 26 kg. (67 lbs.). Fuel and oil

fuel tank

and dual

PRAGA,
LETECKY

92 kg. (203 lbs.). Maximum weight loaded 750 kg. (1,663 lbs.).
loading (at 750 kg.= 1,653 lbs.) 02.5 kg./sq. m. (12.8 lbs./
Power loading 7.26 kg./h.p. (16 Ibs./h.p.).
PERFOKM.ANCE (M.l A). Maximum speed 243 km.h. (151 m.p.h.),
Cruising speed (65% power) 214 km.h. (133 m.p.h.), Minimum .speed
with flaps lowered 62 km.h. (38.5 m.p.h.), Initial rate of eiirab
250 m./miij. (820 ft./min.). Absolute ceiling 5,395 m. (17,700 m.),
Cruising range, with maximum fuel 1,000 km. (620 miles). Normal
range 570 km. (356 miles). Take-off run, with flap.s, 140 m. (153 yds.).
Landing run with flaps and brakes 90 m. (98 yds.), Fuel consumption
23.8 litres (5.25 Imp, gallons) per hr.
Pebpormanoe (M.l C). Maximum speed 240 km.h. (149 m.p.h.).
Cruising speed (65% power) 211 km.h. (131 m.p.h.), Miminum speed
with flaps lowered 68 km.h. (42 m.p.h.). Initial rate of climb 244 m./
min. (800 ft./min.). Absolute ceiling 4,880 m. (16,000 ft.). Cruising
range, with maximum fuel 1,000 km. (620 miles), Normal range
570 km, (355 miles). Take-off run, with flaps 190 m. (207 yds.).
Landing run with brakes and flaps 110 m. (120 yds.). Fuel consumption 24.4 litres (5.37 Imp. gallons) per hr.

Wing

sq. ft.).

—

—

Performance (Praga

ZAVODY,

NARODNI

(Aviation Works, National Corporation

Head Oefice and Works

ZAVOD

PODNIK,

— Karlin

KARLIN

Plant).

Pkague X, Karlin.

:

Director
Ing. R. V. Stojle.
Ing. J. Slechta.
Chief Designer
Praga started manufacturing aircraft in April, 1931, and
subsequently produced the well-known Praga E.114 Air Baby,
which, with improvements, is still being manufactured. Praga
also constructed the E.210 light twin-engined pusher monoplane,
and their latest design is the E.117 two-seat monoplane. All
of these types are described herewith.
:

:

THE PRAGA

Type.-

— Two -seat Cabin Monoplane.

E.114.

— Cantilever

high -wing
monoplane.
Wooden two-spar
structure in one piece attached to fuselage by four bolts. Wing
detachable by two men in five minutes. Spar webs and ribs of
plywood with pine flanges. Plywood covering and no internal
bracing. Ailerons of wooden framework and covering. Wing

Wings.

area 15.2 ,sq. m. (163.6 sq, ft.).
Fuselage. Box structure of hexagonal ero.ss-section. Pine framework and plywood oovering.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type, with fin integral with
Aerodynamically-balaneed rudder of yuoden confuselage.
struction with plywood covering Tailplane and elevators of
welded steel-tnbe framework and covered with fabric. Elevator-s
balanced by rubber spring connected to control column.
L-anding Gear, -Fixed two-wbeel divided type. Each main wheel
carried on faired V-.strut,s attached to bottom of fuselage. Third
leg attached to bottom of fuselage eenti-e-line and linlied with
piston inside wheel hub, where rubber shock-absorber discs are

—
—

,

—

compressed.
Plant.-

Power

Praga

D

Magnesium wheels and

— One 40-46

h.p.

four-cylinder

low-jiressure tyi-es.

Praga B.2 two -cylinder or 60-79 h.p.

horizontally-opposed

direct-drive

air-

cooled engine on welded .steel-tube mounting and enclosed in twopiece cowling.
Two-blade fixed -pitch wooden airscrew. Fuel
tank in wing.
Accommodation.— Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side. Side
windows and windscreen integral with wing leading-edge, the whole
hinging upwards on front spar for access. Light luggage accommodation aft of seats.
Dimensions.— Span 11 m. (36 ft. I in.), Length 6.6 m. (21 ft. 8 in.),

Height 2.6 m.

Weights and Loadings (Praga B

2 engine).— Weight emiity 290, kg.
(639 lbs.). Fuel and oil 28 kg. (62 lbs.), Pilot 80 kg. (176 lbs.),
Weight loaded 490 kg. (1,080 lbs.), Wing loading 32.13 kg./sq. ni.
(6.6 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 11.95 kg./h.p. (26.33 Ibs./h.p.).
Weights AND Loadings (Praga D engine). Weight empty 325 kg.
(716 lbs.), Fuel and oil 46 kg. (99 lbs.), Pilot 80 kg. (176 lbs.),
Weight loaded 555 kg. (1,223 lbs.), Wing loading 36.6 kg./sq. m.
(7,47 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 7.27 kg./h.p. (16 ibs./h.p.).

—

Pbreormance (Praga B 2 engine).—Maximum speed 160

lon.h. (93

m.p.h.). Cruising speed 135 km.h. (84 m.p.h.). Landing speed 60
km.h. (37 m.p.h.). Climb to 1,000 m, (3,280 ft.) 10 minutes 47
seconds, Service ceiling 3,500 m. (11,480 ft.), Range 450 km.
(280 miles). Take-off run 140 m. (153 yds.), Landing run 120 m,
'

(131 yds.).,

THE PRAGA

—
—

E.117.

Tyde. Two-seat Cabin Monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever
high-wing
monoplane.
Wooden two-s]nir
structure in one piece attached to fuselage by four bolts and
detachable by two men in five minutes. Spar webs and ribs of
plywood ivith pine flanges. Plywood covering. Steel-tube ailerons
with fabric covering. Fabric-covered welded .steel-tube trailingedge flaps between ailerons and fuselage
manual operation.
;

Wing area 14.75 sq. m. (158.77 sq. ft.).
Fu.selage. ^Welded steel-tube structure with light metal sheet
covering forward and fabric-covered aft.
T.ail Unit.
^Braced monoplane type. Fin and elevators of welded
tailplane and rudder
steel-tube framework and fabric covering
of wooden construction with fabric-covering. Wire-bracing

—
—

;

between fin aiid tailplane; tailplane strut-braced to fuselage.
L.anding Gear.— ixed two-wheel divided type. Each wheel carrie.d
on faired steel-tube leg, wire-braced to fuselage centre-line, with
Wheel
oleo -pneumatic shock-absorber system within fuselage.
brakes. Tail-wheel carried bn rubber .shock-absorber leg.
Pow:bb Plant. One 60-79 h.p. Praga D four-cylinder horizontallyopposed direct-drive air-cooled engine on welded steel-tnbe mounting
and enclosed by two-piece cowling. Other air-cooled engines of
similar power, weight and size may be fitted. Two-blade fixedpitch wooden airscrew. Fuel tank in wing.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with
dual controls. Access door on each .side.
Dimensions,—Span 10.80 in. (36 ft. 6 in.). Length 6.80 m. (22 ft,
4 in.). Height 2.40 m. (7 ft. 10 in.).
Weights and Loadings.—Weight empty (equipped) 400 kg. (882 lbs.),
Fuel and oil 45 kg. (99 lbs.). Pilot 80 kg. (176 lbs,), Payload HO
kg. (242 lbs.), Weight loaded 635 kg. (1,399 lbs.). Wing loading
43 kg./sq. m. (8.8 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 8 kg./h.p. (17.64 lbs./

—

—

h.p.),

216 km.h. (133.5
—Maximum speed Landing
speed

Pebfobmance.

m.p.h.), Cruising
70 lon.h. (43 m.p.h.)
Service ceiling
iniimteB
20
seconds.
Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 7
3,600 ni. (11,480 ft.). Range 570 km. (354 miles).

speed 190

liin.h.

(118 m.p,h.).

THE PRAGA

—

E.210.

win-engined four-seat pinsher Monoplane.
two-spar
Wings.—Cantilever high-wing inonoiilaiie. Wooden
structure in one piece, with plywood covering. Welded steel-tube
slotted ailerons with fabric covering. Wing area 20.70 sq. m.

TyTb.^

(8 ft. 6 in.).

—

D

engine). -Maximum speed 185 km.h. (115
m.p.h.), Cruising speed 160 km.h. (99 m.p.h.), Landing speed 70
km.h, (43 m.p.h.). Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 6 minutes 40 seconds,
Service ceiling 4,100 m. (13,450 ft.). Range 500 kin. (311 miles).
Take-off run 120 m. (131 yd.s.), Landing run 150 in. (164 yds.).

(222.81 sq. ft.).

Fuselage.—Welded

steel-tube structure of rectangular cross -section.

Nose and cabin portion covered with plywood and remainder with
fabric.

—

^Iilonoplane type with twin fins and rudders mounted as
endplates. Tailplane and fins of w'ooden construotion with plywood
covering. W^’oeden-framed rudders with fabric oovering. Ble.vators have welded steel-tube frames and fabric covering. Trimtab in each elevator.
Landing Gear.— ixed tricycle type. Each main wheel carried on
single cantilever leg with oleo pneumatic shock-absorber unit

Tail Unit.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

(108c)

PHAGA-—con/mued.

The Praga E.210 Four-seat Pusher Monoplane (two 105
Swivelling and self-centriii" nose-wlieel.

within fuselage.
on main wheels.

Power

Bruke.s

D

h.p. Walter

111 ENSIOX.S.

—

—

Sj.ian

Heicht

7 in.),

Pl.-vnt.
Two 1U5 li.p. Walter Minor 4-111 four-cylmder in-line
inverted air-cooled, or two 150 h.p>. Praga E eight-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engines mountetl as pusher units on
Other
welded steel-tube bearers cantilevered from rear spar.
Two-blade fixed-pitch
engines of similar type may be fitted.
wooden propellers. Main and auxiliary fuel tanks in wing centreOil tanks in engine nacelles.
section.
nclosed cabin seating four iu two pairs with
Accojimodation.
dual controls in front. Access door on each side. Bageage
compartment aft of rear seats.

—

2.;54

Minor 4-III engines).

12.30 m. (41

m.

ft.

0 in.),

Leimth 8.42 m.

(27

ft.

(7 ft. S in.).

—

Weight empty 990 kg. (2,182 lbs.). Weight
Lo.-vdings.
loaded 1,350 kg. (2,975 lbs.). Wing kiading (.)0.;i_kg./.sq. m. (12.35
Ibs./sq. ft.), l“o\ver loading (Walter Minor (‘ngine.s) ti.fi kg./h.p.

Weights and

(14.55 Ibs./h.pi,).

Perpohjlvnce (Walter Minor engines).

— ilaxiimun

speed 230 krn.h.

(143 rn.p.h.). Cruising speed 200 km.li. (124 m.p.h.). Lauding speed
85 km.h. (53 m.p.h.). Climb to 1,000 ,m. (3,280 ft.) ()| minutes,
Rerviee ceiling 4,500 m. (14,700 ft.). One-engine service ceiling
1,000 ra. (3,280 ft.), Cruising range 570-800 km. (354-497 miles).

ZUN.

The Zlin 22 Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (70

AUTOMOBILOVE ZAVODY,
NARODNI PODNIK, ZAVOD
OTROKOViCE (Wotorcar Works, National Corporation — Oirokovice
Plant).

Head

Oepice

Managing Director

:

Ing. Smela.

Chief Engineer
Ing. TomaS.
The Zlinske Letecke Zavody was founded in 1SJ34 by tho
well-known shoe manufacturing company, Bata, and prior
to tho M"ar produced the popular low-pricod Zlhi XII and 212
single-onginod two-sea t monoplanes. The Zlin 212 was described
and illustrated in the li);i9 Edition of this Annual.
Tho Company was nationalised on Octobor 24, 1945, '"and is
now producing a number of light personal ahcraft and gliders
which were designed during the German 'Occupation. Tartculars oi these aircraft are given hereafter.
;

THE ZUN:22.

—

Cabin Monoplane.
Cantilever
low-wing
inouoiilimc.

’T wo-seat

WiN’os.

Znm.

:

Ttoe.

h.p. Persy III engine).

—

Wooden

two-spar

.structure consisting of cent ro-sectiou anti two out er wings.
Loading
edge covered with plywood anti rest with fabric. Wing area 14.03
sq. rn. (167.7 sq. ft.).,

IfusELAGE.

Tail

—Ayootlen inonocoqtie

C^.vxt.

— Cantilever

ply-covered

ila

and

stnieture.

nutnt)[)lane typo.
Wooden structure with
taiiidauc anti tabric covering to rudder and

elevators.
L.v^DIN'u Gii.ut.
Fixed two- wheel type, ilaiu wheels carried on
oleo-pneuniatic shock-absorber legs attached to front spar. Tail-

—

skid.

PowEE Plant. — One

70 h,p. Persy III four-tiylinder horizontallyo])posed air-cooled engine driving two-ldado fixed-piteli wooden
airscrew.

li'ts

The Zlin 22 Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (70

h.p. Zlin Persy III engine).

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

ZLIN—continued.

The ZUn 23 Honza Elementary

—

AccoMMODATioisr. Enclosed cabin
and passenger side-by-side.

witli

accommodation

for

pilot

—

Dimensions. Span 10.60 m. (34 ft. D in.) Length 7.40 in. (24 ft. 3 in.).
Height 1.96 m. (6 ft. 5 in.).
Weights anb Loadings. Weight ernjity 370 lig. (SLI.S lbs.), Dispo.sable load 230 kg. (507 lb.s.), Weight loaded 600 kg. (1,322.6 lbs.).
Wing loading 40.9 kg./.sq. m. (8.37 Ib.s./.sq. ft.), Power loading 8.57
kg./CV (10.2 lb.s./h.p.).
Peeformakce. Maximum speed 18.7 km.h. (116 in. p.h.), Crnising

—

(109c)

Glider.

two main .sections. Leading-edge to front spar covered with
plywood and rest with fabric. Wing area 14.60 sq. in. (157.2 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. Wooden box structure in three main sections screwed
in

—

together.

_

—

speed 160 kmh. (00 m.p.h.). Service ceiling 4,200
Cruising range 700 km. (435 miles).

rn.

(13,776

ft.).

Tail UNiT.-^Wooden monoplane structure with fabric covering.
Landing Geab. Single a.sh skid .su.spended on two rubber block,s.
Accommodation. Open seat ahead of wing.s.
Dimen.sions.
pan 10.0 in. (32 ft. 9.J in.). Length 6.37 m. (20 ft.
10 in.). Height 1.55 m. (5 ft. 1 ill,).
W’'eights and Loadings.— Weight empty 05 leg. (209 lbs.). Disposable
load 85 kg. (187 lbs.). Weight loaded 180 kg. (396 lbs.), Wing

—

—

loading 12.3 kg./sq.

THE ZLIN

122.
Type. Three/fonr-seat Cabin Monopla.ne.
Wings, FtrsEDAGE and Tail Unit.- As ZUn 22
Main wlieels carried
Landing Ge.ab Retractable two -wheel type
on oleo-pneiiinatic shock-absorber legs retract into wings. Nontail
-.skid.
retraetable steerable
Power Plant. One 106 h.p. Zlin Toma 4 four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engine driving two-blade wooden airscrew.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating pilot and one passenger
side-by-side in front with one or tw-o passengers behind.
Dimensions. As Zlin 22.
Weights and Lo.adings. WTiight empty 470 kg. (1,030 lbs.), Disposable load 330 kg. (727 lbs.), Weight loaded 800 kg. (1,703 lbs.).
Wing loading 54.0 kg./.sq. m. (18.6,5 lbs./.sq. ft.), Power loading
7.5 kg. /h.p. (10.53 lb.s./h.p.).
PEBFOBMjiNC'E.—--Maximum .speed 215 km.h. (133.5 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed 100 km.h. (118 m.p.h.), Service ceiling 4,400 m. (14,430 ft.),
Cruising range 1,000 km. (021 miles).

—

—

—

—
—

—

THE ZLIN

23 HONZA.
Type. Single-seat Primany Training Glider.
high-wing
monoplane.
Semi-cantilever
Wings.

—
—

Two-'spar structure

in. (2.52 Ibs./sq, ft.).

Pkhpobai.ance.— Gliding ratio
(5 ft. 3 in. /second),

1.(5
m, /second
1, Sinking speed
towing speed 120 km.h. (75 m.p.h.).

10

Maximum

;

THE ZLIN 24 KRAJANEK.
Type.- Single-seat Training Sailplane.
WiNG.s.
Semi-eantileimr high-wing monoplane. Single-spar wmoden
structure wdth ply-covered leading-edge and re.st with fabric.
Wing area 13.50 .sq. m. (14513 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. Wooden structure with plywood covering.
Tail Unit. Wooden monoplane structure with ply-covered fixed
surfaces and fabric covering to rudder and elevators.
Landing Geab. Single ash sldd suspended on rubber blocks.
Accommodation.
nclosed cockpit ahead of leading-edge of wdng.
DiaiENSioNS.—Siian 12.12 m. (39 ft. 9 in.). Length 6.29 m. (20 ft.

—

—

—
—

—

7 in.),

Height 1.55 m.

(5 ft. 1 in.).

WEIGHT.S AND LOADINGS.—Weight empty 135 kg. (297.5 lbs.), Dispo.sable load 90 kg. (198 lbs. j. Weight loaded 220 kg. (495.5 lbs.),
IVing loading 10.29 kg./sq. m. (3.33 Ibs./sq. ft.).
Performance. Gliding ratio 18 1 sinking speed 0.8 in. /second
(2 ft. 7 in. /.second), Minimum speed 45.4 km.h. (28 m.p.h.), Maximum towing speed 120 km.h. (75 m.p.h,). Maximum diving speed
200 km.h. (124 m.p.h.).

—

;

(llOo)

DENMARK

The

KZ

II-T Two-seat Trainer (145 h.p. D.H. Gipsy Major

SKANDINAVISK AERO INDUSTRI A/S.
HKAD Oli'FIf’E AND WOBKS
SlUSEHOLMEN, SyDHAVEN,
Copenhagen.
Repair Shop
Airport op Copenhagen, Kastrup.
Skandinavisk Aero Tiidnstri A/b was formed in li)37 to mann*
facUire light aircraft. Tlie (’ompany was financed by a large

I

engine) as supplied to the Royal Danish Naval Air Service.

Fuselage.

—Welded

chrome-molybdenum

steel-tube structure wnth

Plywood covering around

spruce formers and fabric covering.

:

:

Danish industrial concern and took over the aircraft manufacturing business formerly conducted by Sfessrs. Kramme and Zeuthen,
who had previously built the IvZ I light single-scat monoplane.

KZ it has btien built in three versions, and at the
time of writing is inprod\ietiou as a, training monojilane, together
with the KZ III Lark two-seat and the KZ YII four-seat cabin
monoplanes. The KZ LV twin-ongined ambulance or light
transport monoplane has been built only in small numbers.
Tlio pre-war

THE KZ

KZ

II-T.

a development of the KZ II Sport and the
KZ II Kupe monoplanes, details of which were given in the 1939
edition of this Annual.
The new aircraft is built specifically
for training purposes and conforms to the requirements of A.P.
1208.
A series of the KZ II-T has been built to the order of
the Royal Danish Naval Air Service.

The

Type.

—Two

II-T

is

-seat Trainer.

—Cantilever low-wing monoplane.

Wings.

Tw'O-spar wooden struotnre
consisting of centre-section let into fuselage and two outer sections,
Biiilt-up spruce and plywood spars, and plywood and fabric
covering. All wooden members glued with Kaiirite.
Dihedral
degrees, Root chord 1,9 ra. (5 ft.
in.), Wing area 15 sq. m.
Single-spar Friso-type ailerons with plywood and
(16]. 5 sq. ft.).
fabric covering.
Each aileron hingod on tliree ball-bearings;
Aileron area (each) 1.65 sq. m. (17.8 sq. ft.). Split trailing-edge
flaps on centre-section with steel-tube frames and fabric covering.

cockpits.

Tail Unit.—-Cantilever monoplane type. Wooden two-spar tailplane
and single-spar fin built in one unit, with plywood covering.
Dynamically and aerodynainically-balanced rudder has single
w'ooden spar with ply-covered leading-edge and fabric covering aft.
Hingetl on two ball bearings. Elevators similarly constructed and
hinged at five points on ball-bearings. C’ontrollable elevator trimTailplane span 3.2 in. (10 ft, 6 in.), Tailiilane chord 0.5 m.
tab.
(1 ft. 71 in.), Tailplane area l.fi sq. m. (17.21 sq, ft.), Elevator chord
_

0.30 im (IIJ in.), Elevator area (total) 0.95 sq, in. (10.2 sq. ft.).
Fin area 0..3 sq. iii. (3.23 sq. ft.). Rudder area 0.87 sq, m. (9.4 sq. ft.),
IjANDIng Gear. Fixed two-wheel type consisting of two cantilever
legs with steel-spring and friction-dampening shock-ahsorbers
and lovr-presaure 46.5 X 165 wheels. Track 2.0 m. (6 ft. ()| in,).
Full-swivelling solid-tyred tail-wheel mounted on 8imilarly-.sprung
leg.
Ski undercarriage optional.
Power Plant.— One 146 h.p. D.H. Gipsy Major I four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engine mounted on welded steel-tube bearers
and driving two-blade wooden airscrew 2 m. (6 ft. 6J in,) diameter.
Two fuel tanks in wing centre-section. Total capacity 110 litres
(24.2 Imperial gallons),
Accommodation. Two open tandem cockpits, with dual controls.
Continuous coupe top over cockpit optional. Access door to each
cockpit on port side. Seats arranged to take seat-type parachutes.
Rear seat has vertical adjustment of 12.7 e/m. (6 m.). Luggage
compartment aft of rear cockpit.
Dimensions. Span 10.2 m. (33 ft. 6 in.), Length 7.6 m. (26 ft. 0 in,),

—

—

A

—

Height 2.1 m. (6 ft. lO'l in.).
Weights and Loadings.—Weight empty

,

6,50

kg. (1,212 lbs.),

Weight

loaded (normal) 850 kg. (1,874 lbs.), Weight loaded (aerobatic)
775 lbs. (1,708 kg.). Wing loading (normal) 56.6 kg./sq. m. (11.6
Ibs./sq, ft,), Wing loading (aerobatic) 51.6 kg./sq. m. (10.45 lbs./
sq. ft.), Power loading (normal) 5.8 kg./h.p. (12,9 Ibs./h.p.), Power
loading (aerobatic) 6.34 kg, /h.p. (11.8 Ibs./h.p.).
,

•1^

A KZ

III Lserke

Light Monoplane supplied to the “Zone-Redningskorp” for Ambulance duties

7!af

Km Z.

—

—

T

DENMARK

— continued.

2

(lllc)

m.

(6

ft.

6|-

in.).

Full-swivelling tail-wheel

on

helical-spring

shook absorber.

PowEB

—One 100

Blackburn Cirrus Minor II four-cylinder
in-line inverted ah-oooled engine on welded steel-tixbe mounting
and driving Weybridge two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew 1.9
in. (6 ft. 4 in.) diameter.
Fuel tank of 68.2 litres (16 Imperial
gallons) capacity in fuselage aft of cabin, with provision for 41
litre (9 Imp. gallon) auxiliary tank.
Oil capacity 8.2 litres (8.2
Imp. gallons).
Accommodatioit. Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side. Interior
width 1.22 m. (4 ft. 0 in.). Dual controls with central Y-type
control column.
Luggage rack aft of cabin. For use as ambulance
right-hand portion of light bulkhead aft of cabin can be removed,
and stretcher can be loaded through door on port side of fuselage
PLiVNT.

h.p.

aft of wings.

—

Dimensions. Span 9.6 m. (31 ft. 6 in.). Length 6.6 m. (21 ft. 6 in.).
Height (over rudder, tail down) 2.1 m. (6 ft. 11 in.).
Weights. AND Lo.JlDings. Weight empty 386 kg. (850 lbs.), Fuel and
oil 57 kg. (125 lbs.), Pilot and passenger 154 kg. (340 lbs.). Luggage
65 kg. (120 lbs.), Total pay -load 266 kg. (585 lbs.). Loaded weight
651 kg. (1,435 lbs.). Maximum loaded weight (with auxiliary tank
and'fuel (34 kg. — 75 lbs.) and extra 21 kg. = 45 Ib.s. luggage) 706
kg. (1,555 lbs.), Wing loading 48.83 kg. /sq. m. (10 lbs,/sq. ft.). Power
loading 7,25 kg. /h.p. (16 Ibs./h.p.).
Maximum speed 185 km.h. (115 m.p.h.) at sea level’
Cruising speed at 2,200 r.p.m. 170 km.h. (106 m.p.h.), Landing
speed 55 km.h. (34 m.p.h.). Rate of climb at sea level 213 m./min.
(700 ft. /min.). Normal range 500 km. (310 miles). Maximum range
805 Ion. (500 miles), Service ceiling 4,115 m, (13,500 ft.). Rate of
glide (flaps up) 1 : 8, Rate of glide (flaps down) 1 5, Take-off run
70 m. (77 yds.), Landing run 50 m. (55 yds.).

Pbbfobmance.

—

.

:

The

KZ

II-T Trainer.

—

Maximum speed 235 km.h. (146 m.p.h.), Stalling
speed 75 km.h. (46.6 m.p.h.). Maximum permissible speed 350
km.h. (218 m.p.h.), Service ceiling 6,000 m. (16,405 ft.), Rato of
climb at sea level 270 m./min. (885 ft. /min.), Take-off run (fully
loaded) 120 m. (131 yds.), Landing run, (fully loaded, with flaps and
brakes) 130 m, (142 yds.).

Pebeobmance.

THE KZ

HI LiQERKE (LARK).

—— wo-seat cabin monoplane.
Braced high- wing monoplane.

Tyee,
Wings.

Aerofoil section NACA
12023. W^ooden structure in two main sections attached to top
longerons and braced to lower longerons by steel-tube V-struts
on each side. Structure consists of two spruce spars and spruce
Dihedral
ribs with ply-covered leading-edge and fabric covering aft.
2 degrees.
Wing area 13 sq. m. (140 sq. ft,). Slotted ailerons
have wooden framework with fabric covering. Ailerons arranged
to droop when flaps are lowered.
Manually-operated slotted flaps
with fabric covering. Built-in fixed slot ahead of front spar running
almost complete span.
Fuselage.—-Welded steel-tube structure with four main longerons,

wooden

stringers

and

fabric covering.
cantilever fin with

—Wooden
balanced
mass-balanced

;

fabric covering. Hornrudder of steel-tube construction
and
with fabric covering. Trim-tab adjustable on ground only.
Wooden cantilever tailplane with plywood covermg. One-piece
Controllable central
structure as rudder.
elevator has same
trim-tab operated by Bo-wden cable. Tailplane span 3.17 in. (10 ft.
5 in.)i
Landing Gbae. -Fixed divided type. Consists of two steel-spring
shock-absorber legs each braced by V-struts to fuselage centre-line.
Track
tyres and brakes.
Low*pressure wheels fitted with 6,00 X

Tail Unit.

'

;

—

The

KZ

HI Two-seat Cahin Monoplane

DENMARK
-Gontimied.
Fabric-covered wooden ailerons arranged to droo^j
outer wiiigs.
Slotted flaps between ailerons and fuselage
15 degrees with flaps.
Built-in fixed lending-edge slots ahead
in two sections each side.
Gross wing area 30 sq. m. (323 sq. ft.).
of ailerons.
All-wood .strnctiu'e with plywootl covering.
Ftjsei.age.
T.ul Unit. Twin fins and rudders mounted as endplates to dihedral
tailplane.
Wooden cantilever .structure rvith plywood covering
over fixed surfaces and fabric covering to elevators and rudders.
Trim-tabs in elei-ators
Tailialane span (overall) a m. (10 ft. dj in.).

—
—

and rudder.s.
L.vnding G:E.-i.E.

—

Fixed two-wheel type consisting of two separate
units attaclied at outer ends of centre-section and faired into engine
naeelle.s.
Track 3.77 ni. (12 ft. 4 in.). Non-retraetable tail-wheel.
Gipsy Major four-cylinder in-line
PowEK Plant. Two 130 h.p.
ini'orted air-cooled engines driving two-l;>lado fixed-pitch wooden
Fuel capacity 240 litres (53 Imp. gallons), oil capacity
iiirserews.
27.5 litres {tlj- Imp. gallons).
Aeco.\rMOT.)ATiON.
I’ilot and eo-pilot /radio-operator sidc-l )^-s^de with
dual controls.
Two strctcher.s can lie carried <.m sfarlioai-d side
of main caliiii, one abo\-e tlie othei', with .setits i'or two attendants
Ijarge door on .starlioa.rtl side for loading and
on port .side.
unloading stretchers ; niuiii entrance door on poi'l side a ft of trcaling
edge. Collapsible table and eainpai't i'oud and int'dieine cupboai'd.s.
Bi.ME.\'siON.s.--SpiUi Hi Ml. (52 ft. 0 in.). Length (tail up) 9.S m. (32 i't.
1 in.). lieiglit (on ground, over cabin) 2.45 in. (8 ft.).
Weight emptv 1,20() kg. (2,li45 lbs.).
Weioiit.s anm Loadings.
Weight loaded 1,900-2,000 kg. (4,189-4,409 lbs.). Wing loading
4,409 lbs.) Ofi.ti kg./’sq. ru. (13.0 llis./sq. ft.). Power
(at 2.000 kg.
loading 7.0 kg./h.p. (10.75 lbs. /h.p.).
Performance. iMaxiinvirn speed 215 km.h. (134 in.]i.h.), Ch-uising
speed 200 km.h. (124 rn.p.h.). Landing speed 75 km.h. (47 m.p.h,),
Maximum range 900 km. (500 miles), Ta-ke-oFf run 140 m. (153
yds.). Landing run 70 m. (77 yds.).

—

—

—

=

—

THE KZ VU.
The

KZ

VII

KZ

a four-seat developinent of the
III Lterke
detail and follows the same general shape
jareviously described
and eonstruetioiial methods.

The new

The

KZ

IV Ambulance.

THE KZ

KZ

IV.

Gorman Occupation of I3ento the design.s of K. G. Zeuthen. It was produced originally to the requirements of the Zone- Rednmijskorp, the Danish
First Aid organization, as an ambulance, but it is also convertible to a passenger and cargo ah'craft.
The KZ I\'^ is not
in series production.
win-engined Ambulance.
Type.
Wings.— Cantilever low-wing monoplane. Wooden structure with
The

I'^^

was

built during the

mnrk

—

plywood covering in three main sections

:

and two

centre-section

is

m

aircraft is jiowered

by a 125

li.p.

Continental G12o

six-cylinder ]iorizontally-oppo.sed air-cooled engine driving a
two-blade -wooden airscreiv, 1.90 m. (ft ft. 3 in.) diameter, and
the maximum fuel capacity is 110 litres (24 Imp. gallon.s).
Tlio undercarriage trade has Iieen increased to 2.40 m. (7 ft.
ItU in.) and a steerable tail-wheol is iitted.
Dimensioxs.- - Spun 9.00 m. (31 ft. 0 in.). Length ti.50 m. (21 ft 0 in.),
Height 2.19 in (0 ft. 11 in.). Wing area 13 sep in. (140 sq. ft.).
Weiqht.s and Loaminus.—-Weight empty 404 kg. (1,022 lies.), Fuel
and oil 89 kg. (190 lh.s.). Disposable load 314 kg. (093 lbs.), Weight
loaded 807 kg. (1,911 lbs.), Wing loailing 00.0 Ivir./sq, in. (13.5 ll:>.s./
sq. ft.), Power loading 0.!) kg./h.p. (15.3 Ihs./li.p.).
Bhixiraum speed 200 km.h. (124 m.p.h.) at sea level,
J’ekfor^i.vnce,
(Cruising speed 175km. h. 109 rn.p.h.). Landing sjieed 55 krn.li. (34
m.p.h.), Initial rate of climb 170 m./min. (390 ft./iniu.). Service
ceiling 4,115 ni. (13,500 ft,.), Eange 725 km. (450 miles).
.

(

,

The KZ.VII Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (125

h.p. Continental

''.Jr

'

C125 engine),

FINLAND
THE STATE AIRCRAFT FACTORY,
VALTION
FACTORY).
"WoBKS

:

LENTOKONETEHDAS
Tampere.

(THE

STATE

AIRCRAFT
’

This factory has supplied the Air Force with various t;sT76s
The Factory-designed Tuisku and Viima
of military aircraft.
II training biplanes and the Pyry advanced training monoplane have been fully illustrated and described in previous issues
of this Annual; The last-known original design emanating
from the Factory was the Myrsky, a single-seat fighter monoplane fitted with a Pratt & Whitney T-win-Wasp engine, w^hich
was designed in 1940.

All reconditioning of aircraft and aero-engines for the Finnish
Air Force has been done at the Factory, which also supplied
aeroplanes and aero accessories to the Finnish Light Aeroplane
Clubs and private ow'ners.
Considerable attention has been- devoted to the investigation
of the qualities of home produced materials, particularly timber.
Finnish pine proA-^ed to be eminently suitable for aircraft use,
as the result of tests made in the Factory’s laboratories show.
Finnish bakelite-glued plywood floats have also proved themselves to be strong, light, economical and resistant to deterior:

ation./'

Other developments have been the design and production of
and adjustable airscre-ws of bakelite-glued plywood.

skis

F

C
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FRAI^CE
AEROCENTRE.
SOCiiTg NATIONALS DE CONSTRUCTIONS AgRONAUTIQUES
DU CENTRE. (S.N.C.A.C).
Head Office 12 Bis, Avenue Bosquet, Paris 7e.
Billancouet, Issy-les-Moulineaux (the former
WoEKS
Nieuport Aircraft Works attached to S.N.C.A.C. in June,
Boueges, Chateauboux (Deols and Aedente Works)
1945)
AND FOURCHAMBAULT.
:

:

—

;

President and General Director
Marcel Bloch.
Technical Director
Marcel Roca.
;

;

Production Dnector

Roger Polart.
originally comprised factories formerly
S.N.C.xA.C.
belonging to the Farinan and Hanriot companies and was taken
over as a Societe Nationale in 1937. All of the factories were in
the Occupied Zone, and during the War were put into production for Germany. The former Hanriot works was engaged
in the production of the Siebel Si 204D twin-engined communications monoplane, and contracts for a fiuther supply of this
aircraft, re-designated the N.C. 701, have been given by the
French Government. The Si 204D was fully described under
“Siebel” (Germany) in the last issue of “All the World’s AirAlso in production is a civilian development of this
craft.”
aircraft known as the N.C. 702 Martinet.
The Billancourt,
Fourchainbault and Bourges works are responsible for these
contracts, the latter plant producing the fuselage and endThe Billaneoiu't j^lant is also producing Ca.stelassemblies.
;

The

Mauboussin

gliders.

The Issy-les-Moulineaux factory

producing on a sub -contract
basis wing assemblies for the S.O.90, while the Chateauroux
plant is engaged in manufacturing tail-units for the S.E. 161
is

fuselage and wing assemblies for the S.O. (Bloch)
175 tw'in-engined torpedo-bomber, and also complete assembly
of these latter aircraft.
Other current S.N.C.A.C. designs are the N.C. 830 and 840
Chardoneret three and four-seat cabin monoplanes, and the
experimental N.C. 3020 Belphegor monoplane for high-altitude
Also described are
research, which are described hereafter.
the N.C. 211 Corrnoran four-engined tramsiiort monoplane now
the N.C. 2001 four-seat helicopter, and
under development
the N.C. 800, 810 and 820 commercial designs.
Further projected developments are the N.C. 260 and 270
the N.C. 1070 twin-engined
jet-proyjelled commercial aircraft
naval fighter and the N.C. -S.E. 582 single -engined naval fighter.

Languedoc

;

;

;

THE

N.C. 211

Pa.s.seng6r

in four

main

sections consisting of

two

cari'ying

engine nacelles and two outer wings with rounded tips. Aerodyiiamically and statieally-lialaneed ailerons in two sections each
Slotted
side with controllable trim-tab in each inner portion.
trailing-edge flaps each in. three sections between ailerons and
sq.
ft.).
m.
(2,152
Wing
area
200
sq.
ratio
9.6.
Aspect
fuselage.
Fuseiage. Deep-section structvire divided into two decks.

Tail

—
—

Unit.

antilever

monoplane

type.

Aerodynamically

and

Elevators eacii in two sections
statically -balanced control surfaces.
with controllable trim-tab in each inner section. Tailplane span
14.5 m. (47 ft. 7 in.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Each rnain unit consists

—

of twin wheels carried on shock-absorber leg which retracts forward
Twin nose- wheels
into inner engine nacelle and is fully enclosed.

Track 7.7 m. (25 ft. 3 in.).
Gname-Rhdne 14R fourteen-cylinder two-row

retract into fuselage.

Power Plant.

—Four

radial air-cooled engines each rated at a normal output of 1,200
h. 23 ; a cruising outimt of 800 h.p. and with 1,600 h.p. available for
.

H

1|-

in.)

diameter.

Inner engine

and outer engine centres 4.3 m.

—

Accommodation. Fuselage divided into two decks. Flight compartment forward on iijaper deck with accommodation for crew of
three comprising pilot (on jjort) and eo-jiilot/radio-operator sideby-side with dual controls, and flight engineer aft. Main freight
hold on lower deck is 18.1 m. long' x 2.7 m. wide x 3.1 m. high
(59 ft. 4|- in. X 8 ft. 10 in. x 10 ft. 2 in.) with floor space of 41
sq. m. (441 sq. ft.) and volume of 150 cub. m. (5,297 cnb. ft-).
Nose section opens for loading other openings in sides of fuselage.
Hold fitted with tw'O electric winches. Cabin on upper deck aft of
crew compartment has accommodation for seven passengers.
Toilet compartment on port and luggage compartment between
crew compartment and passenger cabin.
Additional freight
comy>artment aft of passenger cabin between wing spars.
100passenger version aeconimodates 87 passengers on lower deck and
13 above.
Lower deck accommodation includes 13-passenger
saloon in nose. Four toilet compartments and three baggage
compartments. 131-passenger version scabs 80 passengers on
lower deck and 51 on upper deck.
Dimensions.— SiDan 44 m. (144 ft. 4 in.), Length 30.5 m. (100 ft.
0 in.), Height 10.1 m. (33 ft. IJ in.).
Weights and Loamng.s (Designed Freight version).^ Weight empty
21,000 kg. (46,297 lbs.). Crow 300 kg. (661 Ib.s.), Pas.sengers (seven)
700 kg. (1,543 lbs.). Freight 14,800 kg. (32,638 lbs.), Fuel and oil
3,200 kg. (7,055 llis.). Weight loaded 40,000 kg. (88,194 lb.s.),
Wing loading 200 kg./sq. m. (41 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 6.25
;

—

kg./CV (14

Performance.

—

lbs. /h.p.).

—Maximum speed 400 km.h.

(249 m.p.h.) at 3,000 m.
Cruising speed 320 km.h. (199 m.p.h.) at 3,000 rn. (9,840
.sjieed 130 km.h. (81 m.p.h.). Ceiling 9,000 m. (29,530
ft.). Range (in 80 km.h. = 50 m.p.h. head-wdnd, with 16,500 kg.
= 34,171 lbs. payload) 1,000 km. (621 miles). Range (in 80 km.h.=
50 m.p.h. head wind, with 12,500 kg. = 27,658 lbs. payload) 2,000
km. (1,243 miles), Take-ofi distance to 15 m. (50 ft.) 1,300 m.
(1,422 yds.).
(9,840

ft.).

ft.).

Landing

THE
The N.C. 271

N.C. 271.

a projected single-seat jet-propelled monoplane for research pui'po.sos. It is to be a mid-wing monoplane
with .swept-baok wings and tail-unit and will be fitted with twm
109-6 09A jot-units mounted in the wings close
Walter
At the time of writing a full-scale mock-up
to the fuselage.
had been completed.
Dimensions.—Span 7.60 m. (24 ft. 11 in.), Length 8.14 in. (26 ft.
8| in.), Height 2.99 m. (9 ft. 9f in.), Wing area 11.44 sq. m. (123
is

HWK

sq. ft.).

CORMORAN (CORMORANT).

or Freiglit Transport,
— our-engined
WiNQS. — Cantilever shonlder-wing monoplane. Tapered structure
inner sections
Tyi>e.

take-off.
Airscrews 4.0 m. (13 ft.
centres 7.7 m. (25 ft. 3 in.) ; inner
(14 ft.
in.).

Weights and Loading (Designed).—Weight loaded

3,400 kg. (7,496
Miiximuni landing weiglit 1,240 kg. (2,734 lbs.), Wing loading
297 kg./sq. m. (60.8 Ibs./sq. ft.).
Perfokm.^nce (E.stimated).—Maximum speed 900 km.h. (559 m.p.h.)
Landing speed 120 km.h. (75 m.ji.h.).
lb.s.),

THE

N.C. 702

MARTINET

(SWIFT).

Transport.
—Twin-engined eight-passenger
Wings.—Cantilever low-wing monoplane. All-metal structure of
two main sections each attached
constructed
light

Tyi>e.

in
high aspect ratio
Single main .spar and two false spars
at four points to fuselage.
ahead of and aft of main spar, chordwise ribs and stressed duralumin .skin. Fabric-covered metal ailerons with controllable
Split trailing edge flaps between ailerons mid
trim-tab in each.
fuselage in three .sections each side. Electro -hydraulic operation.
Wing area 46 sq. m. (495 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. All-metal monocoque structure, with vertical frames,
longitudinal stringers and stressed sheet duralumin covering.
^Metal cantilever structure, comprising dihedral tailplane
T.4.IL Unit.
and twin fins and rudders mounted as endplates. Metal-covered

—
—

—

FRANCE
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A EROCENTRE—conUnued.

A moek-up
and tailplane

fins

balanced rudder

;

;

carried

54

in.).

rudders and elevators. Hornmass-balanced. Electricrudder and elevators. Tailplane span

m

—Retractable

two-wheel type. Main wlieels oacli
single shock-absorber leg ivhich relracts
engine nacelle and is partially enclosed by twin

Electro-hydraulic

Non -retractable

operation.

T’rack

4.404

m.

(14

ft.

tail-wheel.

—

Power

Plant. Two Renault 12 S 00 twelve-cylinder inverted voe
air-cooled engines each rated at 500 h.p. for take-off; a normal
output of 495 h.p. at 2,400 m. (7,87.1 ft.) and a cruising output of
Raticr thrco-blado controllable,375 h.p. at 2,000 in. (0,560 ft.).
pitch air.screws, 2.65 in. (8 ft. SJ- in.) diameter. Four fuel tanks
Proin wings with total capacity of 860 litres (189 Imp. gallons).
vision for two 240 litre (53 Im]:>. gallon) long-rango tanks. (Pwo
oil tanks in eacli engine nacelle with total capacity of 120 litre.s
(26.4 Imp. gallons).

—

Crew of two consisting of pilot and co-|)ilot/radiooperator side-by-side with dual controls. Access door in bulkhead
between crew compartment and main cabin. Main cabin is soundproofed and temperature-controlled and seats eight passengers,
four on each side with central aisle. Toilet and luggage compartments aft. Main entry door on port side of fuselage aft of trailingedge. Freight hold aft, with capacity of 2 cub. m. (71 cub. ft.)
and access door on starboard side of fuselage. For freight transport
interior oquiiiment is removed and cabin divided into four com-

Accommodation.

partments.

—

Dlmensions. Span 21.828 m. (71 ft.
in.). Length 12.81 m. (42 ft.).
Height 4.4 m. (14 ft. SJ in.).
Weights and Loadings. ^\A^eight empty (equipped) 3,965 kg. (8,741
lbs.). Crew 160 kg. (353 lbs.). Fuel and oil 675 kg. (1,488 lbs.). Disposable load 800 kg. (1,704 lbs.). Weight loaded 5,000kg. (12,346 lbs.).

—

Wing
6.4

loading 122 kg./sq.

kg./CV (14.3

THE

fabi’ic -covered

on outside of

rearwards into
doors.

271 Jet-propelled Research Monoplane.— (T/ie AeropUne).

elevator.s externally

ally-operated trim-tabs
6.2 in. (20 ft. 4 in.).

Landing Geak.

of the Aerocentre N.C.

m.

(24.7 Ibs./sq.

ft.).

i.s

T’lio crow consists of a pilot and a
litro.s (110 Imp. gallons).
radio-operator and the cabin seats four passtaigors.
Dimensions. Span 12.75 m. (41 ft. 10 in.), Leiigtli 9.88 ra. (32 ft.
5 in.), Wing area 18 .sq. m. (194 .sq. ft.). Aspect ratio 9.
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 1,730 kg. (3,814 lbs.),
Crtw 150 kg. (331 lbs.), Fuel and oil 230 kg. (507 lbs.), Payload
300 kg. (860 lbs.), Weiglit loaded 2,500 kg. (5,512 lbs.), Maximmn
overload weight 2,700 kg, (6,173 lbs.), Wing loading (normal)
130 kg./sq. m. (28.4 Ibs./sq. ft.). Wing loading (inaximum) 150 kg./
sq. m. (30.7 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading (normal) 4.2 kg. /h.p. (9.3

—

—

l b.s./h.p.), Power loading (maximum) 4.5 kg. /h.p. (9.9 Ibs./h.p.).
pEnFOR-M.iNCE. Maximiun’ Speed 415 km.li, "(258 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed (70% power) 365 km.h. (227 rn.p.h.), Landing speed 120
km. h. (75 m.p.h.), Rate of climb 510 m. /min. (1,670 ft. /min.),
Climb to 2,200 m. (7,220 ft.) 4 minutes 18 seconds, Service ceiling
7,900 m. (25,920 ft.), Range (at 2,500 kg. = 5,512 lbs.) 900 km.
(560 miles), Range (with maximum fuel) 1,500 km. (930 miles).
Pereorm,ance (On one engine).—-Maximum speed 312 km.h. (194
m.p.h.), Cruising speed (70% power) 245 km.h. (152 m.p.h.), Rate
of climb 162 m./min. (495 ft. /min.), Service ceiling 4,300 m. (14,110
ft.), Range (at 2,500 kgi = 5,512 lbs.) 1,200 km. (750 miles), Range
(with maximum fuel) 1,000 km. (1,180 miles).

—

THE

Power loading

Ibs./h.p.).

The N.C. 810

Maximum speed 350 kindi. (217 m.p.h.) at 3,000 m.
(9,840 m.), Maximum speed at sea level SlS km.h. (196 m.p.h.).
Cruising speed 325 km.h. (202 m.p.h.) at 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.).
Cruising speed at sea le’vel 296 km.h. (183 m.ji.h.). Landing speed
115 km.h. (71 m.p.h.). Ceiling 7,500 m. (24,005 ft.). One-engine
ceiling 3,500 m. (11,480 ft.). Normal range (at 325 km.h.
202 m.p.h.
at 3,000 m, = 9,840 ft.) 810 km. (503 miles) (2| hrs.). Range with
maximum fuel 1,400 km. (870 miles) (44 hrs.). Maximum range
with two 240 litre (53 Imp. gallon) auxiliary fuel tanks 2,000 km.
(1,243 miles) (7 hrs.), Take-oli run 350 m. (320 yds,).

Performance.

=

N.C. 800.

The N.C. 800 is a projected twin-engined feeder-line low -wing
monoplane with a single fin and rudder and a retractable tricycle
of all-metal construction and is powered by
landing gear. It
two Renault 6 Q21 six-cylinder in-line air-cooled engines each
rated at 240 h.p. at 2,200 m. (7,220 ft.) and with a maximum of
300 h.p. available for take-off. The engines are mounted in
tlie fuselage and coupled together to drive contra-rotating coThe fuel capacity is 500
axial tractor airscrews in the nose.

N.C. 810.

a variation of the N.C. 800 and is identical
to it except that it has a longer fuselage incorporating a larger
six -passenger cabin and a toilet compartment.
It is available
in a number of different forms including a six-passenger version,
(loaded weight 2,965 kg.= 6,459 lbs.); four -passenger de Luxe
version, (2,965 kg.=: 6,537 lbs.); three -passenger version with
two berth.s, (2,875 kg.= 6,338 lbs.); ambulance (2,665 kg.=
is

=

5,875 lbs.) and mailplane (2,995 kg.
6,603 lbs.).
Weight.? .4Nd Loadings (Six-pas.senger version). Woiglit

—

empty

1,890 kg. (4,166 lbs.), Auxiliary equipment 80 kg. (176 lbs.), Fuel

The Aerocentre N.C.702 Martinet Light Transport (two 590

h.p. Eenault 12 S 00 engines)

;

.
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The A^roeentre N.C. 840 Chardoneret Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (140-152
and

oil

lbs.), Crew 150 kg. (331 lbs.). Payload 570 kg.
Weight loaded 2,930 kg. (6,459 lbs.). Wing loading 162
ft.). Power loading 4.84 kg. /h.p. (10.7

240 kg, (529

(1,257 lbs.).
lig.jsq.

m.

lbs. /h.p.).

each

span

(10.8 lbs. /h.p.).

Pebeobmance (At

kg.

3,000

= 6,614

lbs.).

—Maximum

speed

385

km.li. (240 m.p.h.). Cruising speed (70% power) 330 km.h, (205
m.p.h.), Landing speed 110 km.h. (69,5 m.p.h.), Rate of climb 440
m./min. (1,260 ft. /min.), Climb to 2,200 m. (7,220 ft.) 6 minutes
24 seconds. Service ceiling 7,500 m. (24,610 ft.), Range 1,500 km.
(930 miles).
Pebpobm.'INoe (On one engine). Maximum .speed 286 km.h. (177
m.p.h.), Cruising .speed (70% power) 212 km.h. (132 m.p.h.). Rate
of climb 120 m./rain. (340 ft. /min.), Service ceiling 3,800 m. ^2,470

—

ft.).

THE

side.
Wire bracing
3.1 m. (10 ft. 2 in.).

N.C. 820.

The N.C. 820 is an, all-metal low-wing monoplane with twin
booms, and is fitted with a retractable tricycle landing gear. It
is powered by two 300 h.p. Renault 6Q six-cylinder in-line
air-cooled engines mounted in the central nacelle and coupled
together to drive contra-rotating eo-axial pusher propellers.
It is projected in two versions
a four /five-passenger transport
with a crew consisting of pilot and radio-operator, and as a
mailplane.
Dimensions. Span 15 m. (42 ft. 2^ in.), Length 12.8,5 m. (42 ft. 2 in.),
Wing area 32 sq. m. (344 sq. ft.j, Aspect ratio 7.
Weights and Loadings (Four-passenger version).—Weight empty,
2,310 kg. (5,093 lbs.), Crew 150 kg. (331 lbs.), Fuel and oil 230 kg.
(507 lbs.), Fuel and oil (with overload) 406 kg. (893 lbs.), Payload
360 kg. (793 lbs.), Weight loaded 3,060 kg. (6,724 lbs.), Maximum
overloaded weight 3,225 kg. (7,110 lbs.), Wing loading 95.3 kg./
sq. m. (19.5 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 5.1 kg./h.p. (11.2 lbs. /h.p.).
Weights anb Loadings (Five-passenger version). Weight empty
2,320 kg. (5,114 lbs.). Grew 150 kg. (331 Ibs.j, Fuel and oil 320 kg.
(705 lbs.), Payload 460 kg. (992 lbs.), Weight loaded 3,240 kg.
(7,142 lbs.). Wing loading 101.26 kg./sq. m. (20.3 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Power loading 6.4 kg./h.p. (11.9 Ibs./h.p.).

—

—

Weights and Loadings (Mailplane). Weight empty 2,170
lbs.), Crew 150 kg. (331 lbs.), Fuel and oil 130 kg. (287
and oil (with overload, and normal payload) 320 kg.

kg. (4,784
lbs.),

Fuel

Payload 600 kg. (1,322

lbs.), Payload (with overload and normal
800 kg. (1,763 lbs.), Weight loaded 3,050 kg. (6,724 lbs.).
overloaded weight 3,240-3,250 kg. (7,142-7,165 lbs.).
Wing loading (maximum) 101.5 kg./sq. m. (20.34 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power
loading (maximum) 6.41 kg./h.p. (11.93 Ibs./h.p.).
Pebeobmance (At 3,060 kg. = 6,724 lbs.). Maximum speed 318 km.h.
(198 m.p.h.) at 2,200 m. (7,220 ft.), Cruising speed (70% power)
275 km.h. (171 m.p.h.) at 2,200 m. (7,220 ft.), Landing speed 95
km.h. (59 m.p.h.). Rate of climb 360 m./min. (1,180 ft./min.),
Climb to 2,200 ra. (7,220 ft.) 6|- minutes. Service ceiling 7,000 m,
(22,965 ft.). Take-off distance to 20 m, (66 ft.) 450 m. (492 yds.).
Pereobmanoe (On one engine). Maximum .speed 233 km.h. (145
m.p.h.) at 2,200 m. (7,220 ft.), Cruising speed 157 km.h. (98 m.p.h.)
at 2,200 m. (7,220 ft.). Rate of climb 87 m./min. (286 ft./min.).

Maximum

—

—

THE

Type.

N.C.

840

ft,).

Take-off distance to 20 m.

CHARDONERET (GOLDFINCH).

—Four-seat Cabin Monoplane.

Wings.— Strut-braced

high-wing monoplane. All-metal structure
in two sections attached to top fuselage longerons and braced to
lower longerons by single steel-tube strut on each side. Singlespar structure, with ohordwise ribs, thin sheet metal leading-edge
and fabric covering aft. Metal-framed fabric-covered ailerons
plain-hinge

trailing-edge

Aspect ratio

6.6.

Fuselage.—Welded

flaps

between ailerons

and

fuselage.

MTng

area 19 sq. m. (204.44 sq. ft.).
steel-tube structure with wooden formers and

fabric covering.
Unit.- All-metal braced monoplane type.
Structure consists
of steel-tube spars, chordwise ribs and fabric covering over all

Tail

—

by single steel-tube strut
and tailplane. Tailplane

3|- in.).

Brakes on main wheels.

Power Plant.—One Renault

4 POI four-cylinder in-line inverted
air-cooled engine rated at 152 h.p. for take-off, a normal output of
140 h.p. and a cruising output of 100 h.p. Engine mounted on
welded steel-tube bearer and driving two-blade airscrew.
Accommodation.—Enclosed eabm seating four two side-by-side in
front with dual controls, and two aft. Moulded windscreen and
roof windows. Access door on each side with sliding windows.
Baggage compartment aft of rear seats, with rack for light luggage
at top.
Dimensions.—Span 11.20 m. (36 ft.
in.), Length 7.66 m. (24 ft.
9-| in.), Height 2,65 m. (8 ft. 8J in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 608 kg, (1,340 Iba.), Fuel
and oil 97 kg. (214 lbs.), Passengers 280 kg. (617 lbs.). Baggage
65 kg. (143 lbs.), Weight loaded 1,050 kg. (2,316 lbs.). Wing loading
55 kg./sq, m. (11.26 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loadhlg 6.9 kg./CV (15.4
:

—

Ibs./h.p.).

—

Perform.ance (At loaded weight of 950 kg. = 1,094 lbs.). Maximum
speed 220 km.h. (137 m.p.h.) at sea level, Cruising speed (70%
power) 190 km.h. (118 m.p.h.), Landing speed 60 km.h. (37 m.p.h.).
Range 700 km. (435 miles). Take-off run 140 m. (153 yds.).

THE
The N.C. 830
is

a

N.C. 830.

a variation of the N.C. 840 just described and
version equipped with a 90-100 h.p. Regnier

is

tliree-seat

EO

four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine. The
third occupant sits on a centrally-placed seat aft of the two
front seats, and a luggage compartment is provided aft as on
the N.C. 840.
Dimensions. ^As N.C. 840 except length, 7.71 m. (25 ft. 3-| in.).
Weights and Lo-adings. Weight empty 514 kg. (1,133 lbs.). Fuel
and oil 56 kg. (123 lbs.), Passengers 210 kg. (463 lbs.), Baggage
60 kg. (110 lbs.). Weight loaded 830 kg. (1,829 lbs.), Wing loading
44 kg./sq. m. (9 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 8.3 kg./CV (18.5 lbs./

4

—

h.p.).

—

—

PBEFORM.ANCE. ^Maximum speed 190 km.h. (118 m.p.h.) at sea level,
Cruising speed (70% power) 165 km.h. (103 m.p.h.), Landing
speed 50 km.h. (31 m.p.h.), Range 500 km. (311 miles), Take-off
run 200 m. (219 yds.).

(705 lbs.),

fuel)

Service ceiling 3,100 m. (10,170
(66 ft.) 1,050 m. (1,128 yds.).

fin

Ge.ab. Fixed tricycle typo. Main wlieels each carried on
single cantilever shock-absorber leg attached to sides of fuselage.
Steerable nose-wheel in fork on spring leg. Track 1.92 m. (6 -ft.

;

—

between

—

Landing

—

4 POl engine).

surfaces. Tailplane braced to fuselage

(33.2 Iba./sq.

Weights and Loadings (Pour -passenger de. Luxe version). Weight
empty 1,890 kg. (4,166 lbs.), Auxiliary equipment 130 kg. (287 lbs.),
Fuel and oil 405 kg. (893 lbs.). Crew 150 kg. (331 kg.), Payload
390 kg. (860 lbs.), Weight loaded 2,965 kg. (6,537 lbs.). Wing
loading 164 kg./sq. m. (33.6 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 4.9 kg. /h.p.

h.p. Renault

THE N.C. 2001 ABgiLLE (BEE).
The N.C. 2001 is a twin-rotor helicopter for commercial uses
and is po-wered by a 450 h.p. Renault 12 S 00 twelve-cylinder
vee engine mounted in the fuselage. The two rotors each have
two blades, and are contra-rotating and intermeshing. They
are metal structures and are carried above the fuselage on two
pylons inclined slightly outwards.
litres (I2I Imp. gallons) fuel.

There

is

capacity for 550

The fuselage is an all-metal structure with an enclosed cabin
forward seating a pilot and co-pilot side-by-side with dual
The
controls, and three passengers aft on a full-width seat.
fuselage terminates in a slender boom at the top which carries
the tail-unit with imderslung fins and rudders. The tail-unit
is a metal cantilever structure with fabric covering.
The landing gear is a retractable tricycle, each main wheel
being carried on a levered suspension fork mounted on an
articulated leg which retracts into the sides of the fuselage and
The nose-wheel retracts into the
is enclosed by hinged doors.
fuselage

and

is

fully enclosed.

Dimensions.—Rotor diameter (each) 13.70 m. (44 ft. 11 in.), Length
of fuselage 9.70 m. (31 ft. 10 in.).
Weight Loaded. -2,374 kg. (6,234 lbs.).
Pebeobmancb (Estimated).-—Maximum speed 260 km.h. (162 m.p.h.),

—

Cruising speed 200 km.h. (124 m.p.h.), Vertical rate of climb 330
m./ min. (1,083 ft./min.), Ceiling 5,000 m. (16,405 ft.), Still-air
range 700 km. (435 miles), Fuel consumption 43 litres (9.46 Imp.
gallons) per hour.

S

.
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rear spars, which are of spruce and jilywood construction.
Jletal
ailerons in two sections each side with fabric covering.
Trim-tab
All-metal trailing-edge flaps
in inner end of each inner section.
in two .sections each side.
Aspect ratio 1(1. Gross wing area
50 sq. m. (538 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. Composite structuro in throe sections
nose-.section
all-metal centre- fuselage
and wooden rear
carrying engine
section,.
Maximum fuselage depth 2.B m. (S ft. 6 in.).
Tail Unit. Cantilever structure with single fin and rudder. Trimtabs in rudder and elevators.
LAN'DiNCf Ge.ae.
Retractable two-wheel tyj,ie. Each main wheel
carried in fork on shock-ab.sorber leg with side link-member hinged
at extremity of centi'e-secfion retracts inwartls into wing between
front and main siiars and is enclosed l>y fairing plates attached to
leg.
Tail-wheel retracts into fuselage and is enclosed by twin
doors.
Power Plant. One Daimler-Benz DB.OlO engine consisting of two
DB.fiOo tweh’e-eylinder \-ee liquid-cooled engino.s coupled together
and developing a inaxinnua oihpnt of 3,000 li.i;i. at 2,800 r.p.m. at
.sen level, and 1,000 h.],). at 12,000 rn. (30,370 ft.).
Annnlar radiator
in front of engine.
Four-hlado airscrew, 4.5 m. (14 ft. 9 in.)

—

:

;

;

—

—

—

diameter.

Accommodation.

—

accoinniodation ibr cu'eiv of five
I'ressnrized
consisting of pilot, flight engineer, radio-oiteridor and two research
memher.s.
Pres.svtro cal)in consists of eyliniler 1.7 in. diameter x
5.3 m. long (5 ft. 6.1 in.
17 ft. 4.1 in.) installed in centre-fuselage ;
cabin, volume 11 cub. in. (388 cub. ft.).
Pilot in raised cupola
above cabin. Access door at rear of caliin on iiort side. Observation tvindows in fuselage under wing trailing-edge.
Dimensions.
pan 22.32 m. (73 ft. 5 in.), Length 17.90 m. (58 ft.
,

;

—

8 Jin.).

—

WEIGHT.S .AND Loadincls. Weight loaded 10,000 kg. (22,046 lbs.),
Wing loading 200 kg./sq. m. {40.96 llis./sq. ft.). Power loading
S.SS-kg./CV (7.43 Ibsi/lnp.).

Performance.

—

Maxiniiun .speed 550 kni.h. (342 in.p.h.) at 0,000 m.
(19,685 ft.), Cruising speed 450 km.h. (280 in.p.h.) at 12,000 m.
Rate
of climb at sea level (at 2,600 r.p.m.) 600 rn./min.
ft.).
(39,370
(1,968 ft. /mill.), Climb at 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.) 561 m./niin. (1,840
ft. /min.), Climb at 6,300 in. (20,670 ft.) 450 m./inin. (1,476 ft./min.),
Climb to 11,000 m. (36,090 ft.) 38 minutes. Ceiling 12,800 m.
(41,993 ft.), Take-off run 430 in. (470 yds.).

THE

The N.C. 3020 Belph^gor,

THE

N.C. 2002.

The N.C. 2002 is similar to the N.C, 2001 but is equipped for
ambulance duties, and the twin-lin lail-unil is replaced by a
single -fin structure.

THE N.C. 3020 BELPHltGOR.
The N.C. 3020 is a development of the Farman 1000 of 1932,
and is an experimental aircraft specially designed for stratospheric research. It was built at the Billancourt works and taken
to Toussus-le-Noble for assembly. The first flight -was made on
June 6, 1940.
Type.

—Experimental monoplane
— Cantilev'er

for stratospheric re.search.

mid-wing monoplane. Composite structure consisting of two half centre-sections and two outer wings.
Centreseetion increases in chord and depth at a point 3.5 m. (11 ft, 6 in.)
from centre-line of fuselage and merges into fuselage. Chord
(at 3.3 m.=:ll ft. 6 in. from fuselage centre-line) 2.8 m. (9 ft. 2 in.)
thickness/chord ratio 16%. Chord (at 2.2 m. = 7 ft. 2J in. from
fuselage centre-line) 6.7 m. (22 ft.); thickness (at 2.2 in. = 7 ft.
2J in. from fuselage centre-line) 1.45 m. (4 ft. 9 in.) ; thickness/
chord ratio 22%. Structure consists of a main spar, ivith one
auxiliary spar in front and one behind, eliordal ribs and longitudinal stringers. Centre-section entirely of metal construction
including covering.
Outer sections of metal except for front and

Wings.

;

The A^rocentre N.C.

FRIGATE (FRIGATE),
a tavo-soat twin-boom pusher monoplane
poivered by a 75 h.p. Regnier 4..T.00 four-cylinder in-line aircooled engine driving a two-bJade jiropi'ller. Alternative
poM'or plant,s are the 100 h.p. Regnier 4.K.00 and the 150 h.p.
4.L.00 engines.
The Fregate is a mid- wing monoplane of all-metal eonstruetion,
with a short ovate moiiocofpie nacelle, and twin booms extending
aft from the wing to carry the tivin-lin tail-unit.
A nonretractable tricycle landing gear equipped witli spats is fitted.
The enclosed cabin seats two side-by-side with dual controls.
Dimensions.— Span 10.39 m. (34 ft. IJ- in.), Length 6.50 m. (21 ft.
4 in.), Wing area 13 .sq. m. (140 sq. ft.).
Weight and Loading. WTught loaded 630 kg. (1,433 lbs,), Wing
/riie

Fi’egate

N.C. A.L.06

is

—

loading 50 kg./sq.

Performance

(10 Ibs./sq. ft.).
(RegniiM' 4.J.00 engine).
in,

—Maxinvani

speed 200 km.h.

(124 in.p.h.). Cruising speed 165 km.h. (103 m.p.h.), Range 6001,500 km. (373-931 miles).
Perfobmanch (Regnier 4.K.00 engine).- Maximum speed 220 km.h.
(136 m.p.h.), Cruising .speed 180 km.h. (122 in.p.h.).
Perfobm.-vnce (Regnier 4.L.00 engine). Maximum .speed 266 km.h.
(165 m.p.h.). Cruising speed 225 km.h. (140 m.p.h.).

—

—

THE N.C. J.C.1 LtVRIER (GREYHOUND).
The Levrier is a two-seat light biplane with twin enclosed
cockpits in tandem fitted with dual controls, and is of composite
construction.

J.C.l Two-seat Light Biplane (40 h.p.

Salmson 9

ADB

engine).—-(T/ie Aeroplane).

FRANCE
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M EROOENTRE—continued.
The fuselage is a welded steel-tube structure, with plywood
and fabric covering, and the constant-chord single-bay wings
are built of wood and fabric-covered.
The wings are w'irebraced and supported by a single I-interplane strut on each
Full-span ailerons are fitted to the lower wings. Later
aircraft will be fitted with flaps.
The monoplane tail-unit
has fabric covering over all surfaces, and a fixed two-wheel
landing gear is fitted.
The power plant consists of a 40 h.p. Salmson 9
or a
60 h.p. Salmson 9 ADB nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine
driving a two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew.
Dimensions.— Span 7 m. (22 ft. 11 in.). Length 5.31 m. (17 ft. 5 in.),
Wing area 13 sq. m. (140 sq. ft.).
Weights and Loadings (Salmson 9 ADR engine). Weight empty
190 kg. (419 lbs.). Weight loaded 410 kg. (904 lb.s.), Wing loading
side.

ADR

—

31.5 kg./aq.

m.

(6.46 Ibs./sq.

ft.).

Power loading

11 kg. /h.p. (24.2

Ibs./h.p.).

—

ADB

Wi'iiGHTS AND Loading.s (Stilmson 9
engine).
Weight empty
240 kg. (529 lbs.). Weight loaded 440 kg. (970 lbs.), Wing loading
34 kg./sq. m. (6.96 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 7.3 kg. /h.p. (16.1
Ibs./h.p.).

Pebeokmancb (Salmson

ADR

—

m. (109 yds.).
I’erhormance (Salmson 9

ADB

—

9
engine).
Maximum speed 164 km.h.
(96 m.p.h.). Cruising speed 140 km.h. (87 rn.p.h.), Landing speed
(with flaps) 40 km.h. (25 m.p.h.). Landing speed (without flaps)
55 km.h. (34 m.p.h.). Range 650 km. (404 miles), Take-off run 100

engine).
Maximum speed 170 km.h.
(106 m.p.h.), Cruising speed 160 km.h. (99 rn.p.h.), Landing speed
(with flaps) 45 km.h. (28 m.p.h.), Landing speed (without flaps)
60 km.h. (37 m.p.h.), Range 360 km. (217 miles), Take-off run
80 m. (87 yds.).

ARSENAL.

The Prototye Arsenal

VG

70 Single-seat Jet-propelled Research Monoplane (Junkers Junto 004B-a

ARSENAL DE L’AERONAUTIQUE,

Head

Oefice

Bagneux
WOKKS

;

12,

Rue

Bbr.angek,

Chatillon-sous-

(Seine).

THE ARSENAL VB

Villeurbanne and Sthasboueg.
Veesailles.
Technical School
Director
M. Vernisse.
:

:

J. Gerardin.
Technical Director
The Arsenal de rAeronautique was formed in 1936 under
the Law for the Nationalisation of Military Industries, and
Before the
installed in the Br4guet factory at Villacoublaju
outbreak of war in 1939 the Arsenal was engaged in the development of various experimental designs which included the
Vernisse-Galtier VG 30 and others.
The VG 30 was later re-designated the VB 10, and development continued throughout the Occupation.
At the time of writing the Factory had completed the prototype of a single-seat jet-propelled fighter known as the VG 70,
Both the VB 10 and the VG 70
and test flights w'ere pending.
are described hereafter.
The Factory has also designed a number of high-performance
sailplanes including the SA.103 Emouchet, the Air 100 and the
SA.140. A brief description of the SA.103 is given hereafter.
Details of the aero-engines developed by the Arsenal wdll be
found in Section D.
:

THE ARSENAL VG 70.
The Arsenal VG 70 is an experimental single-seat jet-propelled
monoplane produced for high-speed research purposes. It has
a wooden tapered and swept-baek wing mounted at the top of
the duralumin monocoque fuselage. The wing carries spoilers
on upper and lower surfaces and built-in slots fitted to the
leading-edge.
and fuselage.

—

loading 200 kg./sq.

in.

(40.96 Ibs./sq.

ft.).

kg.

(6,614

lbs.).

10.

is

The power plant consists of two Hispano-Suiza HS 12Z
twelve-cylinder vee liquid-cooled engines each rated at 1,500
h.p. for take-off and developing a normal output of 1,350 h.p.
The engines are mounted in tandem in the fuselage and coupled
together by a special gear developed by the Arsenal to drive
two three-blade contra-rotating co-axial airscrews.
Armament of the VB 10 consists of six 12.7 m/m. (0.5 in.)
machine-gims and four 20 m/m. (0.79 in.) cannon mounted in
the wings outside the airscrew disc, and provision is made for
carrying two 500 kg. (1,102 lbs.) bombs andfour rocket projectiles.
lOs have been ordered by the French Government
Fifty
and are to be built by S.N.C.A.N. (Nord).
Dimensions. Span 15.49 m. (60 ft. 9| in.), Length 12.98 m. (42 ft.

VB

—

Wing area 36.5 sq. ni. (382 sq, ft.).
Weights and Loadings..—Weight loaded 6,700 kg. (14,771 lbs.).
Wing loading 169 kg./sq. m. (34.6 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading at
7 in.),

take-off 2.2 kg./h.p. (4.85 Ibs./h.p.).

Pebeobmance.—Maximum speed 700

kin.li. (435 m.p.h.) at 7,000 m.
(22,965 ft.). Ceiling 11,000 m. (36,090 ft.), Normal range 1,700 km.
(1,056 miles). Maximum range 2,600 km. (1,616 miles).

THE ARSENAL

SA.103

EMOUCHET (KESTREL).

The SA.103 is a single-seat elementary training glider constructed of wood and is in large-scale production for the National
Gliding Centres throughout France. It has a high-mounted
wing with tapered outer sections, which is braced to the fuselage
by a single metal strut on each side. The tail-unit is a cantilever
monoplane structure, and the landing gear consists of a single
skid under the fuselage.

—

Dimensions. Span 12,48 m. (40 ft. 11 in.), Length 6.66 m. (21 ft.
10 in.), Height 1.70 m. (5 ft. 7 in.). Wing area 16,6 sq. m, (177.5
sq. ft.) Aspect ratio 9.6.
,
Weights and Loadings. ^Weight empty 123 kg. (271 lbs.). Weight
loaded 218 kg. (480 lbs.). Wing loading 13.2 kg./sq. m. (2.7 lbs./

—

gq[i_

sq. ft.).

Weights and Loadings .—Weight loaded 3,000

10

fuselage.

Trailing-edge flaps are fitted between ailerons

The power plant consists of a Junlcers Jumo 004B-2 jet-unit
developing a static thrust of 857 kg. (1,890 lbs.). The intake
is in a scoop under the fuselage in front of the wing leading-edge
and the outlet is in the extreme stern. There is capacity for
700 litres (164 Imp. gallons) fuel.
The tail-unit is a cantilever monoplane structure with sweptbaek tailplane and elevators. The landing gear is a retractable
tricycle, the main wLeels retracting into the wing and the nosewheel into the fuselage.
Dimensions. Spap. 8.60 m. (27 ft. 10^ in.), Length 9.70 ni. (31 ft.
0| in.), Height 2.30 m. (7 ft. 6|[ in.), Wing area 16 sq. m. (161.4

VB

a single-seat fighter-bomber of all-metal construction, with a cantilever monoplane tail-unit and a retractable
two-wheel landing gear. The w'ing is a two-spar structoe with
constant taper in chord and thickness from root. Trailing-edge
flaps are fitted in tw’o sections each side between ailerons and

The

:

Wing

jet unit).

—

(Estimated). Maximum speed 900 lan.h. (559 m.p.h).
at 7,000 m. (22,965 ft.), Landing speed 150 km.h, (93 m.p.h,).

Performance

—^Maximum

Performance.

.

towing

sinking speed 0.88 in. /second (2.88

speed

101

ft. /second).

km.h.

(63

,

m.p.h.),

—

E
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AViANAUnC.
AVIANAUTIC.

Head

Office; 217, Rue Diderot, Vincenne.s (Seine).
This concern is engaged in the design and manufaetui'e of
light sporting aii'craft, gliders and sailplanes, canoes, light water
craft, etc.
Its first powered aircraft is the B.A. 14 two-seat
Designed by Mlight cabin monoplane desci'ibed below.
Roger Adam and built under the direction of M. Rene Petitbon,
the R.A. 14 made its first flight on March 16, 1946.

THE AVIANAUTIC R.A.14 LOISIRS (LEISURE).
Tyre. Two-seat enclosed high-wing monoplane.
Wings. Strut-braced high-wing monoplane. Two-spar constantchord structure with semi-circular tips. Solid spruce .spar.s,
Leading-edge ply-c'overed to
eliordwise ribs and wire-bracing.
main spar, iabric-coi'erod aft. Gro.ss wing area 14.6l) .sq. in.
(157.09 sq. ft.). Ailerons have .single spruce spars and rilis and
Dural-tube V-stnits on each side brace wing to
fabric covering.
lower longerons. Wings fold backwards inanually.
Fuselage. -Reetangular-seetion wire-braced structure with four
main longerons and transverse frames. Wooden sheet covering
forward and fabric aft.
Tail Unit. Somi-caiitilever monoplane type. Wooden sirueture
with fabric covering. Tailplano has two solid spruce .sjiars and
Incidence
ribs and is braced to fuselage by steel-tube Y-struts.
adjustable on ground. One-jiiece elevator. Gantileyer wooden

—
—

—

—

with fuselage.
Fixed divided type consisting of rubber-compression
shock-absorber legs attached to upper longerons and braced to
low’er longerons by radius-rods and half-axles.
Medium-pressure
wheels. Fixed tail-skid with riiI>ber-compres,sion springing.
Power Plant. One 46 h.p. Train four-cylinder in-line inverted air
fin integral

Landing Gear.

—

—

BLOCH.
SOCitTf DES AVIONS MARCEL BLOCH.
Head Oefice 46, Avenue Kleber, Paris.
Works Talence.
The original Bloch company, known as Etablissenients
Marcel Bloch, was formed in 1931 and produced a number of
military and civil designs. The Company was nationalised in
January, 1937, and became part of the Societe National do
Constructions Aeronautiques de Sud-Oue.st, particulars of which
:

:

bo found in the apjiropriato place in this Seetioir.
While tho Blocli factories still remain in S.N.C.A.S.O. a now
company ^vith tire above name has been formed, and is doveloping
new cQimnercial aircraft knowm as the M.B.300 and M.B.oOO,
will

w'hich are briefly described hereafter.
Tho Company
engaged in development of aero-ongine,s and airscrews.
iculars of the Bloch engmes will be foimd in Section D.

also

is

Part-

Loisirs Light Monoplane (40 h.p.
Train engine).

The Avianautic R.A. 14

M.B.300.
Tho M.B.300 is a twin-engined all-metal low-wing monoplane
with a retractable tricycle landing gear and is intended for
feeder-lino duties.
The cabin accommodates eight passengers.
The first prototype, designated the M.B,303 has been completed
and production is scheduled to begin at the Talenee factory.
_

The prototype

is

powered by two 390

h.p.

Bearn 6D.07

six-

—

—

BREGUET.

(23.15 dbs./h.p.).

ATELIERS

D'AVIATION

:

LOUIS

16e.

;

Managing Director and Chief Engineer Louis Breguet.
The Broguot company was formed before the 1914-18 war by
M, Louis Breguet, one of the great pioneer.? of French aviation.
Most of the former Breguet factories were incorporated into
tho nationalised industry in 1936, but in 1937 the Breguet
company bought the Latecoere factories at Toulouse-Montaudran,
and Biscarosse.
Diming the Occupation, the Breguet factory at Villacoublay
was used by the Jupkers company as a repair and assembly
plant.
The Bayonne factory built outer wings for tho FockeWulf Fw 189 under sub-contract from the S.N.C.A.S.O. The
Breguet company also built two Blohm & Voss Bv 144 twin:

engined transport prototypes for the German authorities.
For the Vichy Government the company was permitted to
build a small series of the Latdeoere 298 torpedo-seaplane and to
undertake the construction of eight Breguet 730 reconnaissance
flyii^g’bonts.
It also developed the Breguet 500 twin-engined
commercial monoplane.
The Company is at present engaged in the development of
the Type 761 four-engined transport monoplane which can be
adapted for a wide variety of military and civilian uses, and the
Type 731 flying-boat. Activity is also centred around the
G.II.E. Gyroplane, a development of the earlier Breguet helicopters.

THE BREGUET 761.
—Four-engined Passenger
Freight Transport.
or

Wings— Cantilever

mid-wing

monoplane consisting of constantchord centre-section carrying engines, and two tapered outer wings
with rounded tips. Light alloy structure, with two spars, chordwise ribs and stressed metal sldn. Aspect ratio 9.7 gross winv area
:

178.7 sq. in. (1,923 sq.

ft.).
Metal ailerons each in three sections
Area (each) 9.2 sq. m. (99 sq. ft.). Breguet
in four sections each sidebetween ailerons and
fuselage

on outer wings.
slotted flaps

Maximum

Pekfobmance.

speed

.140

km.h.

rn.p.h.).

(87

Ceiling

5,000 111 (16,400 ft.), Radius of aetioii 500 km. (311 miles).
With
80 h.p. engine maximum speed is iiiereased to 165 km.h. 103 m.p.li.).
.

(

I)i.UHNSiONS.
3 ill.),

— Span

Wing

(fiO ft. 7 in.), Length 13.18 m. (43 ft.
m. (419.0 sq. ft.).
Loamkos. Weight loaded 5,540 kg. (12,213 lbs.),

18.47

area 39

WEiours .-VNi)'
Wing loading

.sq.

iii.

—

142 kg./sq.

(28.05 Ibs./sq,

in.

ft.),

Power loading

7.1 kg./h.p. (15.05 Ibs./li.p.).

—

PERFOitiMANon. jMaxitmmi speed
speed 320 km.h. (199 ra.p.h.).

30t>

Icin.l).

(224

ni.p.li.).

Cruising

THE BLOCH M.B.SOO.
a twin-engined cantilever low-wing monoplane
It is
whieli at the time of writing was under construction.
intended for touring juirposos and will ueiiominoclato a pilot
and four passengers. It is entirely of metal construction, with
a twiti-fiu tail-unit, aiui a retructablo two-wheel lauding gear.
The power phnit i.s to consist of two Blocli 4B ftiur-cylinder
in-line inverted air-cooled engines each developing 220 h.p.
for take-off.
Tlio

M.B.nOO

i.s

— Span

15.40 m. (50 ft. 4.|: in.). Length 8.85 in. (29 ft,
area 28 sq. ni. (301.28 .sq. ft.).
Wekuit.s -anu ILoadings (Designed). Weight loaded 2,200 kg.
(4,850 lbs.), W’ing loading 78.5 kg./sq. m. (lO.Oli Ibs./sq. ft.), Power
loading 5 kg./CV (11.18 lbs. /h.p.).
PeefoKiMance (Estimated). ilaxinnim .speed 300 kin.h. (186 ni.p.h.)
at 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.), Crui.sing .speed (70% power) 2()0_ km.h.
(162 m.p.h.), Landing siieed 75 km.h. (47 m.p.h.), Rate of climb on
one engine 120 m./raiii. (394 ft./miu.), Range (with five passengers
and 100 kg.
220 lbs. luggage) 1,000 km. (621 miles).
0 in.).

Wing

—

_

—

oiieration.
Total flap area 27.51 sq. m. (206 sq, ft.),
depres.sion 40 degrees.
Fusedage. Monocoque structure in flve main .sections consisting^ of
nose section ; centre-section
lov'cr centre-section^; rear section

Pneumatic

DES

Head Oepice 24, Rue Georg es-Bizet, Paris
Works Touxouse (Hunte-Garonne).

Type.

—

=

cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engines.

SOCieTt ANONYME
BREGUET.

steel-tube sti-ucture.

Fuel capacity 65 litres (14 Imp.
Oil-tank on engine mounting.
gallons).
nelo.scd calun seating two siile-by-.side.
Accommodation.^
AdjustBaggage compartment
able seats. Access door on each side.
aft of seats.
Dimensions. Span 10.9 m. (35 ft. 81 in.). Length 7 m. (23 ft. 0 in.).
tt'EiuHTSi and Lo.vdinos.
Wciglit empty 266 kg. (573 lbs.), Disposable
load 200 kg, (441 Ib.s.), Weiglit loaded 4(i0 kg. (1.014 lbs.).
Wing
loading 32 kg./sq. m. (6.5 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading 10.5 kg./h.p

Dimensions.

THE BLOCH

mounted on welded

cooled engino flexibly

Two-blade wooden airscrew.

flaji

—

;

tail end.
Duralumiu structure with Z-section transverse
frames; laminated L-seetion longitudinal stringers and stressed
metal skin. Two longitudinal beams in nose section to which
no.se-whecI is attached. JMaximum fuselage width 3.30 rn. (10 ft.
94 in.), niaxiniuin depth 5.0 m. (16 ft. 5 in.).
Tail Dnit. All-metal cantilever structure consisting of tailplano

and

_

—

and one-piece elevator mounted at top of fuselage and carrying
Three trim and balance
tw'in fins and rudders inset from tijis.
Total horizontal area 41.6 .sq. in. (447.6
total vertical area 15.896 sq. m. (171 .sq. ft.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle tjqie. Each main_ wheel
carried on outside of single cantilever shock-absorber leg ivitii rear
bracing strut retracts forward into inner engine nacelle and is
enclosed by two sets of twin doors. Track 7.52 m. (24 ft. 8 in.).
Nose-wheei carried on levered suspension .shock-absorber leg
attached to two longitudinal member,s in nose-section retracts
rearwards into fuselage and is enclosed by two sets of twin doors.
tabs in each surface.

sq,

ft.)

;

—

_

Hydraulic operation.

Power

—

R

fourteen-eylinder t\vo-row
Plant.. Four Gnome-Rhone 14
radial air-cooled engmes each developing a normal outiiut of 1,210
h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. at sea level, and 1,590 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. for
take-off.
Engines mounted in tapered long-chord cowlings and
driving
Breguet-Ratier three-blade constant-speed airscrew,s,
Goodrich airsci*ew de-icing.
3.70 in. (12 ft. 1|- in.) diameter.
Total fuel capacity 13,240 litres (2,908 Imp. gallons) ; two 3,220
litre (708 Imp. gallon) tanks in outer wings
two 3_,100 litre (680
Imp. gallon) tanks in centre-section, and two 300 litres (66 Imp.
Oil capacity
gallon) reserve tanlcs one in each outer engine nacelle.
1,100 litres (242 Imp. gallons) in four leading-edge tanlis.
Accommodation. Fuselage divided into two decks. / Crew compartment in nose on upper deck with accommodation for four.
Interior can be equipped for either passenger or freight transport.
Upper deck has capacity of 89.3 cub. in. (5,137 cub. ft.) and lower
deck 95.3 cub. m. (3,365 cub, ft.). Floor area (each deck) 84.2
sq. m. (906 sq. ft.).
Internal dimensions (each deck), length 15 rti.16.30 m. (49 ft. 2^ in, -53 ft. 6 in.) ; width 2.70 m.-3.0 m. (8 ft.
10 in.-9 ft. 9J in.) ; height 2 m.-2.10 m. (6 ft. 6J in.-6 ft. 10 in.).
Passeneer version has 101 seats.
;

—

FRANCE

BREO UET— continued.

The Breguet 730 Reconnaissance

—Two 24-volt 3,900-Avatt
de-icing equipment.
8
Dimensions. — Spzin 41.66 m. (136
Height 8.30 m. (27
Weights and Loadings.— Weight empty

Equipment.

electric

ft.

ft.

IvJ hi.).

in.),

Flying-boat, the prototype

generators.

Breguet

Length 28.70 m. (94

ft.

3 in.).

19,509 kg. (43,010 lbs.).
Crew 360 kg. (794 lbs.), Fuel and oil 2,950 kg. (6,503 lbs.). Equipkg. (31,583 lbs.). Weight
kg.
lbs.),
Payloa.d
14,326
ment 855
(1,885
loaded 38,000 kg. (83,775 lbs.), Maximum overloaded Ainight 42,000
kg. (92,693 lbs.), Wing loading 213 kg./sq. m. (43.6 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Power lotiding at take-off 5.6 kg./CV (12.5 lbs. /h.p.).
Pekfoeaiance (Estimated).- Maximum speed 620 km.h. (323 m.jz.h.).
Cruising speed (60% pioAv-er) 360 km.h. (224 ra.jz.h.), landing speed
(with flaps) 139 km.h. (86 m.p.h.), Still-air range (fully loaded)
17,900 km. (11,123 miles), Take-off run 600 m. (656 yds.).

—

THE BREGUET
The Type 731

(119c)

731

a commercial dex^elopment of the 730 military
reconnaissance flying-boat described in the 11139 Edition of
Structoally the two types are
“All the World’s Aircraft.”
identical but the new version is fitted with more powerful

—

—

the 731 Commercial Flying-boat.

—

—

—

h.p.).

.

—

(Estuuated). Maximum speed 385 kzn.h. (239 m.p.h.)
at 2,600 in. (8,530 ft.), Cruising sjzeed (65% poAver) 300 km.h.
(18G m.iz.h.) at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.). Climb to 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.)
13 minutes. Range 4,850 km. (3,014 miles). Take-off tune 50 seconds.

Pebfobmance

THE BREGUET

is

engines.
Type. .Four-engint?cl Commercial Flying -boat.
Cantilever liigh-wing monoplane. All-metal structure conWiNG.s.
.si.sting of constant -chord oontre-sectioii and two tapered outer
Single main bo.x-spar, the upper and lower members of
wing.s.
which azid tlie leading-edge are of sheet metal with spanwise

of

contained in centre-section main spar and in leading-edge of outer
wings. Total capacity 18,000 litres (3,960 Imp. gallons).
Accoaimodation. Hull divided izito tv\m decks. CreAv of five accommodated in compartment at front of upper deck. Details of passenger
azid freight accommodation not available.
Dimensions
piui 40.36 m. (132 ft. 6 in.), Length 24.35 m. (79 ft.
(11 in.). Height 8.18 m. (26 ft. 10 in.).
Weights and Loadings (AxzproxLmato). Weight empty 18,700 kg
(41,226 lbs.). Disposable load 16,300 kg. (36,935 lbs.). Weight
loaded 35,000 kg. (77,161 lbs.), Wing loading 203.5 kg./sq. m.
(41.7 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading (at talie-off) 5.9 kg./h.p. (13 lbs./

Type.

—Twin-engined

500

COLMAR.

Airliner.

Wings.— Cantilever mid-Aving monoplane. All-metal structure with
inaiji spar at 26% chord and two auxiliary spars.
Duralumin
.sheet

Wing

covering.
Slotted dmzble flaps between ailerozis
area 66.73 sq. m. (718 sq. ft.).

—
—

Fuselage. All-metal .structure of oval ci-o.ss-section.
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever structure with inset

and

fuselage.

tAvin fins

and

rudders.

Landing Geah.-—Retractable

—

two-AA’hoel type.
Each main wheel
ctirried betAA-een pzz,ir of shock-absorber legs retracts rearwards
into engine nacelle zind is enclosed by tAvin doors.
Poweb Pl.ant. Tavo Gnotzze-Rhone 15 R.5 fourteen- cylinder two-row
radial air-cooled engines eziclosed in tzrpered long-chord cowlings
each developing a norznal output of 1,210 h.p. at sea level and with
a maximum of 1,600 h.p. available for take-off. Three-blade

mum

Accommodation. Crew compartment forward. Main cabin is
divided into two sections, the forward section seating six passengers

nzetal skin riveted to corrugated sheet.
Fabric-covered metal ailerons on outer wdngs, with trailing-edge
A.sjAOct
flaps in tivo sections each side betAveen ailerons and liull.
ratio 9.3 ; gross wing area 172 sq. m. (1,851 .sq. ft.).
Hull. All-metal single-step structure consisting of vertica-l frame.3,
longitudinal stringer.? and stre.ssed metal skin, and divided into
watertight compartments. Length of hull 24.7 rn. (79 ft.); maxibeam 3.4 m. (11 ft. 1 in.).
Floats. Fixed stabilising floats at extremities of centre-section.
All-metal structures, the sides continuing upAvard.s and converging

corrugations.

Smooth

—

at junctioir with wing.

—Metal

braced structure consisting of tapered tailplane
with single inset elevator inomited at top of upswept stern and
braced to sides of hull, with twin fins and rudders inset from tips
and disposed above and below tailplane. Balanced control smfaces
are fabric -covered and fitted with controllable trim-tabs. Total

Tail Unit.

horizontal area 33.6 sq. m. (301.6 sq.
sq. m. (151 sq. ft.).

PowEE Plant.

—Pour

ft.),

Gnome-Rhone 14R

total A^ertieal area 14

fourteen-cylinder two-row

radial air-cooled engines each developing a maximum output of
ls480 h.p. for take-off and driving three-blade variable-pitch
airscrews.
Engines accessible in flight through Aving. Fuel
_

—

airscreAVs.

—

azid the rear sectioza seveziteen.
Eight baggage holds with total
capacity of 11 cub. m. (388 cub. ft.).
Dimensions. Span 24.12 m. (79 ft. 1-| in.), Length 10.955 m. (65 ft.
5| in.). Height 4.80 m. (15 ft. 9 in.).
Weigets and Loadings. Weight loaded 14,380 kg. (31,702 lbs.),
Wing loading 214 kg./sq. zii. (43.8 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading

—

—

4.49 kg./h.p. (9.9 Ibs./h.p.).

—Cruising speed 400

Pebfokmance (Approximate).
Cruising range 2,000

km.

Icm.h. (249 m.p/.h.),

(1,243 miles).

THE BREGUET G.ll E GYROPLANE.
Type. Three-seat Commercial Helicopter.
Rotoes. Two three-blade op23ositely-rotating co-axial rotors 8.60
zn. (28 ft. 2| in.) diameter mounted on vertical shaft aboA'e fuselage.

—

—

FRANCE

(120c)

BREGUET—continued.
Each

rotor blade consists of a steel-tube

main

spar, chordwise

ribs, light-alloy leading-edge and a Plyinax covering.
Forged
steel rotor hubs containing cyclic pitch control.
Transmission by
a disc clutch and rednetion gear of I : 6.5 ratio permitting rotor
speed of 2,600 r.p.in. for an engine speed of 400 r.p.in. Freewheeling device permits unto -rotation in event of engine failure.
Fuseiage.- -Light-alloy monoeoqire structure built in t%vo main

Forward section accommodates pilot and passenger cabin,
and detachable rear section carries engine, landing gear and tail-

sections.

—

in.). Length of fuselage
Dimensions. Rotor diameter 8.60 m. (28 ft.
9.20 m. (30 ft. 2 in.), Length overall (rotors in optimum position)
ft.
in.).
3
9.90 m. (32 ft. 54 in.), Heiglit 4.05 m. (13
WE1GHT.S (Designod).--AVeight empty 850 kg. (!,S74 lbs.). Weight

loaded 1,300 kg. (2,866 lbs.).
Maximum speed 240 kin.li. (149 rn.p.h.),
(Estimated).
Cruising speed 175 km.h. (109 m.p.h.) at 1,000 rn. (3,280 ft.),
Ceiling 4,000 m. (13,125 ft.), Fuel consumption 30 litres/ 100 km.
(9.4 Imp. gallons/iOO miles).

—

Performance

unit.

Tail Unit.— Cantilever structure consisting of all-metal vertical
fin mounted at extreme stern of fuselage with variable-incidence
tailpiane at top. TaiJplane has metal framewoi’k and fabric
covering.
tricycle type.
Main wheels carried on axles
attached to .structure under fuselage and oleo-pneumatio .shockabsorber legs extending from sides of fuselage. Nose-wheel
carried in fork on shock-absorber leg under forward section of

Landing Ueab. -Fixed

fuselage.
Track 2.80 m, (9 ft. 2 in.). Emergency bumper-skid
under rear fuselage.
I’owKR. l-’LANT.---One 240 h.p. Potez 9E-00 nine-cylinder radial aircooled engine mounted in rear section of fuselage aft of cabin.
Acoo-HLUOdation. .Enclosed cabin seating pilot in front and second
Access door on port side. Vertical
]iilot or two pas.sengers behind.
flight control by variation of incidence of rotor blades and by
variation of the angle of incidence of the tailpiane. Directional
control by differential variation of the incidence of the rotor blades.

—

CARRIER,
Thi.s Company has produced the T-10 single-seat light parasol
monoplane powered by a 40-50 h.p. Train engine. A speci-

fication of this aircraft follows.

THE CARMIER

Type.

—Single-seat Parasol Monoplane.

T-10.

Stmt-braced parasol monoplane. Thick concave
section of Gottingen series. Constant-chord wing built
sections and attached to central cahane, with tubular
bracing on each .side. Structure con.sists of two main spars

Wings.-

aerofoil
in two

V-strnt

46 c/m.

apart, cliordwise ribs and false .spar carrying ailerons.
(18
Gross wing area
.All-wood .stnictnro with j)ly-wood covering.
Steel-tnbe ailerons extend o-\-er full sjian,
9.4 sq. m. (1(11 sq. ft.).
except for cut-out over fuselage. Differential mecha-nisni allows
ailerons to operate simultaneonsly as flaps and adjusts elevators
Aileron
to cainpensate for displacement of centre of pre.ssnro.
chord 20 c/tn. (7.9 in.).
All-wood structure with four longerons, transversal
I'’u.SELAGE.
fraine.s and longitudinal stringers with plywood covering.
Firselage
length (from engine bulkheail to sternpost 3.60 in. (II ft. 9.V in.) ;
depth 0.85 rn. (2 ft. 91 in.) width 0.72 m. (2 ft. 4 in.).
Tail L'nit.-- Monojilane type. Fin integral with fuselage and strutbraced tailpiane of wooden construction with plywood eo%'ering.
Elevators and rudders have welded steel-tube frames and fabric
covering.
in.)

—

;

THE BREGUET-LEDUC

0.10.

The Leduc 0-10 is an experimental monoplane built by the
Breguet company to the designs of M. Rene Leduc for highIt is an all-metal mid-wing
flight research purposes.
monoplane with a cylindrical fuselage and is powered by an
athodyd luiit. A pilot and a research engineer for making
observations are accommodated in the conical nose-section,
which can be jettisoned.
Aerodynamic tests were being made at the time of writing
with the 0-10 mounted on a. structure fitted above an S.E.ltil
Languedoc, the first fliglit ha\'ing been made on November 10,

speed

1940.
Subsequent tests are to be made with the O-IO lannehed
as a glider and later under its own power.
Tlie 0-10 has a span of 11 m. (30 ft, 1 in.) and a maximum
speed of 1,000 km.h. (021 m.p.h.) i.s expected.

Landing Gear.

—

Fixed two-wheel split type. Aiain wheels 0.40 rn.
4 in.) diainetei-, Ciirricil on .sprung lialf-axles attached to
fuselage centre-line, with side vees attached to lower longerons.
Leg travel 20 e/m. (7.8 in.). Track 1.60 m. (5 ft. 3 in.). Tail-skid
attached to fuselage sternpost.
PovA'ER Plant. One Train four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled
(1

ft.

engine developing 40-50 li.p. and mounted on autogenously-welded
steel-tube, bearer attached l,iy four points to fire-proof bullihead.
Merville two-blade wooden airscrew 1.60 m. (5ft. 3 in.) diameter;
Zenith carburettor. Fuel tank in
clearmiee 25 c/m. (OJ in.).
fuselage Irehind engine.
A( 'I'D.MMUDATioN.- Open cockpit

pilot under wing cut-ont.
3 in.). Length 5.0 m. (16 ft. 5 hi.).
\\'iciGiiT.s AND Loaiving.s.
Weight empty 235 kg. (518 lbs.), Pilot
and parachute 85 kg. (187 lbs.). Fuel, oil and iiaggage 35 kg. (121
Ih.s.), Weight 1 oadetl 37,5 kg. (826 lbs.). Wing linidiiig 40 kg./sq. m.
(8.2 Ih.s./.sq. ft.). PowiT luudiiig 9.3 kg./h.]). (20.5 lh,s./h.]i.).

Dimensions.-- Span 8.0 m. (26

for

It.

J‘erfohm.\nce.- -Maximum speed 163 km.h. (103 m.p.h.) at sea level.
Cruising s[)eeil at 70''„ power 144 km.h. (89 m.ji.h.). Landing
Sliced 55 kni.h. (34 m.p.li,), ('limli 150 vn./miu. (492 ft. /min.).
Climb to 360 m. (1,180 ft.) 24 minutes. Ceiling 4,000 m. ( 12,125 ft.),
Range at cruising sjieed 450 km. (280 miles). Maximum range
520 km. (323 miles), Talce-ufl’ distance to 42.5 m. (140 ft.) fiOO m.
(656 yds.). Landing distanee from 42.5 in. 140 ft.) 355 m. (388 yds.),
Landing run (no wind) 95 m. (104 yds.), Fuel consumption
12 litre.s (2j: Imp. gallons) per hour.
(

COLOMBES.
ATELIER AiRONAUTIQUE DE COLOMBES.
OFFICE

ADIHINISTTiAl’IVIS

Paris

12,

:

The former Amiot Company came under

KAUBOTTEG

SaINT-HONORE,

made

(So.).

Works

Jnnker.s

Boulev-ard
151-173,
Colombes (Seine).
Director-General: M. Guista.
:

Charle.s

de

Gaulle,

The AtoUor Aeronautique de Colombes is the former Amiot
(S.E.C.M.) Company which is now nationalised and oiierating
under the direction of the Ministry of Armaments.

Company during

re.sponsible for tlie

tlie

control of the

(ierman occupation and was
production in France of the Ju 52
the

three-engined transport.
The nationalised Atelier Aeronautique de Colombes lias continued the production of this aircraft for the French Ciovernment under the designation AAC-1, but this will sliortly cease.
In the meantime tlie Colombes jilant has been rented by the
Soeiete Nationale de Constrnetion.s du Cent.ro (Aeroeentre).

GUERCHAIS ROCHE.
ROCHE AVIATION.
He.ad Oin.-ioE
23, Boitlevabd des Itauens, Paris (9e).
’Works La Courneuve (Seine) and Riom (Puy de Dome).
Dii'ector-Goneral
Francois Roche.
Assistant Director-General
M. Roy.
Chief Engineer
M. Guerchais
Roche Aviation has produced the Types 30 and 35 two-,seat
light cabin monoplanes, and the Type 39 three-seat version.
It i.s also engaged in the design of gliders, and the Type 107 has
been produced. Descriptions of these aircraft follow.
:

;

:

:

:

THE GUERCHAIS ROCHE TYPE

——

35.

TyrE. Tv'o-seat Touring and Training Monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing, monoplane. W^obden structure in one
piece with okoume plywmod covering forward and fabric aft.
Slotted ailerons, with trim-tab in. starboard. Slotted traiJing-edge
flaps between ailerons and fuselage.
Wing area 13.5 sq. m. (145.26
sq. ft.).

—

Fuselage. Wooden box structure with plywood and fabric covering.
Tail Unit.-— Cantilever monoplane type. Wooden structure with
ply-covered fixed surfoces and fabric -covered rudder and elevators.
Landing Grab.—Fixed two-wheel type. Each main wheel carried
on olco-pneumatic shock-absorber leg attached to front spar, and
faired by metal spat.
W'’heel brakes.
Tail -wheel carried on
oleo -spring shock-absoirber

leg,.

Power. Plant.— One 140 h.p, Renault four-cylinder in-line air-cooled
engine mounted on rubber-faced anti- vibration steel-tube bearer
and driving two -blade fixed-pitch wooden airsorew. Three fuel
,

tanks, one of 90 litre.s (20 Iinj). gallons) and two of 55 litres ( 2 Imp.
gallons) in wings.
Oil tank of II litres (2.4 Imp. gallons) capacity
1

on engine bulkhead.

Accommodation.

—

Enclo.sod cabin seating two side-liy-side witli dual
controls.
Acees,s door on each side hinges forwartl.
l.)iMEN.siONS.
Span 9.30 m. (30 ft. 6 in.), Length 7.25 in. (23 ft. 94 in.),
Heiglit 2.10 in. (6 ft. 104 in.).
W''EiaHTS AND Loading-s.— Weight empty (oquijiped) 539 kg. (1,188
lbs.). Weight loaded 847 kg. (1,867 Ib.s.), Wing loading 62.7 kg./
sq. m. (12.84 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading 6.05 kg./CV (13.5 lbs./

—

h.p.).

—

Maximum speed 240 km.h. (149 m.p.h.) at .sea level,
Cruising speed 215 km.h. (134 m.p.h.), Landing speed (with flaps)
65 km.h. (34 m.p.h.), Ceiling 6,500 m. (21,325 ft.), Range 800 km.
(497 miles).

Perfoiimanoe.

,

THE GUERCHAIS ROCHE T.39.
The Type 39 is generally similar to the Type 35 but is a threesoater and is powered by a 175 h.p. Mathis G.7R seven-cylinder
radial air-cooled engine driving a Regy tuD-blade fixed-pitch
wooden airscrew.

—

Dimensions. As Type 35.
WEiGHats AND Loadings.—Weight empty 635 kg. (1,180
loaded 912 kg. (2,010

Power

Ihs.),

Wing

lbs.),

Weight

loading 6.28 kg./sq. m. (12.34

kg./CV (11.62 Ibs./h.p.).
Performance.— Maximum speed 254 km.h. (158 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed 230 km.h. (14,3 m.p.h.), Landing speed (with flap.s) 64 km.h.
(40 m.p.h.), Landing speed (without flaps) 80 km.h. (50 m.p.h.),
ceiling 7,000 m. (22,966 ft.).
lb.s./sq. ft.).

Ipadiiig 5.2

The Guerehais Roche stand

at the

Glider

and

1946 Pans Aero Show shewing (left) the T.39 Three-seat Monoplane; (centre) the T.107
T.35 Two-seat Touring Monoplane. {The Aeroplane).

(right) the

THE GUERCHAIS ROCHE T.30.
The Type 30 is a two-seat cabin monoplane from which the
Type 35 was developed. It is similar in appearance and construction, but is powered by a 90 h.p. Ford V-8 eight-cylinder
air-cooled engine driving a two-blade wooden airscrew.
Peiui-obmance.—-Maximum speed 190 km.h. (122 m.p.h.), Cruising
speed 170 km.h. (106 m.p.h.). Lauding speed 65 km.h. (40 m.p.h.),
Ceiling 6,000 m. (19,685 11,), Range S20 krn. (323 miles).

THE GUERCHAIS ROCHE
The Type 107

is

•

non-retractable tail-wheel. The pilot
enclosed cockpit ahead of the wing.
Dimex,sxoxs.. Span
(162 sq.ft.).

Weight

T.107.

a single-seat training glider of w'ooden con-

.

It has a high wmg with tapered outer sections,
braced to the fuselage, by a single strut on each side. It has
an orthodox cantilever monoplane tail-unit, and the landing
gear consists of a single central skid under the fuselage, and a

struction.

13.80

in.

Emmy.— 133 kg. (293

(46

ft.

Wing

area 15

.sq.

m.

(25 m.p.h.).

T?

The Guerehais Roche T.35 Two-seat Cahin Monoplane (140

GYROPLANE,
SOCliTg FRANQAIS DU GYROPLANE.
This company has produced the Gyroplane G-20, a two -seat
helicopter for observation, liaison or mail-carrying duties. It
is powmred by a 240 h.p. engine mounted in the fuselage which
drives two three-blade co-axial contra-rotating rotors mounted
on a pylon over the fuselage. The fuselage is a tapered cylindA fixed
rical structui'e terminating in a dihedral tailplane.
is fitted.

m.o.a.
MATERIEL DENIS-GRUSON.

Head OifFtcE 81, Rhe de Villenetjve, Gakohes
Works Viboflay (S-et-o).
.-

in.).

lbs.).

—M inimum .speed 40 km.h.

Pekfobii-ance..

^

two-wheel landing gear

31

accommodated in an

is

(S-et-0).

h.p. Renault

%
engine).

—

Rotor diameter 1.5.40 m. (60 ft. 6;| in.). Length 11.0
(36 ft. 4 in,), Hnight 3.13 in. (10 ft, 3 in.). Rotor blade area
20.436 sq. m. (219.9 sq. ft.).

Dimensions.
rn.

Weights.—Weight empty
loaded 2,500 kg. (5,512
(6,614 lbs.).

Pebfoemance

1,400
Ib.s.),

kg.

Ihs.), Normal weight
weight loaded 3,000 kg.

(3,086

Maximum

—

(Estimated). Maximum speed 250 km.h. (156 m.p.h.)
(8,200 ft.), Ceiling, 5,000 m. (16,405 ft.). Hovering
m. (9,840 ft.), fStill-air range 800 km. (497 miles).

at 2„500 m.
ceiling 3,000

40 h.p. L.D.45 single-seat light biplane. The L.D. 46 is intended
to be produced cheaply in large numbers, and will be available
with either a wooden or a metal fuselage. Production had
begun at the time of writing.

;

Maurice Denis and M. Gruson.
Directors
M. Delasalle.
Technical Director
This firm of precision instrument manufacturers was formed
some years prior to the late War, and has now produced the

THE

M.D.G. LD. 45.

:

;

The L.D. 45 is a single-seat open or enclosed biplane which is
It is a single-strut and wirebuilt in wood or metal version.s.
braced biplane, with the upper wing of .shorter span than the

FRANCE

Manually-operated full-span slotted flaps are fitted to
the upper wings and slotted ailerons occupy the whole of the
trailing-edge of the lower wings.
The landing gear is of .the fixed two-wheel type, the main
wheels being carried on wire-braced shock-absorber strut,s and
The tail->vheel is steerable.
faired with spats.
The power plant normally consists of a 40 h.p. Mathis G.2F
two-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving
a R'Ogy two-hlade wooden airscrew, but the L.D. 45 i.s also
available with a 70 h.p. Eehard engine.
DlMEJf.sioNS.' Span (lower wing) 5.90 in. (1!) ft. 4 in.), Lengtli 4.40
in. (14 ft. 5 in.), Height 1.85 m. (0 ft. 0| in,), Wing area 7 sq. in.
(75.32 sq. ft.). Aspect ratio 9.

lower.

—

—

Weights axd Lo-^dixos (Mathis engino). Weight loaded 285 kg.
(028 lb.s.). Wing loading 40.7 kg./sq. in. (S.33 Jbs./sq. ft.). Power
loading 7.1 kg. /CM (15. 8U Ibs./h.p.).

—

engine).
Maximum speed 162 km.h. (101
m.p.h.), Cruising speed (75% power) 145 km.h. (90 m.p.h.), Landing
speed (with flaps) 58 km.h. (36 m.p.h.), Dunition 3 lu’s., Fuel
consumption 11 litres (2.42 Imp/ gallons) per hour.

Perfokmaxcb (Mathis

engine).-— Maximum speed 207 km.h. (129
m.p.h.). Cruising speed 188 km.li. (117 m.p.h.), riate of climb 480
in. /min. (1,575 ft. /min.), Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 2,f ininnte.s,
Landing run 40 m. (44 yds.), Taku-ol'l' distance to 15 m. (50 ft.)

Peeformance (Eehard

100 m. (109 yds.).

nffATRA.
SOCiere GiNiRALE DE MECHANIQUE, AVIATION, TRACTION
(MATRA).
10 Roe
La Goorneuve
HEiiD Oeeice and Wobks
:

,

(Seine).
The Societe Matra is a general engineering firm which has
only recently entered the aircraft industry. It has taken over
a factory formerly belonging to the Societe Bernard, and has
placed it in the charge of Si. Roger Robert, who was also a
member of the teclmical staff of the old Bernard company.
During the occuiiation M. Robert evolved several aircraft
designs, including a twin-engined single-airscrew lighter of
original conception.
To avoid arousing the curiosity of the
occupying forces a model incorporating the novel engine installation was built in the form of a four-seat touring aeroplane and
the R-75 is now being developed by Matra.
this project

—

/yiAUBOUSSiN,
:

cie.

Bezieks (Hebault).

and Works: Aibe-siie-l’Adour
(Landes).
Pierre Mauboussin.
Technical Director (Aircraft)
Director of Production
P. Quoix.
The iStablisseuient Fouga has operated an Aircraft Department since 1936 and since that year hasbuilt aircraft to the designs
of M. Pierre Mauboussin. M. Mauboussin’s design office, which
had retained its independence until just after the liberation of
France, has now been taken over by the Company, together
with certain principal elements of the design office of the former
Dewoitine company.
The works at Aire-sur-rAdour, covering an area of 14,000 sq.
m. (150,640 sq. ft.), is situated alongside an aerodrome which
the company has built with the assistance of the local municipality and the State.
The types of aircraft which the Company has built or is
building include the Mauboussin M,123 and its derivatives, a
light training or touring monoplane
the M.200 and M.202,
single-seat light aircraft, the former being the holder of international speed records over 100 and 1,000 km.
the M.300, a
twin-engined liaison aircraft which is undergoing trials
and
the C._M.100 a twin-engined passenger or freight transport,
which is being built in prototype form.
The Company has also designed and built a series of sailplanes
and gliders under the designation Castel -Mauboussin. Since
1941 they have been widely used in French gliding centres.
The C.268, C.30S and O.SOOS have been built in. quantity,
the C.300S under licence by the Societe Rationale de Constructions Aeronautiques du Centre.
Types under development
Aiecbaet

The R-75 will have accommodation for four in two pairs in
the central nacelle. It will have an estimated maximum speed
of 350 km.h. (217.3 ni.p.h.). Should one engine fail it is estimated that a speed of 250 km.h. (155.2 m.p.h.) nil! be maintained
with the remainmg engine.

include the C.M.7 two-,seat high-performance sailplane
the
C.M.8 single-seat aerobatic sailplane ; the C.M.IO troop-carrying
glider and the C.M. Jalon, a two-seat experimental sailplane which
has been developed at the request of the Groupemeiit Frangais
pour le developpement des Researches x^eronautiques (G.R—A.).
The C.M.IO troop-carrying glider is being built in prototype
form by the Etablissements Fouga and will be produced in series
in the Caudebec and Sartronville factories of the S.N.C.A.du
;

Etablissements fouga et

Head Oeeioe

The 11-75 is a twin-boom central nacelle monoplane with two
175 h.p. Mathis engine.s located in the noses of the booms and
driving a single pusher airscrew at tlie aft (?nd of the central
nacelle through gears and shaft.s.
Anotlier featiu-e of the 11-75
de.sign is the ab.senee of ailerons on the wings.
Lateral
control will be assured by the differential control of elevators
.which will be mounted on extensions of the fixed tail surface
outboard of the tail-booms and fins and rudders. The entire
trailing-edge of the wings will be occupied by flaps.

Department

:

:

Nord

THE MAUBOUSSIN

IVI.123,

The M.123 w'as first built in series by the l^tablissements
Fouga in 1937. This early version was fitted witli a 60 h.p.
Salmson engine and it has since been superseded by the M.124,
M.128 and M.129, all with similar airframes but with different
types of engines. The M.128 and M.129 have tandem open
cockpits, whereas the M.124 has enclosed cockpits.

j

;

;

The Mauboussin M.123 Two-seat Light Monoplane
(60 h.p. Salmson engine).

The Mauboussin M.129 Two-seat Light Monoplane (70

THE MAUBOUSSIN

—
—

acting as flaps.

— Rectangular wooden structm'e with domed top. Spruce
longerons a.nd vertical and cross menibens and plywood covering.
Structure similar to that
Tail Unit..— antilever monoplane
of wings.
Landing Gear.— Fixed type. Two xoyramid units each incoi’porating

Fuselage.

tyjie.

a vertical Messier shock strut anchored to the front wing spar
and a Vee axle hinged to the bottom fuselage longerons.
Power Pl.vnt. One 85 h.p. Salmson 5AP.01 five-cylinder radial

—
—

air-cooled engine.
Fuel tank in fuselage.
Accommodation.. Tandem coelqiits with dual controls. Transparent canopy over both cockpits and extending aft nearly to

the tail unit.

Length

m.

Dimensions. Span 10.4 m. (34 ft.
Height 2.525 m. (8 ft. 3 in.).
Weight-S.— o data available.

1 in.).

Peepormance.

180 km.h. (112 ni.p.h.),

—Maximum

speed 155 km.h. (96.2
600 km. (372 miles).

speed

ni.p.h.), Ceiling 6,500

THE MAUBOUSSIN

4D0

engine).

Pereobmance.—Maximum speed

IVI.124.

Type. Two-seat. Light Touring and Training monoplane.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Wings of high aspect
Structure consists of
ratio with constant taper and blunt tips.
two box spars, box compression ribs, spruce and plywood former
Entii-e trailing-edge hinged, inner portions
ribs and a plywood skin,

—

h.p. Minie

6.9

(22

m. (21,320

ft.

7.|-

in.),

Cruising

ft.),

Range

M.128.

The M.128 is similar to t.he,M.124 but is fitted with a 100 h.p.
Mathis G.4R eight-cylinder inverted Vee air-cooled engine.

.

100 km.h. (118 ra.p.h.). Cruising
speed 166 km.h. (102.4 m.p.h.), Ceiling 7,000 ra. (22,965 ft.), Range
620 km. (386 miles).

THE MAUBOUSSIN
Millie

4D0

M.129.

similar to the M.128 but is fitted with a 70 h.p.
four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-eooled engine.

The M.129

is

—

Dimensions. Span 11.75 m. (38 ft. 6 in.), Length 7 in. (23 ft.), Height
2.525 m. (8 ft. 3 in.). Wing area 13.6 sq. ni. (146.3 sq. ft.).
Weights. ‘Weight empty .390 leg. (868 lbs.), Weight loaded 625 kg.

—

(1,375 lbs.).

—

Maximum speed 166 km.h. (102.4 m.p.h.), Minimum
speed 85 lon.h. (52.7 m.p.h.). Landing speed 60 km.h. (37.3 m.p.h.)
Service ceiling 4,500 in. (14,765 ft.). Range 030 km. (390 miles).

Performance.

THE MAUBOUSSIN

M.200.

The M.200 is a single-seat high-performance monoplane of
all -wood construction and is fitted with a 115 h.p. Eegnier fourcylinder inverted air-cooled engine. In May, 1939, this aeroplane put up speed records over 100 km. (62 miles) and 1,000 km.
(621 miles) for light aeroplanes with engines of from 2-4 litres
capacity w'ith speeds of 274.223 km.h. (170.29 m.p.h.) and
225 km.h. (158.57 m.p.h.) respectively.

The latest version of this aeroplane, the M.202, is illustrated
herewith. The M,202 was under development before the war
as a single-seat a,dvanced trainer and work on it was continued
after the Armistice and until the German occupation.

FRANCE
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MA UBOUSSiN—contmued.

The Castel-Mauboussin C.M, Jalon Two-seat Research

THE MAUBOUSSIN

Wings.

iVI.300.

The M.300 was designed before the German oeoupation

as a

light six -passenger ti'ansport but at the request of tlie Vichy
Government it ivas later converted to a three or four-seat liaison
or training aircraft.
It is a low-wing monoplane with retractable landing-gear and
twin-ruddered tail-unit and i.s fitted ivith two 220 h.] 0 Renault
six-cylinder mverted air-cooled engines.
Since the liberation
the aircraft has been completed and at the time of vniting was
.

about to begin

its trials.

THE CASTEL-MAUBOUSSIN C.M. JALON.
The Jalon has been designed and built to the order

be toM-ed at a speed of 150 km.h. (95 m.p.h.).
Tvpb.
wo-seat Re.search Glider.

—

and

witli

A.spect ratio

lO.S.

Inner

Wing

covering.

—

.FD.s.iiL A«K.

(.)\'al

area IS. 4 sq. in. 19S sq. ft,.).
wool! rnonoci iqne struct ure.
(

U'ood structure.
Unit. Cantilt'S'er nninoplane tyiio.
Hornlialanced elevators and nuUler.
Gicak.
Rubber-.sprung central .skid with centrally mounted
balloon wheel half buried in the fuselage aft of .skid.
Accommodation. Tandem enelo.setl cockpits with pilot in front with
complete flight instrument equipment. Large observer’s cockpit
witli ample space for installation of special recording instriunents,
--

Q.\\il

—

Lamding

—

in.), Lengtli 7.78 in. (25 ft. 6 in.),
Dimensions. Span 14.1 in. (4(5 ft.
Height 2.3;t m. (10 ft. 0 in.).
Weights. Ta-re weight flOO kg. ((5(51 Ihs.), Fixed eqiii[)nient 22 kg.
(5

—

empty 522

kg. (708.4 lbs.), (,'rew 154 kg. (538.8
Weiglit loaded 525 kg. ( 1 157.2 Ib.s.).
speeil
150 kin.li. (03 in.p.li.).
Speed at liest gliding angle 05 kiii.h. (50 iii.p.h.), tatc of descent at
100 km.h. ((52.1 in.|).li.) 1 in. /sec. (5.28 ft. /sec.).

(48.4 lbs.), Weiglit

lbs.). Useful loiwl 50 kg. (
I’ii:ui,'t)imANi.'E.--iMaxinunn

1

10

llis.),

towing

I

HOLSTE,

AVIONS MAX HOLSTE.
He.ad Office 63, Avenue des

Ciuitilevei' inoiiopliine.

wing i.if constant tliord and t hitliiu'ss, imter half tapered
rounded liji.s. Mono.siiar wood structure with plywood

lialf of eai.li

etc.

of the

Groupement Fran^ais pom* ie Developpement des Researches
Aeronautiques (G.R.A.). With pilot and observer on hoard, it
can carry a useful load of 50 kg. (110 lb.) represented by the
installation of laboratory instruments and ecjuipmeiit.
It can

MAX

— Mid-wing

Glider,

.V

protected tw’in-enginod

\’er,sitm

of the M.H.52

is

designated

theM.H.60.

Champs -ISia'sees,

Paris

(Se).

President
Rene Larousse.
General Director
Max Holste.
Assistant General Dhector: Charles Dalaudiere.
Avions Max Holste is an independent manufacturing firm
which produces the M.H.52 all-metal two-seat Training or
Touring monoplane powered by a 150 h.p. Potez 4D engine, or a
smaller four-cylinder in-line or horizontally -opposed engine of
95-100 h.p.
Descriptions of the various models follow.
:

;

Earlier Max Holste designs have included the M.H.20 built
to compete in the Coupe Deutsch de la Mem-the of 1939.
This
was an all-metal low-wing monoplane powered by a 3(55 h.p.
Regnier 12 H-OO six-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine,
w’hich attained a speed of 472 km.h. (293 m.p.h.).
In 1942 a
twin-boom single-seat sailplane known as the 20 PG-l was produced. It was constructed entirely of duralumin and had a
tapered wing with a span of 17,50 m. (57 ft. 4^ in.) and an aspect
ratio of 17.
An experimental single-seat low-udng monoplane
know'll as the S,25 was partly completed in 1944.
It ivas built
entirely of magnesium and Avas to be powdered by a 75-80 h.p.
engine.
Both of these latter aircraft ivere destroyed on Juno 22,
1944, when an Allied aircraft, hit by anti-aircraft fire, jettisoned
its bombs on the factory.

Type.

— Two-seat

THE MAX HOLSTE M.H, 52.
Touring (M.H. 52) or Training (M.H. 52/E) mono-

jflane.

Wings.

—

Cantilever low -wing monoplane, comprising two outer wings
to sliort stub eentTe-.seetion integral w'ith fuselage.
Structure eousi.sts of a central tor.sion box formed by tlie spars,
to w'hich leading and trailing-edges are attached by Simmonds
nuts. Front, spar has duralumin flange tapering in thickness,
witli riveted duralinox W'eb, and is attaclied to fuselage by eight
Simmonds nuts. Hear spar of U-seetion sheet duralinox is attached
to fuselage at one point.
Sheet duralinox rib.s and longitudinal
stiffeners.
Stressed duralinox skin applied in two sections (top
and bottom) and electrically-welded. Slotted aileron.s and trailingedge flaps of rnetail construction. Wing area 14 sq. m. (150.5
attache'd

sq. ft.).

Fuseeage.

—

All metal-morioooque structure of rectangular cros_sscetion at cabin tapering to oval section aft.
In tliree main
sections comprising noso-seetion w’ith engine bearers and nosew'heel mounting
main fuselage (w'itli separate cabin structure)
and tail-end, each of wliicli comprises upjjer and lower corajionents.
Transversal members and longitudinal stringer,s, and stressed metal
skin, the w'hole clectrieally-w'elded and riveted.
T.ail Unit.
All-metal structure consisting of cantilever tailplaiie
mounting tw'iii fins and rudder.s as endplates. Tailplane constructed
similarly to wflng, with Z-section sheet metal front spar and Usoction rear spar, and separate leading-edge. Stressed metal
skin in tw'o sections joined on median line, eleotrically welded and
;

—

The Max Holste M.H. 52 Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (150

h.p. Potez

4D

engine)

S

.
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HOLSTE—continued.

Mass -balanced elevators of metal constr-action with
riveted.
fabric covering.
Each fin consists of central torsion box formed
by two U-section spans, and sej^arate leading-edge. Metal riba and
stringers and stressed metal covering comprising inner and outer
sections,
autogenonsly welded. All-metal unbalanced rudders

Access door on each side.
compartment aft of seats.

—

in.).

Length 2.280 m. (23

ft.

—

lbs. /h.p.).

—

(95-100 h.p. engine). Weight empty 555 kg.
(1,224 lbs.), Pilot and passenger 15(1 kg. (331 lbs.). Fuel and oil
75 kg. (165 lbs.), Btiggage 20 kg. (44 lbs.), Weight loaded 800 kg.
(1,764 lbs.), Wing loading 57 kg./sq. in. (11.8 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power
loading 8 kg./c.v. (17.6 lbs. /h.p.).

—

Maximum speed 230
(150 h.p. Potez 4D engine).
km.h. (143 rn.p.h.). Cruising speed 210 kni.h. (130 m.p.h.). Landing
speed 55 km.h. (34 m.p.h’.). Minimum level speed 75 km.h. (47
m.p.h.). Rate of climb at sea-level 270 in. /min. (679 ft. /min.),

Performance

litres (26.4 Imp. gallons) in electrically-welded stainlesstank in fuselage. Oil tank in front of fireproof bulkhead.
Enclosed cabin mounted as separate structure
above fuselage and seating two side-by-side with dual controls.
Plexiglas moulded ono-pieee windscreen, and side and rear windows.

capacity 120
steel

1

.1| in.).

Weights and Loadings

—

Accommodation.

ft.

Baggage

Weights and Loadings (150 h.p. Potez 4D engine), Weight empty
640 kg. (1,411 lbs.). Weight loaded 870 kg. (1,918 lbs.), Wing loading
62 kg./sq. m. (12.7 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading 6.8 kg./c.v. (12.8

with metal covering.
Eixed tricycle tyjie. Main wheels 470 X 175 each
carried in half-fork on oleo -pneumatic shock-absorber leg attached
Free -swivelling non-steerable no.se-w'heel
to heavy ribs in wing.
365 X 160 carried in fork on autogenously-welded ehrorne-rnolybdenum steel-tnbe mounting. Light metal fairings and spats over
Hydraulic brakes on main wheels.
all wheels.
Power, Plant. One 150 h.p. Potez 4D six-cylinder in-line air-cooled
engine mounted on welded chrome-molybdennm steel-tube bearer
and driving Regy two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew. Alternative power units of 95-100 h.p. e.g. Regnier, Mathis, Blackburn
Cirrus-Minor or Continental engines, may be installed. Fuel

Landing Geab.

—

Span 9.768 m. (.32
.Height 2.172 m. (7 ft.

Dimensions.
10|- in.),

Duulopillo padded seats.

Range 600
Performance

—

kra. (373 miles).

—

(95-100 h.p. engine). Maximum speed 200 km.h. (124
m.p.h.), Cruising speed ISO km.h. (112 m.p.h.). Landing speed 50
km.h. (31 m.p.h.). Range 800 km. (497 miles).

MORANE-SAULNIER.
AEROPLANES MORANE-SAULNIER.

Head Office 3, Rue Volta, Puteaux (Seine).
Works Puteaux (Seine) and Ossun, Near Tarees
;

:

(HxAUTES -P yrenIses )
Commercial Director M. Sollier.
The Morane-Saiilnier Company iva.s originally formed in
1911 and its parasol monoplane fighters were flown by the
French Air Force and the Royal Flying Corps in the war of
1914-18.
In the inter-war period Morane-Sanlnier built many
notable aircraft, mainly military trainers and single-seat fighters.
The M.S.406 was a standard fighter in the Armee de V Air in
1939 and was in action np to the fall of France.
The Company’s present activities include the production of
several new <ali-ro.etal civil monoplanes, including the 75 h.p.
the 140 h.p. M.S. 670, a twoM.S. 560 .single-seat monoplane
seat enlarged version thereof, and the M.S. 571, a three/fonrThe M.S. 660 light high-wing monoplane of simplified
seater.
wooden construction lias also been produced for assembly by
:

;

clubs, etc.

Military designs include the M.S. 470 (720 h.p. HispanoSuiza 12X engine) which was developed from the M.S. 406
fighter and which served as the prototype of the M.S. 472 fightertrainer.
A contract for 1,000 aircraft of the la,st-mentioned
type has been awarded to the Company. It is in produeton
the Ossun-Louey (Hautes-Pyrenees) works. Variations
at
of the M.S. 472 are the M.S. 473 and the M.S. 475, which are
identical except for the power-plant.
The M.S. 500 (200 h.p, Renault 6Q engine) is the M'orane-built
Fieseler Fi 156 Storch communications monoplane, which was
last described under “Fieseler” (Germany) in the 1945-48 edition
of “All the World’s Aircraft.” An order for 1,075 of these
aircraft was given to Morane-Saulnier, and at the time of writing
it was still being produced.

——

THE MORANE SAULNIER

M.S. 472.

;

;

.

—

—

—

,

...

—

—

Type. Two-seat Fighter-Trainer.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane.

Struofcitre in three main
Detachseotions comprising centre-section .and two outer wings.
All-metal two-spar
able tips and leading and trading-edges.
Central box formed by
structure with stressed skin covering.
,

The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 470 (720

centre -.section spars form.s main, stmctvire and serve.s also as fuel
tank.
Centre-section and outer -.sections taper in chord and thickne.ss.
Incidence 1.5 degrees
1.67
dihedral (centre-section)
degree.s
dihedral (outer wings) 7.2 degree.s. Centre-section span
2.8 111 (9 ft. 2 in.). Chord 2.105 in. (6 ft. 10;) in.).
Wing area 17.3
All-metal ailerons. Split trailing-edge flap.s
.sq. m. (186 sq. ft.).
between ailerons and fuselage, two on each side. Leading-edga
slots on prototype (IM.S. 470) only.
Fuselage. All-metal monoeoquo struotnro in three main sections
comprising two sides and iiottom, electrically welded together.
Stressed duralumin skin stiffened by vortical members and longitudinal stringers.
Variable
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever monoplane structure.
incidence tailplane controllable in flight. Rudder and elevators
statically
and aerodynainically-balanced. Controllable trim-tab
in rudder.
Tailplane span (overall) 4.233 i-n. (13 ft. 104 in.).
Maximum rudder chord 0.66 m. (2 ft. 1|- in.).
Landing Gear. Two-wheel retractable type. Wheels carried on
shock-absorber strut,s attached to outer ends of centre-section
which retract inwards into fuselage. By a double articulaton
wheels roiiiain at right-angles to, legs during retraction, and in fully
retracted position project slightly below fuselage, affording protection in event of emergency wheel-np landing. Track 3.174 m.
Non-retractable full-swivelling tail-wheel may be
(10 ft. 2'J- in.).
linked to" rudder-bar for ground control and has centre-look for
take-off and landing.
Power Plant.— One 680 h.p. Gnome Rhone 14M-9 fonrteen-cylinder
two-row radial air-cooled engine on welded steel -tube ring mounting.
Three-blade airscrew 2.7 in. (8 ft. 9 in.) diameter.
Accommodation.—Tandem cockpits for instructor and pnpil covered
by contiimous canopy, two portions of which slide for_ access.
Canopy jettisonablo in flight. Full dual controls with adjustable
rudder pedals and .seats. Full night-flying and radio equipment,
Cindi-gun.
Looker of 0.4 cub. m, (14.125 cub. ft.) oa,paoity behind
roar cockpit,
Abm-AMBNT. ^Two 7.6 m/m. machine-guns mounted in wings, with
900 rounds each. Raek.s for four 35 kg. (77 lb.) bombs and provi.sion for four rocket-projectile launchers.
Dimensions.— pan 10.65 rn. (34 ft. 11 in.). Length (tail-up) 8.60 m.
(28 ft. 3 in.), Height (tail np) 3.619 m. (11 ft. iOJ- in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 1,766 kg. (3,817 lbs.),
Crew 160 kg. (353 lbs.), Reniovable equipment 36 kg. (79 lbs.),
Fuel and oil 448 kg. (987 lbs.). Total load 644 kg. (1,419 lbs.),
Weight, loaded 2,400 kg. (5,290 lbs.). Wing loading .139 kg./sq. nn)
(28 ibs./sq. ft.), Riwer loading 3.5 kg./c.v. (7.7 Ibs./h.p.).

h.p. Hispano-Suiza

12X

engine), the prototype of the MiS. 472 Fighter Trainer.

—
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MORANE-SA ULNIER— continued.

PERPomiANCE.

The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 472 Two-seat Fighter-Trainer (680
speed 468 km.h. (290 m.p.h.) at 2,000 m.

h.p.

Gn6me-Rh6ne 14M-9

engine).

—Maximum

Climb to 5,000 ra. (16,405 ft.) 10 minutes 32 seconds,
range (70% power) 1,530km. (950 miles) at 2,000 m. (0,560
at 415 km.h. (258 m.p.h.).

(6,560

ft.),

Still-air
ft.)

THE MORANE-SAULNIER

M.S. 473.

identical to the M.S. 472 but is powered by a
Hispano-Sniza 12X 13 twelve -cjdinder Vee liquid-cooled engine.
Dimensions.—As M.S. 472 except length, 8.93 m. (29 ft. 3| in.)
WEiaHTS AND Loadings. -Weight empty 1,780 kg. (3,924 lbs.),
Crew 100 kg. (353 lbs.), Removable equipment 36 kg. (79 lbs.),
Fuel and oil 448 kg. (087 lbs.). Weight loaded 2,424 kg. (5,343 lbs.).
Wing loading 140 kg./sq. m. (28.23 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 3.5

The M.S. 473

is

—

.

kg./c.v. (7. Si Ibs./h.p.).

PeREObmanoe.

—

Maxiiniiin speed 470 km.h. (292 m.p.h.) at 2,000 m.
(0,560 ft.), Speed at sea level 430 km.h. (267 m.p.h.). Climb to
5,000 m. (16,405 ft.) 11 mimites. Still-air range (70% power) 1,3.70
kin. (840 miles) at 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.) at 420 km.h. (261 m.p.h.).

THE MORANE-SAULNIER
The M.S. 475

M.S. 475.

a further variation of the M.S. 472. It is
fitted with a Hispano-Sniza 12Y 45 twelve-cylinder Vee liquidcooled engine.
Dimensions.- As M.S. 472 except length, 9 in. (29 ft. 6 in.).
Weights and Loadings.- Weight empty 1,980 kg. (4,365 lbs.),
Crew 160 kg. (353 lbs.). Removable equipment 36 kg. (79 lbs.).
Fuel and oil 448 kg. (987 lbs.). Weight loaded 2,624 kg. (5,784 lbs.),
Wing loading 152 kg./sq. m. (30.46 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 3
is

—

kg./c.v. (6.7 Ibs./h.p.).

pERPOBMANCE.—Maximnm

speed 550 km.h. (342 m.p.h.) at 5,000 rn.
(16,405 ft.). Speed at 2,000 m. {6,560 ft.) 500 km.h. (311 m.p.h.).
Speed at sea level 460 km.h. (286 m.p.h.), Climb to 5,000 m. (16,405
ft.) 8| minutes. Still-air range (70% power) 1,200 lira. (746 miles)
at 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.) at 445 km.h. (276 m.p.h.).

THE MORANE SAULNIER
The M.S. 502

M.S. 502.

a two -seat liaison, observation and ambulance
aircraft developed from the Fieseler Fi 156 Storch which during
and since the German Occupation has been built by Morane.
It is a strut-bracod high-wing monoplane jiowered by a 230 h.p.
Salmson 9 AB nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine and is
fitted with folding wings.
In general the MS. 502 is similar to
the Storch, a full structural description of -which aiipeared in
the last issue of this work under “Fieseler” (Germany).
is

The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 472 Fighter-Trainer.

The MoTane-SauInler M.S. 472 Two-seat Fighter-Trainer (680

h.p.

Gn6me-Rh6ne 14M-9

engine)
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The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 560

Dimensions.

—Span

14.23 ni. (46

ft.

9

in.),

Single-seat

Length 9.63 m.

(31

Light Monoplane

(75 h.p. Train

6D-01

engine).

ft.

Wing area 26 sq. m. (279.9 sq. ft.).
r
Weights and Lo.adings. ^^Veight empty 965 kg. (2,128 lbs.), Weight
1,424
kg.
loaded
(3,140 ILs.), Wing loading 54.9 kg./sq. m. (11.23
8 in.),

—

Power loading

6.19 kg./h.p. (13.65 Ibs./h.p.).
170 km.h. (105.5 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed 140 km.h. (87 m.p.h.), Range 700 km. (435 miles).

Ibs./sq. ft.).

Pebfobmance.—Maxiimun speed

THE MORANE-SAULNIER

—

M.S. 560.

Type. Single-seat Touring and Training Monoplane.
Wings. All-metal cantilever low-wing monoplane.
Wing built in

—

three
wings.

main

sections

Detachable
stressed metal skin.

consisting of centre-section

and two outer

Two-spar duralumin structure with
Central box formed by centre-section spars
attached to fuselage at four points and constitutes main structure
as well as fuel tank.
Detachable leading and trailing- edges. Outer
sections attached to ends of centre-section by three bolts each
side.
Dihedral 7.2 degrees. Centre-section span 2.358 m. (7 ft.
S| in.), Maximum chord 1.9 m. (6 ft. 3 in,), Gross wing area 11.8
.sq. rn. (127 sq. ft.).
Metal ailerons. Mechanically-operated split
trailing-edge flap,s in two sections eacli side
depre.ssion 50 degrees.
tips.

—

;

Fu.selage. All-metal struotiiro built in two longitudinal half shells
and joined together with external fillot.s. Each jig-built half has
stressed diu-alurnin skin stiffened internally with trellis members
and longitudinal stringers and is electrically flush-welded.
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever monoplane type. Fin integral
with fuselage. Tailplane dihedral 4,2 degrees. Rudders and
elevators statically and aerodynamically-balanced. Trim-tab in
rudder adjustable on ground. Tailplane span (overall) 3 m. (9 ft.
94 in.).
Landing Geae. Retractable tricycle tjqpe. Main wheels carried
on shock-absorber legs hinged at extremities of centre-section
which retract outwards into wing. Track 1.8 m, (5 ft. lOf in.),
Wheel-base 1.83 m. (6 ft, 0 in.). No.se-wheel carried in half-fork
[
on shock-absorber leg, retracts backwards into fuselage. Nosej
wheel has linkage wuth rudder-bar for ground control and centrelock for take-olf and landing. Bumper skid under rear fuselage.
Power, Plant. One 75 h.p. Train 6D-01 six-cylinder in-line inverted
Twoair-cooled engine, or other similar engine of 65-90 h.p.
blade airscrew, 1.8 m. (5 ft. lOf in.) diameter. Fuel in compartment formed by centre-section spars. Fuel capacity 93 litre,s (20
Imp. gallons), Oil capacity 8 litres (1.76 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation.—Pilot’s cockpit covered by moulded canopy which
.slides on three rails for access and can be jettisoned in emergency.
Luggage compartment in fuselage aft of cabin.

—

—

'

—

—

Dimensions. Span 8.55 m. (28
Height (over rudder) 2.0 m.

ft.

0 in.),

Length 7.22

(7 ft, 2|- in,).

rn, (23 ft. 8J' in.),

The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 570
I^^BIGHTS

AND LOADINGS.

empty 348 kg. (768
—WeightLoaded
weight 535 kg. (1,179

posable load 187 kg. (412

The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 570 Two-seat Light Monoplane (140

lbs.),

lbs.).

h,p. Renault 4 Pei engine)

Dis
lbs.)

M

FRANCE

(128c)

MORANE-SAULNIER — continued.

The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 571 Three/Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (140

Wing

loading 45.3 kg./.sq.
7 kg./h.p. (15,43 Ibs./h.p.).

Pj^otohmance.
(1,640

—

(9.28 Iba./sq.

ft.),

Power loading

aximum speed 234 km.li. (I4() in.p.li.) at 500 in.
(70% power) 208 km.h. (129 m.p.h.),

Cruising speed

ft.).

Landing speed 73 km.h.
m./min. (885
1,000

m.

(45 m.p.h.), Initial climb at .sea level 270

ft. /min.) Ceiling 7,000
(621 miles).

km.

in.

(22,905

ft.),

Cruising range

THE MORANE-SAULNIER M.S. 570.
Tvpt!.
Two-seat Tonring and Training Monoplane.
WiN'Gs.- Structure a.s MIS. 560.
Gross wing area 16.2 sq.
sq.

ft.).

—

—

Dlmjsnsions.—
10-47 in. (34 ft. 4 in.), Length 8.50 m. (27 ft.
11 in.), Height (over rudder) 2,415 in. (7 ft. lO;,! in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 544 kg. (I.IOO lbs.), Disposable low! 320 kg. (705 lbs.), Weight loaded 864 kg., (1,905 llis.),

—

Wing loading

53.5 kg./sq. rn. (10.95 lb.s./sq. ft.),
6.2 kg./h.p. (13.66 Ib.s./h.p.).

Pertormance.

Power loading

—Maximum

speed 265 km.h. (165 m.p.li.) at 500 m.
Cruising speed (70% power) 235 km.h. (146 m.p.h.),
(1,640
Landing speed (fully loaded) 80 km.h. (50 m.p.h.). Initial rate of
climb 324 ,m./min. (1,065 fti./min.). Ceiling 7,500 m. (24,605 ft.).
Cruising range, over 1,000 km. (621 miles).
ft.),

THE MORANE-SAULNIER
The M.S. 571

—

(9

ft.

1

in.).

and

Weight.s

Loadings

(Tliree-.scat

(equipped) 626 kg. (1,380

lbs.).

vcr.sion).

— Weight

Useful load 308 kg. (877

empty
Ib.s.),

—

and Landing Gear. Structure a,s M.S. 560.
One 140 h.p. Renault 4 Pei four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engine ilriving two-blade airscrew.
Fuel in
compartment foiTiied by oontre-section .spar.s. l^'iiel capacity
litres
160
(35 Imp. gallons), Oil capricity 13 litres (2. Simp, giillons).
Accommodation. Pilot and iiassenger sitie-by-sidc in cockjiit covered
by moulded canopy which slides on three rails I'or a.eccss tpid i.s
jettiaonubk) in emergency.
Dual controls. Lnggagia compartment in fuselage aft of eahin.

Power Plant.

A larger cabin is fitted and has accommodation for two sideby-side in front, with a single or double seat behind.
Dimensions. A.s M.S. 576 except height (over rudder) 2.785 m.

lbs.). Useful load 451 kg. (994 lbs.).
(2.374 Ihs.), Wing loading 66.4 kg./.sq. in
(13.6 Ib.s./sq. ft.). Power loading 7.65 kg./ii.i>. (16.9 llis./h.p.).
Perform.-vnce (Three-seat version). Maximum .s])eed 245 km.h.
(152 m.]).h.) at 500 m. (1,640 ft.). Cruising .si,)ccd (70'% ]iower)
220 km.h. (137 in,]i.li.). Landing spf.wd (fully loaded) 80 km.li.
(50 111 pi. h.). Rate of climb at sea level 228 m./min, (748 I't./inin.),
Ceiling 5,801) m. (19.630 ft.). Cruising range 889 km. (547 miles).
PiSHPOUMANCE (Foiii'-seat ver.siou). .Maximum .speed 242 km.h. (150
in,|:>.h.) at 500 m. (1.640 ft.). Cruising spiced ("i)''/, power) 215 km.h.
(134: m.p.li,). Landing speed, {fully loaded) 82 km.h. (51 m.p.h,),
Rate ol’elimli at .sea level 222 in. /min. (728 ft. /min.), Ceiling 5,700
m. (18,700 ft.). Cruising range 860 km. (534 miles).

(equipped) 626 kg. (1,380

m. (174

—

FusETaAGE, Tail Unit

4 Pei engine).

Weight loaded 1,024 kg. (2,257 lbs.), M’ing loading 65.43 kg/sq. ni.
(13.4 Ibs./.sq. ft.). Power loading 7.29 ka./h.p. (16.1 Ibs./h.p.).
Weights .vnd Loadings (Four-seat \-er.siou). M'eiglit empty

—

—

h,p. Benault

M.S. 571.

is a thi’ee/four-seat version of the M.S. 570.
It is structurally similar and is outwardly identical except for
an increase in the areas of the fin and rudder.
It employs the
same type of engine, which drives a two-blade airseretv 2 m.
(6 ft. (ij- in.) in diameter.
There is capacity for 150 litres (33
Imp. gallons) of iiiel and 12 litres (2.(3 Imp. gallons) of oil.

Weight loaded

l.tl77 kg.

—

.

THE MORANE-SAULNIER M.S. 660.
'TYTE.--Single-seat light inonop'ilane S],)eeially ilesigncd t.o l,:ic .sok.i in
eompionent form.
Wings. Strut-braced higli-wing monopihuie. t/'inistant -chord wing,
tapiered at roots, in two sections, a-nd liraced to fuselage by steeltube strut.s. Structure consists of two rectangular-section duralumin .spars, built-up:i hr ribs, steel-tube compression stiTits aiid
diagonal wire Ivracing. Forihed pilywood lending-edge with fabric
covering aft. Wooden p3ly-eo\aired ailerons. Flapis and/or leadingedge slots can be fitted.' Wings fold backwards about rear spiar
and twist to lie with leading-edge.s downwards. Whng area 9
sq. m. (96.84 sq. ft.).
Fus,elage. ^AVooden rectangular structure in three main sections.
Nose, or cockpit section consists of thick plywood .sides witli cvitouts for doors, and bottom jianels, glued and nailed to front and
rear bnlliwards ; sheet panels form top of luggage compiartinent
behind sent and back of eoekpiit. Fishplates at corners of jianols.
Welded steel-tulie cahane to wliicli wings attached. Ceuti'o-

—

—

The Morane-Saulnier M.S. 571 Three/Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (one 140

h.p.

Renault 4 Pei engine)

OF
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IVIORANE-SA ULNIER— continued.

and rear section with integral fin, eonstrneted of four
plywood panels glued and nailed to transverse plywood frames.
Cantilever monoplane type.
Constant-chord tailplane
.spars, fir ribs and plyiyood covering.
Fin, integi-af with
rear fuselage section, consists of flat plywood plate with plywood
leading-edge glued on. Horn-balanced rudder. Tailplane span
2.1 m. (8 ft. 10 in.).
ixed, tricycle type.
Main wheels carried on sprung
Landinb CtISAB.
fiiselage,
flat

Tail Unit.
has two

—

—

Swivelling nose-wheel, offset 17.5 c/ni. (8.8 in.)
steel-tube struts.
Track 1.55 m. (5 ft. 1 in.),
to .starboard, in sprung half-fork.

Wheel base

PowEK

1.47

—

m.

(4.

ft. 9.^ in.).

ne 50 h.p. Train 4E-01 four-cylinder in-line inverted
Pl-ANT.
air-cooled engine mounted on flexible hearers by four bolts and
driving two-blade_ airscrew. Fuel capacity 38 litres (8.36 Imp.
gallons). Oil capacity 8 litres (1.76

Imp.

gallons).

(129c)

Accommodation.—-

cockpit luider wing, fully enclosed except
Small luggage shelf aft of seat.
Dimensions. Span 7.20 m. (23 ft. Of in.), Width folded 2.10 m.
(6 ft. 10 J in.). Length .5.60 m. (18 ft. 4|^ in.), Height 2.20 in. (7 ft.
2^ in.).
Weights and Lo.ading. Weight empty 232 leg. (511 Ib.s.), Useful
load 128 lig, (282 lbs.). Weight loaded 360 kg. (793 lbs,). Wing
for

SOCI£t£ nationals DE constructions AgRONAUTIQUES
(S.N.C.A.N.).

—

—

loading 39.5 kg./sq.

Performance.

:

(Seine-Inf.),

Issy-les-Moulineatjx (Seine),

Havre

Les Mitreatjx

(Seine-et-Oise), Meaeilte (Seine-et-Oise), Sartroeville
(Seine-et-Oise) and Coitebevoie (Seine).
President Director-General
M. Pissavy.
Technical Director
M. Louis Coroller.
Director of Production
M. Vellntini.
Commercial Director
M. Leconte.
The Soeiete Nationale de Constructions Aeronatitiques du
Nord was formed in 1937 under the laws for the nationalisation
It grouped together the former
of the Aircraft Industry.
Potez, O.A.M.S. and Les Mureaux companie.s and also took
over certain factories belonging to the Amiot and Breguet
concerns. M. Henry Potez was the first Administrator.
At
the end of 1945 the Soeiete Anonyme des Avions CaudronRenault was incorporated in the S.H.C.A.N.
Since the liberation of France the S.N.C.A.N. has produced
the Nord 1101 Noralpha, a four-seat cabin monoplane, and the
Nord 1201 Noreerin, a three-seat light touring monoplane. The
latter ivas classed first in the competition organized in the Spring
of 1946 by the Air Minister to select tlie touring aeroplane
possessing the best all-round qualities.
In addition, the S.N.O.A.N. ha.s under development the
Nord 1400, Nord 1500 torpedo /dhm-bomber and the Nord 1600,
an experimental Jet-propelled aircraft of wliieh it is not yet
possible to give details.
S.N.O.A.N. is also producing the
Stampe & Vortongen S.V.4C training biplane, a Renaultpowered version of the S.V.4B descrilied. under “Stampe &
Vei'tongen” (Belgium).

—Maximum speed 160
power 127
70
—50%
without

km.li. (99 m.p.h.) at sea level,
kni.h. (79 m.p.h.), Landing
km.li. (43 m.p.h,), Initial
rate of climb 240 in. /min. (787 ft./min.), Ceiling 4,500 ni. (14,766
ft.), Range 600 kin. (311 miles). Fuel consumption 7.5 litres/lOO
km. (2.58 Imp. gallons/lOO miles).
Ci'uising speed at
.speed (fully loaded

(28

ft.

fliips)

—Span 11.50 m. (37 8
Height overall 3.350 m. (10
—0 -Weight
empty 945 kg. (2,080

Dimensions.

in.),

ft.

in.).

Length overall 8.845 m.
ft. 8 in.).

lbs,).

Dispo.sable load 63-4 kg,
l, 680 kg. (3,476 lbs.).

(450

:

Power loading 7.15 kg. /h.p.

in. (8.1 Ibs./sq. ft.),

(15.8 Ibs./h.p.).

Weights.

Head Office 20, Hue Vebnieb, Paris (17b).
CAUDEBEC-EN-CAtrx (Seine-In.f.). Lb
Works

iJot’a

door openings.

NORD.
DU NORD

A

P

lbs.),

Fuel and

(1,395 lbs.),

oil

205 kg,

Weight loaded

—

PEREORM.ANOIS. Maximum speed 305 km.li. (189.4 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed 277 krn.h. (172 m.p.h.). Landing speed 100 km.li. (62.1
m.p.h.), Service ceiling 5,900 m. (19,350 ft.). Cruising range (no
wind) 1,200 km. (745 miles) at 277 krn.h. (172 m,i>.h.).

;

THE NORD

:

:

:

THE NORD

1101

—

1201

NORtCRIN.

Type. Tliree-seat light Touring Monoplane.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Tapering

—

wings

with

dihedral attached to roots incorporated in the fuselage
structure.
Single spar metal wing structure. Wing flaps between
ailerons and fuselage.
IVing area 13 sq. m. (140 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. All metal structure.

acute

—

NORALPHA.

—
—

Type. Four-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever Low-wing monoplane. Short centre-section
integral with the fuselage and two tapering outer sections with
rounded tips. Single-spar metal structure. Flaps between
ailerons and fuselage’.
Mhng area 17.40 sq. m. (187 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. All-metal structure.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal framework with
metal-covered -fin and tailplane and fabric-covered rudder and

—
—

elevators.

h]

—

Retractable tricycle type. Main wdieels raised
inwards and nose wheel backwards. Hydraulic retraction.
Power Plant.— One Renault 6Q10 six-cylinder in-line inverted
Two-blade
air-cooled engine rated at 240 C.V. at 2,600 r.p.m.
Ratier eleotrically-oporated variable-pitch airscrew. The whole
engine unit is attacjhed to the fireproof bulkhead at four points
.and is readily removable. Four fuel tanks, two (70 litres each)
in the centre-section and two (60 litres each) in the outer wings.
Total fuel capacity 260 litres (57.2 gallons).
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating four in two pairs, the front
Baggage compartment aft of
pair of seats with dual controls.
cabin.
Collapsible ladder for access to cabin is stowed in baggage
compartment. Cabin door has quick-release hinges for emergency
exit.
Full instrument and electrical equipment.

Landing Gear.

—

"

'a-

•-

•>

^

The Nord 1201 NorScrin.

'
:

The Nord liOl Noralpha Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (240

h.p, Renault

6Q10

engine).

A'

—

—

..IS fill

FRANCE

(130c)
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:

‘

The Nord 1201 Nordcrin Three-seat Touring Monoplane (140
Tail Unit.

—

Cantilever monoplane type. Fin integral with fuselage.
All-metal tailplane. ^Movable surfaces have metal frames and
fabric covering.
LjUstding Geab.
Retractable tricycle type. Main vrheels retract
outwardly, nose wheel backwards, aieohanical retraction.
Power Plant. One Renault 4Pei four-cylinder in-line inverted
air-cooled engine rated at 140 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m.
Prototype

—

fitted with two -blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew.
Two fuel
tanks in wdngs. Total fuel capacity 120 litres (20.4 Imp. gallons).
Enclosed cabin seating three, two .side-by-side
with dual controls and one at the back of the cabin. Space for
light hand baggage provided on each side of the third seat. Moulded
plastic windshield and side panels.
Jettisonable door for einorgeucy

Accommodation.

exit.

—

— Span 10.2 m.
Overall
—Weight empty 538

Dimensions.
(22

(.‘53

(205

lbs.),

kg. (1,925

ft.

51

in.).

kg. (1,184

Overall length

Dispo.sabl6 load 243 kg. (.735

(i..S50

in.

ft.).

lbs.),

Fuel and

Ib.s.),

03 kg.
Weight loaded 875
oil

—

lbs. /h.p.).

Maxinuun sfieetl 540 km.h. (33(5 rn.p.li.) at 3,000 m.
Cruising speed 400 km.h. (249 ni.'|).h.). Landing .speed
144 km.h. (89 m.p.li.), Ceiling 10,090 in. (32,810 ft.). Still-air range
3,450 krn. (2,144 miles). Take-off run 250 in. (273 yds.), Landing
run 169 rn. (185 ft.).

Pebeormance.
ft.),

THE NORD
kin.h. (164. .5 rn.p.h.). Cruising
still air 000 km.

speed 230 km.h. (143 m.p.h.), Crui.sing range in
(560 milo.s), Take-off run 160 m. (175 yards).

THE NORD

Type.

—

lbs.).

Pebeormance.—Maximum speed 265

1500 NORtCLAIR.

—Twin-engined Naval Reconnaissance Bomber.
—

Wings.

Cantilever shoulder-wing monoplane. All-metal single-spar
structure with gull -wing centre-section, and stressed metal skin.
Outer wing sections fold rearwards about spar ; hydraulic operation.
All-metal ailerons wdth trim-tab in each on outer wings, and
slotted trailing-edgo flaps between ailerons and fuselage divided
by nacelles. Whig area 40 sq. m. (495 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. xlll-metal monocoque structure.
Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. Metal structure with
metal-covered fin and tailplane and fabric-covered rudder and
elevators.
Statically-balanced control surfaces with trim-tab
in each.
Landing Gear. Retractable two-wheel tyjie. Main ivheels 1,180 x
425 carried on shock-absorber legs retract rearwards into engine
nacelles, and are fully enclosed.
Hydraulic operation. Track
5.35 m. (17 ft. 61 in.).
Tail-wlieel 560
236 rcirac-ts rearwards
into fuselage.

—

Power Plant. —Two Clnome-Rhone

14

R25 fomteen-oylinder two-row

radial air-cooled engines each developing a maximum output of
1,600 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. for take-off, enclosed in tapered long-

chord cowling
airscrew, 3,60

m.

and driving Ratier
(11

ft.

Renault 4 Pei engine).

Accommodi.'VTON.^ Crew of tliree. I'ilot’s cockpit forward and
enclosed dorsal position for gunner.
Armament. Twin maeliine-guns in rear cockpit, to be replaced on
Fuselage bomblater aircraft by two 20 m/m. (0.79 in.) cannons.
bay accommodates bomb.s or toi-pedoes.
Dimensions.— Span 19.70 rn. (64 ft. 7-1- in.). Length 14.25 ni. (46 ft.
9 m.). Height 8.54 m. (21 ft. 5.1- in.).
W^EIGHT.S ,usfD"LoADiNGS (Designed).— Weight empty 7,100 kg. (16,652
lbs.). Fuel and oil 1,220 kg. (2,690 lbs.), Dispo.sable load 2,480 kg.
(5,408 lbs.), “Weight loaded 10,800 kg. (23,810 lbs.). Wing loading
234.8 kg./sq. m. (48 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 3.37 kg. /h.p. (7.43

(9,840

heiglit 2.76 in. (0.1

ft. 0|- ins.).

Weight,s.

h.p.

three-blade
in.) diameter.

variable-pitch

The Nord 1400
powered by tivo

1400 NOROIT.

a projected twin-engined flying -boat to be
25 fourteen1,075 h.p. Gnonie-Rhone 14
cylinder two -r ow radial air-cooled engine.s and to carry a crew
of seven. No furtlier particulars apart from the following
figures were available for publication at tlie time of writing.
Diaiensions.— Span 31.00 m. (103 ft. 8 in.), Ming area 100 sq. m.
(1,076 sq.

is

R

—

ft.).

Weight and Loadings (Designed). ^M'eight loaded 17,010 kg. (37,482
lbs.). Wing loading 170.1 kg./sq. m. (34.8 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading
6 kg./h.p. (11 Ibs./h.p.).

—^IVIaximum speed

Performance (Estimated).
Range 3,000 miles (1,864

350 km.h. (216 m.p.h.),

mile.s).

C.800 gPERVIER (SPARROWHAWK).
The C.800 is a two-seat sailplane intended for advanced training
purposes, and 300 have been ordered by the French Government

THE NORD-CAUDRON

to oc|ui[) the National (iliding Ccnircs. It is a slrut-hracod
high-wing monoplane with a wooden singli'-spar wing which
has a stressed plywooti loailing-odgo and faliric envoring aft.
The fusolago i.s a wooden monocoque struciure, and the tail-unit
is a cantilovei’ monoplane structure with ply-covered fin and
tailplane

and fabric-coverotl control surfaces.
of two is accommodated side-hy-sido in

The crew

aii

enclosed

cockpit.

The Nord 1500 Noreelair Naval Reconnaissance Bomber (Two Gn6me-Rh6ne 14 R25 engines).— (T/ie Aewjdane).

—S

—

M

FRANCE
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(131c)

—

Dimensions. Span 16.005 m. (52 ft. 6 in.), Length 8.355 in. (27 ft,.
Bi in.), Height .2.365 m. (7ft. 8-|- in.), Wing area 22 sq. m. (236.7
sq. ft.), Aspect ratio 11.6.
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 229 kg. (BOB lbs.), Normal
weight loaded 389 kg. (858 lbs.), Maximum weight loaded 440 kg.
(970 lbs.), Wing loading (normal) 17.6 kg./sq. m. (3.6 Ibs./sq. ft.).
Pebfoemance. Maxiimun speed 72 km.h. (45 m.p.h.), Cruising speed
62 km.h. (38.5 m.p.h.), Sinking speed 0.85 m. /.second (2.78 ft./

—

—

second).

DE CONSTRUCTIONS A^RO

SOClfte
BEUF.

NAVALES DU PORT

This Company has produced the S.C.A.N.20 flying -boat,
an order for thirty of which was given by the French Air Ministry
instructing pilots in the handling of flying-boats.
S.C.A.N.20 was designed and built in secret in 1941, and
tests were effected immediately following the liberation.

for

The
flight

THE S.C.A.N.20
ingle-engined Training Flying-boat.
Wings. Cantilever higli-wing monoplane constructed in one piece
and bolted to top of hull. Two-spar structure, with ehordwise ribs,
spanwise stringers and stressed skin covering. Hinged trailingedgo, outer portions acting as ailerons and inner portions as flaps
electric operation.
Flap depression 28 degrees
Wing area 32
sq. m. (344 sq. ft-)Hull. Two-step structure, with ash keel. Outboard floats suspended under wing by tubular struts and wire-braced. Draught
of hull (empty) 0.545 m. (1 ft. 9J in.).
Tail Unit. Strut-braced dihedral tailplane mounted on central
fin and carrying twin fins and rudders at extremities.
Rudders
and elevators aerodynamically-balanced and fabric-covered.
PowEB Plant.^ One 325 h.p. Bearn 6-D six-cylinder in-line or one
Potez 8-D eight-cylinder vee_ air-cooled engine mounted as pusher
unit above hull on two pairs of tubular N-struts, and driving
Ratier three-blade variable-pitch projieller.
Accommodation. Two jiilots .side-by-.side in cabin with dual control,
and two seats immediately behind. Baggage compartment in

—

Type.'

;

—

—

—

—

nose.

—Span

Dimensions.'

Height 3.62 m.

Weight

.and

Wing

15 m. (49 ft. 2^ m.).
(11 ft. lOJ in.).

Length 11.79

Loading.—Maximum weight loaded

loading 78.1 kg./sq. m. (16 Ibs./sq. ft.).
aximum speed 230 km.h. (143 m.p.h.) at 2,000 m.
Pebpobmancb.
lbs.).

The S.C.A.N. 20 Flying-boat.

rn. (38 ft. 6 in.).

2,500 kg. (5,511

—

(6,560 ft.), Cruising speed 200 km.h. (124 m.p.h.), Alighting speed
80 km.h. (50 m.p.h.), Ceiling 5,000 m. (16,405 ft.). Range 1,000 km.
(621 miles).

S.E.C.A.N.
SOCliTli

D’ETUDES ET DE CONSTRUCTIONS AeRO-NAVALES.
Works 40, Rite Henri Barbtjsse, Genne-

Office and

viDLiERS (Seine).
Director- General

:

ural

M. Vinsonneau.

COURLIS (CURLEW).

—THE
Four-seat Light Cabin monoplane.
monoplane.
S.E.C.A.N.

TYPE

S.U.C. 10

D

cantilever

members being a bulkhead

and supports the cabin superstructure.
Tail Unit.—Monoplane type. Tailplane supported between twin
tubular booms and integral fins. All-metal structure.
Landing Geab. Fixed tricycle tjqie. Main wheels carried by single
faired legs which are hinged near their upper ends to the lower
edges of the fuselage. The extensions of the legs within the fuselage

—

Steerable
are attached to transverse oleo shock-absorber struts.
nose wheel under the nose of the fuselage. Pneumatic brakes on

main

wheels,

Rectangular

—

One Mathis G8R eight-cylinder inverted Vee aircooled engine rated at 190 O.V. and with 200 C.V. available for
take-off, or one Renault 6Q10 six-cylinder in-line inverted aircooled engine rated at 220 C.V. and with 240 C.V. available for
Engine mounted as a pusher at rear end of the fuselage
take-off.
and driving a two-hlade fixed-pitch w'ood pusher propeller. Fuel

Power Plant.

centresection integral with the cabin and two tapering outer-sections.
Aluminium-alloy structure built up of two spars, inter-spar former
-section leading-edge and a stressed-skin covering between
ribs,
the spars supported by spanwise stringers. Entire trailing-edge

WiNGs.-^High-wing

^Short fuselage of all-metal construction, the main structto which the engines bearers are
attached and a girder atruet'ure which forms the floor of the cabin

Fuselage.
;

The Societe d’Etudes et de Constructions Aero-Navales is a
branch of the Usiues Chausson, a company well-known in the
French automobile industry, and has specialised until recently
in the production of certain aircraft accessories.
Since the war the company has undertaken the manufacture
of all-metal light aircraft, the first example of which is the type
S.U.C. 10 Gomlis, a four-seat cabin monoplane with pusher
airscrew and the tail carried by twin booms.
Type.

of outer wings hinged, tlie inner .sections as slotted flaps and the
Wing area 19.10 sq. m. (205.5 .sq. It.).
outer sections as ailerons.

FRANCE
coniinued.

»

•

SOCl^T^ D'ETUDES ET DE CONSTRUCTION D’AVIONS DE
TOURISME.
This Company was formed in 1938 and produces the RCl-<iO
single-seat light biplane, and the IiCl-7o and S-a two-seat cabin
monoplanes, descriptions of which follow.
S.E.C'.xA,.T.

will

also

biplane, particulars of

produce the L.I).-13 single-seat light
will be found under "M.D.O.”

which

THE

—
—

S.E.G.A.T. RG-75.

Type. Two -seat Cabin Monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever
high-wing
monoplane.
Wooden single-spai'
atructuro of trapezoidal plan form with swept-forward centresection attached to fuselage by six steel bolts.
False spar carries
ailerons.
Stressed okoume-and-birch plywood covering.
Root
chord 2.0 m. (0 ft. (i j in.), tip cliord 1.0 rn.'(3 ft. 3] in.) ; tiiiekne.s.s
at root 30 c/m. (11.8 in.) ; thickness at tip 12 c/in. (4.7 in.)
gross
w'ing area 14 sq. m. (130.64 sq. ft.); long-span slotted ailerons
arranged to operate also as flaps. Aileron .span 3.70 m. ( 12 ft. 1 in.)
aileroir chord 30 c/m. (11.8 in.).
Fuselage.—-Wooden structure of longerons, transversal frames and
spruce longitudinal stringers, with birch jjlywood cov^eriiig. Maxiwidth 1.25 m. (4 ft. 1 in.)
maximum depth 1.30 ra. (4 ft.
4 in.).
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Spruce framework with
okoume plywood covering over all surfaces. Adjustable tailplane
attached to top longerons. Horn-balanced rudder and elevators.
Tailplane span 3.0 m. (9 ft. 9J- in.).
Landing Gear,—Fixed two-wheel divided type. Each unit consists
of autogenously-wekled steel-tube structure, with
Neumann
spring shock-absorber leg hinged to lower longerons and lialfaxles attached to bottom of fuselage.
Wheels 560 X 150, with
;

mum

;

—

The S.E.C,A.T, RG-75 Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (70

h.p. Regnier engine)

i

;

FRANCE

S,EmC,A,T, — continued.
Dimensions.
m. (14 ft.

— Span
9

in..),

(upper) 5 m. (15
Length 4.95 rn. (16

ft.
ft.

4;|

in.),

3 in.).

Span

(lower) 4..50

Height 1.90 m.

The wing is of elliptical plan form and is composed of a wooden
box spar, chordwise ribs and a stressed plywood, skin. Ailerons
and flaps are fitted to the trailing-edge. The fuselage is a wooden
monoeoque structure, and the tail-unit is of the cantilever
monoplane type. A fixed two -wheal landing-gear is fitted.
The pilot and passenger are accommodated side-by-side in an
enelo-sed cabin, with an access door on each side.
Dimen-Sions. Span 9.0 m. (29 ft. Of in.). Length 6.15 m. (20 ft. 2 in.),
Height 2.10 rn. (6 ft. lOJ in.). Wing area 14 sq. in. (160.64 .sq. ft.)Weights and .Loadings. Weight empty 350 kg. (772 lbs.), Disposable
load_220 kg. (485 lbs.). Weight loaded 570' kg. (1,257 lbs.), Wing
loading 41 kg./sq. m. (8.4 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 7.6 kg./CV

(6 ft.

Wing area 9.50 sq. m. (102.22 sq. ft.).
Weights and Loadings (Designed). Weight empty
3 in.),

—

180 kg. (397 lbs.).
Disposable load 115 kg. (253 lbs.). Weight loaded 295 kg. (050 lbs.).
loading 32.8 kg./sq. m. (6.7 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 4.45

Wing

kg./CV

(9.9 lb(3./h.p.).

—

Pebfobmance

(Estimated). ^Maximum speed, 190 km.h. (118 m.p.h.).
Cruising speed 175 km.h. (109 m.p.h.), .Landing speed 45 km.h.
Ceiling 5,000 m. (16,405 ft.), Range 500 km. (311
m.p.h.),
(28
miles). Take-off run 40 m. (44 yds.).

THE

—

—

S.E.C.A.T. S-5.

(17 Ibs./h.p.).

The S-5 is a development of the S-4 Mouette two-seat highwing cantilever monoplane of 1938, and is powered by a 75 h.p.

Pebeobmance.—Maximum speed

180 km.h. (122 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed 150 km.h. (93 m.p.h.), Landing speed .50 km.h. (31 m.p.h.),
Initial rate of climb 180 m./min. (590 ft. /min.), Ceiling 3,600 m.
(11,810 ft.), Range 800 km. (497 miles), Fuel coiiBumption 15
litres (3.3 Imp. gallons) per hour.

Regnier 4-D.2 four-cylinder in-line inverted aii'-cooled engine
driving a two-blade fixed-pitch airscrew, A fuel tank of 55
litres (12,1 Imp. gallons) capacity is installed in the wing.

SJ.P.A.
POUR
Head Opeice and Works

SOCil^TE INDUSTRiELEE

:

L’

27,

of 105 litres (23 Imp. gallons) and 136 litres (30
capacity.
Oil capacity 30 litres (6.6 Imp. gallons).
Accommod.ation. Crew of two in tandem cockpits

AIrONAUTIQUE.
Rite du Pont, Neuilly-

—

—

Dimensions. Span 11.0 m. (36 ft.
7:1 in.). Height (tail down) 2.45 m.

and Loii’C military aircraft.
During the Occupation the factory at Neuilly produced the
prototype of the Arado Ar 396 two-seat advanced training
monoplane for the German authorities. This design was redesignated the S.IO after the liberation, and a number has been
ordered by the Ministry of Armament. For civilian use the
Societe has produced the S.20 four-seat cabin monoplane,
the S.50 single-seater and the S.70 twin-engined light transport,
all of which are described herewith.
S.I.P.A. S.IO.

the designation given to the German Arado Ar 396
low-wing monoplane, three prototypes of which were projected
by S.I.P.A. during the Occupation. This aii'oraft, a two-seat
advanced trainer, lias since been ordered by the French Government and is in production in a slightly modified form. The
600 h.p. Argus As 411 power plant of the original aircraft has
been replaced by a Renault 12 S.OO (the French-built Argus)
of similar output, and the wings and taiiplane have been modified.
The following specification applies to the production
is

aircraft.

—

Two-seat Advanced Trainer.
Wings.—-Cantilever low-wing monoplane.

Type.

Composite structure with
constant-chord centre-section of steel construction, and wooden
tapered outer sections. Wooden slotted aileroii.s on outer wings ;

aileron ai’ea (each) 0.842 sq. m. (9.25 sq. ft.).
Wooden slotted
trailing-edge flaps extend betiveen ailerons and under fuselage
centre flap area
outer flap area (each) 0.71 sq. in. (7.6 sq. ft.)
0.614 sq. m. (6,6 sq. ft.). Gross wing area 18.30 sq. m. (196.9
;

;

sq.

ft.).

—

Fuselage. Composite structure with steel-framed fonvard section
and wooden rear section.
Tail Unit. Cantikwer monoplane type with fonvardly-set fln.
fin and taiiplane of metal construction and
Composite structure
movable surfaces of wood. Trim-tabs in rudder and elevators.
Taiiplane span 3.90 in. (12 ft. 9| in.), Rudder height 1.65 rn. (5 ft.
5 in.); total horizontal area 3.472 sq. m. (37.34 sq. ft.); total
vertical area 1.61 sq. m. (16.24 sq. ft.).
Landing Gear. Retractable two-wheel type. Main wheels 600 x
160 carried on shock-absorber legs which retract rearwards into
wing centre-section and turn through 90 degrees so that wheels lie

—

;

—

wings. Non-retraotable tail-wheel 290 X 140 or 260
80 carried on shock-absorber leg.
Power Plant. One Renault 12 S 00 tvimlve-cy Under vee air-cooled
engine developing a normal output of 390 h.p. at 3,100 r.p.m. at
2,600 m. (8,530 ft.) and a maximum output of 600 h.p. at 3,300
r.p.m, at 600 m. (1 970 ft.) and driving Ratier three-blade variablepitch airscrew, 2.65 m. (8 ft. SJ in.) diameter, Tw'o fuel tanks
flat w’ithin

X

—

Imp.

gallons)

enclosed

by

continuous transparent canopy.

sur-Seine.
This Company was formed in 1938 and from then until 1940
Avas engaged in the manufacture of components for Mureaux

S.IO

(133c)

1

in.),

(8

ft.),

Length 9.328 m. (30 ft.
Height (tail up) 3.615 m.

(11 ft. 10 in.).

Weights and Loadings.—Weight empty
Equipment 25 kg. (55 lbs.). Fuel and oil
177 kg. (390
113 kg./sq.

lbs.),

m.

1,678 kg. (3,699 lbs.).
190 kg. (419 lbs.), Crew
lbs.) Wing loading
Power loading 3.45 kg. /h.p.

weight loaded 2,070 kg. (4,563

(23.13 Ibs./sq.

ft.),

(7.6 lbs. /h.p.).

—

Maximum speed 370 km.h.
(230 m.p.h.) at 2,400 m. (7,875 ft.), Speed at sea level 330 krn.h.
(205 m.p.h.). Initial rate of climb t540 m./min. (1,772 ft./min,),
Climb to 6,000 m. (19,685 ft.) 14 minutes, Service ceiling 8,300 m.
(27,230 ft.).

Performance (At maximum

THE

—

power).

S.l

P.A. S.20.

Type. Four-seat Cabm Monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever low-mid-wing monoplane, All-wood structure
with constant taper in chord and thickness from root to tip. Singlespar construction with chordwise ribs and spanwise stringers and
plywood covering. Fabric-covered wooden ailerons, with two
sets of slotted flaps in tandem between ailerons and fuselage.
Wing area 14 sq, m. (150.63 sq. ft.).

—

FusELAGE.—Wooden

structure in three main sections comprising
nose section, cabin section and rear monoeoque section.
cantilever structure with twin fins and rudders
mounted as endplates to taiiplane. Dihedral taiiplane of singlespar construction. Control surfaces dynamically-balanced and
covered with fabric.
Landing Gear.— Retractable two-wheel type. Main wheels 475 x
170 each carried on cantilever Messier shock-absorber leg -wbioh
retracts inwards into iving. Hydraulic operation, and hydraiilicallyoperated brakes. Track 3 m. (9 ft. 10 in.). Tail-wheel 260 X 80

Tail Unit.—Wooden

retracts into fuselage.

—

Power

.

_

Pl.4Nt.
One D.H. Gqisy Major 10 four-cylmder in-line
inverted air-eooled engine developing 145 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. and
driving D.H. two-blade variable-pitch airscrew, or one Mathis
GSR eight-cylinder inverted vee air-cooled engine developing 185
h.p. at 3,450 r.p.m.
Fuel capacity 180 litres (39.6 Imp. gallons)
oil capacity 18 litres (4 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating pilot (on port) and one
passenger side-by-side in front with dual controls, and two
passengers aft on full-width seat. Access door on each side,
hinged at top. Baggage compartment aft of rear seats.
Dimensions. Span 10.34 m. (33 ft. 11 in.). Length 8.145 in. (20 ft.
84 in.), Height 2.203 m. (7 ft. 3 in.).
Weights and Loadings (Gipsy Major engine). ^Weight empty 550
kg. (1,212.5 lbs.). Fuel and oil 160 kg. (331 lbs.), Weight loaded
1,000 kg. (2,205 lbs.). Wing loading 71 kg./sq. m. (14.54 Ibs./sq.
ft.). Power loading 7 kg./CV (15.65 Ibs./h.p.).
Pebb'OEMANCe (Gipsy Major engine). Maximum speed 270 km.h.
(168 m.p.h.), Cruising speed (70% power) 240 km.h. (149 m.p.h.),
still-air range 1,000 km. (621 miles). Take-off distance at 20 m.
(66 ft.) 170 m. (186 yds.). Fuel consumption 14 litres/100 km.
(5.96 Imp. gallons/lOO miles).

—

'

—

—

—

FRANCE
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—continued.

The

S.I.P.A. S.70 Light Transport (two 210 h.p. Mathis

THE S.I.P.A. S.50.
or Enclosed. Monoplane.^
Wings.' Cantilever mid-wing monoplane built in tw-o main .sections
Composite structure with metal
attaclied to .sides of fuselage.
framework and plywood covering, over wdiich is a covering of
fabric.
Wooden slotted ailerons with fabric covering, and
manually-operated .slotted trailing-edge flaps similarly constructed.
Wing area 7.80 .sq. m. (83.93 sq. ft.).
FtTSEE-iUE.- Metal structure of triangidar cross-section with plywood
covering, over whicli is a covering of fabric.
Tail Unit. (’antilever monoplane tjqie. Fin and tailpinne liave
metal frames and plywood covering. Rudder and elevators of
wooden t'rainowork and fabric covering. Adjustable tailplane
incidence.
Fixed two-wheel type. Main wheels each carried on
Landijsic} Geak.
cantilever oleo-pneuinatic shock-absorber leg and enclosed in spat.
Low pressure 350 x 150 tyres. Hydraulically-operated brakes.
Track 1.50 in. (4 ft. 11 in.). Fixed tail-skid or wheel.
Power Pl.vnt. One 40 li.p., Mathis Gr2F two-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine driving two-blade fixed-pitch wooden
airscrew.
Other engines of similar weight and output may be
fitted.
Fuel capacity 45 litres (9.9 Imp. gallons) in fuselage tank.
Oil capacity 7 litres U-54 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation.— ilot’s cockpit in centre-section of fuselage may
be fitted with large windscreen, or fully; enclosed by transparent

Type.— Single-seat Open

—

—

—

—

—

canopy.
Dimen-sions.
1

—Span

7.53

in.), ;H;eight 1.52

m.

m.

(24

8J- in,).

ft.

Length 4,90 m. (16

ft.

(5 ft.).

Weight-s and Loadings.'

—Weight empty

185 kg. (408

lbs.).

Fuel and

38 kg. (84 lbs.). Weight loaded 330 kg. (728 lbs,). Wing loading
42 kg./sq. m. (8.6 Ib.s./sq. ft.), Poiver loading 8.2 kg./GV (18.3

oil

lbs. /h.p.).

—

Pebpormance. Maximum speed 200 kin.h. (124 in.p.h,). Cruising
speed (70% power) 180 km.h, (112 m.p.li,). Landing speed 60
krn.h. (37 m.p.h.). Rate of climb 234 m./min. (768 ft./niin.). Ceiling
5,000 m. (16.405 ft.). Still-air range 800 km. (497 miles). Cruising
fuel

consumption 10

libres/hr. (2.2

S.I.P.A.

Imp.

gallons/hr.).

s.m

Type.—-Twin-engined Light Transport.

Wings.— Cantilever

Composite structure in
low- wing monoplane.
three main sections comprising constant-chord centre-section
bolted to fuselage and carrying engine naeeUes, and two tapered
outer sections. Each .section consists of a wooden torsion box
formed by spars to which are fixed detachable metal leading and trail-

STARCK.
AVIONS STARGK.
Head Ofpice 7, BotiLEVABD de Dixm-ctde, Paris
;

Works

:

Boulogne-Billancotot

(17e).

be

installed.

—

Span 7.40 m. (24 ft. 3 in.), Length 5.36 m. (17 ft. 7 in.),
Wing area 8 sq. m. (86 sq. ft.)..
Weights AND Loadings (Salmson 9 ADL. engine).'^ Weight empty
;

1

—

trim-tab.s.

Landing Gear.-

.Retractable two-wheel type. Main wlieek earriod
on .shoek-ah.sorher logs retraet rearwards into engine nacelles and
20 tyre.s. llydranlieallyare fully enclo.sed. ;Dunlop 560
operated bi'akes. Track 3.86 m. (12 ft. 8 in.). Fixed tail-wheel
with ;Dunlop 355 X 150 tyre.
Power IAant. Two 180-210 h.p. Mathis GSR eiglit-cyliuder inverted
vee air-cooled geared engine.s driving .Legere Awo-blade airscrews.
Three fuel tauk,s with total capacity of 350 litres (77 Imp. gallons).
Oil tank of 18 litres (4 Imp. gallons) capacity- hi each engine nacelle.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin accommodates pilot on centrallyplaced seat forward, with eight passenger seats aft arranged four
on each side with central aisle. Luggage racks aboi-e seats.
Toilet compartment at rear on .starboard side. Main access door
on port side at rear of cabin. Baggage compartment aft measures
1.0 m. X 1.2 m. X 1.15 rn. (3 ft. 3.^ in. X 3 ft. 11 in. X 3 ft. 9 in.)
and has volume of 1.5 cub. m. (53 cub, ft.). For freight carrying
passenger seats may bo removed to provide volume of 7.5 cub. m.

—

—

,

(265 cub.

ft.).

Dimension.^.— Span 13.80 m. (45 ft. 3(' in.), Length 10.20 m. (33 ft.
5|' in.), Height 3.60 m. (11 ft. 9i m.).
Weights a.nd Loadings. Weight empty (with oil) 1,294 kg. (2,934
lbs.). Fuel 252 kg. (556 lbs.), Weight loaded (with six passengers
and 200 kg. — 441 lbs. freight) 2,322 kg. (5,119 lbs.). Weight
loaded (with eiglit passengers and luggage) 2,428 kg. (5,353 lbs.),
Wing loading (with six passengers) 95 kg./sq. m. (19.45 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Wing loading (with eight passengers) 99 kg./sq. m. (20.3 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Power loading (with six passengers 6.45 kg./CV (14.4 lbs. /h.p..
Wing loading (with eight passengers) 6.75 kg./CV (15.1 lbs. /h.p.),
Performance.—Maximum speed 270 km.h. (108 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed (70%, power) 240 km.h. (149 m.p.h.), Still-air range. 1,000 krn.
(621 milas), Fuel consumption 34 litres/lOO krn. (12 Imp. gallons)
100 miles).

lbs. /h.p.).

9

ADL

engine).

—

lbs.).

Wing

loading

7.1 kg./h.p.

—Maximum speed

(115 m.p.h.). Cruising speed 107 km.h. (104 m.p.h.).
km. (260 miles).

THE STARCK

of the fixeditwo-wheel type.
The power plant is a 45 h.p. Salmson 9 ADL nine-cylinder
radial air-cooled engine or a 65 h.p. Walter Mikron III foureylinder in-line inverted engine driving a two-blade fixed-pitch
wooden airscrew.
Other engines of siniilar power and weight
Dimensions.

is

(264.6 sq. ft.).
Composite structure with metal forward .section accommoFu.SEiiAGE.
dating cabin and rnonocoque rear section of wooden vertical frames,
longitudinal .stringers ancl stressed plywood covering.
Tail Unit.'— Composito .striietura consisting of cantilever dihedral
tailplane, two-jjieco elevator and twin fins and rudders mounted
Woodou tailplano and fin, witli jdywooil covering.
as eniiplates.
Jillevators and ruddor.s have metal franies and are fabric-covered.
Control .surfaces dynamically-l.adauciid and tittei.l witli automatic

follow.

A.S.70 JACA
The A.S.70 is a single-seat cantilever low-wing monoplane
intended for sporting flying or aerohatic pnrposeSi It is of
welded steel-tube and wooden construction with fabric covering,
and has a cantilever monoplane tail-unit. The landing gear is

may

Plywood covering. Fabric-covered slotted ailerons, and
ing-edges.
hydraulically-operated slotted trailing-edge flaps in t-wo sections
each side between ailerons and fuselage. Wing area 24.59 sq. m.

Performance (Salmson

(Seine).

THE STARCK

;

{The Aeroplane).

engines).

212 kg. (467 lbs.). Weight loaded 320 kg. (705
40 kg./sq. m. (8.2 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power ioading

Avions Starck has produced the Type A.S.70 single-seat
monoplane and the Type A.S.57 two'-seater, descriptions of

which

GSR

(15.66

185 km.h.

Range 418

A.S.57.

Type.—Two-seat Cabin Monoplane.
Wings.—-Cantilever

Wooden structure in
three sections consisting of constant-chord eentro-section integral
with fuselage and two tajiered outer wings. Built-up box-spar,
and stressed plywood skin. Full-span slotted ailerons which
act also as flaps.
Fixed leading-edge slots in outer wings.
Wing
area 11 sq. m. (118 sq. ft.).
Fuselage -Wooden rnonocoque structure with plyw-ood skin.
Tail Unit.— antilever monoplane type of wooden construction, with
stressed plywood skin over fixed surfaces and fabric-covered rudder
low-wing

monoplane.

.

—

and elevators.
Landing Gear.-—Fixed two-wheel

tsrpe.

Main wheels

carried

on

Messier cantilever oleo-pneumatic shock-ab.sorber legs.
Power Plant.— One 75 h.p. R4gnier four-cylinder in-line inverted
air-cooled engine driving two-blade fixed-pitch airscrew.
Other
engines of similar weight and of 60, 76 or 95 h.p. may be fitted.

,

F

a

FRANCE
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STAHCK—continued.
Fuel capacity 80 litres (17.0 Imp. galloirs), Oil capacity 10
(2.2 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation-. Enclosed cabin .seating two side-by-.side.

—

litres

Span 8.80 m.
Weights and Loadings.
Dimensions.-

ft. 10 in.), 'Length 6.45 ni. (21 ft. 2 in.).
^IVeight empty 310 kg. (683 lbs.). Dis-

lbs.),

Weight loaded 600 kg. (1,322

loading

lbs.).

.54.5 kg./sq.

m.

(11.1 Ibs./sq.

ft.).

Power loading

8

Ibs./h.p.).

—

Maximum speed 200 km.h. (124 m.p.h.), Cruising
speed 185 km.h. (115 m.p.h.), Landing speed 65 km.h. (40 m.p.h.).
Ceiling 6,800 m. (19,000 ft.), Eange 800 km. (497 miles), Take-off
run 90 m. (98 yds.). Landing run 60 m. (66 yds.).

PEKFOB-.M.iNeE.

—(28

posable load 290 kg. (639

Wing

kg./CV (17.6

—

SUD^EST.
SOCifTg NATIONALS DE CONSTRUCTIONS A^RONAUTIQUES
DE SUD-EST (S.N.C.A.S.E.).
Head Oefice 6, Avenue Mae^eau, Paeis (8e).
La Coueneuve, Clichy, Aegenteuil (all in the
WoEics
Paris region), Toulouse, Maeignane (Maeseilles), Cannes -and
Boueaeik (Algiees).
President-Director General
Andre Deprez.
Commercial Director Louis Maurice Sauvageot.
Technical Dii'eetor
Andre Vautier.
Chief of the Technical Service and Test-flying (Marseilles)
Jean Lecarme.
The Societe Nationale de Constructions Aeronautiqnes de
Sud-Est was formed on December 21, 1936, in accordance
;

:

:

:

;

:

with the Laiv of Nationalisation of Alilitary Industries. It
included factories formeily o-wmed by the Liore-et-Olivier,
Potez-C.A.M.S., Romano and S.P.C.A. Companies. In 1941
it absorbed the factories of the former Societe Nationale de
Constructions Aeronautic) ues dii Midi.
All military construction having to be abandoned in July,
1940, S.N.C.A.S.E. tinned to the design and development of
civil aircraft.
The first fruits of this programme fell into the
hands of the enemy after the complete occupation of France,
or were destroyed by ah bombardment.
In spite of this
misfortune and thanks to the clandestine work of the technical
bureaux, Aerosudest was able soon after the liberation of France
to embark on the construction of a ivide range of civil aircraft,
details of wdiich follow.
Projected designs include the S.E.580
single-seat fighter to be powered by a 2,500 h.p. Hispano-Suiza
twenty-four cylinder engine
the S.E.1200 140-ton flying-boat,
the S.E.2000 foiu’-engined 50-passenger transport monoplane
and the S.E.2400 14-ton jet-propelled fighter.
The Etablissements Aeronautique Nord-Africains with works
at Baufarili: (Algiers) forms part of the S.N.C.A.S.E.
;

THE

S.E.200.

The S.E. 200 was

Ah

Mmistry
originally designed to a French
specification issued in 1936 for a trans-Atlantic flying-boat
and the design was initiated by the Lioriii-et-Olivier concern
before the nationalisation of the major portion of the French
ahcraft industry and the uicorporation of the LeO Company
in the S.N.C.A.S.E.
Four prototypes of the S.E.200 were under construction in the
Marignane factory at Marseilles at the outbreak of ivar. The
first tw'o were seized by the Germans in November, 1942, but
the first was completed and flew in August, 1943. It was taken
by the German authorities to Friedrichshafen on Lake Constance,
where in 1944 it was destroyed during an R.A.F. raid. The
first prototype w’as fitted with 1,500 h.p. Wright Cyclone engines.
The second aircraft was also destroyed (at Marignane) and the
third was badly damaged while still under construction.

The remains of No. 3, however, were salvaged and completed,
and it made its first flight at Marignane on April 2, 1946. It is
this version which is described hereunder.
No. 4 was scheduled
to be com]3leted at the end of 1946. It was originally to be
fitted -with semi-retractable and inflatable wing-tip floats as
shewn in the accompanying general arrangement drawing, hut
these have been abandoned in favour of an' orthodox type as
on the earlier versions.
Type.—-Six-engined long-range Commercial
Wings .-—Cantilever monoplane structure.

flying-boat.
Aerofoil section

NACA

2418 at root, NACA 2409 at tips. All-metal str-uetiire with
stressed metal skin, the upper surface consisting of an inner skin
_

with span-wise corrugations to which the outer .smooth skin is
The under siu'face consists of a smooth skin reinforced
riveted.
Gross wing area 340 sq. m. (3,658.4 sq.
internally with stiffeners.
ft.). Metal ailerons in two sections each side, with trim -tabs in inner
Trailing-edge flap.s in three sections each side.
portions.

Hull.

—
—

Floats.

^All-metal two-step struotoe divided into two decks.
ixed single-step stabilising floats attached to outer

wmgs

by steel-tube struts.
Tail Unit. Cantilever structure consisting of dihedral tailplane
with twin fins and rudders mounted as endplates and slightly
toed -in. Balanced rudders and elevators, with trim-tabs in each,
PowEB BLANT.—Six Gnfime-EhSne 1411 26/27 fourteen-cylinder tworow radial air-cooled engines, each developing a normal output of
l,320h.p. at 7,720 ft. (2,500 m.), and with a maximum of 1,600 h.p.

—

Three-blade reversible-pitch airscrews.
available for take-off.
Fuel capacity (normal) 36,000 litres (7,920 Imp. gallons) in interspar wing -tanks, plus 4,800 litres (1,056 Imp. gallons) reserve.
Accommodation. Hull divided into two decks, with stairway at
each end. Crew of eight to ten in forward portion of upper deck.
Normal accommodation for 80 passengers hy day, and 40 by night.
Upper deck also provides main freight compartment (between wing
spars), de luxe cabin, upper passenger cabin, and toilet compartments. Lower deck contains forward freight compartment,
galley, dining saloon, with bar, lower passenger cabin, and rear

—

freight

compartment.

:

i

li
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Dimensions.

— Span 52.20 m.

(171

ft.

Sin.),

8|- in.).

—

Length 40.15 m. (131

ft.

iND L0.VDINGS (Designed). Weight empty 32,746
(72.102 lbs.), Disposable load 27,000 kg. (50,524 lbs.), Weight loaded
72,000 kg. (158,731 ib.s.). Wing loading 212 kg./sq. in. (43.4 lbs./
scp ft.), Dower loading (at 1,320 h.p. pier engine) 0.1 kg./h.p^. (20

WJEKiiHX.s

kg.

/;

(f

Ibs./li.p.).

Pebeob-Mance (Esthuated).~Maximum
at 2,500 rn. (7,720

ft.).

Maximum

spieed 378 lun.h. (235 m.p.h.)
speed at sea level 354 kin.h.

(220 m.pi.h.). Cruising speed 305 kin.h. (190 m.p.h.). Maximum
range in 60 kin.li. (37 m.p.h.) wind 6,060 lun. (3,766 miles).

THE S.E.161 LANGUEDOC.
The S.E. 101 was originally designed as the S.O. (Bloch) 101.
The jprototyjie flew at Bordeaux hi 1939 but did not complete its
Although ordered in series by the
tests until January, 1942.
Vichy Government from the S.lN.L.A.S.JE. in December, 1941,
no aircraft other than the jirototype, which ivas confiscated by
the Germans, was delivered during the war. I'ut into production
after the liberation of

Government, the
September, 1945.
Type.

France to the order of the provisional

post-war production S.B. 101 flew in
Thirteen have been delivered to Air-h’ranee.

first

—Four-engined low -wing
—

Two-spar light-alloy
monoplane.
Cantilever
structure in four main sections consisting of two halt centreMain .structural
seetions and two outer wings with detachable tips.
meinber is torsion box formed by the two spars, ribs and stressed
metal skin. Spars have angle-section Ijooras with sheet web
Sheet metal ribs placed
stiffeners, and continue througii fuselage.
obliquely in centre-section to form Warren-girder striiettne, and at
Centre-sections bolted to
right-angles to spars in outer wings.
Portions of leading-edge detachable for iuspectioii.
fuselage.
(centre-section) 4 degrees
Dhuedi’al
leading-edge.
taper
on
28.77%
Root chord
(outer wings) 9 degrees. Incidence 2.5 degrees.
5.6 m. (18 it. 4| in.). Tip chord 1,90 m. (6 ft. 3 in.). Chord at joint
Uro.ss
of centre -section and outer wings 3.97 m. (13 ft. 6 in.).
wing area 111.32 sq. m. (1,197.80 sq. ft.). All-metal ailerons in
three sections each side, with metal covering. Aileron span 5.63
111. (19 ft. 4 in.). Maximum chord 0;805 m. (2 ft. 7 in.), dotal area
7.40 .sq. in. (79.62 sq. ft.). Aileron movement 22 degrees up,
Llectrically-operated trim and balanee-tab.s
19 degrees down.
Tab span (inner) O.Sl m. (2 ft. 1 J 1 in.},
ill inner and outer sections.
Tab span (outer) 0.80 m, (2 ft. Ik in.). Slotted trailing-edge flap.s
in four sections each side, with small auxiliary llap unaer fuselage.
Pneumatic oporafloii. .Depres.sion (take-off) 12 degrees, (lamling)
38 degrees. Flap) span 6.76 in. (22 ft. 2 in.). Maximum cliortl
1.0 in. (3 ft. 3 in.). Total main flap a-rea 11.83 sq. m. (127.28 sq. ft.),
Auxiliary llap span 2.18 in. (7 ft. 2iu,), Chord .61 m. (2 ft.). Area

^VI^EGS.

m.

(19.47
Fusjse.vge.
All-metal luouoeoquo structure in four main sections :
nose SBotiou, cabin section, rear fuselage and tail section. Transver,sal Iraiues, longitudinal stringers and stres-sed metal skin.
Maxiniurn depth 2.66 m. (8 ft. 8-J in.). Maximum widtii 2.28 m,
(7 ft. 5 in.), Frontal area 5.2 sq. m, (53.9 sq. ft.).
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever struetiu*e consisting of two-sxiar
diliedral tailplane with twin fins and rudders mounted as eudpilate.s.
Metal covering to tailxilane and fins, and fabric covering to movable
surfaces. Horn-balanced rudders.
Tailplane span 8.8 in. (28 ft.
lO'J ill.), Tailidane and elevator area 24.68 sq. m. (265.66 sq. ft.)
Elevator area (total) 8.42 sq. in. (90.39 sq. ft.). Total vertical area
7.70 sq. ni. (82.85 sq. ft.). Rudder area 3.78 sq. m. (40.67 sq. ft.).
Trim and balance-tabs in rudders and elevators. Rudder tab
height (ujiper) 0.88 in. (2 ft. 10-J in.), (lower) 0.52 in. (1 ft. 81- in.),
Elevator tab sjian (inner) 1.03 m. (3 ft. 4 in.), (outer) 0.9 m. (2 ft.
1,81 sq.

—

.sq. ft.).

—

114- in.).

type. Main wheels 1,500
carried between twin shock-absorber legs which
retract forward into inner engine nacelles, and are partly enclosed
by twin doors. Wheel travel 36,5 e/ni. (14.36 in.). Track 5.69 m.
Tail-wheel 560 x 236 m/m, retracts forward into
(18 ft. 8 ill.).
fuselage and is enclosed by twin doors. Mechanical operation,
PowEB Plant.— Four Giiome-Rlioiie 14
44/46 or 54/55 fourteencylinder two-row radiaf air-cooled engines develoinug a normal
output of 1,020 li.xi. at 2,400 r.p.hi. and with 1,260 h.xi. available
for take-off and driving Ratier three-blade electrically-operated
variable-pitcli airscrew,s 3.30 m. (10 ft. 10 in.) diameW.
Port
airscrews rotate right-hand; starboard rotate left-hand.
Inner
and outer engine centres 3,25 m. (10 ft, 3 in,). Four pairs of fuel
tanks ill wings with total capacity of 7,220 litres (1,588 Iirqi.
gallons), reseiwe tank of 1,200 litres (264 Imp. gailons) capacity
PM ur oil-tanks with total capacity of 604 litres
in fuselage.
*
(133 Imp. gallons).
Acoummodation .— -Crew of live, pilot (on port) and co-pilot/navightor
sidu-by-,side with dual controls, and radio-operator (on port) and
flight engineer behind ; steward immediately behind in galley.
Jlain cabin has standard aeeoraniodation for 33 passengers in
:

630
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ni/in.

N

Airliner.

j,]
eleven rows of llirfe, two on slurboard and one on port. Alterarrangements allow for 12 or 24 piasseiiger .seats. Entry
native
„
,1
iloor.s
at rear on lioth .sidi's. i<’mir i:‘mergi‘n<‘_\' exits. Two toilet
three under
eomijartments'at rear. P’uur freight (•oiuiiartiiieuts
cabin floor with re.s]ieetive eapaeitie.s of 2.5 cub. m. (88 eub. ft.),
2.8
cub. la, (99 euli. ft.) ami 2.2 eub. m. (78 mib. ft.), and one of
2,
o,
2.7 cub. m. (95 eub. ft.) ea]iaeit.y on port .side aft of toilet coinpartni
Total capacity 16.2 cuii. in. (360 eub. ft.).
mont.s.
Ty[,ie 11 automatic jiilot.
tloodrich tie-icing
Equi
EQUiP-MENT.—Alkau
:

p,
on wings and tail-unit.
equii.iment
Dimensions.—
Dimp
-Simii 29.39 in. (96 ft. 5 in.), Length 24.26 m. (79 ft.
7 in.). Height (tail down) 5.14 m. (16 ft. 10 in.).
AND Loadings {33-pitissenger version, with 1,000 kg. = 2,205
Wei<
Weights
freight).---Weight em]jtv 12.651 kg. (27.890 lbs.), Equipment
IJ
lbs.
1,630
kg: (3.607 lbs.), Fuel L920 kg. (4,233 Ib.s.), Crew 400 kg. (882
1
lbs.),
Useful load 3,970 kg. (8,752 lbs.), Weight loaded 20,577 kg.
p
(.
(45,364

Ib.s.),

Wing

loading 184.88 kg./sq.

in.

(37.86 Ibs./sq.

ft.),

,P
Power loading 20.10 kg./h.xi. (44.47 Ibs./h-ii.).
Webjhts -AND Loadings (24-passenger ver.sion. with 1,000 kg. = 2,205
Web
]1
lbs.
freight).
Weight empty 12,651 kg. (27,890 Ib.s.), Equipment
1
1,600
kgV(3,527 lbs.), Fuel 3,190 kg. (7,033 lbs.), Crew 400 kg. (882

—

II
lbs.),
Lksefui

Landing QEAii.—-Ketractabl0 two-wheel
X

^

airliner.

load 3,160 kg, (6,967

llis.),

Weiglit loaded 21,001 kg.

(.
Iba.), Wing loading 183.80 kg./sq. m. (37.64 Ibs./.sq. ft.),
(46,299
Power loading 20.58 kg./h.i:), (45.39 Ibs./li.p.).
p
Weights and Loadings (‘‘South Atlantic” 12-passenger vension, with
Web
1
kg.— 2,205 lbs. freight). Weight enqity 1‘2,701 kg. (28,000
1,000
II
lbs.),
Equipment 1,440 kg. (3,175 llis.), Fuel 6,500 kg. (14,330 lbs.),
Crew 400 kg. (882 lbs.). Useful load 1,900 kg. (4,189 lbs.), Weight
C

—

]c
loaded
22,941 kg. (50,576

lbs.).

Wing

loading 206.08 kg./sq. m.

Power loading 22.48 kg. /h.p. (49.58 lbs, /h.p.).
and Loadings (Freighter version).^ Weight empty 12,678
Web
Weights
(.
(42,21

Ibs./sq. ft.).

—

PlqviqMnent 1,451 kg. (3,199 lbs.), Fuel 1,920 kg.
Crew 320 kg. (706 lbs.). Useful load 6,500 kg. (14,330
11
lbs.),
Weight loaded 22,869 kg. (50,417 lbs.), Wing loading 205.45
k
kg./sq.
m. (42,08 Ibs./sq, ft,), Power loading 22.41 kg./h.p. (49.42

k
kg.
(27,949

lbs.),

(4:233
ibs.).
(

1
lbs.
/h.p.).

Peb:
Pebpobmance

(at

22,941

kg.

= 50,576

lbs.).

—Maximum

speed

4
440
kin.h. (273 rn.p.h.) at sea level, Maxiinnm speed at 2,300 m.
ft.), 430 kin.h. (267 m.p.h.). Cruising speed (65% power)
(7,548
(
P375 km.h. (233 m.p.h.) at 2,300 m. (7,548 ft.). Landing speed 110
1
km.h.
(68 m.p.h.), Rate of climb 180 in. /min. (591 ft. /min.), Ceiling
7
m. (24,606
7,500

1
Maximum

ft.).

Range (normal) 2,700 km.

range 3,200 km. (1,988 miles).

(1,678 miles).
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h.p. Renault 6

The S.E. 700 Three-seat Cabin Helicopter (220

THE>E.

Different lowered positions for take-off

700.
•

.

(15

•

in

64)

Leading-edge oi bakelite,

re-

impwing-tanlvs, with 1,880 litres
crallon)
of 200 litres (44 imp. gallon)
reserve and two gravity tanks each
litres (3,529 Imp. ga ons
16,040
edacity
Total fuel
litres
Four off tanks with total capacity of 380
four, pilot (on port)
Accommodation.—Pressurized cabims. Crew ofdual
with
and co-pilot/navigator side-by-side
Rest-room for
behind.
r.r^erntnf (oil uoi't) and flight engineer
fuselage
behind.
crew and toilet compartment immediately
14 seats, as 4-passenger
can be eauinped as passenger cabin with
S-passenger
‘1
1
1 a
1 fi ft
44 in ) Iona with freight hold aft, as
freight hold aft, or as large

i

.

_

;

.

.fEI)

“

Mam

Ed

‘

t“Sk” PoT

^04

toiRht hold

and retractable nose
Fixed main wht«l. m the line.

Steerable

type.

Tricycle

r

in a liesslk-kpruns (orb.

Syktr

/SO h.p
(S.F-?00)
inverted air-cooled engine
baggag^compar rne^
momded witgn the fiiselage "beneath the
fan.
and cooled by engine-driven suction
cabin and deflectors within the
,

beneath

tractor airscrew through geai
eTeotrically-operated constant-speed

seating pilot

Accommodation.—Enc^^^^

tholEr

on a

cross

various purposes,

i.e.

DiSSNs™temSer
°
SSge"6.6? r(21
1 in.).

„

xjr

Height overall
/a UT

bench

700A).'

Cabin

aft.

and two

may

carrying light freight,

6

ill.)

3.8 rn. (12 ft.

—W^eight

be fiirmshed to suit
ambulance, photo-

13.3 m. (43 ft. 7 inO, Length
Width .over tail-imit 4.6 m. (15

of rotor
ft.

6;j;

empty

m.).
1,400 Lg. (3,080 lbs.

),

^
ft.

i

lEbIvSftirl
m.p.h.),

THE
Type.— Long-range monoplane

W»«:-C.nta.v»

F

m.p

at sea level 4o km.h.
(410 miles), Duration 3 hours.

Minimum forward speed

Range 660 km.

;

S.E. 1010.
for

photographic or general transport

mid.win,

al.Wd. monooo,™

diameter 2.40 m,
Tail UNiT.-Cantilever

mum

(7 ft.

10^ m.).

—

.

H«i.

umedral tailplane and

SvatTr? Tdm-tab

iS rudder.

^ Incidence minus 20 minutes, Span

Led

(totel) 9.78 eq.

H

m. (105.23

eq. ft.),

Fmared 3 eq. m.

‘be “KLd

(32.28 eq.

%

fi

W. TTnrEh ''“h

in m. (25

tt.

5 m.),Ione

f

R'?TLTTr,\“

.n%

loop-«y»l.

™

PoSflT..“Tkk‘o.(o‘‘l2o'h.p. RetMlf
Bearn o'-D (S.E.700A) six-cylinder

Hutchinson

El

mainder fabric-covered.
member
mam .stiuctural i-nomliRr
Fuselage.—- Wooden structure comprising a
forward and the baggage conicabin
the
of
floor
the
forms
which
forward
the
parts,
two
nartmeiit aft and a light superstructure m
after part, fabric-covm-ed,
nart of wood forming the cabin and the
SnlimiinBtl.» lm« of •!»
for
the bulkhead which serves as a support
with terrama hns, the lowe
Tail U-nit.— raced monoplane type
failplane
wheels,
landing
mam
nortions of which enclose the
d
only.
with tabs adjustable on the ground,
slipstream
the airscrew
rudder mounted under the rear fuselage m
wdh
si.ri.ooo
low .poed, Woodoo-tomed
_

and landing.

Pow^r'Pm^T.-Four Gnome-Rhone 14-R 26-27 fourteen-cylinder
a normal output
Two-row radial air-cooled engines each developing
with 1,600 h.p. available
320 h p at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.), and
to
Two-speed superchargers. Inner engine centres.
for take-off.
in.), inner and outer engine
fuselage centre-line 3.5 m. (11 ft. 6
electrically-operated
Etres 4.1 m. (13 ft. 6^ in.). Ratier three-blade

itype
Three-seat cabin Helicopter.
,
r
,
tor jump
change
Three blade rotor with controllable pitch
Roto'ks
transmisspn
Auxiliary drive from engine through a
take-off.
an elastic coupling
box on the airscrew drive shaft, which includes
shaft to a rediiction gear
clutch and rotor brake, and a vertical
blades wi h
the rotor head. Constant-chord rotor

kiraluinin sheet spar and ribs.

Q-01 engine).

tt.)

gM^g
.ido o?

L.M.T.

E

C
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blind-fljdng equipment.
Pliotogra,pihio version lias one vertical
and two oblique (trimetrogen) cameras for relief mapping.
Dimensions.Span 31.0 m. (101 ft. Sf in.), Length 21.81 m. (71 ft. (J-1in.), Height 5.2 m. (17 ft. 0 in.).
Loadings
Weights and
(Designed). Weight empty 14,000 kg. (30,804

—

—

Weight loaded (photographic aircraft) 25,000-27,000 kg.
(55,115-59,524 lbs.). Weight loaded (14-passenger and freight
voi'sion) 33,000 kg. (72,752 lbs.), Whiig loading (at 33,000 kg.—
72,752 lbs.) 283 Itg./sq. in. (58 Ibs./sq. ft.), i’ower loading (at
33.000 kg.
72,752 lbs.) 5.1 kg./h.p. (11.3 Ibs./h.p.).
L’eheokm.-ince (Estimated).- Maximum speed 035 km.h. (395 ni.p.h.)
at 8,000 in. (20,250 ft.). Cruising speed 540 km.h. (335 m.p.h.) at
8.000 m. (20,250 ft.). Climb to 8,000 m. (20,250 ft.) 30 minutes,
Climb to 9,000 m. (29,530 ft.) 46 minutes. Range (no wind) 7,300
lbs.),

=

km.

—

(4,536 miles).

THE

—
—Cantilever mid-wing
formed

Type.
WTngs.

S.E. 2010.

oiir-engiued airliner.

monoplane. Structure consists of
l:iy spars, hinged leaLling-cdge, and trailing-edge
tor.sion-box
carrying ailerons and slotted variable-camber llap.s. Gro.ss wing
area 230 sq. m. (2,539 sq. ft.).

i'usEL.YGE.— Circular -section monocoque structure with V’edal stre.ssed
skin.

Tail LTnit.— antilever monoplane type with dihedral tailpilano.
Dynamically and statically-balanced rudder and elevators, with
trim and balance-tabs in each.
Landing Gear. Ifetractable tricycle type. Each main unit carries

—

twin wlieeLs whieJi I'etract backvrards into inner engine nacelles.
Nose-wheel carried in full-swivelling fork which retracts backwards
Track 9.98 m. (32 ft. 8£- in.).
into fuselage.
Power Pl.vnt.—Four 3,500 h.p. radial ah-coolod engines of unspecified
type mounted on mterchaugeable beareivs. P’uel carried hi integral
wing-tanlcs between spar.Si
Accommodation. Pressurized and sound-proofed cabin seating
from 00 to 160 passengers depending on range. Cabin atmosphere

—

Seats
of 2,500 in. (8,200 ft.) mamtained at 0,000 m. (19,080 ft.).
convertible to beds at night. Galley, bar and toilet compartments.
Freight compartment under floor of passenger cabin with loadmg

hatch and winch.
Dimensions.- Span 48,95 in. (100 ft. 7 in.), Length 39.00 m. (129 ft.
10| in.), Height overall 11.40 in. (37 ft. 34 in.).
Weights and IjOadings (De.signed). (With 1,000 km. = 021 miles

—

—=

—

The S.E. 2100

range, 160 pas.s6ngerf3 and 0,400 kg.
14,1 10 lb.s. freight).
Wunght
oinjity 30,409 kg. (07,040 lbs.), Equipment 5,127 kg, (11,303 lb.s.),
Fuel 0,079 kg. (13,4.02 lbs.), tJrew 720 kg. (1,587 ib.s.), ..t'av-load
20.000 kg. (44,092 lbs.), Weight loaded 02,335 kg. (137,424 lbs.).
Whng loading 283 kg./sq. m. (58 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 4,3 kg./

Tail-less

Monoplane.

0,000 m. (19,1)85 ft.), Landing speed 156 km.li. (97 m.p.h.), Maxirange 4,000 km, (2,486 miles).

mum

h.p. (9.5 lb.s./h.p.).

—

=

AND Loadings (Designed). (With l;o00 km. 932 rnilos
range, lOS passengers and 0,820 kg.= 15,030 lbs. freight).~r-Weight
empty 30,409 kg. (07,040 lbs.), Equipment 4,817 kg. (10,019 lbs.).
Fuel 8,324 kg. (18,351 lbs.), Crew 720 kg. (1,587 lbs.), Pay-load
16.000 kg. (35,274 lbs,), Whng loading 255,32 kg./sq. m.' (52.3
Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 20.72 kg./h.p. (9.4 Ihs./h.p.).
W^EiGHTS AND Loadings (Designed) (With 3,000 km,== 1,846 miles
range, 00 passengers and 5,000 kg.
12,340 lbs. freight). Weight
empty 30,409 kg. (67,040 lbs.), Equiinnent 5,633 kg. (12,418 lbs.).
Fuel 15,966 kg. (36,177 lbs.), Crew 760 kg. (1,675 lbs.), Pay load
lljOOO kg. (24,251 lbs.), Weight loaded 63,758 kg, (1-40,451 lbs.),
Wing loading 270 kg./sq. m. (55.3 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading
4,63 kg./h.p. (10 Ibs./h.p.),
Weights and Loadings (Designed )~( With 4,000 kin. 2,487 miles
range, 60 passengers and 5,600 kg. (12,246 lbs.) freight. ^Weight
empty 30,409 kg. (67,040 lbs.), Ecpiipment 5,633 kg. (12,418 lbs.),
Fuel 19,280 kg. (42,505 lbs.), Crew 760 kg. (1,676 lbs.), Pay load
1 1.000 kg.
(24,2.51 lbs.), Weight loaded 67,082 kg. (147,889 lbs.),
Wing loading 280 kg./sq. m. (57.4 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 4.76

W^EiGHa’.s,

—=

—

=

kg./h.p.

(

10.5 Ibs./h.p.).

—

’

The

S.E. 2100 Two-seat Tail-less

?

1

S.E. 2100.

;

—

.

nosse-wheel, 355

Power

—

PbreobMjinoe (Estimated). ^Maximum speed 670 km.h. (354 m.p.h.)
at 7,500 m. (24,005 ft.), Cruising speed 437 Iciu.h. (272 m.p.h.) at

THE

—
—

Type. Two-.seat tiiil-less Touring monoplane.
Wings. .4.11-inetal cantilever structure. Aei’ofoil section S.T. Ae.230
(.\hrial-3) at root
NACA 009 at tips. Root chord 2.32 m. (7 ft.
7|- in.), Tip chord 0.82 m. (2 ft. TJ in.), Sweepbaek 50 degrees on
loading-edge, Dihedi-al 10.43 degrees, Wing area 15.11 sq. m. (102.58
sq. ft.), Ailei-on span 3.48 m. (11 ft. 5J in.), Aileron area (each)
0.92 sq. m. (9.9 sq. ft.). Fixed leading-edge slots.
Vertical fins
mounted at extremities of wings with hinged portions acting as
rudders and flaps. Outward movement only. Total fln area
0.72 sq. m. (7.7 sq. ft.).
Nacelle.—All-metal monocoque structure. Length 4.2 m. (13 ft.
in,). Height 1.35 m. (4 ft. 5 in.). Width 1.1 m. (3 ft. 7^ in.),
Frontal area 1.2 sq. m. (12.9 sq. ft.).
Landing Gear. Fixed tricycle type. Main wheels carried on oloopneumatic shock-absorber legs attached to wings. Wheels 475 X
170 m/ni., Travel 21 c/m. (8i in.). Track 3.85 in. (12 ft. 7| in.).
Wheel base 2.44 m. (8 ft.). Brakes on main wheels. Full-swivelling
Plant.

x 150 m/m.

—One

Renault Bengali 4 Pei four-cylinder in-line
mounted ns pusher unit and developing
ft.) at 2,400 r.p.ni.
Two-blade wooden

inverted aii’-coolcd engine,
140 h.p. at 500 m, (1,040

.

Monoplane (l^O

h.p. Renault Bengali

4 Pei engine).

The

S.E. 2300 Two/Three-seat Cabin

Monoplane (140

m. {(i ft. 3 in.) diameter. Fuel capacity 144 litres
Imp. gallons). Oil eapacdty 20 litres (4.4 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation. .Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with dual
Can be arranged as single-seater with central seat.
controls.
Access by lai’ge door on each side fitted with glass panels. Portion
of leading-edge of wing swings when doors opened. Baggage
locker I ra. X 0.75 m. (3 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 0 in.) behind cabin.
Dimensions. Span 9.89 in. (32 ft. 5 in.). Length 4.92 in. (16 ft. I J in.),
Height overall 1.89 m. (6 ft. 2 in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 518 kg. (1,142 lbs.). Useful
load 282 kg. (622 lbs.). Weight loaded 800 kg. (1,764 lbs.), Wing
loading 52.83 kg./sq. m. (10.82 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading 6.7 kg./
propellei" 1.90

(31.7

—

—

—

h.p. (12.6 Ibs./h.p.).

—

Peiutob-MANUe. iMaxirnum speed 226 km.h. (140 in.p.h.), Cruising
speed 198 krn.h. (123 m.p.h.), Landing speed 90 km.h. (66 in.p.h.).
Ceiling 5,000 m. (16,400 ft.), Range 500 km. (311 mile.s).
S.E. 2300.

—

Type. Two/tliree-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. All-metal structure in
three main sections consisting of a centre-section built integral

—

with fuselage and two outer sections.

Main and

auxiliary inverted
U-shaped metal .spars with bottom reinforcement over part of
span, tliin slieet ribs and .stiffeners and forzned nose-section.
Electrically-welded stressed metal skin.
Root chord 2.0 m. (6 ft.
6 in.), Projected tip ohoz’d 1.0 m. (3 ft. 3 in.), Diliedral 4 degizees,
Gross wing zirea 15 sq. ni. (161.4 sq. ft.). All-metal ailerons, totiil
area O.Szi sq. m. (9.15 sq. ft.). Plain-hinge trailing-edge flaps
between ailerozis azid fuselage.
Total area 2.57 sq. m. (27.65 sq.
ft.), iMaximum depression 40 degrees.
Fuselage. All-metal structure consistizig of four pre-formed panels
welded together. Maxinuun depth 1.46 in. (4 ft. 7J in.), Maximum
width 1,15 m. (3 ft. 8J in.).
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever monoplane type. Fin area 0.74
sq.m. (7.96 sq. ft.), Rudder area 0.98 sq. m. (10.54 sq. ft.),Tailplane
area 1.80 sq. m. (19.36 sq. ft.). Elevator area 1.20 sq. m. (12.91
.sq. ft.), Tailpliine span 4.21 m. (13 ft.
in.).
Landing Geah.—-Fixed two-wheel divided type. Each main wheel
475 X 170 m/m., carried on single .spatted oleo -pneumatic leg,

—

—

Renault Bengali 4 Pei engine).

travel 22.3 cm.'J8£pn.). Full -swivelling tailwheel, 280 X 90 m/in.,
carried on sprung leg, with 21.5 cm. (8/| in.) travel.
Track 2.87
m. (9 ft. 5 in.).
PowEB Plaint .—One Renault Bengali 4 Pei four -cylinder m-line
inverted air-cooled engine developing 140 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. and
flexibly-mounted on two Y-shaped bearers bolted to fire-proof
bulkhead. Two blade wooden airscrew 1.90 m. (6 ft, 3 in.)
diameter. Fuel taidc in fuselage.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with
dual controls, with provision for third occupant aft. Moulded

—

windscreen. Access door and transparent rear-view panels on
each side. Luggage compartment aft of cabin.
Equipment. Full blind-flying and rzidio equipment.
Dimensions. Span 10.13 m. (33 ft. 3 in.). Length 7.40 m. (24 ft. 3^- in.).
Height 2.11 in. (6 ft. 11 in.).
Weights and Loadings.—Weight empty (equipped) 686 kg. (1,510

—
—

lb.s.).

THE

h.p.

Fuel 140 kg, (309

Baggage 30 kg.

Wing

lbs.).

(66 lbs.).

Two

Weight

passengers 160 kg. (353
lotided 1,015 kg.

loading 67 kg./sq. m. (13.72 Ibs./sq,

ft.),

lbs.),

(2,238 lbs.),

.Power loading

7.2 kg./li.p. (15.87 Ibs./h.p.).

—

Maximum sjjeed 236 km.h. (146 m.p.h.), Cruising
speed 212 km.h. (132 m.p.h.). Lauding speed 75 km.h. (47 m.p.h.),
Ceiling 4,660 m. (15,255 ft.). Range 900 km. (559 zniles), Lztnding
distance from 8 in, (26 ft.), (with flaps) 300 m. (328 yds.), (without
flaps) 360 m. (394 yds.).

Pebbobmance.

THE

V

S.E. 2310.

The

S.E. 2310 is a variation of the S.E. 2300 and is identical
to it except that the third seat is fitted as standard, and a
tricycle undercarriage replaces the two- wheel landing gear.
All the w’heels are 355 x 150 mjm., and the legs have a travel
The track remains as on the S.E. 2300
of 6.3 in. (16 c/m.).
and the wheel base is 1.94 m. (6 ft. 4 in,).
Weights and Loadings,—Weight empty (equipped) 700 kg. (1,543
lbs.), Fuel 112 kg. (247 lbs.). Three passengers 240 kg. (529 lbs.),
Baggage 30 kg. (66 lbs.), Weight loaded 1,082 kg. (2,385 lbs.).

Wing

loading 72 kg./sq. m.

(14.75

Ibs./sq.

ft.),

Power loading

7.7 kg./h.p. (16.97 lbs./h.p.).

(

!

i'

—

W

.
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Tlie S.E,

3000 Experimental Helicopter (1,000 h.p. B.M.W. Fafnir engine).

—

PEBFORMiVNCE. Maximum speed 225 km.h. (140 m.p.li.), Cruisitig
speed 205 kin.h. (127 m.p.h.). Landing speed 75 km.h. (47 m.p.h.).
Range 900 km. (559 mile.s), Ceiling 4,050 in. (15,255 ft.), Landing
distance from 8 m. (26 ft,.), (with tiaps) 2.30 m. (252 yds.), (withoid.
flajis) 300 m. (328 yds.).

The S.E.3000

THE S.E.3000.
t-win-rotor .six-seat

(The Aewplane).

The tail-unit consists of a cantilever tin and rudder on wliieh
i.s mounted a horizontal tailplane .strut-bracod to the fin.
The
landing gear i.s of the fixed tricycle tj-pe, the nrain wheels carried
legs
cantilever
shock-absorber
extending
from
on
the outriggers,
and the nose-wheel carried in a fork \inder the foseiage.
The crew" of two is accommodated in the nose of tlie fuselage

commercial helicopter
developed from the German Pocke-Achgelis Fa 223 with the
co-operation of Professor H. Focke, who is now employed with
the S.E. Company. The S.E.3000 has a welded steel-tube
fuselage with cantilever outriggers extending outward and
upward from each side of the fuselage to carry the twin threeblade rotors. The power plant consi.sts of a B.M.W. Bramo
Fafnir fourteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine
mounted in the fuselage and developing a normal output of
720 h.p. and a maximum output of 1,000 li.p. for take-olf.

in a fully-glazed cockpit, with the four-j^assenger cabin behind.
Dimensions. Overall width 24.50 m. (SO ft. 44 in.), Lengtli 12.80
m. (41 ft. 7J in,), Height 4.80 m. (15 ft. 84 in.'), Total rotor disc

SUB-OUEST.

themstdves at Cliateauroux and this group, augmented by
other volunteers, moved to Clannes in May, 1941, wliore as the
Groujio Tt‘elmic|UO do Cannes, it davoloped and built a number
of interesting prototypes, 'j’heso ineludod tho S.O. 90 and the
S.O. 30N and 30R, the prototype.s of aircraft w-hicli are noiv
in production by tho S.N.C.A.S.O.
The S.O. 90 made a dramatic first flight. Piloted by M.
Hurel, one of the design t*ngineer.s of the Groupe Technique de
Camies, and carrying nine passengers it took oft' under the noses
of members of the Italo-German Armistice Commission,
ostensibly on a local test, and. flew" to Algiers, in North Africa.
After this episode the flying of all prototypes was forbidden
to prevent fmther escapes.

is

a

SOCl ire NATION ALE DE CONSTRUCTIONS AiRONAUTIQUES
DE SUD-OUEST (S.N.C.A.S.0).

Head

Opeioe

105,

:

Aven'ue Raymond -PoinC/Vue,

Pak'i.S!

(16e).

Courbevoie, Sur'ksnes (two), ViLiiA(XujBi:.AY,
Works
Nantes, Rochefort, CHATEAUBOux-Dkots, Bordea'ux, Chat:

Issy-les-Moulinea'ux,
SaINT-NaZAIRE AND CANNES.

iilon-so'us-Bagnexjx,

Boi.tguen.-vi.s,

Director-General
M. Avenet.
The Societe Nationale de Constructions Aeronautiques de
Sud-Ouest was formed in 1936 under the Nationaliisation Laws,
It embraced factories which formerly belonged to the Marcel
Bloch, Bleiiot and Liore-et- Olivier companies. In 1941 the
S.N.C.A. de rOuest tvas merged into the S.N.C.A.S.O. bringing
in factories of the former Breguet and Loire-Nieuport companies.
After the Franco-German Armistice in June, 1940, only one
S.N.C.A.S.O. factory, that at Chatoauroux, remained outside
the occupied zone and until the complete occupation of Franco
this factory operated under the order.s of tho Vichy Govern:

ment.
In August, 1940, a group of S.N.C.A.S.O. engineers and technicians from various factories in the occupied zone establishetl

—

area 226.2 aq. m. (2,434 sq.

ft.).

—

eight empty 3,170 kg. (7,002 lbs.), Disposable load.
1,108 kg. (2,443 lbs.). Weight loacted 4,284 kg. (9,445 lbs.).
Maximum speed 182 km.h. (113 m.p.h.). Rate of
PEiUi'ORM..VNCE.
climb 480 m./min. (1,575 ft. /min.). Vertical ceiling 4,000 in. (13,125
ft.), Olilique ceiling 7,000 m. (22,965 ft.), Range 370 km. (230

Weights.

—

miles).

The prototype of the S.O. 30N was completed in November,
1942, but test flights w'ere prohibited.
Another notable type develojied by the S.N.C.A.S.O. w'as the
S.O. 161 (foi’inerly the Bloch 161). The prototype w"as completed and flown af. Bordeaux in 1939 but the occupational
authorities w'-ould not permit llio aircraft, to lly to Marignane
In Juno of that year
to complete its tests until January, 1942.
the \’ichy Government ordered a series of this aircraft from the
S.N.C.A. Sud-Est but none was completed before the liberation
of France.
This aircraft, now known as the S.E. 1(51 Languedoc,

C
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The S.O. 90 Light Transport Monoplane (two 580
in production in the Toulouse factory of the S.N.C.A.S.E.
(which see).
Several interesting projects are under development, including
the S.O. 6000 jet-propelled aircraft, five of which have been
The first -will be fitted with a Junkers Jumo 004
ordered.
axial-flow turbo-jet and the others will have Rateau-GnOme
and Rolls-Royce turbo-jets. Other projects include the S.O.
177 reconnaissance version of the S.O. 175 powered by two
Hispano-Suiza 12Y31 twelve-cylinder liquid-cooled engines;
and the S.O. 8000 long-range figlxter.
Sub-contract work in progress by S. O. includes tail-units for
fuselages for the Moranethe S.E.2000 four-engined transport
components for the A.A.C.l (Junkers Ju
Saulnier MS. 472
52 3/in.) and three centre-sections for the Latecoere 031. S.O.
is also to assemble three of these flying boats at St. Nazaire.
is

;

;

h.p. Renault 12 S

THE SUD-OUEST

AND

—

—

—

Span 16.181 m. (53 ft.), Length 12.35 m.
(S.O. 94).
(40 ft; 6 in.). Height (over tail) 4.39 m. (14 ft. 5 in.).
'Weights (S.O. 93). Weight empty 3,300 kg. (7,200 lbs.), Fuel and
oil 550 kg. (1,210 lbs.), Crew 150 kg. (330 lbs.). Disposable load
1,200 kg. (2,640 lbs.). Weight loaded 5,200 kg. (11,440 lbs.).
Weights (S.O., 94). ^Mhight empty 3,600 kg. (7,700 lbs.), Fuel and
oil 550 kg. (I,2l0 lbs.), Crew 150 kg. (330 lbs.), Disposable load
Dimensions

—

—

The S.O. 93 and 94 are the current production versions of
the S.O. 90 referred to above. These two ahcraft differ only
with regard to the disposable load carried, the S.O. 93 carrying
eight passengers or 1,200 kg. (2,640 lbs.) of freight and the
S.O. 94 ten passengei-s or 2,000 kg. (4,400 lbs.) of freight. The
S.O. 95 is a postal version with a normal two-wheel landing-gear
and a disposable load of 1,500 kg. (3,300 lbs.). Its loaded
weight is 5,600 kg. (12,320 lbs.).
Type. -Twin-engined Light Conimereial monoplane.
Wings. Mid-wing cantilever monoplane. Wing in two main sections
each attached to the fuselage by three quick-detachable fittings.
All-metal two -spar girder structure M'ith detachable leading-edge.
Entire trailing-edge hinged, inner .sections acting as flaps and
outer sections as ailerons. Gross wing area (S.O. 93) 32 sq. m.

—

—

(334.3 sq.

—

(S.O. 94) 32.6 sq. in. (350.7 sq.

in.),

ft.).

Oval .section metal monoooque. Structure consists of a
series of U-section frames and L-section stringers, the whole covered
with a .smooth skin. Girder type frames in the planes of tlie

Fuselage.

wing spars.
Tail Unit.—-Cantilever monoplane type. Metal-covered fixed surfaces
and metal-framed fabric-covered movable surfaces. Automatic
and electrically-eontrollable trim-tabs in elevators.
Landing Gear.—Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels retract
forward into engine' nacelles, nose wheel backwards into fuselage.
Hydraulic actuation. Hydraulic brakes on all wheels.
Power Plant. ^Twm 580 h.p. Renault 12 S 00 t-welve-cylinder in-,
verted Vee air-cooled engines, driving three-blade constant-speed
Fuel system in two interconnected
full feathering airscrews.

—

groups, one for each engine.

Imp. gallons).
Accommodation.
dual controls.

—Pilot’s

...

Total fuel capacity 980

compartment

seats'

built

(216

,

Main cabin of 12 cub: m. (424 cub.

The S.O. SON

litres

two side-by-side with
ft.) (S.O. 93)

loaded 6,200 kg. (13,640
—Weight
^Maximum speed 460 km.h. (279.4

lbs.).

lbs.).

m.p.h.)
at 2,400 in. (7,870 ft.). Cruising speed 375 km.h. (232.8 m.p.h.) at
2,600 m. (8,530 ft.). Service ceiling 7,500 m. (24,600 ft.), Service
ceiling on one engine 4,000 m. (13,120 ft. ), Take-off run to clear
20 m. (60.6 ft.) obstacle at fully-loaded weight 475 m. (519 yds.).
PERFOBM-iNCE (S.O. 94). Maximum speed 445 km.h. (276.3 m.p.h.)
at 2,400 ni. (7,870 ft.), Cruising speed 375 km.h. (232.8 m.p.h.) at
2,600 m. (8,530 ft.). Service ceiling as for S.O. 93, Take-off run to
clear 20 m. (65.6ft.) obstacle at fullji'-loaded weight 680 m. (743 yds.)

PEBFORMiVNCE (S.O.
95.

engines).

or 13 cub. m. (459 cub. ft.) (S.O. 94) capacity. Internal accommodation suited to purchaser’s requirements. Passenger version
may carry eight (S.O. 93) or ten (S.O. 94) persons, with lavatory
forward and baggage compartment aft of cabin. Soundproofing,
ventilation and heating.
With seats removed cabin may be u.sed
for cargo or postal purposes.
Equipment. 24-\mlt electric system. Radio, automatic pilot,
thermal de-icing, night-flying and blind-flying equipment, etc.
Dimensions (S.O. 93). -Span 16 m. (52 ft. 6 in.), Length 12 m. (39 ft.
4 in.), Height (over tail) 4,39 m. (14 ft. 6 in.).

2,000 kg. (4,400
S.O. 93, 94

00

93).

—

The

S.O.

THE SUD-OUEST S.O. 30R BEUATRJX.
30R is the production version of the S.O. SON

proto-

type which was designed and built during the war by the Group
'Technique de Cannes.
Type.

—Twin-engined
—

Airliner.

Wings. ;Mid-wing cantilever monoplane. Each half wing comprises
an inner section carrying one engine nacelle and half the main
All-metal structure with a
landing-gear, and two outer sections.
two-spar central girder, a detachable leading-edge and a hinged
forming the hydraulically-operated flaps and the
Aspect ratio 7.99, Gross wing area 82 sq. m. (882.3

traiiing-edgs
ailerons.
sq. ft.).

ircular section all-metal monocoque made up of frame.s,
and a riveted smooth metal skin. The pilot’s compartpassenger
cabin, buffet and toilets and the three baggage
ment,
compartments beneath the cabin floor are pre.ssurisQd and all
skin joints are sealed with rubber.
Tail Unit. ^Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure.
Trim-tabs in elevators: and rudder.
Landing Gear.—-Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels raised
forward into engine nacelles, nose wheel backward into fuselage.
Hydraulic actuation. Hydraulic brakes on all wheels.
Power Plant.—Two Gnome-Rhone 14 R.5 fourteen-cylinder two -row
air-cooled radial engines with two-speed superchargers, each normally rated at L296 h.p. and with 1,700 h.p, available for take-off.

Fuselage.—
stringers

—

:

by the Groupe Technique de Cannes during the War.
S.O.:30R:";BeUatrix.

It

was the prototype

of the

Sud-Ouest

FRANCE
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The

S.O.

30R

Bellatrix

Engines mounted elastically on steel-tixbe moimtings in quickly
detachable nacelles. Entire cowling hinged in three panels for
easy access to entire installation. Ratier tlrree-blade electrically
operated constant-speed airscrews 3.7 m. (12 ft. 2 in.) in diameter.
ITuel system in two interconnected groups, one for each engine.
Total fuel capacity 3,800 litres (836 Imp. gallons.)
Accommod-'V.tion.— Crew consists of one or two pilots, engineer,
Passenger aeeonnnodation divided
radio operator and steward.
into three compartments. For day flying these compartments
may seat a maximum of nine, .six and fifteen passengers repeetively.
For night flying sixteen berths may Ije provided. Cabins and
crew compartment are sound-proofed and air-conditioned. Entrance

and buffet aft of cabin.
ments with external access beneath cabin
ve.stibule, toilet

hold in rear

j:)ortion of

Tlireo

baggage compart-

A

further b.aggage
fuselage aft of pressuriited portion and two
wing sections with access
floor.

..additional com,p!xrtment.g in the inner
doors beneath the win,gs.

—

Span 2,7.(ilO in. (84 ft.), .Length 1S.40 m. (60
Height (over tail) .7.90 m. (19 ft. 4 in.).

Dimension.s.

ft.

4

in.).

2,000 km.= 1,242 miles range).
9,870 kg. (21,714 lbs.), Fuel and
1,242 mile range) 1,970 kg. (4,334 lbs.). Reserve
oil (2,000 km.
fuel and oil OS-i) kg. (2,170 lbs.), Crew 320 kg. (704 lbs.), Passenger.s
(30) and hand baggage 2,550 kg. (5,010 lbs.), Mail or freight 705
kg. (1,550 lbs.), Total pay load 3,255 kg. (7,100 lbs.), Loaded weight
16,400 kg. (30,080 lbs.), Landing weight 14,430 kg. (31,746 lbs.).
Weights (Sleeper, 16 passengers, 3,000 km,= 1,803 miles range).
Weight empty 9,870 kg. (21,714 ibs.), Fuel and oil 2,850 kg. (6,270
lbs,), Crew 400 kg. (880 lbs.), Passengers (10) and hand baggage
1,300 kg. (2,992 lbs.), Mail or freight 1,800 kg. (3,960 lbs,), Total
pay load 3,160 kg. (6,9.50 lbs.), Weight loaded 16,390 kg. (36,060
lbs.), Landing weight 13,740 kg. (30,230 lbs.).
pBRyoKMANCB.—Maximum .speed at sea level 436 km.h. (270 m.p.h.).
Maximum speed at 7,700 m. (26,260 ft.) 545 km.h. (338.4 m.p,h.).
Cruising .speed (54% po\ver) at 6,000 m. (19,080 ft.) 440 km.h.
(273.2 m.p.h.). Rate of Climb at 2,450 m. (8,040 ft.) 366 m./rnin.
33, 009 lbs. loaded
(1,200 ft./rnin.), Service ceiling (at 15,000 kg.
weight) 8,450 m. (27,720 ft.), Service ceiling on one engine (at
15,000 kg.= 33,069 lbs. loaded weight) 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.), Take-off
run to clear 15. m. (50 ft.) obstacle (at 10,400 kg. 36, 080 lbs.
loaded -weight) 910 m. (995 yds.).

Weights (Day }:)lano,_ 30 pasaengons,
Weight empty (witli equipment)

—

=

=

THE

-

loading 27.6 kg./sq.

propeller.
The Libellule

is a cantilever high -wing monoplane of wooden
construction with a twin-fin tail-unit and a non-retractable
landing gear.
DiMBNSlONS.-^Span 13 m. (42 ft. 7 in.), Length 7.6 m. (24 ft. 7 in.),

Wing area 20 Sq. m. (215,2 sq. ft.).
WEtOHT AHD Loadihgs. ^Weight loaded

—

S.O.

30R

Eellatrix

550 kg. (1,213

lbs.),

Wing

m.

(5.6 lb.s./sq. ft.).

engines).

Power loading

12.2 kg./

h.p. (6.52 lbs. /h.p.).

Pekeorm.\hce (Estimated).—Maximum

THE
The S.O. Ml

S.O.

129 km.li. (80 m.p.h.),
(273 miles).

.S]:)eed

Cruising .speed 109 km.h. (68 m.p.h.).

Range 440 km.

Ml.

an experimental jet-propelled monoplane
produced for research purposes and is to form the prototjqie
of the projected S. 0.4000 jet-propelled bomber. It is a midwing monoplane of all-metal construction, witli .sharply tapered
and swept-baek wings and tail-unit.
It is to be built in three versions
one a glider, (whieli had
been completed at tlie time of -writing)
one piowored by a
Walter hlWK 50!L\ litiuid-fuel rocket unit, and one with a
Rolls-Eoyce Derwent
centrilrigal-How jet-unit developing a
is

;

;

static tlu'ust of 1,361 kg. (3,000 lbs.).
Retriictable two-wheel
and tricycle undercarriages will be littoil cxpei‘imeul;ally.
D1.MEN.SIONS. Spiaii 8.93 m. (29 ft. 3.| in.), Length 9 m. (29 ft. (i|' in.),
Wing area 17.25 sq. m. (185.6 sq." -ft.).
Weioh'J’s .-vnu Loading (Designed).— .Maximum weight loaded 4,700
kg. (10,361 lbs.), Whig loading 272 kg./sq. m. (42.8 llrs./sq. ft.).
PiSBFOioiANCE (Estimated). Maximum speed 890 km.h. (559 m.p.h.).

—

—

THE

S.O.

(BLOCH)

175.

The S.O. 175 is a twin-engined three-seat reconnaissance
bomber developed from and resembling the Bloch 174 all-metal
low-iving bomber which W’as briefly mentioned in the 1939
edition of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
One hundred S. 0.175
are in production. The new aircraft is powered by two Gn6me-

N 48/N 49 fourteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled
engines each rated at 1, 015 h.p.' at 2,400 r.p.m. at 4,200 m. ( 13, 780
ft.) and driving Chauviere three-blade variablB-pitch airscrews.
The fuel capacity of 2,010 litres (422 Imp. gallons) is contained
in eight wing tanks, and there is pro\d.sion for an auxiliary longrange tank of 550 litres (121 Imp. gallons) capacity in the bombbay.
The two-wheel retractable landing gear has a track of
Rhdne

4.09

LIBELLULE (DRAGONFLY).
The Libellule is a twm-seat twin-boom pusher monoplane
for sporting flying and. is powered by a 40-45 h.p. Praga B2 fourcylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine mounted at the
rear of the nacelle and driving a two-blade fixed-pitch wooden
S.O. G.L.3

The

R5

Twin-engined Passenger Monoplane (two 1,700 h.p. GnOme-RhOne 14

m.

(13

9 in.),

ft.

5 in.).

—Span

17.96 m. (58 ft. 11 in.), Length 12.43 m. (40 ft.
Height 3.60 m. (11 ft. 9| in.). Wing area’ 42.42 .sq. rn. (456.6
Aspect ratio 7.6.

DiMrsNSioisrs.
sq. ft.).

Weights and Lo.adings.

—

Weight empty 4,710 kg. (10,383 lbs.),
disposable load 3,313 kg. (7,304 lbs.). Weight loaded
8,023 kg. (17,687 lbs.), Wing loading 189 kg./sq. m. (38.16 lbs./
sq. ft.), Power loading 3.95 kg./c.v. (8.8 Ibs./h.p.).

Maximum

Pbreobmancb.—Maximum speed 610 km.h.

(317 m.p.h.) at 5,200 m.
m.ij.h.), Climb to 8,000
at 6,500 kg. (14,330 lbs.) 13 J mmute.s. Service
ceiling 10,300 m. (33,790 ft.)"at 7,500 kg. (16,534 lbs.), or 11,000 m.
(36,090 ft.) at 6,800 kg. (14,992 lbs.). Range 3,300 km. (2,030
(17,060

ft.),

m. (26,245

Landing speed 110 km.h. (68

ft.)

miles).

Twin-engined Passenger Monoplane (two 1,700

h.p.

Gnome-Rhone 14 R5

engines).
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A

Drawing

of the S.O.

6000 Two-seat Jet-propelled Monoplane,
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ITALY
A.V.I.A.
AZIONARIA VERCELLESE INDUSTRIE AERONAUTICHE.
Head
Vercedu.
:

This firm has produced tlie F.L.3 two-seat low-whig monopliine
intended for touring and training purposes. A brief de.S(iription
of this aircraft fol low’s.

four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine^ which drives a
twn-blade wooden airscrew. The fuel capacity is 60 litres

Imp

(13.2

gallons).

9.85 rn. (32 ft. 3.1 in.). Lengtli fi.37 m. (20 ft.
lOJin.), Height 1.71 m. (5 ft. 7J in.). Wing area 14.3.5 sq. m. (154.4

Dimensions.— Span
sq. ft.).

posable load

A,V.I.A. F.L.3.

Tho F.L.3 is a cantilever low-wdng monoplane of wooden
construction and lias accommodation for a pilot and pas.senger
side-by-side in an enclosed cabin. The wing is a two-spar
tapered structure of HACA 23012 aerofoil section and is plyoovcred. The tail-unit is a cantilever monoplane structure
•with plywood and fabric covering.
A fixed two-w-heei landing
gear is fitted.
Tho power plant consists of a C.IST.A. D.TV' (Walter licence)

BREDA.

(9.33’ Ibs./h.p.).

—

krn.h. (106 m.p.h.), Cruising
m.p.h.), Initial rate of climb
180 m./min. (590 ft./min.), Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 8 minutes.
minutes,
Climb to _3,0d0 m. (9,840
18
ft.)
Climb to 2,000 m. (6,500
ft.) 30 rnirnites, Ceiling 5,000 m. (16,405 ft.). Cruising range 580
km. (360 miles), Take-off run 130 in. (142 yds.).

aircraft in

1919 onwards, when the production of aircraft was
at a standstill, the Breda Works carried on research work and
built experimental machines. The construction of all-metal
in 1922.

In the years between the two -wars it built both nxilitary and
civil aircraft.
Its best known products were the Breda 25 and
28 two-seat training biplanes, the Breda 05 single-ongined
Fighter-Reconnaissance monoplane and the Breda SS twinengined Bomber.
The Company’s latest projects are the B.Z.308 four-engined
passenger and/or freight monoplane, and tlie B.Z. 30!) twinengined high -wing monoplane for 11-15 passenger.s. Doscript ions
of these aircraft follow. A further projected version of the
B.Z.308 with four 2,500 h.p. engines will have a loaded Ai’eight
of 4-6,000 kg. (101,412 lbs.)
and a payload of 7,000 kg. (15,432
lbs.).
The maximum speed is o.stima.tod at 550 km.h. (342
m.p.h.) and the cruising speed at 450 km.h. (280 m.p.h.). Authorisation was obtained from the Allied Control Commission
late in 1!)4{) for tho company to proceed with eonstruetiou of
six B.Z.308 airliners.
Tliose will probably be fitted with Bristol
Hercules or Centaurus engines.
;

THE BREDA-2APPATA

308.

—-F our-engined Transport.
AVings.^— antilever Inw-iving monoplane.

Type.

Structure in three main
sections consisting of contre-sectiou and two ontor sections.
All-

height of 2.3 m. (7 ft. 61- in.). Lavatory compsu-tments. galley,
bar and luggage compartments at rear. Additional cargo and
mail holds under floor of Ibrward fuselage aeeessil;)le during flight,
Passengers enter vki retractable gangway under tail. In mixed
freiglit and passenger versions access to forward freight hokl by
5 ft I in.) on each side ami one
door 2 111 X 1.55 m. (6 ft. 6] in.

stre.ssed metal akin.
8pars parallel
in centre-section, front spar s-wept-baek in outer aoctions.
Confrom roots. Metal ailerons, with trim-tali in .starSplit trailing-edgo flaps between ailerons and fuselage
divided by inner engine nacelles.
Aspect ratio 8.55.
AA’ing area
296.6 sq. m. (2,224 .sq. ft.).
Fusei.age. All-inelal moiiocoque strueture of oval cross-section with
extrudiid 1-soction frames, extruded Z -section longitudinal stringers
and stressed metal .skin.

—

— All-metal

cantilever structure with t'wdu elliptical fins
and riidder.s mounted at ends of dihedral tailplane. Rudder.s and
elevators balanced. Trim and balanee-tabs in rudders.
Landing Gear. -Retractable tricycle tyjie. Main wheels retract
into inner engine nacelles leaving portions projecting,
'firack 8.1
in. (26 ft. 7 in.).
Twin. no.se-whepls retract into fuselage.
Power Plant. -Four radial engines of unspecified make with approximate normal output (each) of 1,750 h.p, at 3,700 ni. (12,140 ft. )>
and a maximm-n output of 2,000 h.p. for take-off. Three-blade
airscrews.
Fuel capacits^ 17,000 litres (3,740 Imp. gallons) in
centre-section wing tanks.
Oil capacity 660 litres (145 Imp.
gallons).
Engines, etc. can be inspected in flight from inside of
wing centre-section. Outer engine centres 16,1 m. (.52 ft. 9^ in,).

—

.

.

.

1.5 m. (8 ft. 8
upwards and serve

door 2.65 m. X

in.

iloors liinge

a--

:<

4

ft.

ln>is(s.

H);/ in.) in roof.
Side
I’ulley hoist along roof

nl' liold.

Span 42.1 m. (138 ft. 2 in.). lAuigth 33.52 m. (110 ft.)
Height overall 7.15 m. (23 ft. 5] in.). Height over i'uscdago 6 m.

Dimensions.
(

1

9

i't.

8

in.).

Weights and

boAiUNGS

(Designtxi).

Wiught

emj.ity

23,t)90

kg.

load 13,(910 kg. (28.660 lbs.),
Maximum disposable load 17,000 kg. (37,478 lbs.), .Normal weight
loaded 36,000 kg. (79,366 llis.). Maximum weight loaded 40,000 kg.
(88, 18-4 lbs.). Normal wing loading 174 kg, /sip in, (35.6 Ibs./sq. ft.),
(59,706

Ills.).

Noriiial

Maximum wing

dis|iosiihle

loiuling i!)3 kg./sq. in. (39.6 Ibs./sq.

ft.),

.Approxi-

mn.to normal power loading 4.5 kg./li.|:). (9.9 Ibs./h.]).), .-Vpiproxirnate maximum wing loa,ding 5 kg./h.p. (1 1 llis./h.p.).
Perpormance (-Estimated). Maximum speed 500 km.h. (311 m.p.h.),
Cruising .speed 420 km.h. (262 m.p.h.). Maximum range 5,000
km. (3,107 miles).

—

metal tAvo-spnr structure, with

•stant dihedral
board aileron.

Tail Unit.

witli

compartment

From

was begun

— Pilot

and co-pilol >-idt‘-lty-side with dual controls
navigator’.s cabin, ciinineor’s quarters and radio
Main i’u.selaue can be arrangpd in tliree
boliind.
different I'orm.s : as [jassenger airw'at't with 24 seats in forward
cabin 6,75 in. (22 ft. 2 in.) long and 31 passengt'rs in rear cabin 8.8
as comluncd passengi'r and cargo version
in. (28 ft. 10;] in.) long ;
with Ibrward compartment forming hold for 3, (9,(9-4,000 kg. (6,6148,818 lbs.) cargo, and 31 passengers in rear (‘ahin ; or as passenger
and cargo version with 31 passt'aners in rear cabin and with smaller
crew quiirter.s ],)ermitting large forward liold 7.55 m. (24 ft. 9 in.)
long.
Cabins hai-e mean width of 2.9 m. (9 ft. 6 in.) and mean
nose,

in

:

aircraft

kg./CW

Performance. Maximum speed 170
speed (70% power) 145 krn.h. (90

Accommodation.

SOCIETA ITALIANA ERNESTO BREDA.
Jiis-AD OF.PICE
Via Bordoni 9, Milan,
This enormous Milane.se concern began building
1917.

—

AVeight empty 300 _kg. (661 lbs.), Dig.
215 kg. (474 Ib.s.), Xorrnal weight loaded 51.5 kg.
(1,135 lbs.). Maximum woiglit loaded 560 _kg. (1,235 lbs.). Normal
wing loading 39 kg./sq. m. (S ]b.s./sq. ft,). Power loading 4.18

Weights and Loadings.

THE

THE BREDA-ZAPPATA

309.

The B.Z. 309 is a projected twin-engined cantilever high--wing
monoplane designed for short-range air-line duties \vith a capacity
It will be of light metal
for 11-15 passengers and a crew of two.
construction, xvith a tricycle iindercarriage and a single fin and
rudder. The power-plant will consist of two 900-1,000 h.p.
engines of unspecified make.
Dimens 10N.S.— Span 20 m. (65 ft.

7:| in.).

Length 14.75

rn. (48 ft. 4| in.),

AAfing area 30.7 sq. rn. (395 .sq. ft.).
AAh3iGHT.s AND LOADINGS (Designed). -AAfinglit

empty 3,650 kg. (8,047
Pas.sengens and baggage 1,100 kg. (2,425 lbs.). Crew 160 kg.
(353 lbs.), Seiwice loud 14(1 kg. (309 lbs.). Fuel and oil 450 kg. (992
lbs.). Useful load 1,850 kg. (4,079 lbs.), AAX'ight loaded 5,450 kg.
(12,()16 lbs.), AAwight loaded with normal overload 5,950 kg. (13,117
lb.s.), Weight loaded with maximum overload 6,450 kg. (14,220 lbs.),
Wing loading (at 5,950 kg.= 13,117 lbs.) 161 kg./sq. m. (33.2 lbs./
Ib.s.),

sq. ft.).

Performance (Estimated).—Maximum speed 400 km.h.

(249 m.p.h,).
Cruising speed 330 km.h. (205 m.p.h.) at 2,500-3,000 m. (8,200
9,840 ft.), One-engine speed 250 km.h. (155 m.p.h.) at 2,500 m.
(8,200 ft.), Ceiling over 7,000 m. (22,065 ft.).

R

ITALY

CANT.
serve with that part of the Italian Air Force owing allegiance to
the Italian Government which was recognised as a co -belligerent
by the Allies on October 14, 1 94B.
The international dispute over Trieste 'affected the company
in that the main shipyards at Monfa leone and aerodrome were
in the Italian zone, whereas the offices and aircraft factory were
in the disputed international zone.
The aircraft factory wms
heavily damaged by air attack during the w'ar but has now
been, repaired sufficiently to permit the company to imdertake
the manufacture of raihvay rolling-stock.

CANTIERI RIUNIT! DELL’ADRIATiCO.
Head Office and Woefs Monfalcone, Trieste.
The famous naval construction firm (.'antieri Monfalcone
entered the aircraft iudustrv late in 923. The aircraft i)ranch,
which was known as the Cantieri Riuniti dell’Aciriatico,
:

!

specialised in seagoing aircraft.
Of the many types of military and civil aircraft built by this
Company, the Z.506B and Z. 10076ns were used by the Regia
Aeronautica during the war. Some of these aircraft survived to
'

CAPRONi.
the Ca 313, survived to be adopted for service as a light liaison
aeroplane by the German Air Force. A number of aircraft of
this type w-as also acquired by the S^vedish Government at a
time when Sweden was cut off from the outside world.

SOCIETA ITALIANA CAPRONI.
Head Office and Works Milan (Taliedo).
The group of companies controlled by Count Gianni Caproni
was the largest in Italy. It included the following aircraft
manufactm'ing branches and subsidiaries
Aeroplani Caproni
;

;

—

In 1946 the main Caproni S.A. w»orks in Milan were fulfilling
to overhaul 50 Ca 146 light trainers originally built
by the S.A. Aeronautica Predappio, as well as overhauling

Reatine Lavorazioni Aeronaut! che ; S.A.
Compania Aeronantica Bergamasea ; S.A.
Caproni- Vizzola
Officine
Meceaniche “Reggiane”
Aeronautica Predappio
Compania Razionale
Avio Industrie Stabiensi C. Coppola
ileronautiea ; Aeroi^lani Cajoroni Trento and Aeronautica Sicula
as w'ell as the famous Isotta-Fraschini aero-engine firm
S.A.
S.A.

;

a contract

Office

S..A..

;

;

British and American motor vehicles.
Its first order for aircraft received during 1946 was for ten Ca 313 twdn-engined
trainers for the post-war Italian Air Force.
The Cia. Aeronautica Bergamasea was building Lancia motor
lorries; Caproni-Trento wms overhauling fighter aircraft; and
the Officine Meceaniche “Reggiane” was engaged in the manu-

;

;

;

and

subsidiaries.
large number of C!aproni military aircraft, most of them
designed for “Colonial” use, produced before the war, only one,
its

Of the

facture of railway coaches.

C/WA,
CONSTRUZIONI MEGCANICHE AERONAUTICHE S.p.A.
Head Office anp Works Marina di Pisa.

company was the Fiat

A.S.14, an attack development of the
Fiat R,S.14 reconnaissance seaplane. The Fiat CA.15 high
speed monoplane and the Fiat J.S.54 six-engined civil flying-boat
were under development when, in September, 1943, the company
suspended all operations.
The w’orks at Marina di Pisa w'ere heavily damaged in 1944
but they are now being repaired with a view to the resumption
of aii'craft manufacture in the near future.

;

Ragg. Roberto Massiglia.
Ing. Sergio Rizzi.
Production Manager
The Construzioni Meceaniche Aeronautiehe S.A. was formed
in 1921 to undertake the manufacture of all-metal flying-boats
under Dornier licence. In 1932, the company became associated
The last aircraft produced by the
with the Fiat concern.
President

.

:

FiAT.
AERONAUTICA

and two G.40 single-seat fighter developments of the G.55.
Types projected are the G-.22, G.24, G.26 and G.21S twinengined airliners and the G.41, G.42, G.44 and G. 46 bis touring

D’lTALlA.

Office and Works
Cobso Fbancia 306, Turin.
Chairman
Ing. Gaudenzio Bono.
General Manager and Chief Designer Ing. Giuseppe Gabrielli.
Manager Ing. Bartolomeo Galli.
This coneei’n was formed in January, 1916, under the name

Head

:

:

aircraft.

:

Fiat is also converting a number of Douglas C-47s for the
Linee Aeree Italiane, w'hieh is jiartly owned by TWA.

:

On
Societa Anonima per Construzione Ing. O. Pomilio & Co.
April 24, 1920, it changed its name to Aeronautica Anaaldo S.A.
and in the Summer of 1925 began the construction of I’iat
aircraft.
On March 30, 1926, it was incorporated in the Ihat
Group under its present name.
Most of the various products of the Fiat concern, including
the C.R.42 fighter, the B.R.20 bomber and the G.50 fighters,
have been described and illustrated in past issues of “All the
World’ ,s Aircraft.” Only one Fiat type, the R.S.14 torpedobomber-reconnaissance seaplane, sra-vived to serve with the
co-belligerent Italian Air Force in small numbers. Particulars
of this design were given in the last issue of this Annual.
In 1946, Fiat, the most active of all Italian aircraft manufacturers, was engaged in the production of twenty G.12 transports and "wa.s seeking permission from the Allied control
authorities to build a further twelve to fourteen, some of which
the company hopes to export to South America. The prototype
of the G,21 2 is also being built.
In addition it is building a small series of the G.46 ; tw'elve
G.55 fighter trainers, six as single-seaters and six as two-.seater.s
;

THE FIAT
Type.—Three-engined

—

G.12 GA.

eighteen-pas.Seiiger Airliner.

Cantilever low- wing monoplane. All-metal .structure in
three sections consisting of centre-sootioii carrying port and starCentre-section
boai'd engines and two tapering outer sections.
Outer sections built entirely of
is steel-tube lattice structure.
duralumin and have three .spans and metaP sheet covering except
Fabric-covered metal
for fabric-covered trailing-edge section.
ailerons are statically and aerodynamically-halanced and have
Wing area 113 sq. m. (1,215
controllable balance-tab in each.

Wings.

sq. ft.).

—

Fuselage. Box-section structure entirely of duralumin. Maxiiniim
in.).
width 1.66 m. (5 ft.
Tail ITisrrr,—Cantilever monoplane type with metal-covored fin and
Rudder and
tailplane and fabric-covered rudder and elevators.
elevators statically and aerodynainically-balaneed and have
controllable trim and balance tabs.
Landing Geae.— etractable two-wheel tjqie. Main wheel,s carried
between twin shock-absorber legs retract forward into engine
nacelles, leaving portion of each wheel projecting for emergency
landing in retracted position. Mediiim -pressure tyres with
pneximatic brakes. Tail- wheel carried in .steel fork on oleo-

T
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FIA T— continued.
pneximatie shock-absorber struts retracts into fuselage.
6.25

m. (20

Power

ft.

—

Track

6 in.).

RC

Pl-ustt.
IS nine-cylinder radial
-T hree Alfa Romeo 128
air-cooled engines each developing S40 h.p. at 1,800 m. (6,900 ft.)
enclosed in Magni cowlings with controllable gills. Fiat threehlade constant-speed variable-pitch metal airscrews. Ten fuel
tanks in centre-section and outer wings with total capacity of
4,490 litres (9S8 Imperial gallons). Oil tanks of 120 litres (26.4
Imp. gallons) caxiacdty behind engines.
Accommodation. Pilot’s enclosed cockpit with two seats side-by-side
with dual controls. Radio compartment immediately behind
with capacity of 4.2 cub. m. (148 cub. ft.). Main passenger cabin
7.012 long X 1.9 high X 1.54 m. wdde (22 ft. 11 in. X 6 ft. 3 in. X
4 ft. 11 in.) has cajiacity of 19.6 cub. m. (692 cub. ft.). Eighteen
passenger seats in two rows of nine with central gangxvay. Entry
door on port aft of cabin. Individual oxygen masks for passengers.
Toilet compartment aft opposite entry door has capacity of 1.2
cub. m. (42 cub. ft.). Main luggage compartment aft is accessible
through toilet comxiartment and through door on starboard side
of fuselage. Two other compartments of 0.4 enb. m. (14 cub. ft.)
capacity forward. Further comjiartment under fuselage with
capacity of 2 cub. m. (70 cub. ft.) divided into three compartments,
each of which is accessible by door on port side of fuselage.
Dimensions. Span 28.72 m. (94 ft. 24 in.). Length 20.651 m, (67
ft. 94 in.), Height 4.9 m. (16 ft. 0 in,).
Weights and Loadings.-—Weight empty 9,400 kg. (20,725 lbs.)
payload 6,100 kg. (13,450 lb.s.), Weight loaded 15,000 kg. (33,070
lbs.). Wing loading 137 kg./sq. m. (28.1 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading
5.55 kg./C.V. (12.15 Ibs./h.p.}, Span loading 24.7 C.V./sq. in. (2.25

—

—

h.p./sq.

ft.).

—

Maximum speed 380 km.h. (237 m.p.h.) at 2,500 m.
Cruising speed 300 kni.b. (187.5 m.p.h.), absolute ceiling
m. (22,300 ft.). One-engine ceiling 3,700 m. (12,120 ft.).
Climb to 4,000 m. (13,120 ft.) 14.5 minutes. Range at cruising sjieed
2,900 km. (1,816 miles). Take-off run 420 m. (460 yds). Landing
run 250 m. (273 yds.), Consumxition 1.13 kg. /km. (4 lbs. /mile).

Performance.
(8,200
6,800

ft.).

THE FIAT
The G.12L
It

G.12L.

a later version of the G.12CA ju.st described.
similar but can accommodate up to 22 passengers

is

is generallj'’

powered by three Fiat A74 RG.42 nine-cylinder radial
engines each developing 820 li.p. for take-off and
with a normal output of 770 h.p. at 4,200 m. (13,800 ft.).

and

is

air-cooled

—

Dimensions. Span 28.72 m. (94 ft. 2-4 in.). Length 22.425
7 in.). Height (tail up) 7.80 m. (25 ft. 7 in.).

in.

(Designed). Weiglit empty 9,850 kg. (21,715
lbs.), Disposalile load 5,650 kg. (12,456 lbs.). Weight loaded 15,500
kg. (34,171 lbs.). Wing loading 137 kg./.sq. in. (27.6 Ibs./sq. I't.),
Power loading 6.3 kg,/CV (14.-08 Ibs./h.p.).
PEHEORM.-iNCE (Estimated). Maximum siieed 390 km.h. (242 m.p.h.)
at 4,800 111 (13,385 ft.), Cniising speed (80% jiower) 312 km.h.
(194 ra.ii.h.), Climb to 4,000 m. (13,125 ft.) 14 minutes, Coiling
8,300 m. (27,890 ft,). One-engine ceiling 4,000 in. (13,125 ft.),
Cruising range with 18 passengens 2,450 (1,522 miles), Maximum
range with 4,490 litres (988 Imii. gallons) 3,100 km. (1,926 miles).

—

.

—
—

The

(73 ft.

—

Weights and Loadinos

THE FIAT

6.212.

Type. Three-engined thii'ty-passenger Airliner.
Wings.
tructure as G.12.
Wing area 116,6 sq. m. (1,252 sq.
Aspect ratio 7.35.
FuSEL-tGE, Tail Unit and Landing Gear. Structure as G.12,

—

ft.).

Fiat G.212 Airliner.

—

Power

I’Ij.vnt.
Tliree Alfa Rmneo 128 RC.18 nine-cylinder radial
air-cooled engine.s ('iicli develo|ung 860 h.p. at 1,800 m. (5,900 ft.)
three
or
Pratt & W'hitney 11-1830 Twin- Wasp I'onrtcen-cylinder
two-roM- radial air-cooled engines each rated at 1,005 h.j). at 1,890
m. (.'!,840 ft.). Engines enclo.sed in Magni cowlings witli controllable
gills and driving S.I..-\..l. Idrovaria 55 three-lihwlo eonatant-speod
metal airsorewsj 3.60 m. (ll ft. 10 in.) diameter. Pneumatic

engine

sta-rtens.

—

Pilot’.s enclosed cockpit witli seats for two side-byside with dual controls.
Radio comiiartment immediately behind
with capacity of 3 cub. m. (176 cub. ft.). Main jiassenger cabin
7.9 long X 1.90 high x 2.10 m. wide (23 ft. lOf in. X 6 ft. 3 in,
X 6 ft. lOJ in.) has capacity of 28.8 cub. in. (1,017 cub. ft.). Thirty
passenger seats arranged in throe rows of ten, two on starboard and
one on jiort with central gangway. 40 passengers can also be
of
accommodated for a shorter range. Entry door on poi’t Rf
cabin.
Individual oxygen masks for passenger-s. Aft of passenger
cabin is toilet eornpartinent (on starboard) and bar. Main luggage
compartment at rear with capacity of 5.75 cub. m. (203 cub. ft.)

Accommodation.

acce.ssible through toilet compartment and through door on
starboard side of fuselage. Further luggage comjiai’tment under
floor of pa.s.scngor cabin, and two compartments with oaiiaeity
(each) of 0.43 cub. m. (15 cub. ft.) in fuselage ahead of wing. Total
luggage capacity of 7.8 cub. m. (275 cub. ft.).
Dimen-sions. Span 29.344 m. (96 ft. 4 in.). Length 23.052 m. (75 ft.
8J in.), Height 5.84 m. (10 ft. 6 in.).
is

—

Weights and Loadings
10,000 kg. (22,046

(Alfa

lbs.),

Ihs./sq. ft.),

Romeo

engines).

—Weight

Payload 6,000 kg. (13,228

lbs.).

empty
Weight

Wing

loading 1.37.5 kg./sq. m. (28.3
Power loading 5.75 kg./C.V. (12.15 Ibs./h.p.), Span

loaded 16,000 kg. (35,274

lbs.),

loading 24 C.V./sq. m. (2.P3 h.p./sq. ft.).
Weight empty 10,400
-ynd Loadings (Twin-Wasii engines).
kg, (22,928 lbs.). Disposable load 7,000 kg. (15,432 lbs.). Weight
loaded 17,400 kg. (38,360 lbs.). Wing loading 149 kg./sq. in. (30.07
Ibs./sq, ft.). Power loading 4.78 kg./C.V. (10.67 Ibs./h.p.).

—

Weights

(Alfa Romeo engines).—Maximum speed 360 km.h.
(225 m.p.h.) at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.), Cruising speed 290 km.h. (181
m.p.h.) at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.), Climb to 4,000 m. (13,100 ft.) 16
minutes, Absolute ceiling 6,800 m. (22,300 ft.), One-engine ceiling
3,700 m. (12,120 ft.), Range at cruising speed 1,650 km. (1,030
miles). Take-off run 430 m. (470 yds.). Landing run 300 m. (328
yds.), Fuel consumption at cruising sjieed 1.3 kg. /km. (4.6 lbs. /mile).
Pebeormance (Twin-Wasp engines). Maximum speed, 375 km.h.
(233 m.p.h.), at 2,300 m. (8,200 ft.). Ceiling 6,850 m. (22,475 ft.).
One-engine ceiling 4,200 m. (13,780 ft.), Normal range 2,500 km.
(1,553 miles). Maximum range 3,000 km. (1,864 miles).

Pebeoemance

—

THE FIAT 6.46.
Trainer.
Wings.—-Cantilever low-wing monoplane, consisting of long-span
centre-section bolted to fuselage and two outer sections with
semi-circular tips. All-metal structure with two extruded L -section
spars with single web. Flush-riveted metal covering. Fabric
covered metal ailerons and hydraulically-operated split trailingedge flaps. Wing area 16 sq. m., (173 sq. ft.).
Fuselage.—All-metal monocoque structure with vertical opon-section
frames, longitudinal open-section stringers andanijtal covering.
Tail Unit.— ll-metal cantilever monoplane typie, Tailplane and
fin covered with metal
elevators and rudder with fabric. Trimtabs in elevators and rudder tab adjustable on ground.

Tyre.— wo -seat

,

;

The Fiat G.46 Trainer.
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The Fiat G.55
Landing Geah.

Single-seat Fighter Trainer (1,250 h.p. Fiat-huilt

—

Ketriictable two-wheel type.
Main wheel's retract
Oleo -pneumatic sliock-absorbei' strut.s.
tail-w'heel
Steerable
retracts into fuselage. Hydraulic operation
Power Plant. One 195 h.p. Alfa Pvomeo 115-1 his six-cylinder in-line

inward under fuselage.

—

air-cooled engine driving a two-blade variable-pitch
metal airscrew. Two fuel tanks of 160 litres (36.2 Imperial gallons)
capacity in wings.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating two in tandem, with dual
controls.
Hood hinges for access and can be jettisoned. Forward
arch reinforced and attached to fuselage as separate structure.
Dimen.sions. Span 10.4 in. (.34 ft. 1 in. ), Length 8.54 m. (28 ft. Oin.),
Height 2,56 m. (8 ft. 4 in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 880 kg. (1,935 lbs.),
Disposable load 320 kg. (704 lbs.). Weight loaded 1,200 kg. (2,63!)
lbs.), 'Wing loading 75 kg./sq. m. (15.3 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading at
take-off 5.85 kg. /h.p. (12.39 lbs. /h.p.), Span loading 12.8 h.p./sq. in.
(1.16 h.p./sq. ft.).
Peiit’OEMANce.'
aximum speed 300 kin.h. (187.5 xn.ji.h.) at sea
level, Cruising speed 240 km.h. (150 m.p.h.) at sea level, Climb to
5,700 m. (18,650 ft.) 37 minutes, Service ceiling 6,700 m. (18,650
ft), Ab.sohite ceiling 6,500 m. (21,150 ft.), Eange at ernising .speed
960 liin. (594 miles), Talce-off run 110 m. (122 yds.), Landing run
87 m. (87.5 yds.).

inverted

—

—

—

THE FIAT

G.26.

a projected twin-engined commercial monoplane
It is a cantilever
to carry ten passengers, baggage and mail.
low -wing monoplane of all-metal construction, with a single fin
and rudder and a retractable two-wheel landing gear. It is
to be powered by Alvis Leonides nine-cylinder radial air-cooled
engines each rated at 505 h.p. for take-off and with a maximum
output of 525 h.p. at 1,495 m. (4,900 ft.).
Dimensions.pan 17.90 ni. (58 ft. 8 in.), Length 13.37 m. (43 ft.

The G.26

is

—

10 in.).

AND Lo.adings

lbs.).

—

Pebii’orm.ance (Estimated). Maximum speed 305 km.b. (245 rn.p.h.)
at 1,800 m. (3,540 ft.), Cruising speed (80% power) 315 km.h.
(106 m.p.h.), Climb to 4,000 in. (13,125 ft.) 11 minutes 50 seconds.
Ceiling 7,900 m. (25,910 ft.), One-engine ceiling 4,600 m. (15,090 ft.),

1

Cruising range 1,300 km. (808 miles), Maximum range with 1,000
litre,s (220 Imp. galloirs) fuel 2,000 km. (1,243 miles).

THE FIAT G.218.
a projected twin-engined transport aircraft
to carry 30-36 passengers, baggage and mail. It is a cantilever
low -wing monoplane of all-metal construction, with a constantchord centre-section and two tapered outer wings. It has a
single fin tail-unit and the landing gear consists of two main
The G.218

is

units wiiich retract forward into the engine nacelles leaving a
small portion of each w^heel projecting to permit a safe emergency
wiieel-up landing to be made.
The pow'er plant will consist of two Bristol Hercules 730
fourteen-cylinder two-row radial sleeve-valve air-cooled engines
each rated at 1,950 h.p. for take-off and with a normal output
Other engines of similar
of 1,606 h.p. at 1,450 m. (4,750 ft.).
powder and wmight may be installed. Fuel tanks with a total
capacity of 4,490 litres (988 Imp. gallons) are installed in the
centre-section and outer wfings on each side of the fuselage.
Dimen-sions. Span 29.344 m. (96 ft. 3 in.), Length 23.90 m. (78 ft.
4| in.), Height (tail down over cabin) 6.20 m. (20 ft. 4 in.), Height
(tail up, on ground) 8.124 m. (26 ft. 7| in.).

—

—

Weight empty 10,600 kg.
(Designed).
(23,370 lbs.). Disposable load 6,800 kg. (14,990 lbs,), Weight loaded
17,400 kg. (38,360 lbs.), Wing loading 149 kg./sq. in. (30.07 lbs./
.sq. ft.), Power loading 4.45 kg. /CV (0.94 Ibs./h.p.).
Perporm-ANCE (Estimated).—-Maximum speed 410 km.h. (255 m.p.h.)
at 1,800 m. (3,540 ft.). Cruising speed (80% power) 330 km.h.
(205 m.p.h.), Climb to 5,000 in. (16,405 ft.) 18 minutes, Ceiling.
7,600 m. (24,936 ft.), One-engine ceiling 4,700 m. (13,350 ft.),
Cruising range 1,500 km. (932 miles), Maximum range 3,000 km.
(1,864 miles).

Weights and Loadings

—

(Designed).
Weight empty 2,840 kg. (6,261
Disposable load 1,835 kg. (4,045 lbs.), Weight loaded -4,676
kg. (10,306 lbs.). Wing loading 120 kg./sq. m. (24.56 rb3./.sq. ft.).
Power loading 4.63 kgi/CV (10.34 Ibs./li.p.).

WisiGHT.s

5

Daimler-Benz DB-605 engine).

Type.

—Single or

THE FIAT G.55.
two-.soat Fighter Trainer.

Wings.— Cantilever

loiv-wing monoplane. All-metal structure, consections bolted together on fuselage centre-line
and, detachable tips bolted on. Two main spars, longitudinal
Metal statically and aerodynstringer,s and stressed skin; covering.
Wing area 2P11
arnically -balanced ailerons with falwic covering.
sq. m. (228 sq. ft.).
sisting of

two main
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FIAT—continued.
Ft'hET.AOii-

frames,

2.98 Idi./h.p. (6.32 Ibs./h.p.),

All-in(Mal stnioture of elliptical cross-section, with vertical
and metal covering riveted on.

h.p./sq.

longitiuliiva,l stringCM-s

Tail

—

1/nit.
Cantilever monoplane ty]5e. iVletal structure with
stressed metal akin over tailplane and fin, and fabric covering to
balanced elevators and rudder. 1-ludder trim-tab.
Landing tlEAH. Ketraetable two-wheel type. Main wheels, each
carried in fork on oleo-piienmatie shock-absoi’ber leg, retract
inward into wings ibrward of front spar and are enclosed hy fairing
Tail
|ilatea attached to legs and by hinged doons under fuselage.
wheel retracts backwards into fuselage and is enclosed by twin
doors.
Hydraulic operation. Elektron main wheels witli double
brakes.
Powp.ii
Plant. One Fiat-built Daimler-Benz DB-(i05 twelveat
1,250
engine
rated
inverted-vee
liquid-cooled
cylinder
h.p. at 5,800 m. (17,700 ft.) and drivin<f I’iaggio 2001 three-blade
variable-pitch air,screw. Two fuel tanks in fuselage and two
in each win".
Total isajiaeity 500 litre.s (12.8.2 Imperial gallons).
AOcommodatton.- Pilot’s enclosed cock]:>it, with fixed forward
portion and sliding cover which can be jettisoned. Fixed rear
jiortiion of .steel sheet with crash-arch.
Arm.ament.- -O’hreo 20 mjm. t/annon, one firing tlirough airscrew
shaft and one in each wing tiring outsidi? airscrew disc, with total
of 050 rounds, and two synchronised 12.7 m/m. (0.,5 in.) machingvms filing througli channels in fuselage wit.h total of tiOO rounds.
1‘ravision for 100 kg. (350 lbs.) lioinb under each wing, or bomb or
torpedo under fuselage.
Dim HNH io.\’,s.- -Span 11.85 m. (38 ft. lO, in.). Length 9.37 m. (30 ft.
9 in.i. Height 3.13 ni. (10 ft. 3 in.).
Weights .\nd Ln.\niNCj.s. Weight empty 2,700 kg. (5,940 Ib.s.),
Military load 1,018 kg. (2,235 lb.s.). Weight loaded 3,718 kg, (8,152
lbs.). Wing loading 170.5 kg./sq. m. (35.98 Ibs./scp ft.). Power loading

—

THE FIAT

litre,?

Armament

consists of three 20

—

it.).

—

Maximum sjM'cd 685 km.h. (42S rn.p.li.) at 7,000 m.
(22.950 ft.). Stalling speeil 166 km.h. (94 m.j:i.h.). Rate of climb
to 1,000 m. (3.280 ft.) 1.260 m./min. (4,135 ft. /min.). Climb to
7,000 rn. (22,950 ft.) 7 minutes 5 .seconds. Service ceiling 13,000 rn.
(42,650 ft.), Alisolute cpiling 13,600 m. (44,tl20 ft.). Range 1,280
kin. (SOO miles). Duration 2.5 bonr.s at 538 km.h. (312 m.p.h,),
Take-off rim 300 m. (328 yds).

Pekforh-.vnce.

up

IDOwered by a single engine of 450 h.p. The wing is a single-spar
structure with plywood covering, and carries variable-camber
The fuselage is a wooden monocoque, and
trailing-edge flaps.
A fixed twothe tail-unit is constructed .similarly to the wing.
wheel landing gear comprising oleo-pneuniatic si lock -absorbers

During the war years

the Aeronautiea Lombarda designed the A.L. 12P cargo and
troop -oarrying glider, a eaiitileiuir liigli-wing monoplane witli a
single fin and rudder and a fixed .spatted landing gear.
Tbi.s
aircraft formed tlie prototype of the A.L.T. single-engined
transport monoplane, a brief description of which follows.
Tlie pre.sent activities of tlie Company are not known.

is

fitted.
is 4.60 m. (15 ft. 1 in.) long, and is accessible
and by hatches in the floor. Dual controls are

The main cabin
by

side doors

provided.

—

.Span 21.30 m. (69 ft. 10.^ in.). l.A,mgth 14 m. (45 ft.
Htuglit 3.25 m. (10 ft. 8] in.). Wing area 50.7 sq. m. (546,7
,sq. ft.), .-tspiect ratio 9.1.
WnxoHTs AND Loadings. -Weight loaded 4,000 kg. (8,818 lbs.),
Wing loading 79 kg./sq, m.' (16.18 lli.s./.sq. ft.). Power loading
8.9 kg./CV (19.9 ll)s./h.p.).
Peuformance.-— No data available.
l)i:\rEx.sio,Ns.-

II in.).

A.L.T.

a cantilever monoplane suitable for freight
and passenger carrying and was devi'loped from the A.L. 121'
high-wing cargo glider. It is of all-trood construction and is
is

MA CCHL
AERONAUTICA MACCHI

G.56.

2.55 kg./C.V. (5.399 Ihs./h.p.), .Span loading 72 G.\'./.sq.m. (6.56
h.p./sq.

to the Aeronautiea Vittorio

THE LOMBARDA

(5.64

firing

—

:

Tlio A.Ij.T.

m.

through the airscrew shaft and one in
each wing outside the airscrew disc, with a total of 800 rounds.
DniEN.SiONS. As G.55 except lengfli, 9.46 m. (31 ft. 01 in.).
Weight.? and Iaiadings. Weight empty 2.90i) kg. (6,358 lbs.),
Military load 9.)4 kg. (2.090 lbs.), Weight loaded 3,854 kg. (S, 437 lbs.),
Wing ioiiding 183 kg./.sq. in. (37.12 lbs. <q. ft.). Power loading

LOMBARDA.
establi.shod in 1931.

(131 Imperial gallons).

m/m. cannon, one

—

Bonomi, whicli was

h.p./sq.

—

The G.56 is structurally identical to the G.55 but is powered
by the DB-603A twelve-cylinder inverted-vee liquid-cooled
engine rated at 1,510 h.p. at 5,700 m. (18,700 ft.) and drivmg
a V.D.M. three-blade variable -pitch airscrew. The total fuel
capacity (two tanks in fuselage and two in each wing) is 596

—

AERONAUTiCA LOMBARDA S.A.
Head OrFicis Mil-An.
Tbi,s Company is the succos.sor

Span loading 59.6

ft.).

Peiu/'ORMAnce. iMaxiinum speed 620 km.h. (388 m.p.h.) at 7,000 in.
(22,950 ft.), Stalling speed 163 km.h. (102 m.p.h.), Climb to 7,000
m. (22,950 ft.) S.obuirates, Service ceiling 12,700 m. (41,620 ft.),
Absolute ceiling 13,000 m. (42.550 ft.), Range 1,200 km. (750 miles),
Duration 2. .5 hours at 496 km.h. (291 m.p.h.). Take-off run 300 m.
(328 J'ds.), Lauding run 450 m. (492 yds.).

Performance. —-Maximum speed 185

km.li. (115 m.p.h.). Cruising
160 km.h. (99 m.p.h.). Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 64 minutes,
Practical ceiling 4,500 ni. (14,765 ft.). Range 900 km. (559 miles),

S.A.

Head

Office: Galeeiua M.atteotti 37 B, Milan.
Offices and Works Varese.

.spoetl

:

THE MACCHI

President
Avv. Prof. Vittorio Fraiichini.
Director-General
Dott. Ing. Paolo Foresio.
The Maechi company was founded in 1912 in Varese and its
first aeroplane was built in 1913.
During the war 1914-18 the comiiany built 1,375 airexaft
and between the wars it established for itself a world-wide
reputation as the designers and builders of a series of racing
seaplanes. The Macchi 7 flying-boat won the 1921 Schneider
Trophy contest, the Macchi 39 the 192(1 contest and the Macchi
.52 Ins was second in the 1929 contest.
In March, 1928, the Macchi 52 his put up a Speed Record for
seaplanes of 509.4 km.h. (318.4 m.p.h.). In April, 1933, the
Maechi-( astoldi 72 e.stablished a World’s Speed Record with a
speed of 082. 1 ni.h. (423.57 m.p.h.) and in October of the folknving year the same aircraft with a higlier-powered engine raised
the VV Grid’s Record to 70J.2 Km.h. (440.(57 m.p.h.). The absolute
record wa.s hold for live years until beaten by Germany but the
achievement still stands to tho credit of Italy as a seaplane

M.B. 307.
a Rviii-engined four-passenger aircraft foi
It is a low-wing monoplane
taxi and communications duties.
with twin fins and rudders mounted at the extremities of £

:

The M.B. 307

:

is

i

record.
IV/aechi

also

twin-engined

a number of flying-boats, of which tho
and three-engined M.C .100 were developed

built
.94

j\' .(

for tho Italian civil airlmes.

In 1938 the company produced the M.C .200 all-metal singlemonoplane which, with its Daimler-Benz-engined
derivitives, wa.s said to be one of the best fighters used by the
Italian Air I’orce in the last war.
The M.t .200 and M.i .202
were built in series by both the Breda and S.A. I. compaiiies
and the M.C. 205 by the Fiat concern.
Since the end of the war the Macchi company has undertaken
tho development of two new light civil aircraft, brief details of
which follow. Tho company is also engaged in the manufacture
seat fighter

of

motor

lorries

and

furniture.

THE MACCHI
The M.B. 308

is

M.B. 308.

a light cantilever high-wung

monoplane

fitted

with a fixed tricycle landing-gear and powered by a 60 h.p. N.l
C.M.A. D.4 four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine.
The enclosed cabin seats two side-by-side,
Dimension-s.—-S pan 10 m. (32 ft. 9| in.), Length 6.462 ni. (21 ft. 2 in.),
Height 2.175 m. (7 ft.:
in.).
Weiohts and J.OADi-NGs.~Wcight empty 320 kg. (705 lbs,), Useful
load 230 kg. (507 lbs.). Weight loaded 650 kg. (1,212 lbs.), Wing
loading 39.3 kg./sq. m. (8.59 Ibs./sq. ft,). Rower loading 9. 16 kg./h.pI

(20.19 Ibs./h.p.).

J-

,,

,

The Maechi M.B, 308 Cabin Monoplane.

—
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SVIACCHI— continued.
dihedral
carriage.

and has a retractable two-wheel underThe power-plant consists of two 135 h.p. Alfa Romeo

tailplane,

111 or Cirrus-Major III four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled
engines.
DIMENSION'S. Span 12.5 m. (41 ft. 0 in.). Length 8.4 m. (27 ft. 6 % in.),

—

Height 2.5 m. (8 ft. 2|- in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty

—

1,300

kg.

(2,866

lbs.).

MERIDIONALI.
INDUSTRIE MECCANICHE E AERONAUTICHE MERIDIONALI (BREDA).
Head Office and Works Naples.
This concern was, up to 1936, known as the.Societa Anonima
Industrie Aeronautiehe Romeo, -which was formed in 1934 to
S.A.

:

take over the aeronautical activities of the Officine Ferroviarie
Meridionali.

PIAGGIO.
SOCIETA ANONIMA PIAGGIO &
Head Office Genoa.

C.

;

The famous firm of engineers and shipbuilders entered the
industry in 1916. Some years later the firm began

aircraft

aero-engine manufacture at their Pontedera factory while
aircraft construction was concentrated at the Sestri and Finale
works.
At the Finale-Ligure works the firm built aeroplanes, sea
planes and flying-boats, both in wood and metal.
In 1946 it was engaged in helicopter research, in the overhaul
of Cant Z.506 seaplanes and in the conversion of Douglas G-47
transports into civil airliners. It was also constructing railway

Useful load 650 kg, (1,433 lbs.), Weight loaded 1,950 kg. (4,299 lbs.).
Wing loading 100 kg./sep m. (20.05 lb.s./sq. ft.), Power loading
7,2 kg. /h.p. (15.87 lbs. /h.p,).

Maximum speed 317 km.h. (197 m.p.h.) at 2,500 in.
(8,200 ft.), Cruising speed (70% power) 255 km.h. (158 m.p.h.)
at 2,500 m, (8,200 ft.). Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 3 minutes.
Practical ceiling 6,4.00 rn. (21,000 ft.). Range 1,600 km. (944 miles).

Perfokmance..

The Officine Ferroviarie Meridionali entered the Italian
Aircraft Industry in 1923 and two years later this concern
acquired the rights to Iniiid Fokker aero])lane.s under licence.
In 1936, the Societa Anonima Industrie Aeronautiehe Romeo
absorbed the industrial acti\’ities of the Officine Ferroi'iarie
Meridionali and changed its name to Industrie Meccaniehe e
Aeronautiehe Meridionali.
No information has been made available concerning its
present activities.

driving the rotor gear unit installed in the centre fuselage rna
a horizontal exten.sion shaft. The gear unit consists of two
bevel gears and an epieyclic reduction gear with a vertical
shaft to the rotor. The auxiliary tail rotor is driven by a hollow
shaft geared to the main bevel gear.
clutch between the
engine and the transmission shaft permits free rotation of the
rotor in the event of engine failure.
Longitudinal control is achieved by altering the angle of
incidence of the blades, while rotation about the vertical axis
is by modification of the angle of the blades of the rear auxiliary
rotor.
The axis of the main rotor is slightly inclined to compensate for the lateral thrust of the tail rotor.
Dimen.SIONS,' Rotor diameter 13 m. (42 ft. 8.^ in.). Rotor disc area

A

—

m. (1,426 sq.
Weights and Loadings.
132.5 sq.

coache.s.

THE PIAGGIO

P.D.3

HELICOPTER.

The Piaggio P.D.3 is an experimental helicopter with a tlmeeblade main rotor and a rear vertical rotor for anti-torque control.
It is a steel-tube structure with fabric covering, and the rotor
blades each have a single steel -tube spar, wooden ribs and fabric
covering. The crew compartment is in the fuselage between
the engine and the rotor shaft.
The power plant consists of a 200 h.p. Alfa Romeo 116 sixcylinder in-line air-cooled engine mounted in the nose and

REGGIANE.
OFFICINE MECCANICHE “REGGIANE"

Head Office and Works

S.A.

lb.s.),

Normal

Disjjosable load 190 kg. (419 lbs.), Maxirnuiii disposable load
390 kg. (860 lbs.). Normal weight loaded 1,000 kg. (2,205 lbs.),
Maximum weight loaded 1,200 kg. (2,646 lbs.), Rotor disc loading
(normal) 7.55 kg./sq. m. (1.54 lbs./.sq. ft.). Rotor disc loading
(maximum) 9.05 kg./sq. rn. (1.85 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading (normal)
5.0 kg./CV (11 lbs. /h.p.), Power loading (maximum) 6.0 kg./CV
(13.2 Ibs./h.p.).
Perfokmanoe (At normal loaded Aveight).—Maximum speed 150
km.h. (93 m.p.h.). Ceiling 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.). Range 300 kin.
(186 miles).

monoplane, which appeared in 1940, the Re 2001, which
was developed in 1941 and the Re 2005, which appeared in 1943,
were the last known. The Re 2001 and 2005 were in service in
small numbers in the short-lived Fascist Republican Air Force,
In 1946 the Reggiane concern was engaged in the manufighter

(CAPRONI).

Reggio Emilia.

:

ft.).

—Weight empty 810 kg. (1,786

This concern built Caproni aeroplanes during the war 1915-18,
but abandoned its aircraft department after the Armistice.
It resumed aircraft manufactui'e in 1937 and produced a number
of military aircraft, of which the Be 2000 single-seat interceptor

facture of railway coaches.

S.AJ.
SOCIETA AERONAUTIGA ITALIANA ING. A. AMBROSINI & C.
Head Office and Works Passignano sul Trasimento
:

(Perugia).
Ing Sergio Stefanutti.
Chief Designer
This concern built light aircraft and a large number of aircraft
accessories before the 5var. It also had interests in the former
:

During the war

Italian colonies.

it

was mainly engaged

in

SJ.A, /- MA RCHETTL
SOCIETA ITALIANA
MARCHETTI."

AEROPLANI

IDROVOLANTI

S.I.A.I-

Head Office Sesto Calende.
Works Sesto Calende and Borgomanero.
;

;

The S. I. A. I-Marchetti company, formerly known as SavoiaMarchetti, produced a wide range of military and civil aircraft
covering both landplanes and flying-boats, and in later years
devoted much attention to the development of the three-engined
low -wing monoplane. Aeroplanes in this category include the

sub-contract work for the principal military aircraft manufacturers, but it also designed and built two fighter aircraft,
neither of which proceeded beyond the prototype stage.
The Passignano works were severely damaged by Allied

bombers but they have now been re-conditioned and the company
has prepared designs for several light
duction as soon as conditions permit.

civil

aircraft for pro-

SM.79 and SM.82 widely used by the Begia Aeronautica and
the SM.75, SM.8I and SM.84, all of which have been described
in previous issues of this wmrk.
During the War the Company produced a number of experimental military aircraft, including the SM.91, SM.92 and SM.93,
W'hieh are briefly described hereafter.
Since the War the Company has designed and gone into
production with the SM.95 four-engined commercial monoplane,
and begun construction of the prototype SM.lOl touring monoplane. Twenty SM.95s are being built and a development of
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SJ.A, /- MA RCHETTZ—cofiiinued.
this type in all-metal oonstrnetion with circular fuselage suitable
for pressurisation is contemplated . The SM.102 twin-engined
short-range passenger monoplane is projected. It is also
engaged in the conversion of SM.79 bombers into transports ;
the overhaul of SM.82 and Cant Z.506 aircraft, and the con-

struction of railway coaches. In collaboration with Alfa-Romeo
Company is building motor lorries and other road vehicles.

the

THE

S.I.A.J-I^ARCHETTI SM.102.

The SM.102 is a projected twin-engined short-range transport
monoplane with accommodation for a crew of two and eight
passengers. It has a cantilever wing of wooden two-spar
and the fuselage is of steel tube Avith fabric covering.
The power plant is to consist of trvo Mena,seo Super-Buccaneer

construction,

C65-4 six-cylinder
h.p. at 2,280 rn.
take-off.

in-line air-cooled engines
ft.)
and Avith 290

(7,490

each rated at 260
h.p. available for

—Span

19.70 in. (04 ft. 7J- in.). Length 11.80 in. (:16 ft.
3.1 in.). Wing area 42.5 .sq. in. (457 sq. ft.), A.spet!t ratio 9.1.
Weights axd Lq.viuxgs (Designed). Weight empty 2,100 kg. (4,1130
lbs.). Disposable load 1,400 kg. (3,080 Ihs.), Weight loaded 3,500
kg. (7,71(1 lbs.). Wing loading 82.3 kg./.sq. in. (16.9 lb.s./.sq. ft.),
PoAA-er loading 0.04 kg./CV (13.34 lbs. /h.p.).
Perforaiaxce (Estimated).— Maxiimini speed 270 km.li. (108 m.p.li.)
at 2,400 in. (7,870 ft.), Cruising speed (70% poAA-er) 245 km.li.
(152 m.p.h.) at 3,500 m. (11,480 ft.). Landing .speed 8,5 kin.li.
(53 m.p.h.). Climb to 4,000 ni. (13,125 ft.) 17 iniimte.s, SorA'iee
ceiling 6,100 m. (20,000 ft.). One-engine ceiling 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.).

DmEN.sioNS.

—

THE

S.I.A.I-1VIARCHETTI SM.101.

The SM.101 is a six -seat loAV-Aving monoplane for touring
pm'poses. The prototype is powwed by a 235 h.p. IValter
Bora nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine, AA’hich aauU be replaced
on production aii'craft by a 300 h.p, power plant of unspecified,
make. It is of AA'elded steel-tube construction AA’ith fabric
eo\>-eriiig,
and has a retractable landing gear. PoAvler-typo
trailing-edge flaps are fitted to the Avings,
Dimeksions.^
iian 18.50 in. (54 ft. 1 in,). Length 10.2 m. (33 ft. 0
in.). Height 3 m. (9 ft. 9J in.), IVing area 29.91 sq. m. (322 sq. ft.),
Aspect ratio 9.
Weights .<vxd LoxUMNGs.—IPeight empty (equipped) 1,320 kg. (2,910
lbs.). Disposable load 870 kg. (1,918 lbs.), Weight loadetl 2,190 kg.

—

(4,828 lbs.). Wing loading 73.2 kg./sq. ni. (15 Ibs./sq. ft.), PoAver
loading 9,3 kg./CW (20.9 ibs./h.p.).
Pi'iuPOEMANCE. Maximum speed 240 km.h. (149 m.p.h.) at sea leA’el,
Cruising speed (70% poAver) 225 km.h. (140 m.p.h.) at 2,750 in.
(9,020 ft.). Landing speed 75 kin.h. (47 m.p.h.), Hange 1,250 km,
(777 miles). Service ceiling 4,800 m. (15,750 ft.).

—

THE SJ.A.I-MARCHETTI SIV1,95.
a fonr-engined transport monoplane A\-hich lias
been built in limited numbers, and one of Avhich AA’as .used by the
Royal Air Force for Y.I.P. work. The maimfaetiu'ers were at
the time of AAiiting seeking permission to proceed with production of the type. The SM,95 has been built AAith various
types of power plant, and an all-metal version AAdth aceommoThe SM.95

is

dation for 30 passengers

is

projected.

Tate.

—

oiir-oiigined Trinisjiiirt

—

moiio]ilauc.
"Wooden
untilcA-er
JoAV-wing
three-spar
.structure irith plywood .skin.
Wing is enlirely Avat ertight in ease
of einergeiwy alighting in water. .N'lotted trailing-edge flaps
between ailerons and fuselage, dross wing area 128.3 sq. m,
(1,380 sq. ft,).

Wtkg.s.

—

Pusel-VGe.
oiiqiosito strneture of arc-aloinically Avekled steel-tube
frameAvork, Avitli liglit alloy coveiing to no.se, under section, and
rear section, and ply a.nd I'aljric-coA-ereil sides and upper surface.
Fixed surfaces of Ai'oodeii
Tail Unit.antiie\-er moiiojilano type.
.steel-tube rudder Avith
construction .similar to wings
fabric

—

;

coATi'ing.

LAxmxG Oeah. — Eetractalile

Main Avlieels each
two-wlieel type.
carried between pair of sliock-absorlier leg.s which retract l.iaekw-ards
into inner engine nacelles and are partially enclosed by tAvin doors.
Retractable taihvheel.

IT.axt.- Four Alfa Romeo 128 MO IS nine-cylinder radial
air-cooled engines ea.cli ra.ted at 850 h.ji. at 1,800 m. (5,90.5 ft.)
and Avitli 930 h.p. available for take-otf ; Ibnr Alfa Romeo 131 RC
14/15 niue-cyliniler radial air-eoolod engines each rated at 1,130
h.p. for take-off; I'cmr M'right R-1S20 tJ2 t!\vclone nine-cylinder
radial air-cooled engine.s each rated at 850 h.p. at 1,770 m. (5,S0o
or four I’ratt &
ft.) and AATth 1,000 h.p. a,A-aila!:(le for take-off;
Whitney R-1830 '.I’win-Was|) foui'teeu-eylinder two-roAv radial
at
3,000
in. (11,810 ft.)
riited
at
010
li.j).
each
air-cooled engines
and Avitli 1,055 h.p. aA’ailable I'nr take-otf. Three-bludi:! air.screAv.s,
Fuel capacity 13,500 litre.s (2,970 Imp. gallons) in .sixteen Aving
tanks.

Power

AccmmoD.ATiON. — Ch'ew of
with dual controls

fiA-e

eonsi.sting of

engineer

two

pilots side-by-side

rodio-operator/navigator
and steAvai'd. Main cabin has normal aecuinniodation for eighteen
passengers, six single seats on port side and six doiilile seats on
starboard, or for tweiity-foiir piis.se ngcr.-< for short-i'iinge Avork.
Galley and cocktail bar forward, with toilet compartment at rear.
Access to main cabin by tloor on port side of fu.sela.ge aft of cabin.
;

flight

34.28 m. (112 ft.
Height 5.70 m. (IS ft, 0 in.).

T);siEX.?iiON.'-.---.Span

11 in.).

~>

:

in.).

Length 22.24

in.

(72

ft.

Weight.^ and Loapings (128 RC IS enginesl.-^AVeight empty 13,000
kg. (2S,(ii')0 lbs.), Payload 2,000 kg. (4, 4011 Ibs.j. Crew 425 kg, (937
Ib.s.), Fuel and oil 5.135 kg. (11,321 llis.), Adilitioiial equipment
140 kg. (970 lli.s,), Total disposa.lile load 8,000 kg. (17,037 lbs.),
Weight loaded (normal) 21,000 kg. (40,297 llts,), Weiglit loaded
3,000

(i),0M lbs.) additiinial file] 24.tl00 kg. (52.911 lbs.),
(iiurmal) 103.7 kg./sq. m. (33 Ilis./sc|. ft.). Wing
loading (overloiM.I ) 187 kg./.sq. m. (37,85 llis,/.sq. ft.). Power loading
(nomnd) 0.18 kg./CV (13.0 llis./h.p.), Power loading (overload)
7.00 kg./CV (10.7 Ib.s. /h.p.}.
Ai'ith

Wing

leg.

loatling

engine.s).
Widght empty 13,200
Disjiosuble load ,S,U0l) kg. (17,037 lbs.), Weight
loadcil 21,200 kg. (40,738 lbs.). Wing loading 105.3 kg./sq. ni. (33.9
Ili.s./Hq, ft.). Power loading 5.3 kg./b.p. (11.08 ibs./h.p.).

WiciGHT.s .AND
kg. (29,101

Ldaiusgs (Cyclone

lbs.),

—

Wkiomts axd

Weiglit onq.ity 13,500
.Loadixg.s {'I’win-'VVas].) engine’s).
kg. (29,702 lbs.), Dispo.sable load 8,000 kg. (17,037 Ib.s.), Weight
loaded 21,500 kg. (47,399 lbs.). Wing loading 10,5.5 kg./.sq m.
(34.4 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 5.05 kg./h.p. (11.13 )b.s./.sq. ft.).
Pereoraiaxce (128
Alaximum speed 300 km.h.
18 engines).
(224 m.p.h.) at 3,000 rn. (9,840 ft.). Cruising speed (70% poAiTr)
300 km.h. (180 m.p.h.) at 4,100 m. (13,450 ft.). Cruising speed

RC

—

ITALY
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SJ,A, l-mA RCHETTI—continued.
(60% power) 286 km.h.

(177 rn.p.h.). Cruising speed (50% power)
270 km.h. (108 m.p.h.), Landing speed 130 km.h. (81 m.p.h.),
Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 3 minutes 51 seconds. Climb to 2,000 m!
(6,560 ft.) 8-| minutes. Climb to 3,000 in. (9,840 ft.) 13 minutes
2 seconds, Climb to 4,000 m. (13,125 ft.) 18 minutes 47 seconds.
Service ceiling '6,550 m. (21,490 ft.), Three-engine ceiling 3,660 m.
(12,005 ft.), Eange at 270 km.h. (168 m.p.h.) at '4, 100 m. (13,450 ft.).
Normal range 3,400 km, (2,113 miles), or 5,500 km. (3,417
miles) with overload, Take-off run 460 m. (503 yds.). Landing run
480 m. (626 yds.). Fuel consumption (at 70% power) 1.47 kg./km.
(6.2 Ibs./mile), (at 00 %power) 1.44 kg./km. (5.1 Ibs./rnile), (at 60%
power) 1.40 kg./km. (4.95 lbs. /mile).
Performance (131 BC 14/50 engines).- Maximum speed 402 km.h.
(250 m.p.h.). Cruising speed (70% power) 330 km.h. (206 m.p.h.).
Cruising speed (60% power) 285 km.h. (177 m.p.h.), Cruising speed
(50% power) 270 km.h. (168 m.p.h.). Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.)
2 minutes 67 seconds, Climb to 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.) 9 minutes 43

—

seconds, Climb to 5,000 m. (16,405 m.) 19 minutes 50 seconds,
Climb to 7,000 m. (22,965 ft.) 34 minutes 1 second. Service ceiling
8,000 m. (26,245 ft.). Fuel consumption (70% power) 1.47 kg./km.
(5.3 Ibs./mile), (60% power) 1.42 kg./km. (5.04 ibs./mile), (50%
power) 1.19 kg./km. (4.22 Ibs./mile).
Performance (Cyclone engines). ^llaximum speed 360 km.h. (218
m.p.h.) at 2,400 ra. (7,876 ft.). Cruising speed (70% power) 320
km.h. (199 m.p.h.) at 4,000 in. (13,125 ft.), Landing speed 130
km.h. (81 m.p.h.). Climb to 4,000 m. (13,125 ft.) 19J minutes,
Service ceiling 6,200 m. (20,340 ft.), Three-engine ceiling 3,280 m.

—

ft.). Range 3,500 km. (2,176 miles).
(Twin, Wasp engines).
Maximum speed 385 km.h.
m.p.h.)
at 4,200 ra. (13,780 ft.), Cruising speed (70% power)
(239
350 km.h. (218 m.p.h.) at 4,200 m. (13,780 ft,), Landing speed 130
km.h. (81 m.p.h.), Climb to 4,000 in. (13,125 ft.) 15-^ minutes.
Service ceiling 7,050 m. (25,075 ft.). Three-engine ceiling 6,000 m.
(16,406 ft.). Range 3,400 km. (2,113 miles).

(10,760

—

Performance

SAIMAN.
ANONIMA INDUSTRIE MECCANICHE AERONAUTICHE
NAVAL! (SAIMAN).
Head Ofeice Via Torino 95, Rome.
This firm was founded in 1 934 in order to take over the works

y/SOCIETA

:

formerly belonging to the
seaplane base at the Lido di

S.A.

Navigazione Aerea,

at

the

Roma.

The Company undertook the

construction, repair
tenance of aircraft, aero-engines and motor-boats.

and main-

It produced several light aircraft of its

own

design.

These

included the Saiman 300 two-seat training biplane (200 h.p. Alfa
116 engine), the Saiman 202/1 two-seat cabin monoplane (120
h.p. Alfa 110 engine) and the Saiman 204/R four-seat cabin
monoplane (180 h.p. Alfa 115 engine). These types have been
described in previous issues of this Annual.
The company abandoned aircraft manufacture in September,
1943, and has not yet resumed ite former activities.

I

-

SACA,
S.A.

CONSTRUZiONI AERONAVALI.

Head Ofeice and Works

:

Brindisi.

Aero Expresso

Eng. Acampara.
Managing Director
This firm, which was formerly closely associated with the
:

Italiano

airline,

toui'ing aircraft before the war.

and

is

It

manufactured training and
has recently been reorganized

preparing to resume the manufacture of light aircraft.

MEXICO
NATIONAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY.
TALLERES NACIONALES DE CONSTRUCCIONES AERONAUTICAS.
Valbuena, Mexico City.
Aircraft Factory was established at
Valbuena, near Mexico City, in November, 1915, and from then
until 1929 the factory designed and produced a number of
different t^ypes of aeroplanes and aero-engines.
In 1930 the Mexican Government decided to discontinue the
design and manufacture of aircraft at the National Aircraft
Factory in order to encourage private enterprise, but later the
Government acquired a licence to construct the Vought
Corsair from the American Chance Yought Corporation, and
a number of machines of this type was built at this Factory.
The Factory has recently completed a twin-engined general
This aircraft
utility transport monoplane known as the TTS-5.
which is similar in general outline to the Beech craft 18, is of

The Mexican National

I

all-wood construction and is fitted with two 200 h.p. Ranger
six-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engines.
It has accommodation for a crew of two and four passengers. The passenger
seats are removable to make room for two stretchers.

On a loaded weight of 2,090 kg. (4,600 lbs.), the TTS-5 has a
maximum speed of 230.4 km.h. (144 m.p.h.), a cruising speed of
208 km.h. (130 m.p.h.) and a cruising range of 1,000 km. (620
miles).

The factory
series of

is also engaged in the production of three
primary trainers for the Mexican Air Force.

Equipment of the factory

is

different

old and there are difficulties in

with new machinery or obtaining spare parts and
replacements of the existing machinery, which is mainly of
either German or Japanese manufacture.
Plans have been
dravm up for the erection of a new factory north of Mexico City
but the necessary appropriations have not yet been approved.
replacing

it

*

-

j

-M
iji
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NETHERLANDS
N.I.V.
NETHERLANDSOH INSTITUUT VOOR VLIEGTUIGONTWIKKELING

(Netherlands Aircraft Development Board).

La ax

Delft.
Tlie Dutch Government, acting on the advice of tlie committee
set up to investigate the possibilities and conditions for the
reconstruction of tlie Dutch Aircraft- Industry, lias decided to
give its financial support to the development of new a-ircraft
t;^q3es.
In the name of the Minister of Transport the government
advisei- for the Aircraft Industry, ir. Th. P. Tromp, set up the
provisional Board of the “Nederlandseh Instituut voor \fliegOffices

:

Nteuwi'I

70,

tuigontwikkeling” or N.I.V. (Netherlands Aircraft Development Board) on July 4, 1940.
The aim of the Board is to direct and, if necessary, to give
financial support to the development of prototype aircraft as
well as aircraft propulsion units, instruments, etc. in Holland.
Its first task will be the planning of aircraft development in
the coming years and to place the orders for jirototype aircraft
to bo designed according to the requirements quit forward in
this plan.
The.se orders will be placed either directly by tlie
Board or in co-operation with the interested parties. The
funds necessary for financing this scheme will be mainly supplied
by the Dutch Government.

In order to co-ordinate the capacity of the industry and the
requirements of the potential users of aircraft-, both categories
are represented on the Board, the members of which are, at
present:Prof. dr. ir. PL J. van der Maas, A.F.R.Ae.S. (Chairman), Lt.-Col. ir. P. J. C. Vos (Ministry of War), Dr. ir. W. T.
Koiter (Jlinistry of Transport), Commander P. A'roon (Admiralty),

—

Lieut. -Col.

D.

S.

Gaastra,

Royal Netlierlands Indies Army

Air Force (Mini.stry of O-verseas Territories), J. de Wolf, B.A.
(Ministry of Finance), E, D. M. Koning, LL.D. (IMiniatry of
Economic Affairs), H. Veenendaal (K.L.M. Royal Dutch Airlines), ir. C. Koning (N.L.L. National Aeronautical Research
Institute), J. E. van Tijen (Fokker), Ir. i\I. Beeling (Fokker),
P. A. van der A'elde (Aviolanda), Prof. ir. H. E. .Jaeger (De
Schelde), H'. Nieiiwenlmis (K.N.I.L.M. Royal Netherlands
Indies Airlines). Ir. J. Blaek.stone.
A representative of the Nijverlieidsorganisatie T.N.O. (Organisation for Applieil Scientitie Research) still lias to be appointed.
'

'File first three members in this list form the Executive Committee, whicli is nssisteil by a small bureau set up in Delft,
where (LC. Klapwijk, l^L.D. acts as secretary and ir. L. L. Th,
Hills attends to tlie teelihieal matters.

AVIOLANDA.
MAATS0HAPPIJ VOOR VLIE6TUIGB0UW N.V. “AVIOLANDA.”
Aircbaft Wokks
Papendrecht, near Dordrecht.
Tliis company was formed in December, 1920, by tlie late H.
:

Adolph Burgerhout.

It built aircraft under licence for the
Netherlands flying services, including Dornier Wal and Do 24

flying-boats for the Navj'' and Curtiss Plawk single-seat tighter.s
for the i!.ast Indies Army Air Service.
On the occupation of
Holland all activities ceased.

DE SCHELDE.
KONINKLIJKE MAATSCHAPPIJ “DE SCHELDE.”
Kii.kadj5 11, Dorduecht.
Tins well-known dockyard opened an aircraft department in
1935 when, it took over most of the technical staff of tl ie Pander
company when this latter company closed down. The department built several light aircraftj of which the Scheldemuseh
N.V.

AmcKAFT Works;

Buigle-seat biplane -was, perhaps, the best

known.

In 1938 De

DiBPEN.
FRITS DIEPEN VLiEOTUIGEN N.V.
Ypenbitbc} Aeeodkome,
President; P. J. L. Diepen.
Sales Manager
E. van Beek.
Ir. PI. Koekebakker.
Chief Engineer

Head Opmoe

:

The Hagite.

:

:

Secretary:

S.

Valk.

Schokle undortooli the construction under licence of a series of
Dornier Do 24 tliree-cngined ilying-boais lor the Royal NetherJaucLs Naval Air Service.
All activities eeaseil on the occupation
of the Netherlands in 1940. Since tlie war tlie company has
built eight gliders in light metal.
In January, 1947, the company was amalgamateil with tlie
Fokker and Aviolanda comiiariios into the N.\L Vereenigde

Nederlandsehe Vliegtuigenfabriekeii Fokker (wliieh

see).

a long shaft drive to the propeller, and the wing area was increased over the original designed figure. Work on the prototype began secretly, and it was built in a small .shop by the
Difoga automobile company at Bergen-op-Zoom. The DiepenDifoga 421, was the first now aircraft of Dutch design to fly
since 1940, trial flights taking place in the Spring of 194().

,

The Diepen-Difoga Model 421 twin-boom pusher monoplane
was designed, during the occupatioir of the Netherlands, by
Diepen, a wealthy garage owmer and private flyer, in
co-operation with some engineers' of the Koolhoven and Pander
factories.
An aircraft engine was not available .so a Ford V-8
automobile engine was obtained, which largely influenced the
design of the aircraft. The heaviness of the engine necessitated
Mr., Frits

In 194(), by agreement with the Fairey Aviation Co., Ltd.
of England, Aviolanda undertook the production of parts and
sub-assemblies for the P'airey Phrefly, whieli aircraft has been
adopted as a standard tjqie by tlie Royal Netherlands Naval
Air Service.
Ill January, 1947, the company was amalgamated with the
Fokker and De Schelde companies into the N.V. Vereenigde
Nederlandsclio Vliegtaigonfabrieken Fokker (wliicli see).

It is not propo.sed to produce this aircraft in series,
Frits Diepen company having been formed to undertake
craft and engine overhaul and air-taxi work.

the
air-

The Frit.s Diepen company has obtained _tl:ie exclusive sellingrights for all countries of all new Fokker civilian designs with a
One hundred Fokker
total payload of up to 750 kg. (1 ,059 lbs.).
F.2o monoplanes have been ordered by the company.

The Diepen-Difoga 421 Twin-hoom Pusher Monoplane (98

h.p.

Ford V-8 water-cooled automobile engine).

F

The Diepen-Difcga 421 Two-seat Twin-hoora Cabin Monoplane (98

THE DiEPEN-DIFOGA MODEL

——

Type. Two -seat twin-boom cabin monoplane.
Wings. ^Cantilever mid-wing monoiilane. Structure consists of
two wooden box-spars, wooden ribs and jilywood covering. Slotted
,

Builtailerons and mechanically-operated sjilit trailing-edge flaps.
Wing area 24 .sq. m. (268
in leading-edge slots at wing tip.?.
sq. ft.).

Nacelle and Tail Booms

—All-wood

with

plywood

—

Tail Unit. Twin fins built integral with tail-booms with tailplane
and ono-piece elevator between. Wooden structure with plywood
Tailplane bolted to fins. Balanced rudders and elecovering.
vators liave wooden frames and fabric covering. Trim-tab in
port end of elevator.
Landing Gear. Fixed trieycde type. Each main wheel carried
on outside of single cantilever oleo-spring shock-absorber strut.

—

FOKKER.
:

M. Beeling.
founded at Amsterdam in 1919 by
the late A. H. G. Fokker, the well-known aircraft designer, who
died on December 23, 1939.
Up to the time of the inva.sion of Holland in May, 1940, the
Fokker Company had produced a wide range of commercial and
military aircraft of all-metal and mixed construction. Its
later design.? include the G.l twin-boom Fighter-Bomber
the
D.21 fighter
the D.23 pusher and tractor-airscrew fighter
the T.8-W twin-engmed reconnaissance seaplane, and the S.9
training biplane, details of all of which were given in the 1939

The Fokker Works

:

Ir.

-vvere

;

;

;

issue of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
bomber was completed and flown.
aircraft

—

—

Luggage compartment aft of seats.
Dimensions. Span 13.60 m. (44 ft. 7^ in.), Length 9.60 m.
Height 2.20 m. (7 ft. 24 in.).
Weights and Performance. No data available.

—

In 1940 the T.9 twin-engined

were supplied to thirty countries, eighteen

had acquired the licence to build Fokker t 5qjes. The
total number of licence contracts concluded by the Company
amounted to thirty-three. Over fifty air traffic companies have
used Fokker civil aircraft, and many pioneering and recordbreaking flights were made with Fokker aircraft all over the
of which

World.
Although the greater part of the Works was looted during the
German occupation, the Fokker Company succeeded in keeping
together its technical staff, and since the liberation of Holland
a new four-seat taxi aircraft, the F.25, has been designed and
built.

(31 ft. 6 in.).

—

new

THE N.V. VEREENIGDE NEDERLANDSCHE VUEGTUrGEN-<
FABRiEKEN FOKKER.
Head Office and Works Pai’averweg 31-33, AmsterdamNoord.

Fokker

absorber with pneumatic shimmy dampener.
Plant.- One Ford Mercury V-8 eight-cylinder Vee watercooled automobile engine mounted on steel-tube bearer,? a.s pusher
unit and developing 98 h.p. at 3,400 r.p.m. Four-blade fixed -pitch
wooden propeller shaft-driven through specially-made gear-box
with ratio of 17 8. Coolant radiator aft of engine with air-scoop
beneath nacelle and air exits on each side of nacelle above wing.
Fuel capacity 140 litres (30.8 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation, Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with dual
controls.
Accea.? door on each side ahead of wing leading-edge.

Power

:

structures

covering.

Technical Manager

Ford V-8 engine).

h.p.

Pree-swivelliag nose-wheel carried in fork on oleo-spring shock-

421.

civil aircraft designs, in

which the

latest

forms of propulsion

and modern comfort developments are to be incoriiorated.
The Company is also engaged in the production of a small
number of Koolhoven FK-fS cabin monoplanes (see “All the
World’s Aircraft,” 1931) and Fokker S-9 two-seat training
biplanes for the Dutch Government. Both type.? are powered
by the Armstrong Siddeley Genet-Major seven-cylinder radial
air-cooled engine, .supplies of which had been delivered before
the War for the S-9. The FK-43s are intended for the Frits
Diepen charter service and are built only as interim types
until the F-25 becomes available.
In January, 1947, the Fokker Aviolanda and De Schelde
companies were amalgamated under the name N.V. Vereenigde
Nederlandsche Vliegtuigenfabrieken Fokker, the new concern
taking over all personnel and current orders of the three firms.
They will continue to operate in their separate factories imtil a
new centralised plant can be built.

THE FOKKER F-25 PROMOTER.
our -seat twin-boom cabin nionoplano.
monoplane.
Wooden
low -wing
one-piece
Wings. Cantilever
structure with two spars, plywood former ribs and plywood skin.
Flaps hydraulically-operated, with
All- wood ailerons and flaps.
positions for take-off, landing and normal flight.
Wing area

Type.—

—

'

17.5 sq. m, (188 sq. ft.).
Nacelle and T.ail Booms.

—W^ooden nacelle

Booms

with light metal nose.

of light metal construction.

Tail Unit.—-Twin
between.

fins

Fins

and rudders with single tailplane and elevator

of metal

construction

;

remainder

of wooden

construetion. with fabric covering.

Coiitro liable elevator trim-tab.
typo, main wheels retracting
inwards into wing and nose-wheel forward into nacelle. Hydraulic
steerable.
Main wheels fitted with
operation.
No.se-wheeI

Landing Gear.

—Retractable

tricycle

hydraulic brakes.

Besides repairs and conversion work for K.L.M. and the
Netherlands Army and Navy, the Fokker Works are producing
a series of 66 primary and advanced-training glider.? for the Eoyal
Netherlands Aero Club, and the S.9 trainer is being built for
the Frits Diepen Vliegtuigen N.V. The Frits Diepen company
has also placed an order for one hundred F. 25s, and has obtained
the exclusive selling rights for all countries of all new Fokker
types -wnth a payload of up to 750 kg. (1,653 lb.).
The Fokker company is working on the development of several

—

One Lycoming 0-435 A six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine rated at 140 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. ab 1,000
m. {3,280 ft.) and with a maximum output of 190 h.p. at 2,650 r.p.m.
at sea level; or one Continental El 85 six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine rated at 140 h.p. at 2,100 r.p.m. at 1,000
rn. ^3,280 ft.) and with a maximum output of 185 h.p, at 2,300
r.p.m. at sea level. Other alternative engines of 165-225 h.p, may
be installed. Engine mounted as pusher unit on welded steel-tube
bearer at rear of nacelle and covered with detachable metal panels.
Two-blade two-position or constant-speed wooden propeller. Fuel

Power Plant.

The Fokker F~25 Promoter Four-seat Pusher Monoplane (140-190

h.p.

Lycoming 0-435A engine)

NETHE
NETHERLANDS

(154c)

m

FOKKER-~-continued.
ttmk of 200

litres

Tvpe.

Enclosed cabin seating pilot atal three passengers.
side.
Single ftill-wklth passenger seat with
Light metal access door on starboard side can
folding armrests.
he jettisoned. Plexiglas windows and moidded windshield. Space
beside pilot can be used for luggage. Hinged nose, on standard
aircraft, permits loading of stretcher into cabin.
Electric .starter and generator.
12-volt electrio system.
Equip-MENT.

*\cco,m:modatioj».
Pilot in front

on port

—

''1

THE FOKKER

(44 Inip. gallons) capacity in wing root lietneen

SptU’S.

Radio equipment optional.
12 m. (39 ft. 44 ui.). Length 8.5 m. (27 ft. lOJ in.)
Height 2.4 rn. (7Jt. 104 in.).
Weights ajmd Loadings (Lycoming 0-435 A). Weight ernpty

Dimensions.— Span

—

—Two/three-seat Ah

Wings.

—

S.11

INSTRUCTOR.

initio '.frainer.

mono|)linu‘.
4\'ooden
Cantilever
low -wing
one-piece
structure with two liox sjiars and jdywood covering.
Constantchord eentro ]3ortion and two tapered outer iiortioiis. Metal
Duralumin S|:)lit frailing-edge flaps
ailerons with fabric covering.
liydraidie ojieration.
Wing area
on centre -fjortiou of wing
ft.).
IS sq. in. (193.68 sq.
Fuselage. Welded steel-tube sti'uctiire witli lalu’ie covering.
Tail Unit. Braced inonoiilane tyiiie. Fin integral with fuselage.
All-metal tailjilane mounted liali'-u-ay up fin and braced to fuselage
;

—
—

by single .strut on each side. Horn-balanced rudder and elevator.?
have metal frames and fabric covering. Controllable elevator
rudder trim-tab adjustable on ground.
trim-tab
Landing Gear.— Fixed two-wheel tyjie. 41aiu wlioels each carried
on single cfintilever leg. H^i'draulieiilly-operated wheel-brakes.
;

Steeralilo tail-wheel.

Power loading 7.1 kg./h.p. (15.7 Ibs./h.p.).
Weights and Loadings (Continental K185). Weight empty 900 kg.
(1,988 lbs.), Pilot and three passengers 305 kg, (072 lbs.). Luggage
30 kg. (fiB lbs.). Fuel and oil 115 kg. (254 lbs,). Weight loaded
l, 350 kg .(2.980 lbs.), Wing loading 77 kg./sq. m, (15.9 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Power loading 7.3 kg./h.p. (16.1 Ibs./h.p.).
Pekfobmance (Lycoming 0-435 A).—Maxiinnm speed at sea level
217 km.h. (135 m.p.h.). Cruising speed at 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 195
km.h. (121 m.p.h.). Landing .speed 90 km.h. (56 m.p.h.), Rate of
climb at sea level 168 m./min. (550 ft./min.). Climb to 1,000 m,
(3,280 ft.) 6.8 minutes. Climb to 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.) 16.1 minutes.
Climb to 3,000 in. (0,840 ft.) 30 minutes. Service ceiling 3,600 m.
sq. ft.).

(11,810 ft.). Absolute ceiling 4,400 ni. (14,400 ft.). Range, with
87 kg. (192 lbs.), fuel 515 km. (320 miles). Range with maximum
fuel 850 km. (530 miles). Take-off run in 8 km.h. (5 m.p.h.) wind
230 m. (251 yds.). Landing run 150 m. (164 yds.). Fuel consumption
at cruising speed, 0.335 kg./h.p. hr. (0.52 Ibs./h.p. hr.).
Pebfobadusice (Continental E186). ^Maximum speed 215 km.h. (134
m.p.h.). Cruising speed at 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 195 km.h. (121 m.p.h.).
Landing speed SOlcni.h. (56 m.p.h.). Rate of climb at sea level 162 m./
min. (530 ft./min.). Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 7.2 minutes. Climb
to 2,000 in. (6,500 ft.) 17 minutes. Climb to 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.),
32 minutes. Service ceiling 3,500 m. (11,480 ft.), Absolute ceiling
4,300 m. (14,100 ft.), Range with 107 kg. (230 lbs.) fuel 630 km.
(390 miles), Range with maximum fuel 850 km. (530 miles). Take-off
run in 8 km.li. (5 m.p.h.) wind 240 m. (262 yds.). Landing run in
8 km.h. (5 m.p.h.) wind 150 m. (164 yds.). Fuel consumption at
cruising speed 0.235 kg./h.p. /hr. (0.52 Ibs./h.p./hr.).

—

Power

P.1

PARTNER.

Fuel and

bottom and swings upwards and forwards for access. Luggage
compartment aft of seats.
Dimensions.—Span 10 m. (32 ft. 9|- in). Length 6.85 m. (22 ft. 5| in.),
Height 1.80 m. (9 ft. 2 J in.).
Weights -AND Loadings (Designed).—Weight empty 470 kg. (1,03 6
Ibs.j, Disposable load 230 kg., (507 lbs.). Weight loaded 700 kg.
(1,543 lbs.), Wing loading 50 kg./sq. m. (10.24 ibs./sq. ft.), Power
loading 8.2 kg./h.p. (18.08 Ibs./h.p.).
(112 m.p.h.).
Cruising speed 150 km.h. (93 m.p.h.). Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.)
8.3 minutes. Service ceiling 2,900 m, (9,515 ft.), Absbluto ceiling
3,700 m. (12,140 ft.), Range 570 kra. (364 miles). Take-off run on
8 kmji. (6 m.p.h.) at 160 m. (176 yds.).

Pebfokmangb (Estimated).—Maximimi speed 180 km.h.

04

in.).

—

lbs.), c-rew

oil

THE FOKKER

—Jet-projielled Airliner.

F.26

PHANTOM.

— Cantih'vcr

low-wing
muuiqilane. All-metal
single-spar
structure consisting of tH'iilre-.siH'tirm iutt'gral witli fusehige and
two sharidy-tiipered outi'r wings. .Metal ailerons, and sjtlit trailingedge, fiajis lielweeii iiiltn'ojis ami I'uselage.
Wing area 45 sq. ni.

^

.

iiorizontally-

—

chord single-sxiar structure built in

—

(7 ft.

Loadings

and

780 kg. (1,720

4\'’in«,s.

carry tail-unit.
All-metal cantilever type with twin fins built integral
TiViL D'nit.
wdth tail-booms. Horn-balanced rudders. Constant-chord tailplane and one-piece elevator with central trim-tab.
Landing Ge^ah.—Fixed tricycle tj^ie. Main wheels each carried in
fork on cantilever shock-absorber leg extending downwards from
beneath tail-boom attachment. Steerable nose-wheel in fork on
shock-absorber leg.
PowEB. Plant.— One four-cylinder aii'-cooled engine of unspecified
make develoinng a maximum output of 85 h.p at 2,575 r.p.m
Engine mounted a-s
and a cruising output of 60 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m.
pusher unit on welded steel-tube bearer and driving two-l.>Iade
two -position or fixed-pitch wooden propeller.
Accommodation.—Enclosed cabin seating tw'o side-by-side with dual
Plexiglas covering. Nose and roof section hinged at
controls.

.six-eylinder

(De.signed).- Weiglit
empty (etiuipped)
(two, with jiuraohutes ) 180 kg. (397 lbs.),
90 kg. (198 lb.s.), Normal iveight loaded 1,050 kg.
(2,315 Ib.s.'j, Maximum weight loaded 1,150 kg. (2,535 lbs.), Wing
loading (normal) 58. 5 kg./.sq, m. (12 lbs./.sq. ft.), Power loading
(normal) 5.55 kg./h-ii. (12.23 Ibs./h-jJ.).
Perfor’vL'Vnce (Estimated at 1,060 kg. = 2,315 lbs.). Maximum
sjieed 210 kin.h. (130 m.ji.h.) at sea level. Cruising speed 165 km.h.
(103 m.p.h.) at sea level, Climl) to 1,000 m, (3,280 ft.) 3.8 minutes,
Climb to 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.) 8.7 niimitas, Climb to 3,000 in. (.9,840
ft.) 15.5 minutes, Sei’vico ceiling 4,650 nn (15,255 ft.). Absolute
ceiling 5,200 m. (17,060 ft.), Range 500 km. (311 miles). Duration
3 hrs., '.rake-off run in 8 km.h. (5 m.p.h.) wind 135 m. (148 yds.).

Weights

— wo-seat twin-hoom Pusher Monoplane.
Wings.— Cautilevor low-niid-wing monoplane. All-metal constantone piece. Wing area 14
m. (150.64 sq. ft.).
Nacelle and Tail Booms.— etal structure with box-section floor
and vertical frames covered with metal sheet. Twin detachable
tail-booms of all-metal consti’uction extend aft from iving to

Lycoming 0-435-A

—

Tyhe.'

sq.

— One

Height 2.15 m.

Type.

THE rOKKER

Plant.

ojqiosod tiir-eaoled engine rated at 190 li.p. ati 2,550 r.}:).in. at sea
level, and with a. cruising outi-Uit of 108 h.i;t. at 2,100 r.ji.m. at sea
lc\-el.
Eiigine mounted on welded steel-tulie bearer and driving
two-blnde two-posit ion wooden air.serew. Two fuel tanks in wings
one on each siile of fuselage, witli tot.al (‘upaeity of 140 litre.? (30.8
Inqi. gallons).
Accommodation.— Two .seats side-by -.side with dual controls, and
third .seat aft, all eiielo.sed by Plexiglas canopy which .slides backwards for access, (fjieri eodci'iits optional. Heavy arch between
front and rear .seats to jiroteet oceujiants in event of no.se-over
landing.
Dimensions.' Span 11.0 m. (36 ft. 1 in.), Length 7.80 in. (25 ft. 7 in.).

(484 sq.

ft.).

—

Fuselage.
ll-motal structure of o\ml cross-stict ion.
Tail UNiT.-^-'All-motal cantilever .monoplane type with
and dy,uamieally-balun(^ed control surfai'e.s. '.rrim-tab
elevator.

—— Retriietable tricycle

•Landing Gear.

Power

statically

in

each

tyjie.

Pl;VNT. ^'I'wo Rolls-Royeo Xene R.B.41 centrifugal -flow tiu’boet units sirspended under and faired into fuselage, and exhausting
under trailing-edge of iving. Maximum static thrust (each) 2,266
kg. (5,000 ibs.). Fuel composed of Aviation Kerosene plus 1%
lubricating oil ;
mean specific gravity 0.806. Total capacity
4,000 litres (880 Iraj:). gallons) in wing tanks.
Accom-Modation. Ifre.ssurized acooimnodation designed to maintain
internal pressure of 2,500 in. (8,200 ft.) wlien at 12,000 in. (39,370
ft.).
Crew of three.
I'ilot and co-jiilot side-by-side witii dual
controls and wiroless-o})erator aft.
Main cabin accommodates
17 passengers with double row cm sturixiard and single row on port.
Toilet' compartment at. rear.
'Two luggage eonijiartinents with
total capacity of 4.7 cnib. m. (166 cull. ft.).
1)lmensio.n's.
Span 18.20 in. (59 ft. 9 in.), Length 15.40 m. (50 ft.
6 in.).
Weights and Loadings (Designed). Weiglit empty (equipped)
6,300 kg. (13,889 lbs.), Crew 270 kg. (595 lbs,), 17 jiassengers 1,275
kg. (2,811 lbs.). Baggage 425 kg. (937 kg.), Fuel 3,230 kg. ^7,121
lbs.), weiglit loaded 11,500 kg.' (26,353 lbs.). Maximum landing
weight 9,800 kg. (21,606 lbs.), Wing loading (take-off) 255 kg./
j

—

—

—

sq. m. (52.-4 Ibs./sq. ft.),
Performanx'e (Estimated).:

—

Cruising speed 800 km.h. (497 m.p.h.)
(39,370 ft.). Cruising .sjieed on one engine 600 kin.h.
(311 rn.ji.h.) at 9,000 m. (29,530 ft.), Climb to 12,000 ni. (39,370
ft.) 12J minutes. Range (with jiayload of 1,700 kg.
3,750 lbs.
in 50 km.h
31 m.p.h. head-wind), 1,000 km. (621 miles).

at 12,000

m.

=

=

NORWAY
HONNINaSTAD.
HdNNINeSTAD A/SC
Office AND W^OBics
SkoyeNj Neaji Osm^
TJhe Honningstad A/s is & newly-formed Company, and has
designed the Type 6A. ten-jiassenger transport amphibian, a
B.

Head

brief description of

^

:

which follows.

THE HdNNINGSTAD TYPE 5A.
The Honningstad Type 6A ls a projected all-metal commercial
amphibian flying-boat to be powered by two air-cooled radial
It is a cantilever high-wing monoplane, the constantengines.
chord centre-section of which has a dihedral angle, with tapered
outer wings. Split trailing-edge) flaps are fitted between the

The hull is a two-step structure
ailerdns and the hull.
These sponsons
carries a stabilizing sponson on each side,
.

contain a combined landing-wheel and ski.

and
each

In the retracted

position the ski fits flush with the underside of the sponson,
and -the wheel projects slightly belown The tail-unit is a monoplane structure, with a balanced rudder and elevators. The
passenger cabin will seat ten, and the crew will consist of a pilot,
co-pilot and radio-operator.
The passenger seats are designed
to be removed quickly so that all the cabin space can he used
for freight, or for ambulance woi’k,
Dimensions.--—No data available.
Weights (Designed).-—Disposable load (flying-boat) 2,050 kg. (4,519
lb.s.), Disposable load (amjjhibian) 1,690 kg. (3,726 lbs.).
I’EBFOBMANCE (Estimated).—Maximum speed"290 km.h. (180 m.p.h.),
Cruising aiieed 257 km.h. (160 m.xi.h.), Landing speed. 97 km.h.
(60 m.p.h.), Service ceiling 6,000 m. (19,685 ft.). Range with ten
Ijassengers and 436 kg. (960 lbs.) fuel, 700 km.; (435 miles). Range,
with decreased payload andHull tanks, 966 km. (600 miles), Range
with extra fuel tanks 2,494' km. (1,5.50 miles).
;

,

NATIONAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY.
FABRiCA NACIONAL OE AVIONES.
Las Pabmas Airpost, Lima.
The Peruvian Government Aircraft Factory was established
in May, 1937, for the construction and repair of military and
naval service aircraft. It was established under a Giovernment
contract with the Soeieta Italiana Caproni, of Milan, Italy, which
all the necessary plant and. equipment,
as well as six technical experts to supervise and operate the

company agreed to supply
factory.

The agreement, which gave the Caproni Company a
monopoly in the construction and repair of military

ten- year
aircraft,

stipulated that the factory should produce twenty-five aircraft
In this period only twelve Caproni
in the first two years.

Ca 100

light trainers ivere produced at a cost far in excess of
that for which similar ahcraft could be bought elsewhere.
After the outbreak of the European War the Italian Mis.sion
ivas withdrawn and the factory, w'hich is said to be the
largest of its kind in South America, remained inactive, except
for minor repair work, until the middle of 1941.
On June 1, 1941, the Peruvian Government took the plant
over at a valuation of $550,000 and now operates it as a repair

and maintenance plant.
During the war the Factory built 80 Caproni Ca 100 trainers,
but these have now been withdrawm from service. It is now
chiefly engaged in repair and maintenance and employs about
'

800 personnel.

The Faucett F-19 Eight-passenger Comraereial Monoplane (875
CIA.

DE AVIACION FAUCETT S.A.
Edificio Hotel Bolivar No.

Head Office

;

Managing Director

:

Elmer Faucett.

aircraft.

number of Faucett eight-seat cabin monoplanes
own airlines. Its latest productions are the F-19

It has built a

on

its

landplane fitted with the 875 h.p. Pratt & Whitney Hornet
engine and the F-19 seaplane fitted with the 600 h.p. Pratt &
Whitney Wasp engine. Both these types have also been
The F-19 was still in
supplied to the Peruvian Government.
production in 1946.
,

THE FAUCETT F-IS.
The F-19 is an eight-seat transport monoplane. It is of
mixed construction with wooden wings and welded steel-tube
fuselage and tail unit, the whole being covered with fabric.
The latest model of the F-19 is fitted with a Pratt & Whitney
Hornet S1E3-G radial air-cooled geared "engine and HamiltonStandard constant-speed airscrew.

Whitney “Hornet”

engine).

—

920, Lima.

This is the oldest aeronautical concern in Peru and apart
from operating airlines and engaging in all bases of civil and
commercial flying (details of which will be found in the Civil
Aviation Section of this annual), it conflucts an aircraft factory
for the manufacture, repair and maintenance of all types of

for use

&

h.p. Pratt

Dimensions.
pan 17.7 m. (58 ft.), Length 11.79 m. (38 ft. 8
Height 4.37 m. (14 ft. 4 in.). Wing area 40.5 sq. m. (436.8 sq.

in.),
ft.).

—

Weights and Lo.ading.s (Landplane 875 h.p. Pratt & Whitney
Hornet S1E3-G engine). Weight empty 2,681 kg. (5,690 Ihs.),
Pay load 850 kg. (1,874 Ibs.), Disposable load 1,.627 kg. (3,366 lbs.).
Weight loaded 4,108 kg. (9,056 lb.s.), Wing loading 109.8 kg./sq. m.

—

(22.5 Ibs./sq. ft.).

Power loading

4.7 kg./li.p. (10.34 Ibs./h.p.).

Weights AND Loadings (Seaplane— 600 h.p. Pratt & Whitney Wasp
SlHl-G engine).—-W'eight empty 2,622 kg. (5,775 lbs.), Pay load 747
kg. (1,045 lbs.), Dispoisable load 1,360 kg. (2,975 lb,s.). Weight
loaded 3,972 kg. (8,750 lbs.). Wing loading 106.38 kg./sq. m. (21.8
lb.s./sq. ft.), Power loading 6.62 Icg./h.p. (14.68 Ibs./h.p.).

—

Pebpobmance (Landplane 875 h.p. Pratt & Whitney
81E3-G engine). Speed at sea level 264 km.h. (105

—

Hornet
m.p.h.).

Maximum

speed 288 km.h. (180 m.p.h.) at 2,440 m. (8,000 ft.),
Cruising speed 224 km.h. (140 m.p.h.) at 3,355 m. (11,000 ft.),
Landing speed (without flaps) 112.6 km.h. (70 m.p.h.), Initial rate
of climb 305 m./min. (1,000 ft./min.), Service ceiling 6,710 m.
(22,000

ft.).

—

Pehfobm-ancb (Seaplane 600 h.p. Pratt & Whitney Wasp SlHl-G
engine).— Speed at sea level 232 km.h. (145 m.p.h.), Maximum speed
266 lan.h. GOO m.p.h.) at 2,440 m. (8,000 ft.), Cruising speed at
sea level 216 Inn.h. (136 m.p.h.). Cruising speed at 3,050 m. (10,000
240 km.h. (150 m.p.h.). Alighting .speed (without flaps) 112.6
Icm.h. (70 m.p.h.). Service coiling 6,490 m. (18,000 ft.).
ft.)
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POLAND
The Polish Aircraft Industry is in process of organiiation
under the control of the State and no information concerning
the factories or their products is being made available for
publication.
The Polish newspaper Bzeczpospolita for April S, 1940, reported the baptism of the first Polish aircraft built since the
war. This was a four-seat cabin monoplane known as the Szpak
II and carrying the registration SP-AAA, the first civil aeroplane
It was designed during the last stages of the
of the new 'regime.

war

in Lublin

by Engineers Tadeusz

Soltylc,

Stankiewies and

Solty.v and others.
The Szpaic II is of all-wood construction, has a fixed landinggear and is fitted with a 150 h.p. Waltei'_ radial engine. The
cabin seats four in two pairs, the front pair of seat.s being provided with dual controls. Many of the fittings appear to be
improvised from ex-enemy aircraft. It has a span of 11.30 m.

Witold

(37

ft.),

a loaded weight of (>50 kg. (1,430
km.h. (133.5 m.p.h.).

lbs.)

and a maximmn

sjoeed of 215

PORTUGAL
GOVERNMENT WORKSHOPS.

aircraft, and it belon£rs to the Ministry for War.
of aircraft, aero-engines and equipment is by

OFICiNAS GERAIS DE MATERIAL AERONAUTiCO (GENERAL
AERONAUTICAL MATERIAL WORKSHOPS),

following types have been built for the Military Aeronautical
Pot ez XX.V, Morane-Saulnier
Vicker.s Valparaiso,
Corps
Tlie Bri.stol Jupiter and
233, D.H. Tiger Moth and .Vvro ()2(i.
Gnomo-Pvhone Titan engiuos whi<di were fitted to the above
types were also ninnufactured in this factory.
All repair and overhaul work on aoroplmies of tho Air Force
is done at this factory.

AnVERCA DO Hibatejo.
Lieut, Pol. Engineer Henriqne Mora.
Director
Sub-Director and Chief Engineer: Lieut. Col. Jorge Metelo
:

de Napoles Manuel.
This

is

the only establishment in Portugal manufacturing

:

—

Manufacture
licence.

The
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RUSSIA
(Union of Socialist Soviet Republics)

THE RUSSIAN AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
The Russian State

aeronautical industry comes under the

The organization of the production

of materials for the
industry is in the hands of the V.I.A.M. This, like
the Z.A.G.I., has large experimental workshops in which
research into foreign methods and processes have been jnirsued
in relation to the natural resources of the U.S.S.K.
Details of the distribution of the Russian Aircraft Industry
are not available for publication, but hereafter follow brief
descriptions of some of the more recent ty]ies of aircraft
produced in the State Factories.

direct jurisdiction of the Commissariat for Aircraft Industries.
The technical organisation is shared by three establishments,
the Z.A.G.I. (Central Aero Hydrodynamics Institute) (founded in
191 8), which is in charge of all aircraft development; the Z.A.I.M.
(founded in 19.10), which does the same for aero-engines ; and
the V.I.A.M. (founded in 1932), which conducts and directs
research on materials.
All aircraft, aero-engine and accessory production is undertaken in State Factories. Many of these factories were originally
located in the West in areas where labour and transport were
readily available, but provision was made for the evacuation of
those in the more vulnerable districts.
All equipment and
machinery was installed in easily transportable units so that it
could be moved in an emergency to factories erected in safer
This system of evacuation was brought into use during
areas.
the German invasion of Western Russia when many factories

aircraft

Designation of Soviet Aircraft.
Tiro systems of naming Soviet aircraft are in use. The one
in ividest use is to name the type after the designer.
The other
system, ivhich i.s now going out of use, is to name the aeroplane
according to the duty it performs. The types described hereafter
are given the name used officially in the IJ.S.S.R.

were evacuated and destroyed before the enemy’s advance.
Part of the main strategic distribution of Russia’s principal
industries, however, has depended on the development of the
vast natural resources of the inner regions of the Soviet Union
and in recent years the expansion of the Aircraft Industry
has mainly taken place in Central Russia and in the East.
Owing to the risk of having to fight on two fronts simultaneously the Russian Air Force has always comprised two
independent Forces, one in the West and one in the Far East.
This independence has even included the establishment of a
separate Aircraft Industry to supply the Far Eastern Air Force.
Under the first Five-Year Plans all technical and design
work was centralised, mainly at the Z.A.G.I., but more recently
design work has been spread among a number of the State
factories and in due course each factory will have its own design
department. The work of the Russian aeronautical laboratories
was, at the outset, mainly devoted to adapting the best foreign
technique to Russian requirements, but in recent years a distinct
individualism has been manifest in Russian aii’craft design.

DESIGNERS:

ANT Andreas

Nickolaievitch Tupolev.

IL

Iliuchin.

LA

Lavochkin.
Petlyakov.

PE
PO

Polikarpov.

YAK

Yakovlev.
In some instances aircraft are designed by a committee,
LAGG Lavochkin, Gorbunov and Gudkov.
MIG Mikoyan and Gurevich.

—

c.g.

—

DUTIES;

ARK
BB

Arctic service.
Close-range bomber.

TB

Long-range bomber.
Medium bomber.
Heavy bomber.

I

Fighter.

DB
SB

KOR
PS

Shipborne.
Transport.

UT

Trainer.

RUSSIAN WIILITARY AIRCRAFT.

—

Enclosed pilot’s cockpit over trailing-edge of wing.
Transparent cover slides.
20
m/m. cannon mounted above the engine. Four
Armament. ^Two
1 1 0-lb. (50 kg.) bombs can be carried under the wings.
Dimensions. Span 9.8 m. (32 ft. 2 in.). Length 8.4G rn. (27 ft. 9
in).. Wing area 17.4 sq. m. (188 sq. ft.).
Weights. No data available,
Pebeobmance. ^Maximum speed 592 km.h. (370 in.p.h.) at 5,000 m.
(16,400 ft.). Cruising speed 400 km.h. (250 m.p.h.), Range 640

SINGLE-ENGINE FIGHTER MONOPLANES.

THE

—

Accommodation.

—
—
—

LA-5.

Designer. Lavochkin.
Type. Single-seat Fighter.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Wing in three sections
comprising normal centre-section with two outer sections having
taper on leading and trailing-edges. Structure consists of two
wooden box section spars with flanges of vertically laminated
plastic-bonded veneer strips. Webs and spar sheathing of threeply birch. Plastic-bonded diagonal plywood .strips form covering.

—
—

Split-flaps of

duralumin sheet are

—Triangular

—

km. (400 miles).
Remarks.—-A later version of

this aeroplane, known as the LA-7,
has a 2,000 h.p. engine and an additional 37 mjm. cannon mounted
beneath the engine. No further details are available.

fitted.

wooden longerons and birch frames
with skin of diagonal plywood strips. Plastic bonding used as
adhesive and as impregnating medium.

Fuselage

section

THE LAG6-3,
Designers. Lavochkin, Gorbunov and Gudkov.
Type. Single-seat Fighter and Fighter-bomber,
Wings.—Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Wing in tliree sections
comprising normal centre-section with two outer sections having
taper on leading and trailing-edges. Structure consists ol two

—

Tailplane of similar conCantilever monoplane type
struction to wing. Fin integral with fuselage. Control surfaces
have metal frames and fabric-covering. Trim -tabs on elevators.
Landing Gear.—-Retractable type. Hydraulically-operated and retracting inward and upward into recesses in front of the main
Oleo -pneumatic shock-absorbers. The tail-wheel is not
spar.
always retracted.
Power Plant. One 1,540 h.p. M-82F or 1,650 h.p. M-82FNIT fourteencylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine. Bullet-proof fuel tanks,
three in centre-section and one in each outer wing panel.

Tail Unit.

—

—

•

—

woodeii box section spars with flanges of vertical/y-laminated
plastic-bonded veneer strips. Webs and spar sheathing of threeply birch. Plastic-bonded diagonal plywood strips form covering.
Split-flaps of duralumin sheet are fitted.

RUSSIA
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The LA-5

Single-seat Fighter (1,540 h.p.

—

Triangular section wooden longerons and birch frames
with skin of diagonal plywood strips. Plastic bonding used as
adhe.sive and as impregnating medium.
Tail Unit.— Cantilever raonoplano type. Tailplane of similar construction to wing.
Fin integral with fuselage. Control surface,
have metal frames and fabric*, covering. Triui-tabs on elevators.
Three types of rudder balance are known to exist.
Landing Gear.- Eetrac.table tyiie. (Hydraulieally-operatcd and retracting inward and nyiward into recesses in front of tlio nniin spar.
Oleo-pnonmaiic siiock alisorlser.s. 'riio tail-ivluscl i.s not always

Fuselage.

—

rotrtwsted.

Power Plant.

—

One 1,100 h.].!. M-IOSP (cannon) twelvo-cyliuder 00
degree Vea liquid-cooled (uigino. Tiiree-ldadod all-metal l^'iscli1'*
01
air.sfirew with hydraulic pitch c.onti’nl and rmnstant-sjwed
governor. Eadiator undcT fuselage aft of trailing-edge. Oil
radiator under front cud of engine ei’ankcase.
Induction airscoops
near leading-edge wing-root fillets. Bullet-proof fuel tanks, three
in centre -aootion and one in each outer wing panel.

Acoommodation.— Enclosed

pilot’s cockpit

over trailing-odge of wing.

No emergency
Cockpit canopy slides and has three positions.
release.
Armour-plate behind seat.
and
Equipment.
One
ni/in.
Arm.ament
20
Shpitalny -Vladimirov
motor-cannon and two 12.7 in/m. Beresin synchronised machineguns mounted over the engine. Six 56 lb, (25 kg.) rockotimpelled fragmentation bombs can be carried on special gnide-rail
type racks, three under each wing.

—

Dimensions.— Span

9,8

m. (32

ft.

2|

in.),

Length 8.79 m. (28

Wing area T7.4 sq. m, (188 sq. ft.).
Weights and Loadings. IV eight empty 2,620
loaded 3,200 kg. (7,040,1b.), Wing loading
in.),

—

Ib./sq., ft.),

Performance.

10

kg. (6,764Tb.), Weight
181.6 kg./sq. in. (37.2

THE

MIG-3.

Designers.—Mikoyan and Gurevich.

—

Fighter and Fighter-bomber.

Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Wing in three sections
comprising normal centre-seetion with slight anhedral and large

Wings.

—

—

Eotraclable l.yi,:ie. E(,'trac(ing iiiwai'd and upward
Iliiigod llai.is attaelied to
lute.) recesses in fn.mt mf the main sjiar.
the vmdeu'side of flic eentre-soetiun cnnqiietely co\*(.>r the wheels
when rntractiMl. Eotmctuhle tail-whiml utily lit.ted to small number

IjAnding Gear.

of aircraft.
I’owEit Pl.ANT.

-Olio 1,200 li.p. .'VM-36.V twolve-jiyliiider I’oo liquidThrcMS-hladcHl all-metial cnutirollaVilo-pitcli airscrew.
Induction air-scoops in leading
Ra'liator undejr fuselage amitlshiiis.

c<,)olod eiigino.

edge roots.
Aeco^ialODATION. Enclosed pilot’s cockpHt over trailing-edge of wing.
Transparent cover slides.
Armament and EQUiraiENT.—Aceording to German reports one 12.7
m/ni. and two 7.7 in/m. machine-guns mounted in the nose. Six
56 lb. (25 kg.) rocket -impelled fragmentation bombs can bo carried
on special guide-rail typo racks, throe under each wing.

—

Dimensions.— Span

11.4

m.

Weight Loaded.—About
Performance. — Maximum

(37 ft. 6 in.), Length 9.5 m. (31 ft. 2 in.).
2,820 kg. (0,200 lb.).
speed about 576 krn.li. (360 m.p.h.), Range

800 km. (500 miles).
Rem.arks. There is a later version of this aerojilaue
MIG-5, but no details are availalilo.

—

known

as

tlie

2.9 kg. /h.p. (B.37 lb. /h.p.).

Maximum

Type,— Single-seat

radial engine).

trailing-edge fillets and tapering outer sections with dihedral. The
centre-section is of metal construction with metal covering and the
outer sections are of wood construction with wood covering.
Fuselage. Centre and forward sections of metal with light metal
covering. Rear fuselage section of wood witli ply eo-vering.
Tail Unit.*—-Cantilever monoplane tyj.ie. 'rail-]>lane of metal conFlu integral with fuselage. Fin
struction with metal covering.
and rudder of wood with wih.kI c(.)\'oring. Trim -labs on rudder
and elevators.

— Cruising spe"ed at 6,000 m. (10,400

ft.) 446 krn.h. (279
speed at 6,000 m. (16,400 ft.) 566.6 km.h. (348
Landing speed 139 km.h. (87 m.p.h.), Climb 3,000 m. (9,840
ft.) in 5 mill. ..Service coiling 9,000 in. (29,620 ft.). Range 040 km,
(400 miles) at 446 km.h. (279 m.p.h.), Endurance 2| hours.

m.p.h.).
m.p.h.),

,

Power loading

ft.

M-82F two-row

THE YAK-1.

—

Designer. Alexander Yakovlev.
Type. Singlo-.soat Fighter.
Wings. Ldw-wing cantilever monoplane. IVood structure with ply
covering and fabric-covered ailerons.
Sharp taper on leading and
trailing-edges.
Dihedi-al from
roots.
Flaps extend between
fuselage and ailerons.
Fuselage. ’Mixed construction witli metal covering forward of cockpit
and ply covering aft.
Tail Unit. High cantilever tailplane with taper on leading-edge.
Single fin and rudder. Fixed surfaces have plywood covering.
Control surfaces fabric-covered. Trim-tabs in rudder and elevator.s.

—
—

The LAGG-3 Single-seat Fighter (1,100

,

—
—

h.p.

M-105P

engine)

T

RUSSIA

The YAK-1
Landing Geab.-—Inwardly

some

•versions.

1,100 h,p. M-105P (cannon) twelve-cylinder Vee
Three-bladed metal aii'screw with hydraulic
liquid-cooled engine.
and constant-speed governor. Radiator under
pitch-control
Oil radiator under front end of engine
fuselage placed far back.
crankcase. Induction air-scoops in leading-edge of wing-root
fillets.

—Enclosed

— One

over wing.

Sliding cover.

m/m. motor cannon and two
m/m. synchronised machine-guns mounted over the engine.
20

Six 56 lb. (26 kg.) rocket-impelled fragmentation-bombs can be
carried on special guide-rail type racks, three under each wing.
Dimensions. Span 10 m. (32 ft. 10 in.). Length 8.6 m. (27 ft. 10 in.).

—
—

—

Weiqhts and Loadings. No data available.
Pebpobmance. Maximum speed 636 km.h. (335

m.p.h.).

—
—

Designee.—Alexander Yakovlev.

—
Fighter.
—Same as Y'AK-l.
shallower
of cockpit.
YAK-l, but
Ftiselaoe. — Same as
YAK-1, but has modified trim tab in rudder.
T-Ail Unit.— Same
Retractable
Landing Gear. — Inward
Power Plant.— One M-107 twelve-cylinder Vee liquid-cooled engine.
cockpit.
Faired into
Accommodation.— Raised enclosed
^Single -seat

for

for
as for

aft

is

tail-wheel.

retracting.

Landing Gear.

—

Retracts backwards into large bulge under each
wing leaving part of each wheel exposed. Non -retracting tail-wheel.
PowerPlant.— One 1,300 h.p.M-38 twelve-cylinder Vee liquid-cooled
engine.
Three-bladed controllable-pitch metal airscrew. Radiator
under fuselage. Engine, has armour-plate on underside.
Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit with raised canopy above wing
with partly open cockpit for rear gunner. Armour-plate beneath
and behind seat and on sides and top of cockpit cover.
Armament and Equipment. Two 23 m/m. cannon and t-wo 7.6 m/m.
machine-guns in the leading edge of the wing.
Eight 56 lb. rocketimpelled fragmentation-bombs are carried an special guide-rail
type racks, four under each wing. For special low attack missions
two 37 m/m. cannon may bo carried.
Dimensions. Span 14.58 m. (47 ft. 10 in.), Length 1 1.6 m. (38 ft.).
Weights and Loadings.-— No data available.
Performance. Maximum speed about 448 km.h. (280 m.p.h.).

—

—

THE YAK-9,
Type.
Wings.

Flaps between ailerons and fuselage. Trim tabs in
Landing-light in leading-edge of port wing.
Fu.s.elage.
Oval section, forward pai’t of metal construction with
metal covering. Rear fuselage of wood.
Taip_Unit. Cantilever tailplane with .sharp taper on leading edge.
Single fin and mas.s balanced rudder. Trim-tabs in elevators and
rudder. Fixed surfaces believed to be metal-covered and movable
covering.

surfaces fabric-covered.
pilot’s cockpit

Abmament and Equipment.
12.7

engine).

ailoron,s.

PowBE Plant. — One

Accommodation.

M-105

Single-seat Fighter (1,100

Tail-wheel retracts on

retracting.

fl59c')

—

—

TWIN-ENGINED BOMBERS.
THE DB-3F.

pilot’s

Sliding cover.

fuselage.

YAK-1.

Armament and Equipment.— Believed

to be as for

Dimensions. Span 10 m. (32 ft. 10
Weights. No data available.

Length about

—

—

in.),

8.5

m. (28

Designer.
ft.).

—

Maximum speed 592 km.h. (370 m.p.h.), Cruising
speed 368 km.h. (230 m.p.h.), Service ceiling 9,760 ra. (32,000 ft.),

Performance.

km. (660 miles).
There are two sub-types of this aeroplane. The YAK-9D
is fitted with one motor cannon and two synchronised O.50-in.
machine-guns. The YAK-9T is a low attack model fitted with a
37 m/m-. cannon in place of the 20 m/m. weapon.

Range
Remarks.

1,040

—

SINGLE-ENGINED BOMBERS.

—

THE

IL-2.

Designer. Sergei Iliuchin.
Type. Two-seat Assault Bomber (“Stormovik”).
Wings. Low -wing cantilever monoplane. Centre-section has no taper
on leading-edge. Outer sections and trailing edges of centre-section
have taper. Very slight dihedral from roots. Metal structure and

—
—

_

— Sergei

Iliuchin.

Type.— win-engined long-range Bomber and Torpedo-carrier.
Wings.— Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Taper on leading and
Flat cantra-seetion. Dihedral on outer sections.
All-metal structure and covering. Flaps extend from ailerons to
fuselage.
Landing-light in leading-edge of port wing.
Fuselage. Oval-section metal structure with metal covering.
Tail Unit.— Cantilever tailplane. Single fin and mass-balanced
rudder.
Trim-tabs in rudder and elevators.
Landing Gear. Retracts backwards into engine nacelles leaving
part of each wheel exposed. Non-retracting tail-wheel.
Power Plant. Two 1,1(10 h.p. M.88 fourteen-cylinder radial aircooled engines. Three-bladed metal airscrews.
Accommodation.— Pilot’s enclosed cockpit above leading-edge with
sliding
cover.
Navigator/bomb -aimer and radio-operator in
glazed nose and fourth member of crew in dorsal gun-turret.
trailing-edges.

—

'

:

—
—

in nose, movable
Maximum
in ventral po.sltion.

Armament and EquipxMent.—Movable machine-gun
machine-gun in dorsal turret and one

I

The YAK-9 Single-seat Fighter (1,200

h.p.

M-107

engine).

P

M

—

.

RUSSIA

(160c)

The IL-2 Two-seat Ground Assault Monoplane (1,300
bomb-load believed to be 2,000 kg. (4,400 lb.) stowed in fuselage
and carried on racks under wings both inboard and outboard of
engines.

'

— Span— 21.4 m. (70
15,000 kg. (33,000
Pekfobmance.— aximum speed 424
Dimensions.

ft.

2 in.),

Weight Loaded.

Length

14.5

m. (47

ft.

6

in.).

lb.).

km.h.

(265

m.p.h.),

Range

4,000 km. (2,486 miles.).

THE

lL-4.

an improved version of the DB-3F. It is fitted
with txvo 1,600 h.p, M-R2 two-row radial air-cooled engines. The
armament consists of two machine-guns and a bomb load of
No other details are
2,700 kg. (5,950 lbs.) can be carried.

The IL-4

is

availabie.

I’eufobmance.-—Maximum speed 368 km.h. (230 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed 298 km.h. (186 m.p.h.), at 7,000 m. (22,900 ft.), Service
ceiling 9,000 m. (29,520 ft.). Normal Range 1,200 km. (7r)0 miles).
Maximum range (with auxiliary fuel tanks) 1,640 km. (1,025 miles)

Abmament.

—

PE-3.

— Varies

Low-level Attack

and

Dive-Bomber

—Low-wing

cantilivor monoplane.
Wings taper in chord
and thickness from roots to tips. All-metal two-apar structure.
Ailerons have servo-operated trim-tabs. Electrically-operated
dive-bi’akes between ailerons and nacelles and nacelles and fuselage.
Fuselage.-— Oval all-metal monocoque structure in tliree sections,

bolted together,

—

Tail-Unit. Cantilever monoplane type with slight dihedral and
All-metal framework with metal-covered
twin fins and rudders.
fixed surfaces and fabric-covered elevators and rudders. Electric
sarvo-operated trim-tabs in all movable surfaces.
Landing Geab,-—Retractable type. Electro -hydraulic retraction
for main wheels and tail-wheal, the former being rai.sed backwards
into the tails of the engine nacelles
Hinged doors close all apertures,

and the

latter into the fuselage.
•

Plant.’ Two M-105R twelve-cylinder Vee licpiid-cooled
engines with electrically-operated two-speed superchargers, each
rated at 1,100 h.p. at 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.) and 1,050 h.p. at 4,000 m.
Wisoli.61
(13,120 ft.) and with 1,100 h.p. available for take-off.
Eleven
threo-blado electrically-operated constant-speed ainscrows.
Total capacity
self-sealing fuel tanks in wings and fuselage.
1,500 litres (330 Imp. gallons). Tanks are interconnected and
Inert gas foil under
feed to small header tank behind each engine.
pressure into air spaces above fuel in tanks as a precaution against
fire.
Self-sealing oil tank in each engine nacelle ahead of firo])roof
bulkhead. Oil coolers in lower yiortion of each nacelle with servoCoolant radiators, two yior engine, between
controllod exit shutters.
wing spars with air ducts in leading-edgo and air outlets in upper
Passage of air bhrough radiators contirolled by
surface of wings.
electric servo-oporatod shutters.
.^CC’OMMOUATION. Crew of three, pilot, radio-o])erator and rear
gunner. Pilot and radio-operator seated back to hack umlcr
continuous canopy over leading-edge of wing. Radio-operator
may obtain access to prone bombing position under pilot’s seat.
Rear gunner aft of trailing-edgo of wing. All positions armoured.

—

May

consist

;

—

—

Weight.? and Loadings. Weight empty 5,870 kg. (12,900 lbs.),
Normal loaded weight 7,700 kg. (16,930 lbs.). Maximum permissible
loaded weight 8,520 kg. (18.730 lbs.), Normal wing loading 190.3
kg./sq. m. (39 Ibs./sq. ft.), Maximum wing loading 210 kg./sq. m.
(43 Ibs./sq.

ft.).

Perpobmance.—Maximum speed
(335 m.p.lj.).
14 m.p.h.),

at 5,000

m. (16,400

ft.)

540 km.h.

Maximum speed,
2,000 in. (6,560 ft.) 506 km.h.
Maximum speed at ground level 460 km.h. (286 m.p.h,).
iff-

Cruising speed 428 km.h. (226 m.i:i.l!.), Climb tn 3,000 m. (9,840
min., Climb to 5,000 m. (16,400 ft.) 7 min.. Service ceiling
9,000 m. (29,520 ft.).

ft.) 3.5

Wings.'

—

engine).

according to function of aircraft.

monoplane.

PowEB

M-38

of four 7.62 ni/m. machine-guns, two fixed in nose of fuselage, one
upper gun operated by radio-operator and one lower retractable
gun aft of wings or tavo 7.62 m/m. and two 12.7 m/m. machineguns. The lower retractable gun is remotely-controlled and
sighted by periscope. Bomb-bay beneath iving with accommodation
for a maximum load of 1,000 kg. (2,200 lbs.).
External racks
under wing inboard of nacelles.
Dimensions. Span 17.16 m. (56 ft. 3 in.), Length 12.0 in. (41 ft. 6 in.),
Wing area 40.5 sq. m. (436 sq. ft.).

(3

THE

otlyakov.
Designeb.
TyrE.—-Long-range Fighter,

h.p.

THE
Designeb.— Andreas

TU-2,

Nikolaieviteli 7,’iipolov.

The TU-2 is a thvee/four-seat Attack Bomber designed to
replace the PE-2. It is fitted with two 1,750 h.p. M-.S2 liquidcooled engine.s each with one 20 in/m. motor cannon firing
through tile airscrew shaft. Otlier armament consists of four
.50 in. machine-guns, one fixed in the extreme tail, and the
other three on hand-operated mountings above and below the
fuselage.

Dimensions.

21.3
—Span
— m. (09

Weight Loaded.

ft. 10 in.), Length 13.8
12,812 kg. (28,220 lbs.).

m.

(45

ft.

4

in.).

Perpobmance.-—Maximum speed 557 km.h. (348 m.p.h.). Cruising
speed 416 km.h. (260 m.p.h.), Service coiling 10,980 m. (36,000 ft.).

FOUR-ENGINED BOMBER.

THE

TB-7.

Djssignpb. Andreas Nikolaieviteli I’upoku'.
Type.— Femr-enginod Heavy-homber.

Wings.

—

Thick mid-wing cantilever monoplane. All-metal structure
with taper on leading and ti’ailing-cdgt's. Fht(, centre-section bot’Wocn fuselage and inner engines.
Jlarkisl dihedral outlioard of
inner engines. High aspect ratio’ ailerons with trim talus. Flaps
extend from fu.selag6 to ailerons. Landing-lights in leading-edge
of both wings.
Fuselage. All-rnotal struoture.
Tail Unit. Cantilever tailplano with sharp taper on leading-edge.
Large .single fin and nuldor. 'rrim-ta)>s in rudder and elevators.
Landing Geab. Retracts backwards into engine nacelles halving
wheels partly exposed. Castoring non-retracting tail-wheel.
Power Plant. Early version has four 1,I(U) h.p) 1)1-105 twelvecylinder upriglit Vee liquid-cooled engines.
Later version has four
1,300 h.p. AM-38 twelve-cylinder upright Vee liquid-cooled engines.

—
—

—
—

The PE-3 Fighter-Bomber-Reconnaissanee Monoplane (two M-105R engines).

The TB-7 Heavy Bomber

AM-38

(four 1,300 h.p.

Accommodation.
Tliree-bladed controllable-pitch metal airscrews. Radiators for
inner and outer engines are combined in the inner nacelles.
Accommodation. Enclosed cockpit offset to port above wing with
•

—

accommodation

for first and second pilots in tandem.
Radiooperator believed to be behind second pilot. Dorsal gnn-turret at
rear of cockpit fairing.
Navigator’s and bomb-aimer’s positions
in nose.
Other members of crew in gun positions.
Armament and Ecjitipment. Two machine-guns in spherical turret
in nose, two machine-guns in dorsal turret, 20 m/m. cannon, in
tail turret and one hand-operated movable machine-gun in the
rear of each inboard engine nacelle under trailing-edge.
Maximum
bomb load of about 3,630 kg. (8,000 lb.) stowed internally in fuselage.
Dimensions. Span 40 m. (131 ft. 3 in.). Length 24.,5 rn. (SO ft. 6 in.).
Weight Loaded. About 22,2,50 kg. (49,000 lb.).
Pebeormance. Maximum speed 448 km.h, (280 rn.ji.h.) at 7,260 rn.
(26,000 ft.). Range 4,000 km. (2,500 miles) with 2,000 kg. (4,400

—

—
—
—

lb.)

bomb

load.

Remarks.-^Also

with four 1,600 h.p. two-row radial air-cooled
engines, but further details of this, tlie latest, version are not
fitted

available.

engines).

—

rew of five aecomniodatod in enclosed cockpit
forward of wing, midship cabin in hull, open bow gun position and

gun -turret.
Armament and Equipment. ^Movable hand-operated rnachine-giin in
open bow position and one movable machine-gun in dorsal turret.
Dimensions.
pan 13.4 m. (44 ft,).
dorsal

—

—

—

Weights and Lo.adings. No data available.
Pereobmanoe.—-Maximum speed 217.6 km.h.
1,200

km. (746

(130 m.p.h.).

Range

miles).

THE

IVIDR-6.

Designer.- Believed Blochavindin.
Type. ^Twin-engined Long-range Reconnaissance flying-boat.
Wings. High wing cantilever monoplane. Taper on leading and
trailing-edges.
Sharp dihedral on eentro-seotion. Loss diliedral
on outer sections. Believed to be aU-rnetal structure.
Hull. Two-step all-metal structure. Braced single-step stabilizing
floats are attached about halfway between the hull and the wing

—

—

—

tips.

Power

Pl.ant.

—Two air-cooled radial engines mounted on the leading—

edge of the wing.

FLYING BOATS.

THE

GST.

—

(.Russian version of Consolidated .PBY with modifications).
Built in State Factories,
Type. Twin-engined long-range Patrol-Bomber Flying-boat.
Wings. Semi-cantilever high-wing monoplane.
Wing in throe
sections, the centre-section supported above the hull by a streamline
superstructure and braced by two pairs of parallel streamline struts
Wing structure is of the beam bulkhead
to the sides of the hull.
and stressed-skin type, the skin being reinforced with “Z”-section
extruded stiffeners. The trailing-edge section consists of aluminium
alloy ribs cantilevered from the main beam and covered with fabric.

Designer.-

—
—

Aluminium-alloy-framed balanced

ailerons covered with fabric.

An

adjustable camber device is installed on the upper surface of
the ailerons.
Hull."
wo-step .semi-ciroular-topped hull of all-metal construction.
Aluminium-alloy bulkheads, framing, stringers and skin. All-metal
retractable wing-tip floats. When the floats are retracted they
form tips to the wings and the float struts and bracing structure
Electrical
are recessed flush with the lower surface of the wings.
Automatic
and. mechanically-operated retracting mechanism.
locks and warning lights.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Lower fin built integral
with the hull. Tail-plane and upper section of fin covered ivith
smooth metal sheet reinforced with extruded sections. Elevators
and rudder are aluminium -alloy structures with fabric covering.
Trimming-tabs in elevators and rudder.
Power Plant. Two 1,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney Twin-Wasp fourteencylinder radial air-cooled engines on welded steel-tube mountings
Shuttered cowlings for
in the leading-edge of the centre-section.
Arctic use. Three-bladed metal airscrews. Fuel tanks are integral
with the structure of the centre-section.
Accommodation. Enclosed pilot’s compartment seating two side-byEngineer’s station in. hull below centreside with dual controls.
section.
Bow gun-turret.
Armament. Macliine-gun in bow turret and probably two movable
beam machine-guns, one on eaeli side of hull aft of wing.
Dimensions.' Span 31.7 m. (104 ft.), Length 19 m. (62 ft. 6 in.), Height
6.04 m. (18 ft. 6 in.), Wing area 130 sq. m. (1,400 sq. ft.).
Weight Loaded.— 12,300 kg. (27,080 lb.).
PEBEORMANOE.—Maximuin speed 304 km.h. (190 m.p.h.), at 3,200 in.
(10,500 ft.), Range 6,400 km. (4,000 miles). Climb to 1,526 m. (5,000
ft.) 4| mins.. Service ceiling 7,690 m. (26,200 ft.).
•

—

—

—

—

Accommodation. Enclosed cockpit forward of leading-edge, bow
gun- turret and dorsal gun-tuiTet.
Armament. No definite information but bow and dorsal-gun turrets
,

are

—
known to

exist.

Dimensions, Weights and Performance.

THE

—

IVIBR-2.

Designer. Blochavindin.
Type. Single-engined Short-range Reconnaissance flying-boat.
Wings.—-H igh-wing cantilever monoplane. Taper on leading and
Dihedral from roots. Square tips. Construction
trailing-edges.
appears to be all-metal. Flaps are' fitted. Trim-tabs in ailerons.
Hull.— wo-Step all-metal hull. Braced single-step stabilizirig floats
are attached about halfway between the hull and wing tips.
Tail Unit.
trut-braced tailplane. Single fin and rudder. Trim-

—

—

tab in rudder.

M680
—Oneabove
the

17 twelve-cylinder Voe water-cooled
Hi©
hull on two sets of “N” struts.
engine mounted
radiator is immediately in front of the engine.

Power Plant.

h.p.

data available.

TWIN-ENGINED TRANSPORT,
THE PS-84.

—

Designers. The Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. (Russian-built
Douglas DC- 3 with modifications by Musalo),
Type. Twin-engined Transport.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane with straight trailing-edge
and pronounced sweep-back to leading-edge. Dihedral on outer
Fabricsections.
Douglas cellular multi-web construction.

—
—

Hydraulically-operated trailing-edge flaps.
covered ailerons.
Detachable wing-tips. Landing -light in leading-edge of both wings.
Fuselage. Oval-section structure built of transverse frames of
formed sheet, longitudinal members of extruded bulb angles and
covered with a smooth stressed skin.
Cantilever monoplane type. Tail-plane'and fin of multiT-AIL Unit.
Rudder and elevators have aluminium-alloy
cellular construction.
frames and fabric covering.
Landing Gear. Retracts forward into engine nacelles, leaving part
of each wheel exposed. Non-retracting tail-wheel.
Power Pl.ant. Believed to be two 1,000 h.p. M-03 air-cooled radial
Three-bladed metal airscrews.
engines.
Accommodation. Enclosed pilot’s compartment forward of wing.
Main cabin 6 ft. 6 in. high, 7 ft. 8 in. wide and 27 ft. 8 in. long.
Armament. Fixed machine-gun in no.se, machine-gun. in turret above
the main cabin and two beam guns, one in each .side of rear fuselage.
Dimensions. Span 28.9 m. (95 ft.). Length 19.6 m. (64 ft. 5J in.),
Height 6.2 m. (16 ft. llj in.), Wing area 91.7 sq. m. (987 sq. ft.).
Weights and Performance. No data available but about the same
as American-built DC- 3.

—

—

—
—
—

—
—

—

—

—

—No

SINGLE-ENGINED TRAINERS.

THE

—

PO-2.

Designer. N. N. Polikarpov.
Type. Single-engined Training and Ambulance biplane.

—

braced staggered uneqnal-span biplane. Dihedral
Ailerons on both upper and lower wings. Wood
fafoc-covered.
structure
Fuselage. Wood construction with wood and fabric covering.
Tail Unit.—Strut-braced tailplane. Single fin and balanced ruddOT,
Landing Gear. Normal non-retracting cross-axle type. Tail-skid.
Can be operated on skis.
Power Plant. One 110 h.p. M-11 five-cylinder radial air-cooled

Wings.—Single-bay
on both wings.

—

—
—

engine. Two-bladed fixed-pitch wooden airscrew. Fuel tank in
centre-section of upper wing.
Accommodation .-—Trainer Tandem open cockpits with dual controls.
Ambulance : Open pilot’s cockpit and two stretcher containers on
top of fuselage aft of cockpit. Soma aircraft have three open
cockpits.
.
Armament and Equipment. Light.bombs may be slung on racks
:

—

under the lower wing.

Dimensions.—Span
Height 2.9

.11.4 in. (37 ft.

ni. (9 ft.

6

in.).

5

Wing

_

Length

8.1

area 33.1 sq.

m.

in.),

m. (26 ft. 8 in,),
(356.8 sq. ft.).

RUSSIA

The UT-2 Two-seat Training Monoplane (110

—

^Weight empty 605 kg. (1,331 lb.), Weight
loaded 860 kg. (1,892 lb.). Wing loading 25.8 kg./sq. m. (5.3 Ib./sq.
ft.), Power loading 8.6 kg./h.p. (18.9 lb. /h.p.).
Pebfokm.anoe. Maximum speed 150 km.h. (93 m.p.h.) at sea level.
Landing speed 69 km.h. (43 m.p.h.). Service ceiling 4,000 m. (13,120

Weights and Lo^ujings.

—

h.p.

Accommodation.,
seats.

Disiensions.
10

M-11

engine),

—Enclosed cockpit over wing.

— Span

10 m. (32

in.).

Weights and Perfoem.ancb.

ft.).

THE YAK-7.

—

Designer. Alexander AWIcovlev.
Type. Two-seat Advanced Training monoplane.
Wings.— Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Wood structure with ply
Fabric-covered ailerons. Sharp taper on leading and
covei’ing.
Dihedral from roots, Flap.s extend between
trailing- edges.
fuselage and ailerons with hinges at right angles to lino of Higlit,
ixed construction with metal covering forward of
Fuselage.
cockpit and ply;_ covering aft.
Tail Unit. Cantilever tailplane with taper on leading-edge.
Single fin and rudder. Fixed surfaces have plywood-covering.
Control surfaces fabric-covered. Trim-tabs in rudder and elevators.
Landing Gear. Inwardly retracting. Non-retraetable tail-wheel.
Power Plaint. One 1,100 h.p. M-105 twelve-cylinder Yee liquidcooled engine. Three-bladed metal ahscrew. Radiator under
Oil radiator under front end of engine
fuselage placed amidships.

—

—
—

—
—

crankcase.

10

in.),

Length about

m.

(27

ft.

UT-2.

Designer. Alexander Yakovlev.
Type. Two-seat Training monoplane.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monojilaiie.

—
—

8.5

—No data available.

THE

—

ft.

Sliding covers above

Tajior

on leading and

Flat centre-section. Dihedral on outer sections.
trailing-edgos.
Wood structtiro with jdywood or fabric covering.
Fitselage. Wood st;rueturo with mixed |.)lyw(Jod and faliric covering.
Tail Unit. Braced monoplane type. Single lin and balanced rudder.
'

—
—

Trim-tab on rudder.

—
—

Landing Gear. Non-rotracting split typo. T’ail-skid.
Poiver Plant. One 110 lap. M-11 livo-cyiindor radial air-cooled
engine. Two-bladed fixed-pitc;h wooden airscrew.
Accommodation.,—-Tandem open cockpits with dual controls.
Dimensions and AVeiohts.— Mo data available.
Perform.vnce. Maximum speed 192 krn.h. (120 m.p.h.) at sea level.
Remarks.

—
—The UT-1

is

cockpit for the pilot.

generally similar but has only a single open

—

A

(163c)

SPAIN
AERONAUTIGA INDUSTRIAL S.A.
Head Office and Works Carabanohel Alto, Madrid.
:

This Company, with fully-equipped works and adjoining aerodrome at Carabanchel Alto (Madrid), has for some years been
engaged in the design and manufacture of aircraft of mixed
construction. It has been responsible for the production of
several national prototj’pes.
In 1943, three new types were produced and put into service,
the H.M.l and H.M.5 trainers and the H.M.9 glider -tug.

THE

THE

—
—

A.I.S.A. H.M.l.

Wings
All

tip.

have constant
-wood structure

A.I.S.A.

H.M.5,

—
—

Type. Single -scat Advanced Trainer,
Wings. As H.M.l. except that no flaps are fitted. Wing area 11.5
sq. m. (123.7 sq. ft.).
Pttselage, Tail Unit, Landing Gear and Pom'EB Plant. As
I-I.M.l. except that no flaps are fitted.
Wing area 11.5 sq. m.

—

(123.7 sq.

TVPE. Two-.seat Primary Trainer.
Wings. Low -wing cantilever monoplane.
taper and dihedral from root to rounded

—

^Maximum speed 230 krn.h. (142.8 ni.p.h.), Cruising
speed 195 km.h. (121 m.p.h.), Mirximvim speed 70 km.h. (43.6
m.p.h.), Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 3 inin., Climb to 4,000 m.
(13,120 ft.) 20 min., Service ceiling 5,000 lu. (16,405 ft.), Duration
3.6 hours.

Perfobmanoe.

A.I.S.A.

'

ft.).

-

—

Accommodation. Single open cockpit with conventional controls
and instrument equipment.
Dimensions. Span 8.2 m. (26 ft. 10 in..), Length 7 rn, (22 ft. 11 in.),
Height 2, OG m,' (6 ft. 9 in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 540
kg. (1,188 lbs.). Weight loaded .680 kg.

—

—

(1,498 lbs.). Wing loading 69.13 kg./sq.'
(12.12 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 4.2
kg./h.p. (9.24 Ibs./li.p.).
Perfobmanoe.—Maximum speed 240 krn.h.
(149 m.p.h.), Cruising speed 205 km.h.
(127.3 m.p.h.), Alinimum speed 75 km.h.
(46.5 m.p.h.), Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280
-ft.) 2 min. 40
sec.. Climb to 4,000 m.
(13,120 ft.) 16 niin.. Service coiling 5,600
ni, (18,040 ft.). Duration 2.5 hours.

m.

'Ik
'

»

,

i-

.

.

;

.

--

'

'
'

•

The AJ.S.A. H.M.9 Glider-Tug (150
Hirth HM 506 engine).
~

C‘ <

h.p.

''

ttreSiWSiftii

The

H.M.5 Advanced

A.I.S.A.

Training Monoplane (150 h.p.
Hirth
506 engine).

HM

comprising
two box spars,
former ribs and plywood covering. Entire trailing-edge hinged,
outer sections acting as ailerons

and

-

'
'

'

1

inner

_

,

,

'

sections as flaps.
Flaps and ailerons have wood
frames and fabric 'Covering. Wing~area 14 sq. m. (150.6 sq. ft.).
Fuselage.- Welded steel tube structure covered forward with detachable metal panels and aft with fabric.
Tail Unit. Monoplane type. Braced tailplane and cantilever fin.
Wood framework with plywood-covered fixed surfaces and fabriccovered rudder and elevators. Adjustable trimming-tabs in
central surfaces.
Landing Gear. Fixed type. Consists of twm cantilever legs incorporating steel spring oil-damped shock-ab.sorbers.
Swivelling tailwheel may be interconnected with rudder pedals by clutch when
desired.
Power Plant. One 150 h.p. Hirth
506 four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engine on welded steel-tube mounting. Twobladed wooden fixed -pitch amscrew. Fuel tanks in wings.

THE

—

—

—

—

HM

—

Accommodation. Tandem open cockpits with conventional dual
controls and instrument equipment.
Dimensions. Span 9.66 m. (31 ft. 8 in.), Length 7.66 m. (25 ft.),
Height 2.20 m. (7 ft. 2 ^ in.).
Weights and LoADmos.-^Weight empty 620 kg. (1,364 lbs.), Weight
loaded 850 kg. (1,870 lbs.), Wing loading 60 kg./sq. m. (12.3 lbs./
sq. ft.). Power loading 5.2 kg./h.p. (11.4 Ibs./h.p.).

—

__

_____

_

_

__

___

^

CONSTRUCCIONES AERONAUTiCAS

S.A.

Head Office: Calle de Covabrubias No. 4, Madrid.
Works: Madrid, Getafe, Seville and Cadiz.
President
Don Victor Chavarri Anduiza.
Vice-President
Don Jos^ Laeelle Larraga.
Managing Director
Don Jose Ortiz Echague.
:

:

:

This important firm has three factories wherein are built
various types of all-metal military aircraft of national and
foreign design for the Spanish Air Force.
Prior to the Civil War this Company, in the two factories it

Type.

A.I.S.A.

H.IV1.9.

Two-seat Glider-Tug.

—

Wings. As for H.M.l. Wing area 18 sq. m, (193.0 sq. ft.).
Fuselage, T.ail Unit, Power Plant and Accommodation.
for H.M.I.

—

Consists of two tripod units, the
Fixed type.
struts with steel-spring oil-damped shock-absorbers.

Landing Gear.

—

Dimensions. Span 10.65 m. (24
11 in.). Height 2. 12 m, (7 ft.).

Weights AND Loadings.

—

loaded 920 kg. (2,025
Ibs./sq. ft.).

ft. 11

in,),

:

Aircraft

Works

:

empty 700 kg. (1,540 lbs.), Weight
Wing loading 51.1 kg./sq. m. ( 10.47

Power loading

5.7 l-tg./h.p.

—Maximum Speed
speed 140 km.h.

(12.6 Ibs./h.p.).

176 km.h. (108.6 m.p.h.), Cruising
(87 m.p.h.), Minirairai speed 60 km.h. (37.3 m.p.h.),
Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 3 min. 20 sec.. Climb to 4,000 m.
(13,120 ft.) 24 min., Service ceiling 4,500 m. (14,760 ft.), Duration

pERFORMANGE.

2 hours.

then possessed at Getafe and Cadiz, built 400 Breguet XIX
reconnaissance biplaues, 27 Vickers Vildebeest torpedo-carrying
seaplanes and 40 Dornier Wal twin-engined flying- boats for
the Spanish Government.
Since the Civil War C.A.S.A. has expanded its Madrid and
Cadiz factories and has built a new plant at Seville.
The Getafe factory has been engaged in the production of a
Savoia-Marchetti aircraft and the
series of three-engined
Cadiz factory continues the production of Bilcker light trainers.
Heinkel He 111 twin-engined bombers are built at Seville.

,,

7,

Madrid.

This concern, which is a branch of La Hispano Suiza, Fabrica
de Autoraoviles S.A., is devoted to the construction of aircraft.
The parent company manufactures Hispano-Suiza aero-engines
of both liquid and air-cooled types at its Barcelona works.
The latest original production of the Company of which
details may be published is the H.S.42, a two -seat training

ft.

^Vl’'eight

lbs.).

monoplane suitable for combat

Seville.

s

mam

Length 7.60 m. (24

LA HISPANO-AVIACiON,
LA HISPANO-AVIACION S.A.
Head Office Avenida db Jose Antonio No.

—

successfully ‘passed all
the Spanish Air Force

its

or

observer training.

Having

H.S.42 has been adopted by
is now in production in series by

tests the

and

it

Hispano-Suiza.
The prototype was fitted with the 430 h.p. Iflaggio P.VII0.16
engine but tins will ultimately he replaced by the new HispanoSuiza H.S,93 engine.
In 1942 La Hispano-Aviacicn was awarded a contract to
manufacture a large number of fighter aircraft of an unspecified
model.

SPAIN
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Tne Prototype Hispano-Aviaeion H.S.42 Trainer with

THE HISPANO

H.S.42.

Tybe.-—Two-seat advanced Training monoplane.
WxNGS. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. In three sections and of
construction with plywood covering. Hydranlicallyall -wood
operated split trailing-edge flaps. Flaps and ailerons have wielded
Wing area 16.3 sq. ni.
steel-tube frames and fabric covering.

—

(175.4 sq. ft.).

—
—

Oval section structure of welded steel-tube covered
forward with detachable metal panels and aft with fabric.
Tail Usit. Monoplane type. Metal framework with fabric covering.
Adjustable tail-plane.
Landing Gear. Ketractabla type. Wheels raised inwardly into
underside of centre-section. Hydraulic retraction.
Power Plant. One 430 h.p. Piaggio P.VIIC. 10 seven-cylinder radial
air-cooled engine driving an Alfa-Romeo electi'ically-operated

Fuselage.

—
—

the 430 h.p. Piaggio engine
\-ai'iablc-piteh ainserew.

and

fixed landing gear.

Tins power

].)]aiit

will

bo replaced later

by the new Hispano-Suiza H.S.93 engine.

—

Tandem enclosed cockpits under continuous
oanojjy with sliding portions over the two seats.
Armament. May be equipped with fixed forward-firing gun in cowling
and flexible gun in the rear eoolcpit.
Dimensions. Span 10 m. (32 ft. 9.^ in.), Length 7.88 m. (25 ft. 10 in.),
Weights and Loading.^. Weight empty 1.000 kg. (2,204 lbs.),
Disposable load 500 kg. (1,102 lbs.). Weight loaded 1,500 kg.
(3,307 lbs.), Wing loading 92 kg./sq. in. (IS. SB Ibs./sq. ft.), Power
loading 3.5 kg./h.p. (7.7 Ibs./h.p.).
PBRroitM.\NCE. -j\Iaxitnnm speed 310 krn.h. (192.5 m.p.h.), Cruising
speed 2S0 km.li. (173,8 m.p.h.), Minimum speed 107 kra.h. (66.4
m.p.h.). Climb to 3,000 in. (9.S40 ft.) 10 mins., vServico ceiling
6.096 m. (20,000 ft..). Duration 3 hour.s.
vAccommodation.

—
—

—

—

S
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SWEDEN

The J 22

Single-seat Fighter

Monoplane (Swedish-built Pratt

&

Whitney Twin- Wasp engine).

KUNGL FLYGFORVALTNINGENS FLYGVERKSTAD.
Ulvsunda.
Owing to the difficulty of purcha,smg aircraft abroad during
the war and the fact that the small Swedish aircraft industry
was fully engaged, the Swedish Air Board undertook the design
and construction of a single-seat fighter. The design of the
new fighter, designated J -22, was supervised by Mr. Bo Lundberg.
Its productioir was handled by the Kruigi. Flygforvaltningens
Flygverkstad. (Boyal Air Board Aircraft Factory) at Ulvsiinda.
THE

J 22.

Fighter.
—
Wings. —Low mid-wing cantilever monoplane.

Tyi’e.

ingle-seat

Wings have constant
taper and almost square tips.. Stainless steel structure with a
plywood skin. Entire trailing-edge hinged, the inner sections
acting as camber-changing flaps and the outer sections as ailerons.
Flaps and ailerons have spot-welded stainless steel frame and
fabric-covering.

—
—

Fuselage. Oval section structure having a welded steel-tube primary
framework covered with birch plywood.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Stainless steel framework
with the tail-plane and fin covered with plywood and the rudder
and elevators covered with fabric.
Landing Geab. Retractable type. The shoek.-absorber legs are
hinged to the lower fuselage members and retract backward into

—

the fuselage, the hinged doors covering the aperture.s closing both
while the landing gear is fully lowered as well as when retracted.
Retractable tail-wheel.
Power Plant. One 1,050 h.p. Swedi.sh-built Pratt & Whitney TwinWasp tw’o-row radial air-cooled engine enclosed in long-ohord
cowling with trailing-edge controllable gills. Air intake and oil
Three-blade
cooler apertures in leading-edge of wing root.s.

—

controllable-pitch airscrew.

—

Aocommodation. Enclosed cockpit over wing.
Armament. Two 13.2 in/m. and tw'O 7.9 in/rn. machine-guns (J 22A)
or four 1,3.2 m/m. machine-guns (J 22B), all in the wings.
Dimensions, Span 10 m, (32 ft. 10 in.), Length 7.8 in. (25 ft. 7 in.).
Height 2.9 m. (9 ft. 6 in.).
Weights. ^No data available.
Pbrfobmancb. •Maximum speed about 575 km.h. (360 m.p.h.).

—
—

— —

,

The J v;22 ^Single-se at* Fighter.

Cruising .speed 450 km.h. (280 ,m,p.b.).

....

The J 22

Single-seat Fighter

Monoplane (Swedish-built Pratt

&

.

Whitney Twin- Wasp

engine),

S

SWEDEN

The BHT-1 Beauty

Single-seat Light

Mo

h.p.

Walter Mikron 4 engine)

SKANDINAVISKA AERO A.B. (SCANDINAVIAN AIRWAYS, LTD.)
Master Samxjelsgatan 18, StockholmHead Ofeice
:

Works

Noertalje.
Chairmaa
K. B. Boknmn (Managing Director of Bederi
A.B. Svenska Lloyd).
Managing Director Morten P. Hoogland.
This Company, which took over the taxi-flying business
formerly operated xmder the name of A. B. Bjorkvallsflyg,
undertakes freight and passenger flights on a charter basis in
Europe. For this service thi'ee Douglas Dakotas are txsed.
The company also has a number of Moorduyn Norseman and
other airci’aft, which are used for taxi-flights in Scandinavia,
:

:

:

target-towing, etc.
An application by the company for Government franchise
to run a nmnber of domestic regular air routes has not yot been
Twiix-onginod airwaft would be used for
finally decided upon.
these lines.
In December, 1944, the Company completed the construction
of its new single-seater BHT-1 Beauty, designed by E. Bratt,
K. E. Hilfing and B. Tornblom.

THE BHT-1 BEAUTY

—

High-speed Fighter-Training, Target-towing and
Long-Range Light monoplane.
Wings.—Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Tapering wing in three
sections. Wooden two -spar structure with plywood covering.

Type.^

ingle-seat

Slotted flaps and ailerons. Wing area 7 sq. m. (75.3 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. -Wooden monocoque stracture with a stressed plywood

—

skin.

—

Cantilever monoplane type with aerodynamically and
mass- balanced rudder and elevators with controllable trimming
Tailplane and elevator are halfway up the fin, and the
tabs.
rudder therefore is divided. The hinges of elevator and rudder
consist of plywood-tubes, at the same time functioning as spars.
Landing Geae. Retractable type with springing and oleo damping.
Wheels raised backwards, at the same time turned 90 degrees, and
Handretracted completely into centre-section of the wing.
operating gear. Metal fairings follow the legs. Wheel-brakes.

Tail Unit.

—

Full-swivelling tail-wheel.

Power Plant.

— One

.
.

60 h.p. Walter Miliron 4 four-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engine on a duralumin and steel-tube mounting.
604A-2 engine
The 90 h.p. pirrus-Minor or the 105 h.p. Hirth
can also be installed with only slight alterations. TVooden fixedpitch airscrew, with provision for controllable -pitch airscrew.
Oil tank in fuselage.
Fuel tanlcs in fuselage (38 iitres=8 Imp.
Special
gallons) and wings (two of 25 litres= 5.3 Imp. gallons each).
reserve fuel tank (127 litres=28 Imp. gallons) can be installed
behind the pilot in luggage compartment. Maximum capacity
215 litres (47 Imp. gallons) sufiScient for 3,000 km. (1,860 miles)
range.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin of “Astralon” over centre-section,
opening to starboard. Adjustable seat designed for seat -type
parachute. Adjustable rudder-pedals. Cabin-roof jettisonable.
Turn-over post behind pilot’s seat.
Dimensions. Span 6.82 m. (22 ft.
in.). Length 6.80 m. (19 ft.),
Height 1.90 m. (6 ft. 3 in.).

HM

—

—

SAAB.
SVENSKA AEROP LAN

A. B. (SAAB).

Head Oeejce Linkorino.
Works Linkoping arid TbGllhAttan,
:

:

Managing Director R. Wahrgren.
Deputy Managing Director B. Otterbeck.
Technical Manager
E. N6rdquist.
Works jManager (Linkoping) ; H. Bertler.
W^orks Manager (Trollhattan) r E, Rydberg.
;

:

:

Chief Design Engineers

,

:

B. Bjurstromer an.d A. J, Andersson.

The BHT-1 Beauty

Single-seat Monoplane,

Weights and Loadings.—Weight empty 240

kg. (528 lbs.). Weight
loaded (aerobatic) 305 kg. (8011 lbs.), Maxiranin weight loaded
(for long-range flights) 420 kg. (924 lbs.). Wing loading {aerobatic)
62 kg./sq. m. (10.6 lbs./.sq. ft.), Power loading 6.10 kg./h.p. (13.42

lbs. /h.p.).

Performance

—

(60 h.p. Walter Mikron 4 engine)., ^Maxirnurn .speed
.260 km.h. (155 m.p.h.), Cruising speed 210 km.h. (130 rn.p.h.),
.Landing speed (with flap-s) 76 km.h. (40.5 in.p.li.) without flaps
95 kni.li. (59 m.p.h.), Initial rate of climb 312 in. /min. (1,024 ft./
rnin.) (with 105 h.p. Hirth H.M. 604A-2 engine) 540 m./inin.
(1,770 ft./min.). Maximum permissable diving speed (with controllable pitch airscrew) 580 km.h. (335 rn.p.h.), Service ceiling 7,500 in.
(24,600 ft.). Take-off run 100 m. (98.4 yds.), Landing run 80-90 rn.
(78-88 yds.), Range with standard fuel capacity 1,700 km. (1,066
miles). Range with special reserve fuel 3,000 km. (1,860 miles).

This’ Company, which Ava.s formed in 1937, has emerged from
a concern with the same name which originally included in its
organization the Svenska Flygmotor A.B. (now an independent
firm), the Svenska Aeroplan A.B. at Trollhattan and the Aeroplane Division of the A.B. Svenska Jamvagsverkstaderna at
Linkoping.
This Trollhattan factory has built the Junkers Ju 86 twinengined bomber under licence as well as air-cooled aero-engines.
The Linkoping factory has produced both the NA-16 trainer

R

SWEDEN

SAAS—continued.

and the Douglas (Northrop) 8A-1 single-engined light bomber
under licence.
Since 1940 the Company, whose share capital has been increased to Kr. 21.000.000, has engaged in the production of allmetal military aircraft of its own design for the Swedish Air
Force. The first of these was the two-seat single-engined Saab-17
Dive-Bomber (Air Force designation B17) or Eecomiaissance
(Air Force designation S17) monoplane, and this has been
followed by the Saab- IS twin-engined Light-Bomber (Air Force
designation B18) or Long-Range Eecomiaissance (Air Force
designation S18) monoplane, and the Saab-21A (J21A) singleseat Fighter monoplane.
The projected Saab-19, Saab-23 and Saab-24 military aircraft
were not completed.
In 1944, the Svenska Aeroplane A.B. undertook the conversion
of a number of interned Boeing B-17 Flying Fortresses into
passenger aircraft for the use of A.B.A., S.I.L.A. and D.D.L.
This conversion work, w’hich was described in the 1945-46 issue
of this Aimual, has now ceased, and the company is now producing a three-seat cabin monoplane known as the Saab- 91 Safir
for civilian use, together with the Saab-90 Scandia, a twinengined 24/32-passenger airliner with a tricycle landing-gear.

(167c)
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o

o

C3

THE SAAB-90 SCANDIA.

—

Type. ^Twin-engined 24/32-*passenger airliner.
Wings. ^All-metal cantilever low wing monoplane.

—

Wing

consists

of constant-chord centre-section carrying engine nacelles, and
two tapered outer sections. Stressed metal skin. Diliedral from
Aspect ratio 9.15. Gross wing area 922 sq. ft. (85.7
roots.
Aileron
Metal ailerons, with trim-tab in port aileron.
sq. m.).
Split trailing-edge flaps extend
(6.20 sq. m.)
ailerons.
Landing ]30.sition 46 degrees.
Total flap area 166.78 sq. ft. (15.50 sq. m.).

area (each) 06.7 sq.

ft.

under fuselage between

metal
—All-metal monoeoqire structure with
elevators
Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. Trim-tabs
Tailplaue area

Fuselage.

.stressed

skin.

Tail

in

Tailplane span 31 ft. 9|- in. (9.70 ni.),
z-udder.
209.82 sq. ft. (19.5 .sq. zn.). Fin area 115 sq. ft. (10.70 sq. ni.).

and

—

wheels retracting
forward, main wheels into nacelles and nose-wheel izito fuselage.
Hydz'aulic operation. Wheel track 22 ft. 11 in. (7.0 zn.), wheel
base 19 ft. 4|- in. (5.90 m.).
Power Plant. Two Pratt & Whitney I1-2000-2SD13-G Twin-Wasp
Iburteen-cylmder rtidial txir-eooled engines, each rated at 1,200
b.h.p. at 2,550 r.p.rn. at 5,000 ft. (1,525 in.), and with 1,450 b.h.p.

LitNDiNG Gbak.

etz-aofcable

ti’ieycle

tyjze,

all

—

at

2,700

r.p.zn.

available

for

take-otf.

Tlzxee-blade

airscrews.

Fuel tanks in outer wizig sections with caizacity of 638 Imperial
Emergency jettison gear. Oil capacity 48
gallons (2,900 liti’es).
Imperial gallozis (220 litres).

—

Accommodation. Crew of four eonsisthzg of pilot, co-pilot, radiooperator and steward. Aft of pilot’s compartment is main passenger’
cabin with 24 seats arranged in 8 pairs ozi starboard side and 8
single seats on port, or alternatively 32 seats ai’ranged in 8 slightly
staggered pairs on each side of central aisle. Entry door on port
side; bottom of door 8 ft. 2 1 in. (2.5 m.) from ground. Aft of main
cabin is galley (on starboard side) -with

A

door into rear freight

The Saab-90 Scandia.
compartment, and lavatory (on port side). Main freight compartment of 226 cub. ft. (6.4 cub. m.) capacity is aft, with loading
door on starboard side. Forward freight compartment under
cabin floor ahead of wdng has capacity of 81 cub. ft. (2.3 cub. zn.),
loading door on port side. Middle freight coinpai'tnient uzider
floor aft of whig with capacity of 70 ciib. ft. (2.0 cub. zn.) and
loading door on port side, Total freight capacity 378 cub. ft.
(10.7 cub. m.).

—

Dimensions. Span^Ol ft. 10 in. (28 m.), Length 69 ft. 2^- in. (21.1 m.),
Height 24 ft, 3 iii. (7.4 m.).
Weights and Loadings. ^lAeight empty 18,905 lbs. (8,576 kg.).
Weight empty, equipped, 19.786 lbs. (8,975 kg.), Di.sposable load
10,218 lbs. (4,635 kg.), Weight loaded 30,004 lbs. (13,610 kg.),

—

W^'ing loading 32.12 Ibs./sq. ft. (169 kg./sq.
off power) 10.36 Ibs./h.p. (4.7 kg./h.p.).

—

zxi.),

Pow'eiToading (take-

—

(Estimated ^fnliy loaded). ^Maximum speed 251
m.p.h. (404 lazz.h.) at 6,800 ft. (2,073 m.), Speed at .sea level 234
m.p.h. (377 km.h.). Cruising speed (70% power 840 h.p. per engine)

Pbreokmance

photograph of a model of the Saab-90 Scandia Commercial Airliner (two 1,200"1,450 h.p. Pratt

R-2000-2SD13-G Twin-Wasp engines).

—

&
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The Saab-91
221 in.p.h,
(IJ2(.>

(2o() kiii.li.)

kill. It.),

Cruisiiifr

at U),OOU

speed

ft..

Safir

Three-seat Cabin Monoplane (145 h.p. D.H. Gipsy Major 10 engine)

(k.OaO tn.) at

{t>0‘',j

power

s^ea Im-el

— 720

Ji.ji.

202 tn.p.h.

ijer

eiifiiue)

200 in.p.h. (2:U kiii.h.) at i0,000'lt. (0,050 ni.), Wtalliiig speed 75
m.p.h. (120 kin.h.), Approaeli speed at sea. level 07 iii.p.ii. (150
kni.li.), Rato of eJiiiib at sea level 1,207 ft./iniu. (20S in. /min.).
At sea level on one engine 200 fi./inin. (82 in. /min.) at 5,000 ft.
(1,525 m.) 1,148 ft. /min. (250 ni./miu.) at 5,000 ft. (1,524 ni.) on
ono engine 222 ft. /min. (08 m./inin.) at 14,000 ft. (4,200 in.) 872
ft./min. (200 m./iiiin.) at 14,000 ft. (4,200 m.) oii one engine 00 It./
min. (20 m./min.), tServiee eeiling 27.887 It. (8,500 in.). Oneengine eciling 10,820 ft. (3,200 m.), iMaximiim range (appro-ximatc)
with 24 pa.ssongei’.s 057 mile.s (1,540 km.) willi 22 pa.s.seiiger.s 711
miles ( 145 km.), Take-ofl distanee to 50 ft. ( 15.24 m.) (tiill.v Inadeil)
2,78!) ft. (850 111 .), Livtuling distanee from 50 It. (15.24 m.) 2,000 ft.
(010 m.).
1

,

THE SAAB-91 SAFIR.

——

Threo-.seat J..ow-wing ('abin moiioplane.
iSiiigle-spar striietvire in
(Jantilover low-wing monoplane.
illetal eoveriiig in
detaehalilo .sections bolted to fnselago.
jlspeet riilion 8.2
tajier ratio 1
front of S])ar and faliric alt.
0.45. Wing area 140.2 sq. ft. (12.(50 sq. m.). Ailerons have Aleludstrvietiire witli fabric covering.
Balance tab in port aileron adjustable on ground. Aleehauiciilly -operated all-metal split trailing-edge
flaps botweon ailerons and fuselage.
FusEiiAUia.Monocoque structure with vertical frames, lorigitiulinal
stringers and stressed Alclail skin.
Tail IInpl'.
lantilever inonoplano type.
Alclatl structure with
metal skin over fixed surfaces and fabric covering to rudder and
elevators.
Controllable trim-tab in starboard elev'ator and adjustable balance tab in rudder.
etractabki tricycle type. Main wheels, carried
Landestg CiEAB.
on oleo-spring shock-absorber legs, retract inwards into fuselage,
and nosc»-whe(3l backwards into fuselage. Mechanical ojieration.
Hydraulically-oiieratod wheel-brakes controlled by too-pedal.s.
PowEH Plant. One 145 b.h.p.
Gipsy Major io fonr-e.ylinder
in-line inverted air-cooled engine driving two-blatle airscrew.
Fuel capacity 2(1 Imperial gallons (118 litres) witii ti Imperial
gallons (27 litres) reserve.
AcL'OMJtooATiON. Enclosed cabin seating three, pilot (on port)
and one passenger side-by-side in front witli dual controls, and second
passenger behind and on starboartl side, witli luggage compartment
behind pilot. Two passenger seats may he replaced by stretcher
or freight. Three sliding panels for access, wliich can he jettisoned
in eraergonoy.
Cabin interior width 4 ft. 0 in. (1.22 m.).
Dimensions. Span 24 ft. 9 in. (10. (>0 in.). Length 25 ft. 7 in. (7.8 m.).
Height 7 ft. 3 in. (2.20 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 1,278-1,244 lbs. (580010 kg.) according to equqimorit. Disposable load 849-915 Ib.s. (385-

Type.

Wings.
two

;

—
—

:

(.

—

—

—

—

—

The Saab-21A

Single-seat Fighter

kg.), Weiglit loaded 2,195 llis, (995 kg.), Maximum overload
2,209 lbs. (1,074 kg.). Wing loading (at normal loarled weight)
15 Ibs./sq. ft, (72.2 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 15.00 llis./li.p. (7.1

415

kg./h.p.).

Monoplane (Swedish-huilt

DB

605B

engine),

The Saab-21A Single-seat Fighter Monoplane (Swedish-built
Perfokmanc'-E. Miixiiiuim, speed 158 lu.p.li. (255 km.h.), Cfuisuig
speed 140 in.p.h. (225 kin.h.), Stalling speed 50 m.p.h. (80 km.h.},
Kate of climb at sea level 830 ft. /min. (253 m./min.), Ma.ximiim
range 652 miles (1,050 kin.), Take-ol'£ run from gras.s 590 ft. (180
m.). Take-off distance to 50 it. (15.24 in.) 1,1 15 ft. (340 m.). Landing
run 505 ft. (154 m.).

Wings.

:

J 21

605B engine)

38.3 Ibs./sq. ft. (187 kg./sq. m.).
6.21 Ibs./h.p. (2.82 kg./h.p.).

Performance.

—Maximum

speed 323 m.p.h. (520

Power loading

speed 398 rn.p.h. (640 kra.h.), Cruising
Landing .speed 90 m.p.h. (145 krn.h.).

THE SAAB-18.
:

B 18 and S 18.

The Saab-18 appeared with two types

A.

—

Cantilever inid-wing monoplane. .411-metal flush -riveted
stressed-skin construction.
Surfaces covered with a smooth
putty layer to retluce drag. Wing area 238.87 ,sq. ft. (22.2 sq. m.).
Trimrning-tab in right aileron.
FuSEit.'tGTj.
Central nacelle enclosing cockpit and engine, and two
tail-booms terminating in vertical fins. Flush-riveted all-metal
construction.
Similar surface finish as on wings.
Tail Unit. Tailplane mounted between extremities of tail booms.
HAll-metal structure with flush-riveted metal-covered fixed surfaces
Trimming-tabs in elevator
and fabric-covered movable surfaces.
and right rudder.
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle tjqio, .411 wheels raised baekward.s, the nose wheel into the central nacelle and the main wheels
into the tail boom.s. Apertures closed by hinged panels when
wheels retraoted.

—

—

—

—

(take-off power)

krn.h,),

Swedish Air Force designations

THE SAAB-21A.
Swedish Air Force designation
TYJPE.-Single-seat Fighter.

DB

—

of power plant
the
18A with tw'O 1,050/1,200 h.p. Swedish-built Pratt & Whitney
R-1830-S1C3-G radial engines and the ISB wdth Swedish-built
Daimler-Benz DB 605B engines. .Production of the 18A has
now ceased and the following specification applies to the 18B.

—
—

Twin-engined Light B,orizontal and Dive-Bomber (B18) or
Long-range Reconnaissance (Si 8) monoplane.
Wings, Cantilever mid-wing monoplane. Wings have constant
taper from fuselage to tips with all of taper on trajling-edge. Allmeral structure, centre-section with three, outer sections with two

Type.

spars.

Wing

area 471.28 sq.

ft.

(43.8 sq. m.).

Entire trailing-

edge hinged, inner portions acting as camber-changing flaps and
outer sections as ailerons. Slotted type dive-brakes hinged under
wings outboard of engine nacelles. These brakes lie flush with the
under .surface of the wing.s when retracted.
Fuselage.— Oval section all-metal monocoque structure stepped up
beneath the leading-edge of the wings to provide a ventral roar-

One SFA (Svenska Flygmotor A.B.) licence-built DB
005B twelve -cylinder inverted Vee liquid-cooled engine rated at
1,475 h.p. for take-off, mounted in rear end of central nacelle and

firing gun position.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type with twin fins and rudders.
Tailplane has 8“ dihedral and vertical surfaces at the extremities

three-blade constant-speed full-feathering propeller.
oil radiators located in wings between the central

are toed-in. All-metal struotui’e with metal-covered fixed surfaces
and fabric-covered elevators and rudders. Movable surfaces have
trimming-tabs.
Landing Gear. Retractable type. Single cantilever shoclt -absorber
legs retract backwards into tail of engine nacelles.
Retractable

Power Plant.
driving a

VDM

Coolant and

nacelle and tail booms with the cooling air entering through duets
in the leading-edge of the wings.
Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit in central nacelle above leading-edge
of wing with unobstructed forward and side views. The sides of
the cockpit canopj' are bulged to improve downward and backward
views.
Pilot’s seat mounted on a power-driven catapult to be
thrown clear of the propeller disc after release of canopy for emer-

—

gency

exit.

Armament.

— One
,

20

m/m. cannon and two

13

m/m. machine-guns

in the nose of the central nacelle, and two 13 m/m. wing guns, one
in each outer wing.
Dimension,s. Span 38 ft. 1 in. (11.60 m.). Length 34 ft. 3 in. (10.45
in.), Hnight (one propeller blade vertical) 13 ft. 0 in. (3.97 m.).
Weights and Loadings.—Weight empty 7,165 lbs. (3,250 kg.),
W''eight loaded 9,149 lbs. (4,150 kg.), Wing loading (fully loaded)

—

—

—

tail -wheel.

Power

centre-line.

.

,

—

Plant.- Two Swedish-built Daimler-Benz DB-605B twelvecylinder inverted-vee liquid-cooled engines developing 1,475 h.p.
for take-off and driving FDM-SFA full-feathering airscrews.
Accommodation.—Bomb-aimer’s position in glazed nose of the
fuselage.
Pilot and radio-operator/rear-gunner in tandem under
a continuous transparent canopy offset to the port side of the

—

One fixed forward-firing gun in the starboard side of
the fuselage and upper and lower flexible gun positions at the after
Internal bomb stowage in
end of the crew accommodation.
fuselage and beneath wings.

Armament.

The Saah-18A Three-seat Light Bomber (two Swedish-built Pratt

&

Whitney engines).

T
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The Saab-17B Three-seat Reconnaissance Seaplane (Swedish-built Pegasus engine).
-

I

,

—

,

Dimensions. Span 55 ft. 9 in. (17 m.), Length 43 ft. 5 in. (13.23 m.).
Height 14 ft. 3 in. (4.36 m.).
WEIUHT.S AND L0ADING.S. Weight empty 13,448 lbs. (6, 100 kg.),
Weight loaded 19,400 ibs. (8,800 kg.), Wing loading (fully loaded)
41.10 Iba./sq. ft. (201 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (take-oi'f power)

!;j

'i

—

(0.69 Ibs. /h.ji. (2.99
.

,,

I

.n.

1

'

^

kg./li.ji,).

—Maxirniun

354

(570 km.Ii.), Cruising
speed 298 m.p).h. (480 km.h.). Landing speed 87 m.p.h. (140 kin.h.).

PisBPOBMANCii:.

spetid

in.p.li.

!i^

I

THE SAAB-17.
'

'^

4"

Swedish Air Force designations: B 17 or S 17.
Tyte.— wo-seat Dive-Bomber (B17) or Reconnaissance (S17) mono-

ii'i,
"'

I
i

Wings.

f

—Cantilever mid-wing monoplane.

Rectangular centre-section
All-metal two-spar structure with

with tapering outer sections.
flush-riveted
smooth metal skin. Centre-section spars pass
through the fuselage one in front and one behind the pilot. Wing
area 307 sq. ft. (28.5 sq. m.). Split trailing-edges flaps. Prisetype ailerons with trimining-tab.s.
Fusedage.— Oval section metal monocoquo with flush-riveted smooth
metal skin.
Tail Unit.-— Cantilever monoplane type. Pin built integral with the
fuselage. Metal structure with metal -covered fixed surfaces and
fabrio-covored control surfaces. Trimming-tabs in right elevator

and rudder.
Landing Gear. Retractable type. Wheels
and when in raised position each landing

—

M

raised backwards
gear unit is completely
enclosed forward of the wheel by a fairing attached to the landing
gear leg and aft of the wheel by a fixed fairing under the
Oleo shock-absorbers. Lowtrailing-edge of the centre-section.
pressmre wheels and brakes. Retractable ski landing-gear may be
Tail-wheel or tail-skid is also retractable. Retractable
fitted.
landing-gear may be replaced by a twin-float installation.
Power Plant. One Swedish-built Pratt ifo W^hitney R-1830-S1C3G
fourteen-cylinder radial air-cooled engine rated ,at 1_,0()5 h.p. for
take-off and driving a Hamilton-Slj’A controllable-pitch airscrew
(Saab-17A), or Swedish-built Bristol Pegasus 24 nine-cylinder
radial air-cooled engine rated at 980 h.p. for take-off and driving a

—

ill*

im*'
;i

I

Uh'

i

'1

controllable-pitch ainserew (Saab-17B) or Piaggio
R.C.40 fourteen-cylinder radial air-cooled engine rated
at 1,000 li.p. for take-off anil driving a Piaggio IMOOl controllablepitch airscrew (Saab-170). NAC’A-type cowling with trailingedge gills.
Accosimodation. Grew accommodation under continuous canopy
with hinged and sliding sections over scats and gun po.sitions.
Abmawe.nt. Boinli-load carried in internal Ixunb-liay, under fuselage
Heavy bombs carried under fuselage on special
anti under wings.
racks which swing down to enable them to be dropped clear of the
air.s'crmv in a dive.
,No dii'e-brakew lit.teil Imt landing-gear may
bo lowered in a dive to increase drag, tiie wheel landing-gear fairP.

XI

his

—

—

ings being specially de.signed for this purpose.

plane.

'

SlSi

I!

Hamilton-SFA

are

Ski landing-gear

has dive-brake plates attached to the legs.
Dimensions. .No data available.
Weight-s and Loadings (17A). Weight loaded 8,359

—

Wing

—

loading 29.80

(take-off

power) 7.82

lbs./.sq.

ft.

lbs. (3,790 kg.),

(133 kg./sq. m.),

Power

loading

Ibs./h.p. (3.59 kg./h.p.).

Weights and Loadings (17B Landplane).

—

Weight loaded 7,947 lbs.
ft. (127 kg./sq. ra.), Power

(3,605 kg.), Wing loading 25.57 Ibs./sq.
loading (take-off iiower) 8.13 ib.s./h.p. (3.98 kg./h.p.).
Weights .and Loadings (17B Seaplane).—-Weight loaded 8,433 lbs.
(3,825 kg.), Wing loading 27 Ibs./sq. ft, (134 kg./sq. in.), Power
loading (take-off power) 8.56 Ibs./h.p. (3.90 kg./h.p.).
Weights and Loadings (170). Weight loaded 8,532 lbs. (3,870 k^.),
Wing loading 27.42 lbs,/sq. ft. (139 kg./sq. in.). Power loaduig

—

(take-off power) 8.53 Ibs./h.p. (3.87 kg./h.p.).
(I7A).—Maximum .speed 270 m.p.h.

Perform.ance

Cruising speed 242
(125 km.h.).

ra.p.li.

(435 km.h.),
(390 km.h.), Landing speed 78 m.p.h.

Perfoemanoe (17B Landplane).

—

Ma.ximum speed 245 m.p.h. (395
km.h.), Cruising speed 233 m.p.h. (375 km.h.), Landing speed 78
m.p.h. (125 km.h.).
Performance (17B Seaplane). Maximum speed 214 m.p.li. (345
km.h.), Oruising speed 208 m.p.li. (335 km.h.), Landing speed 78

—

ra.p.li.

(125 km.h.).

—

(170).
Maximum speed 270 m.p.h. (435 km.h.), Cruising
speed 230 m.p.h. (370 km.h.). Landing speed 78 m.p.h. (125 km.h.).

Performance

—

—

—
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SWITZERLAND
THE FEDERAL AIRCRAFT FACTORY,

The C.3604 Two-seat Fighter

FEDERAL

AIRCRAFT

FACTORY

(EIDG.

built

by the Federal Factory (1,250 h.p. Saurer YS2 engine).

FUUGZEUGWERK

EIWIWEN— FABRIQUE FEDERALE D’AVIONS EMWIEN).
Head Oeeice and Works Emmen, Lucerne.
.Director
M. Buri.
This official Government establishment manufactures aircraft
for the Swiss Army Air Corps.
Its most recent original productions are the C. 3603 and C. 3604, both of which are illustrated
and described herewith.
:

:

Type.

— Single-engined

THE
Fighter,

C.3603.

Short-range

Reconnaissance

and

Boinbei’ monoplane.
Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Wing panels taper from
roots to tip.s. All-metal structure with flush-riveted smooth
stressed-.skin.
Trailing-edge flaps between ailei’ons and fuselage.
Wing area '28.7 sq. rn. (309.9 sq. ft.).
FrrsicL.\GE.
Oval section all-metal structure.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type with twin fins and rudders.
All-metal framework with metal-covered tailplane and fins and
fabric-covered single-piece elevator and rudders.
Landing Gear.' ^R etractable type. Each unit hinged in a shallow
fairing under the wings, tlie shock-absorber legs being retracted
backwards and turned through 90“ so that the wlieels lie flush with
the underside of the wings while the legs are enclosed in the fixed
fairing beforementioned.
Non-retractablo tail-wheel.
Power Plant. One 1,000 h.^i. Hispano-Suiza 12Y twelve-cylinder
Vee liquid-cooled engine driving a threo-blado Eseher-Wyss
constant-speed airscrew with hollow shaft for a 20 m/m. cannon
mounted in the Vee of the engine cylinders.
Accommodation. Tandem cockpits under a continuous transparent
canopy with a sliding section over the pilot and a tip-up section
over the rear gunner’s cockpit.
Armament. One 20 m/m. cannon firing through the airscrew shaft,

WiNOS.

—
—

—

—

—

two machine-guns in the wings firing outside the airscrew disc
and two machine-guns on a flexible mounting in the rear cockpit.
All arms are original products of the Swiss Federal Arms Factory,
Berne.

DiMENSiONS.-^Span ^.74 m. (4S ft. 1| in.). Length 10.23 m. (36 ft.
91- in.). Height (tail down and over airscrew with one blade vertical)
4.07 m. (13 ft. 1 in.).
Wjmghts and Loadings.^ Weight ‘empty 2,272 kg. (6,009 lbs.),
Useful load and standard equipment 1,185 kg. (2,391 lbs.). Weight

—

loaded (Fighter) 3,450 kg. (7,600 lbs.). Wing loading 120 kg./sq.
m. (24.6 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 3.4 kg./h.p. (7.5 Ibs./h.p.).
Perpobm-ance. No data available,

—

THE
The

C.

3604

equipped as
Type.

—

is

fighter.
Single-engined Fighter.

:

Alteniihein
Dornier-Werke A.G. was a branch of the German Dornier

Works, Aekodbome AND Seaplane Station

:

—

—

—

—

,

—

—

h.p.

Hispano-Suiza 12Y engine).

originally formed, at the time when the
building of military aircraft was forbidden in Germany by the
Treaty of Versailles. A large number of Dornier aeroplanes of
various types were built for experimental purposes and for
export by the Swiss company. It also built the Bucker Jungmann training biplane under licence for the Swiss Government.

company, and was

DORNIER-WERKE A.6.
Head Oeeice ZiiBicH.

is

a'

Wings, Fuselage, Tail unit and L.anding Ge.ar.- As C.3(!03.
Power Plant. One 1,260 h.p. Saurer A’'S2 twelve-cylinder Vee
liquid-cooled engine with direct injection and driving a four-blade
Escher-Wys.s constant-speed and I’eversible-pitch airscrew with
hollow shaft for a 20 m/in. caimon mounted in the engine Vee.
Accommodation.- As C.3603,
Armament. One 20 m/m. Hispano engine cannon firing through
the airscrew shaft, two 20 m/ra. Flispano cannon and two machineguns (Arms Factory, .Berne) in the wings and firing outside the
airscrew disc. Two machine-gi.ins on flexible Plexiglas-covered
mounting (Arms Factory, Borne) in rear cockpit.
D 1MBN.SIONS. As C.3603.
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 2,840 kg. (6,260 lbs.). Standard
equipment and useful load 1,460 kg. (3,220 lbs.), Weight loaded
(Fighter) 4,300 kg. (9,480 lbs.). Wing loading 150 kg./sq. m. (30.7
Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading 3.4 kg./h.p. (7,5 Ibs./h.p.).
Performance. No data available.

The Federal C.3603 Two-seat Fighter (1,000

ORNIER,

C.3604.

a development of the type C. 3603 which

SWITZERLAND
cabin and diiving the tractor airscrew through
A non-retracting tricycle
provided. The cabin seats two side-by-side with

installed, aft of the

FARNER-WERKE A.G.
Head Office and Works

shafts over the top of the cabin.

Grenchen (Soleuee).
This concern wa.s originally engaged in aero-service, re-building,
overhanling and repairs, &ci. In 1934 it produced a small twoseat light biplane which was exhibited for the first time at the
International Aero Show held at Geneva in that year.
Ill 1935 it produced, to the designs of M. Weber, a four-seat
cabin monoplane knoivn as the IVF.21/C4. This model was
illustrated and described in the 1936 edition of this Annual.
The latest production of the company is the WF.12, the proThis is a two-seat
totype of which was completed in 1943.
light cabin monoplane with the 90 h.p. Cirrus Minor engine
:

landing-gear is
dual controls.
The structure comprises a steel-tube fuselage with metal and
fabric covering and a single-spar wooden ^ving with pljnrood
and fabric covering.
Dimensions.— Span 11 m. (30 ft.), Length 7.45 m. (24 ft. 5 in.), Height
2.0 m. (S ft. 0 in.). Wing area 16 sq. m. (172 sq. ft.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 500 kg. (1,232 lbs.). Weight

—

loaded 800 kg. (1,760 lbs.), Wing loading 50 kg./sq. m. (10.25 lbs./
sq. m.). Power loading 8.9 kg./h.p. (19.58 Ibs./li.p.).
PERroRMANCE. Maximum speed 175 kin.h. (108.6 rii.p.h.), Landing
speed with flaps 75 kin.h. (36.7 m.p.h.).

—

erisehe Flugzeugfabrik, which operated
a flying school at Zurich (Dubendorf)
for several years and also built a
number of aircraft of original design
in its worlishops. When this Com-

puny abandoned
ill

19.‘l(i,

-Dipl.

aircraft

Ing. Fierz

manufacture

became Chief

HQ

of the Technical biervici'S of Swissair.
The first product of the company
The Pilatus SB-2 Pelican Four/Six-seat Cabin Monoplane (440 h.p.
was the SB-2 Pelican, a four/six-seat
Pratt & Whitney Wasp-Junior engine).
cabm monoplane which was developed
bj’’ tho Swiss Aeroteclmical Association
at the Swiss Institute of Technology
Power Plant. One 440 h.ii. I’ratt & Whitney M'asp -Junior TB
at Zurich in collaboration with the Pilatus company. The
nine-cylinder radial air-eoolod engine dri\'ing Hamilton Standard
prototype ivas flown in 1944 and was later jnit into service by
two-blade two-position metal airscrew. Two fuel tanks in wings,
a Swiss ah* transport company. The latest Pilatus design is
each witli capacity of 170 litres (37.5 Imp. gallons). Oil capacity
the P-2 two-seat advanced trainhig monoplane.
30 litres (0.5 Imp. gallons).
THE PILATUS SB-2 PELICAN.
Accommodation. Enclosed accommodation for crew of two and three
Type. Four/sLx-seafc cabin monoplane.
Pilot’s campartment forward of leading-edge
or four passengers.
Wings. Strut-braced liigh-iving monoplane. Forwardly-swept wings
of wings. Sound-proofed and temjserature-controlled passenger
integrally
to
roots
built
with
attached
the fuselage roof and braced
cabin beneath wings.
Mean cabin width 1.37 m. (4 ft. 6 in.), Mean
to bottom of fuselage by single struts.
Wooden single-spar
cabin lieight 1.52 m. (oft.), Cabin lengtli 2. 18 m. (7 ft. 2 in.).
Baggage
structure with plywood covering. Automatic slots along entire
compartment aft of cabin with access door on starboard side of
Hydraulically-operated trailing-edge flaps between
leading-edge.
fuselage,
l^artition between cabin and baggage compartment
Gross wing area 29 sq. in. (313 sep ft.).
ailerons and fuselage.
may lie removed to provide .space for bulky freight, which can be
Fuselage. Light metal monoeoquo structure.
loaded through a hatch in the floor. Caliin may also be equipped
Tail Unit. Wooden cantilever monoplane type with twdn fins and
for ambulance duties.

—

,

—

—
—

—
—

rudders mounted as endplates.
Landing Gear. Fixed tricycle type. Main shock-absorber struts
eantilovored from the ajiices of two rigid pyramids, each of which

—

consists of a vertical strut attached at its upper end to tho wingspar, and a down-sloping Vee, the inner ends ofwhich are attached
to the lowea- sides of the fuselage.
Cantilever nose-wheel strut.
nose-wheol
Steerable
interconnected
with
rudder
control.
Hydraulic brakes on main wdieels.

Eijitipment.

— 12-volt
—

electric

.system with

Dimensions. Span 15.5 m. (50 ft. 10
Height 3.20 m. (10 ft. 0 in.).

in.),

375-wat,t generator.

Length 6.09 m.

(31 ft. 10 in.),

Weights and Loadinq.s (As four-seater).—-Weight empty 1,596 kg.
(3,520 lbs.). Weight loaded 2,095 kg. (4,020 lbs.), Wing loading
71.77 kg./sq. rn. (14.7 Ibs./sq. ft.), Power loading (take-off) 4.75
kg./h.p, (10.5 lbs. /h.p.).

i>)(iMiiiiiiiiiwi'mm<H»>*

The Pilatus P-2 Two-seat Advanced Training Monoplane (370-466

h.p.

Argus As. 410 A-2 engine),

SWITZERLAND

PiLATUS—continv. ed
—

Weights and Loadings (As six'-seater). Weight empty 1,647 kg.
(3,630 lbs.), Weight loaded 2,440 kg. (6,380 lbs.), Wing loading
83.6 kg./sq. m. (17.1 Ibs./sq. ft.). Power loading (take-off) 6.52
kg./h.p. (12.2 lbs. /h.p.).

Pebfobbi.ancb (Four-seater with Wasp-Junior engine and Hamilton
Standard c.p. airscrew). Maximum speed 230 km.h. (143 m.p.h.)
at sea level, Cruising speed (280 h.p. at 1,950 r.p.m.) 201 km.h.
(125 m.p.h.) at sea level, Minimum level speed 76 km.h. (47 m.p.h.).
Maximum rate of climb 341 m./min. (1,120 ft./min.), Servdee ceiling
6,280 m. (20,600 ft.), Maximum cruising range 806 km. (500 miles).
Cruising duration. 4 hrs.. Take-off distance to 15 rn. (50 ft.) 306 rn.
(335 yds.). Landing distance from 15 m. (50 ft.) 220 in. (240 yds).

—

THE PILATUS

P-2.

—Two Advanced Trainer.
—Cantilever low-wing monoplane.

Type.
Wings.

-seat

All-metal
two-.spar
structure in one piece, with stressed plywood skin glued and screwed
to spars and rib.s, and with fabric covering over all. Leading-edge
Fabric-covered wooden
at roots sharply swept back from fuselage.
Wooden plyailerons aerodynamically and statically-balanced.
trailing-edge
flap.s
covered
between ailerons and fuselage. Aspect
Wing area 17 sq. m. (182.9 sq. ft.).
ratio 7 1
Light rnetal .structure consisting of four main longei-ons,
Fds:elag.e.'
two fiat side panels and detachable formed top and bottom sections.
Unit.^Cantilever monoplane typo.
Metal .structure with
Tail
raetal-oovored fin and tailplane and fabric-covered movable surfaces.
Aerodynamically and .statically balanced rudder and elevators.
Adjustable trim-tab in rudder ; controllable trim-tabs in elevators.
_

;

—
—

—Retractable

two-wheel type. Each main wheel i.s
carried on single shock-alisorber leg attached to front spar and

Landing

Geae.^

retracts inwards under wings and fuselage ahead of spar and is
partly enclosed by fairing plates attached to each leg. Hydraulic
operation.
Hydraulic brakes on main wheels. Non-retractable
tail-wheel in .swivelling fork.
Power TL.;ViiT. One Argus As 410 A-2 twelve -cylinder inverted vee
air-cooled supercharged engine rated at 370 h.p. at 2,000 m. (6,560
Electric
ft.) and with 465 h.p. available for take-off at aea level.

—

starter.
Argus two-blade constant -speed airscrew with “windmill”
type control. Three fuel tanks in wing with capacity of 225 litres
(49.5 Imp. gallons).
Accommodation. Tandem cockpit for pilot (rear) and pupil with
long enclosed jettisonablo canopy, portions of which slide or hinge
for access.
Luggage locker aft of rear cockpit. Full night-flying
equipment and provision for radio. Roar seat can be fitted with
observation or photographic equipment, with pilot in forward

—

cockpit.

—

Dimensions. Span 11 m. (36 ft. I in.). Length 9.07 ni. (29 ft. 9 in.),
Height 2.70 m. (8 ft. 10 in.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 1,380 kg. (3,042 lbs.),
Weight loaded (normal) 1,800 kg. (3,968 lbs.). Wing loading 106

—

kg./sq. m. (21.7 Ibs./sq.
(8.52 lbs. /h.p.).

ft.),

Power loading

—Slaximnm speed 340

(take-off) 3.87 kg. /h.p.

km.li. (211 m.p.h.) at 2,600 m.
(8,200 ft.). Maximum cruising spieed 3.32 krn.h. (200 m.p.h.) at
3,300 in. ( 10,825 ft.). Economic cruising speed 306 km.h. ( 190 m.p.h.)
at 4,500 m. (14,760 ft.), Maximum indicated diving .speed 720 km.h.
(447 m.p.h.). Landing speed 105 km.h. (65 m.p.h.), Maxirmim rate
of climb (up to 1,760 ni. 5,700 ft.) 300 m./miri. (1,280 ft. /min.),
Still-air range at economic cruising speed 8()6 km. (537 miles) with
225 litres=49.6 Imp. gallons, Take-off run (from grass) 231 m,
(253 yds.), Landing run (from grass) 157 m. (172 yds.).

Pekform.anoe.

=

—
—

—

S
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TURKEY
NURI DEMIRAG.
NURI DEMIRAG TAYYARE FABRIKASI
(Nuri Demirag Aircraft Works).

Head Office Besiktas
Works
Besiktas
and
;

:

(Istanbul).
Yesilicoy

(Istanbul).

Aerodrome Y’esilkSy (Istanbul).
This factory was established in 1937
by Nuri Demirag. The Nu.D.36 type twoseat training biplane and a Nu.D.38 type,
six-seat passenger prototype monoplane
described and illustrated in previous
editions, have been built from original
:

designs.

The Nn.D.36 biplane has been

1

IkI

pro-

.

igpJH

in quantities.
In addition, gliders
of different types have been constructed
under licence.

dueed

||

THE

——

Nu.D.36.

Type. Two-aeat training biplane.
Wings, ^Unequal-span single-bay staggered

t\ oc t
Two-seat Training Biplane (150
The
ine Nu.D.ae
ii

.

—

fabric.

Tail Unit.

—Normal

monoplane

tj^pe

with steel-tube frames and

fabric covering.

Landing Gear.—Divided

Comprises two long-stroke shockabsorber struts, the upper ends of which are attached to the upper
fuselage longerons with the lower ends hinged to the underside of
the fuselage by steel-tube Vees. Wheel-brakes.
Power Plant.— One 150 h.p. Walter Gemma I nine-cylinder radial
type.

T.H.K.
TURK HAVA KURUMU—UCAK FABRIKASI

(Turkish Air League

—Aircraft Factory).

Head Offick Anicaka.
WoKKS AND Aeeodrome
:

Etimescujt, Ankara.
This factory was established by the Turkish Air League in
Its activities include the manufacture of aircraft of
1941.
It also builds
its own. design and of other types under licence.
gliders of its

own

:

design,

WiNSS.

T.H.K,2.

ingle -seat Acrobatic Trainer,

—Low-wing

form.

Wood

cantilever monoplane.
Wings of elliptical plan
single spar structure with a pl.vwood leading-edge

forming a D-shaped
flaps.

Walter

Gemma

engine).

Small fuel tank in
air-cooled engine on steel -tube mounting.
Large fuel tank in fuselage
centre-section with direct gravity feed.
behind fireproof bulkhead feeding the small tank by hand pump.
Accommodation. Tandem open coekpit.s ivith dual controls.
Dimensions. Span 9.74 m. (31 ft. ll in.), Height 2.44 m. (8 ft.),
Length 7.30 m. (24 ft.),
Weights. Weight empty 050 kg. (1,430 lbs,). Petrol and oil 160 kg.
(352 lbs.), Maximum loaded weight 1,000 kg. (2,204 lbs.).
Performance. Maximum speed with maximum load 182 km.h. (113
m.p.h.). Landing speed 85 km.h. (52.7 m.p.h.). Climb to GOO m.
(1,640 ft.) 2 mins., Climb to 1,000 m. (3,280 ft.) 5.26 mins., Climb
to 1,500 in. (4,920 ft.) 10 mins., Service ceiling 3,350 in. (11,000
ft.). Range 500 km. (310.5 miles) or 3.5 lionrs.

—

—

—

l»lywood-c! 0 \'ercd tailplaue and fln and faln’icveovered rudder_ and
elevators.
AdJustaVile trim-tab in elijvul-or l•ontT<ll!ed from pilot’s
cockpit.
backwuirds,
raised
type. Wheels
etractable
LANDiNn Gkaii.
turning througli 90 degrees to lie flat in the wing wlien_ raised.
tail-wlieel
Swi\H:‘lling
retraction.
shock-abS(.>rbers.
Hand
Oloo

—

fitted

with compression

Power Plant. — One

rnliljor sliook-alisorlier.

IflS li.p.

D.H. Gip.sy-Major four-cylinder inverted

Fuel and t>i] tiinks in fuselage.
Con.i\.ccoMiviOD,vnoN.
Enclosed cockpit with sliding canopy.
ventional controls and instrument cquipineiit.
Dimensions. Span 8 m. (26 ft. 3 in.), Length 0.98 m. (22 ft. lOJ- in.),
Height 2.08 m. (6 ft. 10 in.).
Weiohts. Weight empty (with equipment) 490 kg. (1,078 lbs.),
air-eooled engine.

—

—

THE
Typk.—

h.p.

.

biplane. Centre-section attached to fuselage
by splayed-out In -struts.
One
N-type interplane strut on either side
Izrterplane braeing-wdre.s in plane of rear spar of
of fuselage.
upper wing and front spar of lower wing. Duplicated flying-wires
and single landing-wires. Wood structure wdth fabric covering.
Ailerons on upper w'ing.s only. Wing area 21.8 sq. m. (234.5 sq. ft.).
Fuselage. Rectangular structure of riveted steel tubes, covered wdth

tor.sional

box member.

Ailerons have fabric- covered

wood

metal
Gross wing

I-Iand- operated

foames.

area 10.2 sq. m. (109.7 sq. ft.).
FtrsELAOE.—Wooden monocoque structure with plywood skin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. All-wood framework with

toe T.H.K.2

Pilot 90 kg. (198 lbs.), 'Fuel
060 kg. (1,4,52 lbs.).

and

oil

80 kg. (170

—

lbs.),

Weidit loaded

Maximum speed at sea level 205 km.h. (164.5 m.p.h.).
Cruising speed (i50%power) 220km.b, (130.4 m.p.h.), Stalling speed
80 km.h. (50 m.p.li.). Maximum permissible diving speed 500 km.h.
(310.7 m.p.h.). Initial rate of climb 420 rn./miti. (1,710 ft. /min.)
Service ceiling 0,000 in. (19,085 ft.), Range in .still air 700 km. (43.5
miles) or SJ- hours.

PERFORMiVNOE.

single-seat Aerobatic Trainer (135 h.p.

D.H. Gipsy Major engine)

—

—

— —
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THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THE DESIGNATION OF AMERICAN SERVICE AIRCRAFT.
The United

States military

respective an- services.

and naval

These

Wo

authorities use separate

and

distinctive

schemes to designate

aircraft

used by their

schemes are described below.

The U.S. Army Air Forces.
Aircraft of the U.S. Army Air Forces are identified by a scheme in which the function of the aircraft
The principal functional letters are

is

shown by

letters.

:

A

Bombardment

B Bombardment
C

OA
UC

(Light)

(Medium and Heavy)

Transport (Troop or Cargo)
Reconnaissance (Photographic)
Autogiro

F

G
L
O
P
FP

R

CO

TG
GB
AG
PG
FG
BQ
OQ
PQ

Liaison
Observation
Fighting

Photographic Reconnaissance

Rotary Wing (Helicopter)
Advanced Training

Observation Amphibian
Utility Transport (less than 9 seats or less
than 1,400 lbs.= 636 kg. cargo).
Transport Glider
Training Glider
Glider Bomb
Assault Glider

Powered Glider
Fuel-carrying Glider

Power-driven Controllable Bomb
AT
Aerial Target (non-man-carrying)
BT Basic Training
Aerial Target (man-carrying)
PT Primary Training
CQ Target Control
Functional letters are followed by a number to indicate the model, the numbers rumiing consecutively throughout the
class or function irrespective of manufacturer.

When the type designation is preceded by the letter X, this indicates that the aircraft is an experimental prototype.
Should the preceding letter be a Y, this indicates that the aircraft is the subject of a limited procurement order for service
trials.
Should a type so designated go into quantity production the X or Y is dropped.
Where combat

aircraft are modified for other duties, either because of special requirements or due to obsolescence,
is qualified by an additional letter indicative of its new duty.
For example when the B-26
is stripped of armament and adapted for target-towing duties, the designation is modified by the addition of the T
(Training) symbol, thus TB-26. The conversion of fighter aircraft into two-seat transitional trainers produces the TP-39,
TP-51, etc. Standard types of fighter aircraft adapted for photographic -reconnaissance duties are no longer distinguished
by the separate F symbol. Sizch aircraft retain then’ fighter designations with the addition of the
symbol, thus
FP-SOA, FP-84A, etc.

the primary designation

F

U.S. Naval Aviation.

U.S. Naval aircraft are designated by a scheme which incorporates letters to define the function and manufacturer of
the aircraft, and numbers to indicate the model and modifications of the model.

The latest system introduced in 1946, provides for Fixed-wing piloted aircraft, Pilotless Craft and Rotary -wing
The functions of fixed-wing piloted aircraft are covered by the following letters
R Transport
A Attack, to destroy enemy surface or groimd targets
U Utility
F Fighter, to destroy enemy aircraft in the air
T Trainer
P Patrol, to search for the enemy
G Glider
0 Observation, to observe and direct ship or shore gunfire
The symbol K signifies pilotless aircraft and this is qualified by fm’ther letters to indicate function, thus
KD Drone
KS Attack on ship targets

aircraft.

:

:

KA
KG

KU

Attack on aircraft tai’gets
Attack on ground targets

H

Utility

with additional qualifying functional letters, thus
have the Symbol
Transport
Air/Sea Rescue
Utility.
Observation
HT Training
The old system of designation was fully outlined in the last edition of “All the World’s Aircraft,” Aircraft in service
or in production at the time of adoption of the new system will retain the old designations by which they were ordered.

Rotary -wing

aircraft, or Helicopters,

HH

;

HR
HU

HO

The

A
„
°

list

below

details the letters

which have been allotted to

Brewster Aeronautical Corporation
Beech Aircraft Corporation
Boeing Aircraft Company
(Curtiss- Wright Corporation, Airplane Division
Cessna Aircraft Company, Inc.
\
Culver Aircraft Corporation
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.
Radioplane Company.
(McDonnell Aircraft Corporation
(Bellanca Aircraft Corporation
Gould Aeronautical Division (Pratt, Read & Co.)
1 Piper Aircraft Corporation
lEdo Aircraft Corporation
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation
Goodyear Aircraft Corporation
Howard Aircraft Corporation
]

\

C

{

au’craft

M
N
O
p

E
F

G

H
J
K
L

]

(

P

Inc.

Fleetwings Division, Kaiser Cargo, Inc.
(Bell Aircraft Corporation
Columbia Aircraft Corporation

\

(

(now Commonwealth

Aircraft, Inc.)

J

i

1

North American Aviation,

(Piper Aircraft Corporation (gliders)
Piasecki Helicopter Corporation
Fairchild Aircraft Corporation
j

Q

(

D

manufacturers :-—

Glenn L. Martin Company
Naval Aircraft Factory
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

S

T

U
p.

W
Y

Ryan

Aeronautical

Company

Interstate Aircraft & Engineering Corporation
Aeronoa Aircraft Corporation

American Aviation Corporation

Sikorsky Aircraft (United Aircraft Corporation)
Boeing Aircraft Company, Wichita Division
Schweizer Aircraft Corporation
(Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
Taylor craft Aviation Corporation
(Timm Aircraft Corporation
Chance Vought Aircraft (United Aircraft Corporation)
Vultee (now Consolidated Vultee)
Aircraft Corporation)
I Vega (now Lockheed
•

-I

(

Waco

Aircraft

Company

Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corporation

The individual aircraft designations are made up of the functional letter, a model number, the manufacturer’ s letter and,
component symbols indicates
foUowms: a hyphen, a modification or mark number. For example, F7F-3 broken down to its
and that it is the third (-3) variation or
that the aircrMt is a Fighter (F), the seventh of its type (7) built by Grumman (F),
The next entirely new Fighter design by Grumman is the F8F.
mark of the basic type.
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Power Plant. — Two Lycoming

AERO,
;

T. R. Smith.
Cliief Engineer
C. W. Gaskell, Jr.
This Company has designed the all-metal Aero Commander
tivin-engined six/seven-seat light transport monoplane, details
of which are given hereafter.

President

:

:

THE AERO COMMANDER

Typic.

L. 3805.

—T\Yin-engined light transport Monoplane.

—

Cantilever high-ving monoplane consisting of centre-section
.4ll-nieta.l structure
integral with fuselage and two outer sections.
with built-up spans, formed ribs and stressed skin covering. Allmetal ailerons oir outer wings, and hydraulically-opepiited flaps
between ailerons and fuselage. Wing area (approximate) 2:U)
sq. ft. (21.9 sq. in.).
Fuselage. All-metal stmotiu’e with sheet metal covering.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure with
metal covering over all surfaces. Trim-tabs in elevators and
rudder. Dihedral tailplane. Tailplane span 15 ft. (4.57 m.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels carried on
oleo slioek-ab.sorber legs retract into engine nacelles and nose-wlieel
Track 12 ft. 4 in.
retracts into fuselage. Hydraulic operation.
Hydraulic brakes on main wheels.
(3.7(5 m.).

Wixos.

—
—

—

AERO-FUGHT,
AERO-FLIGHT AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.

Head

Buffalo, N.Y.
Office
This Company has produced a two-seat light aircraft powered
by an 85 h.p. Continental C85 four -cylinder horizontally-opposed
:

AERONCA.
THE AERONCA AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head OFFIC.E and Works: Middletoivn Municipal
port,

Air-

Middletown, Ohio,
John W. Friedlander.

•President

<J-435A six-c,ylinder liorizontally

opposed air-cooled engines each developing 190 h.p. at 2,250
r.p.m. and driving .Aeromatie fcwo-blade constant-s]3eed uuoden

AERO DESIGN AND ENGINEERING CORPORATION.
Head Office Culver City, Caueorsiia.

:

Vice-President
.Elmer L. Sutherland.
Ahee-President and Director of .Purchases
E. H. AA^idemau,
Sales Manager and Executive Assistant
R. L. Davi,son.
Director of Sales : A. B. Bennett.
Chief Engineer
Ray Hermes,
Treasurer and Secretary
Albert Helmers.

Fuel caiiaeity 100 U.S. gallons (379 litres) in bag-type
airscrews.
cells in forward portion of centre-section.
knclosed cabin of 12U_eiib. ft. (3.4 cub. m.) capacity
Accoii.iiodation.
two .sitle-liy-side in front with dual controls,
with six or .seven .seat.s
a similar pair lieliind and a full-width .seat at the rear seating
two. Sewmtli .scat opiional. Alain entry lioor under wing on
Door 20 m. (50.8 e/m.) from ground. All equipruent
jiort side.
can bo removed to permit cabin to be used Ibi- freiglit-carrying,
(Ajitional arrangement provides
and floor may be reinforced.
Baggage eomjuartment aft of
for botli pa.ssenger.s and freight.
cabin with capacity of 40 cub. ft. (1.13 cub. in.).
G.E. -ASIB two-way radio.
12-volt electric system.
Equip.iient.
Dimensions. Span 43 ft. 10 in. (1.3. 3(5 in.), .Length 32 ft. {h75 in.),

—

;

—
—

Height overall ll') ft. ,41 in. (3.1(5 m.).
\Ueights and Loadixg.s" (Designed).- IVeiglit
(1,089 kg.), Maximum payload 1,082 lbs. (491

empty _2,400 lbs.
Weight loaded

kg.).

4,200 lbs. (1,905 kg.), Wing loading 17.8 Ibs./.sq. ft. (8(5.9 kg./sq. m.),
Power loading 11 lbs. /h.p. (4.98 kg. /h.p.).
Performance (.Estimated). Alnxirnum speed 181 m.p.h. (291 km.h.)

—

at sea level, Crnisint: .--peed 179 m.p.h. (288 km.h.) at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 rn.), Landinu: spci’d 5(5 m.p.h. (90 kin.h.), Initial rate of
climb 1.400 ft./rnin. (427 rn. luin.). Service eeiling 22.000 ft. ((5.705
rn.). One-engine eeiling 8.700 ft. {2,05(.) in.). Cruising raiigo 700
miles (1,127 kin.), Take-off run 317 yds. (29(1 in.). Landing run
2S3 yds. (259 in.).

air-cooled engine.
It is a low-wing mouoplaiiB with two tandem
No furtlier particulars,
seats enclosed hy a bubble-type eanopy.
apart .from the following e.stimatei.1 perfornianee figures were
available at the time of writing.
Performance (Estimated).— Alaxirnum speed 175 m.p.h. (282 km.h.)
Service ceiling 1(5,500 ft. (5,030 m.), Range 700 miles (1,126 kin.)

“Erco” “two-coiitror’ sy.stem. In October, 1946, the company
completed the 5,000th Champion to be built since A'J-Day.
Otlier Aeronea tlesigns under development ineh.ule the 90 h.p.
Arrow, a. two-seat enclosed low-w-ing mon<.iplarie, iind the Eagle,
a four-seat cabin monoplane in the dc Luxe category.

:

THE AERONCA ARROW.

:

;

:

:

This Company was incorporated as the Aeronautical Corporation of America in November, 1928, and was the first American
company to build and market a truly light aeroplane. The
name of the company was changed touts present title in 1941.
During the war the Aeronea Company produced the L-3
light liaison monojilane for the U.S.A,A.F. and the PT-19 and
PT-23 primary training monoplanes imder Fairchild licence.
For post-war use the company has put into production the
65 h.p. Champion two-seat enclosed monoplane, a development
of the Defender trainer (described in past issues of this Annual),
and the 65 h.p. Chief, a de luxe two-seat sid8-by-.side cabin
monoplane. In addition, the Engineering and Research Corporation has granted to Aeronea a lieehce for the use of the

Tlie .Arrow- is a cantilever low--\ving caliin monoplane with a
rotractablo two-wheel landing gear and a single On and I’udder.
The Arrow is of
Tlie enclo.sed eiil.)in .seats Iavu Hide-b,y'-.sit.lp.
all-metal construction and is ]iowered tiy a 90 h.];i. four-cylinder
eiigitie
driving a two-blade
!:iorlzantally-o|:)po.sod tdr-ciioled
varialile-pitch airserow.
Tliere is fuel cajiacity for 25 XJ.S.
gallons (95 litres). Trai ling-edge (laps extend between ailerons
and fuselage.
Dimensions. Span 30 ft. 0 in. (9.14 m.), Wing area 137 sq. ft. (12.72
sq. in.). Aspect ratio (5.57.
Weights ,vnd .Loadings.—Weiglit empty SSt) lbs. (38(5 kg.). Disposable
load 600 lbs. (272 kg.), W'eight loaded 1,450 lbs. (658 kg.), AVing

—

loading

10.6 ib.s./,sq. ft.
Ibs./h.p. (7.2 kg./h.p.).

—

(51.76

ke./sq.

m.),

Power loading

15.9

Maximum speed 135 m.p.h. (244 km.h.), Cruising
speed 125 m.p.h. (201 krn.h.), Landing speed (with flaps) 48 m.p.h.
(77 km.h.). Landing speed (w-Ithout flaps) 54 m.p.h. (87 krn.h.),
.Rate of climb 550 ft./min. (1(58 in. /min.). Range 500 miles (805

Performance.

krn.).

,

—

T

The Aeronca Chum Two-seat Cabin Monoplane

THE AERONCA CHUM.

—
—

Type. Two-seat Cabin moiioplano.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing nioiio]ol{ine.
section

and two outer

wing.s.

Consisting of short centreAll-rnotal constant-chord two-spar
leading-edge and fabric covering

with inetal-covered
Metal -framed aileron.s witli

.structure
aft.

140 sq.

fabi'ic

oovering.

Wing

area

sq. in.).

ft. (1.3

—
soini-inonocoque structure.
Unit. — Cantilever monoplane typo. Metal

Fuselage.

xAIl-metal

fratneworlj with
tailplane and fabric covering over movable
surfaces.
Controllable elevator trim-tab. Tailplane span 10 ft.
2| in. (3.1 m.).

T.-vil

metal-covered

fln

and

—

L.-ynding Gear. Fixed tricycle type. Main wlieels carried on
shock-ab.sorber leg.s attached to oentre-.seotion.
Steerable nosewheel carried in half -fork. Track 7 ft. 1 in. (2.16 in.).
Power Plant. One Continental C85J four-cylinder liorizontull^’oppoaed air-cooled engine rated at 8.7 h.p. at 2,575 r.p.in. and
driving Sensonieli two-blade fixed-pitcii wooden airscrew. Fuel
capacity 22 U.S. gallons (83 litres).
Accommodation.-—Enclosed cabin seating tw'o sido-bji-side with dual
Access door of
controls.
Inside width 3 ft. 5,} in. (1.05 in.).
pressed aluminium on each side. Plexiglas w'indow.s. Luggage
compartment aft of seats has 3 ft. 4 in. x 1 ft. 10 in. (1.015 rn. x
“Ereo” two0.50 in.) floor, and allowance of 60 lbs. (27 kg.).
control system.
Equipment.— 12-volt eloctric .system. I’rovisioii for two-way radio.
Dimensions. Span 28 ft. 8 in, (8.74 in.), Length 20 ft. (0.10 m.).
Height overall 0 ft. 5 in. (1. 00 m.).
Weights and Loadings.—-Weight empty 800 Ihs. (390 kg.), Disposalile
load 540 lbs. (245 kg.), Weight loaded 1,400 lbs. (035 kg.), Wing
loading 10 Ibs./sq. ft. (48.83 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 10.47 lbs./
h.p. (7.40 kg. /h.p.).
PERiroRMANOE. Maximum Speed 118 m.p.h. (188,8 km.h.). Cruising
speed 108 m.p.h. (172.8 km.h.), Landing speed 49 m.p.h. (79 kni.h.),
Initial rate of climb 010 ft./miu. (180 m./inin.), Service ceiling
11,000 ft. (3,355 m.), Cruising range 400 miles (044 km.), Fuel
oon.smnption 5.4 U.S. gallons/hr. (20.4 litre.s/hr.).

—

—

—

THE AERONCA 7AC GHAMFiON.

—

wo-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings. Strut-braced high-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section NACA
4412.
Two-spar structure of constant chord built in two sections
which are attached directly to top fuselage longerons and braced
to lower longerons by V-struts. Solid spruce .sjiars, ahiminiumalloy ribs, steel compression ribs and single udre drag-bracing.

Tyi’E.

—

—{Martin

(85 h,p. Continental engine).

c&

Kelman).

the w'hole being fabric-covered.
Duralumin, ailerons with fabric
eovoring.
Wing area 170 sq. ft. (15.79 sq. rn.).
Welded steol-tuhe strnoture with four longerons, spruce
longitudinal sti’ingers ami falirie covering.
Tail Unit.— Wire-hraced monoplane ty|)e. Welded steel-tube framework with fabi’ic covering attaclied by metal screws and washers.
Fin integral with fuselage. Horn-balanced rudder. Controllable
trim-tab in port elevator.
Landing Gear. Fixed divided typo consisting of two interchangeable
side vees ineorpoi’ating oleo shock-aVjsorber struts and tiwo half axles
binged to fuselage centre-line. Dual lirakes. Steerable tailjvheel.
Wheels replaceable by twdn float undercarriage.
I’owER Plant. One 65 li.p. Lycoming four-cylinder horizontally,
oppo.sed air-cooled engine driving a Sensenich tivo-blade fixedpitch wooden airncrow. Fuel capacil j' 14 U.S. gallons (53 litres).
AcaoMMOD.ATioN. Enclosed cabin seating two in tandem with dual
controls.
Moulded one-piece windscreen.
Dimenston.s. Stian 35 ft. 0 in. (10.00 m.). Length 21 ft. 0 in. (6.56 m.),

Fuselage.

—

—

—

—

down) 7 ft. 0 in. (2.13 m.).
Loadings (Landplane),— Weight empty 710 lbs. (322
Useful load 510 lbs. (231 kg.). Weight loaded 1,220 lbs. (553

Height

Weights
kg.>,
kg.).

(tail

.and

Wing loading (fully loaded) 7,17 Ibs./sq. ft. (36 kg./sq. m.).
Power loading (I'ully loaded) 18.73 lbs. /h.p. (8.49 kg. /h.p.).
Weights .and Loadings (Seaplane). Weight empty 810 lbs. (307 kg.).

'

—

Useful load 510

weight loaded 1,320

llis. (598 kg.),
loatling (fully loaded) 7.70 Ib-s./isq, ft. (37.8!) kg./sq. in.),
Power loading (fully loaded) 20.3 Ib.s./h.p. (9.7 kg./h.p,).

lbs. (231 kg.),

Wing

—

pEiiFORSiANCE (Landplane). Maximum speed 100 m.p.h. (101 km.h.).
Cruising speed 90 m.p.h. (145 km.h,), Landing speed 38 m.p.h. (61
km.h.). Rate of climb 500 ft. /min. (152 rn./niin,), range at cruising
speed 270 miles (434 km.),

THE AERONCA 11AC CHIEF.
is a variation of the Champion and is
generally similar except for an increased fuselage width to
accommodate side-by-side seating for two, and a lower cowling
The wings, tail-imit, landing
line to give better visibility.
gear (with the alternative twin-floats) and power-plant are
identical to and interchangeable with those of the Champion.
The extra fuselage width increases the gi'oss wing area to 175
The standard fuel capacity is 15 XJ.S.
sq. ft. (16.25 sq. m.).
gallons (56 litres), which can be supplemented by an 8 U.S.
gallon (HO Jitoe) auxiliary tank.
Dimensions. .Span 36 ft, 0 in, (10.97 in.). Length 20 ft. 10 in. (0.36 m.),

The Aeronca Chief

—

-

Heiglit 7

ft. 0 in.

The Aeronoa Champion Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (65

h.p,

(2.13 m.).

Lycoming engine).

U*

(178c)
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AERONCA — continued.

K.'

'

J,.

J

The Aeronca Chief Two-seat Cahm Monoplane (65

—

Loadings (Landplane). Weight empty 725 lbs. (329
kg.), Useful load 525 Ib.s. (238 kg.). Weight loaded 1,250 lbs. (567
kg.). Wing loading (fully loaded) 7.14 Ibs./sq. ft. (34.86 kg./sq. ni.),
Power loading (fully loaded) 19.23 lbs. /h.p. (8.72 kg. /h.p.).

Weights

Weights and Loadings

(Seaplane).

—Weight ompty 825

lbs.

ALL AMERICAN AIRCRAFT, INC.
Head Oeeice Loisra Beach 4, Cadifoenla.
:

President
Gerald Alder.
Chief Engineer
E. C. Alder.
:

AU American

Aircraft, Inc., a company which during the
\yar was engaged in producing specialised aircraft parts for the
leading AVest Coast aircraft manufacturers, ha,s cle.signed and
built its first aircraft the Ensign two-seat all-metal light
aeroplane. The prototype first flew towards the end of 194.5
from the Lomita Flight Strip, near San Pedro, California.

—

THE ALL AMERICAN MODEL 10A ENSIGN.
Tyte. -Two-seat Light monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane of 24ST aluminium-arlloy
construction. Prise-type self-balaneing ailerons of 24ST aluminium
tlross wing area 140 .sq. ft. (13 sq, m.).
construction,
ATaximum width
Ftr.SELAGE. All-metal semi-inonoooque structure.

—

—

—
—

3 ft. 8 in. (1.12 m.).

Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type of all-metal construction
with metal covering. Controllalilo trim-tab in elevator. Tailplane span 10 ft. 8 in. (3.25 m.).
Landing Geae.- Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels, carried on

—

The

All

lbs.

(012 kg,),
m.),

Power loading (fidly loaded) 20.92
Perfokmanc'E (Landplane). .As Cdiampion, except maximum range

—

(with auxiliary tank) 420 miles (676 km.).

cantilever oleo shock-absorber .struts, retract inwards into fuselage,
and full-eastering nose-wheel in forked shock-absorber strut
Firestone hydraulic spot brakes
retracts backwards into fuselage.
operated from rudder pedals. 'Track 8 ft. 4 in. (2.54 m.).
Powee Plant. One 85 h.p. Continental C85-12 four-cylinder
horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine on steel-tube mounting and
driving Sensenieh two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew. Alternatively power-nnit np to 125 h.|i. can be installed, with provision
Fuel capacity
for either constant-speed or wiriable pitch air.serey%
25 II.S, gallons (94 litres) in single fuselage tank.
with two .seats side-by-side
eoi'kjiit
Fnclo.sed
Accoaisiod.vtion.
Large Plexiglas bubble canopy slirles. baekward.s for acee.ss. Dual
Baggage eom|iiU'tnieid:. 1 ft. 0 in. long X 3 ft.
controls optional.
6 in. wide X 2 ft. 0 in. deep (.457 X 1.07 X .61, m.) aft of seats.
Span 33 ft. 0 in. (10.0") m.), Lmigth 22 ft. 0 in. (6.71 m.),
1 nnKX.'.ioN.s.
Height (over rudder) 8 ft. 6 in. (2.59 m.).
Weights and Loadings.— Weiglit <‘mpt,y 900 Ib.s. (408 kg.), Useful
load ,550 lbs. (249 kg.), Weight loaded 1,4.70 lb.s. (6.57 kg.), Wing
loading (fully loaded) 10,35 Ibs./sq. ft. (50 kg./sq. m.). Power loading
17 lbs. /h.p. (7.7 kg. /h.p.).
Perfokmance (.Estimated).—Maximum .speed 12.7 m.p.li. (201 km.h.).
Cruising speed 112 ni.p.h. (180 km.h.). Landing speed 50 ni.p.h.
(SO kin/ii.). Rate of climb 700 ft. /min. (213 m./inin.). Service ceiling
14,000 ft. (4,265 m.), Range at cruising .speed 400 miles (644 km.).

—

—

American Ensign Two-seat Light Monoplane (85

AMERICAN EAGLECRAFT.
AMERICAN EAGLECRAFT COMPANY.
Head Office and Woeks Fort Worth, Texas.
;

President
V. A. Robinson.
This company has revived an experimental two-seat opencockpit high-wing mono})lane known a.s the American Eaglet,
the prototype of which was built in 1 942. Tests were postponed,
but these aro now bebig completed, two further aircraft are
being built and tlio plant is being expsinded to undertake commercial pi'oduction.
:

loaded 1,350

lbs. /sq.ft. (37.64 kg./.sq.
Urn. /h.p. (9.49 kg. /h.p.).

—

:

__

Lycoming engine).

LLseful load 525 lbs. (238 kg.),
Power loading (fully loaded) 7.71

(374 kg.),

ALL AMERICAN.

h.p.

h.p. Continental engine).

The American Eaglet is a conventional .strut-braced high-wing
monoplane with divided rubber-sprung landing-gear and a
50 h.p. Continental engine.
Dimensions, Span 34 ft, 4 in. (10.47 rn.), Length 22 ft. 9 in. (6.94 m.).
Height 7 ft. 1 in. (2.14 m.), Wing area 164.4 sq. ft. (15.3 .sq. m.).
Weight-s. Weight empty 638 lbs. (290 kg.), Weight loaded 1,050 lbs.

—

—

,

(478 kg.).

Perb’Ormanoe.—Maximum speed 92

ni.p.h. (147.2 km.h.), Landing
speed 28 ni.p.h. (46 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 700 ft./rnin. (213.5
m./niin.), Cruising: range 225 mile,s (260 km.), Sei'vice ceiling 14,600
ft.

(4,420 m.).

.

T

The

Zephyr Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (150

Bartlett

BARTLETT AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office Rosemead, California.
The Bartlett Aircraft Corpn. has produced
:

the Blue Zephyr
two-seat strut-braced monoplane, which has been developed from
A production version
the Babcock monoplane of the 1930’s.
of this aircraft, known as the LC-13 A Zephyr 150, is powered
by a 150 h.p. Franklin six-cylinder engine.

Franklin engine).

h.p.

150.

—
—

Type. Two-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings. Braced mid-wing monoplane. Tapered structure with
wooden spars and rib.s, metal-covered leading-edge and fabric
covering aft. Single strut on each side braces wing to fuselage.

Wing

area (approximate) 132 sq. ft. (12.25 .sq. rn.).
Steel-tube structure with fabric covering.
Fit.selage.

—
—Braced

Tail Unit.

covering over

monoplane

Metal framework with fabric

tyiro.

Fin and tailplane wire-braced.
type. Main wheels (Goodyear

all surfaces.

Landing Gear.-—Fixed two-wheel
0.00-6) carried

on

oleo shock-absorber legs attached to fuselage.

BAUMANN,

—

—

California.
President
T. B. Baumann.
Mr. T. B. Baumann, founder of the Baumann Aircraft Corpn.
has designed the Brigadier 250 twin-engined pusher monoplane
intended for executive duties. The prototype was expected
to fly late in 1946. Mr. Baumann was formerly a research and
design engineer with the Lockheed Aircraft Corpn. and was
later foxmder and chief engineer of Mercury Aircraft, Inc.
:

:

THE BAUMANN BRIGADIER

win-engined five-seat pusher monoplane.
Wings. Cantilever shoulder-wing monoplane consisting of constantchord centre-section carrying engines and two tapered outer_ wings.
Metal spars and ribs and sheet metal covering. All-metal ailerons,
with manually-operated all-metal split trailing-edge flaps between
ailerons and fuselage.
Wing area (approximate) 213 sq. ft. (19.79

—

sq. m.).

Fuselage.'—^All-metal semi-monocoque structure of oval cross-section.
Metal framew’ork with
Tail Unit. — Cantilever monoplane
covering to rudder and
tjT)e.

tailplane and fabric
elevators.
Controllable elevator trim-tabs. Tailplane span 13 ft.
2 in. (4.01 m.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels each carried
on single oleo shock-absorber legs retract outward into wings

and

—

BEECHCRAFT,
BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
East
Head Office and Works

Central

:

Avenue,

Wichita, Kansas.
Established: April, 1932.
President: Walter H. Beech.
Vice-President and General Manager
J. P. Gaty.
Vice-President and Chief Engineer
T. A. Wells.
Vice-Pi’esident in charge of Purchasing
R. K. Beech,
Frank E. Hedrick,
Vice-President and Co-ordinator
Secretary and Treasurer
O. A. BeechThe Beech Aircraft Corporation w'as formed in 1932 by Mr.
Walter H. Beech, one of the pioneers of light commercial airplanes
in the United States.
In 1025 he helped to form the Travel Air Manufacturing
Company and developed a notable range of commercial and
training aeroplanes. In 1929, the Travel Air Company w^as
;

:

:

:

:

—

Wing

loading 12.5 Ibs./sq. ft.
Ibs./h.p. (4.98 kg. /h.p.).

(61 kg./sq. m.), Pow'er loading 11

—

Perform.ance. Maximum speed 150 m.p.h. (241 km.h.), Cruising
speed 135 m.p.h. (217 km.h.). Landing speed 42 m.p.h. (68 km.h.),
Stalling speed (approximate) 35 rn.p.h. (56 km.h.). Initial rate of
clhnb 1,500 ft./min. (467 m./min).. Service ceiling 18,000 ft. (6,485
m.). Cruising range 600 miles (806 km.), Cruising fuel consumption
9.25 U.S. gallons/hr. (35 litres/hr.).

6 tj're.

Power Plant.—Two

Continental C125 .six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engines each developing 125 h.p. at 2,550 r.p.m,
centre-section as pusher units and driving Continental or Aeromatio two-blade propellers. Fuel capacity 60 U.S.

mounted within

gallons (227 litres).

Accommodation.

—

Enclosed cabin seating pilot (on port) and one
passenger side-by-side with dual controls, and full-width seat for
three passengers behind. Access door on. each side. Baggage
compartment of 12 cub. ft. (0.33 cub. rn.) capacity aft of rear seats
allowance 270 lbs. (122 kg.).
Dimensions, Span 41 ft. (12.49 rn.), Length 27 ft, 5 in. (8.36 m.),
Height (overall) 10 ft. 2 in. (3.10 m.).
;

250.

Type.—

fin

—

Dimensions. Span 30 ft. 9 in. (9.34 m.). Length 21 ft. (6.40 m.),
Height (over cabin, tail up) 6 ft. (1.83 m.).
Weights and Loadings. ^Weight empty 965 lbs. (438 kg.), Disposable load 685 lbs. (311 kg.). Weight loaded 1,650 lbs. (749 kg.),

outboard of engines. Electric operation. Hydraulic brakes and
Goodyear 6.60 X 10 tyres. Track 11 ft. 6 in. (3.6 m.). Nosewheel is steerable and retracts into fuselage. Goodyear 6.00 x

BAUMANN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office and Wobks Roscoe,

metal-covered

C. B&ed).

driving two-blade constant-speed air.serew. Fuel capacity 50
U.S, gallons (189 litres).
Accommodation.^ Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-sido. Access
door on each side. Baggage compartment aft of seats.
Equipment.-— 12-volt electric system. General Electric two-way
radio.

THE BARTLETT LC 13-A ZEPHYR

—{Boardman

Goodyear hydraulic brakes and tyres. Bartlett steerable tailwheel integral with rudder.
Power Plant. One Franklin 6A4-150-B3 six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine developing 1.50 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. and

—

Weights and Loadings
kg.),

—

(Designed). Weight empty 1,980 lbs. (898
lbs. (463 kg.), Payload 760 lbs. (340 kg.),
kg.), Wing loading 15 Ibs./sq. ft.

Disposable load 1,220

Weight loaded 3,200 lbs. (1,451
(73,2 kg./sq. m.). Power loading

Pereormange

—

12.5 lbs. /h.p. (5.66 kg. /h.p.).

(Estimated). ^Maximum speed 170 m.p.h. (274 km.h,).
Maximum speed on one-engine 110 m.p.h. (177 km.h.), Cruising
speed 150 m.p.h. (241 Icm.h.), Landing speed 60 m.p.h. (97 km.h.),
Stalling speed 55 m.p.h. (88.5 km.h,). Initial rate of climb 1,260 ft./
min. (381 m,/min.). One-engine rate of climb 350 ft./min, (107 m./
min.). Service ceiling 18,000 ft. (6,485 m.). One -engine ceiling 5,000
ft. (1,525 m.). Cruising range 600 miles (966 km,). Fuel consumption
7.6 U.S, gallons/hr. per engine (28 litres/hr. per engine).

merged with the Curtiss-Wright group, and Mr. Walter Beech
was placed in charge of sales and continued in this capacity
until he resigned to form the Beech Aircraft Corporation.
During the war the Corporation delivered 7,364 aeroplanes,
1,635 complete sets of wings for the Douglas A-26 Attack
Bomber, and innumerable spare parts for all types. Scheduled
deliveries were maintained up to V- J Day, and thereafter
Beechcraft was one of the first major aircraft builders to resume
commercial production in substantial volume. At the time of
the Japanese surrender, the company was- still building the
UO-45 personnel; transport, one of the very few non-tactieal
aircraft in demand by the U.S. Air Forces after hostilities

ended in Europe.
Sixteen wmeks after V-J Day, a group of Beechcraft Model
executive personnel aeroplanes, the post-war
version of the UC-45 Expediter, was ready for delivery,
Beechcraft was the first firm in the United States to receive a

D18S twin-engined
civil

—

E

U,

(180c)

—

S. A.

BEECHCRAFT—coniUiuad.

The Beeehcraft 35 Bonanza Four-seat Gahin Monoplane (165
C.A.A.

Api>rt)Vi'(l

Type' Ccrlifirate for a ne\r model produced

after the war.

iu addition to the Model DISS, Deechcraft is producing the
following aeroplanes; —the IModol DISC, a ten-seat light transport similar in design and dimensions to the DISS, but poAvered
with two aSd h.p. eugino.s and 11 ydromatie full -feathering airscrews the. Model CUTS, a eoinpk'lely re-designed and improved
version of the pre-Avar Heeehcrali ih'e-seat cabin biplane, A\-hich
the
AA-as also widely used in the Avar under the name TraAnler
Model 8-1- feeder-line transport
and the Model 35 Bonanza, a
four-seat all-metal loAA'-Aving monoplane in the medium-price
:

;

;

field.

Prnduoliou has been diseontiuued on the folloAving aircraft
Army AT-7 (I’.S. Xavv S\Mh2) Navigator; V.S. Army
:

IhS.

IDS. Army AT-1 (IT.S. Navy SNB-1) Kansan
Army l’’-2 LT.S. Arm'y C-l.") (C.S. XaA-y JR B) Expediter
Army CC-t3 (I'.S. NaA’y CD) Traveler. All the.se aircraft

AT- 10 Wwhita
i:.S.

IT.S.
haA’i'

;

;

1

;

hc“<'n

(k'Stuiption

;

Ibllow.s

Attnek motioplaue,

A

previotis i.ssue.s of tliis Annual.
Eeeclu'raft XA-38 experiminital
<letails of uhieli were not aAarilablo for

described

in

of

the

jaiblieation iu the' last I'ditiou.
Tyf-B.

—

THE BEECHCRAFT MODE!,
oai’-.seat Calvin

Wixos.—-Oanthover

—

—

E165 engine).

'

and

Ijy sligidiy-bulged

wheels a, re in extended
tloodyenr wheels with

po.sitinn.
'I’rack 9 I't. 7J in. (2.93 m.).
8 tyres.
siinrle-disc liydraulic brakes and 0..50

Full-swivelling
Aloiid\ear no.se-wheel with anti-sliiinmy device, carried in half-fork
on Beech air-oil strut, retracts hackward.s into fuselage.
PoAVER I’laxt. One Continental 1*1105 six-e\*liudcr horizoiitallyojjpo.sed air-cooled engine rated at 105 li.p. at 2,050 r.p.m. at sea
level.
Beech R-lOO two-blatle electrieidly-oijatrolled Auiriablepiteli air.serew, 7 ft. -fin. (2.23 m.) diameter, with Beech ROOO-lOl
Fuel capacity 40 IT.S.
pitcli-eontrol motor and Beech .s|)inn 0 r.
Oil capacity 2;J; U.S. gallons
gallons (151 litre.s) in tA\*o Aviug tanlcs.
(10.4 litres).
Accommodation. Four-seat euelo.sed caldn. Tavo separate seats
side-by-side in front, with ortliodox throAv-ovor dttal controls and
C!d:)in. tlimensions 0 ft. 1 1 in. long x 3 ft.
f'uIl-Avidth seat l)ehind.
Access door
0 in. wide x 4 ft. 2 in, high (2, 1 1
1.07 X 1.27 m.).
Luoite
3 ft. X 3 ft. 1 in. (0.91 X 0.910 m.) on stivrlioai'd side.
:

:

monlded windscreen awl windows. Roar AviialoAvs open i'or ground
ventilutinii, and lawe rclcitsc pins to permit- their use as ernorgenoy
exits.

Two

Ciiiiin
Ija.ugaL'e

(0.47 cub.

111

.

I

sti'uetiirc rtnnfnrecd I'or iirotrction in turn-over.
eonqia-rtmenls with totid eapaeit-y of 10.5 cub. ft.
.‘\ccess
lbs. {51 kg.) aft of seats,

and allowance of 120

0.5(i iii,)<:»n stii-rboard siile offnsoliigf-*.
I't,
ft. Ill in. (U. 01
Full radio and naA'igational efji(i|itneiit lil ted as standard.
)elcn-l!eniy starter aud generator.
DtMEN'siuvs. Span 32 ft. 10 in. (10 m.), I,eiigth 25 ft. 2 in. (7.07 in.),
Ideiglit 0 ft, 01 in. (2 ru.l.
Weights ami l,,ii,u)iMi.s.-— Weight einiity (fully eriuippeil) 1,490 lbs.
{070 kg.). I’seful load 1,000 lbs. (481 kg.h Pay-load Avith maxiimitn
fuel 780 lbs. (354 leg.). Weight landed' 2,550 'lbs. (1,157 kg.). Wing
loading (fully loaderi) 14.35 llj.s./sq. ft. (70 kg./sq. m.), Power loading
(fully loaded) 16.45 lbs. /h.p. {7 kg./h.ji.).
Performance. IMaximum .speed 184 m.p.li. (200 km.h.) at sea level,
Recommeiidod cruising .speed (115 li.p.) 175 m.p.h. (282 km.h.) at
10.000 ft. (3,050 m.). Stalling speed at sea leA'ol (without flaps)
59 m.p.h. (95 km.h.). With flapis at 30 dc^grees 40 m.p.h. (74 kin.li.),
Rate of edimb at sea leA*el 930 ft./rnin, (290 iri./min.), SerAuee ceiling
18.000 ft. (3,483 m.). Maximum range at 165 m.p.h. (263 km.h.) at
10.000 ft. (3,030 in.) 730 miles (1,207 krn.). Take-off run in 10 rn.p.h.
(16 km.h.) AA'ind at sea level 142 yds. (130 m.), Landing run iii lO
m.p.h. (IB km.h.)Avindat sealeved 105 yds. (90 m,), Fuel eonsumption
14.5-18.8 miles per IJ.,S. gallon (0.14-7.55 km. per litre).
1

:

:

EQfif’Aii.tNT'.

BONANZA.

laonoplano.

1

NACA

Eeeeh inodilied
low-Aviua; monoiilauc?.
aerofoil .section.
All-metal structnre with dihedral
23000
from roots, and with roots sw<*jtt-ha.fk from fuselage. All-metal
.Po\\der-type flaps between ailerons
ailerons Avith trim-tab in each.
and fuselage. Wing area 177.0 sq. ft. (10.40 sq. in.).
Fuselage.— iVletal .structure with tiush-rivoted iiieta.l skin.
Tail Unit. -"Buttertly” type eonsisting of tailplane and elevator.s
Elevnitor.s act also as rudders.
set at acute dihedral angle.
Balanced elevator.s with controllable trim-tab iu each. Tailplane
ft.
in.
in.).
span 10
(3.19
5pn
Landing- G-ear.- Retractable tricycle type. Each main Avheel, carried
on inner side of Beech aii’-oil strut, reti-acts iiiAAwrds into udng and
aeries

'

door 2

35

h.p. Continental

(uiclosed liy fairing plates attachf'd to leg
Doors close wlieii
liinaiHl doors under wing.
is

—

THE BEECHCRAFT MODEL
The Model 34

34.

been designed primarily as a 20-passenger
feeder-line transport.
It incorporates a “butterfly” tail and a
lias

installation consisting of four 375 h.p.
S-5S0 eight-cylinder horizontally-opposed supercliarged engines buried in the Aving.s in pairs, each pair driving a
Hamilton Standard fnll-feathering tractor airscrew through a
special gear-bo.x and automatic clutch.
The fuselage and
tx'icyole landing-gear are conventional.
Full information and photograph.s had not been released for
publication. Avhon these pages clo,sed for press.
DijviEN.siONS.--Spaii 70 ffc. (21.35 m.), Longth 51 ft. (16.65 m.), Height

noAud

poAA-er-plant

Lycoming

14 ft. 4 in. (4.37 m.).
WEIGH.T.S AND Loadings (Designed). Maximum payload 4,330 lbs.
(2,660 kg.), Weight loaded 15,000 lbs. (0,810 kg.). Wing loading
23.3 Ibs./sq. ft. (113.7 kg./.sq. m.).
Performance (Estimated). Cruising speed (60% power), 183 m.p.h.
(292.8 km.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 ni.). Cruising range 600 miles (960

—

—

Ion.).

THE BEECHCRAFT MODEL
Army Air
The XA-38

28.

XA-38.
AAms designed and built during the war by the
Beech Aircraft Corporation, but never wa.s put into production
because completion of the two prototypes was delayed by lack
of availability of engines. Engines of the type siiecified for
this aircraft were urgently needed for the Boeing B-29 Superfortress and Avhen engines were eventually available other
attack bombers of advanced design were in production.
TvPE.---Twii:i-eiigmed Attack monoplane.
Wings.—-Cantilever mid-Aving monoplane. Aerofoil section derived
from X.AGA 2300 series. Wing of all-metal tAvo-spar construction
U.S.

Forces designation

:

AviUi stressed .skin ooA'oring.
Spar.s incorporate liea\'y cap sections
witli toiision. field typo webs.
Main spar at
chord passes

25%

tlmnigh fuselage.
\\

Rear spar at

firselage centre-line,

two

75%

chord joined at fuselage.
half-centre-sections joined on
outer panels and detachable semi-circular

iug built in six sections:

tAA’o

The Beeehcraft XA-38 Twin-engined Attack Monoplane (two 2,300
tips.
Tliemial de-icing, with
Incidence (root) 4.39 degrees

air
;

discharge at
degree
1

(tip)

;

trailing-edge.

Dihedral

(at

degrees.
Wing area (>25.9 sq. ft. (58.16 .sq.
AeroAll-metal ailerons in outer panels, metal covering.
m.).
Balancing
dynamioally, dynamictdly and statically -balanced.
that in port aileron acts also as trim-tab
tabs in each aileron
Aileron area 51.7 sq. ft. (4.8 sq. m.)
controllable from cockpit.
Slotted flajis between ailerons and nacelles
or 8.2% of wing area.
and between nacelles and ftiselage. Total flap area 63.8 sq. ft.
(5.9 sq. m.) ; depression 45 degrees.
;l;-chord point)

.5

;

—

Fuselage. All-metal structure, made in four sections. Bidkhead
rings and longitudinal stringers with heavy bulkhead frames at
points of wing attachment and other concentrated loads. Openings
reinforced by heavy stringers, with boxed-in sections for extra
All-metal covering vrlth flu.sb riveting
rigidity where reqiiired.
and skin joints. Maximum depth 7 ft. 10 in. (2.4 m.), maximum
width 4 ft. 8 in. (1.4 m.).
Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever tailplane and elevators witli twin
Fins of all-metal eoustructioa with
fins and rudders as endplates.
span-wise .stringers and metal skin covering. Total flu area
,‘13 .sq. ft. (,‘1.1 .sq. m.).
Rudder.s of formed aluminium frames with
metal covered nose-sections and stressed-skin covering. Total

—

_

rudder area 36.8 sq. ft. (3.4 sq. m.). Tailplane of two-spar construction with spanwisB stringers and stressed-skin covering.
Negative incidence 1 degree. Tailplane area 94 sq. ft. (5.9 sq. m.),
Elevators of formed .sheet
tailplane .span 10 ft. 2 in. (5.8 in.).
metal alumininm alloy frames with aluminium sheet covered
Trim-tabs in rudders
nose-section, and fabric covering aft of spar.
and elevators. Rudders and elevators aerodynamically, dynamElevator area 50.9 sq. ft. (4,7
ically and statioally-balauoed.
sq. m.).

—

Retractable type. Main landing wheels carried
on oleo -pneumatic shock-absorber leg.s which retract backwards
Doors closed
into engine nacelles and are coinjiletely enclosed.
when wheels fully down or fully up. Hydraulic operation, with
independent hydraulic and pneumatic emergency systems. Full-

Landing Gear.-

swivelling

and lockable

—Two

tail-wheel retracts into

fuselage.

Wrigiit R-3360 Duplex-Cyclone
eighteen-cylinder twou’ow radial air-cooled engines on welded
in,
NAG A cowlings with
enclosed
steel -tube mounting,s and

Power Plant.

2,300

h.p.

h.p.

Wright R-3350 engines).

flaps.
Direct fuel injection and tvvo-.spoed superchargers.
Underslung nacelles of sheet aluminium alloy construction witlj stre.s.sed bulkheads attached to main wing ribs and
spars with longitudinal stringers and stressed skin. Hamilton
Standard three-blade constant-speed full leathering airscrews,
max12 ft. (3.6 m.) diameter. Minimum blade angle 16 degrees
imum blade angle 82 degrees.
Accommod.vtion. C'reiv of tvro, pilot and rear-gunner. Access to
the pilot’s eompartineut is through a hinged section of the cockpit
The
6nclo.sure and is reached from the uxjper surface of the wing.
gunner’s compartment is located in the aft section of the fuselage
with entrance in the under section forward of the compartment.
Ae-Iiament.- One 75 rn/m. automatically-loading cannon and two
Two remotely.5 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns in nose of fuselage.
controlled turrets each armed wntli tivo .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns,
one above and one below fuselage and controlled from position
Periscope sights above and below fuselage. External
aft of wings.
wing racks for bombs, long-i’ange tanks, ehernical smoke tanks, etc.
1 MENSION.S.
Span 67 ft. 1 in. (20.46 m.), Length 51 ft. 8 in. (16,76 m.).
Height 17 ft. 6 in. (6.34 m.).
Weights. Weight eirqity 23,320 lbs. (10,590 kg.), Weight loaded
29,900 lbs. (13,680 kg.). Various combinations of fuel, oil, external
bombs, external long-range fuel tanks and smoke tanks may be
carried up to maximum gross weight of 36,332 lbs. (16,480 kg.).
PehfoR-Mance. Maximum speed 395 m.p.h. (632 km.h.) at 20,000 ft.
(6,100 m.), Landing speed 98.5 m.ii.h. (157.6 km.h.). Emergency
rate of climb at sea level 3,400 ft. /min. (1,037 m./min.). Range
(normal) 1,600 miles (2,560 km.), Maxiranm Range (with long-range
tanks) 2,900 miles (4,640 km.).

G.E.C. cooling

;

—

—

—

D

—

—

—

THE BEECHCRAFT MODEL

D18S.

Type. Twin-engined Light Transport.
Wings. Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Centre-section integral
with the fu.selage. Tapering outer wing sections. Structure
consists primarily of a single beam, in the form of a welded tube
monospar, which at approximatelj' half-way to the tip is spliced
Continuous duralumin ribs are anchored
to a duralumin girder.
at their ends by a light spar, which carries the aileron and flap
Extruded duralumin stringers extend spanwise, and
hiriges.
the whole is covered ivith a smooth skin, flush-riveted over leadingedge. Duralumin-framed ailerons and flaps, with fabric covering.

—

The Beechcraft D18S Twin-engined Light Transport Monoplane (two 450

.

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R-985 Wasp Junior engines).

M

R

-

(182c)

BEECHCBAFT— continued.
1

The Beechcraft G17S Five-seat Cabin Biplane (450

h.p. Pratt

Trimmiiig-tab in left aileron. Electrical flap opex’ation. Wing
area 349 sq. ft. (32.4 sq. m.).
ExrsEiiVGE.— Oval section metal .structure, comprising built-up bulkheads twid extruded-section stringers, the whole covered with a
smooth skin, flush-riveted on the nose section, cowling and nacelles.
Single steel-tube spar built into the fuselage to carry engine, landing
Remainder of ceixtre-section built up as
g('!U‘ and wing loads.
wings.

—

and rudders. Stressed
skin tailplane and fins. Rudder and elovator.s have welded steel-tube
frames with fabric covering. Triiniiiing-tabs, on port rudder and
on each half of elovatoi’.
Lanulnu Gbau.
etractable type. Wheels carried in forks and are
Air-oil
electrically retracted backwards into engine nacelles.
shock-absorbers. Low-pressure wheels and hydraulic brakes of
t.ho single-disc veixtilated type with controls for botli pilot and

Tail

Qnit.'

onoplane type with twin

fins

—

co-pilot.

Power Plant.

—^Two

460 h.p. Pratt

& Whitney B-985 Wasp

Junior

constaivt-speed
radial air-cooled engines. Hainilton-Standard
airscrews as standard equipment or Hainiltoix Standard hydraulic
airscrews as optional equipment.
Accommodation. Pilot’s compartment in nose, seating two side-byside, with dual controls.
Passenger cabin seats live to seven
passengers. Baggage compartments in extreme nose and behind
cabin.
Sound-proofing, controlled ventilation and heating.
Bimbnsions.— Span 47 ft."7 m. (14.5 m.), Leixgth 34 ft. 3 in. (10.4 m.),
Height 9 ft. 2^ in. (2.8 m.),
Weigets, ^Weight empty 5,609 lbs. (2,646 kg.), Weight loaded 8,500
lbs. (3,860 kg.) or 8,7,50 lbs. (3,980 kg.) with Hydrornatic airscrews.
Pbrjtosmanob. Maximum speed 230 m.p.h. (368 km.h.), Landing
speed 55-77 m.p.h. (88-123 lim.h.) with flaps full down, Initial rate
of climb 1,280 ft./min. (390 m./min.), Service ceiling 22,000 ft.
(6,710 rn.), Range 1,616 miles (2,585 km.) with 286 IJ.S. gallons
(1,082 litres) fuel.

—

—

—

•

THE BEECHCRAFT MODEL

G17S.

TYTE.—Pive-seat Cabin biplane.
Wings. Equal-span single-bay biplane with back stagger.

—

Upper

BELL,

&

Whitney R-985 Wasp Junior engine)

wing attached direct to the top of the fuselage with one I-type
heat-treated steel interplane strut on either side of the fuselage.
Duplicated flying-wires attached to front spar in upper wing and
to fuselage at rear spar attachment of lower wing. Landing wires
are attached to fuselage at front spar fitting of upper wing and to
rear spar in lower -wing. Wing structure consists of two wooden
Statically and aerospars, wooden riba and fabric covering.
dynamically-balanced ailerons on upper wings and
operated li’ft-flap.s on lower wings. Wing area 296

electrically,
.sq.

ft.

(27

sq. in.).

—

Oval structure of metal with two heat-treated steel
These
trusses below lower longerons to carry all main loads.
trusses eliminate cross tubes in cabin and luggage compartments.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane typie. Welded steel-tube framework for elevators and rudder, wood framework for tailplane and
fin, all fabric-covered.
Landing Gear. .Retractablo type. Hydraulic shock-absorbers, semiRetractable
Electrical retraction.
balloon wheels and bimkes.
tail-wheel.
Whitney R-985 Vhisp-Juuior
Power Plant.— One 450 h.p. Pratt
nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine, driiiag a Hamilton Standard
two-biade constant-speed airscrew. Engine-driven fuel imrap with
auxiliary hand-pump operated by remote control.
Aooommod.vtion. Enclosed cabin to aceoraraodate pilot, four
passengers and their baggage. Adjustable front seats and wide
Full vision windows, ventilators and
seat across back of cabin.
Large door on left side of cabin to give easy access to
heaters.

Fuselaob.

—

—

&

—

both front and back seats.
Dimensions. Span 32 ft. (9.76
Height 9 ft. 0 in. (2.74 m.)
Weights. Weight empty 2,800

—

ni.).

Length 25

ft.

9

in.

(7.85

in.),

—

lbs, (1,270 kg.), Weight loaded 4,250
(1,928 kg.).
Performance. Cruising speed (300 h.p.) 200 m.p.h. (320 km.h.) at
10,000 ft. (3,050 m.), Landing speed 65-64 m.p.h. (88-102.4 kra.h.)
with flaps full down. Initial rate of climb 1,400 ft./rnin. (427 m.j
min.), Service ceiling 23,000 ft. (7,015 in.), Range 1,400 miles, (2,240
km.) at 5,000 ft, (1,526 rn.).
lbs.

—

,

,

P-39 Airaeohra.

BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.

Hrad Opmce P.O. Box 1, Bxiepalo, M.Y.
Works: Nx.agaba Falls, N,Y. and Bublinoton,
:

Vt.

President and General Manager
Lawrence D, Bell.
First Vice-President
Ray P. Whitman.
Vice-President and Treasurer: Charles L. Beard.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering: D. Roy Shoults.
Executive Assistant to President and Secretary
Leston P.
Fanouf.
The Bell Aircra.ft Corpn. was formed in 1936 by Lawrence D.
Bell, formerly Vice-President and General Manager of the
Consolidated Aircraft Corpn,, R. P. Whitman, W'ho was Assistant
General Manager of Consolidated, and Robert J. Woods, Consolidated’s Chief Engineer. When Consolidated moved its
factory from Buffalo to San Diego, Cal., these three men remained
in Buffalo to form the new company.
Most of the company’s early business was in the nature of
sub- contracting, but in July, 1987, it completed its first original
design, the XFM- 1 twin-engined long-range escort monoplane
which incorporated many radical departures from conventional
military aircraft,, ihcluding twin shaft-driven pusher airscrews
and an. armament which included two 37 m/m, cannon and several
.5 in, (12,7 m/m:) machine-guns.
Thirteen Airacudas were
built for the IJ.S. Army and before the last one was delivered
with
a new single-seat fighter, the
the Bell company was ready
:

:

This aeroplane also incorporated interesting
irmovations, mcliidiiig an Allison engine located aft of the cockpit
and driving a tractor airscrew tJu-ough an 8 ft, (3.44 m.) extension
shaft and remote gear-box.

While the P-39 was still in production, the Bell Corpn.
duced its third new Army aircraft, the P-63 Kingcobra.

intro-

This
aeroplane incorporated many of the basic features of the P-39,
including the tricycle landing-gear, camion in the nose and engine
behind the pilot. When the P- 6 3 completely supplanted the
P-39 on the Bell assembly lines in July, 1944, 9,588 Airacobras
had been produced, more than half of which were delivered to
Russia under Lehd/Lease.

During the preliminary stages of the transition from P-39 to
P-63, Bell was also engaged in the design, building and testing
of the first American jet-propelled fighter, the P-59A Airacomet.
This aeroplane, fitted with two jet units built by the General
Electric Company to British designs, made its first flight on
October 1, 1942, seventeen months after the first successful
flight had been made in Great Britain.

The

latest Bell jet-propelled fighter is the
1 84c.

graph and details of which appear on page
were built.

XP-83, a photo-

Two prototypes

Months before America’s entry into the War, the Bell Aircraft
Corpn. had begun a helicopter development programme. This
was continued through the war years as a private veuture,

M

(183c)

BELL—continued.

The

Bell

XS-1 Single-seat Research Monoplane under

without seeking Government contracts. The result has been
a series of helicopter designs incoi’porating important stability
In 1946 the company began the production of 500
principles.
of its Model 47 Helicopter for conomercial, industrial and governmental uses, and was also developing and building other helicopters under Government contract.

THE BELL XS-1.
The XS-1 is the Army Air Force’s first rocket-propelled
aircraft and has been designed iointly by the A.A.F., Bell
Aircraft Corporation and the National Advisory Committee
Aeronautics specifically to investigate supersonic flight
problems. It was conceived early in 1945, and in 1946 was

for

carried to altitude by a Boeing B-29 Superfortress, released
and allowed to glide to earth. Its first flight under its own
power took place at the Muroc Flight Test Base, California on
December 9, 1946, after being dropped from a B-29.
The XS-1 was originally intended to be powered by a rocket
unit •wherein the fuel would be forced into the burners by a
turbine pump, but on the first aircraft a pressurized system is
employed. The turbine pump, which will allow the rocket
fuel an endurance at 6,000 lbs. (2,722 kg.) static thrust of 4.2
minutes instead of 2.5 minutes with the pressurized system,
is being incorporated in the second prototype.
The Bell Aircraft Corporation’s contract specifle.s, inter alia,
that the XS-1 must respond satisfactorily to controls at a Mach
nxnnber of .8. Although this number has been exceeded in
tests, these tests have also shovm that the XS-1 is unlilcely to
achieve sonic speed in its original form.
Supersonic
for
Single-seat
Rocket-propelled Monoplane
T'ZI'E.
Research.
Mings. Cantilever mid -wing monoplane. Thin aerofoil section of
10% thickness,/ehord ratio. Aluminium -alloy structure with
straight-tapered loading and trailing-edges and square tips.
Trailmg-edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage. Wing area
130 sq. ft. (12.08 sq. m.).

—
—

test as a glider.

—
—

Fuselage. ^AU-rnetal structure of oval cross-section.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type with tailplane mounted onethird way up fin. Dorsal fin extends forward to cockpit.
Tailplane
incidence adjustable in flight. Balanced rudder and elevators.
Trim-tab in rudder.
Lanoing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Main -wheels carried on
short shock-absorber legs retract into fuselage and are enclosed by
hinged doors. Nose-wheel retracts into fuselage and is fully
enclosed. Compressed-air springing and retraction.
Power Plant. Reaction Motors rocket unit consisting of four
cylinders burning alcohol and liquid oxygen, with a total static
thrust of 6,000 lbs. (2,722 kg.). Power output is controlled by
selection of the number of cylinders to be fired at any one time,

—
—

giving thrust of 1,500 lbs., 3,000 lb.s., 4,5001bs. or 6,000 lbs. (720 kg.,
1,361 kg., 2,081 kg. or 2,722 kg.) at will.
Rocket outlet in extreme
stern of fuselage under rudder. Pressurized S 5'stem employs
gaseous nitrogen to force alcohol and liquid oxygen into burners.
Maximum rocket endurance at 6,000 lbs. (2,722 kg.) 2^ minutes.
Accommodation. -Enclosed pressm'ized cabin in nose for pilot.
Access door on starboard side ahead of •wing.
DlsiBNSlONS. Span 28 ft. 0 in. (8.54 m.), Length 31 ft. 0 in. (9.45 m.).
Height (over rudder) 10 ft. 10 in. (3.3 m.).
Weights and Loading (Turbine pump version). ^Weight empty
(including 526 lbs. = 239 kg. tost equipment) 4,892 lbs. (2,219 kg.),
Rocket fuel 8,177 lbs. (3,709 kg.), Weight loaded 13,069 lbs. (5,928
kg.). Wing loading (maximum) 100.5 Ibs./sq. ft, (491 kg./sq. m.).
PEREoaM^VNOE (Pressure-system version— estimated). ^Maximum speed
1.000 m.p.h. (1,609 km.h.) at 60,000 ft. (18,290 m.), Rate of climb
28.000 ft./rnin. (8,635 m,/min),
Perform-ANOe (Turbine pump version estimated). Maximum speed
1,700 m.p.h. (2,736 km.h.) at 80,000 ft. (24,380 in.), Rate of climb
46.000 ft./min. (13,715 m./min.).

—

—

—

—

—

THE BELL
Type.

—Single-seat

—

XP-83.

jet-propeUed Fighter.

monoplane. Laminar flow wing
cantilever
id-wing
section with a 2 -}° geometric t-wist from the root chord to the tip
chord, 2° dihedral, and an 8° 2' sweepback. Wings installed with a

Wings.—

—

.

(184c)

BELL — continued

The
plus

1° root,

Bell

XP-83 Experimental

incidence and a

iniiiiis

ip

Jet-propelled Single-seat Fighter (two General Electric 1-40 turbo-jet units).

tip incidence.

Striieture

comprises two main spai's, an auxiliary spar, rib.s, stringers and
transverse bulkheads, the whole being co\'ei’ed with flusli-riveted
sniooth metal skin with a glazed finisli. Each outer panel is
attached to a stub centre-section by a shear bolt and bushing at
the top iind bottom of the front and rear spars, these spars being continuous across the centre-section. Detachable vvirig-tips.
Fowler
type rnetal-eovered flaps between the ailerons and wing roots.
Ailerons of the pressure- balance type- witii pressure .seals.
Electrically-controlled trim-tab in left aileron.
Hydraidic; aileron boost

employed in aileron s,y.stein to retlucc “.stick” lbree.s at liigh si:)f3cd.s.
System has automatic disconnect feature in case of iiydraulie.
failure.
A hydraulically-optjratod div'e-ret:overy lla.p on the under
surfacic ofeacli wing extends i'rom the wing root outlioard tiO in,
Gr(:iH.s wing area llil .sq. ft. (4(1 .scp m.).
(1.525 in.).

—

FtrsKLAGii.- All-metal senu-rncmocoquo fttriuUurc built [U'imlpally ol'
24ST .Alchul, Gonstruction includes tiro luiigitudinal l,ieani.s
extending from the no.so to tlid rear of the coclipit. From this
point rearward, the longitudinal structure consists of (i longerons

TransVer.se framing and stringcr.s reinforce tlm
of 76ST Alehid,
fbush-riveted Alclad skirt. A declt a,ttiichof.l to the up]ier longerons
serves to secure and .support tlio tail assembly.
A door in the
bottom of the fuselage betw'een the power-plant taii-pipe.s gives
access to the radio and oxygen cylinders located in the fuselage.

,

Tail UNIT.—Cantilever monoplane tyjie. All-metal framewurk
with metal-covered surface.s. Fixed trim-tab in the rudder.
Tailplane incidence adjustable in flight by an electrically -controlled
,

;

actuator.

Landing

Geae.

—Retractable

tricycle

type.

Self-eastoring nonthe fuselage and the

steerable nose wheel retracts backward into
separate
xnain wheels are raised inwardly in the outer wings.
electrically-controlled actuator is provided for each strut, the
nosewheoi being actuated by a 1 h.p. motor aud eacli main wheel
by a 1|- h.p. motor. Emergency extension of the gear is provided.
PowEK Plant.—-Two General, 'Electric 1-40 (LT.S. Army designation
J-33) turbo-jet engines in nacelles beneath the xving roots and
alongside tho fl.iselage. lEaeli xmit is sxipported at tliree j:ioints
Three
to allow for normal exiumsion due to the heat of the engine,.
.self-sealing interconnected fuel cells (908 IT.S. gallons— 8,437 litres)
sclf-sealing_
cells
(123 U.S.
in fuselage and three intoreonnectEd
gallons
4<i6 litres) in each wing.. External au.xiliary fuel tanks
may be carried on bomb racks Under wings.
Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit forw'ard of tho leading-edge of tho
wing. Enclosure is pressure-tight for high altitude flying. The

A

;

,

=

—

bounded b.y the cabin floor, a Imlkhead separating
the cabin from the armament bay in front, a bulkhead immediately
aft of the pilot and the canopy above. The “blister” canopy is
of the sliding hatch type, may be locked in the open, close or in

pre.ssurised area is

,

any intermediate position, and i.s jettisouafile from any position.
heating, pressurising and ventilating systems are all combined
into one main system, which maint.ains a. substantially ambient
altitude pre.s.sure up to 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) and a eou-stant 10,000
ft. (3,050 m.) cabin altitude pressure up to approximately 18,000

The

A

constant eaViin differential of 2.75 Ibs./sq. in.
ft. (5,490 in.) up, and is
adjustable down to 1 Ib./sq, in. (.07 kg.,'sq. c/m.) for combat. The
cabin is V'eutilated b\' air exhausting througli the cabin ^iressure
regulator and eahiu tem|:>era.tui-e nuiy lie adjusted Ijy a fhernio(5,490 .ra.).
(0.19 Icg./sq. cm.)

ft.

is

maintained from 18,000

statio control.
Au-MAMiiN'r.- Varying coinbinn,tii,ms of forw-urd-tiriiig arinainent may
ho installed. Bomli racks under each outer wing.
DniENSiON.s. Span 35 ft. (10.07 in.j, bongtli apiiriiximately 45 ft.
(13.72 m.), lleight (over lin) 15 ft. 3 in. (4.0.5 in.).
Wkiuhts ani.i boA,m.Nri.- Wciglo caijOy 10,022 lbs. (7,275 kg.),
Weight loaded 21,723 Ihs. (9,800 kg.), Wing lii.uiing 39.07 lbs./
sq. ft. (193.59 kg./sq. m.).
P,KiUi'OHMANt:'i:;.-

No

data, available,

THE BELL KINSGOBRA.
RP-63.
Army Air Forces designation
The .l?-(i3, the prototype of ivhich first flew on December 7,
1942, wuis neveu' used operationally by tlie U.S.A.A.P., the

U.S,

;

greater proportion of the wartime output being delivered to
Russia under Lend/Lea.se.
A special modification of tiie l?-03 has, however, been evolved
to serve as a target in the U.S. Army’s live ammunition training
programme. Tliis model, which caiTies the designation _RP-63,
is covered with a subsidiary skin of special duralumin-alloy
armour plate against w'hieh 30-caL lesad and plastic frangible
Under tho
maehine-gun bullets ilisintegrate harmlessly.
armour are special instruments which, wdien bullets strike the
armour, transmit impulses to spot-lights in the centre of the
airscrew hub and elsewliere, caa.sing them to flasli brightly.
The armour is heaviest round the cockpit. The windshield
and cockpit side windows are of bulletproof glass, a steel grille
covers the air intake, and a steel guard the exhaust stacks. A
special thick-walled hollow-blade airscrew is used.
The first target aircraft ivere tlie RP-(:)3A and RP-OSO models
in which the armour ranged from J to J in. (8.2 to (i.4 m/m.) in
thickness.
With these aircraft gunners were restricted to
shooting at the target from within a 80-degree' angle each side

,

The

Bell RP-63Gr

Kingeobra Piloted Target Aircraft (Allison V-1710-135 engine).

{William T. Larkins).

—

mm
The

Bell

Model 47 Two-seat Helicopter (175 h.p. Franklin engine).

of head-on. In the PvP-63G the ai’mour is increased to J to fj, in.
(6.4 to 8 m/m.) in thickness to permit hring from all angles.
Target discs each with a “buU’s-eye” light in the centre are
placed on the top, sides and underneath the fuselage amidships,
in addition to the light in the nose of the spinner.
In spite of the greatly increased weight of the BP- 63 target,
it has a maximum speed of over 300 in.p.h. (480 km.h.) at
25,000 ft. (7,625 m.).
One P-63 has been fitted experimentally with wings with
35 degrees sweepback for research on the problems of supersonic
This aeroplane which was developed by the Bell Corporflight.
ation in co-operation with the U.S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics,
carries the designation L-39.
The L-39 is not intended to
reach supersonic speeds but to provide .flight data for futme
design.

The standard P-63 fighter was illustrated and described in
the last issue of this Annual. It is no longer in production but
the IlP-63 target was still being delivered to the U.S. Army in
1946.

THE BELL MODEL 47 HELICOPTER.
Army Air Forces designation YR-13.
The Bell Aircraft Corporation had an experimental helicopter
(Model 30) flying in the middle of 1943 following two years of
development work. The Model 30 was tested by the U.S. Army
under the designation XR-12. This model was superseded
late in 1945 by the first of the Model 47 series.
On March 8, 1946, Ihj.s helicopter received the first commercial
U.S,

:

A

Bell

Model

4-7

licence (NC-IH) to be granted by the C.A.A., and on May 8,
1946, received: Helicopter Approved Type Certificate' No. 1
from the G.A.A. In: 1946 the company began production
of the Model 47 helicopter for commercial, industrial and government uses. Eighteen are on order for the U.S. Army and ten
for the Navy.

A

The
featiu’e of this helicopter is the .stabilizing .sy.stem.
po.sition of the rotor, w^hich is mounted on the mast by a cardan
universal joint, is governed by a stabilizing bar mounted just
below the rotor hub and .set at right angles to the two rotor
blades. This stabilizing bar, which in the Model 47 is about
5 ft. (1.62 m.) long and weighted at the ends, is linked to the
rotor in such away that it tends to determine the plane of the
rotor and maintain it generally horizontal irrespective of the
angle of the mast. The rotor blade.g are not articulated but
are rigidly connected to the hub, which is rocked about its
longitudinal axis to control the rotor.
Type. Two-seat Cabin Helicopter.
Rotoks. Two-blade main rotor and auxiliary two-blade controllablepitch anti-torque propeller. Main rotor hub mounted on transmission mast by universal joint and provided with a stabilizing
bar below and at right angles to the blades. A swash-plate
revolving with the mast but free to move up and down provides
cyclic pitch-control.
Lower half of swash -x^late which does not
revolve alters jritch of the blades differentially for directional
control.
Main rotor drive through a centrifugal clutch and a
two-stage planetary transmission with a 9 1 redaction ratio.
Free-wheeling mechanism incorxioratod in transmission. Antitorque. jDi'opeller driven by a tubular .shaft and controlled by cables

—
—

:

Helicopter with the transparent eahin enclosure which will
version.^

{Martin

&

Kelnmn).

,

toe

used on the YB-13 Military

(186c)
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The

pulleys. Main rotor blado.s, of symmetrical aerolbil section, are
of laminated wood with a steel insert in leading edge far strongtli
Anti-torque propeller blades likewise of
and masB-balaneo.
laminated wood.
Fuselage.—In two sections. Forward section has a welded tubvdar
steel framework which provides for mounthig the engine and
supporting the metal and Plexiglas cabin. Rear section is also a
tubular structure, is triangular in cross-section and serves as a
sujjport for tlie anti-torque rotor drive-shaft.

and

—

Four-wheel type. The two forward self-castering
Wheels capable of swiv'eHing through 360°, the two rear wheels

Landestcj GejVE.^
fixed.

PowEE Plant,

—One vertically-mounted

175 h.p. Franlclin 6ALV-335
horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine wdth clutch,
drive shaft and rotor assembly in an integral unit in a steel tube
framework -with the engine supported in rubber mounts at the top
and bottom and attached to the welded framework of the forward
fuselage.
The engine -mounting structure has three attachment
points for the rear fuselage.
.six-eylinder

The

Bell

Bell

Model 47 Helicoptei

— Ihudosetl

cabin seating tavo .side-liy-side. Dual
and cnllective {liteh controhs and antiOyelic controls tilts the iniun rotor and regidates
Collective jjiteh control lever, at left of each
translational flight.
seat, controls tlie absolute angle of the main rotor blades, and
grip-type
throttle.
.A.uti-torque pedals control
incorporates a
pitch of anti-torque rotor blade and determine heading of craft.
Dimensions. -Diameter of main rotor 33 ft. 7.5 in. (10.20 in.), Diameter
of anti-torque rotor 5 ft. 5 in. (1.05 m.}.
Weights. Maximum \veight 2,100 lbs. (950 kg.). Total useful load
012 lbs. (278 kg.).
Perfobmance.— Cruising speed (75% power) 80 m.p.h. (128 km.h.),
Rate of climb 950 ft. /min. (290 m./min.), Service ceiling 9,700 ft.
(2,960 m.). Range (with 32 U.S. gallons=121 litres fuel) 200 mile
(320 km.h

Aut'fjMNOoATiON.

flight cjontrols, include ej'clic

torque pedals.

—

—

THE BELL MODEL 42 HELICOPTER. "'
The Model 42 is a larger all-metal five-seat helicopter for
commercial use. The pilot and co-pilot’s seat are in fore part

Model 42 Five-seat Commercial Helicopter (450 h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R-985 Wasjp Junior engine).

(187c)
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of cabin, with a cross bench for three passengers aft. The main
In addition to the freerotor reduction gear ratio is 8.987 1.
wheeling coupling, the transmission includes a rotor brake.
The landing gear is of the tricycle type. The power plant
consists of a horizontally mounted 450 h.p. Pratt & Whitney
Wasp Junior II-9S5 nine-cylinder air-cooled radial engine.
:

DiMEisrsiosrs.

—Diameter of main rotor 47

ft.

G in. (14.48 ni,).

Diameter

of anti-torque rotor 7 ft. 5 in. (2.25 m.).
Weiohts.^ -D esign, maximum weight 5,100 lbs. (2,315 kg.), Useful
load 1,445 lbs. (656 kg.).
Pebeobmakcb (E.stimated). ^Maximum speed 125 m.p.h. (200 km.h.)
at sea level. Cruising speed (76% power) 100 m.p.h. (160 km.h.),
Service ceiling 13,000 ft. (3,965 m.). Range (with 65 U.S. gallons==
246 litres fuel) 300 miles (480 km.).

—

—

BELLANCA.
BELLANCA AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Office, Works and Aerodrome
New Castle, Delaware.

Head

:

B.ellanca Airport,

December 30, 1927.
Established
President and Chairman of Board of Directors G M. Bellanca.
A. F. Haiduck.
Vice-President
H. L. Thompson.
Secretary
Treasurer
M. L. Frank.
The Bellanca Aircraft Corporation was incorporated on
December 30, 1927, taking over the old Bellanca Aircraft Corporation of America.
During the war the manufacture of commercial aircraft was
:

;

.

;

:

:

suspended and

all facilities were fully engaged in war proUntil the end of the war the company was engaged
duction.
in sub-contract work, chiefly for Curtiss- Wright, Glenn Martin
and the Bechtol-McCone Corpn. The entire production facilities of the company have now been re-converted for commercial

aircraft production.

The 1946 Model 14-13 Cruisair is a development of the prewar Cruisair. The prototype first flew on November 13, 1945,
Approved Type Certificate No. 773 being awmrded on March
Other civilian projects are xmder development.
12, 1946.
A licence is now held by Northwest Industries, Ltd. (Canada),
the production of the Bellanca Senior Skyrocket singleengined commercial monoplane. A description of this aircraft
will be found imder “Northwest” (Canada).

for
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CRUISAIR SENIOR.

—Four-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings.— Cantilever low-wing monoplane.

Type.

Aerofoil section Bellanca

“B”. Wooden two-spar structure with 15 full ehordwise ribs and
I’lywood covering, with fabric over
15 former ribs in each wing.
Plain-hinge trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage.
all.
Depression 43 degrees. Gross iving area 161 sq. ft. (14.96 sq. m.).
Fuselage. Welded steel-tube structure with fabric covering.
Tail Unit. Wire-braced monoplane type with additional stabilising
Welded steel framework with
fins at extremities of tailplane.
Tailplane span
fabric covering. Trim-tab in port elevator.

—
—

10

ft.

9| in. (3.29 m.).

drive.
carried

The BeEanea Model 14-13

—

L.anding Gear. Retractable two-wheel type. Each main wheel,
on single shock-absorber leg, retracts backwards into wing leaving
portion projecting. Manual operation by torque tube and chain

Track 8 ft.
on sprung fork.

Non-retraetable tail-wheel
Toe-operated hydraulic brakes on main

lOg- in. (2.71

wheels.

Power Plant.

m.).

— One

Franklin six-cylinder horizontally-opposed aircooled direct-drive engine rated at 150 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. Welded
steel-tube engine-bearers. Sensenich tivo-blade fixed -pitch airscrew, with Aeromatic two-blade variable-pitch airscrew optional.
Two 20 U.S. gallon (76 litre) fuel tanks.
Accommodation.—Enclosed cabin seating four in two pairs. Rear
Baggage compartment aft of rear
seat 40 in. (101.6 c/m.) wide.
^

seat.
side.

Moulded

3ii[ in.

ft.

(6.5 m.).

(tail

President

:

:

ft.

up) 21

(tail

in. (1.88

ft.

m.).

kg.), Useful
1,200 lbs.
kg.), Wing
lbs.
load 900 lbs. (408 kg.),
14 lbs. /h.p.
loading
m.).
Power
ft.
kg./sq.
(63.48
loading 13 Ibs./sq.

(6.34 kg./h.p.).

—

^Maximum speed 169.2 m.p.h. (272 km.h.) at 2,700
r.p.m.. Cruising speed 163.6 m.p.h. (247 km.h.) at 2,435 r.p.m.
Stalling speed (with flaps) 45 m.p.h. (72 km.h.), Rate of climb 1,130
ft./min. (344 m./min.), Take-off run (no wind) 162 yds. (148 m.).

Performance,

h.p. Franklin engine).

Assistants to President

THE BOEING AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Seattle 14, Wash.
Aircraft Manufacturing Divisions
and Wichita, Kansas.
Chairman

(10.41
6

rn.),

;

0.

W.

Tupper, A. P. Logan and

R. P. Holman.

Head Office

Established

Access door on starboard

Length
2
34
—SpanHeight
down)
21
(544
Weights and Loadings. —Weight empty
(952
Weight loaded 2,100

Dimensions.

in.

The Bellanca Model 14-13 Cruisair Senior Four-seat Cahin Monoplane (150

BOEING.

Cruisair Senior.

Plexiglas windscreen.

:

July, 1916.
0. L. Egtvedt.

William M, Allen.

T. J, Emmert.
Assistant to Executive Vice-President
Vice-President and Eastern Representative ; J . P. Murray.
H. E. Brown.
Vice-President in. charge of Manufacturing
Vice-President in charge of Engineering and Sales Wellwobd
:

;

Seattle,

Wash.

:

:

E. BeaU.
Vice-President in charge of Experimental Production
Laudan,'.
Chief Engineer

;

Edward

C. Wells.

:

P. P.

(188c)
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The Boeing XF8B-1

Whitney R-4360 Wasp-Major engine).

THE BOEING MODEL

Assistant Chief Engineer: L. A. Wood.
Secretary and Treasurer : H. E. Bowman.

Wichita

&

Single-seat Fleet Fighter (3,000 h.p. Pratt

Army Air
The XB-47

U.S.

Divisioisr.

Vice-President and Division Manager : J. E. Schaefer.
Executive Assistant to Division Manager : L. M. Divinia.
Chief Engineer : H. W. Zipp.
Clif Barron.
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer
The Boeing Aircraft Company is the wholly-owned manufacturing subsidiary in Seattle of the Boeing Airplane Company,
the parent corporation. Boeing Amcraft Company of Canada,
Ltd., is a direct subsidiary of the Boeing Aircraft Company.
In addition, there is the Wichita Division of the Boeing Airplane
Company in Wichita, Kan.
In the period between December 7, 1941, and August 14, 1945,
tlio Booing Company produced a grand total of 10,140 aircraft.
The Seattle and the wartime Renton plants combined built 032
B-20 Superfortresses, 0,835 B-17 Fortresses, 220 Douglas DB-7B
B-i
Bo.stons, 140 Douglas A-20G Havocs, three XC-07s, one
and one XF8B-1. The Wichita Division turned out 1,508 B-20

Forces designation

.0,(582 PT-17 Kaydet trainens and 512 Waco
The Canadian subsidiary built 275 Consolidated
Vultee PB2B-1 and 32 PB2B-2 Catalina flying-boats.
With the end of the war the contacts for the B-29 were
The
severely curtailed, to be finally terminated in May, 1040.
company had, however, visualised the production of a commercial version of the XC-97 to be known as the Stratocniiser
and extensive plans for the development of this aircraft have
resulted in orders being received up to July, 1946, from five

Superfortresses,

GG-4A

gliders.

companies for forty -nine of these aircraft. In
addition the U.S. Army has ordered a further ten examples
of the military transport version of the Stratocruiser mider the
designation YC-97.
Another military contract now in hand is for sixty B-50
bombers, an improved version, of the B-29 Superfortress, and
work is proceeding on the development of the XB-47 jet-proiielled
bomber. Of the three XF8B-1 prototype naval fightens which
have been completed, one was made available to the U.S. Army

major

airline

.

Wright Field in. 1946.
The Wichita Division is engaged in the production of the L-15A
and of parts and assemblies for the B-50 and the Stratocruiser
jProduction of the Boeing Kaydet trahiing biplane ceased in
February, 1945, after 10,346 had been built by the Wichita
for test at

.

Division, but a licence for the manufacture of this aeroplane
to the Chinese Government in 1946.

was granted

The Boeing XF8B-1 Single-seat

450.

XB-47.

is an experimental jet-propelled bomber which
tinder development for the U.S. Army.
Xo details of this
aircraft were available for publication at the time of writing.
is

THE BOEING MODEL

:

XPB

:

400.

Navy designation
XF8B-1.
Type. Single-seat Carrier Fighter.
U.S.

:

—
—

WiSG.s.
Wing built in
.tll-nietiil tunitiiever Inw-wtnp inoiioiilnne.
three inain seetiniii!
eontre-seetion and two outer wings. Singlesjia-r stiruetiive.
All-tiietal ailerons with spring-servo tal) in (;a-eh.
Fowler-type triuling-edge flaps lictwoen nihwons and fusehige,
FvsKLA(iE.~AU-taetid inniiocuqno struct ire.
AH-inetal structure witli
Tam. Unit. r'antllever inonoplane type.
:

i

aer(;ulynainii‘iilly-l)aluiieed

I'udder

and

elevators,

'rriin-tali.s

in

rudder and elevators.
Landini; Uk.vtj. - Retractahle two-wheel typi*.
Main u'heeis carriod
on shot'k-absorher legs Uittaidieil to nuler eials ot eeulre-siMditni
and retract laiekwariis tvirning through l)h degriH?s to lie Hat within
Tail-wheel
wiiig.s.
Fully fuclosod !»y lairing [Jlates and doors.
retrnets forward into rnselage.
I:{f'traetal)le deck-arrester getir.
Power I’LAN'r.- < )ne i’ratt) & Whitntjy ll-Kltitl W'asp-lMajitr Iwentyeiglit-eylinder four-row radial uir-eoot’d engine ralnd at .‘>,0(K) h.p.
for take-off and developing Il.tiOt) h.p, war ojnergeney power with
water injection. Engine mounted as power-egg and quickly
.

intercluingeable.
Aeroprop throo-blade co-axial contra''I’wo
rotating ainsorews, ly ft. bin. (4.1 in.) diaaieter.
.4cc;ommoI)atiox.
Pilot’s cockpit with moulded lilister canop,y which

—

and ventilation.
or six .3 in. (12.7 m/m.) machineguns mounted tliree in each wijig. Bomb load (5,400 lbs. (2,903 kg.)
or alternatively two 2,000 Ib.s. (907 kg.) torpedoes may be carried
externally.
Racks for rocket projectiles under wings.
Controllalile heating

slides for access.

Abmament,

—Six

DiMEX.siON.y.

20

m/m. cannon

—Span 34

ft.

0

in. (1(5.40 rn.),

—No

Length

4.‘5

If.

3 in. (13. 17 in).

and Loadinus.^

data avakible.
P,E3tFOiiMASci3.~i\Iaximvim speed (witii war emorgency power) over
430 in.p.h. (724 kia.h.), Maximum speed iit normal power, over
425 iii.p.h. (084 km.h,).

Weigh’J'.s

THE BOEING MODEL 377 STRATOCRUISER.
The Model 377 Stratocruiser is the civil development

of the
or YC-97, all prototype trials haxdng been
conducted with the military model. Stratocruisers have been

military Alodel

3(57

ordered by Pan American World Airways, Northwest Airlines,
United Ah' Lines, the American Airlines System, Swedish

Fleet Fighter (3,000 h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R-4360 Wasp-Major engine)

F

F

,,
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The Boeing Model 377

Stratocruiser as

Overseas
Airlines (S.I.L.A.), and the British
onr-engined Airliner.
Type.

it

will

appear in the colours of United Airlines.

—

505

.j

)

l.oemg 117
cantilever monoplane.
two-spar
s^tion. Aspect ratio 11.58.
b-lO.^ Eleetiicini>
and
structure similar to that of the YC-97
anti-ieing system.
operated Fowler-fcype flaps. Built-in thermal

— AlLmetal^ senn-monocoque 'structure of

cabin

ft^'fl'n?
main upper dock passenger compartment
os
f: {Xy,
cub. m.),
lower passenger lounge oOO cub. ft. (14,1
cub m
dressing room 225
dre^nn! room ^25 cub. ft. (6.4 cub. m.), men s

Wings.--Low-mid-wing

FuSlTge'

control

of compartments

Airways Corpn.

galley 170 cub. ft. (4.8
t
TfW’
-20
P’a’(19.24 cub. m.), roar cargo hold
clooi 9 ft.
entranco
doors
cub. m.). Hein-hts of fuselage
in. {L.J m.), rear cai
11
4
ft.
door
hold
cargo
10 in (3m), fcTrward
main cabin (mside linings)
hold door 4 ft. 5 in. (1.34 m.). Width of
automatic air-conditionmg
44 in. (3.16 m.). Complete
10 ft
equipment with pressurization permitting
ft (^625
atmosphere and at 2.1,000 it.
^4 575
I with sea-leviel cabin
combined
pressure of 6,000 ft (1,830 m.),
Sn.) with equhmlent cabin
convection heating, cabin cooling

Lh.

cub.

J™'ft

ra.),

ft.

;

inverted figure-

Maximum width of fuselage 11 ft. (.LSo m.),
for YC-()7.
1 fL
depth 16 ft. 24 m. (4.65 m.) Ground clearance
Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type as for ^ C-?

ft.''(6.4

hold 080 cub.

—mam

^0

m

Tail

^

of two-spar stressecl-skin construction
lahiic
Movable surfaces have metal frameb and
icing system.
mass-balaneed. Trim-ta .s
covering and are aerodynamieally and
m.).
(U.l
Tiulplane span 4.3 ft.
in elevators and rudder.

radiant and
supply,
conditioning with self-contained power

™

“f

^

,

Landing GEAB.-Retractable

tricycle

t.p:ie

wheels 4 ft. b in. (1.4- in.) uuun m
Pedal-operated service
in.) diameter.
operated by
brakes and hand-operated emergency brakes
ii •)•
Wliocl tri^clv 28 ft-. o.() in.
It vf^T'fnilic svstoins.
turning radius (approximate)
base 36 ft. L16 in. ( 1 1 m.). Miriiranin
2“
nose-up.
Fuselage static position
29'ft. (8.85 m.).
Double-Y asp tivenlyPowEB Pl\nt.— our Pratt & Whitney P.-436()
and
geared
eight-cylinder four-row radial air-cooled
ontptii oi 2,8^0
charged eneines each developing a inaximinn
-injection
output of 3,500 h.p. w th watei

mam

,

units with dual wheels,
not'whecls 3 fl (0.915

AocOTrao''mmoM^
made available for

^

.

_

•

%h f

take-off
and
consTa^
Hamilton Standard or Curtiss El®®tric tour-Vdade
ni.) m diam .
16 ft. 7 m.
full-feathering and braking airscrews
{..>

.

^""'IhfsKh'eiSiWr

freight in a version known
becomes a thiideai go
this version the lower deck lounge
rear end of fuselage, poverea
T arne “clurn-shell” doors under
roof ol upper deck permit
lioi4 and powered overhead rail along
to any
freight direct from t™ok or groimd
is 74 IL 6
locatimi in main compartment.^ which
8
in Stratotreighter and le

f

In

.

SlWof h-;

Pressurization is maintained
and thermostatically controlled
^Jcial temperatures in any or

.

heating

systems

m

'ub m.),
cub. It. (173.8 cub.
cargo volume (lour compartments) 6,140
Maximum payload 41,000 lbs. (18,620 kg.). _ 110 ft. 4 m. (.i3.6o
,03 55 m.)j
141 ft. 3 in. (43 m).), Length

DiMENSioNS.-dSpan
Height 33 ft. 3 m. (tol4
__

m

^

AND

AOCOMTODCTIO?.—TTO.diVl\i'S^^^ tl» »PP“
passenger
the control cabin and the main

holds. Control ca i n
lower deck a passenger lounge and two cargo
with dual controls, nayigidor,
in imsrseate twD pilots sideWiy-side
arrangements and fm lUbhmp
engineer and radio operator. Various
compartment permit seating foi
of main uppfer deck passenger
arrangement
from 60 to^ 100 passengers. Standard
compartment and 14
a total of 81 passengers, 67 in main
^
interconnects the two
deck lounge. Circmlar stairway
att on up|)er
Alain -cabin entrance on port-side
ments.
access
gne
to
used
be
steps may

^

ower rear ear^o door with built-m
In
lounge .t.imay.
lower beiths plus
f.nhin mav be fitted with 28 upper and

?9>020
besigned Sm-mal t^ce-off weight 130 000 lbs.
weight 121,700 lbs. (55,252 kg.), Wmg

Power loading_9.3 lbs. /h.p. (4.2
(Strtdocruiser).—Rlaximimi cruising speed
^
25,000 ft. {7,62o nn), service
per engine) 340 ra.p.h. (544 km.h.) at
Three-engine ceiling 28,000 It.
?eiling^over 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.).
(at 1 30,000 lbs.=
(8,540 in.). Take-off
45^520
(at 10, >,000 lbs. - 47,520 1 g.
1,700 yds. (1,554 m.). Landing run
lauding weight) 1,867 yds. (1,707 ni.).
(368.0 kg./sq. m.).

addition to 14 seats in lounge.^cold foods
space and vacuum containers for hot or
and ladies’ dressing rooms and_^toilets.
truck-lev ol heig
cargo compartment doors have sills at

^

m

4 V.
V^’^mftv
p P'
y

,

Perpobmance

nm
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j seats,

Provide

.

detachable
All four engine nacelles quickly

to°T™2n'°i.

vyiil

367,

Army Air Forces designation YC-97.
Y the B--.)
r 90 tonner
bpper_
of +1
The Model 367 is a transport development
Model 377
:

U.S.

fortress

which has served as the prototype
nirliner.

;

r

Stratocruiser.
Boeing Stratofreighter, the cargo version of the

for the

—

U.

(190c)
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The Boeing XC-97 Military Transport (four Wright R-3350-23 engines).

The Model 367 has the same -wings, tail surfaces and landinggear as the B-29 but has a fuselage which has twice the volume
and is 12 ft. (3.66 in.) longer than that of the Superfortress. The
new fuselage is of the two-deok type and in. cross-section resembles an inverted figure 8, achieved, in effect, by building
one fuselage section on top of another, the lower and shorter
section being faired into the upper. The lower section is of the
same diameter as the .B-29 whereas the upper section has a width
The two-deck arrangement with two
of about 11 ft. (3.35 m.).
separate cabins below and a main cabin 78 ft. (23.8 in.) long
above permits unusual versatility in using the aircraft for
military transport pui'poses.
Under the rear fuselage, large loading doors and a ramp permit
the loading of wheeled or tracked vehicles, and an electricallypowered cargo-hoist running along the entire length of the
fuselage can pick up loads from the trucks or from the ground
Two fully-loaded l|-ton trucks or
through the loading doors.
two light tanks can be driven into the fuselage, the drive-up
ramp being raised and lowered by the cargo hoist. Adequate
cargo hancSing and tie-down eqnipment is provided. The cabins
can also be arranged to accommodate more than 100 fullyequipped troops, or be fitted out as a hospital transport.
The standard crew for the yC-97 is composed of pilot, co-pilot,
The entire
flight engineer, radio operator and navigator.
fuselage, except for the tail storage section, is pressurised.
On January 9, 1945, the prototype XC-97, carrying a payload
of inore than 20,000 lbs. (9,072 kg.) flew across the American
continent from Seattle to Washington, D.C., a distance of
2,323 miles (3,720 km.) in 6 hours 3 mins., representing an
average speed of 383 m.p.h. (615 km.h.). The flight was made
at a height of 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.).
Three XO-97s were built and these are being followed by Jen.
The
Y(J-97s in three different versions of the basic design.
first six YC-97s will be powered with Wright R-3350 engines,
while the YC-97 A and YC-97B will have .Pratt & Whitney
R-4360 engines.
The general structure of the YC-97
Model 377 (which see).

—

DIMENSIONS. Kpan 141 It. a in. (4d.i m.), neiigtn iiu it. 4 in. (dd.t)4
in.). Height 38 ft. (11.6 in.).
VPeiguts .—Weight empty 70,000 lbs. (31,780 kc.). Weight loaded
135.000 lbs. (61,290 k^). Landing weight 105,000 lbs. (47,670 kg.).
Pekformance (Estimated).—Maximum speed 400 m.p.h. (640 km.h.),
Cruising .speed 340 m.p.h. (544 km.h.). Operating range 3,500 inilos
(5,600 km.), Operating ceiling 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.).
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Forces designation

SUPERFORTRESS.
:

B-29, XB-39,

XB-44,

B-50,

and F-13A.

The original specification for a large four-engined bomber to
succeed the 13-17 Fortre,ss was issued hy the IT.S. War Department in January, 1940, but it was considerably inodifled .some
months later to incorporate increased armament and load
requirements. To meet tlio original specification the .Boeing
company designed the DIodel 341, and this was modified into
the Model 346 to incorporate the later requirements.
The contract for three XB-29 prototjqies was placed wnth the
Boeing company on August 24, 1940, and a service development
order for 13 YB-29’s was placed in the following May. With
America’s entry into the war a vast production programme
for the B-29 was initiated, involving five main production plants
and hundreds of sub-contractors.
The first XB-29 prototype built at Seattle flew on September
21, 1942, and the first YB-29 built at Wichita fleiv on April 15,
1943.

The B-29 was first reported in action on June 5, 1944, in an
attack on railway yards at Bangkok, Siam, and on June 15 the
From that
first raid was made on J apan from bases in China.
date attacks on the Japanese mainland were steadily stepped
up, mainly from bases in the Marianas and on Guam, with force.?
of up to 450 and 500 Superfortresses, A B-29 -dropped the first
atomic bomb on Hiroshima, Japan, on August 6, 1945.
The following are the principal models and modifications
of the Superfortress
B-29. Fom- Wright R-3350-23 engines. Built by Boeing
;

,

is similar to

that of the

(Wichita), Bell (Atlanta)

and Martin (Omaha).

The Boeing B-29 Sxiperfortress Heavy Bo mher (four Wright R-3360-23 engines).

In later B-20’s

—

M

The Boeing B-29 Superfortress Heavy Bomber

(four

Wright R-3350-23 engines).

20 m/m. gun in tail-turret removed and a four-gun turret replaced
the forward upper fuselage two-gun turret.
B-29A. Foui’ Wright 11-3360-57 engines. Built by Boeing
(Renton).
B-29B. Pour Wright R-3350-51 engines. Puselage turrets
and sighting blisters removed.' A new three -gun tail turret
and two .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) hand-held waist guns on special
mountings in gunner’s pressurised compartments. Reduction
of drag gave 10 m.p.h. (16 km.h.) increase in speed and reduction
in weight permitted an additional 3,000 lbs. (1,360 kg.) of
bombs to be carried. Evolved as a result of battle experience
and used for precision bombing, mainly at night. B-29B so
built that turrets could be added, consequently there were
many combinations of gun-power available. Built by Bell.
B-29C and D. Cancelled after VJ-Day, the B-29D being
superseded by the B-50 (which see).

The Boeing B-29B Superfortress Heavy Bomber

(four

A

specially fitted B-29 which is being used as a
XB-29E.
flying laboratory.
F-13A. B-29A equipped as a long-range high-altitude photographic-reconnaissance aircraft. Special camera installations
included trimetrogon, K-22, K-IS or special flash-bomb night
aerial cameras.
Full B-29 armament and long-i-ange fuel

F- ISA’s did most of the high-altitude mapping
Japan before the sirrrender, and were also used as recording
camera and observation aircraft during the 1946 Bikini atomic
tanks retained.
of

bomb

test operations.

Experimental modification of the yB-29 fitted with
four 3,000 h.p. Allison V-3420-A16 twenty-four-oyluider liquidcooled engines. The power-plant installation was designed,
built and installed by the Power-plant Development Division
One only.
of the General Motors Corporation.

XB-39.

The Boeing XB-39 version

{William T. LarJdns).

XB-44. B-29A fitted with four 3,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney
R-4360-33 Wasp-Major twenty-eight-cylinder radial air-cooled
engines in quickly-detachable nacelles. Installation designed
and built by Pratt &. Whitney Aircraft. Three converted.
Served as prototype for the B-50.
B-50. Current production version of the Superfortress with
four Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp-Major engines with double
tnrbo-superchargers and driving four -blade constant-speed
full-feathering and reversible airscrew's.
Lighter wings and
lighter w'eight landing-gear with ball-bearing quick-retracting
mechanism. New and larger tail surfaces. The B-50 wall
have an estimated maximum speed of 425 m.p.h. (680 km.h.)
and a range of 1,700 miles (2,720 km.).

The
which

description which follows refers to the standard B-29A,
in service in XJ.S.A.A.P. bomber squadrons at home

is still

Wright R-3350-51 engines).

—{William

T. LarJdns).

and with the occupation forces overseas. Information concerning the B-60 was still restricted at the time of waiting.
Type. Four-engined Heavy Bomber.

—
—

Wdtgs.

id-wing cantilever monoplane. Boeing 117 aerofoil section.
Dihedral
degrees.
7 degrees sweep-back
11.5/1.
Centre-section and two
straight trailing-edge.
outer sections with detachable wing-tips. All-inetal web-type
structure covered with a flush-riveted butt-jointed metal skin.
Detachable leading-edge to give access to controls, eto. Electrically-operated flaps of the extensible type which when fully
extended increase the wing area by 19 per cent. The trailing-edge
of the flaps between the inboard nacelles and fuselage extend aft of
the normal wing trailing-edge line and hook downward to decrease
aerodynamic interference between, wings and body and over tail
when flaps extended. Statically and aerodynamically-balanoed
ailerons fitted with combination trim and servo tabs.
Gross wing
area 1,739 sq. ft. (1,615 sq. m.).

Aspect ratio

on leading-edge,

of the Superfortress with four 3,000 h.p. Allison

V-3420-A16

engines.----(TPiZZtam T.

S

(192c)

BOEING—confinued.

233845

The Boeing
FtrsRij.\tJE..

—Cirettlar socitiun semi-monoeoqvic strnctnro in five sections.

of ciretimferential bulkheads and frames, extruded longerons and stringers and a liush-riveted and luitt-jointed
stressed metal skin. The stringers are riveted to the akin and the
circumferentials are attached to the stringers by means of clijis.
Three pressurised compartments, one I’orward and one aft of the
bomb-bay and one in the extreme tail. Crawl tunnel over the
bomb-bays iatereoimects the two forward compartments but the

Btiilt

tail

np

ot

a

serie.s

compartment

—

is

isolated.

Cantilever monoplane type witli single fin and rudder.
All-metal fixed surfaces, and metal-framed fabric-covered aerodynamieally and statically-balanced control surfaces. Controllable

Tail Unit.

trim-tabs.

Self-sealing

Normal eapaeity
oil

5,(i(i8

cells integral ivith wing sti’uetiire.
U.S. gallons (21,227 litres). Self-sealing

fuel

tank in each nacelle.

—Crew

Normal crew consists
of ten to fourteen.
navigator, bombardier, engineer, radio-operator
and four gun-control operators. Forward piressurised compartment
aceommodates bombardier, pilot and eo-pilot side-by-side with
aisle in between, navigator facing forward behind pilot, engineer
facing aft behind co-pilot and radio-operator behind engineer.
Engineer’s station has all power-plant controls and instruments
but pilot’s master throttle controls may override engineer’s throttles.
Crawl-tunnel over bomb-bays connects with second pressurised
compartment which contains three gun-sighting stations in transparent blisters, one on top and one on each side of the fuselage.
Tail-gunner’s pressurised compartment in extreme tail of fuselage.
All crew positions armoured or protected with armoiu'od //ak
The three presstirised compartments are served by
curtains.
turn superchargers driven off two inboard engines.
Armament.- Four General Electric remotely-controlled and eloetrieally-operated turrets, two above and two below the fuselage.
Forward upper turret with four 0.5 in. (12.7 in/in.) guns, remainder
with two 0.6 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns each. Bell electrically-operatetl
tail turret with two 0.5 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns. Five sighting stations,
one in the nose, three in tlie middle pres.surised compartment and
one in tail compartment. Mid-upper .station contj’oLs either or
both upper turrets, side sighting stations control lower rear turret,
nose .sighting station controls lower front turret and tail station
Some stations have secondary control over
control over turret.
certain other turrets but only one sight may be in control of a given
turret at one time.
Two bomb-bays, one forward and one aft of
the wing centre-portion which passes through the fuselage, and in
of the aircraft is preserved during bombalance
order that the
dropping a system isnsed whereby bombs are dropped alternately
from the two bays. Total maximum bomb load 20,000 lbs. (9,072
Electrically-operated bomb-bay doors.
kg.).

Acoommodation.
of

pilot, co-pilot,

—

A

Whitney R-4360-33 Wasp-Major engines)

—

in. (4:i.l m.), Length 99 It. (90.2 m.),
jian 141 ft>.
Height (over tail) 27 ft. 9 in. {8.4.l> in.).
empty 74,ri00 lbs. (93,829 kg.),
\Ceiglit
-Vnd
Loadixus.Weiuht.s
Norniiil loaded (eombat) weight 120.110(1 Ib.s. (54, 480 kg.), Olaxinutm

Dimension's.

—

permissible loaded weight 140,000 lbs. (03,500 Itg.l, \Ving loading
80 lbs,/sq. ft. (301 kg./sq. in.), Power loading 15.8 llis./h.p. (7.15
kg./h.p.).
_

—

_

Pekporm.-unc'E (at normal lomled iveiglit).. Maximum speed Sol
in.p.h. (502 kni.li.) at: 25,t)t)t) ft. (7,025 m.). Climb to 25,000 ft.
(7,025 m.) 43 min., Jdange (maximum eoiitimiou.s eriiiser power)
2,850 mile.s (4,500 km.) or 12.8 hours at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.).

THE BOEING MODEL

—

L-anding Gear, Retractable tricjmle type. Main gear has two
oleo-pneumatio shock-.struts and twin wlieels. Double nose wheel
Electrical retraction, the main wheels being
lias .single strut.
raised backwards into the inboard engine nacelles and the nose
wheel into a well in the fuselage lielow the flight deck. Hyrlraulic
wheel -Virakos. Retractable tail bunnier skkl.
PovvETt Pr.ANT.— Four 2,200 h.p. Wright R-3350-57 eighteen-cylinder
radial air-coolod engiue.s, each engine witli two General Kleetric
exViaust-di’iven turho-superchargers mounted vertically, one on
Hamilton-Standard Hydromatic lour
each side of the uaeolle.
-blade constant -speed full-feathering airscrews U) ft. 7 in. (5 m.)
diame-ter.

&

XB-4-4. Superfortress (four 3,000 h.p. Pratt

U.S.

Army

Air Forces designations

;

299 FORTRESS.

B-17, XB-38, XB-40, F-g, XO-108,

BQ-7, CB-17 and TB-17.
PB-1.
Navy designation
The Fortress was originally designed to meet a bomber
speeification issued by the U.S. Army Air t’orps in 1934.
The prototype first Hew on duly 28, 1935, and the fir.st YlB-17
of a proiluetion order of thirtemi was delivered to tlie Air Corps
in Mareh, 1937,
In January, 1939, an experimental YIB-HA
fitted with turbo-svjperehargeil engines was delivered to the
U.S.

:

Army Air Corp.s. Folhnving snct;es,srnl trials witli this aircraft
an order for 39 u’as placed for thi.s model under the de.signation
B-17B.
B-17B. Four 1,000 h.p. Wrigl.it lv-lS20-.51 engines with e-Khaust driven superchargers. First B-17B delivered to the
Army in June, 1930.
Similar
Foiu- 1,200 h.p. Wright lfl-lS20-()5 engines.
B-17B except armament increased from five to .seven 0.30
Side gmi blisters abandoned in favour of
(7.7 m/m.) guns.

B-17C.
to
in.

plain openings.
Twelve B-17.S ferried acro.ss the Atlantic in
the Spring of 1944 for service with the R.A.P. These were
tlie first Fortresses to go into combat operations in a daylight
raid on Brest on July 24, 1941.

B-17D. Similar to B-17C but incorporating seif-sealing
tanks and armour protection for the creiv.
Later all B-17Gs
were converted to B«17Ds.
B-17E. Major re-design and put into large-scale production
by Boeing, Douglas and Vega. First Fortre.ss to incoi'porate
power-driven turrets and a tail-gun position. The total armament consisted of eleven O.o in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns.
Enlarged horizontal and v'ertieal tail-surfaces. First B-17E
flew in September, 1941.
Similar to the B-17E. Pitted with additional
tanks and -with external racks under inner wings
Later
for a maximum of two 4,000 lb. (1,816 kg.) bombs.
models fitted with four R-1820-97 engine.s.

B-17F.

wing

fuel

B~17G. Four 1,200 h.p. R-1820-97 engines. Similar to
B-17F. Various armament changes. Fitted with a remotelycontrolled two-gun .Bendix chin turret in place of hand-operated
nose guns. In later versions the two O.o in. (12.7 m/m.) side

Boeing B-17E Fortress modified experimentally in Great Britain
a 40 m/m. cannon.

to take a Bristol

B-16 nose turret mounting

—

S

BOEING— Continued,

The Boeing B-17H Flying

Portress, a conversion

from the B-17G for Air/Sea Rescue

nose guns were reinstated, the open waist guns were replaced by
staggered enclosed waist guns, and a new tail gun mounting
with increased angles of fire and a reflector sight in,stead of ring

and bead was

installed.

;

B-17H. Conversion of the B-17G for Air/Sea Rescue
Carries airb»ae lifeboat nnder faeelage and la fitted with

dutie.s.

epeeial

search ladai equipment.^

ribs

XB-38. One B-17E fitted with four Allison \7-1710-S9 liq uidcooled engines in place of the standard air-cooled, units, and
stressed to load factors of the B-17P.
YB-^O. One XB-40 and thirteen YB-40.S were modified
B-17F,s equipped to serve as e.gcorts for bomber formation.s in
.Bhiropean theatre.
Armed with fourteen .5 in. (12.7 m/m.)
guns in twin mountings. No bombs carried and bomb-bays
fitted to tatty extta ammunitioa which wae chtfie-fed to gin
positions.
Wore not successful and were soon withdiawn from
operations.
CB-17. B-1 /s tvithdrauTi from operations were stripped of
armament and used for general utility transport duties under
the designation CB-17.
TB-17. vStripped B-17s used for miscellaneous training
^

duties.

XC-108. One B-17E converted to .serve as staff aircraft for
General Douglas McArthur. Turrets, armour and bomb-racks
„
removed and interior re-arranged1 to eontain XI
three passenger
compartments, oltce facilities and galley. Single .5 in. (12.7
m/m.) nose gun and twin .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns in tail retained.
XC-108A was a B-17E converted to cargo transport. XC-108B
was a fuel tanker conversion.
F-9. A photographic reconnaissance version of the B-17F.
Three cameras -were installed in the nose and extra fuel tanks
carried in the hnmb-b-iv
j'
norr
jDitr’
0 x
xiii
Stripped
B-17 equipped1 as a pilotless
radio-controlled
BQ-7. Qx"
,

,

•

-

A,

1

explosive missile,
PB-l. U.S. Navy modification of the B-17G for over-sea
observation duties. Stripped of armament and fitted with
special radar equipment for weather observation experiments.
PB-IW in service in U.S. Coast Guard for long-range
o
o Air/Sea
ivescuG duties.
,
Apart from the many variants of the B ortress detailed above,
the B-17 is used for many experimental duties, including serving
as a launching platform in the U.S.A.xA.F. guided-missile programme and in radar and radio-control experiments. Radiocontrolled B-17s took part in the Bikini atomic-bomb tests
and on the conclusion of these operations two crewdess B-17s
M^roc Field, California, a di.stanoe
oi 2,400 miles (.3,862 km.) under the control of another aircraft
of the same type.
In all, 12,731 B-17s of all models were built, from the XB-17
prototype to the last B-17G which was delivered to the U.S.A.A,F.
I

,

T

in A-nnii

{William T. Larkins).

duties.

—Four-ongined

Bomber.
Wings.—-All-metal midwing cantilever monoplane. Aorofoil
varies from NACA 0018 at root to NAGA 0010 at tip.
ratio 7.58/1.
Taper ratio 2.4 1. Incidence 3|°. Dihedr
Sweepback on leading-edge 8i-° Structure, consisting
TvFJi.

The Boeing XB-38, an experimental version

Electrically-operated split

t

®
,

,

a-,

•

n

stSmS'/h,
movable surfaces covered with fabric. Elevators and ruddc
with controllable trimming-tabs.
Landing Geab. Retractable two-wheel type. Air-oil shock-a
units.
Hydraulic wheel-brakes. Electrical retraction.

—

.1

able tail-wheel.

—

Four 1,200 h.p. Wright R-1820-97 nine-(
radial air-cooled engines with General Electric Type B-22 e
cloven turbo-superchargers installed in the undersides
engine nacelles. Hamdton-Standard three-bladed constai
full-feathering airscrews 11 ft. 7 m. (3. .54 m.) diametei
fuel capacity carriei
tanks in the inner wing sections 1,700 U.S. gallons (6,435
Nino self-sealing auxiliary feeder tanks in outer wings. T
sealing droppable ferry tanks may be carried in bornta-bay.
capacity of all wing tanlis 2,780 U.S. gallons (10,62c
Oil capacity 1
Self-sealing hopper oil tank in each nacelle.
gallons (601 litres).
.4ccommodation. Normal crew oj six to ten. Bomh-aimei
partment in extreme nosc. Pilot’s compartment seating t'
by-side with dual controls in front of leading-edge of wir
pilot’s position is an upper electrically-operated two-giii
Radio-operator’s position amidships. Two gun positions
the wings, one two-gun eleetrieally-operatad turret bene
fuselage and one position in the extreme tail. Equipment
automatic pilot, two-way radio and radio ‘homing eqr
Oxygen equipment with points of supply for each membe
crew, de-icem on leading-edges of wings, tail-plane and
collapsible dinghies, etc.
Armament .—Thirteen .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns. Fn
to tail these are
two, remotely-controlled, in a chin turret
tiyo in cheek mounting.s,
the plastic bomb-aimer’s nose
either side of the plastic nose ; two in an eleotrically-operatc

Poweb. Plant.

mum

—

,

.

:

;

+6

“^SoFs cm^pStmfit

two^ in a Sperry' electrically-c
fuselage; two on hand-operated me
and firing through side ports, one on each side of the
midway between wings and taih; and two in the extra
Internal bomb stowage in fuselage between the mam spar
;

the bomb-bay occupying the full cross-section of the
Normul capacity of bomb-bay is 6,000 lbs. (2,724 kg.).
which can be carried internally is the 2,000 lb. (E
External racks no longer fitted.
pan 103 ft. 9 in. (31.6 m.). Length 74 ft. 9 in. (!
Dimensions.
1

iquf;

j’
mi
X-u 7
T Xto XT.
X operational
x'
The description
the last
B-17«n
/G, XT,
below applies
the -O
bomber version of the Fortress. This version is still in service
in U.S.A.A.F. bomber squadrons both at home and with the
occupation force,s ovors6a.s.
•

and stressed-skin covering.

edge flaps on inner wing sections, ailerons on outer sections,
and ailerons covered with fabric. Ailerons fitted with
trimming-tabs. Gross wing area 1,420 sq. ft. (132 sq. m.).
Fuselage.—Semi-monocoque structixre, consisting of bn!
circumferential stiffeners, tied together with longero
longimdinal stiffeners, the whole covered with a smootli

1

1

of the

—

Height 19

ft. 1 in. (5.8 m.).

Fortress fitted with Allison V-1710-89 engines,—

T. Larkins)

U. S. A,

(194c)

BOEING-conlinned,

I

.

The Boeing XC-108, a specially-converted B~17E
^VnniHTH AND Luadinhs.

Normal

—

Weiglit empty 32,720 lbs. (14,855 kg.),
rveight loaded 49,500 lbs. (22,475 kg.), Maxiimiin overloaded

weight 00,000

Perfokjiance,

lbs. (27,21(1 kg.).

—Maximum speed 295

ni.p.b. (472 km.b.) at 25,000 ft.
m.) 41 min.. Service ceiling

(7,(125 m.). Climb to 25,000 ft. (7,625
35,000 ft. (10.070 m.), Nonnal range

(maximum bomb

load and normal fuel) 1,100 miles (1,760 km.) at 220 ra.p.h. (332 km.h.) at 25,000
ft. (7 625 m.).

THE BOEING

L-15A.

The L-15A is a light two-seat monoplane of unconventional
design which ha.s been built to meet U.S. Army requirements for
Its jjrimary function, is that of an aerial observparticularly for spotting and directing artillery
Other uses include communications, photograpliy, .supplyfire.
dropping, wire-laying and aerial pick-up. Without having its
airscrew removed the L-15A can be towed as a glider at speeds
up to 165 m.p.h. (264 km.h.). The lamling gear may coii.si.st
of either wheels, skis or floats, and attachments are pu’ovided
for the instHllation of tlio Brodie gear to permit liookiiig on ov
takmg off from a ca ble.
The general arrangement of the aircraft can ho seen in the
accompanying illustration of the XL-15 prototype. The entire

liaison duties.

ation

j(ost,

aircrafi;

2|-tQn
section

can be quickly

di.smantle(!

and loaded on a stamlard

Army
by

truck. Each wing i>anel is attached to the centrefour bolts. The tail surfaces and single boom are

'

-

..

.

for the personal use of General

McArthur.

also quickly removable. Tlie cantilever I'anding-gear i,s attached
to the nacelle by two bolts and the wheels may be rotated inwards
to decrease the width for loading.

The crew of two have full vn’sibility in ail directions, and the
rear seat, which can face either forward or aft. is easily removable
to provide space for special equipment or light freight.

The L-15A has full-.span aerofoil-.section flaps suspended
below the trailing-edge of the wings. These flaps, which have a
movement ranging from 10'’ up to 40° down, act differentially
in conjunction with the operation of .spoiler-type ailerons.
The power-plant consists of a 125 h.p. Lycoming horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine.
Tire L-15.A. is in production for use by the U.S. Army Ground
J^'orces at tire Wichita Dirdsioir of the Iloeing comprany.
I)i.Mr:Nsio,s.s.- Span 46 ft. (12.2 m.), L(nigtl) 26 ft. 1 in. (7.95 m.),
Height 8

Loaded

it. 8.1 in.

{2.65 m.).

WEiunT.--- 2,056

(931 kg.).
112 m.)>.h. (179,2 kui.li.), Cruising
spaed
m.p.li. (161.6 kni.li.). .Minimum (lying speed 50 m.p.h.
(SO km.h.). Initial rate of eliml) 628 ft. /min. (191.5 ni./min,),
Service ceiling 16,400 ft. (5.000 m.), I’ake-ol'f run over 50 ft. (15.25
m.) olistaele 600 ft. (1.83 in.). Landing run over 50 ft. (15.23 m.)
obstacle 517 ft. (158 in.), Normal ondiiraucc 2.i hours, Mriximum
eirdurauee (with external au.xiliary fuel tanlc) 5J- Iroirrs.

rERVOioiANCE.

llis.

Maximum

.H|)eod

161

!if^

The Boeing XL-15, prototype

of the

L-15A Two-seat Liaison Monoplane (125

BUNYARD.
BUNYARD AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Flushing, Long Island, N.Y.

i]

i'i

ill.;
Ill iiii
hi

iiii'?

Mr. Keraroth Bunyard produced his first aircraft, at Westchester, N.Y,, in 1931. This was a small biplane flying-boat
with a span of 16 ft. 0 in. (4,88 m.), and po-wered by a 1.5 h.p.
Johnson outboard motor. His second design, wdiich did irot
advance beyond the mock-up stage, was an amphibian consisting of a monocoquo landplane fuselage which could be
attached to a flying -boat Hull.
The latest Bunyard design is a light rvooden amphibian flyingboat known as the Sportsman. This aircraft was designed in
the first instance as a liaison and ambulance amphibian for

h.p.

Lycoming engine).

the U.S. Navy, but has since been adaprted to private owners’
requirements. The prototype aircraft i.s powured by a 1.30 h.p.
Franklin engine, but the production aircraft will be equipped
with a 150 h.p. power plant. A specification of the Sportsman,
which has received A.T.C. is given hereafter.
A four-.seat ver,sion is designated the BAX-4.

—

THE BUNYARD BAX-3 SPORTSMAN.

Three-Spat light ximpliibian 'Flying-boat.
'rypE.
Spruce
WiNG.s.- ^Cantilever high-wing rnonorilane.

—

on self-aligning

and inner

outer sections acting

ball-bearing,s,

sections as flaps.

structure

,

as

with

ailerons

BUNYARD—continued.

The Bunyard BAX-3 Sportsman Three-seat Boat Amphibian (130
Hull.

—Single-step

structure with spruce frames and built-up spruce
and plywood bulkheads. Outer keel on forward section of oak
.sheathed in stainless-steel,
Upper chine of liox-type construction
running from nose-wheel to aft of rear spar attacliment, and of
solid spruce aft to rudder post.
Covering of flat plywood sheets.
Stabilising float carried on single cantilever strut under each outer

wing
Tail Unit.

— Strut-braced

monoplane typo. Tailplane and elevators
and rudder. Tailplane span 12 ft. 11 in.

carried at top of fin
(3.95 m.).

L.anding Gear.

—

Retractable tricycle typo of Firestone Super-flex
design. Main wheels, carried on shock-absorber legs attached to
sides of hull, swing iqiwards to lie partly within wing.
Nosewheel retracts vertically into well in bottom of hull. Wheel
units detachable. Track 5 ft. 10 in. (1.78 m.).

Power Plant,

—

One 130 h.p. Franklin .six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled ongino mounted a,s pusher unit on faired steeltube tripod above ludl, and driving Sensenich two-blade twoposition propeller.
Completely removable engine cowling, and
detachable panels on tripod. 34 U.S. gallon (1.33 litre) fuel tank
contained within tripod.
Accommodation. Span 34 ft. 4 in. (10.46 m.). Length 23 ft. (1 in.
(7,01 m.), Height 9 ft. 0 in. (2.74 m.).

—
— 2,250
Pebform.vnce. — Cruising
Weight Loaded.

lbs. (1,009 kg.).

105 rn.p.h. (169 kin.li.). Lauding
speed (with flaps) 48 rn.p.h. (77 km.h.), (without flaps) 55 m.p.h.

speed

:

:

Chief Engineer
Ivan Call.
Acting Chief Engineer
Spencer Call.
This Company has developed the Call-Air two-seat light monoplane powered by a 125 h.p. Lycoming engine. Details of the
This aircraft
latest version, the Model A2, are given liereafter.
:

;

has been awarded

its

Approved Type

Certificate.

THE CALL-AIR MODEL

—Two-seat Cabin monoplane.
monoplane.

Wings.— Braced
with

wooden

low-wing

.sjmrs

and

ribs,

A2.

Constant-chord structure
metal- covered leading-edge and

fabric covering aft.
Steel-tube inverted V-struts on each side of
fuselage. Ailerons and split flaps of wooden construction with
fabric covering.
Wing area 181.6 sq. ft. (16.8 sq. m.).
FtrsELAGB.— Steel- tube structure with fabric covering.

Tail Unit.

—Wire-braced

fabric covering.
elevator.

monoplane type. Metal ’framework with
Controllable trim-tabs in rudder and starboard

Kelrnan).

m./min,). Take-off run
from water 250 yds. (228 m.), (from land) 187 yds. (153 m.).
ft./niin, (165

THE BUNYARD

BAX-4.

The BAX-4 is a four-seat version of the BAX-,‘} and is powered
by a 190 h.p. Lycoming 0-43.5-A six-cylinder horizontallyopposed or a Ranger 6-440-C-5 six-cylinder in-line inverted aircooled engine driving a Sensenich two-blade adjustable -pitch

wooden or metal propeller. The enclosed cabin seats four in
two pairs and there is a baggage compartment aft of the cabin
with an allowance of 75 lbs. (34 kg.).
Dimensions. As BAX-3 except length 24 ft. (7.,32 m.).

—

Weight,s and LoADiNGs.-^Weighfc empty 1,095 lbs. (769 kg.), Payload
755 lbs. (342 kg.). Weight loaded 2,750 lb.s. (1,247 kg.). Wing
loading 14.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (71.8 kg./sq. in.). Power loading 14.45
Ibs./h.p. (6.54 kg./h.p,).

—

Maximum speed 133 m.p.h. (214 km.h.), Cruising
speed 118 m.p.h. (190 km.h.). Landing speed 64.6 m.p.h, (104
km.h.), Stalling speed 67,8 m.p.h. (93 kni.h,). Initial rate of climb
590 ft. /min. (180 m./min.), Service ceiling 9,500 ft. (2,895 ni.),
Cruising range 680 miles (1,094 km.), Take-off run (from land)
317 yds. (290 m.), Take-off run (from wmter) 315 yds. (288 m.).
Landing run 250 yds. (228 in.). Alighting run 167 yds. (153 ni.),
Fuel consumption (Lycoming engine 75% power) 11,8 U.S,
gallous/hr. (44.6 litres/hr.), (Ranger engine
full power) 19.6 U.S.
gallons/hr. (74 litres/hr).

Performance.

—

—

—

Fixed two-wheei type. Wheels carried on faired
structures ivith oleo shock-absorber legs attached to front spar.
Scott steerable
Firestone hydranlic brakes, wheels and tyres.
tail-wheel.
Combined wheel/ski undercarriage optional.
Power Plant. Lycoming 0-290B or C four-cylinder horizontallyQppQ.sed air-cooled engine developing 126 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.in. and
driving Sensenich two-hlade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew. Fuel
capacity 30 U.S. gallons (114 litres).
Ail'OMModation.—Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side witli dual
controls.
Seat 3 ft. 7 in. (1.09 m.) wide. Plexiglas ivindshield.
Aecass door on each side. Baggage coinpartinent of G cub. ft.
(0.17 cub. in.) capacity aft of .seats ; allowance 50 lbs. (22,7 kg.).
Dimensions. 35 ft, 9g- in. (10,91 m.). Length 23 ft. 5g in. (7.15 m.).
Height (over cabin, tail up) 6 ft. {1.83 m.).
Weights and Loadings.— Weight empty 975 Ihs. (442 kg.), Diapo,sahle load 575 lbs. (261 kg.). Weight loaded 1,550 lbs. (703 kg.).
Wing loading 8.53 Ibs./sq. ft. (41.6 kg./.sq. m.), Powmr loading

V

CALL AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Head Office and Works Afton, Wyo.
General Manager
Reuel Call.

Type.

Rate of climb 540

Landing Gear.-

CALL.

&

h.p. Franklin engine).— (Martin

(88 km.h.).

—

—

12.4 Ibs./h.p. (5.6 kg./h.p,).

—

Maximum speed 112_ m.p.h. (180 kin.h.). Cruising
speed 102 m.p.h. (164 km.h.). Landing speed 42 m.p.h. (68 krn.h.),
Initial rate of climb 1,000 ft. /min. (305 m./inin.), Service ceiling
17,500 ft. (5,335 m.), Cruising range 332 miles (534 kin.). Take-off
run 142 yds. (130 in.). Landing run 100 yds. (91 in.), Fuel consumption 8 U.S. gallons/hr. (30.3 litros/br.).

Performance.

The Call-Air Model A2 Two-seat Light Monoplane (125 h.p, Lycoming engine).

S

The Cessna t40 Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (85

CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY,

Head

Oi’.f.tce

anvd

Woeks

:

Established
August 22, 1927.
Dwane L. Wallace.
President and General Manager
Vice-President and Chief Engineer : Tom Salter.
Frank Boettger.
Beeretary and Treasurer
Sales Manager
Don Flower.
(Service Managei*
A. E. Kangas.
Duaiie I. Travis.
Director, Piihlie Belations
The Cesssna Aircraft Company was engaged between 1940
and 1945 in the production of various military versions of their
pre-war T-aO commercial monoplane. A variation of this
aiix'raft, known as the Crane, was pi'oduced for erew-training
duties ivith the Hoyal Canadian Air Force, and othpr.s designated
AT-S niid AT-17 Bobcat were produced for tlio U.S. Army.
A U.S. lSrav 5^ light utility version was Imou'n as the JHtLl.
Over 5,000 AT-l7s were produced between 1940-1942, and aircraft of this t;^q30 on the production line wore from January 1,
The
1943, slightly modified and i-e- designated the ITC-7S.
Ce,s,sna company delivered more twin-engined bomber-trainers
to the U.S. and Canadian Governments tha,n all other American
manufacturers combined. This series of aircraft was described
and illustrated in the 1945-4(5 issue of this Amiual. They are
no longer in jiroduction.
(Since 1944 Cessna was also producing component parts for
the Boeing B-29 Superfortress and the Douglas A-2li Invader
at both the Wichita and the former Hutchinson plants.
The Company has now designed a new two-seat enclosed
high-Aving monoplane for ewilian use, which is produced in two
versions the Model 120 and the Model 140, both of Avliich are
powered by an 85 h.pi. Continental four-cylinder horizontally
;

;

:

:

;

:

—

opposed engine. The company also has under development tivo
four-seat high-wing cabin monoplanes, the 170 and the 190,
AA'hich were expected to be completed in 1947.
120,

TArPE.—Two-seat Cabin monoplane.
trut-braced lugh-wing monoplane. Two-spai* constantMTngs.
chord structure of 24ST aluminium-alloy in two main sections,

—

two sections each side. All-metal sjaars, ribs
and leading-edge, with fabric covering. Wing braced to fnselage

Detiieluiilile tip;^ in

INC.

Wichita, Kansas.

THE CESSNA MODEL

h.p. Continental engine)

by steel-tube Y -struts eaeli sitle. Wing chord
mean aerodynamic chord 4 ft. ]1.()2 in. (1.50

6 ft. 0-J- in. (1.84 m.),
m.), gro.ss wing area
All-metal ailerons with metal covering.
159.3 sq. ft. (14.80 sq. m.).
Aiieron span (1 ft. 2 in. (1.88 m.), chord 1 ft. 2 in. (0.35 m,).
Fu.sel.vge. Monocoque .structure of 24ST ahiminium-alloy.

—
—

Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplano type. Metal structure wdth
metal covering over all .surface.s. Tailplane span 8 ft. 10 in.
Trim-tab in starboard elevator.
(2.69 m.).
Laxminu Geab. Fixed two-wlieel type of Cessna patent consisting
of two flexing steel <;antilever legs carrying wheels. Hydraulic
friction-disc iirakes.
Track 6 ft. 5 in. (1.06 m.). Scott steerable

—

.Alterriii, lively

tiiil-wlieel.

tudn

Fdo

Mod!*!

1650 lloals

may

bo

littei'l.

One 85 h.]). (duntincutal C85-12 four-cylinder
Ti.AN'r.
hoi'izontally-nppost'd nir-eooled cngiuc driving Sensenich two-blade
Fuel capacity 25 IJ.S. gallons (94
iixed-|_iilcdi wooden airscrew.
litiV's) ill two tanks, one in. oacli wing rout.

i’owER

csibin smiting two sidc-by-sitlo with dual
controls.
Kutry door.s on iiotli sides. Baggage compartment
allowance 80 Itis. (3(.) kg.).
lieliind scats
I)lM.EX.si.ox.s,— -Span 32 ft. 10 in. (10 m.). Length (tail up) 20 ft. 11|iu. (6.40 m.), Height (tail down, over wing) 6 ft. 3;( in. (1.91 m.).
1 GHT.S
and Loadings. Weight empty 770 llis. (349 kg.). Weight
loaded 1,450 lbs. (658 kg.). Wing loading (fully loaded) 9.1 lbs./
.sq. ft. (44.43 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 17.1 llxs./h.p. (7.75 kg,/

A('t'i:).\iiioi:iATU)N.-”- I'hielo.sed

;

—

WE

h.p.).

—

Maximum speed over 120 m.p.h. (193 km.h.), Cruising
speed over 100 m.p.h. (161 km.h.), Landing speed 41 m.p.h. (66
krn.h.), Rate of climb at soa level 680 ft. /min. (207 m./min.),
Service ceiling 15,500 ft. (4,724 m.), Crui.sing range 450 miles

Pebeobmance.

(724 km.).

THE CESSNA MODEL

140.

IModel 140 is identical to the Model 120 but ha,s certain
It is
refinement.s including starter, generator and battery.
also fitted with manually-operated all-metal plain-hinge flaps
between ailerons and fuselage.
WEIGHT.S AND LOADINGS. As Model 120 excejit weight empty 890

The

—

Ihs.

(404 kg.).

I'EJtroiaiANC'E.

— As Model 120.

Mm

The Cessna 140 Tv/o-seat Cabin Monoplane

(85 h.p. Continental engine)

(198c)

CHANCE

VOUGHT-~conUmied

The Chance Vought XFSU-l Experimental Fighter (two 1,350
so tliat at higii. angles of attack the blades move forward at
constant pitch and flatten out as they speed aft, thus making
it possible for tlie aircraft to hover at low or zero speeds.

The

an

aircraft witli a
speed,s of 40 m.p.h.
((i4 km.h.) and 425 m.p.h. (084 km.h.) respectively are estimated.
By using engiue.s with water injection the .speed range i.s expected
to bo 20-41)0 m.p.h. (:}2-740 km.h.), and with turbine-driven
The low or zero forward
au’.serew's 0-550 m.p.li. (0-885 km.h.).
speeds will bo obtained by standing the aircraft on its tail and
hovering on it.s airscrews. The lower the foiwvard .speed the
greater the power which will be needed, 0 m.p.h. requiring the

wide

inirpose of the design

.speed range,

greate.st

is

to provide

and landing and maximum

power.

Controls of the XF5IT consist of twdn fins and rudders mounted
at the trailing-edge of the Aving, and srvept-back horizontal
surfaces fixed outboard of the vertical surfaces comprising
Diffei-ential movement of the elevators
tailplane and elevators.
retractable tricycle landing-gear is
provides lateral control.

A

fitted.

A

version of the XFoU-1 of wood and
as the V- 1 7 3, first flew in 1942.
were scheduled for 1947.

loAv -powered full-scale

construction,
Test flights of the

fabric

known

XFoU

The Chance Vought V-173, a low-powered

full-scale test

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R-2000 Twin-Wasp engines).

THE CHANCE VOUGHT CORSAIR
U.S Navy designation

F4U.

:

delivered to the U.S. Xavy in
1940 and after protracted tests the Corsair was ordered in
The fir.st production F4TJ-1
quantity in the Autumn of 1941.
flew in June, 1942.
Up to the end of 1944 the Corsair had been used exclusively
by the U.S. Navy iuid Marino Corps as a land-based fighter
in the Pacific, being fir.st reported in action in the Solomon Islands
area on Febiaiary 15, 1943. In 1945, the Cor.sair was a.s.signed
to U.S. aircral't-carriers.
Since the first deliveries of the F4U-1 over 500 major and
2,500 minor engineering and production ehange.s were made
in this aircraft, the version known as the F4U-iD being fitted
with clipped Avings, a twin-pylon rack invder the fuselage for
carrying two 1,000 lb. (454 kg.) bombs or auxiliary fuel tanks,
a new' edear-viow' sliding hood, night-fighting and rocket-projectile equipment, AA'ator injection, etc.
The XF4U-3 AA’as aiA experimental Aversion of the Corsair
poAA'ered by a Pratt & Whitney R-2800-1B Double-Wasp engine
in combination with a turbo-supercharger.
Air for the supercharger is drawn in through a scoop under the engine accessory

The prototype XF4U-1 was

compartment.
40,000

ft.

The XF4U-3 had an

(12,190

m

)

AA'ith

opex’ational ceiling

above

increased speed and mancevrability.

model of the XF5U-1 Experimental Fighter, which flew

in

1942

CHANCE

VOUGHT—continued.

The Chance Vought F4U-4 Corsair Single-seat Naval Fighter

The F4U-4 was the last version of the Corsair used by the U.S.
ISTavy in combat and at the time of writing was still being delivered
to the U.S.

Navy

in small numbers.

The XF4U-5 is similar to the F4U-4 but is fitted with the Pratt
& Whitney R-2800-32W engine with two-stage blower.
The specification w'hich follows refers to the standard F4U-4.

—
—

Type. Single-seat Fighter.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing

monoplane. All-metal single-spar
structure in three main sections consisting of inverted gull centresection and two outer planes at acute diliedral angle. Spotwelded metal skin. Centre-section spar is integral with centre
portion of fuselage. Outer wings fold upwards hydraulically for
stowage. Metal ailerons with metal covering. All-metal split
trailing-edge flaps betw'een ailerons and fuselage.
Gross wing
area 314 sq. ft. (29.2 sq. in.).
Fuselage. -All-metal inonoeoqne structure in four main sections
centre-section with main spar
engine section
cockpit section,
and rear fuselage. Spot-welded metal skin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type, structurally similar to wings,
with spot-welded metal skin over fin, Metalite skin on tailplaiio
Balanced rudder
and fabric-covering over movable surfaces.
Balance and trim-tab.s in elevators.
witl) controllable trim-tab.

—

;

;

;

—

—

Retractable tivo-'wheel tjqie. Wheels turn through
90 degrees as they retract baekward.s .so as to lie flat witliin wings.
Tail-wheel with deck arrester hook attached retracts backwards
into fuselage. Hydraulic operation.
PowEK Plant. One 2,100 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-28()0-l8W Double
Wasp eighteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine employing

Landing Geab.-

COLUMBIA AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

(Division

of

Common-

Inc.).

Head Oeeioe 521, Fifth Avenue, New Yobk
Works Valley Stream, Long Island, N.Y.
:

17,

N.Y.

Whitney R-2800-18W engine).

—

Armament.

—

Six .6-in. (12.7 in/m.) guns, three in each outer wing,
or four 20 m/in. cannon (F4U-4C), two in each outer wing, outboard
of airscrew disc. Hacks below wing.s for eight S-in. (12.7 e/m.)
rocket projectiles, or two 1,000 lb. (464 kg.) or 1,600 Ib. (726 kg.)
bombs under fuselage. Special radar (F4tJ-4E) or special night
fighting equipment (F4U-4N) may bo installed.
DiMEN.sioNS.-^pan 40 ft. Ilf in. (12,48 m.). Span (folded) 17 ft. 0 in.
(5.18 tn.). Length 33 ft. 8f in. (10.27 m.). Height (tail down) 14 ft.
9]- in. (4.49 m.). Height (folded) 16 ft. 4f in. (4.98 m.).

Weights and Loadings.
Normal loaded weight
Ibs./sq. ft.
kg./h.p.).

—Weight

empty 9,336 lbs. (4,238 kg.),
12,526 lbs. (5,086 kg.), Wing loading 39.9
(194.7 kg./sq. m.), Pow’er loading 6.9 lbs. /h.p. (2.67

—

-Maximum speed 426 m.p.h. (680 kra.h.) at 23,000 ft.
(7,020 m.). Stalling speed 89 m.p.h. (142.4 1cm. h.), Initial rate of
climb 3,340 ft. /min. (1,020 m./min.). Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.)
3.2 mill.. Climb to 20,000 ft. (6,100 m.) 0.8 inin.. Service ceiling
41,000 ft. (12,670 m.). Normal cruising range 1,120 miles (1,790
km.). Maximum ferrying range 1,020 miles (2,590 km.).

Pebeormancb.-

The Experimental Chance Vought XF4U-3 Corsair with a Pratt

COLUMBIA,

&

plate protection.

—

wealth Aircraft,

(Pratt

water injection and driving a Hamilton Standard Hydroraatie
four-blade constant-speed airscrew. Electric starter. Fuel tanks
in wings with capacity for 225 U.S. gallons (850 litres). Two
auxiliary di'op tanks (total 300 U.S. gallons = 1,135 litre.s) may
bo carried under eentro-section.
Acco.mmodation. Pilot’s cockpit has bulged enclosure which slides
backwards for access. Bullet-resisting windscreen and armour-

&

Whitney R-2800-16 engine and turho-supercharger.

Commonwealth Skyranger, the Columbia division still
retains its former identity and continues with the development
of xirojects undertaken prior to ite acquisition by Common-

the

wealth.

:

See “Commonwealth.”
The Columbia Aircraft Corpn. was acquired by Common-wealth
Aircraft, Inc. early in 1946 but in spite of the fact that the
Valley: Stream plant has been tooled up for the production of
Officials:

During the war the Columbia Aircraft Corpn. produced the
J2F-6 Duck general utility amphibian under licence from the
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corpn. for the U.S. Navy. It
also undertook the development ot a replacement of the J2F

SD

T

(200c)

U. S. A,

COLUMBIA — continued.

The Columbia XJL-1 General

"Utility

Amphibian

(Pratt

under the designation XJL and production of the prototypie
XJL-1 was not interrupted when Commonwealth took over
the Valley Stream plant. The aircraft was completed late

&

THE COLUMBIA

sections.
'I’.ML

Unit.

—Cantilever

niono])lane

type.

Fin

integral

with

hull

COMMON WEA LTH,
COMMONWEALTH AIRCRAFT,

Landing

;

;

Island, New York.
President and General Manager

:

Raymond

Voyes.

22

Airplanes bought the assets, including patents,
machinery, fixtures, patterns, etc., of the Le Blond Aircraft
Corporation of Cincinatti, Ohio, and the name of the concern
was changed to Rearwin Aii’craft and Engines Inc., the engines
being marketed under the 'trade name of Ken-Royce. The
products of the Rearwin and Le Blond companies and of Reanvin
Aircraft and Engines, Inc., have been fully described in earlier
editions of this Annual.
During 1944 and up to VJ-Day, Commonwealth Aircraft,
Inc., was engaged in the production of Waco CG-3A and CG-4A
troop-carrying gliders for the U.S. Army Air Forces. Commonwealth was the second largest producer of gliders and fulfilled
orders totalling §41,000,000. In addition, the company manufactured hydraulic components and various sub-assemblies
for other aircraft manufacturers.
In 1945, Commonwealth acquired the manufacturing rights
of the Trimmer twin-engined boat amphibian from the Allied
Aviation Corpn. The company is also engaged on the development of several other post-war aircraft, one of which will be
an enlarged Aversion of the Trimmer with increased power and
Also in production is the Model 185 Skyranger twocafiacity.
seat cabin monoplane, an improved version of the former Rearwin Model 175 Skyranger which was in production by Rearwin
up to America’s entry into the war.
Early in 1946 Commonw’ealth Aircraft acquired the complete
assets of the Columbia Aircraft Corporation of Valley Stream,

Rearwin

With this acquisition all manuIsland, New York.
facturing activities were transferred from Kansas City to the
Valley Stream plant. During the war, Columbia produced
the Grumman J2F-6 Duck single-engined amphibian for the
U.S. Navy. It also tmderliook the development of a new type of
General Utility amphibian under the designation XJL. For
details of this aircraft see under “Columbia” above.
Long

Metal-I'rained

fabric-covered

movable surfaces.

all

tyjie.

iilain

wheels

raised

ft.

2 in. (6.75 m.).

R-182(i-56 nine-cylinder radial aircooled engine driidng a Hamilton Standard Hydromatic threebhule airscrew.
Arco.M.MoD.VTiON. Taiiileiii cockjnts niulcr enntinnou.s caiiojiy. Accc.s.s
from rear eock|)it to lower comtiartinont. for iiliotogimiiliic, targettowing or rescue work. .As personnel transjiorl there is accommo-

—

ciatiou for six.

tiMKNSio.Ns.-— Span 59 ft. (15.25 in.), Width fuliied 27 i't. 2 in. (8.28
m.). LciigUi 45 fj. 11 in. (14 im), Height' 16 ft. (4.8 m.), Height
fulded 17 ft. (5.2 nn).
Weights and .Perfor.iianI'E.— -No data availalile.
1

l!)4l!, Commonwealtii acciuired tiie Cairn ManuCompany, makers of aluminium luggage, lawn fum-

Alarc.b,

and canoes. Tliese activities will be concentrated elsewhere, and the plant at Port Wasliington Avill be used for the
manufactiue of tlie Trimmer amjihibian, whicli is scheduled to
be produced at the rate of twenty-five a day by July, 1946.
itiire

Vice-President : Benjamin S. Dowd.
Director of Sales and Public Relations:

John E. Cregier, Jr.
Commonwealth Aircraft, Inc., came into being in October,
1042, when Rearwin Aircraft and Engines, Inc., of Kansas Citjs
Kansas, was acquired by New York interests headed by Mr.
Charles H. Dolan and was reconstituted under its new name.
The original Rearwin Company was formed in May, 1920,
and was operated as a partnership by R. A. Reax’win, Royee S.
Rearwin and Kenneth R. Rearwin. In December, 19:17,

—

Kclniini).

Power Plant.— One Wright

In

General Offices 521, Pifth Avenue, New Yoric 17, N.Y.
Valley Stream and Port Washington, Long

Works

tailplane.

it-

inwardly into undersides of centre-section, nose wlieel backwards
Catapult
into nose of hull. Plydranlic suspen.sion and retraction.
fl'i-aek of main wheels
Arre.st.ei’ liook liinged at rear step,
points.

facturing

INC.

— {Murtin

and milder. Triin-tab.s in
Gear. Tfetractable tricycle

elevators

XJL-1.

—

All-metal

.struct lire.

in 1946.

Type.-— ingle-engined Generiil Utility boat amphibian.
Wide centre-.section, equal
"YfiNcis.— Mid-wing cantilever monojilane.
to half span, of constant-chord ami thickness. Tapering outer
hinge
upwards lor stowage.
sections, with straight leading-edge,
All-metal structure. Flaps on centre-si'ctioii, ailerons on outer
sections.
Total wing area 413 .sq. ft, (3S.4 .sq. in.).
ec]i straight-sided hull of two-ste|) type and with iiosc of
Hull.^
.All-metiil
hull extending forward lieneatli engine and airscrew.
Fixcrl all-motal stabilising floats nadcr oiitor wing
.structure.

Whitney R-1820-56 engine).

THE COMMONWEALTH MODEL

185

SKYRANGER.

— wo-.seat
VViNGS, —

Liglit Cabin Monoplane.
Sli'iit-braeod
iiigli-wing
inonoplano. Two -spar structure
made ii\ two const ant-'cliord sections attached directly to side.s of
Solid spruce spars laminated a.t strut attaeliment
fuselage.
points and witli busiiings at all Irolt holes. Spi-uce truss-type
ribs with plywood gussets pressed in place.
Leading and trailingedges of siieet duralumin, witli steel. tube curved cap) strip. Fabric
covering.
Steel tie-rod.s and tionsiou bracing.
Cliord 6 ft. 0 in.
(1..524 in.).
Wing area Kil.ti sq. ft. (If). 29 sq. m.).
Wooden ailerons with fabric covering. Aileron span Oft. 11.00 ins. (2.1 m.).
Built-in leading-etlge slots of aluininiuin-alloy construction, span
of slots II ft. 4.:i in. (1.12 m.).
Fusblage.-—"Welded chrorne-rnolybdenum steel. tube structni’e with
four main longerons, spinieo longitudinal fairing stringers and

Type.

fabric covering.

Tail Unit.-—Wire-braced rnonopjlane tyjie of fiat-pilate section.
Welded chrome-molybdenum steel-tulie sjiars with steel diannelseetiou rilis, and fabric covering over fixed and movable .surfaces.
Fin built integral with fuselage. Rudder and elevators on Oilite
bearings.
Rudder trim-tab adjnstalde on ground only. Trim
tail
in starboard elevator controlled by Gommonwealtli-type
niicro-adjustment meehani.sm in cabin roof.
1

ft.

93^ii

in. (.53

Landing Gear.

Elevator tab span

m.).

—Fixed divided type, each

unit consisting of a soini-

eantilever hydraulic sliook-absorber leg and an axle hinged to the
fuselage centre-line. Wfiieel .spats. Track 6 ft. 2 in. (1.88 m.).
Wheel base (tail down) 16 ft. l/j- in. (4.9 in.). Hydraulic brakes.
Scott spring-mounted steerable tail-wlieel.
Power Plant. One 85 h.p. Continental C85 four-cylinder horizontallyoppo.sed air-cooled engine driving two-blade fi-xed-pitch wooden
aimerew, 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m.) diameter. Fuel capacity 24 U.S.
gallons (90 litres) in two eraah-re.sisting wing tanks.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with
dual controls. Entry door on each sicle with sliding windows.
liQmPMBNT. -Spiecial equip)mont, not on .standard niodel, inolude.s
two-way radio, landing lights, blind-flying instruments and varialilo
pitch airscrew.
Dimensions.— Span 3-4 ft. 0 in. (10.3(5 in.), Length (overall) 21 ft, 9 in.
(6.(53 in.), Height (tail down, over wing) 6 ft. 7 in. (2 m.).
Weights AND Loadings.— "Weight empty 910 lbs. (413 kg.), Baggage
allowanee 50 lbs. (22.6 kg.), W^eight loaded 1,450 lbs. (658 kg.),
"Vlfing loading (fully loaded) 8.81 Ibs./sq, ft. (43 kg./sq. in.), Power
loading (fully loaded) 17.06 Ibs./h.p. (7.7 kg./h.p.).
PiSrfor.mance.—Maximum speed 114 m.p.h. (183 km.h.), Cruising
speed 103 ra.p.h. (166 km.h.), Landing speed 48 m.p.h. (77 km.h.),

—

—

—

"

T

.

,

a
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CO MM ONWEM LTH—continued
into recessed I’airings on sides of hull.
Electric or hydravdic operation, with emergency manual gear.
Track 7 ft, 0 in. (2.13 m.).
Tail-wheel on leaf .spring on roar step. Goodyear single-disc
hydraulic brakes with Scott hydraulic actuators.
Power Plant. Two 85 h.p. Continental CSS- 12 Ibur-eylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engines in centre-section on welded steeltube rubber- mounted bearing.s and attached by four bolts. Crui.sing
r.p.m. 2,300; maximum r.p.m. 2,675. Tvvo-blado fixed pitch or
constant-speed airscrews, 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 in.) diameter. Maximum
fuel capacity 40 U.S. gallons (151 litres).
Oil capacity 1.25 U.S.
gallons (4.5 litres) each engine. Special long-range tanks fitting
fairings
land
undercarriage.
into wheel
may replace

—

—

Accommodation. Enclosed and sound-proofed cabin seating three
two side-by-.side with dual controls in front, and one behind.
Adjustable seats. Wiudow.s in roof above rear seat. Three seats
Entry hatch on
convertible to two bunks on de Luxe model.
port side of hull aft of wing, and mooring hatch in. deck forward
;

Maximum cabin width 3 ft. K) in. (1.17
of windscreen.
12-volt electric system. Anchorage gear in

Equipment.

—

rn.).

forward

watertight compartment. Two-way radio, landing light,s and
constant-speed airscrews on de Luxe model.
Dimensions.—Span 35 ft. 6 in. (10.81 m.), Length 24 ft. Qi\i in. (7.65
in.). Height (on ground, over engines, airscrew horizontal) 7 ft.
64 in. (2.29 rn.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 1,620 Ihs. (689 kg.), Weight
loaded 2,200 lbs. (998 kg.). Wing loading (fully loaded) 13.4 lbs./
sq. ft. (65.43 kg./.sq. m.l. Power loading (fully loaded) 14.7 lbs. /h.p.

—

(06.6 kg./h.p.).

—

(Fully loaded, fixed pvtc-h airscrews) Maximum speed
135 m.p.h. (217 km.h.), Crui.sing .speed llorn.p.h. (186km. h.), Landing speed, with flaps, 48 m.p.h. (77 km.h.) without flaps, 57 m.p.h.
(92 km.h.). Rate of climb 850 ft. /min. (259 m./inin.), Service ceiling
14,000 ft. (6,350 m.), Oiie-eugino ceiling 1,600 ft. (680 m.). Cruising
range 500 miles (805 km.). Take-off run, with 10 degrees flap,
(from
6 ru.p.h. (9.6 km.h.) wind, (from water) 637 ft. (194 m.)
land) 532 ft. (162 m.). Fuel consumption 9.8 U.S. gallons (37
litres) per hour.

Performance.

;

'.Rate

of climb 650

(198 in./tnin.), Service ceiling 14,000 ft.
ft. (145 m.), Normal range

ft. /min.

Normal take-oH run 475

(4,265 m.),

500 miles (805 km.).

THE COMMONWEALTH TRIMMER.

—
—

Type. Three-seat Light Amphibian flying-boat.
Wings. Cantilever liigh-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section

(root)

NACA

NACA

Two bo.v-.spar structure in
23012.
23015, (tip)
sections consisting of a constant-chord centre-section
integral with hull and carrying engines and accessories, and two
tapered outer .sections w'ith semi-circular tips. Centre-section has
plywood covering, outer sections covered with plywood to rear
spar and thereafter with fabric. Gross wing area 162.5 scp ft.
Statically-balanced fabrie-covered wooden ailerons
(15.09 scp in.).
on ball-bearing hinge.s. Aileron area (both) 16.3 scj. ft. 1.51 sq. m.),
movements, up .30 degrees, down 25 degrees. Plain-hinge flaps
in two pieces on centre-section, plywood structure and covering.
Total flap area 13.75 sq. ft. (1.27 sq. m.). .Built-in leading-edge
three

(

slots on outer wings.
w'o-step striictnre of moulded plywood divided into tlireo
HuIjL.
watertight compartments. Bonded phenolic paper finish. Wingtip floats of .similar construction attached to outer wings by streamlined steel-tube struts and wire-braced.
Semi-cantilever monoplane type, %vith stmt-braeod
T.A.iti 'Unit.
Pin and tailplane of wooden construction with plywood
tailplane.
covering.
.Rudder of wooden construction with fabric covering.
Controllable rudder trim-tab. Welded steel statically-balanced
Controllable trim-tab in port
elevators with fabric covering.
tailplane area
(3-63 m.)
Tailplane span 9 ft. ILJ
elevator.
rudder
fin area 9.6 sq. ft. (.88 sq. m.)
14.58 scp ft. (1.36 scp in.)
degrees eacli
30
movement
rudder
scp
m.)
;
area 8.75 sq. ft. (.81
way ; elevator area (both) ll__sq. ft. (1.02 sq. m.) elevator movements up 26 degrees, down 25 degrees.
Landing Geak. Retractable two-wiieel type. Wheels carried on
Electric Model 400-5 hydraulic .shock-absorber .struts and raised

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE.
THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.

Head Oeeice San Diego, Cal.
Works San Diego and Vultee Field, Cal.
:

:

;

Forth Worth

Nashville, Tenn. Wayne, Mich.
Harry V\^oodhead.
'President
I. M. Laddon.
Executive Vice-President

Tex.

;

;

:

:

Leigh.
Vice-President
V, C. Sehorlemmer
Vice-President in charge of Finance
William A_. Blees.
Vice-President in charge of Sales
R. S. Pruitt.
Vice-President General Counsel
W. M. Shanahan.
Secretary and Treasurer
The Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corpn. was formed in March,
1943, by the merging of the Consolidated Aircraft Corpn. and
:

C.

T.

:

:

—

;

:

Vultee Aircraft, Inc.
The first step towards the merger occurred in December, 1941,
when Vultee Aircraft, Inc. acquired 34 per cent of the common
stock of the Consolidated Aircraft Corpn. and although the final

merger did not take place until March, 1943, the two concerns
management by January, 1942.
were linked closely
The Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corpn. has manufactured
a wide variety of military aircraft ranging from the four-engined
B-32 Dominator, B-24 Liberator and C-87 Liberator Express

m

landplanes, the PBY Catalina twin-engined flying-boat down
to the Valiant single-engined Basic Trainer.
Since the end of the War Consolidated Vultee has entered the
commercial field with the Model 240, a 40-passenger twinengined airliner over 100 of which have been ordered by several
The Model 110, the predecessor
of the U.S. dome.stic airlines.
of the 240, flew in the Summer of 1940 and the single example
as the
of this type is being used for extensive flight testing
prototype of the Model 240, the first of which is not due for
delivery until the Spring of 1947.
Many military prototjqies are under development, including
99 ; the XB-46, a bomber with
the six-engined XB-36 and

XC

S
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TG-180 jet units; ami the XL- 18, a single-engiued liaison
monoplane designed to replace the L-5 Sentinel. The XB-;i()
and XB-46 are being bnilt at Fort Worth and the XC-99 and
XL- 13 at San Diego.
Other military prototypes on which information has been
released since the end of the war are the XP-Sl, the fir-st aircraft
in the United States to fly with an airscrew gas-tin-bine, and the
XA-41, a single -engined Attack monoplane.
An order for an unspecified number of P-Sl fighters was received from the U.S. Army in the Summer of 194{).
Experimental and research wmrk on new types of military
and civil aircraft, and on pilotless aircraft and guided missiles
proceeds at the San Diego an<l Virltee Field plants of the company.
At Wayne, Mich., the Stinson Division is in production with the
Voyager InO light cabin monoplane (see under “Stinson”).
The Corporation expanded its intere.sts outside the aviation
field in 1946 by the acquisition of the ACF-Brill Motors Company
and its wiiolly-owned subsidiary, the Hall -Scott Motor Car

four

Company (California), manufacturers of motor-omnibuses,
Consolidated Vultee
trolley coaches and sptecialised engines.
will manufacture omnibuses and components for these firm.s at
The Nashville plant is also manufacturing
its Xashville plant.
kitchen-ranges and other durable consumer goods for The Aviation Corporation, an as.sociated Company.

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL 240.
The Model 240 is tlio production development of the Model
Constructionally the two models are
110 described below.
similar, but a number of minor design and constructional
changes have been ineoi’porated in the Model 240 to improve
performance and oiJerational convenience.
The increase in speed has been accomplished b 5 a deei'ease
in fuselage diameter and an improvement in the shape of the
The oil-cooler scoops in the Model 110 have
engine nacelles.
been eliminated and three-blade reversible-pitch square-tip
airscrews 18 ft. 1 in. (8.9 m.) in diameter replace the normal
12 ft. 2 in. (8.7 m.) four-blade airscrews used in the Model 110.
“Aspirated cooling” is used on both models and it is estimated
that the use of exhaust jet augmentation will result in a speed
increase of 10 m.j^.li. (16 km.h.). Fuel capacity has Ireon
iueroased from 62.7 to 890 U.S. gallons (2,366 to 8, ,869 litre.s).
Passenger ac^commodation has been increasetl to 40 in the
Model 240, the self-contained entrance stairway has been moved
from the rear fu.selage to a side position foru-ard of the wings,
the baggage compartment and buffet are also mov-ed from aft to
forward of the passenger cabin. Cabin Avindows liave been
increased in size and OA^erhead baggage racks are noAV proA’ided.
Passenger and creAv cabins are pressurised.
Dimensions.—'Span 01 ft. 0 in. (27. OS in.). Length 78 ft. 4 in. (22.86
!-

ra.),

Heiglit (oA'er tail) 26

Weights.— Weight empty

ft.

11 in. (8.28 m.).

22,020 lbs. (16>000 kg.), Payload (alternate
conditions) 8, .600-10, 000 lbs. (3,860-4,540 kg.), Maximum take-oil
weight (alternate conditions) 36, 600-39,000 lbs. (16,620-17,700

kg.).

Kstimuted).— Maxiimun speed 342 in.]).li. (547 km.h.),
at Ifj.OOO It. (4,tiS() 111 .). Ortiisitig S|.)eed .802 iii.p.li. (483 kiii.li.) at
16,000 ft. (4,880 m.), Stalling speed 84 in.p.li. (134.4 kin.li.), SeVA’ice
ceiling .82,000 ft. (9,760 in.). Single-engine Service ceiling (36,600
10,620 kg. loaded weight) 15,000 ft. (4,575 m.), Range 800 miles
(1,280 km.).

PijRFORArANcE.

(

=

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL 110.
The Model 110 Avas designed as a 80-passenger medium-range
and although the jarototype Ava.s due to fly in the Summer
of 1946, the Model 110 has noAv been superseded by the Model 240
Avhich has been ordered in numbers by many U.S. Airlines and
is expected to be ready for delh-eries to begin in the Spring of
1947.
The Model 110 is a tAvin-engined loAV-Aving eantileA^er monoplane
Avith tricycle landing-gear and single-fin tail-unit.
The two
Pratt & Whitney T4-2tS00-SC18G engines are mounted in nacelles
ineorporating Avliat i.s known a.s “a.spirated cooling.”
Air after
passing through the cylinder banks enters a A'enturi section into
which the exhaust gases are also ejected, the effect being to
increase the flow of cooling air. The air/exhaust mixture in a
ratio of about .7/1 is ejected via a large tail pipe forming the rear
end of the nacelle. There is proAusion for hy-passing heated
air and exhau.st gas into the sui'faee leading-edges for thermal
de-icing and also into a heat exchanger for cabin lieating.
airliner

A

noA^el feature of tlie 110 Ai'hich is

not incorporated in the

Model 240, is the passenger entrance and exit Avhich takes the
form of a hinged eompanion-Avay under the rear fuselage near
the tail-unit.
Dimensions. Span 89

—

(27.14 m.),

Length 71

ft. (21.65 m.).
(16,330 kg.).
Pekformance (Kstiniated). Maximinn speed 330 m.p.h. (528 kra.h.),
Cruising speed (70% po\A-er) 270 m.p.h. (432 km.h.), Stalling speed
79 m.p.h. (126.4 km.h.), Normal range 560 miles (896 kin.).

ft.

M.aximijm Take-oi’p Weight.

—

— 35,970

Ib.s.

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
XP-92

XP-92.

a roeket-poAvered interceptor monoplane Avhich
It has a designed
is under ileAmlopment for the U.S.A.A.F.
speed of over 700 m.p.h. (1,120 km.h.) for a duration of approximately ) minutes. Its conception is based on tluvt of the
Cleiman Me.sserschinitt Mo 168 wliicli vs-as used in limited numbers
against U.S. bomber formations in tlie closing stages of the Avar
Tlie

in

is

Europe.

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL
Army Air
Tlie XB-46

U.S.

Forces designation
is

:

109.

XB-46.

an e.xperimental four-jet medium bomber of

is available for publication, although
the general arrangement can be seen from the accompanying
ilhi.stration.
The poAver -plant con.si.sts of four General Electric
TG-180 turbo-jet units, which are paired in loAv-slung nacelles,
one on each side of the fuselage.
Dimensions.— ijan 118 ft. (34.4 m.), Length 105 ft. 9 in.. (32.25 m.).

Avhicli little

information

The Consolidated Vultee XB-46 Medium Bomber

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL 102.
Army Air Forces designation
XP-81.
The XP-81 was designed by Consolidated-Vultee, with the
co-operation of Air Technical Service Command, Wright Field,
as a long-range escort-fighter. Design work began in September,
1943, with the object of using the General Electric TG-100
airscrew turbine which was then being developed, and the 1-40
The propjet, however, was not completed by the time
jet unit.
that the XP-81 was ready, so a few modifications wore incorU.S.

:

porated to allow for the installation of a Packard V-lOoO Merlin
twelve-cylinder Vee liquid-cooled engine as an interim powerplant until the TG-lt)0 became available. Powered by the
Merlin engine and the 1-40 jet rmit the XP-81 was first flown at
the Muroc Experimental Test Base on February 11, 1945, and
subsequent flight tests were made in this form until December
21, 1945, wdien the XP-81 flew with a TG-100 propjet in place
of the Merlin.
Type. Single-seat Escort Fighter Monoplane with gas turbine-driven

—
—

airscrew and jet propidsion unit.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. NACA laminar-flow aerofoil section.
All rnetal structure. Single main spar with flushriveted aluminium-alloy stressed skin over forward 34.5% of wings
forma D-shaped torsion box which extends to fuselage line-centre.
Thinner sheet covering aft. Detachable inspection panels. Wing
area 425 sq. ft. (29.48 sq. m.). All-metal ailerons with trim-tab
in each, and trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage.
Fuselage.' Flush-riveted serai-nionoeoque .structure of 24S-I'IT

—

aluminium alloy
Tail Unit.^—-C antilever monoplane type. Trim and balance-tabs in
rudder and trim -tabs in both elevators.
-

(four General Electric

Landing Geak.

TG-180 turbo-jet engines).

—Retractable

tricycle type.

Each main wheel,

carried

on single shock-absorber leg with side link member, retracts inwards into wing and is fully enclosed by fairing plates and hinged
doors. Nose-wheel carried in half-fork retracts backwards into
Electric operation, with mechanical emergency gear.
friselage.
PowEB Plant. One General Electric TG-100 (U.S. Army designation

—

T-3 1-1) axial-flow gas turbine driving a four-blade tractor airscrew
12 ft. 0 in. (3.66 in.) diameter, and emitting jet-exhaust from duct
under the fuselage, and one General Electric 1-40 (U.S. Army
designation J-33-3) centrifugal-flow jet-propulsion unit mounted in
aft section of fuselage and ejecting through aperture in extreme tail.
Twin air-intakes for 1-40 engine, one on each side of fuselage,
above wing trailing-edge. Both engine.s burn kerosene, and may
be used independently or together. Fuel tank in fuselage aft of
Long-range drop-tanks may be carried under wings.
cockpit.
Accommodation. ^I’ressurized cockpit for pilot. Forward portion of
blister
cover is fixed and has fiat bullet-proof windscreen
type canopy slides back for accos.s. Provision for refrigeration.
9 degrees 48 minutes downward vision from coelqiit over nose.
Armament. Six .5-in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns in leading-edge of
wings, three on each side', outside airscrew disc. Provision for
bombs or rocket-projectiles under wings.

—

;

—

—

Dimensions. Span 60 ft. 6 in. (15.39 m.). Length 44
rn.), Height 13ft. C in. (4.11 in.).

—

Weights and Loadings.- Weight loaded

Wing

8 in. (13.61

19,500 lbs.

loading (fully loaded) 45.88 Ibs./sq.
No data available.

Pebeobmance.

ft.

—

ft.

(8,845 kg.),
(223.9 kg./sq. m.).

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL

100 PRIVATEER.
PB4Y-2.
The PB4Y-2 is a long-range oversea Bomber-Reconnaissance
development of the PB4Y-1 Liberator. The original contract
U.S.

The Consolidated Vultee XP-81 Single-seat Escort Fighter (General

Navy designation

Eleetrle

:

TG-100 airserew-turhine and 1-40 turho-jet

—

—
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The

Consoliclated Vultee

XP-81

Single-seat Escort Fighter,

The

PB4Y-2 was placed with the Consolidated Vultee Corpn.
by the U.S. Navy in May, 1943, and work on three prototypes
was begun almost immediately. Four months later, on September 20, the first prototype flew, followed on October 30 and
December 15 by the second and third respectively.
The PB4Y-2 uses the same Davis wing and landing-gear as
the Liberator. Otherwise it is a new design embodying most

for the

set at

tail-unit is of the -single rudder type with the tailplaue
The fixed surfaces are of stressedslight dihedral angle.

a

skin construction, the movable surfaces having metal frames
and fabric covering.
The power-plant consists of four 1,200 h.p. Pratt &; Whitney
11-1830-94 foru'teen-eylinder radial engmes each driving a threeblade Plamilton Standard Hydromatie airscrew with slinger-ring
The engines are enclosed in oval cowlings
airti-ieing equipment.

of the structural features of its predecessor.

The Consolidated Vultee PB^Y-a Privateer Long-range Bomber Reconnaissance Monoplane
R-1830-94 engines). [detsr Bowars).
e fuselage forward of the wings has been lengthened by
|2.135 rn.) and the armament has been rearranged to include
msolidated nose-turret, two Martin^ dorsal turrets, one
ird and one aft of the wings, a Consolidated tail -turret and
Erco blister type waist txirrets, one on each side of the
^

ige

midway between wing and

two

.5

in.

(12.7_ in/rQ.)

tail, all

turrets being

Browning machine-guns.

armed

The

bomb-bay is similar to that of the Liberator arid can
nmodate on normal missions h,000 lbs, (2,722 kg.) of bombs
igo

ipth chai’ges.

The Consolidated Vultee PE4Y-2M Privateer equipped

&

Whitney

with the larger diameter vertical instead of horizontal as in
the Liberator.
Accommodation is provided for a crew of eleven, comprising
pilot and co-pilot, navigator, bombardier, five gunners and two
radio-operators. The Convair hot-air system employing exhaust
heat exchangei’S is used for cabin heating and for heated-surface
de-ieing for wings and tail-unit,
signs.
Spaa 110 ft. (33.5 m.). Length 78 ft. 8 in. (24 m.),

—

Height (over
Wi5iGHa',s

for

(four Pratt

.vnd

tail)

29

ft.

Loadings.

(8.4 m.).

Wing area

— Weight

Meteorological Research

duties.

1,048 sq.

empty 37,765

ft.

lbs.

(97.4 sq. m.).
(17,146 kg.),

[William T. Larkins)

A

R

CONSOLIDATED VULTEE— continued.

The Consolidated Vultee RY>3 Liberator Naval Transport
Weight loaded 62,000

lbs. (28,2.60 kg.). Wing loading 59.1 lbs./
sq. ft. (288.4 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 12.9 Ibs./h.p. (5.83 kg./h.p.).

pEBiroBMANCE.

—Maximum speed over 250 m.p.h. (400 km.h.). Cruising

speed over 200 m.p.h. (322 km.h.), Stalling speed 93 m.p.h. (149
km.h.), Maximrirn range over 3,000 miles (4,828 km.).

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL
U.S.

Army Air Forces designation
C-87C.
The RY-S
a long-range transport conversion of tlie rB4Y-2.
It makes use of the saine tvings, tail-unit, landing-gear and power:

i.9

plant as the Privateer but has an entirely neAV transport fuselage
capable of accommodating freight or passengers. The conversion
is very similar to that undertaken to convert the B-24 Liberator
into the C-87.
As a personnel transport the RY^-3 has accommodation for a crew of 4 and from 28 to 36 passengers according
to range.
DiMENiSiONS.-^Siiaii 110 ft. (33.5 in.). Length 75 ft. 5 in. (23 ni.}.
Height (oA'er tail) 29 ft. 2 in. (8.9 m.).
Weights. Weight empty 30,359 lbs. (13,783 kg.), Weight loaded

—

60,000 Iba. (27,240 kg.).
As PB4Y-2.
Pebfo:um.-ance.

—

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL 90.
Army Air Forces designation
XA-41.
The XA-41 monoplane aab-s produced a.s a close-support aircraft
for the U.S.A.A.F., and made its first flight on February 11,
It Avas subsequently tested by
1944, at Lomita, California.
both the xA.A.F. at Eglin Field, Florida, and by the U.S. Navy
at Patuxent, Maryland, but by the time it was ready for proU.S.

:

duction,

operational requirements rendered the type

super-

Only one XA-41 was built and it is now used by Pratt
at East Hartford, Conn., as a flying test-bed
neAV and experimental engine installations.

fluous.

& Whitney Aircraft
for

Type.

—Single-seat
— ll-metal

Wings.

&,

WhitneyjR-lSSO-Qd! engines)

dihedral angle. Detachable tips. Wing has one main
with false spar at leading-edge and second false .spar to which
and flap.s are hinged. Metal former rib.s and .stressed
.sheet covering.
Mean aerodynamic chord 11 ft. 1.9 in. (3.40 m.).
IVing area 544 sq. ft. (.50.54 sq. m.)
All-metal
a.spect ratio 6.4.
ailerons with sheet metal covering.
Slotted
Inset trim- tabs.
trailing-edge flaps in two sections between ailerons and fuselage.
Fuselage. Oval-section all-metal monoeoqtie structure in two main
sections joined near wing trailing-edge.
Four main longerons,
channel -section vertical frames and stressed-skin covering. Heavy
set

at

spar-

ai]eron,s

;

—

101-

Navy designation RY>3.

U.S.

(four Pratt

single-engined Close-support Monoplane.
Wing Imilt in
cantilever mid-wing monoplane.

four main sections consisting of tAvo inner xianels tapering in chord
and thickness and attached direct to fuselage, and two outer panels

cross member to Avhieli main .spar is attached.
Tail Unit. ^illl-inotal cantilever monoplane structure Avith sheet
metal covering. Mass-balanced rudder and elevators AAuth inset
trim-tabs. Fin extends along fu.selage decking and is faired into
,D/P housing. Tailplane span 24 ft. 6 in. (7.46 m.).
Landing Geae.
etractable t.Avo-AA'heel type.
Each unit consists of
cranked shock-absorber leg with wheel on inside, and side and rear
link
members, Tmvards retraction. Tailw'heel retracts into

—

—

fuselage,

—

One Pratt & Whitney E-4360-9 Wasp-Major 28C5dinder four-i’OAV radial air-eoolod engine deAmlopiug 3,000 h.p,
and driving a four-blade constant-speed ahsci’ew, 13 ft. 2 in. (4 in.)
diameter. Cooling intake under cowling. Normal fuel capacity
350 U.S. gallons (1,321 litres) in fuselage tanli. Maximum longrange ferrying capacity Avith extra tanks in bomb -bay 1,140 U.S.
gallons (4,301 litres).
Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit above leading-edge of wing covered
by transparent canopy, centre 230rtion of which hinges npAvards for
access.
Moulded Avindscreen. Armour plating and steel-tube
crash iijdon behind pilot.
Araiament.— Four 37 m/m. cannon (60 r.p.g.) mounted tAvo in each
inner Aving section outboard of airscrew disc, and four .5-in. (12.7
/in.) machine-guns (000 r.p.g.), tAvo in each outer section.
Maximum bomb load 6,400 lbs. (2,903 kg.), carried internally, may
comprise fragmentation bombs, heav'y liombs or torpedo.
Dimensions. Span 54 ft. 0 in. (16.46 m.). Length 48 ft. 8 in. (14.83
in.
in.). Height (tail doAvn, one airsoroAv blade vortical) 13 ft.
(4.24 m.):
Weights and Loadings.—-Weight empty 13,336 lbs. (6,049 kg.),
normal dispo.sable load 5,354 lbs. (2,427 kg.), Maxinuun disposable
load 10,852 lbs. (4,922 kg.). Normal loaded weight 18,690 lbs.
(8,478 kg.). Maximum loaded AA'eight 24,188 lbs. (10,971 kg.), Wing

Poavek Plant.-

—

m

—

H

iiiiSll

'L

The Consolidated Vultee

XA-M

Single-seat Close-Support

-A

Monoplane

(Pratt

&

Whitney R-^SGO-S engine)

(206c)
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The Consolidated Vultee XA-41

Single-seat Close-Support

loading (normal loaded weight) 34.4 Ihs.jsq. ft. (168
Power loading (normal loaded weight— take-off powerl

kct./sq. m.),
6'.
2 lbs. /h.p.

(2,81 kg./h.p.).

PEKiroRMAifCE.—Maximum speed (high blower) at 15,600 ft. (4,725 m.),
363 m.p.h. (584 krn.h.). Maximum speed (low blower) at 5,100 ft.
(1,555 in.) 354 m.p.h. (570 km.h.), Maximum speed (lower blower)
at sea level 334 m.p.h. (437 km.h.). Cruising speed at 12,000 ft.
(3,660 m.) on 1,475 h.p. 296 m.p.h. (476 km.h.). Stalling speed

The Consolidated Vultee XB-36 Heavy Bomber

(six

The Consolidated Vultee XB-36 Heavy Bomhev

(six

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R-4360-9 engine)

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE MODEL

37.

Army

Air Force designation : XB-36.
Type.- Six-engined Heavy Bomber.
Cantilever mid-wing monoplane. lSi.4.CA laininar-iiow aeroWING.S.All-metal tapered and swept-hack structure with
foil section.
U.S.

—
—

rounded

Leading-edge sweepback 15 degree.s 6.5 minutes
Gross wing area 4,772 .sq. ft.
3 degree.s.
Statically-balanced ailerons with controllable

tips.

trailing-odge
(443.3 SCI.

3,000 h.p. Pratt

flajas) 74 m.p.h. (119 km.h.), Rate of climb at sea level 2,900
(884 m./min.), Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,050 tti.) lower blower
4.52 mins., Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,048 m.) high bkvwer 3.9 mins.,
Service ceiling (high blower) 29,300 ft. (9,755 in.). Combat range
800 miles (1,287 km,). Ferrying range with extra tanks 3,000 iniles
(4,828 -km.), Take-off distance over 50 ft. (15 m.) obstacle 500 yds.
(457 in.).

(with

ft. /min.

Monoplane (3,000

&

;

sweepback

Whitney R-4360-25 Wasp-Major

engine),

trim-tab in each. Trailing-edge flaps in three sections each side,
Total flap area 519 sq. ft. (443.3 sq. rn.).
All-metal structure of circular cross-section.
Tail
^Cantilever monoplane type.
Statically -Ijalaneed rudder
and elev'ators with controllable trim-tab in each. Tailplane span
77 ft. 2 in. (23.52 m.).
Total horizontal area 978 sq. ft. (90.85
sq. m.)
tota.l vertical area 542 sq. l:'t. (50.34 sq. m.).
Fxt.selage.

3,000 h.p. Pratt

——
;

&

Whitney R-4360-25 Wasp Major

engines),

U.

CONSOLIDATED

(207c)
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The Consolidated Vultee L-13 Two-seat Liaison Monoplane with wings and

LA-KniNG Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Prototjq^e, XB-36 has
single main wheels 9 ft. 2 in. (2.79 ni.) diameter carried on single
cantilever hydraulic .shock-absorber legs which retract inwards
into wing and twin nose-wheels retracting rearwards into fuselage.
Track 46 ft. 0 in. (14 m.)
wheel base 74 ft. 7-J in. (22.75 m.).
Production B-3(i will have a new eight-wheel landing-gear.
Power Plant.— Six 3,000_ h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-4360-25 WaspMajor twenty -eight-cylinder four-row radial air-cooled engines
mounted as pusher units and driving Curtiss Electric four-blade
;

reversible-pitch hollow-steel airscrews, 19 ft. (5.79 m.) diameter.
Thermal de-icing in air.screw blades. Fuel oaiJacity 21,116 XJ.S.
gallons (79,928 litres) in wing tanks.
Oil capacity 1,200 XJ.S.
gallons (4,542 litres).
Accommodation.' Crew of twelve, plus four relief members.
Pressurized forward and aft cabins connected by 85 ft. (25.9 in.)

—

magnesium tunnel
transportation by four-wheel trolley. Total
pressurized volume 3,924 cub. ft. (116.i4 cub. m.).
Armament. Defensive armament not disclosed. Bomb -bay in
;

—

four .sections has

bomb

volume of 12,300

load 72,000

Ib.s.

— Span 230

Dimensions.
Height 46

ft.

fiub. ft.

(32,659 kg.).
0 in. (70.14

ft.

in.).

Maximum

(348 cub. m.).

Length 163

ft.

(49.68

in.),

7 in. (14.2 ni.).

—

Weights and Loadings. Weight loaded 278,000 lbs. (126,100 kg.),
Wing loading 68.25 Ibs./sq. ft. (284.38 kg./.sq. in.), Power loading
15.44 Ibs./h.p. (7 lig./h.p.).
Perform ANO io. Miiximum speed, over 300 ni.p.h. (482 km.h.).
Ceiling 40,000 ft. (12,190 m.), Pvango (with 10,000 lbs.
4,536 kg.
bomb-load) 10,000 miles (16,093 km.). Take-off distance to 50 ft.
(15 m.) 1,660 yds. (1,523 rn.).

—

=

tail

folded.

mounted in the wings and driving Curtiss Electric three-blade
pusher ainscrews.
The follow'ing data relates to the XC-99, which was due for
and

flight trials in 1947.
ft. (70.15 m.). Length 182 ft. 6 in. (55.6 m.),
ft. 6 in. (17.5 in.).
Weights. Weight empty 130,456 Ib.s. (59,226 kg.). Useful load
160,000 lbs. (45,35.9 kg.), Dispo,sable load 134,546 lbs. (61,084 kg.),
Weight loaded 265,000 lbs. (120,310 kg.).
Performance (estimated). Cruising speed 310 to 342 m.p.h. (496
to 547 km.h.) according to altitude and power output. Stalling
speed 93 m.p.h. (149 km.h.). Service ceiling 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.).
Maximum range 8,100 miles (12,960 km.).

comiiletion

—

Dimensions. Span 236
Height (over tail) 57

—

—

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE

L-13.

a two/three-seat monoplane designed as a general
liaison, observation, photographic and ambulance aircraft,
and is in production at the Consolidated Vultee San Diego
factory for the U.S..A.A.F. Large trailing-edge flaps and fixed
leading-edgo slats ha.ve been incorporated to permit steep take-

The L-13

is

off and landing angles.
An iinusal feature of the design is in
the folding of the tailplane. With the airscrew removed the
L-13 can be towed as a glider by another aircraft.
Type. Two/three-soat Liaison and Ambulance Monoplane.
Wings. Braced high-wing monoplane. Structure consists of two
inner and two outer sections attached to cabane and braced to
lower fuselage longerons by a single steel-tube strut on each side
outer section.s have sharp taper on
Constant-chord inner sections
All-metal
trailing-edge and slightly swept-back leading-edgo.

—
—

;

THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE

XC-99.
The XC-99 is a transport version of the previously-described
XB-36. It has an entirely new two-deck fuselage and will
have accommodation for a crew of ten. Its total capacity will
be 100,000 lbs, (45,400 kg.) or over 200 passengers.
Both aircraft use the same wings, landing gear, and tail-unit
and both have six 3,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-4360 engines

riveted two-.spar structure with aluminium-alloy sheet covering
Wings arranged to fold rearwards from roots about rear spar with
leading-edge downwards. Securing bolts on front spar. Manual
root chord 7 ft. 6 in. (2.29 in.)
operation. Dihedral 2-| degrees
tip chord 3 ft. 9 in. (1.14 in), wing area 270 sq. ft. (25.08 sq. m.).
Double-slotted ailerons with fixed auxiliary aerofoil, and trim-tab
Single-spar construction, with diagonal torque ribs and
in each.
;

Mi

The Consolidated Vultee L-13 Two-seat Liaison Monoplane (245

h.p. Franklin 0-425-5 engine).

;

li
ii

U. S. A.
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Aileron span 6 ft. 3 in. (1.90 m.)
aileron chord
aileron area (each) 18.8 .sq. ft. (1.75 sq. m.)
1 ft. 2\ in. (0.3(5 m.)
aileron movement 30 degrees up ; 15 degree.^ down. Slotted
trailing -edge flap.s lietween ailerons and fuselage. Manual operation.
Flap span 12 ft. (3.(56 m.) ; flap chord 2 ft. 3 in. (0.(59 m.)
flap
area (each) 25 scp ft. (2.32 sq. m.) ; flap depression 45 degrees.
Fixed-ty })0 leading-edge slats of metal constmction bolted on
Slat span S ft. 0 in. (2,44 m.).

fabric covering.

;

;

;

;

—

Fuselage.^

Forward

ll-metal structure in two main sections bolted together.
section is a welded steel -tube truss-type structure ; rear

section of alnininium-alloy senu-nionoeoque construction.

Tail Unit.

—

Monoplane type. Fin of aluminium -alloy construction
integral with fuselage and metal covered.
Metal-framed
horn-halanced rudder has single spar and fabric covering. All-metal
constant-chord tailiilane with metal covering mounted half-way
up fin and liraced to fuselage by single steel -tii be strut on each side.
Horn-balanced olen-ators of single-.spar construction with fabric
covering,
Ooni-rollable trim-tab in port elevator.
Horizontal
surfaces liingcd at I'oots and fold ujnvards when wings are folded.
Tailplane span 13 ft. 8 in. (4.16 in.)
tailplane span (folded) (5 ft.
10 in. (2.08 m.)
tailj)lane and elevator chord 3 ft. 9 in. (1.14 m.)
tailplane area 30 scj. ft. (2.78 sq. m.)
elevator area (total) 20 sq.
ft. (1.8(5 sq. m.)
elevator movement 25 degrees up
15 degrees
down. Fin area 14 sq, ft. (1.30 .scp in.); rudder area 9 .sq. ft.
built

;

;

;

;

;

;

(0.84 sq. m.).

L.aniuno

Gli-Mi.

— Fixed

two-wheel

Each wheel

tjqie.

carried

on

single cantilev'er leg attached to fuselage.
Track 7 ft. 10.58 in.
(2.40 m.).
'Praek can be reduced to 5 ft- 1.(5 in. ( 1.54 in.) for ground
towing by .swinging wheels to inside of legs. Non-retractable
tail-wheel.
Loo]>.s on main legs permit aircraft to be towed as

brakes on main wheels, tooTwin float or ski undercarriage optional.
Power Plant. One 245 h.p. Franklin (3-425-5 six-cylinder horizgliiler.

Hydraulic expander-type

operated.

'

—

ontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving two-blade variablepitch wooden airscrew 9 ft. 0 in. (2.74 m.) diameter. Airscrew
clearance (tail up) 9 in. (22.86 e/m.). Fuel capacity 46 U.S.
gallons (174 litres).
Accommodation. Normal crew of three. Enclosed cabin seating
pilot and observer side-by-side, and third member aft.
Plexigla.s
windscreen and side and roof windows. For use as ambulance
pilot and obseri’er sit in tandem, with two stretchers between.
Three jettisonable doors, two on starboard and one on port. Post
between doors on starboard side can be removed for loading
In emergency six occujiants can be carried. Windows
stretchers.
slope outward at top to permit downward vision.
Windows in
doors hinged at bottom edges so as to open outwards and lie flat

—

against fuselage.

—

Dimensions. Span 40 ft. 5J in. (12.33 in.). Length 31 ft. 9 in. (9.67
in.), Height (tail down, over cabin) 8 ft. 5 in. (2.97 m.), Height
(tail up, over rudder) K1 ft. 10 in. (4.22 m.).
Weight empty 1,888 lbs. {856 kg.). Disposable load 1,012 lbs. (459 kg.), Wciglit loaded 2,900 lbs. (1,315
kg.), Wing loading 10.74 llis./sq. ft. (52.43 kg./sq. in.), Power
loading 11,8 lbs. /h.p. (5.34 kg. /h.p.}.
pERFOiiiiANCE. Alaximnm speed 115 in.p.li. (1S5 km.h.), Cruising
speed 92 m.p.h. (148 km.h.), Landing speed 43.5 m.p.li. (70 km.h.),
Servdce ceiling 15,000 ft. (4,570 m.), Range 368 miles (592 km.).
Range (with extra tank) 750 miles (1,207 km.). Take-off run 77
yds. (70 m.). Take-off distance to 50 ft. (15 m.) 157 yds. (144 m.),
Landing run 76 yds. (69 m.), Landing distance from 50 ft. (15 m.),

WErGHT.s AND Loadings.

—

—

101 yds. (147 m.).

CULVER,
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Ime-up of Culver PQ-8 (TDC-1) Radio-Controlled Target Drones (90 h.p. Franklin 0-200-1 engine).

CULVER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
600, East 35th Street, Wichita,

Head Office and Works

:

Kansas.
Van. (jlrant.
President
T. Steppe.
Vice-President and General Manager
Secretary-Treasurer: Felix M. Farrell.
:

:

Robert R. Nadal.
General Sales Manager
Aircraft Corporation was formed in 1939 to take
over from the Dart Manufacturing Corporation the manufacturing
and sales rights of the Dart Model G two-seat light cabin, mono:

The Culver

plane.

In the following year the company produced the Culver light
cabin monoplano with retractable undercarriage. This was

in two versions, the Model LFA with the 80 h.p.
Franklin engine, and the Model LCA with the 75 h.p. Continental
engine. These two models were last described and illustrated
in the 1942 issue of this Annual. Production of these models
was discontinued on the entry of America into the War, although
many of them were used during the war for C.A.P. service and
other civilian duties, and are still widely used by private owners.
In August, 1940, U.S. Government embarked on the task
of perfecting the principle of radio-control for target use in
training air and anti-airci’aft gunners. The Culver Company,
then located at a small plant in Columbus, Ohio, was invited
with some twenty other light aircraft manufacturers to submit
designs for an aircraft wvhich could be radio-controlled for
target purposes. The Culver design was the only one accepted,

marketed

(209c)
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The Culver TD2C-1 (PQ-ld-) Radio-Controlled Target Drone (150

and the Company subsequently became the sole production
supplier to both the Army and Navy of radio-controlled aircraft
throughout the War.
When the first Army contract was reeei\'ed, the Culvu=!r
Company moved to a larger factory at Wichita, Kansas, and
for the duration of the war the production facilities of the
The
companj'' were devoted entirely to this type of aircraft.
U.S. Navy contract for the TD2C-1 (Army PQ-14) was completed
in April, 1946, and since then the Culver factory has been turned
over entirely to commercial production.
Three basic models of the radio-controlled ahcraft were
built by Culver for the .^.rmy, with coi’responding models for
the Navy. These wei'e the PQ-S (Navy TDC-1)
the PQ-8A
(Navy TDC-2) and the PQ-14 (Navy TDC2-1). The XPQ-9
and XPQ-10 were experimental designs which were not proceeded
with. The XPQ-15 (Navy XTD3C-1) was an experimental
development of the PQ-14 with the Franklin 0-405 engine.
In the Spring of 1943 Culver began design work on a post-w’ar
;

commercial model which had been under study since 1940.

known as the Model V, w^as
Wichita in September, 1945.
This ah'craft,

THE CULVER

first

test-flown at

PQ-8.

Navy designation : TDC-1.
The PQ-8 was the first radio-controlled target designed and
built by the Culver Company for the U.S. ^my.
It was a
development of the earlier civilian Model LPA and was generally
similar except that a fixed tricycle landing-gear replaced the
retractable two-wheel undercarriage of the civilian aircraft.
It w^as powered by a Franklin 0-200-1 four-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine rated at 90 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m., and
had a loaded weight of 1,105 lb. (501 kg.). The wing span
11 ins. (8.20 m.).
Pebpormance. Maximum speed 110 m.p.h. (177 kra.h.), Landing
speed 53 m.p.h. (85 km.h.), Service ceiling 18,200 ft. (5,545 m.).
Range 300 miles (483 km.). Endurance 3J hours.
ft.

THE CULVER
U.S.

Navy designation

—

Type.— Radio-controlled

U.S.

Navy designation

:

PQ-8A.

TDC-2.

The PQ-S A was a development of the PQ-S and was powered
by a Lycoming 0-290-1 four-cylinder horizontally-opposed aircooled engine developing 125 h.p. at 2,450 r.p.m.

PQ-14.

TDC2-1.
Tax'get

Drone

cantilever monoplane. Wooden sti-ueture with
two laminated spars passing through iVi.selage, wooden I'ibs and
stressed plywood skin. Wooden ailerons with stressed plywood
skin.
Electrically-operated trailing -edge flaps between ailerons
and fuselage. Fixed slots near wing -tips.

Wixos.-Low-wing

Fuselage

—^Wooden structure with stressed plywood skin.
—Caxitilever monoplane type, Ihu and tailplane andof
Elevators

Tail XlNTr.

wooden construction with stressed plywood skin.
statically-balanced rudder have metal framework
covering. Rudder-tab adjustable on ground only.
elevator trim.

with

fabric

Controllable

—

Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels carried on
shock-absorber struts which retract inwards into wing.
Steerable nose-wheel retracts backwards into fuselage. Electric
operation with automatic locking. Goodyear hydraulic brakes in
degrees right and 5|- degrees
main wheels. Nose wheel rotates

Landing Gear.

left.

Power Plant;— One

Franklin 0-300-11 six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine developing 150 h.p. at 2,930 r.p.m. and
driving a Sensenieh 66CA-63 two-lolade fixed-pitch wooden air.screw.
Three fuel cells in each wing. Maximum capacity 26 U.S. gallons
(100

litres).

A

modified

100-octane

fuel.

Oil

capacity 2 U.S. gallons (7.5

litres).

—

AoooMtiODATiON. Cockpit for ferry pilot or safety pilot has metalframed sliding cover of cellulose acetate. Windshield of moulded
acroiytie plastic with metal former at top.

EQUiPaiENT.—Full radio equhxment for flight
and transmitter for use when pilot carried.
Dimensions.

THE CULVER

:

air-oil

U.S.

was 26

h.p. Franklin 0-300-11 engine).

with a larger rudder and dorsal fin was incorporated.
The gross weight was 1,321 lb. (599 kg.) and the speed was
increased to 130 m.p.h. (209 km.h.).
tail-imit

—

pan 30

—

ft.

Weight Loaded. 1,820
Performance (without

control,

and receiver

0 in. (9.14 m.).
lbs. (825 kg.).

jiilot),—Maximum speed 180 m.p.h, (290
km.h.) at sea level ; .speed at 17,000 ft. (5,180 m.) 165 m.p.h.
(265 km.h.), Service ceiling 17,000 ft. (5,180 m.). Range 594 miles
(956 km.). Endurance 3.0 hours.

The Culver Model V Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (85

h,p. Continental

C85 engine).

.

U.

(210c)
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The Culver V Two-seat Cabin Monoplane

The Model

many features

Y

THE CULVER MODEL

(85 h.p. Continental C85 engine ),

is a two-seat cabin monoplane incorporating
developed for the PQ series, including an electric-

ally-operated retractable landing gear. An interesting feature
of this aircraft is a new automatic trim control known as the
“Simpli-Fly” system. This consists of a gear which links the
elevator trim -tab to the flaps, thus automatically establishing
proper settings for take-off, climb, approach and landing.
Type.- Two-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings.—-dantileyer low-wing monoplane, consisting of long-span
eeutre-seetion with swept-baok leading-edge and two_ upswept
outer seetions with straight leading-edge and elliptical trailing-edge.

—

Wooden

spars and ribs and plywood covering, over whicli is a
of fabric. Curved .surfaces pre-formeil under heat.
Wooden ailerons with plywood covering on outer rviugs. Manuallyoperated all-wood plain-hinge trailing-edgo flnp.s Iwtween ailerons,
extending under fuselage. Flaps linked to elevator triin-tab.
Yhng area 126.9 sq, ft. (11.69 sq. m.).
Fuselage .-—Plywood semi-nionocoque .structure, with fabric covering
overall.
Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. Wooden structure with
plywood covering. One-piece elevator with inset trim -tab which
Tailplane span 9 ft. 2 in. (2.79 m.).
i.s linked to wing flaps.
Landing Geab. ^Retractable tricycle type. Each main wheel
(Firestone 6.00, X 6) carried on oleo-pneumatic shock-absorber

covering

.

tfc

Kelman).

—

Poweb. Plant. One Continental 085-12 four-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine rated at 85 h.p. at 2,575 r.jr.rn. and
driving Sensonich two-blade adjustable-pitch wooden air.serew.
Fuel capacity 32 U.S. gallons (145 litres) in Goodyear rubbernylon Aving tanks.
AccoinvioDATiON.— Enclosed cabin .seating two side-by-side with dual
Lueito windshield. Access door (ui each .side. Two
controls.
Iniggage compartiuents, one uhoad of instrviment panel with
allowance of (HI llis. (27 kg.) and one aft of .seats with allowance
of U.) Ib.s. (4.5 kg.). Total capacity 3.5 cut*, ft. (9.33 cub. in.).
“Sitnpli-Fly” control system,

ON'S.— Span 29 ft. (8,84 m.), Length 20 ft,. 81 in. (6.31 m.),
Height 6 ft. 91 in. (2.07 m.).
W.EiGHTS AN,D Loadings. Weight empty 1,070 Ihs. (485 kg.), Disposable load 530 lbs. (240 kg.), Weight loaded l.tiOO lbs. (725 kg.).

I):i,M,iSN.s;i

—

Wing loading

12.7 Ibs./scp ft. (52 kg./sq. m.).

Power loading

18.8

lbs. /h.p. (8.5 kg. /h.p.).

Pekfob-manub.

—

;

Cruising speed 125 m.p.h. (201 kin.h.), Initial rate
of climb 600 ft. /min. (201 m./min.), tService ceiling 13,100 ft.
(3,990 m.), Cruising range 700 mile,s (1,127 km.), Fuel consumption

—

,

— {Martin

Electric operation, with emergency
leg retracts inwards into wing.
manual gear. Track 8 ft. 1| in. (2.47 m.). Steerable nose-wheel
(Fireistone 6.00 X 4) canned in forlc on shock-absorber leg retracts
rearwards into fuselage. Firestone hydraulic brakes aiicl tyres.

V.

5.4 U.S. gallons/hr'. (20.5 litres/hr.}.

:

CORNELIUS,

The Cornelius XFG-1

Fuel~carrying

THE CORNELIUS AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Heap Off .toe B09, North Avkstue, IAiyton, Ohio.
:

The

CornoliuB Corporation built two GxperiiiiP>nia,l fuelcarrying gliders for the fl.lS. Array under the designation
Although fitted, with pilot’s cockpit and a complete f-ot of flight
controls, the XFG-1 was intended to bo towed behind bombers
on long-range flights and to bo cut adrift wlion empty.

XFtM

Tho XFO-1, which

is

shown

hi the

accompanying

illustration,

Glider .

—

(

William T. LarJcins).

was a tail-less monoplane the wings of which were adjustable
on the ground to vary the dihedral angle from 3 to 7 degrees.
Tho tric'.yclo landing-gear was jettisonable. The fuselage contained two tanks holding a total of approximately 700 U.Sgallons (2, (>“<0 litres). Two XFG-l’s werc^ built, but one crashed
during spin

tests.

Cornelius also designe<l a glidor-bonib under the designation
XBG-3, fnit this project was cuncellcil.

(211c)

CURTISS.

The Curtiss XF15C-1 Single-seat Naval Fighter in its original form. It has a Pratt & Whitney R-2800-3W engine in the
nose and an Allis-Chalmers (de Havilland) H-IB gas-turbine exhausting beneath the fuselage.

THE CURTISS-WRI6HT CORPORATION.
General Offices
30, Rockefeller Plaza, New York
:

20,

N.Y.

President

Guy W. Vaughan.

;

A total of 22,977 complete aircraft were produced by Curtiss
from December 7, 1941, until the cancellation of ivar contracts
on and after August 14, 1945. Plants in production diu'ing
the war were located at Buffalo, N.Y., the olde.st Curtiss plant
and then headquarters of the company
Kenmore, N.Y.,
Columbus, Ohio
St. Louis, Mo. and Louisville, Ky.
Buffalo
produced 14,043 aircraft, including P-40 Warhawlis and C-46
Commandos Columbus built 9,473 S03C Seagulls, SB2C Helldivers and SC Sea,hawks
St. Louis 2,436 aircraft, eliiefly C-46
Commandos and A-25 Helldivers and the Louisville plant,
which did not begin operations until 1943, turned, out C-46
Commandos and undertook Boeing B-29 modification until it
;

Executive

As.sistant

to

Pre.sident

:

Rear Admiral L.
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Richards.

Vice-Presidents

J.

:

A. B. Smith,

B.

S.

Wright,

Kennedy, J. S. Allard, R. L. Earle, W, E. Goulding,
and P. I. Morton.
Secretary and Treasurer
Joseiih P. McCarthy.

S.

W. D.
D. Irwin

The Curtiss-Wright Corporation operates three Divisions, tlie
Curtiss-Wright Airplane Division (Aircraft), the Wright Aeronautical Corporation (Aero-engines) and the Curtiss-Wright
Propeller Division (Propellers). Details of the products of the
Curtiss-Wright Airplane Divi.sion will be found below. Full
details of the products of tlie Wright Aeronautical Corporation
will be found under “Wright” in the Aero-engine Section (d).

THE CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION, AIRPLANE
:

DIVISION.

Columbus, Ohio.

Established: 1910.
President
Guy W. Vaughan.
Vice-President in Charge of Airplane Division
:

;

Robert L.

Earle.

General Manager

:

J. P.

Davey.

Manager
G. A. Snodgrass.
R. A. Fuhrer.

A.ssistant to General

;

Factory Manager
Controller
J. A. Lawler.
Director of Engineering: G. A. Page, Jr.
Chief Engineer
Ri. C. Blaycock.
During the past year the Airplane Division of the Ciu'tissWright Corpn. has been engaged in the consolidation of its
manufacturing facilities into a single plant at Columbus, Ohio,
:

;

;

;

;

Works

;

down in the Summer of 1945.
The Curtiss-Wright Corporation Airplane

closed

Division’s Research
Laboratory at Buffalo built flying devices which had achieved
•speeds of over 1,400 in.p.h. (2,240 km.h.) in a research pro-

gramme concerned with

the study of high-speed problems.
telemetering system was developed by which it is possible
to record and .study performance data of an object in flight by
televising the images on an instrument panel from the object in
flight to a mobile receiving unit on the ground.
In December
niversity
the Research Laboratory was presented to Cornell
Previously the laboratory
for co-operative edueatiou-researeh.
bad received the Naval Ordnance Development Award “for
distinguished service to the research and development of naval
ordnance.”
Various experimental amcraft now under development by
Curtiss-Wright include the XA-43, a imiltiple-jet AttackBomber, and the XP-87 jet-propelled fighter. Intensive
research is proceeding on a number of other projects for the
U.S. Army and Navy.

A

U

;

:

following the closing of other plants operated during the war.

The Curtiss XF15C-1 Naval Fighter

in its latest

form with

THE CURTISS

XF15C-1.

—
—

Type. Single-seat Fighter with both conventional tractor airscrew
and jet propulsion unit.
Wings. All-metal cantilever low-wing monoplane. Wing built in
three sections consisting of centre-section and two outer wings.
All-metal ailerons with trim -tab in port and trim and balance-tab

tailplane

removed

to the top of the

[Martin

Kehnan).
ol4'»

C C

(212c)

CURTISS-~~c.onf4m(ed.

The Curtiss XF14C-2 Experimental Single-seat

Fleet Fighter (Wright
airscrews).

Trailing-edge flaps between ailerons extending
starboard.
under fuselage almost to centre-line. Outer sections of wing.s
fold upwards to meet above centre-line of fuselage.
Mean aerodynamic chord 8 ft. 9.3 in. (2.67 in.). Wing area 400 sq. ft. (37.16
in

sq. m.).
All-metal structure.
PtrsEL.\GE.
antilever monoplane tyjie.
Trim-tabs in balanced
Taii. ITnit.
rudder and elevators. Tailplane span 20 ft. 0 in. (0.1 m.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels, each
carried liy .single shock-absorber leg attaclied inid-way between
fuselage and extremity of centre-section, retract inwards unden'
fuselage.
Nose-wheel, carried in shoc-k-absorber fork, rotracts
Deck arrester hook under rear fuselage.
hackw'ard.s into fuselage.
Track 11 ft. 11| ins. (;i.6(} m.). Wheel ba.se 12 ft. 2 in. (3.71 lu.).
ombination of conventional engine (lri\-ing tractor
Power Plant.
Forward unit is a Pratt & Wliitney
air.screw and gas turbine.
II-2800-3W eigliteeii-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine
driving a Haniilton Standard fom’-blado airscrew, 13 ft. 1 in.

—
—

—

—

Rear unit is an Allis-Chalmers (D.H.) PI. IB
(3. 98 m.) diameter.
gas-turbine ejecting at point aft of trailing-edge of wing and under
upswept rear portion of fuselage. Intakes in leading-edge of

R-3350-16 engine driving contra-rotating

(6.22 m.). Length (tail up) 43 ft. 8i in. (13.32 m.). Pleight (onground
over rudder) 15 ft. 3 in. (4.6.5 m.), Height Ibklcd 17 ft. 0 in. (5.18 m.)
Maximum height during folding 20 ft. 3 in. (6.16 rn.).
WEIGHT.S AND Perj’OEM.:Vn’cic.— - No data irvailable.

THE CURTISS

tAventy-fovir-(?ylinder H-type liquid-cooled engine
exhanst-drR'oii tnrbo-supercl larger and contra-rotating
airscrews, liut tliis oxperiinenta'l engine wa.s abandoned in favour
of a W-riglit R -,‘1:550- Hi radial air-cooled engine tvitli tnrbo.stq>orcliarger and driving tu-o (''urti.s.s Klectrie three-blade
contra-rotating airscrews. The X,lM4C-2 was one of the first
naval aircraft to be designed for this type of engine installation.
Tho aircraft bad inward-retracting landing-gear, upwardfolding wings, an, armament of four wing-mounted 20 in/m.
cannon and provision under the outer wings for carrying rockets
or bombs.

XH.-2470
M’itli

centre-section.

—

Pilot’s cockpit inonnted above fuselage
over
leading-edge of wing. Flat bullet-proof wmdscreen. Rear portion
of canopy slides for access.^
Ae-mament.^^Foxu' forward-firing gums mounted two in each centresection outside airscrew disc.
Dimbnsion.s. Span 48 ft. 0 in. (14.63 m.). Width folded 20 ft. 5 in.

Accommod.ation.

—

XF14C-2.

The XP14C-2 was an experimental lagii-altitude sntgle-seat
It was originally designed to use a Lycoming
carrier flghter.

THE CURTISS XBT2C-1
The XBT2C-1 i.s an experimental Bombiw-Torpedo monoplane which is a progressive dex^elopment of the SB2C-0 incorporating the well-tried features of Avar-time carrier-based

and conforming
of this type.

aii’craft

to the latest tactical reqiiirements for aircraft

The

Curtiss

XBTC-2 Experimental Torpedo- Bomber

(Pratt

It is basically a single-seater but there is provision for a radar
operator in an auxiliary seat located within tlie fuselage aft of
and below the pilot for use on special radar scout missions.
Ten XBT2C aircraft have been delivered to the U.S. hlavy

experimental test and service trials.
Type. Single oi’ two-seat Bomber-Torpedo Carrier.
Wings. Ali-inetal cantilever mid-wing monoplane. Aerofoil
NACA 23017 at roots tapering to NACA 23009 at tip.s.
for

—

—

Wing

All-metal ailerons with trim-tab in starboard and trim and balancetabs in port surface. I’erforated .siilit dive-liaps in two sections
each sitie between ailerons and fuselage. Wings fold upwards
from centre-section and almost meet on centre-line above fuselage.
Mean aorodynarnio ohortl 9 ft. 1.7 in. (2.79 ra.). Wing area 419
sq. ft. (38.05 ,sq, m.).
All-metal structure of oval cross-section.
I'u.sELAGJS.

—
—

Unit. Monoplane tyiie. All-metal cantilever structure with
metal covering. Trim tabs in statically-balanced rudder and
elevators.

Landing Geak.— Iletraetablo two-wheel

1

.

J;

I
I

i:

i
f

f

type. Main wheels each
carried on single oompre.ssion_ leg attached to front .spar near
extremities of centre-section which retract inwards towards fuselage.
32 X 8.8 tyres. W'heel track 1(3 ft. 0 in. (4.87 m.). -Non -retractable
Telescopic deek-aiTestor hook in
tail-wheel, with 8:)- X 4 tju'e.
extreme stern of fuselage below rudder.
PowiSB PL.4NT.— One Wright B-3350-24 eighteen -cylhider two-row
radial air-oooled engine fitted with engine-driven cooling fan and
driving Hamilton (Standard G559A-18 four-blade constant-speed
airscrew, 13 ft. 8 in. (4.16 rn._) diameter.
Accommodation. ^Bilot’iS cockpit mounted above fuselage in line
with leading-edge of wing. Fixed windshield has tiat bulletMoulded bubble canopy slides for aece.ss. IToproof windscreen.
vision for i-adar' operator in auxiliary seat in fuselage _a ft .'of and
beloWjipilotj^for use on special duties.

—

Whitney R-4.360-8A engine).—

Diegen).

—

Two 20 m/m. cannon mounted in centre-section, ono on
each side of fuselage and outside au'scrmv disc. Bomb-bay approxjuately 14 ft. 3 in. (4.34 m.) long under wing has accommodation
for full-size torpedo, variety of bombs, or large rocket-propelled
bomb. Backs under wings for bombs or rocket projectiles.
Dimensions.— Span 47 ft. 74 in. (14.5 m.), Width folded 22 ft. (34 in.
(6.87 m.). Length (tail up) 38 ft.
in. (11.79 m.), Height" (on
ground, over rudder) 12 ft. 1 in. (3.68 m.), Height folded 16 ft.
7(:( in. (5.07 m.). Maximum height during folding 20 ft. 6| in.

Ahmament.

,

.section

built in three sections consisting pf centre-section and two outer
Straight leading-edge and sharply-tapered trailing-edge.
sections.

T.-UL

&

(6.27 m.j.

Weight Loaded (WTth torpedo).— Over
Berfokmance.— o data available.

THE CURTISS

18,000 lbs. (8,165 kg.).

XBTC-2.

The XBTC-2 was developed in 1943 as a single-seat TorpedoBomber but a change in battle tactics and the need for the
carriage of a second cretv-member as a radar operator resulted

m the aircraft being superseded by the XBT2C-L

The XBTC-2
Whitney 1I-4360-8A engine driving two
three-blade contra-rotating airscrews. The general arrangement of this aircraft can be gathered from the accompanying

is fitted

&

with a Pratt

illustration.

THE CURTISS SEAHAWK.
U.S.

Navy designation

:

SC-1 and SC-2.

The development of the Seahawlc began in June, 1942, when
Navy Bureau of Aeronautics invited the Cui'tiss company
to submit proposals for an improved scout seaplane to replace
the Kingfisher and Seamew. The Curtiss proposals were submitted on August 1 and on the 25th of that month a contract
was placed with the company for seven aircraft, two experimental
models for flight testing and live additional aircraft for equipment
and service testing.
the U.S.

—

——

S

U.

(214c)

S* A.

cunnss--continued.

The

Curtiss SC-2

Seahawk Two-seat Shipborne Scout (Wright R-1 820-68

1944, and by April 28
The Seahawk was
all seven experimental aircraft had flown.
developed by and was produced at the Cuidiss Columbus plant.
It was first reported in action with the U.S. Fleet in the prein\'asion bombardment of Borneo in J une, 1945.
The SC-1 is the original single-seat Seahawk, to Avhich tho
specification below refers. It is .standard equipment for catapult-equipped battk=»ships and craiser.s. The specification bodow
refers to this model.
The SC-2 is a tw'o-seat vor.sion with wider utility for .scouting
limited number wa.s delivered, to the U.S.
and; rescue work.
Navy in 1940. Fxternally, the SC-2 differs from tho SC-1 in
tho following features ; circular forward fuselage and cowling

The

first

XSC-1

flew on February

Iti,

A

rudder
free-blown instead of framed canopy
instead of oval
of higher aspect ratio and extending below bottom line of
fuselage; horn-balanced elevators and anti-spin extensions to
tailplane ; radio mast re-located on port side of fuselage instead
exhaust outlets in .sides of fuselage
of Avindscreen frame
instead of below; and cowling gills of greater chord. The
SC-2 may also he fitted with wing rocket gear and there is
provision for the installation of photographic reeoimaissance
;

;

;

—

ingle or two-seat Shipborne Scout.
Reetangular centre-section
cantilever monoplane.
with dihedral. Outer sections have taper and diliedrai with square
detachable wing-tips. Wings fold back for .shipboard stowage.
All-metal stressed-skin structure. Full-span automatic leadingedge slots. Slotted fiajjs inboard of ailerons.

Tyte.:

Wings.—Lbw-w’ing

,

FuSBiAGE.—All-metal

stressed-skin

structure

forward and changing to oval section

Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type.
tabs in elevators and rudder.
,

of

circular

section

aft.
,

,

All-metal structure.

Trini-

(Mm-tin

d-

Kchnan)

Central siugle-.step float on .streamline pedestal mounting
and two wing-tip stalsilising floats on .single cantilever struts. jMain
float accoininodates ):)oinb load or auxiliary fuel tank.s.
Wheel
landing-gear for ferrying operations may rot-ilaee float gear, the
same attachment jjoinfcs being used for botli goa-r.s.
Catapulfc
points and Jiook under no.se of main float far not pick-rip.
I’owisn Plant.
One Wriglit Jl-lSdO-Od nine-cylinder radial air-cooled
engino driving a. Curti,ss electrically-operated airscrew with four
liollow steel paddlo-typc blades.
Fuel f-anks in contre-sectiou.
Auxiliary tanks may bo ci.uTie<.l In ( ho main float.
Aoco.u.MuDATto.N. Pilot’s cockpili over wing witli sliding lilister-type
ca,nopy.
For sea-rt).scrie work a, Inmk can ho fitted in tho fusolaga
al't of the pilot’s seat into whii,!h a ina.n can or,awl.
Ajim:am.ent.-- Two .5 in._ (12. ,7 in/m.) inaclilnc-guns in the ceutrosocticui, one (.vn each side ol' (ho fuscla-gc.
l,>oml,i.s or (Icpth-eharges
rnaiy be earried in the ccntra.1 floafi, whic’h lia-s bomb-doors controllable from the j.iilot’s cockpit.
DimensioxNs. Span 41 ft. (12.5 m.), Lcngtli
ft. .5 in. (11.1 m.).

—

—

—
—

WEiCiHT.s.
No data avoiilable.
PEin?o,K.\iANCE.
Maximum speed 1513 .m.p.h. (513 km.h.) at 28,ti00
(8,(150 m.J.

THE CURTISS
The XP-87

equipment.

engine;.

Floats.-

ft.

XP-87.

a twin-engined “all-rveather” fighter, intended
for operations in condition.s where visual contact with the enemy
is impossible, which is under development for the U.S.A.A.F.
It

i.s

and

is

a low-rving cantilever

fitted
nacelles.
is

The

monoplane of all-metal construction

with two wing-mounted jet units in elongated

pilot’s cockpit is located in the

nose of the fuselage well

ahead of the wings and engine nacelles. A heavy forwardfiring armament is carried with tiie guns mounted on each side
of the cockpit.

No

further details are available.

The Curtiss XP-62 Experimental Single-seat Fighter (Wright R-3350-17 engine driving eontra-rotating

airserev/s).

N

U,

CURT/SS— conLinved.

S,

A.
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i

The

Curtiss

XP-60D Experimental

THE CURTISS

Single-seat Fighter (Packard V-1650-3 Merlin engine).

XA-43.

an Allaak-Bombpr which is virtually a, ['our-jet
version of the XP-ST. The four jets aro paired in single flatshaped nacelles, one on each side of llio fuselage. No farther
Tlio XA-4;}

is

details are available for pidilication.

THE CURTISS

XP-62.

The XP-(j2 was a

single-seat Fighter-Boniher development
from tho XP-IK) Sdcrics. it was fitted with a \t'right E.-3;i50-17
radial air-cooled engine with a single-stage variable-speed Liirbo-

superchargor and driving two three-blade contra-rotating airscrews.
It was providecl with a pressure-c.abin and apart from
a heavy cannon ainnanient, it had provision for carrying a 1,000
lb. (454 kg.) bomb load.
Tho Xr-G2 v as the largest and heaviest
single-seat fighter built

by

Curtiss.

THE CURTISS
The XP-00 was designed

XP-60 SERIES.

an improved version of the P-40
Warhawk but a niur^bor of variations were produced rnider this
as

designation to test difJ'erent power-plant installations with the
result that five distinct prototypes were evolved.
The original XP-60 had a modillod P-40 fuselage, laminar-flow
wings, an inwardly-retracting landing-gear and was litted. with
a l^ackard Merlin V- 1650-1 engine driving a Curtiss tlireo-blado
airscrew.
Tire armament originally projecled for tliis aeroplane

The

Curtiss

YP-60E Experimental

was to consist of eight .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns, all
mormted in the wings. This armament was reduced to four
gims in subsequent models. The XP-60 was later fitted with a
Merlin \'-1650-3 two-si)Ccd two-stago supercharged engine
driving a four-blado airscrew and was rc-dosigjiatcd tlio XP-60D.
The XP-60A wus fitted with an Allison V-1710-7o engine and
turbo supercharger. This irrstaliat ion resulted in tho provision
of a bulkier fustiago with the radiator scoop moved forward
under tho engine (.'rankcase. A AkP-GOA was projected with a
Pratt l'c IVdiitney H.-2S00 two-stage supercharged radial aircooled engine but this version was eventually completed as the

XP-60E.
The XP-60B was
engiiied

lo

XP-OOA with

have been a modification of the Allisondift'oreirt type of turbine supercharger

a.

it was never built.
The XP-(iOC had the same airframe as the GOA but was fitted
with a kratt ik Whitney Li-2SOO two-row radial engine driving
two throe-blade co-axial contra-rotating airscrew’s.
The XF-GOE signalised a return to the single-rotation four-

but

blade airscrew, this model being the re-designated YP-GOA
mentioned above. It -was follow'od by the A’‘P-G0E, which was
fitted with a blister-type canopy.
Dimensions.-— Span. 41 ft.
in. (12.6 m.), Wing area 375 sq. ft. (25.5
.5

sq. m.).

Weight Loaded.
Pbkfobmange.—

Single-seat Fighter (Pratt

— Over

&

10,000 lbs. (4,542 kg.).

o data available.

Whitney R-2800-18 engine).
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DOn/TAN-FRASiER,
DOMAN-FRASIER HELICOPTERS,

Head Office

City, N.Y.
Kfltn])lished
August 31, 1945.
Pre.'.klent and Chief Engineer
Glidden S. Doman.
V'ice- President and Secretary
Gerald F. Finley.
Vice-President and Treasurer
Clinton W. Frasier.
Pilot -Consultant
Robert L. Nields.
Harrjr L. Brown.
Cliief Rotor Group Engineer
Executive Engineer
Thomas E. Zeerip.
Doman-Frasier Helicopters, Inc., has been formed to produce a
helicopter embodying new principles established by its engineers.
Tlesign of the LZ-1 demonstrator has been completed and
de\’'elopment of the HC-1 commercial helicopter proceeds.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

THE DOMAN-FRASIER
The LZ-1 two-seat

LZ-1.

was designed with the sole
piu’poso of providing a demonstration aircraft, and one that
could bo flown for the purpose of obtaining documentary evidence
of the low vibratory stress levels which result from the specialized
rotor

design.

Spring of 1946.
Tyte.
wo-seat

—

— One

scheduled to

begin

in

the

helicopter.

four-blade main rotor 36 ft. 0 in. (10.97 in.) diameter
and one three-blade vertical eontrollable-piteb anti-torque and
.steering rotor 6 ft. 6 in. (1.98 m.) diameter, carried on outrigger
extension of fuselage, both rotors driven by a single engine. Main
rotor has ply-covered blades and chord of 1 ft. 3.6 in. (.33 in.)_and
Rear rotor rotates at 1,500 r.p.rn. at cruising
rotates at 230 r.p.m.
speed.
FusEmoE.—Welded steel-tube structure with covering of fabric and
sheet metal.

Rotous.

DOUGLAS.
THE DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC.
Head Office and Works Santa Monica, California.
El Segundo and Long Beach, Cal.
Other Works
:

:

Established; 1920. (Reorganized : 1928.)
President Donald W. Douglas.
Vice-President Manufacturing Frederick W. Conant.
A. E. Raymond.
Vice-President Engineering
Vice-President Comptrolling
R. V. Hunt.
.1. M.
Rogers.
Vice-President Domestic Military Sales
Nat Paseliall.
Vice-President Domestic Sales
Executwe Secretary T. C. McMahon.
Treasurer H. P. Gnibe.
The Douglas Aircraft Company has occupied the present
factory site at Clover Field, Santa Monica, Cal., since 1928.
It also operates plants at El Segundo, Cal., nine miles from the
main plant, and at Long Beach, Cal. During the war other
plants were operated at Tulsa, Okia., Chicago, 111., and Oklahoma
City, Okla.
During the four years of /imerica’s participation in the war
the Douglas company produced a total of 29,385 ah’craft for
the armed forces of the U'.S.A. and its Allies. This notable
contribution to Victory was made up of 10,123 C-47 Skytrain
and Skytrooper transports; 6,043 A-20 Havoc or Boston light
bombers; 5,559 SBD Dauntless naval dive-bombers; 3,000
B- 17 Fortress heavy bombers; 2,502 A-26InA'’ader light bombers;
1,162 C-54 Skymaster transports; 962 B-24 Liberator ImaAry
bombers ; and 34 various experimental aircraft. To this must
bo added a further 1,883 combat and transport aircraft delivered
to the U.S. forces and to the British and French Governments
in. 1940 and 1941 before America entered the war.
With a production area of less than 2,000,000 sq. ft. at the
end of 1941, the plants OAvned and operated by the company
:

—

—
—
—
—
—

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

—

—

—

238 miles (383 km.).

helicopter

Construction w'as

—

ixed tricycle type, main wlioels curried on eantikiver
legs projecting ontuiirds ajid ba.okwa.rils, and nose-wheel carried
in fork.
Power Pl.-vst.- -One 175 h.]). Franklin six-cylinder horizontally.
u|)posed air-cooled engine mounted in fuselage aft of cabin.
Cooling
air inlet consists of horizontal louvre.s in nose.
Fuel capacity
30 IJ.S. gallons (1.31 litre.s).
Accoadiodatiox. Seats for two side-by-side in enclosed cabin.
Dluen'siox.s.
Main rotor diameter 36 ft. 0 in. (10.97 rn.).
Weights axd Loadixg.s (Estimated). Weiglit empty 1,560 lbs.
(703 kg.), Weight loaded 2,050 lbs. (930 kg.}. Rotor disc loading
2.01 Ibs./sq. fC (9.8 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 11.7 Ibs./h.p. (5.3
kg./h.p.).
Perfor-Mance (Estimated). Maxinuim speed 110 ra.p.h. (177 km.li.)
at sea-level. Cruising speed 85 m.p.h. (137 kra.h.) at sea-level,
Initial climb 2,000 ft./min. (009 m/inin.). Service ceiling 16,000 ft’.
(4,570 m.), Hovering ceiling 6,500 ft. (1,980 m.), Normal range

Laxdtng Geak.

INC.

New York

:

THE DOMAN-FRASIER HO-1,
a projected ten-passenger helicopter for commercial
use, and in lay-out is similar to the LZ-1 two-seat model, having
a main four-blade rotor 63 ft. 0 in. (19.2 m.) in diameter and a
small vertical rotor on an outrigger. The main rotor rotates
at 150 r.p.m.
The FIC-1 is to be powered by two Wright 735
C7BA1 seven- cylinder radial air-cooled engines, one developing
800 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. from sea-level to 3,500 ft. (1,065 m.),
and one develojiing 318 h.p. at 1,600 r.p.m. from sea-level to
12,000 ft. (3,660 in.). The gross weight is 8,900 lb. (4,037 kg.),
which includes a pay-load of 2,200 lb. (988 kg.).
Pekformaxce (Estimated). Cruising speed 95 m.ij.h. (153 krn.h.),
Service ceiling 17,000 ft. (7,710 m.), Hovering ceiling 6,000 ft.
The HC-1

is

—

(2,720 m.).

were expanded to a total of 14,750,000 sq. ft. by the end of the
war, and emplojunent rose from an average of 28,600 in 1941 to
157,200 at the peak in August, 1943. By the end of 1945 this
figure had fallen to about 27,000.
Large-scale cancellation.^ of contracts, amounting in
.8870 million, followed the c-ossation of lio.stilities in

value to
Europe,

ami other contracts, valued at S<>35 million, were cancelled
aliruptly within a few lionrs of linal victory over J’apian.
All
contracts for military combat aircraft Avero terminated at that
time but considerable cfviantitios of material and work in progress
on terminated t!-47 and C-54 eontracits wliich were aclaptable
to the commercial BC-3 and DC-4 airliner.s were purchased by
the company for eonver.sion and .sale to airlines at home and
overseas,

The DC-6, a development of tlie I)C-4, was de.signed dnrmg
the later stages of the war and the prototype, under the Army
designation XC-112A, first flew in February, 1946. It is now
production for post-war

civil use.
C-74, the largest foiu'-engined transport built during the
war, flew for the first time in September, 1945, and was approaching the quantity production stage at the time Avar contracts
Avere cut back.
This aircraft aauis also being featured as a postAvar commercial amcraft as the DC-7 and a contract had been
received in 1945 for a series of this type from Pan American
AirAvays.
The reduction of the military contract for the C-74
also resulted in the Pan American order for the DC-7 being
cancelled.
Fourteen C-74 military transports have been cornpleted for the U.S. Army.
The most spectacular Douglas Avartime deAmlopment Avas the
XB-42 bomber Avith, two liquid-cooled engines installed in the
fuselage and driA'ing contra-rotating propellers located aft of
the tail-unit through shafts. This aircraft flew for tbe first
time in June, 1944.

hi

The

i

i
t

i;

The prototype Douglas XC-74

Military Transport (four 3,000 h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R-4360-27 Wasp-Major engines).

F

S

—
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DO UGLA S— continued

The Douglas XC-112A Military Transport Monoplane, which is also the prototype of the Commercial DC-6 (four
Pratt & Whitney R-2800CA-15 Double Wasp engines).

In the meantime, a further development of the “buried”
power-plant formula is exemplified by the XB-43, which is
generally similar to the XB-42 except that it is fitted with two
jet -propulsion units exhausting aft of the tail.
For the U.S. Navy, the Douglas company concentrated
mainly on the development of the Scout/Dive Bomber. To find
a successor to the SBD Dauntless, which was in prodxxction up to
July, 1944, the company produced a number of experimental
aircraft in this class.
In the Sprirur of 1943 a new two-seat
aeroplane— the XSB2D-1 was completed but changing naval
tactics dictated that the SB2D be modified into a single-seat
bomber, the BTD-1. By June, 1944, battle conditions in the
the
Pacific had again altered and an entirely new design
BT2D was called for. First designs for this aeroplane were
submitted to the U.S. Navy in July, 1944, engineermg was
completed 5|- months later, and the prototype XBT2D-1 was
ready to fly
months after the design was submitted. The
BT2D-1 was too late to participate in the war but under a new
AD-1 designation it will he used to re-arm the U.S. Navy’s
post-war carrier fleets.

—

—

—

THE DOUGLAS
Army Air Forces
The Globemaster

Relief crew compartment on floor below with hatch
and ladder connection and bunks for six persons.
Crew entry
door in floor of relief compartment. Main cabin 75 ft. long x
ft.
8
ft.
1],
6 in. wide X
6 in. high (22.85 x 3.60 X. 2.59 m.) has

lavatory.

area of approximately 875 sq. ft. (81.28 sq. m.). Floor
covered with 20 in. (30.8 cm.) grid pattern of heavy-duty tie-down
rings.
Maximum floor loading 200 Ibs./sq. ft. (976 kg./sq. m.).
Lower cargo deck below main cabin floor reached by hatches.
Two travelling cranes, each lifting 8,000 lbs. (3,629 kg.) or 16,000
lbs. (7,258 kg.) together run length of main cabin on rails.
Section
of main cabin floor forms freight elevator aft of trailing-edge
and is operated by cranes. Side door hoist lifting, 4,600 lbs. (2,041
kg. ) located near main cargo door towards front of fuselage.
Selfloading equipment can load and stow ten R-3350 engines and cradles,
fifteen V-1710 engines and cradles; or two T-9E1 tanks, two
75 m/m. or 105 ni/rn. howitzers with tractors, ammunition carriers
combinations of I J ton trucks, jeeps, ammunition
and crews
trucks, 90 m/m. A. A. guns, or three complete P-39 or two complete
P-47 or similar type aircraft broken down into their main components. Seats for 125 troops or 116 stretchers can be installed.
Dimensions. Span 173 ft. 2 in. (62.78 m.). Length 124 ft.
in.
floor

;

—

designation^ C-74.
a large foui'-engined transport which,
following the cancellation of an order for twenty-six placed, by
PaiiT American World Airways in 1945, now only exists
military

m

The prototype, designated the XC-74, made its first
The
flight on September 5, 1945, at Long Beach, California.
original militax’y contract for this aircraft was cut back when
the war ended but fourteen have been completed for the U.S.
Army.

form.

Type.

—Four-engined Military transport.

WiNUs.— Cantilever low-wing monoplane.

Low-drag laminar flow
All-metal two-spar structure m_ three main
Longisections consisting of centre-section and two outer wings.
tudhial hat-section stringers and stressed metal skin. Centresection span 101 ft. 8 in. (30.99 m.). Full-span Fowler-type flaps,
outer sections of which act as ailerons, with faired control hinges
under wing.
Fuselaqb. Monocoque structure of circular cross-section, with
vertical frames, longitudinal stringers and stressed metal skin.
aerofoil

section.

—

THE DOUGLAS

Pratt

& Whitney Wasp Major R-4360

twenty-

eight-cylinder fom'-row radial air-cooled engines developing 3,000
h.p. for take-off and enclosed in long-chord tapered cowlings with
controllable trailing-edge gills. Hamilton-Standard three-blade
full-feathering and reversible or Curtiss-Electric four-blade fullfeathering airscrews. Entry doors in wing root and in each nacelle
allow inspection of engines in flight. Maximum fuel capacity
11,000 U.S. gallons (41,532 litres) caxuiod in six integral tanks in
centre-section.
Accommodation.— Crew of thirteen. Crew compartment dmded
into two decks. Pilot’s cockpit with twin blister fairings on upper
deck, with compartment immediately behind for flight-engineer,
radio-operator and navigator, together with galley and crew
'

;

were due to begin in the Spring of 1947.
military transport version of the DC-6 carries the designation XC-112A. Except for the internal accommodation,
which conforms to military requirements, the XC-112 is identical
to the DC-6 and has the same performance and flight characteristics.
The first flight of the XC-112A the prototype of the
DC- 6, took place at Clover Field, Santa Monica, Cal., on February 15, 1946.
deliveries

The

— our-ongiiied Commercial or Military transport.
—Similar to DC-4. Fitted with thermal de-icing

Fuselage.— Structure

Power Plant.—Foiu

DC-6.

;

tailplane and fabric covering to staticallybalanced rudder and elevators. Trim-tab in rudder and trim and
balance-tabs in elevators. Tailplane span 63. ft. 0 in. (16.15 m.).
Lanmng Geab. Retractable tricycle type, each main unit consisting
of a .single compression leg carrying two wheels which retract forward
into inner engine nacelles. Twin nose-wheels carried on single
compression strut retract forward into fuselage. Track (centrelines of legs) 34 ft. 2 in. (10.41 m.), Wheel base 37 ft. 3 in. (11.35 rn.).
Emergency bumper skid under rear fuselage.

—

lun.li.),

:

Tyte.
Wings.

and

m.p.h. (483

Army Air Forces designations
XG-112A.
The DO-6 is a larger and slightly more powerful development
of, and successor to, the DC-4.
Compared with the DC-4 it
has a larger fuselage and a more powerful engine installation
and included among its features are pressurised cabins for
crew and passengers roomier cabin, seats and berths reversible-pitch airscrews and thermal de-icing for w'ings, tail and wind
shield.
The DC-6 is in production for many U.S. airlines and
U.S.

External diameter 13 ft. 2 in. (4.01 m.).
Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. All-metaL structure with
stressed skin over fin

8 in. (13..31 m.).

range 7,800 miles (12,563 km.).

U.S.

is

4.3 ft.

Weight Loaded. 162,000 lbs. (73,482 kg.).
Peheoemanoe (Approximate).— Cruising speed 300

Maximum

DC-7 GLOBEIVl ASTER.

Height

(37.83 m.).

lOO

ft.

as for

DO- 4 hut

equipment.

overall length increased to

7 in. (30.66 m.).

—

tructure as for DC-4 hut surfaces increased in area.
Fin: area 93.4 sq. ft. (8.67 sq. m.), .Rudder area (aft of hinge, with
tab) 49 sq. ft. (4.55 sq. m.), Total vertical area 159.9 sq. ft. (14.86
sq. ft.), Tailplane area 362. 5, sq. ft. (33.67 sq. m.), Elevator area
(aft of hinge, with tab) 108.9 sq. ft. (10.11 sq. m.).
Landing Gear.' ^Similar to DC-4. Track 24 ft. 8 in. (7.52 m.).
Wheel base 30 ft. 8 in. (9.34 m.).

Tail Unit.

—

PowEK Plant.

—Four Pratt

,

Whitney Double-Wasp R-2800CA-15

eighteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines, each normally
rated at 1,800 h.p._, and with 2,100 h.p. available for take-off. Curtiss
Electric or Hamilton Standard three-blade constant-speed fullfeathering and reversible airscrews IS ft. 1 in. (3.98 m.) diameter.
Normal fuel capacity 2,677 U.S. gallons (9,730 litres), Maximum
capacity (with additional collapsible cell-type inner wing tanks)
4,201 U.S. gallons (.14,661 litres).
Accommodation.—Pressurised accommodation for crew and passPassenger compartment seats 52 by day and for shortengers.
range can accommpdate up to a maxiraum of 68. Entrance vestibule
with coat-room and galley aft of wings with cabin space fore and
Seats in paii’s on either side of central gangway ; adjustable
aft.

(218c)

OOU GLA S— continued.
may be fitted betwooii seats. Ujjper and lower berths for
twent y -six iaasengers may be fitted up in 30 seconds. U^iper
berths have separate air-oond£tionuig controls. All berths have
reading lights and storage space for clothing and toilet accessories.
Men’s lounge and toilet forward of main cabin, ladies’ lounge etc.
Entire cabin space has fibre-glass soundaft of main ealiiii.
proofing and floors covered with foam-rubber-backed carpets.
Pressurisatiou ensures cabin pressure altitude of approximately
.5,000 ft. ( 1,52a m. when flying at 10,000 ft. (4,880 m.), or 8,000 ft.
(2,440 in.) when flying at *20,000 ft. (0,100 m.). Passenger cabin
dimensions 04 ft. (lO.n m.) long, 7 ft. 3 in. (2.2 in.) high. All freight
and baggage space below cabin floor with new handling facilities
to permit quick loading and unloading.

tables

j

)

Di.tiENSiONS.
in.),

—Span 117

Height

ft. 0 in. (35.81 m.). Length 100 ft. 7 in.
(overall) 28 ft. 5 in. (8.06 in.).

(30.00

—

Normal loaded weight 84,000 llis. (38,101
loaded weight (with nnixiinuin fuel) 93,200 lbs.
(42,274 kg.), Deisigued landing weight 73,000 lbs. (33,113 kg.).
Wing loading (at normal loaded iveight) 57.4 lb.s./.sq. ft. (280.23 kg./
sq. in.), Power loading (at take-off, normal loaded weight) 10 lbs,/

Weights axd Loadikgs.
kg.).

Maximum

h.p. (4.53 kg./h.p.).
(at normal

—

_

loaded weiglit). Maximum cruising s]3eed
302 in.p.li. (486 krn.h.) at 19,400 ft. (5,913 m.). Cruising speed
(60% power) 2(15 m.p.h. (420 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 in.).
Maximum range (normal fuel) 2.500 niile.s (4,120 kin.) at 10.000 ft.
(3,060 m.). Range (inaximnm fuel) 3,930 miles (0,324 km.) at
;

PEHPORMAXt'H

10,000

ft.

(3,050 m,).

THE DOUGLAS DC-4 SKYMASTER.
U.S.

Army

Air Forces'designation

:

C-54.

R5D.
Navy designation
The design of the original DC-4 was developed hy the Douglas
Company in collaboration with the technical departments of
The
five of the biggest airline companies ia the United States.
prototype received its Approved Type Certificate in May, 1939,
and it was then submitted to prolonged service tests under the
supervision of United Air Lines. The first model was fitted
with four 1,1.50 h.i3. Pratt & Wliitney R-2180 Twin-Hornet
engines and had accommodation for 52 passengers. It was
eventually sold to Japan and subsequently crashed.
On the basis of service tests a new and slightly scaled-down
design was prepared for production with accommodation for
40-42 passengers and fitted with four 1,100 h.p. Pratt & Whitney
In 1941 production, of provR-2000 Twin-Wasp engines.
isional orders for sixty aircraft of this type was slowed down
owing to defence needs but later in the year the .DO-4 design was
converted to meet U.S. Army specifications, redesignated C-54,
and ordered in large quantities as a long-range military transport.
The first production C-64 flew early in. 1942 without experiU.S.

:

mental prototype.

The (Skyinaster is .still tlie .standard four-engined transport
in the U.S. Army and Navy air services, but large numbers,
mainly of the C-54B and C-S4E models, haxm been sold out of
Converted C-54Es
the service for conversion to civil use.
were used by Pan American World Airways, American Overseas
Airlines and T.W.A. to survey and inaugurate their transAtlantic landplane'ser vices to Europe after the war.
C-54. Four 1,100 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-2000-3 radial
Did
engines. The original military conversion of the DO-4.
not have the heavy-duty floor and floor support structure
found in the' later models in the C-54 Series. No large cargo
door or facilities for handling military cargo. Main cabin had
Fuel compartment in fuselage housed
seats for 26 passengers.
four fuel tanks to augment the. standard wing tanks. Fuel
capacity 3,580 U.S. gallons (13,550 litres).
C-54A (R5D-1). Four 1,100 h.p. Pratt & T(Tntney R-2000-7
engines. Structurally re-designed to provide for carryiag
heavy cargo. Large cargo-loading door cut in fuselage aft
of wings, floor and floor supporting structure strengthened
to support heavy items of freight and twin-boom hoist and winch
installed to load and unload cargo and ordnance.
Provision
for suspension beneath fuselage of items of heavy equipment
the size and weight of which would prevent them from being

The Douglas C-54D Skyraaster

Cabin de.signed to be rapidly converted
for carrying cargo or troops, or for the evacuation or transport

loaded in the cabin.

wounded. Fuel capacity 3,620 U.S. gallons (13,703 litres).
C-54B (R5D-2). Four 1,100 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-2000-7
engines. Development of C-54A. Chief structural change
consisted of the removal of two fuselage fuel tank.s and imstallatioii
of

of integral fuel tanks of comparable capacity in outer wings.
Standardisation of cabin interior fittings to permit rapid conversion from cargo transport or troop carrier. Removable
stretcher fittings and individual oxygen outlets throughout the
cabin.
Fuel capacity 3,720 U.S. gallons (14,081 litres).
C-54C. One special Skymaster equipped for the personal
use of the late President Roosevelt. Fitted with electricallyoperated elevator, Pre.sideutial state-room, three other staterooms, main cabin ivith conference table, etc. Crew of seven

and fifteen passenger.s with sleeping accommodation
C-54D (R5D-3). Cargo model with cabin interior

for six.
similar to

C-54B. ilany improvements introduced in C-54E progressively
incorporated in C-34D, including later installation of R-2000-11
engines.

C-54E (R5D-4), Four Pratt & Whitney R-2000-11 engines
with better altitude performance. Combines pa,ssenger features
of original C-54 with cargo facilities of C-54A and B. Remaining
two fuselage tanks removed and additional collapsible tanks
installed in wings. Twenty double passenger seats, ten on each
side of central aisle,, fit-on combination seat and cargo tie-down
fittings.
Detachable full-length baggage racks above windows.
Buffet, toilet, lavatory and coat-room at aft end of cabin. Soundproofing, heating and individual oxygen outlets.
For cargo
carrying, seats, carpets, baggage racks, etc. removed and floor
covered with plywood covering. Fuel capacity 3,540 U.S.
gallons (13,400

litres).
,

XC-54F. A modification of the C'-54B incorporating special
requirements of Troop Carrier Command. None built.
C-54G (R5D-5). Four Pratt & Whitney ,11-2000-9 engines.
Except for power-plant similar to C-54E.
C-54H. Similar to XC-54F troop-carrier. Cancelled after

AM-Day.
C-54J
tran.sport

(R5D-6). Same power-plant as C-54G. Personnel
with full airline furnishings.
No cargo facilities.

Cancelled after VJ-Day.

XC-54K. One C-54E fitted with four 1,425 h.p. Wriglit
11-1820 Cyclone engine's.
XC-114. C-54 littt'd with four 1,620 h.p. Allison V-I710-131
twelve -cylinder N’l'c liqiiid-eoolod engines. (,)ne only.
XC-115. Proji'ct for C-54 fitted, with four I’ackard V-1650209 Merlin engines. Not built.
XC-116. Same as XG-114 but fitted with thermal de-ieing
for whig.s

and

tail.

Tyte.— Four-engined medium and

long-range Troop or Cargo Trans-

port.

Wings .—-Low-wing

cantilever monoplane with constant taper from
roots to tips. Aerofoil section
23010/23012.
,Incidence at
root 4 degrees. Dihedral 7 degrees. Centre-section of three-spar
construction, spars passing through the fuselage to which they
are permanently attached. Self-sealing fuel tanks built integrally
with structure. Outer wings have single main spar. Structure
of centre-section and outer wings completed by former ribs, spanwise stringers and a smooth Alclad skin. Wing area 1,457 sq. ft.
(135.35 sq. m.).
slotted flaps from fuselage to ailerons.
Flap doors on wing undersurface are automatically retracted to
permit smooth flow of air tlirough slot when flaps are down. Both
flaps and ailerons are single-.spar metal structures.
Controllable

NACA

NACA

tab in starboard aileron.

Fuselage.— emi-monocoquo

all-metal strncture made up of a series
of ti’ansverse frames, longitudinal stringers and a flush -riveted
smooth Alclad skin.
Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type. Fin and tailplane have
two-spar frames and are covered with smooth Alclad sheet. Tailplane units have removable loading-edges and detachable tips,
and are interchangeable from right to left or vico-versa. Rudder
which is statically, aerodynamically and dynamically balanced

Military Transport (four Pratt

&

{WilLimn T. Larhns).

Whitney R-2000-11 Twin- Wasp engines)

U.

S* A,
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14,000

The Douglas DC-4 Four-engined

Airliner (four 1^450 h.p. Pratt

channel spar and fabric covering. Elevators, witli similar balances to rudder, have single-spar frames,
metal leading-edges and overall fabric covering. Fin area
90.5 sq. ft. (8.4 sq. ni.), Rudder area (aft of hinge including tab)
47.3 sq. ft. (4.39 sq. in.). Total vertical area, (including fin extension)
153.0 sq.ft. (14.26 sq. m.), Elevator area (aft of hinge line, including
tabs) 80.1 sq. ft. (7.99 sq. m.), Total horizontal suid'aco area 324.8

by lead weights,

lias single

sq. ft. (30.17 sq. m.).

—

Gear.' -Retractable tricycle type. Each unit of main gear
Steerable nose wheel
lias tivin-wheels and single shock-strut.
has single wheel. Hydraulic retraction, the main wlieels being
raised forward into inboard engine nacelles and the nose wheel

Lakding

,

Manual

Automatic
forward
devices provided to prevent retraction while any load remains
on the landing-gear. Dual hydraulic brakes on each main wheel.
Power Peant. Four Pratt & Whitney R-2000-7 or 1 1 fourteencylinder radial air-cooled engines with two-speed svqjcrchargors,
each rated at 1,100 h.p. to 7,000 ft. (2,135 m.), 1,000 h.p. from
7.000 to 14,000 ft. (4,270 ni.) and with 1,350 h.p. available for takeHamilton-Standard Hydromatio four-blade constant-speed
off.
into

fttselago.

emergency

gear.

—

Fuel tanliS
full-feathering airscrews 13 ft. 2 in. (4 m.) diameter.
Oil tank in each engine nacelle behind
in fuselage and wings.
Auxiliary oil tank in fuselage.
fireproof bulkhead.
Accommodation. Crew of six, comprising pilot, co-pilot, navigator,

—

Flight compartment
accommodates pilot and co-2Dilot side-by-side with dual controls,
radio-operator
behind.
Crew compartment
and
navigator
and
aft of flight corniDartment provides accommodation for two relief
crew members, and is jirovided with rest bunks, toilet, water
tank and stowage for parachutes, life-raft, etc. Both these compartments are sound-proofed. In C-54 fuel compartment housing
four fuel tanlis follows crew compartment and is separated from
main compartment by removable jjartition. Main comiiartmant
equipped with 26 seats, ovoi-head baggage racks and stowage for
four life-raft. Coatroom, buffet and food storage unit and lavatory
and w'ash-room aft of main compartment. In C-54A main compartment re-arranged to provide troop benches instead of passenger seats. Flooring and floor beams strengthened to withstand heavy concentrated loads. Tie-down fittings for_ engines,
ordnance and cargo installed throughout length of main cabin.
Large loading door on starboard side 94 in. (2.38 in.) wide X 67
in. (1.7 in.) high, with lU'Ovisions for attaching a platform and ramp
Built-in twin-boom hoist capable
for loading wheeled vehicles.

radio-operator and two relief crew members.

I’rovision for removable
stowage space for sea rescue equipment. Low-pressure continuous-flow oxygen, system for pilot’s
and crew’s compartments. In C-64B two of four tanks removed
from fuselage and tanks of comparable cajpacity installed in outer
wings. In C-54E remaining two tanks removed. Additional

of supiporting 4,000

lbs.

stretcher installation

and

(1,814 kg.).

for

floor fittings for jiassenger seats or troop benches.
all-purpose
62,000
demand-type oxygen supply system with individual outlets
Improved hoist permits greater
installed throughout main cabin.
62,000
clearance
and outreach for handling cargo or stretchers. Emergency exit doors in sides of fuselage over wings. Front (125 cub.
ft.
3.63 cub. m.) and rear (165 cub. ft.=:4.6e cub. in.) belly com
partinents beneath cabin floor with access from outside. Provision
for carrying external loads under fuselage, such as airscrews, etc.
Glider-towing cleat and release in aft end of tail-cone. Heating
and ventilating system.' full radio equipment, including marker
beacon and radio compass, etc.
Dimensions.^ -S pan 117 ft. 6 in. (35.8 m.), Length 93 ft. 11 in. (28.6
m.), Height 27 ft. 6^0 in. (8.4 m.).
Weights (0-54), Weight empty 36,400 lbs. (16,626 kg.). Weight
loaded 62,000 ibs. (28,150 kg.).
Weights (C-54A). Weight empty 37,300 lbs. (16,934 kg,), Maximum
loaded weight 65,000 lbs. (29,610 kg.), Maximum landing weight
lbs. (28,150 kg.).
WEiGHTts (0-54B). Weight empty 38,200 lbs. (17,343 kg.), Maximum
loaded weight 73,000 lbs. (33,142 kg,), Maximum landing weight
lbs. (28,150 kg.).
Pereobmance—Maximum speed 274 m.p.b. (438 km.h.) at

A

=

—

—
—

—

&

Whitney Twin-Wasp engines).

(4,270 m.). Cruising speed (maximum cruising power)
239 m.p.h. (382 km.h.) at 15,200 ft. (4,640 in.). Stalling speed
(flaps in landing position) 88 m.p.h. (141 km.h.). Initial rate of
climb 1,070 ft./tnin. (326 rn./min.), Service coiling 22,500 ft. (6,860
m.). Service ceiling (on three engines) 17,300 ft. (6,280 ni.), Normal
range (16,500 == 7,490 kg. cargo) 1,600 miles (2,480 km.) at 220
m.p.h. (352 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.). Maximum range (5,400
lbs.
2,450 kg. cargo) 3,900 miles (6,240 km.) at 190 m.p.h. (304
km.h.) at 10,000 ft, (3,050 in.).
ft.

=

THE DOUGLAS

DC-4-1009.
delivered to airlines all over the World, is
based on the C-54 Skymaster and incorporates many of the design
features introduced into the military model.
Accommodation is provided for a crew of five and 44
passengers, baggage and freight for day use and 22 passengers,
baggage and freight as a sleeper. Freight is carried in three
compartments, one (135 cub. ft, =3.81 cub. m.) forward of the
passenger compartment on the right side with a 5 ft. (1.52 m.),
wide loading door and two beneath the cabin floor (120 cub. ft.
3.39 cub. m. and 165 cub. ft. =4. 66 cub. m.) with 2 ft. 6 in. x 3 ft.
(.76 X .915 m.) loading doors.
The basic design of the new DC-4 is such that cabin supercharging may be installed if desired. The general structure
is the same as for the Skymaster.
Power Plajtt. Four Pratt & Whitney Twin-Wasp 2SD13-G fourteencylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines with two-speed superchargers, each rated at 1,200 h.p. and with 1,450 h.p. available
Hamilton Standard Hydromatio constant-speed
for take-off.
airscrews 13 ft. 1 in. (4 m.) diameter. All fuel tanks in wings.
Normal fuel capacity 2,868 U.S. gallons (10,856 litres). Maximum
fuel capacity (with alternate collapsible cell-type inner wing fuel

The DC-4, now being

=

—

tanks) 3,692 IJ.S. gallons (13,596

litres).

Dimensions.—-As C-54.
Weights .AND Loadings.—Maximum gross

take-off weight 73,000 lbs.
(33,142 kg.), Maximum permissible landing weight 63,500 lbs.
(28,830 kg.). Wing loading (maximum gross weight) 50.1 Ibs./
sq. ft. (244.5 kg./sq. m.), Power loading (maximum gross weight
take-off power) 12.7 Ibs./h.p. (5.76 kg. /h.p.).
Pebeobmance. Cruising speed (maximum cruise power high
blower) 246 m.p.h. (393,6 km.h.) at 20,800 ft. (6,350 m.). Cruising
speed (60% rated power) 227 m.p.h. (363 km.h.) at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 m.). Absolute range (normal fuel
10% above speed for
maximum L/D) 3,300 miles (6,280 km.), Absolute range (with
inner wdng fuel cells 10% above speed for maximum L/D) 4,250
miles (6,800 km.).

—

—

—

—

THE DOUGLAS
The DC-4-1037

DC-4-1037,

the specially-built cargo version of the
previously-described DC-4- 1009. The cargo hold has a volume
of 3,691 eub. ft. (104.5 cub. m.) and a load capacity of 22,700
A loading door 8 ft. x 5 ft. 6 in. (2.44 x
lbs. (10,306 kg.).
There are also four
1.67 m.) is provided for the main hold.
auxiliary compartments beneath the main hold floor for packaged
is

freight, etc.

With a cargo capacity of 22,700 lb. (10,306 bg.) and a range
of 1,500 miles (2,400 km.) the new DC-4-1037 can be operated at
a low'er cost than any other cargo aircraft, including even the
DC-3 and the converted C-64.

THE DOUGLAS

DC-S,

transport in the World, the DC-3 has
now been withdrawn from production after 10,926 had been
built, 10,123 as military transports under the designations
C-47 and C-53.
The first DC-3 flew on December 18, 1935, and the first transr
port company to put the DC-3 into commercial service was

The most widely-used

(220c)
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A

Douglas DC-3 Commercial Airliner (two Pratt

American Airlines, in June, 1936. Before the war the DO-3
Avas standard equipment on the major U.S. airlines and on
During the war the DC-3 in military
sex^eral foreign lines.
gidse became the standard equipment in the Transport Commands
of the Allied air forces, serving as cargo-carrier, paratroop
carrier, personnel transport, glider-tug, ambulance, etc.

Prom

the welter of variations created from the basic DG-3
transport there now^ emerge five identifiable civil types which
are enumerated below, and a great number of non-standard
converted military transports. Of the DC-3 types, the following
are

now

in aii’line service

:

DC-3. Two 'Wright Cyclone R-1820 engines. Standard 21passenger transport. DST sleeper version has berths for
fourteen passengers.
DC-3A. Same as DC-3 day plane but fitted with two Pratt &

Whitney Twin-Wasp R-1830 engines.
DC-8B. Same as DC-3/DST convertible day plane or sleeper
with two Pratt & Whitney Twin-Wasp engines.
DC-3C. Commercial “Executive” conversion by Douglas
of the C-47 with two Pratt & Whitney Twm-Wasj) engines.

Two

standard interior furnishings, with chairs, settees con-

DG-3D. Converted C-117A transport (two Pratt &. Whitney
Twixr-Wasp engines), started as a military personnel transport
but converted on the proditction line after cut back or termination of military contracts and completed as civil transport.

Under present C.A.A. regulations for scheduled airline operation
models of the 21-passenger DC-3 must not exceed 26,200 lbs.

all

1 1,440

kg.) loaded

weight for take-off, nor 24,400 lbs,

(

1

1,080 kg.)

for landing.

For purely cargo operation the C.A.A. has granted permission
weight to be increased to 26,900 lbs. (12,212 kg.).
This approval -was granted to the DC-3C and DC-3D, both of
which were built originally to military contracts (Army maximum
permissible loaded weight 31,000 Tbs. = 14, 080 kg.), without
modification. Approvals for the DC-3, DC-3A and DC-3B are
for the gross

granted subject to certain modifications being made to the
landing-gear.
At the end of 1946 there w'ere 458 DC-3s in .service in the
United States, representing more than two-thirds of the total
airliners flown on domestic routes,
Type.—-Twin-engined Commercial Transport.
cantilever
monoplane. Rectangular centreWings.- Low-wing

—

Whitney Twin- Wasp engines).

.sections with detachable wing-tips.
Wing area 987 sq. ft.
cellular inulti-web construction.
ailerons, with controllable trim-tabs
Fabric-covered
(91.7 sq. m.).
Area of ailerons (two) 102.8 sq. ft.
in the stavlabard aileron.
Hydraulically-operated all-metal split trailing-edge
(9.55 sq. m.).

and tapering outer

section

Douglas

flaps.

Fuselage.

—Almost

.

oh-cular-section structure built up of transverse

frames of formed sheet longitudinal members of extruded bulb
angles, -with a covering of smooth sheet.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane tjqxe. Tail-plane and fin of
Rudder and elevators have aluminiummulti-cellular construction.
alloy frames and fabric covering ami are aerodynaniically and
Trim-tabs in, all control .surfaces. Areas
statically balanced.
Fin 37,9 .sq. ft. (3.52 sq. in.), Rudder (including balance) 46.6 sq. ft.
(4.34 .st[. in.), Tailplano 95.8 .sq. ft. (8.9 sq. in.), .Elevators 83.4

—

sq.

ft.

(7.75 sq. in.).

—

Each unit cuinprisus two
Geak. Retractable typo.
Bcndix air-oil .shock-a,bsorber h^gs. Wheels are retrain, cd forward
and upward int.o engine nacelles anil can. b,o raised or lowered in
Bendix wheels and
15 secs. I.iy engine-driven hydraulic system.
hydraulic wheei-brakes. Wheel track 18 ft. 6 in. (5.6-4 m.). Nonretractalile Bendix steerable tail-wheel.
PowEii Plant. ^Two 1,100 h.i). Wright Oyelono GR-1820-G102A or

Landing

—

1,200 h.p.

Whitney

vertible to berths, buffet, etc.

(

&

GR-1820-G202A nino-eylinder, or 1,200 h.p. Pratt &
R- 183U-,S R'.'IG fourteen-cylinder radial

Twin-W'asp

Throe-blatled
air-cooled engines with two-siioed superchargers.
Hainilton-vStandard constant-speed airscrews. Two main fuel
tanks (210 U.S, gallons = 79-4 litres) located forward of centresection spar. Two auxiliary tanks (201 U.S. gallons
760 litres)
109 litres) in. each
One oil tank (29i U.S. gallons
aft of spar.
engine nacelle.
ACCOMMODATION. The pilot’s compartment is forward of the wing
and is reached through a corridor from the passenger cabin.
Emergency exit is provided in the ceiling of the pilot’s compartment.
Dual controls. The normal cabin accommodates up to twenty-one
passengers. A sleeper (DST) version witli separate compartments
wliich can be made up with upper and lower bunks can accommodate fourteen passengei-.s for night travel. The DST version used as
a day plane -with two passenger.s per seat can, accommodate twentyeight passengers.
The cabin is completely sound-insulated and
ventilation and steam heating systems are provided. There are four
mail cargo compaf tinonts forward of the main cabin, two on each side
of the centre aisle. Tlie right forward eoinpartmonb has a capacity
of 35 evib. ft. (.991 cub. in.), and the compartment directly aft has a
capacity of 50 cub. ft. (1.42 cub. in.). Tlio left forward ebrapartrnent lias a capacity of 13.5 cub. ft. (.38 culi. m.), and is connected
to a 60 cub. ft. (1.42 culi. m.) compartment dhectlj’' aft. With
these two eoinparfcrnenfcs connected, it is possible to accommodate
extra large parcels. An outside cargo loading door is located on

=

=

—

The Douglas C-117A (DC-3D) Military or Commercial Transport (two 1,200
enginesji— (Peter Bowers).

'

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney Twin-Wasp

—

—

—

U.
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S, A*

the left side aft of the pilot’s seat. A baggage coinpartraeiit
of 103 cub. ft. (2.9 cub. m.) capacity is provided aft of the buffet
and lavatory and has an outside loading door on the left side.
Dimensions. Span 95 ft. (28.9 m.), Length 64 ft. 5| in. (19.63 m.),

—

Height 16

ft. ll-J- in. (.5.2

m.).

Weights AND Loadings (Wright Cyclone GR-1820-G102A engines).
Weight empty 16,480 lbs. (7,482 kg.), Disposable load 8,720 lbs.
(3,960 kg.), Weight loaded 25,200 ihs. (11,411 kg.), Maximiun
permissible landing weight 24,400 lbs. (11,080 kg.). Wing loading
25.5 Ibs./sq. ft. (124.4 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 11.45 Ibs./h.p.
(5.2 kg./h.p.).

Loadings
and
(Wright
Cyclone
GR-1820-G202A
engines).—Weight empty 16,600 lbs. (7,636 kg.), Disposable load
kg.).
Weight
lbs.
loaded
8,600
(3,905
25,200 lbs. (11,441 kg.).
Maximum permissible landing weight 24,400 lbs. (11,080 kg.).

Weights

Wing

loading 26.5 Ibs./sq.

ft.

(124.4 kg./sq. m.).

Power loading

10.6 Ibs./h.p. (4.76 kg./h.p.).

Weights and Loadings (Pratt & Whitney Twin-Wasp R-1830S1C3G engines). Weight empty 16,865 lbs. (7,657 kg.), Disposable

—

load 8.336 lbs. (3,784 kg.). Weight loaded 25,200 lbs. (11,441 kg.).
permissible landing weight 24,400 lbs. (11,080 kg.),
Whng loading 26.6 Ibs./sq. ft. (124.4 kg./sq. m.), Power loading

Maximum

10.5 Ibs./h.p. (4.76 kg./h.p.).

Pebeohmance (Wright Cyclone GR-1820-G102A

engines).

—Maximum

speed 216 m.p.h. (346 km.h.) at 7,700 ft. (2,360 in.), Cruising speed
(maximum cruise power) 191 m.p.h. (306 km.h.), Initial rate of
climb 1,080 ft./min. (329,4 m./min.), Service ceiling 21,700 ft.
(6,020 m.), Normal range (maximum fuel and most economical
speed) 1,510 miles (2,420 km.).
Pebeormance (W’'right Cyclone QR-1820-G202A engines).—Maximum speed 220 m.p.h. (352 km.h.) at 7,900 ft. (2,410 m.),
Cruising speed (maximum cruising power) 194 m.p.h. (310.4 km.h.)
at 11,200 ft. (3,415 m.), Stalling speed 67 rn.p.h. (107.8 km.h.).
Initial rate of climb 1,070 ft./min. (326.3 m./min.), Service ceiling
21,900 ft. (6,680 m.). Normal range (maximum fuel and most
economical speed) 1,610 miles (2,420 km.).
'

Pebeobmancb

&

(Pratt

—

Whitney

Twin- Wasp

R-1830-S1C3G

Maximum speed 230 m.p.h. (368 km.h.) at 8,500 ft.
engines).
(2,590 m.). Cruising speed 207 m.p.h. (331.2 km.h.). Stalling speed
67 m.p.h. (107.8 km.h.), Initial rate of climb 1,130 ft./min. (345
m./min.), Service ceiling 23,200 ft. (7,076 m.), Normal range
(maximum fuel and most economical cruising speed) 1,510 miles
(2,420 km.).
The following were the last two production versions of the

Two

1,200 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-1830-90C enthe original features of the standard 21-seat

Combines
commercial DC-3 with the
gines.

TC-47B (R4D-7).

Navigational trainer version of the C-47B.
XC-47C. C-47 fitted experimentally with an Edo twin-float
amphibian installation.

—

Type. Twin-engined Military Transport.
Wings, Fuselage, Tail Unit and Landing Gear. Same as DO-3.
Power Plant. -Two Pratt & Whitney R- 1830-92 Twin -Wasp fourteencylinder radial air-cooled geared and supercharged engines each
rated at- 1,050 h.p. at 7,500 ft. (2,205 m.) and with 1,200 h.p.
available for tako-ofi. Hamilton -Standard tliTDe-blade constantspeed airscrew.?. Two main fuel tanlm (202 U.S. galIoiis=764
litres each) located forward of centre-section spar.
Two auxiliary
tanks (200 U.S. gallons=757 litres each) aft of spar. .Each engine
is served by a separate fuel system but cro.ss-feed permit.? both
engines to be supplied by either set of tanks in case of emergency.
Oil dilution system.. One oil taidc (29 U.S. gallons=109 litres)
in each engine nacelle.

—

—

three
—Crew ofdivided

Accommodation.

Fuselage

operator.

consisting of pilot, co-pilot and radio
into
.six
compartments--—pilot’s

compartment ; port and starboard baggage compartment
radio
operator’s compartment; main cargo hold and lavatory.
Pilot’s
compartment seats two side-by-side with dual controls. Automatic pilot. Full radio equipment includes radio compass, marker
beacon receiver and receivers for localised and glide-path reception
for the instmment-landing equipment.
Steam or hot air heating
and ventilation. Main cargo hold equipped with snatch block,
idler pulley and tie-down fittings for cargo handling.
Large
freight door on port side. Cargo load of 6,000 lbs. (2,722 kg.)
may include three aero-engines on transport cradles, or two light
;

trucks. Folding seats down sides of cabin for 28 fully-armed
airborne or parachute troops. Alternatively fittings for eighteen
stretcliers togetlier with provision for medical crew of three.
Racks
and release mechanism for six paracliuto pack containers under
fuselage.
Also under the fuselage are fittings for carrying two
throe-bladed airscrews. Glider-towing cleat in tail. De-icing
equipment includes airscrew anti-icing system, rubber de-icer
shoes on outer wings, tailplane and fin leading-edges and alcohol-

type windscreen de-icer. Oxygen equipment.
Dimensions. Span 95 ft. (28.9 m.), Length 64 ft. 5^ in. (19.63 m,),
Height 16 ft. lit in. (5.2 ra.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 16,970 Ihs. (7,706 kg.).

—

—

Useful load 8,600 lbs. (3,904 kg.). Weight loaded 26,000 lbs. (11,806
kg.), Maximum permissible loaded weight 31,000 lbs. (14,080 kg.).
Wing loading 25.3 Ibs./sq. ft. (123.5 kg./sq. m.). Power loading
12 Ibs./h.p. (5.45 kg./h.p.).

military DC-3,

C-117A.

(221c)

latest improvements developed for
the C-47 Series, including C-47 wing flaps and landing gear, hotSmall
air cabin heating system and many internal changes.
pas.senger door on left side, baggage compartment door forward
of tail surfaces.
C-117B. Same as C-117A except fitted with Pratt & W^hitney
R,-1S30-90D engines.
The C-117 was produced for the A.A.F. at the Oklahoma City
plant but production was cancelled after the surrender of Japan.
Many were released for sale to the airlines or converted before
completion by Douglas for sale as DC-3D.

—

Maximum speea 229 m.p.h. (368 km.h.) at 8,500 ft.
(2,590 m.). Cruising speed 186 m.p.h. (296 km.h.) at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 rn.). Stalling speed 67 m.p.h. (107.8 km.h.), Initial rate of
climb 1,170 ft./min. (356 m./min.). Service coiling 24,100 ft. (7,360
m.). Normal range 1,600 miles (2,400 km.).

Performance.

THE DOUGLAS SKYTROOPER.
Army

Air Forces designation: C-53.
U.S. Navy designation : R4D.

U.S.

British

name

:

Dakota

II.

The Douglas C-»3 Skytrooper was similar to the C-47 but it
bad not the facilities for carrying heavy cargo. Power-plant,
dimensions and other general particulars are the same as for
the C-47. The following were the principal versions
C-53 (R4D-3). Pratt & 'Whitney R- 1830-92 engines. CargoNormal
carrier, paratroop and troop transport and glider-tug.
wooden floor. No large loading door. Fixed metal seats for
:

THE DOUGLAS SKYTRAIN.
U.S.

Army

U.S.

Navy designation

British

Air Forces designation:

name

:

:

C-47.

R4D.

Dakota.

The C-47 Skytrain was the most commonly-used transport in
the Allied Air' Forces and operated in every theatre of war.
It existed in the following forms

C-47 (R4D-1 and Dakota

I).

wing and

tail de-icing.

:

Two

Pratt

& Whitney B-1830-92

engines.
All-purpose transport. Large cargo loading doors,
reinforced metal floor and tie-down fittings, wood seats folding
Glider-towing cleat, formerly
against sides of cabin, etc.
exclusive to the G-63, is now a standard fitting on the C-47.
C-47A (R4D-5 and Dakota III). Same as C-47 except fitted
with a 24-volt instead of a 12-volt electrical system. Description
that follows refers to the C-47A.
C-47B (R4D-6 and Dakota IV). Same as C-47A except fitted

with two Pratt & 'Whitney B-1830-90C engines with two-stage
blowers and provision for carrying increased fuel in the cabin.

A

twenty-eight fully-armed airborne or parachute troops. Glider
towing-cleat in tail.
XC-53A. Experimental C-53 with full-,span flaps and hot-air

C-53B.
“winterised”

Only one.

& Whitney

Pratt
C-63.

R-1830-82
Extra tankage.

engines.

First

C-53C (R4D-4). Pratt & Whitney Pv-1830-92 engines. C-53
with minor interior changes. Troop Carrier.
C-53D. Pratt & Whitney R-1830-92 engines. First C-53
with 24-volt electrical sy.stem. Troop Carrier.
Since VJ-Day and up to the end of 1946, the U.S. Government
had sold nearly 4,000 surplus C-47, C-53 and C-117 military
transports to companies and individuals in the United States
and over.sGas for commercial use, and hundreds had been disposed
of for scrap

and spare

Standardised version of the Douglas Skytrain which carries both U.S.
designations.— (Peier Bowers).

parts.

Army C-47B and

XJ.S,

Navy R4D-6

-
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The Prototype Douglas XBT2D-1 Single-seat Naval Attack Monoplane (2,400

THE DOUGLAS SKYRAIDER.
Navy designation
AD-1 (formerly XBT2D-1).
The Skyraider was the third design conceived by the Douglas
company to replace the SBD dive-bomber. -Under the original
designation XBT2D-1, the design was submitted to the U.S.
Navy in July, 1944, and the prototype first flew in the following
It is now in production under the new simplified Naval
April.
Attack designation AD-l.
Type.— Single-seat Naval Attack monoplane,
WiNSS.' Low-wing cantilever monoplane. All-metal structure in
throe-main sections, comprising a coutre-section aird two tip ward
folding outer section.s. Hydraulic folding controlled from eockjht.
Gross wing area 400.33 sq. ft. (37.19 sq. m.). All-metal ailerons
on outer sections with trim and balance tabs in each. Hydraulically
operated Ji’owler-tyqte traiJing-edge landing flaps on centre-section.
Fuselage. All-metal monocoqtie structure with integral fin. The
dive-brakes are components of the fuselage and consist of three
reotangnlar surfaces, one on each lower side of the fuselage and one
U.S.

;

—

.

—

—

aft of tail wheel.

Power Plant.— -One

\ATiglit

R-3350-24 eightoen-cylinder two-row

radial air-cooled engine rated at 2,100 h.]). and with 2,400 h.p.
available for take-off.
Engine mounted at 4.J,° downthru.st.
AeroprodiUits four-blade constant-speed airscrew 13 ft. 6 in.
Single leakproof fuel cell occupies the entire
(4.11 m.) diameter.
fuselage bay aft of the pilot’s cockpit. Long-range fuel tanks
may be carried on tlio wing bomb shackles.
Accommodation.- -Pilot’s cockpit with blister-type Ijlown canopy

The Prototype Douglas XBT2D-1

Wright R-3350-24 engine)

over fore part of wing with downward vision angle of 15 degrees.
Full naval radio and radar equipment.
Armament.' Tivo 20 m/m. cannon, one in eaeli extremity of the
Launchers for
centre-section inboard of the wing-fold hinges.
twelve 3 in. (12.7 c/m.) zero-length and two 12 in. (30.5 c/m.)
“Tiny Tim” rocket projectiles niuler wings. Torpedo carried
Bomb racks under
externally in crutches under the fuselage.
Bomli load (normal) 4,000 lbs.
the fuselage and each outer wing.
kg.).
0,000
lbs.
(2,722
(1,810 kg.), (maximum)
Dimensions. Span .50 ft. 0/k in. (13.24 m.). Width folded 24 ft.
(7.32 m.), Length 39 ft. 3?) in. (12 m.). Height (over airscrew)
L5 ft. 10 in, (4.82 m.).
Weight Empty.— 10,470 lbs. (4.749 kg.).

—

—

Perkormanoe.
ft.

—No data

(7,020 m.),

—

below, hinged ak their forward ends in line with the trailing-edge
These surfacns are extended hydraulically outwards
of the wings.
and downwards into the airstream.
Tail Unit.- Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure
ineluding covering of movable .surfaces. Electrically-controlled
adjustable tailplano. Aerodynamically and statically balanced
rudder and elevators. Trim and balance tabs in rudder.
Landustg Ueab. Retractable two-wheel type. Main wheels on
single compression legs are raised backwards and turn through
flO degrees while retracting to lie flat within wing.
Hydraulic
actuation. Forwardly-retracting tail-wheel.
Deck arrestor hook

h.p.

avallalile, exce|.it ser\'iee ceiling,
1,.500 lailes (2,412 km.).

over 2,5,000

Range over

THE DOUGLAS DESTROYER.
U.S.

Navy designation

:

The XBTD-1 was a
version of the SB2D-1.

XBTD-1.
single-seat Bomber/Torpedo-carrier conThe rear cockpit and remotely-controlled

removed and the bomb-bay was modified to
either a maximum of two 1,600 lb. (726.4 kg.)
bombs or one standard naval air torpedo. The armament was
reduced to the two fixed forward-firing 20 m/m. wing cannon.
The wings, tail -unit and tricycle landing-gear were basically
the same as for the SB2D-1. The power-plant consisted of one
Wright R-S3o0-14 two-row radial air-cooled engine driving a
Hamilton Standard Hydromatic constant-sspeed air.screw.
A new type of dive-brake was incorporated in the XBTD-1.
turrets were

accommodate

This consisted of a series of surfaces hinged at their forward ends
to the fuselage below the trailing-edge of the wings. When
lowered these surfaces resembled six fingers extended in fanwise fashion. With these brakes practically no adverse effect
was found on control in a dive. Wing lift was entirely unaffected and trim change was found to be negligible. This

Single-seat Naval Attack

Monoplane which

is

now

in production as the

AD-1,

A

T

U.
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The Douglas XBTD-1 Destroyer

Single-seat

Bomber-Torpedo Monoplane (Wright R3350-14 engine).

incorporated in a modified form in the Douglas
a standard Naval attack aircraft.
Dimensions. Span 48 ft. (14.64 ni.), Length 38 ft. 7 in. (11.77 m.).
Height (over airscrew, one blade vertical) 16 ft. 2 in. (4.93 ni.).

type of brake

AD-l, which

is

now

is

—

Weight Loaded.— 18,000-19,000 lbs. (8,170-8,630 kg.).
PEmrOBMANCE. Maximum speed 345 in.p.h. (552 km.h.).

—

Cruising

speed 230-250 m.p.h. (368-400 krn.h.), Rate of climb 1,600 ft. /min.
(488 m./rnin.). Service ceiling 24,000 ft. (7,320 in.), Range 2,140
miles (3,425 kin.).

The Douglas XB-42 Medium Attack-Bomber (two 1,725

8 of that year it made a fast flight from Long Beach, California,
to Washington, D.C., a distance of 2,290 miles (3,66-5 km.),

Subsequently
at an average speed of 432 in.|5.h. (695 km.h.).
the prototype XB-42 rvas crashed at Washington on December
15, 1945, through no fault of either airframe or power-plant
second prototype differs from the original
installation.
model by having a single cockpit enclosure in place of the twin
blister canopies.

A

h.p.

Allison

Tyhe.

THE DOUGLAS
JO

-

XB-42.

The XB-42 IS an experimental mid-wunginonoplane developed
by the Douglas Company to Air Technical bervice Lommana
contract and powered by two Allison liquid-cooled engines
mounted in the fuselage and driving contra-rotating pusher
propellers behind the rudder through extension shafts. The
XB-42 flew for the first time in June, 1944, and on December
^

•

j.

1

•

1

—

V-1710-125 engines mounted

win-engined

in

the fuselage).

Medium Attack bomber.

Laminar flow
cantilever mid-wing monoplane.
All-metal ailerons and slotted trailing-edgo flaps.
Fuselage.— ll-metal inonocoque structure.
LTNU.—All-metar cantilever structure. Twin fins and rudders,

Wings.— All-metal

_

aerofoil section.

one above and one below fuselage.
Landing Geab.—Tricycle type. Main and nose wheels retract
upward and backward into fuselage. Lmergenoy bumper skid in
bottom of lower fm.

The Douglas XB-42 Medium Attack-Bomber (two Allison V-1710-125 engines).

(224c)
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vonlinaed.

The Douglas XB-43, a

jet-propelled version of the

XB-42.

The two General

Electric

TG-180 gas-turhines exhaust

aft of the tail-unit.

V-1710-125 twelve-cylinder Vee liquidrated at 1,725 h.p. for take-off witli water
injection, mounted side-hy-sido in the fuselage aft of the pilot’s
cockpit and driving two Curtiss Electric three-blade co-axial
Procontra-rotating propellers behind tail-unit by shaft drive.
pellers are mdependently driven and independently feathering.
Engines are eonnootcd to ])rapeller reduction gear by steel drive
shafts in 5 ft. (1.52 m.) lengths carried at each joint on ball-bearing
supports to provide for air load deflections in fuselage.
Ac(:jOMMOi.iAa.'if)N.
Crew of three. Pilot’s eompartment ahead of the
wing seats two side-by-side with separate blister canopies for
Glazed nose for bombardier on
jiilot and eo-pilof./navigator.
Bo;nber version is replaceable by solidnose mounting various arma-

I’OWEB

-Twi> Allison

cooled engines,

eiicli

—

ments I’or Attack \'ersion.
Akmament.-— Pour ..'i-in. (12.7 m/m.) remotely-controlled

aiul .sighted

flexihly-inounted gnus in trailing-edgo of rvings inboai-d of ailerons
and tiring aft. Atta(tk version has nose-section containing c(unhinatiou of giins rnnginti from eight .5-in. (12.7 mjm.) guns to one
75 m/m. CHnnoii and two .5-in. (12.7 m/m.) guns. Maximum
bomb load 8.01)0 lbs. (:i,(i20 kg.) carried internally.
Dimeksions.— Span 70 ft. 0 in. (2].;i4m.), Length 5:i ft. 0 in. ( lli.lS in.).
Weights and Loadino.s. Weight empty 19,140 lbs, (8,(187 kg.).
Weight loaded 85,702 lbs. ( Hi, 194 kg.), Power loading (fully loaded)

—

(take-off power) 5.4ti lbs. /h.p. (2.47 kg./h.p.).

Perfokivi.ance.

—Maximuni

(approximate)

level speed 410
,5.000 miles (8,04() km.).

THE DOUGLAS

m.p.h. (060 kin.h.),

Range

the propellers in the tail. A noticeable external change is the
location of all vertical fin and rudder area above the fuselage,
the absence of propellers making it unnecessary to provide fin
area below the fuselage to serve as a propeller guard.
The prototype XB-48 made its first test flight at the Muroc
Experimental Tost Base on May 17, 1946.
Dimensions. Span 71 ft. 2 in. (21.7 m.), Length 51 ft. 6 iu. (15.7 m).
Weights .and PEiiroHM.ANCE. No data available.
•

—

THE DOUGLAS INVADER.
Army

Air Forces designation

Navy designation

The contract

;

:

The
in

The

FA-2l)t:'

w as the

jihotogi-aphic-

have been similar to the i\-26B but with a
0.5 in (12.7 m/m.) guns
m/rn.) guns in the wings.
version were caneelled after \’J-r,)a.y.

.A-26r) W'as to

armament consisting of eight
the solid nose and six 0.5 in. (12.7

revi.sDd

-All ordeiAs

for this

is an experimental conversion of an A-26B
with an auxiliary General Electric 1-16 (U.S. Army designation J-31) turbo-jet unit in the fuselage and exhausting aft
of the tail-unit. The jet installation, which replaces the rear
gunner and the defensive turret armament, wms made during
the war with the aim of adding 35 m.p.h. (56 km.h.) to the
maximum speed of the Invader. The projeet, how'ever, was not
completed until two months after YJ-Day.

A-26.

XA-26 was placed

The air scoop for the jet unit is above tlie fuselage amidship.s
and the exhaust is through a tube 17 in, (43 c/m.) in diameter
and 19 ft. (5.8 m.) long from engine to tail. A .standard 125
U.S. gallon (473 litre) fuel tank modified to carry kevosem
Avas in,stalled in the upper rear section of the bomb-bay, providing
sufliciont jet fuel for

On June

JD-1.

for the prototype

(

fitted

XB-43.

The XB-43 is similar in general arrangement and construction
XB-42 except that it is fitted with two General Electric
TG-180 gas turbine engines moxxnted in the same position as
the Allison engines m the XB-42, the twin jet exhausts replacing

U.S.
U.S.

firing .5 in. 1 2.7 m/m.) guns.
reeonnaissance version.

The XA-26F

to the

—

Actually three experimental models were produced to
1941.
the basic design, the XA-26 light bombardment and attack
aeroplane, the XA-26A, a modification for use as a night fighter,
and the XA-2()B attack -bomber, mounting a large calibre
camion.
The XA-26 was flown for the first time on July 10, 1942,
and it is interesting to note that this aeroplane carried approximately twice the bomb load required by the original specificIt was also
ation and exceeded every performance guarantee.
700 lbs. (318 kg.) under the designed weight. Tests with these
three experimental models cnlminated in the design of the production A-26B M'hich carried additional anuour (irotection
for the pilot and a closed-in nose armed with six .5 in. (12.7 m/m.)
which .served a.s a lead .sliip, wus
The
mncliiiie-guns.
fitted witii a transparent bomliardier nose and two forward-

in June,

25 minutes at full r.p.m.

the XA-26F e-stablished a new .speed record
of 413 m.p.h. (661 km.h.) over 1,0(.)0 km. (621 miles) earryiiig
1,000 kg. (454 lbs.) of useful load.
Water injection was not
used for the two Pratt & Whitney R-2SOO-83 engines but the

The Douglas A-26B Invader Attack Bomher (two 2,000

26, 1946,

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R.2800-^

engines).

U.

S,

A.

(225c)

DOUGLAS—continued.

The Douglas XA-26F Invader which was
auxiliary jec engine
which was made at

with an auxiliary General Electric 1-16 gas-turbine in place of the rear

fitted

defensive

armament amidships.

was operated for 45 minutes of the
a height of 22,000 ft. (6,710 m.).

The JD-1
XJ.S.

is a stripped version of the Invader used
as a target-tug.

Navy

flight,

by

the

—

513.3 sq.

ft.

flaps.

—

one in each nacelle. Two wing fcanlcs (100 U.S.
each) inboard of nacelles.
Auxiliary tank
473 litres) in top forward section of bomb-bay.
(126 U.S. gallons
Total normal fuel capacity 925 U.S. gallons (3,502 litres). Longrange ferrying-tank (675 U.S. gallons= 2,555 litres) may be carried
in bomb-bay.
One 30 U.S. gallon (2,655 litre) oil tank in top of
each engine nacelle aft of leading-edge. Oil cooling intakes in
leading-edge of wing outboard of nacelles.
Accommodation. Normal crew of three. Pilot on port side of
cockpit with bomb-aimer/radio-ojicrator/gun-loader on starboard
side and slightly to rear.
Observer/turrot-gunner in rear cockpit

gallons=378

The Invader first went into action in the European Theatre of
Operations on November 19, 1944.
A total of 2,502 A-26 Invaders were built before production
was stopped after VJ-Day. The Invader is still a standard
service type in the XJ.S. Army Air Forces and it is also used to
equip light bomber squadrons of the National Guard.
Tyrn. Twin-engined Attack Bomber.
Wings.—-Slioulder-wing cantilever monoplane.
NACA low-drag
larninar-fiow wing section.
Incidence (root) 2°, (tip) 1°. .Dihedral
Root chord (on centre-line) 10 ft. 8 in.
(on median line) 4,5°.
Complete
(3,25 m.), projected tip) chord 4 ft, 10 in. (1.47 in.).
left and right-hand wing }ianels attacli directly to fuselage without
centre-section. Two-spar structure, the spars being built up of
unsplioed spaar caps having integral end littings. Chordwise
Wing area (less ailerons)
stiffeners and flush-riveted Alclad akin.
edge

{Peter Boioers).

— 1,136 litres each),

Electrically-opoi’ated slotted trailing(47.08 sq. m.).
flaps 55.9 sq. ft. (5.19 sq. m.).

Area of

Channel section
ll-metal semi-rnonocoque structure.
Fus-Elage.
formers, extruded longitudinal stringers and a flush-riveted Alclad

litres

=

facing aft.

Armament.

Standard armament of A-26B confsist.s of eighteen .5 in.
m/m.) machine-guns, six in nose (four on starboard side and
two on port side) four under each wing outboard of airscrew discs
in. twin “package” mountings
two in dorsal turret remotelycontrolled by the observer with periscopiic sighting
and two in
(12.7

;

;

;

by the observ'or. Ujopor turret
forward and ojierated by pilot. Guns in lower
turret trained to fire slightly below horizontal and can bo depressed
downwards 90°. 2,400 maximum rounds for six nose guns, 1,000
rounds for each pair of turret guns. Alternative interchangeable
nose armaments may consist of two 37 m./m guns
one 37 m/m.
with two .5 in. (12.7 in/ra.) guns on port side
one 37 m/m. with
Four starboard .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns
one 75 m/in. cannon with
two piort .6 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns and one 75 m/in. cannon with one
37 m/m. gun on port side. A-26C has transparent bornb-aimer’s
nose with only two .5 in. (12,7 in/m.) guns in troughs on starboard
side.
Later A-26C has three .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns in each wing
in place of “package” guns. Bomb-bay may accommodate a
maximum of four 1,000 lb. (454 kg.) bombs. A maximum of
four 600 lb. (454 kg.) bombs may be carried under wings when
bomb-bay load reduced to six 500 lb. (227 kg.) bombs. Other
alternative bomb-loads up to a maximum of 5,000 lbs. (2,270 kg.).
Two 2,000 lb. (907 kg.) torpedoes may be carried in bomb-bay.
Armour. Heavy dural armour plating along sides of fuselage from
nose to rear of observer’s cockpit under nose and both cockpits
in front and behind crew positions; under engine and in tail.
Bullet-proof glass in cockpit canopy.
Dimensions.- Span 70 ft. (21.35 m.), Loiigth (.4.-26B) 50 ft. 9 in.
(15.47 m.), Length (A-26C) 51 ft, 3 in, (15.63 m.), Height (over fin
and rudder) 18 ft. 6 in. (5.64 m.).
Weights. Normal loaded- weight 27,000 lbs. (12,260 kg.), Maximum
permissible loaded weight 32,000 lbs. (14,530 kg.).
Performance. Maximum speed (normal rated power) 369 m.p.h.
(574.4 km.h.) at 16,700 ft. (5,090 ro.), Cruising speed (62.5%
power) 266 m.p.h. (4,256 km.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.), Operational
range at cruising speed with designed useful load 700 miles (1,120
km.), Maximum range (without ferry tank) 1,600 miles (2,560 krn.)
at 5,000 ft. (1,625 m.) at 206 m.p.h. (329.6 km.h.). Maximum range
(with ferry tank) 3,000 miles (4,800 km.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) at
210 m.p.h. (336 km.h.). Service ceiling 28.500 ft. (8,090 m.). Ceiling
on one engine 14,400 ft. (4,390 rn.).
under-turret similarly controlled

can be fixed to

fire

;

;

;

;

skin.

—Cantilever

monopilane typoe. All-metal structure with
stressed-skin covering, except for fabric-covered rudder. Trimmingtabs in elevators and rudder. Tailpjlane dihedral 10° 35 min.
Tailplane span 23 ft. 1 in. (7 in.). Area of fin 48,23 sq, ft, (4,48
sq. m.).
Area of rudder 23.1 sq. ft. (2.14 sq. rn.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels on single
Nose
telescopiic legs retract backwards into engine nacelles.
wheel on single leg which retracts backwards, turning through
90“ to lie flat in the fuselage. Hydraulic actuation.
Track 19 ft.
5.6 in^ (5.94 m.), Wheel base 13 ft. 4 in. (4 m.).
Power Pl.ant. Two Pratt & Whitney R-2800-71 eighteen-cylinder
radial am-cooled engines with two-speed superchargers, each rated
at 1,600 h.p. and with 2,000 h.p. available for take-off. Tlu-eeblade Hamilton Standard Hydromatic constant-speed quickfeathering airscrews 12 ft. 7 in. (3.84 m.) diameter. Engine
mountings, interehangable right to left or vice-versa, built up of a
large metal spinning forward and a stainless steel rear part, tied
together by six identical forgings. The six engine attachment
paoints pick up the front of the forgings and the bolts for removing
the whole power-plant installation tie the aft end of the forgings
and the engine mounting to the nacelle. All lines, pipes and wiring
grouped together inside skin of mounting and fitted with quick release fittings. Cowling in two halves, upper and lower, and quickly
removable.
Quick-release access jsanels and doors in mounting.
Access door in fii'e-wall permits mechanic to enter nacelle^ to work
on engine accessory section. Two main fuel tanks (300 U.S. gallons

Tail Unit.-

—

—

_

—

;

)

—

—

—

The Edo Aircraft Corporation was formed on October 29,
by Mr, Earl D. Osborn, who was formerly connected with

EDO.

1923,

THE EDO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office and Woeks College Point, Long Island,
:

New York.
President: Earl D. Osborn.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering:

Kroukovsky.

Boris

Korvin-

•

Vice-President in charge of Production
Kenneth D. Vosler.
Vice-President in charge of Sales
George B. Post.
Sales Manager : Paul Battilana.
Sales Promotion and Advertising Manager
Frank Sunder:

:

:

Jland.

Manager of Commercial Float Sales Major Eobert Fogg.
Assistant Sales Manager
F. Farny Eilers.
:

:

Aeromarine Airways.
The Corporation has specialised hi the production of all-metal
seaplane floats, and has produced them in large numbers. Edo
floats have been installed on both civil and military aircraft of
over 300 different types, the first Edo floats being fitted to a
Waco 9. Orders have been executed for the governments of
Jugoslavia, Norway, Sweden, Colombia and Italy, and 19
different types of U.S. Army and Navy aircraft were equipped
with Edo floats during the War.
The Edo Corporation has also developed seaplane beaching
trolleys and amphibious gear and, during the Avar, was also
engaged in manufacturing sub -assemblies for tlie Grumman

F6F

Hellcat.

R O
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EDO— cimllrmcd.

The Edo XOSE-1

Single-seat Seout-Ohservation Seaplane (550 h.p. Kaiiger

¥-770-8 engine)

The first Edo-cle.signed aircraft is a single-seat Obseinmtiozi
Scout monoplane designated the XOSE-1, a sjiecification and
illustrations of

which follow.

THE EDO
The XOSE-1

XOSE-1.

a single-seat Seout-Oh.servation Catapult
seaplane while the XT.E-1 is a two-seat trainer veitsion.
is

— Single

or two-seat Observation Seont.
cantilever low-wing monoplane. Aerofoil .seclinn
240!) at tijis,
Two-siiur
XAC-\ 2417 at roots tapering to
built
.struetnre
in three sections eonsisf ing of eentre-seel ion and
two outer wings. Mean aerod.yriamic elinrd 6 ft. 5,9 in. (1.98 m.h
Outer sections fold upwards a-nrl liaekwards about roar spar and
Leadiiig-edgo
lie alongside fuselage with leading-edges (.lownwa-rd.
All-metal ailerons and slotted fla-jis in Iw i>
slots in outer sections.
sections between ailerons and fuselage. Trim-tab in port aileron.
AVing area 2/37 sq. ft. (22 sq. m.).
Ftj.selage.-—-All-metal monocoque structure of oval section.

'['ypk.

Wings.-

—Ali-mefcal

NACA

—

Tail Unit. All-metal cantilever inonopUrae type. Horn-balanced
rudder and elevators. Trim-tabs in port elevator and in rudder.
Tailplane span 14 ft. 0 in. (4.27 m.).
Floats. Central single-,steji float nttnelied to fuselage liy two main
Bearn 4 ft. (1.22 m.).
struts with diagonal momber.s between.
Displacement 8,(300 lb.s. (3,901 kg.). Single-step wing-floats
attached by single-struts to outer wing sections at right-angles to
undersurface of .spar. Beam 1 ft, 10| in. (0.57 m.), .Displacement
72S lbs. (329 kg.) each. Wheel undercarriage optional for’ ferrying
purposes.
Power Plant.— ne 550 h.p. Ranger A"-77()-8 twelve-cylinder inverted
vee air-cooled engine in quickly detachable self-contained power
Hamilton
unit attached to the fireproof bnllthead by four bolts.
Standard D6101A-12 two-blade eon.stant-.speed airscrew, Oft. 0 in.
(2.74 m.) diameter.
AccOiMMOD.-eriON.^ Pilot’s cockpit with one-piece cover which .slides
backwards and downwards for access. Bullet-proof windscreen

—

—

armour.
Armament. Two forward -firing machine-guns mounted one in each

and

pilot

—

centre-seetiou outside airscrew disc. Bomb-racks under ceutrosection,
escue cells (capacuty each one person) may be attached
EquU’MENT.

—
—

bomb-racks. Radar and smoke-screen ejectors.
Dimensions. Span 37 ft. llfi; in. (11.67 m.), Width folded 14 ft.
6 in. (4.42 m.), Length (tail up) 31 ft. Of in. (9.45 m.), Height (tail
up) 14 ft. 11 in. (4.65 m.). Height (on beaching trolley, over rudder)
to

The Edo XOSE-1 Seaplane.
I’erpormance.

Height folded 13 ft. 8 in. (4.16 m.).
Weights and Loadings. No data available.
13 ft. 3 in. (4 m.).

—

ERCO.
ENGINEERING & RESEARCH CORPORATION.
Head Ofeice and Woeks River dale, Maryland.
Chairman of the Board of Directors H. A. Berliner.
:

:

President L. A. Wells.
Chief Engineer Fred E. Weick.
Director of Sales: Geo. F. Ryan.
Sales Manager, Aircraft Division
:

:

Harry Agerter.
The Engineering and Research Corporation was established
in 1930, and naanufactiires various types of machinery msed
It has recently begun the
in. aircraft and airscrew production.
manufacture of controllable-pitch airscrews and also undertakes
the de,sign and manufacture of light aircraft.
The first aircraft produced by the Company was designed by
Mr. Weick and is a two -seat all-metai low-wing cantilever
:

monoplane incorporating a control system ivhich eliminates the
necessity for rudder pedals, the aeroplane being flown entirely
by the control wheoL This aeroplane, known as the Ercoupe

—-Maximum speed, over 200 m.p.h.

rate of climb
(1,609 km.).

1,.500 ft.

(.‘322

km.lu).

Initial

/min. (457 m./rnin.). Range, over 1,000 miles

4:15-C, was introduced on the market in 1940, but production ceased on America’s entry into the War, during which
the Company was fully engaged in defence contracts. Two
Ercoupe Model 415-C monoplanes were acquired by the U.S.
Army as prototypes for a i-adio-controlled target under the

Model

designation XPQ-13.
The Ercoupe Model 415-C is now in production again. A
licence has been granted to the Aeronca Aircraft Corpn., to
build aircraft embodying the Ereo “two control” system.

THE ERCOUPE MODEL
Type .—Two-seat liglit monoplane.
Wings.— Cantilever low-wing monoplano.

Wings of

c.onsfcaiit

chord

Gentro-seotion built
thickiiess and with dihedral from root.
integrally with fuselage.
Structure consists of extruded duralumin
spars and ribs, the centre-section nietal-oovered arid the outer
sections fabric- eovored.
Chord 5 ft. 0 in. (1.52 m.), Wing area
142,6 sq. ft. (113.2 sq.m.).
All-metal ailerons with stressed motal

and
„

415-0.

eovoring.

C

S
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The Ereoupe Model 415-C Two-seat Cahin Monoplane

—

turning in the air and on the ground is accomplished by single
wheel control.
Rudder pedals may be installed and aileronrudder connection removed to enable three controls to be used
independently if desired. Large luggage compartment aft of

Fuselage. All-metal struetm’e with stressed skin covering.
Tail Unit. -Cantilever monoplane type with twin fins and rudders.
All-metal structure with metal covering throughout.
Landing Gear. Fixed tricycle tj-pe. Nose wdieei has an Erco oleo
shock-absorber unit winch permits taxying on air admitted at
atmospheric pressure. Main wheels also have Erco shock-absorbers.
12 in. (30.48 cm.) travel on all shock-absorbers. All wheels have
low-pressure tyres and main wheels have Goodyear single-disc
brakes. Twin' Edo Model 1320 floats or tri-ski landing gear with
Federal Model 1500 skis optional.
Power Plant. One 75 h.p. Continental C75-12 four-cylinder horiz-

—

—

cockpit.

—

load 610 lbs. (231 kg.), IVeight loaded 1,260 lb. (571 kg.), Wing
loading 8.8 Ib./sq. ft. (42.9 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 16.8 lb. /h.p.
(7.6 kg./h.p.).

—

to the U.S.

Army

ESHELiWAN.
Office

Keysek, BuiLDma, Baltimore, Md.

:

President and Secretary
Cheston L. Eshelman.
Vice-President
Sidney S, Zell.
Treasurer: Frank K. Kriz.
The Cheston L. Eshelman Company was formed on January
It has
19, 1942, to undertake the development of aircraft.
built several experimental aeroplanes of unconventional design,
one of which, known as the FW-5, was described in the last issue
of “All the World’s Aircraft”.
The Company’s latest production is the E.F.lOO Winglet,
a description of which follo’ws.
:

:

,

THE ESHELMAN E.F.100 WINGLET.
The Winglet is a two-seat low-vfing cabin monoplane of orthodox appearance with a single fin and rudder and a fixed twowheel landing gear. It embodies a tubular steel spar which
serves as a fuel tank, the spar being baffled and the aircraft
fuelled at both wing tips.

Type.—Two -seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings.— antilever low -wing monoplane.
.

XPQ-IS experimental

as the

radio-controlled Target.

operated split trailing-edge flaps.

THE CHESTON L ESHELMAN COMPANY,

Head

—

^Maximum speed 127 m.p.h. (240 km.h.). Cruising
speed 110 m.p.h. (177 km.h.). Rate of climb (at sea level) 750 ft./
min. (229 m./min.), Service ceiling 14,000 ft. (4,265 m.). Maximum
range at cruising speed 500 miles (805 km.). Fuel consumption
22 miles per U.S. gallon (35 km. per 3.77 litres).

Perforaiance.

—

415 which was supplied

—

Dimensions. ^Span 30 ft. (9.14 m.), Length 20 ft. 9 in. (6.32 m.),
Height 6 ft. 11 in. (1.80 m,).
Weights and Loadings. ^Weight empty 760 lbs. (340 kg.), Disposable

ontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving a Sensenieh two-blade
wooden airscrew. Fuel capacity 23 U.S. gallons (87 litres).
Accommodation. Enclosed cockpit seating two side-by-side. Ailerons, rudder and nose wheel are mechanically co-ordinated so that

An Ereoupe Model

(75 h.p. Continental C75 engine).

Constant-chord structure
consisting of short centre-section and two outer wings.
Single
tubular metal spar serving as fuel tank.
niotal riljs aiid leadingedge, and fabric eo\’ering. All-metal ailerouB and manually;

Wing

area 122 sq.

ft.

(9-36

sq. m.).

—

Fuselage. Steel-tube structure with, fabric covering.
Tail Unit. iCantilever monoplane type. Metal framework with

—

fabric covering.

Trim-tab in each elevator.

Landing Gear.—Fixed two-wheel type.

Each main wheel (Hayes
on cantilever oleo shock-absorber leg. Track
9 ft. 5 in. (2.87 to..). Hayes hydraulic brakes and Schenuit tyres.
Fixed non-steerable tail- wheel with General tyre.
Power Plant, One Franklin 4A4-100-B-5 four-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine rated at 100 h.p. at 2,550 r.p.m. and
driving Sensenieh two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew. Fuel
capacity 25 U.S. gallons (95 litres) contained in main spar. Spar is
baffled and refuelled at both wing tips.
Accommodation. ^Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with dual
controls.
Sliding access door on each side. Baggage compartment aft of seat, with allowance of 110 lbs. (50 kg.).
Dimensions.— pan 30 ft. (9.14; m.). Length 18 ft. 11 in, (5.76 m,),
Height overall 9 ft. 0 in. (2,74 m.).
Weights AND Loadings. ^Weight empty 895 Iba. (405 kg,), Disposable load 616 lbs. (278 kg.). Weight loaded 1,610 lbs. (68.3 kg.),
7.00

X

4) carried

—

—

—

Wing

loading 12.4 Ibs./sq. ft. (60.5 kg./sq. m.). Power loading
16.1 Ibs./h.p. (6.83 kg./h.p.).
P
Performance.—Maximuni speed 136 m.p.h. (217 km.h.). Cruising
speed 118 m.p.h: (190 km.h.). Landing speed 55 m.p.h. (88.6 km.h.),
Stalling speed 50 m.p.h. (80 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 900 ft./
rain. (274 m./min.). Service ceiling 15,000 ft. (4,570 m.), Cruising
range 496 miles (798 km.), Take-oif riih 200 yds. (183 m.), Landing

run 133 yds. (122

ra.).
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FAIRCHILD,

The Fairchild XNQ-1 Two-seat Naval Primary Trainer (320

THE FAIRCHH.D AIRCRAFT DIVISION OF THE FAIRCHILD
ENGINE AND AIRPLANE CORPORATION.
Executive Oeeioe
30, RocKEPEunER Peaza, New York
;

City, N.Y.

Haoebstowx, Md.
Airgbapt Division (C-82 Pboduotiox)
Personal Planes Division (Model 24 Piiodiigtion)
Dallas, Texas.
FARMCNCiOALE, Long Islano,
Pilotless Planes Division
;

:

;

N.Y.
Chairman of the Board Sherman M. Fairchild.
President: J. Carlton Ward, Jr.
Vice-President and General Manager
R, S. Boutelle.
Chief Engineer Armand Thieblot.
Secretary-Treasurer W. H. Schwebel.
The Fairchild Aircraft Division dates back to 1925 when two
groups interested in aircraft manufacture began separate
activities which later were to merge and finally become the
present organization. In that year the Fairchild Airplane
Manufacturing Corpn. and the Kreider-Reisner Aircraft Co.
were formed.
The Fairchild Aviation Corpn. of which the Fairchild Airplane
Manufacturing Coriin. was a unit, took over the Kreider-Reisner
Company in 1929 and when Mr. Sherman Fairchild re-purchased
his interests
hifl interests from The Aviation Corpn. in 1 93
:

:

1 ,

included the Kreider-Reisner Company. The name of the concern was changed to the Fairchild Aircraft Corpn. in 1935.
In 19.30 the Fairchild Engine & Airplane Corpn. was formed
to acquire from the Fairchild Aircraft Coriin. its aeroplane and
aero-engine manufacturing subsidiaries and in 1939 the Fairchild
Aircraft Corpn. became the Fairchild Aircraft Division of the
Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corpn.
During the war the Fairchild Aircraft Division was fully
engaged in military production and plant facilities were doubled.
The Cornell was produced in throe versions by five aircraft
manufacturers, and up to May, 1944, when production of the
Cornell ceased, over 8,000 had been built, 5,000 by the Fairchild
The Cornell w'as fully de.scribed and illusAircraft Divi.sion.
trated in the last issue of ,“All the World’s Aircraft.”

Lycoming R-680-E engine).

Tiie Fairchild 24 caliin, monoplane was supplied to the U.S.
Air Forces, the U.S. Navy and tlie Royal .:Vir Force a.s a
light transport and communications tyjie ami was known by
the Army as the I'C-fil, the lh>S. Navy as the GK-l and the
R.A.F. as tho Argus. The post-war Model F-24 is now in production by tho Faii'child I’or.soiial Fltinos .Division at Dallas,

Army

Texas.

Tho

hito.st

products of

tlio

<‘omt:)aii.\"

aro tho

C-82A Packet

in production at tlie
Hagerstown plant for the IJ.S. .Vriny Air Forces, and the XNQ-1
two-seat all-metal training monoplane wliich has been built for

twiu-engiuc'd

ctirgo transport,

wliicli

is

the U.S. Navy.

:

:

h.p.

Tlie

THE FAIRCHILD XBQ-3,
XBQ-3 was an experimental long-range

aircraft which

was designed to carry either one 4.000 lb. (1,811) kg.) or two
Provision
2,000 lb. (908 kg.) bombs when flown remotely.
was made to carry a ferry crew of two when no bombs were
in-stalled.
In general arrangement and stnictui’e the XBQ-3
was similar to the AT-21 advanced training monoplane described
last year.

THE FAIRCHILD XNQ-1.
an experimental two -seat primary trainer
produced for the IJ.S. Navy. The prototype aircraft made its
It is a cantilever
first flight on October IS, 194(5, at .Plagerstown.
low-wing monoplane of all-meta] construction and is powered
by a 320 h.ji. Lycoming nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine
driving a Hamilton. Standard two-blade controllable-pitch metal
The XNQ-1

airscrev'.

is

An electrically- operated retractable two-wlieel landing

and trailing-edge flaps extend between ailerons
and fuselage.
The creiv of two is accommodated in tandem cockpits covered
by a one-piece bubble-type canopy wliich slides for access. A
crash pylon is situated between the cockpits.

gear

is fitted,

—

Dimensions. Span 41
m.), Height 94't. 10

ft.

0 in. (12.62 in,).

Length 27

ft.

11 in.

(

8.51

in. {51.0 in.).

Weight LoAded” — 3,700 lbs. (1,678 kg.).
PExmoRMANCE {E.stiinatcd). Maximum .speed

—

Rate of climb, over 1,000

The Faircmm xbq-s, an isxpenmentai Kemoteiy-eontroiiea Bomb-carner (two 550

170

ni.p.li.

(274 kni.h.),

ft. /min. (5105 in. /min.).

h.p.

Ranger V-770-6 engines).

,

(229c)

FAIRCHILD—continued.

The Fairehild C-82A Packet

Military Transport (two 2,100 h.p. Pratt

THE FAIRCHILD MODEL F-78 PACKET.
Army Air Forces designation
C-82A.
The original design of the XC-82 was begun in 1941 and the
design and niock-up were approved by the U.S. Armj? in 1942.
The actual detailed development and engineering, including
the construction and preliminary testing of the prototype,
which first flew on September 10, 1944, took less than 21 months.
The C-82A was put into production by both Fairchild and
North American Aviation, Inc. but at the end of the war the
Fairchild contract was reduced by 80%, and the North American
contract was cancelled. The Packet may later be available for
U.S.

:

commercial use.

—

Type. Twin-engined Cargo or Troop Transport.
Wings. Cantilever higli-wing monoplane. Two-spar structure

—

in

three main sections consisting of auliodral centre-section lot into
fuselage and carrying engine nacelles and- tail-booms, and two
outer wings. Detachable tips. Centre-section and outer wings
each in three main sections comprising leading-edge, inter-spar
Built-up
section and trailing-edge. Two-spar all metal structure.
I-soction front and rear spars of extruded T-sootion top and bottom
booms with plate-webs and rolled vertical stiffenei's. Ribs of
pressed light-alloy and built-up web beams. Spanwise stringers
and stressed Alclad skin. Outer wings and undersurface of centreCentresection reinforced by corrugated sheet lieneath outer skin.
.section span 34 ft. 2 in. (10.4 m.) ; wing root chord 17 ft. 10 in.
wing area (less ailerons)
(5.43 m.) ; tip chord 8 ft. 11 in. (2.72 ni.)
gross wing area 1,400 sq. ft. (130.9
1,288.7 sq. ft. (119.7 sq. m.)
sq. m.).
Metal ailerons on outer wings in two sections each side
arranged to droop with flaps. Pressed channel-section spar and
nose and tail-ribs, with metal skin over leading-edge and fabric
covering aft. Aileron span 25 ft. IJ in. (7.64 m.). Controllable
trim-tab in hmer section of jiort aileron has span of 4 ft. 0^ in.
Electrically-operated
NACA slotted trailing-edge
m.).
(1.22
Flaps
flaps between ailerons and fuselage divided by tail-booms.
constructed as ailerons but with all-metal covering. Outer flap
span 7 ft. 8|- in. (2.36 m.) ; inner flap span 5 ft. lO-J- in. (1.78 m.) ;
maximum depression 40 degrees.
Fuselage. All-metal semi-monocoque structiu’e, in six main sections
comprising main body, sides, upper front, upper rear, nose compartment, and rear cargo door compartments. Structui'e consists
of Alclad vertical frames, longitudinal stringers and longitudinal
and transverse beams, with smooth Alclad skin. Seven longitudinal beams take the floor and tie-down loads beneath a ply
covered floor. Rear eompartinent is split on vertical Centre-line,
the halves hinging outwards to allow direct loading of freight.
'

;

;

—

_

&

Whitney R-2800-85 engines).

maximum width 10 ft.
(16.46 m.)
depth 13 ft. 6 in, (4.11 m.).
All-metal sti'uctures of circular cross-section forward

Length of fuselage 54
in. (3.15 in.)

Tail Booms.

—

;

ft.

0

in.

;

maximum

Each in two main sections.
semi-monocoque construction with pressed

tapering to oval-section aft.

—Cantilever

monoplane type with twin fins and rudders
All-metal
and slightly below tail-booms.
Tailplane and fins each have two light-alloy spars
pressed chordwise ribs and stressed metal sldn. One-piece metalframed elevator and rudders each have single spar, metal nose and
Controllable elevator trhn-tab each side
fabric covering over all.
of centre-line and in each rudder. Tailplane span (overall) 36 ft.
in. (8.14 m.) ; total elevator
4 in. (1 1.07 m.) ; elevator span 26 ft.
tab span 15 ft. 5} in. (4.70 m.) ; rudder height (overall) 16 ft. 8 in.
8
1|'
chord
ft.
in. (2.46 m.) ; rudder tab
ruddei'
inaximum
m.)
(5.08
;
height 4 ft. 833 in. (1.43 m.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Each main wheel 4 ft.
8 in. (1.44 m.) diameter carried between pair of oleo shock-absorber
logs which retract into engine nacelles and are enclosed by twin
doors. Nose-wheel carried in half-fork on oleo shock-absorber leg
Hydraulic
retracts into nose and is enclosed by twin doors.
operation, and emergency lowering gear. Track 28 ft. 3| in. (8.62
main
wheels.
brakes
on
m.). Hydraulic
Power Plant. Two Pratt & Whitney R-2800-85 eighteen-cylinder
two-row radial air-cooled engines each rated at 1,700 h.p. at 2,600
r.p.m. and developing 2,100 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.rn. for take-off.
Enclosed in tapered long-chord NACA cowlings with controllable
trailing-edge giUs and mounted on steel-tube bearers in monocoque
Hamilton Standard Hydronacelles terminating in tail-booms.
matic three-blade full-feathering airscrews, 15 ft. 2 in. (4.62 m.)
Four fuel tanlis
in.
ft.
10
(0.86 m.).
clearance
2
diameter. Ground
Oil tank of 55 U.S. gallons (208
in outer wings between spars.
litres) capacity in each nacelle.
Accomihodation.—Flight deck has two seats side-by-side for pilot
(on port) and co-pilot ; navigator on centrally -placed seat facing
to starboard with table behind co-pilot’s seat, and radio-operator’s
position on port side aft of navigator. Auxiliary flight deck
Access
aft of main flight deck accommodates radio equipment.
ladder on port side of main comiiartment with .hatch leading to
Emergency escape hatch in roof. Main cargo comflight deck.
partment has maximum length of 38 ft. 6 in. (11.73 m.) ; width of
8 ft. 8 in. (2.64 m.) ; height (under cockpit) of 6 ft. 3 in. (1.9 m)

Tail Unit.

extending

above

structures.

—

—

.Q:’

The Fairchild C-82A Packet Military Transport (two 2,100

Forward

light alloy
channel-sections frames, top-hat section longitudinal stringers
engine
nacelle
Forward
section
bolted
to
skin.
and light-alloy
structure aft of trailing-edge. Aft section is similarly constructed
with heavy frames and bulkheads and stressed light alloy skin,
and is bolted to forward section at leading-edge of tailplane.

.section is of

h.p. Pratt

&

;

Whitney R-2800-85 engines).— (Feier Bowers).

U,

(230c)
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FAIRCHILD — continued.
and height aft of S ft. 5 in. (2.oh m.). Capacity 2,871) enb. ft.
42 folding canva-s side-seats in. troop transport
{81.2 ciib. in.).
version.
Seats removable and entire space can be used for freight
transport. Floor is reinforced to take heavy loads and provided
with tie-down rings. For ambulance duties provision is made for
34 litters and 5 attendants ; 22 litters, 22 seated patients and 3
attendants, or 13 littei’s, 40 seated patients and 2 attendants.
Auxiliary compartment 5 ft. ll j in. long X 4 ft. 3^ in. wide ,X 1 tt.
7 in. deep (1.82 in. X 1.36 in. x 0.48 m.) under floor allow.s containers
Bear cargo doors open vertically on
to be delivered by parachute.
centre-line and provdde loading area 8 ft. x 8 ft. (2.44 in. x 2.44
Adjustable ramps permit vehicles to be driven in, and freight
m.).
can be loaded from bed of truck. Forward access door 6 ft. 24 in. X
The Packet has been
3 ft. 2 in. (1,89 m. X 0.96 m.) on port side.
demonstrated as a “Flj-ing mail-car” with facilities for sorting mail

•m

during
:

flight.

—

24-volt eleoti-ic system. Radio equipment consists of
ten receivers and six transmitters accommodated on auxiliary
Individual oxygen equipment for crew and troops.
flight deck.
Automatically-inflatable six-man life-raft in upper rear fuselage

Equipment.

I

section.
ft. 5);^- in. (32.44 m.). Length overall 77 ft.
(23.49 m.), Height ov'erall 20 ft. 4^15 in. (8.03 in.).
Weights -vnd Lo.vdings. Weight empty 28,000 Iba. (12,700 kg.),
Disposable load 22,000 lbs. (9,980 kg,). Weight loaded 50,000 ft.
805 km.) 18,000 lbs. (8,165 kg.),
(22,680 kg.), Payload (500 miles
Payload (1,000 miles— 1,609 Inn,) 15,500 lbs. (7,031 kg.), Payload
2,414 km.) 13,000 lbs. (5,897 kg.), Wing loading
(1,500 miles
35.7 VoB.jsq. ft. (174.3 kg. /sq. m.), Power loading at take-off 11.9
Ibs./h.p. (3.38 lb.s./h.p.).
Pereoemance. Oruising speed, over 200 m.p.h. (322 km.h.). Service
ceiling 25,000 ft. (7,620 in.). One-engine ceiling 8,000 ft. (2,440 m.).
Maximum range 4,000 miles (6,437 km.). Take-off run 267 yds.
(244 m.).

Dimensions.—Span 106
1 in.

—

—

=

—

THE FAIRCHILD model
The F-47

F-47.

a conventional all-metal foui’-seat low-wing cabin
monoplane w'hieh is imder development for ultimate production
at the new Personal Planes DWision recently acquired at Strother
Field, Windfield, Kansas. The F-47 will, be fitted with a 185
li.p. Continental engine and will have a cruising speed of about
is

150 m.p.li. (240 km.h.). No further details of this aircraftt
for publication at the time of writing.

were available
h

I'

THE FAIROHILD MODEL

F-24.

produced in 1933 a.s a four-.seat
In 1942 it was adopted by the Royal
light cabin monoplane.
Air P'orce for communications duties and named th<3 Argus, and

The Model 24 was

originally

was also issued to the XJ.S.A.A.F. and U.S. Navy as tlie
UC-61 and GK-1 Forwarder respectively. Details of the
various versions were gKen in the last issue of “All the World’s
Aircraft”. The ciu'ront production models are intended for
civilian use and are designated the F-24R46 (Ranger engine)
and the F-2-1W46 (Warner engine). The following specification
latei'

refers to the.se versions..
Tyre. Four-seat Cabin Monoplane.

—

WiNGS.-Strut-braced high-wing monoplane. Aerofoil section No.
22.
Two-spar structm’e in two main sections attached to top
fuselage longerons and braced to bottom fuselage longerons by
Wings taper in plan and thickness at fuselage.
steel-tube V-strute.
Spruce spars and libs, duralumin and steel-tube compression ribs
drag-bracing,
plywood leading-edge and fabric covering.
and wire
Frise-type statically-balanced ailerons have built-up aluminium
Split trailing-edge flaps between
alloy frames and fabric covering.
ailerons and fuselage having aluminium-alloy and W'ood irames and
aluininium sheet covering.

Gross

wing

area

103,3 sq.

ft.

(185

sq. m.).

Fuselage.—Rectangular-section

ivelded steel-tube structure, with
light fairing frames, longitudinal stringers and fabric covering.
monoplane
type.
Cantilever
Fin and tailjflane have
Tail, Unit.
w'ooden spars and plywood covering. Rudder and elevators have
welded steel-tnbe frames and are fabric covered, Horn-balanced
rudder. Adjustable trim-tab in each elevator. Tailplane span
12 ft. l-i in. (3.70 m.).
Landing Gear.— Fixed two-wheel divided type. Eacli unit consi.sl.s
of a Fairchild oleo shock-absorber leg with 8 in. (20.3 e/m.) travel
_

—

FIRESTONE

(formeily Q.
FIRESTONE AIRCRAFT COMPANY;

Head

Office AND

Works

&

Pa.

:

:

,

:

•'

G & A Aircraft,

Aircraft, Inc., was acquired by the Firestone
In 1943 G &
Aircraft Company of Akron, Ohio, a subsidiary of the Firestone
Tire 'and Rubber Company, Nearly 200 patents concerned with
developments in rotary wing aircraft, covering both autogiros, for
which the Company holds manufacturihg rights from the Autogiro
Corporation of America, and helicopters, were included in the

i,

transfer.

—

—

—

rn.),

Maximum

5.26

hr.s.,

range 620 miles (998 km.). Maximum duration
Take-off distance to 50 ft. (15 m.) 1,100 ft. (335 m.),
ft. ( 15 ni.) 1,000 ft. (305 m.).
Pereorivlance (F-24W46). As F-24R46 except—Maximum speed
at sea level 132 m.p.h. (212.4 km.h.), Cruising .speed (75% power)
117 m.p.h. (188 km.h.), Maxinnnn I’iuigo 639 miles (1,028 km.),
Maximum duration 5.75 hrs.

Landing distance from 50

—

&

A.

Company.

War G & A

Aii-eraft, Inc., produced more than
cargo-carrying gliders and several experimental
rotary wmig aircraft for the U.S. Goverimient.
It also undertook extensive sub-contract work for other aircraft manufacturers.
The latest products of the Company are the XR-9B two-seat
military helicopter, and the GA-45D, a commercial development
of the XR-9B.

Dui’ing the

600

Waco CG-4A

AGA

ino, (formerly the
Aviation Corporation)
was the successor to the Pitcairn-Larsen Autogiro Co., Inc.,
which, in 1940, took over the plant and all existing contracts
of the original Pitcairn Autogiro Goihpany.

A

—

Aircraft, Inc. to the Firestone Aircraft

President
Roger S. Firestone,
Vice-President and General Manager: R. H. Isbrandt.
Treasurer
E. A. Firestone.
Secretary
H. S, Brainard,
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer
H. W. Hooper,
Chief Engineer: J- P, Perry, x:
:

;

In 1946 the name of the company was changed from G.

A.)

Willow Grove,

:

attacln’d fu front wing bracing rttrnt and braced to top fnselago
longeron, and altachcil by st col-t\if:(i‘ !i,xlc to bottom longeron.
Mcdiiua-jiressuro tyros fiiui wheel brakes. Track 9 ft. 3 in. (2.82
Steeral)lo oleo-spring ta,il-wlu:;el.
m.).
PoWEii Plant. -One 17,5 li.p. Ranger 6-440-02 wix-eyiinder in-line
inverted nir-eooletl engine, or one Hi3 li.p. Warner Sviper-Searab
engine, densenioli
two-blade
.sevon-eylinder radial air-eooled
Two fuel tanlis, one in each wing
tixod-pitch wooden airscrew.
oil capacity
root, with total capacity of 06 U.S. gallons (226 litres)
4 U.8. gallons (15 litre.s).
Accommodation.—Enelo.sed cabin seating four ; two .single seats in
front with removable dual controls, and full-width seat aft. Access
door on each side. Baggage compartment of 9 cub. ft. (0.25 cub.
m.) capacity aft of .seats (allowance 140 11)3.(62 kg.).
Dimensions. Span 36 ft. 4 in. (11.7 m.). Length 25 ft. 10.^ in. (7.87
m.), Height 7 ft. 7^' in. (2.30 m.).
Weights and Loadings (F-24R46). Weight empty 1,650 lbs. (748
kg.), Weight loaded 2,562 lb.s. (1,162 kg.), Wing loading 13.27
Ibs./h.p. (64.8 kg./sq. in.), Power loading 14.6 Ibs./h.p. (6.6 kg./h.p.).
Weights a-nd LoAbiNG.s {F-24W''46). Wtnght empity 1,613 lbs. (732
kg.), W'eight loaded 2,582 lbs. (1,162 kg.), Wring loading 13.27
Ibs./h.p. (64.8 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 15.3 Ibs./h.'p. (6.9 kg./h.p.).
Pebeormanob (F-24R46). Maximum speed at sea level 133 m.p.h.
(214 kin.h.), Cruising speed (75% power) 118 m.p.h. (190 km.h.),
Landing speed (without flaps) 67 m.p.h. (92 km.h.), Ixinding speed
(with flaps) 53 m.p.h. (S3 km.h.). Service ceiling 14,000 ft. (4,267

THE FIRESTONE MODEL 450.
Army Air Forces designation
XR-9B.
The XR-9B was developed by G. & A, Aircraft

U.S.

:

in co-operation

with the A.A.P. Air Technical Service Command. Design
work on the protot5q)e (XR-9) began in 1943 and it flew in 1944
as a single-seat aircraft. Later it was converted to accommodate
a crew of two seated in tandem, and has since been further
modified to incorporate a ividened cabin to seat two side-by-side.
This last-mentioned version is being introduced as a commercial
helicopter as the Model 4 5D.

—OF

;.

FiRESTONE—co7iiinuecl

The Firestone XR-9B Two-seat

—

Military Helicopter (135 h.p.

Lycoming 0-290-7

engine).- -{Peter Bowers).

Type. Two-seat Helicopter.
Rotohs. One three-blade main, rotor and one three-blade vertical

—

controllable-pitch anti-torqiie and steering rotor carried on boom
extending rearwards from fuselage. Main rotor of
aerofoil
section constructed of step-tapered heat-treated steel-tube spai’s

NACA

cm.) five-ply poplar ribs attached by stainless
Leading-edge strijas of sprvrce over inboard half of
steel collars.
blade, and maple over outboard half, wdth embedded lead ballast.
Spruce trailing-edge strips. Covering of .jh in. (0.07S cm,), three
ply xnaliogany with poplar core, with doped fabric over all. Main
rotor diameter 28 ft. (8.53 m.) ; root chord 1 ft. 3|- ins. (.38 m.)
tip chord 0 ft. Si- in. (22 cm.) ; area (each) 12.5 sq. ft. (1.16 .sq. m.).
Main blades removable to facilitate stowage and transjxort. Tail
rotor of siinilar construction, wdth NACA aerofoil section.
Diameter 6 ft. f) in. (1.98 m.)
root chord 0 ft. 6|- in. (16.47 cm.)
tip chord 0 ft. 3J in. (9.84 cm.)
blade area (each) 1,125 sq. ft.
(114 sq.m.).
Fuselage. Welded steel -trtbe structure wdth sheet aluminium alloy
covering.
Boom carrying tail rotor has balsa core and Alclad
Rear boom
skin, and is attached to forward fuselage by .six bolts.
detachable for transport, etc.
L-Inding Gea'e.
ixed tricycle type.
Each main wheel carried on
shock-absorber leg braced to fuselage by steel-tube V-struts.
Track 9 ft. 0 in. (2.74 m.). Steerable nose-wlieel carried in half
fork on shock absorber leg. Emergency bumper-sldd extend.s
downward frozn rear of boom.
PowEK Plajstt.
ne 135 h.p. Lycoming 0-290-7 foui'-cylinder
horizontally-opjDo.sed ah'-cooled engine mounted in fuselage aft
of cabin. Two removable panels on eaclx side of fuselage allow
access to engine and transmission.
Maximum fuel capacity 25 U.S.

with

in.

(.53

;

;

;

—

—

—

gallons (94

litres).

—

80 Octane

fuel.

Accommodation. Lucite transparent nose-section accommodates
crew of two in tandem. Entry door on starboard. Dual controls,
consisting of conventional control column effecting cyclic pitch
control for horizontal travel, and rudder pedals operating tail
rotor for directional heading. Vertical flight control by simultaneous pitch control and throttle. Electro -hydraulic governor
allows control solely by throttle.
Dimensions. Main rotor diameter 28 ft. 0 in. (8.63 rn.). Length 27 ft.
7 in, (8.40 m.), Height 8 ft. 6J- in. (2.60 m.).
Weight Loaded. 1,750 lbs. (796 kg.).
Pbkfoemance (Estimated). Maximum speed over 100 m.p.h. (161
km.h.). Cruising speed 80 m.p.h. (129 krn.h.), vServiee ceiling over
10,000 ft. (3,060 m.). Rate of climb 1,000 ft./min. (305 m./inin.)

—

—

The Firestone GA~45D Two-seat Commercial Helicopter (135

Tlie Firestone

h.p.

XR-9B

Military Helicopter.

Lycoming engine).-— (Marim

d/

Kdman),

(232c)

FLEETWINGS.

The open cockpit

The Fieetwings YPQ-12A Radio-controlled Target or Bomb-carrier (Lycoming 0-435 engine).
was for test and ferrying.

FLEETWfNGS DIVJSION OF KAISER CARGO,

Head Office and Works

:

INC.

Beistol, Pennsylvania.

President: E. E. Trefethen, Jr.
S, D. Hackley.
Vice-President and General Manager
Manager J. L. McClane.
Executive Assistant to Vice-President : F. R, Browning.
!<’. L. WilmothController
Chief Enghieer : G. G Cudliea.
Carl de Ganalil.
Research Engineer
Fieetwings, Inc., was organized in 1929 and has been engaged
continuously in design and research work in stainless-steel
construction. In 1934, the firm acquired its present works,
formerly belonging to the Keystone Aircraft Corporation.
Up to 1939 the Coiupany devoted its efforts largely to re.scarch
work hut since that time it has actively entered the manufacturing field and during the Avar fulfilled contracts for the U.S.
Army and Navy and sub-contracts for such firms a.s the GurtissWright Corpn., the Bepuhlic Aviation Corpn., the Douglas
Aircraft Company, the Vought and Sikorsky Aircraft Divisions
of the United Aircraft Corpn., the Brewster Aeronautical
Corpn., Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corpn. and others.
In addition, it has developed several experimental airci*aft
for the U.S. Army and Navy, includiag the XBQ-2 and XBQ-2A
radio-controlled pilotless bomb-carriers and the XPQ-12,
XPQ-12A radib-eontroiled targets for the U.S.A.A.F., and the
XBTK-l single-seat Bomber-Torpedo monoplane for the U.S.
Navy. The Fieetwings BT-12 trainer of stainless-steel construction was la.st described in the 1942 issue of this Annual.
In March, 1943, Mr, Henry J. Kaiser, the famous shipbuilder,
acquired Fieetwings Ino., wMeh is now operating as a Division of
Kaiser Cargo, Inc. of Oakland, Cal. Kaiser Cargo, Inc. was
formed in ISj ovember, 1942, as a subsidiary of the Henry J. Kaiser
Company, the shipbuilding organization.
The Fieetwings Division continues to work on confidential
work for the U.S. Navy.
Fieetwings is also engaged in producing various items of
machinery for domestic purposes.
:

:

:

:

THE FLEETWINSS YPQ-12A.
The YPQ-12A was a single-engined radio-controlled target
aircraft which was developed from the origiiral XPQ-12 design
and was ordered on a Innited iDrociu'ement order for service
trials.

Eight were built before a cancellation of the contract.

was a low-wdng monoplane with fixed tricjnle landing-gear,
and twin-ruddered tail unit and was fitted with a Lycoming
It

0-435 horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine. A single cockpit
with conventional csontrols was provided for ferry flights and
testmg, but normally the aircraft was intended to be flown
without pilot and be eontrolltHl remotely by radio either from
a target control uircraft or from tlie ground.
The \TQ-12A also liad provision for carrying one 500 lb.
(227 kg.) bomb so tluit it could be used ns a radio controlled
pilotless bomb-carrier or gnideil missile.
Dimensions. Span 30 ft. ii:l in. (9.2 in.), Length 20 ft. 01* in. (6-1 ni.),

—

Height

7 ft. 0 in. (2.13 m.).

—

WisiGH'i’s.
Weight loaded (with pilot for ferrying or tost) 2,190 lbs.
(997 kg.), Weight loaded (a.s pilotless bomb-carrier) 2,088 lbs.
(1,220 kg.).

Perfoiimanoe.—Maximum speed

(as

rdlotless

target)

183

m.p.h,

(296 lun.h.).

THE FLEETWINGS XBQ-2.
The XBQ'2 was an experimental ground-launched

radiocontrolled pilotless bomb-carrier or guided missile with provision
for caiTying 2,000 lbs. (QOS kg.) of H.E. It was a twin-engined
monoplane of wood and fabric construction and w-as fitted with a
jettisonable landing-gear.
Originally designed for two 1S5 h.p.
Lycoming 0-435 engines, the final installation in the XBQ-2A
consisted of two 280 h.p. Lycoming R-080 radials. The general
arrangement of the XBQ-2A can be gathered from the accom-

panying

illustration.

Dimensions. Span 48 ft. 2 in. (14.7 m.), Length 27
Height 13 ft. 2 in. (4 m.).

Weight Loadeu.— 8,020

ft. 0 in. (8.4

lbs. (3,640 kg.).

PEEFORMiiNCE,—Maximum speed 204 m.p.h. (326 km.h.).

The Fieetwings XEQ-2A Radio-controlled Bomb-earrier (two 280

h.p.

Lycoming R-680-13 engines)

m.),

T

-

U,

S, A.

(233c)

FLETCHER,

The Fletcher CQ-IA Two-seat Target Control Monoplane (450

FLETCHER AVIATION CORPORATION,

Head Office and Woeks

Pasadena, Cal.
_,President and Chief Engineer Wendell S. Fletcher.
^Vice-President: Frank P. Fletcher.
'^(Secretary and Treasurer Maurice C. Fletcher.
The Fletcher Aviation Coipn. entered the aircraft manufacturing field in 1941 with a two -seat primary trainer employing
a plastie-plyv'ood construction and incorporating symmetrical
wings and control surfaces to provide complete interchangeability of wings, flaps, ailerons and tail-surfaces.
This aircralt
the PBT-2, has been described in previous issues of this Annual.
The Fletcher Aviation Corpn. was almost exclusively engaged
in the manufacture of plastic plywood aircraft, components,
parts and assemblies for various aspects of the War effort.
:

:

:

Included in the various aircraft projects developed by the
the war were the XCQ-1 and CQ-IA two-seat
Target Control aircraft, both fitted with a 450 h.p. Pratt &

Company during

FRANKFORT.

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney H-985 engine. Built mainly of so-called non-strategio
materials, the XCQ-1 and lA had accommodation for pilot and
air ojierator for the remote control by radio of pilotless target
aircraft.
The CQ-IA, which differed from its predecessor by
being fitted with unprotected fuel tanks, is shown in the a9companying illustration. This type did not reach the production
stage as standard types of existing aircraft wei’e eventually
adapted for target control duties. These included the CQ-2,
an adaptation of the Vultee L-IA, and the CQ-3, a version of
the Beeehcraft C-45 fitted with radio eq^uipment for controlling
the Culver PQ-14.
Fletcher also designed the PQ-11 and PQ-lIA Target Drones,
but orders for these were cancelled before any aircraft were
built.
The PQ-11 was also proposed as a remotely-controlled
Bomb carrier under the designation XBG-1.
The Company is now engaged in developing a series of postwar all-metal civil aircraft.

Between 1942 and 1945 the Globe Corporation shared with

THE GLOBE CORPORATION, AIRCRAFT

DIVISION (formerly

Frankfort Sailplane Company).

Head Office and Woeks

company the entire produotion of the Radioplane
OQ-2A (TDD-1), OQ-3 (TDD-2} and OQ-14 (TDD-3) light aerial

the Radioplane

built.

Army and Navy. In all, nearly 14,000 were
The Radioplane OQ targets were 12 ft. (3.66 m.) span

models

fitted

targets for the U.S.

Bos: 922, Joliet, III.

;

George F. Getz, Jr.
President
Russell E. Gage.
Vice-President and General Manager
Secretary: Robert N. Little.
Treasurer : Bruce 0. Plightower.
Before the war the Frankfort Sailplane Co., now the Aircraft
Division of the Globe Corpn., built gliders, its most successful
product being the Cinema two-seat model which proved its
As the TG-1 it
efficiency in various national competitions.
was used by the U.S. Army as a training glider.
:

:

FUNK.

with small 20 h.p. Righter two-cylinder two-stroke

into flight and controlled by
radio from the ground or shijo to provide suitable targets for
If hit and not destroyed, a solenoid
anti-aircraft giumers.
device released a parachute and stopped the engine so that the
target could be salved and returned to service. The QQ-2A,
which had contra-rotating airscrews, had a speed of 85 m.p.h.
(13(3 km.h.) and the OQ-3 and OQ-14, which had single airscrews,
had speeds of 103 and 141 m.p.h. (165 and 226 km.h.) re.spectively.

They were catapulted

engines.

Tail Unit.—Wire-braced monoplane type.
with

FUNK AIRCRAFT COMPANY,
Office and Woeks

Head

Kansas.
Sales Manager

R.F.D. No.

5,

Coffeyville,

N. F. Howard.

:

:

:

—

PowEK P.LANT.— One

86 h.p. Continental 086-12 four-cylinder
horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving a .Lewis two-blade
Fuel capacity 20 U.S. gallons (76 litres).
fixed-pitch airscrew.

—

Accosimodation.^ Enclosed and sound-proofed cabin seating two
side-by-side with dual controls. Access door on each side with
adjustable windows. Baggage compartment of 7.5 ctib, ft. (0.21
cub. m.) capacity aft of seats ; allowance 60 lbs. (22.7 kg.).

—

Dimensions. Span 35 ft. 0 in. (10.66 m.), Length 20
Height 6 ft. 1 in. (1.85 in.).

Aerofoil section

NACA

Two-spar structure in two main sections attached to fuselage
and braced to lower longerons by parallel struts each side. Solid
4412.
.

wood

Wing area
spars, truss-type wood ribs and fabric covering.
ft. (16,69 sq. m.).
^Welded steel-tube structure with wooden fairing and

169 sq.

—

fabric covering.

ft.

5 in. (0.26 m.),

—

^VT-jight empty 880 Ihs. (399 kg.), Di.spo.sable
load 470 lbs. (213 kg.), Weight loaded 1,3.50 lbs. (612 kg.). Wing
loading 8 lbs./.sq. ft. (39.06 kg.jsq. m.), Power loading 15.9 lbs. /h.p.

B-85-G BEE.

Tyfe.— wo -seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings.— Strut-braced high-wing monoplane.

construction

-Fixed two-wheel type, consisting of two hydraulic
Ge.-ve.
spring side V ees and half-axles attached to bottom centre-line of
fuselage.
Steerable full-swivelling tail-wheel on. hydraulic shoclcabsorber. Track 0 ft. (1.83 m.).

Weights and Loading.^,

THE FUNK MODEL

Steel-tube

covering.

fabri<3

Landing
:

Chief Engineer
H. C. Funk.
Production Manager
J. C. Funk.
The Funk Aircraft Co. is the successor to Akron Aircraft, Inc.,
which wms formed by the brothers Funic in 1939 to place on the
market a light two-seat cabin monoplane known as the Model B.
Since the war the company has resumed production with the
Funic B-85-C, which is basically the same as the pre-war Model B
except that it is now fitted with an 85 h.p. Continental engine
in place of the 75 h.p. Lycoming and has other small refinements.

Fuselage.-

Whitney R-985-AN-1 engine).

(7.2 kg./h.p.).

—

^Maximum speed 112 m.p.h. (180 km.h.) at sea level,
Cruising speed 100 m.p.h. (161 km.h.), Landing speed 37: m-p.h.
(60 km.h.), Rate of climb 800 ft./min. (244 m./min,). Service ceiling
15,000 ft. (4,670 m.), Range (with -hr. reserve) 400 miles (644 km.).
Take-off run at sea level 133 yds. (122 m.), Cruising consumption
6 U.S. gallons per hr. (18.9 litres per hr,),

PebfoemAnce.

.

T

U.

(234c)

S.

A.,

GLOBE.

The Glohe Swift GC-IA Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (85

GLOBE AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Oefice and Works North Side Station, Fort
Worth, Texas.
:

President
J oliii Kennedy,
Adce-President
Norman Nicholson.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering
H. K. Knox.
Vice-President in charge of Production
J. P. Steppe.
V^ice-Presidents
Assistant
W. (1. Fuller and .T. M. ShirkeySecretary
Willard Nelson.
Treasurer and Director
N. N, Oille.

h.p. Continental

C85-12 engine),~-(

T. Larkins).

A licence for the nianufaeturo of tlie Globe Swift in Great
Britian has been acquired by H'elliwells, Ltd. of Walsall, Staffs.
The British version will be known as the Helliwell Globe.

:

THE GLOBE SWIFT MODEL

:

;

:

:

:

:

This

Company was

originally formed as the Bennett Aircraft
manufacture aircraft employing the use of

Coi’^ioration to
Duroiloid, a phenol-formaldehyde

bakelite-bonded plywood.
In l!Hl the Company was reorganized and the name was clianged
to (dobe Aircraft Corporation.

The first product of the re-eonstituted company was a small
two-seat low-wing cabin monoplane known as the Swift. The
Swift Model GC^l was awarded an Approved Type Certificate
in the Spring of 1942 but it never went into production owing
to the restriction of materials. A description of the Model
CC-l appeared in the 1942 edition, of this Annual.
In 1942 a licence agreement was conclnded between the Beech
and the Globe Aircraft Corpn. under which the
latter undertook to manufacture 600 Beecheraft AT-10 twinengined trainiirg monoplanes for the IT.S. Army Air Foi’ces.
This contract was completed in 1944 and to replace it the company
undertook sub-contract work for the Curtiss C-46 and other
Aircraft Corpn.

aircraft.

A new

version of the Swift has now been produced and two
in jiroduction ;-~the GC-EA with an 85 h.p. Continental four-cylinder horizontally-opposed engine, and the GO- IB
with a 125 h.pj. Continental six-cylinder engine. Constructionally the two au’craft are identical although the difference
The prototype
in power-unit results in a change in nose shape.

models are

GC-IA made

its initial test flights in

January, 1945.

GC-lA.

—

wo-seat enclosed low-wing monoplane.
WfMjs. Cantilever low-wing luonopltme. Aerofoil soetiou (root)
itll-metal two-spar structure
(tip) NACA 23009.
N.AC.'A 2!1015
two outer wings
ill five tnain sections consisting of centre-section ;
and detacliable tip.s. Main spar, at 30% ehord, of ehannel-typo
construction witli metal angle cii,|i-stri):)s and metal web riveted
together. Rear auxiliary spar .similarly constructed except that
Inter-.spar .shear
eaj) .sfcrip.s and wob are i'ormed as integral unit.
Slieur webwi3b-type ribs inboard and outboard, of fuel t.tirik.s.
shear
licams
between
two ribs
l.ypo nose rilis and two auxiliary
forming torque box in area of Jandiug gear attaelunent [)oint.s.
Stre.ssed ractnl skin.
Wing root i.diord 0 ft, 3 in. (I.IR) ni.). Dihedral
Incidence 2 degrees ; gross wing area 131.03 aep ft.
0 dogret3s.
Built-in NAOA wing-tip slots constructed as
(12.23 sq. in.).
separate units and detachable from wings. All-metal FrLse-t.ype
statically and dynamically-balanced ailerons with stressed metal
Aileron area (total) 9.3 sq. ft. (.80 sq. m.). All-metal
skin.

Typb.

—

;

slotted trailing-edgo flaps

between ailerons and fuselage.

H!ydraulic

Total flap area 11.59 sq. ft. (1.07 sq. nu).
Fuselage.- Setni-monoeoqne metal structure consisting of front
and rear portions. Four longerons, vertical frames and bulkheads
and metal skin.
Tail Unit. All-metal monojilane type. Cantilever fin and tailplane
with stressed metal skin. Tailplane has 8 degrees dihedral. Fin
Balanced rudder and elevators have
offset 2 degrees to jaort.
formed metal ribs and met-al skin. Leading-edge ribs of blanlied
sheet with skin riveted to ribs and spar. Controllable trim-tab
rudder trim adjustable on ground. Tailplane
in port elevator
area 13.12 sq. ft. (1.30 sq. in.) ; fin area 3.62 sq. ft. (.33 sq. in.);
elevator area (each) 7,12 sq. ft. (.00 sq. m.) ; elevator tab area
rudder area 5.53 sq. ft. (.51 sq. m.).
O. 6 sq. ft. (.056 sq. m.)
Landing Gear.— Retractable two-wheel type. Each main wheel,
carried in lialf-fork on oleo-spring shook-alxsorber leg, retracte
inwards into wing forward of main spar. Electro-hydraulic
operation with emergency meclianieal lowering gear. Track 9 ft.
oioeration.

—

—

The Globe Swift GC-IA Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (85

;

;

h.p. Continental

C85-12 engine).

—

The Globe Swift Model GC-IB Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (125
Hydraulic brakes operated by toe pedals. Non9 in. (2.97 m.).
retractable tail-wheel. Twin float or ski gear as alternative.
One 85 .h.p. Gontiiiental C83-12 four-cylinder horizoiitally-oppo.sed air-cooled engine on rubber-faced %velded steel tube
mounting and driving a two-blade fixed -pitch airscrew, or BeechRoby or Aeromatic variable-pitch airscrew on tie, Luxe ver.sioii.
Four -piece cowling. Total fuel capacity 30 U.S. gallons (113
litres) in two wing tanks.
Accommodation.—Enclosed cockpit seating t%vo akle-by-side with
dual controls. Side panels slide upwards for access. Baggage
allowance 100 lb. (45 kg.).
Dimensions.— Spian 29 ft. 4 in. (8.94 m.), Length 19 ft. 7 in. (5.96 rn.),
Height 6 ft. 2 in. (1.88 m.).
Weights xVnd Loadings. Weight empty 940 lb.s. (420 kg.), Weight
loaded 1,570 lbs. (712 kg.), Wing loading (fully loaded) 11.93 lbs./
sq. ft. (58.2.3 kg./sq. m.), Power loading (fully loaded) 18.47 lbs. /h.p.

700

_

—

(8.37 kg./h.p.).‘

Pbbformance. (At loaded weight)

—Maximum

662

ft.

(213 m./min.), Service ceiling 14,500 ft. (4,420 m.).
at cruising speed 700 miles (1,126 km.), Take-off distance
(202 m.), Landing distance 200 ft. (61 m.).

THE GLOBE SWIFT MODEL GC-IB.
The Model GC-IB Swift is powered by the 12.3 h.p. Continental
C125 six-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine, driving
an Aeromatic constant-speed airscrew. Except for the powerplant change and difference in shape of the nose, the aircraft
is ainiilar to the Model GC-IA.
Weights .\.nd Loadings. Weight empty 1,110 lbs. (.503 kg.). Disposable load 600 lbs. (272 kg.). Weight loaded 1,710 lbs. (775 kg.).
,

—

Wing

loading 13 Ibs./sq.

,

ft.

(63.5 kg./sq. m.),

Power loading

Pebeobmance.—Maximum speed

1.50 m.p.h. (241 km.h.) at sea level,
Cruising speed 140 m.p.h. (225 km.h.) at sea level. Landing speed
(with flaps) 48 m.p.h. (77 km.h.), Rate of climb at sea leiml 1,000
ft./niin. (305 m./min.), Service ceiling 16,000 ft. (4,865 rn.). Range
at cruising speed .512 miles (824 km.), Take-off distance 228 yds,
(208 ra.), Landing distance 127 yds. (116 m.).

kin.h.) at sea level, Cruising speed 125 m.p.h. (201 krn.h.) at .sea
level, Landing .speed (without flaps) 47 m.p.h. (70 kin.h.), Landing
.speed (with flap.s) 42 m.p.h, (68 km.h.), Rate of climb at sea level

the former Goodyear- Zeppelin Corpn., then mainly devoted to

THE GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Oeeice and Wobks Akbon 15, Ohio.
President P. W. Litchfield.
:

:

Vice-President and General Manager Harry E. Blythe.
Vice-President in charge of Production
Russell DeYoung.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering Dr. Karl Arnstein.
Secretary H. L. Hyde.
Treasurer Zimri C. Oseland.
The Goodyear Aii’craft Corpn. was formed on Decern,her 6,
1939, to take over from the parent Goodyear organization its
principal manufacturing operations in the field of aeronautics,
with the exception of tyres, iimer tubes, bullet-proof fuel tanks
and other rubber accessories. This also included the activities of
:

:

:

:

:

lighter-than-air craft.

During the war the Coi’poration was engaged in the manufacture of aircraft, aii’craft components and sub-assemblies.
In the lighter-than-air field Goodyear fulfilled for the U.S. Navy
a programme of upwards of 200 airships ranging from the L-type
trainers of 123,000 cub. ft. (3,338 cub. m.) capacity to the
and
patrol ships having a helium gas capacity of .425,000 cub. ft.
(12,028 cub. m.) and 72.3,000 cub. ft. (20,524 cub. m.) respectively.
After the completion of the airship programme in April
1944, the activities of the Corporation were devoted solely to
the production of aircraft, parts and sub-assemblies as well as
the manufacture of Goodyear wheels, brakes and other special-

K

M

ised components.

,

(i
I

A

Goodyear-built

13.69

lb.s./h.p. (6.2 kg./h.xo.).

speed 135 m.p.h. (217

GOODYEAR,

C125 engine).

ft. /min.

Range

—

PowEB PniNT.

h.p. Continental

FG-ID

Corsair Night Fighter (Pratt

&

Whitney R-2800-BW engine).

{Ed(iar Dp,i<jan).

(236c)

GOODYEAR—coniimiecl
Tlie Goodyear Airerai't Corpovatioii built the Corsair to Cluineo
Vouglit design \uuier the designations FG-1, FG-3 and F(!-4,
the first Goodyear FG-1 Corsair being delivered to tlie IT.S,
April, 1943.
A Goodyear development of the Corsair,
Navy
known as the F2G-1, was also developed and put into production
but it was too late to irartieipate in the War.

m

The Goodyear company also produced an experimental allmetal flying-boat amphibian known as the GA-1. It was a
high-wing monoplane powered by a six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine mounted above the fuselage and
Only one abreraft of this type was
ch'iving a pusher propeller.
The maximum
built, and it was used as a flying laboratory.
speed "Was over 100 m.p.h. (16*1 km.h.) and the range 3o0 miles
(363 km.).

THE GOODYEAR

F2G-1 CORSAIR.

The F2G-1 was a development of the FG-1, the Goodyear production version of the Chance Vought F4U-1 Cor.sair, It w^as
generally similar to the FG- 1 except for a redesigned fuselage
wdth a blister- type cockpit canopy and a new power-plant section.
The F2G-1 was fitted with a Pratt & Whitney R-4360-4 2Seylinder four -row radial air-cooled engine, which has a normal
take-off rating of 3,000 h.p. and an emergency rating with
water -injection of 3,650 li.p. This engine chove a Hamilton
Standard Hydromatie four -blade constant-speed airscrew.

Armament consisted of six wing-mounted .5 in. (12.7 m/m.)
naaehine-gmis and eight rocket projectiles could be carried under
the wings. Two 1,000 lb. (454 kg.) bombs, auxiliary drop tanks
or additional rockets could be carried under the firselage.
Dimensions. Span 4l ft. (12.3 m.). Length 33 ft. 9 in. (10.3 rn.l,
Height 16 ft. 1 in. (4.9 m.).
PekofoiimanCE. Maximnm sj)eed (without water injection) 428 m.p.li.
(983 km.h.) at 16,500 ft. (5,030 m.), .Maximum speed (with water

—
—

injection) 4.50 ra.p.h. (720 km.h.) at 16,300
^

ft.

7,000 ft. /min. (2,133 m./miu.).
drop tanks) 2,300 miles (4,000 km.).

i*ato of elitnli

'

(5,030m.), Maxinnnn
Range (with auxiliary

GRUMMAN,

The Goodyear F2G-1

Corsair.

it was built under a commercittl licence for
delivery to bigh-priority ageucie.s or companies. When iirioi’itie.s
wert^ lifted after the war deliveries continued cm a normal
commercial basis, tlie Widgeon being thus one of tlie iinst postwar personal aircraft to reach private owners. This version,
the G-44A, incorporates a number of improvements which
were introduced in 1945,
Aircraft under development include the Mallard amphibian,
an enlarged version of the Goose a two-seat light personal
aircraft ;
a light three-seat pusher amphibian "vrith tricycle
landing-gear
and the XJR2F-1 General Utility amphibian
with accommodation for a crew of tlmeo and sixteen passengers

but thereafter

THE GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORPORATION.
Head Ofeice aud Works Betitpage, Long Isdand, N.Y.
:

Incorporated : December 0, 1929,
President Leroy R. Grumman.
Executive Vice-President Leon A. SwirbnI.
Vice-President and Chief Engineer : William T. Sehwendler.
Vice-President
E. Clinton Towl,
Secretary Joseph A. Stamm.
Treasurer : Edmund W. Poor.
Since the beginning of 1942 the manufacturing floor space of
the Grumman Company has been more than trebled and production was solely devoted to aircraft construction and experimental
development for the U.S, Navy,
Between December 7, 1941, and Augu.st 14, 1945, the Grumman
company delivered 17,135 aircraft, mainly to the U.S. Navy.
1945 production to VJ-Day totalled 4,067 aircraft, the peak
month of that year being March when 658 aircraft were delivered,
:

:

:

;

»«n|
605 of them Hellcats.
After VJ-Day the Flellcat and Goose were discontinued,
but the Bearcat, Tigercat and Widgeon are still in production,
the last-mentioned as a civil type.
The Widgeon was in production for the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard until early in 1945,

The Grumman F8P-1 Bearcat

Single-seat Fighter (Pratt

;

;

for the U.S.

Navy,

THE GRUMMAN BEARCAT.
Navy designation
F8F.
The Bearcat is a single-seat .Fighter bearing the characteristic
lines of the earlier Grumman fighters from which it was developed.
The standard version is the FSF-l irith four .5 in. (12.7 in/m.)
machine-guns, which on the F8F-1C are reiilaeecl by four 20 m/in.
cannon.
The de.signation F3M was allotted to the Bearcat to be built
by the Eastern Aircraft Division of the General Motors Corporation, but the contracts were cancelled before any aircraft
U.S,

:

were delivered.

&

Whitney R-2000-34W engine) with wings

folded,

A

—

^

U.

S. A.

(237c)

— continued.

GRUI¥II¥IA N

A Grumman
Ttpe.

F8F-1 Bearcat Single-seat Fighter on the deck

—

Single-seat Carrier Figliter.
All-metal strnctnre in
three sections with flush-riveted metal skin. Dihedral from, roots.
“Safety wing-tips” automatically jettisoned in flight in cases of
overload to prevent failure of main wing structure. Sections
break away at about 3 ft. (0.91 m.) from the tips, including half
the ailerons. Outer wing sections fold upwards for stowage.
Fabric-covered metal ailerons and hydraulically-operated slotted
flaps.
Wing area 244 sq. ft. (22.66 sq. m.).
ll-metal monocoque strnetnre with integral fin.
Fusel.-vge.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane tjqio. All-metal structure wifcli
metal-covered fixed surfaces and fabric-covered rudder and

Wings.— Cantilever mid-wing monoplane.
t

I

ft. 0 in. (10.82 in.), Width folded 23 ft. 9.1- in.
Length 28 ft. 3 in. (8.61 m.), Height 13 ft. 10 in. (4.22 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight loaded 9,300 lbs. (4,222 kg.).
Wing loading 38.2 Ibs./sq. ft. (186.4 kg./sq. m.), Power loading at

(7.25 m.),

Fin built integral with fuselage.

PERroRMANCE.

— Retractable

Each main wheel,

leg, retracts inwards
into wing and fuselage and is fully enclo.sed by fairing plates attached
to leg and by hinged doors uncler fuselage. Hydraulic operation.
Tail -wheel, retracts rearwards into fuselage. Deck arrester hook.
PowEB Plant.. One Pratt & Whitney 11-2800-34W eighteen-cylinder,
two-row radial air-cooled engine developing 2,100 h.p. for takeoff, and combat power of 2,800 h.p. with water injection. Aeroprop
four-blade con.i3tant-.speed airscrew 12 ft. 7 in. (3.82 m.) diamoter.
Internal bullet-proof fuel tanks with total capacity of 185 U.S.
gallons (700 litres). Two long-range drop-tanks each of ISO U.S.
gallons (568 litres) capacity may be carried under wings.
Accommodation. Pilot’s enclosed cockpit with flat bullet-proof
windshield and sliding bubble canopy. Armour plating behind

—

—

pilot.

THE GRUMMAN TIGERCAT.
U.S.

two-wheel tyj)e.
carried in half-fork on single shock-absorber

1

—

jMaximiim speed over 455 m.p.li. (732 km.h.) at
rated height, Speed at sea level 425 m.p.li. (684 km.h.). Rate of
climb (with water injection) 6,500 ft. /min. (1,980 m./min.). Normal
rate of climb 5,000 ft./min. (1,625 in. /min.), Service ceiling 42.300
ft. (12,895 m.), Maximum ferrying range 2,200 miles (3,740 km.).

Trim-tabs in rudder

elevators.

Landing Geae.-

—

take-ofli 3.3 lbs. /h.p. (1.5 kg. /h.p.).

—

and

— Span 35

Dimensions.

—

elevator.?.

of the U.S. Escort Carrier “Charger'’.

—

Abmament. Four .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns (F8F-1) or four
20 m/m. cannon (F8F-1C) mounted two in each wing outside
airscrew disc. Provision for bombs up to total of 2,000 lbs. (907
kg.) or four 5 in. (12.7 c/ra.) rocket projectiles

under wings.

Navai designation

F7F.

;

a twin-engined single or two -seat Fleet Fighter
which has appeared in ho following versions
XF7F-1. Two Pratt & Whitney R-280O-22 engines. Proto-

The Tigercat

is

:

I

type aircraft.
F7F“1N. First production version. Bingle-seat Night Fighter
with nose armament.
F7F-2N. Two-seat Night Fighter version with rear seat

added

for radar-operator.

Nose armament.

Extra fuel tank carried
Single-seat Day Fighter.
Nose armament.
in place of radar-operator.
F7F-3N. Two-seat Night Fighter with radar-operator in
Radar in bulbous nose. Replace of auxiliary fuel Tank.
designed fin and rudder of greater height and area. x\miament
F7F-3.

wing roots.
F7F-4N. Development of the F7F-3N with radar enclosed
in a streamlined nose.
in

The Grumman F7F-1N Single-seat Night Fighter (two Pratt

&

Whitney R-2800-22

engines).

R

(238c)

GftUMMA N—contiwmd.

The Grumman F7F-3N Tigercat Two-seat Night Fighter (two Pratt

&

Whitney R-2800-22W engines) with radar

in a hulhous nose.
Initiully tlie Tigereat was used by land-based Marine fighter
squadrons. In spite of its size, speed and tricycle landing-gear
the Tigercat has operated successfully from aircraft-carriers of
the Essex class, althongli it was primarily designed for service
in the 45,000 ton carriers of the Midway class.
Type.—-Twin-engined Single or Two-seat Day or Night Fighter.
WiN'GS. CaiLtilever shoulder-wing monoplane. All-metal struoture
with straight leading-edge and swept-forward trailing-edge.
Constant dihedral from roots. Flush -riveted aluminium -alloy
Slotted
stressed skin. All-metal ailerons with trim-tab in each.
trailing-edge flaps in four sections between ailerons and fuselage.
Outer wing sections fold upwards for stowage. Gross wing area
455 sq. ft. (42,26 sq. rn.).

—

FiJ.SEn.VGE.

—Light alloy monocoquo structure.
— Cantilever monoplane type of all-metal^ construction.
have

T.vin Uxia’.

iiu anti
Triin-tal:i in rudder and elevators.
F7F-3N and 4N
rudder of increasod height.
LA:,vnmG Geah.— otraetablo tricycle type. Each Jnain wheel,
on outside of outward-inclined shock-alisorbev leg, retracts backNpsewards into engine nacelle and is enclosed by tvrin doors.
wlieol, ill lialf-fork on .shock-absorber leg, retracts baokwnrd.s into
fuselage and is eiiclo.sed by fairing plate attached to front of leg
and by twin doors under fuselage. Retractable dock arrester
hook under fuselage.
Power Plant. Two Pratt & Whitney R-2800-22W eighteen-cylinder
two-row radial air-cooled engines, each with a naaximum rating
of 2,100 h.p. (2,800 h.p. -with water injection). Hamilton-Standard
Hycli’Dinatio three-blade constant-speed airscrews, 13 ft. 0 in
(4.19 ni.) diameter.
Main fuel tanlis in wings. Provision for
150 JJ.S. gallon (568 litre) long-range drop-tank under fuselage.

—

Accommodation.

—

Pilot’s cocd^pit in front of leading-edge of wing.
Bullet-proof windscreen and body armour. Rear cockpit provided
Night Fighter versions for radar -opera tor. Radar carried in

in

bulbous nose.

Armament.—Four 20 m/m. cannon mounted in nose on Day
versions and in wing-rooLs in F7F-3N Night Fighter

Fighter

version.
Racks for zero-length R.P. under outer wings. Provision for
carriage of up to 4,000 Ib.s. (1,818 kg,) of bombs or two 22-in. (56
c/in.) torpedoes under inner wings.

Dimensions.

—Span 61

(9,5 m.), Length
2 in. (4.6 in.).

ft. G in.

(F7F-1 and

—

(15,7 in.).
-2)

45

ft.

4

Span

(folded) 31 ft. 2| in.
m.). Height 15 ft.

in. (13.8

Weights and Loadings. ^Weight empty 16,200 lbs. (7,355 kg.),
Normal loaded weight 21,620 lbs. (9,815 kg.), \¥ing loading 47.5
Ibs./sq. ft. (231.8 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (take-oft) 3.9 lbs. /h.p.
(1.7 kg./h.p.).

The Grumman F7F-3N

—Maxiiiium

Tigercat.

speed 427 m.p.h. (687 km.h.) at
19,200 ft. (5,852 m.), Stalling speed 89.6 in.p.h. (143.3 km.h.),
Initial rate of climb 4,260 ft. /min. (1,300 rn./rnin,), Climb to 10,000
ft. (3,050 rn.) 2.6 min., Climb to 20,000 ft. (6,100 m.) 6.2 min.,
Service ceiling 36,000 ft. (10,980 rn.), Normal range 1,015 miles

PERXi'ORMANCE,

level

(1,623 km.).

-

The Grumman FTF-^N Night Fighter with re-designed radar nose.— {Man hi

Kelmim).

.

»<;

1

S

U. S. A.
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GRUMMAN-^continued.

The Gi’iiminan F6F-5 Hellcat

THE GRUMMAN HELLCAT.
U.S. Naval designation

;

F8F.

The Hellcat was designed in the Spring of 1 942. The prototype
first flew in August and it was in large-scale production
as the F6F-3 by the end of the same year.
The Hellcat was
first reported in action with a U.S. Carrier Task Force in an attack
on Marcus Island on September 1, 1943.
The F6F-5 differed from its jaredecessor by having a redesigned
engine cowling, improved windshield, new ailerons, strengthened
tail surfaces, additional armour behind the pilot and a waxed
high-gloss skin finish. The P6F-5 could also carry two 1,000 lb.

XF6F-1

(454 kg.) bombs imder the centre-section, drop tanks in place of
bombs and was equipped to carry rocket projectile equipment

and search radar (F6F-5E). Night Fighter (P6F-5N) and
Fhotographic-Reconnaissance (P6F-5P) versions were also in
service.

The FfiF-5K is a long-range radio-controlled pilotless drone
version of the Hellcat. The modification was imdertaken by
the Naval Aircraft Modification Unit at Johnsville, Pa. Several
P6P-5K drones were used in the Bikini operations.
The F6P-5 was the last operational version of the Hellcat,
which was

withdrawn from production in November,
The 10,000th Hellcat was delivered to the U.S. Navy
finally

1945.
in the previous March, the Hellcat being the only U.S. aircraft
designed and built after Pearl Harbour to be produced in this
quantity.

Type

Fighter.
—
—Mid-wing cantilever
ingle-seat

Wings.

monoplane. Centre-section is flat and
of constant thiclmess but has same constant taper as outer wing
sections.
Outer sections have dihedral angle and are arranged to
fold.
All-metal structure with flush-riveted metal skin. Splitflaps between ailerons and fuselage.
Gross wing area 344 sq. ft.
(31sq.m.).
Fuselage. All-metal nionocoque structure with integral fin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Fin built integral with the

—

—

All-metal structure.
Shock-absorber units hinged at
type.
extremities of centre-section and are raised liackwards, the wheels

fuselage.

Landing Geas.—Retractable

The

Grumman

&

Single-seat Fighter (2,000 h.p, Pratt

Whitney R-2800-10W engine).— (Pfife/- Bowers)

being turned through 90° to lie flush in wells in underside of centreRetractable tail-wheel and
section.
Hydraulic retraction.
arrester-hook.

PowEE Plant.— One 2,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-2800-10W eighteencylinder double-row radial air-cooled engine driving a Hamilton
Standard Hydromatic three-blade constant-speed airscrew 13 ft.
An
1 in. (4 m.) diameter.
Bullet-xiroof fuel tanks in wings.
auxiliary droxepable belly -tank may be fitted.
Accommodation.—Enclosed cockpit over wing with sliding canopy.
Bullet-proof windscreen and armour behind pilot.
Abmament. Six .5 in. (12.7 in/m.) machine-guns, three in each outer

—
16
2
Dimensions. —Span 42
10
(13.0 m.). Span
m.).
Length 33
(10.2 m.). Height 14
6|
Normal loaded weight
Weights.—^Weight empty 9,212
(4,182
wing.

ft.

(4.9 in.).

ft.

(folded)

in.

ft.

in.

ft. 5 in. (4.4

in.

lbs.

kg.).

12,730 lbs. (5,780 kg.).
Pebi’OB.mancb. ^Llaximnm level speed 371 m.p.h. (694 km.h.), Stalling
speed 85.5 m.p.h. (136.8 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 3,410 ft./min.
(1,040 m./min.). Climb to 15,000 ft. (4,575 m.) 4.3 min., Service
ceiling 36,700 ft. (11,190 m.), Normal range 1,040 miles (1,665 km.).

—

THE GRUMMAN MALLARD.
The Mallard eight/ten-seat amphibian, which is being developed
for commercial purposes, is similar in lay-out to the Goose and
Widgeon, but is larger and will be powered by two Pratt &
Whitney Wasp H nine-cylinder radial engines driving Hamilton
Standard Hydromatic three-blade constant-speed airscrews.
It will have a retractable tricycle landing-gear with a track of
12 ft. 10 in. (3.9 m.) and fixed cantilever wing-tip floats.

—

Dimensions. ^Span 66 ft. 8 in. (20.31 m.). Length 48 ft. 4 in. (14.72
m.). Height 19 ft. 4 in. (5.89 m.). Wing area 444 sq. ft. (41,24 sq. m.).
Weights and Lo.ydings (Designed).—Useful load 3,858 lbs. (1,626
kg.). Weight loaded 12,000 lbs. (5,443 kg.). Wing loading 27 lbs./
sq. ft. (131.7 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 10 Ib./h.p. (4.6 kg./h.p.).
Pekfoemance (Estimated).—Maximum speed 216 m.p.h. (346 km.h.).

Cruising .speed 180 m.p.h. (29{> km.h.), Initial rate of climb 1,400
ft./inm. (427 m./min,), One-engino ceiling 10,500 ft. (3,200 m.),
Cruising range with six passengers, crew of two and 240 lbs. (109
kg.) baggage 830 miles ( 1,336 km.). Cruising range with eight
passengers, crew of two and 300 lbs, (136 kg.) baggage 570miles
(917 km.).

Mallard Eight/Ten-seat Amphibian (two Pratt

&

Whitney Wasp engines).— (il/nr/m

ck

Reiman)

T

—

C

(240c)

GRUMMAN—continmd.

The Grumman G-44A Twin-engined Light

Utility

Amphibian (two 200

h.p.

Ranger 6-440C-5 engines)

THE GRUMMAN G-44A WIDGEON.
194(5 model of the Widgeon
is the
twin-engined light amphibian which is known in the U.S. Coast
Guard as the J4F-1, in the IT.S. Navy as the J4F-2 and in the I7.S.
Army as the OA-14.
The new version incorporates a number of unprovements
over the earlier aircraft. The.se include a deeper Imw, step
vents to aerate the after-body (giving improved water charaeteriistics) and modified internal ecjuipinent,
win-cngiiicil light General -Utility Amphibian.
Tyi'K.
Wings. Cantilever liigh-wing monoplane. All-metal structure with
Ccntrclarge single box -.section .spar containing integral fuel tanks.

The Grumman G-44A

—
—

seetion metal -eovered, outer soetioiis metal-eovered to rear of s])ar
with i'a.hrio covering aft to trailing-edge. Pabric-covered ailerons,
with trim-tab in por(. aileron. Falirie-covered slotted trailing-edgo
ilajia betv'eeu ailerons and bull,
FUpis lowered liydraulicall.v
and retracted 1;>,y sjirings within operating eylindor.s. Wing area
245 sq. ft. (22.72 sq. in.).
Hut.t..—-Two-step all-metal slructuro divided into five watertight
compartments. No bulkheads in cabin. Main ste]> ^ented.
antilever numoplane type.
Tailplane mounted h.nlfT.vin Univ.
way up the fin which is built, iutegral with Imll. All-metal construction wuth metal-covered fixed surfaces and fabric -eovei’cd
rudder and elevators. Trim-tabs in movable surfaces.
Landing Gbar. Retractable two-w-heel type. Parallel links with
hinged oleo strut, wheels fitting nearly flush with sides of hull.
Retractable tail-w'heel with directional lock. Windows in wheel
Hydraulic operation with
tjockets to cheek po.sition of gear.
emergency hand-gear. Timek 7 ft. 0 in. (2.29 m.).
Power Pdant. Two Ranger 6-440C-5 six-cylinder in-line inverted
air-cooled engines each developing 200 h.]^. at 2,450 r.p.ra. and
mounted on cantilever bearers projecting from main wing spar.
Nacelles accessible from upper siufacc of wing. Seiisenich No.
82RS72 two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrews with Curtiss No.
55518-10 two-blade fixed-pitch metal airscrews optional. Fuel
capacity 108 U.S. gallons (409 litre.s). Each tank normally supplies
its own engine but cross-flow valve permits both engine.s to operate
from either tank. 87 Octane fuel. Oil tank of
U.S. gallons
(13 litres) capaoity in each nacelle.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin .seating four or five. Two seats
side-by-side in front with throw-over dual controls, one optional
seat immediately behind on port and two seats at rear. Alain

—

—

—

—

The Grumman JRF-5 Goose General

Utility

Amphibian (two Pratt

The Grumman G-44'A Widgeon Amphibian,

&

Whitney R-985-AN-6 Wasp-Junior engines).
{Peter

M.

Bowers).

GBUMMAN—coniiwued.
entry door on port side behind wing. Four fixed windows in cabin,
and sliding panels by front seats. Anchor compartment and
hatch in nose.

—

Dimensions. Span 40 ft. 0 in. (12.19 in.), Length 31 ft. 1 in. (9.47
in.), Height 11 ft. o in. (3,48 rn.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 3,240 lbs. (1,470 kg.).
Useful load 1,285 lb.9. (583 kg.), Weight loaded 4,525 lbs. (2,063

—

kg.).

Wing

loading 18.4 Ibs./sq.

ft.

(97.8 kg./sq. m.),

Power loading

at take-ofi 11.3 Ibs./h.p. (6.1 kg./h.p.).

Pebeoiimance.—Maximum speed 160 m.p.h. (257 km.h.). Cruising
speed at 62|-% power 130 m.p.h. (209 km.h.), Landing sxieed 50
m.p.h. (80 km.h.). Climb at sea level 1,000 ft. /min. (305 rn./min.).
Service ceiling 15,000 ft. (4,570 m.). Range at cruising speed 715
miles (1,160 km.), Take-off run at sea level 298 yds, (272 m.). Take-off
from water 25 seconds. Fuel consumption at cruising speed 20 U.S.
gallons (70 litres) per hour.

THE GRUMMAN GOOSE.
U.S.

Navy designation

:

JRF.

Army Air Forces designation
OA-9.
The Goose is a military adaptation of the pre-war commercial
Model G-21A. It was first put into service in the U.S. Navy as
the JRF-1 and the U.S. Coast Guard as the JE,F-2 in 1939-40.
Further series included the JRF-IA, fitted for target-towing
the JRF-3 (Coa.st Guard) fitted with antiand photography
the
icing equipment and auto-pilot for use in Northern waters
U.S.

:

;

;

the JRF-5 (OA-9),
a development of the JPvF-1
and the
.similar to the JRF-4 but fitted for photography
JRF-BB, similar to JRF-1 but equipped as a navigational

JRF-4,

;

;

trainer.

Production of the JRF ceased in September, 1945, but the
type is still in .service in the U.S. Navy and Coast Guard as a
general utility amphibian.
Type. Twin-engined General Utility amphibian.
Centre-section
and
Wings. High-wing cantilever monoplane.

—

—

detachable tajiering outer sections. Metal structure consisting of a
tapering box-spar with its rear face at 36% of the chord from the

Elementary rib structure and metal skin plating
complete the leading-edge. The rear 66% of both centre-section
and outer sections is fabric-covered over duralumin ribs cantilevered
leading-edge.

HIGGINS.
HIGGINS, INC.
Heab Ofeice New Orleans
Andrew J. Higgins.
President
:

19, Loctisiana.

:

Vice-President
Frank 0- Higgins;
George A. Allward.
Director of Engineering
Higgins, Inc., a subsidiary of Higgins Industries, Inc., which
in turn is owned by Mr. Andrew' Higgins who earned w'orldwide fame as a builder of ships, was formed in 1 942 to undertake
the construction of transport aircraft for the U.S. Army Air
Forces.
Towrards the end of 1942, the company was aivarded a contract
to build 500 Curtiss C-76 Caravan all- wood twin-engined transports
for the U.S. Army Air Forces, hut in September, 1943, this
contract was cancelled and replaced by another to build the
same number of Curtiss 0-46 Commando twin- engined all-metal
:

:

from the rear face of the spar. Vacuum -operated split trailingedge fiaps from hull to ailerons. Wing area 375sq. ft. (34.8 sq/m.).
Two-step all-metal hull. Rectangular section forward, but
aft of second step the section is oval ana fairs into fin.
Six watertight bulkheads.
Tail Unit. Monoplane type. Cantilever fin built integral with hull.
Tail-plane strut-braced to hull. All-metal framework with sheet
covering. Movable surfaces have duralumin frames and are
covered with fabric. Trimming-tabs in elevators and rudder.
Landing
6bab, Grumman tjqie with parallelogram linkage
mechanically retracted by worm and gear. Wheels withdrawn into
recesses in sides of huU.
Retractable tail-wheel, with centring lock.
PowBii Plant. Two Pratt & Whitney Wasp-Junior R-985-AN6
radial air-cooled enginesi each rated at 400 h.p. at 6,000 ft (1,525
m. ). Steel-tube mountings bolted to lower flanges of box-spar and
to upper edges of duralumin anchors built into upper surface of
wing-spar at extremities of centre-section. Hamilton-Standard
controllable-pitch airscrews. Fuel tanks integral with box-spars.
Total fuel capacity 220 U.S. gallons (833 litres). Oil tanks in
engine-mountings. Total oil capacity 15 U.S. gallons (67 litres).
Accommodation. ^In the nose is a mooring compartment with
stowage for anchor and marine gear, vacuum storage tank, radio
units and excess baggage.
Pilot’s compartment seats two side-byside, with dual controls and wide aisle between.
Thereafter follows
cabin, to which access is gained through a wide hatch at the
trailing-edge of the wing on the port side.
Emergency hatch on
starboard side, opposite main hatch. Equipment varies according
to function of aircraft. JRF-5 and earlier models still in service
are for general utility work, which includes personnel transport,
ambulance duties, photographic work, target towing, etc. JRF-6B
is a navigational trainer and general utility amphibian.
Dimensions. Span 49 ft. (14.96 m.), Length 38 ft. 4 in. (11.7 m.),
Height (on wheels) 16 ft. (4.57 m.).

Hull.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Weights and Loadings.

—Weight

empty

5,425

lbs.

(2,481

kg.),

Disposable load (standard equipment) 2,676 lbs. (1,168 kg.), Weight
loaded 8,000 lbs, (3,629 kg.). Wing loading 21.3 Ibs./aq, ft. (103.9
kg./sq. m.). Power loading 8.9 Ibs./h.p. (4 kg./h.p.).
PiEKEOBMANOH. ^Maximum speed at 5,000 ft. (1,625 m.) 201 m.p.h.
(323 km.h.). Cruising speed at 5,000 ft. (1.625 m.) 191 m.p.h.
(307 km.h.). Rate of climb at sea level ] ,100 ft. /min. (335 m. /rain.),
Service ceiling 21,000 ft. (6,405 m.). Maximum range 640 miles
(1,287 km.),

—

In 1943 Higgins Industries, Inc. began development of a
helicopter under the dii'ection. of Mr. Enea J3ossi in part of the
Isaac Delgado Trade School, New Orleans, Wliich Avas taken
over by the Higgins organization for the purpose. This work
was quite independent of the activities of Higgins, Ine.
When all Army contracts were cancelled at the end of the
war Higgins Industries, Inc., suspended all its aircraft activities.
The helicopter described and illustrated herewith is an experi-,
mental craft hut it has completed many hours of flight testing.
Higgins, Inc., which has a twin-engined fom‘ -passenger
helicopter partially built, hopes to resiune activities and complete
this second helicopter in the near future.

THE HIGGINS EXPERIMENTAL HELICOPTER.
The Higgins Helicopter

transports.

is a two-seat single-rotor craft with
a small vertical torque rotor at the rear end of the fuselage.
The power-plant consists, of a 180 h.p. pressure-eooled Warner

In August, 1944, the C-46 contract was cancelled and therecompany undertook the manufactm’e of C-46 outer
wings under sub-contract to the Curtiss Wright Corporation.

behind the pilot’s cabin and driving the four-blade rotor tiu’ough
a clutch transmission and free-wheeling unit.

after the

The Higgins Experimental Two-seat

seven-cylinder radial

Helicopter (180 h.p.

mounted

flat

on the

Warner engine with pressure

floor of

cooling)

the fuselage

U.
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HIGGINS— continued.
The four-hlado rotor tilts as a unit and the direction of tilt
determines the direction of flight. The pitch of the four blades
is changed hi unison, as opposed to the cyclical pitch-change
in which the pitch is different for each blade depending on its
position in the disc area.
For longitudinal or lateral control a normal control column is
used, fore-and-aft or lateral movement rocking a swash-plate
in the rotor head which causes the blades to tilt as a unit, the
fuselage reix aining on an even keel regardless of the pitch of the
blades or the positions of their .axes with respect to the axis
of the fuselage. Pitch control for ascent or descent is by a
separate lever operating a shaft within the main drive shaft
which, in sliding up or dowm, changes the rotor pitch uniformly
through a series of levers within the head acting on the rotor
spars.
Blade pitch may be varied from 5 to 15 degrees. At
a predetermined pitch control position hovering is achieved.

of engine failure a free-wlieeling unit permits

In the event
auto -rotation.

by the usual

foot laedals, is through the
rotor which consists of a twm-blade
variable-pitch airscrew normally set, with pedals in the neutral
Movement of the
position, to act as a torcpie compensator.
pedals varies the pitch. There is a small fixed stabilising surface
opposite the hub of the torcpie or directional control rotor.

Directional control,

power-driven vertical

tail

Structurally, the Higgins Helicopter has a metal-framed
fuselage with a metal-covered cabin and engine compartment.
The rear half is covered with fabric over a light fairing structure.
The tricycle landing-gear lias oleo-sprung main wdieels and a
The enclo.sed cabin .seats two side-by-.side
steerable no.se wheel.
with the controls opposite the left seat. There are two doors,
one on each side of the cabin.

HOCKAOAY.

The Hockaday Comet Two-seat Cahin Monoplane (130

HOCKADAY AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head OrFicB AND Works 60, East Obange Gbove Avenue
:

Bxtebank, Cal.
President: Noel R. Hockaday.
Secretary and Treasurer : B. I. Hockaday.
The Hockaday Aircraft Corpn. was formed in October, 1937,
and at that time the engineering and design, of the Hockaday
Comet two-seat light cabin monoplane was begun. This proceeded until 1940, when all. experimental work was set aside
to enable the company to undertake sub-contract work for
other aircraft companies.
In the Spring of 1944, ivork was resumed on the Comet and
in June the prototype was test-flowxL

THE hockaday

CV-130 COMET.
TYrE.—Two-seat light cabin manoplane.
Wings. Stmt-braced high-wing monoplane. NACA M-6 aerofoil
section.
Wing stnieture consists of spruce spars, spruce and ply wood ribs, plywood leading-edge, internal wire bracing and an

—

overall covering of fabric. Parallel atreamline steel -tube bracing
struts with intermediate jury struts.
Wing area ISb sq. ft. (14.49
Fabric-covered inetabframed ailerons with external
sq. ni.).
mass -balance.

HUGHES,
HUGHES AIRCRAFT company.
Hea.d Oeeice and WaiiKs
Flobence Avenue at Teaxe
Stbeet,CulvekCity,Cal.
President
Howard Hughes.
:

PusEmcjxi.

h,p. Franklin engine)

—IVelded
—

frainev\-ork

.steel-tube

structure, arid fabric covering.
Tail Unit. .Wire -braced irionoplane

work

covered

with

fabric.

t.i’pe.

witli

light

Welded

Adjustable

wood

super-

stoel-tubo fraine-

tailplano.
3 in. (3.12 m.).

iStreauiIiue

Tailplano span 10 ft.
Laxdixg Guar. Fixed cantilever t.vpe with rublier-oord sliockabsorbors. Steerable tail-wbeel. Track (! ft. 3 in. (l.flO in.)._
Power Plant. One 130 li.}). Franklin or 123 li.p. Continental 0125
Two-blade
six-cylindei' horizontally-opposed air-coolcil engine.
wooden air-serew. Fuel capacity; 2-1 IT.>S. gallons (90 litre,s).
Accommodaxion, J'lnclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with
dual wheel controls. Equipment includes engine-driven generator,

wire bracing.

—

—

—

radio, comidete
Luggage compartment of 5.5 cub.
electric

of seats

starter,

;

alloivance 100

Ib.s.

blind-fiying equipment, etc.
(0.15 cub. m.) capacity aft

ft.

(45 kg.).

Dimensions.— Span 33 ft. (10.05 m.), Length 22 ft. 2 in. (0.76 m.),
Weights an.» Loadings,—Weight emjity 953 lbs. (432 kg.). Disposable
load 047 lbs. (293 kg.). Weight loaded 1,000 lbs. (720 kg.). Wing
loading (fully) 10.25 Ihs./sq. ft. (50 kg./sq. m.), Power loading (fnlly
loaded) 12.8 Ibs./h.p. (5.8 kg./b.p.).
speed 140 m.p.h. (225 kin.h.), Cruisinu
speed 130 m.p.h. (209 km.h.), Landing speed 50 m.p.h. (80 kni.b.),
Initial I’ate of climb 1.150 ft. /min. (361 m./inin.). Service ceiling
19,000 ft. (5,790 in.), Cruising range 500 miles (805 knn).

PEBFORMANCE.—Maximum

of this monoplane Mr. Hughes flew non-stop across the United
Statesj a distance of 2,490 miles in 7 hrs. 28 mins., representing
an average speed of 332 m.p.h. In July, 1938, he flew round the
World in 3 days 19 hrs. 8 mins, in a Lockheed 14 twin-engined

.

:

Clexm E- Odekirk.
General Manager
Frank McDonnell.
Chief Engineer
Rae Hopper.

Assistant to President

:

:

:

:

The Hughes Aircraft Company was. formed in 1936 by Mr,
Howard Hughes, a young American sportsman aiid film producer,
to develop a racing monoplane: with which he had established
the International Landplane Speed Record of 332.46 m.p.h.
(563.2 km.h.) on September 12, 1935. With a modified version
;

monoplane.

The Company’s most recent development was a high-speed
twin-engined twin-boom experimental monoplane known as the
From
D-2, which Mr. Howard Hughes had under test in 1944.
this aircraft was evolved a military photographic reconnaissance
monoplane which carried the U.S. Army designation _XF- 11.
A contract for the iiroduction of this type was cancelled in 1945,
but two prototype.s were completed. Thei first protoiype
XF-ll, poAvered by two Pratt &. Whitney R-43 60 Wasp Major
engines, driving eight-hlade contra-rotating airscrews, crashed

U. S.

A
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HuGHES—continued.

The Hughes XF-11 Long-range Photographie-Reconnaissanee Monoplane (two
on July 7 1946, on its first flight and Mr. Howard Hughes who
was piloting it, was seriously injured.
The Hughes H-4 eight-engined all-wood transport flying-boat
mentioned in previous issues of this Annual was moved to
Long Beach Dry Dock in June, 1946, for assembly. The powerplant of the H-4 will consist of eight Pratt & Whitney 11-4360
Wasp-Major eighteen- cylinder air-cooled radial engines. The
H-4 w'ill have a span of 320 ft. (97.5 m.) and a length of 220 ft.
There will be accommodation for 760 persons, and
(67.1 m.).
the loaded weight is estinaated at 225 tons.
In February, 1947, Mr. Howard Hughes appeared before
the Senate War Investigating Committee in Washington to
explain why the H-4 flying-boat ordered in 1942, and on which
eighteen million dollars have already been spent, has not yet
flown.
The Hughes Aircraft Company have also undertaken the
conversion of certain military aircraft for civilian use.

THE HUGHES

XF-11.
long-range photographicreconnaissance monoplane which was designed during the war
but w'as not completed until the Summer of 1946,

The XF-11

is

twin-engined

a

The

aircraft is

Pratt

an

INTERSTATE AIRCRAFT & ENGINEERING CORPORATION.
Ofeige and

Works

:

El Segxindo,

Cal.

Interstate Aircraft and Engmeering Corpn. was organized
1937.
The corporation designs and manufactures
hydraulic units, bomb-shackles, gun-chargers both hydraulic
and mechanical, and other precision imits and mechanical
assemblies for various maj or aircraft plants.

The

in

April,

In 1940 the company produced the Cadet two-seat light cabin
monoplane and after America’s entry into the war Model S-IB
was, at the request of the U.S. Army authorities, developed
into a light liaison and observation monoplane of the Grasshopper
class.
It was originally given the designation XO'63, later
Several Interstate Models S-l A Cadets
altered to XL-6.

The

Interstate

XBQ-4

Whitney R-4360-13 engines).

all-metal twin-fuselage

monoplane of similar

layout to that of the P -3 8 Lightning. The power-plant consists
of two 3,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-4360-31 twenty-eightcylinder air-cooled radial engines each driving two Hamilton
Standard Hydromatic four-blade contra-rotating airscrews.

The central nacelle has pressurised accommodation for a crew
of two and photographic equipment includes eight cameras,
the front three forming a trimetrogon group.
Each unit of the

tricycle landing gear carries dual

wheels and

units retract backwards, the main units into the fu.selage
and the nose wheel into the central nacelle.
Dimensions. Span 101 ft. 4 in. (30.9 rn.), Length 65 ft. 5 in. (19.9
in.). Wing area 983 sq. ft. (91,32 sq. m.).
Weights and Loadings.—Maximum weight (4,000 miles = 6,400 km.
range) 47,600 lbs. (21,565 kg.), Maximum weight (5,000 miles =
8.000 km. range) 68,315 lbs. (26,475 kg.), Wing loading (4,000 miles
= 6,400 km. range) 48,3 Ibs./sq. ft. (235.7 kg./sq. m.). Wing loading
(5,000 inile= 8,000 km. range), 59.3 lb.s,/sq. ft. (289.4 kg./sq. ra.).
Performance.—Maximum speed 450 m.p.h. (720 kni.h.) at 33,000 ft.
(10,060 m.), Speed at sea level 295 m.p.h. (472 km.h.), Rate of
climb 1,000 ft./min. (305 m./min.) to 25,000 ft, (7,625 m.), Climb to
33.000 ft. (10.060 m.) 17.4 min., Service ceiling 42,000 ft. (12,810 in.).
all

—

INTERSTATE.
Head

&

acquired secondhand
the designation L-8,

by the U.S. Army

authorities were given

designed and built several prototype
BQ, and Navy TD series. These included
the XBQ-4 (TDR-1), XBQ-5, YBQ-6 (TD3R-1) and BQ-6A,
All were twin-engined midall radio-controlled bomb-carriers.
wing monoplanes with provision for carrying up to 2,000 lb.
(908 kg.) of explosives, in the form of a bomb, torpedo or depthcharges, when flown remotely without pilot. The XBQ-4,
illustrated below, had two Lycoming 0-435 engines, the XBQ-5
two Franklin 0-805 engines and the YBQ-B and BQ-6A* had

The company

aircraft in the

also

Army

two Wright 11-975 radial engines.
In 1945 Interstate abandoned the manufacture of complete
aircraft.

Remotely-controlled Pilotless Bomh-earrier (two Lycoming 0-435-3 engines).
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KELLETT

The

Kellett

XR-8 Two-seat

Military

Helicopter with intermeshing rotors (245 h.p. Franklin 0-405-9 engine).

THE KELLETT AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office: Lansdowne Avende above State
Uppeb Daeby, Pa,
President
W. W.
;

THE KELLETT XR-8.
The prototype XR-8 made its first flight on August

IIoad,

Kellett.

Executive Vice-President Pv. G. Kellett.
Vice-President in Charge of Engineering R. H. Prewitt.
:

;

Vice-Presidents
W. L. Wilson and L. C, Peskin.
Secretary and Treasurer
W. R. Yarnall.
The Kellett Aircraft Corpn., formerly tile Kellett Aiitogiro
Corpn. assumed its present name in June, 1943, because of the
larger scope of the aviation activities in which it was then
engaged. It has still, however, ihaintained the development
and manufactme of rotary- wing aii’craft, in which it has been
engaged since 1929.
In 1943 the Company completed the delivery to the U.S.A.A.F.
of a small service development order for the YO-60 Autogiro,
and with the comj)letion of that order the company abandoned
the mamifacture of autogiros.
Kellett has been engaged in helicopter development work for
several years and dining 1944 the XR-8 helicopter, developed
for the U.S. Armjr Air P'orces, was successfully flown.
A
description of this aircraft follows.
Present plans include the development of larger transport
helicopters for military and commercial use, one of which, the
KH-2 is described hei'ewith,
:

Type. ^Two-.sea.t Military lielieojiter.
Rotoes. Tivin counter-rotating interrneshing rotors, 36 ft. 0 in.
(10.97 in.) diameter, with hubs 4 ft. 0 in. (1.23 m.) apart. Ujiper
horizontal transmission unit mounted on vertical unit on t'wo
ball bearings allowing it to rotate through 29 degrees independently
of the lower housing, wliieh is rigidly mounted in fuselage. It is
further supported on two ball-bearings mounted on the pylon,
which allow the rotor to tilt through 16 degrees for trimming.
Loiver unit connected to engine by universal sliaft drive and rubbercushioned driving flange. Rotor transmission is through two pairs
of spiral bevel gears, with a reduction ratio of 13.189 1. Integral
friction and dog- clutch assembly whereby rotors are brought to
engine speed by friction-clutch, engagement of d.og-Ciliitch providing

—

:

.

Over-riding dog-clutch poi-mits emei’gency dispositive drive.
engagement. Friction-clutch plate acts also as rotor brake. Blade
area (total) 84.5 sq. ft. (8.85 sqi m.).
Fuselage.—Deep-section metal structure covered with metal forward
and with fabric aft.
Tail Unit.— Strut-braced short-span tailplane mounting twin fins
as eridplatos. Fins of metal construction with fabric covering.
Additional dorsal fin at rear end of fuselage.
Landing Geak.—Fixed tricycle typo. Main wheels carried on shockabsorber legs braced to fuselage by stoel-tube triangulated structure.
Track 10 ft. 0 in. (3.05 m.). Full-swivelling nose-wheel. Emergency
bumpsr-skid below rear fuselage,
PowE;a Plant. One 245 h.p. Franklin six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine mounted in fuselage behind cabin.
Radial cooling, fan acts also as flywheel and is bolted directly to
crank-shaft. Air intake above cabin also x^i'ovides oil cooling.
Normal fuel capacity 34 U.S. gallons (128 litres) ; maximum fuel
capacity 81 U. 8. gallons (306 litres).
AqcOMMODATiON, Entire nose covered by moulded Plexiglas forms
cabin with seats for pilot and observer side by side. Dual controls,
consisting of conventional control column and pedals. Vertical-

THE KELLETT KH-2.
an all-metal commercial helicopter which is
now under development. It will incorporate the twin-meshing
rotor system of the XPv-8 but is otherwise a completely new
design.
The larger fuselage will have accommodation for pilot
and ten passengers or, in a freight version, a total cargo volume
is

—

(17.7 eu. m.).
The t-ft'o t350 h.p. Continental R9-A nine-cylinder radial aircooled engines will be mounted in faired sponsons springing
from the sides of the fuselage, these sponsons also housing the
main wheels of the fixed tricycle landing-gear. The rotor drive
will be by inclined external shafts between the sponsons and the
ft.

faired; rotor pylons.
The tail-unit will consist of

—

'

and

flight control lever, with throttle, extends
Transmission clutch control, with
seats.

a monoplane horkontal surface

triple vertical surfaces,
Dimensions.— Overall width (over rotors) 69 ft. 4 in. (21.1 mi), Overall
length 65 ft. (10.8 m.), Overall height 19 ft. (5.8 m,), Rotor diameter
(3-bIade) 6511, (10.8 m.)..^
WEiGirrs and LoADtKGS (Designed).—Weight empty 8,658 lbs. (3,030
kg.), Weight loaded 1],60() lbs. (6,270 kg.), Rotor disc loading
3.13 Ibs./.scj. ft. (1.5.27 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 10.50 Ibs./h.p.
;

:

.

(4.8 kg./h-p.).

Pekb'Obmance (Estimated).—Maximum speed 118 m.p.h. (189 km.h.).
Cruising speed 90 m.p.h. (144 km.h.). Cruising range 180 miles
(200 km.), Absolute ceiling over 15,000 ft. (4,575 in.).

,

.•

.

of 389 cub.

1944,

lift.

:

The KH-2

7,

and it has since been subjected to service trials and development
under the supervision of the U.S.A.A.F. The twin-rotor
arrangement is designed to eliminate the necessity for an antitorque tail rotor, and to utilise all available power for direct

.

forward from between
combined rotor brake,

extends forward from vertical housing.
Dimensions.—Rutor span (overall) 40 ft.' 0 in. (12.19 m.),
diameter (single) 36 ft. 0 in. (10.97 m.), Fuselage length 22 ft. 7 m.
(6.88 m.), Height 11 ft. 0 in. (3.35 m.).
Weights AND Loading.^.-—Weight empty 2,320 lbs. (1,052. kg.),
Weight loaded 2,975 lbs. (1,349 kg.). Blade loading 35.2 Ibs./sq. ft.
:(17i.88 kg./sq.: m.); Power loading 12.14 Ibs./h.p. (5.5 kg./h.p-)PEBirDBMANCE (Approximate). Forward level speed 100 m.p.h(161 km.h.), Ceiling 10,000 ft. (3,048 m.), Motionless hovering up
;

—

to S.OOO fb. (914 m.).
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laister-ka uffmann.

The Laister-Kauffmann LK-lOB (TG-4A) Two-seat Training

LAISTER-KAUFFMANN AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
6376, Clayton Road, St. Louis
John W. Laister.
President and Chief Engineer
Vice-President
M. Nanson Whitehead.

Head Oeeioe

:

17,

Mo.

:

:

John R. Kauffrnann.
Secretary and Treasurer
William F. Nesbit.
Assistant Secretary
During the war the Laister-Kauffman Aircraft Corpn., devoted
its energies mainly to the production of the Waco CG-4A troopcarrying and cargo glider. When the original contract was
completed shortly after the middle of 1944, the company initiated
an extensive repair and re-building programme on gliders of
this same model which had been damaged in training.
The Lai.ster-Kauffinan Corporation ha,s obtained a CAA
certificate for a civil version of the Ai'niy TG-4A two-seat training
glider to be known as the LK-lOB Yankee-Doodle Two.
In January, 1944, the Corpn. acquired the Bowlus Sailplane
Co., Inc., by an exchange of share.s, and thereby acquired manuBowlus types taken
facturing facilities on the Pacific coast.
’
over by Lai.ster-Kauffmann included the
:

:

light single-seat glider which will
kit foi’m for home building.

—
—

Landing Gear. Single ivheel built into fuselage on centre-line.
Accommodation. Tandem cockpits fore and aft of the centre-section
spar w'it-h sliding canopy over each. Dual controls.
Di.MENSiONS.~Span 50 ft. (15.24 ni.). Length 21 ft. 6 in. (6.48 m.),
Height 4

ft.

(1.22 m,).

Weights and Loadings.—-Weight empty 475
loaded 875

lbs,

lbs. (210 kg.), Weight
(397 kg.), IVing loading 6.27 Ibs./sq. ft. (26.7 kg./

sq. m.).

THE LAISTER-KAUFFMANN BABY ALBATROSS.
is a single-seat glider of all wood construction which is available complete or in kit form for home
The Baby Albatross

construction.

—

Dimensions. Span 44 ft. 4 in. (13.52 m.), Length 19 ft. 2 in. (5.84 m.).
Weights and Loadings .-—Weight empty 250 lbs. (113.5 kg.), Weight
^ loaded 4501bs, (204.3 kg.), Wing loading 3.6 Ibs./sq. ft. (17 kg./ sq.m. ).
Performance.-—Aircraft towing speed up to 65 m.p.h. (104 km.h.).
Sinking speed 2.25

ft./soe.

(.68 m./see.), Gliding angle 20

:

1.

be mark

THE LAISTER-KAUFFMANN

—

Slider.

Type. Two-seat Training glider.
Wings. Mid-wing cantilever monoplane.

—

LK-10B.
Ao

4418-12. Welded steel-tube eentre-sectioit
structure.
Outer wing sections have .singl
stressed plywood leading-edge and a norniE
of the spar, the whole being covered wi
balanced ailerons hinged to false spar. Spc
inboard of ailerons are linked to operate
Wing area 166 sq. ft. (15.42 sq. m.).

'

Fuselage,

—

Welded seamless steel -tube frar
over a light wood fairing structiu'e
is heat-treated as
welded into the fuselage truss.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type, wit
and fabric covering, ^tatically-balancec
Trimming-tabs in both elevators and rudd
fabric

and adjacent structure

—

A

line-up of three Laister-Kauflmann

Baby Albatross

Single-seat Gliders.

LANDGRAF,
THE LANDGRAF HELICOPTER COMPANY.

Heab

Omoe

ani)

Wobks

:

1440

West

166th Street,

Gardena,' Galieobnia.
President and Treasurer : Fred Landgraf.
Vice-President and Secretary : James S. Ricklefs.

The Landgraf Helicopter Company was incorporated on September 20, 1943. The Model H-2 Helicopter had been under
development for some years previous to that date under the
guidance of its inventor-designer Mr. Fred Landgraf. This
experimental’ model was first flown on November 2, 1944. In
:

(246c)

LA NDGRA F-mtUinued.

The Landgraf Model H-2 Twin- Rotor Helicopter

1945 the Landgraf Company received an experimental contract
from the U.S. Army for development of the H-2.
The Landgraf Model H-2 helicopter has a nnmber of revolutionary design features, among which are a cyclically-controlled
automatic colaileron system on the tips of the rotor blades
lective pitch control ; a centre of gravity ahead of the rotor
;

a retractable tricycle landing-gear designed to withstand
;
a vertical power-off landing ; and rotors which are overlapping
axes

and syehronised.
The Landgraf Company is also developing the Model H-3
two/tlnee-seat and the Model H-4 five/eight-seat Helicopters,
brief details of which follow'.

THE LANDGRAF MODEL H>2 HELICOPTER.
T'ype.—-Experimental 8ingle-.seat Twin-rotor holicoptor.
RoTOits, Two throe-blade overlapping rotors, 16 ft, 0 in. (4.87 m.)
diameter, rigidly attached to metal hubs 11 ft. 0 in. (3.35 m.)
ajaart at extremities of sloping booms projecting from sides of
NACA 0015 aerofoil section, faired to oval section at
fuselage.
Solid birch leading-edge with plywood covering aft.
roots.
Ailerons on blade tips for attitude control. Pitch of all blades
is the same and is automatically controlled through a eentrifugallyoperated spring-loaded device. Rotor speed 485 r.p.ni. Effective
disc area 360 sq, ft. (33.44 sq. m.) ; total blade area 32.4 sq. ft.

—

(3 sq. m.).

— Wooden raonocoque
Booms of similar construction.
Taid Unit.— Single cantilever
L.anding Gear. —Retractable

Fuselage.

structure

with

plywood

skin.

stabilising fin built integrally with fuse-

lage.

tricycle

type.

Main

wheels,

carried

shock-absorber struts attached to wing, retract inwards
into fuselage. 20 in. (50.8 cm.) travel on main legs to take vortical
power-off landing. Steerable nose-wheel retracts backwards into

on

air-oil

fuselage.

;

—

oil

capacity

Accoiewodation.

—Pilot’s

on starboard. Flying
and throttle.
Dimensions.-— Span 27 ft.

1

U.S. gallon (3.77

litres).

R

engine)

enclosed cockpit in nose, with entry door
controls consist of a single control colimm

Oin. (8.23 m.), Rotor diameter (each) 16 ft,
0 in. (4.87 rn.), Fuselage length 13 ft. 0 in. (4.57 in.).
Loadings.
and
Weight empty 03(i lbs. (288 kg.), Weight
Weights
loaded 830 lbs. (386 kg.), Disc loading 2.36 Ibs./sq. ft. (11.3 kg./sq.
m.), Blade loading 26.2 Ibs./sq. ft. (127.8 kg./sq. m.), Power loading
10 lbs. /h.p. (4,54 kg, /h.p.).

—Maximum

I^EiiEOKMANCE.

speed over 100 rn.p.h. (161 km.h.).

THE LANDGRAF MODEL

H-3 HELICOPTER.

The H-3 is a projected all-metal development of the experimental H-2 helicopter w'ith accommodation for a pilot and one
or two passengers. The proposed pow'er-plant Is a 125-135 h.p.
Gear
Continental horizontally-oiiposed air-cooled engine.
reduction ratio will be 7.25 1, and the rotor speed 380 r.p.m.
Rotor diumetor {eiu;h) 21 ft. 8 in. (6,60 ni.), Rotor
Diju!:n.sions.
:

—

centres 15

ft.

0 in. (4.57

Weights and Loadings.

in.).

—IVeight loaded 1,640

disc loading 2.46 Ibs./sq.
h.p. (5.51 kg./h.p.).

ft.

PerfobMjVNce (Estimated).

(12 kg./sq. m.),

—

lbs, (744 kg.), Effective

Power loading

12,13

lbs./

,

_

Cruising speed 117 m.p.h, (188
miles (682 km.).

Range 424

ktn.li.),

THE LANDGRAF MODEL H-4 HELICOPTER.
The H-4 is a projected all-metal five/eight-seat commercial
helicopter similar in general form to the above.
The powerplant is to be a 450 h.p. Pratt & Whitney radial engine, living
the twin rotors through a reduction gearing ratio of 12 1, the
rotor speed being 191 r.p.m.
Dimensions.—;-Rotor diameter (each) 40 ft. 0 in. (12.19 m,), Rotor
;

centres 25

ft.

0 in. (7.62

Weights and Loadings.

Poweb, Plant. -One Pobjoy R seven-cylinder radial blower-cooled
engine on steel -tube inomitiiig aft of pilot’s cockpit developing
85' b.h.p. at 3,300 r.p.m. Fuel capacity 6.5 U.S. gallons (24.5
litres)

(85 h.p. Pobjoy Type

rn.).

—Loaded

weight 3,630 lbs. (2,554 kg.),
Effective disc loading 2.57 Ibs./isq. ft. (12.54 kg./sq. in.), Power
loading 12.51 lbs. /h.p. (5.71 kg./h.p,).

—

Peheobmanc'E (Estimated).'

Range 580

The Landgraf Model H-2 Twin-rotor Helicopter

km.h.),
Cruising
' speed 136 m.p.h. (219
miles (933 km.).

(85 h.p. Pohjoy

Type

R

engine),

The Lockheed XR60-1 Constitution Naval Transport (four 3,500

The Lockheed XR60-1 Constitution Naval Transport

(four

h.p. Pratt

3,500 h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney R-4360

&

engines),

Whitney R-^SBO

engines),

The Prototype XP-80 Shooting Star

wftieh

built round the de Havilland H-1 turbo-jet engine.
Smithsonian National Air Museum.

was

in the

A

further develojiment of the .Constitution (Model IS!)) is
tui'bines driving contra-rotating airscrews.
It is estimated that four airscrew' gas-turbines, each giving
the equivalent of 5,000 h.p., will raise the cruising speed to
about 300 m.p.h. (5153 km.h.) and the maximum speed to about
400 m.p.h. (044 km.h.).

planned with four gas

Owing to shortage of eortaiu materials, completion of the
prototypes was delayed and provisional orders for a commercial
version of the Model 89 w'hich had been placed by Pan American
WotHd Airways and American Overseas Airlines ivere cancelled.
Interest is, liowever, likely to be revived in a commercial version
of the Model 189.
Duiensions. Span 189 ft. 0 in. (57.6 m.). Length 156 ft. 0)in. (47, .55

—

m.), .Height 50 ft.
sq. in.).

W^EiGHTS

AND

t)

in.

LOADINGS

(15.24 m.),

Wing

area 3,610 sq.

(Designed—Modcl

89).

ft.

—Weight

(335.36

loaded

(85,729 kg.), Wfing loading 52.4 lbs,/sq. ft. (287.7
kg./.sq. m.), Pow'or loading (approximate) 15.8 Ibs./h.p. (7.15 kg./

189,000

lbs.

h.p.j.

THE LOCKHEED MODEL
U.S.

Army

Air Force designations

;

80 SHOOTING STAR.
P-80A and FP-80A.

Jet-propelled combat aircraft
Air Forces. The XP-80 was
designed round a British de Havilland H-1 jet-unit which was
supplied to the American authorities in July, 1943, and turned
over by Wright Field to the Lockheed company to power the
prototype. In 143 days Lockheed had designed, built and flown
the XP-80, the first flight of the prototype being made on
January !), 1944. Later, a General Electric pow'er-iinit w’as
adopted for the Y l-’-SOA and the production P-SOA.
The first photographic versions of the Shooting Star were

The Shooting Star was. the first
to be accepted by the U.S. Army

tiesignatecl

It

is

to be lodged

XF-14 and XF-14A, but only tno aircraft were
The P.R. version is now known as the FP-SOA.

so identified.

The eamora nose witii three vertical cameras is inter-changeable
with the gun nose of the P-SOA.
The XP-80B is a special clouned-up version of the Shooting
Star which, up to tlie time of writing, had made several fruitless
attempts to establish anew World’s Speed Record at Miiroc,
Cal.
It has a smaller bubble canopy, buried air intake scoops
flush with the sides of the fuselage and a new wing of greater
chord.
TvrK. Single-scat job-propelled Figlitcr.
Wixos. Cantilever low-wing monoplano. NACA laminar-flow aeroCentre-Ime of chord
foil section with knife-sharp leading-edge,
Wings of equal
2 in. (5.08 c/ni.) bohiixd mid-point of fuselage.
taper and no diliedral. Alurnirdum-alloy strircture with I-section
spars, T-section longitudinal stringers and stressed metal skin.

—
—

area 237 sq, ft. (22 sq. m.), Normal ailerons of all-metal
construction with hydraulic boost control. Trim-tab in port
Electrically-operated split trailing-edge flaps inboard
aileron.
of ailerons with separate fuselage flaps interconnected with wing
Fuselage flaps may be operated with or separately from wing
flaps.

Wing

flaps.

—

ll-metal semi-inonoeoque structure in three sections
consisting of nose, centre and aft sections. Nose-section detachable.
Centre fuselage extending from front of cockpit to wing trailingedge has main longerons, vertical frames and longitudiiial stringers,
witli flirsh -riveted smooth metal skin,
Dctachalde inspection
panel over jet imit.. Aft section consists of tapered longerons,
vertical frames and longitudinal stringers and incorporates jet
tail pipe and integral tail \rnit.

FuseIjAGB.

Taiu Unit.

— Cantilever monoplano typo.

All-metal fin and tailplane,

integral with rear section of fuselage, have two spars, former ribs
and stressed pietal covering. Plastic tip to fin houses radio

The Lockheed P-80A Shooting Star Single-seat Fighter (General

Electric 1-40 turbo-jet engine),

(249c)

LOCKHEED—continued.

The Lockheed FP-80A

Siiootiijg Star,

the Photographic-Beeonnaissance version of the

P-80A Fighter.-— (Peier Bowers).

antenna. Balanced rudder and elevators of all-metal construction
with metal skin. Controllable inset trim-tab in each elevator;
adjustable rudder trim-tab. Tailplane span 16 ft. 7 in. (4.75 m.).
LANDijra G3EAE.~Retractable tricycle type. Each main wheel,
carried on inner side of single shock-absorber leg with side link
member, retracts inwards into wing and is completely enclosed
by fairing plates attached to outside of leg and under fuselage.
Nose-wheel carried on sprung half-fork retracts backwards into
fuselage and is enclosed by twin doors. Hydraulic operation.
Triple-tread tyres on

PowtsB Plant.

— One

all

wheels.

General Electric 1-40 (Army designation J-33)

centrifugal-flow jet-propulsion unit in centre-section of fuselage
with aii’-intakes on either side of fuselage forward of wing leadingedge.
Aft section of fuselage, including jet nozzle, removed by
detaching three fittings and tail pipe clamp for servicing anct
maintenance of jet unit. Complete unit may be changed in 20
minutes. Self-.sealing kerosezre fuel tanks in fuselage and wings.
Streamlined long-range fuel-tanks each of 166 U.S. gallons (623
litres) capacity may be carried on electrically-operated drop
shackles under wdng-tips.

—

AcGOMMODATioisr. Pressurized cockpit for pilot over wing; leading-edge.
Moulded cockpit cover slides backwards for access. Flat armoured
windscreen. Steel armour plate on upper forward side of front
bulkhead and behind pilot’s seat and head, with duralumin armour
plate aft of front bulkhead. Cockpit pressure automatically
reduced when combat gun-switch is used to prevent physical
injirry to pilot from explosive decompression should canopy be
pierced. Provision for use of anti-G suit.

—

Armament.

Six .6 in. (12.7 m/m.) forward-firing machine-guns in
lower portion of nose with 300 r.p.g. Electric gyro-lead computing gun-sight with reflex optical system. Guns and magazines
may be removed and replaced in 16 minutes without use of platforms or ladders. Bombs may be carried on wing-tip shackles in
place of long-range tanks.

Equipment.—-Complete gun-nose can be replaced by nose-section
containing camera equipment for photographic-reconnaissance
duties.
This includes one K-17 with 6 in. (1^24 e/m.) lens and
two K-22 with 24 in. (60.9 e/m.) lens, and Fairchild automatic
Camera gun in slight bulge in starboard intake.
RDF sets.
Oxygen, radio and adjustable landing-light in nose section;
hydraulics and radio in fuselage centre-section below cockpit.

The Lockheed P-80A Shooting

Star.

(250c)

LOCKHEED— mntinmd.
Dimensions.

—

vSpuii 38 ft. lOJ in. (11.80 m.), Lengfcti 34 ft. 6 in.
(lO.uO m.), Height- overall 11 ft. 4 in. (3.4.5 ra.).
Total area of
control surfaces (ailerons, elevator.s and rnclder) 31.9 sq. ft. (2'93

sq.

m.

).

Weights and Loadings (Approximate).
(3,629

Wing

kg.).

—Weight

empty 8.000

lbs.

Maximum take-off weight 14,000 lbs. (6,3.50 kg.).
maximum weight) 59 Ibs./sq. ft. (288 kg./.sq. m.).

loading (at

—

aximum speed 558 m.p.h. (898 km.h.) at sea-level.
speed at 30,000 ft. (9,14.5 im) 508 m.p.h. (818 km.h.),
tSei'vice ceiling, over 45,000 ft. (13,716 m.). Maximum range
(approximate) 2,000 miles (3,219 krn.).

Perpokmance.

Maximum

THE LOCKHEED MODEL 75 SATURN.
The Saturn was designed primarily as an economical feederline transport.
One of its features is tlie interehaugeability
of right and left side components, including landing-gear,
landing-gear doors, power-plant units, engine cowlings, elevators
and tabs and wing-flap assemblie.s.
The first prototype flew in June, 1940, but owing to the
unavailability of Continental engines the original production
programme for the Satirrn has been shelved. A second prototype fitted with two Wright Cyclone seven-cylinder engines is
being completed and if this installation is satisfactory the
possibilities of production will be re-e.xamined
win-engined 14-passenger monoplane.
Ta’pe.
Wings. -C antilever high-wing monoplane. All-metal .structure eou.sisting of eonstant-cliord centre-section and two sharply-tapered
outer sections. All-metal aileron.s with trim-tab.s in eaeli and
Ailerons and flaps interchangeable left ami
trailing-edge flaps.

—

—

right.

Fijsel.age,

—

ll-metal strneture of oval cross-section.

—-C antilever

monoplane type. Balanced rudder and
elevators with trim-tab in rudder, and trim and balance-tab in
Elevators interehangealile left and right. Dox’sal tin
elevators.
extends along fuselage. Tailplane .span 24 ft. 8 in. (7.52 ra.).

Tail

Unit.

—

Main units each consist
etraetable tricycle type.
L-ANDING Gear.
of single shock-absorber leg carrying two wheels which retract
forward into engine nacelles and are enclosed by twin doors. T’rack
No.se- wlmel retmct.s
(centx'e-line of leg.s) 18 ft. 4 in. (,5.59 in.}.
rearward into fuselage.
wo Continental GR9A-975 nine-cylinder radial
1’dwer Plant.
air-cooled engines, oaeh ivith normal rating of 550 li.jj., ami with
600 h.p. available for take-off. Alternatively two 800 h.p. Wright

—

C7B

Gyeloiio

aeven-eylinder

radial air-cooled

cnjgiues

may

iio

Aeroproduets two-hlado paddle-type airserews. Fuel
capacity 492 LT.S. gallons (1,862 litre.s), Oil capacity 20 U.,S. galloas
installed.

(76 litres).

—

row of

Main

cabin has uornial
accommodation for 14 passengens. Entry door on ]iort side at
rear 2 ft. 10 in, (0,86 m.) from ground. Forward freight compartment between crew compartment and main cabin with capacity of
112 cub. ft. (3.16 cub. in.). Access door on port side 3 ft. 2 in.
Rear freight compartment with capacity
(0.96 m.) from ground.
of 50 cub. ft. (1.4 cub. m.). Quickly removable bulkheads between
passenger cabin and freight compartments to permit variation in

Acc'OMjVIodation.

tavo.

pa.s,senger

loads.

Dimension.s.

span 74

ft.

0 in. (22,56 m.),

Length 51

ft.

6 in. (15.7 ra.),

Height (over rudder) 19 ft. 10 in. (6.04 m.).
Weight.s (De.signed).- Weight empty 9,634 lbs. (4,370 kg.), Operating
weight empty, including erew' and baggage, minimum and i-eserve
oil, and 42 llis. (19 kg.) of passenger equipment, 10,200 lbs. (4,627
kg.), Weight loaded 14,000 lbs. (6,350 kg.).
Ferforullncb (Estimated).—Maximum sjieed 248 m.p.h. (399 km.h.).
Cruising speed (60% power) 207 m.p.h. (343 km.h.) at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 m.), Cruising speed (60% powei') at sea level 189 m.p.h.
(304 km.h.). Bate of climb at sea level 1,460 ft./inin. (44,5 m./miii.),
Ono-ongme rate of climb at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 370 ft. /min. (113 m./
min.). Service ceiling 26,000 ft. (7,955 m.). One-engine ceiling
16.000 ft. (4,570 m.). Cruising range, at 196 m.p.h. (316 km.h.) at
10.000 ft. (3,050 m.) with 2,740 lbs. (1,243 kg.) payload, 500 miles
(805 km.). Range at 175 rn.pi.h. (282 Imi.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.)
with 3,280 lbs. (1,488 kg.f payload, 150 miles (242 km.). Maximum
range, approximately 2,000 miles (3,220 km.), Take-olt distance to
50 ft. (15 m.) 623 yds. (270 m.). Landing distance from 60 ft. (16 in.)

—

'

'597 yds, (546

'

in.).

:

The Lockheed 75 Saturn.
49, 649 AND 749 CONSTELLATION.
The original Model 49 Constellation tvas designed before
requirements
of ''Transcontinental & Western
the war to the
During its dei'elopment, and after consultation with
Air, Inc.
T.W.A., Pan American Airways also ordered a number of

THE LOCKHEED MODELS

Constellations but on the entry of the United States into the
their riglits in favour of the Army
Air 'Forces, to whose requirements the Constellation ivas completed and put into production as a military transport under
the designation C-69.
The following were the designations of the various military
versions of the Constellation
XC-69. Original Model 49 ordered by airlines and turned
over to the U.S.A.A.P.
C-69 A. Model 49 fitted to carry up to 100 troops. Cancelled.
C-69B. Fitted to accommodate crew of six and 94 troops on
benches. Cancelled.
C-69C. Personnel version to carry crew of six and 43 in
chairs.
One built, 49 cancelled on VJ-Day and modified by

war both companies waived

:

Lockheed

for airline use.

C-69D. Three cancelled by U.S.A.A.P. on VJ-Day and modified by Locldieed for delivery to airlines.
XC-69E. One Model 49 fitted with four Pratt & Whitney
R-2S00 engines in place of standard power plant of four Wright
Il-3350-3o engines.
Wlien the \yar ended military contracts were cut and production was converted for civil purposes. The first delivery
of a commercial Model 49 was made to T.W.A. on October 1,
1945, and the C.A.B. granted Airworthiness Type Certificate
No, 763 for this type of aircraft on December 11, 1945. All
the early deliveries of Constellations were conversions of aircraft
begun as military C-69 transports.

WSSS^SSB.

The Lockheed Constellation

in military guise.

Most C-69 military transports have now been converted for commercial

use.

(251c)
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The Lockheed XC-69E

Constellation,

an experimental model

fitted

with four Pratt

&

Whitney R-2800 engines.

{Peter Bowers).

Owing

to several accidents which were at the time attribute d
to the engine installation the Airworthiness Certificate of the
Model 49 was temporarily withdrawn on July 11, 1946, while
direct-injection GE-SSJO engines were substituted for the original
power units, and other minor changes were made to the pressurization system. These modified aircraft are known as the Model
49-46,
The Constellation built throughout as a commercial aeroplane
This version is fitted with the
is known as the Model 649.
slightly more powerful Wright GR-3350-BD1 engines w'ith
direct fuel-injection systems, is more luxmiously furnished,
and has slightly greater maximum and cruising speeds.
The Model 749 is a long-range version which will be available
for delivery in 1947.
It will have new wings with additional
fuel tankage, thermal de-icing, etc.
Constellations are operated, or have been ordered, by Pan
American World Airways, T.W.A., American Overseas Airlines,
Eastern Air Lines, Pan American-Grace Airways, British Overseas Airways, Qantas Empire Airways, Air Prance, K.L.M.,
K.N.I.L.M., Panair do Brasil and Aer Lingus Tta.
Tyr®.—Pour-eiigined Au’liner.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. All-metal structure in
five main sections consisting of centre-section carrying engine
Two-spar structure
nacelles, two outer wings and detachable tips.
with flush-riveted stressed metal skin. False spar carrying ailerons
and flap.s. Fabric-covered metal ailerons each have controlljible
trim-tab and hydraulic boost control. Loekheed-Fowler trailingedge flaps extend from ailerons nearly to centre-line of fuselage
Gross
Flap positions for take-off, landing and manoeuvring.
wing area 1,650 sq. ft. (153.5 sq. m.).
crossFuselage. All-metal semi-monoeoque structure. Circular
section throughont length and with centre-line cambered to give
longitudinal aerofoil section and maximum length and width of
Structure
level floor, particularly in nose and tail sections.
consists of transversal frames and flush-riveted stressed metal

—

_

—

skin.

—

Unit. Cantilever monoplane type consisting of tailplane and
two-piece elevator mounted at top of fuselage, and two inset fins
and rudders with third fin and rudder on fuselage centre-line.
All-metal structure with stressed metal skin over fixed surfaces
and fabric-covered rudders and elevators. Controllable trim-tabs
Hydraulically-boosted control surfaces
in rudders and elevators.
with manual override control for auxiliary use. Tailplane span
50 ft. O’ in. (15.24 rn.).
Landing Geab .—Retractable tricycle type with dual wheels on
all imits.
Each main unit consists of twin -wheels 17.00 X 20
carried on single shock-absorber strut with side and front link
members which retract forward into inner engine nacelles and are
Low pressure tyres. Track (contrefully enclosed by twin doors.
Nose-unit consists of steerable
line of legs) 28 ft. 0 in. (8.50 m.).twin smooth-contour wheels 2 ft. 9 in. (0.84 ra.) diameter, carried
backwards into fuselage
retracts
which
leg
on single shock-absorber
and is enclosed by twin cloons and fairing plate attached to front
of leg. Dual hydraulic brake System on main wheels with manual

Tail

The Lockheed

Constellation Airliner

auxiliary override control.
below rear fuselage.

—

Power Plant. Four Wright

Emergency

retractable bumper-skid

GR-.3350-Bpl eighteencylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines each rated at 2,500 h.p.
Stainlessfor take-off and enclosed in long-chord tapered cowlings.
steel nacelles, with all ducting and controls grouped at fire-proof
bulkhead, are completely detachable and can be changed in 30
minutes. Automatic fire-detection and location with positive
Hamiltonfire-extinguisher system opei-jited by flight engineer.
Standard Hydro matie or Curtiss-Electric three-blade reversible
Cyclone

(252c)
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A
aii’sorewa,

systems
litres).

15

ft.

2

in.

Lockheed C-69 Constellation

(4.62 m.)

diameter.

Four separate

wings with total capacity of 4,760 U.S.
Total oil capacity 186 U.S. gallons (702
ill

fitted

fuel

gallon.? (15,592
litres)

in four

separate tanks.
AccoMMOD.rTrofT. Pressmized cabin for crew and passengers maintains 8,000 ft, (2,440 m.) cabin atmosphere at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.).
Two fnlly-automatic cabin superchargers with manual override
Thermostatically-controlled, heating and cooling.
Recontrol.
frigeration unit cools cabin to 75 degrees Fahrenheit with outside
Fahrenheit.
110
degrees
Pilot’s
comisartment
in
temperature at
forward portion of fuselage wuth j>ilot (on port) and co-pilot sideby-side with dtial controls. Electric windshield de-icers. Flight
engineer behind co-pilot facing outboard. Radio -operator behind
Steward and stewardess. Entry to crow
pilot facing forward.
compartment on starboard side. Aft of erew' eompartmont is
fully-insulated forward passenger cabin, followed by compartment
whieh can be arranged as galley, buffet, lounge, etc. Next follows
main passenger cabin, insulated against sound, vibration and
outside temperature. Many alternative arrangements allow for
48-passenger
total accommodation of from 44 to 60 passengers.
version convertible to sleeper with 22 berths and 4 seats ; 44sleeper
with
20
berths
and 4 seats.
passenger version convertible to
Main entry door at rear on port. Aft of main cabin are lavatories,

—

Goatroom and mealtime accommodations. Two freight compartments with total capacity of 440 cxib. ft. (12.45 cub. m.) below
floor of main cabin with allowance for 6,850 lbs. (2,651 kg.), or
13,400 lbs. (6,077 kg.) with auxiliary flooring. Other freight stowage
dependent on passenger accommodation. Additional freight,
etc. can be carried in an all-metal pannier, known as a “Speedpak,”
33 ft. long X 7 ft. wide X 3 ft. deep (10.05 X 2.13 X 0.9 m.) and
weighing 1,700 lbs. (771 kg.). This is carried under and closely
The “Speedpak” has capacity of
fits the contour of fuselage.
395 cub. ft. (11.17 cub. m.) and a stowage allowance of 10,000 lbs.
Built-in electric hoist lowmrs “Speedpak” to ground
(4,536 kg,).
“Speedpak” reduces speed by about
for loading or ixnloading.
10 m.p.h. (16 km.h.).
0 in. (37.49 m.), Length 95 ft. l-,% in.
(28.97 m.). Height over fuselage 18 ft. Sfk in. (5.6 m.), Height
overall 23 ft. 8 in. (7.2 m.).

Dimensions.— Span 123
,

ft.

with a “Speedpak” freight container.

—

Weight-s and Loadings (Model 649). Weight empty (including
crew and all passenger eqxiipment) 55,000—60,750 lbs. (24,924—
27,556 kg.) depending on interior arrangements. Payload (approximate) 49,280 lbs. (22,353 kg.), Maximum take-off loaded weight
100.000 lbs. (45.359 kg.), .Maximum lauding weight 78,000 lbs.
(35,381 kg.). Wing loading (at maximum take-off weight) 48.3
(235.8 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (at maximum take-off
weight, take-otf h.p.) 10 Ibs./sq. ft. (4.5 kg./h.p.).

Ibs./.sq. ft.

—

Maximum speed (inlly loaded) over
649).
350 m.p.h. (563 km.h.), Maximum eruising speed at 60% power,
over 300 m.p.h. (483 km.li.), Landing speeil 80 m.p.h. (129 km.h.).
Service ceiling 25,000 ft. (7,020 m.), Threo-engino ceiling, over
20.000 ft. (6,095 m.), Two-eugino ceiling over 8,000 ft. (2,440 in.).
Normal range 3,000 miles (4,828 km.), Maxinmin range 5,000 miles
(8,046 km.), I’ako-off run at sea level with Ivill load, under 667 yds.
(610 m.), Take-off distance to 50 ft. (15 m.) with full load, under
033 yds. (853 m.). Landing distance from 50 ft. (15 m.) at maximum
landing weight, 833 yds. (762 m,).

Performance (Model

THE LOCKHEED MODEL
U.S.

Navy designations

The P2V Neptune
first

delivery being

:

26
P2V-1 and P2V*2.

is in

made

in

NEPTUNE.

production for the U.S. Navy, the

December, 1945.

Bettveen September 29 and October 1, 1946, a speciallymodified P2V-1 set up a World’s Record for Distance in a
Straight Line by flying non-stop from Perth, Western Australia,
to Columbus, (5hio, U.S.A., a distance of 11,250 miles (18,105
km.). Flight time was 55 hours 15 min. The crew consisted
of Cdr, Thomas D. Davies, Cdr. Eugene P. Rankin, Cdr. Walter
S. Reid, and Lt. Cdr. Roy H. Taberling, all U.S.N.
The aircraft took off at a loaded weight of 85,000 lbs. (38,600
kg.) of which 50,400 lbs. (22,890 kg.) was gasoline, the fuel
load alone representing about one and a half times the empty
weight of the ah’craft. Jato was used for take-off.
Type.
win-engined Naval Patrol Bomber.
Wings.
ll-metal cantilever mid-wing monoplane consisting of
constant-chord centre-section and two tapering outer wings.

—
—

.

j

Lockheed Model

34f Little

Dipper, a small single-seat light monoplane which was built before the Lockheed
its intention to enter the personal plane market

company abondoned

U.

S, A.

(253c)
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The Lockheed P2V-1 Neptune Naval Patrol Bomber (two 2,300
Metal covering. Gross wing area 1,000 sq. ft. (92.9 sq. ni.). Allmetal ailerons with controllable trim -tab in each. Aileron area
(each) 66 sq. ft, (6.13 sq. m.). Improved-tyioe Fowler split trailingedge flaps between ailerons and fuselage, rear portion of each
nacelle moving with inner flaps.
Fuselage. All-metal seini-monocoqne structure.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type, wuth metal covering over

—
—

all
surfaces.
“Varieani” tailplane adjustable for incidence.
Balanced control surfaces, with trim-tab in each elevator, and
trim and balance-tab.s in rudder. Elevator area (each) 39.3 sq. ft.
(3.65 sq. m.), Bvuider area 38.4 sq, ft. (3.57 sq. m.).
Landing Gear. Retraotahlo tricycle type. Each main wheel 4 ft.
10 in. (1.47 ni.) diameter, carried on outside of single shock-absorber
leg with side and front link members, retracts forward into engine
nacelle and is enclosed by twin doors. Nose-w'heel 3 ft. 4 in.
(1.01 m.) diameter retracts backwards into fuselage and is enelo-sod
by twin doors. Hydraulic brakes on main wheels.
Power Plant.—Two Wright R-3350-8 (P2V-1) or R-3350-24W (P2y-2)
eighteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines, the former
rated at 2,300 h.p. for take-off and enclosed in long-chord cowlings
with controllable cooling gills. .Hamilton Standard Hydromatic
four-blade constant-speed airscrews, 15 ft. 2 in. (4.62 m.) diameter.
Self-sealing fuel-tanks with nylon plastic easing.
Fuel capacity
2,350 IT.S. gallons (8,896 litres). Dural armour in naeellas.
Accommodation.- Crew of seven
eo-pilot,
navigator /
pilot,

—

—

The

Special

:

h.p.

Wright R-3350-8 engines).

bombardier (wdio handles radar bombing

gear),

radar operator,

and dorsal and rear gunners. All positions armoured. Galley
and sleeping accommodation.
Armament.- Up to six 20 m/m. forward-firing cannon in nose two
and two
.5-in. (12.7 m/ra.) flexible machine-guns in dorsal turret

—

;

;

Provision for sixteen
similar guns in power-operated tail tui'ret.
Bomb-load of
5-in. (12.7 c/m.) rocket projectiles under wings.
8,000 lbs. (3,629 kg.) carried' internally may consist of sixteen 600
lbs. (227 kg.), eight 1,000 lbs. (464 kg.) or four 2,000 lbs. (907 kg.)
bombs, two 2,165 lbs. (982 kg.) torpedoes or twelve 325 lbs. (147
kg.) depth-charges, or 2,000 lbs. (907 kg.) sea-mines.
EqumMENX. Full radio, navigation, radar and photographic equip
inent.
Dimensions. Span 100 ft. 0 in. (30.48 m.), Length 75 ft. 6 in. (23.0
m.), Height (over rudder) 28 ft. 1 in. (8.5 m.).
Weight empty 32,957 lbs. (14,949 kg.),
Weights and Lo.-vdings.
maximum loaded take-off weight 58,000 lbs. (26,288 kg.), Wing
loading 58 Ibs./sq. ft. (283 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (at maximurh
overload) 16.1 lbs. /h.p. (7.25 kg./h.p.).
Perporm-ance. -Maximum speed, over 300 m.p.h. (483 km.h.),
Cruising speed 170 m.p.h. (274 km.h.). Stalling speed at 45,000 lbs.
(20,410 kg.) 78 m.p.h. (125 km.h.). Service ceiling 23,200 _ft. (7,070
m.), normal range, over 3,500 miles (5,632 km.). Ferrying range
with extra tanks in bomb-bay 5,000 miles (8,04-6 km.). Take-off
run 466 yds. (426 m.), Landing rim 467 yds. (427 ra.).
,

—
—

—

—

non-stop
Lockheed P2V Neptune “Truculent Turtle” which holds the World’s Distance Record with a
flight of 11,250 miles.

U.
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The Lockheed XP-58 Experimental Two-seat Escort Fighter (two Allison V-3420-11/13 engines)

THE LOCKHEED MODEL
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XF-S8.
Army Air Forces designation
The XP-ijS was an experimental escort fighter and shipping
destroyer which was developed in 1940. Following the twinfuselage formula, the XP-5S was about one-third larger than
the P-liS iui(.i cari'ied a crew of two ami a heavy armament.
The nose armament noimally consisted of four 37 m/m.
U.S.

:

high-velocity cannon under the control of the pilot. An interchangeable noK() witli a single 75 m/m. cannon could be subKtitut(;d for the normal installation.
Tlio rear armament was mounted in two turrets, one above
and one below tin' fuselage and each mounting two .5 in. (T2.7

m/m.) macbiuc-gun.s. The.se turrets Avei'e remotely-controlled
Ihe rc^ir gunner located in the after end of the central nacelle.
This installation represented one of the first experiments on
cenli'al

fu’e

control ever naade.

The XP-5S was originally intended to be fitted with two
Wright K-21(>0 Tornado forty-two-cylinder seven-bank liquidcooled engines driving oppositely-rotating airscrews but this
ongiuo was abandoned during development. The only XP-S8
built w'as fitted with two Allison \'-3420-ll/13 twenty-fourcylinder double-Vee power units.
The XP-5S had a maximum loaded weight of 38,000 lbs.
(17,250 kg.), more than twice that of the P-38. The wing span
was 70 ft. (2 .35 m.) and the overall length 49 ft. 6 in. (22.5 m.).
1

THE LOCKHEED MODEL 22 LIGHTNING.
Army Air Forces designation: P-38 and F-5.
The P-3S Lightning was the only American fighter built
before the war to be still in production on VJ-Lay. Developed
U.S.

through eighteen successively-improved versions, the Lightning
u'as used in all U.8. combat zones as a high and low altitude
fighter, fighter escort, bomber, photographic -recomiaissanee
aircraft, lo\v attack and rocket fighter and smoke-screen layer.

The first military aeroplane developed by Lockheed, the
P-3S was designetl to meet an Air Corps specification issued in
The XP-38 prototype first flew on January 27, 1939,
1936.

YP-38 aircraft of a limited proeurement order for
was delivered to the Army in March, 1941.
The P-38D was the first version of the Lightning to go into
service in the war an aircraft of this mark was the first American
fighter to shoot down an enemy aeroplane over Iceland a few
minute.s after the United States declared war on (Jennauy.
Tlie P-3SL Lightning, the last fighter version to see combat
service, took part in the final .stages of the Pacific war and two

and the

first

thirteen

—

Liglitning.s asoorting a Boeing Fortre.s.s were actually the first
Allied fightcT's to land on Japanese soil after tlie surrender.
Tlie development of the Lightning, wdth detiiils of all marks
up t-o the P-3SL and f'-oB, was fvdly outlined in the last issue
Siiu'c tlien lirief details and
of “All the World’s .Mrcraff
photographs have beiui relcasiMl concerning the P-38M and F-5(i
both of which saw servici- iu the Pacilic during the last few’ w’eeks

of the war.

The P-38M was a two-seat niglit fighter which differed from
the P-38L in having an additional cockpit for a radar ofierator
immediately behind the pilot’s cockpit. Radar equipment
was carried in a streamlined carrier under the nose. Armament
was similai' to that of the P-38L. Long-range fuel tanks or two
1,000 lb. (454 kg.) bombs could he carried under the inner
wings, and standard rocket cluster launchers imder the outer
wings.
The F-5G was the last photographie-reeoimaissance version of
the Lightning. It w’as fitted with a new type of elongated nose
in which were installed five cameras. This nose was interchangeable with the standard P-3SL multi-gun nose.
The Lightning was withdrawm from production within a
few days of VJ-Day after 9,923 had been delivered to the U.S.
Army. The P-38L was at the time of writing still in service
in the U.S. Army Aii’ Forces at home and with the occupation
forces overseas.
A special version of the P-3S, called unofficially the “Lightning
Swordfish,” was produced in 1943 and used by Lockheed research
engineers to test the drag, lift and airflow characteristics of new
aerofoil sections.
special section was built on to the wing
outboard of the engines as shown in the accompanying photograph, and various instruments were cai-riod for obtaining

The Lockheed P-38M Lightning Two-seat Night Fighter Monoplane (two 1,425

A

h.p. Allison

V-1710-111/113 engines).
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The Lockheed F-5G Lightning Single-seat Photographic-Reconnaissance Monoplane (two

Allison

V-1710 111/113 engines).—
(Peter Bowers).

tested at dive speetls of over 525 m.p.h. (845 km.h.) with this
aircraft.

A

of the Lightning was published
The following figures relate
two 1,425 h.p. Allison 7-1710-111/113

full structural description

in the last issue of this
to the P-38L fitted wdth

Annual.

engines
Dimensions. Span S2 ft. (15.8 in.). Length 37 ft. 10 in. (11.53 m.),
Height 12 ft. 10 in. (3,9 m.).
Weights.-— eight empty (with equipment) 14,100 lbs. (6,405 kg.),
Normal loaded combat weight 17,500 lbs. (7,945 kg.), Maximum
permi.ssible loaded weight 22,000 lbs. (9,978 kg.).
I’ERiroRMANCE.— Maximum speed 414 m.p.h. (662 km.h.) at 25,000 ft.
(7,620 m.). Speed at 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.) 405 m.p.h. (648 km.h.),
Rate of climb at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.), 3,670 ft. /min. (1,120 m./min.),
Rate of climb at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) 3,625 ft. /min. (1,075 m./min.),
Rate of climb at 20,000 ft. (6,095 rn.) 2,925 ft. /min. (892 in./inin.),
Rate of climb at 25,000 ft. (7,625 m.) 2,415 ft. /min. (736 m./niin.),
Service ceiling over 35,000 ft. (10,680 m.). Range (Fighter with
normal fuel) 460 miles (736 km.). Range (with maximum fuel) 2,260
:

—

miles (3,620 km.).

THE LOCKHEED MODEL
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Army Air Forces designation : XP-49.
The XP-49 was a modification of the P-38 fitted with two
1,980 h.p. Continental V-1430-13/15 Vee liquid-cooled engines.
It was the fastest, heaviest and most jiowerful version of the
U.S.

Lightning ever built.

The XP-49, which wms
The Lockheed “Lightning Swordfish” used

for research

in the

purposes.

aerodynamic data, A second coelcpit was installed behind the
pilot so that an observer could be carried, and the nacelle was
extended aft of the wing trailing-edge. Aerofoil sections were

fitted

with a pressure cabin, was used

for high -altitude reseai'ch to test

equipment

later incorporated

P- 80.

The new engine installation added about 3 ft. 6 in. (1.06 m.)
to the length of the P-38. The loaded weight of the XP-49 was
18,830 lbs. (8,550 kg.) and its maximum speed 458 m.p.h.
(733 km.h.).

Experimental High-Altitude Monoplane (two Ootttinental V-14SO-13/15 engines).

The Lockheed

LUSCOmBE,

ment of die-cut metal construction and worked out methbd.s

LUSCOM BE AIRPLANE CORPORATION.
Head Office and Works P.O. Box 2128, Dallas 1, Texas.
President
Leopold H. P. Klotz.
Vice-President in charge of Production James P. Cunningham.
Secretary and Treasurer Donald S. Grubbs.
The Liiscombe Airplane Corporation pioneered the develop:

:

:

:

that

made

this

reality.
It produced

type

of. production

with interchangeable parts a

.its first all-metal aeroplane in 1934 and in 1937
introduced the first of the Silvaire series of light two-seat allmetal cabin monoplanes, Production of the Silvaire ceased
shortly after America’s entry into the War owing to priority

M
—

—

T

D
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co'ntituiied

The Lnscombe Model 10 Single-seat Monoplane (65

on the use of metal for non-military aircraft, after
about 1,200 had been built.
The company's plant was enlarged and convorted for the
production of metal parts and assemblies for several types of
American combat aircraft, on which work it was -wholly engaged

THE LUSCOMBE MODEL 8E SILVAIRE.

restrictions

from 1942 nntil the end of tho war.
linmodiatoly after VJ-Bay tho Luscoinbo eorapany resumed
production of tho Silvairo at its new Dallas factory, brodnetion
is centrc<l on the So li.p. JModel SM, while tho (io h.p. Jlodel SA
is still being ]:),roduc 0 d.
Also under do\’olopmen,t is a .single-seat low-wing raonoplano
known as the Model 10. This aircraft, which wa.s, at tlie time
of writing, still in tiie experimental stage, makes use of a number
of sta:idard Silvairo comimnents. A brief ilescription follows.

THE LUSCOMBE MODEL

10.

a singlc-.soat enclosed low-wing cantilever
monoplane employing the eharactoristie Luscombe engineering
methods, and does in fact incorporate certain. Silvairo parts.
It is of all-metal construction except for the fabric-covered
wing, has an aluminium monocoqua fuselage, and is powered
by a 65 h.p. Continontal four-cylinder horizontally-opi^osed
air-cooled engine driving a Sensenich two-blade wooden airscrew. This aircraft is still in the experinaental stage, and the
following data apply to the prototype.
Dimensions. Span 23 ft. 0 in. (7.62 rn.), Length 17 ft. 0 in. (3.18 m.).
Wbiohi Loaded. 845 lbs. (383 kg.).

The Model 10

is

—

—

aximum speed, over 135 m.p.h. (217 km.h.),
Cruising speed 122 m.p.h. (196 km.h.), Fuel consumption (at
cruising speed) 4 U.S. gallons p.h, (13 litres p.h.).

Pebeohm-VNce.

h.p. Continental engine).

Type.-— wo-seat all-motal cabin monoplane.
WiNRs. Strut-braced higb-wing monoplane. Wings attaebed to
top sides of cabin and braced by single non-welded struts,
btructure consists of two I-type spars of extruded duralumin,
Iwo chordal ribs aiul Alclad .skin. I>i;*taohablo wing-tips. Wing
area 140 sq. ft. (13 sq. m.). Ailerons covered with beaded Alclad
sheet rivtvted to a single duralumin spar.

—

—-Monocixiue

struoturo using curved Alclad pre-drilled
riveted to oval duralumin Imlkhoad .stampings. Wing
landiiig-goar
.struts and
attachod to aluminium forgings riveted
Standard
to forward sect ion of metal seat bottom on either side.
size i)ro-drill(*d skin soctious are easily replaceable.

FusEn.vciE.
.sheets

Tail

Cantilever

Unit.

monoplane

tyiie.

Duralumin spars

—

Ge.^r.
ivided type. Hoat-treattsd steel-tube logs and
Main legs hinged at sides of fuselage with springing by
Full -swivelling
single o]eo-.spring unit 'mounted within fuselage.
stoorablo tailwhcel. Wheels may be replaced by twin Edo floats.

L.tNDiNG

struts.

—

Power

Plant. One 8.3 h.p. Continental 085- 12 four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving a Sensenich two-blade

wooden air.serew. Fuel capacity 30 U.S. gallons (114 litres).
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with

—

dual controls. One-piece .Plexigla.s wind.sereen. Largo door on
each side. Side panels hinged at top and open outwards. Baggage
compartment behind seats. Allowance 73 lbs. (34 kg,).
•Dimensions. Span 35 ft. (10.7 m.), Length 20 ft, (0,1 m.), Height

—

3

ft.

10

in.

(1.78 m.).

w
The liUscombe Model 8E

Silvaire

and

ribs with Alclad slioet covering.
Tip SBcl:ion.s of tailplano and
fui are intorchangeablo.
Fixed .surfaces bolted to roar of fuselage.
\'ernior elevator trim-tab.s.

Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (85 h.p. Continental C 85 engine).

,

luscombe

continued.

The Luseombe Model 8A

Wing

loading 10 Ibs./sq.

—

,

.

(48.83 kg./sq. m.),

ft.

’

(23
-

^

.

Cruising

(201 km.h.).

.s]
'

'.eiling
cs

10,500

ft.

As Model 8E.
LoADinos.^Weight empty 720
lbs. (245 kg.),

The Model 8A Silvaire, powered by a 65 h.p. Continental
air- cooled engine, is
A65-8 four-cylinder horizontally-opposed
^
^
which the Model
still in production,
the two models are
8E was developed.
two-spar metal
identical but the Model 8A has an orthodox
.

—

Ohio.

:

:

:

_

:

:

:

_

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Office and Works: St. Louis

Head

21,

Mo.

President James S. McDonnell.
Gardner W. Carr and C. W. Drake.
Vice-Presidents
Garrett 0. Covington.
Chief Engineer
R. S. Charles.
Secretary
P. M. Cozad.
Treasurer
on July b,
The McDonnell Aircraft Corpn. ivas mcorporated
of military aircralt and
1939, to undertake the manufacture

load 540
loading (Mly loaded) 9
(fully loaded) 19.38 Ibs./h.p. (8.79 kg./h.p.).
^
n
,
Cruising
PBBFonanvKOE. ^Maximum speed 116 m.p.h. (18o km.h.).
m.p.h.
(60 km li.).
37
speed
Landing
km.h.).
m.p,h.
(169
speed 105
Maximum diving speed 145 m.p.h. (233
ft. {4,.i70 m.).
900 ft /min. (274 m./min.). Service ceding 1.5,000
sea level,
Absolute ceiling 17,000 ft. (5,180 m.), Take-off run (at
(at sea level, billy
fully loaded) 550 yds. (503 m.). Landing run
loaded) 500 yds. (457 m.).
,

:

established in Spring Valley, Cal.
,
,
.....
From its inception the company’s activities have been devoteu
an
mainly to the research, development, design, prodimticm
for the
marketing of aircraft for the private market, specialismg
recently,
most part in training gliders and sailplanes and, more
glider construction kits.
in the production of primary training
on
The Sailplane Division has for several years concentrated

high-performance
the development of the single-seat
training sailplane.

:

THE McDonnell

:

:

:

tic

:

_

aircraft parts.

was engaged
During the war the McDonnell Aircraft Corpn.
under primary production
in the production of complete aircraft
and parts
and experimental contracts with the D.S. Government,
it was
and sub-assemblies for other aircraft manufacturers, aircrait
of plasties m
also engaged in the production and use
mcli^ed on
Complete aircraft produced by the company

XP-67 twin-engined fi^t®

;

thirty

twenty-one KSD-l guided “Missiles
and two XFD-1 jet propelled
twelve KDD-1 target drones
services were JiRo
naval fighters. Engineering and research
standard service
undertaken in connection with a number of
represented
Parts and sub -assemblies manufactured

AT-21 bomber trainers

;

;

types.

weight.

approximately 7 million pounds in airframe
production^ ol the
In 1946 the company was engaged in series

contmnmg the
FD-1 jet-propelled fighter for the U .S. Navy was
production of guided missiles and pilotless
helia comprehensive hili
and was engaged
for the D.S. Navy
of a confidential
work
Other
programme.
copter development
Government An craft
nature was also in hand for the
information was
under development, concernmg which no
mclme
closing for
available for publication at the time of
;

m

,

and the^XP-88 and XP-8o Army

helicopter, the Whirlaway or XHJD-1,
details of this craft are
flew for the first time in 1946. Brief

THE MCDONNELL WHIRLAWAY.
U.S.

Navy designation

has been built

,

with a
a small fighter monoplane to be fitted
Westinghouse 24C axial-flow jet engine which is being developed
carried as part of the defence
for use as a “parasite” fighter to be

XHJD-1.

:

^
i.
a twin-engined twin-rotor helicopter whicn
to the order of the H.S. Navy Bureau of Aero-

The XHJD-1

,

i

•

is

nautics for helicopter flight research.
passengers,
The craft, with a capacity for a crew of two and ten
Pratt & Whitney R-985 engines
is fitted with two 450 h.p.
nacelles at the
which are mounted in fore-and-aft “barrel
on each side
extremities of two rigidly-braced stub wings, one

oppositely-rotatmg

of the fuselage. Two 40 ft. two-blade
which spring from the
rotors are moimted on inclined pylons
span, from rotor
outer sides of the engine nacelles, the overall
Later it is, intended to
tip to rotor tip being 81 ft. (24.7 m.).
intermesh, which wdl give
install two 46 ft. rotors with slight
engine will drive
an overall span of 87 ft. (26.5 m.). Either
clutches.
both rotors through a system of overrunning
horizontal
normal fuselage carries a vertical tail fin but no
wide -track landir^surfaces or anti-torque rotor are fitted. The
,

A

gear

is

of the conventional type with the

main wheels sprung by

wings just inboard of the
vertical oleo legs attached to the stub
horizontal members.
engine nacelles and braced to the fuselage by
normal tail-skid is used.
,
i
„
with a
The XHJD-1 cruises at over 100 m.p.h. (RiO km.h.)

A

i

useful load of 4,000 lbs. (1,820 kg.).

^^TteMrst McDonnell

vn ne
the MCDONNELL XP-85.

xp-sb.

is

available for publication.

;

fighter

advanced

is
a jet-propelled fighter monoplane which
to have
mider development for the U.S.A.A.F. It is reported
and to have a
a designed speed of 660 m.p.h. (1,056 km.h.)
maxinmm range of 2,300 miles (3,680 km.). No further details

The XP-88

j

„

is

W mg

It will
laomber
of the Consolidated-Vultee B-36 six-engined
and be fitted with
be carried under the fuselage of the bomber
details are
quick-release and hook-on equipment. No further
available for publication.

McDonnell.

The XP-85

i

U-seful

,

Spring Valley, California.
Sailplane Division
Walter .D. McFarland.
President and Treasurer
Division
Vice-President and Chief Design Engineer, Sailplane
James B. Neiswonger.
Karl Eshelman.
Chief Design Engineer (Greenville)
Lee Roy Mch arland.
Executive Secretary
KeiswongerThis company was founded under the name
of
McFarland Aeronautical Co., in May, 1934, but in October

given herewdth.
®

,t

that year the

McFarland aircraft company.
Greenville,
He.ad Office and Woeks

XF2D-1 Naval

kg.)

(.S27

Ihs. {ai2 kg.),
Ibs./sq. ft, (43,94; kg./sq. in.), 1 ower loading

name ivas changed to McFarland Aircraft Company.
company was
In December, 1943, the Sailplane Division of the

McFarland.

the

.

lbs.

Weight loaded 1,260

—

THE LUSCOMBE MODEL 8A SILVAIRE.

experimental

engine).

kg.).

m.x^.h. (77 krn.h.j,

speed 112 m.p.h. (180 km.h.), Landing speed 48
Service
R.a,te of climb 800 it. /min. (244 m./min.),^
km.).
(966 km.),
(t),030 m.). Cruising range 600 miles

A65

wing Toraced by steel-tube V-struts. There is fuel capacity foi
is 50 lbs.
14 TJ.S. gallons (63 litres), and the baggage allowance

'

_
Power loading 10.4 Ib.s./h.ii, (7.43 kg./h.p.).
Pebeobmange. Maximum speed 125 m.p,i.h.

h.p, Continental

Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (65

(249 kg.). Weight loaded

,nxG 3 .—-Useful load 550 lbs.
Weights and Loadings,
1,400 lbs. (636 kg.),

Silvaire

THE McDonnell PHANTOM.
U.S.

Navy designation

:

FD-1.

Single-seat Jet-propelled Fighter.
Laminar How aerofoil
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane.
highAluminium-alloy structure with fliish -riveted and
section.
sections, consisting of centre-seetion
gloss finish', in three main

PvTS

,

0l7

U,

(258c)

S. A.

MoDONNELL—conlhiueil

The McDonnell FD-1 Phantom Single-seat Fighter (two Westinghouse 19B turbo-jet

units).

and two ovitor sections, the latter folding upwards for carrier
stowage. Hydraulic folding gear eonti’olled from cockpit. Allmetal ailerons with trim and balance tabs in each. Electricallyoperated split trailing-edge flaps in four sections extend under
fuselage between ailerons.
Monocoque structure of aluminium-alloy with flushriveted metal skin.
TjUL XTuit. Monoplane t>q>e. Cantilever fln and dihedral tailplane.
All-metal statically-balanced rudder and elevator’s, with controllable trim-tabs.
Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels carried
LiUSTDiNG Ge.4.r.
on compression legs attached to extremities of centre-section retract
inwards into wing. Nose-%vheel carried on half-fork retracts backwards into fuselage below pilot’s cockpit. All wing apertures
completely covered by fairing plates and doors when landing-gear
retractedDeck arrester hook below rear fuselage.
Power Plant. Tw’o Westinghouse lOB Yankee axial-flow turbo-jet
units mounted in wing-roots alongside the fuselage and exhausting
Air intakes in leading-edge
aft of the trailing-edge of the wing.
of centre-section. Provision for JA.TO or catapult launch and for
long-range drop-tanks.
Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit has fixed forw'ard portion witli
bullet-proof panel, and free-blown Ploxigla,s bulible canopy .slides

Fuselage.

—
—

—

—

—

backwards

for access.

Armament.—Four

.3 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns mounted in nose.
Eight zero-length rocket laimchei's may be fitted under wings.
Dimension.?. Span 42 ft. 0 in. (12.80 m.). Width folded IG ft. 0 in.
(4.88 m.). Length 37 ft. 3 in. (11.33 m.).

—

—Under 10,000
—Maximum speed,

Loaded Weight.
Pbeformance.

lbs. (4,336 kg.).

over

500

Ceiling approximately 37,000 ft. (9,445 m.).
1,000 miles (1,609 km.).

m.p.h.

(803

km.h.).,

Range (approximately)

THE MCDOHNELL KADYDiD.
KDD-1 (formerly TD2D-1).
:
a pilotless radio-controlled target aircraft,
or “Drone,” which is used for training in anti-aircraft and
air-to-air gunnery practice.
It was developed by the McDonnell
Aircraft Corpn. in conjuction with the tJ.S. Navy Bureau of
U.S.

Navy designation

The KDD-1

is

The McDonnell FD-1 Phantom.

Aeronautics.

The KDD-1

poAvered by a McDonnell resonating jet engine
of the type used in the German flying-bomb. It produces
roughly the equivalent of 45 h.p. at the speeds at which the
target is operated.
The general arrangement of the KDD-1 may be seen from the
illustration on the next page.
It is normally carried on the
is

standard bomb-racks of a PBY Catalina flying-boat which
conveys the drone to the target area at sea for release. After
release, the target carrier becomes the target oontrol aircraft.
The Vee-type tail-unit was chosen to provide clearance under
the carrier wing and to simplifiy the power-plant arrangements.

Th6 McDonnell FD-1 Phantom Single-seat Fighter (two Westinghouse 19B turbo-jet

_

units).

The McDonnell KDD-l Kadydid

Pilotless

The .KDD-1 is provided with a parachute packed in a forward
compartment, which can be released by radio signal. When the
parachute is released the jet engine is automatically turned off
and the drone floats down to be recovered for future use.
The speed

in level flight is over 200 m.p.h. (320 km.h.) and
can be increased at the expense of range and endurance.
The normal air endurance is about 40 minutes and by remote
radio control the drone can be made to perform all manoeuvres
normally performed by fighter aircraft. Production is conthis

tinuing.

Dimensions.— Span

12

2.6 in. (3.74 m.),

ft.

Length 11

ft. 1 in.

(3.38 m.).

THE McDonnell gargoyle.
Navy designation; KSD-1 (formerly LB D-1).
The KSD-1 is a rocket-propelled radio-controlled glider
bomb, which was developed by the McDonnell Corporation in
conjunction with the U.S. Navy Bureau of Aoronautic.s.
U.S.

Radio-Controlled Target Drone,

The bomb is carried by an aircraft and on release the rocket
motor is fired to speed the missile up to the velocity required
ahead of the control aircraft. A flare in the tail of the bomb
provides the necessary visual contact. The flight of the bomb
is stabilised by a system of gyroscopes and the control pilot, by
radio, changes the setting of these gyroscopes to effect changes
in the course requii-ed to hit the target.

The structure of the Gargoyle was designed to withstand
extremely high speeds and the loads imposed by manoeuvring
at these speeds.
It can carry either a general-purpose or a
semi-armour-piercing head to provide for flexibility in use
against various targets.
The Vee-tail provides both directional and altitude control,
both surfaces operating together for altitude or pitch control,
or differentially for directional control. The Vee-tail was adopted
to enable the Gargoyle to he coupled up close under the wing
and fuselage of the carrier aircraft.
Dimensions. Siian 8 ft. 6 in. (2.69 m.), Length 10 ft.
in. (3.5 m.).

—

The McDonnell KSD-1 Gargoyle Rocket-propelled Radio-controlled. Glider-bomb.

MARTIN.
MARTIN COMPANY.,
Head Office and Wobks Middle Rivee, Baltimore, Md.
THE GLENN

L.

:

Established
1909.
President
Glenn L. Martin.
H. T. Rowland.
First Vice-President
G. T. Willey.
Vice-President in charge of Manufacturing
William K. Ebel.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering
Secretary T. H. Jones.
Treasurer M. G. Shook.
When the war ended the Glenn L. Martin Company was
Mariner and JRM Mars
engaged in the production of
flying-boats at its Baltimore plants, and the B-29 Superfortress
at a Government-built bomber assembly plant at Omaha,
Nebraska, It was also engaged on* a number of important
experimental projects.
Following VJ-Day, Government contracts for aircraft, spares
parts, etc. with an aggregate value of $464,000,000 were cancelled.
B-29 production ceased and the Omaha plant was closed
down.
Martin-built B- 29s dropped the first atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the special equipment needed to
carry and release the bombs were designed and built at Omaha.
In all, 536 Superfortresses was built by Martin.
:

;

:

;

:

:

:

PBM

PBM

JRM

The
and
contracts were drastically reduced, the
latter from twenty to six.
The last of the six Mars flying-boats
differs from the previous five by having four Pratt & Whitney
It was duo for
is known as the JRM-2.
completion late in 1946. Production of the PBM-5 and development of the XPBM-5A amphibian has continued. The latter
made its first flight on December 10, 1945, and it has since
passed all its naval trials.
The company -was also tooling up for the production of the
BTM-1 dive-bomber and torpedo carrier which was specially
designed for service in the Midway Aa&s, of aircraft-carrier.
This contract was also reduced after VJ-Day but production is
now going ahead rapidly on the AM-1 Mauler, as the aircraft
has been redesignated and named.
Less than a month after VJ-Day the Martin company
announced its entry into the twin-engined commercial transport
field with the Martin Model 202 and 303 40-passenger airliners,
the latter featuring a pressurised cabin. Later the Model 304
with gas-turbine-driven airscrew j)ower-pIants was announced.
By July, 1940, orders for 168 Model 202 and 159 Model 303
airliners had been received from U.S. domestic and foreign air
transport companies. Deliveries of these aircraft will begin in

R-4360 engines and

'

W

'ol7»

U.

(260c)

S. A.

MA BTiN—continued.
1947. In the meantime, the company has heen engaged in
the eotiversion of military C-54 transports for commercial use
by more than a dozen airline companies.
The Martin company has entered the helicopter field with the
purchase of the assets and patents of Rotawings, Inc .of Philadelphia and a special divison for I'esearch and experiment with
helicopter control systems, rotor hubs and blades has been
established.
in the fields of electronics and jetcontinues. Much work is being done in both
directions, the electronics research being principally on radar
Jetto be used for guided missiles and pilotless aircraft.
propulsion research is now the work of a separate division within
the Engineering Dejjartment of the company.

Development and research

propulsion

laminar-flow aerfoil section. Martin- Van Zelm ailerons with total
area of 33 sq. ft. (3.05 sq. in.). Double-slotted trailing-edge flaps
between ailerons and fuselage, with total area of 150 sq. ft. (13,94
sq. m.) and auxiliary flap under fuselage with area of 32 sq. ft.
Hydraulic operation. Gross wing area 860 sq. ft.
(2.96 sq. m.).
(79.89 sq. m,).
ll-iuetfil rnoiiocoque .structure of circular cross-section.
Fusel-^ge.T.UE Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type of all-metal construction.
Dihedral tailplane with variable incidence. Tailplane incidence
interconnected with flaps. Statically-balmiced rudder and elevators.
Total vertical area
Elevator.s interchangeable left and right.
95.5 sq. ft. (8. 86 .sq. m.), Total horizontal area 276 sq. ft. (25.24
sq, in.), Tailplane span 26 ft. 0 in. (11.11 m.).
Landing Gear. Retraetalile tricycle type,_ dual wheels fitted to
main legs. Main units each consist of single slioc-k-absorber leg
and front link meinber.s wliieli retract forward into engine nacelles
ami are fully enclosed. Steeralile nose-wheel carried in fork on
shoclv-absorber leg, retracts forward into fuselage. Hydraulic
Track (centre-line of legs) 25 ft. 0 in. (7.02 m.).
operation.

—

—

,

THE MARTIN

XB-4S.

is an experimental six-jet Heavy Bomber which
being developed for the U.S.A.A.F. No details are available.

The XB-48
is

THE MARTIN

XP41VI-1.

a long-range naval patrol bomber
with a combined power plant of reciprocating engines and
turbo-jets. It is a cantilever shoulder-wing monoplane with a
Each engine
single fin and rudder and a dihedral tailplane.
nacelle contains one Pratt & Whitney R-4360-4 Wasp-Major
twenty-eight-cylinder four-row radial air-cooled engine drivdng
a tractor airscrew, and one General Electric 1-40 jet unit housed
in the rear of the nacelle with the air intake below the cowling
The main wheels of the tricycle landing
of the radial engine.
gear are located outboard of the engine nacelles and retract
outAvardly mto the wings. Armament is carried in nose, midupper and tail tmrets.
Dimensions. Span 114 ft. (34.7 m.). Length 82 ft. 7 in. (25.2 in.),
Height 26 ft. Gin. (8.10 m.), Wing area 1,300 sq. ft. (11 sq. m.).
Weight Lo-mED. 81,887 lbs. (37,143 kg.).

The Martin XP4M-1

is

—

—

Performance

Maximum

speed 398 m.p.h. (640 km.h.) at 16,400

ft.

(5,000 m.).

THE MARTIN MODEL. 202.
is a twin-engined low -wing transport monohave
accommodation for from 34 to 42 passplane which
engers. It was designed to meet the requirements of Air Ik-ansporfc Association Specification A-1 for an aircraft with a higli
cruising speed for operation on raute.s where a four-engined
The Model 202
will

aircraft could not be used economically.
By July, 1946, orders for the Model 202
Pennsylvania Central Airlines, Chicago and

had been placed by

Southern Air Lines,
Braniff International Airways, Eastern Air Lines, Northwest
Airlines, Delta Air Lines, Dodero (Argentina) and Cruziero do
The cargo version of the Model 202 has been ordered
Sul (Brazil)
by Mfillis Air Service, Inc. (Commander Airlines). Production
was scheduled to begin immediately the prototype has passed
.

its

C.A.A.

tests.

Type.—Twin-engined
Wings.

—

All-mefcal

Airliner.

cantilever

low-wing

monoplane.

GLM-W

The Martin Model 202 Airliner (two Pratt

&

61

Power Plant. —Two

Pratt & Whitney R-2800-2S(Jl5G Double-Wasp
eighteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines in tapered
cowlings and each developing a normal output of 1,700 h.p., 2,100
h.p. for take-off and a maximum output of 2,400 h.p. for tafce-oS
with water injection. Jet-type exhaust .system. Plamiltoii Standard 2C1SB1-1S or Aeroprop A642FN-X22 four-blade reversible
Eight Mareng symthetic
airscrews, 13 ft. 6 in. (4.11 rn.) diameter.
rubber fuel cells, four in eacli wing outlioard of engine nacelle
with imtlei-wing refuelling valves and detaelialile panels underneath
wing for removal of c.ells.
AccoM.^iOD.vnoN. Crew of three, jiilot and co-pilot side-by-side with
Reinforced liot-air sandwich
dual controls, and stevvarde.ss.
windscreen and cabin windows. Main jiassenger cabin is silenced
and air-conditioned and lias alternative arrangements for from 34
Miiin entry door 3 ft. >; 6 ft. (0.91 x 1.83 m.)
to 42 passengers.
on port at rear of cabin. Forward freight compartment with
6.79 cub. m.) according
to 140 cub. ft. (3.39
from
120
capacity of
to passenger seats, situated between crew compartment and main
cabin. Loading door 3 ft. x 5 ft. 10 in. (0.91 x 1.78 m.) on. port.
Rear freight compartment witli capacity of 56 to 155 cub. ft.
4.38 cub. m.) according to passenger .seats, aft of cabin.
(1.57
Loading door 2 ft. X 4 ft. (0.61 .X 1.22 m.) on port. Hydraulicaliyoperatod self-contained front and rear loading ramps optional.
63 eiib. ft. (1.77 cub. m.) baggage space nAuiilalilo under passenger
.seats.
Toilet compartment on starboard at rear.
Radio, liydraulie equi|)mcut and other accessory systems
.Equit.ment.
carried in s]3ace Iwlow floor of cabin, with throe access panels in
'J'liermal anti-icing eijuipmcnt.
fuselage.
D 1 MKN.S10 N.S. Span 92 ft. 9 in. (28.26 m.), Length 71 ft. 11 in. (21.91
m.). Height overall 25 ft. 0 in. (7.62 m.).
Weights and Loaotni.i.s. Manufacturers’ weight empty 22,815 lbs.
(10,278 kg.), Designed useful load 8.100 lbs. (3,674 kg.), Normal
weight loaded 38,000 lbs. (17,282 kg.). Wing loading _44' Ibs./sq. ft.
(214.8 kg./sq. m.), Power loading (at 2,100 h.p. per engine) 9 lbs. /h.p.

—

—

—

—

—

(4.1 kg./h.p.).

—

(Estimated). ^Maximum speed 306 m.p.h. (492 km.h.)
(3,050 m.), Cruising .speed at 70% power 270 m.p.h.
(434 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,050 hu), Stalling speed 80 m.p.h. (129
Icm.h.), Rate of climb at .sea level 1,425 ft./min. (434 _m. /min.),
Maximum opierational ceiling 30,000ft. (9,145 m.). One-engine ceiling
7,500 ft. (2,285 m.), Maximum range 1,700 mile.s (2,736 km.). Takeoff distance to 50 ft. (15,m.) 803 yds. (734 m.), Take-off distance
to 50 ft. (15 m.) with water injection 583 yds. (533 m.).

Performance
at 10,000

ft.

Whitney R-2800 Douhle-Wasp engines).~(ikfar«i»

<&

XeZmaw),

U.

MA RT!N— continued.

A
An

S.

version of the Model 202 will also be available.
In this model all integral passenger entrance ramps will be
removed and replaced by a large side cargo door 8 ft. wide by
6 ft. high (2,44 m. x 1.83 m.).
A clear interior 60 ft. 6 in.
(16.4 m.) long with a strengthened floor covering an area of
367 sq. ft. (34 sq. m.) can be arranged to suit the needs of the
individual operator. Bins, .shelves, tie-down fittings and other
cargo-handling equipment may be readily installed. The
aircraft can be provided with refrigerated compartments or
the whole interior may be chilled.
The general structure and powder-plant of the aircraft will be
identical to that of the passenger version except as already
noted.
The crew wall normally consist of pilot and eo-pilot.
Two versions will be available, one with a maximmn take-oH
weight of 41,000 lbs. (18,620 kg.) and a range of 1,600 miles
(2,660 km.) and the other with a take-off weight of 38,000 lbs.
Pay load
(17,250 kg.) and a range of 1,010 miles (1,620 km.).
will be roughly the same, the difference in loaded weight being
that less fuel and other equipment will be required for the
shorter range.
Dimenions. As passenger Model 202.

—

=

Weights akd Loadings
Weight empty 21,380

(41,000 lbs.
18,620 kg. take-ofl weight).-—
lbs. (9,710 kg.), Pay load capacity 12,820 lbs.
(6,820 kg.), Maximum take-off weight 41,000 lbs. (18,620 k^.).
Maximum landing weight 36,600 lbs. (16,670 kg.). Wing loading
46
Ibs./sq. ft. (219.7 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 8 Ibs./h.p. (3.63
10,000
kg./h.p.).

= 17,250

kg. take-off weight).
load capacity 12,886 lbs.
38,000 lbs. (17,260 kg.),
Maximum landing weight 36,500 lbs. (16,570 kg.), Wing loading
41.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (204 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 7.9 Ibs./h.p. (3.67
(6,850 kg.),

(38,000 lbs.

lbs. (9,680 kg.),

Maximmn

Pay

take-off weight

kg./h.p.).

(41,000 lbs. = 18,620 kg. take-off weight).— Maximum
speed at normal rated power 290 in.p.h. (464 km.h.) at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 m.), Cruising speed at 60% rated power, 240 m.p.h. (384
km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,060 m.), Stalling speed at landing weiglit
80 m.p.h. (128 km.h.). Rate of climb at sea level 1,250 fb./min.

Pbrfosmanoe

Maximum operational ceiling 26,500 ft. (8,085 m.),
cruising range (70% power) 1,606 miles (2,670 km.) at
ft. (3,060 m.).
Pebfobmance (38,000 lbs. 17,260 kg. take-off weight). Maximum
speed at normal rated power 292 m.p.h. (467 km.h.) at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 m.), Cruising speed at 60% power 246 m.p.h. (392 km.h.)
at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.), Stalling speed at landing weight 80 m.p.h.
(128 km.h.), Rate of climb at sea level 1,425 ft./min. (436 in. /min,),
Maximum operational ceiling 27,500 ft. (8,390 m.), Maximum
cruising range (70% power) 1,010 miles (1,620 km.) at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 m.l.
(380
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drawing of the Martin Model 303 Twin-engined Airliner showing the interior arrangements.

sectioned

all-cai’go

Weights and Loadings
Weight empty 21,315

A.

2.000 lbs. (907 kg.) of freight. The crew will consist of two pilots
and two stewardesses.
The cabin will be provided with thermostatically-controlled

“warm-wall” radiant heating, air-conditioning, indirect lighting,
Both front and rear entrance doors will be provided, the
In addition to baggage
latter with an integral loading ramp.
racks in the cabin, two small and two large baggage bins will
be hinged on to the underside of the fuselage and easily available
to ground personnel.
Pratt & Whitney radial engines using a jet thrust exhaust
system will be fitted and will drive three-blade reversible-pitch
airscrews.
Thermal de-icing for whigs and tail surfaces will
also be provided.
The loaded weight will he approximately 36,750 lbs. (16,670
The
kg.), of -which about 9,500 lbs. (4,309 kg.) is payload.
cruising speed is expected to be about 300 m.p.h. (483 km.h.).
By July, 1946, United Air Lines, Northwest Airlines, Pan
American-Grace Airways and BranifI; International Airways
etc.

for the Model 303.
Dimensions. Span 89 ft, 4 in. (12.0 m.). Length 71 ft. 4 in. (21.75 m.),
Height (over tail) 28 ft. 5 in. (8.6 m.).
Weights. W''eight empty 23,600 lbs. (10,714 kg.), Take-off weight

had placed orders

—

I

j

S

i

I

—

36,750 lbs. (16,670 kg.).

THE MARTIN MODEL
The Martin 304

304,

a modification of the Model 303 which will
be powered with turbine-driven airscrews. It will be basically
similar to the Pratt & Whitney-powered aircraft, hut will have
is

two General-Electric gas-turbine engines driving tractor airscrews and providing additional jet thrust.
The take-off w^eight of the Model 304 will be approximately
39.000 lbs. (17,690 kg.), nearly 11,500 lbs. (5,216 kg.) of which
will be payload.
The landing weight will be 34,000 lbs. (15,422
Amaxim-umspeedof 385 m.p.h. (620 km.h.) and aeruisiug
kg.).
speed of 365 m.p.h. (587 km.h.) are expected.
The prototype of the Model 304 is scheduled to be delivered
to United Air Lines in 1947 for service trials.

in. /min.).

Maximum

=

—

THE MARTIN MOftEL 303.
The Martin Model 303 is similar to the Model 202 hut

incor-

porates a pressure cabin which maintains a sea-level pressure
up to 8,000 ft. (2,440 m.) a 3,500 ft. (1,065 m.) cabin pressure
at 12,000 ft. (3,660 m.), and a 5,000 ft. (1,625 m.) pressure
at 16,000 ft. (4,875 m.). The cabin will be 45 ft. long x 9 ft.
wide X 6 ft. 9 in. high (13.7 x 2.74 x 2.06 m.) with accommodation for 40 passengers. There will also be an allowance for
;

THE MARTIN MAULER.
U.S. Navjf designation

—
—

:

AM-1

(foi'merly

BTM-1 ).

Type. Single-seat Attack Bomber.
monoplane.
All-metal
Wings. Cantilever
low-wing
box-type
structure consisting of centre-section and two outer sections which

upwards for stowage. All-metal slotted ailerons with trimand balance-tabs in each. Infcermeshing finger-type dive-brakes
opening on top and bottom surfaces, between ailerons and fuselage,
and perforated air-brake under fuselage, limit speed in dive to less
than 360 m.p.h. (563 km.h.).
PusEi,ASE. AU-metal flush-riveted semi-monoooque structure.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Metal structure with metal
covering over all sm-faces. Balanced rudder and elevators with
trim and balance-tabs in each.
L.ANDrN& Geah, Retractable two -wheel type. Each main -wheel
carried in, half- fork on shock-absorber leg turns through 90 degrees
as it retracts backwards so as to lie flat within wing. Tail wheel
fold

—
—

—

retracts into fuselage,
One 3,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney _R-4360-4 Wasp-Major
28-eylinder four-row radial air-eooled engine enclosed in long

—

PowEE. Plant.

I

\
f

U*
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MARTIN-

S. A.

-co7}fi}utrcl.

The Prototype Martin XBTM-1 Mauler Single-seat Attack Bomber
gills, and driviig
Curtiss-Electric four-blade airscrew, 14 ft. 0 in. (4.27 m.) diameter.

chord cowling with controllable trailing-edge

—

Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit has flat /tofc -resisting forward and
side panels and bubble canopy which slides backwards for access.
Aemament. Pour 20 m/m. cannon mounted two in each outer wing
Bomb-load 4,000 lbs. (1,814 kg.) comprises
outside airscrew disc.
bomb or torpedo carried externally under fuselage and smaller
pi-ojectiles
under wings. Crutch under fuselage
bombs and/or rocket
allows bomb to bo swung clear of airscrew when released.
Dimen.sions. Span 50 ft. 1 in. (15.24 ni.), Length 41 ft. 8 in. (12.7 m.).
Weight Loaded (witli one 2,000 lb. ===007 kg. bomb).— -10,500 lbs.

—

—

(8,845 kg.).

—

Maxiinnrn speed o\=er 350 in.p.h. (663 kin.h.). Maxidiving spf?ed, over 500 m.ji.h. (805 kin.h.), Maximmn range
over 1,700 miles (2,736 km.).

Pereokmancis.

mum

THE MARTIN MODEL
U.S.

Navy designation

The Mars was
Bomber with the

:

170 MARS.
XPB2M-t and JRM-1.

originally

built

as

an experimental Patrol

designation XPB2M-1. It was subsequently
modified as a cargo transpiort with reinforced floors, larger hatches
and loading equipment and re-designated XPB2M-1R.

In December, 1943, the XPB2M-1R made its first service
a naval transport, flying from the Patuxent River Naval
Air Station, Md. to Natal, Brazil, a distance of 4,375 miles
(7.040 km.) non-stop with 13,000 lbs. (6,897 kg.) of mail and

flight as

The take-off weight for this flight was 148,500 lbs.
On part of the return joui’ney a load of 35,000 lbs.
(67,385 kg.).
(15,874 kg.) w^as carried. Early in 1944 the Mar.s completed a
4,700 mile (7,564 km.) roimd.trip to Hawaii in 27 hours 26 min.
and delivered 20,600 lbs. (9,298 kg.) of cargo.

freight.

JRM is the production development of the XPB2M-1R.
order for 20 was placed as the result of the suecessfur performance of the prototyqpe with the U.S. Naval Air Transport
The

An

-

(Pratt

&

Whitney R-4360-4 Wasp-Major engine)

The first of the new boats tvas completed in the
of 1945, but it foundered after one of its early test
was later reduced
flights.
The U.S. Navy contract for the
The fourth JRM-1 was delivered to the U.S.
to five aircraft.
fifth aircraft with an improved
Navy in the Summer of 1946.
power-plant installation is being completed as the JRM-2.
Type.—-.Four-enginod Military Transport Flying-Boat.
Service.

Summer

JRM

A

—

Aerofoil section NACA
Cautilm'cr iiigh-wing monoidanc.
23020 at root tapering to N AO.-V 2.3012 at tip. All-metal .structure
consisting of centre-.seotion, two outer wings and detachaiile tips.
Constant lajKU’ in cliord mid thickness from roots. Metal ailerons
with trim and balauee-talis in each., All-motal .split trailing-edge
tlru.ss wing area .3,686 sq. ft.
flaps in four sections, two each side,
(342.3 sq. m.).
liuLL. .Aluminium-alloy seini-monocoquo structure divided into
two decks. Total volume 16,655 cub. it. (471.4 eub. m.), Gross
displacement 095,000 lbs. (451,320 kg.). All-motal wing-tip floats
carried on cantilever V-strut.s.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Metal structure with
dihedral tailplane. Balanced rudder and ekn-ators with controllable
trim-tab in each.
Power Plant. Four Wright R-3350-8 Duplex-Cyclone eighteencylinder two-row radial air-oooled engines fitted with single-stage
two-.speed superchargers, each developing a normal output of
2,100 h.p. at 2,500 ft. (760 m.) ; 1,800 h.p.'at 13,600 ft. (4,145 ra.),
and a maximum output of 2,250 h.p. for take-off (JRM-1) or four

Wings.

—

—

—

_

Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp-Major twenty-eight-cylinder
four-row radial air-cooled engines fitted with one-stage, variablespeed superchai’gers, each developing a normal output of 2,600
h.p. at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.), 2,200 h.p. at 14,500 ft. (4,420 rn.) and
a maximum output of 3,000 li.p. for take-off (JPvM-2). Engines
mounted as power-eggs on welded steel-tube structures and are
accessible in flight from wings.
C'lu’tiss-Electric four-blade airscrew
18 ft. 8 in. (5.08 rn.) diameter. Total fuel capacity 13,220 U.S.
gallons (50,040 litres) in six integral fuel tanks under floor of lower
deck and two in removable wing-tanks.
Accommodation. Pressurized hull divided into two decks. Normal
Fliglit deck forward accommodates duty crew of
crCiv of eleven.

—

Ttie Martin

JRM-1 Mars Transport Flying-Boat

and aft of the pilot’s compartment are four brinks for the use
of oft-dnty officers on long flights. Pour further bunks provided
on the upper rear deck aft of the auxiliary power-plant compartment. Washroom facilities right aft in the tail section which
In no.se ahead of flight deck is the
is reached from upjier deck.
stowage for anchors and the anchor windlass, and aft of this and
ahead of main cargo hold is a combined galley and entrance to
Main deck provided with cargo tie-down fittings
the' flight deck.
running fore-and-aft and athwartships on 30 in. (76.2 c/m.) centres,
for sliding heavy cargo and tracks fore-and-aft
skid
strip.s
metal
5,000-lb. (2,266and athwartships for handling engine dollies.
kg.) capacity cargo hoist on overhead track runs out 20 ft. (6.1 m.)
under both wings through main loading hatches, each of which
is 8 ft. 3 in. wide X 7 ft. 10 in. high (2.52 m. X 3.24 m.) with doors
divided vertically and opening outwards.
Two further hatches
4 ft. 2 in. wide X 6 ft. 2 in. high (1.27 m. X 1.5 m.) located just
forward of the second step with doors which slide up inside the
hull.
Aft of main cargo hold is a stairway leading to upper deck.
Trap doons 4 ft. 2 in. long X 2 ft. wide (1.27 in. X 0.6 m.) in upper
deck floor and immediately above the after loading doors for
loading low density freight on to the upper deck. Built-in fittings
permit rapid conversion into an ambulance to carry 84 stretcher
a passenger transport to carry
cases and 25 medical attandants
fifty in chairs all on the main deck ; or a troop-carrier to accommodate 132 troops, all seated.
Dimensions. Span 200 ft. 0 in. (60.06 in.), Length 120 ft. 3 in. (36.65
m.), Height 47 ft. 11 in. (14.6 m.).
Weights and Loadings (JRM-1). Wfoight empty 75,000 lbs. (34,018
kg.), Weight loaded 146,000 lbs. (65,770 kg.). Wing loading 39.3 lbs.
sq. ft. (191.8 kg. /sq. m.), Pou'er loading 16.1 lbs. /h.p. (7.29 kg./h.p.).
Weights and Loadings (JRM-2). Weight empty 75,000 lbs. 134,018
kg.). Weight loaded l66,000 lbs. (74,842 kg.). Wing loading 44.7
Ibs./sq. ft. (218.2 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 13.75 lbs. /h.p. (6.22
four,

A

;

—

—

—

kg./h.p.).

—^Maximum
—

Perfobmance (JRM-1).

speed

207 m.p.h.

(333 km.h.)

at sea level. Cruising speed (approximate) 152 m.p.h. (246 km.h.).
Perfobmance (JRM-2). Maximum .speed 220 m.p.h. (354 km.h.) at

sea level.

THE MARTIN MODEL
U.S.

Navy designations
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MARINER.

PBM.

The XPBM-1 was originally ordered by the U.S. Navy in 1936.
Before it was built a quarter-scale flying prototype (Model
The full-size prototype was delivered
1 62A) was built and flown.
bo the U.S. Navy in 1938.

The Martin PBM-^3S Mariner used

(four

Wright R-3350-8 Duplex-Cyclone engines).

The PBM-1, fitted with two Wright R-2600-6 radial air-cooled
engines, a dihedral tail and retractable wing-tip floats, was ordered
in 1938, and was followed in 1939 by an experimental XPBM-2,
a long-range model specially strengthened for catapult take-off.
The PBM-3, with two Wright R-2600-I2 engines, was ordered
1941 and deliveries began in 1942. In the PBM-3
in quantity
the crew was increased from seven to nine, the armament was
revised and fuel capacity increased. The retractable wing-tip
floats of the PBM-1 were replaced by fixed floats.
In 1942 the PBM-3 was adopted as a naval transport and
given the designation PBM-3R. Structural changes included
the removal of ail military equipment, turrets, etc., and the
provision of a strengthened floor, cargo-loading door and facilities for loading and handling cargo.
The PBM-3R carried
40 passengers or 8,000-9,000 lbs. (3,630-4,090 kg.) in freight
and cargo. At an all-up -weight of 48,000 lbs. (21,800 kg.) it
has a range of 1,200 miles (1,920 km.) at a cruising speed of
150 m.p.h. (240 km-h.).
The long-range. PBM-3S is used by the U.S. Coast Guard on
Air/Sea Rescue and other similar duties.

m

The PBM-6 is fitted with two Pratt & Whitney R-2800-22
engines in redesigned nacelles and has certain internal design
change,? to give greater capacity and longer range.
The XPBM-6A is an amphibian version of the PBM-6. The
forward portion of the hull where the landing-gear is located
has been completely redesigned with reinforced bulkhead.?,
new floor frames and stronger beams. The main wheels operate
on a single steel shaft or trunnion and are raised into the sides
of the hull and lowered hydraulically. The nose wheel retracts
into the imderside of the hull.
The hull redesign and amphibian
gear adds 4,500 lbs. (2,045 kg.) to the total -u^eight of the aircraft.
The maximum take-off weight of the XPBM-5A is 64,000 lbs.
(29,060 kg.) on land and 56,000 lbs. (26,425 kg.) on water.
Type. Twin-engined Patrol-Bomber or Naval Transport.
Wings. High-wing cantilever monoplane. Inner sections of wing
set at coarse dihedral and outer wings at no dihedral. Constant
taper and rou-nded wing-tips. All-metal .structure with flushriveted smooth metal sldn. Entire trailing-edge hinged, outer
sections acting as ailerons and inner sections as flaps.
Hull.

All-metal two-step structure, the rear step terminating in a
Fixed stabilising floats attached to -wings by

vertical Icaife-edge.
-stmts.

N

for Air/Sea Rescue duties with the U.S. Coast

Guard

.

— [William

T. Larkins)

The Martin

XPBM-5A

Mariner Flying-Boat Amphibian (two Pratt

—

Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type with twin-tins and rudders.
Dihedral tailplane wnth fins and rudders mounted at right angles
All-metal structure with metal-covered
to the tailplane surfaces.
Statically
fixed surfaces and fabric-covered elevators and rudders.
and aerodynainically-balanced control surfaces.
Power. Plant. Two 2,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-2800-22 fourteencylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines on mountings at the

—

extremities of the centre -section.
Curtiss Electric tliree or fourSelf-sealing fuel
blade constant-speed full-feathering airscrews.
cells in wing.s.
.Provision for rocket-assisted take-olf.
Ac'commodation. Provision for crew of seven or nine. Equipment
includes galley, .sleeping accommodation, sonnd-proofing, heating

—

Armament.

Whitney R-2800-22 Double-Wasp engines).

0.5 in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns in turrets in nose,
amidships and in extreme tail and in beam gun positions in the sides
of the hull midway between wings and tail. Internal stowage for
4,000 lbs. (1,814 kg.) of bombs or dejrtli-eharges in engine nacelles
beneath wings. Crutches for 21 in (53.3 e/m.) torpedo inboard
of each nacelle.
Dimensions. Span 118 ft. (36 m.). Length 77 ft. 2 in. (23.5 m.).
Height 17 ft. 6 in. (6.33 ni.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight loaded 56.000 lbs. (25,425 kg.),

—

—

Wing

loading 40 Ibs./sq. ft. (195.3 kg./sq. m.), Power loading
14 lbs. /h.p. (6.34 kg. /h.p.).
Perfok,man(,:;e.
Maximum .speed over 200 m.p.h. (322 kin.h.), Maxi-

mum

and ventilation.

&

—Eight

—

range 3,000

MEYERS,
MEYERS AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Hjead Office and Woeks
Tec umseh, Mich.

Landing Gear.

President and Chief Engineer A. H. Meyers.
The Meyers Aircraft Company was formed in 1936. It
specialises in the design and manufacture of light training and
touring aircraft, aircraft wheels and shock-absorber struts.
In 1945 production was concentrated on the Model OTW-160,
the entire output of which was delivered to flying schools.
The latest Meyers design is the MAC 125-C two-seat low-wing
:

monoplane.

—

bulkhead.

—

Accommodation. Tandem open cockpits
Baggage compartment aft of rear seat.
Dimensions. Span 30 ft. (9.14 m.), Length

—

ft.

6

in. (2.59

Weights and Loadings.

THE MEYERS OTW-160.
biplane.

type.
Upper ends of main compression
upper fuselage longerons with the lower ends

hinged by interchangeable V- struts to the centre-line of the
underside of tlio fuselage. Swivelling tail-wheel.
r*0WEii Plant,
One 100 h.p. Kiimer R-56 seven-cylinder radial
air-cooled engine on welded steel-tube mounting.
Fuel tank
of 26 U.S. gallons (98 litres) capacity in fuselage aft of fireproof

Height 8

Tvpe.— wo-seat light training biplane.
Wings.—Equal-span single-bay staggered

—Divided

legs attached to

:

hiilos (4,828 km.).

Centre-section

above fuselage on splayed-oiit N-struts, with one set of
N-typo interplane struts on each side of hiselage. Lower wings
carried

attached to stubs built integral with fuselage. Structure consists
of solid spruce spars, spruce and, ply wood ribs and fabiuo covering.
Wing area 262 sq. ft. (24.33 sq. m.). Metal ailerons on lower

with
22

ft.

dual

controls.

8 in. (7.91 m.),

m.).

—Weight

1,340 lbs. (608 kg.), Pay
load 200 lbs. (91 kg.). Disposable load 570 lbs. (259 kg.). Weight
loaded 1,910 lbs. (867 kg.). Wing loading 7.25 lb.s./sq. ft. (35.4
kg./sq. m.), Power loading 11.81 lbs. /h.p. (15.35 kg. /h.p.).
Perfobmanoe. Maximum speed 120 m.p.h. (193 km.h.), Cruising
speed 105 m.p.h. (169 lim.h.), Landing speed 40 m.p.h. (64 km.h.),
Initial rate of climb 1,200 ft./rnin. (366 in./min.). Service ceiling
17.500 ft. (6,335 m.), Cruisina range 400 miles (640 km.).

empty

—

wings only.

—

PtTSELAGE. Oval metal structure of semi-monocoque construction to_
Structure of
rear cockpit and full monocoqua thence to tail.

24ST Alclad.
Tail Unit. Braced monoplane type. Vertical surfaces are of
Horizontal surfaces
riveted 24ST Alclad including the covering.
have metal frames and fabric covering. Adjustable tail-plane.

—

THE MEYERS MAC

125-C.

—Two
Cabin monoplane.
WiNGS.^— Cantilever low-wing monoplane.
Type.

NACA

-.seat

2301S

;

(tip)

NACA

23009.

Aerofoil section (root)
All-metal structure in three

main sections consisting of centre-section integral with fuselage
and two outer wings. Stressed skin covering. Cross 'wing area

The Meyers OTW-160 Light Training Monoplane (160

h.p.

Kinner R-56 engine).

(265c)

MEYERS— continued.

The Meyers

MAC

125-C Two-seat Cabin Monoplane (125 h.p. Continental C125 engine).

149 sq. ft. (13.84 sq. in.). Built-in leading-edge .slots at tip.s.
All-motal aileron.s with metal covering. Area (eac;h) 5.38 sq. ft.
All-metal slotted flaiis
area (each) ().07 sq. ft.
(0.5 sq. m.).
;

(0.62

.sq.

;

(0.94 sq. m.) ; elevator area (each) 8.84 sq. ft.
fin area 6.33 sq. ft. (0.49 sq. m.) ; rudder area 3.09

ft.

sq. ft. (0.34 sq. m.).

—Retractable

two-wheel typo. Main wheels retract
inwards under fuscdage. Hydraulic operation. Hydraulic brakes.
Track 9 ft. 7 in. (2.92 m.). Non-retractable tailu'heel oarriofi in
fork on oleo-S23ring shoek-absorbor leg.
Power Pii.ANT. One 125 h.}i. Continental C125 four-cyliudcr horiz-

Landing

—

THE NAVAL AIR MATERIAL CENTER.
Naval Base Station, Philadelphia

Pa.
During the war the former Naval Aircraft Factory underivent
a complete reorganization and is now established as the Naval
Air Material Center. The Center includes the following; (a)
The Naval Aircraft Factory (6) The Naval Aircraft Modification
Unit
(c) The Naval Air Experimental Station and (d) The
Naval Auxiliary Air Station, Mustin Field. The former supply
depot functions have been detached from this organization.
The Naval Aircraft Factory, the manufacturing branch of
the Center, builds complete aircraft of both Factory and external
U.S.

—

Enclosed cabin seating two-by-side. Luggage
compartment at rear of cabin allowance 50 lb.s. (22.6 kg.).
Dimensions. Span 30 ft. 0 in. (9.14 m.), Length 20 ft. 10 in. (6.35 m.).
.Accojimodation.

m.).

—
—

Fuselage. All-metal monocoque structure with .stres.sed skin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure with
Controllable trim-tabs in
stressed metal skin over all .surfaces.
elevators, and rudder trim-tab adjustable on ground.
Tailplane
area 13.15 sq.
(0.82 sq. m.)

ontally- oppo,sed air-cooled engine driving two-blade wooden airscrew. Fual capacity 30 U.S. gallons (113 litres) ; oil capacity
2 U.S. gallons (7.6 litres).

12,

;

;

,•

—

Height 8

ft.

0 in. (2.59 m.).

.and Loadings.— Weight empty 1,090 lbs. (494 kg.), Useful
load 585 lbs. (265 kg.). Weight loaded 1,676 lbs. (760 kg.), Wing
loading (fully loaded) 11.24 Ibs./sq. ft. (54.88 kg./sq, in.), Power
loading (fully loaded) 13.4 Ibs./h.p. (6.08 kg./h.p.).
PEJUi'OiiMANCE.-^MaxiTmmi level speed 140 m.p.h. (225 km.h.),
Cruising speed 120 m.p.h. (193 km.h.), Landing speed (with flaps)
47 m.p.h. (76 km.h.), (Without flap.s) 54 m.p.h. (87 km.h.), Climb at
sea level 700 ft./min. (213 m./min.), Range, with maximum fuel
of 30 U.S. gallons (113 litres) 500 miles (805 km,).

Weights

unit and with an automat ically-releasable parachute for recovery after use. It has also converted the Hellcat F6F-5
This imit
into a high-speed radio-controlled pilotless drone.
is located at Johnsville, Pennsylvania, in a plant formerly
occupied by the Breivster Aeronautical Corporation.
The Naval Air Experimental Station includes (1) The Aeronautical Engine Laboratory, handling the test and development
of engines and power plant accessories
(2) The Aeronautical
Materials Laboratory, handling test and development of metals,
fabrics, paints, dopes, finishes, etc., as well as numerous accessories and articles of equipment
also the test and development
of aircraft structures
(3) The Aeronautical Instrument Laboratory, which handles development and test of specialized
aeronautical instruments (4) The Radio and Radar Laboratory,
w’hich handles special developments and tests of radio and radar,
and specialized electronics equipment
(5) The Aero Medical
Department, engaged in the development and test of oxygen
equipment and personal flying equipment (6) The Aeronautical
Photographic Experimental Laboratory, which designs, modifies,
and tests specialized photographic equipment.
The Naval Auxiliary Air Station, Mustin Field, handles all
flight test and other flying activities of the Naval Air Material
Center and is designated a military airport and seaplane base.
:

;

;

;

design.

The Naval

Aircraft Modification Unit

is

engaged in proto-

type and production modification of Naval aircraft and in
the development of pilotless aircraft. Among its many developments in the pilotless aii-craft category may be mentioned
the KUN-1 Gorgon IIC, a ship-to-shore flying-bomb laimched
by catapult, jiropelled by a Resojet unit and radio-controlled
from the air or ship or by an automatic “seeing-eye” ;
the KU3N-1 Gorgon IIIA, a rocket-propelled air-launched
weapon for use against air or ground targets and the KDN-1,
a target-drone propelled by a Westinghouse 9,5 axial-flow jet;

The KDN-1

jet-propelled Target

;

Drone developed hy the Naval Air Material Cmi^x.—iMartin

;

;

&

Kdman).

—

(
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The Nelson Dragonfly Two-seat Auxiliary-powered

THE NELSON AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office San Leandro, near Oakland, California.
President
Ted Nelson.
AGce-President and Designer
Wm. Hawley Bowlus.
:

:

:

Secretary
C. H. Whitner.
Vice-President and Sales Manager
:

:

Rheule Reitze-

The Nelson

Aircraft Corporation was formed late in 1945 to
manufactux-e light civilian aircraft, including the Nelson Dragonfly (formerly known as the Bumble-bee) auxiliary powered sailplane.
The prototype of this aheraft was successfully flown
with auxiliary engines of from 16 to 25 h.p.

After some confusion arising from the difficulty of deciding
into which class of aheraft the Dragonfly should fall, the C.A.A.
established a new class for combined powered aircraft and
gliders specially for the Dragonfly before awarding it an Approved

Type

>

iiiiifii iTfii r'''--

Certificate.

—

Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Spruce structure with
plywood and fabric covering. Elliptical fin and rudder equally
disposed above and below boom. Tailplane span 9 ft. 0 in. (2.74
fin and
m.) ; tailplane and elevator area 21.5 aq. ft. (2 sq. m.)
;

rudder area 11.78 sq. ft. (1.09 sq. in.).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle typo, all wheels retracting
Steerable nose-wlieel operated by rudder pedals.
into fuselage.
Independent brakes on main wheels.
Power Plant. One Nelson four-cylinder two-stroke liorizontallyopposed air-cooled engine mounted as pusher unit on steel-tube
Engine rated at 20 h.p. at
bearers at rear end of front fuselage.
Two-blade
3,800 r.p.m., with 25 h.p. available for take-off.
Ratchet starter controllable from
fixed-pitched wooden propeller.
cockpit.
Fuel capacity 3 U.S. gallous (11 litres) in single tank.
Accommodation. Single cockpit seating two side-by-side with dual
controls.
Removable transparent cockpit enclosure.
Dimensions. Span 47 ft. 4 in. (14.42 m.). Length 19 ft. 8 in. (3.99 m.).
Height (over fuselage) 4 ft. 7 in. (1.33 m.), Height (over rudder)

—

—

—

—

ft.

10 in. (2.08 m.).

—

Type. Two -seat Auxiliary -powered Sailplane.
Wings. Strut-braced high-wing monoplane,

—

with centre-section
Single-spar .spruce .structure witli Dintegral with fuselage.
seetion ply wood leading-edge. Maximum chord 4 ft. 0 in. (2.12 m.).
Gross wing area lOB.li sq. ft. (13.73 sq. in.). Aspect ratio 13.23.
Wings detachable for transport, etc. Long-span wooden ailerons,
Area (total) 24.2 .sq. ft. (2.25 sq. ni.).
,

—

Fuselage. Pod-sbaped movilded plastic plywood structure with a
duralumin boom carrying the tail-nnit.

NORTH AMERICAN,
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION,
Head Office and Woeks

INC.

5,701,

:

Impeeial

Highway,

Inglewood, Cal.
Office: 1775, Broadway, New York.
President and General Manager J. H. Kindelberger.
Pirst Vice-President ; J. L. Atwood.
B. H. Rice.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering
Vice-President and Treasurer
R. A. Lambeth.
North American Aviation, Inc., was incorporated in Delaware
in 1928 and from 1934 until 1945 was engaged solely in the design
and manufacture of military aircraft. Manufactming facilities
were established at Inglewood, Calfornia, in 1935, where a modern

New York

:

:

:

—

IVeight empty 4(55 lb.s. (211 kg.), Disposable
load 433 lbs. (197 kg.), Weight loaded 900 lb.s. (408 kg.), Wing loading
(fully loaded) 5.31 Ibs./sq. ft. (25.92 kg./stp nv.), Power loading
(at tako-olf, fully loaded) 30 lbs. /h.p. (10.33 kg. /h.p.).
PjsRPORMANc^E (with engine for take-off and intermittent use).
Cimising speed 70 m.p.h. (113 km. In), Landing speed 30-40 ra.p.h.
(58-04 kin.h.), Stalling speed 35 m.p.ln (5(5 km.h.). Climb 300 ft./
min. (91 m./inin.), Cruising range 103 miles ( 109 km.). Take-off
run .585 ft. (178 m.), Take-off time 18 seconds, l:’ower duration 3
hour.s. Fuel consumption 2 U.S. gallons/hr. (7.0 litres/hr.).
Pjsrformanoe (svithonb use of engine). Minimum sinking speed,
1.
3.9 ft. /sec. (1.18 in. /see.), Best gliding ratio 20

Weights and Loadings.

BB-1.

TTn

ii

Sailplane (25 h.p. Nelson two-stroke engine).

(5

THE NELSON DRAGONFLY MODEL

—

irr'"''^ni rrw~‘~7r~'rii i i iiir"'‘

—

:

production plant was erected on the Los Angeles Municipal
Airport. Early types of aircraft built under contract included
the BT-9, NJ-1, BC-1, BT-14, AT-6, SNJ-1 and 0-47 for the
United States .^my and Navy, Harvards for the R.A.F. and
R.C.A.F., and trainers for nine other foreign nations. Production of the B-25 Mitchell bomber and the Mustang began in
1940.

With wartime refinements and improvements the AT-6 Te-xan,
the B-25 Mitchell and the P-51 Mustang were maintained in
production right up to VJ-Day. A new %hter, the P-82 Twin
Mustang, was ready for quantity production when the war
ended and production of the fi'airehild C-82 Packet and Lockheed
P-80 Shooting Star was also under way.

The North American Navion Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (185

h.p. Continental

E185

engine).
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The North American Navion Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (185

With the surrender of Japan North American ceased operations
at the Kansas City and Dallas plants and contracts for the AT-6,
B-25, C-82 and P-80 were terminated. All operations were
again concentrated at the company’s West Coast plant where
the P-61 continued in production until November, 1945, to be
superseded by the P-82.
With the completion of the P -51 programme. North American
had built 15,302 fighter aircraft since June, 1940. In addition,
10,784 B-2o and B-24 bombers and 15,117 AT-6 trainers had
been produced in the same period.
North American made its entry into the light personal aeroplane field in April, 1946, with the Navion foui'-seat all-metal
cabin monoplane, described hereafter. Production of the
P-82 continues and research and development proceeds on a
number of military aeroplanes, including the XP-S6 jet-propelled
fighter and the XB-45 jet-propelled bomber.
On Febriiary 27-28, 1947, a specially-equipped P-82 flew
from Honolulu to New York non-stop, a distance of 4,978 miles
(7,965 km.) in 14 hrs. 33 min., the longest flight ever made by a
fighter type aircraft.

THE NORTH AMERICAN

—
—

N.A. 145 NAVION.

Type. Four-seat Cabin monoplane.
monoplane.
All-metal
two-spar
low-wing
Wings. Cantilever
structure in two main sections each attached directly to fuselage.
Detachable wing-tips. Channel-section spars, bvdlt-up ribs and
stressed metal covering.
Incidence washed-out 3 degrees at tqis.
Wing area 184 sq. ft. (17.09 sq. m.). All-inetal mass-balanced
trailing-edge
flaps.
Flap
ailerons and hydraulically-operated
positions 20 degrees for take-off, 40 degrees for landing.
Fuselage. All-metal semi-monoeoque one-piece structure, with
four main longerons, transverse bulkheads and frames and aluminium-alloy stressed-skin covering.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type with detachable tips. Metal
structure with metal covering to all surfaces. Two-piece tailplane

—

—

h.p. Continental

and elevators interchangeable

E185 engine).
left

and

riglit.

Controllable trim-

tab in each elevator, rudder tab adjustable on ground.
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Each main wheel, on
single air-oil shock-absorber leg, retracts inwards into wings.
Nose-wheel, in fork on air -oil shock-absorber leg, retracts backward
into fuselage, leaving small portion projecting.
Nose-wheel steerable 20 degrees each way. Hydraulic operation with emergency
.spring-low'ering gear.
Track 8 ft. 2^ in. (2.49 m.) wheel base .7 ft.

—

Leaf-spring emergency tail-skid.
Continental E185 six-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled direct-drive engine, developing 185 hm. at 2,300
r.p.m. and mounted on removable cantilever bearers.
Hartzell or
Aeromat'ic two-blade variable-pitch airscrew. Fuel capacity 40
U.S. gallons (151 litres). Oil 2| U.S. gallons (9.4 litres). DelcoRemy 15-volt generator.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating four, two in front side-byside with dual controls and two behind on full-width seat.
Lucite
windshield in aluminium frame. Aluminium-alloy sheet canopy
with Plexiglas side panels slides backwards for access. Cabin interior
width 3 ft. 9 in. (1.14 m.). Baggage compartment aft of rear seats.
Dimensions. Span 33 ft. 4^;, in. (10. IB m.). Length 27 ft. 5jj| in.
(8.36 m.), Height over cabin 7 ft. 34 in. (2.22 in.), Height overall
8 ft. 7f in. (2.62 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 1,551 lbs. (703 kg.). Pilot
and three passengers 680 lb.s. (308 kg.), Fuel and oil 259 lbs. (118
kg.), Baggage 80 lbs. (36 kg.), Weight loaded 2,570 lbs. (1,165 kg.),
Wing loading 13.9 Ibs./sq. ft. (67.87 kg./sq. m.), Power loading
8|- in.

(1.73 m.).

Power Plant.

—One
—

—

—

13.9 lbs. /h.p. (6.29 kg. /h.p.).

—

(Approximate). Maximum speed 160 m.p.h. (257
km.h.). Cruising speed at 70% power 150 m.p.h. (241 km.h.) at
5,000 ft. (1,526 m.). Most economic cruising speed 116 m.p.h. (185
km.h.) at 61% power at 5,000 ft. (1,525 ra.). Landing speed (with
flaps) 54 m.p.h. (87 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 830 ft. /min. (253
m./min.), Service ceiling 15,000 ft. (4,756 m.), Maximum range at
51% power at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 700 miles (1,126 kin.), Take-off
run (flaps at 20 degrees) 232 yds. (212 m.). Landing run (flaps down)
202 yds. (185 m.). Fuel eon.suinption 13.2 U.S. gallons/hr. (50

Pereorm.ance

litres/hr.).

The North American XFJ-1 Single-seat Naval Fighter (General

Electric

TG-180 turbo-jet engine).

(
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The North American XFJ-1 Single-seat Naval Fighter (General

THE NORTH AMERICAN

N.A. 140.

XP-86.
Army Air Forces designation
Tho XP-H(j is understood to be tlie U.S.A.A.F. version

U.S.

:

of the
Tlie designed maximum spoetl has
been reported, to be 58(> ni.p.h. (9118 km.b.). No fnrtlter details
are available for publication.

XFJ-1

described below.

THE NORTH AMERICAN
U.S.

Navy designation

XFJ-1

The

Amorioan’s

:

N.A. 134.

North
single-seat naval
Hgliter reju’esente
entry into tho iudd of jet-proj)oU<'d military

aircraft.

It is a low-wing cantilever inonoplane with tricycle latnlinggear and 10 degree diliedral tailplane. A .single General Itllectrio
T(jr-180 jet engine is located in the fuselage amidships with a
straight-rain air duet extending to the nose of the fuselage.
With engine, air intake and main fuel tanks located in the
fuselage a very thin high-.speod laminar-flow wing section is
Auxiliary ckoppablo fuel tanks are of the wing-tip type.
used.
The XFJ-1 is intended for both carrier and land operations,
with catapult take-oft' for carrier operations.
Dimensions. S2ian38ft. 1 in. (1 1.62 m.). Length 33 ft. 7 in. (10.2.5 m.),
Height 14 ft. 6 in. (4.42 m.).

—

THE NORTH AMERICAN
Army Air
The XB-45

U.S.

Forces designation
is

:

a jet-propelled

N.A. 130.

XB-45.

medium bomber monoplane

under development for tlie U.S.A.A.F. The pow’erplant consists of foiu- jet units which are grouiied in horizontal

which

is

jiair

T6-180 turbo-jet engine)

on each

side of the fuselage

outboard of the

taili-ilane.

The aircraft is a conventional mid-wing monoplane with
dihedral tailplane and tricycle landing-gear.
No further details
are available.

THE NORTH AMERICAN TWIN MUSTANG.
Army Air Forces
The P-.S2 iwo-seat.

U.S.

XFJ>1.

initial

one

pairs,

Electric

of

:

P-82.

long-range* escort lighter consists virtually
IMustiuig fuselages and ])ori and starboard outer wings,

two

the two

i'li.selages

cent n*-sect ion
tlie 1’-.~)1H at
latter
'IN PH.

designation

and
tlie

being joiiH'd logcflur by a constant-chord
'Pho P-.S2 superseded
North .\mericau Los Angeles plant when the
a rci*1angular tailplane.

was withdrawn from
--

'Pw in-eiigiiH'd

twii.>i>.it

proiiuetiou in
loiig-r.iiige

November, 1945.

D.iy or Night Fighter or

Horn her
Cuntilever Jow-winu iiiouopliuie.
Outer wings siniilar to
I’-51H excejit that they attiu*h on the ontboavd side of each fvi.solage
instead of on the ceut,rfi-liiie. Ailerons of increased span witli
correstionding decrease in span of outer wing flaps.
Each aileron
eonstrueted in t\\*o sections to allow for wing deflection. ConStructure
trollable trim-tab in. inner portion of starboard aileron.
of constant -chord centre-section between tlie fuselages is similar to
that of outer wdngs. Single slotted trailing-edge flap over full

.Fighti-'j*

Wings.

—

-

span of centre-section.
Inter-sjiar giin-liay and fuel tanks in outboard ends. Heated-.surface anti-icing. Gross tving area 408
sq. ft. (37.9 sq. m.).
Similar to I.-’-SlH, except that each fuselage is lengthened
Pt)SELAG,ES.
liy an additional section with integral dorsal fin inserted in front
of the tailjilane.

—
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The North American P-82 Twin Mustang Fighter-Bomher.

This photograph shows some of the stores that

—

T^ul Unit.- Singlo-f3,n and rudder at extremity of each fuselage.
Constant-chord tailplane between, fins with single main spar,
pressed ribs, spanwLse stringers and stres-sod metal covering.
Onepiece constant-chord elevator with eontrollablo trim-tab. Metal
covering. Tailplane span (centre-line of each fin) 14 ft. 4 in. (4.37

Eudder height 7 ft. 0|- in. (2.15 m.).
Landing Geab. Eetractable type. Each main wheel
m.),

—

is carried in
half-fork on shock-absorber leg attached to front spar under outboard side of each fuselage and retracts inwards under fuselage
and wing, formed metal fairings enclosing the gear in the retraced
Hydraulic operation, with emergency mechanical gear.
position.
Main gear held in extended position by spring-toggle linkage sidebraecs and in retracted position by the fairing cloors. Track 16
Twin retractable tail-wheels, one in each fuselage
ft. 8| in. (5.1 m.).
and cable ojserated from main gear, retract into fuselage and are
enclosed by twin doors. Both tail-wlieels steered by rudder bar,
or are disengaged so as to swivel freely when control column is

pushed forward.

Power Plant.

—Two

Packard V-1650-9 Merlin twelve-cylinder Vee
and employing watei’
Two-speed two-stage superchargers and Sirnrnonds

liqnid-cooled engines rnoimted as in P-51PI,
injection.

manifold pressure regulator.

Aeroprodiicts four-blade oppositely
rotating full-feathering constant-speed airscrews, 11 ft. 0 in. (3.35
airscrew
rotating
L.H. and starboard airscrew
m.) diameter, port
Fuel tanks
R.H. Ground clearance (tail up) llj-n in. (29 c/m.).
in outer ends of centre-section and in inner sections of outer wings.
Provision for long-range tanks under outer wings and/or ce,xitresection according to stores carried.
Accommodation. Twin cockpits, one in each fuselage as on P-51H!,
with dual controls. Pilot in port and co-pilot or, in ease of niglit
fighter, radar operator in starboard. Endder pedals in eitlier fuselage
can be disconnected and stowed. Individual cockpit heating,
oxygen, etc. Automatic pilot inport eoclipit, with manual emergency
release in starboard.
Armament. Six .5-in. (12.7 ra/m.) machine-guns in centre-section
Provision for four- 1,000 lbs. (454
firing between airscrew discs.
kg) bombs, one under each outer wing and two under centre-section,
Alternor two 2,000 lbs. (907 kg) bombs under centre-section.
atively, five racks each carrying a cluster of five rocket projectiles
one
each
outer
and
under
centretwo
under
wing
carried,
can be
Streamline nacelle mounting eight .5-in. (12.7 m/m.)
section.
machine-guns, with alternative provision for photographic reconnaissance cameras or night-fighting radar, can be installed under
centre-section midway between fuselages.
Dimensions. Span 61 ft. 2.8 in. (15.61 m.). Length (tail up) 39 ft.
in. (11.88 m.), Height 13 ft. 8 in, (4.16 m.).
Weights and Loading.s. Weight empty 14,350 lbs. (6,509 kg.).

—

—

—

—

.a

may be

carried.

\Feight loaded (with maximum internal fuel, 2 crew, ammunition
and four 1,000 lb.s.=454 kg. bombs) 20,000 lbs. (9,072 kg.). Wing
loading 49 Ibs./scp ft. (239 kg./sq. m.).
Perpobm.ance. Maximum speed, ovmr 475 m.p.h. (764 km.h.). Ceiling
45,000 ft. (13,715 m.). Normal range, over 2,500 miles (4,025 km.),
Maximum ferrying range, over 3,000 miles (4,230 km.).

—

THE NORTH AMERICAN MUSTANG.
Army Air Forces designation P-51.
The original N.A. 73 Mufstang was designed and built to a
British specification and order.
The prototype was actually
designed, built and flown in 100 days, its first flight taking place
Passing all tests satisfactorily it was put into
in October, 1940.
production before the end of 1940. The first production Mustang I
was delivered to the E.A.P. in Great Britain in November, 1941.
From the Mk. I Mustang, later adopted by the U.S. Army as
U.S.

:

the P-51, were developed a notable series of fighter aircraft,
the many versions of w-hich were detailed fairly fully in the last
issue of this Annual.
The last version to be widely-used in
combat was the P-51D (Mustang IV) which was in production
up to VJ-Day.
Also in production at that time and until November, 1945,
was the P-51H, a lightened version of the Mustang which was
virtually a completely new design.
It was preceded by two
interesting experimental types, the first of which, the XP-51F,
was designed as a short-range interceptor. It had a new low’drag laminar -flow aerofoil section, improved fuselage and radiator
fairing contours, lightened engine mounting and a lightened
landing-gear employing wheels of smaller diameter which allowed
them to be retracted into the wing ahead of the front spar
without the nece.ssity of increasing the root chord as on earlier
Mustangs. Other improvements included the substitution of
a heat exchanger for the oil radiator, simplified hydraulic system
and cockpit lay-out, etc. The weight of the structure was, as a
result, reduced by 1,600 lbs. (726 kg.), and no single structural
component was interchangeable with the earlier P-51a. The
armament was reduced to four .5-in. (12.7 m/m.) machine-guns,
and the petrol capacity was also decreased.
The need for an interceptor having disappeared, a second
modification, or XP-5IG, was developed for long-range escort
fighter duties.
A 1,500 h.p. Kolls-Royce Merlin 145 engine
was installed, which increased the fuselage length by 12 inches

V'-v'i!-

U.
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The North American XP-51G Mustang Experimental Long-range Escort Fighter (Rolls-Royce Merlin 145 engine and
five-blade airscrew).

(30.3 c/m.), and the areas and aspect ratio of the tail-unit
were increased. The fuel capacity was increased by the addition
of an extra tank behind the pilot, and six .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) guns
were installed.
The production version of this aircraft was designated P-olH.
It was further improved by the installation of the Packard
V-l(560-ll Merlin using water-injection and 150 Grade fuel.
With additional equipment the P-51H was still 700 lbs. (315
kg.) lighter than the P-51D.
The following specification applies to the P-51H, wdiich was
in production until November, 1945.

—
—

Type. Single-scat Fighter or Fighter-Bomber.
Wings. Cantilever low-wing monoplane. NAA-NAC.-V low-drag
laminar -flow’ aerofoil section. Incidence 1 degree; dihedraf 5
degrees
root chord (on fuselage centre-line) 9 ft. 8 in. (2.87 ni.),
mean aerodynamic chord 6 ft. 10.17 in. (2.1 m.) tip chord 4 ft. 2 in.
All-metal two-spar structure in two main .sections
(1.27 m.).
bolted together on the fuselage centre-line. Detachable tips.
;

;

Inner portion of spars are of I-seetion composed of two clianneltapering to single channel-section outboard of flaps.
Outer portions have flanged lightening holes. Pressed channelInner
section ribs with lightening holes and stressed-skin covering.
sections between spars contain fuel tanks and have top-hat section
chordwise stiffeners on top and bottom surfaces. Inter-spar gunbay outboard of tanks with channel-section chordwise stiffeners on
lower surface. Heavy rib between tanks and gun-bay to which
landing-gear is attached.
Ammunition bay outboard of gun-bay.
Gross wing area 235 sq. ft. (21.82 sq. m.). Metal-covered ailerons
with trim-tab in port.
Aileron area (each) 6.35 sq. ft. (0,57 sq. m.) ;
aileron movement 15 degrees up, 15 degrees down.
Tab area 0.71
sq. ft. (0.06 sq. rn.), tab movement 10 degrees up, 10 degrees down.
Hydraulically-operated slotted trailing-edge flaps between aileroms
and fuselage. Flap area (total) 31.74 sq. ft. (2.94 sq. m.), flap
depression 45 degrees.
Fuselage.—-Oval -.section all-metal semi-monoeoque structure in three
main .sections consisting of engine section; main fuselage section
from engine bulkhead to leading-edge of fin, and rear section.
Structure consists of two sides -with separate, top and bottom.
seotions,

side beam consists of two ahuninhan -alloy longerons {channelsection in front of cockpit tapering to L-section aft) ndiich form
the caps, and the alurnininin-alloy skin reinforced by vertical
L-section longitudinal
channel-section frames forming the w'ebs.
Radiator tunnel is
stringers in main section to aft of cockpit.
channel-.section structure attaching under suul forming lower
port ion of main fuselage.
T.ml Unit. Cantilo\'er monoplane type. Onc-pieee tailplane with
detachable tips. Structure of tailplane and, tin con.si.sts of two
cliannel-s(3ction .spans, pressed rilis, L-soction stringer.s and stre.ssed
metal skin. Fin offset 1 degree to port. Rudder and elevators
with sealed dynamic balances anil controllable trim-tab in each.
Tailiilano span 14 ft. 10. Id in. (4.06 m.), tail],»lano area (including
fuselage) 35.30 sq. ft. (3.3 sq. in.). Fin area 14,80 sq. Ft. (1.38 sq. m.),
Ma.Nirnura rudder chord 2 ft. 0 in. (O.fil m.), rudder ar(3a 10.24
sq. ft. (0.03 sq. in.), rudder movement 30 degrees each way, rudder
tab area 0.74 sq. ft. (O.Od sq. m.), tab movement 10 degrees each
way. Elevator area (total) 18.25 sq. ft. (1.7 sq. m.), elevator movement 25 degrees up, 25 degrees down, elevator tab area (each)
0.72 sq. ft. (O.OC sq. m.), tab movement 10 degrees up, 2a degrees

Each

—

down.

—

Retractable two-wheel type. Each main wheel,
L.usrDiNG Gear.
on oleo-pneiimatio shock-absorber leg hinged on heavy rib outboard
of gun-bay, retracts inwards into wing ahead of front spar and is
enclosed by light metal plates bolted to legs and by hinged doors
under fuselage. Main legs have travel of 8 inches (20.3 c/m.).
Goodyear
Hydraulic operation.
Track 11 ft. 0 in. (3.33 m.).
hydraulic brakes. Steerable tail-wheel with multi-tread tyre
retracts forward into fuselage and is enclosed by twin resin-bonded
Leg
plastic fabric
doors. Cable-retraction from main gear.
travel 7.9 inches (20.06 e/m.).

Power Plakt.

,

—

One Packard-built Rolls-Royce Merlin V-1650-11
twelve-cylinder vee liquid-cooled direct-injection engine rated at
1,380 h.p. at 3,000 f.p.m. at sea-level for take-off and with a normal
outpiut of 1,100 h.p. at 2,700 r.p.m. at 17,500 ft. (5,335 m.)_and a
maximum (war emergency) output of 2,270 h.p. witli water injection
at 3,000 r.p.m. at 4,000 ft. (1,220 m.).
Two-speed two-.stage
automatic supercharger. Light-weight engine-mounting with outer
Complate of each side beam flush wdth outer surface of cowling.
Spot-welded
plete power-plant removable forward of firewall.

—

U, S. A.
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cowling of 20 s.w.g. aluminium-alloy attached by Dzus fasteners.
Aoroproducts four-blade constant-speed hollow steel paddle-blade
ah'screw, 11 ft. 0 in. (3.35 m.) diameter ; ground clearance (tail
Collapsible nonup) 9 in. (23 c/m.). Jet-type exhaust pipes.
metallic self-sealing fuel tanks in wings and fuselage
105 U.S,
gallon (397 litre) tank in port wing ; 100 U.S. gallon (378 litre) tank
in starboard wing and 60 U.S gallon (189 litre) tank in fuselage
behind cockpit. Wing-tanks removable through rear spar after
Two long-range drop-tanks each of 75 U.S. gallons
flaps removed.
(284 litres) or 110 U.S. gallons (417 litres) cajoacity can be carried
under wings. Maximum fuel capacity 475 U.S. gallons (1,798 litres)
Harrison heat-exchanger oil-cooling system.
AccoMMOD.iTiON. Pilot’s enclosed cockpit with 1|. in. (38 m/m.)
laminated plate-glass windshield, and long moulded and laminated
bubble canopy which slides backwards for access. Hydraulicallyadjustable seat.
J in. (6.36 m/m.) armour -plating on engine bulhead
jo in. (7.9 m/m.) plating forming back of seat, and j?,, in. (11
;

—

;

for head and neck protection.
Thermocomtaustion-type
gasoline cockpit
heater
15,000
B.T.U.
per
hr.
Pressure
producing
demand oxygen system
positive up to 30,000 ft. (9,145 in.).
Abmameot. Six .6 in. (12.7 in/m.) M-2 machine-guns mounted three
in each -wing outboard of airscrew disc, with 400 rounds for each
inner gun, and 270 rounds for each middle and outer gun. Compensating gun-sight. Access doors to gun and ammunition boxes
Provision for ten 6 in. (12.7 c/m.) rocket
in upper surface of wing.
projectiles ; two bombs up to 1,000 lb. (454 kg.) each, or two
AN-M-IO chemical smoke tanks under wings.
Eqtjipmbnt. Badio equipment consists of AN/ARC/3 Command set ;
SCR-695-A Identification set and BC-1206 Range Receiver set.
AN/APS-13 rear detection radar set. MN-26C radio compass
AN-N6 camera gun in port wing leading-edge. For
optional.
photographic reconnaissance duties the following alternative
eleetrically-oxierated cameras can be installed in fuselage immediately ahead of tailplane: Type K-17 or K-22 with 6 in., 12 in. or
24 in. (15 e/m., 30.5 c/m. or 61 c/m.) lenses for operating at 6,000 ft.,
15,000 ft. or 30,000 ft. (1,626 m., 4,572 m., or 9,146 m.) respectively.
Type K-24 with 7-in (17.8 c/m.) lens for vertical or oblique photography for operation up to 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.). Hydraulic system
operating at 1,600 Ibs./sq. in. (105 kg,/sq. o/m.).
Dimensions. Span 37 ft. Ofk in. (11.27 m.). Length 33 ft. 4 in. (10,15
m.).
Weights and Loadings (Interceptor). Weight empty 6,600 lbs.
(2,948 kg.), Disposable load 1,960 lbs. (884 kg.). Weight loaded 8,460
lbs. (3,832 kg.). Wing loading 36 Ibs./sq, ft. (185.8 kg./sq. m.).
Power loading (normal) 7.7 Ibs./h.p. (3.48 kg./h.p.).
Weights and Loadings (Long-range fighter).- Weight empty 6,500
lbs. (2,948 kg.), Disposable load 3,000 lbs. (1,361 kg.), Weight loaded
9.500 lbs. (4,309 kg.). Wing loading 40.5 Ibs./sq. ft. (197.7 kg./
sq. m.). Power loading (normal) 8.64 Ibs./h.p. (3.9 kg./h.p.).
Weights and Lo.-vdings (Fighter-Bomber). Weight empty 6,500 lbs.
(2,948 kg.). Disposable load 5,000 lbs. (2,266 kg.), Weight loaded
11.500 lbs. (5,214 kg.). Wing loading 49 Ibs./sq. ft. (200 kg./sq. m.).
Power loading (normal) 10.5 Ibs./h.p. (4.75 kg./h.p.).
Peeeobmance (Interceptor).—Maximum speed (at maximum war
emergency power) 488 m.p.h. (785 km.h.) at 26,000 ft. (7,720 m.).
Maximum speed (normal output) 410 m.p.h. (660 km.h.) at 22,000 ft.
(6,705 km.h.). Maximum rate of climb 6,400 ft. /min. (1,950 m./inin.)
at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.), Normal rate of climb 2,300 ft./min. (700 m./
min.) at 17,500 ft. (6,335 m.). Climb (at normal output) to 20,000 ft.
(6,095 m.) 8 minutes.

m/m.) armour plating
statically-controlled

,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Fighter).
Range with maximum fuel (at
307 m.p.h. 494 km.h. at 25,000 ft. 7, 720 m., loaded weight
11,054 lbs.
5,014 kg., and with 20 minutes combat allowance)
2,208 miles (3,553 km.).

Peefobmance (Long-range

=
=

=

—

Peefobmance (Fighter-Bomber). Maximum speed (with two 500
lb. = 227 kg. bombs and loaded weight of 10,570 lbs. = -4,794 kg., or

= 12.7

c/m. rocket projectiles and loaded weight of
10,980 lbs.
4,980 kg.) 460 m.p.h. (724 km.h.) at 26,000 ft. (7,720
m.). Maximum range (with two 500 h.p. = 227 kg. bomba and loaded
weight of 10,570 lbs. 4,794 kg.) 960 miles (1,645 km.).

with ten 5

in.

=

=
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crew accommodation fed by a mechanical engine-driven supercharger to maintain a cabin pressure equivalent to that found
at 8,000

ft.

(2,440 m.)

up to

a height of 33,000

ft.

(10,060 m.).

Cabin heating was by auxiliary heaters in the ducting that
circulated air through the cabin.
To seal the cabin section
rubber strips were sandwiched between all riveted joints and a
plastic compound was sprayed throughout the interior.
Armament was carried in three two-gun turrets, all placed
outside the pressurised area and remotely-controlled from
sighting stations within the cabin.

The XB-28 was fitted with two Pratt & Whitney 11-2800-27
eighteen-cylinder radial air-cooled engines with turbo-superchargers, one of the engines being responsible for driving the
cabin supercharger.
The XB-28, which first flew in 1942, played an important part
in the development of the B-29, the first American tactical
aircraft incorporating pressurisation to go into operational
service.

Dimensions.

—Span 72

ft.

7 in. (22.14 m.).

Length 56

Wing area 676 sq. ft. (62.8 sq. m.).
Pbbfoemance.—Maximum speed 372 m.p.h.

ft.

6 in. (17.20

m.).

(592 km.h.).

THE NORTH AMERICAN TEXAN.
Army

Air Forces designation
U.S. Navy designation : SNJ.
British name : Harvard.
U.S.

:

AT-6.

The AT-6 was first produced in 1939 and was similar to and
eventually replaced the BC-IA basic combat trainer when the
Basic Combat classification was abandoned. The BC-IA was a
development of the BC-1 (SNJ-1 and Harvard I). Both were
fitted with the Pratt & Whitney R-1340-47 engine, the BC-1
having a steel tube fabric-covered fuselage while the BC-IA
had a semi-monocoque rear fuselage and a re-designed tail-unit.
Since then several series of AT-6 Advanced Trainers have been
built, the various sub-types varying mainly in matters of equipment. These may be summarised as follows
AT-6 (Harvard II). Pratt & Whitney R-1340-47 engine.
Integral fuel tanks in centre-section.
;

,

AT-6A (SNJ-3). Pratt & Whitney R-1340-49 engine. Removable aluminium fuel tanks. The AT-6A built in Canada
under licence by Noorduyn Aviation, Ltd. was the Harvard
Canadian-built Harvards were also delivered to tho
IIB.
U.S, Army and because of manufacturing and equipment differences these were given the designation AT-16.
AT-6B. Pratt & Whitney R-1340-AN1 engine. Pitted with
four internal wing bomb-racks.
AT-6C (SNJ-4 and Harvard IIA). Pratt & Whitney R-1340ANl engine. In 1941, owing to possible shortages in strategic
materials, the structure of the AT-6C was re-designed partially
to eliminate the use of aluminium- alloy and high-alloy steels.
The entire rear fuselage, tailplane, floor boards, etc. were made of
plywood. A saving of 220 lbs. (100 kg.) of aluminium-alloy
per aircraft was achieved. The standard structure was later
reverted to.
AT-6D (SNJ-5 and Harvard

Pratt & Whitney R-1340III).
Standard structure as described below. 24-yolt
No photographic equipment.
electrical system.
AT-6F (SNJ-6). Same power-plant as AT-OD. Strengthened
Only external
outer wings and redesigned rear fuselage.
differences are the addition of an airscrew spinner and a moulded
plastic rear section of the canopy in place of the earlier builtTup

ANl

engine.

unit.

THE NORTH AMERICAN

N.A. 63.

Army Air Forces designation
XB'28.
The XB'-28 was ordered by the U.S. Army Air Forces Materiel
Command as part of the experimental programme on the development of pressurised eabins for military aircraft.
It was a twin-engined Medium Bomber monoplane with a
tricycle landing-gear, single rudder tail-unit and pressurised
U.S.

:

The British Harvard versions of the AT-6 carried no armament
and were fitted with British instruments, radio, shoulder harness,
etc.

The Texan was in production at Dallas, Texas, right up to
VJ-Day and when the Dallas plant closed down a few days after,
15,117 Texans had been built, representing 25.8 per cent, of
all

trainers built in the United States since July, 1940.

(272c)
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The North American AT-6F Texan Two-seat Advanced Trainer (Pratt

—

Two-seat Advanced Training (AT-6) or Scout Training (SNJ)
monoplane.
WxNos.- Low-wing cantilever monoplane. Two spar rectangular

Type.

(23.(1 .sq. m.).
Fusi'n.AUE.
Vh*ld(‘d chromo-molybdenum steel-tube .structure from
fireproof bulkhead to rear cockpit, remainder of aluminium -alloy
serni-rnonocoqua eonstruction. Side panels of the forward section
are of aluminium-alloy and are romovablo.
Tail Unit.- -Cantilever monoplane type. Aluminiurn-allny framework, fixed .surfaces covered with Alelad sheet and movable surfaces

—

with fabric. Elevators and rudder have trim-tabs
from both cockpits.

coiitrollaltle

Landing Geak. — Retractable cantilever type, with wheels folding
inwards. Retraction by engine-driven hydraulic pump. Hydraulic
wheel-brakes.

Power Plant.

Full -swivelling steerable

One

55{> h.p.

Pratt

tail- wheel.

& Whitney

R-1340-.ANI radial

NORTHROP,
NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC.
Head Oeftce and Works Nobthbof
:

Whitney R-1340-AN1 engine).-

-(/k^'er

Bowers).

Hamilton Standard two-blade constant -speed
air-cooled engine.
airscrew. Fuel tanks (111 U.S. gallons capacity )_ in centre -.section.
gallons=38.(5 litres) in engine compartment.
U.S.
Oil tank (10.2

—

centre-section and two single-spar tapered outer sections with
detachable wing-tips. All-metal sti'ucturo with aluminium-alloy
spars and riba and a smooth Alclad skin, Aorodyiiamioally and
statically -halaiujed ailerons have metal frames and fabric covering.
Wing area 253.7 sq. ft,.
Split trailing-edge flaps Ijctwoen ailerons.

&

AccoaiMODATioN.-

—Tandem

sliding enclosures.

eockpit.s

Complete dual

with

individually-operated

and engine controls in
front cockpit, rotating and

flight

Adjustable seat in
each cockpit.
adjustable gunner’s seat in back cockpit.
Arm.-vuent.- One (1.30 in. (7.7 m/rn.) machine-gun in starboard side
of fuselage i'orward of pilot’.s cockpit, one 0.30 in. (7.7 ni/rn.)
miif4iini>-gun in loading-edge .starhoa.rd outer u’ing, and one 0.30
in. (7.7 in/m.) uuicliino-giin on (le.xihlo mounting in rear cockpit.
Dimensions. Span 42 ft. OJ in. (12.9 m.). Length 2S ft. 11 J in. (8.8
m.), Hoight 11 ft. 81 in. (3.5 m.)
Weights and Loadings. Weiglit empty 4,158 llis. (1,888 kg.),
Disposable load 1,142 Iba. (518 kg.), Normal loaded woigiit 5,250
lbs. {2.383 kg.), Wing loading 20.8 Ihs./.sq. ft. (101.5 kg./sq. m.),
Power loading 0.0 lbs. /h.p. (4.35 kg. /h.p.).
Performance. Maximum speed at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 205 m.p.h.
(331.2 km.h.). Cruising speed at 5,000 ft. ( 1,525 rn.) 170 m.p.h.
(272 km.h.). Landing speed (53 m.p.h. flOl krn.h.), Service ceiling
21,500 ft. (6,500 m.). Normal range 750 miles (1.200 km.).

—

—

—

Douglas Aircraft Company. He resigned from the
Douglas Company in 1939 to form his new company.
The Company’s first contract was for the supply of twentyfour single-engined high-performance Patrol-Bomber seaplanes
These aircraft were delivered
for the Norwegian Government.
wdtli the

Hawthorne,

Field,

California.
President and Chief Engineer John K. Northrop.
General Blanager and Chairman of the Board
LaMotte T.
;

:

Gohii.

Vice-President in Charge of Production : Gage H. Irving.
Vice-President and Genera! Counsel
Graham L. Sterling, Jr.
Vice-President in charge of Sales : Theodore C. Coleman.
Director of Plngineering
Walter J. Corny.
Secretary: Moye W. Stephens,
This concern was formed in 1939 by Mr. John K. Northrop
to undertake the manufacture of military aircraft.
Mr.
Northrop, wdio has long been associated with the design of highperformance all-metal military aircraft, was latterly associated
:

:

early in 1941,

In 1944-45 the Company was in production for the U.S. Army
Air Forces with the P-61 Black Widow, the first American
Production
aeroplane specifically built as a Night Fighter,
of this aircraft ceased when the war ended, but a development
of it the F-13 Reportei- is still being manufactured.

—

—

Northrop Aircraft, Inc. has devoted considerable attention
to the design of the “Flying- Wing” under the guidance of Mr.
John K. Northrop, a pioneer in the development of this type of
aircraft.

Cv:

The Northrop H-iM Experimental

tail-less

Monoplane which

first

flew in 1940.

U.

S. A,
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The Northrop N-9M
His

first

Flight Research Flying-Wing.

practical aeroplane incorporating
built by the Avion Corporation of

It

“flying-wing”

Burbank, California, a company formed by J. K. Northrop and W. K. Kay in
It w'as a 90 h.p. monoplane with a span of 30 ft. 6 in.
1928.
(9.29 m.) and carried a conventional tail-unit on twin booms;
the pilot -was accommodated in a cockpit in the wing, there
being no orthodox nacelle.
Various commercial difficulties prevented further immediate
development of this aircraft, but in 1939, when Northrop
Aircraft, Inc. was formed, development of the tail-less aircraft
was resumed.
The first purely all-wing aircraft w^as Imown as the N-IM,
an illustration of which appeared in the 1941 i.ssue of “All the
World’s Aircraft.” It was po%vered originally by two 65 h.p.
Lycoming engines, but these were later replaced by 120 h.p.
features

was

Franklins.

The N-IM made its first flight
1940.
It had a span of 38 ft. 0

at the Muroe
in. (11.58 m.)

Army

and a
Air Base in
wing area of 300 sq. ft. (27.87 sq. m.).
Preliminary layout of a long-range bomber to this formula
was submitted to the U.S.A.A.F. in September, 1941, and with

The Northrop XB-35 Flying-Wing Bomber

was

slightly

more than one-third the

size of the

XB-35.

the assistance and co-operation of the Wright Field Engineering
Design
Division, actual design work began early in 1942.
of the full-size mock-up was approved in the following July.
Owing to the fact that the P-61 Black Widow programme w" as
then occupying all Northrop resources, the Glenn L. Martin
Company of Baltimore, which had been awarded a contract
(later cancelled) for the production of 200 B-35s, was entrusted
with the detail design of the wing and power-plant installation,
W'hile the Nortlirop Company continued with the aerodynamic
development, basic stress work, and the de.sign and production
of the landing-gear, controls and control surfaces, and all
equipment. Later, engineering personnel from the Otis Elevator
Company of New York City were called in to complete the
structural design of the wing under Northrop and Martin supervision.

flying scale-models of the XB-35 (roughly
These
built to provide research data.
aircraft, designated N-9M, had a span of 60 ft. 0 in. (18.29 m.).
The first twm were powered by 275 h.p. Menasco engines, as

Four twin-engined

one-third size)

w^ere

W'as the third''(the

(four Pratt

&

N-9M-A), but the fourth

aircraft, the

Whitney R-4360 Wasp-Major engines).

N-9M-B,
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The Northrop XB-35 Flying- Wing Bomber
300 h.]3. Franklin engines.
had
was 7,100 lb. (:\221 kg.).

The loaded weight

(four Pratt

&

Whitney R-4.360 engines).

of each

Proiluction of the prototype XB-35 began at the Northrop
plant at Plawthorne early in 1943. It was completed in 1940,
and the first flight Ava.s made on June 25, 1946, from Hawthorne,
Gal., to IMuroc where the aircraft has been going tlnough its
Fifteen development aircraft, designated YB-35, have
trials.
been ordered by the U.S.A.A.F.
Other military “flying-wing” designs produced dtu'ing the
war, in chide the XP-56 single-seat fighter, illustrated in the
last issue of this Annual, and the XP-79, a tail-less lighter,
fitted with two Westinghouse 19B jet units and with the pilot
lying in a prone position.
The Company has rmder development a jet-propelled version
of tho X 15-35 carrymg the Army designation XB-49, and a
throo-ongined civil freight-carrying monoplane named tho
rionecr.
THE NORTHROP XB-49.
The XB-49 is a jet-propelled version of the XB-35 which is
now under development. Eight General Electric TG-180 jet
units ai’O mounted in two groups of four, one group on each
side of the central nacelle. Vertical fin area has heen added on
each side of each group to offset tho absence of propellers. In
UQOst other respects the XB-35 and XB-49 are identical, the
XB-3r) ahframe being used for the conversion.

THE NORTHROP

XB-35.
Long-range “Flying-Wing” Heavy Boinbei’.
Wings. Cantilever wing of aluminium-alloy constructed in one
Maximum chord (on
piece, straight-tapered and swept-back.
centre-line) 37 ft. 6 in. (1 1.43 m.). Tip chord 9 ft. 4 in. (2.84 m.),
Gross wing area 4,000 sq. ft. (371.6 sq. m.). Drag-inducing double-

Type.-

— Four-engined

—

split

flaps

at

wing-tips for directional control, and

“elevons,”

performing function of elevators and ailerons, between thorn and
outer engines. “Elevon” span 34 ft. 6 in. (10.51 m.). Split trailingedge flaps between outer engines and crew nacelle.
Flap span
(approximate) 29 ft. 0 in. (8.84 in.), Choi'd (approximate) 6 ft. 0 in.
approximate) 175 sq. ft. (15.79 sq.m.).
(1.83 m.), Flap area (each.
All control surfaces assisted by full-boost hydraulic system. Fixed
wing -tip slots in leading-edge, which ojien only at speeds appiroaching

—

the

.stall.

—

ouocoque aluminium-alloy structure built around
centre-line of wing for crew accommodation.
Landing- Geau. Retractable tricycle type. Each main unit con.sisting of twin wheels 6 ft. 6 in. (1.68 ni.) diameter carried on single
shock-absorber leg with side and rear link members, retracts forward
in-tu wing between inner and outer engines.
Single nose-wheel 4 ft.
8 in. (1.42 m.) diameter retracts backwards into central nacelle.
NaceIjLe.

—

Electric operation.

The Northrop MX-324 Experimental

The Northrop XB-35 Flying- Wing.

Power Plant. —-Four

Pratt & W’’hitney Wasp-Major (two R-4360-_17
and two R-4360.21) tweuty-eight-cylinder four-row radial ameooled engines, normal output (each) 2,500 h.p. at rated altitiiae
and with military output (each) of 3,000 h.p., mounted m the

Tail-less Glider.
It was later fitted with an Aerojet rocket unit and was flown thus,
reaching a speed of about 350 m.p.h. (560 km.h.).

(275c)
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The Northrop XP-79B Experimental

Tail-less Jet-propelled Fighter in

wings and driving Hamilton-Standard eight-blade counter-rotating
co-axial reversible-pitch pusher propellers, 15 ft. 4 in. (4.67 m.)
diatneter, through extensioir shafts and gear boxes.
Two singlestage General Electric t^irbo-superchargers to each engine.
Leakproof fuel tanks in wings. Duct in leading-edge of wing extending
in front of engines directs cooling air to engines, superchargers,
inter-coolers and oil-oooler.s via plemnn ohaniber.s where forwartl
motion of aircraft builds up pre.s.sure,
Accommod.vtion.- Normal crew of nine, pilot, co-pilot, bombardior,
navigator, engineer, radio -operator and three gunners, with folding
bunks for six reserve members, in pre.ssuris5ed central nacelle.
Pilot situated in forward cockpit offset to port with bubble canopy,
and bombardier on starboard with bombing windows in leadingedge.
Armament. -Two eloctrioally-operatod four -gun turrets, one above
and one below wing, offset to starboard of wing centre-line, and
four electrically-operated remotely-controlled two-gun turrets,

—

—

one above and one below each wing between outer engines and
Fire-control blister towards end of central nacelle.
wing-tips.
Equtpment. Eight hydraulic ptimps, absorbing 1)2 h.p., provide
power for control boost and servo systems. 400-cycIe 3-phase
Minneapolis-Honeywell auto208-volt A.C. electrical system.
matic pilot eui].iloying four servo motors.
Dimi3N.sions.
Span 172 ft. 0 in. (62.43 m.). Length overall .53 ft. 1 in.
(16.18 m.), Pleight overall 20 ft. 1 in. (6.12 m,).
Weight.^ an.d Loadings (De.signed). Weight empty 89,000 Ib.s.
(40,424 kg.), Useful load 73,000 lbs. (33,113 kg.), Weight loaded
162.000 lbs. (73,482 kg.). Maximum overload weight 209,000 lbs.
(94,800 kg.). Wing loading (at normal loaded weight) 40.6 lbs,/
sq. ft. (197.74 kg./sq. m.), Power loading (at normal loaded weight,
3.000 h.p. per engine) 13.5 lbs. /h.p. (6.12 kg. /h.p.).
PERiroRMANCB. No data available,

—

—

—

—

which the

pilot lies

prone.

cockpit on the centre-line and on each side of the cockpit is a
Westinghouse 19-B gas turbine engine which exhausts over the
trailing-edge of the wing. Twin fins spring from the tops of
the engine fairings.
BelloAvs- operated split horizontal control
surfaces are located on the outer wings, air for their actuation
being diverted by control valves in tunnel ducts which form the
wing-tips. Trailing-edge flap.s are located between the hellowsoperated surfaces and the engine nacelles. The aircraft is
constructed mainly of welded magnesium.

THE NORTHROP PIONEER.

—
—

Type. Three-engined Cargo or Pas,senger Transport.
Wings. Cantilever high-wing monoplane. Two-spar multi-eelhilar
stressed-skin structure in three main sections consisting of constantchord centre-section carrjdng port and starboard engine nacelles

and two tapered outer wings. Detachable tips. Loading-edge
incidence
hinged for access to controls. Dihedral 2 degrees
degi'ees.
mean aerodynamic
Root chord 16 ft. 6 in. (4.72 m.)
chord 13 ft. 7 in. (4.14 m.) tip chord 8 ft. 7 in. (2.61 m.)
centre.section .span 30 ft. (9. 14 m.)
wing area 1,100 .sq. ft. { 102. 19 sq. m.),
Northrop retractable ailerons on outer wings, with trim-tab in.
port.
Aileron span 3 ft. 6.36 in. (1.07 ra.). Hydraulically-operated
Flap root
split trailing-edge flaps between ailerons and fuselage.
chord 4 ft. 0.89 in. (1.22 m.) flap tip chord 2 ft. 2.49 in. (0.67 m.).
:

;

;

;

;

;

—
—

All-metal structure of circular cross-section. Maximum
diameter 10 ft. (3.05 m.).
T.ail Unit.
Cantilever monoplane type. Statieally-balaiioed rudder
and elevators with trim-tab in each. Tailplane span 32 ft. 6 in.
(9.90 ra.) ; maximum chord (on fuselage centre-line) 9 ft. 7 in.
fin height 13 ft. 4 in,
(2.92 m.) ; tip chord 4 ft. 8 in. (1.42 m.)

Fuselage.

;

THE NORTHROP
The XP-89

XP-SS.

a single-seat single-jet fighter monoplane which
is under development for the U.S.A.A.F.
No details of this
aircraft were available for publication at the time of closing for
is

press.

THE NORTHROP

MX-324.

The MX-324
prone

tvas built as a tail-less glider with the pilot in a
position to provide data for the development of the

XP-79 fighter. Later it was fitted with an Aerojet XCAL-200
rocket unit which conld develop a thrust of 200 lbs. (90.8 kg.)
for five minutes.
On July 5, 1944, the MX-324 was towed to
8,000 ft. (2,440 m.) by a Lockheed Lightning and east off to
become the first aircraft to make a sustained flight by rocket
power. A maximum speed of about 350 m.p.h. (660 km.h.)
was reached.

THE NORTHROP
The XP-79B

XP-79B.

an experimental “flying-wing” type tail-less
The pilot lies prone in a
jet-propelled fighter monoplane.
is

(4.06 m.).

—Fixed

two-wheel type. Main wheels each carried
on long-travel oleo shock-absorber leg extending downwards from
engine nacelle and braced to fuselage by horizontal V-struts.
Fixed tail-wheel on shock-absorber leg. Track 21 ft. 3 in. (6.48
m.) ; wheel base (tail down) 36 ft. 7 in. (10.84 m.).
Power Pl.ant. Three Wright 74407BA1 Cyclone seven-cylinder
radial air-cooled engines mounted one in nose and one on each
wing, each rated at 600 h.p. METO power and with 800 h.p. available for take-ofl, or throe Pratt & Whitney S3H1 Wasja ninecylinder radial air-cooled engine.? each rated at 550 h.p. METO
power and with 600 h.p. available for take-off, Engines interchangeable left, right and centre with minor alterations. Twobiade airscrews, 12 ft. (3.66 m.) diameter. Fuel capacity 1,000
U.S. gallons (3,785 litres) in Mareng tanks installed in wings through

Landing Gear.

—

front spar.

Accommodation.
pilot

—Normal

side-by-.side

freight

crew of two consisting of pilot and cowith dual controls in wide enclosed cockpit

Main cabin can be equipped for passenger or
carriage and is 6 ft. 7 in. (2 m.) liigh. Maximum internal

ahead of wing.

—

N
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The Northrop F-15A Reporter Long-range Photographic-Reconnaissance Monoplane
width 9 ft. 7 in. (2.92 in.). Passenger access door 6 ft. X 3 ft.
2 in. (1.83 m. X 0.96 m.) at rear of eahin on port side. Door 13
in. (33 e/m. from ground.
Cargo-loading door 6 ft. x 5 ft. 10 in.
(1.83 m. X 1.78 ra.).
DiM33NS1ons. Span 85 ft. 0 in. (25.90 m.), Length 60 ft. 7 in. (18.47
Height

down, over rudder) 17

10 in. (5.44 m.).
10,600 lbs. (4,S0S kg.).
Weight loaded 25,000 lbs. (11,340 kg.). Wing loading 22.72 lbs./
sq. ft, (110.86 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (Cyclone engines) 15.1)
Ibs./h.p. (7.06 kg./h.p.), Power loading (Wasp engines) 20.6 lbs./

ni.),

(tail

Weights and Loadings,

—Disposable

ft.

load

h.p. (9.34 kg./h.p.).

Peheohmance.— Cruising speed

185 m.p.h. (298 kin.h.) at 10,000 ft,
(3,050 m.). Landing speed (with flaps) 02 in.p.ii. (100 kin.li.),
Service ceiling 21,000 ft. ((),4()0 ni.), Ono-engino coiling 15,000 i't,
(with KhtiOO
(4,570 m.), Range 1,750 mile.s (2,810 km.), Tako-ol'E
lbs.
4,808 kg. payload) 207 yds. (244 m.). Take-off run (with
5,000 lbs.
2,540 kg. payload) 150 yds. (137 in.), LaiuUng run
(fully loaded) 250 yds. (223 m.).

=

nm

=

THE NORTHROP REPORTER,
Army Air Forces designation
F-15A.
The Reporter is a photographic-reconnaissance aircraft
developed from the P-61 Black Widows night-fighter which it
U.S.

:

m

closely resembles, the chief difference bemg
the design of the
crew nacelle.
Design work began in the early Summer of 1944, the original
specification eallmg for a long-range fighter aircraft to escort
bombing formations in the Pacific Theatre under the designation
.

Two prototypes were completed in January and
February, 1945, respectively, but as their development proceeded
the military situation rendered the long-range escort-fighter
aircraft superfluous, and called for a long-range aircraft carrying
comprehensive photographic gear. The XP-61E was duly
modified for this purpose and re-designated the P-lf> Reporter.
175 were ordered for the U.S.A.A.F.
Type. Twin-engined
Long-range
Photographic-Reconnaissance

XP-61E.

—

monoplane.

Wings.—-Cantilever shoulder -wing monoplane. All-metal
in six sections
two inner and two outer sections bolted
:

and detachable

tips.

structure
together,

Two-spar structure, spars continuing through

Inner wing panels set at dihedral angle to nacelle. Inner
wing section span (each) 9 ft. 6.6 in. (2.91m.), Chord 11 ft. 11.95 in.
(3.66 m.). Depth (from bottom at root to top at extremity) 5 ft. 0 in.
(1.52 m.).
Outer wing section span (each) 19 ft. 9|- in. (6.03 m.).
Chord 12 ft. 0 in. (3.66 m.), Depth 1 ft. 10 in. (.56 m.). Tip si^an
1 ft. 8 in. (.51 in.).
Gross wing area 664 sq. ft. (61.68 sq. m.).
Short-span ailerons at wing-tips and fotw Northrop retractable

nacelle.

'

'
'

'

acting as spoilers

ailerons

and consisting of perforated

scoop-

shape strips located near trailing-edge forward of flaps. Fullspan trailing-edge ,fl aps in four sections each side of nacelle. Magnesium control rods.
Naceixe and
Booms. .A.ll-metal monocoque nacelle and twin
Heliarc-welded niagncsium booms extending aft from engine
nacelles to carry tail-unit.
Nacelle 35 ft. 1.9 in. long X 4 ft. 1.1 in.
wide X 0 ft. 5 in. high (10.71 m. X 1.25 rn. X 1.96 m.). Tail-booms
3 ft. 5.2 in. deep (2.74 m. X
9 ft. 0 in. long x 3 ft. 2.1 in. wide

—

.91 in. X
Taid Unit.

.63 m.).

—All-rnotal twin

and ruclder.s mounted above ends of
laterally by constant-chord tailplane
and one-pioix elevator. Biirldons and elevator .statically and aeroilynanueally-balanced. Trim tabs in nuldei's ; trim and balance
tabs in elevator.
Fin heiglit 9 ft. 2.2 in. (2.79 in.), Chord 7 ft.
7.6 in. (2,33 in.), Tliickness 9 in. (22. .86 cin.), Rudder height 9 ft. 0 in.
(2.74 in.), Chord 3 ft. I) in, (.91 in.). Thickness 7.58 in. (19.26 cm.),
Tailfilane .s|)an (net) 10 ft. 8 in. (5.08 m.), tailplane chord 4 ft. 8.9 in.
(1.44 in.). Thickness 11 in. (27.94 cm.), Elevator span 16 ft. 8 in.
(5.08 in.), Chord 2 ft. 10. 1 in. (0.80 ni.), Thiekiie.ss 0.3 in. (16 cm.).
i;ail-booras

lins

and eonnectod

Each main unit consists
tricycle t;^q,ie.
of a Bendix wheel and brake assembly carried on inside of a single

Landing Ge.\r.— Retractable

Bondix shock-absorber leg with side link member, which retracts
backwards into engine nacelle. Nose-wlieel carried in half-fork
on Beiidi-K shock-absorber leg which retracts backwards into
All wheels covered by mechanically-operated
retracted.
Hydraulic operation.

nacelle.

when

doors

—

Two Pratt & Whitney R-2800-C Double Wasp
eighteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engines each developing
a normal output of 2,100 h.p. and with 2,800 h.p. emergency
Enclosed in long-chord tapered cowlings w’ith trailing-edge
jjower.
controllable gills.
Turho-superchargers, with intake of 11,250
cub. ft. (318 cub. in.) per minute at 35,000 ft. (_10,668 m.). Curtiss
Electric four-blade full-feathering airscrews with A. O. Smith Co.
“high activity” blades of increased chord. Diameter 12 ft. 8 m.
Tip clearance 9 in. (22.80 cm.). Main fuel tank of
(3.86 m.).
500 U. S. gallons (1,886 litres) caiaacity in fuselage aft of co-pilot,
and secondary tanks in wings. Provision for long-range droptanks under both inner and outer wings. Cooling intakes
leading-edge on both sides of engine nacelles.
Accommodation. Crew of two, consi.sting of pilot and oo-pilot/
navigator seated in tandem in long enclosed cockpit in nacelle.
Pilot situated forward with flat bullet-proof panel and deflector
jilate.
Moulded free-blown Plexiglas cover slides backwards for
access.
Fore and aft armour-plating. Full dual controls, allowing

Power Plant.

m

—

either

member

—

to operate cameras.

one carried.
Armament.
Equipment.—Provision for

six forward .sbooting, vertical and oblique
cameras of eleven diiferent types and twenty-four alternative

fim

*

^

The Northrop XP-61E with redesigned central nacelle which hecame the prototype

for the

XF-15 Reporter
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The Northrop P-61B Black Widow Night Fighter (two 2,000
engines).

arrangements.

Electrically-operated automatic pilot.

—

3 in.
kg.),

45.18 Ibs./sq. ft. (220.59 kg./sq. m.). Power loading (at
2,100 h.p. per engine) 0.66 lbs, /h.p. (3.02 kg./h.p.).
Pebfobmance. Maximum s2Jeed, over 440 ni-xi.h. (708 km.h.),
Landing sjieed 80 m.ji.h. (129 km.h.), Ceiling, over 35,000 ft.
(10,668 m.), Maximum range with external taidts, over 4,000 miles
(6,437 km.).

Wing loading

Type. ^Twin-engined Night Fighter.
Wings, Nacelle and Tail Booms, Tail Unit and L^vnding Geab.
Same as for F-15 Rejiorter.
Power Plant. ^Two Pratt & Whitney 11-2800-65 eighteen-cylinder

—

THE NORTHROP BLACK WIDOW.
Army

Air Forces designation : P-61.
U.S. Navy designation : FT-1.
The Black Widow was built to an Army specification issued
Development began in 1940, an order for two XP-61s
in 1940.
was placed in January, 1941, and the first prototype flew on
May 26, 1942.
P-61 and P-61B. Generally similar, the earlier P-61A being
fitted with two Pratt & Whitney R-2800-10 (B Series) and the
later P-61A and P-61B with the 11-2800-65 (G Series) engines,
both with two-stage superchargers. Only the first 37 P-61As
were fitted wfith the dorsal tui'ret and carried crew of three.
Provision for external auxiliary tanks on later P-61Bs.

A

P-61C. Two Pratt & WTiitney R-2800-73 engines with singlestage superchargers and new Curtiss Electric airscrews with
paddle-type blades. Aircraft fitted with slatted air-brakes on
upper and lower surfaces of outer wings.

The Northrop P-16C Black Widow Night

Fighter.

radial air-cooled engines, each rated at 1,650 h.p. at 20,000 ft.
Curtiss
(6,100 m.) and with 2,000 h.p. available for take-off.
Electric four-blade eonstant-speed full-feathering airscrews, 12 ft.
2 in. (3.7 m.) diameter. Water-injection.
Self-sealing fuel tanks
in wings.
Streamline auxiliary drop tanks may be carried under
wings outboai'd of engine nacelles in later P-61B et seq.

—

Accommodation. Crew of three, comprising pilot, radar operator
and turret gunner in central nacelle. All crow positions armoured.
Armament. ^Four forward firing 20 m/m. cannon in underside of
fuselage aft of nose-wheel well. First 37 P-61A, P-6IB and P-61C
have in addition, four 50 cal. machine-guns in a 360-degree electric-

—

ally-operated General Electric dorsal tiuret.

PiASECKI HELICOPTER CORPORATION.
Head Ofeice and Works: Speingpield, Delaware
County, Pekna.
President
Frank N. Piasecki.
Vice-President and Chief Engineer
Elliot Daland.
Vice-President and Works Manager Harry S. Pack.
Secretary and Treasurer
Wesley R. Frysztaeki.
This concern was organized in 1941 and incorporated in the
State of Permsylvania in 1943 as th% P.V. Engineering Forum,
Inc.
The name was changed to the .Piasecki Helicopter Corpn.

—

Weight Loaded.

—

—28.000

lbs. (12,712 kg.).

aximum speed 375 m.p.h. (600 km.h.) at 17,000 ft.
PereorMjVNCE.
(5,190 ra.). Landing speed 93 m.p.h. (149 km.h.), Climb to 25,000 ft.
(4,675 m.) 13 min.. Service ceiling 33,000 ft. (10,070 m.), Range
l, 000 miles (1,600 km.) at 210 m.p.h. (336 km.h.) at 10,000 ft. (3,060

m. ).

The company is engaged in the development of several experimental helicopters for the U.S. services, including the XHRP-1
(PV-3) and XHJP-1 (PV-14) for the U.S. Navy, and the XR-16
(PV-15) for the U.S.A.A.F.

;

:

:

:

in 1946,

It is engaged in the design, engineering and construction of
rotary wing aircraft, specialising in helicopters. Its first helicopter the P V -2 demonstrated for the first time in September,
1943, at the Washington National Airport, was the second
American helicopter to be flown publicly.

—

Turret remotely con-

trolled and fired by the pilot or from either one of two gun- sighting
Pull radar equipment.
stations, one forward and one aft.
Dimensions. Same as F-16 except length 48 ft. 11 in. (18.72 m.).

Note the supercharger intakes beneath the engine nacelles.

P/ASECK/

—

Whitney R-2800-65

—

—

U.S.

&

XP-61D. Similar to P-61A but fitted with two Pratt &
Whitney R-2800-77 engines. One conversion only.
XP-61E. Long-range fighter version of P-61B. Later
modified and redesignated XF-15 (which see).
XP-61F. Revised model of P-61C ivith two Pratt & Whitney
R-2800-73 engines. One only.

Individual

oxygen ecjuipinent.
Dimensions. Span OG ft. 0 in. (20.12 m.), Length overall .GO ft.
(13.31 m.), Height to wing-tip 9 ft. 2 in. (2.79 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight loaded 28,000 lbs. (12,700

—

Pratt

h.p.

{William T. Larkins).

The PV-2

is

THE PIASECKI PV-2.
an experimental single-seat

single-rotor heli-

copter which first flew in the middle of 1943. The power plant
is a 90 h.p. Franklin four-cylinder horizontally-opposed aircooled engine vertically mounted aft of the pilot’s compartment
and driving through a universally -jointed shaft, the main
three-blade rotor. The rotor blades have a constant chord of
9| in. (24,1 cm.) except at root and tip, and are built round a
steel-tube spar, with wood ribs, leading and trailing edges and
The two-blade anti-torque, or directional,
fabric covering.
control rotor mounted aft on the right side of the fuselage is
geared to maintain a constant speed relationship to the main
With the main rotor turning at approximately 350 r.p.m.
rotor.

r

U,
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RiA SECKi— continued.
normal horizontal cruising flight the anti-torque rotor turns
at 1,600-1,700 r.p.m.
The column for fore-and-aft and lateral control is suspended
from the roof of the cabin, with conventional foot pedals changing
the pitch of the anti-torque rotor for directional control.
The rotor controls, of which no details are available, are
housed in the fabric-covered faired disc some 3 ft. (.91 m.) in diameter which encloses the roots of the rotor blades. The PV-2
differs from other helicopters in that pitch can be set and the
craft flown with the throttle.
For take-off, the pitch control
is set in the forward position and the throttle opened until the
craft ascends vertically.
To change from vertical to forward
motion the control column is pushed forward and then eased
back to neutral as the craft gains speed. The throttle can then
be eased back to maintain cruising speed.
in

THE PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office and Wobks Lock Haven, Pennsylvania.
:

President, General

Manager and Treasurer

:

W.

T, Piper, Sr.

Vice-President T. V. Weld.
Chief Engineer Walter Jamouneau.
Secretary and Assistant Ti'easurer W. T. Piper, Jr.
Originaliy the Taylor Aircraft Co., this firm was reorganized
and renamed the Piper Aircraft Corpn. in 1937.
In 1938, the Company’s first full year of production, 737
Cubs were built. The 1939 production totalled 1,806 and in
1940 3,016 Cubs w^ere delivered. Production was further
stepped up in 1941 and before the end of that year the 10,000th
Cub had been completed.
During the War the Piper Company produced the L-4 Grasshopper light liaison and observation monoplane.
For post-U'ar use the Company has evolved several new
designs, including the single-seat Skycyele, the two-seat Skycoupe
and the 165 h.p. four-seat Skysedan, while new models of the
:

;

:

Cubs

are also available.

THE PIPER PA-6 SKYSEDAN.

Tyi’e.

fuselage

of normal welded steel -tube

is

construction,

up over the rotor mount to the rotor hub and covered
with fabric. The landing gear is of the normal two-wheel and
The rotor blades may be grouped aft over the
tail-skid type.
fuselage to allow the craft to be housed in an ordinary garage.
Dimensions.—-Main rotor diameter 25 ft. 0 in. (7.62 m.), Auti-t-orque
rotor diameter 5 ft. 0 in. (1.52 m.).
Weight Loaded.- 1,000 lbs. (454 kg.).
PEiUroBMANCE. Maximum .speed 90-100 ni.p.h. (144-161 km.h.),
Cruising speed 65 m.p.h. (104 krn.h.).

—

THE PIASECKI
U.S.

Navy designation

The PV-3

is

:

PV-3.

XHRP-1.

a large helicopter with accommodation for a crew
It has two large rotors, one at each

of two and ten passengers.
end of the fuselage, which

is

4S

ft.

(14.0 m.) long.

—

PIPER.

earlier

The
faired

—Four-seat Cabin monoplane.

Wings.-— Cautilover low-\\4ng monoplano.

Aerofoil section Modified
3SB. All-metal structure of tapered plan form, witli
stressed metal skin.
Detachable tips. Ailerons in outer sections,
with split trniling-edgo flaps lietween aileron.s and fuselage.
FtrsBlj-ACiE.
Stedl-tube structure forward with rnetal covering. Aft
section is inonocoque structure with stressed metal skin.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type with stressed metal skin on
all surfaces.
Tailplano span 11 ft.' 11 in., (3.62 m.).
Landing G-eab. Retractable two-wheel type. Main wheels 7.00 X
6 carried on oleo-pneumatic shock-absorber struts retract inwai’d
into wing. Electric opei'ation.
Track 11 ft. 8 in. (3.55 m.).
Non-retractable tail-wheel carried in half-fork. Goodyear tyres

U.S, A.

—
—

—

and Hayes wheels.
POW33B Plant.. One 165

—

h.p. Continental E-166 six-oylinder horiair-cooled engine driving Sensenicli two-blade
fixed-pitch airscrew.
Fuel capacity 40 U.S. gallons (151 litres) in
two wing tanks. Oil cajiacity 2.5 U.S. gallons ( 9.4 litres). Eleotrio
starter and generator.
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating four in two pairs, with
access doors at sides. Dual controls. Baggage
eornpartmont
”
under seats ; allowance 100 lbs. (54 kg.).

zontally-opposed

—

'

,

Dimensions. Span 34 ft. 8 in. (10.56 m.). Length 26 ft. 0 in. (7.93 m.).
Height 7 ft. 0 in. (2.13 m.).
Weights. Weight empty 1,360 lbs. (617 kg.), Useful load 1,040 lbs.

—

(472 kg.), Weiglit loaded 2,400 lbs. (1,089 kg.).
(Estimated). Maximum speed 160 m.p.h. (257 km.h.).
Cruising speeds 150 m.p.h. (241 km.h.) at 125 h.p. at sea level, and
140 m.p.h. (225 km.h.) at 100 h.p. at sea level, Economic cruising
speed 120 m.p.h. (193 km.h.) at 40% power. Landing speed (with
(without flaps) 55 m.p.h. (88 km.h.).
flaps) 49 m.p.h. (79 km.h.)
Cruising range 620 miles (998 km.) at 140 m.p.h. (225 km.h.). Fuel
consumption 40 U.S. gallons/hr. (151 litres/ln'.).

—

Peepobmanoe

;

THE PIPER SKYCYCLE.
an experimental single-seat low-wing monoplane with a fixed cantilever two-wheel landing-gear. The
forward portion of the fuselage of the prototype is composed of a
plastic drop-tank from a Lockheed P-38 Lightning, the cantilever
monoplane tail-nnit being carried on a single boom extending
therefrom. The powor-imit consists of a 40 h.p. Continental
The Skycyele

is

four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving a
two-blade wooden airscrew.
The Skycyele has a speed of about 115 m.p.h. (185 km.h.),
and a range of approximately 400 miles (644 krn.). The loaded
weight is 630 lb. (286 kg.).
It is intended to .sell Ihe Skycyele at under $1,000, and the
design has been temporarily .shelved until cdienper materials
are available,

—

Dime.ns,ion.s.
Span 2ft ft. 0 in. (6.10 m.),
Height 5 ft. 0 in. (1.52 m.).

Length

1.5

ft;.

8 in. (4.77 m.),

THE PIPER SKYCOUPE.
an experimental two-seat enclosed low-wing
pusher monoplane with twin boom.s and a tricycle landing-gear.
It is powered by a 113 h.p. Franklin 4ACC-199-H3 foui'-cylinder
The Skycoupe

is

air-cooled engine driving a two-blade
propeller.
It has a span of 30 ft. 0 in. (9.14 m.) ; and a loaded
weight of 1,597 lb. (724 kg.). The maximum .speed is about
110 m.p.h, (177 km.h.). No fiu'ther details are available.

horizontally-opposed

THE PIPER

—
—

PT-1

TRAINER.

Tybb.
wo-seat enclosed Training monoplane.
Wings. Wooden cantilever low-wing monoplane with .single built-up
box spar, wooden ribs, and stressed plywood skin, over which is
Ailerons in outer sections. NACA slotted flaps.
structure with four steel-tube longerons
plywood turtle deck, the whole covered with fabric.

faliric

covering.

—

Fusblage,.

and

The Piper PA-6 Skysedan Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (165

arren-tru.s,s

h.p. Continental

E165

engine),

;

U.

PSPER— continued.

The experimental Piper Skyeycle

S. A,

Single-seat Monoplane, the

Tail Unit.— Wooden monoplane structure, with plywood covering.
External wire-bracing. Horn-balanced rudder and elevators.
Landing Geab. Retractable two-wheel type, mechanically-operated.
Hydraulic brakes. Non-retractable tail-wheel.
PowEB PmustT. One 130 h.p. Franklin 6AC-298 six-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving two-blade fixed-pitch or

—
—

variable-pitch airscrew.
Accommodation. Crew of two in tandem in continuous enclosed
Steel- tube crash-pylon
cockpit, with hinged panels for access.

—

between seats.
Dimensions.— Sjian 35

ft. 2^- in.

(10.72 rn.).

Height 0 ft. 0 in. (1.98 rn.).
Weights. Weight empty 1,326 lbs. (001
m.).

—

kg.).

Length 22

kg.).

ft.

10 in. (0.90

Pay-load 675

lbs.

(306

—

Maximum level .speed, over 150 m.p.h. (241 km.h.),
Cruising speed, over 135 m.p.h. (217 km.h.). Landing speed, under
50 m.p.h. (80 km.h.). Climb 750-1,000 ft. /min. (229-305 m./inin.),
according to airscrew, Service ceiling 12,400 ft. (3,780 m.). Range
700 miles (1,126 km.).

Pebeobm.ance.

THE PIPER

J3C-65

CUB SPECIAL

—
—

;

;

tailplane area 14.7 sq.
sq. ft. (1.67 sq. m.).

ft.

(1.36 sq. m.)

j

elevator area (total) 11.0

—

Two side vees and half axles
Fixed divided type.
hinged to cabane below fuselage. Rubber cord shock-absorption.
Hydraulic expander tube
4
tyres).
Hayes wheels 841 (8.00 X
brakes. Track 5 ft. 11 in. (1.80 m.)._ Leaf-spring steerable tail-

Landing Geab.

wheel. Alternatively twin-float or ski undercarriage.
Pl.ant. One Continental A66-8 four-cylinder horizontallyopposed air-cooled engine developing 65 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. and
driving Sensenich two-blade fixed-pitch wooden airscrew, 6 ft. 0 in.
Fuel eapacitj^ 12 U.S. gallons (45 litres);
(1.829 m.) diameter.
oil capacity 1 U.S. gallon (3.7 litres).

PowEB

—

fuselage of which

is

formed by a

plastic drop-tank.

Accommodation.—Enelo.sed

cabin seating two in tandem with dual
controls, either set being removable.
One-piece Plexiglas windBaggage compartment 10 in. X 11 in. X 24 in. (25.4 X
screen.
28 X 61 cm.) aft of rear seat. Baggage allowance 20 lbs. (9 kg.).

—

Dimensions. Span 35 ft. 24 in. (10.72 m.). Length 22 ft. 4.4 in. (6.82
m.). Height 6 ft. 8 in. (2.03 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 680 lbs. (308 kg.), Useful
load 540 lbs. (246 kg.), Weight loaded 1,220 lbs. (563 kg.), Whig

—

loading (fully loaded) 6.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (33.2 kg./sq. m.), Power loading
(fully loaded) 18.76 Ihs./h.ji. (8.48 kg. /h.p.).
C.G. limits 10.6-22,7
in. (20.9-57.6 cm.).

—

Pebfobm.:Vnce. Maximum speed (fully loaded, no wind) 83 rn.p.h.
(133 km.h.) at sea level. Cruising speed 73 m.p.h. (117 Icm.h.),
Landing speed 39 m.p.h. (63 km.h.). Climb 460 ft. /min. (137 m./
min.). Absolute ceiling 14,000 ft. (4,265 m.), Cruising range 200
miles (322 km.). Take-off run 370 ft. (113 m.), Landing run 290 ft.
(88 m.), Gliduig ratio 10
1, Fuel consumption 4.4 U.S. gallons
:

p.h. (17 litres p.h.).

THE PIPER

J4

CUB COUPl

—Two-seat light cabin monoplane.
WRINGS. — Strut-braced high-wing monoplane.

Type.

Type. Two-seat Light Cabin monoplane.
Wings. Structure as L-14. No flaps. Gross wing area 178.5 sq. ft.
aileron area (total) 19.2 sq. ft. (1.78 sq. m.).
(16.58 sq. m.)
Fuselage. Structure as L-14.
Tail Unit. Structure as L-14. Tailplane span 9 ft. 6 in. (2.89 m.).
Fin area 4.0 sq. ft. (.37 sq. m.) rudder area 0.5 sq. ft. (.60 sq. m.)

—
—

(279c)

Two-spar structure in
two sections attached to fuselage and braced to lower longerons by
steel-tube V-struts.
Spruce spars and aluminium-alloy ribs,
with fabric covering. Gross wing area 183 sq. ft. (17.01 sq. m.).

Metal-framed Friso-type ailerons with fabric covering.
Fuselage. Rectangular steel-tube structure with fabric covering.
Tail Unit. Braced monoplane type. Welded steel-tube framework

—
—

covered with fabric. Self-aligning
Elevator tab adjustable in flight.

Landing Geab.

—Divided

oleo-springing.

type.

Hayes wheels

streamline

Faii’ed-in

and

side

hydraulic

wire

bracing.

Vees

incorporate
brakes.
Wheels

enclosed in streamline fairings. Full-swivelling tail-wheel. Wheel
landing gear may be replaced by twin metal floats.
One 75 h.p. Continental A-75-8 four-cylinder
horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine on welded steel-tube
mounting. Engine completely enclosed in hinged cowling. Fuel
tank of 16 U.S. gallons (60 litres) capacity in fuselage.

PowEB Plant.

—

T

U,

(280c)

S. k.

PIPER— continued.

The Piper J5C-104 Super-Cruiser Three-seat Cabin Monoplane (104

—

Lycoming engine).

h.p.

—

Accommodation'. Enclosed cabin seating two side-by-side with dual
controls.
Doors on each side of cabin. Luggage compartment
aft of cabin.
Cabin heater.
Dimensions. Span 3C ft. 2 in. (11.5 m.), Length 22 ft. G in. (6.9 m.),
Height 6 ft. 10 in. (2.1 in.).
Weights and Lo.idings.—Weight empty 865 lbs. (392 kg.), Pay load

PowEH, Plant. One Lycoming 0-235-C four-cylinder lioriisontallyopposed air-cooled engine enclosed in hinged pre.s,surG cowling, and

(125 kg.), Disposable load 535 lbs. (242 kg.), Weight loaded
1,400 lbs. (637 kg.). Wing loading 7.64 Ibs./sq. ft. (37.3 kg./sq. in.).
Power loading 18.7 Ibs./li.p. (8.5 kg. /h.p.).
speed 100 in.p.h. (161 kra.h.). Cruising
Pekpohmance.
speed 96 m.ii.h. (150 kin.h.). Landing speed 40 m.p.h. (64 krn.h.),
Initial rate of climb 450 ft./min. (138 m./min.). Service ceiling
12,000 ft. (3,660 m.), Cruising range 455 miles (735 kia.).

Accoadiodation.- -Enclosed

—

275

lbs.

—Maximum

THE PIPER

—

—

;

;

—

PLATT^LE PAGE,
:

:

:

:

:

may

be mentioned.
The company has imder development the PL- 11 mail-carrying
helicopter and the PL- 14, an eight-sea-t amphibious helicopter
which •was scheduled for completion at the end of 1946. The
only details available on these two types are given hereafter.

THE PLATT-LE PAGE

PL-11.

a commercial modification of the XR-1 A experimental single -engined helicopter, brief particulars of which
were given in the last issue of “All the World’s Aircraft.” The
PL-11 is intended for short-range mail-carrying duties and dift'ers
from the military aircraft only in detail.
The PL- 11 has two three-blade oppositely -rotating rotors
30 ft. 6 in, (9.29 m.) in diameter, which are carried on faired
extensions projecting one from each side of the fuselage. The
power-plant is a 450 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-985 Wa.sp-Junior
nine-cylinder radial engine which is pressure-cooled and mounted
within the fuselage. The rotors are driven thi'ough a geared

The PL- 11

is

transmission.

The
and

stability and
consists of a strut-braced tailplane
tail-unit is

for

;

oil

capacity 2

trimming purposes only
mounted half-way up the

i

I

U.iS. gallons
j

(7.5 litres).

side-by-sido

j'las.sengors

caliiu seating
in rear setit.

pik>t

Dual

forwanl
lanitrols,

and two
rear

set

door on .starboard. Raggago compartment
Baggage
(33 x 3tt.5 x 76 cm.) a, ft of rear seat.

i'eino\’able.

13 'x 12 X 30 in.
tillowaneo 41 lbs. (18.() kg.).

Dimensions. .Span 35 ft. 51 in. (10.80 m.), Length 22 ft. ti in. (6.85 m.),
Height 0 If. iO in. (2.08 m.).
WiiUGHTS AND LOADINGS. Weight oiiipty 1,000 lbs. (454 kg.). Useful
load 750 lbs. (340 kg.). Weight loaded 1,750 lbs. (793 kg.), Wing
loading (fully loaded) 9,76 lbs./st:[. ft. (47.65 kg./sq. m.), Power loading 16.82 lbs. /h.p. (7.63 kg. /h.p.). C.G. limits 9-18.6 in. (22.8647.2 cm.).

—

Maximum speed (fully loaded, no wind) 115 m.p.h.
(185 kra.h.) at sea level, Cruising .speed 103 m.p.h. (166 krn.h.),
Landing speed 48 m.p.h. (77 km.h.), Climb 510 ft./min. (165 in./
min.). Absolute ceiling 15,600 ft. (4,725 ra.). Absolute ceiling at
1,630 lbs. (703 kg.) 17,800 ft. (6,426 ra.), Ouising range 600 miles
(965 km.), Take-off run 640 ft. (195 in.), Take-off run at 1,550 lbs.
(703 kg.) 480 ft. (146 m.). Landing run 410 ft. (125 in.). Landing run
at 1,550 lbs. (703 kg.) 360 ft. (110 m.). Gliding ratio 11
1, Fuel
consumjition 6.5 U.S. gallons p.h. (41 litre,s p.h.).

Perforaianue.

;

The landing-gear is of the fixed divided t3?pe,
each main wheel being full-swivelling and carried on a faired
high-travel shock-absorber leg attached to the rotor extensions.
The enclosed cabin in the nose seats tw'o side-by-side -with dual
controls, or one Avith freight space.
The useful load is 1,200 lbs.
(544 kg.) and the payload 700 lbs. (317 kg.).

—

(Estimated). Maximum speed 115 m.p.h. (185 km.h.).
Cruising speed 95 m.p.h. (153 km.h.). Rate of climb Avith full load
1,500 ft./min. (467 m./inin.). Sinking speed with power off 1,200
ft./min. (366 m./min.), ceiling 15,000 ft. (4,670 m.). Range 400 miles
(644 km.), Maximum endAirance at 50 m.p.h. (80 km.h.) 7 hours.

Performance

THE PLATT-LE PAGE
The PL- 12
arrangements

is

PL-12.

PL- 11 but has modified cabin
accommodation for four persons.

identical to the

AA'ith

THE PLATT-LE PAGE
The PL- 14

S

.4(.'eess

vertical fin.

PLATT-LE PAGE AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Head Oeeice and Woeks Eddystone, Pennsylvani-^.
President W. Laurence Le Page.
Vice-President
Haviland H. Platt.
Vice-President and Treasurer
J. Brooks B. Parker.
Secretary
H. F. A. Sessions.
This company is devoting its attention to rotary wing aircraft.
During the war its entire reso-urces w^ere devoted to confidential
work for the U.S. Government, including the development and
production of experimental rotary wing aircraft for the Army
Air Forces, of which the XR-1 and XR-IA experimental helicopters

.Sensenich two-blade fixedFuel
(1.88 m.) diameter.

—

J5C-104 SUPER-CRUISER.

hree-seat Light Cabin monoplane.
Wings.— Structure as L-14. No ilaps. Chord 5 ft. 3 in. (1.6 in.);
gross wing area 179.3 sq. ft. (16.65 sq. m.) ; aileron area (total)
19.2 sq. ft. (1.78 sq. m.).
Fuselage. Structure as L-14.
T.ul Unit.— Structure as L-14. Pin area 4.7 sq. ft. (.43 .sq. in.)
rudder area 6.8 scp ft. (63 sq. m.) ; tailplane area 13.10 sq. ft
elevator area (total) 11.7 sq. ft. (1.08 sq. m.).
(1.4 sq. m.)
L-vnding Geak. Fixed divided type. Two side vees and half-axles
hinged to cabane within fuselage. Rubber cord shock-absorption.
Hayes wdieels 841 (8.00 X 4 tyres). Hydraulic expander tube
brakes.
Track 6 ft. 2| in. (1.89 m.).
Three leaf-sxiring fullswivelling tailwheel. Alternatively twin-float or ski undercarriage.

Tyte.

t

i

developing 104 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m.
pitch wooden airscrew, 6 ft, 2 in.
capacity 38 U.8. gallons (143 litres)

PL-14.

a tAvin-engined tAvin-rotor commercial amphibian
It will have
helicopter of typical Platt-Le Page lay-out.
accommodation for a creAv of tAvo and six passengers. The
passenger seats will be removable for the carriage of freight.
In addition it Avill also be available as an ambulance Avith
accommodation for four stretcher eases and medical attendants.
The useful load will be 2,000 lbs. (907 kg.) and the payload
1,125 lbs. (510 kg.).
The PL-14 will be powered by tAvo 300 h.p. engines mounted
in the fuselage, the rotors being diiven through a geared transmission with an overriding eonnection for single-engine ox)eration.
The Avheel landing-gear AA'iU be retractable.
PEitFORMANCE (Estimated). Maximum speed 120 ni.p.h. (193 km.h.).
Cruising sjieed 100 in.p.h. (161 km.h.), Rate of climb with full load
1,200 ft./min. (366 rn./min.), Sinking speed with power oil' 1,200
is

—

16,000 ft. (4,570 ni.), Range 400
miles (644 km.), Endurance at 70 m.p.h. (113 km.h.) 5 hours,
level flight maintained on one engine at 70 m.p.h. (113 km.h.) at
gross Aveight, approximately 2,000 ft. (610 m.).

ft./min. (366 m./min.), Ceiling

I

-

;

(

PUGET

PMCIFIC.

PUGET PACIFIC PLANES, INC.
Head Office and Woeks 1922,
Wash.
James A. Edman.
President
:

and one-piece elevator between booms, and twin

Pacific Avenue, Tacoma,

:

:

:

THE PUGET PACIFIC WHEELAIR

lilA.

of
WiNa.s. — Cantilever low-wing monoplane,
nacelle and twin booms and two outer

centre-section,
sections. Metal
All-metal ailerons and

oon.sisting

carrying
spars and ribs and sheet metal covering.
hydraulically-operated trailing-edge flaps.
sq. ft. (16. (ill sq. m.).

T^u;l

— All-metal

Booms..

Wing

area

179.2

semi-monocoque structures

tail-booms extend aft from wing to carry tail-unit.
All-metal cantilever structure consisting of tailplane

Tail Unit.

—

REPUBLIC.
THE REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION.
Head Office and Works Farmingdale, Long Island,
:

N.Y.

Munday I. Peela.
President
C. Hart Miller.
Vice-President and General Manager
Alexander Kartveli.
Vice-President in Charge of Engineering
Harrison W. FlickVice-President (Special Assignments)
;

:

:

:

inger.

John J. Ryan.
Vice-President and Counsel
Thomas Davis.
Secretary and Treasurer
When the war ended the Republic Aviation Corpn. was in
After VJlarge-scale production wdth the P-47 Thunderbolt.
Day military piroduction was clrastically cut-back and the
Thunderbolt was finally withdi-awn from production in December,
Tivo advanced types of
1945, after 15,329 bad been built.
military aircraft ivere under development at that time, the XF-12
high-altitude long-range photographic-recomiaissance monoplane, the prototype of which flew on February 7, 194(5, and the
XP-84 jet-propelled fighter which first flew on .February 28,
Production orders for over 500 P-84A fighters has since
1946.
been placed with the company. Republic is also engaged in
several classes of experimental and development work for the
U.S. Army Air Forces.
For the transition from war to peacetime production, the
Company undertook the conversion of a number of Douglas
C-54 Army transports into commercial airliners for American
Airlines wdiile preparations were made for the production of
the Seabee four-seat amphibian, and the design of the XF-12
was adopted for commercial us© as the RC-2 Rainbow, a high
performance airliner to carry 46 passengers and to cruise at
400 m.p.h. (644 km.h.) at 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.).
In December, 1945, the Republic Aviation Corpn. bought the
;

:

fins

and rudders.

Track 9

ft.

11 in.

(3.02 m.).

Goodyear

hydraulic brakes, tyres and wheels.

PowBE Plant.

—One

Lycoming 0-435-AP

six-cylinder horizontallyh.p. at 2,560 r.p.in.

opposed air-eooled engine developing 190

mounted as pusher unit at rear of nacelle and driving Sensenich
two-blade fixed-pitch wooden propeller. Fuel capacity 50 U.S.
gallons (189

litres).

Acoommqdation.-—Enclosed cabin seating four

in two pairs on fullseats.
Throw-over dual controls. Access door on each side.
Baggage compartment of 24 cub. ft. (0.67 cub. rn.) capacity aft

width

of cabin

;

allowance 160

—

lbs. (72.5 kg.).

Dimensions. Span 37 ft. (11.28 m.), Length 26
Height 7 ft. OJ in. (2.15 m.).

Weights and Loadings

—Four-seat twin-boom Pusher monoplane.

Nacelle and

—

Landing Geae. Fixed tricycle typo. Each main wheel (Goodyear
7.00 X 6) carried on oleo shock-absorber leg, and steerable nosewheel carried in fork.

:

William C. CSiafin.
Vice-President
Donald T. Wheeler.
Chief Engineer
Roland G. Eno.s.
Secretary and Treasurer
This company has been formed to build and market the
Wheelair four-seat all-metal monoplane with pusher airscrew,
a design with which Donald Wheeler won a prize in a design
contest conducted by a national magazine.
A licence for the manufacture of the Wheelair in Europe has
been negotiated with a French concern.

Type.

281 c)

ft.

GJ

in. (8.10 m.),

—

(Designed).- Weight empty
1,350 lbs.
(612 kg.). Disposable load 1,150 lbs. (622 kg.), Weight loaded
2,600 lbs. (1,134 kg.), Wing loading 13.96 Ibs./sq. ft. (68 kg./sq. m.),
Power loading 1 3. 10 Ibs./h.p. (6.93 kg. /h.p.).
PEREomiANCE (Estimated).—-Maximum speed 140 m.p.h. (225 km.h.),
Cruisiug speed 125 m.p.h, (201 km.h.), Landing .speed 55 m.p.h.
(88.5 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 760 ft. /min. (232 m./min.).
Service ceiling 11,500 ft. (3,605 ni.). Cruising range 600 miles
(960 km.), Take-off run 263 yds. (231 m.). Landing run 150 yds.
(137 m.). Fuel consumption 9.6 U.S. gallons/hr. (36 litres/hr.").

Aircooled Motors Corpn., taking over its entire assets, including
orders for Franklin engines totalling in value nearly six million
dollar.s.
This transaction ensured the Company of an adequate
supply of engines for the Republic Seabee.

THE REPUBLIC RC-3 SEABEE.
The RC-3 Seabee is the production model of the three-seat
RC-1 described in the last issue of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
The RC-1 prototype which appeared in November, 1944, was
of orthodox construction and was powered by a 175 h.p Franklin
6ALG-365 engine. The RC-3 has a re-designed constant- chord
wing comprising a minimum of components, and as a result
the wing structure weighs only 110 lbs. (50 kg.) instead of 150 lbs.
The number of parts in the wing has been reduced
(68 kg.).
from 1 14 to 30. The structure -weight of the hull has been reduced
to 298 lbs. (135 kg.) from 318 lbs. (144 kg.), and the re-design
of the complete aircraft represents a decrease in production manhours from 2,600 to 200 per aircraft.
The RC-3 was granted an Approved Type Certificate on July
1, 1946, and the Seabee is now in production.
Type. Four-seat Amphibian Flying-boat.
Wings. Semi-cantilever high-wing monoplane braced to hull by

—
—

strut on. each side.
All-metal constant-chord structure
with three spars and three chordal rib.s forming torsion box, and
pre-formed eoiTUgated metal skin applied in two sections and
single

on.
Top and bottom skins welded at trailing-edge.
Detachable tips. All-metal slotted ailerons and hydraulic ally
operated trailing-edge flaps are interchangeable left and right.
Aspect ratio 7.23. Gross -wing area 196 .sq. ft. (18.2 sq. in.).
Hull. Shallow two-step hull with cabin .structure forward and
rear portion swept upivards to carry tail-unit. All-metal structure
with Alolad covering. Draught 1 ft. 6 in. (0.51 m.). All-metal

riveted

—

monoooque stabilizing wing-tip floats consisting of two pressings
riveted along outward-turned flanges and attached by single
cantilever struts.

(282c)

REPUBLIC—conMnued.

The Republic RC-3 Seabee Light Four-seat Amphibian Flying-boat (215
Tail Unit.

—Cantilever monoplane type.

All-metal structure similar

Adjustto wings, with corrugated inetal covering over all surfaces.
able trim-tab on rudder ; controllable trim-tab in each elevator.
type. Main wheels, carried on Eleetrol
Model 400-2 cantilever gear, swing backward alongside hull.
Hydraulic operation. Track 8 ft. (2.44 in.), wlieel base 12 ft.

water

(fully loaded)

tail-wheel

at

Power Plant.— One Franklin 6A8-215-.B8F
opposed

si.K-cylinder liorizontallyair-cooled engine rated at 215 h.p. at 2,500 ft. (700 in.)

mouiitod as pusher unit above cabin and driving an Aeroma.ster
two-blade adjnstable-pitch wooden propeller, 7 ft. 0 in. (2.13 in.)
Hartzell two-blade rever.sible-pitcli wooden proiiellor
diainoter.

Bubber-impregnated faliric-bag fuel t ank
optional at extra cost.
in hull in watertight coiniiartinont between l:vnlkheud.s jiist forward
of main step witli capacity of 75 U.S, gallons (284 litre.s) 80-octauo
fuel.
Oil capacity 3 U.S. gallons (11 litres).
Accommodation. Enclosed cabin seating four in two pnir.s. Dual
Cabin ineasure.s 9 ft. 2 in.
controls witli swing-over control wheel.
long X 3 ft. 10 in. wide X 4 ft. 3 in. high (2.79 m. x 1.17 m. x
Access door
Lucite. windshield and side-windows.
111 .).
l. 27
on eacli side. Door in nose for mooring, etc. Baggage compartment of 20 cub. ft. (0.50 cub. in.) capacity aft of rear seats.
Eqiotment. Hallierafters Skyfone CA-4 two-way radio.
in. (8.5
Dimensions. Span 37 ft. 8 in. (11.47 m.), Length 27 ft.
m. ), Height (on wheels, tail down) 9 ft. 7 in. (2.91 m.).
Weights and Loadings.—-Weight empty, 1,960 lbs, (884 kg.). Useful
load 1,050 lbs. (476 kg.), Baggage allowance witli pilot, one pa.ssenger
and 75 U.S. gallons (284 litres) fuel 240 lbs. (109 kg.). Baggage
ailowaneo with pilot, three passengers and 45 U.S. gallons (171
litres) fuel 80 lbs. (36 kg.), Weight loaded 3,000 lbs. (1,361 kg.),
Wing loading 15.3 lbs./.sq. ft. (74.7 kg./sq. m.), Power loading
14.2 Ibs./h.p.' (6.43, kg.Jh.p.).
Performance.—Maximum speed 120 m.p.h. (193 kin.li.), Cruising
speed (75% power) 103 m.p.h. (166 kra.h.), Landing speed 58 m.p.h.
(93 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 700 ft. /min. (213 m./min.), Service
c,eiling 12,000 ft. (3,660 in.), Cruising range 560 miles (901 km.).
Take-off run (fully loaded) 267 yds, (244 m.), Take-off run tfoin

—

—
—

H

333 yds. (305 m.), Take-off time (water) 26
133 yds. (122 in.), Alighting run (water

seconds, Landing run
233 yds. (213 m.).

Landing Ge^vb.—-Retractablo

Non-ratraetable full-swivelling
10 in. (3.91 m.).
rear step, with corrugated inetal water-rudder aft.

h.p. Franklin engine).

THE REPUBLIC
The XF-12

XF-12.

four-engined aircraft to be built for
the U.S.A.A.F. specifically for pliotograpbic-reconnaissance
duties, and ivas intendcul for operation, in the Pacific theatre.
The specification di'awn up by the A..‘\.F. Office of Commitments
and tieqniroments ivas first pnblislied by tlio Air Teclinieal
Service (kimmand in October, 1943.
i'lepublic’.s proposed
design M'a.s .submitted to the .Army in the following .'December
and instructions to jiroceed were granted in January, 1944.
Plans were revised in June after inspection of the mock-up
and a now mock- up tvas approved in November, 1944. Construction was undertaken in secret, and tlie prototype XF-12
made its first flight on February 7, 1940, over Long Island.
The XF-12 also serves as the prototype of the RC-2 Rainbow
is

the

first

airliner.

Type.

—Long-range Photograpliic-Beconnaissance

Wings.— Cantilever mid-wing monoplane.

monoplane.
Metal construction, with

stressed metal .skm.
All-metal ailerons, with Fowler-type trailingedge flaps between ailerons and fuselage divided by nacelles.
Trim and balance-tab,s in each aileron. Gross wing area 1,640
sq. ft. (152.3 sq. m.).
PtrsELAGE. All-metal monocoqiie structure of circular cross-section.
Maximum e.xternal diameter 10 ft. .3 in. (3.12 m.).
'

—
Unit. — Cantilever

monoplane type. Metal structure with
dihedral tailplane.
Balanced rudder and elevators witli metal
covering, and trim and balance-tabs in each. Tailplane span
44 ft. 0 in. (13.41 m.).
Landing Gear. Retractable trieycde type. Main wheels retract
inwards into wing between fuselage and inner nacelles, and noseunit mounting twin wheels retracts backwards into fuselage.
Faired bump-skid under tail.
Wlieel track 24 ft. 3 in. (7.39 m.),
wheel base 30 ft. 9 in. (9.37 m.).

Tail

—

The Republic XF-12 Photographic- Reconnaissance Monoplane the prototype

of the

RC-2 Rainbow

Airliner,

REPUBLIC—continued.

The Prototype Republic XF-12 Photographic-Reconnaissance Monoplane (four 3,000
engines).— (FeiSer ilf. Bowers).

h.p. Pratt

&

Whitney Wasp-Major

—

Pour 3,000 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp-Major
tvventy-eight-ojdinder four-row radial air-cooled engines in circularsection nacelles extending aft of trailing-edge.
Two Genera]
Electric exhaust-driven turbines in rear of each nacelle obtaining
a jet thrust of approximately 200 h.p. per engine.
Two-speed
Air intakes in leading-edge of wing between inner
cooling fans.
and outer engine nacelles. Curtiss four-blade reversible-pitch
airscrews, 16 ft. 2 in. (4.9 m.) diameter.
Fuel capacity 5,000 U.S.
gallons (18,926 litres).
Crew
of
seven
in
fully
Accommodation.'
-pressurized cabin of 3,700
cub. ft. (104.7 cub. m.) capacity.
Equipment. Pull radio and radar equipment, with three camera

PowEE Plant.

—

—

installations eompi’i.sing one .split vertical, one trimetrogen and
one vertical camera. Dark-room for loading film.
18 jihotollash bombs for night photography carried in bomb-bay.

—Span 129

Dimensions.'
in.).

Height (over

ft.

fin)

2 in. (39.36 in.). Length 93
ft. 4 in. (8.63 in.).

ft.

10

in.

(28.59

28

—

Weights and Loadings. Weight loaded 101,400 lbs. (46,994 kg.),
Wing loading (at loaded weight) 61.8 Ibs./sq. ft. (301.7 kg./sq. m.).
Power loading 8.4 lbs. /h.p. (3.8 kg. /h.p.).
Peefobmance (Estimated). Maximum speed, over 450 m.p.h.
(724 km.h.), Soiwice ceiling, over 44,000 ft. (13,410 m.), Range

—

4,500 miles (7,242 km.).

THE REPUBLIC RG-2 RAINBOW.
The E,C-2 Rainbow is a commercial development of the XF-12,
flying trials of which were pending at the time of -writing, and
differs from it in having a fully -firessurized fuselage wdth accommodation for 46 passengers and a crew of seven. The fuselage
has been lengthened slightly and more pow'erful Pratt & Whitney
R-4360 Wasp-Major engines, (each of approximately 3,250 h.p.)
installed.
Only one exhaust-driven tiu'bine is inThe fuel capacity is
stalled in the rear of each engine nacelle.
5,500 U.S. gallons (20,820 litres), which will enable the Rainbow
York to Paris non-.stop, with full load.
to fly from
Pan American World Airways has ordered six Rainbows and
holds an option for a further twelve. An order for twenty
placed by American Airlines in 1946 has since been cancelled.
•Dimensions.- As XF-12, except length 98 ft. 9 in. (30.1 m.).
Weights jAnd Loadings (Designed).—Weight empty 66,980 lbs.
(30,382 kg.), Weight loaded 114,200 lbs. (51,800 kg.). Payload
10.000 lbs. (4,636 kg.) for 4,100 miles (6,598 km.). Wing loading
(at loaded weight) 69.6 Ibs./sq. ft. (349.8 kg./sq. m.), Power loading

have been

New

—

(approximate) 8

40.000

ft.

—

(Estimated).^ Maximum speed 450 m.p.h. (724 km.h.)
(12,190 m.), Cruising speed 400 m.p.h. (644 km.h.) at
(12,190 in.). Stalling speed 104 m.p.h. (167 km.h.). Rate

Performance
at 40,000

lbs. /h.p. (3.62 kg.jh.p.).

ft.

The Republic RG-2 Rainbow,
of climb at sea level 1,680 ft./mm. (612 in. /min.), Rate of climb
on two engines at 6,000 ft. (1,525 m.) 320 ft./min, (97.5 m./min.).
Service ceSing 41,000 ft. (12,600 m.). Maximum range 4,100 iniles
(6,598 km.). Take-off distance to 50 ft, (15 m.) 1,650 yds. (1,509 m.).
Landing distance from 50 ft. (16 ni.) 1,183 yds. (982 ni.).

-
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The Republic XP-84 Thunderjet Single-seat Fighter (General

Electric

THE REPUBUIC

XP-91.
The XP-91 is a rocket-powered interceptor monoplane which
It has a designed
is under develoiDinent for the U.S.A.A.F.
speed of about 750 m.xo.h. (1,200 km.h.) for extremely short
dui'ation and a rate of climb of 15,000 ft./min. (4,575 m./min.).
No further details are available for publication.

THE REPUBLIC THUNDERJET.
P-84.
Army Air Forces designation
The OTiunderjet was develoxjed under the joint supervision
of tlie Rexniblic company and the U.S.A.A.F. Air Materiel
Commantl. Tlio original concejition was a re-design of the
O.S.

:

P-47 Thunderbolt to take the (.ieneral Electric T(i-lS0 axial
flow jet engine, but in November, 1944, it Ava.s decided to design
u completely new aeroplane.

The first j^rototype XP-S4 flow on February 28, 1946, and its
jDorformaneo was such as to encoiu’age the U.S..A..A.F. to attempt
an attack on the World’s Speed Record. The second i^rototype was flown over the measured course at Muroc in vSepteraber,
1946, but the highest speed obtained was 611 m.iJ.h. (977.6
km.h.), which represents an American speed record but falls
short of the World’s Record by some 5 m.p.h. (8 km.h.).

ROCKET,
ROCKET AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Wobks Port Worth
He.\d Office
:

Pressident;

L.

TG-180

axial-flow turbo-jet engine).

The Thunderjet

6, Tex.a.s.

[Peter

M.

.•{()

(

1

1

( 1

over 40,000

all

ft.

(12,190 m.),

sido-by-side.

Range

Maximnra

1,000 miles (1,600 km.).

ealjin

width

Tyfb.

—

it

received its

THE ROCKET

—

Approved Type

185.

Cabin Monoplane.
monoplane.
low-wing

^T wo/throo-seat

Single-spar
wooden
structure with covering of moulded plastic plywood, over which is a
covering of fabric. Incidence wash-out at tips. Wing area 142
Mass-balanced ailerons, with controllable
sq. ft. (13.19 sq. m.).
trim-tab in starboard surface. Hydraulically-operated ply-covered
.split-flaps between ailerons and fuselage with maximum depression
of 45 degrees.
Fuselage. Chrome -molybdenum steel-tube structure with moulded
plastic plywood sides and turtle deck.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane typo, with statically-balanced
rudder and elevators. Controllable trim-tab in rudder and in
starboard elevator.
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels carried on
single hydraulic shock-absorber legs which retract inwardly into
wing. Nose-wheei with hydraulic anti-shimmy dampener carried
on forked hydraulic shock-absorber leg retracts backwards into
Toe-operated hydraulic brakes on
fuselage. Hydraulic operation.
main wheels. Track 9 ft. 2 in. (2.79 m.).
Power Plant. -One 185 h.p. Lycoming 0-435 six-cylinder horizontally
opjjosed direct-drive air-cooled engine driving Aeromatic two-hlade
oonstant-.speed airscrew. Fuel capacity 56 U.S. gallons (209 litres).
Oil capacity 3 U.S. gallons (11 litres).
Ac'CO.\T.\roD.wioN.
Enclosed cabin for pilot (on port) and one or two

WiuGS .-^Cantilever

—
—

—

—

—

3

ft.

7

in.

Access door on each side.
Baggage compartment,
with allowance of 00 lbs. (41 kg.), at rear of oabiu.
D»ien.sions. -Span 81 ft. 0 in. (0(45 ra.), Length 21 ft. 7 in. (6.68 in.),
Height (on ground, over cabin) 7 ft. 0 in. (2.13 in.).

:

developed, and in April, 1946,
Certificate (No. 770).

1

—

ceiling,

Executive Vice-President : J. Kenneth Marr.
iloody L. Yoimg.
Secretary and Treasurer: H. Wallace Sanders.
.Research and Development: R, S. Johnson.
Rocket Aircraft Corporation was formed in 1946 by the
acquisition of Johnson Aircraft, Inc., by a group of Texas and
Mid-Western business men lead by Mr. L. D. Thomas, who had
been president of the Rocket Aircraft Sales Ooriaoration, distributors for J ohnson Aircraft.
Johnson Aircraft, Inc. was founded by Mr. R. S. Johnson,
who conceived the design of the Rocket two/three-seat cabin
monoplane in 1941. Since that date this aircraft, which employs
a moulded plastic plywmod form of construction, has been

Chairman

Bowers).

—

passenger.s,
(1.09 m.).

D. Thomas.

—

a low-mid- wing monoplane using a Republicdesigned high-speed aerofoil section, and has a single fin and
rudder and a retractable tricycle landing gear. It is pou'ered
by a General Electric TG-ISO (J-35) axial-flow turbo-jet unit
with the air intake in tlie extreme nose and the jet outlet in
the tail beneatli the rudder. The engine is mounted aft of
the wings and tlie rear section of tlie fuselage is removable to
laermit complete reijlaeement of the unit in 50 minutes.
The jiilot’s pressurized cockpit is situated ahead of the wing
leading-edge, and has an electrically -ojjerated bublile canoxay.
The (‘unopy can he jettisoned ami the pilot is x)rovided with
an ejection-seat for rapid exit in iui onu'j'geney. The wing-tips
carry rac'ks for long-iamge drop -tanks.
'I’ho Republic eoinpany has be(.m awarded coutraets for over
500 P-84A Thunderjtds.
Dj.mknsioxs.— Spun
ft. 5 in.
1.
m.), Lenath .'{7 ft. .‘li u.
.;i5 in.).
WHKiH'i's.VVeiglif empty
(npproximatc) 9.1)00 llis. (4,082 kg.),
Weight li.iiidod (as tighter) I2,88l.5 Ihs. {5,848 kg.), (as figlitcrbomber) 14,911.5 lbs. (6.764 kg.).
PnimojiMAXCK. ;\laximum speed 592 ni.p.h. (958 krn.h.) at .sea level,
Speed at 80,000 ft. (0,145 in.) 578 m.p.h. (980 km.h.), Service
is

The Rocket 185 Cahin Monoplane.

.

.

U. S. A.
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The Rocket 185 Two-seat Light Monoplane (185

Weights and Loadings.

—Weight empty

1,550 lbs. (703 kg.), Useful
load 900 lbs. (408 kg.), Weight loaded 2,450 lbs. (1,111 kg.). Wing
kg./sq.
m.). Power loading 13.24
ft.
(87.89
loading 18 Ibs./sq.
lbs. /h.p. (6.89 kg. /h.p.).

ROHR.
:

and General Manager

:

:

:

:

assemblies for Consolidated Vultee, and latterly was re.sponsible
the engine nacelles for the Lockheed Constellation. It also
imdertook the conversions of the Consolidated Vultee PB2Y-3
for

5

patrol-bombers into

PB2Y-3R and 5R

transports.

Since the war the company has developed in collaboration
with, the Wright Aeronautical Corpn. a self-contained quicklydetachable power-egg housing the new Wright 9HI) Cyclone
engine.

The Rohr Aircraft Corpn. has designed and built a novel twoseat personal aircraft with a “tadpole” fuselage and “butterfly”
tail, which has flown, and designed and begun the construction
of an unconventional “tail-first” light aeroplane, brief details of
which follow. No details of the first -mentioned aircraft were
available for publication at the time of closing for press.

THE ROHR
is

an egg-shaped nacelle from which a short conical
extends forward to carry the longitudinal control surface.
The shoulder iving is of laminar-flow aerofoil section and
A fully retractable
carries fixed end-plates at the extremities.
landing-gear is fitted.
A small air-cooled engine is located in the aft end of the nacelle
and drives a pusher propeller. The engine also drives a centrifugal air blower to provide pressurised air for the control system
tln’ough ducts in the wings and fuselage. A system of fuselage
boundary layer control in which the engine cooling air is taken
in through a circumferential slot is claimed to provide^ considerable fuselage drag reduction as well as improved airflow
to the propeller.
The control system consists of full-span slots at 80 per cent,
of the chord with a constant flow of pressurised air into the
boimdary layer. Rotation of the control wheel to the left,
for example, partially closes a flapper valve in the air duct
leading to the loft wing. This stops the flow of hoimdai’y layer
air, thereby lowering the lift of the wing and naoving the C.P
forward. Simultaneously, the lift of the right wing is increased

and the C.P. moves aft, both accompanied by a differential jet
effect of the boundary layer slot which_ provides the yawing
to turn the aeroplane. Longitudinal control is obtained
surface, the elevator portion of which is also
provided with a full-span pressure-slot device.
The prototype M.O.l was approaching completion in the
Summer of 1946, but lack of a suitable engine has held up

moment

by the forward

M.0.1.

a two-seat “tail-first” monoplane which has
been designed by Mr. B. F. Haynes, Tooling Supermtendent
of the Rohr Corporation.
The crew of two is accommodated

The M.0.1

Lycoming engine).

—

boom

Vista, California.
Fred H. Rohr.

J. E. Rheiin.
Executive Vice-President
Secretary
S. W. Shepard.
Treasurer
G. M. Harrington.
The Rohr Aircraft Corpn. was, during the war, primarily
engaged in tlie large-scale production of complete power-plant

and

h.p.

PBBFORMiVNCE.. Cruising speed 186 m.p.h. (298 km.h.). Landing speed
54 m.p.h. (87 km.h.). Rate of climb 2,000 ft./rain. (610 m./min.),
Service ceiling 24,500 ft. (7,470 m.). Cruising range 925 miles
(1,487 km.).

side-by-side in

ROHR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Chula
Head Office and Works
Pi’esident

(285c)

completion.

ROSS.

The Ross RS-2L Two-seat Open Cockpit Parasol Monoplane

(65 h.p.

Lycoming p-14f5-B3 engine).

W

F

;

(286c)

U. S. A.

ROSS- confinued.
ROSS AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Hkait Office 420 Lexington Avenue,
;

New Yoek

17,

N.Y.

President
Orrin E. Ross.
Secretary -Treasm’er
P. A. Ross.
Sales JIanager
R. F. Lowe.
The Rosa Aircraft Corporation produces the RS-2L light
parasol monoplane, which is a development of the RS-l powered
by a 40 h.p. Continental engine. The RS-l was issued C.A.A.
type certificate No. 732 in August, 1940, but the outbreak of war
prevented its production. The new Model RS-2L is designed
to provifle an aircraft with low co.st and simplicity of structure
£is its niiiin features, and is the only two-seat aircraft on sale
It received its A.T.C.
in the Uniteil States for less than .$1,500.
:

;

;

on February

,

j,

1942.

THE ROSS RS-2L.
Type.— Two -scat Light Open-cockpit Parasol monoplane.

—

Wli£GS. Strut-braced high-wing parasol monoplane. Aerofoil section
Clark Y. 'two spar structure built in two sections and attached by
Rectangular-section spruce spars and
bolts to steol-tnhe cahane.
Solid spruce
spruce cap-stri]’) ribs with plywood stiffeners.
Fabric covering. Chromecoinprcs.sioii ribs with lightening holes.
molybdenum steel-tube bracing struts of streamlined section with
adjustable ends. Internal steel-wire drag bracing. Wing chord
gross wing area 147 sq. ft. (13.06 sq. m.) ;
5 ft. 0 in. (1.24 ni .)
aspect ratio 6.1.
Wooden ailerons with fabric covering. Aileron
area (total) 13.5 sq. ft. (1.254 .sq, m.).
FusbXi.vge.— elded ebrome-molybdemim steel-tube structure with
fabric covering. Four main longerons, tapering to three aft of
rear cockpit.
Tail Unit. -Wire -braced monoplane structure. Tailplane and
Rudder and
fin have steel-tuhe frames and fabric covering.
Tailelevators of sheet duralumin riveted to steel torsion tubes.
plane incidence adjustable on ground only. Tailplane span 10 ft.
tailplane area 15.12 sq. ft. (1.42 sq. m.) ; fin area
2 ins. (3.1 m.)
rudder height 4 ft. 2 in. (1.27 in.) ; rudder
3.85 sq. ft. (.357 sq. in.)
area 5.67 sq. ft. (.528 sq. m.) ; elevator area (total) 10.32 sq. ft.

—

;

;

(.97 sq. m.).

Landing Gbab.

—

ixed divided type, consisting of steel-tube structure

wekled to fuselage structure and carrying low-pressure air-wheels,
which are the only shock-absorption medium. Wheels 10 x 7.3 or
7.00-4.
Track 4 ft. 7 in. (1.39 m.). Tail-wheel on tempered steel
leaf-spring.

Power

I’i.vnt. -One Lycoming 0-145-.B3 four-cylinder horizontal lyopyiosed air-cooled engine cleveloping 06 li.p. at 2,560 r.p.m. and
driving two-blado wooden air-screw, a ft. 10 in.s. (1.77 in.) liiamoter.
12 U.S. gallon (45 litre) template fuel tank in fuselage deck liehind
engine.
Oil capacity 1 U.S. gallon (3.3 litres) iiieugiue.
Acoommod.vtion. Two open tandem cockpits under wing, with
provision for coupe fitting as extra equipment. Seats of .shoot

—

aluminium with plywood bottoms. Provision for dual control.
Plywood floor to cockpits.
Span 30 ft. 0 in. (9.14 m.). Length (tail up) 20 ft. 0 in.
(0.090 m.). Height (tail up, over wing) 7 ft. 0 in. (2.134 m.).

DiMEN.srONS.

—

ROTOR-CRAFT,
THE ROTOR-CRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office and Works
4,358 W.
:

Angele.s

3ei>

Street, Los

President
Gilbert W. Magill.
The Hotor-Craft Corpn. has under dev’-elopment the
two-seat helicopter, W'liich is also the subject of a U.S.
contract under the de.signation XR-11.
:

X-2A

Army

RYAN,
THE RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY.
Head Office and Works Lindbergh
:

Field, aSan Diego,

California.
President
T. Claude Ryan.
Vice-President and' Treasurer
G. G. Woodard.
Vice-President; Earl D. Prudden.
Secretary and Controller
C. A. Stillwagen.
Chief Engineer
Benjamin T. Salmon.
Assistant to President (Contract Administration)
:

:

:

:

:

Walter O.

Locke,
to President (Engineering-Production Co-ordinArt Mankey..
and Export Manager
Sam 0. Breder.
The Ryan Aeronautical Company is a successor to the old
Ryan Company which produced the aeroplane in which Mr,
Charles Lindbergh made the first non-stop flight from New
York to Paris in 1927. Mr. T. Claude Ryan severed his
connections with the original Ryan Company in 1927 but he
continued to operate the Ryan School of Aeronautics which he
had established at San Diego in 1922,
In 1933 he re-entered the manufacturing field and began
the dovolopmeiit of the Ryan S-T series of low-wing training
monoplanes.
The Ryan Company was one of three firms selected by the
Government for the mass-produetion of military training aircraft
under a typo standardisation programme and was the first
company to manufacture in quantity an all-metal low-wing
primary trainer. The S-T (PTH6 and PT-2()) was the first
low-wing monoplane trainer to satisfy Army requirements, and
this model was followed by the ST-3 (PT-21 and PT-22).
Over

Assistant

ation)
Sales
:

W.

:

.

(33 kg./s(|. m.), I’ower loading (fiillv loaded) 15.3 Ihs./h.i). (0.94
kg. /h.p.).
I’ETtEOKMANi'E.- Maximum speed 102 m.p.h. (104 km.h.). Cruising
speed 90 rn.p.li. (145 kin.li.). Landing speed 3.S m.p.h. (01 km.h.),
Take-ol!' I'un 3S0 ft. (110 in.), Rato of elimli 500 I't./niin. (152 m.j
min.). Service ceiling 14,000 ft. (4,205 m.). Range at cruising
speed 230 miles (370 krn.). Endurance at cruising speed 3.10 liour.s,
Fuel comsiunption at cruising sliced 3.8 gaL/hr."{17 litre.s/lir.), Oil
consumption J pint/hr. (1.42 litres/lir.).

The X-2A incorporates counter-rotating rotor.s fore and
aft surmounting a conventional .streamline fuselage, fifty per
cent, of Avhich will be glazed with transparent pla.stie panels
for wide xusibility.
It will be fitted with a 100 h.p. Continental
100 engine. The company is planning to go into production
with the civil version of this helicopter in. the “not too di.stant
future.”
The Rotor-Craft Corpn. also has de,signs for four, twelve, and
tiventy-four passenger helicopters in the drawing-board stage.

A

C.altfornia.

n,

The Ross RS-2L Light Monoplane.
Weiuht.s and Loadings. -Weiglit einply .555 Ihs. (251 kg.). Useful
load 440 Ih.s. (200 kg.). I’ay load 192 lbs. (87 kg.). Weight loaded
905 Ills. (451 kg.). \\'iug loading (fully loadt'il) 0.70 Ihs./.sq. ft.

1,300 aircraft of these types were built, and many have been
acquired for Chilian flying from surplus Army stocks since the
end of the war. Large numbers of Rya-n trainers ivere also
supplied to the Air Forces of the Netherlands East Indies,
Guatemala, China, Honduras, Mexico, etc. These aircraft have
been fully described in previous issues of this Annual.
The ST-3 (PT-22) was in production until 1942 when the
Ryan Company, as the result of a request to undertake studies
towards the conversion of the PT-22 all-metal trainer to nonstrategic materials in order to release essential metals for more
urgent pinposes, produced the experimental ST-4 (PT-25) a
two-seat trainer built almost entirely of plastic-bonded w^ood.
This aircraft wns described and illustrated in the 1943-44 is.sue
of this Annual.
In 1943 the Navy asked the Ryan Company to undertake
the design and production of a new fighter which would combine
for the first time a conventional engine and airscrew -with a jet
propulsion unit. While development of this aircraft, the PR-1
Fireball, proceeded manufacturing facilities were devoted to
building major components for various Army and Navy combat
and transport aircraft. The exhaust manifold department
was also in peak production.
Orders totalling more than $100,000,000 were received for
the Fireball from the U.S. Ngivy, and first deliveries were issued
to Combat Evaluation Fighter Squadron VF-OO in 1945. The
Fireball was too late to be used operationally during the war
but deliveries on a very reduced scale have been continued.
The company has developed a more advanced version, the
Model 30 or XF2R-1, in -which the forward internal combustion
engine has been replaced by a turbine-driven airscrew.
The Ryan Aeronautical Company operates a 43-acre manufacturing plant at San Diego and in addition to the XF2R-1

i

W

I?

YA N— continued.

The Ryan XF2R-1 Single-seat Fighter (General

Electric

fighter, various other designs are

behig developed for both the
A-rmy and the Navy. Although commercial or private aircraft
production had not at the tune of writing been resumed, extensive design studies and market surveys are being conducted.

THE RYAN MODEL
U.S.

Navy designation

30,

XF2R-T.

:

The XF2R-1 is a development of the RF-l Fireball, the
principal change being in the use of a General Electric TG-100
ah’screw gas-turbino in the nose in place of the reciprocating
engine of the Fireball.
The new nose section enclosing the TG-100 engine results
in an increase in the overall length of the XF2R-1 by some 4 ft.
(1.22 m.), which, in tiu’n, calls for increased vertical fin area aft,
provided by a dorsal extension to the standard FR-1 fin.
Wings, rear fuselage (including the General Electric I-IO
thermal jet engine exhausting aft of the tail), landing-gear
and tail-unit (less dorsal fin) are the same as for the FR-1.
About three-foiu'ths of the available power of the TG-100
engme is absorbed by a four-blade square-tipped Hamilton
Standard airscrew, the remaining one-fourth being supplied
by the thrust of the jet exhaust system which is ducted into
troughs on each side of the fuselage just below the pilot’s cockpit.
The XF2R-1 is serving as a flying laboratory to obtain operational experience with the TG-100 engine, its airscrew and
other engine accessories,

THE RYAN MODEL

28

FIREBALL

Navy designation
FR.
The Fireball is the first aircraft to be put into production
which uses a combined power-plant of a conventional engine
driving an airscrew and a jet-propulsion unit. Design woi’k
U.S.

:

TG-100 airscrew-jet and 1-16 thermal

jet engines),

was commenced in 1943 and production was proceeding at the
time of the Japanese capitulation. On November 6, 1945, a
Fh'eball, with its nose engine unservicable, made a successful
landing on U.S. aircraft-carrier Walce Island off San Diego
using only its rear jet unit, and this is claimed to be the first
occasion on which a pure jet landing was made on a carrier.
The prototype XFR-1 was powered by a Wright R-1820-56
engine and a General Electric 1-16 jet unit. The first production
version was the FR-1 which was fitted with an R- 1820- 72
and an 1-16. The FR-2 has an R-1S20-74W and an 1-16, and
the FR-3 is powered by an R-1820-74W and a General Electric

1-20 jet imit.

Type.

—

Single-seat
tractor airscrew

monoplane \ising
jet propulsion unit.

Fighter

and a

both

conventional

Wings.—-Low-wing

cantilever monoplane of all-metal construction.
NACA aerofoil section. Wing of aluminium -alloy
three sections ; centre-section integral with fuselage,
and two outer panels which fold upwards hydraulically for stowage.
Centre-section built up of two I-section spars, spanwise Z-seetion
Outer panels
stringers, former ribs and flush -riveted metal skin.
of similar spar construction, semi-monocoque from root to ailerons
and full monocoque to tips. Aerodynamically, dynamically and
statically-balanced all-metal ailerons. Trim-tab in port aileron.
Fowler-type flaps in four sections between ailerons and wing roots.

Laminar flow
built in

—

All-metal structure in two main portions. Forward
section of semi-monocoque construction built up on four main
longerons with vertical frames and formers stiffened and braced
where required. Flush-riveted metal skin. Readily interchangeable rear portion is a monocoque structure and attaches to forward
section at points just aft of wing. Firow'all of .051 in. (.129 cm.)
aluminium-alloy sheet riveted to frame ahead of cockpit. Forward
fuselage armoured with face-hardened steel plate and aluminiumDeck cowling ahead of cockpit of heavy
alloy plate and sheet.
aluminium plate.

Fuselage.

(

288 c)
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The Byan FR-1

Fireball Single-seat Fighter (1,350 h.p.

Wright R-1820-72W Cyclone engine and General

Electric 1-16 gas-turbine)

—All-metalElevators

with stressed metal skin
over all surfaces.
and rudder aerodynamically, dynamically and statically-balanced.
Trim-tabs in elevators and rudder.
Dorsal fin integral with fuselage.

TjUl Unit.

eantilev’er structure

—

Landing Gear. Tricycle type. Main wheels, of
treated magnesium with Timken roller bearings,

heatdie-cast
are carried on
outer
spar
at
to
front
oleo-pneumatic shock-absorber legs attached
ends of centre-section, and retract outwards into outer wing sections
and are completely enclosed. Goodyear high-pressure channel
Self-castering, non-steerable nose -wheel
tread tyres and brakes.
carried' in forked shock-absorber leg retracts backwards into
Hydraulic shimmy-damper and self-aligning device,
fuselage.
nose-wheel tyi'e. Hydraulic operation.
firestone low-profiio
Wlieel base 7 ft. 2 in. (2.2 m.). Retractable self-aligning deck
arrester hook. Hydraulic ojjeration.
Power I?l.ant. Coiubination of conventional engine driving tractor
Each
airscrew and gas turbine exhausting aft of the tail unit.
engine completely independent. Forward unit in FR-l is a Wright
engine
rated
air-cooled
radial
R-ia20-'72W
nine-cy^linder
Cyclone
Curtiss-Electric throeat 1,350 h.p. at 2,700 r.p.m. for take-off.
blade full-feathering, constant-speed airscrew, 10 ft. (3.05 m.)
diameter. Electric starter. Rear engine is a General Electric
1-16 or 1-20 jet propulsion unit mounted in the forward end of
Air
the aft section of the fuselage and ejecting at extreme stern.
Two self-sealing fuel
intakes in leading edge of centre-section.
tanlis ; one of 125 IT.S. gallon.s (473 litres) in top portion of
fuselage behind cockpit, and one of 51 U.S. gallons (191 litres)
One 100 U.S.
under cockpit floor immediately aft of firewall.
gallon (377 litres) drop-tank may be carried under starboard
centre-section. Oil capacity 15 U.S. gallons (57 litres).
Accommodation. Pilot’s cockpit over leading-edge of centre-section.
Moulded plastic canopy slides on roller bearings. Emergency
jettisonable release. Three-panel windscreen in aluminium alloy
channel frame, the front iianel of laminated bullet-proof glass
(•79 c/m.)
in. (3.8 c/m.) thick.
Cockpit back armour of /t
and I in. (.94 cm.) steel plate welded together.
Armament. Pour .5 in. (12.7 m/m.) Browning machine-guns, two
1,200 rounds of
in each centre-section outboard of air intakes.
ammunition cai'ried in wells mboard of guns. Racks for two
1,000 lb. (454 kg.) bombs, one under each centre-section, and racks
for two zero-length rocket projectiles under each outer panel.
Special Night fighter equipment (PR-IN) may be installed.
Dimensions. Span 40 ft. 0 in. (12.19 m.), Width folded 17 ft. (3 in.
(5.34 m.). Length 32 ft. 4 in. (9.85 m.), Height (on ground, over
rudder) 13 ft. 7 in. (4,15 m.), Height folded 16 ft. 9 in. (5.1 m.).
Weights. Weight empty 7,635 lbs. (3,470 kg.), Weight loaded 9,862
lbs. (4,480 kg.).
Performance (Using both engines). Maximum speed 425 m.p.h.
(860 km.h.) at 18,000 ft. (5,490 m.). Initial rate of climb 4,800
ft. /min. (1,465 m./min.). Climb to 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) 2.4 min.,

—

—

—

—

—

—

SCHWEIZER,
SCHWEIZER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office and Wokks
Chemung County Airport,
:

Eumira, N,Y.
President and Chief Engineer
Ernest Schweizer.
Vice-President and General Manager
Paul A. Schweizer.
Secretary
Robert P. McDowellThe Schweizer Aircraft Corpn. specialises in the design and
construction of gliders and sailplanes. It also manufactures
parts and assemblies for other aircraft companies under sub:

The Ryan FR-1

Fireball.

Climb to 20,000

ft. (6,100 m.) 5.6 min., Service ceiling 40,000 ft.
(12,200 m.), Normal cruising range 1,030 miles (1,650 km.), Range
at cruising .speed with drop-tanlv 1,430 mile.s (2,290 km.). Maximum
speed with front engine only 320 m.p.h. (515 km.h.), Maximum
speed with jot unit only 300 m.p.h. (483 km.h.).

done by the manufacturers, and only a limited knowledge of
woodwork, fabric-covering and aircraft assembly is necessary
for the purchasers.
The latest product of the Schweizer Corporation is the
2-22 Utility Sailplane, a description of which follows.

SGS

:

:

contract.

The company furthermore maintains a complete

aircraft and glider overhaul and repair service and does work
in the heat treatment and processing of aluminium and in

magnaflux inspection.
This Corporation has produced the SGS 2-8 and SGS 2-12
Sailplanes, both of which were used for training purposes by
the U.S. Army, and many of which have now been disposed of for
civilian use;

The SGU 1-19 Utility Glider is now available in kit form,
All major structural components are built and all welding is

THE SCHWEIZER SGU

—

Type. Two -seat Utility
Wings.— Semi-cantilever

2-22

SAILPLANE.

Sailplane.

high-wing monoplane. Constant-chord structure with metal D-tube leading-edge ahead of
.spar and fabric covering aft.
Wing area 210 sq, ft. (19.51 .sq. ni.).
Fuselage. Welded chrome-molybdenum steel-tube structure with
strut-braced

—

fabric covering.

^

Tail Unit.— Cantilever monoplane type.

umin construction with

Fin and rudder of duralStrut-braced tailplane

fabric covering.

and elevators of steel-tube framework with fabric covering.
Landing Gear.—-Unsprung single-wheel witli mechanical disc-type
brake mounted on fu.selage centre-line, with single skid on rubber
blocks ahead of wheel. Rubber-mounted tail .skid.
AcaoMMODA'noN.—Tandem open cockpits, with provision for transparent enclosure.

Dimensions.— Span 43

ft.

0 in. (13.1 ra.),

Length 25

ft.

-1-

in. (7.63 in.).

U, S. A.

(289c)

SCHWEiZER—contimied.

A

Sehweizer

SGU

2-22 Two-seat Utility Sailplane

—

eraptv 450
lyEiGHTS AND LOADINGS.
loaded 830 lbs. (370 kg.), Wing loading

Ib.s.

(240 kg.)

;

(left)

and an

1-19 Single-seat Training and Soaring Glider.

Fuselage.

Weight

—
—

^Welded chromo-molybdeirara .stool-tube structure covered
with fabric.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane type. Spruce framework, mahog-

3.05 Ibs./sq. ft.
(14.89 kg./sq. m.), (dual) 3.95 Ib./sq. ft. (19.28 kg./sq. m.).
aximum level speed 89 m.j).h. (143 km.h.). Towing
Perfobmance.
speed 89 m.p.h. (143 km.h.), auto-winch towing speed 66 m.p.lu
(106 km.h.), Stalling speed (solo) 27 m.p.h. (43 km.h.), (dual) 30
m.p.h. (48 km.h.), Gliding ratio 18 1, Sinking speed (solo)
2.8 ft. per see. (.85 in. per .sec.), (dual) 3 ft. jjer .see. (.91 m. per sec.).
(solo)

—

any plywood leading-edges

to fin

and tailplane and fabric covering

over all. Trim-tabs in rudder and port elevator.
L^ynding Gbaii.
nsprung .single wheel with inechanical disc-typo
brake on centre-line with rubber-mounted single skid forward

—

:

THE SCHWEIZER

SGU

of wheel. Rubber-mounted tail-skid.
Accommodation.—-Tandem seats beneath continuous transparent

Dual

canopy.

SGS 2-8 SAILPLANE.

Dimensions.
Height 8

—

Type.^
wo-seat high-performance all-metal Sailplane.
monoplane.
Single-strut
Semi-cantilevor
.shouldor-wing
'Wings.
bracing. Braced portion of wings rectangular, outer cantilever
portions tapered with rounded tips. Single aluminium-alloy spar,
with metal D leading edge. Aluminium-alloy pressed ribs cantilevered from roar face of spar with fabric covering to trailing edge.
IVing area. 214 scj. I't. (19.88 sq. ni.). Metal-framed fabric-covei’od

—

controls.

—Span

54

ft.

(16.47 m.),

Length 27

Loadinos.—Weight empty 820
loaded 1,200 lbs. (546 kg.), Wing loading

Weights

..vnd

kg./sq. m.).

ft.

7 in. (8.4 m.).

(2.44 m.).

ft.

Ihs.

(372 kg.),

Weight

5.15 Ibs./sq. ft. (25.1

—

^M aximum glide, dive or tow speed 100 m.p.h. (160
km.h.), Stalling speed 38 m.p.h. (61 km.h.).

PbrfobMjYNCe.

ailerons.

—
—

Fu.SElage. Welded chrome-molybdenum steel-tulie .structure covered
with fabric.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monojilane type. Framework of formed
steel and aluminium-alloy parts and covered with fabric.
Landing -Geab. Single wheel with frietion-typo brake rigidly mounted
on centre-line with .single skid on rubber blocks forward of wheel.

THE SCHWEIZER SGU

leading-edge

—

—

Height

transparent

loaded 860
kg./sq. m.).

—

(390.4 kg.),

lbs.

Wing

fabric-covering overall.

(7.7 m.),

lbs. (208.8 kg.). Weight
loading 4.01 Ibs./sq. ft. 19.57

Vertical surfaces may be of fabriccovered wooden construction (when supplied in kit form for schools)
or of fabric-covered steel and aluminium-alloy construction (when
completed in factory).
Landing Ge.ar. Single unsprung wheel mounted on centre-line with
Rubber-mounted
single skid on rubber blocks ahead of the wheel.
steel-tube covered with fabric.

—

tail-skid.

—Single
—
Dimensions. ^Span 36
Accommodation.

SGS 2-12 SAILPLANE.

— wo-seat high-performance Sailplane.
— Cantilever low mid-wing monoplane.

ft.

Middle half of wing
of rectangular plan form, outer portions tapered with rounded
spruce
and
mahogany plywood
Single
cantilever
spruce
spar,
tip.s.
ribs, plywood D-tube loading-edge ahead of spar, fabric covering
over entire wing. Wing area 237 sq. ft. (22.01 sq. m.). Woodenframed fabric-covered ailerons. Spoilers above and below wing
inboard of ailerons.

.

ft.

sq.m.).

Length 20

ft.

74

in. (6.3

m.),

m.).

:

Venice, Calieoknia.
has designed the Skyeraft Model 447 four/
five-seat twin-boom pusher monoplane, a specification of which
;

follows.
447.

twin-boom Pusher monoplane.
——Four/five-seatlow-wing
monoplane. All-metal

structure in
WiNGS.^ -Cantilever
three main sections consisting of centre-section carrying nacelle
and tail-booms and two outer wings. All-metal ailerons and
Wing area 180 sq. ft.
hydraulically-opei’ated trailing-edge flaps.
(16.72 sq. m.).

structures

8 in. (11.2 m.),

—

—

Power

Naoelle and Tail Booms.—All-metal aserni-monocoque

in. (3.2

Maximum tow speed 75 m.p.h. (120 km.h,), Maximum
gliding speed 76 m.p.h. (120 km.h.). Stalling speed 28 m.p.h. (45
km.h.), Gliding ratio 17
1, Sinking speed 3 ft. /see. (.91 m./seo.).

INC.

THE SKYCRAFT MODEL

4J

.

Peefobmancb.

Head Oepice
This Company

;

tail-booms extend aft from wing centre-section to carry tail-unit.
Tail Unit.-— Cantilever all-metal .structure consisting of constaiitchord tailplane and one-piece elevator between booms, and twin
fins and rudders.
L-Ynding Gkak.- Retractable tricycle type. Main wheels (Firestone
7.00 X 6) carried on pneumatic and rubber shock-absorber legs
Hydraulic operation. Track 9 ft. (2.74 in.).
retract into wing.
.Hydraulic iirakes. Firestone nose-wheel retracts into fuselage.

—

Height 10

Weights and Loadings^—Weight empty 320 lbs. (145.3 kg.), Weight
loaded 550 lbs. (249 kg.). Wing loading 3.23 Ibs./sq. ft. (16.77 kg./

SKYCRAFT.

Type.

open cockpit with optional transparent

enclosure.

Wings.

SKYCRAFT INDUSTRIES,

ft.

fabric.

:

Tyu’e.

area 170 sq.

steel-

in.

—

THE SCHWEIZER

Wing

Fuselage.—^Welded chrome- molybdenum
tube
framework
covered with
Tail Unit.—Braced monoplane type. Horizontal surfaces of welded

Maximum glide, dive or aeroplane tow speed 72
m.p.h. (115.2 km.h.),. Maximum auto or winch tow .speed 54 m.p.h.
(86.4 km.h.), Stalling speed 34 m.p.h. (54.4 km.h.), Gliding ratio
24 1.

Pebfobm.ynce.

and

(15.70 sq. m.).

10 in. (2.1 in.).
Weights and Loading. Weight empty 460
6 ft.

GLIDER.

—

—

Rubber-mounted tail-akid.
Accommodation. Tandem seats under continuous
canopy. Dual controls.
Dimensions. Span 52 ft. (15.86 m.), Length 25 ft. 3

1-19

—

Type. Single-seat utility Training and Soaring Glider.
Wings. High-wing braced monoplane. Wing of parallel chord and
constant thickness with parallel bracing struts. All-wood structure
with two spruce spars, spruce and mahogany plywood ribs, plywood

Plant,^ One Lycoming six-cylinder horizontally-opposed aircooled engine rated at 190 h.p. at 2,550 r.p.m. mounted at rear
nacelle
as pusher unit and driving two-blade adjustable-pitch
of
Fuel capacity 50 U.S. gallons (189 litres) in two centrepropeller.
section tanks, one on each side of fuselage.
Aooommod.-ytion. Enclosed cabin seating pilot (on port) and one
passenger side-by-side with dual controls, and full-width seat aft
Front seat width 4 ft. 11 in.
for three passengers side-by-side.
Access door on
(1.19 m.), rear seat width 4 ft. 4 in. (1.32 m.).
each side. Plexiglas windscreen and side windows. Compartment
lbs.
kg.)
of
aft
of
100
(45
baggage
rear
seats.
for
Dimensions. Bpan 36 ft. (10.97 m.), Length 26 ft. 3 in. (8 m.), Height
7 ft. 4 in. (2.23 m.).
Weights and Loadings (Designed).—Weight empity 1,610 lbs.
(686 kg.), Disposable load 1,290 lbs. (685 kg.), Weight loaded 2,800
lbs. (1,270 kg.). Wing loading 15.50 Ibs./sq. ft. (76 kg./sq. m.),
Power loading 14.74 lbs. /h.p. (6.60 kg. /h.p.).
Pebfobmanoe (Flstiinated). ^Maximum speed 162 m.p.h. (261 km.h.),
Cruising speed 142 m.p.h. (228 km.h.). Stalling speed (w'ith flaps)
49 m.p.h. (79 km.h.). Stalling speed (without flaps) 06 m.p.h.
(105 km.h.). Initial rate of climb; 940 ft./rain. (286 km.h.), Service
ceiling 16,000 ft, (4,875 m,). Cruising range 715 miles (i,151 km.),
Take-ofi run 168 yds. (154 m.), Laucling run 100 yds. (91 Imi.h.),
Fuel consuinptiou 11.8 U.S. gallons/iir. (44.6 litres/lu',).

—

—

—

cl9

——

.

U.

(290c)

S.

—

A.

SOUTHERN,
SOUTHERN AIRGRAFT DIVISION OFTHE PORTABLE PRODUCTS
CORPORATION.
Head Office and Works Gaeland, Texas.
General Manager
Willis C. Brown.
Director of Engineering
W. M. Mullings.
:

:

;

In 1940 the Southern Aircraft Corpn. completed the BM-10
two-seat training biplane which was designed to conform to the
requirements of the U.S, Army Air Forces. This type has not
been proceeded with.
In the latter part of 1940 the Company began the construction
of a new works and aerodrome at Gai’land and the first part of
the plant wvas ready for occupation early in 1941.
The manufacturing facilities of the Company were then
devoted to the production of aircraft components for the leading
types of U.S. combat aii'craft, includmg the Consolidated
Vultee B-24 Liberator, and the Grumman Avenger and Hellcat.
By the end of 1944 the plant of the Southern Aircraft Corpn.
was five times its original size.
The Corporation was subsequently acquired by the Portable
Products Corporation of which it now forms a Division.
The Corporation has now produced a twin-engined six-seat
monoiilane known as the Southernaire Model II. A description
of this aircraft follows.
Another type being developed is the ‘RoadableT a combined
aircraft and automobile, brief particulars of Arhich are given

I
•

!

I

hereafter.

THE SOUTHERNAIRE MODEL

—Twin-engined

six-seat

—

and hydrardically-operated
s' i'j'fi

sq.

ft.

(23.32

—
—

trailiug-edge

flaps.

Wing

area

251

.sq. in.).

All-met al serai -monoeoque structure.
Tail 'Daxrx. Canlilevor inoaoxilane type. .A.U-metal fi-iunework and
motal ooA'ering. Trim-tabs in rudtler ami elevators. Tailplane
.FtJSEi..-U}E

.

spian 14

Laniunc}
8.50

X

ft.

8 in. (4,47 m.).

Gear.

— Hctnietable
on

10) carried

tricycle type.
Main vA'heels (Hayes
oleo shock-absorber legs attiiehod to fuselage

SIKORSKY,
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT DIVISION OF THE UNITED AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION.
Head Oeeice and Works South Avenue, BRiDOEroRT,
:

Conn.

If

General Manager
B. L. Whelan.
Igor t. Sikorsky.
Engineering Manager
Chief Engineer : Michael E. Gluhareff.
Serge E. Gluhareff
Assistant Engineering
anager
Factory Manager
John L. Brown, Jr.
Assistant Secretary : Richard T. Horner.
Assistant Treasurer: R. A. Aspimvall,
In January, 1943, the Chance Vought and Sikorsky Divisions
of the former Vought-Sikorsky Division of the United Aircraft
Corpn. were reconstituted as separate manufacturing divisions
to enable Chance Voiight to deyote all its energies to the development and production of combat aircraft, While the Sikorsky
Division concentrates on the development of the helicopter for
both military and civil jiurposes.
:

;

M

:

:

7 ft. 10]- in. (2.39 m.).
.small portion projecting.

Power

Plant.

—Two

Hanger 6-440-0-5

air-cooled eugine.s each rated at 200

six -cylinder in-line im-erted
li.p.

at 2,450 r.p.in. mounted
Beeeii-Rol.iy t\vo-bhide

—

-VccoinioDATiox. Enclosed cabin with .six indii'iduai .seats arranged
in pair.s, with swing-over diail controls in front.
.\ece.s,s door ou
each side at rear of cabin. Baggage compart ineuts in nose and
aft of cabin
total volume 40 eub. ft. (1.13 cidi. in.)
allowance
200 lbs. (91 kg.).
Dimen.stox.s.
Span 42 ft. (12.80 m.), Length 20 ft. 2.1 in. (S.Ol in.),
;

:

Height

11 ft. O/ii in. (3.35 in.).

Weights and Loadings.
Disposable load
(2,312 kg.),

—Weight

empty

3,17!)

lbs.

(1,441

kg.),

(871 kg.), B'eight loaded .5,100 Ihs.
loading 20.3 lbs. /sip ft. (ilO kg./sq. in.), I’ower

1,921

Wing

llis.

loading 12.7 Ihs./h.p. (5.74 kg./li.p.).
Jlaxiimim speed 17.5 ni.p.h.

Pereormance.

(282 kin.h.). Cruising

THE SOUTHERNAIRE ROADABLE.
The Roadable
a single-engined twin-boom high-wing
monoplane the main nacelle of Avhieh can bo detaclied from the
wings and tail booms and can be used as an ortliodox automobile.
The prototyii© was detsigned by' ]\Ir. Tlieo I*. Hall, non' in charge
i,s

and research at tlie C'on.solidated Vultee Aircraft
Corporation, and first flew in 1939 at San Diego.
At the time
of writing it was still in the experimental stage.
The Roadable is powered by a 130 li.p. Franklin riAC-29S-F3
six-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled engine driving a
tractor airscrew, and has a fixed tricycle landing gear which
The enclosed cabin .seats tu'o side-byalso serve.s on the road.
of design

II.

Cabin monoplane.
TVTnos. Cantilever higli-wing monoplane with con-st ant -chord centreaeetion and two tapered outer wings. Metid spars and ribs and
sheet
metal covering. Fabric-covered inetal-ifamed ailerons

Type.

sides of fuselage leaving small portion projecting.
Hydranlic operation. Track
fairing aft of wheel.
Nose-wheoi retracts into fuselage leaving

into

Smooth metal

high on wing leading-edge and driving
acijnstable-pitch wooden airscrew.

Director of Manufacturing : A. E. Worley.
C'hief Aeronautical Engineer
Arthur R. Larcliii.

'ill

retract

side.
J,)i,MEN'.sioN,---.Spiiii 3t)

Weight boAmcti.
'Maxuium 8peei>
miles

(4!)9

J't,

0 in. (9.14 m.).

L8i)() lbs. (Slti kg.).
(

Lstuiuited).

128

iu.|,i.li.

(2IH)

Ion. In),

Uiiugc 310

km.).

Sikorsky Airiiraft moved from Stratford to Bridgeport Conn.,
where a leased factory was oceujiiod, tooled-up and put into

One of tlie- features of the new jilaut ivas 'The
smalle.st airport in tlie World,” an area just outside tlie factory^
about tlie size of an automobile parlc from wliieli the products of

production.

company were flown.
The original Sikorsky^ helicopter—the experimental VS-300
was placed in the Edison Museum in Dearborn, Mich., in 1943.
The first helicopter built for military serA'ice the experimental
XRa 4—first flew on J anuary' 13, 1942. On the basis of successful
the

—

with this aircraft, a limited production order for a progre.ssive
development known as the YR-4 was placed with Sikorsky
.Aircraft.
Subsequently^ a firoductiou order for 100 I;v-4Bs was
te.sts

given.

Two

other

VJ-Day, the

Sikor.sky?- de.signs w-ero

R-3.4,

by

put into production before
and the R-OA by^ the

Siliorsky.' Aircraft,

N a.sh-Kelvinator

Corpn. under Sikorsky' licence.
Since VJ-Day' Sikorsky' has produced the 8-51. a civil vor.sion
of the R-o with an enlarged eabin to accommodate four [jorsons.

/m
I

:

1

1

'li;'’

The Sikorsky S-52 Two-seat Helicopter (178 hip. Franklin ehgihe).~(Mm 2 i»

d-

Kdmun)

'

.

,.1

SiKORSKY

cowiinuod

The Sikorsky S-51 Four-seat Commercial Helicopter (450
This model has been granted its Certifleate of Airworthiness and
A licence for its manufaeture in the
is now in production.
United .Kingdom has been granted to ’iVestland Aircraft, Ltd.,
of Yeovil, Somerset, England.

THE SIKORSKY

S-52.

a new two-seat side-hy-side helicopter which has
been designed for civil use as well a.s for military liaison and
patrol work. The first specimen was exhibited at the 1946
Cleveland Show, but this aircraft had been completed in six
weeks specially for exhibition and it was due to undergo con-

The S-52

is

siderable development testing before it flew.
The S-52 is the first U.S. helicopter to he fitted with all-metal
rotor blades. Powered by a 178 h.p. Franklin engine, it will
have a designed maximum .speed of 105 m.p.h. (168 km.h.) and
On a
will cruise at 90 m.p.h. (144 km.h.) on 75% power.
loaded weight of 1,750 lbs. (795 kg.) it is designed to carry a
total disposable load of 650 lbs. (295 kg.).

THE SIKORSKY S-51.
The S-51 is a civil development of the R-5 military helicopter
and is powered by a Pratt & Whitney R-985 Wasp-Junior ninecylinder radial engine rated at 450 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. at 2,300
ft. (700 ra.).
It was one of the first helicopters to receive a
commercial licence. In general it resembles the earlier military
type, but has an enlarged four-seat cabin with a maximum
The pilot is situated in front, with
widtli of 5 ft. 2 in. (1.57 m.).
the three pa.ssengers side-by-side in a large full-width seat aft.
The cabin has an internal height of 4 ft, oj in. (1.36 m.).
fixed tricycle landing gear with a track of 12 ft. (3.66 in.) is

A

&

h.p. Pratt

fitted.
litres)

Whitney R-985 Wasp-Junior engine)

The maximnm fuel capacity is 100 U.S. gallons (379
and the oil capacity 8 U.S. gallons (30 litres).

Main rotor diameter 48 ft. 0 in, (14.63 m.), Tail rotor
diameter 8 ft. 5 in. (2.56 m.), Length overall 67 ft, 0|- in. (17.39 ni.),
Length with rotor blado.s removed 44 ft. 11| in. (13.69 in.), Main
rotor disc area 1,810 scp ft. (168 sq. m.).

Dimensions.

Weights and Loadings.

—

Weight empty 3,6,50 lbs. (1,650 kg.).
Disposable load 1,250 lbs. (667 kg.). Weight loaded 4,900 lbs. (2,223
kg.). Rotor disc loading 2.7 Ibs./sq. ft. (13.17 kg./.sq. m.), Power loading 10.9 Ibs./h.p. (4.9 k'g./h.p.).
Pehpobm.\noe. Cruising .speed (65% power) 80 ni.p.h. (129 km.h,),
Hovering ceiling 3,500 ft. (1,065 ra.), Service ceiling 13,000 ft.
(3,960 m.). Climb at sea level 1,200 ft. /rain. (306 m./min.).

—

THE SIKORSKY
U.S.

Army

U.S.

Navy designation: HNS-1.

British

Air Forces designation

name

—

:

Hoverfiy

:

VS-316A.
R-4B.

I.

Tyde. Two-seat Training Plelieopter.
RjOTOks.— One tluee-blade main rotor 38

ft. (11,6 m.) diameter and one
three-blade vertical controllable-pitch anti-torque and steering
rotor 7 ft. 8 in. (2.30 m.) diameter carried on. an outrigger extension,
of the fuselage, both rotors driven through transmission shafts and
gear boxes by a single engine. Transmission for the main rotor is
through a single plate clutch and double reduction gear. Rotor
brake, free-wheel and emergency rotor release to permit autorotation in case of transmission seizure provided. Fixed rotor
head with cyclic pitch control mounted on a welded steel-tube
pylon forming integral part of fuselage structure. Main rotor disc
area 1,134 sq. ft. ( 105.3 sq. m.).
FosBiiAGB.. ^Welded steel tube structure covered with detachable

—

metal panels forward and fabric

The Sikorsky R-4B Two-seat Training Helicopter (185 h.p. Warner R-550-1

aft.

engine),

— —

OT

(292c)

SiKOBSHV--coniimicd.

The Sikorsky R-5A Two-seat Observation Helicopter (450
Landing

CiKaii.

—

hi-ee M-lieel

Two

type.

in.iln

wheels forward have

vertical shock-absorber struts supported by steel-tube iiyramids
Track 10 ft. (3.05 in.). Tailbuilt into the .sides of the fuselage.
wheel mounted under rear fuselage. Wheel gear may be replaced
by two low-pre.s.snro rnbberi.sed Boats.
no 185 h.p. Warner R-550-1 seven -cylinder radial
Power Pi^ANT.
fan-cooled engine rnouutod within fuselage aft of cockpit. Cooling
air drawn thniugh louvres in forward face of the rotor iiylon casing
blown by lai'ge-diaineter ongine-dvivon fan on to engine and exCylindrical
liaii.sted through opt'nings in underside of fitselage.
fuel and oil tanks in fuselage aft of transmission cornjiartment.
Accommodation'.—-Enclosed cabin in nose of fuselage seating two
sido-hy-side with (Inal controls. Tu’o central control columns
operate cyclical pitch ibr forward, .sideways and reverse inovoiuonts.
Second lever between seats controls blade jiitch in unison for vertical
movement. Rudder piedals operate on tail rotor for directional
control. Radio equipment originally fitted has been removed. One
litter may be carried externally.
Dimensions. Pvotor diameter 38 ft. (11. (i m.). Overall length (including
rotor) 48 ft. 1 in. (14.65 rn.), Overall height 12 ft. 5 in. (3.78 m.).

—

—

—Weight empty 2,011
(1,153
PbreokiM.ange. — Maximum speed

Weights.

lbs.

kg.).

lbs.

8,000

(913 kg.), Weight loaded 2,340

ft.

75 m.p.h. (120 krn.h.), Climb to

(2,440 m.) 45 min.. Service ceiling 8,000

THE SIKORSKY

ft.

(2,440

in.).

VS-372.

Army

Air Forces designation : R-5A.
U.S. Navy designation: H02S-1.
Type. Two-.seat Observation Helicopter.
PvOTORS.- One three-blade main rotor 48 ft. (14.6 rn.) diameter and oni?
three-blade vertical controllable-pitch anti-torque rotor 7 ft. (2.1
m.) diameter at rcai' end of fuselage. Rotor transmission same as
for R-4B.
Main rotor disc area 1,810 sq. ft. (168 sq. m.).
FtrsEEAGB.— In three .sections. Gentre-seetion oneiosing power-unit
and rotor pylon of welded .steel-tube and cowled with yilasticirapregnated moulded q^Jywood. The no.se section enclosing the
crew compartment has as a foundation an aluminium monocoque
floor on which is built an aluminium-alloy channel superstructure
panelled with Plexiglas windows. The tail section is a light wooden
U.S.

—

—

monocoque.
Landing Ge-VH.— Conventional three-wheel type with the two main
wheels sprung at the extremities of tw'o cantilever side members.
Tail wheel on stool tube pylon aft of the engine liousing at the root
of the rear fuselage.
Track 12 ft. (3.6 m.).
Power Plant. Gno 450 h.p. Pratt & Whitney R-985-.4.1Sr-5 radial
fan-cooled engine modified for installation Avithin the fuselage with

—

&

h.p. Pratt

Whitney R-985-AN1 engine).

crankshaft vertical. Main rotor drive through conventional
reduction gear, with take-off drive in main gear box for auxiliary
tail rotor drive. Tail rotor drive shaft runs externally along top of
rear fuselage. Cooling air for engine drawn in through aperture in
front of face of rotor pylon housing and f'xhansted through openings
in underside of fuselage.
Fuel and oil tanks in fus(3lage aft of
transmission (.'ompartment.
.'Vct'OiiivuiDATioN.— Riudost’d compartintMit in nose seals t wo in tandem
with dual controls. Observer in front, i’rovision for camenis,
radio and oilier anxiliary iu')ui|)u>ent.
Four litter.s, two on each
side of Irlio fuselage, may ho carried.
Dluensions. Hoi or diametc'r 48 ft. (14.6 lu.), Ovcndl length 57 ft.
I

in.

(

17.4 m.).

Weight Loaded.
Pekform.-vnce.

5,000

]!i,s.

—Maximnin

THE SIKORSKY R-6A.
Navy designation: HOS-1.
Type. Two-seat Observation Helicopter.
Rotors. Rotor system and transmission similar to R-4B.
U.S.

—

—

—

—

—

partment.

Accommod.vmon.

—

Enclosed caliin seating two side-by-side witii dual
Equii'anent includes high-frequency radio communication
evacuation litter may he installed on eacli side of fuselage.
DiAiENiSiONS.
Rotor diameter 38 ft. (11.0 m,), Overall length 47 ft.
controls.
set.

.-^n

—

II in. (14.6

in.).

—

Weight Loaded. 2,600 lbs. (1,180 kg.).
Performance.—Maximnin speed 100 m.p.h.

(161 krn.h.). Climb to
(1,800 m.) 7 min., Service ceiling 10,000 It. (3,050 m.),
Maximum duration 5 hours.

5,900

ft.

The Sikorsky R-6A Two-seat Observation Helicopter (245

w

M.ain

rotor disc area 1,134 sq. ft. (105.3 sep m.).
Fuselage. All-metal framework. The cabin section lias an aluminium floor and is covered with moulded plastio-iinpregnatod glass
fibre cloth and Plexiglas transparent moulded nose and side and
roof rvindow.s. Paper-based moulded plastic cowling encloses the
engine compartment and rotor pylon. The roar fuselage carrying
the tail rotor is a light metal monocucjue.
Landing Ge.ar. Conventional landing-gear with tlie main wheels
on cantilever oleo struts, a tail-wheel on a steel tube pyramid
midway lietween nose auif tail and a small emergency nose wdieel.
Hydraulic wheel brakes on main wheels. Track 9 ft. (2.7 m.).
Landing-gear may bo replaced by flotation gcjar.
Power Plant. One 245 h.p. Franklin 0-405-9 six-cylinder horiisontally-opposed fan-cooled engine mounted with crankshaft vertical
within the fuselage aft of tlie cabin. I’lanetary gear transmission
to rotor.
Fuel and oil tanks in fuselage aft of transmission com-

J

\mm

(2.272 kg.).

speed 90 m.p.h. (144 krn.h.).-

ff,

h.p. Franklin

0-405-9 engine).

U,

SPARTAN,
THE SPARTAN AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Head Opfice and Works Todsa, Oklahoma.
:

J. Paul Getty.
President
Vice-President, Captain M. W. Balfour.
W. Fred Stewart.
Chief Engineer
Secretary and Treasurer Lyman S. Miller.
The Spartan Aircraft Company, uduch Avas incorporated in
1928, originally devoted itself to the design of eoinmercial air:

:

;

craft, of M'hich the Sf)artan Executive four/five-seat low-ving
cantilever monoplane with retractable landing gear and the
450 h.p. Pratt & Whitney IVasp- Junior engine, was the last
type produced before the United States entered the War. This
model was' originally designed and built in 1935. Several
examples of the Executive taken over by the U.S. Army Air
Forces for light personnel transport use after the outbreak of

war were given the designation UC-71.
In 1940 the Company produced its first military design, the
This model when ordered by
NS-1 iDrimary training biplane.
the U.S. Navy was designated NP-1.
war
the
years
the
During
comisany was engaged solely in
the manufacttue of aircraft parts and assemblies under subcontracts from other mamrfacturers. The factory v^as greatly
enlarged and now has a floor area of 350,000 srp ft.
The Sp)artan Company has completed the prototype of a new
Model 12 Executive, an all-metal five-seat cabin monoplane
with retractable tricycle landing-gear. Like the pre-war
Executive, the new Model 12 will be fitted with a 450 h.p. Pratt
& Whitney Wasp Jimior engine.
Other post-war loroducts of this Company include aircraft
radios, all-metal caravan trailers, food-freezing cabinets and
floor furnaces.
.

.

ST/NSON,
THE STINSON DIVISION OF THE CONSOLIDATED VULTEE
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Ofeice San Diego, CUl.
:

Works

:

Manager of the Stinson Division: Ernest Wenigmann.
General Sales Manager
L. H. Cooper.
In the Summer of 1940 the Stinson Aircraft Division of the
Aviation Manufacturing Corpn. was taken over by Vultee and
became the Stinson Aircraft Division of Vultee Aircraft, Inc.
Early in 1943 the Vultee Company merged with the Consolidated
Aircraft Corpn. to form the Consolidated Vultee Aircraft Corpn.
The Stinson Division of Consolidated Vultee is still located at
:

W ayne but the original Stinson factory has been greatly extended

and during the war was engaged solely in the manufacture of
military aircraft and parts.
The principal wartime products of the Division ivere the L-5
Sentinel and the AT- 19 Reliant, both directly descended from
pre-war Stinson civil aeroplanes. The predecessor of the Sentinel,
the Stinson Voyager, has been revived for post-ivar use and
are given hereafter of the
which is now in production.

THE SPARTAN EXECUTIVE.
Txm. —^l'’h-e-seat Cabin monoplajie.

—Cantilever

low-Aving uioivoplane, with aliiminiuin spars and
Detachable tijis. All-metal ailerons
skin.
and electrically-operated trailing-edge flap.s. Wing area 245
sq. ft. (22.75 sq. in.).
Fuselage. All-metal semi-monocoque strncturo.
Tail Unit.—Cantilever monoplane tyjie. All-metal structure with
metal covering over all surfaces. Trim-tabs in rudder and elevators. Tailplane span 13 ft. 8 in. (4.16 in,).
Landing Gear. Retractable tricycle type. Eacli main wheel
(Goodyear or Hayes 7.30 X 10) carried on oleo sliock-absorber
leg rotraots inwards into wing and is enclosed by fairing plates.
Goodyeiir or
Electric operation. Track 7 ft. 10 in. (2.39 m.),
Hayes hydraulically- operated brakes. Non-steer able nose-wheel.
Power Plant. One Pratt & Whitney Wasp-Junior B-3 nine-cylinder
radial air-cooled engine developing 450 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. and
driving Hamilton Standard two-blade constant-speed metal
airscrew. Fuel capacity 130 U.S. gallons (492 litres).
Accommodation.—Enclosed cabin seating pilot (on port) and one
passenger side-bj'-skle ivith dual controls, and fnll-width seat at
rear for three passengers side-by-side. Access door 2 ft. 6 in.
Baggage compartment of 38 cub. ft.
(0.86 m.) wide on port side.
(1.07 cub, in.) capacity aft of cabin; allowance 150 lbs. (68 kg.).
Dimensions. Span 39 ft. (11.88 m.). Length 27 ft. 5 in. (S.33 rn.j,
Height 9 ft. (2.74 m.).
Weights and Loadings. Weight empty 2,740 Ib.s. (1,243 kg.),
Dispo-sable load 1,910 lbs. (866 kg.), Weight loaded 4,660 lbs.
(2,109 kg.). Wing loading 19.18 Ibs./sq. ft. (93.6 kg./sq. in,), Power
loading 10.44 lb.s./h.f). (4.72 kg./h.p.).
PEREOBM.UsmE.- Maximum speed 216 ni.p.h. (346 krn.h.) at sea Icvml,
Cruising speed 203 m.pi.h. (327 kin.h.) at sea level, Landing speed
58.0 m.p.h. (94 km.h.). Initial rate of climb 1,340 ft./inin. (408
m./inin.). Service ceiling 24,080 ft. (7,340 m.), Cruising range 1,067
miles (1,717 km.). Take-off rnn 261 yds. (239 in.), Landing run
227 yds (207 m.).

Wings.
ribs

and

slioet

metal

—

—

—

—

—

—

1944.
The standard production Voyager i.s fitted with a 150 h.p.
Franklin engine and is knowm a.s the Voyager 150.
Type. Fom-seat Cabin monoplane.

—
—Strut-braced high-wing monoplane.
4412.

new

Stinson Voyager 160

108 VOYAGER 150.
Production of the original three-seat Stinson Voyager was
discontinued by the Stinson Division when America entered
the War, but preparations were made in 1944-45 to resume
production as soon as possible after the war.
The prototype of the post-war four-seat Voyager, fitted
ivith a 125 h.p, .Lycoming engine, was test flown in December,
,

NACA

constant-chord ’structure attat3hed
fuselage by V-struts on
each side. Fabric covering. Dihedral 2|- degrees ; chord 4 ft.
Metal
9 in. (1.45 ni.) ; gros.s wing area 155 .sq. ft. (14.39 sq. m.).
ailerons with fabric covering.
Aileron span 7 ft. 6 in. (2.29 m.)
aileron area (total) 18.02 sq. ft. (1.67 sq. m.). All-metal slotted
flaps betw'een ailerons and fuselage.
Flap span 6 ft. 8 in. (2.03 m.)
Fixed leading-edge
flap area (total) 12.22 sq. ft, (1.13 sq. m.).
slots ahead of ailerons.
Slot span 3 ft. 2 in. (0.96 m.).
Fuselage. Welded stoel-tubo structine. Vertical frames, longitudinal stringers and fabric covering.
Tail Unit. Cantilever monoplane tjq)e. Metal structure with metal
covering over all surfaces. Horn-balanced rudder and elevators.
tailTrim-tab in port elevator. Tailplane incidence, 3 degrees
tailplane and elevator
plane and elevator span
ft. 2 in. (3,40 m.)
chord (maximum) 3 ft. 9 in. (1.14 m.) ; tailplane avea 14,66 sq. ft.
(1.30 sq. m.) ; rudder area 5.93 sq. ft. (1.81 sq. m.) ; fin area 6.6
sq. ft. (0.61 sq. m.) ; elevator area (total) 17.24 sq. ft. (1.00 sq. m.).
Landing Gear. ^Fixed two-wheel type. Each main wheel carried
on single cantilever hydraulic shock-absorber strut. Goodyear
wheels with 7.00-6 tyi’es. Metal spats. Hydraulic single-disc
to toj) of fuselage

tivo-s^iar

and braced to bottom of

;

.

;

—
—

;

H

;

—

brakes.

THE STINSON MODEL

Aerofoil section

Wings.

All-metal

Wayne, Mich.

details

(293c)

S. A.

Track 7

ft.

1

in.

(2,16

m.).

Steerable

full -swivelling

Wheel baso (tail down) 18 ft. 7 in. (5.66 m.).
Power Plant. One Franklin 6A4-150-B3 six-cylinder hofizontallytail-wheel.

—

^

oppo.sed direct -drive air-cooled engine rated at 150 h.)!. a.t 2,600
r.p.m. and driving Sonsenich two-blade fixed-pitch wooden ainscrew,
0 ft. 4 in. (1.03 m.) diameter.
Ground clearance (tail-up) 9.14 ins.
(23 c/m.). Four-piece cowling. Marvel-Soliebler MA-3SPA. carburettor.
Deleo-Remy starter and generator. Fuel capacity
40 U.S. gallons (151 litres) ; oil capacity 2 U.S. gallons (7.6 litres.)

w;y»wiia»rtwiyp
lyy-ytjyiffWii

The Stinson Voyager 150 Four-seat Cahin Monoplane (150

h.p. Franklin 6A4<-150-B3 engine).

S

(294c)

STINSON—continued.

The Stinson Voyager 150 Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (Franklin 6A4-150-B3 engine).
«ed cabin seating four in two pairs. Dual
sound-prooling.
w on each side. Fibei'glas
®
_ b
t. 11 in. (10.311 m.). Length 24 ft. 0 in. (7.41.)
n, over cabin) ti ft. 10 in. (2.08 in.).

...

.--.Weight
:.),

empty

1,200

IIi.s.

Weight loaded 2.130

lbs.

loading

STRICKLAND AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Opfice and Wobks Htoh Point, Nobtii Cabolina,
C. Kenneth Strickland,
President and General Manager
Vice-President
H. Winton Strickland.
;

:

:

Bion S. Hutchins, Jr.
Chief Engineer
Secretary and Treasui'er : O. H. Moore.
:

TAYLORCRAFT.

were delivered. The maximum daily output reached
but shortage of engines held up final assembly.

(5

ft.

—

(1.83 ni.).

—

Power

Pl.ant.
One (35 h.p. Continental Ado four-cylinder horizontally
oppo.sed air-cooled engine. Sensenieli tivo-blade fixed-pitch wooden
aii’.screw.
Fuel capacity 12 U.S. gallons (45 litre.sj. Auxiliary
tank (6 IT.S. gallons = 23 litres capacity) may be installed.
Accommodation.—Enclosed cabin, .seating two side-by-side, with dual
control.
Interchangeablo wheel or stick type controls. Door on
each side of cabin. Baggage compartment of 4.5 cub. ft. (0.13
cub. m.).
Dimensions. Span 36 ft. (11 m.), Length 22 ft, (6.7 m.), Height
,

'

—

6 ft. 8 in. (2.1 ni.).

Weights and Loadings.—Weight empty 670

lbs. (287 kg.), Disposable
load 480 lbs. (235 kg.), Weight loaded 1,150 lbs. (522 kg.), Wing
loading 0.88 Ibs./sq. ft. (33.6 kg,/sq. in.), Power loading 22 lbs./

h.p. (10 kg,/h.p.).

Performance.

—

Maxiimun speed 110 m.p.h. (176 km.h.), Cnnsing
speed 95 m.p.h. (142 km.h.), Landing speed 38 m.p.h. (01 kin.h.),
Initial rate of climb 600 ft. /min. (183 m./min.), Ab.soliite ceiling
17.000 ft. (3,660 ra.), Maximum range 500 miles (800 km.), Fuel
consumption 4.4 U.S. gallons/hr. (16.6 litres/hr.).

fifty

THE TAYLORCRAFT AGE.
The Ace is a two-seat cabin monoplane generally similar to
the Twosome, and is potvered by the same type of engine.

—

PEBi'OBMANmi;. Maximum speed 117 m.p.h. (188 km.li.), Cruising
.speed 100 m.p.h. (161 km.h.), Landing speed 38 m.p.h. (61 km.h.),
Initial rate of climb 750 ft. /min. (229 m.jrnin.), Service ceiling
15.000 ft. (4,570 m.), Cruising range 270. miles (435 kin.), Take-oi!
rnn 117 yds. (107 m.), Landing run 100 yds. (91 m.).

THE TAYLORCRAFT MODEL

15 TOURIST.

Type,— Four-seat Cabin monoplane,
Wings.—Braced monoplane type. Wings

THE TAYLORCRAFT MODEL BC12D TWOSOME.

attached to top of fuselage
to lower longerons by steel-tube V-.struts on each side.
Wooden .spars, metal ribs and leading-edge and fabric-covering.
All-metal ailerons and inanually-oporated slotted trailing-edge
flaps.
Built-in slots,
t^ing arealapproxinuite) 207 sq. ft. (19.23

and braced

Wings attached

to to]! of

fuselage and braced to lower longerons by steel-tube V-struts,
Yvhich have vertical intermediate struts located at their centre.s.
Wing structure consists of two multi-laminar wood .spars, stamped
aluiuinmin -alloy ribs and fabric covering, secured by safety -clip
.Ifiaeh wing panel made in tlireo sections, nose,
wire-.stitching.
centre and rear, vdiich are assembled together lieforc covering.
Wing area 183,5 sq, ft. (17 sq. m.j,
Fif.sELAGB.— Welded steel-tube structure with light fairing frames and
longitudinal stringers covered with fabric.
Tail Unit. Wire-braoed monoplane type. Welded steel-tube
framework, covered with fabric, TailplanC span 10 ft. {3.06 m.).

sq. in.).

—

Fuselage. Steol-tulie .stnicture, with fabric covering.
Tail Unit.— -'V'’ire-braced monoplane type. M’etal structure with

,

—

14.:i3 lbs./

i

l.i.1

Split type.
Consists of two faired side Vees
hinged to the lower fuselage longerons, with bent half-axles sprung
on the centre-line of the underside of the fuselage by rubber shookab.sorbei' cord.
Welded .steel-tube swivelling tail -wheel. Track

The Taylorcraft Model 15 four-seat cabin monoplane ivas
delayed by design changes and a fire at the Alliance plant which
destroyed jigs, dies and fixtures prepared for the production of
The Model 15, which already has its ATC certthis aircraft.
ificate, was due to go into production early in 1947.
Late in 1946, the Taylorcraft Corporation got into financial
difficulties and on the recommendation of a trustee placed in
change of tho company in November, the assets of the company
were, by order of the Federal court, to be offered at public
auction in March, 1947.

Type.— Two-seat light cabin monoplane.
Wings.— trut-braced high-wing monoplane.

,

sjieed

The Stricliland Airenift C'orpn, has Ijoeii engaged in the
mamifaetiiro of iurcriift part,s ami sub-assembliess under subcontract to other aircraft manufacturers.
Ifor post-war production it has designed a twin-engined
miii-wing monoiilane, tho primupal feature of which will be an
engine installation in which the jiower-iinits will be buried M'ithin
the wings and drive tractor airscrews. It nlll bo offered in two
models, one accommodating pilot and four or five pas-sengers
and the other from twelve to tifteen per.sons.

:

spread use of the L-2 Grasshopper in W'ar service, including a
strengthening of the fuselage .structure and a simplified wing
structure to permit of easier replacement of components away
from the factory. In the first six months of 1946 2,800 BC12Ds

Power loading

,.n
i
n
Cruising
km.h.).
m.p.h. (214
speed 12.5 m.p.h. (201 kni.li.). Landing speed .51 m.p.h. (82 km.h.),
Climb at sea level 770 ft. /min. {235 nn/rain.), Service ceiling 14,000
ft. (5,2()5 m.). Range 500 miles (805 kin.), Take-olf run at sea level
183 .yds. (167 m.).

Landing Geab.

TAYLORCRAFT AVIATION CORPORATION.
Head Office and Works Alliance, Ohio.
The Taylorcraft Aviation Corpn. was formed to take over the
Taylororaft Aviation Co., which was formed in 1936 by Mr.
Mr. Taylor had previously been President and
0. G. Taylor.
Chief Engineer of the Taylor Aircraft Co., which produced the
original Cub light cabin monoplane, the forerimner of the
modern popular-priced American light aeroplane.
The Tajdoreraft Aviation Corpn., began post-wai* production
with the Model BCT2D, tvhich is basically the same as the Model
B-12 wdiich was marketed before the war. Several minor
changes were introduced as the result of production and wide-

(07.^8 kg./sq. in.).

PERForai.-VNeE.— Maximiun

(547 kg.). UseLil
(073 kg.). Wing

STRICKLAND

i:?.8 Ibs./sq. ft.

h-P- {d.4S kg./h.p._).

fabric
:

covering.

Trim-tab

in

each

elevator.

Tailplane

span

11 ft. 9 in. (3.,58 m.).

Landing

Gear.—Fixed two -wheel

Main wheels
type.
(Goodyear: 7.00 X 6) each carried on faired oleo/rubber suspension
shoek-absorber leg with axle meeting fuselage centre-line. Track
6 ft. 3 in. (1,90 m.),
B'ydraulically-operated brakes, Goodyear
divided

—

—

—

.

U. S. A.

TA YLORCRAFT— continued.

(295c)

The Taylorcralt Model 15 Four-seat Cabin Monoplane (150
lionded Tiibiier

solid

tail-\\"lieel

i'lill-swivelling

oiv

spring-loaded

Twin float or ski niidercairriage optional.
One Franklin 6A4-lo()-B3 .six-cylinder horizontallyo);)posed air-cooled engine developing 150 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.in. iwid
driving Sen.senicli two-blade wooden air.screw. Fnel capacity
40 IJ.S. gallons (151 ]itre.s).
AcoOM.riOD-tTiox.
Enclo.sed cabin .seating four in two pair.s, with dual
stmt.

—

Power

controls in front.

Two metal

compartment of 6 cub.

ft.

acce.s.s

doors on each

.side.

Baggage

(0.17 cub. m.) capacity aft of rear .seats,

allowanoo 100 Ib.s. (45 kg.).
DiMEN'.sioxs.-^Span 36 ft. 4| in. (11.09 m,), Length 24

ft.

OJ in. (7.32

THORP.
THORP AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Head Oeeice and 'Wo'rk.s
;

N a YS,

8,000,

Woodley Aven ue, Van

Caltfoknta

The Thor}! .Aircraft Coni|.mny has been formed by Mr. John
K. Thor]! to develop a light twt)-,sea.t low-co.st aircraft ivhich ho
designed while emjjloyed by tlie Lockheed .Aircraft Corpn.

UNITED AIRCRAFT.
:

Conn.
Chairman of the Board F. B. Rentschler.
Vice-Chairmen: Eugene E. AVilson and Raycroft AAMsh.
President
H. Mansfield Horner.
Aace-President
Leonard S. Hobbs (Engineering), S. A.
Stewart and C. J. McCarthy.
8,

:

:

:

Controller

Secretary

;

:

AA^. R. Robbins.
Charles H. Chatfield.

UNITED HELICOPTERS.
UNITED HELICOPTERS,

Head Office;

025,

INC.

El

Ca]viino .Real,

Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia.
President: Stanley’ Hiller, Jr.
R.. L. Chambers.
Secretary and Trea,surer
United Helicopters, Inc. supersedes the Aircraft Division of
Hiller Industries which was established in 1942 for the development and production of co-axial rotor helicopters. The first
Hiller-copter was a 125 h.p. single-seat aircraft incorporating
entirely new principles of control and operation and was demonstrated at San Francisco in xAugust, 1944. A photograph and
brief jiarticulars of this aircraft appeared in the 1945-46 edition
A second experimental aircraft
of “All the World’s Aircraft.”
with two seats and a 235 h.p. engine was developed for the U.S.
:

A
Navy,
The Company

is

now

building the protot;^e of a two-seat

helicopter known as the Commuter, a specification of which
follows.
Larger types of helicopter are projected.

THE UNITED HELICOPTERS MODEL
Type,
lioTOBS.

C-4

COMMUTER.

Two-seat Helicopter.
Two two-blade co-axial rotors, diameter 32

—

ft.

(9.75 m.)

VOLMER UENSEN.
VOLMER JENSEN.
Hicad Office and Works

Glendale 1, California.
The A’'J-21 Jaybird light monoplane has been designed by
Mr. Volmer S. Jensen, a well-known pilot and designer of .sailplano.s and resiiunsihility for its proiluction was originally
accepted by the .Jarvis Alanufaeturing Co. This company
has, however,

:

withdrawn from

aircral'i

kg./,scp ra.).

Pebeorm-Ince.

manufacture and has

Power loading

—^Maxinunn

10.4 Ib.s./b.p. (7.43 kg./h.]).).
120 in.p.h. (193 km.b.),

speed

Cruising

.speed 110 m.p.li. (177 km. In), Landing speed (with flap.s) 45 in.p.b.
(72 Itin.h.), Stalling speed 42 in.p.h. (68 kin.h.), Initial rate of climlj
600 ft. /min. (152 m./min.). Service ceiling 12,000 ft. (3,660 in.),
Oniising range 575 miles (925 km.), Take-off run 250 yds. (228 m,),
Landing run 125 yds. (114 nn), Fuel consumption 8 LhS. gallon.?/
hr. (30.28 litres/hr.).

His original design known as the “Little .Dipper” was built
by the Lockheed company while it was investigating the possibility of entering the personal plane market.
When Lockheed
abandoned this project Mr. Thorp left to form his own company.
The prototype of the new Thorp Sky Scooter flew at the
Metropolitan Airport, A^an Nnys, in August, 1946, and his
company has established itself in that area to continue flight
tests and to undertake commercial production.

Treasurer

THE UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Head Office 400, South Main Street, East Hartford

h.p. Franklin engine).

Height 7 ft. 1)^1 in. (2.20 m.).
Weights
Loadixgs. Weight empty 1,650 lbs. (748 kg.), Weight
loaded 2,460 lbs. (1,111 kg,), Wing loading 11.8 Ibs./.sq. ft. (57.6
in.).

:

Carroll L. Gault.

The United Aircraft Corpn., founded in 1934, includes four
divisions engaged in the manufacture of aircraft, engines and
Chance A^ought

These are the

airscrews.

(Aircraft), the Sikorsky Aircraft Division
AAfiiitney Aircraft Division (Engmes),
Pratt

Aircraft Division
(Helicopters), the

and the Hamilton
&
Standard Propeller Dhdsion (Airscrews).
For descriptions of the aircraft products of the United Aircraft
Corpn., see under “Chance Vought” and “Sikorsky” respectively.
For details of the products of the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Division see under “Pratt & Whitney” in the Engine Section.

mounted on vertical shaft above fuselage. Blades have steel-tube
spars and metal covering. .Rotor speed 260 r.p.ui.
Rotor disc

No anti-torque tail-rotor. No
area 804 sq. ft. (74.8 sq. m.).
details of transmission available.
Fusel.age. ^AA^elded steel-tube structure witli metal covering aft of

—

cabin.

Landing Gear.

—Fixed type

faired cantilever legs,
8 ft. (2.44 m.).

I’owEir Plant.-— One

150

of tivo main wheels carried on
.similarly -rnomited rear wheel.
Track

con.si,sting

and
li.p.

Lycoming

four-ejdinder horizpnfallyFuel capacity

opposed air-cooled engine mounted in fuselage.
20 U.S, gallons (76

litres).

—

Enclosed cabin in nose seating two side-liy-sidc.
entire cabin from floor level upwards and to the backs of the
seats is formed of moulded transparent material.
Rotor Diameter. 32 ft. (9.75 m.).
AA^eight empty 1,080 lbs. (490
AA'^bights and Loadings (Designed).
kg.). Useful load 520 lbs. (230 kg,), A\' eight loatled 1,600 lbs. (72
kg.). Rotor disc loading 1.99 Ibs./sq. ft, (9.70 kg./sq. m.). Power
loading 10.7 Ibs./h.p. (5.24 kg./h.p.).

Accommodation.

The

—

—

—

(Estimated). ^Maximum speed 120 m.p.h. (193 km.h.).
Cruising speed 100 m.p.h. (161 km.h.), Climb at sea level 1,650 ft.
min, (503 m./min.), Service ceiling 10,000 ft. (.1,0.50 rn.), Normal
range. 200 miles (322 km,).

Performance

sold the manufacturing rights back to Mr. A^olmer Jensen.
Outwardly this aircraft resembles a conventional sailplane,
but is powered by a 65 h.p. pusher engine mounted above the
wing. The AM-21 has iindergone preliminary tests but the
designer is now considering the advisability of enlarging the
cabin to seat three and substituting a tricycle landing-gear
for the single wheel used on the prototype, which is described
hereafter.
’

.
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T
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VOLMBR

A

JENSEN—coulmueil

drawing of the Volmer Jensen VJ-21 Two-seat Light Pusher Monoplane (65 h.p. Lycoming 0-145-B3 engine),

THE VOLMER JENSEN

VJ-21

JAYBIRD.

—

Aerofoil section (root)
modified I^ACA 2418; (tiii) modified NACA 4412. Aspect ratio
All-metal stmoture with metal covering.
13.
Root chord 5 ft.
0 in. {1.52 m.), tip chord 2 ft. 0 in. (0.61 m.).
Long span ailerons
and plain-hinge flaps. Spoilers above wing ahead of ailerons.
Wing area 158 ft. (14.67 sq. m.).

—

ll-metal monocoque straeture.
Ftoklage.
Tail Unit.-— antilever monoplane type of all-metal construction.
Tailplano inoimted half-way up fin.
LjAnding ti-EAB.— Single main landing-wheel attached directly to main
fnaelage bnlkhead and protruding 8 in. (20.3 c/tn.) below fuselage.
No shock-absorption medium. iSteel nose skid attached to bottom
Small
of fuselage ahead of wheel. Main wheel fitted with brake.
manually-operated retraotablo wing-ivheols on sprung stoel-tul>o
.struts jiositioned luilf-way between, fuselage and wing- tip,s swing

down

to support whigs while taxying.

—

Plant. One 75 li.p. Lycoming 0-14o-B.']_ four-cylinder
liorizontally-opposed engine mounted as fnisher unit above wing
and driving a two-ldatle propeller.

PowEB

TyI'e.— wo-seat light monoplane.
Wings. Cantilevei* liigh-wing monoplane.

Steerable tail-wheel.

Accommodation.

— Enclo.scd

eal)in

42

(104 e/m.) wide seating two

in,.

,side-by-.side.

Dimensions.

—Span 45

ft.

Weights and Loadings,

0 in. (13.71 m.).

Length 24

—Weight

empty 850
Wing loading

loaded 1,350 lbs. (012 kg.).
sq. in.), .Power loading 20.7 llw./h.p.

ll)s.

ft.

0

in. (7.32 m.).

(385 kg.).

Weight

8.0 Ibs./sq. ft. (42 kg./

(9,3.8 kg./li.p,),

(Estimated).- 'Maxiimun speed 135 m.p.h. (214 km.h.),
Cruising speed at 70^’„ jiower 110 m.p.li. (177 km.h.). Landing
speed 40 m.p.h. (04 km.h.). Stalling S]:ieed 35 m.]:).h. (56 km.h.),
Rato of oliinli at sea level 700 I’t./niin. (21,3 m./iniii.). Service ceiling
16,000 ft. (4,875 m.). Cruising raiigo 4()0 milc.s (044 kin.), Tako-uti'
(listauce to 50 ft. (15 ni.) .320 yds. (202 in.). Landing run 50 yd.s.
(46 in.), Landing distance from 50 ft. (15 in.) 183 yds. (167 in.).

Pubeokmance

WACO,

THE WACO AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Head Offioe and Works Troy,
:

THE WACO ARISTOCRAFT.
Ohio-

Establighed : 1921.
Clayton J. Bmkner.
President
Vice-President and General Manager
H. B. Perry.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering
A. Francis Arcier.
Baird Broomhall.
Secretary
Treasurer: B. E. Hoefflin.
The Waco Aircraft Co. is the oldest and, before America
entered the War, was one of the largest producers of civil aircraft
in the U.S.A.
From August, 1941 to August, 1945, the Company devoted
Its most important conits entire efforts to war contracts.
tribution to the war progi’amme was in the troop and cargocarrying glider field. Four gliders were produced, the CG-3A
troop training glider and the GG-4A, CG-13A and CG-15A troop
and cargo -carrying gliders. The CG'4A was mass-produced by
fifteen American, manufacturers and over 20,400 were delivered.
The CO- 3 A was never built in quantity. The CG-13A forty
two-seat troop and cargo-carrying glider of Waco design rvas
built by the Northwestern Aeronautical Corpn. and by the
:

:

;

:

Ford Motor Co.

The Company

at iiresent engaged in developing a new
aircraft for civilian use, known as the Aristocraft, a description
of

which

follows.

is

,

Ariatocraft is a new four-seat cabin monoplane the prototype of which was under couBtruetion at the time of writing.
It is of unorthodox lay-out iu having a pusher propeller situated
between the twin,rudder.s and driven through a sliaft drive by
a 215 h.p. Franklin engine mounted in the nose. This arrangement is designed to eliminate the slipstream forces from the
fuselage, resulting in improved perfoi’inance ; to simplify aeees.s
The Aristocraft
to the cabin and to reduce noise in the cabin.

The

employs a “two-control” system wherein the rudder and aileron
controls are combined and there is no rudder-bar.
Deliveries of the Ari.stocraft were .scheduled to begin in
1947.

Tape.

—Four-seat Pusher Mouojilanc.
—Braced high-wing moiiophme

'WtNG.s.'

.

braced to i’uselago by a single
span ailerons of all-metal construction.

.st.rueturo

All-metal
.strut

.side.

Full-

Fuselage.- -Steel-tube structure with fabric-covering.

Tail Unit.

—

^All-metal structure consisting of cantilever tailplano,
tWQ-pieoe elevator and twin fins and rudders mounted as endplate.s.

—

M’aiii wlieeLs carried on
Pietractablc tricycle type.
Ge.-ib.
Firestone nililicr/air shock-ahsorlxir units which retract into
streamlined fairings attached to sides of fuselage. Steerable
nose-wheel retracts rearwards into fuselage.

Landing

1
'

;-r<

A

eoustant-chord

on each

drawing of the Waco Aristocraft Four-seat Pusher Monoplane (215 h.p. Franklin engine),

A

E

U.

WACO —continued.
PowEB Plant. — One

Franklin six-cylinder horizontally-opposed aircooled engine rated at 215 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.tn. at' sea level and
with a orui.sing output of 161 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. at .sea level.
Engine mounted in nose on rubber-faced bearer.s and driving
Hartzell two-blade reversible-pitch pusher propeller 7 ft. (2.13 m.)
diameter in extreme stern by shaft drive. Bendix-Weiss constantspeed universal joints. Fuel capacity (SO-Octane) 60 U.vS. gallons
(227 litres) in two rubber-cell wing tanks.
Wet-sump oil system
with capacity of 3|- U.S. gallons (12.3 litres).
nelo.sed cabin under wing with accoimnodatiou
.A-CCOaimodation.'
for four in two pairs, the front pair with dual controls.
Acce.s.s
door on each side. Rudder and aileron controls combined, elimLuggage compartment of 16 cub. ft. (0.45
inating rudder-bar.
•

—

W£A THEfSL Y^CA mPBELL.
:

i

!

i

The Weatherly- Campbell Aircraft Co. ha.s developed the
Colt four-.seat cabin monoplane from designs sold to the company
by Don Luscombe and Fred Knack, both formerly with the
Liiscombe Airplane Corpn. At the time of writing an Approved
Type Certificate for this aircraft tvas pending, and the Company
was negotiating for production facilities.
The Weatherly- Compbell Company is primarily a fixed-base
operator but during the war it undertook the production subassemblies and components for a number of aircraft manufacturers, including Lockheed, North American, GonsolidatedCOLT.

—

edge flaps.

capacity aft of seats

in.)

All-metal ailerons and mechanically-operated trailingDihedral 1 degree. Wing area 132 sep ft. (12.25 sq. m.).

;

access door under trailing-edge
lbs. (54 kg.).

—

—

ft.

OJ in. (7.63

VYeights and Lo.vdings. No data available.
I’ebfobm.ance (Estimated). Maximum speed 134 m.p.h. (248 km.h.).
Cruising speed 152 m.p.h. (245 km.h.) at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.).
Cruising speed at sea level 135 m.p.h. (217 km.h.), Landing speed
65 m.p.ii. (103 km.h.). Stalling speed 55 m.]».h. (88 km.h.), Maxmum rate of climb at sea level 950 ft. /min. (290 m./inin.), Sorvioe
ceiling 17,600 ft. (5,335 m,). Maximum range 657 miles (1,057 km.)
at 5,000 ft. (1,525 m.), or 605 miles (974 km.) at sea level.

—

ll-metal serni-monoeoquo structure.

—Cantilever monoplane type. All-metal structure with
surfaces.
Trim-tab in port elevator.
faired
and wlieel
L.anding Grab. — Fixed two-wheel type
Track 7
(2.16 m.).
horizontallyPowEB Pl.ant. — One Lycoming ()-435-A

Tail Unit.

Ijalaiiced eonti’ol

witli

.spats.

ft.

legs

1 in.

.six-cylinder

opposed air-cooled engine developing 190 h.p. at 2,550 r.p.m. and
driving two-blade flxed-pitch w-ooden airscrew. Fuel capacity
60 U.S. gallons (227

litres).

—Enclosed

cabin with accommodation for four
two separate seats in front with thro%v-over dual controls, and
Access door on each side. Hinged backs of
full-width seat aft.
Baggage enrnpartment
front .seats give access to back .seats.

Accomjiodation.

;

aft of rear .seats with allowance of 120 Ib.s. (54 kg.).
m. (11.01 in.). Length 23
Dimension-s. Span 36 ft.

—

Height 7

ft) 1 in.

—

ft.

101

in.

(2.16 m.).

^Weight empty 965 lbs. (438 kg.), Disposable load 685 lbs. (310 kg.). Weight loaded 1,650 lbs. (748 kg.),
12.5
Ibs./sq.
ft. (61 kg./sq. m.). Power loading 11
Wing loading

Weights and Lo.adings.

THE WEATHERLY-CAMPBELL

Type. Four-seat Cabin monoplane.
Wings. Braced high-wing monoplane. Wings have compound
ta]30r with the point of maximum chord and thickness at points of
attachment of wing bracing struts. Single steel-tube bracing
.strut on each side.
Single metal spar and ribs, and sheet metal
covering.

oub.

on port side of fuselage. Luggage allowance 120
Dimensions. Span 38 ft. 0 in, (11.58 m.), Length 25
m.), Height 7 ft. 8 in. (2.34 m.).

(7.28 m.).

Vultee, etc.

—

(297c)

Fuselage.—

THE WEATHERLY-CAMPBELL AIRCRAFT COMPANY.
Head Office Highland Park AiiWort, Dallas, Texas.

(

S. A.

lbs. /h.p. (4.98 kg./h.p.).

—

Maximum .speed 160 m.p.li. (251 km.li.) at 8,000 ft.
(2,440 ni.), Cruising speed 140 m.p.h. (225 km.h.) at 8,000 ft,
speed 52 m.p.h. (84 km.h.), initial rate of
Landing(2,440 m.).
climb 1,000 ft. /min. (305 m./min.), Cniising range 750 miles (1,207
km.). Fuel consumiition 11.8 U.S. gallons/hr. (44.6 litres/hr.).

Peeformance.

Fart:
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THE BRITISH EMPIRE
GREAT BRITAIN
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
ARMTRONG

SIDDELEY,

ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY MOTORS LIMITED.
Head Office and Works Coventry
:

See p. l-ld.
Directors
Chief Engineer (Gas-turbines)
W. F. Saxton.
Prior to their entry into the gas turbine field Armstrong
Siddeley Motors iiad very many years experience of the manuThey also did some
facture of automobile and aircraft engines.
of the early experimental work on nxial-fiow compressors and
blade forms, as well as manufacturing the R.A.P. research
contra-flow unit in 1939 to tlie designs of Dr. Griffiths.
Early in 19+2 tlie Company first seriously considered the
development of gas-tiirbine engines, and the design of the
A.S.X. engine was siibseciuently prepared. Tins first conception
^vas tliat of a jet engine of liigli efficiency ivliich woidd give a sea
level static thrust of •2,ri00 lbs. (1,134 kg.) with a specific consumption of less tlian unity. In order to achicuT* this, the engine
was designed to embody an axial-flow compressor having a
compression ratio of a: 1, and tliis necessitated a two-stage
The prototype unit was produced in 1943, haidng
turbine.
taken only nine months for design and mamifacture.
During the dex’elopment of the A.S.X. engine, design studies
were made of alternative means for increasing the thrust with a
view to applying the turbine engine to moderate speed aircraft
and the decision was taken to develop an airscrew gas-turbine
engine based on the A.S.X.
This conversion entailed (1) the provision of a suitable reduction gear, and (2) the re-designing of the turbine to give
the head-drop required to provide the necessary shaft jiovver.
In other respects the engine remained substantially unaltered
and the designers were therefore able to take advantage of
the development experience gained on the A.S.X. engine.
The resulting engine, named the Python, first ran in March,
1945, and passed its acceptance test during the following month.
Since then some hundreds of liours of development running have
been carried out and tlie designed power of 3,(170 S.H.P. -f
1,150 lbs. (522 kg.) jet thrust (sea level static) has been attained.
Further development flying trials are being made with two
Pythons substituted for the outboard Merlins of an Avro
Lancaster.
The Mnmba i.s a lower-powered version of the li’ython, driving
a single airscrew.
;

:

Development has continued on the A.S.X. engine and well
over a thousand hours have been run on the test-bed. Additionally flight trials in the Lancaster universal flying test-bed have
been made up to an altitude of 35,000 ft. (10,670 m.) with very
satisfactory results, and these tests continue.

THE ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY
The A.S.X, engine

A.S.X.

consists in its essentials of a fourteen- stage
the axial-flow type, eleven combustion

compressor of
chambers, a two-stage turbine and the exhaust cone and propelling nozzle. The eleven combustion chambers are grouped
around the compressor housing.
Air is taken in through eleven radially-disposed ducts situated
between the combu.stion chambers and moves forward through
the compressor where it is compressed in fourteen stages, the
pre.ssure in the final stage being raised to about five atmospheres.
It is then displaced radially outwards by means of rings of guide
vanes, divided into eleven flows and deflected backwards through
eleven elbows into the combustion chambers, through which
it flows into a manifold.
Here the eleven air streams pass
between the intake passages and are reformed into an annulus
at the entry to the turbine. The gases then flow through the
two-stage turbine into the exhaust cone and through the propellmg nozzle to the atmosphere.
The main rotating drum of the A.S.X. compressor consists
of two forged aluminium-alloy (R.Il.56) sections bolted together
on the inside, the division being between the high and lowpressiu'e stages.
Of the fourteen stages, five are low and nine
are high-pressure. The outer casing, a light alloy casting, is
air

•split

horizontally

and

eari’ie,s

the fixed or stator blades.

The main drives to and from the compressor drum are via
front and rear main extension shafts, both of steel and bolted
to the drum.
At the rear end the drive from the turbine is
through a splined sleeve to the stub shaft, which is it-self attached
by a ring of studs to the turbine disc, the disc having no centre
hole.
This moving assembly is carried on four bearings, two
angular-contact ball-races at the front and one ball and one
bearing at the rear end. The front shaft provides the
drive for the accessories and a means of starting the unit.
Arrangements are made to cool both sets of bearings by
passing air under the inner aird over the outer races. The air
for the turbine bearings is fed by external pipes from the fifth

roller

''^.'-IV>'--,KV.’

i3S|^v^^fAl:

The Armstrong SiSdeley A.S.X. Axial-flow gas turbine engine, {might Phoiogrnph)

'

GREAT BRITAIN

ARMSTRONG

St DDELEY— continued,
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A

sectional

diagram

'o

Q

o

0

of the

Armstrong Siddeley A.S.X. gas

that for the compressor bearing.s
the ct»injjro.ssor drum at the seventh stage. Tlie
oil-feed pijie to the rear bearing jiasses throiigli the larger diameter pipe which carries cooling air to the bearing.
Rearward-acting end tlirust on the moving assembly is ta!con
mainly by the front bearings but the load is considorably reduced
by the thrust et(naiisiag unit. This comprises a charabei’ kept
at full pressure by a lead from the compressor outlet, and a
jiiston keyed to the front shaft and exerting on it a forward
of the compressor

stage

from

;

lioles in

thrust.

The large single turbine disc incorporates a forked periphery
on whiodi are carried the blades for the two stages. Botli front
and rear faces of the disc are air-cooled. All the rotor blades
have “fir-tree” roots which slide into slots in the di.se.
The turbine stator blade rings and stator rings are circular
or semi-circular components which together form the turbine
outer easing. The stator blades are I'etained in their slots by
the abutment of the components on each side. The blade tips
ending in a thin lip, are cut at an angle to follow the conical
outer casing which increases in diameter rearwards.
The

supiiorted by the manifold, or nozzle
ring, and by eleven brackets bolted thi-ough the back .support
plate to the air intake tliroats.
The eleven combirstion chambers are of light gauge stainless
and heat-re.sisting steel. Inside these are the smaller flame
tubes of approximately .similar shape but almost closed at the
front end. In the middle of each flame tube is a .small mixing
chamber into which the jirimary air for combustion—approximately one-iifth of the total air supply passes to be mixed
with the fuel which is sprayed into it by a jet in the entry duct.
Primary combustion takes place in the flame-tube nose and the
burning gases flow back over the mixing chamber, heating and
stator casing

is

—

vaporising the

new

turbine,

fuel fed into

it.

A

portion of the secondary

combust ion enters through a iiole in the nose of the flametiilie and by a deflector is directed over tlio interior surface of
the dome to prevent carbon formation, in the rich-mixture
combustion area. Further air enters the tiame-tube through
flutes around the Ixise of the domed cap and through holes in
the tail section downstream of the mixing ciiamber. .Fmal
mixing of the combustion gases and secondary air is brought
aliout by dellectors just aft of the liame-tubo exit.
Fuel is supplied uniler pressure by a Flessoy i^ump and is
air for

passed tlu'ough a high-etiieieiicy filt;er to the fuel distributor.
Fuel flow is controlled by a Ricardo bnrostat.
Starting is by rotating the main shaft by an electric motor
or special type of gas starter, at a .sjjeed of l,o00-2,000 r. p.m.
this easier provision is made to spill air by suitable
fitted between the eompre.ssor and the combustion
small quantity of fuel is injected and metered by
chambers.
eleven slow-running jets incoi’porated in the fuel di.stributing
Combustion is started by two igniter plugs and an ignition
unit.

To make
valves

A

coil.

—

.Dimensions. j\In-xiinuin diameter 42 in. (1,067 m/ni.), Overall length
(to pro 2iellmg iiozale) 168 in. (4,270 m/m.).

Dry Weight.— 1,000 lb.s. (802.6 kg.).
P,ERi'’ORMANCE.— Maximum speed of rotor
N:eti'

8,000 r.p.m., Static sea
thrust (take-off and combat) 2,600 lbs. (1,180 kg.), Fuel
consumption at take-off r.ii.in. 1.08 lbs. /hr./ lbs. thrust, Fuel eonsninption at cruising r.jt.m. 1.0 lbs. /hr./Ibs. thrust,
level

THE ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY PYTHON.
The Python

is basically the A.S.X. engine with tlie addition
a reduction-gear driven from the front end of the compressor,
and contra-rotating airscrews. The turbine had also to be
redessigned in order to provide the requisite additional shaft

of

The Armstrong Siddeley A.SsP. 1 Python axial-flow gas-turhine engine driving eontra-rotating

I 'iwii;'

airscrews.

GREAT BRITAIN

ARMSTRONG

SiDDELEY-^continued.

The Armstrong

Siddeley

Mamba medium-powered

Tliis extra power is provided by arrariging for
horse-power.
the turbine to expand the gases right down to atmospheric
pressure, thus leaving only the minimnm possible eiaergy in
the exhaust system.

During the design studies which led up to the introduction
of the Python, serious consideration was given to the problem
of inhaling large volumes of air and it was considered that the
lay-out adopted, which consists of placing the compressor intake

back from the airscrew spinner, would prove to be the
To permit the mounting of the engine hi existing
efficient.
aircraft a forward facing annular air intake is provided, while,
for more modern aeroplanes intakes ducted from the leadingedge of the wing are provided for.

axial-flow airscrew gas-turbine.

—

Di.uensions (S.I’.1-2 with twin-dnet intakes). ^Maxmmm diameter
(over engine cowl) 48 in. (1,220 m/in.), Length from mounting
flange to centre-line of rear airscrew 93.3 in. (2,380 m/m.), Overall
length 136 in. (3,963 mjm.).
Weights (S.P.l-l).—Nett dry weight 3,0101bs. (1,366.3 kg.), Estimated
installed weight (including aii'screw.s) 4,100 lbs, (1,861.4 kg.).
Weights (S.P.1-2). Nettdry weight 2,980 lbs. (1,352.9 kg.), Estimated

—

installed rvoight (including aii'screws) 3,950 lbs. (1,793.3 kg.).

PERFOBM.4NCE.—-:See Table below.

well

most

The reduction-gear unit on the Python is rather bulky in
that an overall ratio of 0.123 1 is required in addition to the
gearing for contra-rotation of tlie airsorow's. Most of the accessories face forward on the accessory casing around the reduction
gear and fit neatly behind the spinners. In addition to the
.4.S.X. accessory drive, the Python is provided with a shaft for
driving a remote accessory box at 0.326 times engine speed.
At cruising r.p.in. the capacity is 60 h.p.

%

Rating

Jhigine

Aircraft

Airscrew
Shaft

Speed

Speed

Honse-,

.

Nett

Fuel
Corn

Jet
Thrust

.sumption
per hour

power

:

200 m.p.h.
(322 km.h.)
300 m.p.h.
J
(483 km.h.)
400 m.p.h.
(644 km.h.)
500 m.p.h.
'(805 km.h.)

Maximiiin
'rake-o:I'f

Maximum

8,000
r.p.m.

combat

The

fuel and control system for the Python is arranged to
give a single lever cockpit control over the whole of the power

range from slow rumiing to full power. Each position of the
pilot’s lever selects the appropriate airscrew speed and also
ensures that the correct amount of fuel is fed to the engine to
give the optimum performance at the rotational speed, the
necessary corrections for altitude, forward speed and air temperature being made automatically.
Starting is arranged by means of press buttons in the pilot’s
compartment and can be effected either liy means of the starting
motor provided or by taking advantage of the power supplied

by the

airscrew wind-milling

when

the aircraft

is

420

401

|(191 kg.)

(1,823 litres)

280

426

4,860
5,520

(127 kg.) (1,932 litres)

3,150

0 rn.p .h.

1,060
323
(481 kg.) (1,469 litres)

'

Ma.xinmin
climb

7,800
r.p.m.

J

1

200 m.p.h.
(322 km.h.)
300 m.p.h.
(483 km.h.)

400
I

in flight.

A feature of airscrew gas-turbine engines is that the power
available falls rapidly with a decrease in engine r.p.m. In the
ease of the Python when running at half Speed, that is to say
in the slow-running condition, the power is less than 100 h.p.
With the airscrew also running at half speed the normal fine
pitch slots cannot be used because, in order to absorb as little
power as possible, the airscrew must slow -run in practically
zero pitch. This is arranged for by removing the fine pitch stop
and at the same time ensuring, by means of a special device
in the reduction gear, that the constant-speed mechanism of
the airscrew is put out of action when the engine is being driven
trader wind-milling conditions.

3,950

4,290

'

!

lbs.
Imp. gallons
1,150
359
(522 kg.)
(1,632 litres)
"
700
359
(345 kg) (1.691 litres)
590
385
(267 kg.) (1,7.50 litres)

3,670

0 m.p.Ii.

.

'

3,450
;

3,800

iii.p.h.

4,200

(644 km.h,)
500 m.p.h.
(805 km.h.)

4,950

660
334
(299 kg.) (1,519 litres)
490
346
(222 kg.) (1,573 litres)
320
361
(145 kg.) (1,641 litres)
170
384
(77 kg.) (1,746 litres)

'

O in.p.h.

;

950

2,720

290

,

(431 kg.) (1,318 litres)

Maxiinum
continuous

7,000
r.p.m.

,

J

)

,

cruising
i

'

200 m.p.h.
(322 km.h.)
300 rn.p.h.
(483 km.h.)
400 m.p.h.
(644km.h.)
500 m.p.h.
(806 km.h.)

2,960
3,260

3,680
4,250

570

800
(259, kg.) (1,364 litre.s)
390
308
(177 kg.) ( 1,400 litre.s)
220
325
(100 kg.) (1,478 litres)
60
341
1(27 kg.) (1,560 litres)

'

:

THE ARWISTRONQ SIDDELEY
The Mamba is in effect a smaller and lower -powered version of
the Python and is suitable for feeder-line or transcontinental air^

A

problem with large gas turbine engines

the necessity for
providing the necessary starting torque for a comparatively
long period. The actual torque*requii*ed is less than that for a
piston engine of comparative power, but the time for which
it is required is much greater.
This would mean an impossible
drain on the batteries if an electric starter were used and in
addition the weight of the starter and cables would be excessive.
To meet this difficulty a special gas-starter motor was developed
for the Python.
This special starter may also be used as an
alternative to the electric starter on the A.S.X.
is

craft types. It is an axial-flow gas ttirbine driving a single 10 ft.
(3.05 m.)Hydromatic ah’screw and was designed to give a sea-level
take-off output of 1,000 shaft h.p. plus 320 lbs. (145 kg.) jet thrust.
The engine is arranged for straight-through flow, the air-intake
being arranged immediately aft of the airscrew spinner. After
compression the air flours directly from the compressor exit
into six combustion chambers and thence directly through the
axial-flow turbine and exhaust system to the atmosphere.
Nowhere in the engine, from the; intake to the exhaust jet, is
the. general flow of the air altered substantially from ah axial
.

S.P.l-l model with annular intake and the S. P.1-2 model
with- twin- duct intake are both mounted through eleven brackets
located at the rear of the intake casing. All pipes, coirtrols
and cables which connect to the aircraft pass between the combustion chambers and the air -intake throats to a bulkhead
behind the mounting brackets.
Dimensions (S.P.l-l with anuiilar intake).—Maximum diameter
(over engine cowl) 54.6 in. (1,285 in./m). Length from mounting
flange to centre-line of rear airscrew 85 in. (2,,160 m/m.), Overall
"
length 136 in. (3,963 m/rn.).

The

direction.

The

frontal area of the Mamba are 2 ft.
The
(0.37 sq. m.) respectively.
750 lbs. (340 kg.), or approximately 1,000 lbs. (454 kg.)

overall diameter

3 in. (0.69 m.)

and 4

weight is
with the airscrew

The Mamba

and

sq. ft.

fitted.

is

still

fitted to the Miles

J\I-6!)

under development.

Two

are to

version of the IMurathon. airliner.

be
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Head Office

ast> Works
Fieton, Ns, Bristol.
Directors
See p. Kid.
Chief Engineer (Gins -Turbines) F. M. Owner, M.Sc., F-R.Ae.S.
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many

years the Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd. has been
interested in the gas turbine in its various forms.
As far back as 1924-25 the company was actually flying a
Bristol exhaust turbo-suiierchai'ger on an adapted Jupiter
It was flown successfully at over 30,000 feet and
engine.
proved very promising, but the state of engine development
tlien made it necessars’ to concentrate on gear-chiven superelmrgers from 1926 onwards.
Work was resumed on exhaust-turbos in 1937, when the line
of development envisaged by the company was a turbo-blown
version of the sleeve- valve engine the idea being that boost
and baolv-pressuz'e could be progressively increased, as the
sleeve-valve was very well suited to operate at high back -pressure.
Thus a state of affairs would idtimately be reached where the
flowers of the engine and of the exhaust-turbo were equal and
it would so be possible to interchange airscrew and compressor,
thereby making the engine and compressor virtually a gas
generator unit, tlie airscrew being driven bj' the exhaust turbine.
By the outbreak of war, Bristol had a general plan for entry
The primary aim was the production
into the gas turbine field.
of a compound unit of low fuel consumption, a feature which
would make it peculiarly applicable to long-range aircraft.
Initial testing was cut short by the outbreak of the War,
but theoretical 'work was continued and investigations into
the possibilities of a piston engine and gas-turbine combination
were made. These studies were given an additional impetus
by Air Cdre. Whittle’s .success in jet jiropulsion work.
The Bristol .Aeroplane Company felt that since their experience
Lay chiefly in installations for large and long-range aircraft,
any form' of gas turbine which might be eon.sidei’ed should be
designed with such application in mind. As a result the general
])olicy of concentrating on units of high thermal efficiency was
formulated. It wa.-f’ appreciated that thi.s general policy would
necessitate the design of units suitable for aircraft of moderate
cruising speeds, namely 300 m.p.h. (480 km.h.) inei’easing in
about 5 yeai'.s or so to 400 m.p.h. (640 km.h.). At the.se s};)eotl.s
the propulsive elliciency of the pure jet is low_ and accordingly
design work has been concentrated primarily on proxicllor
turbine engines, boeaii.se it is generally recognised that the proXieller is the most efficient means of proimision for speeds up to
approximately 500 m.p.h. (800 km.h.).
The primary target aimed at, therefore, was tlie design of a
jiropeller turbine having a fuel consumiition comparable to
that of a piston engine at 300 m.p.h. (480 km.h.) and 20,000 ft.
(6,100 in.). These conditions were cho.sen as being the most
arduous for efficient operation of a gas-turbine, because at
higher speeds and altitudes, the efficiency of the gas-tmbine is

For

—

third stage turbine to a conventional tractor airscrew via an
epicyclic reduction gear.
The ratio of power used in driving the airscrew to that used
in providing jet thrust is roughly in the jiroportion of 80% to
20% at 300 m.p.h. (4S0 km.h.).
C 0 MPRE.SS 0 B. Compressor consists of nine stages of axial bladinocombined with a single-stage gentrifiigal impeller giving an overall
compression ratio of approximately 3 1 when flying at 300 m.p.h.
(480 km.h.) and 20,000 ft. (0,100 m.). The compressor rotor is of
drum construction, being made of a liigh-grnde aluminium -allov

—

:

forging.
The drum is made up of tliree identical sections for ease
of niamifiiotiire and as.seinhly and is .supported by two conical
steel .shafts bolted to tlie drum and carried in a front roller-l;)earing
and a rear ball-bearing which also supports the compressor turbine
wlieel.
The rotor blades, as in the ease of the stator blades, are
niiide from high-grade aluininium-allo.v stampings and are fixed
to tlie rotor drtim by means of serrated slots running axially.

There are nine stages, each of which contains 0!) blade.s. The
compivssor runs at 8,200 r.fum. at full-throttle conditions and
delivers 30 lbs. (13.(i kg.) of air per second at sea level static conditions.
The power required to drive tliis is approximately 3. .500
h.ji.
The imjieller is inacliijicd IVom a. solid aluminiiun 4'orging.
and is bolted on to the axial rotoi- drum to form the final stage of
eompre.s.sion.
Tlie imiiellor lias 23 .straiglit I'ftdifil vaiios and is
double-shrouded.

IxTAKK

All alumiiiium-alloy easling consisting of nu inner
C'AStxc!.
and outer shell, connected to each othc'r b.v eight radial and liolknv
vanes of aerofoil seelion. The wliole of the intake casing is cast
in one and ]:n'ov'ision is made for the attaclnnent. of the starter
motor on the horizontal centre-line as well as for an oil sump at
the bottom.
Tlie inner shell aecomrnodates the reduction gear
and auxiliary gear casing, drives being led througli the hollow vanes
to the starter and oil sviinp.

Compressor

C.isiso.

—The

main comjiressor casing

is

also

made

starting purposes.
Dei.iv'ekv Maxifold A.VI) Beak Ga.sixu.
The delivery manifold
collects the compressed air from Ihc imiieller aftiir snitalile diffusion
through the vane ring and jnisscs i( to the cold .side of tlie heat
exchanger through eight ti’ansfm' jiipcs. it is a one-piDee tnagne.simii easting in contrast I 0 Ihe (liliuser vane ring which is cast
ill two halves, also oi'magiiesinni.
Tho rear casing is an alnmiuiuin
casting which forms the l>ack face of t:iic centrifugal impeller
cliamber and is extended baekwards to carry tlie main compressor
thrust-bearing.^ It is joined to lilie coinpre,ssor casing by means of
long l>olt.s rnnning tliroiigii the dilTiisor vanes.
Heat .lOxt'irAXUEus. .Air is dtdivored from tlie compre.s.sor discharge
manifold to tho heat exchanger li.v moans of eight aliiiinniuin

—

—

increased.

Of the various methods of obtaining a high thermal efficiency
from a gas turbine, the idea of utilising the waste heat of the
e,xhaust gases looked very promising and so a heat exchanger
was designed to transfer this heat to the compressor delivery
Tlie adoption
air at a point ahead of the combustion chambers.
of the heat exchanger permitted the use of well establislied
compression ratios and operating temperatures.
Design "vvork along the lines described above has resulted in
the manufacture of the Theseus propeller turbine engine, which
has now completed several hundreds of hours of bench testing
including a 100 hours endurance run at operating conditions
with most satisfactory re.sult.s.
Initial flight testing of the Theseus is being made on an Avro
Lincoln, which has the tivo outboard reciprocating plants
replaced by Theseus propeller turbines.
Future plans for the Theseus will be fixed in relation to the
company’s Turbine Department’ .s other commitments, which
include the development of the Proteus propeller turbin(3
The only information
engine to power the Brabazon I, Mark II.
which can be released about tho Proteus engine is tfiat its power
will

be of the order of 3,500

The

The.seus

was the

h.p.

first

airscrew turbine to pass the British

for engines of this type.
Four Theseus 1
engines has been specified as the pow-er -plant of the Handley
Page Hermes V Airliner.
official

Type Test

THE BRISTOL THESEUS
The Theseus

I.

gas-turbine consists of an axial-flow compressor
(“ombined with a centrifugal stage and driven by a two -stage
The air after parsing through this compre.ssor is
turbine.
delivered to a heat exchanger which raises its temperature by
heat transfer from the hot exhaust gases. The air then passes
through the combustion chambers to the first two-stage turbine
where part of the energy of the charge is used to drive the
compressor. After this the gases pass through the third singlestage turbine (where power is absorbed to provide the drive
to the airscrew) and then pass through the hot side of the heat
Their residual energy is finally dissipated in the
0 xch anger
exhaust nozzle to provide an appreciable amount of jet thrust.
The main pro])ortiun of availalilc power Is transmitted from the
I

1

mm

of

aluminium-alloy and is east in two halves. The axial section and
part of the centrifugal one is of double-skin construction .so as
to relieve that portion of the compressor carrying the stator lilades
of stresse.s duo to proiieller loads.
Tlie rear {lortion of this casing
forms tlie front fivee of the centrifugal impeller chamber and together
with the delivery manifold and rear casing forms the centrifugal
stage of tlie compressor. Blow-off valves are incorporated for

Three views

of the

Bristol Theseus I

Gas Turbine.
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The

Bristol

Theseus

I

(7d)

Gas Turbine,

disusing transfer-ducts .spaced equally around the periphery of the
Exchanger of matrix-type construction consisting of
spme hundreds of straight tubes running parallel to the axial centreline.
Tubes are arranged in 16 sets, 8 inlet and 8 outlet, each
batch separated from the next by suitable headers. Air passes
radially inwards towards the centre of the heat-exchanger where
its direction is reversed and it travels radially outwards again
to the outlet headers.
Drxring its passage through the heat exchanger the air picks up heat from the hot exhaust gases and from
the outlet headers it is xsassed into the combustion chambers.
CoMBtrsTiON Chambeks. The combustion chambers which are
sxcaced between the transfer duet.s around the periphery of the
engine, are of standard design and of sheet metal construction
throughout. Provision is made for the admission of secondary
cooling air to the burning mixture in order that the temperature
may be lowered to a value acceptable to the turbine blade materials.
The chambers are interconnected for even flame distribution and
equalisation of pre.ssure and two are provided with sparking plugs
for initiating oombu.stion during starting.
Pull provision made for
accommodating any expansion which may occur,
Turbines. Products of combustion are delivered to the first-stage
nozzles through a tangential delivery manifold. These nozzles,
of which there are 48, direct the gases on to the, first -stage rotor
blades, after which the gases are re-directed on to the second-stage
rotor blades by the .second-stage stators. Both these first two
stage.s of rotor blades are fixed to the same wheel disc and che power
generated is used to drive the compressor and auxiliaries only.
After leaving the compressor driving wheel the gases pass through
a third-stage of stator blades to be guided on to a single-stage
rotor w'heel, which is coupled to the propeller reduction gear.
The propeller turbine revolves at a speed of 9,000 r.xi.m. The
gases are then led through a diffuser to the hot side of the heat
exchanger, after which they are discharged from the jet pipe, which
has a variable nozzle. The compressor driving wheel carries the
first two stages of rotor blades and is of forged high-temperature
resisting steel to Jessoji’s specification G. 18B.
A hollow hub
is forged integral with the disc and is s^ilined to transmit the drive
to the compressor shaft.
The propeller driving wheel is a Staybidte forging, oan-ying a single row of rotor blades and having
an integral forged stub shaft to proi^ide the support from the rear
bearing. The extended driving shaft is bolted directly to the disc
and transmits the drive to the epioyclic reduction gear. The
rotor blades are forged from a special heat-resisting alloy, and are
of the Free Vortex type. They are fixed to the wheels by means
of “fir-tree” tyjie slots, obtained by broaching. The turbine casing
is formed from three separate castings made of high-grade heatresisting steel,, the third stage casing also xnoviding a supfiort for
the rear bearing of the proj-ieller drive and turbine, by ineans of
eight radial vanes. The turbine assembly is mounted separately
engine.

—

—

moans of a secondary triangulated
main mounting face. This |)ernnt.s
longitudinal expan.sions and, in
any
tliG
accommodation of
addition, the turbine mounting provides for freedom of expansion
from the

rest of the unit by
structure, supported from the

_

Proin the radial direction while maintaining concentricity.
vision is made for the cooling of the turbine wheels by means ot
labyrinths
system
of
compressor.
axial
tappings from the
jirovides effective sealing between the various stages of the turbine.

A

Keduction Gear.-—Epicyclic type, driven from the propeller turbine
wheel by means of a long .shaft running through and co-axial -with
the compressor assembly. This shaft is supported on a rollerbearing at the front and a ball tbrnst-bearing at the rear. At the
forward end the shaft drives through a gear -typo couxiling to the
sun wheel of the reduction-gear. The sun wheel drives the larger
gears of four sets of compound planets carried in a cage, bolted to
the propeller shaft. The action of the smaller planet wheels on a
fixed annulus gear causes the planet cage and hence the proxieller
shaft to rotate at the speed required, which is approximately
1,070 r.p.m., the reduction gear ratio being approximately 8.4 1.
The fixed annulus gear is mounted on torque dynamometer pistons
and this provides the additional advantage of equalising the
tooth loads on all the. planet wheels. A single-row ball-bearing
is provided to carry the thrust of the jiropeller.
Pboi»bllbb, Provision made for feathering and reversing proiieller
and Standard No. 5 propeller shaft is siiecified. Direction of
rotation is left-hand tractor.
Auxiiaary Drives. An oil-sump is provided underneath the intake
easing and incorporates drives to the oil pressure and scavengepumps and a fuel-pump. The drive to these pumps is taken from
the compressor rotor wfa bevel gears contained in an aiixifiary geareasing which is in turn housed within the intake easing. The
auxiliary gear easing includes the drive from the starter motor,
Tlie
Bitiiated on the lioriz<iUtal centre-line of the intake, casing.
starter -motor drives through conventipnal type Bendix jaws to the
:

,

—

—

—

—

S
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The device for eautrolling the propeller pitchcliaiige vneohaiiisin is also inclndecl iu this easing.

compressor -rotor.

Bearkgs.

—Tliere are six main bearings in the Theseus I gas turbine,
rotor

which carry the propeller .shaft, two the eompr’essor
assembly and tVie other two the ]n*opeller turbine wheel and its
driving shaft. The rear ooinpre.ssor heai'ing and the rear propeller
turbine bearing are single-row ball-bearings capable of carrying
all tlie resultant tltrust.
In the ease of the rear compressor bearing
tlie thrust of the compressor is balanced against the thrust of the
turbine in so far as it is possible, so that the bearing only has to
carry tlie resultant thrust. In both the compressor and propellei'
turbine rotor assemblies, the forward bearings are roller types in
order to allow for the differential longitudinal expansion between
tlie casings and the rotors.
Mount iXG.-^-The unit is mounted in a symmetrical triangidatecl
structure which is designed to pick up directly from four suitable
The engine is supported in this frame by four fabricated
points.
Steel mounting beams wliich bolt on to the front of the centrifugal
section of the compressor casing. The turbine assembly as has been
explained previously is mounted separately from the main mounting
face.
The heat-exchanger is mounted at the front end from points
halfway along the main mounting members and fit the rear from
the rear framework almost in line with the pick-up jioints. Ample
provision is made to cater for expansions in this a,sserably.
Oil Sv.STEit. ^^The only parts requiring lubrication are the bearings
and reduction-gear and the auxiliary-gear drives. This i.s provided
for by the oil-siunp and pumps already mentioned and a .small
oil -cooler for the dissipation of the frictional heat generated by the
reduction gear.
Fuel SY.STEM.~Tho fuel system is of the design developed by Joseph
I.yucas, Ltd. and incorporates a fuel pump, a barometric control,
The fuel
aecurnulator and dump valve and fuel injectors.
tua) of

—

DE HAVILLAND,
THE DE HAVILLAND ENGINE CO., LTD.
Heap Office Stohegeove, Edgwaee, Middlesex.

employed

Kerosene to

tlie latest .speeification (SpeciBc graritv
Alternative fuels may be used for special purpose's
with the agreement of the engine manufaetiirers.
iiiglc-le^'er control will be provided.
CoxTEOL Salsteu.
Thi.s will
normally operate the fuel delivery only to obtain the approju-iate
condition.
flight
If
given
desired,
propoller-speed I'or any
however,
this lev'er may be arranged to control also propeller featherino’
and rev'ersiug. Propeller pitch-control under normal conditions
is entirely automatic.
Auxiliary Gear Box Drive. Taken from the rear of the pro|:ie]lerturbine via an extension shaft and gear-box mounted on airframe
is

.810 max.).

—

—

bulkhead.
Jet Pipe. Ducts leading to the control discharge jet decided l^y aerodynamic and other features of tlic particular [lireraft instailarion,
l:>ut remote automatic control provided to aetuate the flap of the

—

jet control.

—

Starting is effected liy energising the electric starter.s to
accelerate the eompre.ssor. after which the fuel is injected and
Tlii.s sequence i.s entirely automtitie and is ccmtrollfHl
ignited.
solely from the starter switclt.
DiMEN'sioxs. Overall diameter 48 in. {l,21fl rn/in.). Overall length
(cone fitting line to engine-mounting eetitre.s) ItKi in. (2,(192 in/m,).

St.-vrtixg.

—

Nett Dry Weight.

—

2.!:i(l Ihs. (9(i(i

aximum

.M

;

See

j).

33d,

Havillancl Engine Co, Ltd. entered the jet-propulsion
Design of the first D.H. jet engine
field in the Spring pf 1941.
the H-1 or Goblin began in Ai>ril, 1941, and within a year
Within
the prototjrpe tvas running on the Hatfield test-beds.
two month,s the engine was giving its designed tln-nst, by Mareli
Hl-t;!, it was flying in a Gloster Meteor, and by September 20,
{>,
1943, it was taking tho D.H.lOO Vampire single-seat single-jet

The de

—

fighter

monoiilane on

its initial flights.

A

D.H/. H-l was .supplied to the American anthoidties in July,
1943, and tliis engine was turned over by the U.S. Air Technical
Service Command to the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation to form
the power unit of the XP-80 Shooting Star single-seat fighter
monoplane. This aircraft was designed, built and flown in 143
days.

The Goblin went through
in design

its test with no fundamental changes
development being eoneentrated on detail improve-

In January, 194a, the engine passed the British ofiieia]
tjqpe-test in the now Gas Turbine category and holds Approval
Certificate No. 1.
The production Goblin II is rated at 3,000 lbs, (1,301 kg.)
tbrnst at 10,200 r.p.m, and this unit gives the standard R.A./F.
Vampire fighter a normal level top speed of 540 m.p.h. (869
km.h.) over a wide altitude range. Development Goblins are
running at considerably higher powers and Vampire aircraft are
flying with special category approval at 3,400 lb.s. (1,542 kg.)
ment.

thrust.

The

cle

iiower

(.static)

—

=

=

The

latest

D.H. gas turbine is the Giiost, an enlarged version
which develops a static thrast of 5,000 lbs. (2,270

of the Goblin
kg.).

:

Directors

kg.).

out]iut
(I.C,.\.N.
eondtttims).
1,950 B.H.P. pins 500 lbs. (227 kg.i jet l!iiu-,t;
(li) Sea level (ilOO ra.p.h.
4S:5 ktn.h.) 2, :!50 equivalent ll.H. I’.; (()
4S:-j km.h.) 1,500 cqm\ .ih tit
at 20,000 ft. (6.095 ft.) (MOO tn.p.li.
Fuel consumption («) .Maximuin power (sea level at MOO
B.H.P.
m.p.h. — 483 km.h.) 0.57 lb.s. (0.20 kg.) equivalent B.H.P. /hr., (b'j
Maximum power (at 20,000 ft. 6.095 in. at 300 m.p,li,= 4SM km.lj.
0.50 lbs. (0.227 kg.) equivalent B.H.P. /hr.

I'erfokmA-Nce.
{/«) Sea level

THE

D.H.

GOBLIN

II.

—

Type. Centrifugal-flow turho-jet with single-stage turluno.
CormKE.s.sOH.— Single-stage compressor with .single. ^ided iiii[)cllcr.
Impeller fabricated from heat -treated nluminiuni stiuupiiig, has
17 vanes and is Ml in. (78.74 c/ui.) in dianictcr. Pivot shall isshniuk
in and is boiled on to front I'acc of impeller and iMrric.s the bi-vel
gear which dri\-c.s he accc.s.sorie.s .shaft. Mfiiri tiiliuliir .shaft runs
mi two hull lieariugs. the rcitr hcarinu in a sliilitig housing to allow
for rearward cxiJtinsion.
'omprc.ssion ratio M.MO
1
Go.upke.s.sor Hoit.sin'g.- In three sections.
Front section, of aluminium alloy, is a ribbtHl unit forming flic two cut ty oritiees tuid cuiTies
the front bearing of the rolor a'..senil)ly and all uii.xiliai'ies uith
their bevel ilrive gears.
The other two scetions, in magnesium
t

(

:

.

foiTU tlio vcrticfilly split diffuser.
tX lontcal .steel centre
casing forms the main Iciigt hwi.so memlicr ol' the eugim* htructiii'e.
The four piek-up liolt.s by nliieh ila* (*iigiue i.s mounted origiimte
from tlie centre casing and pass through the diffuser casing. 'I'he
small end of the eentre cone is fixed to the rear bctiriug housing
just in front of the turbine disc.
CoMBU.saTox CmiMBEKS. Sixteen straight-flow chamltor.s with their
up.strBam ends bolted to the rear face of the tliffiiser chamber and
tlieir downstream ends provided with a sliding fit, with piston-ring
seals, in the turbine nozzle junction box assembly.
Chambers
are double-walled, the main combustion air being supplied to the
inner chamber, or flame tube, througli a metering annnlu.s and
a serie.s of vanes de.signed to create a bitek vortex and ]ire\'ent
the liarae being blown out. Rest of the air enter.s the flame tube
through rings of port.s aliottt halfway alone,
Tuhbine.- Single-stage turbine. Turbine disc of special ferritic steel
with 83 blades mechanically attached iu .serrated .slots broached
in the periphery of the disc'.
The slots tu'c jt.irallel-^iiUHl iiiul tire
lightly peened on each side.
Blades are of special high-nickel-

alloy,

—

—

Havilland Go/blin II centrifugal-flow Gas Turbine. The Goblin wSs the
oITicial type test for engines of this class.

first

Gas Turbine

to

pass the

British

GREAT BRITAIN
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The D.H. Ghost centrifugal-flow Gas Turbine.

Maximum

Turbine housing ring is supported
easin" by a cyiiudrical sheet-steel skirt which
>zzle ring at its inner periphery with the conical
out half-way along its length, and by a diaphragm
nects the nozzle ring with the i-ear bearing housing

pressure pump deliver about i pint (0.284 liti-e) per hour each to the
two bearings of the rotor assembly. Oil from the compressor-end
bearing returns to the sump while that from the turbine end is lost,
Main oil pressure 50 Ibs./sq. in. (3.5 kg./sq,;, c/m.). Normal oil
pre.ssm’e at cruising r.p.m. 40-45 Ibs./sq. in. (2.8-3. 2 kg./sq. e/m.)
at 8,700 r.p.m.
ST^VB-rma. Interconnected fuel and ignition system by which rotor
is slowly spun up to a speed where sutYicient air flows through to
ensure ignition before any fuel is admitted.
When this stage is
reached an automatic valve allows fuel to be injected into bnniors
from fixel accumulator. Igniter plugs
two combustion chaml)ers
are
then automatically energised. Interconnecting passages
between all chambers ensure complete combustion,
MoxjsriiKG. ^Foiir holts attached to, central casing pass through
diffu.ser ca,sing to foiu' pick-up points.
Alternative mounting is
provided by four pads on the periphery of the diffuser casing, of
which either three or all four can be used,
Euel. ^Aviation kerosene RDE/E/IvEIl Issue I.
Dimensions. Length to exhaust cone flange 100.5 in. (2,550 m/m.),
Maximum diameter 49.85 in. (1,260 mini.). Installed diameter
(Vampire) 54 in. (1,370 m/in,). Internal nozzle diameter 16 in,

rous

al2o5%

teel jet pipe, bolted to

turbine .shroud ring, tapers

in. (40.04 c/m.) in diameter.
Within the Jet pipe
e of .sheet steel supported by two jjairs of radial
Annular lieater muff for warming aircraft cabins,
.
The pipe is finally
it on to outside of Jet pipe.
wling tlirough wliioh air for cooling and insulating

Jet pipe temperrd by the suction of the Jet itself.
laxiinum, 550°C'. cruising, 030°G. climbing.
lel is fed from the aircraft luel system either by
Engine luel
ire-ssure pump, prefisrably the lattM-.
itary type witli seven plungers reciprocating in a
otating round a central stationary shaft containing
d delivery ports. The pi.stons are operated by
)ers flung outwards eentrifugally iirto contact with
disposed ring. Pump rated at 650 Imp. gallons
jr hour at 800 Ibs./sq. in. (66.25 kg./sq. e/ra.) at
',600 r.p.m. engine speed). Prom pump, fuel passes
oiitrol box containing metering orifice, the area
oiled from pilot’s cockpit. There is also an automatic
barostat. From fuel control box fuel passes to an
fifugal governor, fuel accumulator, an automatic
and automatic ju’essure switch and into the burner
flow of fuel controlled by a high-pressure^ fuel
Ive situated immediately after the fuel control
ated by a separate level' in the cockpit. The fuel
provided to ensure that a sufficient quantity of
efficient starting and in conjunction with the autovalve automatically ensures that the fuel is at the
The automatic starting valve is
B for starting.
aecunmlator cannot discharge its contents into the
tor ring until the fuel pressure has risen to about
ii'

(2.8

kg;/sq.

hrLimer rLgGndicating thit fuel is being delivered
of about 12 pints (6.825 litres) capacity
of the accessory drive gear boxes on the front

sump
0

ype pre.ssure pump
nd two metering pumps

to accessories and
attached to and fed by

delivers

oil

static thrust, 5,000 lbs, (2,270 kg.).

—

m

—

—

—

..

(40.64 c/m.).:
.

—

Nett Dey Weight (including oil tank). 1,550 lbs. (704 kg.) ± 2.6%.
^Maximum static thrust 3,000 lbs. (1,361 kg.) at

Peepokmanoe.

—

10,200 r.p.m., Ckuising static thrust 1,860 lbs. (840 kg.) at 8,700
r.p.m.. Idling static thrust 150 lbs. (68 kg.) at 160 r.p.m,

yhE

:

GHOST.

D.H.

second turbo-jet produced by the de Havilland
.
i t
,
,,
compemy. Although ilarger than, fee Goblin,
it has the same
basic features of the lower-powered engine, including a single-

The

is the
.i.i

Gliost

Sided impeller, single rigid rota,tmg assembly, straight-through
combustion, single-stage turbine and cantilever mounting.
The Ghost has ten large combustion chambers instead of the
sixteen smaller chambers of the Goblin.
Ghost is delivering a static thrust of 5,000 lbs. (2,200 kg.),
equivalent to 8,000 true thrust horse-power at 600 m.pffi.
(966 km.h.) at sea level and corresponding to 12,000 h.p. from a
normal aero-engine, assumiag an airscrew efficiency of 66%*
DiipusiONS. Length 122.6 in. (3,130 m/m). Maximum diameter 53
_

—

in. 1,346 m/m.
Nett Dby Weight. (1,950 lbs.). .886,3 kg.
Perpoemance. Maximum static, thrust, 6,000

—

—

lbs.,

(2270 kg.).

(686 m/m.) in diameter and with its lubrication system and air
intake forms a complete and unified power-plant. All pipes,
wires and controls are conveniently grouped and the engine is
bolted to the airframe by a four-point attachment. Structural
details are restricted by the conditions of the Government
contract under which the engine is being built. The following
brief particulars include an estimation of performance.

Nett Dey Weight. 750 lbs. (340.6 kg.).
DiMEN'siONS.--DiamBter over cbwling 27 in. (686 m/m.), Lenglh
(propeller cone datum to apex of exhaust bone) 74 in. (1,870 m/m.).
Pbrpobmahcb,-—

Cruising
300 m.p.h.
(483 km.h.)
10,000 ft.

‘

Ground

.

Static

.
:

.

level
.
.

(full (r.p.m.)

Propeller r.p.m,.
Propeller .s.h.p.
Jet equivalent s.h.p.
Total equivalent s.h.p.
AceeSiSory drive r.p.m.

'

.

1,275
1,305

.

120
1,425
2,000

:

:

(3,050 m.)
1,400

875
70
946
2,470

Cruising

300

m.p.i).

(483 km.h.)
20,000 ft.
(6,095 m.).
1,400
710
76
785
2,470

Fuel consumption lb ./hr.
(kg./hr.),

.
:

948 (430):

.605 (274.6)

456 (207)

— EFS
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METROVICK,

The Metroviek F.2

Series

IV axial-flow Gas Turbine which has a

METROPOLITAN-VICKERS ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.
Registered Office
1, Kiegsway, London, W.C.2.
Works Tra-fpord Park, Manchester, 17.
Metropolitan-Vickers started development work on gas
tiu’bines for aircraft propulsion in 1938, and in 1940 designed
the F.2 jet propulsion engine with axial-flow compressor. The
first engine was run on bench test in 1941 and, after modification
:

:

passed a Special Category Test for flight clearance in 1942.
earliest flights with engines of this tyjie took jdace in a
Lancaster flying test-bed on June 29, 1943, and in a Gloster
F.9/40 Meteor prototype on November 13, 1943.
This first engine, known as the P.2 Series I, had a thrust rating
It had
of 1,800 lbs. (817 kg.) on a rveight of 1,525 lbs. (i>92 kg.).
a maximum duuneter of 32.9 in. (835 ni/m.) and a length of
128 in. (3,251 m/m,).
This was follov'ed by an engine of a new design known as tlie
F.2 Series IV, The first engine of this type ivas run in 1945.
Metropolitan-'N'ftfker.s luis also ilei'clopcd both dueted-fan
and open-fan uugmenters for incorporation ivith the .standard
F.2 tnrbo-jet unit.
Tlie unit embodying the ducted fan is
laiown as the P.3 and that employing tin? open-fan aiiginente!'

The

maximum

and ilien forward tlirougli central tube to deflector jilate
Cooling of tip and roots of entire turbine blade
front of disc.
asscmlily is by .secondary air Idwi through inner and outer wmlls of
jirimary conibustiou chamber ju.st aliead of fi.xed I:)liiding.
Rear
(turbine) bearing cooled by air tapped from fourth .stage of compras.sor and feeding into liollow rotor extension.
heet steel inner cone and outer easing.
Exh,au.st I’ipe.
Lubeicatiox.— ight -feed oil pump. ^Maximum oil pressure (i.o0 lbs./
Oil mist system for compressor ami
sq. in. {40 kg./sq. c/m.).
turbine bearings. No scavenge pump or oil cooler as oil is not
re-circulated.
rom filter fuel passes to two mechanically-driven
Fuel Svste.M.
pump.s and tlieuce, via throttle, iso.speedic governor and H.P.
cock to fuel manifold and burners. Tlirottle \-alve controls engine
speed from idling to maximum r.p.m. Go\-erirar is an overspeed
H.lb cock is an ou/off control
control for emergency u.se (.mly.
Tiqipitig from putrtp delivery
n.sed only for .starting and .stopping.
taken tlirough .solemdtl-opersited \-alve ami tlicnce to two igniters,
'.rids %’alve operates when I.KH)st (.•i:)ils and starter motor .switched
By-|:inss conlrolleil by baroslat allows .siu'plus fuel to return
on.
to pump suction.
Rutax (’..'i.Sdd tdi’clric: starter. Kotc.ir initially accelerated
8t.\kti\c.!.
by electric) sl.-irter while [itimps deliver fuel through .solenoid to
liullet
in.

—

—

W’lieii bui'iiei' pres.siirc

igidters.

IVhcu

as the P.5.

thrust rating of 3,500 Ihs. (1,590 kg.).

rcitor

reaches

l,S()l)

gauge moves

r.p.in,

,H.l:’.

cock

i.s

opened.

electric stcu'ter is automatically

eat out.

THE METROVIGK
Tvi^r.

—

gas turbine, with

xial-llow

combustion and

F.2
1

SERIES

((-stage

—Two thrust brackets on coiapre.ssor outlet liranch,

IV.

compressor, aunulur-

turbine.
axial-flow compressor drum and rotor
extension on two main bearings, the front a thrust bearing. K l-l.oti
Comju'c.ssion drum made in two pieces
light alloy forgings.
bolted together at internal joint wliere the front bearing support
member a steel forging is also secured. Attachment of blades
to compressor drum is by serrated roots in axial gi-ooves maehinetl
Laoh axial row of
in the drum, with .spacers between the rows.
blades locked by peening eacli end of grooves. Compression ratio
(static) 4:1.
Compressor Casing. Cast in RR,50 light alloy, ribbed externally
and fully machined internally. In three main sections, inlet
branch, eonipi'essor barrel and outlet bi'ancli. Fixed, or .stator,
blade.s machined from RR.5C light alloy pressings and .secured in
casing by dovetail -section axial grooves with sjiJacers between.
Tlie outlet braneli has a rearward extension to carry rear, or turbine,
bearing.
Combustion Chasiber. Annular type. Inlet cover is a one-piece
casting ribbed externally and with integral bo.s.so.s for twenty
burners.
Coinbitstion chamber of austenitic .steel sheet.
Air
entering the chamber is split into primary and secondary air; the
primary air being metered through holes in tlie front end plate to
give required quantity of oxygen for combustion. Fuel is sjirayeil
in upstream direction through twenty burners, each .shrouded by a
tubular heat-resisting .shield. iSecondary air i.s fed into combu.stion
chamber through inner and outer rings of hollow' ‘'wedges” to
mix w'ith products of combustion. Two igniters wdth integral
fuel sprays.
Turbine. Single-stage tui'bine disc machined from molylidemimvanadium Steel wdth blades secured by bidb roots. Fixcul blades
For cooling, small ipiantities of air
riveted to nozzle diaphragm.
are bled from the compre.s.sor outlet and fed into .space lietwoen
turbine
disc.
and
This air, after passing over
nozzle diaphragm
front face of disc and cooling roots of moving blades, joins main ga.s
stre-arn.
Rear face ofdi.se cooled by air tapped from outlet branch
and led nfa external pipes to cro.ss tubes supporting exhaust cone
flou’

siiigle-.stiige

C'oAirHE.s.soH.-— Ten-stage

—

—

’

—

—

^

—

POWER

MoLT.NT.iNii.
al.iovo or

below

iiori/.ontaI

ccntri.'-liue.

Two

].)air.s

either

of steadying

bicings at foi-wai'd end of compre-.ssor. eithi.-r iipi'ier or leaver pair
being used. Altcrnati\-e stead,v point, at rear flange of eomInistion chamber.
Aii.xn.iARiEs.
lvl.)G low-pressure fuel filter, Fesco fuel pump, two
Ricardo
.5
or one
7 barostat, Isospeedic governor, Metroviek Mk. 8 tlu’ottle v-alve, IMotrovick .Mk. 2 H.P. cock, Plessey
eight-feed oil pumj.i, and Rotax electric .starter.
Standard drive
provirled I'or Rotol gearbox for aircraft neee.ssorie.s.

—

HR

HR

—

Aviation kerosene RDE/F/Ker. Pump delivery pressure
050 Ibs./sq. in. (45.7 kg./sq. e/m.). Burner pressure (maximum)
450 Ibs./sq. in. (31.0 kg./.sq. c/m.) (minimum) 16 Ibs./sq. in. (1.12

Fuel.

kg./sq. c/m.).

Diaiension.s.
0%'erall length 159 in. (4,040 m/ro.), Maximum diameter
37.9 in. (960 m/m.}, Nozzle boro 16 in. (410 m/m.).
IVeight Dry. 1,760 lbs. (794.5 kg.) without tail-pipie.
Performance. Maximum tako-off or combat tlu’ust (6 min.) 3,500
lbs. (1,690 kg.), Maximum climb thrust (98% r.p.in. and 30 min.
limitation) 3,300 lbs. (1,500 kg.). Maximum eontinuou.s thrust
(95% r.p.in.) 3,000 lb.s, (1,362 kg.), Idling thru.sfc 200 lbs. (91 kg.)
at 2,500 r.p.m.

—
—

THE METROVICK

F,5.

Tlie 'F.5 comprises a gaa-geiiorator unit as vised on the P.2
Series IV engine and a contra-rotating ].n:islier fan unit, 5 ft.
The
fl in. (1.07 m.) in diameter, driven by a four-.stage turbine.
is
connected witli tlie gas-generator by hot-gas
ducting 20 in. (00 m/m.) in iliameter and of a lengtli determined
by the aircraft ins’fcallation. In effect, the augintmter serves
a.s a
contra-rotating multi-blade propelling unit, additional
thrust being supjilied from th(' propelling no/,zle behind the

augmenter

turbine.

Take-off power at sea. level represents a total of 4,710 lbs.
(2,140 kg.), of which 2,840 lbs. (1,290 kg.) is fan thrust and 1,870
lbs. (850 kg.) is jet tlxrust.
The weight of the generator is
1,000 lbs. (726.4 kg.) and the augmenter 600 lbs. (272.4 kg.).

aETS.

JETS (RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT), LTD.
Registered Office
8, Hamilton Place, London, W.!.
Power Jets (Research & Development) Ltd was formed in
1944 as an entirely State-owned organization, to acquire the whole

POWER

:

voluntarily-sold assets of the foundation Company, Power Jets,
A re.sult
Ltd., of which the major shareholding was private.
of the acquisition of Power Jets by the State was its amalga-

mation with the Turbine Section of the Royal Aircraft Establishment. The Directors were appointed by the Minister of
The Company did not engage in proAircraft Production.
vluction, and had for its object the fostering of the gas turbine
industry as a whole, primarily by technical contribution to
the science, and to exploit Governmont-ovvnod rights in inventions, etc.

On July 1, 1940, the main functions of Power Jets (Research
and Development) Ltd. were transferred to a new' organization
known as the National Gas Turbine E.stablishment, which also
took over the Power Jets' e.stablish monks at Whetstone, near
Leicester, and Pyastook, near Farnborough.
Dr. H. Roxbee
Cox, Chairman and Managing Director of Power Jets (Research
and Development), .Ltd., is Director of the new e.stablishmBnt.
The sole function remaining to Power Jets (.Research and
Development), Ltd. is that of exploiting Government-owned
qiatents in the gas-tiu'bine field.

A review of the pioneer work of Power Jets, Ltd. from 1936
through the war period was given in the last issue of “All the
World's Aircrasft,”

GREAT BRITAIN

ROLLS-ROYCE.
ROLLS-ROYCE, LTD.
Head Office Derby.
:

Assistant Chief Engineer (Gas Tnrhines)
Dr. S. G. Hooker,
O.B.E., B.Se., D.I.C., D.Pli., A.F.R.Ae.S.
It was in 1938 that Rolls-Royce first took an interest in jetpropulsion unite for aircraft, and irf 1939 the first design projects
were made. In 1940 test work was begun on various components
facilities for manufacture at Derby were lent to Power Jets, Ltd.,
the producers of Air Commodore Whittle’s type of jet -propulsion
engine and the machining of .such parts as supercharger casings
and wheelcase, and the manufacture of turbine blades and all
:

;

pumps were undertaken.
In June, 1941, a test plant was set up by Rolls-Royce at Derby
development work on compressors. At the end of 1941,
under instructions from the Ministry of Aircraft Production,
Rolls-Royce undertook the development and manufactm-e of the
Whittle-type engine in conjunction with Power Jets, Ltd. and
for

Rover Company.
The first Rolls-Royce jet-propulsion engine known as the
WR-1 was designed for experimental test purposes, with low
the

turbine blade stresses,

i.e.,

a comparatively big engine for a given

was 54

inches (1,376 in/m.) and the design
2,000 lb. (907 kg.). It only weighed 1,100 lb. (51)0
kg.) and the first engme ran for some 35 hours.
Two of these
were built, but trouble was experienced with the combustion
eciuipment, so extensive development work on combustion
chambers and turbine blades was carried out.
The restricting factor at the time was the construction of the
turbine blades, due to limitations of temperature and r.p.m.,
but so much progre^ was made that Rolls-Royce was asked to
take over the development and manufacture of the Whittle
thrust.

thrust

Its diameter

was

units.

Meanwhile Rolls - Royce had converted a Vickers Wellington
twin-engined bomber into a flying test-bed for the W2B/23
Whittle engine, which was mounted' in the tail in place of
the gun turret.
The instrument panel 'was mounted forward
Twentyin the aircraft, with remote control to the engine.
five hours flying was carried out with the first engine giving
1,250 lb. (565 kg.) thrust. A second Wellington was adapted
for high altitude work at 35,000 ft. (10,675 m.) and thi.s
of the Whittle W2B/23 jetits 100-hour type test in April, 1943.
It was 43 ins. (1,098 m/m.) in diameter and gave, a thrust of
It was
1,700 lb. (772 kg.) for a weight of 850 lb. (386 kg.).
named the Welland, being the first of the Rolls-Royce “River”
class of jet-propulsion engmes, this name being chosen to give
the idea of flow associated with jet-propuLsion. Production
deliveries of the Welland to the R.A.E. began in May, 1944,
when this engine also passed its first 500-hour type test and
went into service with 180 hours betw'een overhauls.
Meanwhile the Gloster E. 28/39 experimental jet-propelled
monoplane was fitted with the Rolls-Royce engine in 1943 and
the F9/40, the prototype of the Meteor, was fitted with two

Rolls-Royce
propulsion engine passed
first

licence in America.

THE ROLLS-ROYCE RB.37 DERWENT

V.

Type.—

entrifugal-flow Gas Turbine with .singlt^-stage double-entry
compressor and single-stage turbine.
Compressor. Single-stage double-entry centrifugal compressor with
20-vano
double-sided impeller 20.68 in. (52a nun.) in diameter.
Compression
diffuser has a throat area of 38 sq. in. (245 sq. am.)
ratio 3.9 : 1 static, at take-off. The compressor is mounted on the
forward end of the shaft carrying the single-stage axial-flow turbine.
The main sliaft is carried on three bearings and is surrounded by
the ten combustion chambers.
Turbime. Single-stage axial-flow turbine with 54 blades. Direction
of rotation anti-clockwise (viewed from roar).
CoMBU.STiON Chajibebs. 'N ine Straight flow-oonibustion chambers with
tubes.
internal concentrically-mounted domed colander flame
Balance pipes are provided between the chambers to equalise pressure
adjoining flame tube-s when
and to allow flames to ignite the fuel
Comb'iistion
starting up, Two igniter plugs (in chambers 3 and 8).
is complete before the gases enter the turbine guide vane ring at
the rear of the chambers.

A

aii'craft is still flying.

The

engine which was based on a Power Jets’ design for a “directflow” combustion engine. The development of this engine was
pursued by the Rover Company until Rolls-Royce took over the
Rover factory at Barnolds’wick in April, 1943. The W2B/26
served as the prototype for the Derwent I and the first RollsRoyce engine of this type, completed in three and a haK months,
was on test in July, 1943. It passed its 100-hour type test at
2,000 lb. (910 kg.) in November, 1943, and in April, 1944, completed its first flight test. This engine was intended as a replacement for the Welland engine in the Glloster Meteor twin-jet
fighter.
The Meteor first flew with two Series I Derwent engines
in March, 1944, each unit developing a thrust of 2,000 lb. (907
kg.) for a weight of 920 lb. (418 kg.).
The satisfactory performance of this new engine gave great
promise for further development. A continuous programme,
involving many 100-lioui* tests to a type-test schedule, was
carried out, culminating in a successful 500-hour type-test
without strip or major replacement of any kind.
The Derwent Series II engine gave a 10% improvement in
thrust, delivering 2,200 lb. (1,000 kg.). The Series III was an
experimental engine to provide suction on the wing surfaces
for boundary layer removal.
Series IV gave another 10%
increase up to 2,400 lb. (1,090 kg.) thrust; and the Series V
Derwent engine, which is fitted in the Gloster Meteor IV, is
rated at 3,500 lbs. (1,590 kg.) thrust.
On September 7, 1946, a Gloster Meteor fitted with two
Derwent V engines established a World’s Speed Record of 616
rn.p.h. (991 kin.h.), beating the previous record of 608 m.p.h.
also achieved by a Derwent-engined Meteor.
The Rolls-Royce Dart i.s a irew tiu'bine-airscrew unit, no
details of which were available for publication at the time of
closing for press.
The Dart will power the new Vickers V.C.2
development of the Viking, to be known as the Viceroy.
In 1946 a licence was granted to Hispano -Suiza for the mamifaeture of Rolls-Royce gas-turbines in France, and an agreement
was concluded with the Taylor Turbine Corjm. for a similar

x'er.sion

Welland engmes.
In March, 1942, the Rover Company ran

its

prototype W2B/26

—

—

m

—

-An engine-driven positive-displacement multi-plunger
swashplate pump, with built-in ovenspeed governor, draws fuel
through a fabric-element low-pressure filter and delivers it to fixed

Fuel System.

T

M

W
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(Take-off Rating 5,000 lbs.= 2,266 kg.).

The Rolls-Royce Nene centrifugal-flow Gas Turbine.
typo burners, one in eacli conibnstion cliamber, via a tlirottlo
control valve and ring inanifold. The pump delivery pressure is
controlled by a barostat relief valve, with setting depondent on
atmospheric pressure, excess fuel from the barostat being deliveroti
eombiired sluit-ofl cock
directly back to the aircraft tank.
accumulator and dump valve unit is fitted at _tlio lowest point
The aceunn
(inlet) of the fuel manifold, for stopping the engine.
iilator supplies a metered quantity of fuel, at controlled pressure,
to the burners during the starting cycle. The dump valvo spills
unwanted fuel to the atmosphere when the engine is being stopped
and prevents the combustion chambers becoming flooded.
TuEn.—-Aviation Kerosene (paraffin) to which has been added 1% of
lubricating oil.
LtnmiCATiON System. —The oil tank (22 pints~12.5 litres capacity)
is mouirted on the engine wdieelcase and its iiitex’iial construction
allows 16 seconds inverted flight without interruption of oil supply.
The nominal oil circulation rate at maximum r.p.m. ia 215 Imp.
gallons (976 litres) per hour (minimum) and the nominal flow rates
to front, centre and rear main bearings are 30, 50 and 70 gallons
gear-pump
(136,227 and 318 litres) per hour respectively.
supplies pressirro oil to the main bearings and wheel-case. The
front bearings drain into the wheel-ease, which is scavenged by the
upper unit of a twin gear-type scavenge pump. The lower unit
scavenges directly the centre and rear main bearings. The combined delivery from the twin scavenge pump is discharged iirto the
tank, via an oil cooler, which is mounted on the engine compressor
orifice

A

A

casing.

Aocessobies.—Engine accessories, inclnding fuel and oil pumps,
generator and accessory gear-boxes, are mounted on the wheelcase
at the front of the engine, together with an electric starter motor.
Moxi.n'ting.— Two trunnions are mounted on the Imrizontal centre-line
of the compressor casing, and a torsionally-free diamond frame with
link connections and two aircraft pick-up ixoints is located 40 in.
(1,006 mm.) aft of the two main trunnions.
PTousino.— he whole engine is housed in a streamline cowling which
lias a large air intake in front and a projecting jet-pipe or propelling
nozzle at the rear.
Dimensions.— aximum diameter 43 in. (1,092 m/m.),. Overall length
88i5 in. (2,248 m/m.), Erontal area 10.1 sq.

Weight Dby

ft.

(0.94 sq. m.).

(Including tank and oil cooler).—-1,250 lbs. (567 kg.).
TeUeobmance. Take-off rating 4,000 lbs. (.1,814 kg.) thi'ust at 15,000
r.p.m. at. sea level, Normal i*ating 3,600 lbs. (1,688 kg.) thrust at
14,600 r.p.m. at sea level, Cruising rating 3,000 lbs. (1,360 kg.)
thrust, at 14,000 r.p.m. at sea level, Idling rating 120 lbs. (54 kg.)
thrust at 5, .500 r.p.m.

—

.

CONSUMPTION'S.-—Fuel consumption (cruising)
(1.02 kg. /kg. thrust/hr.), Oil
(0,4.

1.02 lb. /lb.

consumption 0.0004

thru.st/hr.

Ib./lb. thrust/hr.

THE ROLLS-ROYCE

RB.39 CLYDE.
The Clyde is a propeller turbine unit which incorporates a
nine-stage axial compressor, a single-stage centrifugal compressor and two turbines, the forward high-pressure turbine
Lving the centrifugal, blower and. the rear low-pressure turbine
the axial flow compressor and the contra-rotating airscrew^s.
The Clyde has a rating of 3,000 shaft h.p, plus 1,200 lbs.
(545 kg.) static jet thrust at 6,000 r.p.m. The dry weight
without airscrews is 2,600 lbs. (1,135 kg.).

clr

THE ROLLS-ROYCE

from thi,s neiv- power-plant.
Designed early in 1944 for a .static
kg.) at 12,300 r.p.m,, performance was

thru.st of 4,000 lbs. (1,814
later improved and cleared

for flight at 5,000 lbs. (2,266 kg.) at 12,300 r.p.m.
Type. Centrifugal-flow gas turbine with single-stage double-entry
compressor and singlo-stagc turftine.
CoiMPBKSsoB. -Single-stage double-entry centrifugal compressor with
double-sided impeller. Impeller has 29 vanes per side with separate
forged aluminium rotating guide vanes machined all over. Compression ratio (static) 4 1. Rotor assembly consisting of impeller
turbine and .shafts is supported on three bearing,s. End bearings
of roller type and centre bearing a deep-grooved ball bearing to
take shaft thrust loads. Just aft of centre bearing a spherical
coupling transmits axial thrust to turbine rotor shaft and thus to
centre bearing whieli transmits the torque. Also mounted on
shaft between compressor and centre bearing is a fan which directs
cooling air on to and under centre and rear bearings and face of

—

—

:

turbine disc.

Tubbine.—Single-stage

axial flow turbine comprising solid .steel
disc and 54 blades in Nyrnonic 80 steel.
Roots of blades are
broached to form tapered serratio'hs which mate with .similar

xlt centre of turbine
broaching.s in periphery of turbine disc,
disc an integral flange .serrated at its cireurnferonee is provided for
coupling turbine wheel to corresponding serrations on flange
of turbine shaft. 'Wheel and sluift spigoted togetlier and secured
by bolts through flanges. Mean blade speed 1,070 ft. /sec. (326.3
m.jsec.).
Turbine wheel tempei’aturo 800°C. Jet pipe temperature
700°C.
Combustion Chambebs.— Nine equally-.spaeed straight-flow combustion chambers converging into di.schargo nozzle.
.Each chamber
con.si,sts of outer ca.sing, a perforated flame tube and duplex burner,
rear end of each chamber locating freely in discharge nozzle

to permit differential expansion.
A slight taper fit inside
Flame
nozzle box ensures gas-tight joint when engine warms xqi.
igniters in No,s, 3 and 8 aii- casings.
Flame igniter consists ol a
small atomiser embodied in one unit with igniter plug. Atomiser
is fed with fuel from low-pressure side of fuel system and is controlled by solenoid-operated valve which draws current from lowtension side of ignition system.
On start-up solenoid is energised
at same time as igniter plug, allowing fuel to pass to atomiser and
form
in
of
easily
to be discharged
ignitable .spray. High-tension spark
from igniter plug lights spray, flame of which in turn lights .spray
of fuel from pilot atomiser of duplex burner.
Flame spreads to
other chambers through interconnecting pipes between all chambers.
An automatic ‘‘time” control outs out ignition system and solenoidoperated valve closed by light spring which cuts off fuel supply
to igniter plug.
By this time engine is running under conditions
of continuous combustion.
Fuel System, IVin pumps of oscillating multi-iilunger type with
built-in overspeed go vem#rs draw furi through fliter mounted
under wheelcase and deliver to burners via throttle control valve,
high-pressure shut-off cock and presKSurising valve.
Barometric
pressure control acts on servo ineehanism in high-pressure imnip to
vary punip. delivery according to altitude requirements.
Fuel.— viation X^erosehe (KDEF/F/KER) plus
oil.
Lubbioation.— et sump system, with main bulk of oil contained in
sump formed by lower part of wheel case. Sump houses pressure
and scavenge «oil-pumps, two gauze scavenge-oil Alters, I'uralator

box

,

gramhies/kg. thrust /hr,).

—

1%

RB.41 NENE.

parallel development of the Derwent
resembles in general features and layout, w'as designed

The Nene, a

months and ivas first run in October, 1944. This engine
has flown in tlie Loekheed F-SO Shooting Star and the D.H.
Vampire. It is also earmarked for a numl'jer of aircraft specially
designed to take advantage of the enormous thrust available
in 51

which it
and built

B
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ROLLS-ROYCE— continued.

higii-pressiiro filter, pvessviro relief valve and de-aerator.
Hll*.
filtered oil passed to wheelease to feed iDearings of rotor shaft.
critical
points,
in eonjnnetion with restrictors, supply
Oil jets at

controlled cpiantity of

bearings.
Scavenge oil from front
freely into sump, while theit from
rear bearing passes to centre bearing liousing and then from both
bearings to scavenge pump via sump base and gauze strainers.
Cajjacity of oil sump 10 pints (5.7 litre.s).
Exhaust Asseaibly. Consists of exhaust cone, jet pipe and noz/de.
Exhaust cone of fixed length but jet pipe varies in length according
to installation requirements of aircraft.
These jrarts mainly
double-walled, with space between packed with Alfol heat-insulating
material. Air heating jackets can be arranged around jet p^e
for gun or cabin heating.
oil to

and wheelease drains

bearirig

—

on
—Wheelease
houses

front of engine, driven from forward
iinpeller. slinft,
drives for aircraft accessory gear-box,
ta.ehoinoter_ generator and twin fuel-pumps.
Three alternative
drive ];)ositions for aircraft accessory gear-box, upper and lower
horizontal drives and u}3ward inclined drive, all facing forward
and suiting Eotol S.G.l series of gear-boxes. Speed of gear-box
drives 0.41 engine sjjeed.
Cabin supercharger driven fi'om accessory gear-l)ox. 24-volt electric starter motor mounted on port
side of wlieelcase.

Acfuss.soKiES.

Dimensions.

(

13 d)

—

Alaximuin diameter 49.5 in. (1,258 ni/ni.). Overall
length to exhaust cone flange 9B.S in. (2,960 m/ra.). Length less
exhaust cone 63.9 in.- (1,02-1 in/rn.). Length of jet pijDe, to suit
installation, Frontal area 13.4 sq. ft. (1.24 sq. in.).
Weight. Dry (including auxiliaries but excluding aircraft accessories
and jet pipe) 1,550-1,600 lbs. (704-726 kg.).
PEREonMAXCE.—Take-off, Combat and Maximum Climb thrust rating
5,000 lbs. (2,266 kg.) at 0 m.'p.h., 4,620 lbs. (2,097 kg.) at 200 m.p.h.
(321 km.h.), 4,390 'lbs. (1,993 kg.) at 400 m.p.h. (644 km.h.), 4,450
lbs. (2,020 kg.) at 600 m.p.h. (966 km.h.) at 12,300 r.p.m. all at
sea level. Cruise thrust rating 3,620 lbs. (1,643 kg.) at 100 m.p.h.
(161 km.h.), 3,220 lbs. (1,462 kg.) at 300 m.p.h. (483 km.h.), 3,070
lbs. (1,404 kg.) at 500 m.p.h. (805 km.h.) all at 11,500 r.p.m. at

—

sea level.

CoxsuMPTioxs.

—

Fuel consumption 1.06 lb. /lb. thrust/hr. (1.06 kg. /kg.
thrust/hr., Oil consumption 0.0003 Ib./lb. thrust/hr. (0.3 grainrn'es/
kg., thrust/hr.).

THE ROLLS-ROYCE

of standardised brackets de.signed to .suit various
typos of instidlation with .six alternative combinations of attach-

RB.50 TRENT.
an adaptation, of the Derwent arranged to drive
a five-blade airscrew and was evolved to gain experience with a
nnit combining jet and airscrew propulsion. Experimental
work on this engine began in. May, 1944, and in September, 1943,
two Trent units were flown for the first time in a Gloster Meteor.
The Trent develop.s 1,250 lbs. (570 kg.) thrust and 750 shaft

ment

horse-power.

]\l()tT.\Tix'C!.—-diange

points.

The Trent

i,?

INTERNAL COIVIBUSTION
M.B.C,

ENGINES

The engine
of the horizontally- opposed type and uses a
three-throw crankshaft, which entirely avoids the rocking
couple so prevalent in normally designed horizontally-opposed
is

A.B.C.

MOTORS, LTD.

Head

Oeeige and “WonKS

:

Walton-on-Thames.

Established
1910.
Managing Director
T. A. Dennis.
The first A.B.C. aircraft engines were produced in 1911 and
were of the vertical and vee Nvater-cooled type.?. Dm-ing the
War 1914-18 the firm was responsible for the design of the
A.B.C. Wasp and Dragonfly seven and nine-cylinder radials
of ISO and 350 h.p. respectively, the first serious attempt to
produce high-powered engines of this type.
In the inter-4var period the company produced a series of
horizontally-opposed air-cooled engines, of which the 34 h.j).
Scorpion two-cylinder and the 75 h.p. Hornet four-cyliirder
engines were typical.
For some years the company has, at the request of the Air
]Mini.stry, been engaged in the development of auxiliary powerunits.
The latest units of this type are described below.
:

:

THE A.B.C. TYPE II AUXILIARY POWER-UNIT.
The A.B.C. Auxiliary Power-Unit, Type II, comprises a
horizontally-opposed twin-cylinder air-cooled four-stroke engine,
driving a dynamotor and a gear-box by which the drive may
be engaged Nvith a re-fuelling pump, hilge-pump, and two aircompressors.
The unit is designed for installation in flying-boats, the generator beiag employed to maintain the accumulators in a charged
condition, the re-fuelling pump to replenish the fuel tanks from
an outside source of supply, the bilge-pump to remove any
bilge water that may accumulate in the hull or floats, and the
air-compressors to charge ah-bottles for use with a gas-starter.
The unit is fitted with a pulley starter, but the engine may
The
also be started electrically by means of the dynamotor.
fuel supply may be taken "from the main tanks, or from an independant source of supply, while the oil supplies for both the
engine and pumps are contained in the base of the unit. Each
cylinder of the engine is cooled by a fan, which blows air through
a duct to a cowl covering the cylmder and cylinder-head fins.
The unit may thus be installed in flying-boats fitted with aircooled or liquid-cooled engines.

engines.

The engine speed is controlled within specified limits
a governor of the centrifugal type.

by

SPECIFICATION.

—

Engine.-

ore 54 ni/ra. (2,1 in.). Stroke 38 m/rn. (1.5 in,), Capacity
Compres.sion ratio 7 1, Normal output 5 h.p. at 4,000
r.p.m.. Carburettor Zenith type 24UH (modified). Magneto B.T.H
174

e.e,,

;

type M0.2.S1.

Dynamotoe.—A.M.

typo 5U/824, output 12 volts, 350 watts, or A.M,
type 5U/784, output 24 volts, 350 watts.
A 24-volt 1,000-watt
,

dynamotor is also available.
Aib Oompressobs. B.T.H. type

—

AW.lA or IB. The two compressors
together ai'e capable of charging air-bottles of 400 cub. in. (11.3
cub. rn.) caxiacity to pressure of 200 Ibs./sq. in. (14 kg./sq. c/,m.)
,

in 2.5 min.

REimELLiNG

—

Eccsntric rotor and vans type. 2,600 Imp.
gallons (11,366 litres) per hour with suction lift of 16 ft. (4.8 m.)
and discharge head of 10 ft. (3.05 in.) through l^- in. (3.8 e/m.)
diameter pipes. Relief valves set for 30 Ihs./sq. in. (2.1 kg./sq. c/m.).
Bilge
-Eccentric rotor and vane type.
3,000 Imp. gallons.
(13,650 litres) per hour with suction lift of 16 ft. (4.8 m.) through
IJ in. (3.8 e/m.) diameter pipes.
Weight.?.- Complete unit with auxiliaries 146,lbs. (66.3 kg. ),^ Weight
of engine with bedplate 60 lbsH27.2 kg.).
,

—

-

,

THE A.B.C. TYPE 10 AUXILIARY POWER-UNIT.
To meet the requirements for increased electrical output up
to 15 K.V.A., the company has produced a larger engine, of
w’hich the following are brief particulars
Engine.—-Bore 03.6 m/m. (2.5 in.), Stroke 76.2 m/m. (3 in.), Capacity
1,000 C.C., Oompimsion ratio 7 1, Normal output 25 h.p. at 4,000
r.p.m., Estimated weight of bngirie 100 lbs. (46.4 kg.).
The engine is a four-cylinder horizontally-opposed unit with
crankcase and cylinder, blocks of Electron, the cylinders having
The cylinder heads are in aluminium,
inserted cast-iron liners.
the spherical combustion chambers having 90° valves operated
by push-rods and rockers. The duralumin one-piece connectingrods operated on a built-up two-throw crankshaft. All primary
and secondary forces and couples are balanced by a special
device.
:

:

.

.

It has now resumed the development and production of the
Leonides engine. The first commercial installations will bo
in the Cunlifl'e-Owen Concordia and the Percival Prince.

ALVIS.
ALVIS LTD.

Head Office and Wobks; Coventby.
A. E. Nicholson, J.P. (Chairman), J. J. Parkes
Capt. G. Smith-Glarke, M.I.Mech.E.,
M.I.A.E., M.S.A.E., A.F.R.Ae.S., M.S.I.A. (Chief Engineer),
S. W. Horsfield, Lieut-Col. J. C. Chaytor, R. W. Rutledge and
Capt. H. S. Harrison-Wallaee, D.S.O., R.N. (Retd).
Alvis Limited, who are pioneers in the production of high-class
motor cans, entered the aero-engine industry tmvards the end of

THE ALVIS LEONIDES.
Leonides design was type-tested and test flown in
1929 but development was interrupted by the war.
In 1944 a development contract was officially placed with the
Alvis company for the new series Leonides and the engine passed
the official 112-hour acceptance test for military engines in

1936.

differing from the former by being
provided with shaft drive for a remoto accessory gear-box and
a reduction gear ratio of 0.625 instead of 0.5; 1.

Directors:

(Managing

Director),

first

,

November, 1945.

The new

Scries engines are

and L.E.2.M., tho

Its first products were the 1,060 h.p. Pelides fourteen-cylinder
two-row radial, the Pelides-Major supercharged for medium
and high-altitude respectively, anc^the 450 h.p. Leonides nine

cylinder radial supercharged for medium altitude. Both the
Pelides and Leonides passed the British Air Ministry Civil Type
Test before the war.

During the war the Alvis company was mainly engaged in
the production of major assemblies for Rolls-Royce aero-enginos
and the overhaul and repair of complete engines and powerplants.

The

,

«

Type.—Nine-cylinder

—

known by the

designations L.E.l.M.

latter

radial air-cooled, geared

and rapercharged.

Gylindees, Bore 4.8 in. (122 m/m.), S^fcroke 4.41 in. (112 m/m.),
Capacity 718.5 cub. in. (11.78 litres). Compression ratio 6.8:1.
Nitrided steel barrels and cast Y-alloy heads screwed and shrunk
Cylinders
on. Both barrels and heads have close-pitch fins.
attached to cranlcease by studs.
Pistons. Forged aluminium-alloy with internal finning below crown,
Valve Geab. Two inclined valves per cylinder with independent
rocker system completely enclosed. Both valvns of austenitic

—

—
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A L VIS— continiied.

Two

views of the 500 h.p. Alvis Leonides nine-cylinder radial engine.

the exhaust valve aodimn-cooled and with “bi'iglit-ray”
covered heads and se£its. Two-track cam disc, each track with
cams.
Roller-type cam followers positi\-ely lubricated and
four
pressure oil passes up hollow push-rods to rockers.
CoNtiECTiNG Rous,— 1-section master-rod and eight I-scction auxiliarysteel,

rod.s

machined fr(?m high-gi’ado

steel.

CRAKicSHAi'T.—Alvis patent single-throw .shaft with divided crank-pin.
The divided pin is splined internally for a mating aiul splined steel
coupling.
Externally a white-metaled steel bearing sleeve is
slipped on and the whole assembly is bolted up end to end and
seetwed by locking-ring. Shaft runs in uncaged roller bearings
and one ball thrust bearing.
Carburatiojj'.—-Hobson CHA 48150 Mk. I antoraatic low-pre.ssurc
Induction system incorporates air-cleaning and tiefuel injector.
frosting with oil-heated throttle.s and throttle housing.
StiPBRCHARaER.^ Atomised mixture fed into eye of impeller of centrifugal suiDeroharger. Supercharger ratio 6.5 :1.
Ignitiok. Two B.T.H. typo C.25E.i).5 or C.9A/2 magnetos with
fully screened ignition system.
Two pltrgs per cylinder.
Lubric.ation'.
Dry sump system. One pressure pump and two
scavenge pumps in tandem. Normal oil pressm’e 60-80 Ibs./sq. in.
(4.2-5.6 kg./sq. c/m.), Inlet temperatm’e (max.) 80°C,, Output temperature (max.) 110°G., Normal oil flow 300 gals. (1,365 litres) per

—

Accessory

24-volt electrical sy.stern.

dri\’e

gear taken from engine

tail shaft.

—
—
— —

Mounting.

Dynafoeuil llexilih;' tyjie with lour pin-jointed attachments.
Cooling. Complete jiressure liailling arid iiexiltly-monntcid closeiitting cowling with hinged iianels and electrically-operated gills.
Starting. Rotax tyjjo C.021t) hand/electric .starter.'
Fuel. 100 Octane (5 c.e. TEL), 'I’ype te.st rating obtained on 87
octane.

Dimensions.

—

Gear.—Farman type epieyclie gear, with three satellite
bevel pinions mounted on lead-bronze bearings and a large-diameter
thrust ball-bearing in the drhdng bevel w’heel on front end of
crankshaft. Gear ratio 0.5 or 0.625 1.
Shaiit,
No 3 size, L.H. rotation. Constant-speed governor
unit driven through bevels mounted on front of cam gearing driveshaft.
Operating oil passes through annular channels and drillings

(0.34-0.37 litres) iter h.p./hr., Maximum continuous cruise 0.580.62 pints (0.33-0.35 litres) per h.p./hr., Weak mixture cruise
0.49-0.51 pints (0.28-0.20 litres) per h.p./hi’.

—

hour.

Redtjotion

Airscrew

:

—

ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY.

=

—

THE ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY COUGAR.

—Nine-cylinder

radial,

Cylendbes.—-Bore and Stroke

:

,

3- 6d.

=

air-cooled,

geared

and

nioderately-

su23ercharged,

Directors: Sir Frank Sponcer Spriggs, Hon. F.R.Ae.S. (Chairman), T. 0. M. Sopwith, C.B.E., F.R.Ae.S., H. T. Chapman
(General Manager) and The Hon. C. D. Siddeley.
Secretary: W. T. Johnson.
This Company, which forms part of the Hawker Siddeley
Group, has over a period of years pi;oduced a comprehensive
range of air-cooled, aero-engines ranging in output from 85 to
over IjOOO h.p.
During the war the company concentrated on the development
and large-scale production of the Cheetah range, which has
powered the majority of aheraft used in the advanced training
of thousands of R.A.F, and R.C.A.F. aircrews in England
and overseas. Over 35,000 Cheetah engines were built up to
the end of the w'ar in Europe and during these years the
output of the Cheetah was increased from 375 h.p, to 475 h.p.
In spite of the arduous conditions imposed on engines' used
in training aircraft, the Cheetah was the first engine of its type
to 'be approved by the Air Ministry to run 1,200 hours between
overhauls, which put it in the forefront of its class for reliability
and low operational costs.
The latest Armstrong Siddeley piston engine is the Cougar,
the first nine-cylinder single-row radial to be produced by the
company. It is intended for use in modiiun-sized transport
For details of the Armstrong
aircraft and advanced trainers.
Siddeley A.S.X., Python and Mamba gas turbine engines see

pages

—
—

Type.

ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY MOTORS, LTD.
Head Oeeioe and Works Coventry.

UtIMI

—

I’rovision for air compressor, high-pressure hydraulic purajr vacuum
Ij.E. 2.M has provision
j.nnnp, generator ami .starter motor.
for auxiliary drive gear-ljox mounted on aircraft btilkhead.
12 cfi‘

Overall diaraetcu' -11.5 in. (1,054 m/m.), Overall length
(with accessories) 52.8 in. (1,353 m/m.).
Weights Dry. Engine 742 lb.s. (336.8 kg.), Complete power-plant
I, 150 lbs. (522 kg.).
ake-off output 500 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.rn. (-{-6-| lbs./
Perform.\nce.
at
sq. in.=:0.457 kg./sq. c/m.) boost, Maximum rating 515 h.p.
0.457 kg./sq. c/m. boo.st) at 4,000 ft.
4,000 r.p.m. (-|-6-^ Ibs./sq. in.
International
m.),
I'ating
425
(1,220
h.p. at 2,900 r.jj.m. (-j-S lbs.
boost) at 9,000 ft. (2,745 m.), Maximum continuous cruise 400 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.m. (-|-2 lbs,/sq. in.
0.14 kg./sq. c/m. boost) at 10,000
ft. (3,050 m.). Weak mixture cruise 340 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m, at
II, 000 ft. (3,355 m.).
Fuel Consumptions. Take-oil’ and maximum potver 0.68-0.75 pints
(0.38-0.43 litres) per h.p./hr., International rating 0.6-0.66 pints

—

.

in special oil transfer unit located inside stationary bevel of re-

duction gear.
Accessories. On L.E.l.M. detachable gear ease on back cover.

5.5 in. (140 m/ra.), Capacity 1,176 cub.

Steel barrels shrunk and screwed into aluminiumand secured to crankcase by sixteen studs.
Valve Gear.—-Two valves per cylinder, exhaust valve sodiumcooled. Two-track cam-drurn (four cams on each track) ruiming
at one-eighth crankshaft speed and in opposite direction actuates
in. (19.28 litres).

alloy heads

automatically-adjustable tappets throngli i^usli-rods and rockers.
totally enclosed.
Ceaniccase. One-piece aluminium-alloy casting closed at each end
by diaphragm plates which carry 'front and rear roller journal
bearings and crankshaft.

Whole valve-gear

—

Crankshaft.— SjDlit maneton-type

—^Master -rod

shaft.
.

a hardened steel stamping to which
eight auxiliary rods are hinged by plain anchor-pins secured by
circlips at each end.
Pressure-Oil fed through the hollow cz’ankshaft lubricates the white-metal one-piece big-end bearing and the
anchor-pin. bushes in the auxiliary rods. Floating steel balance
weights are attached to each crankshaft web and act as vibration
dampers.
Ignition. Two B.T.H. or Rotax magnetos. Breeze ignition harness.
Induction. ^’R.A.E.-Hobson fuel-injection and metering unit is
fully-autoinatic and corrects for boost-pre.ssure, altitude, exhaust
back pressure and temperature. It also embodies a fuel pump and
fuel cut-off. Fuel fed direct to centre of suiiarcharger rotor.
Boost control acts through bell-crank levers on twin throttles.

Connecting Rods.

is

——

,

Both

throttle.s

and throttle-box are

.Su-perchaegee.—^Driven at

8,17.

all heated.
times engine speed through a spring-

drive and' centrifugal clutch.

Airscrew Drive.—L.H.
'

tj-aetor.

Epicyclic reduetiou gear ratio
unit.

Standard No. 4 airscrew shaft.
0.589 1. Rotol constant-speed
:

O
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ARMSTRONG

SIDDELEY~-conlinued.
CoismBOTiNQ
hardened

—

ne master rod and six auxiliary rods are airstampings. Master-rod lined 'with lead-bronze
bolts, which also position four grooved
anchor pins securing four auxiliary rods. Other two auxiliary rods
secured by plain anchor pins pressed into master-rod caps and
located by circlips. Auxiliary rods and gudgeon pin end of master
rod have fixed bronze bushes.
Ckankshaft.' One-piece single-throw steel forging, with pendulum
type damper fitted to each crank-web.
Crankcase, Hiduminium R.R.go casting or forging of barrel type,
insisting of front cover, main case, induction case and roar cover.
Rear cover carries magnetos and auxiliaries.
Supercharger. Unit-mounted on rear crankcase flange. Impeller
driven at 6.52 times crankshaft speed through spring-drive and
E,od.s.

steel

and held on cranlqsin by four

—

—

The 850

h.p.

Armstrong Siddeley Cougar engine.

STARTEK.—Rotax

hand/electric.
24-volt.
ijrovided for Rotol remote acces.sories box.
Type
11, having drives for generator, fuel-pump, air-compressor, hydraulic pump and cabin supercluirger.
Dimen.sion.s,' II’eioht.s and I’ERFORjrANCE.
Scc Table.

Accessobie.s.

—Drive

ADE

—

THE ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY CHEETAH.

—

Type. Seven-cylinder air-cooled radial.
Cylinders. Bore 5.25 in, (133 m/m. ), Stroke 5.5 in. (140 m/m.).
Compression ratio 6.35:1. Swept volume 834 cub. in. (13.65
Barrel machined from steel forging. Forged aluminiumlitres).

—

head .shrunk and locked in position.
compression ring nearest crown, two 1° angle rings
above gudgeon pin and doume scraper ring nearest skirt. Fullypins retained in position by circlips.
gudgeon
floating

alloy

Pistons.

— One

The 420

h.p.

Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah

XV

engine.

ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY RADIAL AIR-COOLED ENGINES
Bore
and

Inter-

Maximum

Weight

Swept

Take-off

national

Power

Dry

RechiC'
tion

Stroke

Volume

Power

Rating

(combat)
Rating

(nett)

Gear

6.25

Cheetah

IX

X

1

in.

5.5 in.

1

1

(133 m/m.
X 140rn/m.),

410

eii. in.

h.iD.

1

(13.66
litres)

at
2,300 r.p.m.

at 4,000 ft.
(1,220 m.)

Fuel
Octane
No,

Length

Remarks

ratio

380/395 h.p.
it 2,425 r.p.m

834

Dimensions

Diameter

Direct-drive.

7001b.

at 4,250 ft.
(1,300 in.)

Direct

47.7 in.
(1,210 m/m.)'

(317.8 kg.)

47.4 in.
(1,204 m/m.)

87

Pixed-pitoh

Pairey-Reed
metal airscrew.

Hand
Cheetah

X

380 h;p.

410 h.p.

5.25 in.
X 5.5 in.
(133 in/m.
X 140 m/m.)

380/395 h.p.

starter.

Pixed-pitcli

720 lb.
at 2,300 r.pan. at 2,426 r p.tn.
at
(326.8 kg.):
at 4,250 ft.
at 4, 000, ft.
2,300 r.p, in.
(1,300 m.)
(1,220 m.)

Dh’ect

47.7 in.
47.4 in.
(1,210 m/m.) (I,204m/m.)

,

87

Pairey-Reed
metal or
Cheetah-type

wood

airscrew.

Rotax hand/
electric starter.

Cheetah

XIX

x

5.25 in.
5.5 in.

(133rn/m.
Xl40ia/rn.)
5.25

Cheetah

XV

X 5.5

834
eu. in.

(13.06
litres)

380 h.p.

416 h.p.

385 h.p.

420 h.p.

in.

380/395 h.p.

Fixed-pitch
705 Ib.
(320 kg.;

at 2,300 r.p.m. at 2,425 r.p.m.
at
at 4,250 It.
at 4,000 ft.
2,300 r.p.m.
(1,300 m.)
(1,220 m.)

Direct

starter.

With

air,screw
reduction gear.
Rotal constant
speed airscrew.

390/406 h.p.
:

1

1

X 140 m/m.)

Fairey-Reed
metal airscrew.

47.4 in.
(1,204 m/m.)

Hand

805 lb.
.732
at 2,300 r.p.m. at 2,425 r.p.m.
at
(365.5 kg.)
at 4,000 ft.
at 3,600 ft,
2,550 r.p.m
(1,220 m.)
(1,070 m.)

in.

(133 in/rn.

47.7 in.
(1,210 m/m.)

47.7 in.
(1,210 m/m.)

49.6 in.
(1,260 m/m.)

hand

Rotax
,

5.25 in.

Cheetah
25

X

6.5 in.

(133 m/m.
X 140 in/ni.)

834
cui. in.

(13.66
litres)

475 ii.p. at
2,700 r.p.m.
4 lb.
(
boost)

+

385 h.p.

390/405 h.p.

at 3,600 ft.
(1,070 m.)

at 4,000 ft.
(1,220 m.)

Higher take-off
805

lb.

(365.6 kg.)

.732

:

1

47.7 in.
(1,210 m/m.)

rating at -f

49.6 in.
(1,260 m/m.)

lb.boo.st.

Rotol
:

5.26 in.

Cheetah
26

X

6.5 in.

(133 rn/m.
X 140 ra/rn.)

5.5 in.

X

5,5 in.

(140 m/m.
X 140 m/m.)

834
cu. in.

(13.66
litres)

386 h.p.

475 h.p. at
2,700 r.p.m.
4 Ilf.
boost)

(-(-

at 3,500 ft.
(1,070 m.)

805
2,425 r.p.m.
(365.6
at 4,000 ft.
(1,220 m.)

c/s

airscrew.

Different

390/405 h.p.
;

electric starter.

lb.

kg.)

47.7 in.
49.6 m.
(1,210 m/ni.) (1,260 m/m.)

:

reduction gear
ratio.

Rotol

•

c/s

airscrew.

1,176
cu. in.

(19.28
litres)

850 h.p. at
2,800 r.p.m.
(-f lO lb.
boost)

t

690 h.p.
2,600 r.p.r
at 6,000 ft.
(1,830 m.)

Rotol

730 h.p.
2,700 r.p.n
at 7,500 ft.
(2,290 m.)

48.5 in.

it

(463 kg.)

(1,232 m/m.)

61.5 in.
(1,312 m/m.)

3-blade

c/s full-

feathering
airscrew.

E
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A RMSTRONG SIDDELEY^coiUimml.
ceiiti-ifiigal

on diaphragm plate on rear

clutch gears nioinitcd

rear cover. Amrnier adjustmaguetos mounted at 40 degrees on
incorporated on diivea.
ment for timing of each magneto
on reduction-gear easing,
Tinmicvriox—T%TO-stage pump mounted filter
of the fine mesh disc
and
hicorporating pressimo relief valve

ol

sodium-cooled
Fnllv-enelosed. One inlet and one
nickel-chrome-inaxv
per cylinder. Valve-seats, of
on face, shrank and screwed
c^anese steel with exhaust seat stellited
Compensated rocket brackets
into head.
control
conuoj

;\haS vahi

—

One Claudel-Hobson A.\. <0Mh. mastei pump,
acceleration
caAm^ttor incorporating delayed-aetion
and slow-runnmg cutvariable datum boost and mixture eontrols
Hot oil circulates around chokes.
out.
-r m T-t feO/-qC7
ignition system. Two

rimuTBvriONT

_

BRISTOL.
Verdon Smith, G.B.E., J._P., (Chaiima ),
H. J
Bt., (Managing Dmectoil ,
White,
Stanley
G.
Sir
.Director)
Managii^
(Assistant
Thomas.
B.Sc. and K. J. G. Bartlett (Sales
A'. R. Rowbotham, C.B.E.,

just prior to the war, the Centaurus eightmias first
sleevo-valvo engine, whudi
cvlinder double-row radial
1943 the Centamm lV
By
2,000
over
at
1938
in
tested
^
with a maximum power rating ot -;Ooi
ill full production,
i
was
aru lek twm-engiued
in the \ lekers
used
first
was
and
B.H.P.
^
At the same time,
aircraft.
long-range, bomber -reconiiaissanee
requested to submit proposals
the Bristol company liad been
in the Hawker lurnado smglefor a radial engine installation

Director).

engined single-seat

W

:

<a

1

:

Directors

:

W.

G.

.

;

.

,

Chief EAgineer (Piston engmes)

:

M

^

1

^

and the Centaurus was .successfuully
The
machine. Tl»
n T.rnt.ntvr)e of tliis
thio maoldno.
tho Howker l^ompos,
SSSli."rprctction dovelophont
\ engine of 2,o00 B.H.P.,
II which, fitted with the Centaurus
performance and manoeiTab.hty in
set new kandards of high
service with the R.A.F.
this class, and is continumg
comparable power equip
Centaurus VII and XI engmes of
_mednuii_ bomber, the
the Bristol Buckingham twin-engmed
twin-engmed tramer, and^ tlie
Bristol Buckmaster advanced
The Centaiu-M IX
Short Shetland four-engined flying-boat.
the Blackburn I irebranc
and X, also of this series, are used
torpedo bomber.
single engined carrier-baaed fighter
the
Following the successful experience with
been chosen f or the Hawker
later Centaurus tvpe, the XVIII, has
gh-p®rfoi«
in production for this very
Sea Fury and is
67 andf ob are also m
carrier-based fighter. The Centaurus
production for the Bristol Brigand twm-enginod
torpedo boinbei and
Ld the Fairev Bpearfish carrier-based
develop up to
general-reeonnaissanco maehine. These engmes

‘

Amiies.
R. -m-

,

,

manufacture radial air-cooled engines.
Its first engine

.

m

_

a world-wide reput-

m

suitable manufacturing facilities.
^
n^mnon
compen
radial with
The Jupiter, a nine-cylinder air-cooled
series.
mechanism, was developed tlirou^i a long
_

driven

mechanically
The Jupiter VII AVfis the first model with
model -with reduction
supercharger and the Jupiter VIII the first
to pas.s the
The Jiunter was the first air-cooled engine
gear

iw

first to employ automatic
Air Ministrv toll-throttle test, the
m_ air-lmers. The
boost control and the first to be instoUed

m

Record
1929.^
Jupiter captured the World’s Height
Merctiry and in 193^
The Jupiter was followed in 1927 by the
for fighter aircr^^^^
by the Pegasus. The Mercury, developed
was fitted
w4s similar to the supercharged Jupiter but
It was the first Biitis Ji
reduetion gear and had a shorter stroke.
aero-engine to be approved for
x
Jupiter,
also a developnieiit of the
Peerasus

9 QAA

was

:

Centaurus 57.
with rigid mounting-rmg

starte

vertically-mounted

.

.

.

_

for coupled installation.

M

_

pnmne
ongmo

latio

Centaurus 130. Twin-entry single-speed
with dynamic .suspension-type flexible
Torquemeter -type reduction-gear with pimisun
ignition.

The Hercules has been in large scale production
still proceeds.
various shadow
not only by the parent Company but also
supervpion.
,
factories, some operated under Bristol
single-speed superThe Perseus, a nine-cylinder radial wuth
auxiliary
of
an
use^
the
charger and reduction gear, initi^ed
fourteen-cylmdei
gear-box for accessories. The Taurus, a
has a smaller
two-row radial with single-speed supercharger,
bore and stroke than the Perseus.
in
.senes,
The Hercules has been developed through many
from l,37o h.p_. to
eight years its output has been increased
of over 30% which has been obtained
1 800 h.p., a gain in power
increase in engine weight.
at the expenie of only about 10%
eighteen-cylmder
The latest product of the company is the
h.p. range.
Centaurus engine which covers the 2,500-3,600
1939
From the beginning of the re-armament programmechspOTsM
Bristol company, its
to the end of the European war, the
of '
plants and shadow factories built over
20,700 Mercury and
67 400 were Hercules^ 2,600 Centaurusi
service engineers
14,400 Pegasus. In addition the company’s
the: war over 21,000
repaired and put hack into service during

braking-airserewR.

Type.—

,

.

ighteen-cylinder

two-row^

with two-speed supercharger,

—

Cy^lindebAssembly.
Swept Volume 3,270

,

an-cooled

,
sleeve-valve

n-,
ore 5.75in. (149m/ui.), Stroke 7m.
.

,

,

c.

closely-pitched fins,
retained by sixteen large; diameter .securing
f;y
which are locked by spring locking plates.
adaptois
twn-pieoe type, with screwed-in spark filug
for fitting of thermocouples.

Pistons

^E

auii

ptetim

aTh^nnel stolon

is

fitted

soraper-ring.

-..Triifii
ladial

•

/

(

Open-ended
^macluned from soluh Dach
.

l.

,

cu. in. (63.0 litres).

deep

l

>

bauei
o

and

i

lovkion

with two wedge-section gas rings,
and a normal type bottom scraper

circlips.
Fully -floating gudgeon pms retained by
rinc
CRANKCASE.—The main case is in three sections
The front, centre and rear sections are bolted
alloy.

m

togetner,

of the
the joints being on the vertical centre-lme
enough also to ^
bolts for the rear section are madojong
for a ciauxsiiait
housing
a
carries
section
brower casing. Each
main bearing.and the front and rear sections
Ihes-e sections
bearings for the front and rear sleeye-eranks.
for their msjiectiy
y
also carry the sleeve crank gear-trams
sleeve-driye
The front cover encloses the front bank
for
bearings
^lain
nine
carrying
mechanism,
V'® .foU
the sleeve cranks, and locating the three
®
mediate wheels of the sleeve crank geaijtrains._ A P
mtegial
through
provided
is
cranks
supply to the sleeve
pamioi
crankshaft main bearing of the
to the plain bearings.
An airscrew
roller-type is fitted in the centre bore of tile casting.
cm
constant-speed unit is mounted at the top of the front
driven through an auxiliary gear tram ott
Tiso
Oil passages drilled in the easting, supply
paag
recliaction-ge
lead the higlt-presstire delivery oil to tho

^
.

Co., _Ltd._ has
^^In The gas-turbine field the Bristol Aeroplane _
which
concentrated on the evolution of a type of Turbine
variable-pitch airscrew,
the bulk of the power is used to drive n
of heat energy
while means are provided for the recuperation
For details
which would otherwise be lost in the jet discharge.
activities see pages 9.8d.
of this branch of; the company’s

Wts

m

A

i

::

>

:

r.

still larger
In readiness for the intended prograname of
flymg-hoats, tlio BristolI
heavier multi-onginod bombers and
L

,

and

0.400 airscrew reduction-gear.
airscrew reduction-gear.
Centaurus 58. Mark 57 with 0.444
Intercomieeted throttle and airscrew control.
engme-moxmting,
Centaurus 59. Mark 58 but with flexible
and adapted
Centaurus XX. Mark 57 wdthont reduction-gear

.

mwM

power

carries the

XX

m

I

p

fitted imtially with eight
(124 850 kg.) gross \veight, is being
reductionengines coupled in pairs, by special
Centaurus
au-serews.
gears, to four sets of contra-rotating
Ppntannis
the Centaurus
The follow'ing are the principal versions of
encrine wdiioh are now available
Twin-entry two-speed superchai-ger engme

m

1

tr

Contatu'us 130, now under development,
B.H.P. phis range,
output of this engine well into the 3,000
high-speed twanand will he used in the Air-speed Ambassador

m

wm-i

i:>

The

progressed tlirough many series, all fitted
was the first Bristol
ancf reduction gears. The Pegasus XVIII
supercharger.
engine to he fitted with a two-speed_smgle-stage
(1932-1939-1937),
The Pegasus gained three Height Records
over Mt. Everest
it was ufe^for the first flight
1938.
the World’s Long-Distance Record
xvith the 450 h.p.
have an output of over 1,000 h.p. as compared
capacity.^ Pegasus and
of the original Jupiter of the same
the foui-engmed
powder units
Perseus engines are the standard
Airways Corporation.
flying-boat fleet of the British Overseas
of poppet-valve
Concurrently with the steady development
in 1920 with sleeveengines, the Bristol company began research
sleeve-valve engine the
valves and the first complete Bristol
was followed by the
Perseus was built in 1932. The Perseus
and development
Aquila, Taurus, Hercules and Centa,urus

ri\

IT,

1

,

which quickly established for the comply
was used in all tyiies of mihtary
ation.
country possessmg
and was built under lieenea in almost every

The

T,

.

,

-nrirnai
al
was the famous Jupiter nme-cylmder rad

sated rocker

fighter,

Sted ri Mgihte
.

„

The Bristol Aeroplane Co., Ltd. was
^^Ben
field until
1910 but it did not enter the aero-engme
established to design and
was
Department
Aero-engine
an

A;

cold starting.

company designed

THE BRISTOL AEROPLANE CO., LTD.
Hkad Office anb Works Filtoit, Biustc^._
Loxbon Office 6, Areington

i.

oil foi^

c.

IGNTTION.—Completelv screened

i

additional

oil jet supiilies

Crankcase

type.^

750- watt generator, hydraulic
Accessoby Dbives.—Provision for
ou auxiliary-drive box
mimp. air compressor and vacuum pump
incorporates two diaphragm
mounted on rear cover, which also
fuel pumps.
oee ruble.
Diuex'.sioxs, Weights axo Pekfoum.vxce.

,

A

Two

views of the Bristol Centaurus eighteen-cylinder two-row sleeve-valve engine.

The rear cover carries drives for the magnetos and auxiliary drive.
Tlie starter, which is arranged in a vertical position, drives the
ci’ankshaft through bevel gears.
An auxiliary-drive facing to
supply power for a separate accessory gearbox is provided and has
a cap)acity of 30 h.p.

—

Cbankshai’t. Built-up in three sections, the front and rear portions
being attached to the eontro section by maneton joints, each secured
by two bolts. The shaft runs in three high-capacity main bearings
of

tlio .spherical roller,

solf-aligning pattern.

Shrunk on

to the

two erankpin.s are white-inetalled sleeves which form the big-end
bearings.
Tiiey are lubricated by pres.sur6 oil through drilled
passages in tlie crankshaft. Each of the two balance weights
contain two vibration damping xmits of the Salomon pattern.
Three oil jets aro also provided in the crankshaft, one in each
balance-weight and one in the centre section. This latter sprays
oil on to the centre main bearing, while the other’ two lubricate
the pistons and sleeves of their respective cylinder banks.

Connecting Rods.— n articulated connecting-rod system is employed
for each bank of cylinders.
Pressure lubrication of the mast-pin
bearings is provided through an oil retainer, while the small ends
are supplied by splash lubrication and the balance-weight oil jets.
Oil retainers are fitted at each side of the big-end assemblies to
control the rate of leakage and to ensure that full oil pressure is
maintained in the bearings.
Reduction Geab.—Epieyclic bevel unit with a ratio of 0.44 to 1.
Power from the crankshaft is transmitted to the rear bevel wheel
through a toothed coupling', and the wheel is positioiiad by a ball
thrust-bearing located in a spherical seating. The airscrew shaft
has three trunnion arms, which carry the bevel pinions. Load
bronze bushes are pressed into the bores of the pinions and longitudinal location is achieved by ball thrust-bearings secured on the ends

Two

of the trunnion aiuns. The front bevel wheel is stationary, being
secured to the reduction gear case by a toothed coupling, and
located on a spherical seating. As both front and rear wheels are
able to tip slightly, the load is distributed ewenly over the three
pinions regardless of mannfactm-ing tolerances. The airscrew
shaft runs on two bearings, the rear comprising a lead-bronze sleeve
pressed into the end of the crankshaft, and the front a large ball
bearing which also takas aii'serew thrust. An oil transfer sleeve is
arranged on the airscrew shaft to transmit oil from the constantspeed unit to the airscrew through the hollow forward end of the
shaft. The supercharger gear-ratio control valve is located in the.
top of the crankcase rear cover and is supplied, and delivers, through'
internal oil passages in the easting.
Sdpebohabgbb, ^The centrifugal supercharger uses a double -.shrouded

—

light alloy impeller which is carried on a shaft supported by two
ball bearings, of which the front is self-aligning and the rear of
normal pattern. Two blower gear ratios available, selection being
by two compound hydraulic clutches. The oil for clutch actuation
passes through tvpo centrifuges. The units are located at the top
of the blower casing and are readily accessible for cleaning. The
clutches are driven by a spring-drive gear on the crankshaft, this
unit protecting the drive from cyclic torque variations.
Oil Sump. The oil sump is a large capacity casting bolted on to
the underside of the supercharger. It has an easily accessible oil
filter, and carries the petrol and oil pump.s which are driven by
shafts powered from the rear-cover gear trains. This arrangement

—

,

ensures that the scavenge oil pump is always submerged. A
small gear-driven scavenge oil pump is fitted in the base of the
front cover casting and is driven off the sleeve-crank train.
Its
purpose is to remove surplus oil from the forward end of the
engine, and return it to the sump through an external pipe.
Weights and Pebbobmance.—See Table.

views of the Bristol Hercules fourteen-cylinder two-row sleeve-valve engine.
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THE BRISTOL HERCULES.
The most
were

wiclely-nsed. versions of the Hercules during the
the "NT and
Series which jDorvered the Stirling III

XVI

VH

war
and

IV, Halifax III and
and Lancaster II foru'-engined boinhers,
the Wellington
twin-engined bomber and the Beairfighter
VI twin-engined fighter.

X

The Hercules XVII and XVIII engines differed from the XVI
in having cropped supercharger-impellers, giving an increase
in x'ower for take-off and low-altitude work, and were installed
in Beaufighter and Wellington aircraft serving with Coastal

'w

Command.
I'owards the end of the war the Hercules 100 was jaroduced
with a maximum jjower of 1,800
and a very subsfiantial
increase in full throttle altitude, achieved by a major develop-'
ment in. two-speed sufjercharger design. This engine, which
embodied the accumulated experience of the vast scale of
military ox3(3ration of the earlier Hercules types throughout
the war, was sidjsequently taken as the design basis for the
present Hercules series of engines for ]30st-war commercial
service.

following the successful use of the Hercules 100 in the Halifax
bomber, a substantially identical engine, the Hercules 101,
is equipping the Handley Page Hastings four-engined military
transport, while the civil xjrototype version of this new aircraft,
the Hermes, has Hercules 120 engines wdiich are again similar
to the 100 series, but develojaed to give higher performance in
respect of economy cruising conditions at very high altitudes.
Hercules 120 engines are installed in a prototjqse Avro Tudor

A’l

if|ii
I

IV

transport.

engme with single-speed supercharger is
used in the Vickers Viking twin-engined medium-range transport,
while the Hercules 632 of almost identical specification, powers
the Bristol Freighter and Wayfarer twin-engined civil transports.
The very svxecessful war record of the Short Sunderland
flying-boats with Bristol Pegasus engines, and the e.xperience
with the Hercules-wigined “G-” cla-ss flying-boats, led to the
introduction of the Short Seaford as a development of this
class, which is now in production with Hercules XIX engines.
rV civil version of this aircraft for use by British Overseas Airways
is also in iiiroduetion.
Named tlie Solent, it is equipped with
Hercules 637 engines,
The. Hercides 630

-il-

Ti;

l

l

The Hercxiles 230 (Military) and 730 (Civil) are the latest
developments of this famous series, with power ontjauts e.xtonding
well into the 2,000/2,500 B.H.P. range, a range hitherto only
covered for normal service use by considerably larger powerunits.
Type tested and put iitto production with a take-off
rating of 2,000
the Hercules 230 shows an increase of
310 B.H.P. over the previous series obtained on standard
100/130 grade fuel without water-injection. With the imminent
advent of fuels of better than 100 octane, the maximum power
of the Hercules 230 and its successors will show a further sub.

stantial increase.

The following are the principal types of Hercules engine
available

now

MILITARY AND PROTOTYPE SERIES.
Hercules 101. Two -speed supercharger engine with rearSM'ept exhaust system.
Hercules 120. Mark 101 modified for high-altitude rating
and 150 h.p. accessory drive. Submerged oil pumps and

vertically-mounted starter.
Hercules 121. Mark 120 with tor quemeter to suit braking
air.screw.

Hercules 230. Mark 101 with power section re-designed for
higher duty and with single-speed supercharger.
Hercules 231. Mark 230 with torquemeter to suit braking
airscrew.

CIVIL SERIES.
Hercules 630. Single-speed suxiercharger engine with front
exhaust manifold and fom'-point moimting ring.
Hercules 631. Mark 630 with torquemeter -type reductiongoar.
,

Hercules 632. Mark 630 with six-point mounting ring and
rear-swept exhaust system.
Hercules 633. Mark 632 with torquemeter-type reduetiongear.

Hercules 634. Mark 630 with modified four -point mounting
ring and rear-swept exhaust system to suit rear manifold.
Hercules 635. Mark 634 with torquemeter-tyxDe I'eductiongear. ;
Hercules ,,636. Mark 630 with special mounting attachments
.

monocoque installation.
Hercules 637. Mark 636 with torquemeter-type reduction-

to suit
gear.,

.
,

Hercules 730.
higher duty.
Hercules 731.
goar.

k-'..

Mark 630 with power

sectioir

redesigned for

Mark 730 with torquemeter-type

reduotion-

,

JVbife.—-Hercules engines when produced specifically for civil
purposes are distinguished by the addition of 500 to the basic
mark numbers. For example, the Hercules 730 is the civil
version of the Hercules 230, and so on.

The 2,000

h.p. Bristol Hercules

230 engine.

The Hercules 230 and its variants closely re.semble their
To en.suro high reliability and
X>redecessors in general layout.
long life with the latest increases in x^ciwcr, important imxwovements in detail design and con.stniction liavo been incoi'iiorated.
The crankcase hn.s been strengthened anil modified to accommodate crankshaft main bearing.s of considerably increased load
The number of studs .securing the cylinders to the
capacity.
crankcase has beeir increasod, and the cylinders themselves have
been strengthened and are machined from aluminium-alloy
Better material
forgings produced by an imxwovod process.
is also used for the sleeves, and the pistons are of stiffened
design.

A

notable advance has been achieved in the cylinder head
Previously, tliis comx^onent was an assembly of two
alrnninium-alloy casting.s. The new head consists of a copper
base with close-pitched cooling fins, machined from the solid
on its outward side, and a steel skirt into which the copper base
is secured.
The steel skirt is flanged for attacliment of the head
to the cylinder barrel. The inner side of the copper base, which
forms the “roof” of the combustion chamber, is faced with nickel
as a protection against corrosion.
design.

The main advantages of this new cylinder head are that the
copper base gives much better condiictivity of heat from the
flame face, and that the steel skirt enables freer entry and exit
to be provided for the cooling air. The construction also gives
a high degree of strength and stiffness.
The improvement obtained in engine cooling is such that,
compared with the previous alummium type, the new heads
run some 25°C. cooler for a given boost and cooling air pressure
drop. Alternatively, the cooling air pressure drop can be halved
for a given boost and head temx'ierature.
The maximum boost that can be used within safe limits of
cylinder conditions, and without incurring any x^enalty in cooling
drag, has therefore been substantially increased..

The Hercules 230 and its variants are available as cornplete
power-plants of the latest “Bristol” low-chag design, which in
addition to its excellent aerodynamic qualities, embodies a
number of practical advantages in accessibility and convenience
for servicing.

Type.—-Fourteen-cylinder sleove-valve two-row radial air-cooled.
Cylindbbs.— ora Sf in. (140 rn/m.), Stroke 6| in. (165 m/m.). Capacity
Forged aluminium -alloy cylinder
2,360 cub. in. (38.7 litres).
Composite
barrels, with close-pitched fins machined from solid.
cylinder -heads having eopi^er bases with elose-x3itohed fins machined
from solid, and forged steel skirts. Each head has two wedgesection gas rings. Sx^ecial alloy-steel cylinders sleeves with balljoint couplings to sleeve driving-cranks.
Sleeve '.Drive.— By simple spur gear trains from front end of crankshaft, driving short cranks for the front sleeve.s and extrended cranks
passing through the forward crankcase section to the rear sleeves.
J.^ach ..sleeve crank ia carried at its rear end in a high-capacity
roller hearing housed iu the crankcase, and at the front in a bush
Intermediate gears run on needlein the erankca.se front cover.
roller bearings.
Pistons.—-Full-skirted type, machined from aluminium-alloy forgings,
and each having two wedge-section gas rings and a channel-section

—

—

—
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seraijer ring above the gudgeoii-pin, and one bevelled seraper-ring
Eobnst case-hardened steel gudgeon-pins, fullyin the skirt.
floating in piston bosses and bronze-bushed small ends of connecting-

rods.

Front and retH' assemblies eacdi comprising one
master-rod, bearing directly on the wliite-metalled crankpin sleeve,
and six articulated rods with bronze-bushed eyes bearing on wristAll rods are high-tensile alloy[)ins carried in the master-rod.

Connecting

steel forgings.

—

Three-iriece type in forged high-tensile alloy steel,
carried in four high-capacity roller bearings.
Crankpins' formed
integral with centre .soctioji, and fitted with white-metalled fixed
Front and rear sections secured to
sleeves for big-end bearings.
centre section by maneton joints.
Crankcase. In tliree sections, produced from light alloy forgings
and carrying housings for three main crankshaft bearings and
fourteen slee\'e crank bearings.
Front Cover. An aluminiuin-alloy casting enclosing the sleevedrive ineclianisni ami carrying the airscrew constant-speed unit
Tlic
af tlie toji and an aiixiliary oil scavenge pump at the bottom.
fourtli roller-bmiring for the cranksliaft is liouaed in. the eoA'er.
Rear Cover. A simple magnesium-alloy ea,sting carrying magnetos,
oil luiinp, fuel ijump and electric starter, and incorporating an
aii.xiliai’y dri\'e for coupling to an aircraft accessory gearbox.

Crankshaft.

—

—

—

IsDt'C'TiO-V System.- — Single-speed .supcn'chargei’.
with magnesium-alloy casing having single direct entry contoured
for minimum drag ami sliock-free transit of mixture to impeller
eye through guicU? \-ane rotor carried on impeller sliaft. Aluminium
alloy dauble-shrcmded impeller moiinted on iiollow alloy steel
shaft dri^-en from rear end of crankshaft through concentric main
drive shaft .spring-drive gear and two compound intermediate gear

Supekcharger and

embodying centrifugal clutcdies. Vaned diffusor-ring encircling impeller 'passes compre.ssed inixturti to diffuser chamber,
fonrteeir equi-length aluminium -alloy induction pipes

units

whence

lead to cylinders.
Sy'stem. Hobsoii-R.A.E. bulk fuel injector and master control,
(a) Fuel metered by
having the following inlierent advantages
basic factors of engine speed, manifold pre.ssure, charge temj)erpositively ensuring correct air-fuel
ature and back pressure
ratio under all operating conditions.
(6) Fully automatic and
accurate correlation of manifold pre.ssnre with mixture strength,

Fuel

—

crankshaft, to x'iatons, sleeves and crankshaft roller-bearings.
Supercharger- and rear-cover drive bearings pressure-liAricated
through main drive shaft and internal passages in casing. Separate
pressure line via metal element filter to sleeve drive and to airscrew
constant speed unit. Main scavenger pump, driven in tandem
with pressure pump as one unit, draws oil through main filter
from float-controlled constant-level oil sump under rear section
of engine ; supplementary scavenge pump driven from sleeve
crank gear in front cover delivers drainage oil from front section

ill

to sump.
Rjjduction Gear. Epioyciic bevel-gear type, with the bevel wheels
carried on spherieal seatings to ensure equal load distribution over
the three bevel pinions. Rear bevel wheel driven from cranksliaft
through toothed coupling, and its thrust carried by ball-race
mounted on airscrew shaft tail-pieee. Front stationary bevel
wheel locked to gear ease by toothed coupling. Bevel pinions
carried on throe trunnion arms integral with airscrew shaft, with

—

ball thrii-st-raees at outer ends.
bearing at forward end of casing.

Heavy-duty main

ball thrust-

Internal oilways in casing for
airscrew control oil supply from constant-speed unit.
E.xhaust System, Cylinder B.aeeles, Etc. ^Engine supplied complete noth stainless -steel exhaust pipes, su-epit back from the
exhaust ports at the front of each cylinder, to a point aft of the
rear cylinders suitable for attachment of either individual tail
Inter-cyliiider baffles and
pil)e.s or grouped exhaust manifolds.
eylinder head batfles designed in conjunetion with exlianst system
to meet co-ordinated requirements of efficiont eylinder cooling,
minimum drag, compactness and reliability.
Engine Mounting. A stiff, square-section ring, formed from soliddrawn steel tube and carrying forged lugs for the power-plant
mounting structure attachments, is built into the engine immedTiio Hercules 230 ring
iately behind the supcrcliargei- casing.
has four attachment |K)ints, but six are provnded on variants of
the basic engine.
Weights and Performance. Bee Table.

—

—

—

;

;

enabling liigli B.M.E.lh to lie used for optimum fuel economy,
witho\it risk of damage to the engine, and greatly reducing tl>e
burden of responsibility on the pilot, (c) Pressure atomisation of
fuel, promoting .smootJi running and flexibility, and further enhancing i'uel ecM.niomy. (d) Carburation unaffected by any sudden
(c) l.!nmunity from icing,
cluvnge.s in flight attitude of aircraft,
hid being injeetctl int.o alrstream after tlie throttles, the latter
oil-lieated.
Iieing
housing
their
and
iGNraoN SY.STEM.- Dual ignition, by two fourteen-cylinder type
magnetos independently serving two eernmic-insulated sparking
pings in oaeh eylinder. iMaguotos and H.'t’. leads to filugs fullyscreaned, and leads housed in waterproof eonduit-lnirim.s.s. Variable
timing device in magniAo drive in rear cover, automatically selecting
optimum ignition setting ibr eadi running condition.

—

Direct pressure lulirication from oil pump on
rear co\’er, tlirougli hollow main dri\'C shaft and crankshaft to
big-end bearings, wrist-pin bearings and airscrew reduction gear.
Splash lubrication, supplemented by pressure spray from oil jets

Lubrication System.

The

THE BRISTOL LOW-DRAG POWER-PLANT.
The Hercules 230 and its variants are available as complete
power-plants of the latest Bristol low-di-ag design. The following
particulars relate to typical features of

power-plant

Ijhe

Bristol low-drag

:

Engine Mounting Structure.

—

Fully-braced structure of steel tubes
with welded-on forged end fittings providing four or six point
attachment to the engine mounting ring and six or four point
attachment to airframes.
Shoulder Cowl. Of fireproof construction Avith sheet steel panels
one annulus for thg
arranged to provide a double annular air exit
main engine cooling air emergiilg from the engine bay and the
other for the oil cooler air emerging from the accessory bay.
Engine and Acce.ssory B.ay Cowling. Low drag cowling assembly,
eom]jrising nose cowl and engine cowl supported on two rings
attached to engine, and accessory bay cowl .supported on rear of
shoulder cowl and on a ring attached to engine mounting structure.
All cowls are of aluminium alloy sheet construction, amply provided
with stiffening members and ivith .steel fittings ivliere necessary,
Eose cowl is in three self-aligning sections, the upper sections
being removable for access to front of engine. Engine and accessory

—

installation,
Bristol Hercules low-drag Power-unit ready for

;
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BHiSTOl^coniimwd.
Warm

supply automatically jmt into circuit by engine suction
unknown to pilot. Separate intake
for oil cooler, with controllable exit shutters operated by
electric motor with either manual or thermostatic control.
Fuel and Oil Svstesis. Fuel system designed for use in conjuiietiou
with backing pumps at the fuel tanks. Feed piiie'^in power plant

liay cowls have liinged main access panels with quick -release
toggle fasteners and folding support struts.
C(:iN’rHoi.EABEK GILES.
Hinged plate tjqje gills c.arried on suiiport
ring attached to engine. Chain and sprocket drive, suitable for
either luaiinally or thermostatically controlled electric motor
operation. Detail disposition of fixed and moveable gill plates
around periphery of cowl can be adapted to suit particular aircraft
requirements, or may be replaced by fixed exit annulus.
esigns available either for air intake ducts fully subAir Ixtakes.
merged within cowling, for connexion to wing leading-edge entries ;
or for external intake scoops where wing coiistiniction precludes
the former ideal arrangement. In either ease the intake system
in the power plant embodies electric jack-operated shutters enabling
the pilot to select either cold ram air, cold filtered air or warm air.
Air filter elements liave anqile area and low 2irassm‘e losse.s. Suptilementary inertia cleaning provided liyshape of air entry louvres.

if

—

air

cold air intake ices up

system

—

delivers to main engine pump through a filter.
Engine pump
Pressure transmitter
deliver.? to injector through another filter.
included in feed line operating warning light in cockpit should fuel
pressure fall below .specified miniimim. Oil system inelude,s oil
cooler with thermostatically controlled airflow siiutters, and
balanced relief valve protecting cooler elements from excessive
scavenge oil jiressiires. Provision made for use of IVorth dilution
.system' if required to facilitate starting at very low temperatures.
All pipes in fuel and oil systems fireproofed to meet latest Civil

—

and Military requirements.

BRISTOL SLEEVE-VALVE ENGINES.

Maximum
Weigh t

Gear

Bore
and Stroke

Capacitj

Diametei

Ratio

(dry)

Talce-ofl

I'ower

Power

for all-out
level fliglit
for 5 mins.

Ma-xirnum

Xoriruil
Oliiiil

Octane
No. and
Grade

Gcouoinieal
Cruising

I

1,5 1 a h.p. at
1,215 h.p. at
1,800 h.p. at d,-UlO r.p.in. atl ,400 r.p.in. at
2,800 r.p.m. ati
12.250 ft.
7 ,750 ft
S/L and
(2,305 in.)
(3,730 111.)
and
1,025 h.p. at
and
2,800 r.p.m. atj 1,415 h.p. at
1,125 h.p. at
19,500 ft.
2,400 r.p.in. at! ^400 r.pi.m. at
10,.5 00 ft.
(5,950 ni.)
21.000 ft.
(5,030 m.)
(0,400 111.)
I

U.1 111.

X
liEBCUliES
101

i

O J in.

.

(140 m/ni.
1 65 m/m.)

52

2, .360 eii. 111.

X

(38.7 litres)

0.44:1

2,045 lbs.
(928 kg.)

lu.

(1.32

111.)

1,6 /5 h.p, at

I

i

i

2,800 r.p.m.

100/130

I

1

I

aik. 120

HjiKcnmis

2,025 Ib.s.
(920 kg.)

in.

X 01

120 and 121

( 1

2,300 en. m.

in.

40 ni/m.
1 05 lii/iii.)

(38.7

litro.s)

52

0.44:1

in.

m

(1.32

Mk.

X

I]:EJt(;nri.Es

230 mid 231

2.000
,300 Oil.
38.7 litres)

0.} in.

ill

0.44

I

l-fliEClJEES
(

and 030

11 ) 8

2,300 eu.

146 ni/in.
105 m/m.)

138.7

1,905 lb.s.
(804 kg.)

in.

litre,s)

0.44

:

1

(1.32 m.)

I

i

and

anil
and
1.290 h.p. at
1.090 h.xi. at
2,400 r.]:).in. at 2,400 r.p.m. at

1,405 h.p.
2.800 r.p.m
23.000 ft
(7,010 in.

21,000
(0,300

25,250

ft.

(7,095

in.)

100/130

ft.
ill.)

1.005 h.]). at
1,305 h.p. at
2.400 r.p.m. atl ;,400 r.]).m. at
4,750 n
11,500 ft.
.4:!0 m.)
(2, 135 in.)

2,0in) li.p.

.

Mk. 231
2,095 Ills.
(950 kg.)

X Okm.

1,475 li.p. at
1,230 h.p. at
2,400 r.p.m. atj 2,400 r.p.m. at
0,000 ft.
10,750 ft.
(1.830 in.)
(3,280 111.)

1.800 h.p.
2.800 r.p.m
0.000 ft,
(1,830 m.

230

{!)34 kg.)

a 2 a.
(1.32 111

I05in/ui.)

,

030, 034

m.

40 m/in.

( 1

1,715 h-iJ. at
2,800 r.ii.m.

2,000 Ills.
(934 kg.)

i\lk.
a.j.

121

I

!

2,000 h.p. !it 2,800 r.p.m
3,500
2,800 r.p.m.
(1,070 m,

1'1

,090

li.p.

100/130

.

I

{

!

i

1,795 h.p. at
1,550 h.p. al
1,330 h.Ti. at
2,800 r.p.m. at 2,400 r.p.m. at| 2,400 r.ii.m. at!
7,250 ft.
4.750 ft.
9,250 ft.
100/130
(2,210 m.)
(1,430 111 .)
(2,820 m.)

at

2,800 r.p.in.

'

i

|

|

X

Hkhcctles
631, 035

and 637

(146 m/in.
105 in/m.)

(38. 7

52 in.

in.

litre.s)

m.

0.44

(1.32

l).44:I

(1.32 kg.)

1,940 lb.8
(880 ke.)

1,090 h.]). at
2,800 r.p.in.

l,<95h.p. at
1,550 h.p, at
1,330 li.p. at
2,800 r.p.m. at 2,400 r.]3.in. at 2,400 i'.]3,rn. at 100/130
7,250 ft.
4,750 ft.
9,260 ft.
(2,210 m.)
(1,430 m.)
(2,820 m.)

1,915 lbs
809 kg.

1,690 h.p. at
2,800 r.p.m.

1,795 h.p. at
1,550 h.xi. at
1,330 h.p. at
2,800 r.p.m. ati2,4:00 r.p.in. at 2,400 r.p.m, at 100/130
7,250 ft.
4,750 ft.
9,250 ft.
(2,210 m.)
(1,430 111 .)
(2,820 ni.)

'

m.
Hinicrnns
032 and 038

2,300 en.

O.V in.

X

1

I

52

2,300 eu. in

01 in.

in.

I

(140 in/ni.
x 165 iM/ni.)i

(38.7 litres)

|

I

uj-

Hercitles

m.

01-

in.

1

I

I

i

m.

2,300

eii.

(38.7

litre.s)

52 in.
I

033 and 039

(146 m/in.
X 10,5 in/m.)

1,795 h.p, at
1,550 h.p. at
1,330 h.p. at
1,690 h.p. at |2,800 r.p.m. at|2, 400 r.p.m. at|2,400 I’.p.ra. at 100/130
7,250 11.
2,800 r.p.m.
4,75ltft.
9,250 ft.
t
rn 1
t 2 s->nin
n
m.)
m.)
(1,450 m.)
(2,820
( 2,210

(1.32 m.)i

1,950 lbs.
(884 kg.)

I

j

j

i

:

I

I

!

Mk. 730
m.
Hercuee.s
7 30 and 731

X
(

61 in.
140 m/m.

t

2,360 cu.

in

(38.7 litres)

52

2,060 lbs.
(934 kg.)
Mk. 731
2,095 lbs.
(050 kg.)

in.

(1.32

m

105 in/in.)

Mk. 57
2,780 lbs.
(1,261 kg.)
{

.ENT A URUS
and 59

/>('

X

57. 58

111.

3,270 eu. m.

7 in,

(53.6 litres)

(146 m/m.)
< 178 m/m.)

Mk. 58

55.3 in.
(1,405
m/tn.)

2,790 lbs.
(1.266 kg.)

Mk.

f)9

2,870 lbs.
(1,302 kg.)

020 h.p. at
1,005 h.p. at
1,305 h.it. at
JOO r.p.m,
1,950 h.p. at j2,800
r.p.m. at 2,400 r.p.m. atj2,400 r.p.m. at
2,800 r.p.m.
4,500 ft.
4,750 ft.
11,500 ft.
(1,370 m.)
(1,450 m.)
(3,500 m.)

2,580 h.p. at
2,700 r.p.m. at
4,000 ft.
(1,220 m.) or
* 2,840 h.p. at
2,190 h.p. at
1,790 h.p. at
2,700 r.p.m. at 2,400 r.p.m. at 2,400 r.p.m. at
100 h.p. at
750 ft.
5,000 ft.
1,100 ft.
100 r.p.m.
(230 m.)
(1,525 m.)
(3,3.55 m.)
!ind
100/130
or
and
and
825 h.p., at 2,315 h.p. at
2,000 h.p. at
1,640 h.p. at
100 r.p.in.
2,700 r.p.m. at 2,400 r.p.m. at 2,400 r.p.m. at
16,7.50 ft.
10,000 ft.
21,600 ft.
m.)
(5,100 111
(4,880 ni.)
.) or
(6,55.5 m.)
1=
2,610 h.p. at
2,700 r.p.in. at
14,250 ft.
(4,34.5

D’i

Crntaobits
130

X
(I
;

2,600 h.p. at
2,700 r.p.m.

in.
7 in.

16 in/in.

178 lu/ui.)

3,2i0 cu.

m

(.53.6 litres)

56.5 in,
(1,435

m/m.)

,

2,980 Ibsi,.
(1,362 kg.)

100/130

j

or

000

h.p.:

2,700 r.]mii.

m.)

2,680 h.p. at
2,700 r.p.m, at
4,000 ft.
(1,220 m.) or
*3.000 h.p, at
2,700 r.p.m.
_ at S/L.

* ludieatos outputs using rnethanol/water inject ion.

,

2,105 h.p. at
1,805 h.j,). at
2,40fl. r.p.m. at 2.400 r.p.m. at
6,000 ft.
9,500 ft.
(1,525 m.)
(2,895m.)

100/130

—
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bbistol— continued.

System. Embodies sill necessary fireproofing, and
screening and bonding to prevent radio 'interference. Cables
passing throirgh l3ulkhead have quickly detachable shielded -plugs
to facilitate rapid changing of power plants.
Fibe ExTiYUintsuEB System.: Methyl bromide spray type system,
I’ings. one at th,§ front of the engine, one at the
with three
rear, and one in the .accessory bay, with a separate spray nozzle
engine
induction
system, all supplied bjr separate spray
the
in
nozzle in the engine induction system, all supplied by separate

Electmcal

—

bottles.
Continuous-cord type flame detector operates warning
light on feathering button in cockpit and prepares spray .system
for action.
Subsequent depression of feathering bixttosi automatically starts spray concurrently with- airscrew-feathering.

—

ExH.YnsT SY.STBM. Either individual tailpipes, or twin outlet unifiow
type manifolds, can be provided, connecting with the swept back
exhaust jjipes in. the engine. All pipes and manifolds of stainless
steel construction.

CIHHUS,
THE CIRRUS ENGINE

DIVISION OF

BLACKBURN AIRCRAFT,

LTD.

HE.tD Office and
Yorks.

Works

:

Engine Deft., Broogh, E.

,

Joint Managing Directors R. Blackburn, O.B.E., A.M.I.C.E.,
F.R.Ae.S., M.I.Mech.E. (Chairman), and Major F. A. Bumpus,
B.Sc., A.R.C.S., Wh.Sc., F.R.Ae.S.
Sir Maurice Denny, Bt., C.B.E., B.Sc., M.I.O.E.,
Directors
M.I.N.A. W. S. Farren, C.B., M.B.E., M.A., F.R.S., M.I.Mech. E.,
R, R. Rhodes,
Captain N. W. G. Blackburn
F.R.Ae.S.
Sqdii. Ldr. J. L. N. Bennett-Baggs, A.P.R.Ae.S.
F.R.Ae.S.
Secretary; A. F. Jopling, A.C.A.
The Cirrus aero-engine, the pioneer light four-cylinder
in-line air-cooled engine, made possible the light aeroplane
of today, and its long list of successes in light aircraft of many
types dates back to 1925.
"
In 1934 the manufacture of these engines was taken over by
Blackburn Aircraft "Ltd., and a new series of engines xvas produced
which achieved further excellent results in many different
:

:

;

;

;

;

aircraft.

of these, the Cirrus Minor of 90 h.p., in the Auster I
observation monoplane, saw active service in France,
Libya, Tripoli and Tunisia with marked .success and a fine
record for reliability. The B..A.F. type, which embodies a
number of alteration.s from the pre-war civilian model, is known

The

first

Army

The 90

h.p. Cirrus

Minor

Series I engine.

—

the CiiTus Minor Series I.
iiexv etigine, the Cirrus M’inor Series II of 100 h.p. which is
installed in 'the' Auster J/1 Autocrat light monoplane, is now
added to the Cirrus range, which also includes the Major Series
II of 150 h.p. and the Major Series III of 155 h.p. The four
types are described hereafter.
"
Under development there is a completely new series of light
the four -cylinder 180 h.p. Bomafi-cooied inverted engines,
and the 300 h.p.^
bardier
tlie six-cylinder 205 h.p. Musketeer
supercharged sixrcylinder Grenadier. These engines will be of
completely new dcisign. and will incorporate several new features,
including direct fuel -injection. Engines of this new series are
not likely to be in in-oduction for at least twelve months.

Lubrication. Pressure feed system by oseiMating piston-type of
oil-pump driven from rear end of camshaft. Gravity drain system.
Pressure oil filter contained in separate unit on side of crankcase

90 h.p. CIRRUS MINOR SERIES I.
TYrJS.
Four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled.
CvLiXDEKS. Bore 3.73 in. (95 m/m.). Stroke 3 in. (127 m/m.).

Performance.

a,.s

A

—

;

;

—

THE

—

Cap-

carbon steel cylinders with niaolnned hns have detachabJe ialloy heads attached by eight studs to a flange on the barrels. A
The
gas-tight joint is ensured by a laminated copper washen
valve operating gear is enclosed by an Electron cover which also
The cylinders are
acts as an oil bath for the valve mechanism.
located by short anchoring studs in the crankcase.
gudgeon pins
floating
Pistons.-—Y- alloy of slipper type. Fully
One .scraper a"nd two compression ring.s.
Connecting Rods. Hidnrninium forgings with steel-backed white
metal bearings.
Crankshaft.- Steel forging carried in live plain white-metal bearings
with a ball thru.st bearing at the front end and fitted at the rear
with a gear ivheel for driving the two vertical magneto drive-shafts,
which also operate the fuel pumps.
Ckankcase. Electron casting with all

—

—

at rear end.

Accessories.— Optiianal.

Arnal fuel pumps, electric starter, screening

Kigass primer.

harness.

—Direct.

Left Hand tractor.
37.8 in. (900 in/m.). Height 25 in. (636 m/m.).
Width 17.32 in. (440 in/m.}. Bearer feet bolt centres, front to rear
15.8 in. (402 m/m.).
Alternative widths between centres 5.2 in.
380 in /m.), 16.65 in. (423 ni/m.), 18 in. (469 m/m.).
Complete with boss, spinner, two fuel pumps and pipeVI'eight.
lines, bearer feet and rubbers, screening harness, cooling chute and
baffles, exhaust stubs and flame trap.
238 Ib. -j- 2 lb. (108 kg.

Aihscbew Drive.
Dimensions.

—Lengtli

—

-f

0.9 kg.).

—

Normal 80 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. Maximum 90 h.p.
at 2,600 r.p.m., Fuel consumptions full throttle at 2,300 r.p.m.,
6.0 Imp gallons (27.28 litres) per hr.. Cruising at 80% full power at
2,300 r.p.m., 4..39 Imp. gallons (20.83 litres) per hr., Oil consumption
1-2 pints (0.57-1.4 litres) per hr., Octane rating 70.

THE

—

100 h.p.

CIRRUS MINOR SERIES

—

:

cylinders are located by short anchoring studs in the crankcase.
Pistons.— Slipper type of Y-alloy. Fully -floating gudgeon-pins.
One scraper and two compression rings.
Connecting Rods.~As Minor Series I.
Crankshaft. As Minor Series I.
Ce.ankcase. As Minor Series I.
•

—
—

—

oilways carried internally and fitted
'with an Electron top-cover which
carries a one-piece cast breather at
the rear, and lifting eyes fore and aft.
Valve Geab.— One inlet and one exhaust
Wide cooling
valve per cylinder.
spaces between inlet and exhaust port
by camshaft
passages.
Operation
tlirough ball-ended push-rods, and
tappets housed in the crankcase, the
camshaft running direct in the crankcase casting with a bronze thrust
bearing at the front end from which
end tlie camshaft is driven through
spur gears.
The timing gears are at
the front of engine and have a small
timing cover in Electron.
B.T.H.
fully-screened
Ignition. -Two
SG4-2 niagnetos "(one with irnpulso
starter) are driven from the orankshaft through spiral gears. Distributors

—

!

i

,

face downwards.
IntegralJy-scree$iod
sparking-plugs. Pksssey-Breeze screening harness.

—

downGlandel-Hobson
Cakbukation.
draught carburettor, with independent
flameximal
an
mixture control and
trap, is moimted on a cast induction
manifold.
Dual fuel pumps can be
fitted at rear of crankcase, ono on
oitlier side,

operated through plungors

by earns on magneto

driving-sliaffs.

II.

Type. Four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled.
Cylinders. Bore 3.9 in. (lOOm/in.), Stroke 5 in. (127 in/m.), Capacity
3,990 c.c.. Compression ratio 6.25 1. The high grade carbon steel
cylinders with machined fins have detachable heads. The

,

100 h.p. Cirrus Minor Series

II air-eoolecl engine.

O

C

—P

—
f
j
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CmRUS~<oalmued.

—

Heads.
ent-roof type in Y-alloy (with one inlet and
one exhaust valve) attached to cylinder top flange by eight studs
ann tiut.s. A gas-tight joint is secured by a spigot on the cylinder
and a copper washer. The cylinder -head forms one half of the
valve-gear chamber and has a cover-box acting as an oil bath for
tlu) valve roc^ker gear.

CY'LiN’DEit

Valve

—

perated from camshaft through cup-ended tappets
push -rods. Clearance adjusted by screwed cup
in one oriel of rocker with a hardened striking pad on the other.
Valves steillited. The camshaft runs direct in the crankcase casting
with a bi’onze thrust-boaring at the front end from which end the
camshaft is driven through spur gears. The timing gears are at
the front of engine and have a small timing cover in Electron.
Ge.ar.

and

ball -ended

—

Screening harness available if de,sired.
Minor Series I.
Carbur.vtiox. A Zenith downdraught carburettor with independent
mixture control, also hot and cold air intake, is fitted to a oneWai‘m air from the cowling is
jiieco cast induction manifold,
admitted through the flame-trap up to approximately 90% of the
throttle opening, after which a direct cold air intake comes into
Provision for fire-fighting equipment is made on the
operation.
Dual fuel-piiiiips can bo fitted and are
hot and cold intake.
operated by cams on the magneto driving-shafts.
LmaiOATiox. Gear-type ojl-pump, incorporating Anto-clean filter
is fitted. Pressure-feed system to main and big-end bearings.
Gravity drain sj'stem. An extension of the oil-pump spindle

loxiTiox.

—

—

a power take-off point.

j)rovido,s

—

Accessokies. Ojitioiial. Amal petrol pump; Pesco or
B.T.H. and Heywood Compressors
vacuum jiumps

Rotax
Rotax

;

;

generator and starter.
Arn.soREvv Drive. -Direct

left-liand tractor.

;

Dimensioxs. -Overall length less .spinner less starter 40 in. (1,013
in/m.), Height 25.(1 in. (050 m/m.). Width 18 in. (455 m'm.),
Bearer feet centres as Minor Series I.
Weiuht.-— omplete with airscrew hub and spinner, two fuel pumps
and pipe-lines, bearer feet and rubbers, cooling chute and baffles,
exhaust stubs and flame-trap. 248 lb. + .2 lbs. (1 12.0 kg. + 0.9 kg.).
Pf.bfotimaxce.
Normal 90h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m.. Maximum 100 h.p. at
2,000 r.p.m.. Fuel consumption, full tlirottle at 2,300 r.p.m. 0.0
.

—

Imj). gallons (30 liti-os) jier lir.. Crui.sing at 80",', fvdl poivor at 2,300
r.p.m., 5.2 Iiiq). gallons (23.0 litres) per hr., Oif consumption 1-2
jiiuts (0.57-1.4 litres) per hr.

Octane

Katintg.
77 (D.T.D. 224)
tatra-ethyl-lead can be used.

THE
rTvi’E.

Fuels

CIRRUS MAJOR SERIES

150 h.p.

—Four-cylinder

minimum.

containing

A rear

II.

type of Y-glloy, with two tapered compression
rings.

—Hiduminimn

forgings fitted with steel-backed
white-metal bearings.
Cbanksh-aft. Robust .steel forging machined all over, carried in
five plain bearings.
Ball thrust-bearing at front end.
Cbaniccase. Aluminium-alloy casting with Electron top-cover.
The timing-gear cover at rear carries the auxiliaries and does not
disturb any gears when removed as they are housed in the crank-

—

—

case.

Valve Gear.—"Operation, etc., as in Minor (>Series I).
CARBirnATioN. One Claudel -Hobson downdraught carburettor,

—

—

150
2,450 r.p.m.. Fuel consumption, full throttle at normal
10 Imp. gallons (45.40 litres) iier hr.. Cruising at 80%
full power at 2,200 r.]).m.. 7.3 Imp. gallons (33.2 litres) per hr.,
Oil eemsumptiou 0,75 to 2 pints iier hr., (0.42-1.14 litres).
;

h.p. at

THE

:

—Slipper

70

145/155

minimum.
h.p.

Fuels eontaining tetra-ethyl-lead

CIRRUS MAJOR SERIES

Cirrus Major Series III engine is similar in general
arrangement to the Major Series II, but is a higher compression engine and lia.s a corre.spondingly increased output.
The Major Series II and Series III engines are alike in external
appearances, and the illustrations may therefore be taken to
represent both types. Tlie description of the Major Series
II engine will also apply to the Major Series III, except in
the following details.
Co,iiPRESsiox Ratio.
0.5: I.
Pebporm-axce. Normal 145 h.p. at. 2,200 r.p.m., Maximum 155 h.p.
at 2,450 r.p.m.
Crui.sing 2,100 to 2,200 r.p.m., Fuel consumption

—

—

fulH hrottle at normal r.p.m., 10.5 Imp. gallons (47.7 litre.s) jier hr.,
Crui.sing at SO‘% full power at 2,200 r.p.m., 8.2 Imp. gallons (37.3
litres) per iir., Oil consiimptian 0,75 to 2 pints (0.42 to 1.14 litres)
per hr.
OcT'ANE Rating. -87 minirmun. Fuels containing tetra-etliyl-lead
can be used.

—

fitted

The cold
operates automatically at

inserts in the cylinder -head.

intake

approximately

90%

to

full-throttie

opening.

—

Ignition. Two B.T.H. magnetos one
with impulse starter. K.L.G. sparking
Screening can be provided if
plugs.
desired.

—

Lubrication. Pressure feed system with
scavenge pump. All oilways infernal
crankcase casting.
Pressure and
scavenge illter.s embodied in the oilpump which is of oscillating piston
in

type.

Aikscbbw Drive.

—

Direct,

left-hand

tractor.

Accessoiues.

— Optional,

Amal Duplex

Electric-starter vacuum
punqi, generator, and screening if
required.
fuel

pump.

,

—

Overall length less spinner
42.9 in. (1,096 m/m.), Overall height
31.4 in. (797 m/rn.), Overall width
17.3 i'll. (450 ni/m.). Bearer feet bolt
centres front to rear 21.2.5 in. (540
ni/ro.). Bearer feot bolt eonf.ros altern-.
ntivo widths 21.4 in. (.544 m/ni.), 18
in. (458 in/iii.), 15.2 in. (386 ni/m.).

Dibiensions,

III.

The

with flamo-trap and direct cold air
intake, and having an independent
mixture control, is mounted on a onepiiece cast induction manifold which is
secured by bolts passing through bosses
cast on the manifold and screwed into
air

or III Engine,

With airscrew hub 338 ± 5 lb, (153.4 kg. + 2.3 kg.).
Pehpormanoe. Normal 138 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m.
maximum

WniaiiT.

OcT.vxE IlATi-xa.
can be used.

in-lino air-cooled inverted.

—

and one scraper
CoNNECTiNO Rods.

—

II

r.p.jii.,

Coro 4.72 in. (120 m/m.), Stroke 5.5 in. (l-fU in/m.),
CviANiiERS.
Capacity 383 ciub. in. (6.3 ]itre,s). Compression ratio 5.S 1. Barrels
are niaohined from high-grade steel ingots and are located in crank
case by large spigot and four short studs securing cylinder base
flange.
Cylinder-heads are of aluminium-alloy with one inlet
and one exhaust valve. Heads attached to barrels by twelve
securing studs.
Pistons.

view of the Cirrus Major Series

The 150

h.p. Cirrus

Major

Series II Engine,

p
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Stonegrove, Edgwaee, Middlesex.
Major F. B. Halford (Chairman), Sir Geoffrey de
:

Directors
Havilland, F. E. N. St. Barbe, A. S. Butler, J. L. Brodie, Hugh
Buckingham and A.F. Burke (General Manager).
The de Havilland organization entered the aero-engine
industry in 1927, when they produced the first of the Gipsy
light aeroplane engine series.
The Gipsy range of engines has been designed by Major Frank
B. Halford, F.R.Ae.S., M.S.A.E., working in close collaboration
with the Design Department of the de Havilland Aircraft
Company, Ltd.
The first experimental Gipsy engines, produced in July, 1927,
were designed to develop 13*5 h.p. One was installed in the
D.H. 71 Tiger Moth single-seat racing monoplane, which established the then World’s Speed Record for Light Aeroplanes at
186 m.p.h. (300 km.h.).
The most widely used engines in the Gipsy series, which were
manufactured throughout the war, included the 130 h.p. GipsyMajor I, the 200 h.p. Gipsy-Six I and the 205 h.p. Gipsy- Six II.
For post-war use the company has developed a new series of
four and six-cylinder engines brief details of which are published
below.
For the four -cylinder engines the name Cfipsy Major is
retained, but for the six-cylinder units the name Gipsy Six has
been dropped in favoiu of the R.A.F. name Gipsy Queen, owing
to the wide use of these engines under this name in the service
during the war.
In the Gipsy Maj^r Series there are two basic engines—the
160 h.p. Gipsy Major Series 30 and the 197 h.p. supercharged
Gipsy Major Series 50. In the Gipsy Queen Series there are
tlrree engines—the 250 h.p. Gipsy Queen Series 30, the 295 h.p.
supercharged Gipsy Queen Series 50, and the 330 h.p. geared
and supercharged Gipsy Queen Series 70. All five engines
will take controllable-pitch airscrews and the six-cylinder units
will take a new constant-speed feathering and braking airscrew.
:

‘

The geared and supercharged Gipsy Queen Series 70 is fitted to
the D.H. 104 Dove twin-engined light transport and the Miles
M.60 Marathon four-engined feeder -type transport.
The new engines have a new cylinder of slightly greater bore
and stroke, a 30% increase in fin area, and a. new aluminiumalloy head with inserted valve seats.
A standard piston is
fitted giving a 6.5

:

1

compression ratio.

Most of the ignition equipment, apart from the distributors,
is suitable for both fotm and six cylinder engines, are as the
magnetos which incorporate an impulse starter. Many of the
reciprocating and valve operating parts, joints, connections
and small attachments are common throughout the series.
Strip-lined main bearings are fitted for improved performance,
to enhance wear quality and to simplify replacement, while in
the six-cylinder designs opportunity has been taken to stiffen
the crankcase with a cross bolt through the centre joixrnal cap
and to apply a pendulum-type vibration absorber to a lightened
crankshaft.

The 160

h.p.

D.H. Gipsy Major

Series

30 engine,

In the Gipsy Queen Series 70 a steel connecting-rod has been
adopted and a Bihby-type coupling is used in conjunction with a
self-centring epicyclic gear to give a smooth flexible reduction
gear and a short compact gear casing.
In all engines provision has been made on the crankcase, top
cover to mount a variety of accessories. In the supercharged
types the supercharger drive is taken from the front of the engine,
in the case of the Gipsy Queen. Series 70 tlirough a long torsion
shaft.

^

If required, the normally-aspirated engines can be converted
to supercharged types by fitting the supercharger unit in place
of the existing rear cover.
Injection-type carburettors are
a feature of the supercharged engines.
The de Havilland Engine Co., Ltd. entered the gas turbine
field early in 1941.
Design of the H-1 Goblin was started in
April, 1941 and bench tests began a year later. Tw'o H-1 units
The
installed in a Gloster Meteor first flew on March 5, 1943.
Goblin is used to power the D.H. 100 Vampire single-seat jetpropelled fighter. A D.H. H-1 jet unit was also fitted to the
prototype Lockheed XP-SO Shooting Star jet fighter. For
details of the Goblin see pages 8-9d.
In 1934, the de Havilland Aircraft Co., Ltd., acquired the
licence for the Hamilton- Standard controllable -pitch airscrew.
The Company operates airscrew factories in Great Britain and
Australia and manufactures airscrews in large quantities for
the British and Dominion Governments.

THE
Type.

—

D.H. GIPSY QUEEN SERIES
30, 50 AND 70.
Six- cylinder in-line inverted air-

cooled, direct-drive (Series 30), directdrive sui^erchavged (Series 50) or geared
and supercharged (Series 70).

Cylindehs.—Boro
Stroke

'

volume

5.9

in.

4.73 in. (120 .m/m.),
(150 m/m.). Swept
litres),
in. (10,178

621 cub.

1.
Standard
Compression ratio 6.6
Gipsy typo cylinders machined from
:

carbon-steel forgings and finned over
To
three-quarters of length of barrel.

uneven expansion
for
compensate
under working conditions, the cylinder
bore is slightly tapered when cold, the
smallest diameter being at the head
end. This taper is so calculated that
at normal operating temperatures the
bore is parallel for all practical purposes

Aluminium-alloy head clamped to
aird crankcase by four long
Moulded Dermatino ring
steel studs.
between cylinder and crankcase and
plain copper washer between barrel
barrel

and head.
Pistons.— Fully-.skirted of light alloy,
with two compression and one scraper
Fully-floating gudgeon pins
rings.
retained by washers and circlips.
CoNNECTiNU Rods (Series 30 and 50).—
•

.

forgings.
aluminium-alloy
I-section
Split big-ends with caps secured by
four nickel-chrome bolts and splitpinned nuts. Unbushed little-ends
drilled for lubrication.
Connecting Rods (Series 70). I-section
steel with
of nickel -chrome
rods
Vandervell thin-wall big-end linings.

—

have floatiiig_ phosphorbronze bushes wbich are free both in
comiecting rod eye and gudgeon-pin.
-Littlc-onds

The 250

h.p.

D.H. Gipsy Queen Series 30 six-eylinder engine,
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ix-throw shaft is a
Crankshaft.
chrome steel forging macliin«l^

runs

joiinials.

'oii

nickel-

„

!

,

i

eighty plain

-

^

^

inlCi^e'd^

1

Thrust bearing

is

a single row

ball-

I
I

bearing eapablo of dealing with thrust

—

luminium -alloy main case
by eross-webs which carry
the main and camshaft bearings and
additionally strengthened by a steel

Cr.vnkcase.

-

I

j

stiffened

cross -bolt

'

^

j
WlL
laJEy

iSB

i

which passes through upper,

!

web and bearing cap of No. 4
main Ijearing. Rear wall and ease
closed by roar cover which extends
holow level of cylinder mounting face

-

•»»

part of

i

-

!

form a sump, to undenside of
which oil-pump and pressure filter
unit are bolted. Fuel pump mounted
on port side of pnmp. In Series 50
1
The 330 h.p. D.H.
Gipsy Queen Series 70 geared and supercharged engine.
and 70 .s-U]>er charger replaces rear
Top cover is a magnesiumcover.
Reduction Gear (Series 70). Epieyelie gear driven off crankshaft
alloy casting and carries magnetos, distributors, vacuiun pump,
through Bibby tj-pje flexilile .sp)ring cou|;)liiig. Gear ratio 0.711 1.
generator, air-compressor, constant-speed unit and their drives.
Airscrew. Apjiroved type of iixed-pitcli wood or metal, or D.H.
tandard Gipsy valve gear with two valves per cylinder
YjtnvE Gear.^
cani.shaft
.steel
hollow
2/1000/2 bracket type, constant-speed (pitch range 14°) or D.H.
bjr
from
push-rods
operated
tappet.s and
Both inlet
3/1000/2 Hydroma-tic typie constant-speed, feathering'' and braking
running in plain bearings in port side of crankcase.
(pitch range 120° total, 25° constant-speed).
and exhaust valve stems tipped with Stellite and head of exhaust
surfaced
Dimensions, Weights and Performance. See Table.
valve and that portion of stem exposed to exhaust gases
with Brightray to enhance resi.stance to leaded fuels. Sodiumcooled exhaust valves in Series 70.
THE DE HAVILLAND GIPSY MAJOR 10.
Cabbtjeation (Series 30).—Pair of single-choke Hobson type -4.-1.55E
Type. Foui*-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled.
downdrauglit carburettors each feeding tlwee eylindei's through
Cylind-ERS. Boro 4.046 in. (118 m/in.), Stroke 5.512 in. (144 m/m.),
separate three-Branch manifold. Air intake contains liot and cold
Capacity 373.6 evib. in. (6.124 litres), Compression ratio 6 1.
air intake slnitter and flame trap.
Barrels machined all over from forgings of carbon steel.
Thickness
Carburation (Series 50 and 70).—-Holison type .D.H./G.l injection
of wall and depth of finning adjusted to ensure even cooling and
contra
carburettor metering fuel througii an injection nozzle into the
to

;

i

—

c'

»

;

—

—

—

'

i

^

—

J
}

—

:

of the aupercliarger impeller.
Gentrifugai type mounted in i-ilnce of
(Serie.s 50).
rear cover in Series 30.
Single-sided impeller drh'en off rear end (jf
camshaft tlirougli two eompouiid intermediate gears. Complete
gear train is situated betw'een cranlicuse rear w'all and siiijereharger
i'roiit easing.
Gear ratio 11.10 1.
Supercharger (Series 70). Centrifugal type driven tlirough tw-o gear
trains and a quillshaft which is do-axial wdth and passes through
hollow camshaft. Gear ratio 11.22: 1.
Ignition.- Two screened B.T.H. type C.G.A. or Rotax type N.G.A.
magnetos and B.T.H. or Rotax distributors mounted ou crankcase
and i
top cover and gear-driven off auxiliary drive shaft at
times engine speed respectively. Two sparking-plugs per cylinder.
Lubrication.- Dry .sump system. One pressure and two scavenge
pumps with fabric type filter on pressure pump and gauze filters
on suction side of all three pumps. Main bearings, big-ends and
most bearings fed with oil under pressure. Pistons and cylinder
walls sprayed with oil by jets from big-ends, supplemented by
Valves
oil mist, and all other moving piu*ts by oil mist or .splash.
and rocker gear operate in oil baths. Worth oil-dilution system.
Accessories.- All accessories driven off roar of auxiliary drive shaft,
each accessory eoujiled to its driving gear by splined coupling
starter,
sleeve.
Accessories include Rotax type NI5EY or
Pesoo B3 or B3X vacuum -jnimp, .Rotax generator, Heyw'ood
or"VI hydraulic pump.
SM(j/2 air compressor and Lockheed Mli.
Cooling. Standard system of air scoop and baffles.
Fuel. Not inferior to 100 Octane except wdiere lower conipi’ession
ratio is obtained by fitting thicker cylinder -head w'ashei’s.

SuRERCHARGEB
'

—

:

—

—

N3EM

—

Copper-asbestos washers beneath heads.
Pistons. HigIi-campre,ssion type machined from alurainium -alloy
forgings.
Fully-floating gudgeon pin located by external circlips
and washers. One serapor and two compression rings below

—

gudgeon

pin.

—

CoNN.ECT,iNa Rods. Machined all over from light-alloy stampings
with split big-ends clamped together by four bolts and nuts. Bigend bearings of steel-backed white metal-lined type. Small end
beai'ings unbushed.
Crankshaft.:
achined

—

all over from niokel-chromium-alloy steel
Statically and dyiiamieally balanced.
Five steel-backed
white-metal main bearing.s. Ball-bearing to take thrust at front
end. Journals and pins bored for lightness and lubrication.
Crankcase. Aluminium -alloy casting. Lower half carries the five
main crankshaft bearings, which are held in position by separate
caps.
Top cover is of rnagnesium-alloy stoutly ribbed to resist

forging.

—

_

.

11

prevent distortion. Expoised surfaces specially treated against
corrosion.
Ends project far into crankcase, with oil-tight joint
Detachable heads of
of Dernuitino between barrels and latter.
alurainiurn-alloy held liy long H.T. st-eel studs to crankcase.

V

—

deflection.

—

Valvis Gear. Fully enclosed. One inlet and one exhaust valve
per cylinder. Valve seats, machined from nickel-chrome steel are
sliniuk and peened into roof of head, that for exhaust valve being
also screwed in.
Operation by steel rockers, tubular steel pushrods, _and steel tappets off camshaft running in five bearings on
port side of engine. All striking parts are hardened and replaceable.
The camshaft is driven by spur-gears from rear end of crankshaft.
Induction. Claudel-Hobson Al.4-8 downdraught carburettor supplies
the engine, and up to highest cruising speed draws warmed
air through flame-trap from the side of the engine.
When the
throttle is fully opened, an interconnected change-over flap is
moved and air is taken from outside engine cowling. Thus, freezing
is prevented at cruising r.p.rn. with no loss of performance at full
throttle.
Altitude control is provided by an air valve in the
carburettor, operated from the cockpit.
Lubrication. Oil is drawn from external tank by engine-driven geartype pump on the rear of the engine, through a coarse gauze .suction
filter.
This pump delivers at a'pres.sure of 40 to 45 lbs. per sq. in.,
(2.81 to 3.16 kg,/sq. c/m.) governed by an adjustable relief valve, to
an Auto-Klean filter. Crankshaft, connecting-rods, camshaft and
timing gear are pressure-fed from the main oilway, which is integral
with the top cover. Cylinders are lubricated by special splash
arrangements from connecting rod big-ends, wliereby proper lubrication, of pistons is established immediately on starting.
Secondary external oil pipe lubricates all acces.sory drives and bearings on
rear cover above cranlvshaft gear. Remaining gears and bearings
in lower part of cover lubricated by splash oil from magneto gears
and leakage past idler gear bushes which receive pressme oil from
rear main bearings,
Gil from rear cover and back of crankcase
drains into settling tank and withdrawn by front scavenge jjurap.
Oil drainage from wells^formod by projection of cylinders inside
cranliease drawn from front end by rear scavenge pump through
external pipe and filter box. V alve rocker gear lubricated sejiarately
by splash from rocker covers which are filled with oil to prescribed

—

—

'

ill

level.
,

A

Cooling.—-Scoops

The 145

h.p.

D.H. Gipsy Major 10 engine.

are fitted to the port side of the engine, for which
suitable openings are arranged in the aircraft cowling.
The air
collected by these scoops is passed between the cylinders and
heads and |uitably deflected by special baffles on the starboard
side of the' engine.

GREAT BRITAIN
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Ignition.' Two B.T.H. magnetos mounted in inverted position on
either side of rear cover.
Impulse starter coupling on starboard

magneto.
Airscrew Drive. Direct. Left-hand tractor. Provision for fixedpitch wood or metal airsci'ew of approved design or D.H, manually-

—

operated va?iable-pitch airscrew.

Dimensions, Weights .vnd Performance.

— See

Table.

THE DE HAVILLAND GIPSY QUEEN

II.

— Six-cylinder in-line
Cyundebs.— Bore 118

Type.

inverted air-cooled.
ni/in. (4.646 in.l, Stroke 140 m/m. (5.612 in.).
litres (560.6 cub. in.), Compre.s.sion ratio (5:1.

Capacity 9.18(5
(See Gipsy Major 10).
Pistons, Connecting Rods.'
,

Crankshaft.

—Machined

ohromium-alloy
statically

and

—As Gipsy Major

10.

all
over from E.S.C. forging of niokelsteel drilled for lightness and lubrication. Balanced
dynamically. Runs in eight steel-backed white-

metal main bearings. Ball thrust-bearing at front end.
Crankcase. Electron. Small sump at back end. Each intermediate bearing supported by stiff cross-member with separate
Facings for bearer-feet, breather, fuel and oil pumps,
cap.
tachometer drive and starter. Top cover of Elektron carries
magnetos, distributors and driving gear.
Vadve Gear. Fully enclosed. One inlet and one exhaust valve
per cylinder seat directly against aluminium-bronze of head.
Driven by steel rockers, tubular steel push-rods, and hardened
steel tappets off camshaft running in seven bearings on port side.
All striking parts hardened and replaceable.
Camshaft driven off
front end of oranlcshaft by spur- gears.
Camshaft gear attached to
camshaft through vernier system of keyways to give accurate valve

—

—

timing.
Axjxili.ary

DHiVES.-^Camshaft and

all

auxiliaries

driven

off

gear-

wheel on front end of crankshaft between ball thrust-bearing and
Train of hardened gears witli profile-ground
first cra-nk-tlirow.
to^eth drive cam.shaft, and shaft in top cover running at 1.5 crankshaft speed to drive magnetos. Fuel and oil pumps drh'en on
vertical shaft at back end of camshaft.
Tachometer drive and
starter at back of crankcase.

The 210

h.p.

D.H. Gipsy Queen

engine.

II six-cylinder

Gams and tappets

Other stream adjusted by
lubricated by spray.
balanced piston arrangement to 15 lb.s. per sq. in. (1.05 kg./sq. c/m.)
lubricates camshaft and other accessory drives.
Two scavenge
pumps, each with detachable fine-mesh gauze filter, draws oil from
each end of crankcase. Except for connections to tank, there are

—

C.arbur.ation. Two Claudel-H'ob.son AI.48H.4M down-draught carburettors each supply three cylinders and up to highest cruising
speed draw through a flame-trap warmed air from around ejdinders.

no external

oil pipes.

—Two

MO 1-2

^

When

Ignition.'

air is

impulse-starter and Simm.s flexible vernier coupling and each with
Auto
separate distributor, each supply one plug per cylinder.
matie retarding for slow speed and starting.
Cooling.' As Gipsy Major 10.

throttle is fully opened a change-over flap is moved and
taken from outside engine cowling. Thus freezing is prevented
at cruising r.p.m. with no lo.ss of performance at full throttle.
Lubbicatton/ Oil pump and filters form detachable unit at back of
crankcase. Gear pump draws oil through coarse gauze filter from
separate tank and delivers at 40 to 45 lbs. per sq. in. (2.8 to 3.1(5
lcg./.sq. o/m.) pressure by adjustable relief- valve to Auto-Kleaji
Main stream goes by way of cast passage in top cover to
filter.
main bearings and thence to crankshaft. Oil thrown from holes
drilled in big-end bearings and caps on to cylinder-walls and pistons.

—

THE

D.H. GIPSY

—
—

B.T.H. type

magnetos, each with improved

Starter. Rotax Type N3-EY.
Airscrew Drive. ^Direct. Left-hand tractor. D.H. fixed-pitch
wood or metal manually-operated variable-pitch, or D.H. constant?

—

speed bracket-type ahscrow.

Dimensions, Weights and Performance.

—See

Table.

MAJOR AND GIPSY QUEEN ENGINES.
Length

Inter-

Take-off

national

Maximum

Weight

Supercharger

Power

Power

Power

(dry)

gear ratio

Rating

Rating

Airscrew
gear

Width

Height

'

overall

overall

rear cover)

ratio

340

(from C/L of
airscrew over

lbs.

(164.3 kg.)

%

4-

Gipsy Major
Series

.30

160 h.p. at 166 h.p. at 160 h.p. at
2,500 r.p.m. 2,400 r.p.m, 2,500 r.p.m.
at sea level at sea level at sea level

(includes

cooling
scoops,
baffles

Gipsy Major
Series 50

175 h.p. at 180 h.p. at
197 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,300 r.p.m. 2,400 r.p.m.
at sea level at 6,000 ft. at 7,000 ft.
(2,136 m.)
(1,830 m.)

250 h.p. at
2,500 r.p.m. 2,400 r.p.m. 2,500 r.p.m.
at sea level at sea level at sea level

250 h.p. at

Gipsy Queen
Series 30

245 h.p. at

410

Series 50

Gipsy Queen
Series 70

Gipsy Major 10

Gipsy Queen II

270 h.p. at
295 h.p. at 260 h.p. at
2,500 r.p.m. 2,300 r.p.m. 2,400 r.p.m.
at sea level at 6,000 ft. at 7,000 ft.
(2,135 m.)
{1,830 m,)
330 h.p. at 285 h.p. at 305 h.p. at
2,800 r.p.m. 2,600 r.p.m. 2,700 r.p.m.
at sea level at 7,000 ft. at 6,000 ft.
(1,830 m.)
(2,135 m.)

145 h.p. at 136/142 h.p. 145 h.p. at
2,560 r.p.m.
at 2,400
2,560 r.p.m.
at sea level
r.p.m.
at sea level
level
at sea

200/210 h.p. 200/210 h.p. 210 h.p. at
at 2,400
2,400 r.p.m.
at 2,400

lbs.

(186.1 kg.)

2^%

-j-

(as

above)

610

lbs,

-h

560

lbs.

(254.2 kg.)
-f
(as

660

312

(as

:

(66.5 in.)
1,638.5 ni/m.

1

(42.2 in.)

(19.2 in.)

1,066 m/in.

480.6 m/rn.

lbs.

21-%
above)

1

(71.5 in.)
1,787.75 m/m.

lbs.

(142.6 kg.)
+•

11.16

2-1%
above)

(300 kg.)
-f
(as

838 m/m.

%

2^
above)

2^%

(48.3 in,)
1,227 in/m.

(20 in.)

1

508 m/m.

(29.6 in.)

752

m/m.

j

above)

608

lbs.

(230.6 kg.)
at sea level less airscrew
r.p.m.
and starter
at sea level at sea level

r.p.m.

(33.6 in.)

(231.5 kg.)
(as

Gipsy Queen

and

pump

fuel

(58.4 in.)

1,464

m/m.

(18.5 in.)

(32.9 in.)

482 m/m.

838 m/m.

—

MA

The 185 h.p. Fedden

six-eylinder horizontally-opposed sleeve-valve engine.

ROY FEDDEN, LTD.

Heab Office akd Works

;

of low-expansion silicon
per cylinder.

Stoke Orchabd, near Chelten-

ham, Clos,
Ruy Fcddon, Ltd. was formed by Sir

—Nickel manganese chromium-alloy
—Two-piece aluminium.

Capacity 325 cub.

—

—

plugs per cylinder. Shielded wiring.
Litb:ri(:)A,I’ion.
Pressure (80 Iba./sq. in. = 5.1525 kg./sq. c/in.).
Starteb. Combined startei' motor and generator conjded direct to
eraukshaft.
Dimensions. Width (across cylinder liead) 31.7 in. (805 m/ni).,
Length (from end of starter motor to joint face betv'een engine
and drh'e shaft or torque tube) 35.(5 in. (905 m/in.), Ijength (without
starter) 30.25 in. (7(59 rn/m.), Height overall l'f.75 in. (375 m/rn.).
Dry Weight. ^310 lbs. (140.7 kg.) without starter-generator, reduction

—

—

—

—

gear, exhaust

sleeve-valve

system or

baffles.

Pereobmance (Ungearedl.—Take-off power

100 h.p. at 2,750 r.p.m.,
Cruising output 123 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m.
(Geared). Take-off power 185 h.p. at 3,400 engine
r.p.m.. Cruising output 150 h.p. at 3,150 engine r.p.m.

air-cooled

(109.2 m/in.), Stroke 3.75 in. (95,25 m/m.),
1.
Barrels
(5.3 litres), Coinpi'ession ratio 8.0

PERii’ORH.'UsrcE

in.

in.

steel.

ojie-piece shaft supported in four plain
bearings and fitted ivith adaptor to take extended drive shaft.
Fuel System. Direct injection.
Single magneto.
Ignition.
One coil and distriluitor. Two sparking-

unsupercharged.

Cvundhrs.

high -expansion

Cbankshaft.— Six-throw

THE FEDDEN FLAT-SIX.
Bore 4.3

and two exhaust ports

Cbankoase.

associ-

19-1.5 to specialize in the design and development of lowdrag power-units for small and medium-sized aircraft.
The company’s first two engines, which will he undergoing
development early in 1947, are a 1,350 h.p. propeller gas turbme
and a flat-six air-cooled piston engine for fully-submerged
mounting within the wings of light multi-engined aircraft.
Preliininui'y details of the gas turbine, which is being developed
to the requirements of the Ministry of Supply, will be found
"on page 9(1. Details of the Redden flat -six piston engine follow'.

horizontallj'-opposed

inlet

Sleeves.'

Roy Fedden and

ates in

Type. —S ix -cylinder

Three

alloy.

:

—

MONACO,
MONACO MOTOR AND ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
High Street, Waticord.
ILfad Office and Works
;

R. Moulihouse and I. F. Connell.
The Monaco Motor and Engineering Co. Ltd, was formed in
1935 and up to the outbreak of the last war was concerned only
with automobile engineering. During the war it undertook
sub-coiitract work for aircraft and aero-engine manufaetiu’ers
Directors

P.

;

.

-

under the auspices of the Ministry of Aircraft Production.
It has now entered the aero-engine field xvith a neiv fourhorizontally-opposed air-cooled engine suitable for
Two versions of this engine, rated at 75 h.p,
and 100 h.p,, will be available and tbetre will be three basic
Sport, Do Luxe and Wing
the last-mentioned
types of each
being fitted with an ahscrew shaft extension with eush-drive
for wing-mounting.
All models will be adaptable for pusher
installation or for driving helicopter rotors.
cylirider

light aircraft.

;

;

THE MONACO FOUR-CYLINDER ENGINE.
Tyee.— Four- cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
Cylinder-s. —Bore 4i in. (111.2 in/m.), (Stroke 3f in.

(92 ni/m.),

Compression ratio 6 1. Separate
cylinder barrels and detachable heads of light alloy.
castings
with
high
Pistons. Aluminhun-alloy
radial- pressurehardened (700 Brimiell) piston rings.c’ Tubular gudgeon-pins
Capacity 218 cub.

in. (3.6 litres).

;

—

by circlips.
Connecting Rods.-—Light

The 100

secured

—

alloy forgings.;

achined from solid steel forging.
Crankcase.- One-pieee barrel-type Elektron casting. Inspection
cover on top of case,
Valve Gear. Overhead. Zero-lash hydraulic tappets, eliminating
valve adjustment and giving silent operation.
CabbuKxVTion. ilobson AV.46 updraught carburetter with hot and

Cr.ynicsfiaft,

—

—
—

'

intake and flame- trap.

Inlet inariifold cast integrally
in oil to giye improved vaporisation
of fuel and additional cooling of lubrication oil.
IgX'Ition.
Duplex B.T.H. magneto bring two plugs per cylinder.
cold

air

with

sump and submerged

JjUbiuc'ation.— ir-cookd wet sump with oil level tell-tale and Autoklean automatic or manually-eleanable pressiii’e oil filter. Gear
pump and pressure lubricatioii. Magnetic oil drain plug.
Mounting.-—Universal bearer feet with rubber bushings. Engino
can he mounted at rear end only or on cantilever bearers.

h.p.

Monaco

four-cylinder engine.

—

Cowling and baffles supplied with engine.
AiRsaREw Drive.—Direct. Left-hand tractor. Fixed-pitch airscrew hub B.E.S.A. No. 1 size. Variable-pitch ainscrew' optional.
Dimensions.— Overall length 38| in. (982 m/m.). Height 27 in.

Cowling.

_

(707 m/rn.), Overall width

32/,:; in. (823 m/m.).
lbs. (104.4 kg.) including all accesspetrol pipes and exligtust pipes, etc., but not airscrew hub.
Berfobmancb (75 h.p. model). Take-off pov'er 75 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m.
(fixed-pitch airscrew) or 80 h.p. at 2,350 r.p.m. (variable-pitch
airscrew), International rating 80 h.p. at 2,350 r.ii.m. maximum
level, 70 h.p. at 2,060 r.p.m. maximum climb and 65 h.p. at 1,900
r.p.m. normal cruising, Fuel consumption 4.06 Imp. gallons (18.5
litres) per hour maximum, 3.85 Imp. gallons (17.6 litres) per hour

Dry; Weight (Sport type).— 230
ories,

—

cruising,

r.p.m.

(fixed ''or

—

Take-off power 100 h-ii. at 2,800
variable-pitch air,screw), Estimated maximum

IhflBFOBMANUE (100 h.p. model).

T
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MONACO—continued.

1 compression ratio) 135 h.p. at 4,000 engine r.p.m..
(6
International rating 104 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.in, inaxiniurn level, 93
h.p. at 2,000 r.p.tn. inaxinnuii climb ami 80 h.p. at 2,350 r.p.m.
normal ernising, Pnel consumption 5.42 Imp. gallons (24.6 litres)
per hour maximum 5 Imp. gallons (22.7 litres) per hour cruising.

power

:

The above description applies ®to the standard Sport Type.
In the De Luxe Type any or all of the following equipment
Shrouded ignition cables, air-cleaner, aircan be fitted
intake thermometer, ice-guard, silencer, cabin-heater, mechanical
;

—

(27d)

variable-pitch airscrev-, generator, starter (hand or electric),
vacuum-pump, air-compressor, fuel injection, Kiga.ss ppimer,
reduction-gear, hydraulic pump, dry-sump system of lubrication,
oil-cooler, helicopter drive adaptation, etc.
The Wing Type
is the same as the Sport Type but is fitted with an airscrew
shaft extension assembly with Monaco cu,sh-drive for wing
mounting in .small multi-engined aircraft. Either tractor or

pusher installations

NAPIER.
NAPIER & SON. LTD.
Head Oefice and Works

Type.

D.

:

Acton, London, W.3.

Incorporated in 1913.
Chairman Sir George H. Nelson.
Managing Director H. G. Nelson.
D. Napier & Son, Ltd. entered the aero-engine industry
during the war of 1914-18, beginning by buildhig eirgines of
The company’s fh'.st original product, the Lion
oificial design.
Established

:

1808.

:

:

eighteen-cylinder

W-type

liquid-cooled aero-engine,

was

pro-

duced in 1918 and quickly established an enviable reputation
For fifteen years a marine version of the Lion,
for reliability.
known as tiie Sea-Lion, gave excellent service in high-speed
rescue launches and other marine craft.
In 1927 the Napier Company commenced a new line of development in aero-engine design, namely, that of the air-cooled doublecrank in-line engine. This resulted in the successful Eapier
and Dagger series, which were both H-type engines, the Pvapier,
with sixteen cylinders, giving a maximum output of 395 h.p.,
and the Dagger, with t5venty-four cylinders, developing a maximum output of 1,000 h.p..
Towards the end of 193.5, it was decided, from the experience
gained with the Rapier and Dagger, to design and build a 2,000
Napiers sxibsequently produced the well-known
h.p. engine.
Sabre engine, which was destined to play a leading part in the

War.
The Sabre was a further step in the development of the twin
crankshaft aero -engine and incorporated certain changes in

late

Unlike the previous Napier ,H-type engines, the Sabre
a horizontal twenty-four cylinder I type, is liquid-cooled,
and has reciprocating single sleeve-valves in place of the former
poppet valve systein. It passed the Air Ministry 100-hour
tyjje test in June, 1940, with a maximum power output of 2,050
The Sabre II became the standard pow'erh.p. at 3,700 r.p.m.
plant of the Hawker Typlioon and Tempest V.
The Sabre II has now been superseded by the Sabre VA
which forms the power unit for the Hawker Tempest VI. It
embodies a number of major improvements over the II, and
The Sabre
is not merely a modified version of this engine.
VII is similar to the VA, but employs methanol/ water injection.
This engine is installed in the Hawker Fury I single-seat fighter.
design.
is

Three-quarter

frolit

may

be

.supjplied.

THE NAPIER SABRE

—

VA.

wenty-four-cylinder I type four-stroke, sleeve-valve liquidcooled, with two-speed supercharger.
Cylinders. Bore 5 in. (127 mjm.). Stroke 4.75 in. (121 rn/m.), Total
swept volume 2,238 cub. in. (36.7 litres), Compression ratio 7 1.
Top cylinders
each block are numbered 1-12 commencing rear
left and moving in clockwise direction round to rear right.
Bottom
cylinrlers munbered likewise.
Cylinders for each cast light-alloy
block are bored in two banlta of six, the blocks being .secured to port
and starboard sides of crankcase by studs and tie bolts. Each
bank of six has a separate induction manifold secured to facing
in. the block.
Twelve jacketed passages lead from the exhaust
ports to the facing, po.sitioned between the two bank.s of cylinder
heads, to connect with six ejector type exhaust stubs attached to
facing.
Each cylinder ha.s three inlet and two exhaust ports.
No. 2 inlet port is directly facing the induction manifold, the others
being disposed around the cylinder. Priming jet fitted to No. 2
inlet port of each cylinder on the tvro lower banks and to cylinders
Those jets are connected by ducts
4, 6, 8 and 9 oix top banks.
to the priming pipes which are positioned alongside each induction
mtinifold.
Coolant jackets for the cylinders are embodied in the
castings and each induction manifold incorporates a coolant inlet
and outlet gallery, the inlet gallery being outermost. A central
vertical channel in each block connects the two inlet galleries,
and a curved passage, east in the front of each block, connects
the two outlet galleries. The joint facing of each block is grooved
along the centre lino to accommodate the sleeve-drive worm-

—

:

m

shaft.
Low-pressure oil gallei'y bored in tjjie easting communicates oil to the worm-shaft bearings.
Accommodated in the base
of each cylinder is a sleeve scraper ring assembly which consists
of a wedge-action scraper ring, an inner ring, and steel spring, all
housed in a bronze cage. The feet of the pedestal bearings slightly
overlap to retain the scraper ring assemblies.
Cylinder Heads.—The cylinder heads are separate light alloy castings
with coolant jacketing. Each head provided with a gas compression
ring and two bronze sparking plug adaptors. The head is attached'
to the cylinder block by .seven short cylmder-head studs and two
of the long crankcase studs, an intervening rubber composition
ring serving to provide a gas-tight joint.
Two inlet and two outlet
coolant transfer holes are located in the flange and are each sealed

with a rubber composition

ring.

Sleeve.—Each

cylinder is fitted with a movable sleeve in which are
one exhau.st, and one combined inlet exhaust port.
The combined port is of an irregular four -.sided shape, while the
other three are roughly triangular. A driving pin is embodied
in each sleeve which is strengthened locally at the inner ends.
The sleeve
Tlie sleeves are driven in pairs from a common crank.

two

inlet,

view of the 2,310 h.p. Napier Sabre

VA

engine,

—

;;

I
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Three-quarter rear view of the 2,310 h.p. Napier Sabre

VA

in the lower bank rotates in the opposite direction to that in the
Tipper bank and in consequence is slightly different in construction.^
Fifteen shallow oil grooves, located internally at the inner end of
each sleeve, are for the ejection of excess oil from the inside. The
scraper ring in the base of the cylinder prevents an excessive
amount of oil being carried up the outside of the sleeve.
hollow sleeve-drive worm-shaft runs in fifteen
Sleeve Dbive.
Vandervell bearings and is positioned longitudinally on the inner
face of each cylinder block. Each shaft is constructed from two
halves joined by a sleeve-type flanged coupling. The shaft is
driven at crankshaft speed by a spur gear, which is pinned to a
flange at the front of the shaft and me.she.s with the appropriate
upper reduction gear through an idler. Machined integrally on
the shaft are six worm-gears, each driving, through a erauk and
worm-wheel assembly, one iqoper and one lower cylinder bank
Journal surfaces are provided on either side of the worm
sleeve.
wheels and thrust flanges are formed integrally with the shaft.
The front end of the shaft is splihed internally to receive the
eorresiaondingly .splined end of the torsion sliaft which is positioned
This torsion shaft, together
centrally thi'oiighout the worm-shaft,
with the one similarly housed in the other sleeve-drive worm-shaft,
provides the drive for the supercharger impeller. Lubrication
of the assembly is effected by the low-pressure system.
Pistons.—Machined from light alloy with fiat tops. Two grooves
in the tof) part of the skirt accommodate the compression ring

—A

and compressiott-eum-scraper

rings, the former being uppermost. A third groove round the lower part of the skirt accommodates a duiilex wedge-action scraper ring consisting of separate
inner and outer rings which bed down together.
The floating
hollow gudgeon jiins are retained by circlips and intervening
thrust washers.
Connecting Rods.— Steel I-seetion forked and plain rods assembled
in horizontally-opposed pairs, and a common Vandervell bearing
dowelled to the caps of the forked I’od, the plain rod oscillating
on the outer surface of the bearing. Each bearing lubricated by
pressure oil supplied to the bored crankshaft from the galleries
in the crankcase. Caps secured to rods by bolts locked against
I’otation and drawn up with split-pinned castle nuts.
The small
end of each rod is lined, with a dowelled phosphor bronze bush,
.

:

is lubricated by splash oil only.
crankshafts, positioned one above the other,
of conventional 120 degrees six-throw design with seven journals.
They are interchangeable and so timed that corresponding crankpins on both shafts reach T.D.C; together.
Crankpins and journals
bored out and crankwebs drilled to provide oil passages. Bores
of cranlcpins and journals are sealed with conical plug and bolt
assemblies.^ A spur pinion is shrunk and keyed on the front end
of the shaft and is further secured thereto by a large hexagonal
ring nut and toiigued locking ring. The starter-driven gear is,
bolted to the rear flange of the upper crankshaft.
Ceankoase. 'Light alloy casting in two halves, joined along midvertical line of engine.
Castings strengthened by five substantial
cross webs and front and rear bulkheads, which are machined to
provide seven housings for the crankshaft journal bearings. A
front exton.sion of the crankcase partly houses the reduction
gearing, and a rear extension- partly houses the starter gear idler.

and

Cbankshaft.—-Twin

—

twenty-four-cylinder sleeve-valve liquid-cooled engine.

Halves assembled on .six .studded faces as follows on either side for
on the rear for the supercharger casing
the two cylinder blocks
on the front for the front cover unit, aboi'e and below for the top
and bottom cover unit,s. Four smaller faces on underside for
engine-mounting feet. Eye bolts anchored in casing for slinging.
Oil galleries in crankca.se communicate oil to crankshaft joiu-nals
to lubricating jets in front cover unit, and to balance arm assemblies.
Passages also provided for the operating oil circuits to toji cover
accessorie.s.
Holes and channels in casing assist drainage of
scavenge oil.
Front Cover Unit. Reduction gearing in crankcase front extension
is disposed symmetrically about the upper and lower crankshaft
0.2472 relative to crankpinions to give a reduced speed of I
Airscrew shaft located axially by the rear centre bearing
shaft.
in tlie crankcase, the journal and thrust loads being taken by the
;

—

:

These bearings
front roller -bearing and ball-bearing re.spectively.
are housed together in the front aperture of the airscrew shaft
cover.
The airscrew shaft cover is iurwardly dished, and shaped
and bossed internally to accommodate balance arm assemblies.
The front bearing housing, oil seal cover, and saddle tank support
ring are secured successively to the faced aperture at the front
of the cover. Cover secured to studded facing of crankcase by
studs and nuts
and intervening gear carrier houses the front
bearings of the reduction gear layshafts and alloivs cover to be
removed completely without disturbing gears, A support plate,
in bridge form, is attached to the gear carrier and houses the front
bushes for the two sleeve-drive idler gear layshafts. The compound reduction gears comiirise, four diagonally-opposiid helical
gears which mesh with airscrew shaft gear, and four large .spur gears
mounted on integral layshafts of the helical gears to mesh with
crankshaft pinions. The sleeve-drive idler gears, positioned slightly
above the mid-horizontal line of the engine, mesh with the
appropriate upper spur gear. A hydromatic bearing is housed within
the rear bearing of the propeller shaft to connect with the oil passages
in the shaft bore whence oil is communicated to the ju-opeller mechanism. Lubrication by jets which direct high pressure oil on to
teeth as they come into mesh.
Cabburation. A special Hobson type N.S.4 injector on left side of
the intake bend of the supercharger. The injector incorporates
the fuel metering valve, accelerator pump, pressure regulating
Fuel supplied
valve, and automatic boost and altitude controls.
to a nozzle, the tip of which enters a spinner on the imiieller eye.
Spinner gives a multi-spray into the impeller vanes.
Fuel Pump.^ ^The, fuel is supplied to the injector by a vane-type
Pesco pump bolted to under.side of sump with a composition
distance piece to insulate the pump against heat.
A relief valve
embodied in the pump is differentially controlled to allow for variations in atmospheric pfijssure,
single-entry
SuTEBpHABGEB.—Hydraulically-operated
two-speed
centrifugal type.
Gear ratios 4.68 1 (low), 5.83 1 (high). Inside
supercharger casing and between impeller and crankcase is the
change-speed clutch. From the iraijellor the mixture passes
through a ring of fixed diffuser blades and thence to four volutes
cast in the casing.
Each yolute supplies the appropriate cylinder
bank through its induction manifold. Volutes positioned above
and below the top and bottom, banks respectively.
;

.

_

—

,

:

;
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Ltjbbtcation.-— High-pressure

oil system circulating to main journal
big-end bearings, airscrew shaft rear bearing, balance
arms and supercharger layahafts, and by jots on to main reduction
Sleeves and gudgeon-pins lubricated by splash. Highgears.
pressure. oil is passed tlirough reducing valves to provide a low-

in the nose of the cowling.
radiator back to the pumps.

hearings,

From

the ring-tank

it

flows via the

—

Starter. Coffman type L.4S cartridge starter, wdiich drives qn. to
the upper chankshaft rear pinion through an. idler gear, mounted
on top of eraiikcaso aft of top cover unit.
Controls. Airscrew and throttle controls interconnected and
operated by throttle control in cockpit with overi'ide device,
allowing independent control of airscrew and throttles for ground

—

pressure sjfsteni wliieh i.s communicated to the sleeve and auxiliaryMetej'cd oil sujjplied to supercharger impeller rear bearing.
drives.
Front scavenge pump delivers oil from bottom cover easing to
it is returned to the supply tank by the main scavenge
whence
sump),
pressure relief valve is ineorirorated in the high pressure
pump.
One pressure pump and two scavenge pumps, all of the
system.
gear type are fitted and are situated in the bottom cover unit.
felt-element filter incorjjorated in pressure system and
Yokes
A
gauze-typie filtens employed for scavenge system.
Ignition. Two B.T.FI. type C2/SE-ES/1 duplex magnetos mounted
opposite each otlier on the top coi-er and drh'en by auxiliary drive
shaft, and two B.T.H. type C.D.H. 12/12 S.4/4 distributoi’s sirnilEach cylinder pjrovided with a leading
arljr mounted and driven.
the left-hand magneto energizes the
and a rear sparking plug
left-hand distributor wliich supplies the twenty-four leading
right-hand
magneto and distributor supply the
plug.s, while the
twenty-four rear ]:)hig.s. Automatic advance and retard of the
.Ignition advance and
ignition prov'ided by a .serv’o-oontrol unit.
retard by botli lioost pressui’c and engine r.p.m.
Top cover forms a detachable unit and houses
Atrxiu.'^Bi' Driviss.
the main shaft drive and auxiliary gear drives for the units mounted
on it. The ranin sliaft drive i.s driven from the upper crankshaft
.Aceossories on top cover include the
pillion via an idler gc-ar.
duplex magnetos and disfrilmtor.s, ignition .servo-control unit,
compressors, vacuum pump, supergovernor
unit,
air
airscrew
charger oil metering purn]), electric generator, and hydraulic pump
which is driven from the riglit-angle drive unit. Lower auxiliary
drive shaft driven by lower crankshaft throngli an idlei’ gear.
Driven from this sliaft, through suitable gearing, are trvo coolant
pumps, main and front scavenge pump, pressure oil jiurnp, and fuel

te.sting

A

Nett; 'Dry

and for certain conditions of flight.
Weight. 2,.500 lbs. (1,134 kg.).

—

Dimensions.- Overall length 82.25 in. (2,089 m/m.), Overall width
40 in. (1,016 m/m.), Overall height 46 in. (1,168 m/m.).

Performance.-—Maximum take-otf power

2, ,310 li.p. at ,3,850 r.p.m.
at sea level (moderate supercharge), International rating 2,200 h.p.
at 3,660 r.p.m. at 6,750 ft. (2,060 m.) (moderate supercharge), 1,970
h.p. at 3,650 r.p.m. at 1,700 ft, (520 m.) (full supercharge). Combat
rating 2,615 h.p. at 3,850 r.p.m. at 2,600 ft. (760 m.) (moderate
suporchai'ge), 2,315 h.p. at 3,850 r.p.m. at 13,750 ft. (4,190 m.) (full

—

supercharge.

:

THE NAPIER SABRE VI.
The Sabre VI is basically a Series VA engine with modifications
to suit its installation behind
eiigino-driven cooling fan.

—

an annular nose radiator with

THE NAPIER SABRE
The Sabre VII

.

VII.

VA

in general similar to the Series
except
that water /methanol injection is used to obtain high powers
conditions.
take-off
and
combat
Certain
for
component.s have
been strengthened to enable them to stand up to increased loads.
The controls haxre been modified to suit the altered boost pressures and speeds, and to ensure that the water/methanol cannot
be used except under the appropriate conditions.
Dimensions. Overall length 83 in. (2,105 m/m.). Overall width 40 in.
(1,016 m/in.). Overall height 47;25 in. (1,189 m/m.).
is

—

pump.
Coolant System.-

Nett Dry Weight.—

—

Pressure typo, operating with a 30-70“.o EthyleneGlyeol mixture. The coolant flows from the pumps into the
engine whence it branches to the upper and lower cylinder banks.
In each case it circulates round the cylinder liead.s, pa.s.se.s to the
cylinder barrels and exhaust ports and thence to a collector gallery.
Prom this gallery the coolant flows to an outlet conuection. at the
front of the engine, from whicli it passes to a ring-type heatler tank

—

2,540 lbs. (1,152 kg.).

Performance.- Take-off 3,000 h.p. at 3,850 r.p.m. at sea level.
Climbing 2,236 h.p. at 3,700 r.p.m. at 8,500 ft. (2,590 m.) (moderate
.supercharge), 1,960 h.p. at 3,700 r.p.m. at 18,250 ft. (6,560 m.) (fall
supercharge). Combat 3,055 h.p. at 3,850 r.p.m. at 2,250 ft. (685 m.)
(moderate supercharge), 2,760 h.p. at 12,500 ft. (3,810 m.) (full
snperehai-ge).

NUFFIELD,
THE NUFFIELD ORGANISATION, ENGINE BRANCH.

Head Ofekus

The principal

Cowley, Oxfoiid.

:

The Engine Ih'aneh of the Nuffield Organisation luis under
development a small four-cylinder liorizontally-oppo.sod aircooled engine suitable for light per.sonnl aireraft. The Nuffield
unit has a bore and stroke of 4.37,5 in. x 3.S75 in. (Ill in/m. x
With a
98.4 m/m.) and a capacity of 3.82 litres (233 cub. in.).
compression ratio of (>.3 1 the engine ivill develop a maximum
output of 100 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m. The designed cruising power
is 70 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m.
:
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London Office: 14-15, Conduit Street, W.l.
.*

:

March

16, 1906.

Chairman: Capt. E. C, Eric Smith, M.C.
E. W. Hives, C.H,, M.B.E.
Managing Director
Chief Engineer
A. G. Elliott, C.B.E.
Harald Peake, M.A. and W. T.
Other Dii’ectors
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:

Gill,

C.A.

(Financial).

Rolls-Royce, Ltd. specialises in the prodiiction of highperformance liquid-cooled aero-engines for both civil and military
_

aircraft.

Dm'ing the war over 150,000 Rolls-Royce Merlin engines were
Great Britain and the U.S.A. In 1943 the combined
Derby, Crewe and Glasgow factories reached an output of
built in

18,000, or nine times the 1939 figure.
also been produced in large quantities.

The

Griffon engine has

field the company has examined the
of air-cooling and sleeve valves, two-stroke and
compression ignition engines, as well as direct fuel-injection.
Engines incorporating these featui'es were designed, built and
tested at Derby during the war.
One of these engines was the
Eagle, a twenty-four-cylinder H-type sleeve-valve engine, but
owing to the need for concentration on the production and
development of the Merlin and Griffon engines, its development
was necessarily held back. With the end of the war work on the

In the experimental

possibilities

Eagle was intensified and

it is

now undergoing

flying trials.

A

brief description follow's.

Since the end of the

;

of which will be operated by Trans-Canada Air Lines.
These engines incorporate the wealth of experience gained by
Rolls-Royce throughout the war years.
The Rolls-Royce Company has also been outstandingly
successful in the development of the gas-turbine engine for
The Gloster Meteor, the first and only
aircraft propulsion.
allied jet-propelled fighter to go into operational service in the
European War, and also the holder of the World’s Sj^eed Record,
A later engine,
is fitted with two Rolls-Royce Derw’ent engines.
namely the Nene, has even greater power than the Derwent.
It has been installed in the American Lockheed P-80 and the D.H.
Vampire, and its latest application is in a Lancastrian which
has two Nene engines outboard and txYo Merlin engines inboard.
Further commercial installations of Rolls-Royce gas -turbines are
under development. Details of Rolls-Royce gas-turbine engines
will be found on pages ll-13d.

fleet

ROLLS-ROYCE, LTD.
Head Office Derby

Established

features of the Nuffield engine include overhead
large coolmg area of cylinders, heads and crankcase
sump ; direct-drive tvith proxusion for either tractor or pusher
propeller ;
upchaught carburetter ; dual ignition ;
12-volt
electrical system xvith gear-drixmn dynamo and an integral proengagement type starter motor. Manually-operated altitude
control Avill be standard but automatic operation will be available
optionally,
ibi automatic control of warm and cold air to the
carburetter is being investigated and at a later stage direct
fuel-injection may be dex'-eloped.

valves

war Rolls-Royje have developed a

series

This range of engines started
with the Merlin 102 w^hich was the first engine to complete
successfully the British Air Registration Boa,rd’s type-test
requirements for civil aero-engines. The Merlin 102 engine
powered the prototype Avro Tudor I and Tudor 11 but the
production Tudor I and II will be fitted with the Merlin 621,
a similar engine to this being the Merlin 620 'which has already
been installed in the Douglas DC-4M forty-passenger airliner, a
of engines for civil transport.

THE ROLLS-ROYCE EAGLE.
a twenty-four cylinder horizontal “H” Hquideoolod sleeve-valve engine w'hieh has undergone prelimmary
flight trials in a new Westland high-performance aircraft.
The
Eagle has a nominal output of 3,500 h.p. and is, therefore, the
engine
flying
in Great Britain.
most powerful piston
The general arrangement of the engine, concerning which very
little information is permitted for publication, may be seen in
The Eagle

is

-

the photographs on the next page. It is fitted with a two-speed
two-stage supercharger and a contra-rotating airscrew reduction
gear, both features which have been successfully incorporated
in the Merlin and Griffon engines. After-coolers are located
betw’een the supercharger outlets and the induction manifolds
of each cylinder block for cooling the charge after compression
by the supercharger. The shunt cooling system has been
adopted, with integral header tank located at the forward end
In common with the later Merlin and Griffon
of the crankcase.
engines, the Eagle has fuel-injection discharging into the air
stream at the supercharger eye.
waterproofed
Dual ignition is provided by the two
magnetos mounted on either side of the reduction gear casing.
The housing of the reduction gearing for the Rotol eight-blade
contra-rotating airscrews has been specially arranged to provide

BTH

minimum power-plant

drag.
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The 3,500
^

h.p. Rolls-Royce

Eagle twenty-four cylinder H-type sleeve-valve engine.

THE ROLLS-ROYCE GRIFFON.

At the outbreak of hostilities in September, 1939, a decision
was made to go ahead intensively with the production of a
similar type of engine to the Merlin but of larger capacity.
Griffon, as tnis new type came to be called, furthers the
original Rolls-Royce policy of fostermg the twelve-cylinder
60 degree upright-vee type liquid-cooled power-plant. As a
matter of interest it may be stated that the cylinder arrange-

The

*

ment and dimensions of the engine are the same as those of the
Rolls-Royce “R” engine which \vaa developed for and won the
1929 and 1931 Schneider Trophy contests.
An essential requirement in the design and production of
availability for installation in existuig Merlinpowered fighters to ensure an unbroken curve in the improvement of fighter performances. All the experience gamed in

the Griffon w'as

its

the Royal Air Force and Fleet Air Arm with the Merlin was
used to the full in the design and development of the Griffon.
The Griffon incorporates a number of interesting design
features including the provision of a remote gearbox, shaftdriven from the engine, on which are mounted the mechanicallydriven accessories required to operate such airframe features as the
retractable landing-gear, wheel-brakes, wing flaps, blind-flying
instrument panel and the generator for the radio installation.
The lower marks of Griffon engine are fitted with two-speed
single-stage superchargers.
The Griffon II, III and IV all have
a maximum rating of 1,735 h.p. at 1,000 ft. (305 m.) and 1,495

Another view

ft. (4,420 m.) and a take-off power of 1,720 h.p.
Griffon II and III have a reduction gear ratio of .451 1
The Griffon II was fitted
and the Griffon IV a ratio of .510 1.
the earlier Firefly I and II until rei^laced by the Griffon XII.
The Griffon III and II' were both fitted in the Spitfire XII.
The Griffon VI is similar to the IV but ha.s increased take-off
anil maximum boost pressure 15 llKS./sq. in. (1.05 kg./.sq. e/m.).
This engine has a maximum rating of 1.S50 h.p. at 2,000 ft.
(610 m.) anil 1,635 h.p. at 10,500 ft. (3,200 m.), w'ith 1,815 h.p.
available for talce-off. 'riiis engine is iustalleil in the Seafire

h.p. at 14,500

The

:

;

m

XV

and XVII.

Griffon XII is similar to the VI but with lower supercharger gear ratios and a reduction gear ratio of .451 1. It
has a maximum rating of 1,765 h.p. at sea level and 1,645 h.p,
at 11,500 ft. (3,505 m.).
The Griffon 61 is fitted with a two-S23eed twm-stage supercharger and intercooler similar to that installed in the Merlin 61
Series, and compared with the earlier Griffon models it has a
considerably improved altitude performance. Its maximum
rating is 2,035 h.p. at 7,000 ft. (2,135 m.) and 1,820 h.p, at 21,000
ft. (6,400 m.), with 1,540 h.p. available for take-off.
The dry
weight of the Griffon 65 is 2,000 ibs. (948 kg.), as comparecl
with 1,800 lbs. (816 kg.) for the single-stage supercharged models
previously mentioned. It is installed
the Spitfire 21.
The Griffon 65 is similar to tlie 61 but is ^ted with a reduction
gear ratio of .510 1 instead of .451 1. The Griffon 65 forms

The

:

m

;

of the 3,500 h.p. Rolls-Royce Eagle sleeve-valve engine
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The 2,000

h.p. Rolls-Royce Griffon 65 engine with two-speed two-stage supercharger.

the powder plant of the Spitfire XIV. The Griffon 66 is the same
aa the 65 hut is fitted -with cabin supercharger for higli-altitude
operation in the Spitfire P.R. XIX.
The Griffon 64 and the Griffon 67 were developed from the
61 and 64 respectively to give increased maximum ratings of
2,375 h.p. at 1,250 ft. (380 m.) and 2,145 h.p. at 15,500 ft. (4,725
m.).
The Griffon 64 is installed in the Spitfire 21 and Seafire
46, and the Griffon 67 in the Spitfire XIV.
The Griffon 72 and 74 are modifications of the 65 to meet the
requirements of the Royal Navy. Utilising the advantages
offered by 150 grade fuel, a maximum boost of 25 Ibs./sq. in.
(1.76 kg./sq. c/m.) in P.S. gear was stipulated.
At this pressure
the h.p. recorded at 9,250 ft. (2,820 m.) is 2,245. At sea level
with 18| Ibs./sq. in. (1.3 kg./sq. c/m.) boost a take-off power of
2,050 h.p. is available. The main difference between the 72
and 74 is the fitting of a Rolls-Royce Bendix-Stromberg carburettor to the former and a Rolls-Royce injection pump to the
latter.
The Griffon 72 was fitted in the prototype of the Firefly
IV and the 74 is being installed in the production version of
that aeroplane.
The Griffon 85 is of the same basic design as the 66 except
that it is fitted, to drive contra-rotating aii’screw.s and is installed
in the Spitfire XIV, 21 and Seafire 45.
At a maximum boost of
25 Ibs./sq. in. (1.76 kg./sq. e/m.) the Griffon 87, developed from
the 85, has a power rating of 2,375 h.p. at 1,250 ft. (380 m.) and
2,145 h.p. at 15,600 ft. (4,257 m.). The Griffon 88 differs from
the 87 only in the fitting of an R.R. injection-pump. These
conti*a-rotating Griffon engines are installed in the Spitfire
XIV, 21 and Seafire 45 and 47.
A fmther engine designed to meet the requirements of the
Royal Navy is the Griffon 37, which is installed in the Barracuda
This engine is basically of the Griffon 66 type but with a
V.
modified high-output two-speed single-stage supercharger
maintaining 18 Ibs./sq. in. (1,265 kg./sq. c/m.) boost in either
gear ratio. At the maximum boost the power available is
2,055 h.p. at 2,250 ft. (685 m.) and l,870_h.p. at 10,750 ft.
(.3,275 m.), and at sea level full throttle gives 2,020 h.p. for
take-off.

The

Griffon 101 series incorporates a tliree-speed supercharger
and R.R. fuel-injection system. The Griffon 101 and upwards
have a reduction gear for single airscrew, and Mk. 121 and uptypical
wards have a gear for contra-rotating airscrews.
engine in this series, the Griffon 130, maintains over 2,000 h.p.
up to 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.). The increased capacity of the new
supercharger and third speed drive have been introduced without
any increase in dimensions and the weight has only been
increased by some 40 lbs. (18 kg.). The complete engine weighs
2,100 lbs. (964 kg.) and has a maximum output of 2,420 h.p. at
5,000 ft. (1,625 m.).
The description below refers specifically to the Griffon 65
but is representative of all marks in the Griffon range fitted with
the Rolls-Royce two-speed two-stage supercharger.

A

—

welve-cylinder 60° Vee llqiiid-cooled.
Cylindees. Bore 6.0 in. (162.4 m/m.), Stroke 6.6 in. (167.64 m/m,),
Swept volume 2,240 cub. in. (36.7 litres). Two blocks of six
cylinders are mounted at 60 degrees to each other on iirclined upper
Each blo(3i comprises a light
faces of a two-piece crankcase.

—

alloy skirt with a separate light alloy cylinder -head.
Separate
cylinder liners in high carbon steel, having flanges at their upper
ends, are fitted in the light alloy skirts, the flanges of the liners being
sandwiched between the head and sku’t making the liner practically
unstressed in the static condition, thereby reducing distortion.
further advantage of this arrangement is the elimination of internal
coolant leaks. Gas tightness is enarired by the use of soft aluminiumalloy jointing rings.
coolant seal on each liner at the base *of
the skirt is made by rubber collars located between external ribs on the
liner.
The cylinder assemblies are each retained to the crankcase
by fourteen long studs in chrome-vanadium steel which pass through
tubes in the cylinder skirt and head, these tubes being sealed
against coolant leaks by rubber rings. A further series of small

A

,

Tym.

>1

A

•

studs form a secondary tie between head and skirt. The heads
carry renewable valve seatings in Silchrome. Inlet and exhaust
valve guides are made in cast iron and phosphor bronze respectively.
Pistons. Machined from close forgings of R.R.59 alloy. The piston
carries two compression rings and a drilled scraper ring above the
gudgeon-pin and another drilled scraper ring below it. Both
scraper rings and scraper ring grooves are drilled to retiu’n oil
to the crankcase. A fully -floating gudgeon-pin in hardened nickel
steel is located by spring wire circlips.
Connecting Rods. Nickel steel forgings machined all over and
having H-section shanks. Each assembly consists of a plain rod
and a forked rod, the latter carrying a nickel steel bearing block,
the halves of which are secm'ed together and to the forked rod by
four bolts. This, bearing block retains a split flanged thin steel
shell lined with lead-bronze which runs directly on the crankpiii.
Similar split bearing shells are fitted to the plain rod and work on
the outer surface of the forked rod block. The small end of each
connecting -rod houses a fully -floating bronze bush.
One-piece
Cbankshaet. Clockwise , rotation viewed from rear.
balanced, six -throw machined forging of nitrogen-hardened ehromemolybdenum steel. Cranlcpins and journals are bored and fitted
with oil retaining caps and the webs are drilled to allow oil to bo
fed axially from each end of the crankshaft to the main jornmal
and connecting-rod bearings. Drive to the reduction gear pinion
is from a serrated flange bolted to the front end of the crankshaft.
The rear end of the crankshaft is connected by a flexible torsion
shaft to the supercharger driving gear and also provides drives
to the auxiliary gearbox, oil pumps, coolant pumps, fuel pump,
tachometer and constant-speed unit. Angular movement of this
flexible torsion shaft is limited by stops attached to the crankshaft.
Cbankcase. -In two halves. Both castings of aluminium-alloy.
Upper portion carries cylinders and crankshaft main bearings.
The front of the crankcase forms integrally the rear housing of the
airscrew reduction gear and also contains the camshaft and starter
motor drives. The lower portion forms the engine sump and
contains the oil pump assembly consisting of the main pressme
pump, supercharger change-speed operating pump and two scavenge
pumps and also the main coolant pump which is driven through
the same train of gears as the oil pumps.. The main hearings, of
which there are seven, consist of split steel shells lined with leadbronze alloy, which fit into semi-circular recesses machined in the
top half crankcase, and are held in position by forged light alloy
bearing caps and nickel-steel studs. In addition to these studs
sixteen bolts pass transversely through the caps and the whole
width of the eranlscase, to give great rigidity but at the same time
allowing withdrawal of the lower half crankcase without disturbing
the crankshaft.
WHEELOASE.-Alnminium-alloy casting secured by studs at rear end
Supercharger unit is in turn bolted on to the back of
of cranlrcase.
the wheeloase. The wheelcase houses the two-speed supereharger
drive, drives to auxiliary gearbox coupling, engme speed indicator,
airscrew constant-,speed unit, intercooler pump and fuel pump, and

—

—

—

—
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also provides a drive to the

oil

and coolant pumps situated

in

the

lower half crankcase.

tj'pe,

—

Valve Q*Eab,.
Inlet

There are two inlet and two exhaust valves per cylinder.
and exhaust valves are prepared from forgmgs of K.E.965

a protective layer of Brightray covering the whole of the
combustion face and seat of the exliaust valve and the seat only

steel,

Sodium-cooled exhaust valves. Two concentric coil springs control each valve via a steel top washer havmg
a central taper bore containing split bronze collets which locate
in a recess in the valve stem. A single central camshaft mounted
in .seven pedestal brackets fixed to the tojj of each cylinder head
operates both inlet and exhaust valves through rocker arms fitted
The camshafts
w'ith spherical-headed adjustable tappet screws.
which are similar for both cylinder blocks are driv'en via spur
gears, bevel gears and inclined shafts from the reduction gear
of the inlet valve.

wheel.

Induction,

—On

later

marks of

Griffon, the

R.R. injection-pump

the standard fuel-pump and conventional carburettor
design and combines the feed-pump and metering device in one
unit.
The desired fuel/air ratio being obtained by using the
known relation between air flow and four variables governing it,
namely, engine r.p.m., boost-pres.sure, exhau-st back -pressure
and boost-temperature, the feed-piunf) supplies fuel from the
tank to the metering section at a constant pressure controlled bj' a
reli.ef- valve, which allows excess fuel to pass back to the inlet side
of the pump. The metering is effected by two jets in parallel,
whose free areas are controlled by taper needles, one needle being
operated by a cap.sule subject to boo.st-pressnre and atmospheric
pressure (exhaust back -pressure) and the other by a temperature
The pressure difference
sensitive device in the induction pipe.
across the jets is controlled by engine speed by means of a flexible
diaphragm gonneeted to a needle valve and loaded by a centrifugal
governor driven by the engine on the same shaft as the feed-pump.
The needle valve admits fuel from the feed pninp to one side of the
diaphragm which controls the flow through the needle valve so
that the pressure difference across the diairhragm always balances
the thrust of the centrifugal governor and the jets are arranged to
allow fuel to flow from one side of the diaphragm to the other and
thus the pressure difference across the jets is the same as that across
the diaphragm. By this aiTangement the fuel flow through the
jet is directly proportional to the r.p.m.
The fuel passes through
the two jets in parallel wliieh are in the same plane as the diajihrngm
into the “metered-i'iltir’ chamber and thence across the outer surface
of the diaphragm to the delivery pipe to the nozzle in the eye of
the rear girpercharger easing. The Iralance of the opposing force.s
of the preissuro difference acro.ss the diaphragm and tlie tliru.st of
th6_ governor is maintained by the opening or closing of the valve
which admits more or less fuel as required. The pressure in the
governor chamber is higher than that in the governed fuel -chamber
and the re.snltant closing tendency of the valve is opposed by a
biasing .spring acting on t.ho ontor surface of the diaphragm.
The
siii’ing loail i.s adjusted and provides the means of varying tlie
fuel flow at idling conditions when the thrust from tlie governor
is very small and doe.s not govern.
The load from the governor
weights become tlie controlling factor at engine speetls of 1200
r.p.m. and upwards.

replaces

—

Two-speed two-stage supercharger of the centrifugal
the change-speed mechanism of wliicli i.s operated by an automatic change-over mechanism incorporating an electrie-piieuinatichydraulio system operated by an atniospherically-eontrolled
aneroid. The hydraulic oil pressiu-e for operating the centri-

SuPEECHAKGEB.

fugally -loaded clutches of the otwo-speed meehanis«.r is supplied
by the special high-pressure pump previously mentioned. Design
of the clutches is such that slip is permitted under acceleration
conditions to avoid overloading of gearing and also to damp out,
in conjunction with the .sjiring-drive, torsional oscillation from the
crankshaft. The delivery pressure of the supercharger is controlled
by an automatic servo mechanism coupled through a differential
linkage to tlie throttle so that a constant boost-pressure is maintained at altitude up to full throttle conditions for a fixed position

of the pilot’s lever.
Ignition. Ignition is by two twelve-cylinder magnetos combined
together in one unit and mounted in the Vee directly behind the
reduction-gear housing. Driven by bevel gears and an inclined
shaft from the port camshaft drive. Incorporates two separate
circuits which arc electrically independent of eaoli other.
The
timing of the two magneto circuits relative to each other is fixed,
but an advance and retard range is obtained by differential action
Tins differential action
in the inclined drive-shaft to the magneto.
is controlled by an automatic servo meelumism coupled to the
Four metal conduits coupled
throttle lever by suitable linkage.
with metal braiding to the magneto hoirsing carry the ignition leads
to the .sparking plugs via short metal braid eonnections, this making
the system fully screened.
Ldbbication.- Dry-sump system. One pre.ssuro and two scavenge
pumps of the gear-type driven from the wheelcase. The pressure
pump delivers oil from the aii’craft taidi to two relief valves in
one unit which controls oil pressure to a high and low pressure
system. Any excess oil is .spilled back directly .^'nto the crankcase.
The high pressure system feeds the crankshaft journal bearings,
connecting-rod bearings and constant-speed unit. The oil to the
constant-speed unit is further increased in pressure by the unit
High pressure oil
for operation of the variable-pitch airscrew.
is also taken from the delivery side of the main pressure pump
through a precision gear-type pumii of low capacity, where its
pressure is further increased for the purpose of operating the changespeed mechanism of the two-speed supercharger drive. The low
pressure system is used for feeding oil to the camshaft and rocker
mechanism, oil jets feeding the airscrew redtietion gears, supercharger ch’ive gears, and various other bearings throughout the
engine. Used oil drains back to the lower half crankcase, wfliere
it passes through filters to two scavenge pumps, one servicing each
end of the lower half, and tlienee liaidc to the aircraft tank via
the oil radiator. The flow’ of cooling air is controlled automatically
by flaps tlirough the medium of a temperature-sensitive device.
Coolant System. The coolant employeil is a mixture of 70% water
and 30% ethylene glycol. The coolant i.s circulated by a centrifugal-type inunj) lu ihe cyliiidiT blocks aud I'rom the c.yliiider
blocks to a small-capacity header tank and from the header tank
via a radiator to the cuolanl-piim]) inlet. The tlow of coolant air
through the radiator is controlled, whether manually or automatically, through the medium of a temperature -sensitive device.

—

—
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ROLLS-ROYCE GRIFFON ENGINES.
Bore X Stroke:

Engine

6 in.

X

mjm. x

6.6 in. (152.5

Take-off

Inter-

Maximum

Dry Weight

Airscrew

Com-

Power

national

Power

(plus 2^%
tolerance)

Gear

pression

Ratio

Ratio

Rating

Griffon 37

1,680 h.p. at 1,990 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,750 r.p.m.
at 0,500 ft. |at 2,250 ft.
(686 m.)
1,960 h.p. at (1,900 m.)
and
and
2,750 r.p.m
at
1,820
h.p. at
1,575 h.p.
2,600 r.p.m. 2,760 r.p.m.
at 13,760 ft. jat 10,750 ft.
(3,275 111.)
(4,200 m.)

Griffon 61

1,490 h.p. at 2,036 h.p. at
750 r.p.m
2,600 r.p.m.
at 13,500 ft. at 7,000 ft
at
(2,135 m.)
h.p.
m.)
1,540
(4,120
and
and
2,750 r.p.m.
1,365 h.p. at 1,820 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,750 r.p.m
at 26,500 ft. at 21,000 ft.
(6,400 m.)
(8,090 m.)

Griffon 64

1,490 h.p. at 2,375 h.ii. at
2,600 r.p.m 2,750 r.p.m.
at 13,500 ft. at 1,250 ft.
(380 m.)
1,540 h.p. at (4,120
and
and
2,750 r.p.m.
1,365 li.p. at 2,145 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.rn 2,750 r.p.m.
at 26,500 ft. at 16,500 ft.
(4,725 m.)
(8,090 in.)

Griffon 65

1,490 h.p. at 2,035 h.p. at
2,600 r.xi.m. 2,760 r.p.m.
at 13.500 ft. at 7,000 ft.
(2,135 m.)
1,540 h.p. at (4,120 m.)
and
and
2,750 r.p.m.
1,365 h.p. at 1,820 h.p. at
r.p.m.
2,750
2,600 r.p.m.
at 26,500 ft. at 21,000 ft.
(6,400 m.)
(8,090 m.)

1,930 lbs.
(876 kg.)

r.p.m

2,090 lbs.
(948 kg.)

and

and

:

litres).

Remarks

Fuel-injection

1

:

6.00

2,240 cu, in. (36.7

pump.

Installed in

Bendix carburettor.
Installed
and 24, Seafire 46.

1

Barracuda V.

in Spitfire 21, 22

,

1,490 h.p. at 2,035 h.ji. at
2,600 r.ii.m 2,750 r.p.m.
at 13,500 -ft at 7,000 ft.
(2,135 m.)
1,540 h.p. at (4,120 m.)
2,7.50

6.00

2,090 lbs.
(948 kg.)

m

Griffon 06

Capacity:

167.6 m/m.).

.461

6.00

1

;

As Griffon 6 1 bnt with increased ratings. Installed
in Spitfire 21, 22 and 24 and Seafire 46.
•

1

:

2,090 lbs.
(948 kg.)

Installed in Spitfire

XIV

and XVIII.

As

Griffon 65 but with
Installed in Spitfire P.R.

2,090 lbs.
(948 kg.)

cabin

supercharger.

XIX.

1,365 h.p. at 1,820 h.ji. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,750 r.ii.m.
at 26,500 ft. at 21,000 ft
(6,400 m.)
(8,090 m.)

Griffon 67

Griffon 74

Griffon 85

1,540 h.p.
at 2,750
r.p.m.

2,004 h.p.
at 2,750
r.p.m.

1,915 h.p.
at 2,750
r.xi.m.

Griffon 87

1,915 h.p.
at 2,750
r.p.m.

1,490 h.p. at 2,375 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,760 r.p.m
at l.S,500 ft. at 1,250 ft.
(380 in.)
(4,120 in.

and

and

2,090 lbs.
(940 kg.)

.510

:

0 00

1

.

As Griffon 86 but with
in Spitfire XIV.

1

:

increased ratings.

Installed

1,305 h.p. at 2,146 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m 2,760 r.p.m.
at 26,500 ft. at 15,500 ft.
(4,725 m.)
(8,090 m.)
1,510 h.p. at 2,045 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,750 r.p.m.
at
at 7,500 ft
sea level
(2,280 m.)

and

and

2,100 lbs.
(953 kg.)

6 00
.

Installed in Firefly IV.

1

:

1,405 h.p. at 2,245 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,750 r.p.m,
jat 20,500 ft. lat 9,250 ft.
(2,820 m.
(6,250 m.)
1,490 h.ji. at 2,045 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,760 r.p.m.
at 13,600 ft. at 7,000 ft.
(2,135 m.)
(4,120 m.)

and

and

2,140 lbs.
(970 kg.)

.4423

1

:

6.00

1

:

1,490 h.p. at 2,350 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m.' 2,750 r.iD.m.
at 13,500 ft. at 1,250 ft.
(380 m.)
(4,120 m.)

and

and

Contra-rotating airscrews.

and

1,365 h.p. at 1,820 h.p. at
'2,600 r.p.m. 2,750 r.p.m.
at 26,500 ft. at 21,000 ft.
(6,400 m.)
(8,090 m.)

2,140 lbs.
(970 kg.)

47, Spitfire

XIV and

Installed in Seafire 45
21.

Griffon 85 but with increased ratings. Installed
in Seafire 46 and 47, Spitfire XIV and 21.

As
.4423

:

1

6 . 00

:

1

1,365 h.p. at 2,120 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m. 2,760 r.p.m.
at 26,500 ft. at 16,500 ft.
(4,725 m.)
(8,090 m.)
1,490 h.p. at 2,350 h.p. at
2,600 rTp.m. 2,750 r.p.m.
at 13,600 ft. at 1,250 ft.
(380 m.)
(4,120 m.)
,

Griffon 88

1,936 h.p.
at 2,760:
r.p.m.

and

and

1,365 h.p. af 2,210 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m, 2,750 r.p.m.
at 26,600 ft at 15,600 ft.
(2,745 m.)
(8,090 m.)
;

.

.

2,210 lbs.
(1,003 kg.)

4423

;

1

6.00

:

1

Griffon 87 bnt with injection
in Spitfire XIV and 21.

As

pump.

Installed

S
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ROLLS-ROYCE—continued.
The header tank, which incorporates

features to ensure the efficient
separation of steam and coolant, is provided with a loaded relief
valve which seals the whole coolant system up to a predetermined
pressure. This pressurising of the system raises the boiling point
of the coolant, and permits the use of smaller radiators. The
header tardi relief valve maintains the pressure in the system and
also incorporates a suction-operated Valve which admits air, if
for any reason tlie pressure falls below atmospheric.
Interooolbk. System. The coolant employed is a mixture of 70%
water and 30% ethylene glycol which is circidated by means of a
centrifugal pump from a header tanli through a radiator to the
jacket situated betweeir the two stages of the supercharger and
to tlie hitereooler matrix, placed between the supercharger and
induction pipe, and thence back to the header tank. This system
which is entirely independent of the main engine system is pressurised and incorporates a similar design of header tanlc, relief
valve and radiator-cooling air control as on the main system, but
no thermostat. Heat exchange from the coolant is carried ont
by an independent radiator in the aircraft system in the normal
inamier.
Starting. The starting system is of the combustion typo. Five
cartridges are contamed in a breech, w’hich is indexed mechanically
from the cockpit of the aircraft and fired electrically. This is
piped to the starter -unit bolted to the rear face of a housing integral
with the reduction-gear easing on the starboard side of the engine.
The starter-unit drives through dogs and a train of gears on to the
gearw'heel of the airscrew-shaft. Fuel priming-nozzles are provided
in the induction system to ensm-e easy starting.
Auxiliaries. All the aircraft service accessories are -mounted on a
separate gearbox on the buUdiead and driven by a shaft through
universal joints from the top of the wheelease. This gearbox has
ius own independent lubrication system and supply.
Airscrew Drive. Left-hand tractor. The airscrew shaft is di-iven
through a single spin reduction gear housed partly in a casing
formed integrally with the crankcase and for the remainder, in a
casing bolted to the front end of the crankcase. The hollow driving
pinion mounted in two roller bearings is concentric with, and is
One
driven by, a hollow coupling shaft serrated at both ends.
end engages with a serrated driving ring on the crankshaft and the
forward end with the internal serrations on the driving pinion.
This coupling shaft insidates the reduction gear unit from crankshaft loadings aijjl torsional vibrations. The hollow airscrew
shaft has an integral llange which is bolted to the ring gear driven
by the pinion, and is mounted in rt>l]er-bearing.s, axial thrust being
A hydraulicallytaken in either direction by a ball thrust-bearing.
operated variable-pitch airscrew' is centralised upon cono.s at each
end w'hen fitted to tiio airscrew' shaft. Pligh pressure oil from tlio
constant-speed unit is supplied to the roar half of the reductiongear casing from w'hence it is transferretl to two concentric oil
'
tubes, secured within, and rotating with the aii'.screw' .sliaft and so
For the purpose
to the pitch-operating mechanism of the airscrew.
of valve and ignition timing the pinion has timing marks incorporated on a bevelled face at the front end and a pointer is fitted
on the pinion cover and viewed by removal of an inspection cover.
ee Table.
Performance.

—

—

—

—

—

THE ROLLS-ROYCE MERLIN.
61 Series engines compared with their predecessors,
the single-stage two-speed Merlins, have a very considerably

The Merlin

improved performance both "with regard to maximum power
available and the altitude to which it is maintained. The mechanical specification

is

basically similar to the Merlin

XX

described

previous issues of this Annual, with the exception of an
new tw'o-speed two-stage supercharging system.
The two-speed two-stage supercharger has two rotors driven
on a coniinon shaft and is really two separate superchargers
The mixture of air asid petrol which is rf.rawn through
in series.
the carburettor is compressed by the first stage supercharger
and is then delivered to the inlet of the second stage supercharger where it is still further compressed and is finally delivered
to the main induction pipe feeding the tw'elve cylinders.
The process of compressing, by the superchargers, the large
quantity of air required to burn the fuel results in considerable
heating of the mixture and in order to reduce the mixture temperature to a normal figure, recourse is made to charge cooling,
or iiitercooling as it is called.
The intercooler system is entirely separate from the main
cooling system and one of the.greatest advantages of this installation is that the actual radiator from w'hieh the excess charge
temperature is dissipated to the atmosphere may be placed at
any convenient position on the power-plant or aeroplane.
The Merlin 620 Series incorporates detail improvements, such
as end-to-end crankshaft lubrication whereby oil is fed to each
end of the hollow' crankshaft and thence from the crankshaft to
the main and big end bearings. A general improvement in
respect of control loading lias been effected and fixed ignition
is used which eliniinates control rods and reduces the loadings
by some 22| lbs. All the main structural joints have wfider
flanges, and changes have been introduced in the cylinder liners
to ensure the maximum service and reliability under civil
in

entirely

operation.

The Merlin 620 has been

specifically designed to suit North
It incorporates an after-heater to maintain
the charge temperatme wdien. flying at near-Arctic conditions.
On proving flights and during the war period it was found that

Atlantic operation.

mixture temjierature dropped below 40°C. the lead content
of the fuel separated out and formed a deposit on the sparking
plugs ; the purpose of the after heater is to prevent this contingency.
Many otlier features have been built into this series
of civil Merlin engines to ensure maximum service between
oi'erhauls.
The engines are supplied as complete power-plants
ready for attachment to tht' airframe, this is an important
contributing factor in the compactness of the design, x4.ll
engine-driven aircrai’t accessories liave been removed to an
aeee,ssory gear-box which' is driven from the engine.
The
gear-box on the Douglas .D(.fi4M is of Rolls-Royce design and
if the

manufacture.
The Bendix-Stroinberg carburettor has been replaced by a
single-point fuel-injection system. fPliis fuel system was first
used on the Merlin 130 and 131 military engines wdvich power
the D.H. Hornet. These latter engines were specially designed
for this installation and incorporate down-draft induction
systems to permit a general cleaning up of the engine and so
reduce frontal area. This method of induction is not used on
any other Merlin engine.
Type. Twelve-cylinder fi0° Vee liquid-cooled.
Cylinders. Bore 5.4 in. {137.16 in/m.), Stroke 6 in. (152.4 m/ni.),
Swept volume 1,047 cub. in. (27 litres). Two two-piece cylinder

—

—

—

—
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ROLLS^RO YCE--coniimic(l

The 2,030

h.p. Rolls-Royee Merlin 130 engine with

downdraught induction system

cast li.R.oO aliinuniurn-alloy have separate heads and
Six cylinder liners of high carbon steel in each block are
directly in touch with cooling liquid.
Liner is spigotted directly
in skirt at top and by a loose flanged collar at the bottom, the
flange of this collar being trapped netween skh’t and crankcase.
Integral flange at, top of liner beds direct into cylinder head face
Coolant joint at base of liner made by two rubber
to make gas joint.
rings.
Fourteen long studs extend in. coolant tight tubes from top
of cylinder block into crankcase. Twenty-four additional short
studs screwed into the bottom of the cylinder-head clamp the tipper
liner flanges between the cylinder head and skirt.
Renewable
Silchroine valve .seatings screwed into cylinder heads. Valve
guides of cast-iron for inlets and phosphor bronze for exhausts.
Pistons. Machiited from forgings of .R.R.69 alloy. Three compression and two scraper rings. One of the latter above and other
below gudgeon pin. Both grooves and rings drilled to return oil
from walls. Fully -floating hollow gudgeon pins of hardened
nickel-chrome steel retained in position by spring circlips.
Connecting Rods. Nickel steel forgings machined to H-seotion all
over. Each paii' consists of plain rod and forked rod, latter carries
nickel-steel bearing block, which accommodates the steel backed
lead bronze alloy bearings. Halves of block secured together
and to forked rod by four bolts. Small-end of each connecting
rod houses floating phosphor bronze bush.
Chankshaitt. One-piece six-throw, Machined forging of chromemolybdenum steel. Integral balance-weights. Nitrogen-hardened.
Crankpins and journals bored and fitted with oil-retaining covers.
Drive to reduction-gear pinion is through a splinecl oonpling shaft
which fits into a splined flange bolted to front end of crankshaft.
To damp out iri’sgularities in angular velocity and torque, didve
from crankshaft to supercharger and timing gears and auxiliary
components is through torsionally flexible shaft which provides
spring drive. Twisting of this shaft, is limited by hollow sleeve.
Cbankoasb. In halves. Both castings of aluminium-alloy. Upper
portion carries cylinders, bearings of crankshaft and part of housing
for airscrew reduction gear.
Lower portion is sump ease and carries
the oil pumps and filters. Main bearings, split mild-steel shells
lined with lead-bronze alloy, fit into recesses machined in the crankcase.
Bearings held in position by caps. Besides usual bearing
cap studs, seven pairs of long bolts pass transversely through caps
and across whole width of crankcase. Design gives rigidity of
integrally-cast bearing cap but allows,withdrawal of lower portion
of crankcase without disturbing bearings.
Wheelcase. Aluminium casting secured by studs at rear end of
crankcase. Supercharger unit goes on to back of wheelcase. Latter
house.s drives to the camshafts, magnetos, coolant and oil pumps,
supercharger, hand and electric starters, and the electric generator.
Valve Geak. Two inlet and two exhaust valves of K.E, 966 steel
Inlet-valves on
parallel with centre line of each cylinder block.
inside of Vee have stellited ends.
Exhaust valves have sodiumcooled stems and Brightray over crown and seating surfaces
and stellited ends. Each valve has two concentric ooil-springs,
kept in place by collar and split wedge. Spring circlip retains
valve in guide should valve-springs fail. Each valve is worked
through a separate steel rocker which has a spherical-headod
tappet-screw and lock-nut at the valve end for adjustment. Camshaft, along top of each cylinder-block in seven hearings, driven
by inclined shaft and bevel gears from wheelcase.
iNDTrcihoN (Merlin 61 Series).-—-Twin-choke updraught carburettor of
Rofls-Royce and S.U. design supplies mixture to supercharger.
Two. air-pa.ssage.s. are coupled to ,a .single Rolls-Pvoyce typo of
forward-facing air-intake. .Each elioke i.s supp«lied by a separate
diffuser nozzle at right-angles to airstream ; by slow running device,
by discharge orifice of accelerator-pump ; and by main fuel-control
skii’ts.
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jet of submerged tjqpe controlled by taper needle.
Automatic
mixtm’c-oonti’ol device incorporated in carburettor.
One jet
controlled by aneroid exposed to atmospheric pressure.
In the
event of failure of aneroid mixture I’eturns automatically to full rich.
Other jet controlled by aneroid subject to boost pre.ssure and
safeguarded again.st damage from back-fires by a disc-valve which
closes the communicating vent.
Positive, methods against freezing ;
heated coolant circulates through jackets, around chokes; warm
scavenge oil circulates through hollow throttle-valves. Twin fuel
pumps driven by independent quill shafts. If one pump fails,
other has more than enough capacity to meet maximum demand.
Any fuel in excess is returned through disc-valve to suction side.
Peel In.ibction System (Merlin 130, 131, 620 and 621).-—The fuel-injeotion. system comprises a gear-type pump supplying fuel to a
five-plunger pump operated by a swash-plate. The stroke and the
capacity of the pump are varied by, alteration of the angle at w’hich
the. swash -plate operates.
The swash -plate assumes a mean position
after compensating for all the variables determining fuel demand.
.Variation in pump capacity or puraio, stroke is by a Z-shaft and
rocking, levers linked to an oil-operated servo-piston which shortens
the ..stroke and a second .piston subject to boost pressure wbioh
iengthens it, a balance between these two, force.s being established
The sensitive portion of the valve is conby. a small leak valve.
trolled by a capsule subject to boost presai,ir.e on the outside charge
teniperature on the inside, and prevailing atmosphere pressure
on the end convolution. As with, all positive displacement punijis
.elimination of air in the system is esBential, a de- aerator is interposed between the delivery side of. the gear pump and the .suction
.side of the plunger pump.
By thi.s means all air is expelled before
the fuel enters the plunger pump and accurate metering is assured.
SuPEKCHAKGEB.. .Two-speod two-stage supercharger, change-speed
mechanism of which is operated by oil pressure from scavenge
system. Delivery pressure of supercharger is controlled by automatic servo-mechanism coupled through differential linkage to
thi’ottle so that opening of latter is controlled to suit boost-pressure.
Ignition. Two twelve-cylinder magnetos spigot-mounted, one on
each side of wheelcase. Each driven by skew-gear from upper
System fully
vertical drive-shaft through serrated couplings.
screened. Three metal conduits coupled with metal braiding to
magneto-housings. Short metal-braided connections to sparking
Special heat-resisting adaptors on exhaust side.
Resistors
plugs.
are fitted in the plug adaptors.
Lubbication. ^Dry siunp system. One pressure and two scavenge
pumps of the gear type driven from wheelcase through idler gear
from lower vertical drive-shaft to coolant pump. The pressure
pump delivers high pressure oil from the aircraft tank, to the
crankshaft and big-ond bearings via a relief valve unit.: High
pressure oil is also delivered to the constant-speed airscrew unit
where its pressure is still further increased for operation of the
variable-pitch airscrew. Oil at lower pressure is delivered from
the relief valve unit to the camshaft and rocker mechanism, to oil
jets feeding the airscrew? reduction gears, to the supercharger drive
mechanism and to various other bearings and gears throughout
Used oiL drains back to the lower half crankcase
the engine.
where it passes through filterB to turn scavenge pumps, one servicing each end of the lower half. The scavenge pump.s deliver the
used oil via the two-speed supercharger gear change operating
gear and the carburettor throttles to an oil cooler and thence back
to the aircraft tank. An automatic valve is fitted-in the scavenge
system which allows the oil to by-pass the cooler when below a
the function of this valve is to .mainIiredeterinined temperature
tain the oil at a constant temperature, and to safeguard the cooler
against. damage due to tho excessive pres.sure.s which can bo developed when the oil is cold.
*
.,
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ROLLS-ROYCE—continued.

The Rolls-Royce Merlin 620 twelve-cylinder Vee liquid-cooled engine which was designed

specifically for

North Atlantic operations.

—

Coolant System. l^he coolant employed is a mixture of 70% water
and 30% ethylene glycol. It is circulated by means of a centri-

'

fugal typo pump from a small capacity header tank through radiators to the cylinder blocks and thence back to the header taiili.
The How of cooling air through the radiator is controlled, either
maimally or antomatically, through the medium of a temperature
The header tank, which incorporates features
sensitivQ device.
to ensure the cl’licioat separation of steam and coolant, is provided
with a loaded relief valve which seals the whole coolant system
This pressurising of tho^ system
u{? to a predetermined pi'essure.
raises the boiling point of the coolant, and permits the use of smaller
The maximum permissible coolant temperature is
radiators.
by this means raised to ISS^O. The header tank relief valve
maintains the pressure in the system, and also incorporates a
suction-operated valve which admits air, if for any reason the

pressure

falls

bolow atmospheric.

—The

coolant employed

Intercooler Sy'Stbm.

is

a mixture of

by means

70%

30% ethylene glycol which
centrifugal pump from a header tank through the radiator to the
jacket situated between the two stages of the supercharger and to
the intercooler matrix, placed between the supercharger and
induction pipe, and thence back to the header tank. This system
which is entii’oly independent of the main engine system is pressurized and incorporates similar design of header tank, relief valve
and radiator cooling air control as on the main system, but no
thermostat. Heat exchange from the coolant is carried out by
an independent radiator in the aircraft system in the normal
water arid

is

circulated

of a

manner.
Starting. The

—

a

dynamo

and

electrical equipment includes an electric starter and
callable of keeping the aircraft batteries fully charged,

consumption required by the numerous

to balance the current

Bore

Engine

Mendin 140

X

Stroke:

5.4 in.

X

electrically operated devices on tlie modern .service aeroplane.
Pres.s-button electric starting is therefore nv^ailable anil is capable
of functioning efficiently under extremely low temperature conditions.
Auxiliary harul-tuniiug gear with a reduction ratio of
13.56
1 operates' tlirongh a portion of same gear-train as electric
starter. Multi-plate clutcli, common to both sy.stem.s, incorporated
on the .starter lay-shaft, i.g de.signed to .slip in the event of a backfire.
Accessohies. I’roviaion is made on the engine for driving various
auxiliary units needed for aircraft serviee.s, such us air comprossors
for gun-turret operation, hydraulic pumps for rel.ractablo undercarriages and bomb doors, otc., engine siieod indicator, vaciuiin
pumps and the oonstant-.speed air.screw operating pump Necessary
pipework is fitted on the engine for employment of an automatic
fire-extinguishing system and also a de-icing equipment for the
airscrew
Aiescbew Drive. Airscrew shaft driven tlirough single spur reduction
gear (.42/1) at the front end of crankcase.
Hollow driving pinion
in two roller-bearings oo-axial with crankshaft from which it is
driven by a short shallow .shaft serrated at both end.s. One end
engages with crankshaft flange and forward end with internal
serrations on driving pinion. Hollow shaft insulates pinion bearings
from the crankshaft loadings. Pinion engages with toothed ring
This runs
bolted to flange integral with hollow airscrew shaft.
on roller-bearings and has ball-ltearing whicli takes axial thrust in
either direction.
Airscrew shaft takes the Rotal or D.H. Hydromatic constant-speed airscrew.
High-pressure oil for operation
of hydraulic airscrew supplied through a tube secured within and
rotating with the shaft. This tube is fed from spherically-seated
oil-connection in the hou.sing of the rear half of the reduction gear
casing. Airscrew hub is centralised upon cone.s at each end.
Perrobmancb.— See Table.
'

:
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ROLLS-ROYCE MERLIN ENGINES.
m/m. X 152.5 m/m.). Capa

6 in. (137.3

Take-off

Emergency

Maximum

Maximum

Power

Maximum

Glimbing

Cruising

Power

Power

Power

Dry
Weight

Air.screw

Gear

Remarks

Ratio

1,780 h.p. at 1,410 h.p. at 1,200 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m. 2,860 r.p.m. 2,650 r.p.m.
at 4,500 ft. at 10,000 ft. at 10,260 ft.'
1,725 h.p. at
(1,370 m.)
(3,050 m.)
(3,130 m.)
1,780 lbs.
3,000 r.p.m.
and
and
and
(808 kg.)
1,660 h.p. at 1,315 h.p. at 1,186 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m. 2,850 r.p.m. 2,850 r.p.m.
at 16,750 ft. at 20,500 ft. at 23,750 ft.
(5,110 m.)
(6,250 m.)
(7,245 m.)

.512
1
(Contrarotating)
:

Two-speed

two-stage

supercharger.

cooled.
R.R.-S.U. fuel injection
acce.ssory gear-box.

pump.

Inter-

R.R.

;

Merlin 500

1,636 h.p. at 1,215 h.p. at 1,080 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m, 2,850 r.p.m. 2,650 r.p.m.
at 2,250 ft. at 9,760 ft. at 8,750 ft.
1,610 h.p. at
(690 HI.)
(2,975 m.)
(2,670 m.)
1,625 lbs.
3,000 r.p.m.
and
and
and
(692 kg.)
1,610 h.p. at 1,135 h.p. at 1,015 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m. 2,860 r.p.m. 2,660 r.p.m.
at 9,250 ft. at 16,500 ft.: at 16,500 ft.
(2,820 m.)
(5,030 m.)
(4,730 m.)
^

.420

:

1

(R.H.

“G”

float

type carburetter.

tractor)

1

j

Merlin 600, 620

and 621

1,390 h.p- at 1,160 h.p. at
2,850 r.p.m. 2,650 r.p.rn.
at 9,600 ft. at 10,000 ft.
(2,900 m.)
(3,060 m.)

and

and

1,316 h.p. at 1,160 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m, 2,850 r.p.m.
at 20,500 ft. at 23,500 ft.
(6,250 m.)
(7,170 m.)

1,700 lbs.
(772 kg.)
(Merlin
620)
1,740 lbs.
(790 kg.)
(Merlin

620 and
621)

.4707:1
(Merlin
620)
.420:??
(Merlin

600 and
621)

Two-.speed

Intertwo-,stage
supercharger.
cooled.
Charge heater. B.R. S.IJ. fuel injection
pnmp. R.R. accessory gear-box.
Electric starter.
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
The new organisation of the Nationalised Czechoslovak

—

Aircraft Industry is described in the Aeroplane Section of this book.
*
production of aero-engines in concentrated exclusively in the followdng factories
AUTOMO BILOVE ZAVODY, NARODNI PODNIK (Motor Car Works, National Corporation).
Zavod Cakoviee (Works Cakoviee) (formerly Avia). Produces Avia aero-engines.
Zavod Otrf^kovice (Works Otrakoviee) (formerly Zlin). Produces Persy and Toma engines formerly built by Zlin.
LETECKE ZAVODY, NARODNI PODNIK (Aviation Works, National Corporation),
Zavod Jinonice (Works Jinonice) (formerly Walter). Produces Walter aero-engines.
Zavod Karlin (Works Karlin) (formerly Praga). Produces Praga aero-engines.
:

All business matters are handled by the following organisation
CS. ZAVODY KOVEDELNE A STROJIRENSKE,
PODNIK.
LETECKY PRODEJ (Czechoslovak
and Mechanical Engineering Plants, National Corporation. Sales Department of Aviation Products.)

The

:

NARODNY

Head

Office

This

the central Sales and Propaganda

is

ODD

Metal-working

Jinonice -Prague XVII.

:

the Nationalised industry.

office of

It is established in the offices of the

former Walter

company.

AVIA,
AUTOMOBILOVE ZAVODY, NARODNI PODNIK

(Motorcar Works,

National Corporation).
Zavod Cakoviee (Formerly Avia).

Head

Office and

Works

Managing Director
Chief Designer

Pragije-Letnany.

:

Ing. J. StSnicka.

:

Ing. V. Kasai.

:

The original Avia company was formed after the Wffir 1914-18
and Avas later taken over by the Skoda company. Manufacturing both aircraft and aero-engines, the Avia company was
said to have the largest aero-engine factory in Czechoslovakia.
Since the last war the Avia company has been incorporated
into the new National Corporation, and aero-engine production
has been resumed in the former Avia engine plant at Letnany.
Improvements have been made jn the
17 engine which was
in production before the war, and new types of engines are

RK

under development.

THE AVIA RK

—

17.

Type. ^Nine-cylinder radial air-cooled, supercharged.
Cylindebs. -B ore 130 m/m. (5.07 in.), Stroke 140 m/m. (5.46 in.).
Compression ratio 6.4 1. Barrels are steel forgings with nitrided
Cylinder heads are alumininm castings.
bores.

—

:

—Special aluminium-alloy forgings.
—
—
—
Valve Gear.'—Two valves per cylinder, exhaust valve sodium-filled.
Enclosed push-rods and rocker gear.
Eight-cam
Cabburation. — Single-barrel Stromberg-Zenith NAR 80 carburettor.

Pistons.

Connecting Rods.

High-tension steel forgings. Lead-bronze bigend bearings.
Crankshaft. Nitrided special steel fol'ging.
Cr.ankcase. Two-piece main case an aluminium -alloy casting.
disc.

Alternatively Zenith
flights.

Supebohabgeb.

—

ZA

2-80 carburettor

—^Centrifugal type.

may

be

Gear ratio 10.7

:

fitted for long
1.

-

Ignition. Two Scintilla GN 9D-SCN-P or LV9-D-4 magnetos.
Two sparking-plugs per cylinder.
Lubrication. Dry sump pressure lubrication. Two AM fuel pumps.
Airscrew' Drive. Fixed-pitch wood or metal airscrew. Adaptation for constant-speed airscrew, either with mechanical regulation,
type Argus, or Avith Hamilton Standard constant-speed regulator

—

unit.

—

— 87 Octane.
—Diameter 1.184 m.

Fuel Grade.
Dimensions.

(with normal equipment).

Length 1.065 m. (41.93

— 285 kg. (628

lbs.).

PRAGA,
LETECKe ZAVODY, nArodNI PODNIK

(Aviation Works, National

Corporation).
Zavod Karlin (formerly CKD-Praga),

Head Office and Works

:

LIBE^^

and Malesice, Prague

Avia

Rk

17 radial air-eooled engine.

—

Lubbioation.-— Integral with engine, no external connections. Oilsnmp holds three litres (0.66 Imp. gallon). Pressure and scavenge

pumps

Avith

two

—

filters.

AmsGBEW Dbiaie. ^Direct. Right-hand tractor.
Dimensions. ^Width 854 m/m. (33.56 in.), Length 610 m/m. (24.07
in.). Height 615 m/m. (20.24 in.).
Weight Dry (with airscrew hub).— 48 kg. (106.8 lbs.).
Pebfobmance. Rated power 40 b.h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m., Maximum
power 45 b.h.p. at 2,610 r.p.m.. Fuel consumption (82 octane) at
rated poAver 230-250 gr./h.p./hr. (0.61-0.55 Ibs./h.p./hr.), Fuel
consumption at cruising power 225 gr./h.p./hr. (0.50 lbs. /b.h.p. /hr.),

—

VIII.

—

Ing. R. V. Stolle.
J. Dolezal.
Chief Designer

Dii’ector

h.p.

Rated output 420 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m. at 8,200 ft.
(2,500 m.). Take-off power 480 h.p. at 2,360 r.p.m., Fuel consumption 255 gr. (0.562 lbs.) per h.p. /hr., Oil consumption 6.5 gr.
(.0143 lbs.) per h.p. /hr.

Perfqbm.anob.
(40.61 in.),

in.).

Weight Dry

The 480

:

:

The Praga company, originally under the name of BreitfeldDanek and Co., Ltd., started to build aero-engines tmder licence
Between the Wars the company built a range of
in 1915.

Oil eon.sumption 0.2-0. 3 kg./hr, (0.-14-0.66 Ibs./hr.).

engines, both liquid and air-cooled, of from 40 to 1,000 h.p.
In addition to extensive production facilities, the works includes
large repair and test shops, equipped for handling both reciprocating engines and turbo-jet imits^

THE PRAGA

—

B2.

wo-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
Cylinders. Bore 106 m/m. (4.13 in.), Stroke 110 m/m. (4.33 in.),
Total capacity 1,906 oub. c/m. (116.31 cub. in.), Compression ratio
Barrels machined from chrome steel forgings. Alu6.7 1.
minium-alloy heads. VaKe-seats steel, guides heat-treated iron.
Pistons. Aluminium-alloy. One scraper and three compression

Tyre.;

—

:

—

rings.

—

Crankcase.' One-piece
mounting.
CR-Ankshaft.-

— One-piece,

alnminiuin-alloy
forged.

casting.

Three-point

0\ie ball thrust bearing

and two

main roller-bearings. Connecting-rods in patented, roller-bearings.
Valve Gear.— Two interchangeable valves of stainless steel per
cylinder. Tavo ball-bearings to each rockor-arm lubricated by
Oil-tight rocket-boxes.
grease-gun.
CabbtIbation.- One carburettor attached to the lower part of the
suction pipes passing through oil-sump.
crankcase
Ignition. Tavo magnetos with impulse starter and with manual

—

—

;

'

advance.

The 45

h.p.

Praga B2 two-cylinder engine,

-

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

( 38 d)

PRA GA — continued.
Weight Dry.

— 64 kg.

—

(i

41

lbs.).

Perforhancb. Rated power 60 b.h.p. at 2,480 r.p.m.. Maximum
power 79 b.h.p. at 2,610 r.p.m., Fuel consumption at rated power
gr./h.p./hr. (0.53-0.54 lbs. /h.p. /hr.). Fuel consuinption
at cruising power 220 gr./h.p./hr. (0.49 lbs. /h.p. /hr.), Oil consumption 0.4 kg. /hr. (0.88 Ibs.iiir.).

240-246

—

THE PRAGA

E.

Tyte. Eight-cylinder horizontally-ppposed air-cooled.
Cylinders. Bore 95 in/rn. (3.74 in.). Stroke 100 m/m. (3.93 in.),
Total capacity 5,672 cub. c/m. (335.99 cub. in.), Compression ratio
One .special aluminium
5.8: 1. Barrels in chrome-steel forging.
alloy oast head oommou to each pair of cylinders.

—

— Special aluminium-alloy.
Valve-guides from
—Valve-seats from special alloy
Crank-SHAFT. — Ono-pieoe drop forging from
Comiecting rods have patented
bearings.
Crankcase. —Aluminiuin-alloy easting, integral with oil-sump tank
Three-point mounting.
gallons) capacity.

Pistons.

steel.

Valves.

perlitic iron.

steel, in rollerroller-bearing.s.

s].iedal

of 13 litres (2.86

Imp.

Outline and shape suitable for installation into fuselage or wing
with minimum drag.
Cabbur.ation. One carburettor fastened to the rear cover of the
crankcase, suction jiipes jnissiug tlirougli oil tank.
Ignition. Two magnetos with imiRd.se-startcr clutch and automatic
advance.
Pressure iind setivenge jumi]) with filters.
LuB,Ric.ATroN.
Tachometer drive, generator ilri\'e, air [uinip drive
Accesso.kie.s.

—

—

—

The 60

THE PRAGA

Typk.

air-cooled.

—

^3ore 96 m/m. (3.74 in.).
Total capacity 2,386 cub. c/m. (173 cub.

100 m/rn. (3.93

in.),

and two fuel pumps.
Airscr-EW Drive. Direct, liight-luind tractor.
D 1 .MEN.SION.S. Length 1,225 m/m. (48.14 in.), Width 890 lu/m. (34.47
in.). Height 406 m/m. (18.27 in.).
Weight Dryl— 120 kg. (26.45 lbs.).
Pebform.ance. Rated power 150 li. h.p. at 2,650 o.p.m.

—

—

D.

—Four-cylinder horizontally-opposed
Stroke

CYi.llrDKRS.

—

Praga D engine.

h.p.

in.),

Compression ratio

One special alumin1.
Barrels are clirome-!3teel forgings.
5.72
ium-alloy cast head to each pair of cylinders. Rocker-chambers
cast in one piece with head.
Pistons. Special aluminium-alloy drop forgings. One scraper and
three compression rings.
Connecting Eons.- Drop-forged, with divided and hardened bigeiids and patented roller-bearings.
Crankshaft.—-Four-throw one-piece forging, running on roller-

,

—

:

—

.

—

bearings.

Crankcase.—-Alumimhm-alloy

ca,sting, witli integral oil tank of
Three-point mounting.
(1.72 Imp. gallon) capacity.
Varves and VatjV,b Gear. Valve-seats of special steel alloy, viilvegnides of perlitic iron.

eight

litres,

—

Gabbitration.— Carburettor attached to the lower part of the crankcase
with air intake passing througli oil .siimi) tank.
Ignition. Two magneto.s witli iinpulso-atarter clntch and manual
advauco.

—

—
and scavenge
—Tachometer drive, fuel pump, hand starter.
Airscrew Drive. — Direct, right-hand tractor.
Length 746 m/m.
Dimensions. —Width 810 ra/m. (31.83
Lubbioation.

Pre,9.sm’e

oil

imnip.s, witli oil

lilter.s.

Acoes,sorib.s.

(29.32

in.),

in.),

Height 642 m/m. (21.30

The 150

in.).

WALTER.
LETEOKi ZAVODY, NARODNY PODNIK (AVIATION WORKS,
NATIONAL CORPORATION).
I

Zavod-Jinonice (formerly Walter).
Oitpice and Works
Pbague-Jinonice.

Head

Ing. F.
Ing. B. Simfinek.
Chief Designer
;

^

The Walter Aero-engine Works, widely known before the war

^

for their excellent light aircraft engines, were compelled
German occupying forces to interrupt all construction of

I

’

;

fi

engine.

castings.
Four compre.ssion rings, locked to prevent rotation.
Gudgeon pins secured by spring circlips.
Connecting Rods. I- seotion chrome .steel forgings. Small-ends
bronze-bushed. Big-ends run on double roller-bearings.
Crankshaft. The split crankshaft, a special chrome-vaiiadium steel
forging, consists of three sections .splined and bolted together in

—

the crank pins. Two pair.s of coimter-weiglits attached to the
webs. TIio eranksliaft rotates in three ball-bearings and in a long
centre friction bearing provided with i>orts, whieli together with
the crankshaft centre .section, witli dividing wall and ports, forms
the distributor rotfiting sleeve for tlie induction sy.stera.
CRiiNiccA.SE.— Two vertically divided linlve.s, heat-treated aluminiumalloy castings, bolted together.
Lower jiortion of crankcase
continues into finned cylinder jackets witli inlet and exhaust stubs
fitted by means of clip-fasteners.
Induction Sy.stem. One horizontal O.B.A. 30 earlnirettor equipped
with choke and fitted directly to tlie crankcase. Fuel supplied

—

transport aircraft, as well as a new auxiliary engine for sailplanes.
These new types are the result of long years of experience
gained by the Walter works and incorporate all the latest technical developments.

1

1

by the

Walter
engines and to manufacture German Argus engines under
In spite of these difficulties Czech engineers carried on
licence.
secretly during the war with the design of new models so that
when Czechoslovakia was liberated the Walter works were
able to introduce a number of types of light air-cooled aeroengines suitable for use in training, sporting, touring and light

j

Praga

—

:

Manager:
I

h.p.

.

1
1

j

'

'
•

*
,

i'
'

i(

j

ij

The Walter company has been nationalised like all the CzechoSlovak Aircraft Industry and incorporated into the Letecke
Zavody, Harodni Podnik (Aviation Works, National Corporation),
with head offices in Prague.
The production of aero-engines has been thoroughly reorganized, mainly as far as methods of construction and design
are concerned and a new prototype department has been installed.
In addition the factory’s very modern workshops have
been equipped with the most up-to-date machines and tools
which make possible mass-production and assembly of aeroengines on a large scale.

—

THE WALTER

A.

Type. Two-cylinder inverted in-line air-cooled two-stroke.
Cylinders. -I?ore 86 in/m. (3.39 in.), Stroke 86 m/m. (3.39 in.),
Total capacity 0.096 litre.s (60 cub. in.). Compression ratio 6 1.
Special fine grain iron centrifugal castings with machined cooling
fins and inlet and exhaust porta.
One-piece cylinder head for both
cylinders is an aluminium-alloy casting. Head with the cylinders

—

.

:

attached to "the finned lower portion of crankcase by long holding
Conqne.s.sion clianiber.s each provided with one
(lowi'i stud.s.
dccompro.ssiou valvo.
deflectors.
Heat-treated
Pistons.—With
Hiduminium
RPu,53
.

Ma

The a?

h.p. Walter

A

two-cylinder engine.

i

T

1

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

WALTER— continued.
or. by
to carburettor either by gravity feed
the latter fitted on special request, The

manually.

—A

diaphragm fuel-pump,
pump can be primed

.

FM

2-2L magneto for dual unscreened ignition.
Bosch
Ignition.
Two sparking-plugs per cylinder.
surfaces assured by oil mixed
’r-'""'
LuBHicATiON. -Lubrication of bearing
1 for
20 1 for running-in and 25
with fuel at a proportion ^of^^20
drive
normal operation. Front ball thrust-bearing and fuel-pump
Dip-stick
front-cover.
lubricated by oil-bath in the crankcase

—

:

:

for

measuring

—

oil level.

special request, in

on

i,
Staeting. By starting cable
ining -plate. For easier
place of the ordinary air
flight the decompression
in
starting on the ground and for restarting
valves can be used.
n
j
provided
Accessory Drives and Equu'jient. A mounting flange
-pump, driven by a
on the engine front cover for a diaphragm fuel
cam from the crankshaft.
„
r
four engine
Mounting. Engine rnonnted elastically by means oi
bearers equipped with rubber vibration dampers.
at the
lookmg
Airscrew Drive. Direct, left-hand tractor (when
fixed-pitch airscrew
engine from the rear). Boss for wooden
by a nut.
keyed to the tapered crankshaft front end and retained
attached to
Ainscrew hub and retaining plate (or starting pulley)

—

—

•

..

,

.

i

—

i.

4.1

.

itTTVT.

—Petrol witli'ininimum octane value

of 72,

THE WALTER MIKRON

mixed with su^ablc

ill.

er inverted in-line-* air-cooled, ungeared.
90 m/m. (3.55 in.), Stroke 96 m/m. (3.78 in.),
2.44 litres (149 cub. in.), Conipression ratio 6: 1.

—

,.
„
_
p
--uq_ Cylinder
Steel cylinders with cooling fins machined from solid,
aluminuun-alloy
bores nitrided. Detachable cylinder-heads are- alu:-.:
Cylindor-head assembly attached to the crankcase by
castings.
four cylinder holding-down studs.
Three compression rings
53 ca.sting.s, T1
Hiduminiurn
Pi.STON.s.
and one scraper ring. Gudgeon-pins secured by spring circlips.
special
Valve Gear.--0ii6 inlet and one exhaust valve per cylinder, of valve
Doulile
heat-resisting alloy steel with nitrided stems.
.

.

—

springs.

1

RR

_

,

_

operated

Valves

by the camshaft through push-rods
_

needle bearings, with
and rocker-arms. Rockers fitted
adjusting-screws at the
rollers for the valves and valve-clearance
push-rod ends. Valve and rocker mechanism on each cyhnder
-with

enclosed in Elektron cover.
1313 oO,
-r
CONNECTITSTG RoDsl H-seotiou, stamped from Hidummium
lyith
machined all over and polished. Split big-ends provided
steel-backed lead-bronze bearings.
u-i

—

Crankshapt.
all

over.

,

.

chi'ome-vanadium
—Forgedpinsfrom
Carried
and journals

steel,

special

Cranlc

backed lead-bronze bearings and

Walter Minor 4-III engine.

HR

request, rvuth two priming jets,
50 Wei
’^y double diaphragm Walter 2M
either by gravity feed or by
'
request. S’ump fitted with a
special
s]
on
supplied
pump, latter
pressure-gauge connection.

-^05, NVK-4 (port) and AVK-4
Vortex magnetos,
advance, placed side-by-side
sparking a;
Starboard magneto
cranlicase.
sparking plugs per cylinder.^
provided with impulse unit. Two
removable sliding inspection strip
Cooling. Air scoop with an easily
with cylinder^
Jparkingp’iugs_ fitted on port side,

Ignition.—Two

Scintilla

'

(starboard) with automatic
the
in a hanging position on
,.

—

r

t’
for access to 'the
baffle or deflector

^

Starting.
type

—

on

or

hand-starter,

macninea

in nve
nitrided.
a ball thrust-bearing at the front

Crankcase.—-Heat treated magnesium-alloy (Electeon) casting.
LuBBicATioN.--Dry-sump pressiu-e lubrication. Double gear-typo
01
_

AIRSCREW

jjxuvn.
ftir

fi-sred-nitch

looldng at the
airscrew normally

the rear
oil-pump with pressure, and scavenge stages loca.ted at
oil tank by pressure
the cranlicase above the sump. Oil drawn from
pressur
through
fed
pump, provided -with an inlet filter, and
bearings and to the
relief valve directly to crankshaft and .camshaft
crankshaft lubricate
starboard magneto drive-shaft. Oilways

m

lubricated by splash.
big end bearings. All other moving parts
returned to
Spent oil in sump withdrawn by scavenge pump and
Union in- the pressure line on the crankcase is adapted
oil tank.
an on
The valve-gear works
for pressure-gauge connection.
systern can be
batn in each rocker cover box. The lubrication
ot
addition
the
by
mainly
modified on request for aerobatic flying,
_
an automatic valve to the scavenge line.

m

—

down-draught
Induction System. Walter Hobson AI-37-DX
Cast_induction manifold,
burettor with manual mixture control.
valve and, on
dram
a
pre-heated by exhaust gases, fitted with

The 65

h.p. Walter

Mikron

III engine,

acc«aori»).-5».3 kg. (130.6

lb..)

Oatan.

r.p
at
48
2,600 r.p.m., Cruising output
-245
(•
sumption at rated sea level power
ihs ) per
Fuel consumption at
p /hr.^
lbs.) per n.p./nr.
nil nrinRiimution .02-.08 kg. 0.44-.176

/hr.,

h.p./hi-.,

'(

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
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WALTER—continued.
driving gear forms part of the reduction gear
for the starter unit and tlie supercharger band-brake acts as safety
clutch in case of backfiring.
Fuel. 80 Octane.
Weight Dry (including normal accessories and hand-starter)
«
97.5 kg. (214.5 lbs. ± 2%.'
Length.- Overall (with airscrew boss) 1,172 m/m. (46.1 in.).

The supercharger

—

—

THE WALTER MINOR

—Six-cylinder

6-111.

inverted in-line air-cooled, ungeared.
Cylinders.— Bore 105 m/m. (4.14 in.). Stroke 116 m/m. (4.53 in.),
Total capacity 5.97 litres (364.17 cub. in.). Compression ratio 6 k
Crankshaft.- C-arried in seven steel backed lead-bronze bearings
and in a ball thrust bearing at the front end.
Induction Sylstem. Two Walter 45 down-draught carburettors
with manual mixture control, an acceleration pump and a special
jet fitted to the induction manifold for inverted flight.
Manifold,
made up to two aluminium -alloy eastings, pre-heated by exhaust
gases and fitted vdth two priming jets and ivith a drain valve.
Hot and cold air intakes, controllable from tlie cockpit, fitted on
special request.
Cold air j.iasses directly to the cai'burettors,
warm ab drawn from the cyiindm's througli flame traps. Fuel
supplied to the carburettors either by a grai’ity feed or liy a Walter
2M 50 double-dia]3hragm fuel-]:)ump, latter supplied on special
request. Pump fitted with pressure-gauge connection.
Ignition.
Two Scintilla Vertex magnetos, NVK-t> (port) and NVK-6

Type.

—

:

—

The 105 h.p. Walter Minor
Ignition.

—Dual imscreened ignition

;

4-III S engine.

two

Scintilla

Vertex

—

and AVK-4 (starboard), with autoniatic sparking
If desired a screened ignition can be supplied. Magneto.s

NVK-4

(starboard), with automatic sparking a-d\-anc:e.
Screened ignition
optional.
Magnetos placed side-by-side in a hanging position
Starboard magneto provided with
at the rear of tlie crankcase.
an impulse unit. Two sparking-plugs per cylinder.
Dimensions. Overall length with airscrew boss 1,324 m/m. (52.1 in,).
Overall width without bearer feet 399 m/m. (15.6 in.). Overall
height 630 m/m. (24.7 in.).
Weight Dry (includuig normal accessories).— 135 kg. (297 lbs.)
+ 2 %.
Performance (72 Octane fuel). Rated output at sea level 160 b.h.p.
at 2,500 r.p.m., Cruising output 120 b.h.p. at 2,300 r.p.rn.. Fuel
consmnption at rated power 245 kg. (.5-4 lb.) per h.p. /hr., Fuel
consumption at cruising power 225 kg. (.49 lbs.) per h.p. /hr., Oil
consumption .02-. 08 kg. (.044-. 176 lbs.) per h.p. /hr.
,

inagiieto.s.

(port)

advance.
placed side-by-side in a hanging position at the rear of the crankc case. Starboard magneto provided with impulse unit.
Two .sparking plugs per cylinder.
Cooling. Cylinder cooling air-scooj) and baffle plates as for Mila'on

—

,

^

III.

Starting.—-Electric and hand starter with crank, type Walter RE 25,
supplied on request.
Accessory Drives and Eqotpment.- On the rear end of the crankleft-hand a tachometer drive (D. of R. clockwise, 1/2 engine
case
speed); right-hand a fuel-pump mounting-flange and drive (D. of R.
On the port and starboard side of
clockwise, 1/2 engine speed).
tbe crankcase can be fitted either a directly-driven 24-volt 100 watt,
generator, or a nexible shaft for a remotely-driven generator ; to
tbe starboard flange a flexible shaft for a second generator can be

—

;

—

—

THE WALTER MINOR

:

fitted.

—

,

_

_

_

Four engine bearer feet with rubber vibration dampers,
supplied on special request.
DRiVE.—Direct,
left-hand tractor (when looking at the
Airscrew
engine from the rear). Boss for wooden fixed-pitch abserew is
normally used. Keyed to the tapered eranlisliaft front-end and
retained by a nut. Abscrew hub attached to boss by retaining
plate and eight retaining bolts.
Dimensions. Overall length with airscrew boss 1,032 mjm. (40.56
in.), Overall width without bearer feet 399 m/m. (15.6 in.). Overall
height 630 m/m. (24.7 in.).
Weight Dry (including normal accessories).— 90.5 kg. (199 lbs.) ±2%.
Pereormanoe (72 Octane fuel). ^Rated output at sea level 105 b.h.p.
at 2,500 r.p. in. . Cruising output 80 b.h.p. at 2,300 r.p.rn., Fuel
consumption at rated sea level power .245 kg. (.64 lbs.) per h.p. /hr.,
Fuel consumption at cruising power 225 kg. (.49 lbs.) per /h.p. /hr.,
Oil consumption .02-. 08 kg. (.044-. 176 lbs.) per/h.p./hr.

Mounting.

—

:

The Minor

different.

Crankshaet.—The crankshaft

rear end carries the driving part of
the supercharger oouplmg instead of tlie starter dog.
Supercharger. Saino as for aiinor 4-III S. Compressed ab fed
to carburettors by a pipe connected to the carburettors by means
of elbows with suitable guide vanes.
Starting. Same as for Minor 4-III S.
Fuel. 80 Octane.

—

—

—

Weight Dry

—

THE WALTER MINOR

6-III S.

S is identical to the Minor 6 -III except that
it is equipped with a centrifugal supercharger similar to that
Only the following details are
fitted to the Minor (i-III S.
6 -III

normal

(including

142 kg. (312

lbs.)

Length Overall

accessories

and hand-starter).-—

+2%.

(with airscrew boss) 1,404

m/m.

(57.6 in.).

4-III S.

The Minor

,

4-III S is identical to the Minor 4-111, but is
equipped with a centrifugal supercharger to increase take-off

power, climbing performance and ceiling. The compressor can
be de- clutched if desired. Only in the following details does
the engine differ from the Minor 4-III.
Crankshaft. The orardishaft rear end carries the driving part of

—

the supercharger coupling instead of the starter dog.
Surerchargeb.- Centrifugal supercharger fitted to a flange on the
rear wall of the crankcasA Impeller, a Hidumininm
56
forging, is driven from the rear end of the crankshaft by means
of an elastic coupling and an epieyclio gear at a ratio of 1 7.4.
Impeller drive can be de-olutched by means of a band -brake
gripping or releasing the outer wheel of the epicyclie gear, this
brake being controllable from the cockpit. Pressure lubrication
of all gears. ^ Compressed ab fed to the carburettor through an
aluminium pipe connected to the carburettor by means of an elbow
with suitable guide vanes.
Starting.—^Rear part of the supercharger casing contains a starter
dog and hand-cranking gear with safety catch (protecting the hand
crank) and a worm gear for an electric-starter. Normally hand-

—

RR
;

.

equipment

starting

is

supplied.

An

electric-starter

The 160

optional.

is

h.p.

Walter Minor 6-111 engine.

ZUN.
AUTOMOBILOVE ZAVODY, NARODN! PODNIK

iron cylinder barrels. One cylinder head, of cast
for each pair of cylinders.
Pistons.— Special aluminium-alloy stampings.

(Motorcar Works,

National Corporation).
Zavod Otrokovice (formerly Zlinska Letecka A.$.).

LHead Oemoe i

Works

:

,

Connecting

Zlin.

Otbokovice, dsmAS

—-Aluminium-alloy

stampings.

Lead-bronze

bearings.
ZLifT.

Managing Director Ing, Smela.
The original Zlinska Detecka A..S. was formed- in 1935 by
the well-known Bata boot and shoe manufacturing company
and built both Zlin aircraft and light engines suitable for use

Gbankshaiu’.—Special steel forging. Four lead-bronze bearings.
Crankcase. Magnesium-alloy casting in one piece, includes oilsump.

—

:

in its own aircraft. It has now been incorporated in the new
nationalised corporation and has resumed production of the
Pei-sy and Toma air-cooled^ engines.

—

Rons.

aluminium -alloy,

THE PERSY

3.

Type. Four-cylinder horizontally-opposed ab-coqled.
Cylinders.— Bore 95 m/ra. (3.7 in.). Stroke 95 m/m. (3.7 in.). Capacity
2,700 cub. c/m. (164.7 cub. in.)^ Compression ratio 6 1. Cast':

-

;

Valve Gear.— wo side vajyes per
Cabbubation.— enith carburetter.
Ignition.

—Two

Scintilla

cylinder.

Vertex magnetos.

Lubrication.— Oil drawn from sump through
pressure to
valve.'

all

bearings.

filter

and supplied by
by regulating

Oil pressure controlled

-f,

Equipment.— Starter, fuel pump, tachometer drive, four bearer-feet.
Dimensions.— ength overall 800 m/m. (31.2 in.). Width overall
820 m/m. (31,9 in.), Height 510 m/m. (19.8 in.).
Weight Dry (ivith normal equipment).— 70 kg; (154.3 lbs.).

.

.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

ZL IN—

co ni i nu ed
Pistons.

—Aluminium-alloy
—

castings.

Connecting Rods.
Cbankshaet.-

—

’>
^Aluminium-alloy stampings.
Special steel forging. Five lead-brome Iiearings and

thrust ball-bearing.

Cbankcase.

—Two-piece case.

Magnesium-alloy castings.
SUM 729 carburettor.
Vertex magnetos. Two ,sparking-plug.s

—Zenith HM 60

Cabbtibation.

—

or

Ignition.. Two Scintilla
per cylinder.
Lub El CATION.. Dry-sump pressure lubrication.
Equipment. Hand-starter, fuel pump, air-heater, generator, four
bearer-feet with rubber vibration dampers.
Dimensions.-—Length overall 1,100 m/m. (42.9 in.).
Weight Dby (with normal equipment).— 95 kg. (209.4 lbs.).
Pebpobmance. Rated poirer at sea level 94 h.p., Ma.xirautn power at
sea level (10 min. only) 106 h.p. at 2,520 r.p.m., Cruising power
80 h.p. at 2,100 r.p.m., Fuel consumption at rated power 0.23 kg.
(0.5 lbs.) per h.ii./hr.. Oil consumption 0.005 kg. (0.011 lbs.) per
h.p. /hr.

—
—

—

The 65

h.p. Zlin Persy

HI

engine,

—

Pebformance. Rated powiir at sea level 57 h.p. at 2,470 r.p.m.,
Maximum power at sea level (10 min. only) 65 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m.,
Cruising pow-er i?0 h.p. at 2,350 r.p.m., Fuel consumption at rated
pow’er 0.23 kg. (0.5 lbs.) per h.p. /hr., Oil consumption 0.005 kg.
(0.011 lbs.) per h.p. /hr.

THE

TOlVlA

4.

Type.— Four-cylinder

—

in-line inverted air-cooled.
105 m/m. (4.13 in.), vStroke 115

Oylindeks. Bore
m/m. (4.427 in.).
Capacity 4,000 cub. c/m. (244 cub. in.). Compression ratio 6 1.
Barrels are steel forgings, cylinder heads aluminium-alloy castings.
:

The 155

h.p. Zlin

Toma

THE TOMA

—

6 engine.

6.

Type. Six-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled.
Cylindebs, Pistons and Connecting Rod,s. Same as tor Toma 4.
CKiVNicsHAiT.— Six-throw. Nitrided steel forging.
Cabbubation,—-Solex 40 carburettor.
Ignition. Two Scintilla Vertex magnetos. Two sparking-plugs jier

—

—

cylinder.

—
—
—

_

_

.

j

-i

!

Dry -sump pressure lubrication. Laminated oil-hlter
Equipment. Compressed-air starter.
Dimensions. Length overall 1,416 ni/m. (55.18 in.), Height overall

Ldbbio-ation.

612 m/m.
Weight Dby

(23.86 in.).
(with normal equipment).

—

— 140 kg. (308.5

lbs-.).

Peeformanoe. Maximum power at sea level 155 h.p. at 2,550 r.p.m..
Cruising power 125 h.p. at 2,260 r.p.m.. Fuel oonsumptiou 0.23 kg.

The 106

h.p. Zlin

Toma 4

engine.

(0,5 lbs.) per h.p./hr., Oil
h.p. /hr.

consumption 0.0049 kg. (0.011

lbs.)

per

FRANCE
GAS TURBINE ENGINES
HISPANO-SUIZA,
SOGIETII HISPANO'SUIZA.

Head

Office and

Tlie Hispano-Suiza

Woeks Bois Colombes (Seine).
company has entered the turbo-jet engine
;

RATEAU,
SOCHer^ RATEAU.
Address
c/o Societb Nationale D’Etude et de Construction DE Moteues d’ Aviation, 150, Boulevard HaussMANN, Paris (So).
The Societe Bateau, well-known for its work with turbosuperchargers, began the development of tm’bo reaction motors
in 19*39. Dru'ing the German occupation clandestine work
contmued under considerable difficulties, small parties of engineers who were engaged in the project being compelled to %vork
more or less independently in order to minimise the risk of
detection.
After the liberation the results of theh work was
co-ordinated and with the assistance of the Air Ministry work
was almost immediately begun on the construction of the first
Bateau turbo-jet engine.
This engine, which is rmdergoing trials, is briefly described
:

TURBOMECA.
SOCI^Te rURBOMECA.
Head Office and Works: Bobdes (Basses-Pvrenees).
The Societe Tiubomeca was formed in 1938 by MM. Szydlowski
and Planiol to develop bloAvers, compressors and turbines for
aeronautical use. Just prior to the outbreak of war the company
received an Air Ministry contract for a large number of turbo
compressors for Hispano-Suiza engines intended for installation
in Dewoitine fighter monoplanes then going into production.
In Juno, 1940, the company was instructed to move from
Billancourt to Borfies, where after the Armistice it was able
to continue the manufacture of compressors for the HisjianoSuiza engine. In all, some 1,600 were built.
In 1941 a small aircraft tiu'bo-reaction motor to develop! the

of French prototyjie aircraft.
under “Eolls-Royce.”

For

full details

of the Bene, see

below. Its development is being undertaken by the Societe
Rationale d’Etude and de Construction de Moteurs d’ Aviation.

THE RATEAU A.65 GAS TURBINE.
turbine, the design of ivhich is based on patents
in
taken out
1939 by M. Anxionnaz, comprises an axial compressor with four low’-pressiue and twelve high-pressure stages, nine
reverse-flow combustion chambers groupied roxxnd the compressor
casing, and a two-stage tixrbine.
Primary air passes through all stages of compression and the
tui’bine.
Secondary air after passing through the low-pressure
stages is by-passed to a point aft of the turbine vdiere extra
fuel can be injected for after bmuiing.
Dimensions. Overall length 2.407 in. (94.7 in.), Maximum diameter
The A.65 gas

—

1.240 in. (48.7 in.).
Weight DRy.— 1,000 kg. (2,200 lbs.),
Peepormance.—-Static thrust at sea level 820 kg. (1,700 lbs.) or 900
kg. (1,980 lbs.) with after-burning, at 7,i)00 r.p.m.

equivalent of 200 h.p. was designed but its construction could
not be undertaken because of the German occupation. The
comjxany suffered from the depredations ofi- the enemy and it
was not until the end of 1944 that is was able to re-equip its
factory.

Production of tui'bo-comp^essors, particularly for HispanoSuiza and Gn6me-Rh6ne engines continues. The company is
also engaged in gfis-tui*bme research and development, M,

now having under his direction a number of German
teclmicians who were forineidy with tlxe B.M.W. company.
During 1946, the company was engaged in the design of a
large axial-flow turbo-jet engine with a designed tlirust of
No details of this engine are available
7,000 kg. (15,400 lbs.).
for publication.
Szydlowski

INTERNAL COIVIBUSTION ENGINES
ARSENAL,
Head
Bagneux

!

I

/’

if

1

Of.fice
(Seine).

12,

;

B,ue

BjSeanger,

Chatillon-sods-

single-control system.

The first engine built, known as the Ansenal 24H, -was fitted
with a simple reduction gear driving a single airscrew, but a
double gear has been developed to permit the use of contrarotatmg airscrews.
Another development of the Arsenal is a tandem 24H in-

The
stallation di’iving co-axial oppositely-rotating airscrews.
two 24H engines are disposed one behind the other, the rear

'•ii

i

,

engine driving the forward of the two airscrews by a shaft
which passes through the axis of the forward engine. The
forward engine drives the rexir airscrew. The two engines are
independent of one another and their distance apart may be
adjusted to suit installation requirements. The S.N.C.A.
Sud-Est S.E.1200 long-range flying-boat now being built will
be fitted wdth four tandem 24H units, each developing 8,000 h.p.

THE ARSENAL

.

s,

Type .-^Twenty-four
!

1

I'i’

!'*
ii

J

H-type

24H.
liquid-cooled,

geared

and

supercharged.

L.'
i

cylinder

:1

oro 150 m/m. (6.9 in.), Sti’oke 165 in/m. (6.5 in.).
Capacity 70 litres, Compression ratio 6.5 1.
Horizontal H-shaped light-alloy casting with side covers
giving direct access to craakshafts and bearing-s. Cylinder coolant
ackots east integx’al with ease.
]
Superchargers.— Two two-speed centrifugal blowers mounted with
drives at right angle.s to engine axis, the port blower serving the

Cylinders.—

Crankcase.

cylinder

blocks.

The State-ow-ned Arsenal de I’Aeronautique has developed a
twenty -four cylinder H-type liquid-cooled engine of high output
which is largely made up of components of the German Junlcers
Jumo 213 engine, includmg cylinder barrels, cylinder heads,
valve-gear, crankshafts, Bosch fuel-injection and the Jimkers

-I

blocks and the starboard blower the lower
Ratios 6.90 xirid 9.14: 1.
Reduction Gear. Spur-type. Ratio 2.4: 1. Long gear casing to
permit mounting of annular coolant radiator between airscrew
and cylindei' blocks. Either single or two co-axial airscrews.

upper

ARSENAL DE L’A^RONAUTIQUE.

:

—

Fuel

—

—Bosch injection pumps and
—Length 3.020 m. (118.80 Height 1.600

In.]Kc;tion.

Ddiensions.

Width

iiijectoi‘.s.

in.),

ni.

(59.04

in.),

1.200 in. (47.10 in.).
:L 850 kg. (4,070 lbs.).

Weight Dry.

—

—

Perfoem^vnce. Take-off output 4,000 h.p. at 3,‘2S0 r.p.m., Normal
output at sea level 3,400 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m., Normal output at
rated height 3,000 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m., Cruising output 2,700 h.p,
at 2,700 r.p.m,

THE ARSENAL 24H TANDEM.
24H engines and

This installation consists of two

system to drive two co-axial oppositely-rotating

transmission

aii’screws, the

front airscrew driven by the rear engine and the rear airscrew
by the front engine. The transmission system has been the
subject of considerable development by the Arsenal de I’Aeronautiquo and is adaptable to many different applications in
which the position of the tivo engines and the reduction gearing
and airscrew drive may be varied to suit various types of installations.

The following figures refer to the 24H tandem imit as exhibited
at the 1946 Paris Aero Show
Weight Dry 3,850 kg. (8,470 lbs.).
Performance. ^Take-off output 7,200 h.p., Normal output 6,400
h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m.

——

:

Other applications of the Arsenal tandem transmission have
been with two Hispano-Suiza 12Z engines, which installation
forms the power-plant of the Arsenal VB.IO single-seat fighter,
and with two Junlcers Jiuno 213 engines which in combination
develop an output of 4,000 h.p. for a w-eight of 2,460 kg. (5,390
lbs.).

ASTER,
ATELIERS DE CONSTRUCTIONS MllCHANIQUES L’ASTER.
'i'

M

.

Head Office: 4, Rue du G^ineral Fov, Paris,
Works: 102, Rue de Paris, Saint-Dexsgs (Seine).
This well-known manufacturer of Aster -Diesel engines for
industrial purposes has acquired the licence to build the Walter

BEARN,
BLOCH,:

—

slovakia).

(See S.C.E.M.M.)

MARCEL BLOCH.
Avenue Xxleber, Paius.

SOGIETI^ DES AVIONS

Head Office

Mikron four-engined in-line inverted air-cooled engine from the
Czechoslovak Walter company, now a nationalised concern.
The engine is being marketed in France as the Aster Mikron.
For a description of the engine see under “Walter” (Czecho-

:

46

,

The Socidto dos Avions Bloch has developed a low-prieed fourcylinder iu-line inverted air-cooled engine, of which but a few

GNdME-'RHONE

(Sejs

S.N.eSST

details were available at the time of ivriting.
With a capacity
of 7 litres the Bloch 4B2 engine has a take-off power of 220 h.p.
at 2,600 r.p.m.v a normal output at sea level of 160 h.p. at
2,500 r.p.m. and 175 h.p. at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.) The dry weight

of the

4B2

is 190-

kg. (396 lbs.).

FRANCE

—

HIBPANO-SUIZA.
SOCliTi D’EXPLOiTATION DES MATERIELS HISPANO-SUJZA.
Head OEncE and Wobks Bois Colombes (Seine).
The Hispaiio-Suiza company, well-knoBm before the war as
the producer of high-performance liquid-cooled engines mainly
for military use, has resumed production of its pre-war twelvecylinder 60° Vee liquid-cooled engine under the designation 12Z
and has also revived its twenty-fom- “H” engine which was first
introduced at the 1938 Paris Aero Show. Both engines now
:

incorporate direct fuel -injection.
The company has also acquired the licence to build the RollsRoyce None turbo-jet engine.

THE HISPANO-SUIZA

—Twelve- cylinder 60° Vee
charged.
Cylinders. —Bore 150 m/m.

Type.

12Z.

liquid-cooled,

geared and super-

Stroke 170 m/m. (6.7 in.),
Capacity 36 litres. Compression ratio 7:1. Each block of six
cylinders is a single alloy ca,sting bolted to crankcase. Open-ended
steel barrels are nitrided inside and are screwed at upper ends into
cylinder block.?.
Special .sealing rings at upper and lower end.s.
Portions of walls directly in contact with coolant are cadmiumplated.
Coolant fed into tops of blocks by longitudinal tube
(5.9

in.),

pieced to distribute liquid at hottest points.
Valve Ge.\k. Pour valves per cylinder, two inlet and two sodiumcooled exhaust. Valves operated directly by two overhead camshafts per cylinder block. Stellited valve seats. Double springs.
One-piece six-throw nickel-chrome .steel forged shaft
Gb.anivSh.yet.

—

—

carried

on seven bearings.

Reduction Gear.

—

Spm'-gear type. Ratio 0.6: 1, Straight-toothed
crown wheel on hollow airscrew shaft driven pinion solid with
crankshaft. Raised airscrew shaft ‘makes possible the installation
of a cannon in the cylinder Vee.
Supercharger. Turbomeca type PV.19B two-speed tiubo comRatios
pressor driven through centrifugal clutch and train of gears.
6.31 and 9.38 1.
Automatic speed change by barometric capsule.
Air trunic in cylinder Vee.
Fuel In,ieotion. Direct inj ection inl»o cylinder heads. Two Lavalette
P-1611-AS2 six-piston pumps, one for each cylinder block and
mounted on the outside of the block. One Lavalette type
Injection pressure 40 kg./sq. c/m.
injector per cylinder.
Ignition. Twm R.B. J.12 twelve- cylinder magnetos moimted forward
on reduction gear casing. Two plugs per cylinder. Fully screened
ignition system.
Fuel.— 100/130 Grade.
Lubrication. Pressiue.
Starter. Air -Equip ement type 1525 compressed-air starter.
DiMENSiONS.—Overall length 2.384 m. (93.83 in.), Height 1.074 m.
(42.20 in.), Width 0.744 m. (29.28 in.).
Weight Dry. 620 kg. (1,364 lbs.).
,

—
:

—

KFD

—

Per.
Pereormance. ^Take-off output 1,800 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.m., Combat
output
(5 mins,) 1,600 h.p, at 2,800 r.p.m. at 2,600 m. (8,200 ft.)
?
in M.S. gear and 1,300 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.m. at 8,000 m. (26,240 ft.)
in H.S. gear, Maximum continuous output 1,500 h.p. at 2,600
r
r.p.m.
at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.) in M.S. gear and 1,260 h.p. ai 2,600
r
r.p.m.
at 7,600 m. (24,600 ft.) in H.S. gear. Cruising output 900
h
h.p.
at 2,100 r.p.m. at 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.) in M.S. gear and at
S
5,600
m. (18,370 ft.) in H.S. gear.
•]

THE HISPANO-SUIZA 24Z.
The 24Z is a twenty-foui’ cylinder vertical “H” engine which
T
mat
makes
use of many of the components of the 12Z. The engine
com
comprises two vertical twelve-cylinder units, each unit being
com
completely
autonomous and capable of functioning independently of the other. The two crankshafts drive through straight
spur gearing two oppositely-turning co-axial airscrews, the gear
assembly being mounted to permit the installation of a cannon
between the upper pairs of cylinder blocks to

—

through the

—

charged.

Cylinder Blocks, Pistons, Connecting Rod.s, Valve Gear and
CbjInkshaets. Same as for 12Z.
Crankcase. Aluminium- alloy case split on the horizontal centre-line.
Reduction Gear, Spui’-gear type. Ratio 0.44: 1. Straight-toothed
pinion wheels on crankshafts drive concentric gears on separate

—
—

—

»

oppositely-rotating co-axial airscrew shafts.

—

Supercharger. Two two-speed compressors. Ratios -6.72 and 9.52
1.
Automatic speed change by barometric capsules. Four
separate trunic pipes take air from blowers to upper and lower
:

banlcs of cylinders on their respective sides.

Fuel Injection .-—Two

Lavalette type EPE-ll/l-EG twelve-piston

side of engine.
One Lavalette type .EIP
^
injector per cylinder.
Injection pressure 40 kg./sq. o./m.
Ignition. Eour R.B. J.12 twelve-cylinder magnetos mounted at the
back of the engine. Two sparking-plugs jier cylinder. Fullyscreened ignition system.
Lubrication. Pressure.

pumps, one on each

—

—

Puel.~100/130 Grade.
Starter. Air Equipement type 51003

—

electric/inertia starter.

— Overall length 3.268 (128.64
(54.48
Width 1.300
(61.12
Weight Dry.— 1,450 kg.
Pbrpobivlingb. — ake-off output 3,000
Dimensions.

ra.

in.).

rn.

in.),

Height

1.386

m.

in.).

(3,190 lbs.).

Combat

h.p. at,,2,800 r.p.m.,

—

—

fire

inner airscrew shaft.
Type. Twenty-foirr-cylinder H-type liquid-cooled, geared and super-

,

output (5 min.) 3,200 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.m. at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.)
in M.S. gear and 2,600 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.m. at 8,000 m. (26,240 ft.)
in PI.S. gear, Maximum continuous output 3,000 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m.
at 2,500 m. (8,200 ft.) in M.S. gear and 2,500 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. at
7,500 m. (24,600 ft.) in H.S. gear, Cruismg output 1,800 h.p. at
2,100 r.ii.m. at 3,000 m. (9,840 ft.) in M.S. gear and 1,800 h.p. at
2,100 r.p.m. at 5,600 m. (18,370 ft.) in H.S. gear.

MATHIS,
MATHIS

S.A.,

DIVISION AVIATION.

Head Opeioe 145, Avenue de Malakoee, Paris (XXIe).
Works Hue de la Bongabde, Genneilivers (Siene).
:

:

Managing Director
Technical Director

:

H. Cantoni.

R. Georges.
In 1937 the Aviation Division of Mathis
:

S. A. developed a
forty-two-cyiinder six-row air-cooled radial engine of
59 litres (2,952 cub. in.) capacity and rated at 2,300 h.p. at
3,200 r.p.m. on a weight of 1,080 kg. (2,376 lbs.). The excellent
dynamic balance and high power per sq. m. of frontal area of
this engine encouraged the company to begin the study of a
larger engine of the same type -the Vesta, of 120 litres (6,000
cub. in.) capacity and with a designed output of 5,000 h.p.
The outbreak of war put a stop to this development.
In 1942 during the occupation the company began clandestinely to develop a series of engines of from 32 to 500 h.p. to
make use of the greatest possible number of standard components. Cylinders, cylinder-heads, valves, valve-springs and
valve-rockers are common to all engines. Each engine may be
supplied with or without reduction-gear.
This G Series of engines includes the 40 h.p. G.2F, the 75
the 135 h.p.
h.p. G.4F
the 76 h.p. G.4 and 100 h.p. G.4R
G.7and 175 h.p. G.7R ; the 150h.p. G.8 and210h.p. G.8R and the
350 h.p. G.14B, and 500 h.p. G.14RS. The number indicates

large

—

_

The 100

h.p. Mathis

G.4R

four-cylinder engine.

;

;

the number of cylinders, the letter F indicates “flat-twin,”
R indicates reduction-gear and S supercharger. The principal
characteristics of these engines are detailed below.

THE MATHIS

— —

S.2F.

Type. Two-eylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
Cylindees. Bore 96 m/m. (3.78 in.), Stroke 100 m/m,

(3.94 in.),

Capacity 1,507 litres (92 cub. in.). Compression ratio 6.6 1.
Accessor lES.—Zenith carburettor, dual ignition, Guiot fuel pump.
R.H. rotation.
irect.
Airscrew Drive,
Dimensions. ^Length 660 m/m. (21.65 in.), Hoiglit 350 m/rn. (13.09
in.), Width 789 m/m. (31.10 in.).
Dry Weight,— 65 kg. (121.2 lbs.).
Pebeoemance. Maximum output 40 h.p. at _2,700 r.p.m., Normal
rated output 38 h.p. at 2,660 r.p.m.. Cruising outi-iut 23 h.p. at
2,250 r.p.m., Fuel consumption 226 gr. (.495 lbs.) per h.p. /hr.;
Oil consumption 5 gr. (.oil lbs.), per hp. /hr.
:

—

—

—

^

THE MATHIS G.4F,
horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
Cylinders. Bore 96 m/m. (3.78 in.), Stroke 100 m/in. (3.94 in.),
Capacity 3,014 litres (184 cub. in.), ComprosKion ratio 6.6 1.
Accessories.—Zenith carburettor, dual ignition, Guiot petrol pump.

Type.—Four-cylinder

—

:

—

R.H. rotation.
Direct.
^
Dimensions.—-Length 800 m/m. (31.5 in.), Height 400 m/m. (15,75

Airscrew Drive.
in.),

Width 800 m/m.

_

Dry Weight.— 80 kg. (176
Pbrpobmanob.—Maximum
The 40

h.p. Mathis

G.2F two-cylinder engine.

V

(31.6 in.).
lbs.).

outimt 75 h.p. at

„
2,uii0

r.ii.m.,

Normal
i

at
rated output 72 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m., Cruising output 50 h.p.
per h.p. /hr.,
2,200 r.p.m., Fuel consumption 225 gr. (.495 Ihs.)
,
Oil consumption 5 gr. (.011 lbs.) per h.p./hr.

—

F

FRANCE

(4ld)

MA THIS—

continued..

The 175
r

Type.

and the 6.14R fourteen-cylinder

h.p, Mathis 6.7 seven-cylinder (left)

THE MATHIS

—Four-cylinder

in-line

AND

G.4

(G.4)

Performance (G.8R). Maximum output 210 h.p.
Normal rated output 180 h.p. at 3,225 r.p.m.,

96 m/m. (3.78 in.). Stroke 100 m/m. (3.94 in.),
Capacity 3.014 litres (184 cub. in.). Compression ratio 7.1 1.
Acoessobies. Zenith carburretor, dual ignition, Guiot fuel pump.
Airscrew Drive (G.4).—Direct.
Airsgeew Drive (G.4R).— Epieyclic reduction gear 0.63 1 ratio.
Dimensions. Length 1,241 ni/ni. (48.8 in.). Height 630 in/m. (24.8
in.), Width 402 m/m. (15.76 in.).
Weioht Dby (G.4).— 97) kg. (209 lbs.).
:

—

:

—

102 kg. (224.4

—Maximum

lbs.).

output 76 h.p. at 2,550 r.p.m.,
at 2,500 r.p.m.. Cruising output
50 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m., Fuel consumption 225 gr. (.495 lba.)per

Normal rated output 72

h.p.

consumption 5 gr. (0.11 lbs.) ijer h.p. /hi*.
(G.4R). Maximum output 100 h.p. at 3,500 r.p.m.,
Normal rated output 85 h.p. at 3,100 r.p.m.. Cruising output
66 h.p. at 2,850 r.p.m.
h.p. /hr., Oil

—

Pebfobmanoe

THE MATHIS

G.7

AND

G.7R.

—

Seven-cylinder radial air-cooled, direct-drive (G.7) or geared
(G.7R).
Cyijndebs.^ ^Bore 96 m/m. (3.78 in.). Stroke 100 m/m. (3.94 in.).
Capacity 5.27 litres (322 cub. in.), Compression ratio 7.1 1.
Accessories.— Zenith carburettor, AM. CM. 12 fuel pump, B.G.

Tyre.

—

:

magneto and dual ignition.
Airscrew Drive (G.7R) Epioyolic reduction, gear 0.6 1 ratio.
Dimensions,—Diameter 815 m/m. (32 in,), Length 834 m./m (32.8
Weighi' Dry (G.7).~140 kg. (308 lbs.).

at 3,500 r.p.m..
Cruising output

125 h.p. at 2,900 r.p.m., Consumptions as for G.4R.

or geared (G.4R).

Weioht Dry (G.4R).
Peeformance (G.4).

(right) radial air-cooled engines.

—

G.4R.

inverted air-cooled, direct-drive

GyUNDERS.—Bore

,

F

S

THE MATHIS

—

AND

6.14R

G.14RS.

ourteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled geared (G.14R) and
Ty'RE.
getired and supercharged (G.14RS).
Cylinders. Bore 90 m/rn. (3.78 in.). Stroke 100 _m/m. (3.94 in.)
Capacity 10.54 litre.s (644 cub. in.), Compre-s-sion ratio 7.1 1 (G.MPi)

—

;

(G.14RS).
Acces.sories. Zonitli
6.2

:

1

—

carburettor,

AM.

C.M.13

fuel

pumii,

dual

ignition.

Air.screw Drive.— ISpieyclic reduction gear 0.6 1 ratio.
Sui’ERCHARuer (G.14RS) Centrifugal comijrc.ssur driven at
:

8.2

:

1

cranksliaft .speed.

Dimensions.

—Diameter

815 m/ni. (32

in.).

Length

l,0i)7

m/nt. (43.2

in.).

Weioht Dry (C.14K) 275
WiSiGKT

Dry

kg^,(60r) ibs.).

(G.14KS) 290 kg. (638

lbs.).

Performance ((1. 14R).- -Maximiun output 350
Normal rated output 335 ii.p. at 3,4,50 r.]:Km.,

li.],).
at 3,500 r.p.tn.,
Cruising output
225 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m., Con.Humpjiou.s as for G.7R.
Performance (G.14RS).— -Maximurn outiiut 500 ii.p. at 3.500 r.p.m.,
Normal rated output 426 ii.p. at 3,450 r.p.ni, at 2,000 m. (6,560 ft.),
Cruising output 275 h.p. at 3,000 r.pi.m. at 2,000 lu. (6,560 ft.),
Fuel consumption 245 gr. (.540 lbs.) per h.ji./lir.. Oil consumption
5gr. (.011 lbs.) per h.p. /hr.

;

——

WBiaHT Dry (G.7R). 148 _kg. (323.6 lbs,).
Peheobmance (G.7). ^Maximum output 135

li.p.

in.).

at 2,650 r.p.m.,

Normal rated output 122 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m., Cruising output
78 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m.. Consumptions same as for G.4.
Pereobmance (G.7R)i. Maximiun output 175 h.p. at 3,500 r.p.m.,
Normal rated output 148 h.p. at 3,150 r.p.m.. Cruising output
115 h.p. at 2,900 r.p.m.. Consumptions same as for G.4R.

—

THE MATHIS
Type.-

—Eight-cylinder

inverted

G.8

Vee

AND

G.8R.

air-cooled,

direct-drive

(G.8)

or geared (G.8R).

>

r.-"

Gylindbbs.—Bore 96 ni/m.

Stroke 100 m/m. (3.94 in.),
Capacity 6.024Titres (368 cub. in.). Compression ratio 7.1: 1,
Zenith
carburettor
Acoessobies.—
A.M. G.M.12 fuel-pump, B.G
dual magneto.
Aibsobew Drive (G.8E,).—Epioji'che reduction gear 0.607 ; 1 ratio.
Dimension.^. Length 834 m/m. (32.8 in.). Height 450 m/m. (17.7 in.),
Width 700 m/m. (27.3 in.).
Weight Dry (G.8).~l 63 kg. (368.6 lbs.).
Weight Dry (G.SR).. ’ITO kg. (374 lbs,).
Pereormance (6.8). ^Maximum output 160 h.p. at 2,650 r.p.m.,
Normal rated output 140 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m., Cruising output
90 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m., Consumptions as for G.4.
(,3.78 in.).

-V"

—

,

—

—

^

-

The 210

MINIE.
Head

Gejtce and

Wobks

:

53, .Rue

Edouakd-Vaiddant,

(Seine).

This company, which specialises in the casting of light alloys,
began, the development of light aerp-engines before the War.
feature of the three engines in production before the war,
all four-cylinder horizontally-opposed, was that the cylinders
and heads were cast in pairs. Only one engine of the post-war
series retains this feature.
The present series of engines includes the Horus 4.D4, rated
at 70 h.p. at 2j450 r.p.m,, the 4.DA.25j rated at 60 h.p. at 2,450
r.p.m., and tlje 4.DA.28, rated at 70 h.p. at; 2,430 r.p.m.
The
4.1)4 is the modef which has its cylinders cast in pairs.
The
other two engines have conventional separate cylinders and
heads.

A

,

M

6.8 eight-cylinder engine.

THE HORUS

VICTOR MINli AiRONAUTlQUE.

CoLOMBEs

h.p. Mathis

4.DA.28.

—

Type. Four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
Cyiandebs.-—Bore IQO in/m. (3.94 in.). Stroke 91.6 m/in.

(3.0 in.),

Capacity 2,874 litres (175.5 ciib. in.), Compre,3sion ratio 7:1.
Nickel-chrome steel barrels and light alloy heads shrunk on.
Pistons. Light alloy eastings. Three compression and one scraper

—

ring.s.

Robs.— orging.s of niclcel -chrome steel. Bronze srnallRollor-hearings at hig-ends.
Ob-AnKshaet.— pecial chrome-nickel stciel forging running on two
roller and one deep-groove ball thrust bearing.
Ckankoase.- Of light alloy, in four parts. Upper and lower .sections
together form the main barrel which carries the four cylinders and
the three crankshaft bearings. The lower section also Tincloses
the cainshaft.s.: The rear .section close,s the barrel and carries the
drives for the magneto, fuel pump, etc.
An oil sump, may be
/ mounted below the lower section.

CoN-NECTiNO
erids.

—

;

—

T

FRANCE

WIINIE— continued.

—

One inlet and one exhaust valve per cylinder. Carbon
camshafts in lower section of crankcase operate valves through
push-rods, rocker-arms and tappets. Double retvu-n springs.

Valve Geae.
steel

Totally enclosed valve-gear.
carburetters, one for each pair of
Induction.- Two Zenith 34
cylinders, on brackets above rear end of crankcase. Single induction
pipe branches at inlet valves.

—

—

-

EH

Ignition.— One R.B. Type J4 double magneto mounted on upper

— 80 Octane.Two plugs per cylinder.
—Either dry or wot sump. In either

(45d)

—

Performance.

Take-off output 73 h.p. at 2,450 r.p.m..
output 70 h.p. 2,430 r.p.m.

THE HORUS

4.DA.25.
generally similar to the 4.DA.28 previously described.
It may be provided with either one or two
carburetters. This model is rated at 60 h.p. at 2,450 r.p.m.

The Horus 4.DA.25

is

section of crankcase.

Fuel Grade.

Lubbigation.

THE HORUS
case circulation

of oil ensui'ed bj^ either single or double gear pum]!.
Au'-Equipement Type 44 hand-starter.
Either by four support.s on rear section of crankcase for
cantilever mounting, or four on lower half of crankcase for normal
bearer mounting.
Dimensions. Length overall, including_ airscrew shaft 660 m/m.
(25.9 in.). Overall height, including oil sump 615 m/m. (20.2 in.).
Overall height, without oil sump 480 m/m. (18.8 in.), Overall width
830 m/m. (32.6 in.).
Weight Dry. 84 kg. (184.8 lb.s.).

Starter.

—
—

Mounting.

—

The Horus 4.D4 has

MOTEURS POTEZ.
Office
10, Hue Pr^idebic Bastiat, Paris (VIIIe).
The former Societe des Aeroplanes Henry Potez began to
build aero-engines in 1929. When the aircraft industry was
nationalised in 1936 the aircraft wmrks of the Potez company
were absorbed into the S.N.C.A. du JSTord and S.N.C.A. Sud-Est.
;

The aero-engine branch, however, retained its independence,
and development i^as continued without interruption since
before the war.
The present series of engines of four, eight and twelve cylinders
are the outcome of a programme introduced in 1935, and all
are based on an original single cylinder research engine with a
bore and stroke of 125 m/m. x 120 m/m. (4,92 in. X 4.72 in.).
All have been officially type -tested and are in production.
During the period of occupation after 1940 the Potez experimental department devoted attention to the development of
two seven-bank 28-cylinder units of 1,800 and 4,000 li.p.
respectively.

THE POTEZ

—

—

Weight Dry.

— 139 kg.
—

— Overall length

Dimensions.-

8D. 10.

ni, (26 in.).

1.275

m.

Overall width 0.825 m.

(305.8

THE POTEZ

Maximum

at 2,500 r.ii.m.,

Rated outmit

THE POTEZ 8D. 20.
The 8D, 20 is a geared version of the D. 10 previously-described.
In this model the overall length is increased to 1,475 m. (58 in.).
The engine has a take-off rating of 365 h.p. and a rated output
of335

h.p.

THE POTEZ

8D. 00.

The SD. 00 is a geared and supercharged v^srsion of the
D. 10.
Reduction Gear.—Planetary type. Ratio 0.69; 1.
type.
— 309Centrifugal
kg. (680
Take-off
output
425
—
lbs.).

:

rated output

;

li.p.

at 2,800 r.p.m.

Normal

370 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m.

THE POTEZ

12D. 03.

Ty'PE.— welve-cylinder horizontally-opposed,

air-cooled, geared

—Same bore and stroke as 4D.
Capacity 17.6
Compression, ratio 7
(1,072 cub.
Reduction Ge.yr. —Spur-gear type. Ratio 23
Supercharger.—Centrifugal type, mounted horizontally beneath
crankcase.
Dimensions. —^Length overall 1.702 m. (66.9
Overall
for

in.),

01.

:

1.
:

30.

lieight

0.830 m. (32.6 in.). Overall width 0.946 in. (37.2 in.).
Weight Dry.— 398 kg. (875.6 lbs,).
Performance. Take-off output 575 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m.. Maximum

—

output at 1,600 m. (5,250
output at 3,500 m. (11,480

4D2 and 98

REGNIER.
ANONYME DES ETABLISSEMENTS EMILE rEGNIER.
77, Rue Albert Sarraut,
Head Office and Works

SOCilSTt

;

Versailles (Seine-et-Oise).

The Societe Anonyme des Etablissements Emile Regnier lyas
established soon after the war of 1914-18 by M. Emile Regnier,
a fighter pilot with many victories in the air.
In 1931 the Company acquired the licence to build the D.H.
Gipsy III and Gipsy -Major engines and at the same time it
began the development of its own engines, which made use of
parts and components of D.H. conception.
For the Coupe Deutsch de la Meurthe, which yims restricted
to engines of 8 litres (488 cub. in.) capacity, Regnier designed a
lastsix-cylinder inverted engine which developed 194 h.p.
minute mishap to the Caudi’on 360 in which it was fitted, prevented the engine from taking part in the contest. In J anuary,

A

1934, the Caudron 360 established an international speed record
over 1,000 km. (621 miles) at 356 km.h^ (222.4 m.p.h.).
In the 1934 Coupe Deutsch, the Rdgmer engine gained second
place and in the following year it won the Grand Prix de I’ Aero
Club and was classed second in the Coupe Helene Boucher. In
1936 the engine was fitted with a Roots blower but tests were
not completed in time to allow it to compete in the Coupe

Deutsch contest.
In the meantime Regnier designed and built a 60 h.p. twocylinder engine which was fitted in the Volland V.IO, and for
the Service Technique de TAeronautique developed a 450 h.p.
twelve-cylinder inverted vee geared engine with a camion firing
through the airscrew huh.
In 1936 four-cylinder engines of 70 h.p. and 100 h.p. respectA licence for the smaller engine was sold in
ively appeared.
the United States. In 1939 the larger engine, fitted in a Mauboussin M.200 monoplane, put up international speed records
over 100 and 1,000 km. (62,1 and 621 miles).
The French Air Ministry bought many different types of
Rdgnier engines, the 180 h.p. 6B in 1935 and 1957 ; the 74 h.p.
4

and

.supercharged.

in.),

4D. 31.

the 4D, 01 fitted with a centrifugal supercharger
mounted horizontally on the crankcase top cover. The dimensions are the same except that the overall height is now 0.692 m.
It has a maximum output of 220 h.p.
(27.2 in.).
is

basic

Supercharger.-

litres

lbs.).

(61.4 in.). Overall height 0.662

300 h.p. at 2,450 r.p.m.

Cylinders.

Take-off output ICO h.]). at 2,520 r.p.m.,
cruising output 124 h.p. at 2,320 r.p.m.

'

litres

(.32.4 in.).

Weight Dry'.— 245 kg. (539 lbs.).
Performance.—Take-off output 320 h.p.

:

Performance.

This

THE POTEZ

—

Performance.

Type. Four-cylinder inverted in-line air-cooled.
CYLINDERS.—Bore 125 m/m. (4.92 in.), Stroke 120 _m/m. (4.72 in.),
Capacity 5.85 litre.s (362 cnb. in.), Compression ratio 7 1.
Dimensions. Length overall, including airscrew shaft 1,247 in. (49,1
in.), Overall height 0.660 m. (25.9 in.). Overall width 0.503 m.
(19.8 in.).

—

its

Type. Eiglit-eylinder inverted 90° vee air-eooled.
Cylinders. -Same bore and stroke as 4D. 01. Capacity 11,7
(705 cub, in.), Compression ratio 7:1.

Weight Dry
4D. Ot.

4.D4.

four opposed cylinders cast in pairs,
as are also the cylinder heads. The cylinders are of eylindrically-cast iron and the heads are of light alloy, the whole assembly
being secured to the crankcase by long through bolts. The side
valves are below the cylinders, and the sparking-plugs, two per
cylinder, are located in the heads.
The single Zenith carburetter is mounted below the crankcase
and feeds through passages in the sump and’ via two short
induction pipes to inlets between the cylinder barrels.
The Horus 4,D4 is rated at 70 h.p. at 2,460 r.p.m.

POTEZ,
Head

Normal

h.p.

4E0

ft.)
ft.)

in 1938

;

612 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m..
480 h.p. at 2,500 r.i3.in.

and four engines

Maximum

for the

Coupe

Deutsch contest in 1939.

These last-mentioned engines were
twelve-cylinder units of 6| litres (397 cub. in.) capacity and were
Fitted with Roots bloivers
specially developed for the contest.
they had a maximum output of 400 h.p. at 4,000 r.p.m.
During the occupation of France the activities of the company
Yvere seriously hampered and it Yvas not until 1943 that clandesStudies were initiated
tine work on aero-engines was resumed.
with a- view to simplification of design and production and a
series of four-cylinder inverted air-cooled engines was
designed in which, apart from employing a wide interchange-

new

ability of accessories

and

parts,

methods of manufacture and

assembly were greatly simplified.
Since the liberation the new Regnier engines have been
thoroughly tested and approved by the Service Technique de
TAeronautique and put into series production by the Societe
Nationale de Constructions et d’Etudes Aeronautiques.

THE RtGNlER
Type.

—Four-cylinder

4JO,

4K0 AND

4L0.

in-line inverted air-eooled.

barrels machined all over and treated externally
with a baked-on varnish to prevent corrosion. Separate Y-alloy
heads held on barrels by four long bolts screwed mto cranltoase
with a Metalloplastic joint between head and barrel and a dermatine
Valve seats and
sealing ring between barrel and crankcase.
sparking-plug bushes of bronze-aluminium screwed into head.
Rocker boxes integral with heads have Elektron covers held in

Cylinders.—Steel

place by quick-release cables.
Valve Gear. One inlet and one exhaust underhead valve per cylinder,

—

each with two springs. Valves operated from camshaft through
push-rods and adjustable tappets. Engine valve-gear enclosed.
Crankshaft.—Four -throw steel forging on five bearings.
Connecting Rods.—I-section duralumin forgings with split steelbacked bronze bearings.
,
Crankcase.—Magnesium casting carrying the mai^ crankshaft
All oilways
bearings which are held in position by separate caps.
cast internally. All accessory drives and oil pumps enclosed in
rear portion of case. Magnesium cover provided with breather

and

lifting rings.

FRANCE

(46d)

FSiaNlER—cmitinued.

The 100

h.p. Regnier

4KO

four-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine.

—

Ignition. Dual magneto on rear of main crankcase fires two plugs
per cylinder.
Carbukation. Zenith oai’bnrottor on port side of engine. Weliled
sheet steel manifold with heater muff.
Lubrication.—l're,ssure lubrication. Engine-driven gear type pumj).

All oilways in crankcase casting or drilled in eranlcshaft webs.
Two scavenge pumps, one forward and quo aft. I’rovision for
scavenging from crankcase cover wlien engine inverted.
Dimensions, Weight-s and Performance. 8eo 'rable.

—

—

REGNIER 4-cylinder inverted AIR-COOLED ENGINES.

Bore and Stroke

Model

Cornpiression

Rated

Dry

Ratio

output at

Weight

Capacity

Dimensions

sea level

Length

Width

1,090 m/rn.
(42.9 in.)

416 m/rn.

Height

,

4JO

!

m/m x

92

(3.62 in.

4KO

105 m/m.
(4.14 in.

4LO

120

in.)

X 115 m/m.
X 4.63
X

6.2:1

6.3 litres

(384.4 cu. in.)

74 h.p. at
2,350 r.p.m.

78 kg.
(172 lbs.)

98 h.p, at
2,300 r.p.m.

(198

145 h.p. at
2,350 r.p.m.

135 kg.
(297 lbs.)

90 kg.
lbs.)

i

1,155 in/m.
(45.6 in.)

1,360

(16.4 in.)
i

429

578.5

m/m.

(23.2 in.)

ra/in. 1606.5

m/m.

(16.9 in.)

(23.9 in.)

m/m, 485 m/m.

688 m/m.

(53.5 in.)

1

!

(19.1 in.)

(27.3 in.)

(See S.N.E.C.M.A.)

SOCI^TE DE construction ET D’EXPLOITATION de matErlELS ET

1

:

6.1:1

4 litres
(244 cub. in.)

in.)

5.51 in.)

0.08

2.925 litres
(178.5 on. in.)

m/m. X 140 m/m.

(4.72 in,

RENAULT

110 m/rn.

X 4.33

DE MOTEURS

(S.C.E.M.M.).

Head Office 14, Rue de Lubeck, Paris (XVIe).
Works: Usine du Bond-Point, Saint-Etienne
:

(Loire).

Prototype Factory^ -14, Rue ISasly, Asni^jres (Seine).
The Societe do Construction et d’ Exploitation de Materials
et de Moteur.s was established in 1938 to manufacture the
Bearn six-cylinder in-line inverted air-cooled engine, which
:

i,s

claimed to be the highest-powered engine of its type in the
World. With supercharger the Bdarn 6D develops 390 h.p.
for take-oif and 350 h.p. at 2,700 r.p.in. at 2,300 m. (7,545 ft.).
The B4arn 6D has been fitted to a number of French aircraft,
including the SO-90 twin-engined civil monoplane, the SCAlSr-20
single-engined flying-boat, the Bloch MB-30 military advanced
trainer, and the SE-700 Autogiro.

THE BEARN

inverted
—Six-ey Under
charged.
Gymndbrs.— Bore 130 rn/m. (5.125

Type.

in-line

—

lubricated.

C.YRBURATioN.

—-Zenith

carburetter with automatic mixture control

and altitude

correction.
Stipeechabceb. —-Centrifugal

compressor driven off rear end^ of
crankshaft. Ratio 11.15 1. Diameter of rotor 167 m/rn. (0.6 in.).
Ignition. Two R.B. type P(5
magnetos with automatic advance.
Two B.G. type 122 sparking-plugs per cylinder.
Reduction Gear.—Planetary type. Ratio 2 3.
Staeter.—Hand/electric A.E. inertia starter.
Fuel Grade.— 87 or 100 Octane.
Dimensions. Overall le>^th 1.780 m. (70 in.), Overall height 0.872
ra. (34.3 in.). Overall width 0.50 m. (19.7 in.).
Weight Dry. 315 kg. (693 lbs.).
PBRimBMANGE.—Take-off power (2 min.) 390 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.m.
(100 Octane) from sea level to 800 m. (2,440 ft.), Normal output
at sea level 325 h.p. at 2,700 r.p.m., Normal output at altitude
350 h.p. at 2,700 r.p.in. at 2,300 m. (7,545 ft.), Cruising output
230 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m.
:

—

BA

:

—

—

6D.

air-cooled,

to barrels. Two inclined valv’es per cylinder, the cooling fins of
the head being oast obliquely parallel to the centre-lines of the
valves.
Vai-ve Ge.vb.- One inlet and one exhaust vah’e per cylinder. Two
camshafts in sides of crankcase operate valves through push-rods,
roeker-arms and tappets. Entire valve-gear enclosed and pressure-

geared and super-

in.), Stroke 135 m/rn. (5.32 in.),
10.75 litres (055 cub. in.), Compr8s.sion ratio 6.8 1.
Steel cylinder barrels. Light alloy heads screwed aiid shrunk on

Capacity

:

:

S,N,E.C,M.A.
sociEtE rationale d’etude et de construction

de

MOTEURS D’AVIATION.
Head Office 150, Boulevard Haussmann, Paris 8e.
Works: -Paris (Boulevard Kellermann), Aroentueil
(Seine-et-6isb), B1LLANCOUR.T (Seine), Arnage (Sarthe) and
:

Gennevilliers (Seine),
President-Director General : Marcel Weill.
Secretary General: Robert Collas.
Production Director
Gaston Leny,
;

Technical Director

:

Rjiymond Marchal.

Societe Nationale d’Etude et de Construction de Moteurs
d’ Aviation is the successor to the Societe des Moteurs GnOnieet-Rh6ne which was nationalised in 1945. The S.N.E.C.M.A.
continues the manufacture of the Gndme-Rhone 14M* 14N and
14R radial air-cooled enghies, and is also building the Renault
4P and 6Q in-line inverted air-cooled engines. New types
special department is also engageil
are under development.
in the study of gas-turbine engines.

The

A

FRANCE
S. Af- £. C. Mm a .

continued.

•

The names Gnome and Le Rhone
belong to the historic period and
rotary engines of both names played
a notable part in the early history
of aviation ,.^nd in the Firsts World
War; During the war i914-l’8, the
•

names were

two

merged

into

organization and in 1922 the

one

Gn6me-

Rhone company undertook

the construction of radial air-cooled engines,
begimhng with the Bristol Jupiter
built under licence.
Then follow- ed
the Gn6me-Rh6ne 7K, 9K, 14K, 14M
In 1939 the Societe des
and 14N.
Moteurs Gn6me-et-Rh6ne was producing the 14M and 14N in quantity
and w'as beginning the production
of the 14R.

THE GNOME-RHONE 14M

SERIES.

—Fourteeii-oyliuder two-row
and
Cylinders.— Bore 122 m/m.
Tvpe.

air-cooled, geared

Stroke 116 m/m.

radial

stipercliarged.
(4.8 in.),
(4.S6 in.), Capacity

litres
(1,176 cub. in.), ComNitrided steel
1.
pression ratio 6.4
barrels with screw'ed and shrunkheads.
Barrels
aluminiumalloy
en
attached to crankcase by eight studs
each. Two inclined valves per cylinder.
Pistons.- Forged** duralumin, with two
compression and t%vo scraper rings.
Fully-floating gudgeon-pins.
The 650-720 h.p. GnOme-Rhdne 14<M engine
Connecting Rods. Twm identica|,sets of
rods, one for each bank of cylinders,
rupter-gear drive mounted on rear cover. Drives taken, off exteneach consisting of a single-piece master-rod and six auxiliarySteel-backed white metal
sion of crankshaft which drives the compressor.
rods, all I-section nickel-chrome steel.
Dimensions. Overall diameter 960 m/m. (37.4-in.).
master-rod bearing. Auxiliary rods are bronze-bushed for both
piston and knnckle-pin.
Pebfobmance.—Take-off output 720 h.p. at^ 3,030 r.p.m. at GJ lbs.
Crankshaft. Two-throw nickel-chrome steel shaft in three pieces.
(1,100 m/m. Hg.) boost, Normal rated output 050 h.p. at 2,800
r.p.m. at 4,000 m. (13,126 ft.), Normal rated output at sea levol
570 h.p. at 2,800 r.p.m., Maximum permissible r.p.m. 3,300.

18.9

:

—

—

—

—

THE GNOME-RHONE
The 14N Series of engines is

14N SERIES.

generally similar to the previously
of larger dimensions and greater

described 141Vr Series but is
horsepower.
Type.—Fourteen-cylinder two-row

radial

air-cooled,

and

geared

supercharged.

Cylinders.—Bore 146 m/m.
Capacity 38.67

(5.74 in.). Stroke

106

m/m.

(6.6

in.),

cub, in.). Compression ratio 6,8 1.
125 R.G.S.L.A. 11 wdth automatic
altitude correction, automatic or manual override enrichment
control starter and choke. One
type loCM fuel pump.
litres (2,368

Carbukatiqn.—Zenith

:

tsrpe

AM

Supercharger.—Single-stage
Ignition.

—Two

advance.

,

:

B.G-.

Two

shielded.

Reduction Gear.
Gear ratio

blower. Ratio 6.4 1.
type 140 shielded magnetos with automatic
plugs per cylinder. Entire ignition system fully,
centrifugal

—Gnome-Rhone epioyclic gear with conical

satellite.^.

2/3.

Airscrew Rotation.— 14N64 and 14N56 anti-clockwise; 14N55
and 14N67 clockwise.
Dimensions.' Overall diameter 1,290 m/m. (50.7 in.), Length (over
starter) 1,725 m/m, (67.8 in.).
Weight (with ignition, fuel pump, carburettor and starter, but
without deflectors and baffles, exhaust pipes and auxiliaries),

—

667 kg. {1,467.4

The 990-1,150

h.p.

Gn6me-Rh6ne 14N

lbs.).

engine.

—

Poi'ged diualumin case in three pieces, the centre portion
carrying the fourteen cylinders, the front portion housing the
valve timing gear and supporting the reduction gear case, and the
rear portion housiing the supercharger and the rear cover which
carries the accessories and their drives.
Valve Gear.—Tw'o inclined valves per cylinder. Double cam-ring
in front portion of crankcase operates valves through push-rods
and rocker-arms. Valve-gear and%ush-rods enclosed in oil-tight

C.BANKCA.SE.

,

casings.

—

Brouzavia type 110 L2 carbinettor with automatic
altitude correction, automatic and" manual override enrichment
Mixture fed to single-stage centricontrol, starter and choke.
fugal bompressor and thence through tubular aluminium manifolds
to cylinders. Compressor drive taken off rear end of crankshaft
through planetary gearing. Supercharger gear ratio 8.24 1.
type 13CM fuel pumps.
Two independent

Carbubation.

,

_

:

AM

Ignition.—Two

Two BG

RB type P14 B.E.A. magnetos with automatic advance.

type

4RT6

Fully screened ignition

plugs per cylinder.
*

system.

Lubrication.— ressure lubrication with one pressure and two
scavenge pumps.
Reduction Gbjvr.— Gnome-Rhone epicycUe gear with straight
satellite pinions.

Ratio 12/17.

Airsobbw Rotation. —-14M4

anti-clockwise

;

14M5

clockwise.

Starting.—-Air-Eqnipement type 47 hand/eleotric inertia starter.
Accessories.—All auxiliaries, including generator, hydraulic pump,
vacuum pump, air compressor, tachometer ^rive and gun inter-

Tlie 1,600 h.p,

Gnome-RhSne 14R

engine.

—
G

D T
B

D

.

)

FRANCE
S, Nm E. C- M. a ,

—contmued

Perfokmance.—

akp-off
1 ,lr)0
mit'ijut
2,400 r.p.m. at 21- lb. (SOO
m/m. Hg.) boost. Noi-mal rated output
990 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. at 2,900 m.
(9,510 ft.). Normal rated output at sea
level 900 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m., Maximum
permis,sible r.p.m. 2,000.
li.p.

T^E GNOME-RHONE 14R

SERIES.
to the
engines in this
series are fitted with two-speed superare
chargers
and all auxiliaries
moiuited on a separate remotely-driven
gear-box.
TyPE. Fourteen-eylkider two-row radial
air-cooled, geared and supcsrcharged.
Cylindebs.
imensions as 14N Serieis.

The 14R Series
14N except that

similar

is

—

—

Compre.ssion ratio 0.43

—

Carburation.'

carburettor.

.

SupEROttARGEB.

1.

:

100 L2
One AM 26SP fuel pump.

ronzatua

—

type

two -speed

Siiigle-stago

centrifugal supercharger.
and 9.01 1.

Ratios

6.5

:

Reduotiox

Gear.

—

nome-Rhone

epi-

satellite
cyelic
conical
gear
wdth
pinions.
Ratios 9/16 (14R24/25 and
14:^28/19), 13/29 (14'R 2(5/27).

Airscrew Rot^tiox. 14R engines with
odd qualifying numbers clockwise,
even numbers anti-clockwise.
Dimensions.

—

Overall
diameter
1,298
(51 in.), Length (less airscrew
shaft) 1,636 m/m. (64.32 in.).

m/m.

Weight Dry.— 819
Pereoemance.

—

kg. (1,802

Ta-ke-off

lbs.).

output

h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. ^at 8^

lb,s.

1,000
(1,200

.

296 h.p. 6Q six-cylinder supercharged engine.

boost, Normal rated output
l, 325
Ii.p, at 2,400 r.p.m. at 2,500
m. (8,200 ft.) in M.S. gear and 1,225 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m
0,700 m. (21,980 ft.) in H.S. gear, Maxiraum output 1,050
at 2,000 r.p.m. at 800. m. (2,(525 ft.) in M.S. gear and
h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m. at 0,100 m. (20,000 ft.) iu Fl.S. gear.

m/m. Hg.)

Performance (IJnsupercharged
2,500 r.p.m.. Normal rated

model).
out])ut

500 m. (1,040 ft.).
PerforiviaN(.?e (S'ujierchargod mod<4).2,500 r.p.m., Normal rateil, output
2,200
(7,220 ft.).

J

m

THE RENAULT
Type.

— Six-cylinder

BQ.

CyniNDEBS.—Boro 120 m/m.

(4.72 in.). Stroke

Tyre.140

m/m.

(5.51 in.).

Capacity 9.6 litre.s. (Compression ratio 0.4: 1. Steel barrels have
machined cooling fins. Aluminium-aUoy cylinder heads have
Austeneast fins. Inlet and exhaust ports on same side of head.
Heads
itic steel valve seats, Hemisphorical combustion chamber.
each
held on barrels and barrels attached to crankcase,
by four
long bolts screwed into latter. Rubber joint between cylinder
and cranlccase, rnetal gasket betiveen head and barrel.
Pi.sTONS.-—Aluminium-aHoy forgings internally ribbed. .Four rings.
Fully-floating gudgeon-pin.
Rods.' I-section

—

CONNEOTINO

metal big-end

—

diwalumin

forgings.

Split

wdiite

bearing.s, solid bronze-bushcid little ends.

Ceankshapt. Six-throw' steel forging macliined all over. Journals
and pins bored for lightness and lubrication. Runs in seven main
bearings.

Crankcase.—Ahirninium-alloy main
Main case has internal and external

THE RENAULT

—^Four-eylinder

in-line inverted air-eoolod.

case and magnesium cover.
ribbing and five cross members

with the front and rear walls, carry the seven shaft
bearings. Ball thrust bearing located in extension of main case.
Valve Gear.— One inlet and one exhaust valve per cylinder. Valves
separately ojierated thi’ough tappets, rocker.s and push-rods from
camshaft in crankcase driven off rear end of cranlusliaft.
Carburation.---3'w-o ileuith type 00 IBCS ca.rburetlors on starboard
side of engine each supjilying three cylinders.
Small pipe between
manifolds balances depression betw'eeii each system. I’wo
No. 0 fuel pumps.
Supercharger.- In supercharged veivsion, the centrifugal blow'er
is mounted at rear end of standard crankcase othenvise closed by a
Supercharger draws mixture through .single
circular cover plate.
carburettor and boost pressure control and supplies cylinders
through manifold on port side of engine. Gear ratio 7.01: 1.
Lxtbbioation. Dry sumxi system. Gear -type pump sujiplie.s oil
under pr6.ssure to crankshaft, big-ends, eain.shaft, timing gears
wdiich, together

AM

218

h.],).

'I’like-off

at,

output- 290

litres

in/m. (4.72 in.), .Stroke Mil m/m. (5.51 in.),
(372 eul). in.), Com])res.sl(:)n rat io 5.8 1. Same
:

as for 6Q.
Pistons. Same as for 6Q,

—

—Same
—Four-throiv

Connecting Rods.

as for OQ,

steel foi’ging machined all over.
Joimnals
for lightness and lubrication.
Runs in five wdiite
metal bearings, with ball thrust bearing permitting use of tractor
or pusher propeller.

CBANKSH.-UiU’.

and pins bored

Cb.ankcase.—Aluminium-alloy main case and magnesium cover.
Three transverse members and front and rear w'alls of main case
carry the main crankshaft bearings. Small duralumin case on
front of main ease carrie.s thrust bearing.
Carbtibation.—Zenith type NAR 00 1(48 c^arburettor mounted on
starboard side of crankcase fed by two AM No. 00 fuel pumps.
Four branch manifold feeds cylinders.
Ignition.—Two S.E.V. type DA4 magnetos, the port magneto wdth
impulse

starter.

Lubrication.— ry sump system
Starter.

—Air-Equipement

as for

typo Viet

—Clockwise,

(SQ.

635?:*’

compre.ssed-air

Airscrew Rotation.:
Dimensions.—Length

—

to altitude.

Ignition.—Two S.E.V.

tyjjs 160/161 magnetos mounted on forward
face of tipw'ard extension of top cover.
Fully-scrooned ignition
sy,stein.
Two B.G.ARTO plugs iier cylinder.

starter.

Accessories.- Gear drives for most auxiliaries- in rear portion of
crankcase cover. On forward face of upward extension are the
magnetos and generator. On rear face are the vacuum pump,
tachometer drive, airscrew regulator, etc.
Airscrew Rotation.— OQ engines with odd qualifying numbers
clockwise rotation, with even numbers anti-clockwise.

—

Dimensions (Dnsupercharged model).- Length 1,600 m/m. (63
Width 610 m/ifi.. (20 in;), Height 920 m/m. (36 in.).
Dimensions (Sup'ercharged- model). -Length 1,842 m/m. (71.8
Width 465 m/m. (18.3 in.), Height 920 m/m. (36 in.).

—

Dry Weight.—240
supercharged.

starter

1,280 m/m, (50.4 in.), Width 480 m/m. ( 18.9 in.
Height 708 ni/m. (27.8 in.).
Dry' Weight.- 147 kg. (323.4 lb.s.).
Performance.—Normal output 140 Ii.p. at 2,400 r.p.m. at sea level.

_

—

at

4 P01.

and aece.ssory drives. Tistons and eydinders lubricated by splash.
Double scavenge pump draws oil from front or rear of case according

Starter.—Air-Equipement type Viet C-73 compressed-air

h.j).

237 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m. at

—

—

Ii.p. at

2,500 r.jj.m. at

in-line inverted air-cooled.

Cylinders.—Bore 120
Capacity 6.33

—Take-off outjmt 233

in.),

in.),

kg. (528 lbs.) unsuperchargedj 253 kg. (550.6 lbs.)

The 140 h.p. Renault 4 POl four-cylinder engine.

FRANCE

(49d)

SALIVSSON.
MOTEURS SALMSON.
Office and Woeks
102, Hue de Point-dtj-Joeb,
Boitlogne-BIllancouet (Seine).
This very old-established firm which jirodueed its first aeroengines a year or two before the 1914-18 war, has revived several
of its engines \?ihich were in prodxietion before the war 1939-45.
These include the 45 h.p. 9ADB, the 83 h.p. SAP. 01, the 105
h.p. SAP. 03 and the 230 h.p. 9ABC, all air-cooled radials of
SOCigTig DES

Head

;

conventional design.

—

THE SALMSON RADIAL AIR-OOOLED ENGINES.

Type. Five (5AP) or nine (9AB and 9AD) cylinder radial air-eoolod.
Cylinders. Cast steel barrels with- Y- alloy heads screwed and
•shrunk on. Two mclined valves per cylinder.
P1 STON.S. Aluminium-alloy. Pour rings, three compression and one

—

—

scraper.

CoNNECTiNo Rod.s.
rods.

—Split

luastei’-rod

and fbnr

or eight articulated

THE SALMSON 9ADB.

— —
—

Type. Nine-cylinder radial air-cooled.
Cylinders. ^Bore 70 m/m. (2.75 m.). Stroke 86 m/m. (3.38 in.),
Compression ratio 6.0. 1.
o
Dimensions. Diameter 668 mjm. (26.9 in.). Length 694 m/m. (27.3
in.). Weight (with magnetos, carburetter but without exhaust
:

pipes) 74 kg. (162 lbs.).

Pebfoemance.

—

ated output 45 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m.,
output 59 h.p. at 2,350 r.p.m.

Maximum

THE SALMSON 5AP.01.
Type. Five-cylinder radial air-cooled.
Cylinders. Bore 100 m/m. (3.94 in.). Stroke 94 rn/rn.
Compression ratio 6:1.
Weight (Without starter and exhaust pipes).— 91 kg. (200
Peeeobmance.
ated output 83 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m.

—

—

’
in.),

(3,7

.

—

THE SALMSON

lbs.).

5AP.03.

This engine is similar to the 5AP.01 except that it has an
increased stroke and is fitted with a reduction gear.
Cylinders. Bore 100 m/m. (3.94 in.), Stroke 100 mjm. (3.94 in.),
Compression, ratio 6:1.
Weight (Without starter and exhaust system). 110 kg. (242 lb.s.).
Perpobmance. Rated output 105 h.p. at 3,100 r.p.m. eraukshal’t
,

—

Single-throw, statically and dynamically balanced.
roller bearings and one ball thrust bearing.
type of alurnmium-alloy. Main case split oil
kca.se.—
Barrel
Chan
centre-line of eylinders. Front cover encloses valve-gear meehaiiism,

Ck.vnkshaft.

Two main

rear cover incorporates distribution passages and acts as mounting

—

—

r.p.m.

for accessories.
Two
Vata'js Gisar.

—

overhead valves per eyliuder. Cam-ring driven
by planetary gear at -^th engine speed in cranlicase front cover.
Valves operated bj'' pu.sh-rods, tappets and rocker arms.
Ignition. Salm.sou tiual inagneto.s and two plugs per cylinder.
Cabbtjbation .—Zenith carburettor

—

LtrsBicATioN.

—

—Pressure.

.

Type.

THE
—^Nine-cylinder radial

SALMSON 9ABC.

«

air-cooled.
Cy'LINdees..
ore 126 in/m. (4.94 in.), Stroke 170 mjm.
Compression ratio 5.4 : 1.
Perb’OBMance. -Rated output 230 h.p. at 1,700 r.p.m.,
output 260 h.p. at 1,780 r.p.m.

—

—

(6.7

in.),

Maximum

TRAIN.
SOCliTi DES CONSTRUCTIONS GUINARD.
Head Office and Woeics 9, Hue Botjget de d’Isle,
:

CoTjEBEyoiE (Seine).

The Societe des Constructions Giiinard has taken over production of the Train light nero-engines, \yhieh had been developed
in France prior to the War by the ]i!tablissement,s E. Train.

The 75

h.p. Train six-cylinder

engine.

This firm was founded in 1889, and was oivned by one of the
earliest pioneers of French aviation.
The earlier Train engines were described in. the 1939 issue of
“All the World’s Aircraft.” Present production is centred, on
the 50 h.p. four-cylinder and the 75 h.p. six-cylinder in-line
inverted air-cooled engines. They are generally similar to the
earlier types previously described.

THE TRAIN 4E.
a four-cylinder inverted air-cooled engine wdth a
capacity of 0.5 litres. It has an output of 50 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.m.
and weighs 02 kg. (114.4 lbs.).
The 4E

The 50

h.p. Train four-cylinder engine.

is

ITALY
ALFA.
SOfSETA ANONIMA ALFA ROMEO.
Heap Oeeice and Wokics Via M.U. Tbaiano 33, Milan
This important company, manufacturers of the well-known
Alfa-Romeo automobile, entered the Italian aero-engine industry
in 1925 with the acquisition of the Jupiter engine licence from
the Bristol Aeroplane Co., Ltd., and the Lynx engine licence
fr«m Armstrong Siddeley Motors, Ltd. In 1930 the company
produced its first engine of original design, the D2, and in the
•

:

following year it acquired licences to build the Bristol Mercury
and Pegasus engines.
With the experience gained in the development and production
of the above-mentioned engines the Alfa company jiroduced
the 135 R.C.32 which, at that time was the most powerful
aero-engine in th#i World.
During the last war the comjiany built the Alfa 121 B.C.14,
an eight-cylinder inverted vee supercharged engine; the 131
R.C. 14-50, a nine-cylinder radial with two-speed supercharger
the 138 B.C. 23-65, eigliteen-cylinder radial with two-speed
blower; the 135 R.C.IOO and the Alfa 101, a twenty-eiglit
cylinder multi-row' engine developing 2,000 h.p.
;

THE ALFA
Type.

—Nine-cylinder

radial

Cylindees.—Bore 146 in/m.

131.

and supercharged.

air-cooled geai'ed
(5.7.5 in.),

Stroke 190

ni/in.

(7.48 in.),

28.63 litres, Compression, ratio 6.3 1. Open-ended
machined from alloy-steel forgings. Internal surfaces
ilrtrided. rHeads maeluned from aluminium forgings.
Pistons.—-Forged from duralumin stampings. Three compression
rings and one oil control ring above gudgeon-pin, one oil scraper
'

Capacity

:

barrels

ring below.

—

Master and secondary rods machined from
chrome-nickel steel forgings.
Cranksh,u?t. Two-piece shaft in nitrated steel carried on two main
roller bearings, a deeji-groove ball-bearing at the front and a whitemetal steadying bearing at rear.
Crankcase.^ Machined from duralumin forgings, .split on centre-lino

Connecting Bods.

The 1850/1900

—

—

of cylinders.

—

r

Reduction Gear. Fannan type. Ratio 0.65.5 1.
Valve Ge.4.R,—Four valves per cylindc>r. Nitrided valvo-.stems.
SupEBOHARGER.— Centrifugal type. Two speeds 6.91 and 9.93: 1.
Gabburation.
Ignition.

Two

—
—

:

Mona-Hobison AVT 100
Marelli A.Q-9 magnetos.

Lubbigation. I'ressnre.
Dimensions. Diameter
'

1.407

automatic curbviretter.

pump.

Dnplo.x gear
ovei’all

MB

m. (55

in.),

.Lemgth 1.446 m.

kg, (1,216.6 lbs.).
Peiworm.ance. -Take-off output 1,130 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m.. Normal
gear 930 h.p. at 2.300 r.p.m.,
output at 1,400 m. (4,590 ft.) in
Normal output at 5,000 in. (16,400 ft.) in FS gear 820 h.p. at 2,300
gear 1,070
r.p.m., Maximum output at 900 m. (2,950 ft.) in
h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m.. Maximum output at 6.000 m. (10,400 ft.) in
FS gear 925 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m.

—

MS

MS

THE ALFA

—Eighteen-cylinder two-row
supercharged.
Cylinders.—Boro 14G m/m.

Type.

138,

radial

air-cooled,

geared

and

(5.75 in.), Stroke 160 m/in. (6.3 in.),
Capacity 48.2 litres, Compression ratio 6.3 1. Barrels are steel
Internal surfaces nitrided. Aluminforgings machined all over.
ium cylinder heads.
Pistons. Duralumin. Three compre.ssion ring.s and one oil control
ring above the piston pin, one oil scraper ring below.
Connecting Rods. Master and auxiliary rods are chromo-niekol
:

—

—

steel stampings.

Floating big-end bearing.s.

—
—
—
valve
Supercharger. — Centrifugal typo.

Cbankshait. Four-piece shaft suiiported on roller bearings.
Reduction Gear. Farman type. Ratio 0.5 1.
Valve Gear. Pour valves per cylinder. Nitrided valve stems.
Stellited

'

;

seats.

Two'speeda,

The 370

I

Pi

5'.979

and 8.447

;

1.

—
—

Carburation. Mona SM 14.0 DI updrauglit carburetter.
Ignition.— wo Marelli AQ ISS magnetos.
Gear pump with filter incorporated.
Ovmrall diameter 1.315 m. (51.75 in.), Overall length
.Dimk.n.<sions.
.Lubrication.

—

2.198 m. (86.53 in.).
Weight.— 1,040 kg. (2,288 lbs.).
I’ebfok.mance. Take-off output 1,851,1/1,9.00 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m.
Maximum output in MS gear 1,550/1,580 li.p. at 2,500 r.p.m. at
2,300 m. (7,545 ft.), Maximum output in FS gear 1,400/1,500 h.p.
at 2,500 r.p.m. at 0,500 :m. (21,320 ft.).

—

(66.8 in.).

Weight.— 553

h.p. Alfa„138 radial air-cooled engine.

THE ALFA

—

121.

ight-cylinder inverted vee air-cooled, geared and svipereharged.
Cylinders.— Bore 120 ni/m, (4.72 in.), Stroke 110 m/ni. (4.375 in,).
Capacity 9,952 litres, Compression ratio 6.5 1. Nitrided steel
Ahiinininm-alloy cylinder heads.
barrels machined all over.
Pistons.— uralumin forgings. Tliree cotupression rings and one
scraper ring above gudg(3on-piii, one scraper ring below.
Connecting .Rods. ^Forked rod.s are steel .stampings machined
all over.
Anti-friction bearings.
Cb-anksh-aet.^
our-throw 90° single-piece shaft running on five
bearings.

Type.

:

—

Cr-ANKcase.

—Elektron

castings.

Reduction Gear.
Supergh.argeb.

—

Spur gear type.
Centrifugal type.

Ratio 0.621

:

1,

*”'6
hori'/.ontal carl.mretters
Carburation. Two Mona I’y.P®
mounted on rear of .supereliarger casing.
Ignition.— Dual or two separate magnetos.
Lubrication, Pressure type. Tliree pressure and two scavenge
pumps.
Dimensions. Overall width 0.700 m. (27.3 in.), Overall length 1.600
m. (63 in.).

Weight.

—
— 284 kg. (624.8

lbs.).

P.ERPORMANC'E. -Take-olf output 370 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m., Output at
1,400 m. (4,590 ft.) 250 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.in.

h.p. Alfa 121 eight-cylinder inverted Vee ^ir~cooled engine.

—

C

—

ITALY

(5 Id)

FIAT.

The 1,270

h.p. Fiat

A38 RC 15-45

sixteen-cylinder inverted

SOCIETA PER AZtONi FIAT. ,
Head Office Corso IV Novembre 300, Turin.
The Fiat Company was incorporated in 1898 and started on a
bold policy which catered for all forms of locomotion. It began
with motor vehicles and gradually extended its production to
:

include
aircraft

railway

tractors, heavy-oil engines,
aircraft engines, etc.

trucks,

tanks,

and

The vast, new and modern Mirafiori works in Turin were
inaugurated in the Spi-ing of 1939.
The first aero -engines were built in 1908 ; diu'ing the first
World War the Fiat company contributed to the Allied victory
with 15,000 aero-engines.
After the war 1914-18 the company pursued a very intensive
water-cooled
research programme, especially on vee-type
engines, including the A. 20, A.20S, A.20A, A.22T, A.22S, A.22R,
A.24, A.24R, A.2o, A.30RA, A.S.2, A.S.S and A.S.6, all of
which have been described in previous issues of this Annual.
This was the period during which the Italian aircraft, fitted
with these engines, accomplished inter-continental and transAtlantio record flights, won such international competitions
as the Bleriot and Schneider Trophies, and broke the international
Speed, Distance and Altitude records.
In the last ten years, the majority of Italian aircraft were
powered by Fiat air-cooled radial engines A. 50, A.50.S., A.52,
A.54, A.55, A.58C., A.58II.C., A.59, A.59R., A.70, A.78C. and
A.74R.C.42,
the later types A.74R.C.38S., A.74R.C.38D.,
A.74R.C.18, A.S0R.G.41, A.80R.G.20 and A.S0R.G.40, all of
which have also been described in previous issues of this Annual.

—

Vee liquid-cooled engine.

—

Starting. Compressed-air starter with rotating distributor on end
of each camshaft.
Dimensions. Length 1,977 m/m. (77.8 in.), Width 812 m/m. (32 in.),
Height 1,162 m/m. (45.8 in.).
Weight Drv. With accessories 925 kg. (2,037 lbs.).
Pebpobmance. International rating at 2,80(i r.p.m.. Low blower
gear 1,270 h.p. at 1,500 m.' (4,940 ft.), High blower gear 1,200 h.p.
at 4,500 m. (14,765 ft.). Normal output at .sea level 1,200 h.p.,
Take-off rating with constant-speed airscrew 1,400 h.p. at 2,950

—
—

r.p.m.

FIAT AIR-COOLED RADIAL ENGINES.
^

General Features.

— Cylinder

Cvundebs.

bari'els of steel

with internal surfaces nitrided.

Detachable cylinder-heads in cast light alloy, heavily finned and
screwed and shi'unk on to cylinder bairels. Two valves with shrunk
seatings.
The exhaust valve is of the sodium-cooled typo.
Pistons. Drop-forged of light alloy with heat dissipating fins on the
undersitle of the crown.
Three coniiiression rings and two oil

—

scrapers.

Connecting Rods.

—Master rod in one piece with bosses

for auxiliary

rods.

Crankshapt and Aibscbew Drive.

-Built-up in three pieces with
frontal teethed inserts. Cranks and bearings nitrided. The
junction with the airscrew shaft is through an epicycloid reduction
bevel-gear.
Crankcase. Three main sections of light-alloy forgings.
Supbrchargeb. For A. 74 typo engine, centrifugal single-speed open

—

—

FIAT LIQUID-COOLED ENGINES.
THE FIAT A38 RO 15-45.
Type.

—Sixteen-cylinder inverted 90° Vee, liquid-cooled,

Cyeindees.—Bore 138 m/m.

(5.44 in.), Stroke

145

m/m.

(5,7

in.).

Compression ratio 6,5 to 1.
and attached to
crankcase with studs. Each row of cylinders has an overhead
camshaft controlling three valves for each cylinder, two intake
valves and one exhaust.
Pistons. Drop-forged in light alloy with heat-dissipating fins
Three compression rings and two oil scraper rings. Floating
Capacity 34.7

litres (2,117

Monoblock type in

cub.

light alloy

in.).

with

steel liners

—

gudgeon-pins.

Rods.-—Forked

Connecting

master -rod

bearings fixed by pins. Auxiliary
portion of the master -rod hearnig.

ij^d

with

bronze-lead alloy
on the outside

oscillates

—

Crankshaft and Airscrew Drive. One piece eight-throw shaft on
nine main bearings in bronze-lead alloy. End counter weights
Reduction gear with ratio 1.666 to 1 of the Matteiicoi type
with torsional vibration absorber incorporated, driving two
Matteucci counter-rotating variable-pitch airscrews.
GbjVniccasb. One-piece in alluminium alloy.
Supercharger. Two-speed centrifugal type with multiplying ratios
of 6.712 :1 and 8.3221: 1, placed in the vee of the cylinders
with axis normal to the crankshaft axis. Drop-forged light-alloy
open-type rotor driven by straight teeth gears hydraulically
controlled, with centrifugal clutches on both speeds. F'itted with
ribbed diffuser and mixture collector.
Ignition. Four magnetos fitted in the front of the engine.
Induotion.—Zenith injection carburettor fitted with automatic
mixture-control and automatic boost-control.
Lubrication. Slineral oil, pressure tyiie. Both pressure and
scavenge pumps are of gear type.
Cooling.— ooling liquid circulated by double -inlet double-bladed
added.

—

—

—

:

—

centrifugal

pump.

The 880-1,000

h.p. Fiat

A76 RC 40

radial enginp.

F
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BOW
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ITALY
rotor, with throe gear shafts, flexible coupling and centrifugal
elptch.
For the A. 83 engine the supercharger is also centrifugal
with two speeds through disc-clutch and free-wheel. On rotorshaft a centrifugal clutch is mounted for safety. The speed
changes automatically with the changing of the altitude by means
of a hydraulic system. Centrifugal oil purificator is fitted,
iNjiucTiON. Updraught carburettor fitted with automatic luixturecontrol and automatic boost-control.
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ItiNiTiON.— Two screened magnetos.
fTOBEiCATioN. I’ressure type. Both
pumps are of gear type.

—

pressure

the

and

scavenge

.

iST.VKTiNC!.---By

!

i

compressed

air, distributor.

Auxiliaky CoNTRons.TT— Drive for speedometer, universal drives,
machine-gun synchronising gear control, generator and airscrew

.

i

i

speed governor drives.
1

THE FIAT A76 RC
;

F

:

ourteeu-cylinder two-iwv air-cooled radial, supercharged.
Cyi/inders.— oi-e 140 in/m. (5.51 in,). Stroke 155 m/rn. (0.1 in.),
Capacity 33.4 litres (2,038 cub. in.). Compression ratio 6.7 to 1.
SupERCHARGEU. Multi])lying ratio 8.78 : 1.
HKiujcTtox Ge.-vb.- Ceiir ratio 1.526 1.
verall length 1,026 m/in. (04 in.), Diatneter 1,232 in/rn.
Dimensions.

Type.-

s

'

!

!i

.

i:

'

.

—

;

—

j

'•

1

40.

—

1

yl

:

((1,8.5 in.).
ii

j;

5i

Weight Dry.- -W ith normal

Y

i

acees.sories 600 kg. (1,520 lbs.).

The 2,300

ASS RC 24-52

h.p. Fiat

engine.

—

nternational rating 1,000 li.p. at 2,400 r.];>.in.
(13,120 ft.), N’orraal output at sea level 880 h.p. at 2,
r.p.m., Talce-off rating witli constant-spiced airscrew 1,000
at 2,520 r.pi.ni.

Pbrpobm.,1lNC'E.

4,000

ni,

THE FIAT A76 RC

18S.

Identical to the jareceding engine exeejit for the follow
details.

'jf

till

"'i

—
—
—

StrPERCHARUER. Multiplying ratio 7.532 1.
atio 1.^75
1.
Reduction Gear.
nternational rating 1,000 h.]). at 2,400 r.pi.m. at 1
Pereobimance.
in. (5,000 ft.). Normal output at sea level 040 h.p. at 2,400 r.p
Take-olf rating with constaut-spieed airscrew' 1,050 h.pi. at 2

:

:

:

r.p.m.

THE FIAT A83 RC 24-52.
ighteen -cylinder tw'o-row air-cooled radial, supercharge!
Type.
Cylindebs.
ore 140 m/m. (5.51 in.), Stroke 170 ni/m. (6.7

—

—

Capacity 47.1 litres (2,870 cub. in.), Com]n’ossLon ratio 6,75
SUPERCH.4.RGER. Tw'o-speed with multijilving ratios of 6.978 1
0,370:1.
Dimensions.
verall length 1,043 rn/rn. (70.5 in.), Diameter 1
ra/m. (52.8 in.).

—

u

U'|{r

:

•

*

:

:

—
— ith normal accessories 030 kg. (2,050
— nternational rating at 2,300 r.p.m., Low blower

"Weight Dry.
PerpormjYNCe.

lbs.).

1,250 h.ji. at 2,400 m. (7,875 ftf.), High blow'er gear 1,250 h.p
5,200 m. (17,000 ft.). Normal output at sea level 1,150 h.f). at 5
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Rear view
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A76 RC 40

engine.

at 2,415 r.p.m.

The most recent engines

:

The Isotta-Fraschini

’

;

Ofeice

of the Fiat

Company was

incorporated in 1898
in Milan for the manufacture of automobiles and internal combustion enghies, and since the earliest days of flying was engaged
in the design and manufacture of aero-engines.
Before the War 1914-18 a number of Isotta-Fraschinl engine.?
were used in Italian airships, aeroplanes and seaplanes. During
that Wmr, nearly 5,000 Isotta-Fraschini engines were made,
and nearly all the aero-engines produced in Italy were made
under Isotta-Fraschini licence.

of Isotta-Fraschini de.sign includet
and 500 h.p. Gamma R.C.151,
twelve-cylinder inverted vee air-cooled units ; the 450
Astro 7,C.40 and 890 h.p. Astro 14.C.40, both air-cooled radi
the 900 h.p. Asso L.121.R.C.40 tw'elve-oylinder upright
liquid-cooled ; and the 1,500 h.p. Asso L.180 R.C.I.45 eight
cylinder inverted
liquid-cooled engine.
All these eng
have been described in previous issues of this Annual.

700 h.p. Delta R.C.

.351

W

Since the ivar the company has been engaged mainly in
haul and repair work.
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SOCIETA ANONIMA PIACGIO &
Head Oeeioe Genoa.,

Q.

:

This firm of railway-wagon manufactui'ers and shipbuilders.
founded by the late Rinaldo Piaggio, entered the Aircraft
Industry in 1916. A few years later the firm began to build

P.VII C.35 and P.VII C.45 seven-cylinder radials the 700
P.X.R., 700 h.p. P.XVI R.C.35 and 625 h.p. P.X. B.C.35
cylinder radials
the 1,000 h.p. P.XI his R.C.40 fourl
cylinder radial
and the 1,500 h.p. P.XII R.C.35 and 1,700
P.XXII R.C.35 eighteen-cylinder radial engines. All
engines have been illustrated and described previously in
;

;

;

i
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aero-engines at Pontedera. It started by acquiring licences
for Bristol and Gnome -Ilhdne engines, and from the latter it
developed its oivn series of engines.
This series included the 460 h.p. P. VII C. 16, the 600 h.p.

pages.
Since the war the eompifliy has reverted to themanufac
of railway rollmg-stock.

1
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SPAIN
EUZALDE,
ELiZAL.DE

S.A.

Head Office Calle de Valencia 302, Barcelona.
Works E^seo del General Mqla, 39, Barcelona.
Managing Director
Don Julio de Eenteria.
:

:

:

This important Spanish industrial concern had its origin in
1910 and made motor-cars until 1925. Prom that year it
occupied itself with the manufacture of aviation engines
It began its career in this field

exclusively.

by manufacturing

Lorraine engines under licence and just prior to the outbreak
of the Civil War produced two types of air-cooled engines,
known as the Elizalde Dragon IX and Super-Dragon. These
engines were fully illustrated and described in earlier editions
of this Annual.
Having reorganized and re-equipped its factories and installations the company has resumed its activities with the design
and development of a new series of low-powered engines known
The first of the series is the four-cylinder
as the Tigre series.
Tigre IV, of 'which there are two models A and B with outputs
of 125 and 150 h.p. respectively. The.se engines are described
and illustrated herewith.
Under development in the series are engines of six, eight and
twelve -cylinders which will be known as the Tigre VI, VIII
and XII respectively. All will be deri^j-ed from the Tigre IV
but will be supercharged.
Duruig 1944 the Elizalde company produced a new 4.50 h.p.
seven-cylinder radial air-cooled engine, the Sirio b!-VII-A.

The Elizalde Tigre IV inverted

air-cooled engine.

—

Crankshaft. Single-throw shaft in two halves
keyed together. On two roller bearings and one

clamped

and

ball bearing for

the tail shaft.

—

Of east Elektron, comprising the main ease, a small
front cover giving access to the distribution assembly and carrying
the main thrust bearing, and a rear ease and corresponding cover,
which houses the compressor and all accessories. The rear crankshaft bearing rests on a flat platform of aluminium alloy which is
rigidly secured to the main case.
Yalvb-Geab. rFully-enelosed val-ve gear comprising push-rods, rockerarms, etc. w’ith pressure lubrication and scavenge return.
Lubrication.—Four pumps in the lower part of the rear crankcase,
one pressure and three scavenge pumps. A filter at the outlet
of the pressure pump is easily accessible for cleaning.
Crankcase.

—

—Two

Ignition.

Scintilla

automatic-advance magnetos.

Carburation.— One inverted IBZ carburettor with
air intake and automatic boost control.
.

—

heater,

wa'Jm

SuPERCHARGER.^ Centrifugal type -with a gear ratio of 7.75 1.
Accessories. Fuel pump, compressed air starter and couplings for
electric generator, inertia starter, vacuum pump, tachometer
and temperature and pressure gauges for fuel, oil, etc.

—

Octane Number.

—
—

:

—

80,

Diameter. 1,111 m/m, (43.7 in.) overall.
Weight. 296 kg. (660 lbs.) complete, but without electric generatoi
and starter.
Performance. ^Maximum power 450 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m. at 2,500 m.
(8,200 ft.), Power at sea level 430 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m.

—

The Elizalde Tigre IV inverted air-eooled engine.

THE ELIZALDE TIGRE IVA

—Four-cylinder
—

and IVB.

inverted air-cooled.
Cylinders.- -Bore 120 m/m. (4.72 in.), Stroke 140 m/m. (5.512 in.),
in.), Compression ratio 6 (IVA) or
cub.
litres
(386.3
Capacity 6.3
Cast Y-alloy cylinder heads. Forged and machined
1.
6.5 (IVB)
chrome-molybdenum steel barrels. Heads attached to barrels by
Aluminium-bronze inlet valve seats. Austenitic steel
six studs.
exhaust valve seats.
Pistons.—-Aluminium-alloy. Fully-floating gudgeon-pins.
CoNNEOTiNU Eods. Foi'ged aluminium- alloy. Copper-lead big-end
bearings, special bronze small-end bearings.
Crankshaft. Forged and machined chrome-nickel steel four-throw
shaft on four copper-lead main bearings and one ball thrust bearing.
Crankcase. ^Main case of Electron AZG-60. Forged aluminium,
alloy top cover.

Type.

in-line

:

—

—
—
Carbubation.—IRZ NB-60 carburettor.
Ignition. —Bosch dual magneto, type ZJ.4.CR5.
pump driven

from rear end of
triple
Triple oil filter.
Width
400 m/m. (16.76
in.),
m/m,
(43.89
1,114
Dimensions. Length
in.). Height 877 m/m. (34.66 in.).
«
Weight. 120 kg. (264 lbs.).
Performance. Normal output (type IVA) 125 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m,
r.p.rn.
(type IVB) 150 h.p. at 2,500
Consumptions. At normal output, Fuel 230 gr. (.607 lbs.) per h.p,/
At cruising output (7/10
hr.. Oil 8 gr. (.0176 lbs.) per h.p./hr.
power). Fuel 223 gr. (.491 lbs.) per h.p./hr., Oil 6 gr. (.0132 lbs.)

Lubrication .—-Pressure by
camshaft.

—

—

—
—

per h.p./hr.

THE ELIZALDE
Type.—-S even-cylinder

—

SIRIO S-VII-A.

radial air cooled.

Boro 150 m/m. (5.9 in.), Stroke 145 in/m. (5.76 in.),
Capacity 17.92 litre.s (1,090 cub. in.), Finned steel barrels with
One inlet and one sodium-coolod
east aluminium head screwed on.
exliaust valve per cylinder.
Pistons.—Aluminium alloy. Floating gudgeon -pins. Three com-

Cylinders.

_

pr^ssion rings and two scraper rings.
Connecting Rods.—Master rod and _six auxiliary connecting-rods
Load alloy little-end bearings.
carried on wrist pins.

The 450

h.p. Elizalde Sirio

S-VH-A

radial engine

SPAIN

HISPANO-SU/ZA.

D. Jose Gallart Foleh.
This company manufactures Hisiiano-Suiza engines for the
Spanish Government, licences to build which it originall 3 held
from the French company. By the middle- of 1939 the works
at Barcelona had been re-conditioned after the Civil War and
were in full production.
^

Managing Director

HISPANO-SUIZA PABRiCA DE AUTOMOVILES, S.A.
Hea^ Office x\venida de Jos^: Antonio, 7, Madsid.
Aeko-engine Works
La Sagbera, 279, Barcelona.
President and Chairman D. Miguel Mateu Pla.
:

:

:
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SWEDEN
SVENSKA.
SVENSKA FLY6M0T0R

Head Office

Trollhattan.
Trollhattan, Gotebobg, Skovde and Ulvsgnda.
This concern was originally formed as the Nohab Flygmotorfabriker A.B. by the well-knovm Swedish engineering concern
Nydqvist & Holm, to manufaetiwe Bristol Mercury and Pegasus
engines under a licence granted by the Bristol Aeroplane Co.,
Ltd., to the Swedish Government.
Injj..l941 the A.B. Volvo, of Goteborg, the leading Swedish
motor company, bought a controlling interest in the Nohab
concern, bought outright the Ulvsunda Verkstader A.B. of
Stockholm, and changed the narue of the Nohabs Flygmotorfabrilier A.B. to Svenska Flygmotor A.B., the resulting
organization becoming the largest industrial engineering
organization in Sweden with four well-equipped factories at
Trollhattan, Goteborg (main Volvo works), Skovde (branch
Volvo works), and Ulvsunda, near Stockholm. The share
capital of the company has been increased from four to eight
million Kroner, all Glares being held by A.B. Volvo (62.5 per
cent.) and A.B. Bofors (32.6 per cent.).
The additional capital
is to be used to expand Swedish aircraft-engine production.
The Trollhattan plant is one of the most extenswe in Sweden
and is situated close to the largest electric generating stations
in Europe, power being obtained from the waterfalls alongside
WojiKS

,

i',
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ri
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A.B.
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:

;

the factor}’'.

The company has during recent years built under licence
the Pratt & Whitney Twin-Wasp radial air-cooled engine and
Daimler-Benz I'BttOo, twelve-cylinder inverted vee liquidcooled engine. In 1946, the company obtained the licence to
build the Goblin gas-turbine engine frona the de Havilland
Engine Co., Ltd.
The company has also produced a small foru’-cylinder aircooled engine of 140 h.p. suitable for small civil aircraft, and a
210 h.p. six-cylinder engine of the same general design is under
development.
the

THE SVENSKA MODEL F-451-A.
Type. Four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
Cylinders. Bore 125 m/m. (4.92 in.). Stroke 105 m/m. (4.14 in.).
Capacity 5.1 litres, Compression ratio 6.5: 1. Cylinder heads of
high-grade aluminium-alloy castings, screwed and shrunk onto
heat-treated alloy steel cylinder barrels. Intake and exhaust
valve seats are aluminium-bronze and a special alloy steel respectively and shrunk into the cylinder heads.
Bronze valve guides

—

Ml'ir

—

and aluminium bronze spark plug bushings are also shrunk into the
cylinder heads. The cylinder barrel ean be nitrided on special
request.
Press-forged from a special aluminium-alloy and machined
Pistons.
all over outside.
Two compression rings, oil regulator ring and
oil scraper ring.
7’he piston jiins of the full-floating tjqie.
Connecting Rods. Machined all over from alloy steel forgings.
The crankpin end is fitted with a split steel-backed silver-lead
bearing, and the piston pin end is fitted with a bronze bushing.
The crankpin end is of the conventional siflit-type, the cap being
secured with two bolts and nuts.
Crankcase. —Made in two parts from aluminium -alloy ca.stings,
oined by studs and nuts. Mating surfaces are ^irecision machined,
j

—

—

and no ga.sket is u.sed between them.
Ceankshaft.^ -Machined all over from alloy-steel forging and is
dynamically balanced. The erankpins and journals are provided
with centrifugal sludge remc^ver oil tubes. The crankshaft is
carried in tluee steel-backed silver-lead bearings, with a thrust
ball bearing at the front end. Normally the crankshaft is delivered
in a normally heat-treated condition, but on special request the
bearing surfaces can be nitrided.
Valve Gear.— Hollow steel cam-shaft with case hardened lobes and
journals located parallel to and below the crankshaft. Camshaft
runs in bronze bushings in the crankcase and actuates mushroom
typo tappet.?. I’appets of a new zero-lash hydraulic type, for
which a patent has been applied. Ilcciprocail action of tappets
transmitted to valves through hollow steel push rods ami stool

—

rocker-anns.
AocEssoitiES. Accessory housing is a machined magnesium -alloy
Drive.? provided for inagnetos,
ea.sting located at rear of ovankcaso.
starter, generator, tachometer drive and various accessories.
Oil Sump. An oil sump, which is made from a magnesium-alloy
casting, is attached to bottom of crankcase and has a capacity of
10 litres. Oil sump also provides mounting for the carburettor
and intake riser. Two ports are located on eaeli side of sump
cioimecting the intake pipes.
Mixture is preheated during its
passage through the channels in the oil sump, which facilitates
vaporization.
Lubrication Sy’STEM. Pressure.
Oil pump located on the underside of crankcase feeds oil under pressure to various pai’ts of the
engine. There are no oil lines outside engine.
Main bearings,
connecting-rod bearings, camshaft bearings, tappets and push
rods and various accessory drives are pressure-lubricated. Two oil
filters incorporated in the oil system.
Ignition System. Tw’o inagnetos firing two 14 m/in. spark plugs
per cylinder. Ignition system can lie shielded on request.
Dimensions. Overall length 850 m/m. (33.5 in.), Overall heiglit
560 m/m. (22.0 in.), Overall width 864 m/rn. (34.0 in.).
Weight Dry'. 135 kg. (297 lbs.).
I’ERFORMANCE. Rated output 140 h.iL at 2,600 r.p.m.

—

—

—

—

—
—
—

SWITZERLAND
WINTERTHUR,
THE SWISS LOCOMOTIVE AND MACHINE WORKS.
Head Office and Works Winterthur.
;

*

The eight and twelve-cylinder engines manufactured by this
firm have been described in previous issues of this book.
The firm is now buildi#?g engines for the Swiss Government
under licence from Hispano-Suiza.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THE DESIGNATION OF AMERICAN SERVICE AERO-ENGINES.
The

IT.S.

systems for the designation of

Army and Navy

The'dSIlSeme^b

& Whitney R-1830

versions of the Pratt
as the R-1830-64 (Navy), both being service
the same en|ine
°
,

i"

Amry.

An.

odd (Army)

or

1.

-i

4.1,^

btstx engine

TT

Einrl tv

fij

specification

of contiact.
Sven (Navy) model number distinguishes the origin

1 oi

exampl

.

First Army version of first Navy jet engine.
First Navy version of first Navy jet engine.
First Army version of first Aimy jet engine.
First Navy version of first Army jet engine.
version of first Army jet engine,
Second

.1-30-1

J-30-2
J-31-1
J-31-2
J-31-3

Army

and

makmg recogmtion

a^l

J.

i

^

so on.

desirable for purposes of supply,

mamtenance,

etc.

GAS TURBINE AND ROCKET ENGINES
AEROJET ENGINEERING CORPORATION.
California.
Head Office and Woeics Azxjsa,
:

President: William O Neill.
^
OnriA
A. H. Rude.
Vice-President and General Manager
H. A. Kimball.
Vice-President
Dr. F Zwicky.
Director of Research
K. F. Miindt^_^
Chief Engineer
T. .Bj. Beehan.
r +i «
Secretary and Treasurer
an affiliate oi
The Aerojet Engineering Corporation,
Jamiary,
formed
was
General Tire and Rubber Company,
to provide aircraft with assistec
1942 to produce rocket-units
was the outcome of a project.
take-off. ^The Corporation
:

:

^

.

:

;

:

^

m

f|

Project, which
as the Air Corps Jet Propulsion Research
engineers who, after
consisted of a small group of scientists and
had began experidiscussions with the U.S. Army Air Forces,
California, in 19o9j^
meiits at Ari^oyo Seco, near Pasadena,
director Ox
Leadino* the group was Dr. Theodore von Karman,
Aeronautical Laboratory at the California

known

aerojet,

LLIS- CHA LMERS,

ALUS-CHAUMERS MANUFACTURING COMPANY.
Wis.
Head Office and Wobks Milwaukee,
engineering
:

concern \vas
During the War this well-known
gat tobme. An AlteH-l
Havilland
de
the
build
to
i“n"»d

the

Guggenheim

Institute of Technology.

t \
units,
JAiU
Following the development of satisiactory
U.S. Navy.
the
and
U.S.A.A.F.
the
for
fulfilled
orders were
0*4
The plant was expanded to cover an area of /O acres (32.

^^The Corporation

is

.

engaged in further developments in rocket

publication.
propulsion but no details are available for

power-plant of the
Chalmers H-l engine forms part of the
fighter.
Curtiss XF15C-1 experimental naval
gas-turbine prc^rai^e,
Details of this company’s current
for publication.
which is officially sponsored, are not available

and TG-180
production with the General Electric I-40_
Army Air Forces Alison
Lgffies under contracts with the H.vS.
the Un ted
producer of jet engines
is actually the largest
are not of Allison desig
States although the engines produced
jet

m

CORPORATION.
**ALyS0i?^*ISI0N, GENERAL MOTORS
Ind.

The

Indianapolis,

Ofi’ICE and Woeks
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Tliree months were spent completing
the tlesign and making drawings for
the manufacture of the first development gas turbine. As soon as the
drawings for each part were completed,

v'ork
six

it.

Only

in January,

1944,

was started to produce

months

later,

the first 1-40 was completed and
Selivered to test.
It was run up to
8,000 r.p.m. on January 13, 1944, just
61- months
after the start of the
project.
In subsequent tests this gas
turbine w’as run at various speeds up
a limit observed
to 8,700 r.p.m.,
because the buckets of the first turbine
wheel had an unfavourable tilt and
were not considered satisfactory for
operation at higher speeds.
The following performance data
were obtained a month later, after
a new’ turbine wheel had been installed.
These data have been corrected to
.standard conditions of 14.7 lb./ scj.
in. (1.0335 kg./sq. c/m.) and 59°F. at
the compressor inlet.
Speed
11,500 r.p.m.
Thrust
4,200 lb. (1,905 kg.).
Fuel Flow*-5,070 lb ./hr. (2,302
kg./hr.).

The General Electric 1-16 (J-31) centrifugal-flow gas-turbine. (Static take-off
Exhaust
thrust 1,600 lhs.= 726.5 kg.).
Temperature 1,300°F. (700°C.).
Jet Diameter
18.2 in. (46.23 c/m.).
The performance data wei-e very gratifying but as the exhaust
Combustion Chambeks. Ten interconnected Udjular .stainless steel
reverse-flow’ combilstion chambers, each eoiitaining a perforated
temperature w’as much higher than desired the jet diameter
One fuel injection no’/.zle in eacli flame tube.
steel flame tube.
w’as increased to 19 m. (48.3 c/m.) in order to keep the exhaust

—

temperature below’ the desired limit of 1,200'^F. (()50°C.).
Additional devefopment 1-40 gas turbines were completed
each month for the next three months. The lir,st tliree development models were irsed for performancse and endurance tests
at Lynn and were never in.stalled in aircraft.
After brief performance and operation tests, the fourth 1-40 was .sir.pped to
the

/The
Cal.,

Lockheed Aircraft Corpn., and
first flight

on June

fitted in the first

XP-SOA.

of the XP-80A Shooting Star was made a Muroe,
1944, less than a year after the start of the

10,

1-40 project.
The 1-40 is now in series production by the Allison Division
of General Motors and is the standard iiower-plant of the P-80A.
The latest G.E. gas turbines W’hich may be mentioned are
the TG-180, an axial -flow turbojet, and the TG-100, a propeller
turbine development of the TG-ISO.

THE GENERAL. ELECTRIC
U.S.

Army

—

designation

:

1-16.

J-31.

Type. Single-stage centrifugal-flow gas turbine.
COMPSESSOK. Single-stage centrifugal-fiow compressor in a two-iiieee
aluminiuin-alloy casing. Double-entry aluminium-alloy impeller
with 32 vanes on each side, bolted to a flanged shaft whieli is coupled
to the turbine rotor shaft by a splined sleeve. Shaft on tw'O bearings,
a ball-bearing in front of the compressor and a roller-bearing 'in
front of the turbine rotor. Magnesium-alloy diffuser with ten
tangential outlets and elbows connecting with the combustion
ehainbers.
Compression ratio 3.8 1.

—

Stainles.s steel radiation shield around combustion ehamfier.s.
Turbine. Single-.stage axial -flow turbine. Turbine nozzle ring witli
44 inserted cast .steel guide vanfis._ Turbine rotor of forged stainless

—

.steel witli

.5()

inserted blades of ni(,*kel-tnolybdeuum steel.

—

Exhau.st Nozzle. Stainless
shroud. Fixed inner eono.

—

steel

outer

cone

witli

li(:>at-resi.sting

main

injectii.m inun],) lyith
Fuel SvaTE.M. P(3.seo oSTF,
pressuro of oOi) l);is./sq. in. (35.15 kg./sq.ji'./m.). .lilellp.se
1297 starter pumi) with pi«:'.s.snre of 25 llw./.sq. in. (1.75 kg,/,sq. e/m.).
G.E. 7H.VB-1(1B2 litiromotric fuel control. tl.F, 7.1-I^^T-i(i.Vl

gear-tyjio

maximum

throttle valve.
lioarlngs lubrieatied and cooled liyj,iir/oil inixtiure
using air tapped from compressor. Puralutor (4-1394-21 filter.
G.E. 2C'M42B3 direct-drive electric starter. 'll'U'o ij^niter
Startinc}.

Lubrication.— iVlain

—

in diametrically-oiiposite
ignition coil.

plug.s

—Kerosene (AN-F-32) or
—Diameter 41.5 (1,053

Fuel Grade.
Dimensions.

air-adapters,

in.

10l>/13()
in/rn.),

and G.E. 57GT00

Grade gasoline.
Length 72 in. (1,830

m/m.).

Weight. 850 lbs. (380 kg.).
Performance. Take-off rating (static) 1,000 lbs. (720.5 kg.) thrust at
10,500 r.p.m., Normal rating (static) 1,423 lbs. (647 kg.) thrust

—

10,000 r.p.m.

,

:

The General

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC

1-40.

Army

designation : J-33.
Type. Single-stage centrifugal-flow gas turbine.
Compressor. Single stage ceutiifugal-flow eompre.s.sor. Dcnible -entry
impeller is a solid aluminium forging witli 31 milled vanes eacli side,
U.S.

—

—

Electric 1-40 (J-33) centrifugal-flow gas-turbine. ^Static take-off thrust 4,000 lbs.= 1,814 kg.).

U. S. A.

general electric —C()iiiin'ucd.

The General
t

ljo inlet:

eliatnet er

seel ions lient to

TG-ISO^CJ-SS) axial-flow gas-turhine. (Static thrust 4,000 lbs.= 1,814

Electric

ma

t

ch

ineoming air flow. Impeller
diameter 10.25 in. (26 e/m.),

tlie

impeller inlet
with fourteen equally-spaced dift'u.ser
Xiassiiaes and \Virt-ty]-ie elbows, each containing four integrallycast iiirning \-anes. connecting %\-ith combusting eliambera througli
cast air iiclai;irei'.s.
Diffuser throat area 75 sqi in. (484 sq. c/m.).
Inqieller has sful.i shafts bolted on each side, the front shaft on
ball-bearing and roar .sliaft on roller beitring.
Flexible splined
coupling to turbine .shaft. Compression ratio 4.1 1,
CottBUSTtox Chambers.
ourteen eonibnstion eluimbor.s of stainless
steel with tlieir axis conical. Joining together at the turbine inlet to
].)rovide axial
.Each <::oinbiistiou chamber has perforated
stainless steel flame tube inside.
Fuel iirjection nozzle in front end
of each flame tul.)e.
Turbine. Single-.stage axial-flow turbine. Rotor disc is flitsh -welded
to shaft anci has 54 inserted solkbblades of special heat-resisting
alloy-steel.
Rotor carried by ball-bearing at front end and roller
bearing at rear end. 48 ca.st steel nozzle.s mounted between two
rings around the discluirge of the combustion chamber.s.
Rotor
cooled by air tapped from outside engine nacelle. Turbine nozzle
area 121.3 sq. in. (780 sq. o/m.), Turbine pitch diameter 22 in.
(56 e/m.), Turbine nozzle and blade height 4 in. (10.16 e/m.).
Ex,UAij.S'.r Nozzle.
Outer cone supports inner cone by four struts.
Outer cone insulated by an alinniniuin foil and copper wire ine,sh
blanket.
Large front flange of outer cone acts as shroiid'to turbine
l:)lades.
Small flange of outer cone serves a.s flange for tail pipe.
Fuet. S'i’STEM.- One I’e.sco 739C.4. gear-type main injection pump,
Peseo
iiiaxiramn pressure 500 Ibs./sq. in. ((35.15 kg,/sq. c/m.).
340P starter juimp, pre.ssure 26 Ibs./sq. in. (1.75 kg. /sq. e/m.).
lit.l

in.

(76

.tjagnebiuin-alli.jy

e.'ni.),

diffuser

—

:

—

—

—

G.E. 7H.VB-40A2 barometric fuel control. G.E. 7HGL-40A2
overspeed governor. G.E. 7HVTS-40A1 tlirottlo valve.
Lubr'Ication.-— ry sump system with oil reservoir in loAver half of
iieces.sory ca.sing.
Pressure feed to four main bearings, splined
coupling betAveou turbine and eompres.sor sliaft.s and quill .sli_aft
Oil from front compressor beariiig
s]3lmes driving accessory drive.

and from accessory drive quill shaft drains directly into oil reservoir.
Oil from other three bearings and from main shaft coupling drains
sump from which it is scavenged and delR ered back into reser-

into

The General

Electric

.splash.

—

Starting. G.E.2CM95B10 direct-drive electric starter. Two igiuter
plugs in diametrieally-opposite flame tubes. G.E. 7GT1()-1 ignilion
coil.

—

Mounting. Two horizontal trunnions and front "support. Trunnions
between air adapter,s at rear air inlet 2 in, (5.08 c/m.) forward of
C.G. Front support can be mounted above or below rlepending on
application.

Accessory Drive.^

—By

:

C. Lee.

Executive Vice-Pi’esident and General Manager
Miller.

»

:

Robert R.

N. F Price.
Before the war the Menasco Company 'was "well-known as
the manufacturer of a notable range of in-line air-cooled engines,
of which the Pirate and Birccaneer were the most-used examples.
In 194? the company abandoned the production of engines
of this type to participate in the IT.S. national defence programme
with tlic manufaeturo of hydraulic Ia.ndmgrgoar3, aircraft parts,
,

Director, Power-plant Division

:

.

cpiill

shaft

of£

front end of

main rotor

shaft.

Outer accassory drive easing carries A-ariou.s acce.s,sorie.s,Tfi rotor CTige
fitting inside caiTj'-mg all gears and most of the bearings.
Dimensions. Diameter 52 in. (1,320 m/m.), Length (including tail
pipe) 103 in. (2,616 m/ra.).
Weights, 1,850 lbs. (840 kg.).
Performance. Take-off rating (static) 4,000 lbs. (1,814 kg.) thrust at
11,600 r.p.m., Normal rating (static) 3,200 lbs, (1,463 kg.) thrust at
1 1,000 r.p.m., Specific fuel consumption 1,185 lbs. (638 kg.) per hour
per lbs. thrust.

—

—

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC TG-tSO.
^
Army designation : J-3S.
The TG-180 is an axial-flow gas turbine with an eleven-stage
compi’essor, eight combustion chambers and a single-stage
U.S.

turbine. This engine, which develops a static thrust of 4,000 lbs.
(1,814 kg.) at 7,600 r.p.m., is installed in the Republic XP-84,
the Douglas XB-43 and in several experimental multi-engined
bombers noxv imder development. No further details are,
available for publication.

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC TG-100.
Army designation
T-31.
The TG-100 is a airscrew turbine which develops 2,200 proThe TG-100
peller shaft h.p. plus 600 lb. (272.4 kg.) thrust.
is fitted in the Consolidated Vultee XP-Sl in conjimetion with a
U.S.

:

G.E. 1-40 gas-tnrbine.
publication.

h.p.

No

and 600

further details are available for

lbs.

(272 kg.) static thrust.

It also produced in the latter part of the war large numbers
of small 22 h.p. two-cylinder internal-combustion engines for
radio-controUed target drones.
In collaboration -with the Lockheed Aircraft Corpn., Menasco
had under development for some years a series of gas-turbine
power units and in 1946 the company acquired the manufacturing
rights of these engines, at the same time taking over the services
of the entire Lockheed gas-turbine engineering staff headed by
Mr. Nathan F. Price.
The Menasco gas-turbine programme includes a series of
power-plants ranging from the largest military t:|pes down to
units suitable for small civil aircraft. Menasco Hrfis also been
assigned to undertake gas turbine development on behalf of llio
IJ.S. Army Air. Forces.
etc.

MENASCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Head Geeice and Wokks 805, San Febnando Boudevabd,

kg.).

Gears and bearings in aece.ssory drive casing lubricated by

voir.

TG-100 (T-fl) airscrew-turbine, developing 2,200 shaft

iWENASCO,
BmiBANK, Cal.
President: John

(57d)’

'

U,

S. A,

NOJRTMROP-'HENDY,
THE NORTHROP-HENDY COMPANY
craft,

(Subsidiary of Northrop

Air-

Inc.).

Upad

Office
Hawthorne, Cal.
The Northrop -Hendy concern has been engaged in the development of a gas tiii'bine engine under a military contract since
;

1941. Its Tiirbodyne I, which was first run in 1941, was the
propeller tmbino to be tested in the United States. This
engine, which is a large axial-flow unit witli eigliteen stages of
compression and four turbine stages, is said toTlevelop about
2,400 shaft h.p. but details are restrictecrand no information is
available for publication.

first

PACKARD,
THE AIRCRAFT ENGINE

DIVISION OF

THE PACKARD MOTOR

'SAR COMPANY.

Head Office and Works

Detroit

:

Mich.

32,

The Packard Motor Company has developed and bench- tested
a new type of turbo'-jet engine as part of a project noir being

PRATT «& WHITNEY,
THE PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT DIVISION OF THE UNITED
AIRCRAFT CORPORATION.
Ea.st Hartford 8, Conn.
HEiVD Office and Works
;

In 1946 the United Aircraft Corporation announced tliat tlie
Praht & Whitney Aircraft Division would enter tiie jet and
turbine power-plant field and that suhstantial capital expend-

RML
REACTION MOTORS,

Head
Ni}3.v

INC.

Works and Laboratory

Office,

:

Pompton Plains,

Jersey.

undertaken on behalf of the Air lilateriel Command of the
U.S.A.A.F. Details of this engine are re.strieted.

The company is building a. new $3,300,000 gas-turbine laboratory at Toledo, which was sc-heduled for completion in the
Spring of 1947.

itm-e liad been authorised for new engineering facilities to be
devoted, exclusively to the dcn-elopment of tins type of power
unit.
Pratt & Mliitney has collaborated ivitli Westingliouse' in
tlie general mechanic'al design of the latter concorifs turbo-jet
engines, but it is now concentrating solely on the deA'eiopment
of new gas turbines of its own design.

from the controlled combustion of a fuel (alcohol-ivater mixture)
and an oxidizer (liquid oxygen), wliieh arc brought together
in four steel cylindrical combustion cliamber.s and expansion
nozzles, of which any one or all can be operated at the same

On a basic weight of 210 lbs. (93.3 kg.) tlie engine develops
maximum thrust of ll.OOO lbs. (2,725 kg.) for very limited

time.

President; Lovell Lawrance, Jr.
Reaction Motors, Inc. designed and built the first rocket-type
power-unit for aircraft use to be developed in the United States.
This engine, which carries the designation 6000C4, operates

RANGER.
RANGER AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION OF THE FAIRCHILD
ENGINE & AIRPLANE CORPORATION.
Head Office and Works Fabmingdale, Long Island, N.Y.
:

a

a-

*

pieriod.

The

first piraetical apiplication

of this unit

which has made nianv successful

is

in the .Bell

XS-1,

flights.

The Ranger Aircraft Engine di\-ision of the Fairchild Corporation i.s imderstood to be developing an airscrew turbine engine
for the U.S. Navy but no details of this project are available for
publication.

TA YLOR,
TAYLOR TURBINE CORPORATION.,

New Yo,rk.
Ofkice
The Taylor Turbine Corporation has been, formed by Mr.
Phillip B. Taylor, former Vica-Preaideut and Chief Engineer of
the Wright Aeronautical Corpn., to import, assemble and,
eventually, manufacture Rolls-Royce jet engines in the United
Head

I'

;

WESTINGHOUSE,
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION, AVIATION GAS
TURBINE DIVISION.
Address Lester Branch P.O., Philadelphia 13, Penn:

sylvania.
G. H. Woodard.
Division Manager
Manufacturing Manager: S. S. Stine.
R. P. Kroon.
Engineering Manager
:

:

Sales

Manager

:

G. A. Hyland.

The Westinghouse Electric Corpn. began the development
of aviation gas turbines in December, 1941, at the rerpxest of
the U.S. Navy Bureau of Aeronautics.

States under licence from Rolls-Royce, Ltd. of England.
Two
]3erwent V and two Nene I engines luive been imported and have
been submitted to offichil type-te.sts by the U.8. Navy and
Army Air Forces. Tlie first imit.s built in America to specific
American requirements are expected to be completed towards
the end of 1947 or early in 1948.

The first Westinghouse jet engine, designated X19A, was
completed in March, 1943. It first ran on the bench in that
month and in January, 1944, the second XI 9.4. engine was
In these test-flights the engine
test-flown by the U.S. Navy.
was mounted beneath the no.se of a CHiance Vought Corsair as
a jet-booster unit. Six X19A engines were built and these
were operated under varying conditions, ranging from static
test-bed tests to flight tests up to 25,000 ft. (7,02.5 m.) at speeds
of over 300 m.p.h. (483 km.h.).
On February 1, 1945, tlie Aviation Gas Turbine Division
was established as a separate and independent operating division
of the Westinghouse .Electric Corpn.

(Below)

X9.5B
engine
thrust

The Westinghouse
axial-flow
(Static

turbo-jet
military

275 lbs.= 125

kg.).

U,

S.

A.

(59d)’'

WEST!NGMOUSE-~continned.

The’ Westinghouse

X19A

axial-flow turlbo-jet engiae.

In 31 years Westinghouse had developed three basic jet
engine sizes, and in each size from two to four distinct engine
models or types. Kour engines, the XO.oA, X9.oB, X19A and
XI 9B, were brought successfully^ through the required acceptance
tests.
Three additional models, mcluding a gas tiu’bine with
au'screw ciri'i'e, are mider development.
The XiKoA and X9.5B engines were designed primarily for
pilotless aircraft or guided missiles; the X19A and X19B for
powering conventional aircraft, Tlie two X19B engines form
the power-])lant of the McDonnell FD-1, the first all-jet fighter
designed and built for

tlie

U.S. Xavy.

THE WESTINGHOUSTE

X9.5A.

—Continuoxis-cyclo Turbojet with single-stage turbine and
six-stage axial-llow compressor.
— One-piece forged ahiminium-nlloy rotor with projecting

Type.

Go.MrKES.so.R.
liub at front

end over which a .steel sleeve is shrunk for front
journal, and flange at rear end which is rigidly bolted to flange on
front end of turbine roto:r-.shaft. Six rows of steel rotating eotnAll rows of blades have
pre.ssor blades held to rotor by ball roots.
the same tip diameter and tip speed. Two-piece cylindrical cast
aluminium-alloy easing which holds five rows of stationery steel
compressor blades and three rows of aluminium-alloy straightening
vanes. Two mouirting lugs at rear flange of compressor casing.
Combustion Gh^uieeb. One cylindrical stainless steel combustion
chamber which contains an annular burner basket. Holes in the
Fuel is
sides of the burner admit airflow from the compressor.
sprayed into burner by twelve equally spaced nozzles located at
extreme front of burner. Bear end of combustion chamber is
coimected to annular intake shroud of turbine. One mounting
lug on rear of combustion chamber.
TuiiBiNE. Annular stainless steel easing with one row of Vitallium
One-piece steel rotor disc with integral shaft.
alloy nozzle vanes.
One row of twenty-four east Vitallium alloy blades held on rotor
by ball roots.
Exhaust Nozzle, ^M^'eMed stainleiss steel exhaust nozzle with streamInner cone may be' pre-set for
line lagging around rear portion.
back-pressure control.
Fuel vSystem. One Pesco 2P735-A positive displacement pump,
capacity 0.227 cub. in./revolution. Twelve Monarch 6 gal./hr,
FLP80 spray-nozzles. Parker 4091 GG-8D fuel strainer.
Beabings and Lubkication. Compressor and Turbine rotor supported
on one roller-bearing and one single-row ball-bearing. Boilerbearing is mounted forward of the overhung tiu'bine and takes
radial loads only. Thrust is taken by ball-bearing at front of eomBeariiigs are lubricated and cooled by, spray of air and
jsressor.
oil mixture using liigh -pressure air bled from compressor.
Stabting System. Two Eclipse 1313 or 1367 high-tension booster
A3S64A spark-plugs, dfie on each side of combustion
coils and two
chamber. Compressed-air starting on ground and ram starthig

—

—

—

—

—

—

BG

in flight.

—

Control. Westinghouse 36J365 all-speed governor.
Dimensions. Width 10j«g in. (268 m/m,), Height 20i in. (542 m/m.),
Length 49§-J in. (1,270 m/m.). Frontal area 1 'sq. ft. (0.0929 ,sq. m.).
Weights.—Weight 145 lbs. (66,8 kg,), Weight/maximum thrust ratio

—

0 68 .
.

—
—

100/130 Grade gasoline.
Oil Grade.- AN-0-6.
Consumptions. FueU consumption (formal rating) 1.7 lbs. /hr. /lbs.
thrust, Fuel consumption (military rating) 1.6 Ibs./hr./lbs. thrust.
Oil consumption 2.5 Ibs./hr. (1.135 kg./hr.).
Peefobmance. Military rating (static) 260 lbs. (118 kg.), thrust at
34,000 r.p.m. at sea level, Normal rating (.static) 149 Dos. (67.6 kg.)

Fuel Grade.

—

—

thruBt at 28,000 r.p.m. at sea level, Military rating (altitude) 184
lbs. (83.5 kg.) thrust at 34,000 r.p.m. at 10,000 ft. (3,060 m.) at
600 m.p.h. (966 km.h.), Normal rating (altitude) 127 lbs. (67.6 kg.)
thrust at 31,000 r.p.m, at 10,000 ft. (3,050 m.) at 600 m.p.h. (066
k.m.h.l.

military thrust 1,363 Ibs.==619 kg,),

(Static

THE WESTINGHOUSE
The X9.5B

is

X9.5B.

a development of the X9.5A, from which

it

differs in several design details.

—

Dimensions. Width 10| in. (265.3 m/m.), Height 21/g in. (529 m/m.).
Length 5d/h in. (1,403 m/m.), Pi’ontal area 1 sq. ft. (0.0929 sq. m.).
IVeight,s.-^

eight 143

lb.s.

{65.2 kg.),

Weight/maximum

Oil

thrust ratio

a

0.52.

— 100/130
GKADii]. — AN-0-6.

Fuel Grade.

Grade gasoline.

—

CoN.suMPTioNS. Fuel consumption (noi’inal rating) 1.7 lb. /hr. /lb.
thrust, Fuel consumption (military rating) 1.65 Ib./hr./lb. thrust.
Oil consumption 2.6 Ib./hr. (1.135 kg./hr.).
Performance.- Military rating (static) 275 lbs. (124.8
36,000 r.p.m. at sea level. Normal rating (.static) 176

—

kg.) thrust at
lbs. (79.4 kg.>
thrust at 29,8,00 r.p.m. at sea level, Military rating (altitude)
217 lbs. (98.5 kg.) thrust at 36,000 r.p.m. at 10,000 ft. (3,060 m.)
at 600 m.p.h. (966 km.h.), Noi’mal rating (altitude) 168 lbs. (71.5
kg.) thrust at 36,000 r.p.m. at 10,000 ft, (3,060 m.) at 606 m.p.h.
(960 km.h.).

THE WESTINGHOUSE X19A.

— Continuous-cycle Turbojet with single-stage turbine and
six-stage axial-flow compressor.
COMi’RESSOB.— One-piece forged aluminium -alloy rotor with projecting
Tyre.

hub at front end over which a steel sleeve is shrunls for front
journal, and flange at rear end which is rigidly bolted to flange’
on front end of turbine rotor-shaft. Six rows of steel rotating
compressor blades held to rotor by ball roots. All rows have
same tip diameter and tip speed. Two-piece cylindrical cast
aluminium-alloy casing which holds five rows of stationary steel
compressor blades and three rows of aluminimn -alloy straightening
vanes. Two mounting lugs, one on front of oompressor casing
and one at rear of combustion chamber cover.
Combustion Chamber. Eight cellular combustion chamber units
each containing three stainless steel burner cells closed at front
ends, open at rear ends, and provided with large number of small
holes to admit airflow from compressor. Front ends of combustion
chamber units are connected to compressor, outlet, and rear ends
Fuel is injected
are connected to annular intake shimid of turbine.
through twenty-four nozzles, one in the closed end of each burner

—

cell.

Annular stainless steel easing with one row, of forty -five
One-piece stainless steel rotor disc
with integral hollow steel shaft. One row of thirty-two solid
Westinghouse K42B alloy blades attached to rotor by ball roots.
Exhaust Nozzle.-^ Welded stainless steel exhaust nozzle with insulating lagging around rear portion. Movable (two position) inner
cone varies outlet area and permits back pressure control.
Fuel System. One Pesco 2P689-A positive displacement fuel-pump,
capacity 0.6il cub. in./revolution. Twenty-four Monarch 10.6
U.S. gal./hr. F80PLP spray nozzles. Fuel pressure 600-50 lbs./
depending on altitude. Purolator
sq. in. (35.1-3.61 kg./sq. c/m.)
303 fuel-strainer.
Bearings and Lubrication. Compressor and turbine rotor supported
on three bearings, a ball thrust-bearing in front of combustion
chamber and two sleeve-type bearings, one in front of compressor
and the other in front of the overhung turbinC. One Pesco 694
pressure pump. One Nichols GC- 176 scavenge pump. Two PuroPressure-feed to main bearings, 40 lbs./
lator 303 oil filters.

Turbine.

Vitallium-alloy nozzle vanes.

—

—

—

Hollow cylindrical oil-cooler and
sq. in, (2.81 kg./sq. c/m.).
reservoir attached to front of compressor.
Starting System. Two Eclipse 1367 high-tension booster coils and
twenty -four Champion Y-5 short-reach spark-plugs, one in each
combustion chamber. Compressed-air starting ^on ground and

—

ram

starting in flight.

Control.

— One

.

Parker

6051-2-3/7D

four-way

m^ually-operated

fuel (throttle) valve.
»
DiMBNSiONS.—Width 21.5 in. (649 m/m.), Height 19 in. (482 m/m.).
Length 100.0 in. (2,532 m/m.), Frontal area 2.5 .sq. ft. (0.2322
sq. m.).

—

U.

*(60d)

S. A.

WESTiNGHOUSE~~cmitinued.

The Westinghouse X19B

axial-flow turbo-jet engine.

(Static military thrust

1,365 lbs. =620 kg.).

f'

Weights.—freight Dry 830

lbs. (376.8 kg.),

IVeight/maximiim thrust

Fuel Grade.-

303

100/130 grade gasoline.

—AN-0-6.

CoxsrnviPTioxs.-

—Fuel

oil

consumption (normal)

1.35 Ibs./hr./lbs. thrust.

—

PEaFOBiMAisrcE. MilitaTy rating (static) 1,363 lbs. (618.8 kg.) at 18,000
r.p.m. at sea level, Military rating (altitude) 657 lbs. (298.3 kg.) at
17,200 r.p.m. at 20,000 ft. (6,095 m.) at 300 m.p.h. (483 kni.h.).
Normal rating (altitude) 667 lbs. (257.4 kg.) at 16,260 r.p.m. at
20,000 ft. (6.095 ni.) at 300 m.p.h. (483 km.li.). Normal rating
(static) 1,157 lbs. (525.3 kg.) at 17,000 r.p.m. at sea level.

a

is

development of the

production

X19A.

Changes in design include externally mounted accessories for
better accessibility, a new type burner chamber ami vai'ious
other minor improvements.
Type. Contiiraons-oycle Turbojet with single-stage turbine and
six-stage axial-flow compressor.
Co&iBUSTiox Chamber. One cylindrical stainless steel combustion
chamber -wbich eontams a double annular burner basket. Holes
in the sides of the burner admit airflow fi’om the compressor.
Fuel is sprayed into burner bj^ twenty-foiu’ equally -spaced nozzles
located at extreme front of burner. Rear end of combustion
chamber is connected to annular intake shroud of turbine..
Bearings .and Lubrication. Compressor and turbine rotor supported
on three bearings, a ball thrust-bearing in front of combustion
chamber and two sleeve-type bearings, one in front of eompre.ssor

—

—

—

—

wrightT^

WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION (A DIVISION OF THE
CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION).
Office

30, RocKEFEijLEii,

:

Plaza,

New York

City,

N.Y.

The Wright Aeronautical Corpn., a division of the CnrtissWright Corpn., is understood to be developing a large airserewtiu'bine of its otvn design.
Ill

oil

overliung turbine.

One

addition, the Giu'tiss-Wright Corporation has acquired the

filter.

Nichols

cooler forms

One Purolator
iiressure and scavenge pump.
I'ressure fuel to bearings.
Hollow cylindrical
air inlet at front of engine.

—

Starting System. Two Eclipse 1367 high-tension booster coils and
two Cliampion 49 .spark jziiigs, one on each side of combustion
chamber. Eclipise 41 direet-oranking elertric starter with gearreducer.

—

Control, One We.stinghi'mse 29.1974 fuel throttle valve. One
Westinghouse 391550 governor.
Dimensions. Width 2r)fr3 in. (650 m/m.), Height 25ii, in. (653 m/m.),
Length (tail out with oil-cooler) lOl/jS in. {2,654 m/rn.), Length

—

(tail

THE WESTINGHOUSE X19B.
The X19B

Head

tlie

C 26C43032D64-A

ratio .61

Oil Gr.ade.

and the other in front of

3.S

out— witiiout

.sq. ft.

—

(0.352 sq.

oil-eooler)

Sliy';

in.

(2,043 m/rn.). Frontal area

in.).

WEIOHT.S. Weight (main poivcr ]ilant, ivitli oil-cooler, generator and
Viicuum-jmmi)) 826 lbs. (375 kg.), Weight (liooster powci* unit,
without oil-cooler, goneratoi- and vacuum or hydi'iiulic pump)
«
785 lbs. (356 kg.).
Fuel Gizade. 100/130 tn.d.ane.
AN-0-6.
Oil. Grade.
Consumptions. Fuel consumption (normal) 1.28 lbs./hr./li).s. thrust,
Oil consumption (normal) 1 U.S. gal. /hr. (3.78 litre.s/hr.).
'

—
—
—
—

Peri!'orm,ange.^ ^M ilitary rating (static) 1,365 lbs. (619.7 kg.) thrust at
18,000 r.p.m. at sea level, Normal z'ating (static) 1,175 lbs. (533.5
kg.) at 17,000 r.p.m. at sea level. Military rating (altitude) 525 lbs.
(238.5 kg.) thrust at 18,000 r.p.m. at 30,000 ft. (9,145 ni.) at 500
m.p.h. (805 kin.li.), Normal rating (altitudo) 465 lbs. (211.1 kg),
thrust at 17,000 r.p.m. at 30,000 ft. (9,145 m.) at 500 m.p.h. (805

km.h.).

exclusive rights in the United States aircraft field to certain
gas-tui’bine patents and applications of the A. B. Ljungstroms
Angturbm (Lungstroms Steam Turbine Go.) of Sweden. The
agreement between the two companies involves a number of
existing patents as well as a series of patents umv on file in the
U.S. Patent Office, together with any additional inventions that
the Ljungstroms company may make or acquire during the
period of the agreement.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
ALLISON.

:

;

:

f

C engine with integral supercharger, the V-1710C13, was installed in the Curtiss XP-40 in 1938.
The
and E models were both produced to meet the requirements of the Bell Aircraft Corpn., the D to operate as a pusher
and chive an airscrew through a 5 ft. (1.52 m.) extension shaft
for installation in the XFM-1 Aiz-aeizda, azzd the E to drive a
tractor airscrew through tin 8 ft. (2.44 m.) extezision shaft and
reznote gear-box for izistallation in the XP-39 Airacobra.
The developmezit ofi»the V-1710-F paralleled that of the E
with which it was almost completely interchangeable. The
F was designed for considerably higher outputs than the C znodel,
had 10% less frontal area, a higher airscrew thrust-line, shorter
overall length and was furnished in both right and left-hand
tractor models.
General descriptiozis of the curreiztiy-used models are given
hereafter.
These include the F30, which weighs 1,395 lbs. (683.5
kg.) and has a take-off rating of 1,475 h.p., and the E30, weighing
1,660 lbs. (748.2 kg.), the latter equipped with an Allison-built
azzxiliary-stage supercharger assembly and ctipable of developing
a maximum war emergency output of 1,825 h.p.
The V-1710 powers the North American P-82 Twin Mustang,
the only conventional -powered fighter being produced for the
IJ.S.A.A.P. in 1946. The latest model, on which delivery began
in the Autumn is rated at 2,300 h.p. and two of these give the
P-82 a zhaximum speed approachmg 500 m.p.h. (800 km.h.).
Allison has ,^lso designed and built several types of “buriedepgine” and shaft-drive installations, notably those of the
Bell P'-SO and P-63 and the Douglas XB-42.

altitude-rated

DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION.
Head OyiTiCE AND Woaaics : Indianapodis 0 , Ind,
General Manager: E. B. Hewill.
Assistant to General Manager H, L. Wilson.
Chief Engineer R. M. Hazen,
Assistant Chief Engineer T. S. McGrae.
Works Mlanager W. G. Guthrie,
The Allison Division of the General Motors Corpioration is
engaged in the production of high-performance liquid-cooled
aircraft engines and reaction-propulsion, power units.

THE ALLISON

:

The design and development of the Allison V-1710 twelvecylinder vee liquid-cooled engine was initiated in 1930.
The
first Y-1710-A completed a 50 hour development’test at a rating
of 750 h.p. at 2,400 r.p.xn. in 1932.
The V-IVIO-B was ,a re-design of the A for airship use. It was
unsupercharged and possessed a reversing feature which enabled
the engine to be reversed from full power in one direction to the
same condition in the other in 8 seconds. With the abandonment of the H.S. Navy rigid airship programme after the loss
of the Akron BXid. ilfacon. further development of the B engine
The first V-i710-C was delivered to the U.S. Army
ceased.
in 1933 and an engine of this type bompleted a 50 hour development test at a rating of 1,000 h.p, at 2,650 r.p.m. in the Spring
of 1935. T%e first p)ractical flight installation of the G model
was made in 1937 in the Curtiss XP- 3 7. This engine was the
V-1710-,CT0 with exhaust-driven turbo-supercharger. The first
:

D

TCT

U. S. A.

ALLISON— conlinMed.

is also engaged in the development and
The Allison
manufacture of airm-aft reacdion-propnlsion units. It is in
large-scale production with the General Electric 1-40 (J-33)
engine for tlie U.S.^-Vrmy and lias been the sole manufacturer of
these engines for installation in the Lockheed P-SO since October,

194.5.

THE ALLISION

—Twelve-oylindeicharged.
CYUN'nERs. — Bore

Tyt'e.

00°

Vee

V-1710-F31R.
liquid-cooled geared

and super-

;

studs and to eylinilers by nut threaded over each barrel.
head
Each cylinder-block secured to upper lialf of crankcase by fourteen
stud-liolts extending through the head.
Combustion chamber
has two intake and two exluuist valves and two diametricallyl:ij^

opposed sparking i-iiugs. Steel intake valve inserts. Forged
steel stellite-faced oxhaust valve inserts.
I’lsTov.s,
IMacluued frozn aluminium-alloy forgings. Three compression rings abo^o gudgeon pin, one ko 5-stone ring in the top
groove and two conventional rings, and two oil-control rings in a
single groove belo«'.
Floating gudgeon pin retained by snap
rings at eaeli end.
Fork
and blade type made from steel forgings
CoxNECTixG Rons.machined and shot-blasted. Coimectmg rod bearing consists of
two flanged steel sliells lined with niekel-silver-tin, aiicl is clamped
Centre portion of tlie
in the forked end by two bearing caps.

—

—

outside diameter of the bearing is covered with an overlay of
niekel-silver-tin which acts as journal for the blade rod.
Blade
rod fits around the overlay aizd is held in place by a single steel cap.
Bronze bearings pressed into small end. Big-end bearings lubLittle-end bearings
ricated under pressure from crankshaft.
lubricated by splash.
Each
ounter-balanced six-throw seven-bearing type.
Ckankshaft.
end of the shaft; has a nine-bolt flange which provide mountings
for
driving
the
splined
coupling
reduction
flexible
at tlie.fz'ont for a
gear pinion and at the rear for a dynamic torsional vibration
Splined to the hub of the dynamic balancer is the outer
lialancer.
inarnber of a hydraulic clamper. An inner member is connected
outer
rigid member by a flexible quill shaft and reacts
to the
against the, outer member through a liydraulie medium to minimize
This damper
single-node low-lrequeney torsional vibration.
provides the driving comiection between the accessories housing
crankshaft.
and the
svo aluminium castings split on horizontal centre-line.
Ckankcase.
Large studs on the face of the upp^r half pass through main bearing webs on lower half to clamp the two halves over the bearing
All main bearings are steel flanged shells lined with nickel
shelLs.
Centro main bearing provided with faced flanges
•silver-tin.
vvhioii bear on the centre crank cheeks to provide axial location
Cast magnesium-alloy oil pan bolts to tlie
I'or the crankshaft.
bottom of crankeaae lower half and provides breatliing passages

—

—

between crankcase compartments.
ends of the
VaijVE Gear.

Oil

is

scavenged from both

oil pzan.

—

wo inlet and two exhaust valves per cylinder.
Single camStellite-faced sodiuin-eooled niehronie-alloy valves.
shaft operates six rocker-arm a.s.seinblies on top of each cylinder-

block. Each camshaft driven by bevel gears through separate
Pressure lubrication
inclined shafts from the accessory housing.
through hollow camshaft.
iNDtrcTioN. Bendix Stroraherg Model PD-12K2 two-barrel injection
type carburettor with automatic mixture control on rear of accessSupplies fuel directly on the supercharger impeller
ories housing.
w'hich delivers the fuel-air mixture to the ramshorn-type intake

—

manifolds.

(6M)

vanes and

tlio_ other 15 matched curved guide vanes, maiutainiiig
matched relationship through a eominon spline on tlie impeller

shaft.
Fuel-air mixture flows through a six -vane diffuser into
the scroll and thence through the branched manifold sy;stem in
the vee betw'een the cylinder-blocks. Backfire screen in each
branch manifold.
Ignition.—-Dual high-tension Scintilla Tj'pe DFLN-5 magneto and
two distributors driven by camshafts.
Airscrew Drive. 2 1 reduction. External spur gear. Ainsorew
shaft supported at front end by the ball thrust bearing and at the
rear by a large roller-bearing. The pinion gear is mounted between
two_ plain hearings and is splined to and driven by the eriSnkshaft flexible coupling.
The airscrew' shaft-line is iS-J in. (20.95
o/m.) above the crankshaft centre-line.
The front scavenging oil
pump is located in the reduction gearjion.sing and the airscrew
governor is mounted on the rear of the housing in the vee of the
cylinder -bloeks. The housing i.s also provided with oil passages to
•snppb' both governor and engine oil pressure I'or hydromat ic
airscrew' operation.
Reduction gear teeth are lubricated by an oil
nozzle supplying three jets of oil directly oji t^e teeth.
Lubrication. Pressure system. Circulation maintained by single
pressure pump and two scavenge pump.s, all of the simple gear
type.
Constant pressure maintained by a pressuro-sensitivc
balanced relief valve. Spring-loaded check valve prevents oil
entering system when engine is stopped. Large tube id upper
half of crankcase distributes oil to main bearings, throng^ which
it enters liollow portions of crankshaft.
This tube also carries
oil to reduction gears, reduction gear pinion bearings, and airscrew governor pad. Oil for accessory drives and valve gear is
carried by tube.s and drilled passages in accessory housing.
Oil
from valve gear drains to crankcase through passages at both ends
of cylinder -block.
Oil for the hydraulic vibration damper operation is also supplied from the engine pressure system."
^
Accessories,-^ Accessory housing mounted directly "^n the rear of
the crankcase and contains the supercharger and drives for the
coolant pump, camshafts, fuel pump, two vacuum pumps, main
oil pump, tachometers, generator and magneto.
Dimensions. Weights and Peepobmanoe. See Table.

—

:

.

o..5 in.
(139.7 in/m.), Stroke 6 in. (152.4 m/m.],
1.710 cub. in. (2S litres).
Compression ratio 9.65 L
Two cylintler bloeks of six cylinders each comprising a oast
alumininm-ailoy cylinder head, six hardened steel cylinder barrels
and a cast alumimium-alloy cooling jacket. Barrels held in head
by a shrink-fit and are enclosed by coolant jacket. .Jacket secured

Capacity

to

—

-

i

.

STJUEECHARGER,--Contained in the accessory housing and is driven
from the flexible iimer member of the hydraulic vibration damper.
The impeller unit consists of two components, one having 15 radial

—

—

THE ALLISON V-1710-F30R

and F30L.

and left-hand airscrew
the Lockheed P-38L twin-engined

The V-1710-F30B and F30L

(right

drive), -which -were used in
fighter monoplane, are similar to the V-W10-F31R except that
they are fitted with independently-mounted exhaust-driven

turbo-superchargers.

THE ALLISON
The V-1710-E30

is

V-1710-E30.
basically similar to the previously-described

it has its external spur reduction
gear driven by an 8 ft. (2.44 m.) extension, shaft, and a variable
hydraulic drive to a second-stage auxiliary supercharger. This
engine is installed in the Bell Kingeobrain which the power -unit
is mounted in the fuselage behind the pilot.
Airscrew Drive. Outboard reduction gear box and airscrew
mounting connected to the engine by an extension shaft composed
of two flanged shafts, each 2.5 in. (63 m/m.) in diameter and 48 in.
(122 m/m.) long and supported at the centre by a self-a,lighing ballThe reduction gear casing consists of two
bearing mount.
aluminium-alloy castings which support the airscrew shaft, thrustbearing, reduction gear and pinion gear. The reduction gear is
an external tout gear bolted to a flange on the airscrew shaft. Tlie
airscrew shaft is supported at the front end by a ballthrust-bea-ring
and at the rear by a large roller-bearing. The pinion gear is
i-nounted between two roller -bearings and is driven by the extension
shaft through an internally splined flexible coupling. Reduction
gear teeth are lubricated by an oil nozzle supplying three jets of
A combined pressure and scavenge oil
oil directed on the teeth,
pump is mounted on the front of the reduction gear housing and

V-1710-F31II except that

—

_

,

provides oil pressure to the oil no'zzle and scavenges the case. Oil
On tho roar face of
is supplied from a separate external bank.

S

5

U.

(6^d)

S. A.

ALUSON-~-oontmmil

The 1,500 h.p, Allison V-1710-E30 twelve-cylinder Vee liquid-cooled engine.
the casing drives are 23i'ovided for two gun-synchronizers and an
airscrew governor. Drive to the extension shaft is transmitted
through a flexible splined coupling to a flange bolted to the front
end of the crank-shaft.
ee Table.
Weishts and Pkri’Oum.ance.

—

THE ALLISON
The V-3420

.

V-3420.

a twenty -four-cyliiider four-bank doublecrankshaft version of the V-1710 for which an Air Corps experimental contract was originally received in 1937, It is virtually
two V-1710 60° vee twelve-cylinder units mounted on a common
erSnkcase with a 30° angle between the centre-lines of the
inner banlcs of cylinders, the two side-by-side cranlcshafts being
geared together to drive a single airscrew shaft.
Nearly all parts of the powder section are interchangeable
with the V-1710E and F series. These include crankshafts,
connecting-rods, pistons, complete cylinder assemblies including
valve-gear and holding-down studs, intalve manifolds, ignition
assemblies and radio shielding. This leaves only the crankcase assembly and main bearings which are not interchangeable.
The reduction gear bolts on to the front of the crankcase, and
several parts of this gear are interchangeable with that of the
V-1710-F model.
The accessory housing is designed for building up for either
crankshaft rotation simi^ly by the addition of an opposite-hand
starter-dog.
By special machining of the housing the crankis

shafts can be rotated in opposite directions to give a practically
zero-torque power-plant, with advantages for single-engine
installation.
its own damping provisions but the
such a way as to damp between shafts
as well. With this arrangement practically any type of extension
shaft and reduction gearing oombination can be applied to the

Each crankshaft has

dampers are geared

in

engine.

The engine is provided with a gear-driven single-speed supercharger, augmented by a General Elleetric exhaust-driven
turbo-supercharger. Carbur)3,tion i.s by a Bendix-Strornberg
PT-12E1 three-barrel injection-type downdrauglit carburettor
with automatic mixture control.

The first Army contract for this power-unit was for six V-3420-3
engines but this was modified in September, 1940, to six V-3420reduction-gear
and exten.sion shafts.
with
dual-rotation
Development was then shelved owing to the U.S. Army’s need
for the V-1710 engine and it was not until May, 1942, that a
further contract was awarded for the development of an installation with a new two-stage supercharger suitable for the B-29.
Fiu’ther delays occurred and the first flight of the XB-39, as this
aircraft was designated, did not take place until December 9,
1944.
In the meantime the V-3420 had been earmarked for
the P-7o fighter but by the time this aircraft was ready for production the U.S. Army did not feel justified in proceeding with
the large-scale production of a new type at that stage of the war.

ALLISON LIQUiD>COOLED ENGINES
Eugino Type

No

V.1710-E19

V.1710-E30

V-1710-F31R

5.5 in. X 6 in.
(139.7 X 162.4 m/m.

5.5 in. X 6 in.
(139.7 X 152.4 m/m.)

of Cylinders

Bore and Stroke
Capacity

.

5.5 in. X 6 in.
(139.7 X 152.4 m/m.)

6.5 in. x 6
(193,7 X 162.4

1,710 cu. in. (28 litres)

1,710 eu. in. (28 litres)

Compression, Ratio

Blower

6.00

E.atio

8.1

7.64

;

;

in.

(28 litres)

1,710 cu. in. (28 litres)

3,420 cu.

in.

(56 litres)

:

0.447

100/130

:

1

1,500 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m.

—

Ratings ^Normal
(max. continuous)

1,000 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. 1,000 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. 1,100 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. 1,000 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m. 2,100 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m.
at 13,200 ft.
at 21,000 ft.
at 30.000 ft.
at 14,000 ft.
at 25,000 ft.
(4,030 in.)
(6,410 ni.)
(9,115 m.)(4,270 m.)
(7,625 m.)
1,125 h.p, at 3,000 r.p.m, 1,150 h.p. at 3,000r.p.m. 1,475 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m. 1,125 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m. 2,600 h.p. at 3,000 r.p.m.
at 15,000 ft.
at 27,500 ft.
at 30,000 ft.
at 16,000 ft.
at 25,000 ft.
(4,576 m.)
(8,390 m.)
(9,150 m.)
(4,575 m.)
(7,625 m.)

.:

Military
(15 min, only)

Weight Dry

Width

1,710 cu,

5.5 in. X 6 in.
(139.7 x 152.4 m/m.)

1

j

Octane No.

Dimensions
Length
Height

in.

m/m.)

8.1
1
1 (engine stage)
1 (auxiliary stage) (plus turbo -supercharger)

Gear Batio

Take-off Power

,

V-1710-F30R andE30L

1,435 lb. (051.0 kg.)

...

.

.1

..j
.

1,396

lb.

(633.5 kg.)

-

(f,

-

1,660 lb. (753,6 kg.)

.

i

194.00 in. (4,928 m/m)
36.50 111
(930ni/m)
29.28 in. (744 m/m)
.

208

in. (6,285

m/m)

4Q.26 m. (1,021 m/m)
29.28 in. (744 m/m)

85.81 in. (2,180 m/m)
37.65 in. (930 m/m)
29.28 in. (744 m/m)

85.81 in. (2,180 m/m)
36.75 in. (932 m/m)

29.28

in.

(744 m/rn)

100.00 in. (2.532
34.00 in. (863
56.00 in. (1,421

m/m)
m/m)

m/m)

—

U.

S. A.

MLUSON-^ continued.
The V-:U20, therefore, never got beyond the experimental
stage althoiijlli considerable flying experience was gained with
the engine in the Douglas XB-lOA, the Fisher XP-75, and the

V-3420-S with two 12 ft. (3.6C m.) extension shafts and single
reduction-gear to drive contra-rotating airscrews ; the V-3420-7,
with T-drive from engine to right-angle gear-boxes for^ whig
mounting, with extension shafts to airscrews; the V-3420-11
with right-hand airscrew drive; the V-3420-13 with loft-Iiand
airscrew drive and a different blower ratio
and the V-3420-15
with a 7.25 1 compression ratio.
dimensions. Weights and Performance. -Sea Table.

Boeing XB-39.

Two basic e'igines are available, the
Series, in which both
crankslrafts rotate in the same direction, and the
Series, in
Avhich the crankshafts rotate in opposite directions.
Individual
engines in these Series developed during the war included the

A

B

;

:

CAMERON.
CAMERON AERO ENGINE CORPORATION.
Head Office and Woeks
545, North 3rd
:

Street,

Reading, Pennsylvania.
President

Everett

;

S.

Cameron.

The Cameron Aero Engine Corpn. has recently been formed
manufacture a series of air-cooled engines suitable for touring
and training aircraft. Drawings and specifications have been
to

H

[)repared for a lour-eyhnder in-line inverted engine designed
for 125 li.p. ; a. six-cylinder inverted engine designed for 185
h.p.
and a twelve-cylinder inverted vee engine designed for
370 h.p.
The four-cylinder engine is being developed first,
and an example of this engine was exhibited in public for the
first time at the 1946 Clei^eland Aero Show.
The special featiue of the Cameron engine is the design of the
cylinder combustion chambers and location of the intake and
exhaust valves directly opposite each other and operating in a
horizontal plane. ^ The cool incoming charge impmges directly
on the exhaust valve, cooling the valve and usmg the heat of
the valve to volatilise the fuel/air mixture. The entire intake
valve mechanism including valves, seats, guides and rockerarms may be removed for inspection and overhaul without
disturbing the cylinders. Exhaust rocker arms and shafts

--A-

[I

,..

;

are removable from the housings without removing the housings
from the cylinder,s and through the apertures caused by removing
the intake vah'e housings the exhau.st valves and seats are
accessible for inspection and may be lapped in the cylinders.
Another feature of the engine is that it may be mounted in
inverted or upright position, necessitating only slight changes
in the oil leads.

THE CAMERON

—

Tyre. Four-cylinder
Cylinders. Bore 4-J
Capacity 301 cub.

—

The 125

in.

in.

:

design.

—

—

Ignition. Dual ignition system consisting of two distributors, two
high-tension coils and two plugs per cylinder. Radio shielding.
Lubrication. Dry-sump system. Three-stage gear type enginedriven pump, containing one set of pressure and two sots of scavenge
gears, on starboard side of engine.
Airscrew Drive. ^Direct-drive. S.A.E. No. 10 .spline. Standard

—

—

—

fixed-pitch or controllable-pitch airscrew.
Accessories. Accessory housing bolted to rear end of crankcase,
providing mounting pads and drives for right and left ignition di.stributors or magnetos, starter, generator, fuel-pump and tachometer.
Fuel-pump and tachometer drives on port and starboard side of
all other accessories mounted
accessory drive housing respectively
on the rear. All drives driven from a spur gear splined to rear
end of craulvshaft.
Dimensions. Overall length (tip of airscrew hub to rear of starter)
46| in. (1.147 m.), Lateral distance between centres of engine
mountings 13jf in. (0.336 m.). Longitudinal distance between centre
of engine mountings 17:J; in. (0.427 m.).

—

—

main

Deep-groove radial ball thrust bearing, with
bearings.
combination plastic and synthetic rubber oil seal to prevent leakage
between thrust bearing retainer and crankcase.
transverse
casting
ineorporatmg
Crankcase. Magnesium -alloy
integral webs at each main bearing location. Magnesium-alloy
caps.
Full
length
cover
plate.
bearing
Valve Gear.^ One inlet and one exhaust valve, directly-opposed,
Inlet valve, valve .seat, valve guide and rocker
in each cylinder.
arm in two housings readily removable from cylinder. Exhaust
in
cylinder, but exhaust rocker arm.s and shafts
"calvo and seat
removable from housings. Alloy steel tube camshafts in crankcase, one on each side, with cam lobes keyed and brazed to shafts.
Shafts didven through spur gears from rear end of crankshaft.

—

;

—

—

'

Dry Weight. —^Under
Performance.

AIRCRAFT

:

Muskegon and Detroit, Mich.

President and General Manager C. J. Reese,
Executive Vice-President and Seesetary: B. P. Tobin, Jr.
Vice-President in charge of Engineering and Manufacturing
L. P. Kalb.
A. Wild.
Vice-President and Manager, Aircraft Division
Vice-President in charge of Sales and Service, Aircraft Div:

:

:

D. H. HollowelL
Chief Engineer, Aircraft Division: J. W. Kiimucan.
Treasurer: H. W. Vandeven.
In 1928, Continental Motors Cor;poration, one of the largest
automobile engine manufacturers in the World, produced a
sleeve-valve radial air-cooled aero-engine ineorporatmg the
Argyll (Burt-McColIum) patents, which had been purchased by
the Corporation from the British Argyll Company in 1925.
In 1931 the 38 h.p. A40 flat-four was put on the market.
This was followed by the A50, A65, A75 and A80 engines, the
popularity of which resulted in over 8,000 Continental flat-four
engines being produced up to the outbreak of war.
The Continental A65 engine was adopted Ijy the U.S. Arrny
under the designation 0-170 as the standard engine for use in
:

lbs. (91 kg.).

rated power 125 h.p. at 2,500
cruising power 110 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m.

r.p.in.

of the “Grasshopper” type. Aircraft
using this engine included the Taylorcraft L-2, Aeronca L-3
and Piper L-4.
The new post-war light engines now in production are the
A05-8, C75-12, C85-12, AlOO-2, C115-2, 0125-2, E166 and E185.
In the larger engine class the R-9A and GR-9A nine-cylinder
radials replace the former W-670 engine,?, which were used in
training aircraft and tanks during the war and are now out of
production.
During the latter part of the war the Continental Motors
Corpn. was designated by the War Department to build the
Packard Rolls-Royce Merlin V-1650 engine. Production began
The Detroit plant
in 1944 in the company’s Muskegon plant.
was then engaged in tank engine manufacture.
A subsidiary of the Continental Motors Corpn. the Continwas for many years
ental Aviation and Engineering Corpn.
engaged on the development of a high-powered liquid-cooled
engine. This power-plant, which carried the designation 1-1430,
was a twelve-cylinder inverted 60° vee geared f(jhd supercharged
engine with a cubic capacity of 1,425 cub. in. (23.3 litres). The
most recent model had a war emergency power<putput of 2,100
h.p. at 3,400 r.p.m.,, which gave a power/weight ratio of .69
The 1-1430 was installed in a niimber
Ibs./h.p. (0.312 kg./h.p.).
of experimental types of aircraft, including fighters built by
all light liaison aircraft

CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION,
ENGINE DIVISION.
Head Office Muskegon, Mich.

THE

ision

200

—Normal

Recommended

CONTiNENTAL.

:

Cameron C4-1-E1 engine.

Caeburation.—Stromborg Model PSo injection carburetter on port
side with cast magnesium manifold bolted to intake valve housings.
Provision for ultimate fitting of direct fuel injection of Cameron

(120.6 m/m.). Stroke 4| in. (107.9 m/m.),
1.
(4.9 litres), Compression ratio 6.40

Cylinder barrel and head with external cooling fins east in one in
ehrome-niekol alloy iron and machined all over.
Pistons. Aluminium-alloy. Three compression and one oil control
Pistons drilled between oil control ring and gudgeon-pin
ring.
boss for return of excess oil, and are internally ribbed.
Connecting Rods. Machined from alloy steel and drilled for pressure
Split big-end contains steel-backed
lubrieaticnr to gudgeon pin.
bearing identical to and interchangeable with crankshaft main
“Oilite” bu.shing push-fitted in small end.
bearing.
Crankshaft. High carbon steel forging, hollow throughout for oil
transmission and low weight. Supported on five steel-backed

Works

h.p.

C4-I-E1.

in-line inverted -air-cooled.

—

Curtiss, Bell,

Loekhoed and McDonnell.

—

*

^

CONTiNENTA L^conlimied.

Air throttle
ongine-ih’Lvou pump supplies fuel to injoetor unit.
valve at entraueo to engine intalw manifold. -'\IanuaI control to
in
flight.
mixture
adjusts
«>
injector unit

iGNiTtos.

— Eiseniann

Lubkicatiox.

— Oil

at

AAl-A

dtnxl

30 Ibs./sq.

magnetos.*

in. (2.1

1

kg./sq. e/m.) passes througli

hollow orankshait to erauk-jxins and al.so passes through tappet,
push-rod and roeker-arin to^raekor-arm buslii»g and vSlve-tip.
A^ah’e-stem azid guide lubricated by splasli. Oil returned to ci’ankease by way of push-rod housings. I'ressure filter aud relief-valve
in crankcase.

Airscrew Drive.-—R.H. tractor. Direct, No. 0 S.A.E.
Dimexsioxs. Weights axu Performaxce. See Table.

—

THE CONTINENTAL

taper.

C75 SERIES.

Tins Series includes the 075-12 and 12 J with dual magnetos
and Delco-Remy starter and generator and tlie C75-12F with

Hanged eranksliaft. The J following tlie serie.s number .signifies
that fuel injection is .substituted for the Stromberg carburettor.
The J engine i.s approximately 2.1 lb.s. (1.12 kg.) lieauier than the
carburetted models.
General constructional details are similar to those of the
previously described AflS Series. For other details see Table.

The 65

h,p. Continental

A65-8 engine.

THE CONTINENTAL A65 SERIES.
Type. Four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled,
Cylinpers, Bore 3| in. (98.43 m/m.). Stroke 3|_ in. (92 m/m.).
Capacity 171 cub. in. (2.8 litres). Compi'ession ratio 6.3 1. Heattreated cast aluminium-alloy heads screwed and shrunk on to
forged-steel barrels. Valve-seat inserts and spark-plug bushings
Bronze valve-guides.
of aluminium-bronze.

— —

:

PiSTOXS.

—Lo-Ex

duralumin-alloy.

Trunk

type.

Full

floating

gudgeon pin located by end-plugs. Two compression, two scraper
rings, one above and one below gudgeon pins.
Connecting Rods. Forged steel. Split big-ends carry replaceable
Bronze bushing.s pre.ssed
thin-Bhell steel-back cadmium bearings.
into gudgeon pin ends.
Ubankshaft.—-One-piece, four-throw, chromium-nickel-raolybdenum

—

steel forging, drilled for lubrication, runs in three steel-backed
cadmium bearings, one of which is at middle of shaft. Plain thrust
faces on airsorew-end throw and on shoulder near airscrew so that
either tractor or pusher airscrews can be used.
Crankcase. Two-piece heat-treated aluminium casting divided at
vertical lengthwise plane through crankshaft. Rigid transverse
webs carry main bearings and camshaft journals. Rawhide seal

The 100

—

h.p. Continental

THE CONTINENTAL

AlOO engine.

085 SERIES.

The CSo

Series is identical to the C-75 Series except that the
CSo carburettor ha.s a 1-| in. (29 m/m.) venturi as compared with
The normal rated r.p.m. of
l-/k in. (33.2 m/m.) for the C75.
the C85 is increased from 2,275 to 2,600 and the cruising r.p.m.
from 2,125 to 2,400. The rated output is consequently increased
from 75 to 85 h.p. For other details see Table.

THE CONTINENTAL A100 SERIES.
The AlOO

is

The CT15

is

a six-cylinder version of the AtiS, the principal
parts and components of these two engines being interchangeable.
There are tavo models, the AlOO-l with the S.A.E. No. 10 splined
crankshaft and the Al()0-2 with the S.A.E. No. 3 flanged .shaft.
For further particulans see Table.

THE CONTINENTAL

CIIS-I.

a six-cylinder horizontally-opposed engine using
the cjflinders of the C75 engine.
General eon.structional details

The Continental C75/C85

Series engine of 75-85 h.p.

leakage at airscrew. Four engine-mounting bosses for
m/m.) bolts at rear of crankcase.
Vaeve Gear. One hardened steel inlet-valve and one heat-resisting
austenitic oxhaust-valve per cylinder, each operated through
rocker-arm, ball-ended push-rod and Wiloox-Bich hydraulic
prevents

i-in. (9.5

oil

—

all sealed to prevent external oil leakage.
Cast Prefer all
camshaft has six hardened cams (intake cams are common to
opposing cylinders). Three hardened journals and overhung
eccentric at airscrew end to run fuel pump.
Induction System. Single up-draught Stromberg NA-S3A1 carburrettor supplies mixture to east-aluminium X-manifold with
exliaust-heaied hot-siiot. Steel intake pipes connect manifold to
intake ports. Fuel injection system available as alternative.
Engine -driv’en injector mn.s at half engine speed and has four
reciprocating plungers, one for each cylinder. Each supplies fuel
to automatic discharge nozzle in intalie pipe to each cylinder.
Fuel flow to injector controlled by one needle valve in central
passage from which all plungers are supplied. Cohstant-pressure

tappet,

—

The Continental C115-C125 engine

of

115-125 h.p.

O

,

t

U. S* A.

(65d)

CONTINENTAL--crmUnued.
THE CONTINENTAL HORIZONTALLY-OPPOSED ENGINES.

y
_

1 -,

^

1

Eughie

Boro

Motlel

*»

Stroke.

Capacity

i

Paited

Cruising
r.p.m.

|

A6.5-S

HJV in.

in.

(98. 4H

m/in.)

C75.12

(9*2

CS5-12

(92 in/tn.)

in.

(98,43 ni/m.)

C115-2

-t,’,,

0125-2

1

65

i

1

5 in.
!

2,050

188 cub. in.
(3.08 litres)

85 h.p. at
2,575 r.p.m.

2,300

256 cub.

100 h.p. at
2,350 r.p.m.

2,115

115 h.p. at
2,350 r.p.m.

2,11.5

125 h.p. at
2,550 r.p.m.

2,300

165 h.p. at
2,050 r.p.m.

1,8.50

282 cub.

iji.

282 cub.

in.

in.

(4.6 litres)

4 in.
(101.6 m/m.)

4

in.

(4.6 litres)

(92 m/rn.)

5 in,

in.

471 cub.

in.

(7.6 litres)

471 cub.

in.

!

(101.6

m/m.)

(7.6 litre.s)

No.
73

'20

73

182 lbs.

2l-iin.

73

182 lbs.

21 Jin.
(540 m/m.)

73

223 lbs.

24f

(101.2 kg.)

73

267 lbs.
(116.6 kg.)

73

257 lbs.
(116.6 kg.)

335

2,075

30/jg in.
(7'22 m/m.)

(800 ni/m.)

3 1 g in.
(804 m/m.)

31jSi.
(800 ni/m.)

'

3n

314

31 f in.

hi.

in.

(804 in/in.)

(800 m/m.)

41fin.

31 1 in.
(800 in/m.)

in.

m/m.)

24J in.
(628 m/rn.)

(1,058 m/rn.)

24J in.
(628 m/m.)

{1,0.58 rn/ra.)

41|

41t

46§l

25?ji! in.

31| in.
(800 m/ra.)

ill.

in.

It

14 in.

(800 m/m.)

in.

33iL§ in.

(650 m/m.)

(1,183

/m.)

(848 m/m.)

2515 in.
(650 m/m.)

40|I in.
(l,183"m/m.)

(848 m/ui.)

80

lbs.

Width

{1,058

(132 kg.)

1

Lengtli

(628 m/m.)

80

lbs.

(132 kg.)

1

in.

(540 in/m.)

(82.6 kg.)

335

fp,

(516 rn/m.)

(82.6 kg.)

185 h.p. at
2,300 r.]3.m.

in.

1

(127 m/rn.)

Dry

Height

(79.9 kg.)

75 h.p. at
2,275 r.p.m.

(4.2 litres)

Octane

176 lbs.

2,300 r.p.m.

in.

Weight

2,150

(3.08 litres)

(92'jn/m.)

i

m/m.)

(127 m/m.)
E1S.5

4 A; in.
103.2 m/iii.)

35

in.

1,',

103.2

1

(

in.

10,3.2 in/in.)

(

188 cub.

in.

m/m.)

AlOO-2

E

in.

(92 ni/in.)

4yV in(103.2

05 h.p. at

171 cub. ill.
(2.04 litres)

Vn/m.)

3

iu.

103.2 m/ni.)

{

1

Output

1

111

in.

—

ne master -rod and eight link rods of forged
inaehined all over. Master-rod bearing of “silver -grid”
This bearing consists of a steel shell with silver lining.
The inner surface has a diamond-shaped “waffle-iron” i>attern,
the cavities of which are filled with babbitt metal.
Chakicshaft. Forged steel two-piece type, clamped at the rear cheek.
Rear counterweight fitted with torsional vibration clamper. Rear
main bearing of “silver-grid” type.
CinUiTKCASB. Cast aluraihium, divided at front main bearing support.
Valve Gear. ^Two inclinecl fully-enclosed valves per cylinder.
Intake valve of forged steel with solid stem. Exhaust valve has
Pressure lubrication.
sodium-filled hollovv stem.

CosNECTiNG Rods.'
steel

type.

—

——

The Continental E165/E185

series engine of

165-185

are the same as for the previously-described
further details see Table.

THE CONTINENTAL

h.p.

models,

For

C125-1.

similar to the C-115 except that the normal
rated r.p.m. is increased from 2,350 to 2,550, with a consequent
step-up in power from 115 to 125 li.p. For further details see

The C-125

is

Table.

THE CONTINENTAL

El 65

AND

El 85.

These two six-cylinder engines were originally developed
dtu'ing wartime tmder Army supervision but have since been
The El 65 develops its full 165 h.p. at
I'efined for civil use.
the unusually low direct-drive airscrew speed of 2,050 r.p.m.

E 185 the r.p.m. is increa,sed to 2,300 r.p.m. with a conLow-pre.ssure fuel injection
serjuent step up in pow'er to 185 h.p.
systems are optional equipment for both engines. For further
particulars see Table.
In the

THE CONTINENTAL R-9A AND

GR-9A.

direct-drive (R-9A)
— Nine-oyliruler radial
(GR-9A).
(19I
(127 m/m.), Stroke
CYLixmsii.s. — Bore
CompreBsion

or geared

air-cooled,

qq-i-K.

in/m.), Capmty
5 in.
hast
1.
ratio 6.3
971.9 cub. in. (15.9 litres).
aluminium head screwed and shrufSk on to a forged steel barrel.oi
one
and
rings
Forged aluminium. Three compression
in.

IhsTONS.

—

scraper
plugs.

ring

above

gudgeon-pin.

Pin

:

by aluminium

located

The Continental 525

R-9A

h.p.

ladial air-coooled engine.

THE CONTINENTAL R-9A AND GR-9A.
Engine
Model

Take-off Power

Normal rated
Horsepower

525 h.p.

at 2,300 r.p.m.
at 4,000 ft.
(1,220 m.)

Recommended
Cruising power

330 h.p.
at 2,100 r.p.m.
at 8,500 ft.
(2,690 rn.)

600 h.p.

R.9A

at 2,300 r.p.m.

GR-9A

Gear
Ratio
'

Diameter

Weight

Fuel

Length

Grade

Dry

—

705

lb.

(320 kg,)

,

54.2 in.
(1,146 m/ni.)

42.5 in.
(1^079 mini.)

45.2 in.
(1,146 m/in.)

43.9 in.
(1,116 m/m.)

91/96

m

.

330 h.p,
650 h.p.
600 h.p.
at 2,100 r.p.m.
at 2,500 r.p.m.
at 2,600 r.p.m,
airscrew r.p.m.) (1,313 airscrew r.p.m.) .626
(1,625 airscrew' r.p.m.) (1,563
at 8,500 ft.
4,CT)0 ft.
at
r.p.m.)
at 2,600
(2,590 m.)
(1,220 m.)
1

.

^

745
;

1

1b.

(338.2 kg.)

"

«.

100/130

—

—

B

O

U. S. A.

CONTI NENTA L-conMnucd.
System. — endix
Type Q'Di)A3
SuPEEcSiAKaER. — Geai'ed centrifugal type with 8.12
iNDiifTiO'S'

St i-ouiberg

pi'essiiro-type.

in.

Lubrication.

—

^13ry-sninp type witli full jiressure lubrication to all

juufual bearings and to

iuitomtitic! eai’biii'ettop.

(20. G

c/rn.)

impeller ruiming at 10.15 times crankshaft speed.
Ignition. Two Scintilla magnetos with radio -shielded harness.
T\yo Champion Model RC-35-S sparking-plugs per cylinder.

Airscrew DRWE.V-Direet
in GR-OA.

ail

in

rocker

rnec}iani.sni.s.

»

Epicyelic rwJuotion gear (.023

R-OA.

Dimensions, WEiuHTj|ANo|RERFOR*\i.vNCE.

—SeojTabl#.
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FRANKLIN,
AIRCOOLED MOTORS,

Hevd Oefice

INC.

Works: Syracuse, N.Y.

President and General Manager
C. F. B. Roth.
Vice-President and Chief Engineer Carl T. Doman.
Secretary and Treasui’er
A. A. Pieper.
:

:

:

In developing the Franklin aero-engine, Aircooled Motons,
Inc. i.s carrying ibrward the experience of more than forty
years.
The Corporation owns the name, trade-mark and all the
patents of the former Franklin Automobile Company under
which call Franklin air-cooled engines are hiiilt. In 194.5 the
Corponition wa.s bought by the Republic Aviation Corpn.

The Corporation produced the first of its very successful series
of light horizontally-opposed air-cooled engines in 19.38. Up
to the outbreak of vrar it had placed on the market engines of
four and six cylinders ranging in output from 65 to 150 h.p.
It has been the object of the Corporation to design a series of
engine so*’fchat it is possible to interchange parts to get a broad
power range.
Aircooled Motors, Inc. has been very active in- the development
of self-cooled aircraft engines both for helicopter and conventional
installations.
cooling-fan is incorporated as an integral
part of the engine and together with aii- housings will permit a
totally-submerged engine installation in either the vertical or
horizontal position.

The 130

h.p. Franklin

6A4-130-B3 engine.

A

The

})re-war models, having been redesigned, are obsolete

and will no longer bn manufactured. The new engines .supplanting them comprise three basic models
a four-cylinder and two
:

six-cylinder models covering a range of 75 to 225 h.p.
horizontally-opposed and direct-drive.

All are

FRANKLIN AIRCDOLED EN&INES.
Ti'PE.

—Four

or

aix-eylinder,

horizontal ly-opposed,

direct-drive

air-cooled.

CvLiNDERS.— One-piece aluminium-alloy with
Attiiehed to crankcase by
nuts.

reinovtihle iron liner.
integral hold-down flange and studs and

—

Two
Pistons. Trunk-typo, aluminium-alloy permanent-inould.
compression and one oil ring ]Jer piston.
CRAXKSH.vrT. Otie-pieco steel lurging with SAE staudaril airscrew
.sliaft flange.
Main anil connecting roil bearings steel- backed and

—

copper-lead faced.
Cha:n icoa.se. ^i\.linniniuni-al]oy in two liaJvtvs, split vertically. .'Detaohal:>le wet oil-smiip vtnderneafh.
Vat.ve Gear.
ne overhewl inlet and ovorlienil exhaust valve per
eylinder actuated by push-rods thraugli rocker-anns tvith adjustable
tappets. Wilcox-liich hydraulic valve lifters provide zero- clearance
regardle.ss of engine tornporature.
\^al\'e-gear totally enclo,sed

—

and internally lubricated.
Carburation. Marvol-Schehler float-type carburettor wifih altitudecontrol and idle cut-off, or Bondix-Stromberg pre.ssnre-type non-

—

icing oarbiirettor.

TSfot

op)tional.

Remarks.— Some models

are entirely self-eooled by means of an
fan directly connected to the crankshaft. Air
housings are provided wdiich make these engines suitable for
integi’al axial-flow

submerged

installations.

THE FRANKLIN

—

4A4‘B3.

Type. Four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
OYErNHERS. I-jore 4J- in. (114.3 ni/m.), Stroke 3^ in. (88.9 m/ra.).
Capacity 225 cub. in. (3.0 litres), Compression ratio 7,0 1.
Octane No. 80.
AccEssoRiES,~Dual magnetos, float-tyiie carburettor, 12 volt starter,
generator. Fuel pmhp optional,
WisuGHTS. 230 lbs. (104.4 kg.) with starter and generator.
PEHEORMANCB.—Rated output: 75 h.p. at 1,950 r.p.rn. (4A4-75-B3),
85 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.rn. (4A4-85.B3), 100 h.p. at 2,530 r.p.rn. (4A4.

—

—

—

The 75

h.p. Franklin

4A4-75-B3 engine.

100-B3).

ISili
.

.

The 215

t

h.p. Franklin

6A8-215-B8F engine with extended

propeller shaft for pusher installations.

:

—

BB

SSS

1

a

s. A*

(6?d)

FRANKUl>i~~-c<miinued.
THE FRANKLIN

6A4-B3.

—

ix-oySnder horkoutallv-opposed air cooled.
Cylinders.— Bore 4J-_»in. {lU.;} mjm.). Stroke 3| in. (88.9 rn/m.),
Capacity 33.o cub. in. (5.5 litres), Compre.ssion Ratio 7.0: 1.
CT .vNp No. SO.

Tvi’E.

—
—
—
—

(..)

AfCE.s.S0RiES.

piial magneto.s, float-type carburettor, 12-volt starter,
generator, oil cooler.
Fuel pump optional.
Weights. 320 lbs. (145.3 kg.) with starter, generator and oil-eooler.
rERPORM.YNcE. Rated output 130 li.p. at 2,200 r.p.iu. (6A4-130-B3),
140 li.p. at 2,375 r.p.m. (6A4-140-B3), 150 h.p. at 2,600 r.p.m’.
:

(6A4-150-B3).

THE FRANKLIN

Type.

6V4-178-B3.

— Six-eylinder

liorizontally-opposed air-cooled bv means of
integral Ian.
Engine operates in vertical position aiid is designed
esjjeciaiiy for a helicopter installation.
Cylindees.— ore 4t in. (114.3 in/rn.), Stroke 3-1- in. (88.9 rn/in.),
(Ja.|jaeity 335 cub. in. (5.5 litres), Coin23ro.ssion Ration 7.0
1.
:

OiT.i.Ni;

No.---80.

—

magnetos, pressure-type carburettor, 12-volt
generator, fuci-pump, oil-eooler, eooling-fnn with air

Ai’i'e.ssmkie.s.
.starter,

J.lital

iiousinus.

Wkigut.

-- 310 lb.s. (140.7 kg.).
I’EEFUKM.vN'iE. -Nett rated output

Type.

THE FRANKLIN

—

178 h.p, at 3,000 r.p.m.

:

6A8-215-B8F.

ix-cylinder horizontally-ojipo.sed.
Air-cooled by means
Engine lias propeller sliaft extension designed

integral^ fan.

of
I'or

IHLsheu’ installa-tion.s.

.

— Bore (127
Stroke
(10^
Compression ration
—
Accessobie.s. — DusM inagneto/battery
float-type

CvLiNDEKS.

5 in.

500 cub.

Octane No.

m/in.).

m/ni.), Capacitj-

4:1-

in. (8.2 litres),
SO.

7.0

:

1.

ignition,

cai'bnrettor,

12-volt .starter, generator, dual fuel-pumps, oil-cooler, cooling-fan

with air liousings.
W'eight. 485 lbs. (220 kg.) eoinplgte.
rEBFOBM.ANCE. Nett rated output
215 h.p. at 2,500 r.p.m.

—

:

THE FRANKLIN

6ACV-403.
a helicopter engine which Aircooled Motors,
Inc. designed, developed and isroduced for installation in the
It was btiilt
Sikorsky R-6 and otlier military helicopteits.
solely for military i3m’pose.s and is no longer in. production.
ix-cylinder horizonlally-ojjpo.sod, air-cooled by means of
Tyi’E.
integral fan.
Engine oporates in the vertical jiositiou and designed
(especially for a lielicopter installation.

The 6AGV-403

is

—

Cylindeh.s.

—

ore

5

Capacity 500 cub.

Octane

in.

The Franklin 6ACV-403

(127 m/ni.), Stroke 41 in. (.108 m/m.),
(Annpresston Ratio 7.0 1.

in. (8.2 litres),

helicopter engine.

—'Dual

magnetos, dual pressure-type carburettors,
24-volt starter, fuel-pump, cooling-fan with air hou,sings.
Weight. 468 lbs. (207.9 kg.) complete.
'
235 h.p. at 3,275 r.p.m.
Perfokmance.^ Nett rated output

Aoc;essobies.

:

N(:i.---S0.

—

—

;

GUIBERSON.
THE GUIBERSON DIESEL ENGINE COMPANY.
Head Office and Woeks 1,000, Fobest Avenue, Dallas,
:

Texas.
This firm was organized in
of the Diesel tj'pe after the
manufacturers of oil industry
three years on the principles

1932 to manufacture aero-engines
Guiberson Corporation, who are
equipment, had experimented for
involved. Their first engine was
granted Approved Type Certificate No. 79 by the U.S. Department of Commerce at a rating of 185 h.p.
The Model A-1020 engine, described below, I'eceived its A.T.C.
No. 220 in February, 1940, and since installation in a Stinson
Reliant monoplane has flown over 1,000 hours on test.
The Company has been tmable to produce this engine commercially owing to the fact that its full capacity was used to
manufacture engines for U.S. Army tanks. The Model T-1020,
which is basically similar to the A-1020 aero-engine, was specially
designed for tank use and develops 210 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m.
The Model T-1400, produced for medium tank and marine use,
develops 250 h.p, at 2,200 r.p.m.

THE GUIBERSON A-1020 DIESEL.
Type. Nine-cylinder four-cycle Die.sel radial.
Cylinders. Bore 6.125 in. (130.175 rn/m.). Stroke 5.5 in. (139.7
Capacity 1,021 cub. in. (16.73 litres). Compression ratio
mini.).
15: 1. B.M.E.r. for rated output 113 lbs. per sq. in. (7.94 kg./

—

stj.

—

e/m.).

inlet and one exhaust valve per cylinder operated
through push-rods and overhead rocker-gear. Combined timing
Decompression device, controlled by
injection control.
throttle, allows airscrew to turn ffeely in the air or on ground.
Induction System.— One Guiberson pump per cylinder forces fuel
at 2,200 to 2,500 Ibs./sq. in. (155 to 276 kg,/sq. c/m.) pressure
through one Guiberson injector into each cylinder. No super

Valve Gear.— One
and

charger.
St.ivbting.

—Eclipse
Diameter

Dimensions.

—

electric inertia or

47.125

in.

Coffman

air starter.

(1,198 m/m.),

Length (including

starter) 38.0 in. (976 m/m.).

—

Weight. 653 lbs. (296.4 kg.).
Pebeokmance. Rated 310 h.p,

„

—

,

at 2,150 r.p.m. at sea level, Fuel conlb, (. 181 kg.) per h.p. hour.
Oil consumiition .02 Ib. (.009 kg.) per h.p. hour

sumption Diesel Index No. 50 .382

JACK & HEINZ,
JACK & HEINZ, INC.
tiEAD Office and Works

’

:

Cleveland

1,

Ohio.
_

Well-known as designers and manufacturers of auxiliary
power-plants, engine starters,
flight instruments, etc., Jack &

automatic^
Heinz, Inc.

pilots,
is

now

generators,
engaged in

the development of a six-cylinder horizoiftally-qpposed aircooled aero-engine as part of its new dia-cast engine programme.
Other units in this programme include a six-cylinder automobile
engine and four and two-eylimk'r auxiliary power-plants, all
of which will have a wide range of interchangeability of com-

ponents and parts.

A,,

i

B

S

a

(68d)

•JACK

—

;

& HEINZ —

s. A.

conli'rmtd.

The aero-enghie

consists essentially of six main aluminium
castings, i.e. crankcase, including cylinder
barrels^ cylinder head ; oil pan ; acce.s.sory cover ; and front
and rear covers. The engine will have a displacement of 126
or

mamesium

die

in. (2,06 litres) and outputs of 95 h.p. maximum and 75
It will weigh approximately 200 Sbs. (91 kg.),
h.p. rated power.
*
No further details are available.

cub.

JACOBS,
THE JACOBS AIRCRAFT ENGINE

REBUBUC INDUSTRIES, INC.).
Head Office and Works

COMPANY

(DIVISION

OF

Pottstown, Pennsylvania.

:

H. B. Knerr.
General Manager
Director of Engineering and Sales; Albert R. Jacobs.
The Jacob.s Aircraft Engine Company has been concentrating
on the production of two basic radial air-cooled engines, the
;

R-775 andB-915.
The Jacobs R-75f)

Series are unsupercharged conservativelyrated engines, featuring simplicity of design. The absence of
high cylinder pressures, combined with large bearing areas and
rating at moderate r.p.m. permit operations at a high proportion
of the jgated power for extended periods without damage. This
engine has been used to power a major percentage of the United
Nations twin-engined trainers. In military training operation
it has proved its reliability under the most severe conditions
and is operating up to 1,200 hours between overhauls.
The Jacobs R-915 Series engines are also unsupercharged
conservatively-rated engines of increased bore and stroke.
Construction is similar to the R-756 engines except that many
parts Save bflfen strengthened to absorb the iacreased horsepower. In spite of the unusually ample displacement and
conservative rating, the power/weight ratio of the R-915A
engine is only 1.68 Ibs./h.p. (0.76 kg./h.p.).
The Jacobs Aircraft Engine Company has also introduced
a series of four and six-ejdinder liquid-cooled horizontallyopposed engines for the light commercial market.

THE JACOBS

—

R-755A1.

even-cylinder tflr-cooled radial.
Cylixdees. Bore 5.25 in. (133 mjin.). Stroke 5 in. (127 m/m,,)
Capacity 757 cub. in. (12.4 litres). Barrels machined from steel
forging with closely-spaced fins. Aluminium -alloy heads screwed
and shrunk on. Aluminium -bronze valve-seats shrunlc into heads.
Pistons. Poi'ged alurninhim-alloy. Three compression rings above
gudgeon pin and one scraiier ring below. Fully-floating, nitrided

Type.^

—

—

The 375

h.p. Jacobs

R-915A1

radial air-cooled engine.

^gudgeon pins.

Connecting Rons.-— One-piece
alloy link-rods, the
pins.

Cr,vnkshaft.

steel

master-rod and forged aluminium-

aluminium bearing

—Two-piece

clamp

-

type,

dii-ectly

on

made from

nitrided steel

ehrorne-nickel

molybdenum

—

Cbankcase.-

steel forgings.
uilt
of five parts.

HP

First, magnesiurn-alloy front

case carrying the thrust ball-bearing and valve-operating gear
second, front half of main crankcase, aluminium-alloy casting
which supports the front crankshaft roller-bearing; thii-d, rear
half of main crankcase, magnesium-alloy easting, which supports
the rear crankshaft roller -bearing and incorporates a ring-type
*
• intake manifold ; fourth, magnesium-alloy rear plate, which carries
additional crankshaft ball-bearing and supports accessory drives ;
magnesium-alloy rear case, which carries accessories.
*
Valve Gear. The whole valve gear (cam. drive gears, tajipets and
push-rods) is in the nose section. All moving parts enclosed.

—

Tulip-type inlet valves, and sodium-cooled exhaust valves. Twm
springs per valve.
Oabbueation.~A single Stroraberg NA-R7A carburettor.
Ignition, One Scintilla magneto and one Scintilla battery distributor,
incorporating automatic spark advance.
Lubrication. One pressure and two scavenger pumps, of gear type,
iTessufe to all main liearing-s.
built into one unit.^ Dry sump.
A take-off to operate an adjustable-pitch or constant-speed airscrew
Automatic
valve lubrication is standard
be
incorporated.
can

—

—

equipment.

Fuel.

— 80 octane.
—R.H.
—Diameter 44

Direct.
tractor.
No. 20 SAE spline.
in. (1,118 m/m.), Length (to rear of mount(692 in/in.), Overall length 40At in. (1,020 m/m.).
Weight.— 505 lbs. (229 kg.).
Performance.—Take-off rating 300 h.p. at 2,200 r.p.m., Pi-ated
output 225 h.p. at 2,000 r.p.m.

Airscrew Drive.Dimensions.

ingplate) 27J

in.

THE JACOBS
This engine

is

similar to the

R-755A3.

R-7ooAl except that

ignition is

Scintilla magnetos.
Provision is made for mnunting
electrical generator and direct cranking electric starter.

from two

an

THE JACOBS

R-915A1.

Except where stated, the construction of the R-915A1 is as for
the R-755A1 but dimensions are increased and stressed parts
strengthened.
Type. Seven-cylinder air-cooled radial.
Cylinders.- Bore 5^ in. (139.7 m/m.), Stroke 5,1- in. (139.7 m/m.).
Capacity 914 cub. in. (14.97 litres). Compression ratio 6:1.
Pistons. ^Fforgod nluminium-alloy, waffle-head design.
Connecting Rods. Link-rods are of forged chrome-molybdenum
steel.
Bronze bu.shes for gudgeon pin and knuckle pin bearings.
Carburettor.— Stromberg NA-R7A.
Ignition.- —One Scintilla magneto and one Scintilla battery distributor
incorporating automatic sfiark advance.
Eclipse 25-amp. gener-

—

—

ator.

Airscrew

—R.H.

Drive.

tractor.

Direct

drive.

S.A.E.

No.

20

spline.

Dimensions. —Diameter 45 1 in. (1,160 m/m.), Length 40ih m. (1,030
m/m.), Diameter of mounting bolt (8 X
in.) circle 16| in. (419.1
m'/m.).

Weight

(including magneto, battery distributor, coil, radio shielding
555 lbs.
carburettor, automatic valve lubrication and oil strainer).
(252 kg.).
Performance. Take-off rating 375 h.p. at 2,300 r.p.m., Rated
output 300 h.p. at 2,100 r.p.m., Cruising 220 h.p. at 1,900 r.p.m.

—

—

THE JACOBS
This engine
supplied

is

by two

Scintilla

THE JACOBS
This engine

The 300

h.p. Jacohs

R-755A1

radial air-cooled engine.

drive

is

is

R-9i5 A3.

R-915A1 except that ignition is
magnetos. Weight 557 lbs. (253 kg.).

similar to the

*

R-915A4.

similar to the 11-9 15A1
a holiiioptor rotor.

sujijilied -^or

exee])l.

that a poivor

—

1

THE JACOBS OPPOSED ENGINES,
The Jacobs comptfny has announced
a new series of horizontally-opposed

m

both
enginis which will be available
Four
air and liquid-cooled forms.
engines will be available, the 100 h.p.
O-240A air-cooled and O-240L liquidthe 165 h.p. O-360A
cooled, and
air-cooled and O-360L liquid-cooled.
air-cooled engine.s \vill_ employ
reverse cooling and the liquid-cooled
models liigh-velocity negative -drag
The fir,st of
type buried radiators.
these engines, the O-360L six-cylinder
liquid-cooled unit, was exhibited at
the National Aircraft Show held in
C4e%'eland in November, 1046.

The

lifters.

„

The 165

.

h.p. Jacobs

Fctul SvsTinr.— Direct fuel-uijectioii u.sing
Ex-Cell-O injection pump.
Fuel Gkade. 80 Octane.
IciXiTXOX.— llendix-Scintilla magnetni-hattery system or dual magneto.s
mounted forwarfl of tlie engine beneath the extended nose ea.se.
Two shielded sparking -plug.s per eyhndep
high-velocity
l’rovi.sion
for
CooUNU. Id hylene-glyeol /water.
negatiA'O-drag burie'd coolant radiator.
LuBiiiCATiox.----\Vet-,sumi:i integral with yrankca-se.
M oiTNTiNG. Tliree-point:, suspension using conical sandwich rubber

—

—

—

.

O-360L

Starter.—Deleo-'Reiny electric direet-cTanking.
Geveratob. Delco-Remy 12-volt 25-amp.

GLADDEN PRODUCTS CORPORATION

(Formerly Kinner Motors

Head Office

635,

;

West Colorado Boulevard, Glen-

California,
President and General Manager
4,

:

John N. Gladden.

Vice-President G. Brashears.
J. Murray Wilson.
Secretary and Treasurer
William P. Stratton, Jr.
Sales Manager
Kinner Motor.s, Ine. succeeded the former Kinner Airplane <fe
Motor Corpn. in 1939 and in September, 1945, the name of the
company was changed to Gladden Motors Corpn.
Production of the company has been principally devoted to
three models, the 125 h.p, B-54, the 160 h.p. R-55 and the ICO
While a large percentage has gone into military
h.p, Pv-56.

32.fi

in.

in. (0.823 m.), Overall iieight
(0.443 in.). Ov'erall length 47.64 in. (1.210 in,).

—

Weiuhts. Average dry weight (e,stimated) 345 lbs. (156.6
Weight of generator plus starter 31,8 Ib.s. (14.4 kg.) or weij
Breeze .starter-generator combination

2.5 ll.i«,

rnEFORMANCE.—Take-off and rated power

(

11.35 kg.).

165 h.p. at 2,400 r.p

sea level.

with

many

company Inrs been able to .supply eommorcial users
^
of their requirements.
,

THE KiNNER

Inc.),

dale

Ratio

DiMEnsiON.s.— Overall width 32.5

service, the

KINNER.

six-cylinder liquid-cooled engine,

K-5 SERIES

— Fivo-cylinder air-cooled
CrMKDEBS. — Boro 4|
(108 m/m.),

Tvi’E.

11.

radial.

in.

Stroke 5J

in.

(133. 5

m/m.).

Swept volume 372 cub. in. (6.1 litres).
Compression ratio 5
Forged steel barrel bolted to crankcase, has aluminium-alloy head
secured by 16 studs. Bronze valve-seats shrunk and rolled in.
:

:

:

Pi.sTONS.

:

—Aluminium-alloy

trunk

type.

Three

compression rings
pin, which is

and one scraper ring above fully-floating gudgeon
located by aluminium end plugs.
CoNKEOTiNQ Bons. Heat-treated alloy-steel forgings.

—

Split mast/gr
big-end, H-seetion auxiliary rods.
One-piece heat-treated and ground alloy-steel forging,
carefully counterbalanced, runs in plain babbit bearings and
thrust taken by a ball bearing.

Crankshaft.
,

—

The*160 h.p. Kinner R-55 five-cylinder radial air-eooled engine,

BBOCSR

—A—
OR

F

.

0

a

(•/Od)

s, A.

KINNEft—continu ed.

—

Five separate camshafts .driven at half engine speed,
with normal type cams, followers and tappets. En«iosed overhead
#
rocker-arms actuated by push-rods.
ne Holley or Stromberg carburettor.
Caeburaxion.
Ignition. Two Bendix Scintilla magnetos driven off the rear^end of
*
the cranlsshaft by spur wdieels.'"
Lubrication.— Circulating dry sump system. Pressure feed.
Accessories- Drives and mountings for the usual acoessnries.
Airscrew Drive. Direct No. 1 spline on B5, SAE No. 10 on B-54.
Dimensions. Diameter overall 45| in. (1,153 m/m.), Leu 'th overall
31J in. (800 m/m.).
Weight Dry (without air-heater, exhaust collector ring, starter or
312 lbs. (142 kg.).
airscrew hub).
Performance. Bated output 125 h.p. at 1,925 r.p.m., Cc siunptions
Oil (Max.) .02
Fuel .60 lb. (.273 kg.)
(0.011
per h.p. hour

Valve Geae.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

:

kg.),

THE KINNER R-5 SERIES II AND R-55.
The construction of the Kinner R5 Series II is practically the
same as the B-5. All oil passages in the R5 Series II, however,
are contained within the crankcase.
The main difference between the R-55 and the R-5 Series II
is that the former has an SAE No. 20 spline shaft whereas the
R-5 has a No. 1 taper shaft.
Cylindees. Bore 5 in. (128 m/in.), Stroke 54 in. (140 ra/in.),
Swept volume 540 cub. in. (8.85 litres). Compression ratio 5.5 1.
Weight Dry' (without airscrew hub, air-heater, exhaust collector ring,
^R,-5 Series 11, 335 lbs. (152 kg.),
starter, generator or fuel pump)
R-66, 345 lbs. (156 kg.).
Dimensions.' ^Diameter overall 45| in. (1,159 m/m.), Length overall

"

ft;

f,

|

—

:

—

—

II 3HS in. (800 ni/m.), R-55 33S in. (853 ni/ih.).
Performance.— Rated output 160 h.p. at l,860or.p.m.

R-5 Series

THE KINNER

R-53.

The R-53 is similar to the R-55 but develops a greater output
by a slight increase in confpression ratio and r.p.m. Its
moimting dimensions are identical to thos® of the B-54 and
R-55, it is interchangeable with the R-55 §nd can be substituted
for the B-54 ivith only slight installation alterations.
Weight Dry.— 351 lbs. (159.3 kg.).
Dimensions.

The 125

Valve Geak.— ne

and one exhaust valve per cylinder operated
through rockers and push-rods and roller cam-follo-wers off five
inlet

—

tromberg

NAR5A

Model

or

Holley

Model

419

carburettor.

laNiTioN.—Two Bendix

Scintilla

magnetos.

Battery ignition also

offered;

LtTBBiGATiON.—High pressure. Pressure pump at 100 Ibs./sq. in.
(7.03 kg. /sq. e/m.) feeds through crankshaft to main and connectingrod bearings. Separate scavenge pump
Aibsorew Drive. ^D irect. SAE No. 20 spline.
Dimensions. Diameter 45| in. (1,153 rn/m.), Length 31J in. (800
m/m.), Mounting bolt circle 14 in. (35 6 m/m.).
tVEiGEras.-—Dry, without carburettor air heater, exhaust collector
^ ring, starter or propeller hub nut, 304 lbs. (137 kg.).
ated output 100 h.p. at 1,810 r.p.m.
Pereobmancb.
_

—

—

—

THE KINNER

B-5

AND

\

—

and one scraper ring above fully-floating gudgeon pin, which is
retained by aluminium end plugs.
Connecting Rons. Split master big-end and H-section auxiliary

—

rods.

Ceankshaet.

—

single-throw one-piece
alloy-steel
shaft runs in plain bearings, with single-row radial thrust-bearing.
Ckankcase.-— arrel type aluminium-alloy, of normal design.

LYCOmiNG,

—

—

—

cylinders.

:

:

:

:

:

:

1

.

—

—

in.

(853 m/m.).

Weight Dey'

(without air-heater, exhaust collector ring, .starter or.
airscrew hub). 362 lbs. (164.3 kg.).
Performance. Rated output 160 h.p. at 1,850 r.p.m.

—

Manufacture

of the horizontally-opposed air-cooled series
in 1938 with a 50 h.p. model.
This series of engines
includes six basic models four four-cylinder and twm six-

programme.

.'

auxiliaries.

Caebubation. One Holley or Stromberg carburettor.
Dry sump, with pressure lubrication to rocker boxes,
Lubrication
Gear type pressure and scavenge pumps.
etc.
'Accessories. Drives and mountings on rear crankcase cover.
Dimensions.—Diameter overall 45'| in. (1,153 m/m.). Length overall

B. Babcock.
President:
William F. Wise.
Executive Vice-President
Vice-President, Secretary and (general Counsel
R. S. Pruitt.
W. A. Morgensen.
Vice-President and Treasurer
Vice-President in charge of Manufacturing
C. H. Kindi.
Vice-Presidents
L. I. Hartmeyer and I. J. Snader.
G. H. Wiegman.
Chief Engineer
General Manager
G. G. Johnson.
Sales Manager
R, E. Posthauer.
The Lycoming Division is the aero-engine and airscrew
manufacturing division of The Aviation Corporation which on
January 1, 1936* acquired the assets and manufacturing rights
of the Aviation Division of Lycoming Manufacturing Company,
Williamsport, P^nna.
The fiiYst aero-enginn ivas developed by Lycoming in 1928 and
was tho nino-cylinder Model R-fiSO, development of which Yvas
begun the saino year. Tho first production model (215 h.p.) was
'.Pho .11 -680 engine^ produced throughout
dolivorod early in 931
the vvar, is no longer in production.
I.

—

Two valves per cylinder operated by enclosed pushrods and rocker arms from' individual camshafts at the rear of

Valve Gear.

was started

:

R-Sfi.

—

THE LYCOMING DIVISION OF THE AVIATION CORPORATION.
Head Office 420, Lexington Avenue, New Yo.bk, N.A’’.
WILLIAMSPORT, PeNNA.
PbODUOTION AND SALES OfIUOES
:

i®

THE KINNER

—

ive-cylinder air-cooled radial.
Cylindees. Bore 5 in. (128 m/m.),_Sti'oke 5.5 in. (140 m/m.), Swept
volume 640 cub. in. (8.85 litres). Compression ratio 5.5 1. Forged
steel barrels and oast afinninium-alloy heads bolted toget&r.
Valve-seat inserts of special bronze pressed and rolled into place.
Rocker-arm supports cast integrally with head.
Pistons. Aluminium -alloy trunk-type. Three compression rings
and one scraper ring all located above the gudgeon-pin.
Connecting Rods. Articulated type H-section. Master-rod fitted
with steel-backed copper -lead bearing.
ne-pi§ce forged steel shaft with dynamic damper
Ce/UstivSHAft.
counterweights, supported on a roller front main bearing, a ball,
thrust bearing and a sleeve type steel -backed rear main bearing.
Crankcase.—Barrel type of cast aluminium-alloy. Front cover
carries front crankshaft bearings, rear wall supports rear crankshaft bearing and bearings for five camshafts. Rear case includes
cast aluminium manifold from which intake pipes radiate to cylinder

Ty'fe.

33|§

ounterbalanced

:

R-63.
ated output 175 h.p. at 2,100 r.p.m.

heads and supports

B-54.

Tyi>e.—-Five-cylinder air-cooled radial.
ore 41- in. (117.5 m/m.), Stroke SJ in. (133.6 in/m.).
Gylindees.
Swept volume 441 eub. in. (7.2 litres). Compression ratio 5.26/1.
Other details as for K-5.
Three compression rings
PisTONS.^ Aluminium-alloy trunk type.

—

\

s

:

separate camshafts driven at ^ engine speed.

CSbbttbatiow.

—

Peefoemance.—

Kinner B-54 five-cylinder radial engine.

h.p.

now

cylinder

—which

—

the 1946 Lycoming production
engines are described and illustrated

constitute

These

*
The adaptability of the Lycoming flat engine was well
demonstrated during the w'ar by the 0-435 engine, which formed

hereafter.

the power-plant of the Stinson L-5 Sentinel liaison-observation
and ambulance monoplane, the Sikorsky R-6 helicopter and the
Locust airborne tank.
Since 1932 the Company has been engaged in the development
of high-output aero-engine cylinders.
The first single-cylinder
liquid-cooled engine completed a 50-hour test in May, 1936.
It
Yvas follow'ed in December, 1937, by a 1,000/1,200 h.p, twelvecylinder horizontally-opposed liquid-cooled engine of 1,233.6
cub. in. (20.2 litres) displacement. In July, 1940, the XH-2470
H-type engine developing 2,000/2,400 h.p. ivas completed, and
in 1943 design of a thirty-six cylinder four -row radial liquidcooled engine was initiated. This engine, the XR-7755,cis the
most powerful reciprocating aero-engine yet developed, and has
a maximum takc-olT output of 5,000 h.p'.’
It was completed in
July, 1946.

F
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LYCOMING— conii'nued.
—

LtTBEiCATioN. I'uU-pressure type except for valve mechanism which
is lubricated by gravity-fed engine oil.
Oil is forced by pressure
pump through camshaft to all cam bearings, crankshaft main
bearings and connecting-rod bearings. Crankshaft is bored to
provide centrifugal sludge removers at all passages leading to the
main and connecting-rod bearings. Pistons, gudgeon pins and
accessory drive gears are lubricated by splash. Screen oil-baffle
provided between crank-case and oil .surapn %vhich has a capacity
for 1 U.S, gallon {3.758 litres) of oil.
Accessories. On (all standard 0-145 models accessory housing
incorporates pressure oil pump, oil relief valve, and tachometer
connection. The oil pump and tachometer shafts are driven
dkeetly from the eanrshaft. On 0-145-,^3 and 0-145-B3 pn-ovision
is made for the installation of an aircraft type generator and
starter.
The starter jaw is located directly at the roar of the
eranlcshaft, the generator is directly above the .starter and is driven
through a spur gear and idler gear by the crank.shaft
a pump
of the plunger type is driv'en by an eccentric located on. the oil

—

;

pump

-shaft.

Dimension and Wbight.s.-—See Table.

M

,

/'

THE LYCOMING

0-235-C.

This engine, wlxich is rated at 100 h.p., is identical, to the
0-290 except that the bore is decreased from 4-|- in, (123.7' m/m.)
to 4 1 in. (Ill m/m.), the displacement being correspondingly
decreased. For structural details see description of the 0-290

and
The 65

h.p.

Lyeoming 0-145

THE LYCOMING

•

for specifications see Table.

series engine.

0-145.

—

Type. Four-cylinder horizontally-opposed air-cooled.
CviiiNDEES.—Bore 3| in, (92 m/m.), Stroke 3|- in.

(89

m/rn.).

Capacity 144.5 cub, in. (2.37 litres). Two cylinders integral with
each half of cast semi-steel cranlicase. Cylinder cooling fins cast
Cast aluminium lieads attached to cylinders
directly on barrel.
by studs and nuts.. Cylinder heads are furnished with Helicoil
inserts into which the sjiarking-plugs are screwed.
Pistons. Aluminium-alloy pistons with two eomiiression rings, one
,

—

and one oil scraper ring- Full-floating gudgeon
pins with aluminium -alloy retaining pings each end.
CoNNECTTNU 14oDS.—-Foi’ged steel ’H'-sectiou rods. Bronze bushing
in piston end and split coppier-lead steel-backed bearing at crankpin
oil-regulating ring

end.

Cbanksh.aet.

—One-piece

forged alloy-stetel shaft with four throws

and three main bearings. Drilled*throughout for lightness and
Spur gear to drive camshaft attached to rear of
oil passages.
shaft with dowels and capscrews. On direct-drive models airscrew
hub flange is forged integral with crankshaft. On geared models,
reduction gear and airscrew hub rear flange forged integral with'

The 125

h.p.

Lycoming GO-290A

THE LYCOMING
Tvbe.

0-290

AND

engine,

0-435 SERIES.

—

om’-cylinder (0-290) or six-cylinder 0-435) horizontallyoppo.sed air-cooled iiicoip orating the same major components.
in. (123.7 m/m,), Stroke
CyDiNDERS.— oi‘6
in. (98.4 m/m.).
Aluminiuni-alloy heads seraweel and shrunk on to steel barrels.
Cylinder assemblies attached to crankcase by studs and nuts.

Two

aluininium-bronze siiark-iilug bushings screwed and shrunk
on opposite side.s.
Pistons. Ahuninimn-alloy pistons with two compression and two
oil control rings.
Fully floating gudgeon -pins with aluminiuminto heads

—

alloy retaining plugs.
Crankcase. ^AlUininium-alloy casting split on the vertical centreFour copper-lead .steel-backed main bearings on the fourline.
Additional hall-tlu'ust bearing at forward end
cylinder model.
of case on the six-cylinder model. Halves of case secured by studs
and nuts.

—

The 100

h.p.

Lycoming 0-235-C four-cylinder

engine.

airscrew shaft supported by two replaceable steel-backed
lead-bronze-lined bearings. Airscrew shaft driven by gear attached
to cranlishaft by key way and nut threaded on crankshaft.
Cbankoasb. Integral crankcase and c;^inder block split vertically
and held together by studs, nuts and capscrews. Internal webbing
support camshaft bearings and three replaceable steel-backed
copper-lead main bearings.
Valve Gear. Heat-treated alloy-steel camshaft with hardened lobes
Mushroom type
drilled for lightness and to provide oil passages.
steel cam-followers with hardened faces and sockets operate
directly in crankcase sections. Push-rods of steel tubing with
hardened ball ends. Forged steel rocker-arms supported on' full-plugs.
One
floating pins in cylinder-head and secured by^
inlet and one exhaust valve per cylinder may be adjusted by screw
and locknut in rocker-arms. Single valve-springs secured with
tapered collars and split-type valve-keys.
Induction. Marvel Model MA-2 single-barrel carburettor attach^ to
bottom of oil sump. Centre-zone induction system, cast directly
in oil sninp, is submerged in heated engine oil to insure thorough
andeuniform vaporisation Of fuel. Each cylinder has interchangeable stool intake pipe attached at both ends with rubber sleeves
steel

—

—

md

—

_ ,'
and clamps. ;
Ignition.—-Dual Scintilla niagnetoa driven by spur gear ftom oara,

shaft.'

"

'

'

The 190

h.p.

Lycoming GO-435A engine,

-

U. S, A.

(f2d)

LYCOMING—continued.
LYCOiVIlNG

HORIZONTALLY-OPPOSED ENGINES.

1

Engmo

No. of
Cylinders

Model

4

t)-145-B

Rated output

1

!

j
1

•

0-235-C

4

O-290-A

4
*

(4O-290-A

4

0-43r)-A

6

GO-43q,-A

6

*0-433.D

'6

Capacity

at

Sea level

j

Compre.ssion.

Ratio

j

Octane
No.

Weight

0\-erall

Ovci-all

Dry

Leiigt h

Width

73

163.4 lb.
(74.2 kg.)

24.02 in.

29.30 in.
(750 iri.in.)

518

32.08 in.
(821 m/m.)

(570

Overall
Heiglit

(J

ear

Ratio

1

143 cub. in.

65 h.p. at
2,550 r.p.m.

(2.37 litres)

100 h.p. cit
2,600 r.p.m.

(3.83 litres)

123 h.p. at
2,600 r.p.m.

(3.85 litres)

160 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m.

(4.75 litres)

233 cub.

289 cub.

289 cub.

ill.

in,

in.

6.3

:

1

or 80/83
6.5

6.5

7.5

:

:

:

1

73

207

(03.9 kg.)

29.50 in.
(731 iii/ni.)

or 80/85

244.2 lb,
(110.8 kg.)

(8tl2

73

434 cub.

240 h.p. at
3,000 r.p.m. *

434 cub.

7,5

:

1

91/98

225 h.p. at
2,550 r.p.m.

434 eub.

7.5

:

1

100

6.3

:

1

or 80/85

in.
(7.1 litres)

in.
(7.1 litres)

20.50

2:2.

Direct

in,

in;'m.)

Direct

in,
in/iii.)

m/m.)

26.64 in.
(677 m/in.)

33.30 in.
(840 in/tn.)

29.61 in.
(677 m/m.)

32.24 in.
(817 m/m.)

2S..79 in,

Direct,

m/m.)

(726 m/m.)

Drive

47.70 in,
(1,232 rn/rn.)

33.30 in.
(846 m/m.)

29.61 in.
(752 m/in.)

43.50 in.
433 lb,
(19e.J38kg.) (1,103 mjrn.)

33.50 in.
(824 m/m.)

30.00 in.
(762 m/iii.)

330

91/98

190 h.p. at
2,550 r.p.m.

in.

lb.

31.54

(1,244

(303.92 lb.
(165.2 kg.)

(435 lb.
(19S kg.)

1,177

in,

m/m.)

40.30
(

in,

m/m.)

49.00

lb.

(158.9 kg.)

(7.1 litres)

ni, in.)

or 80/85
1

i

(.625

in.

32.32
(821

in.

Direct

77

77

:

:

120

120

minirnurn

Crankshaft in vertical plane for helicopter installation.

*

—lUtirvel-Schebler

single barrel carburettor attached to
The distributing zone is submerged
casting.
ill oil;
Separate induction pipes lead to inlet valvms.
Ignition'.
^Dual Scintilla magnetos driven by spur gears from the
timing gear.
Full pressure type, including valve mechanism.
LtTBitiCATios'.
Crankshaft equipped with centrifugal sludge-removers. Pistons,

Indug'i'iok.

bottom of

oil

sump

—

—

gudgeon pins and accessory drive gears lubricated by splash.
Sump capacity (0-290) .2 U.S. gallons (7.516 litres) and (0-435)
3 U.S. gallons (11.355 litres).
Accessobibs, Drive for dual magneto, starter, generator and single
tachometer are standard. In addition drives for fuel pump, vacuum
pump, generator and dual tachometers can be supplied.

—

UlMEXSIONS AND WEIGHTS.—Seo. Table.

LYCOMING HELICOPTER ENGINES,
Uyooming opposed air-cooled engines for use in helicopters
are arranged to be mounted with the crankshaft in a vertical
plane. The standard ikN splined drive-shaft is replaced with a
flange for close-coupled attachment to. the free-wheeling device
or clutch.
As a helicopter operates without any particular velocity
relative to the surrounding air it is necessary to provide a powerdriven cooling-fan. Lycoming engines are equipped -with an
axial-flow fan mounted on the upper end of the crankshaft with
Cowling is provided to direct the
diffuser-vanes below the fan.
air flow around the cylinders for proper cooling and through a
duct to an oil cooler.
Owing to height limitations the six-cylinder engines are operated
dry sump. The accessories are mounted radially and the bottom
of the accessory housing prcvides a small sump for the scavenge

pump.
The
%vet

four-cylinder engines being shorter are arranged with a
the accessory housing. The accessories are

sump below

arranged parallel with the crankshaft centre-line.
The induction system is disposed on the side of the engine
opposite the cooling air cowding for use -^vith a vertical carburettor.
The particulars in the Table relate to the 0-43o-D engine
which forms the po'sver-plant of the Sikorsky R-6 helicopter.
This engine is no longer in production.

The

S-.'580 is

a

THE LYCOMIING S-580.
new eight-cylinder horizontally- opposed

super-

charged engine, four of which w- ill be installed in the Beechcraft
llodel 34 feeder -line transport. The engine will have a take-off
rating of 37.5 h.p, at 3,400 r.p.m. but. no other details were
available at the time of closing down for press.

The 212

h.p.

Lycoming 0-485-0 helicopter engine.

Aibscrew

The XR-77.0O is ,a thirty-six cylinder four-row radial liquidcoolod engine developed jointly by the A.A.F. and the Lycomng
company, and is the most powerful reciprocating aero-engine
yet produced. It has a maximum take-bif output of .'5,000 h.p.
It was completed in July, 1946,. having been: developed as a
result of experience with the A.A.F, Lycoming XH-2470, a
twentjf-four cylinder
-type Hquid-cobled engine rated at 2,400
for take-off which w'as installed experimentally in the Consolidated Vultee XP-54 fighter. The following particulars of
*l?ho XIl-7755 have been made available for publication,
LVMNDEKS.-~BQre 6.375 in. (161.8 ra/iii;). Stroke 6.750 in: (171.3
m/m,), Total Cfipaety 7,755 cub. in. (1,264 litres ).
Cabbubation.-—-Fither carbuiation or fuel injection.
lu.NiTioN.— TwoU3eudix T)LI\-7 low-tension magnetos,
Sui’EKcnABGUH-- Impellor diameter 14.4 in. (366 m/m.), inipedlcr

H

,

ratio.

6

1.

;

Lubrication.— Oil pressure pump capacity 500 Ibs; (227 kg.) per
minute outlet pressure, over 100 Ibs./sq. in. (7.03 kg./sq. c/m.).

I),rive.- -Contra rotating co-axial airscrew sliaft
inboiird
rotating eounter-oloekwite and outboard clockwise.
Airscrew
shaft spline 601-80. .tVirserew drive is through two -speed dual
rotation reduction gear (iiigb ratio 0.2460
low ratio 0.3536), either
of which can be used to obtain tnaximum airscrew efficiency. The,
shifting is accomplished hydraulically and provides a direct drive to
eaeli: of the two airscrew shaft.s without the ijse of a friction clutch.
-Two separate sets of cams can be shifted to change the valve
timing for rna.xitnnm power or cruising economy, and the ignition
timing is also adjustable and Is opex’atod by the same inechanism
that shifts the camshafts.
Aooe.ssqby Drive.s.— Generator, power take-off, two vaouvim, pumps,
and file! pump drives at rear o,f engine, others including two starters
two tadliometers and airscre-i^^ gowmor, magnetos and distributors,
ahead of front row of cylinders.
D:i.MJiNSioN.s.- -Diameter 61 in. (1,549 m/m.). Length 121.35 in. (3,082
'm/in.),AVidth 60.50 in, ( 1,637 rn/in.), .Height 61 in. (1,540 ui/iin).
Dry W,EiGHT.—-6,050 lbs. (2,744 kg.),
TuRimBMANCE.—Normal rated power 4,000 h.p. at 2,300 '?'.p.in.,
Take-off pow'er 5,000 li.p. at 2,600 r.p.m.
Consum'ption (AYipi’oximato), -580 U. 8, gallons (2,195 litres) per
;

;

-hour,

;

0

,

U*

S.

A.

’
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NELSON.
NELSON SPECIALiTY WELDING EQUIPMENT COMPANY.
Head Oi-fioe and Works San Leandro, California.
This Company is building the small four-cylinder horizontally:

opposed two-stroke eligine which forms the power-plant of the
Nelson Dragonfly powered-sailplane.
This^ engine, (i-hich has been '^lesigned by Mr. Ted Nelson, i.s

built largely of magnesium and for an output of 26 h.p. at 4,000
r.p.m. has a net weight of under 40 lbs. (18.16 kg.).
The
cylinders of the engine ai’O magnesium die castings with east
^

steel sleeves.

Details of the Di'agonfljr powered-sailplane will be
under “Nelson” (U.S.A.) in Section C.

found

PACKARD.
THE AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION QF THE PACKARD MOTOR
CAR COMPANY.
Head Oefice and Works Detroit 32, Mich.
:

President and General Manager: G. T. Christopher.
J. G. Vincent.
Vice-President in charge of Engmeering
-T. H. Marks.
Executive Vice-President
Arthur Nutt.
Dii’ector of Engineering
The Packard Motor Car Co. was incorporated in 1900 for the
purpose of manufacturing automobiles, and first entered the
The first experimental Liberty
Aii’craft Industry in 1915.
engines were developed by the conapany and 6,500 of these
engines were built under contract during the War.
In 1928, the Packard Company developed the first Diesel
air-cooled radial aero-engme. This engine had an official rating
from the U.S. Department of Commerce of 225 h.p. at 1,950
r.p.m., and on May 25-28, 1931, a World’s Non-refuelling
Endurance Record of 84 hrs. 33 mins, was made at Jacksonville,
Fla., by Messrs. Walter Lees and Frederick Brossy, in a Bellanca
Pacemaker fitted with one of these engines.
:

:

;

PRATT & WHITNEYTHE PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT DIVISION OF THE
UNITED aircraft CORPORATION.
Head Office and Works East Hartford 8, Connect! cut.
:

1925.
Established
William P. Gwimi.
General Manager
Wright A. Parkins.
•Engineering Manager
Chief Engineer
A. V. D. Willgoos.
Sales Manager
T. E. Tillinghast.
Jolin .L. .Bunce.
Factory Manager
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of tlie United Aircraft
Corpn. concentrates on the mamifasture of high-powered radial
air-cooled engines.
It was founded in 1925 by a .small group of
aeronautical engine experts as the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
Company and has since become affiliated as a division of the
:

;

:

;

;

:

United Airci'aft Corpn.
During the war period, military requhements for Pratt &
Whitney engines necessitated continual and very large expansion
of production facilities. New constructidh at the main plant
in East Hartford was supplemented by the establishment of
The
five satellite plants within a twenty -five mile radius.

Four
automotive companies ^Ford, Buick, Chevrolet and NashKelvinator-—and two aviation companies Jacobs and Contmental—built Pratt & Whitney engines without licence fee.
The production of Pratt & Whitney engines constituted
almost half of the aircraft engine horsepower used by the U.S.

organization’s lieeneees also expanded proportionately.

—

—

In September, 1940, the Packard Company undertook to build
the Rolls-Royce Merlin engine for both the American, and British
Governments. The first two Packard-built Merlin engines to
be completed were set in motion on their test-beds at a special
ceremony which was held at the Detroit works on August 2,
1941.

Packard-built Rolls-Royce Merlm engines” were in full production from 1942. The original Merlin 28 was built under
the designation V- 1650-1 and supplied for installation in the
Ciutiss P-40F Warhawk and in the D.H. Mosquito and Avro
Lancaster, both British ami Canadian built.
In 1944-45 the Packard company was producing the V'%1660-3
and V-1 6.50-7. These enginas were substantially the same as the
Merlin 61 with two-speed two-stage supercharger and were installed in the North American P-51D and R.A.F. Mustang III.
Packard-built Rolls-Royce Merlin 68, Merlin 69 and Merlin
266 engines of the two-speed two-stage supercharger type
v/ere used in the later versions of the D.H. M.)jsqu^c9 Avro
Lancaster and Siipermarine Spitfire.

Nearly ail the new American commercial transports
being powered -with Pratt & Whitney engines.

THE PRATT & WHITNEY WASP-JUNIOR
Type.

Cylinders.—

h.p. Pratt

R-985 SERIES.

air-cooled radial.

and Stroke
in.
m/m).
Capacity 985
cub. in. (16.14 litres).
Compression ratio 6 1. Built up of
oast-aluminium head with integral valve mechanism housing
screwed and shrunk on a forged chrome-molybdenum-steel barrel
liaving integral fins.
Individually removable baffles, providing
uniform air distribution under severe flight conditions.
Pistons. Machined from aluminium-alloy forgings. Pistons have
Underflat heads with recesses for both intake and exhaust valves.
side of piston head ribbed for strength and increased cooling aiisa.
(131. 7-9

:

—

Tliree conuR'ession rings and two dual oil-control rings and one
oil-scraper ring each.
Connecting Rods. Solid master -rod, in which big-end lead-bronze
Eight I-section articulated
bearing bears directly on crank -pin.
rods attached by knuckle-pins to master-rod. Each rod bronzebushed for both gudgeon and knuckle -pin.

—

—

Single-throw two-piece type, machined from forged
Shaft supported by three bearings, one roller on each
side of crank, with ball thrust -beai’ing in nose section.
Craniccase. Nose section is a hemispherical magnesium casting. It
encloses cam and operating mechanism and carries valve- tappets. ,
Main crankcase, in two similar sections machined together, divided
on centre-line of cylinders and united by through-bolts and cylinder
Blower section contains
flanges, is forged from aluminium-allojL
centrifugal supercharger and mounting lugs for installing engine.
accessories
and has integrallyAecessox’y section, in rear, carries all
ca.st vanes in carburettor intake elbow for balanced diffusion of *

Crankshaft.

flying services during the war.

The 450

—Nine-cylinder
Bore

alloy-.steel.

—

mixture.

&

WhitiTey

are

Wasp- Junior R-985

series nine-cylinder radial air-cooled engine,

t

‘

(f4d)

PRATTS

WHITNEY—cont/mued.
THE PRATT & WHITNEY WASP-JUNIOR

R-98S SERIES.

»

1

1

Engine
Model

Take-off

t

Power

Military

‘Rating

Rating

450 h.p.

*'

B5

Normal

—

1

450 h.p.

at 2,300 r.p.m.
at 2,300 ft.

at 2,300 r.p.m.

Blower
Ratio

Compression
Ratio

G

:

10

1

:

Weight Dry

Gear Ratio

Diameter

^

•

Octane
jiNo.

•

1

Direct-drive 6S2

Ib.

(309 kg.y

46.10 in.
(1,170 m/m.)

91/90

1

Direct-drive 082

lb.

(309

kg.)i

46.10 in.
(1,170 m/m.)

91/90

.

(800 m).
4.50 h.p.
»at 2,300 r.p.m.
at 2,300 r.p.m.
at 2,300 ft.

*B4

450 h.p.

6:1

—

;

10:
1

,
j

(800 m.)
1

i
1
1

For operation with crankshaft in

vertical piano {helicopter installations).

—

Valve Geae.

Completely enclosed. Cfam-drum, rotating counteroloclwise at one-eighth crankshaft speed, drives overhead valves
through push-rods and rooker-arms.
iN-DnoriON" System.
Sbromberg self-priming carburettor with idle
Mixture is fed from carcut-off, primer tubing and disti'ibutor.
burettor through intake elbow containing the difiuser vanes
mentioned above to the supercharger and diffuser in the blower
section and thence, to cylinders by tangential intake pipes.
SupEK<5S:AoaEiw- Built-in centrifugal type. Impeller-shaft in line
with crank^iaft and di'iven from it tlamigh a spring-coupling
mounted inside the rear crankshaft gear.
loNmoN. Two Scintilla magnetos located on accessory section,
Pratt
each firing spark-plugs in all nine cy tinders independently.
& Whitney type dual ignition manifold, front and rear, provides
shorter leads to spark-plugs. Radio shielding is ineorijorated.
Reduction Gbab.—Comprises a drive gear splined to the crankshaft
and supported by a roller bearing in the anchor plate. A fixed
gear is bolted to the nose section and meshes with the six pinions
in the gear cage that h splined to the airscrew shaft. Gear ratio 3 2.
Dimensions, Weights and I^eefobmance. See Table.

—

The

the W^asp Junior except for
Cylindebs. Bore and Stroke

Take-off
!

Power

|

Military

Rating

Rating

550

S3H1

600 h.p.
at 2,250 r.p.m.

h.p.,

at 2,200 r.p.m.
at 5,000 ft.
(1,525 m.)

iI

!

600 h.p.
at 2,250 r.p.m.
at 3,000 ft.

Compression
Ratio

S3H1-G

600 h.p.
at 2,250 r.p.m.

Note.—-T lie S3H2 engine

at 2,200 r.p.m.

i

!

(146 in/rn.), Displacement 1,344

mam

—Direct-drive

engin^ lubricated by gear tj'iie pump
located in rear section as in Wasp -Junior,, except for internal
piping instead of drilled passages in tlie lower part of the lower
section.
Geared engines are similar excfl^it that there is an oil
feed pipe in the reduction gear liousing that carries oil to the ball
thrust bearing and reduction gears.

Lubeigation.

j

R-1340 SERIES.

Blower
Ratio

Weight Dry

Gear Ratio

j

6:1

10

:

1

i

is

i

identical to the

Diameter

Direct-drive ^865 lb. (392 kg.)

'

61. SO in.

(1,315

(915 m.)

Octane
No.

91/90

m /m.)

i

•

600 h.p.
at 2,260 r.p.m.

6:1

10

:

3:2

1

938

lb.

(425 kg.)

;

at 6.000 ft.
(1,525 m.)

!

'

1

650 h.p.

5:| in.

geared-drive engines, the nose section is a honiispherieal aluminium forging, which houses the planetary reduction
There, is a pad for mounting the airscrew governor.
gears.
The
airscrew thrust bearing is inoimted at the front end of the nose
section.
The front main crankcase also supports the cam and cam
reduction gear. Valve tappets mounted in guides are located in
crankcase directly over the cam track.
an extension of front

:

Normal

that of

following.

litres).

in.

THE PRATT & WHITNEY WASP
Engine
Model

tlie

—
(22
Cbankcase. — On
cub.

—

—

THE PRATT & WHITNEY WASP R-1340 SERIES.
description of the Wasp is generally similar to

at 3.000 ft.
(915 m.)

S3H1

except that

it is

51.80 in.
(1,315 m/m.)

1

91/96

intended to be mounted with crankshaft vertical for helicopter installations.

m

—

U*

PRATT & WHITNEY—(onllnncd.

Thf 120
Reduction Gear.

h.p. Pratt

& Whitney

S- A.

Twin-Wasp E-1830

—

Comprises a drive gear splined to the crankshaft
and supported by a roller bearing in the anchor plate. A fixed
gear is bolted to the nose seetic®. and meshes with the six pinions
in the gear cage that is splined to the airscrew shaft. Gear ratio 3 2.
Dimen.sions, Weights .and Pereorm.vnce.- See Table.
:

THE PRATT & WHITNEY TWIN-WASP

—

:

standard.
Pistons. Forged

—

aluminium, ribbed on under side of head for
strength, have finned inner skirts for additional cooling surface.
Three compression rings, one oil scraper ring and one dual oil
control ring each.

—

Connecting Rods. Two-piece master-rod, with detachable big-end
cap and lead-silver bearing and six I -section articidated rods
Each articulated rod is bronze-bushed for both
for each row.
gudgeon and kmiokle-pins.
Crankshaft. Two-throw one-piece type, supported by three rollerbearings in crankcase sections, and located by the front main
bearing.
Airscrew-shaft is supported within crankshaft by leadcopper pilot bearing and in nose section by deep -groove ball-bearing
which absorbs engine thrust.
Power sections machined together
Crankcase. In six sections.
from aluminium forgings.
Nose section houses reduction gears
and has provision for Hamilton Standard Hydromatic full-

—

—

A

in upper part of nose section provides means for operating airscrew
Power sections joined by through-bolts. Blower
pitch control.
section, bolted to power section, contains supercharger and carries
bronze-bushed forged steel lugs for mounting bolts.
Blower
intermediate section, bolted to blower section, carries down-draught
carburettor and impeller gear train.
Accessory section of new

design is bolted to blower intermediate section.,
VaTjYE Gear. One inlet and one exhaust valve per cylinder. Exhaust
valves are sodium-cooled and have stellite seats.
Actuated by
ball-bearing rocker-arms and push-rods of heat-treated aluminiumalloy with hardened steel ball-ends.
Two shelf-mounted cams,
one in front power section and one in rear, are driven by spur
reduction gears directly oS crankshaft at one-eighth crankshaft
speed.
All valve gear, including push-rods, is completely enclosed
and oil-tight.
Internally-drilled passages provide lubrication I'm'
push-rods and rocker-arm bearings.
Supercharger. Single-stage single-speed. Large diameter impeller
of improved design, carried by high-capacity ball-bearings, is
driven by dual intermediate gears containing spring-type flexible
drives to absorb shocks and*to equalize driving loads.
Indhciton Satstem. One Strombefg injection carburettor wdth automatic mixture control, idle cut-off, primer tubing and distributor,
from which mixture passes through vanes in interrriediate rear
section of supercharger, through diffuser plate and induction
passages, providing uniform distribution and contributing to
imiiroved performance at height levels.
Ignition. Two SeintiUa flange-mounted magnetos each operate
independent set of qrark-plugs through single ignition manifold
which is attached to the front of the power section to simplify
maintenance and provide, shortest possible leads. Radio shielding

—

R-1830 SERIES.

TYPB.—Fourteen-cylinder two-row air-cooled radial.
Cylinder.s.^ Bore and Stooke 5-| in. (139.50 tn /in. )p Capacity 1,830
Compression ratio 6.7 1. Built up of cast
cub. in. (30 litres).
aluinifiiurn liead, wdth integral valve mechanism housing, screwed
and shrunk on a forged steel cylinder barrel having integral fins. Exhaust ports have shrunlc-in stainless-steel liners providing slip
<»hrome-molybdenum cylinderjoint with exhaust steel pipes.
barrels are nmehiued from steel forging, tapered towards hemispherical combustion chamber, thus compensating for expansion
and providing longer life. Alnminium-bronKe valve-seats for
intake, steel for exhaust, are shrunk into head. Pressure-baffles
to provide uniform cooling to entire cylinder in all flight conditions

feathering, or other controllable airscrews.

fourteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine.

drilled oil passage

•nil

—

—

,

—

is

standard.-

—

^Forced-feed lubrication by gear ty^ie oil pump with
separate low-pressure system to accessory drives in rear-section
regulated by independent lo\v-pressure relief-valve- Inter-rocker
box and inter-cylinder drain-pipes connect to separate suihp from
which the return oil is scavenged by pump located in nose.
Reduction GE.AR.-~Pratt &, Whitney planetary x'eduction gear

Lubrication.

;

.562.'>

:

1

ratio.

E

1

i

i

#

hsd)

U. s! A.

PRATT &

WHITNEY—emitmued.
THE PRATT & WHITNEY TWIN-WASP

Engine
Model

Normal Bating Normal Rating

Take-off

Power

(low blower)

(high blow'er)

R-1830

AND

R-2000 SERIES.

Military

Military-

Rating

Rating

Coinpressiou

(low blower)

(high blower)

Ratio

Gear

Fuel

Ratio

Weight Dry

Dia#ieter

tirade

1.467 lb.
(665 kg.)

48.19 in.
(1.224 m.)

91/96

1.595 Ib.
(724 kg.)

(1.247 m.)

1,570 1b,
(712.8 kg.)

(1.247 m.)

j

!il03.G
(B-1830)

•

2SD13-G
(B-2000)

D-3
(R-2000)

1,200 h.p.
at 2,700 r.p.m,

1,050 h.p.
at 2,650 r.p.m.
1,200 h.p.
at 2,700 r.p.m.
at 7,500 ft.
(3,385 m.)

1,450 h.p.
at 2,700 r.p.m.

'at

^

6.7

:

i

1

1.5625

1,4,30 h.p.

at 2,700 r.p.m.
1,200 h.p.
at 100 ft,
at 2,650 r.p.m.

—

1

;

i

1,100 h.p.
1,450 h.p.
1,100 h.p.
1,200 h.p.
2,550 r.p.m. at 2,650 r.p.m. at 2,700 r.p.m. at 2,700 r.p.m.
16.000 ft.
at
ft.
at 1,000
at 14,000 ft.
at 5,000 ft.
(4,880 m.)
(305 m.)
(1,525 m.)
(4,270 m.)

—

1,450 h.p.
at 2,700 r.p.m.

—

at 4,900 ft.
(1,496 m'.)

—

—

—

49.10

in.

100/130

i

49.10

in.

100/130

(30.5 m.)

—

All accessories are grouped in the rear and
are driven through an intermediate gear train by a single-drive
shaft splined directly to the rear of the crankshaft. Provision
is made to drive two gun-synchronizers or auxiliary accessory
pumps, two magnetos, two tachometers, vacuum pump, oil
pump, fuel pump, starter and generator drives. Generator
dri^e^may he used as a 30 h.p. take-off to drive a remote
Pressure lubrication through drilled
accessory ®gear-box.
passages is provided for vacu-um pump drive and gunsynchronizer or auxiliary drives.
Dimensions, Weights and Peeformanob. See Table.

AcobbSoby Dbives.

—

THE PRATT & WHITNEY TWIN-WASP R.2000 SERIES,
The R-2000 Twin-Wasp is a development of the R-18-30
As its designation implies it is of slightly bigger
capacity and has a maximum output of 1,450 h.p.
The R-2000 has nSw cylinders tvith the bore increased to
5.76 in. (146 m/m.) and a single-stage two-speed supercharger, but retains the crankcase, crankshaft, connectingIt was designed for use in the
rods, etc., of the R-1830.

Series.

and

three-quarter front views
2,100 h.p. Pratt & Whitney
Double- Wasp R-2800 Series eighteeneylinder radial engine.

Side

the

of

main crankcase sections. Weights of reciprocating and
rotating parts connected to the craiikpin are counterbalanced
-weights, part of which are mounted as bifilar dampers.
IMounted at each end of the crankshaft are two counterweights
revolving at twice craukshaft speed to eliminate second-order
“linear” vibration.
Cb.ankcase.—Main crankcase: composed of three forged aluminiumThe front, centre
allo.y .sections held together by through bolts.
and rear .sections are Qne-];)ieee. Nose section houses the reduction
gears: and has provisions 'for full-featliering or other controllable
propellers.
Supercharger case attached to the rear of the main
crankcase section and house.s an impeller and the supercharger,
rim.
Intermediate rear case is attached to supercharger case
and .supports at its forward face a vaned diffuser plate and providesmounting sinface for a jn’cssure type carburettor. Rear section
provides accessory mounting jjads.
Valve (i:K Alt.— One inlet arlSl one exbanst valve per cylinder. Exhaust
valves are sodium-cooled and faced with stellite. Rocker arms
with plain bearings are actuated by .steel push -rods with hardened
Push-rod covers are of one-piece construction.
steel hall ends.
Two shelf-mounted cams, one in the front power section and one
in the rear p)Ower section, are driven by spur reduction gears
directly off crankshaft. All valve gear completely enclosed and
internally drilled oil passages provide lubrication for
oil-tight,
push-rods and rocker-arm bearings.
Htromberg injection carburettor with automatic
Inductioint SY.STEM.
mixture control, idle cut-off, primer tubing and distributor.
Metered fuel is carried thyough internal passages and is thrown
ceiitrlfugally through small holes in a slinger ring mounted on the
impeller shaft.
(When water injection is used, the water is also
^introduced into the induction system through the slinger ring).
Combustion air enters the supercharger at right angles to the screen
of vaporised fuel (or fuel-water mixture) thrown from tl^ slinger
The fuel-air (water-vapour) mixture, after being comring.
pressed, collects in the supercharger rim from where it is carried
nine siamezed intake pipes to the eighteen individual
tl trough
cylinders. The “washboard” impeller ease iirovides better fuel
Tear

by

,

'

,

Douglas DC-4 and is not installed in any other aorojilane.
For weight and performance data see
and 11-2000
Table.

THE .PRATT & WHITNEY DOUBLE-WASP

—

R-2800 SERIES.

ighteen- cylinder two-row air-cooled radial.
Oylindebs.—Bore 6|. in. (146 m/m.), Stroke 6 in. (162.4 mjm.).
Capacity 2,804 cub. in. (45.9 litres). Built up of forged aluminium
head, with integral valve mechanism housing, .serewkl and shrunk
on -a forged steel cylinder barrel. Forged alumiirium .sleeves' in
which deep. cut cooling fins have been machined, are shrunk over
the central portion.
Each cylinder has one inlet and one exhaust
valve, the inlet seating on a bronsse insert and the exhau.st on a
,
.steel insei't, both of which are shrunk into the head.
Pressure
baffles are provided.
Pistons.—- Forged aluminium pistons of full skirt type. Three compression rings, one pair of dual oil control rings and one oil scraper
ring. Top compression ring chromium plated on the face which
bears against the cylinder -vvall.
he rod assembly consists of a one-piece master.
-.^Connecting Kods.
w.
rod and bight I-section articulated rods attaehecji, to each master
'•
rod by knuckle pins. The master rod bearings are one-piece steel
shells covered on the inside and outside with loaded silver.
The
articulated rods have bronze bushings at the iiiston pin end and
.
ride on silpered knuckle pins at the knuckle pin end.
CRANKSHAET^^^Two-throw Crankshaft machined from three steel
forgings which divide at the crankpins and are joined together
by a face spline and bolt. Granlcshaft assembly supported by
steel-basked lead-silver bearings mounted in the front, (lenbre anil

Type.-

:

_

—T

;

:

;

...

—

:

.

'

—

R

,

,

PRATT & WHITNEY—
THE PRATT & WHITNEY DOUBLE-WASP
Engine
Model

Noi'inal

Ttike-o^f

Tower

Eating

(low blower)

iSTorinal
(liigh

Rating

blower)

ililitary

Rating
(low blower)

CA.3

R-2800 SERIES.

Military

Com-

Bating

pression

(liigh

Gear
Ratio

Fuel

Weight Dry

Diameter

tirade

Ratio

blower)

1,700 h.p.
:i;2,400 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.m. at 2,600 r.p.m
at 7,300 ft.
2,100 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.m.
(2,230 m.)

o625

1,800 h.p.
at 2,600 r.p.m
2,300 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.m.
at 6,600 ft.
(1,980 in.)

.5625

1,/OOh.p.
j;2,400 h.p.
1,500 h.p.
2,100 h.p.
1,700 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.m. at 2,600 r.p.m. !at 2,000 r.p.ni. at 2,800 r.p.m. at 2,800 r.p.m
at
ft,
at
7.
at
17,.500
ft,
3,000
16,000ft,
at
.300 ft.
2,100 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.m.
(.5,340 in.)
(915 m.)
(4,880 m.)
(2,230 ni.)

2,327 1b.
62.8 in.
(1,065 kg.)* (1,342 m/m.)

100/130

2,327 1b.
(1,065 kg.)

115/145

1

:

62.8 in.
(1,342 m/m.)

1

CAi;

2,360 lb.
,072 kg.)

.5623

1,600 h.p.
1,800 h.p.
!at 2,600 r.p.m. at 2,600 r.p.m.
2,300 h.p.
at 16,000 ft.
at 2,800 r.p.m.j at 7,300 ft.
(4,880 in.)
(2,230 111 .)

(JAll

Single-speed single-stage supercharger.

j'

Single-speed two-stage supercharger.

I'ajiorization, preventing the aceiimiilation and flow of licpiid
fuel along the diffuser wall by returning it to the air stream.
SupERCHAitGER. ^Siiigle-stiige supercharger may be either single-speed
or two-,speed.» The impeller is driven by a .spring-loaded flexible
drive gear to absorb shocks and to equalise driving loads, plus
cone-clutche.s with creeper desludgers in the case of two-speed

—

drive engines.

Ignition Sy.stem.

—Front-mountftl dual magneto and two distributors

plugs in each cylinder through a single ignition
manifold or harness attached to the front of the power section.
The magneto, inanifold and .spark plug leads are radio-.shielded.
Lubrication. Forced-feed lubrioation is provided by gear-type
oil jimmps to all jiarts of the engine.
Rkdiiction Gear, The planetary reduction gears are of Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft design and are optionally of a reduction ratio
serve two

sparljj,

—

—

of .35, .45 or .5625
1.
The propeller shaft i.s .supported in tho
crankshaft by a lead-coiiper pilot-bearing and in the nose section
by a deep-groove bojl-hearing which absorbs propeller tlmust.
The axially floating ring gear is an integral part of an hydraulically:

operated torquemeter.
t
A0CES.SORY Drives
.^11 accessories are grouped in the rear and are
driven through an intermediate gear train by a single ch'ivoshaft,
.

—

spline-fitted to the rear of the crankshaft.

D1MBNS10N.S,

Weights

.ind

'

Perfobmanoe.

— See

PRATT & WHITNEY WASP-MAJOR
Type.

Twenty -eight -cylinder Ibur-row

Cy'linders.

—

Boi-e"

5|

Capacity 4,363 cub.

'in.

(146

in/m.).

Table.

R-4360 SERIES.

air-cooled radial.
Stroke 6 in. (152.4 rn/m.),
Cylinders, which are similar to

in. (71.5
those, of R-2800 Series, are arranged helically around the crankcase
pressiu’e baffles are provided for individual cylinders and for
each bank of four. All C3dinders are completely interchangable.
Pistons. Forged aluminium pistons of full-skirt type._ Three com pression rings, one dual oil control ring and one oil scraper ring.

and

—

litres),

2,360

1b.

(1,072 kg.)

o62o
1

The top compression

—Rod

100/130

m/m.)

52.8 in.
«»116/145
(1,342 m/m.)

1

:

With water

ring
bears against the cylinder

Connecting Rods.

52.8 in.
(*1,342

1

:

is

injection

chromium -plated on the

face

which

ivall.

assembly for each row

savi^i'^ylinders
consists of master rod w'ith detachable cap, two-piece lead -silver
bearing, and six I-seetion articulated or link rods. Each link rod
has a bronze bushing at the piston end and rides on. a silvered
knuckle pin.
o^*

—

Cr.ynkshaft. One-piece crankshaft of forged steel has four throws
and is supported in the crankcase by five steel-backed lead-silver
main bearings. Weights of the reciprocating parts connected to
the crankpin are counterbalanced by fixed and bifilar counterweights.
Airscrew Shaft. Supported at the cranksjiaft end by a plain leadbronze bearing and at the airscrew end by a roller- bearjng to carry
radial loads and a deep-groove ball-bearing which absorbs engine

—

thrust.

—

The power section case made up of five sections, all except
the front and rear sections being interehangeable. The parts
for the power section are machined from aluminium forgings and
are held together with, through bolts. All other crankcase sections
are magnesium castings. Attached to front of power sectioji by
studs are the magneto section, which mounts seven interchangeable
magnetos, and the nose section, which houses the planetary reduction
gearing and the torquemeter and has provision for full-feathering
or other controllable airscrews. Attached to rear of powder section
by studs is tho supercharger hou.sing, enc)o.sing the supercharger
drives and. impeller.
Behind the supercharger housing, also
attached with studs, is the rear section. On this is mounted a
do-wn-draft pressime-type carburettor. Rear section houses the
accessory-drive mechanism and provides mounting pads for the

Cbankoase.

radial mounting of all accessories to permit greater accessibility
for servicing.
Nothing is mounted on the rear of the engine.
Vaeve Gear.— ocker boxes are part of tho cylinder head, extendmg
fore and aft. Roeker arms with plain bearings are actuated oy
enclosed push-rods. Shelf-mounted cams, intake track in front

i

—

:

3,405 lb.
(1,546 kg.)

$

RANGER.
RANGER AIRCRAFT ENGINE DIVISION OF THE FAIRCHILD
ENGINE AND AIRPLANE CORPORATION.
Hkad OFrioE and Works FARMmGDALE, L.I., N.Y,
:

Chairman of the Board Sherman M. Fairchild.
President J., Carlton Ward, Jr.
Harold H, Bndds.
Vice-President and General Manager
E. M. Lester.
Director of Engineering
:

:

;

:

:

T. Gregory.
V
i
The Bangor Aircraft. Engizies Division directs its principal
aotivdty to the development of in-line,' inverted, aircooled
engines. Dxrring the war dt greatly enlarged its facilities for
the production of engines for the i\.merican Armeti Forces.
Besides producing, in quantity, two basic types of engines,
the 6-4400 Series and the SGV-770C Series, Ranger. also manufacLni’ed 'assemblies for the American-built Rolls-Royce engines,
auxiliary^, power-units which provided electrical current for
large aircraft, and miscellaneous parts for the Armed Forces.
The 6-4400 engines were ixsed extensively in sxxch training
afrcraft as the Fairchild PT-19 and PTs26. They are also
being xised in personal-type aircraft, notably the Grumman
Widgeon twin-engined amphibian, and the Fairchild F-24
four-sxmt cahixx monoplane.
During the war the SGV-77() Seines engines were used in
^ training
and scout aircraft. The SGV-770G-1B modeh was
c~sjl as the po«-'V-phmb for the Curtiss SO 3C Scoui-Qbservation
monoplane and the SGV-770C-2 model powerexR the twinConsiderable
engined Fairchilc^ AT-21 bomber-crew trainer.
development is being undertaken on the SGV-770 type engine.

Chief Engineer

;

A.

..'the

TYrs.—Six-cylinder
OYiiiNDEBS,—Bore

III

'

.

;

RANGER

6-440C SERIES.

in-line inverted aircooled.
in.

(10,48 in/m.), Stroke

in.

(128.8 ni/m.).

63.5 in.
(1,360 in/in.)

100/130

'With water injection.

Capacity 441, cmb. in. (7.2 litres). Cylinder barrels are ehromeinolybdemu'n steel forgings with integral fins and raoxintiixg flangel
Cast aluminiumralloy heads have integral fins, spherically-machined'
combustion chamber and are screwed and shrunk on the barrels.
Aluminium-bronze valve-seats, one inlet and one exhaxi.st, are
shrunlc on to_ the heads. Two sparking-plug inserts are shrunk
and screwed in and pinned.
Pistons. Machined from aluminium-alloy. Three /^-in. (2.28 m/in.)
compres.sion rings and one oil scraper ring.
Gudgeon pins are of
heat-treated alloy steel, retained by snap rings.
CoNNEOTiNQ RoDSi-—- I-section inachined from chrome-molybdenum
steel forgings.
Steel-backed cadmium silver bearing shells used
for main rod bearings and bronze bushings for the little ends.
,

Crankshaft.— Sixdhrow,

seven
statically
and
bearing shaft,
dynamically balanced to close limits. Main journals and crankpins are hollow and fitted with oil plugs. These plugs act as
centrifugal oil cleaners and Rlao as oil transfers from main journals
to cranls-pins.
Crank cheeks are drilled for two-way feeding of
oil from main journals to crank-pins.
Rear end of shaft carries
standard starter jaw. Front end has a Standard No. 20 S.A.E.
spline for the airscrew hut).
Three pendulum-type vibration
dampers are located on the first throw (rear) of the crankshaft.

CbanKcasb.-— Barrel type of heat-treated aluminixim-alloy ribbed for
seven main bearings split longitudinally and clamped together by
long stxxds anchored in the upper webs and extending through
lower webs. Front section carries airscrew thrust bearing and
gears for driving accessory drive shaft and vertical camshaft
drive shaft. Rear section carries drive gears for the accessories,

Valve Gear.—XJnderhead camshaft
.

is

a heat-treated alloy steel forging

carded in housing bolted direct to cylinder-heads. Supported
on seven bearings, one at front end; and one adjacent 'to each
of six pairs of cams. Valves operated by rocker-arms, provided
with crowned roller cam
followers
and ball-type adjusting
screws.
From hollow camshaft pressure oil is fed direct to camshaft bearings. Holes drilled in camshaft between each pair of
cams supply a sj?ray of oil to rocker-arms, cam followers and

RANGER— contmiiecl.
Camshaft housing
csover
and coverj^of magnesium -alio
serving as engine
sump. Torsional
vibration damper on rear camshaft.
Cabb Tj K .-^Ti o N One Stromberg or
MiJrvel-ScheHler updraught cailaurettor
supported on a dividing Tee bolted to
crankcase
on
left
side
between
cylinders 3 and 4. „Tee connects
carbiu’ettor vfith two pipes leading to
two manifolds, each of which supplies
adjusting screws.

—

.

Ignition. -^Two

>**'*V.

-

'%sias.tL.
|

'

type
on upper

Bendix-Seintilla

SB 6 R magnetos mounted

crankcase at rear.
Plain ignition
wiring and sparking-plugs. Shielded
wiring and sparking-plugs optional.
Acce!5soky Dbives.—-Drives for all accessories, and mounting pads and connectiona located at convenient points on
rear of engine.
They consist of

'

'

Ik

fe

'

.

f

iJTj
m
t'V
H
H 3^*1
S V
^^
jT'

,

'

.

i

--’

starter, generator, fuel pump, vacuum
j.iump and tachometers.
Drives are

Iff

,

protected from crankshaft toi'sional
vibration and shock loading by a long
hollow flexible shaft in top of crankjjf
ease
upper
section.
This
shaft
...
transmits the drive from the airscrew
end to the accessory drii^os in the
rear section and isolates them from
any detrimental vibrations. Accessory
drive shaft carried in seven main
bearings in the crankcase webs and
acts as a header for the distribution
The 200 h.p.
h.p,
of oil to main bearings and front end
of engine.
Lubbication. ^Full pressure type. Pump' on crankcase rear section
feeds oil througl?? hollow engine shafts and cast-in passages, there
lieing no external pres,giM.'e oil jiipes on engine.
Return oil drains
from crankcase to ^camshaft housing tliroiigh camshaft vertical
drive shaft housing at the front and drain pipe at rear. .Double
auction scavenge pump on rear of camshaft housing returns oil
through either end of housing to supply tank.
CoouNG. Pressure-type cylinder baffles are standard equipment.
Dimensions.—Length overall 53.156 in. (1.351 m.), Width overall
21.694 in. (l).54& m.), Height! overall 33.50 in. (0.854 m.).
Weights and PERFOBMAStCB. See Table.

^
^

—

^

Ranger

6-44!0-C six-eylinder inverted air-cooled engine.

.

—

—

—

Bendix injection, carburettor feeds inlet side of the
supercharger housing in the crankcase rear section.
Ignition. Scintilla double magneto with two twelve-cylinder
Radio shielding.
distributors on upper crankcase at rear.
Accessory Drives.^ Similar to 6-440C "Series except that the
accessory drive shaft is located in the lower section of the crankcase
at the point of the vee formed by the cylinder-blocks. Accessory

Cabburation.

—

—

generator,
gun syncliroriiaer, magneto,
for
starter,
distributor, fuel pump, vacuum pump, hydraulic mechanism fuel'

drives

pump, mechanical tachometer and electric tachometer.
Lubrigation.—Same as for 6-440C Series.
Herring-bone type.
Reduction Gear.—Gear ratio 3
2,

A short
with gear-tooth splines at both ends provides
drive from the eranlcshaft to the pinion gear installed concentrically
over the quiU shaft. This unit floats on two sets of roller-bearings
and is located axially by the me,shing of the herring-bone teeth
with the teeth of the driven reduction gear. The latter is bolted
tq the airscrew shaft which, in turn, is mounted directly above
the quill shaft on two roller-bearings. Thrust ball-bearing locates
the airscrew shaft. Lubrication by controlled metering jet from
the pressure lubricating system.
Impeller is driven
Supercharger. Single-speed single-stage type.
from the flexible accessory drive shaft, thus eliminating need for
Distribution from supercharger is 5
clutch in supercharger drive.
through two induction pipes, each supplying one banlc of cylinders.
A special -fitting on each induction pipe divides the charge equally,
and distributes it to two, manifolds, each of ivhich siipxilies three
:

THE RANGER
Cylinders.—Bore 4

in.

Capacity 773 cub.
ically

bonded to

as for 6-440C

in.

SGV-770C-1B.

(101.6 m/m.). Stroke 5.125 in. (120 m/m.).
litres).
Aluminium cooling fins chemby Fairchild Alfln proce.ss. Otherwise

steel barrels
Series.

Pistons.— Same as
Connecting Rods.

for 6-440C Series.

—

Fork-and-blade type. Lead-plated steel-backed
copper-lead bearings held in the forked rods, the blade rods bearing
on the outer diameter of the shells between the forks.
Crankshaft. Same as lor 6-440C Series except four pendulum-type
dampers on crank cheeks.

—

Crani^oase.— Same

—

as for 8-4400 Series.

VALViifGrBAB. -Two underhead camshafts, each driven from a separate
Gear and
vertical drive shaft from front end of crankshaft.
lubrication as for 6-440C Series.

The 520

h.p.

flexible quill shaft

—

Y

cylinders.

Blow'er ratio 9.5

:

1.

Ranger SGV-770C twelve-cylinder inverted Vee air-cooled engine

—

F

.

.

B

..

(m)d)

RANaER—continued.
RANGER AERO-ENGINES.

—
•

6-440C-2
Six-cylinder

•

6-440C-5

SGV.770C-1B

Six-cylinder

Tweh^e-cylinder

Twelve-cylinder
geared and*
sxipercharged

geared* and

supercharged

Bore

.

.

.

T.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4-J,

(104.8 m/m.)

Stroke

.

.

.

....

,

.

m/m.)

(104.8

54

in.

64
(128,8 m/ra.)
-

.

.

4

in.

in.

(128,8

4

in.

(101.6

in.

SGV-770-2A

5-J

m/m.)

ill.

5-J-

(120 m/m.)

m/m.)

in.

m/m.)

(401.6

in.

(120 m/m.)

•

Capacity

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

441 ou.

.

441

in.

Compression Ratio

Gear Ratio

.

Weighty (Dry)

Rate Power

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

inciiiding standard

Take-off Power

'

•

.

.

.

.

,

382

equipment
n
.

.

.

.

:

7.5

1

382

lb.

(173.4 kg.)

—

—

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(342.3 kg.)

520 h.p.
at 3,150 r.p.m.

at 3,300 r.p.m.

754

550

1b.

li.p.

91

130

THE RANGER
The SGV-770C-2A

is

500 h.p.

SGV-770C-2A.

similar to the

C-IB

jireviously de.seribed

except that the blower i-atio'is 8.84:1.
details see Table.

For performance

Diesel Power, Inc. is making plans to produce the
four engine as soon as it lias x-eceived C.A.A. approval.

\

DIESEL POWER,

INC.
Division of the Shatter Tool Works.

THE THAHELD

—

Office
Bbe.4, C.4rj:Fo,RNiA.
Mr. Fred A. Thaheld has de.signed two prototype
:

liat-four
air-cooled Diesel engines suitable for installation in light touring
am| training aircraft. The two prototypes, of 100 h.p. and 120
h.p. respectively, are identical in design and consteuction, with
alt components interchangeable except for a slight modification
of the fuel injection system. Following 700 hours of bench
tests the 100 h.p. engine has been installed in a Stinson Voyager
for flight tests.

Mr. Thaheld was for sixteen years vice-president and chief
engineer of the Guiberaon Diesel Engine Co., and was responsible
for the design and construction of the Guiberson A- 1020 ninecylinder radial Diesel engine (which see).

Iype.
ovir-cylinder
Cylinders.
ore 4-J

new

DIESEL.

in,.

.

—Aluminium.
«
Valve Geab. — One
and
exhaust valve per cylinder operated
by push-rods. Entire valve gear enclosed.
Connecting Rods. —I-section rods with bronze-backed babbitt-faced
bearings.
Ob ANKo ase — Aluminium alloy
Ltjbric AT
—Dx’y-suinp type
Pi.sTONS.

inlel.

oixe

.

to.N

Fuel.

—Min.

.

50 octane refined Die.sol

oil

Weight Dby.— 236 lhs.*(106.7 kg.).
PEBFOBMANOE.—Maximum output 100
sumption

meeting

AN

.specifications.

h.p. or 125 h.p.,
(cruising) .20 lbs. (0.9 kg.) per h.p./hr. approx.

Fuel con-

THE WARNER AIRCRAFT C0RP0RATI0N»
Heak Office and Works
20263, Hoover Avenue,
:

Detroit

6,

Mice.

'

,
,

President and General Manager
W- 0. Warner.
yice-Pfesident and Sales Manager L. A. Faunce.
Viee-Presideht and Chief Engineer L. A. Majneri.
Secretary and Treasurer
W. J. Jarvie.
The first Scarab was produced by Aeronautical Industries,
Inc., in April, 1927.
In October of the same year the company
assumed its present name. The Warner Scarab-Junior was
introduced in 1930, and during 1933, a larger engine, the 145 h.p.
Siiper-Searab, WRS designed and built.
The earlier 90 h.p. Scarab- Junior, 125 h.p. Scarab and 145 h.p.
Super- Scarab engines have been illustrated and described in
earlier Volumes.
Descriptions of the Super-Scarab Model
105 and 185 engines are given below.
:

:

:

:

THE WARNER

R-500

SUPER-SCARAB

t65.

TyFE.-^SeVen-cylincler air-cooled radial.
Cylinpebs.-—Boro 4.625 in. (118 m/m.), Stroke 4.25 in. (108 m/m.).
1.
Capacity 499 cub. in. (8.2 litres). Compression ratio 6.4
Alloy steel barrels machined all over and amply provided with
cooling fins. jEIeat. treated alurninium-alloy heads shrunk and
bolted to barrels. Intake valve-seats of aluminium -bronze,
exhaust valve-seats of austenitic steel.
PISTONS.—-Heat-treated alumiriium-alloy eastings, machined all over.
Two compression rings and one scraper ring. Full-floating gudgeon
:

pins.

Connecting

Heat-treated alloy-steel forgings of T-section.
type with replaceable lead-bronze steel-backed
bearing aheil at the crank -pin end. Link-rods are a.ssembled to
the master-rxjd by wrist-pins locked in the link-rods and operating
"^Jn bronze be^^rings which are drilled to provide full forced-feed
Bronze bearings pressed into the srna^ ends.
usbi'iGS'tion.
Ceankshaft. Oii^-piece alloy-steel drop forging, machined all over
and heat-treateiS. Airsorew end machined to a.n S .A.E. No. 20 spHno,
Ceankcase. Barrel type of heat-treated alnminium-alloy, cast in
two halves arfl bolted together on the transverse centre-line. In
the rear half is inserted a heat-treated machined steel bearing cage
and this and two bronze bearing sleeves, which are shrunls and
pinned in tj(»e front iialf of the crankcase, form definite locating
Rod.s.

Master-i'od

is split

—

—

%

fiat-

horizontally-opposed
air-cooled.
(134 m/in.), Stroke 3J in. (9S in/in.), Capaoity
nnmrn'oaainn rnlir. Hi I
SJfaol
barrels and aluminium cylinder head.g.

—

WARNER.
'

,

87

—

Head

,754 lb.
(342.3 kg.)

65

overall 62 in. (1.573 m.), Width overall 28 in.
in. (0.823 m.).
Pbbformanoe. ^S ee Table.

thahe:lo,

1

:

3:2

at 3,150 r.p.m.
to 8,000 ft.
(2,440 m.)

Height overall 32.25

Weight AND.

6.5

1

3:2

450 h.p.
at 3,000 r.p.m.
to 12,000 ft.
(3,660 in.)

D 1 MEN.S 10 NS. — Length
(0.71 m.),

:

773 cu. in.
(12.6 litres)

200 h.p.
at 2,450 r.p.m.

175 h.p.

.

.

,

at 2,450 r.p.m.

•

e

Fuel Grade

‘

lb.

(173,4 kg.)

.

6.5

1

:

in.

(7,2 litres)

—

—
'

.

.

*

6.0

773 cu.

cii. in.

(7.2 litres)

(7.2 litres)

The 165

h.jp.

Warner Super-Scarab 165 engine.

WARNER-^cordinued.
for the main shaft ball-bearings, thereby preventing local
bearing loads from being transmitted directly to the aluminium
crankcasS.
Valve Geab.—Oii^ inlet and one exhaust valve per cylinder. Inlet
valve of cobalt chrome steel, exhaust valve of austenitic steel,
ilocker-arjtjis completely eiiolosed in housings east integral with
cylinder-heads.
0am ring is a machined alloy-steel drop forging
and hardened on all wearing surfaces. It operates on a replaceable
bronze bushing which floats on the heat-treated main bearing
sleeve.
Ali valve mechanism is lubricated automatically by a
combination pressure-gravity system which originates in the
rocker-arm bearings of No. 1 cylinder.
Caububatiotst. One Holley Model 419 carburettor attached to the
lower part of the induction housing which is bolted directly to the
rear oi the crankcase. Separate intake pipes lead directly to each

media

—

cylinder.

—

^Dual Scintilla Model VMN7-DF magnetos flange-mounted
on rear cover. Two sparking-plugs per cylinder.
Accessoby Drives. Mounting pads provided on rear cover for
starter, generator, fuel pump and tachometer drive, and there are
two additional drives. Two drives also provided for the magnetos.
Lubrication. Combination pressure and gravity system. Rockerarm bearings of No. 1 cylinder are lubricated by oil forced from
the pressure system to the rocker-arm shafts. This oil is drained
into the rocker-arm housings and, from the housings, is gravity
fed to the remaining cylinders, accumulating in the covers of the
exhaust rocker-arm housing of No. 5 cylinder and the intake
rocker-arm housing oovet of No. 4 cylinder. These two covers
also act as a sump for the oil which is drained from the cranlvcase
through the push -rod tubes. The scavenging pump picks up the
oil at this point and returns it to the oil tank.
Crankshaft and
connecting rods drilled for forced feed. Pistons and cjdinder walls

Ignition.

—

—

by

lubricated

Dimensions.

splash.

—Overall

diameter 37.25 in. (947 m/m,), Overall length
(without starter) 30.5 in. (775 m/m.).
(vnth unshielded ignition and without optional access341 lbs. (164.8 kg.)^
ories).Performance. Rated power at sea level 165 h.p. at 2,100 r.p.m.
Take-off pow'e> 175 h.p. at 2,250 r.p.m.. Fuel consumption at rated
output .58 lb. (.^63 Rg.) per h.p. hour, Oil consumption at rated
output .025 lb. (.*0114 kg.) per h.p. hour.

Weight Dry

—

—

THE WARNER

R-550

SUPER-SGARAB

The 200

Warner Super-Soarab 185

h.p.

engine,

185.

The R-5r>0 Super-Scarab is, except for a slight increase in
bore, identical to the R-5()0 model.
Boro 4.875 iu. (124 ni/in.), Stroke 4.25 in. (108 in/rn.),
D:t:Mi3NSlON.s.
Capacity 55.5 cub. ih. (9.1 litres), Overall dimensions same as for
165 h.p. Model.

—

WRIGHT,

Weight Dry

:

N.Y.

Works: Wood-Ridge, N..T.
President Guy W. Vaughan.
:

Vice-President and General Manager
W. D. Kennedy.
Vice-President (Engineering)
R. W. Young.
Secretary: J. M. Seanlan.
Treasurer C. C. King.
The Wright Aeronautical Corporation, now approaching
its 27tli anniversary as a producer of aircraft engines, has
consolidated all its facilities in the new Wood-Ridge, N.J., plant,
a single large manufactiu'ing building covering 35 acres under
one roof—the largest aircraft engine plant in the United States.
In the new plant, Wright Aeronautical -will produce radial
air-cooled engines ranging from 800 to 2,500 horsepower and
gas turbines whose details and performance are still restricted
:

:

lbs. (15G. 2 kg.).

power at sea level 180 h.p. at 2,100 r.p.m.
Take-ofi power 200 h.p. at 2,475 r.p.m., Consumptions as for
165 h.p. model.

announced

THE WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION.
(A DIVISION OF THE CURTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION.)
Head Office 30, Rockefeller 1?la2a, New York City,

(with unshielded ignition and without optional access-

— 344
Performance.— Rated
ories).

in 1941) at

700 h.p, arid this was raised to 800 h.p.

for take-off early in 1946.

Co-operating with the Rohr. Aircraft Corporation, Wright
engineers in 1945 developed a self-contained power egg for
the Douglas DC-4 (Army C-.54) to provdde greater cruising
speed, more economical maintenance and complete intey
changeabilityWright engines in production in 1946 are the Cyclone JBA,\
the Cyclone 9HD, the Cyclone 14BB, the Cyclone 18BA and
A gas turbine is also in development but no information
18,BD.
concerning the power-unit may be released for publication.

:

THE WRIGHT CYCLONE

7 SERIES.
a new seven-cylinder radial engine of 1,300
cubic inches (21.4 litres) displacement which incorporates many
ITii'

Cyclone 7

is

by tlie armed forces.
During the war years the Paterson, Wood-Ridge and Cincimiati plants produced more than 280,000,000 horsepower for
North
such aircraft as the Grumman Avenger and Wildcat
Boeing
American Mitchell; Curtiss Helldiver and Seaha’wk
Douglas
Flying Fortre,s.s, Superfortress and G-97 transport
Dauntless and A-20
Lockheed Hudson and Constellation;
Consolidated B-32
and Martin Mariner and Mars.
;

;

;

;

;

The Wood-Ridge plant, specially designed for the purpose,
turned out more than 10,000 Cyclone 18s of 2,200 h.p. each for
the Boeing B-29 Superfortresses
The Paterson plants, “home”
of the company since 1919, manufactured 9, 14 and 18-cylinder
Cyclones during the war years for the United States and its
Allies
and the giant Cincinnati plant, built specifically to turn
out Cyclone 14s, produced more than 50,000 of these powerunits and, towards the end of the war, undertook parallel
production of the Cyclone 18.
Although the war years brought emphasis on production of
great numbers of standardized models, engineering development
continues uninterrupted and the Cyclone 9 was raised to 1,425
h.p. at .96 Ibs./h.p. (0.43 kg.^li.p.) the most powerful air-cooled
internal combustion engine per pound of weight yet produced,
anywhere..
Development of the Cyclone 18 at 2,500 h.p. w'as also announced
late in 1945 with the introduction of the BD model; which
incorporates a new type forged head which replaces the cast
cylinder head used on the Superfortress engine.
The Cyclone 7,“baby” of the Wright family since Whirlwind
production xvas discontinued at the Wrsght plants, had been
;

.-I

The 800

h.p. Wright Cyclone C7BA,eiigine,

S

'

^

li

Ik.

(

WfllGHT—contin-uei.
THE WRIGHT CYCLONE
Take-off
Eiigine Model

Normal

I

Horsepower

Rating
(low blower)

'

7 SERIES.

Normal

Com-

Blower

Rating

pression

Ratio

(high blower)

Ratio

*

Reduction
Gear

Dry WdSght

Fuel

Grade

l^atio

1

735C7BA1

4l,t

600 h.p.

2,600 r.p.m.

at 2,400 r.p.m.
at 9,500 ft,
(2,900 m.)

,

7.21

at 2,400 r.p.m.
at 14,400 to
17,000 ft.
(4,270 to
5,185 in.)

6.2

:

1

:

and

1

9

•

^

500 h.p.
800 h.p.

.661

929

1

:

lbs.

91/96

(421.7 kg.)

1

S.69

'

1

;

»

,

1
i

,

i

1

600 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.m.
at 9,500 ft.
(2,900 m.)

,800 h.p.
at 2,600 r.p.m.

744G7BA1

'

—

0.2

bottom

9.
It has been developed specifically
commercial purposes to meet the requirements of small

uses the type of forged cylinder-heads and Wtype eooling-lins introduced in theC9H® series, but unlike other
engines ip. the Cyclone series it operates on 91/96 grade fuel.
Introduced originally at 700 h.p. for take-off, the C7 is now
rated at 800 h.p.

—

7

—

:

type

lbs.

(417.2 kg.)

91/96

lieail

damage while

installing or

removing

hold-down capscrew.s.

—Forged nlurninmm-alloy with three and two compression
single-piece master-rod with
Connecting Hods. —
rods.
oil

rings.

.

tt'9*x-cy]*nd6r radial air-cooled.
GyLiNDBH.s, Bore 6.125 in. (155.6 rn/m.). Stroke 6.312 in. (160.2 in/m.).
Capacity 1,300 cub. in. (21.4 litres). Compression ratio 6,2 1.
Nitrided forged-.steel barrels with W-tjpe aluminium cooling-fins
inserted into groove.s machined in barrel. Cylinder-head forged
aluminium with machine-out fins giving greater cooling and high
tensile strength.
Head screwed and shrunk to barrel.
Pistons.
igh tensile aluminium-alloy forgings.
Connecting Rons. One forged steel rnaster-rod of the solid big- end

—H

of steel to jircvent

fin

cylinder

Stationary oil jets in the crankcase direct a continuous stream
of oil on pistons and cylinder walls for improved lubrication
and piston cooling, the latter designed to eliminate detonation.
Ttpe.

919

.601

1

:

Pi.STON.s.

transport and feeder-line aircraft.

The Cjclone

7.21

1
;

Cioinponents of the Cyclone
for

:

-

—

with

steel-backed anti-f'rietioii bearing. Six H-section
•
articulated rods.
Ckankshait.— Single-throw two-piece forged steel crankshaft dynamic-

H-.sectiori

.steel-

backed silver liiearing. Eight forged steel articulated
CRANKSHAtiT. Two-plcce sliiglc-throw forged steel dynamieallydampeiied shaft 3up],iorted iu roller liearings. Crank shaft strengthened to accommodate higher powers.
Crankcase. Two-piece power section generally siiiular to others
in the 09 Series except for .some redesign to accommodate stationary

—
—

Power

oil-jets.

section of forged steel-alloy

and front and rear

inagnesium
Carburation. —-Stromberg P.'D12K10
sections of

'

alloy.

ca.st

carburettor mounted on top
of supercharger housing at rear of engine. Supercharger and
diffuser redesigned to provide manifold ]5ressiire riSjuired by higher
powers and to improve fuel distribution at higher altitudes.
Lubrication.- Dry sump. Stationary oil jets in crankcase for
continuous cylinder wall and pist^on lubrication and cooling.
Acce.ssorie.s,— Carburettor, turn Scintilla SF9LN-4 magnetos, priming
system, baffles and air deflectors, accessory iifive.s and cover,s.
CJptional equipment includes airscrewispeed cooling-fan, intercylinder cooling ducts, manifold-pressure rffgulator, torquemeter,
Air.screw Drive. .666 1 or 5625 1, Spline size SAE 50, Rotation
clockwise when viewed from rear end.

—

—

:

:

ally dampened.
Crankoa.se.— Cylindrical forged steel two-piece power section with
front and rear sections of magnesium -alloy. Front section houses
reduction gearing and rear sections house supercharger, diffuser,
accessory-drive gears and mountings.
Valve Gear.-—Two valves per cylinder. Exhaust valve sodiumfilted. Valve.s actuated by push-rods and roller -type cam-follower.
Shelf-type cams improve .service life by reducing deflection.
Caeburation. Stromberg PD6E carburettor.
Lubrioation.— Dry sump pressure type. Stationary continuousfloiv jets lubricate pistons and cylinder walls, improving piston
cooling by elimination of detonation.
Accessories. Bosch SF8LU-1 magnetos, carburettor, priming system
accessory drives and covers, cooling air deflectors and baffles, are
•

—

—

.

standard

equipment. Torquemoter, inter-cylinder air ducts,
and airscrew-speed cooling-fan optional.
Dimensions.—Over all diameter 52.15 in. (,1,325 in/m.), Length 48.22 in.
,

(1,225 ni/m.).

WEibHTS and Performance.—See Table.

THE WRIGHT CYCLONE

*

The most powerful

9

SERIES.

air-cooled radial, engine pec

pound

of

weight in the World, the new G9tID model is a late development
of the series which began more than a decade ago with the
introduction of the first Cyclone 9. The C9HD is produced in
three models with single or two speed mechanical superchargers.
A ratio of 7.21 1 is used in the single-speed model and for the
low blow'er in the two-speed models, with a choice, of 8.69 1 as
high blower in one model and 10.14 I in the other.
;

-

:

:

•

Basically, the C9HD is built on the same design principles
its predecessors, but the development of stronger materials,
plus improved volumetric efficiency, has led to greater poww
from the 1830 cub. in. (3.98 litres) which has been standard
displacement for the C9s for several years.
CYLINDERS.— Bore 6.125 in. (155.6 rn/m.), Stroke 6.875 in. (174 m/m.).
Capacity 1,823 cub. in. (29.88 litres). Forged aluminium-alloy
heads, “course/flne” finning with a minimum of fins on the forward
side and a maximum on the rear side for «'ell balanced cooling.
The exhaust -vah^e seats are of shrunk-in stellite alloy. The
cylinder barrel is cooled by W-type inserted aluminium fins with the

as

THE WRIGHT
Normal
Engine Model

Take-off
Horsepo'wer
1,425 h.p.
at 2,700 r.p.m.

736C9HDi

737^«^D1

1,425 h.p,
at 2,700 r.p.m.

'

Com-

9

pression

Blower

G ear

Ratio

Ratio

Ratio

1,275 h.p,
at 2,500 r.p.m.
at 3,600 ft.
(1,070 m.)

1,125 h.p.
at 2,500 r.p.m.

1,276 h.p.
at 2,500 r.p.m,

975 h.p.
a|, 2,500 r.p.m.
at 18.300 ft.
(.5,580 m.)

ft.

in.)

:

1

at 10,000 ft.
(3,050 m.)

7.21

:

740C9HD1

/

i

i

;

1,276 h.p.
at 2,500 r.p.m,
at 3,600 ft.
(1,070 m.)

1

.

Dry Weight

Fuel

Grade

.5625: 1

1,376 lbs. (624.7 kg.)

100/130

.5625:

T,37Ubs. (022.4 kg.)

100/i30

(619.7 kg.)

iOO/130

and

!

6.80:

1

»

8.69

:

1

7.21

:

1

1

and
10.14:

.

1

engine.

Reduction

Rating

6.80

C9HD

SERIES.

(high blower)

(1,070
1,425 h.p.
at 2,700 r.p.m.

Wright Cyclone

Rating

at3i600
-

CYCLONE

Normal

h.p.

(low blower)

-

j

R-1830

The 1,425

1
'

—

6.80:1

7.21

:

1

:

<!

.5625: I

1,.366 lbs.

9

D

1

,

WRIGHT^-curdmuid.

The 1,900

—

Dimensions.
iaiSeter 54.95
*
(1,247 m/m.).
,
IVEIGHTS and I’lCEFOK.MANIMS.

THE WRIGHT

h,p.

in.

Wright Cyclone C14BB fourteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine,

(1,:195

Lengtli

m/in.),

49.09

iu.

integi’ally

,

and rear

to provide efficient cooling for barrels ap^d heads of front
rows of cylinders.

R-2600 CYOLONE 14 SERIES.

Pistons.

The Cyclono 14 of the first, or “A” series, equipped with an
aiuminium-alloy crankcase, lias been di.scontinued entirely.
A new model, known a| the “BB” series, was, however, placed
in production (luring 1!)44.
While following the general line,s
of the earlier models, it is rated a» 1,900 li.p. for take-off, and is
equipped with cast aluminium cylinder heads and the new

W

Valve rocker-arms and springs enclosed in housings cast
with the head. Gompleta system of pressure baffles

valv'Cis.

-type cylinder Imrrei fm,s.
Wriglit
Cylinders. Bore 0.125 in. (155.0 m/in.), Stroke 0.312 in. (100.2
rn/m.), papaeity 2,003 cub. in. (42.7 litres).
Barrels of the A and
BA. aeries are machined from iiitralloy steel forgings, .have inner
siirface.s nitrided and are screwed and shrunk int(i aluminium-alloy
head.s.
Tlio cooling fin.s of the A and
serie.s are machined oh
the outside of the barrels •wliile the BB series have
-type aluminium
fins I’olled into grooves cut on the (outside of the barrels.
All
engines in this series have a hemispherical coinbustioii chamber
with two inclined valves operating- in bronze guides shrunlc into
head. Sparking-iolug bushings on oppo.site sides of head between

—

W

THE WRIGHT

R-2600

—Wright

“uniflow”

type

ndth three coinpres.sion
1‘ings and throe oib control rings, the bottom ring being inverted.
Case hardened piston pins have bevelled ends and are retained by
coiled spring retainers bedding in annular grooves at ends of piston
,

pin holes.

pi,ston.s

—

CpNNBCTnvG

'

Rods. Single-piece H-seetion master-rod and six
articulated rods inaohiried from solid forgings. Main crank -pin
bearing of copper-lead alloy with steel backing, in the
series,
lind of iflated silver in the B series.
steel spider ring with a
silver-plated face is fitted over one end of the bearing and
provides oil passages outside the master-rod to lead excess oil
from the main bearing to the knuckle pin|, and also secures them
At other end of bearing is a silver-plated slip ring.
in place.
Cranicshai't. Two-throw clamping type permitting use of singlepiece in aster irods.
Each orankcheek carries movable dynamicdamper counterweights on hardened steel rollers. Forward section
shaft
to
accommodate
the driving bell-gear, rear sectiom^
of
splined
splined inside the rear bearing journal to receive the accessory^’
drive shaft.

A

A

,

—

s'"

CYCLONE 14 SERIES
'

Engine Model

57 90 1 4 AC 1

(-A2A)

Normal

Military

Normal

Military

Com-

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

pression

(low blower)

(low blov’er)

(high blower)

(high blower)

Ratio

Take-off
I’ower

1,350 h.p.
1,000 h.p.
l.GOOh.p.
at 2,300 r.p.rn. at 2,400 x’.p.rn.
at 2,400 r.p.in.
at G,200 ft.
at 1,500 ft.
(1,890 m.)
(460 m.)

GR-2()00-A.5A

GR-26()0-A5B

(rt

6.85

~

:

700 h.p.

1..

1,

1

7:1

.5625

7:1

7.14:

1

:

1

1,935 lb. (878 kg.)

100

.5625

:

I

1,935 lb. (878 kg.)

9l

,400 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p'.m. 6,30:
at 10,000 ft.

1

.5625

:

1

1,950 lb. (885 kg.)

100

and
.

10 :1

7.14:

1

.

1

and

1

.5625

;

1

1,960 lb. (885 kg.)

91

.4375

:

1

1,965

(892 kg.)

100

.5625:

I

1,980 lb. (900 kg.)

4375

1

2,090

10 :1

(3,0.50 ni.)

700 h.p.

1,700 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.rn, at 2,500 r.p.ni.
at 4,100 ft.
at 0,700 ft.
at 2,500 r.p.rn.
{1,250 m.)
(2,040 m.)

6.9

:

7.3

1

1,450 h.p.
1,350 h.p.
1,700 h.p.
F, 500 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.in. at 2,500 r.p.rn. at 2,400 .r.p.rn, at 2,500'^’.p.m. 6.85:
at 14,100 ft.
at 4,100 ft.
at 0,700 ft.
Hat 15,000 ft,
at 2,500 r.p.rn.
(4,300 m.)
(4,575 in.)
(1,250 m.)
(2,040 m.)

1

1,700 h.p.

.

1

:

7.06

^

5S6C14BAI

Grade

:

1,400 h.p.
1,275 h.p.
l.GOOh.p.
1,350 h.p.
2,300 r.p.rn. at 2,400 r.p.rn. at 2,300 r.p.rn. at 2,400 r.p.rn. 6.85:
at 11,600 ft.
at 12.000 ft.
at 1,600 ft.
ft.
(3,510 m.)
(3,000 111.)
(458 rn.)
(1,5|5 tn.)

1,275 h.p.
1,600 h,p.
1,350 h.p.
at 2.300 r.p.trr. at 2,400 r.p.rn. at 2,300 r.p.ni.
at 1 1,500 ft.
at 1,000 ft.
at 5,000 ft.
(.3,510 nr.)
(1,525 in.)
(305 m.)

l.GOOh.p.

Dry Weight

,

6.30:

at 5,000

at 2,400 r.p.in.

585Cl41iAl

—

l.GOOh.p.
at 2,300 r.p.in. at 2,400 f ,p.m.
at 2,400 r.p.rn.
at 5,800 ft.
at 1,500 ft.
(1,770 m.)
(460 in.)

l.GOO h.p.
at 2,400 r.ji.m.

Fuel

Ratio

.

1,000 h.p.

1,350 h.p.

GR-260()-A2B

Gear

Blower
Ratio

:

1

and

10.02;

lb.

.

.

1

,

1,450 li.p.
1,360 h.p.
l.GOOh.p.
1,750 h.p.
al 2,400 I'.p.m. at 2,600 r.p.in. at 2,400 r.p.rn. at 2,000 T.]).m. 6.9
1,900 h.p,
at 15,000 f’t.
at 14,800 ft.
at 3,200 ft.
at 5,000 ft.
at 2,800 r.p.rn.
(4,575 in.)
(4,510 m.)
..52.7 rn.)
{
^ (975,m.)
^

742014BB1

,

!

1

:

1

7.06

:

and

1

;

and

10.06:1 .5625

:

1

llyr.

(949 kg.)j 100/ 130

E

.

Mr7? iGH T-—CO nliwii ed

—

case for the A series consists of three aluminiumalloy forged sections divided through the centre-lines of both
bahljp of cylinders. Through-bolts tie the centre-section, to the
^
two outer seotions between each pair of cylinders in each bank,
h’or the B series the crankcase sections are steel forgings attached
to each other by means of small internal lugs. Front and rear
sections accommodate valve-tappet mechanism. The combined
sections contain th® three main crankshaft roller-bearings.
Magnesium-alloy reduction-gear section and supercharger housings
^p^lted on fore and aft. Supercharger front housing serv'es as

Ckajtkcase.

eiigine-inountirig section.

Valve

—-T wo

.

valves per cylinder. Intake valves have concave
heads and solid stems, exhaust valves hollow sodium-cooled stems,
convex heads and stellite facings. Cam-rings driven off both ends
of crankshaft through intermediate gearing at one-sixth engine
speed: Totally -enclosed push-rods.
CAKBtJEATiOK.- The single-speed blower engine has a Holley Model
16S5F variable-veniliuri downdraft carburettor and the two-speed
blower engine has a Stromberg Model P.R 48A pressure-injection
downdraft carburettor. Both are non-icing, fully automatic and
compensate for varying densities of the air and sj^eeial fuel requirements# for acceleration. The mixture is fed through induction
passage to supercharger impeller and 1*5 cylinders through radial
intake j^pipes. The 11 in. (28 c/m.) diameter impeller rotates on
plain bearings.
Lubbicatxon. Dry sump full -pressure type. One pressure and one
or two scavenge pumps eontained in same housing at rear of
engine.
Oil supply for main bearings and front sections of engine
enters at rear of crankshaft. Master-rod bearings, Icnuckle-pins,
cams, supercharger drive mechanisms, and accessory drives also
All parts of valve gear lubricated
lubrica(ia^ bv pressure.
automatically.
Oil pressure available for operation of hydraulic
type constant-speed full-featliering airscrew.
Acoessoeies.—-Accessory section follows standard Cyclone practice.
Magnesium-alloy rear cover plate carries two magnetos, oil pump,
provision for fuel pump, lai'ge and small vacuum pumps.
G-eab.

—

—

THE WRIGHT

R-3350

Gears driving all acces-sories
and generator.
spur type, driven by a central spring-loaded ^ear

starter

the

Engine Model

7;39G18P.A1

y

2

All gears are machined from flteel
and operate in bushings in the rear cover so
that the entire system may he ^removed with cover.
^
.Dimensiox.s.
Overall diameter 55 in. (1,307 ni/m.). Ltuigth 02.00 in.
tail-shaft.

hardened teeth

—

(1,367 m/m.).

Weight AND Peeeobmance.

—See

Table.

THE WRIGHT CYCLONE 18 SERIEsf
The Cyclone 18, which powered the Boeing B-29s during
the air war against Japan, is continuing its service into post-war
as ^he power-plant for the Lockheed Constellation
which is now in. use by major American, European, and South
American airlines.
In addition to the Constellation, the Cyclone IS powers the
Martin Mars flying-boat, the Consolidated B-32 bomber, the
Boeing C-97, and the Lockheed P2V patrol bomber.
The BA model of the Cyclone 18 was the first to be put into

aviation

and developed 2,200 h.p. for take-off.
The B-29 engine was equipped whh a single-speed gear-chiven
.superehargerlioused within the engine and tw'o General Electric
large-scale production

turbo-superchargers housed beneath the engine in the wall of
the nacelle. The first version of the 11-3350 was equipped with
conventional carburation but later models, produced in quantity
toward the end of tlie Avar, were equipped with direct fuelinjection.

Known

as the BI) model, the latest Cyclone IS is rated at 2,500
h.p. for take-off and is designed for either single or two-speed
superchargers and direct fuel-injection or carburation.
ighteen-cylinder double-roAV geared and supercharged radial
Tvpe.

—

air-cooled.

CYCLONE

Nurmal

Com-

18 SERIES.

#

Take-off

Bating

Bating

pression

Blower

Horsepower

(low blower)

(high blower)

Ratio

Ratio

2,200 h.^A.
at 2,800 r.p.rn.

2,000 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.rn.
at 5,500 ft.

0.85

:

1

0.06

Dry Weight

.4375

2,040 lbs. (1,200 kg.)

100/130'

2,070 Ihs. (1,212 kg.)

100/130

100/130

1

:

ami
'

740C:8BDl

1,800 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.rn.
at 14,000 ft.
(4,260 m.)

2, .500 h.p.
2,100 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.rn. at 2,400 r.p.rn.

1,800 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.rn.

at 5,500 ft.
(1,680 m).

at 16,000 ft.
(4,880 m.)

2,500 h.p.
at 2,800 r.^A.m.

2,100 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.rn.
at 5. .500 ft.
(1,680 m.)

~

2,500 lup.
at 2,800 r.p.rn.

2,100 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.rn.
at 5,500 ft.
(1,080 m).

1,800 h.p.
2,400 r.p.rn. at
at 16,000 ft.
(4,880 m.)

(Fuel Injection)
•

m

OSICISBIH
'

Fuel
Grade

.5(125

2,000 h.p.
at 2,400 r.p.rn.
at 2,500 ft.
(730 in.)

2,200 h.p.
at 2,800 r.p.rn.

—

Reduction
Gear
Ratio

(1680 m.)

743C18BA1

of

on the
forgings, have

^

Normal
*

are

0S.5

:

1

0.0 1

.4375

1

:

and

and
S.8I

0.5

;

1

0.40

;

;

i

.5625

1

1

f4373,:

1

2,884 lbs. (1,309 kg.)

.4375

:

1

2,764

(1,255 kg.)

,100/130

!

1

2,779 lbs. (1,264 kg.)

100/130

and
8.07

;

1

1

0.40

:

1

1

0.46

:

1

1

'

0.3

:

lbs.

1

932C18BD1

1

0.5

;

.

4;

O

/

0

and
8.07

:

1

The 1,800-2,200 h,p. Wright Cyclone C18BA eighteen-cylinder two-rjw

radial air-eooled engine

WRiGHr—conUnuecl.

The 1,800-2,500

h.p.

Wright Cyclone

C18BD

eighteen-cylinder two-row radial air-cooled engine.

—

Bore 6.125 in. (155.6 m/m.), Stroke 8.312 in. (160.2 mjm.}.
Capacity 3,347 cub. in. (54.56 litres). Universal-type forged head
“eourse/fine”
linning and increased finning in area of exhaustwith
valve for improved cooling. Forged head has greater total cooling
area than cast %ype i^sed on earlier ClSs. Rocker boxe.s are
slightly smaller tluni type previously used and are held in place by

Ci-tnsTDERS.

five studs.

.Pistons.—Tapered
master-rod ends.

—

,

—

.

,

—

:

—BD

IModels manufactured witli either direct fuel-

new “inducer” type which improves both

of impeller.
each.
I-iUBKioATiON.

efficiency and capacity
“Siamese” Yrtype intake pipes serve two cylinders

—Dry

sump. Front sump jiuinp scavenges to rear
supplies oil at pressui'e for lubrication. Front sump
Crankcase has
regulator for reduction -gear pressure.
.•

pump which

accommodate tapered articulated arid
Five piston rings, tliree oil and two compression.

rods shot-peoned during manufacture.
Two-throw’ forged a,teel crankshaft dyuamicallybalanced witli single-weiglit seciind-order halancer.s concentric
with crankshaft,
*
Crankc.ase.
Eight-piece crankcase. Power section of forged steel
li’onfc
and rear sections of magnesium-alloy.. Front or no.se
section in two pieces to facilitate maintenance. Beductipn gear
are. “high overlap” type for increased tooth contact.
Ball thrustbearing mounted in front section and roller main beari.nga mounted
in weljs of crankcase power section.
Rlectric torque jiressnreindicator and provision, f<,)r double-acting hydraulic airscrew
Xn'oyided in front section.
Valve Ge.ab. Valve seats Stellite-faeed and shrunk into aluininiumalloy head.
Rocker-arm ratio 1 1.
Roeker-arrns pivot on
plain bearings.
Push-rods enclosed in tubular liousings with gland-

type seals.
Fuel Metebi,ng.

is

interior to

Connecting Rod.s.— Gudgeon-pin end of articulated rods tapered to
accommodate inaximinn thrust on down stroke and lesser thnist
* on return .stroke.
Gudgeon-pin and knuckle pin bearings of bronze.
All
Silver mastor-rod boiwing is steel-backed and end-sealed.
Crankshaft.

Fuel-injection equipment
injection or conventional carburation.
inclndes two nine-cylinder pumps, master control, equalizer bar,
Supercharger impeller
fuel lines and cylinder injection nozzles.

also has
.stationary oil jets built in.

Low*- tension type include.s
liigh or low-tension.
one generator mounted on rear cover, two IS-pdint distributor
low -tension current to
section
and
distributing
mounted on front
This sy.stem cuts leakage and
hi,gh-tension coil on each cylinder.
arcing and eliininatcss long travel of high-tension cuiTent. ” Mo
supercharging of ignition system necessary for high-altitude flights
Aocessorie.s. Rear cover strengthened for mounting of power,
tako-ofl:
for cabin suiiereharging, etc. Doulile acting airscrew
pitch control, torquerneter, priming system, fire-seal adapter flange,
cooling-air deflectors, acce.ssory drives and covers, Scintilla magnetos.
Stromberg carburettor or Bendi.x fuel injection are standard
equipment.
y.
Optional Eqdipment. Manifold pressiiro regulator, gear-driver

Ignition.—Either

—

'

—

cooling fan, airscrew -speed fan. .35 or .5625 reduction gears, anti
detonaiit (water injection) equipment.
Dimen-sions, Diameter 55.62 in. (1,413 m/ni.), Length (Models S51,
and 952) 78.14 in. (1,985 rn/m.). Model 749 (fuel injection) 78.52 in,
(1,994 m/m.).
Weights and Pisiiii'ORMANCE. See Table.

—

,

—

